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"Well Liked"
Gentlemen:
I USED to get "Wid's Daily"
Gamble Theater,
at
Altoona, Pa.,
but NOW I am located at
Savoy Theater,
347 Fifth Avenue,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Please see that I receive this
"well liked" daily at the lower
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issued.
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Yours
Ray H. Muntz.
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many of the present-day problems.
"Artificial lighting is rapidly replacing sunshine in everything except straight exterior work, and
lighting is still far from being a perfected science. Light and the sensitive film, too, are far from satisfying each others demands.
"Continued study of the camera
mechanism, with a view to the steady
improvement of motion photography.
"The tinting and toning of film
those sections of a picture known —as

the
are, for example,
still 'night
far fromshots,'
realism.
"Classes in the actual study of photoplay construction, which will en-

deavor to make of the scenariri
something more than a noteboc': u'
consecutive
sets and shois"for the
director.
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enment's official motion picture
work, will take active charge of pioduction work as general production
manager, and expects to begin work
on the first production to lie made
in the London studios within the
next few weeks. A site for the Loni don studio has been selected, and
arrangements have beeii completed
for the filming of the first story.
Captain Kaufman, who was accompanied byhis wife, is taking with
him a complete technical staff, and
will be followed shortly by Hugh
pipe-organs."
Jules Brulatour said yesterday that Ford, who will direct the first picture to be produced in London.
any statement with reference to the
Academy must come from Eastman. Richard Murphy, scenic artist, who
So did Rothapfel, who added that has been in charge of this work in
there would be no financial profit in the Eastern studios, and Eve Unsell,
the enterprise. He indicated that he well known scenario writer, have engaged passage for London, and will
would continue his personal enterassist in completing the details for
the launching of the initial P. A.
prises.
Van Leaves for Coast
picture in London.
Others prominent in the American
Wally Van who directed for the film
industry, including a number of
Rothapfel first unit program has the most famous American stars, are
left for the Coast with 15 prints oi expected to sail for Europe shortly
"The Challenge of Chance." The
press agent of the Frank G. Hall en- to take part in the extensive production program which has been preterprises says:
pared for the new producing unit.
Kaufman and Ford are pioneer
"Mr. Van expects to reach Los Angeles the first of next week and on
rrival will make preparations for the members of the Famous PlayersLasky production department. As
first of the series of feature come- quickly as plans can be worked out,
dies to be produced by him and studios will be established in many
under his direction. He stated be- of the great cities on the continent,
fore leaving New York that there
which means that Paramount-Artis a possibility that he, himself, will craft
pictures will be produced on a
play the principal comedy role in a scale never before attempted.
series of productions. Mr. Van will
One object back of the tremendous
also act in the capacity of general
expansion in the production of Parasupervisor of Frank Hall's interests mount-.'\rtcraft pictures is the belief
on Hethe refused
coast."to add any information of officials of Famous Players-Lasky
that motion pictures can take the
to this, refusing to answer any ques- leadership in bringing about closer
tions as to whether Van would fur- and more friendly relations between
ther work with Rothapfel.
the nations of the earth. The success of the League of Nations, they
feel, will depend in a large measure
Hampton Buys Three
upon the abolishment of narrow
Jesse D. Hampton is reported to creeds and prejudices, and the motion picture camera is expected to be
have paid $35,000 for three stories:
"Ebb Tide," by Robert Louis Stev- the gun which will hold sway over
enson, "The Prince and Betty," by P. the hundreds of millions who will be
by the League of Nations.
G. Wodehouse, and "The Woman of i guided
With studios and producing units
Pleasure," by James Willard.
"An ideal motion picture theater tc
seat 3,700, with a program linked in
the best possible manner. An orchestra of 100 men.
"A lot of experimenting is to be
done in the combination of dramatic
pictures and music, not alone for
great orchestras such as only large
cities can afford but in the exact
musical scoring of photoplays for
the modest melodic combinations of
the average theaters, and for the
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More Girls
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Florida Film Corp., is at tt
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WANTED— One iron man with a
rubber head good for at least a sixtysecond fight with Elmo Lincoln in
THE MIGHTY." Widow
^ "ELMO,
be well provided
for by this

Robert C. Bruce Scenic — "Sundown"
— Repeat Showing at the Rialto
"The Breath
of a Nation" — Cartoon
— Comedy Feature at the Rialto
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement
— At both the Rialto and the Rivoli
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Not Enough Action in Story That
Doesn't Get Below
Dorothy Dalton in

INDEPENDENT
PRODUCERS!
If your pictures
are
positively

1st CLASS

Gillespie Bros. Co.
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
will pay you the
highest price for
the entire
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Reicher Directing Love
Frank Reicher is directing Mon§u
Im. Love in his next film for World

Joyce on Location
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P up at iarrytown shooting scenes
the new Joyce vehicle.
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♦ . Self Censorship
Idea for National Association Dies —
Not Likely to Be Revived
The proposed plan by which memIjers of the Natronal Ass.ociation
would act as censors for all productions, and which drew an emphatic
protest from Pathe and World Film,
will, it is understood, not be attempted. Present indications are
that the idea will be allowed to die.
President Brady informed Pathe
and World that hi would write to
them at 'ength when their protests
were received, but up to the present nothino; has been done.
Tourneur Releases
Paramount will release two Tourneur specials — "Romany Roe" and
"The Broken Butterfly."
Herz Here
Lee Herz, Silee Film Exchange,
has closed with Byoir & Hart, for
Illinois, Indiana and Southern Wisconsin on "Heart of the Jungle,"
which has just completed a two
weeks run at the Olympic, Chicago.
Herz is in New York at the Astor.

Flynn Features
Series of Two Reelers Dealing with
Secret Service Work to Be Started
Samuel Grand of Boston will take
over the Keeney studio on 48th St.
and will make a series of two reelers, with Herbert Rawlinson as the
star. Carl Harbaugh will direct.
The scenarios will be prepared from
plots offered by Chief Flynn of the
Secret Service, and, it is understood,
will deal with Secret Service work.
No. 135

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
IT is now possible to cover
, tije motion picture field like
tffi}^ proverbial blanket, using
but one medium and at nominal cost. Advertisers themselves have proven this. By
concentrating your advertising
; 'WID'S DAILY you reach
ff^ive wires quickly, efficiently
and economically. "Always
Reliable" is the estimate put
on WID'S DAILY by its
readers. That's why advertising here brings results.

Kerrigan's Through Hodkinson
J.
Warren
Kerrigan's
will be
released
through productions
Hodkinson.
First release "A White Man's
Chance" directed l>y Ernest Warde.
Lillian Walker plays opposite. Hodkinson will release this some time in
July.

Real Support
Liberty Theater,,
Houston Texas
Gentlemen:
We
do not think that the
Liberty could exist were it not
for WID'S CRITICISMS.
Yours very truly,

Jean Paige Signs
B. F. Roberts.
Jean Paige has signed a two-year
contract with Vitagraph with an option renewal for a similar period.
She will play opposite Harry T.
Morcy in his next feature as her first
work under the new agreement. Her
Vitagraph has closed a contract
last which
picture she
was divided
"Too Many
Crooks"
in
honors
with for 24 sheet stands which, it is understood, will total six figures, and
Gladys Leslie.
cover the country.
The posters to be used will be unusual. They will contain little readThere is an announceBut About 300 Reels of Stolen Film .ing matter.
ment that Albert E. Smith presents
Involved in Syracuse Thefts
famous stars in Vitagraph features,
and the names of the stars undei
[Special to fFID'S DAILY)
Syracuse, N. Y. — Newspaper re- their portraits, which are arranged
ports to the effect that film valued from left to right in the following
at $12,000,000 has been stolen are order: Harry T. Morcy, Gladys Le;^grossly inaccurate. The actual quan- lie, Earle Williams, Alice Joyce, Bessie Love and Corinne Griffith. The
tity of film involved in the thefts so
far as known is about 300 reels, all, portraits are separated by flaming
which form a decorative
or nearly all, of old subjects, and torches
frame.
having a value not in excess of $7,500.
Practically all of the stolen film
recovered are Universal subjects. Of
298 reels recovered 215 are of UniThe S. L. K. Serial Corp. featurversal subjects, three of Vitagraph,
ing Helen Holmes, have leased the
one of Famous Players, and the remainder small lots from various com- E. K. Lincoln studios at Grantwood,
N. J., and will start shooting next
panies.
week, Donald
McKenzie
directing.
^John bail
R. Van
.'Krmanofwas
Jack Levering will be the leading
$5,000
for action
the held
Grandin man.
Jury and Hans Frohman is out on
S. S._ Krcllberg who is producing
bail for a hearing July 13.
the serial, is planning the production
The National Association, which is on a big scale. It is understood that
will be a mystery and romance
pushing the film thefts, anticipates this
serial,
unlike the railroad serials in
action with regard to the film thieves
to be pushed vigorously within the which Helen Holmes has been apnext few days. Further arrests are pearing.
expected.
Goldwyn Early Fall Releases
Another New Concern
Among the first releases of Goldwyn for the coming season will be
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
"Upstairs" and "Empty Paradise," in
Los Angeles. — McCarthy Pictures \ which
Mabel Normand will play the
Prod. Co. will start a big western
feature on the Universal lot. John comedy leads; "The Peace of RoarP. McCarthy, formerly with Griffith, i
ing River" and "The Stronger Love"
and
John
McDonough
interested. with Pauline Frederick; "Heartsease" and "Lord and Lady Algy,"
Russell Simpson and Robert McKim
to be in first production.
' with Tom Moore; "Almost a Husband," a serio-comic story with Will
Rogers;
"The Golden Song," with
Sharrard Efficiency Manager
Geraldine Farrar, supported by her
George Mj Sharrard, for the past husband, Lou Tellegen; and "Strictly
year a member of Select's sales de- Confidential," a screen version of
partment, has been appointed effi- nedy.
Jerome K. Jerome's "Fanny and the
ciency manager.
Servant Problem," with Madge KenM. C. Howard is now auditor.

Billboard Campaign

Not Millions

Lease Studios

Price 5 Cents

Stormy Meeting
Jesse Goldburg Takes Exception to
Statements Made Regarding
Betterment of Films
Jesse J. Goldburg, general manager of Frohman Amusement Corp.,
delivered a stirring address yesterday at the meeting of the Motion
Picture and Theatrical Co-operative
Asso. — the J. A. Quinn organization
— at the Astor. Goldburg replied to
a number of suggestions made by
representativesocieties
of women's
clubs and
educational
regarding
the
betterment of films and "house
cleaning" in the picture industry.
Goldburg's
speech proved the feature
of the meeting.
Mrs. John Francis Yawger, secretary of the organization, presided.
She introduced J. A. Quinn, after reviewirig what Quinn had done in the
west in the movement. Quinn said
in part:
"I have been suffering from the
bunk and four-flushing of these socalled 'kings' of the picture busifi>t«:
for
four business
years.
They
picture
being talk
the ab"^
foi tv'V
fifth largest industry in the \,
today.
I say it is the biggest j
the world today.
They want
speak truths regarding
the pi
business.
Well, I'll do so.
"In the four years that I have
an exhibitor, there have been aboul
four times that I played a good filrr
to which I could call my family pa
trons and tell them to come to see
"Studio Conditions Rotten"
"Studio conditions are rotten, rot
ten right through to the core.
Fift>
per cent(Continued
of these so-called
ii
on Page players
2)

Young to Direct

Conference
Elsie Janis for Selznick — Productior' ]
Elsie Janies will be directed in her,
first Selznick production by James
Young. This information was received by telegraph from Myron
Selznick in Los Angeles. They will
be met in Chicago by Harry Rapf,
General Manager of the Selznick
Studios, and Edmund Goulding, Superintendent of continuity, and remain there until they have laid out
all details concerning the production,
so that as soon as they arrive in New
York work can begin and be continued without interruption.

Friday, July 4, being a legal
holiday, there will be no issiip
of Wid's Daily published-

iM^
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Stormy Meeting
{Continued from Page 1)
game
today should be thrown

the
out.
"They think they can stop me
from telling- what I know about pictures, but I'm started now, and by
God, the only way they can stop me
now, is to kill me.
This was greeted with applause.
t
Then Quinn continued: "I will gua"^ rantee that I can cut frorti one to
^""^our thousand feet out of every film
^^"'aade under presejit methods.
And
Jf-ll
dd
that
with
90
out
of
every
100
^D'^iade.
I will meet a National Asso?^^ iation committee at any time and
Sc^rove conclusively what I say.
'^o "All the exhibitors in Los Angeles
P^'signed in shpport of my idea before
^^ T came
to New
York.
They
are
^■^tarving for good films.
The public
the

is starving. With the women of the
country in back of me I'll have an
organization by the fall that will
show a thing or two."
"As things are now, exhibitors
have to pray and hope that in six or
eight weeks a fihn will come along
that will make some money for them.
"There are a lot of trademarks in
the business that don't mean anything. There is only one that ever
meant a thing to the exhibitor: General Film. In the old days, we could
get a nicely balanced program of
short stuff without a feature padded
out. Then we were sure of making
a certain margin of profit every
week.
"Now patrons walk out of the theater remarking about the weather or
the music, but never about the pictures. The big Broadway theaters
have to cloak the poor pictures with
fifty-piece orchestras and wonderful
lighting effects to get their show
over.
"But the time will come when all
the lying will be eliminated and with
it will go these world famous directors everyone
Quian
quoted talks
Jesseal50ut."
Lasky as being
in sympathy with the movement.
After him came Mrs. E. D. Foster,
editor of the Community Motion
Picture Bureau which supplies the
military forces of the country with
films. She said that the public was
partly to blame for accepting indifferent films, and said it was wrong
to produce one presentation of productions for all kinds of audiences,
the young and old alike.
L. J. Rubenstein, who said ht
handled advance work for Rothapfel
and Anita Stewart productions then
spoke. He said in part:
"I find that in speaking to newspaper editors all over the country,
that motion picture producers are
looked upon as another variety of
fools. Sentiment among women's
organizations is growing all over and
producers ought to be thankful that
a body like this is being formed with

1
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"Brother Quinn ran 'My Own
United States" in Los Angeles and
lost
money and
on it.maae
He ranmoney.
'The Whip'
previously
Yet
the latter film had murder, assault,
abduction and every other crime on
the penal code in it. What do you
think of that?
"The real work for film betterment
is in educating yourself. We arcproducers and we have a commcrci?!
enterprise at stake..
"You talk of the public wanting
clean films. Look at what 'Yankee
Doodle in Berlin' did at the Broadway? The box office was broken
down; women fainted. .\nd why?
Because your clean-picture-loving
public knew that a number of pretty
girls in abbreviated bathing suits
would appear.
"If you want work to do, change
can't'
the public.
tasteourofmethods.
the
change
We You
are giving
the public what it asks for.
"I aril intolerant ot advice from
those who do not know."
Goldburg's address, which was
delivered with plenty of gestures and
real forceful earnestness started a
running discussion. Quinn answered
Goldburg and said rather heatedly:
"Nothing would please me more
than to meet a commitee of that producer crowd and prove point by
point what I have said. I still maintain that over 50 per cent of the people in the industry are incapable.
Two agencies operating on the coast
are willing to testify that the larger
percentage of those whom tliey place
in the studios are not placed because of ability. I will be glad of a
i closed session between the National
Association and representatives of

Others attending replied to points
this body."
made by Goldburg. Goldburg said
that at the next meeting he will appear with specific information and
facts proving his stand.
Despite the rupture, all present
agreed that sensational posters ought
to be eliminated. Goldburg stated
that he thought local censorship a
a picture
man who
in it."was sitting back
Goldburg,
good thing.
quietly, was asked by Mrs. Yawger
Other speakers included Dr. Edto say something. Then Goldburg
ward Stitts, superintendent of schools
started in.
in New York, B. J. Fagan, chief
"No two minds will agree," he probation officer of the Children's
said. "There is no more iniquity in Court,
and Jay Hunt, formerly a dithe studios of the picture business rector.
than there is any place else in the
Mrs. Ellen O'Grady, deputy police
world.
commissioner, attended the meeting-

No. 28 -WE

INSURE

B. P.
Fineman
Others!

[Watch this Space for

WE PROTECT

9G^JS«
Altho Elmo Lincoln made millions
^f friends in "Tarzan of the Apes"
' doesn't ape anybody in "Elmo,
Mighty" — a thriller if there ever
aL. one.
nothn.

YOUR

INTERESTS

— Buy the safest, surest means— Insurance — Our e.xpert advice is
yours for the asking and we cover every branch of the business. Did you ever hear of "Insurance Service?" — Well that's
what we have to offer— Can we explain further how we can serve
you — Better.

Mm

Yep; the Astor was the "tov/n
pump" in reality yesterday. Nothing but water. Nobody had a
"smile."

but did not make a speech. She
merely said: "I hope the day will
come when we will have clean films."
Quinn said that Goldburg was the
only representative of any producer
who answered his questionnaire. A
numher had been received from exhibitors and,, generally speaking,
were favorable.
About sixty attended the meeting,
almost all of them women. Some
present were:: Georgianna Harriman
Owen; Mrs. Mary Reid, lecturer,
Major J. A. Belton, British Army;
N. Gerger, the Palace, Brooklyn;
Frederick Gage, Famous Players;
Paul Sarazan, First National; Mrs.
M. E. Smith, Nathan Hirsh's sister;
Walter Shumway, independent producer; Mary Wood; D. Keizersteijj
and A. Bunkon, Strand, Bayonne;
Edward Earle; Amelia Bingham and
Benjamin Leo, Washington theater.

3n rainp toeatfjer
a passerby will enter
a theatre as much for
the shelter as for the
show — on clear days
he is more particular, -^^.
and goes in where the
Ritchey

poster

is out.

RITCHEY^
LlTHO.
CORP.
406 W. 3htSt., N.y. Phone CheUe« 8388
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BOSTON, MASS. — A tremendous welrumn is given to the Irisli "President"
Eainonn
l)e Valera.
FERGUS
FALLS, MINN.— A destructive cyclone does over $4,000,000 wortli of
damaee.
.JUAUEZ, MEXICO. — General (ionzales
and staff review the soldiers who detended the city against Villa.
DUBLIN,
IKEL.AND. — Alcock and
Brown, the daring airmen wlio made the
first non-stop flight across the Atlantic,
are acclaimed by enthusiastic crowds;
tiieir welcome
in London.
HOBOKEN,
N. .1. — The 339th Infantry
are the first U. S. soldiers to return from
Russia.
LOS
ANGELES,
CAL. — Motorcycles
compete in a championship race run at
liglitning
speed.
NEW
YORK CITY. — French naval attache awards the Legion of Honor ribbon
to .Admiral Mayo, upon retiringr from active service.
AMERICA
GREETS
HER
NAVAL
HEROES. — Read, Bellinger, and Towers
are greeted on tlieir return from Europe.
C.\RTOON.

toaay
DONALD

I. BUCHANAN

Expert Service, Re-constructing
and
Re-titling of Features
and
Comedies.

Address
ISO

AM

Pioneer

Film

W.

street

46th

PAYING

Corp.,

CASH

NEGATIVES
For

Apply
Nathan Hirsh
729 7th Avenue N. Y. City
Bryant 7224
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Story is Made a "Convenient" Vehicle for Jess Willard
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Jess Willard in

"Challenge of Change"
Fred Wilke Prod. — Independent Sales
DIRECTOR
Harry Revier
AUTHOR
Roy Somerville
SCENARIO BY
Roy Somerville
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
flood fan stuff on account of the
fame of the star; production is passable.
STORY
Obviously made to suit Jess Willard; it
answers the purpose.
DIRECTION
Puts pep into fight scenes and al=
lows Jess to appear natural instead of having
him "act."
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies, generally
fair
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
CAMERA WORK
Arrangement of characters on
screen is calculated to emphasize size of the
heavy=weight champion.
STAR
Does surprisingly
well for a man
with
little camera experience.
SUPPORT

Albert Hart, Arline Pretty, Harry Von
Meter and other players up to the mark.
EXTERIORS
Ranch scenes carry the right at=
mosphere,
some
of the race
track
shots
marred by harsh photography.
INTERIORS
The usual thing in hotel lobby and
office sets.
DETAIL
LENGTH

OF

Nobody bothered
PRODUCTION

about

tine points
7,000 feet

Foil a madc-to-order .story cut to the measurements
of a pugilistic star. "Challenge of Clianee" does
very well. To be sure, it is merely action meller with
a convenient plot, but nobody is going to expect anything very deej). or unusual in a picture primarily devised to capitalize on the public inten-st in a heavyweight cliampion about to defend his title.
Considered strictly on its merits as a photoplay this
seven-reeler wouldn't go over the fifty per cent. mark.

There is not even a pretense at genuine characterization in the presentation of such stock figures as the
willun horse dealer, the persecuted sliero in danger of
being swindled, and the Mexican bandits who tie up
with the crook. These tyi)ical movie characters are
little more than a setting for the giant star — the hero.
Toward the close, the director brfiuglit in some
])retty fair fight stuff in connection with the raid of
the Mexican bandits on the racing stables and the
rescue of the horses iifter a lively fracHS in which Willun Albert Hart and his chief accomjdice are numbered
among the dead. I<"'roni a production angle these passages give the picture its best claim to distinction, although they are not extraordiiniry.
lint, as already mentioned, being cut to fit Jess Willard and depending upon him rather than upon story
interest or an artistic production. "Challenge of
Chance" fulfills the main recpiirements and need not
be scrutinized too closely on points tliat would not be
oxcrlooked in a more pretentious film.
If .luly Fourth proves to be an unlucky day for Jess
there is no apparent reason why he should not follow
the example of James J. Corbett and lesser ring
celebrities by cashing in as an actor. He is the nearest approacli to Maciste that America has offered. Of
course, he doesn't know anything about acting, but
he can punch his way through a Him in a compelling
fashion and make an audience l)elieve that lie is more
than a match for a dozen ordinary men.
Director Itevier was wise enough to utilize the tremendous bulk of his star without frying to teach him
the tricks of the conventional picture actor.
As the
i-anchman who gets a job as buyer for a horse dealer,
Willard isn't called upon to be unlike himself.
Not
giving any evidence of cami'i-a shyness, he is natural,
with results far more satisfactory than probably would
have been attained had the director called upon him to
"act." likeWhen Jess is on the screen the people n car him
look
pigmies.
j
There is no need to go into the details of the plotwhereby
Willard
becomes
the champion
of ArlinV
I'retty and saves her string of horses from the fraudu^
lent dealer.
The pugilist starts handing out healthy
wallops when he finds a bunch of men abusing a horse.
His employer happens to be one of the sufferers and
from this time on they are implacable enemies.
The
jilot has complications;
moist of them of the usuair
order: its real punches,
however,
are the ones that/
Jess delivers.
Between his fights there are some duly
s])ofs, but an audience may be expected to wait pa/
tiently until things begin to happen again.

^
(
\

J

j

Chance to Do Big Business With Crowd of Fight Fans
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

A Double BillAny Feature
and a
el^hristie Special

Obviously, the best time to show this picture is right
now when the newspapers are filled with the WillardDempsey fight. During the days immediately preceding and following July Fourth, it ought to be a cleanup, especially if you have a down-town theatre where
you are reaching men patrons.
As a neighborhood house, family-trade attraction, it
is a different proposition. A lot of folks don't believe
in prize fights or prize fighters, and if you figure that
this element figures largely among your regulars you
probably won't be much

interested in "Challenge of

At allbattle
events will
playbefair.
Before long,andpictures
of the'y^
T(dedo
in circulation
it would
be^
a short-sighted policy to use trick advertising designed \
to fool the unwary into thinking that this is a fight I
film just because they see the name of Jess Willard in I
big type. As a matter of fact, there is not a ring scene
in the entire seven reels.
Of course, you are justified in inn king as much fuss
as you can about Willard being the star of the production. He is your one and only big advertising asset.
The name of the i)icture will naturally be subordinated
to that of the i)ugilist iind there is no harm in using
I)ortraits of Jess in. his fighting togs. Only draw the
line at getting people into your house under a false
impression.

Chance."
Territory Sold
Herman Rifkin of Boston has
sought "Virtuous Men" for New
England. Dubinsky Bros, who operite a chain of theaters in Kansas
.nd Missouri have bought rights for
hose states.

Did

the

the

Girl

Finally
Circumvent
Hooded
Terror?
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KINOGRAMS
IJO.STON
GREETS
I)E
VAI-EKA— A
ori>w(l of forty thousajid turns out at
i'oiiway
Boston, to hear message
from
the Park,
Irish Republic.
KESCUINii THE SALOON CATS—
Animal welfare society in Boston crusades to save barroom pets from unemployment after big' drouth.
FRANCE HONORS NAVAL, MEN—
Admiral Mayo and thirty other officers
of Honor
I'. S. Navy
are York.
decorated with Eegion
of
in New
MAKE CHICAGO A SEA PORT— The
cargo steamer Eake Granby sails from
(Jreat Lakes metropolis on first voyage
direct to Liverpool,
England.
MOVIE SIEN AT CONVENTION— Theatre folks from all parts of the country
meet at National Convention In St.
Louis — a river outing trip.
SET NEW MOTORCYCLE RECORD—
Ralph Hepburn rides 200 miles in 165
minutes in speed contest at Los Angeles,
Cal-, winning
national
championship.
REVIEW U. S. BORDER FORCES—
the outfit that
Infantry,
urth
Twenty-fo
cleaned up Juarez in pursuit of VlUistas,
parades and drills at Ft. BUss.
NaN-C FLYERS ARE WELCOMED—
val aviators who conquered the Atlantic
are given rousing greeting both in New
capital.
and at the National
York
WEATHER FORECAST: VERY DRY—
the old
popular
how
of
•lust a sample
fashioned soda water has become since
the day of the big thirst.
picSIGN TREATY OF PEACE — tFirst
Wilson,
tures ever made of Presiden
and
au
Clemence
Premier
Lloyd George,
together at Versailles.
Orlando
Premier
CALIFORNIA GREETS ACE— Eddie
Rickenbacker is given great reception on
visit to Los Angeles, Cal. — presented with
cup by the city.
.4ID STRICKEN SIBERIA— Secretary
of War Baker sells surplus war supplies
to Russian government. Including food,
clothing and farm machinery.
OF FABIE
HALL
FOR
MARY
PAINT
famous
immortalizes
Sandona
Jlatteo
screen star for classic walls of the nati"n?> gallery of the great.

That First Song

"American
Beauty,"
relea^*"
date
June
29,
1916.
..^n
This is not the only stuff that the
King Solomon Takes Typewriter by Pierce-Solomon combination put
Here is how a brother
"Trusty Ear" and Answers
over in those days that is being used
. Send
iter put his show
along
industry.
exhihover
other
In his survey Joe
of the
Looey con- today by the biggest firms T ^he
your
Lee St.points
how Let thecleaned
knowideas.
vention, among other
made,
ter?Can anybody go this on one betfellow
up.
Cordially yours,
Joe Lee asked "who was the first to
start the song idea?" Then he went
.Some unusual lobbyyoudisplays and along and told of what Anita Stewart
Julian M. ("King") Solomon, Jr.
did in 1918.
tal)leaux effects have been arranged
Now comes "King" Solomon of
by various showmen in presenting
All press agents desirous of getFamous Players with this letter to
ting in on this contest will file to the
".Sahara."
left
and submit affidavits.
.^t the Strand, New York, Manager
I take my trusted typewriter by
Plunkett's' showmanship began at Wid's:
the ear in reply to Joe Lee's query
Donovan Completes Work
"the front of the house," where R. as
to who started the song stuff in
Weaver painted the most elaborate
lowing:
film industry. 1 suDmit the folFrank P. Donovan has just comlobljy cards and decorations that the
were ever prepared for any Strand
pleted "Bullin'offers
the Bullsheviki"
Who started the song idea? The is considering
lO produce. and
Dresentation in the five years of the
answer is very simple — • Pierce and
theater's existence. Even the lobby
Solomon in the old days of Bosphotographs or stills were specially worth,
Inc., way back in 1916. They
prepared. The still desert scenes are
OPEN YOUR EYES
deddone in sepia; the night scene pho- got out icated
"Paula,"
entitled
a song
to Lenore
Ulric
(formerly
tographs ina wonderful blue and the
Warner's new production will have
its initial opening on Broadway nt
oasis scenes are printed on a soft Ulrich). The release date of "The
tlie Central Theatre. The lobby
Paula," Pallas Picture, regreen shade of photographic paper Heart of
display which we made is an
leased on the Paramount Program
with the general Parisian and Cairo
exact duplicate now showing at
(Adv.)
was
April
3,
1916.
Following
the
Shubert in Boston it will
scenes printed on a special pink
this another song was put out dedistock.
"Open
your Eyes"
cated to Myrtle
Stedman
in the
KRAUS MFG. CO.
Weaver prepared more than a
220 West 42nd St., N. T.
dozen remarkable paintings and illustrations utilizing the rich Urban
blue tone for his main scenes and
golden
Office and projection room
teriors. sunlight yellows for his ex-

Putting

It Over

The special prologue, jointly the
work of Plunkett and Carl Edouarde.
consists of a set revealing a panorama picture of Paris, first showing
the famous Eiffel Tower with train
cars and automobiles circling it. Adjoining is a gorgeously lighted cafe,
its spacious corridor filled with gay
Parisian revelers, making in all a
strking likeness to the opening scene
in The
"Sahara."
first reel over, the screen is
raised and a splendid talileau on the
Arab's prayer to the Sun is revealed. It is a setting of the sunbronzed desert, the first scene of the
second part of "Sahara." There
stands an Arab praying while the orchestra rendered Mascagne's Hymn
to the Sun. As the sun goes down
he retires, the setting dissolving into a soft green night desert scene,
with the resumption of the picture
showing Mignon in the desert. This
proved very effective at the Strand.
At the Garrick, Minneapolis, Manager Julius Johnson confined his
prologue to a setting of Cairo, the
feature of which was a skillful simulation of the Palace of Dawn,
with a score of men and women in

wanted. Times Square section. Write A. B., Wid's

native sat
garbaround
at thea "feast
of Allah."
They
well filled
table,
in the centre of which were three
dancing girls reveling in their art
while the guests feasted. Johnson,
Topical Tips
who is also musical director of the
every week
Garrick, composed a special orchestration for the prologue.
and nearly; a thousand features to
his credit
In California Harry Leonhardt devised a prologue showing sunset on
the
desert
with a nomad encampSuite 2003 - 2011 Candler Bldg.
ment and sitting camel in the forePhone Bryant 9120
ground. Into this setting came a
dozen Arabs, and following them u
prepossessing Arab dancing girl and.
while some of the Arabs played their
instruments, she went through a
Metro's Canadian Change
Toronto. — N. Nathanson is now in weird dance. The revelry ended
when the Arabs glimpse the setting
charge of Metro's Toronto Office sun, all stopping, to -bow in prayer.
suece^eding J. D. linger.
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Brady With Realart

First 7 Eminent Authors Releases
First releases of Eminent Authors

First Release "Sinners" Which Ran through Goldwyn: "The Cup of
Two Years in New York
Fury," Rupert Hughes; "Perch of
Realart announced yesterday that the Devil," Gertrude Atherton;
its third star would be Alice Brady, "Partner of the Night," Leroy
thereby confirming reports which Scott; "The Amazing Interlude,"
have been in circulation some time. Mary Roberts Rinchart; "The Street
Her recent releases have been Called Straight," Basil King; "The
Wild Goose," Gouveneur Morris, and
through Select.
Girl from Outside," Rex
First Realart release will be Owen "The
Beach.
Davis "Sinners" which was presented
at the playhouse for over two years.
Kenneth Webb will direct.

Famous in Drama

Causes

>uinn
Wrangle
« Interest
QSome
but No

Ex-

citement in Industry
Charges made by J. A. Quinn, together with the statements of Jesse
Goldburg made at the meeting of the
Quinn organization at the Astor
Tuesday afternoon caused considerable discussion but no excitement in
film circles in New York yesterday.
When the report of the meeting
appeared
in the
Wid's
Daily,, of
it isthe
understood that
attention
National Association was called to
Quinn's assertion relative to studio
conditions as well as general statements as to the quality of the films
he had presented at his Los Angeles
theater during the past four years.
In turn the Association put the matter up to President William A.
Brady. But Brady was so busy yesterday betting that Dempsey would
beat Willard that the Quinn episode
failed to interest him.
The Advertisers Association, however will take up at luncheon today,
(Continued on Page 2)
No. 136

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
GOOD morning! — Have you
read WID'S DAILY?
Sort of silly question, isn't
it? — For you are reading it
now— AND SO ARE THOUS'^^TDs OF OTHERS— This
vely minute — That's the point
—WID'S DAILY IS READ—
Read every morning — And
some afternoons. Publications
that are READ are good adf >ising mediums — Good advertising mediums are sure to
bring results — And that's the
only thing that counts these
days — Concentrate your adverREAD. tising in WID'S DAILY— It's

Charles Frohman, Inc., will be
taken over by the Famous PlayersLasky. Announcement to this effect
was given out last night.
This will mean a number of new
theaters will be erected for the legitimate plays, screen rights to which
will be held by Famous Players.
Adolph Zukor will be elected president of Charles Frohman, Inc.

Define Attitude
New
York
Exhibitor
Organization
Views on St. Louis Proceedings
To define its attitude at the recent
convention at St. Louis, the Motion
Picture Exhibitors League of the
State of New York through its exec
utive committee has issued the following statement:
The
of New
recent
a i)lan
active

organized exhibitors of the State
York sent their spokesman to the
convention at St. Louis to submit
and basis for creating a vigorous,
and genuinely representative National Union of Motion Picture Exhibitors. This plan was to give to every
exhibitor in the United States a chance
to have a voice and vote in the formation
and management of such a National
Organization. It was therefore, based on
the Congressional Unit of Representation,
which is the broadest, fairest and the
most democratic basis of representation.
Under this i)lan each state will be entitled to as many representatives at a National Convention as there are Congressional Districts in the said state.
The recent successful campaign in the
State of New York by the Motion Picture
Exhibitors resulting in the enactment of
the Sunday Opening Bill was conducted
on the basis of Assembly and Senatorial
Districts — the two legislative units in
tills and every other State. The exhibitors in each Assembly and Senatorial district rallied their patrons to the support
of Mineral Sunday legislation. Every Assemblyman and Senator in the State of
New York was approached and his aid
solicited for the support of the liberal
Sunday Bill. In the same way a proposed
censorship measure was defeated.
If these methods of organization were
succes.sful in the State of New York, it is
reasonable to argue that they will be
successful in other States and at Washington. Using these methods, national
legislation can he influenced in the same
manner. The 5 per cent tax on film
rentals, imposed on us because of lack

{Continued on Page 2)

Especially Valuable
With Open Bookings

Price 5 Cents

Huge Foreign
Invasion Planned

New
Company
to Invade
Central
Europe— Will Distribute 50,000,000
Feet of American Film
Coincident with the announcement
of the signing of the final papers of
the Peace Treaty comes the statement that an organization of American film men is ready to invade
Germany, Austria, Hungary, Czechoslovak, Jugo-Slovak and other Balkan states, as well as Poland and
Russia, with 50,000,000 feet of
American made motion pictures.
The new concern, which was
Government
Investigation
Under
formed in New York recently, carWay on Federal
Activities
in
Films
ries the name of "The Atlantic Cinema Corporation" and the officers
Word reached New York yester- are Benj. Blumenthal, who has been
day from Washington of the inves- a member of the Export and
tigation that will take place next Import Company, as president; William M. Vogel, the exporter of Chapweek of the activities of various govfilms, vice S.president
and secretary.
tre^cui-cr
ernment branches in films. A ques- and linSamuel
Rachmann,
tionnaire has been sent to every deBlumenthal is at present in Copenpartment that has done business in
hagen, Denmark, completing the
films or was connected with films
shipping
arrangements for the placputting 16 questions that must be
ing of the American product across
answered.
the borders of Germany as soon as
The investigation is in charge of
the country is opened up. The shipthe Committee on War Expendiments to the former neutral countures. It is alleged that millions of
tries are already under way.
dollars have been extorted from the
Although the company has be(
government and that this extortion existence
a very short time
has been done by persons connected
have
placed
with Amei
with the industry in complicity with manufacturers contracts
for a great qua^
high government officials.
the output that has been
It is charged that the method of of
here in the last four years.
Th
operation permitted certain favored have secured the entire program
individuals to get producing con- releases
made
by Triangle
sin
tracts and, that in soine cases, ac- 1915.
This includes about 400 fi
(Continiied on Page 2)
and six-reel features, including pr
Dye, Ford & Rogers, who
operate houses in Texas, will
buibd in Wichita Falls. They
write: Rest assured we will
want Wid's Daily when we get
to Wichita Falls, the same as
we do in Amarillo, especially
will it be valuable since open
bookings are now assured.

Film Men Suspected

Realart Exchanges
Appointments
for New
York, Chicago and Boston Announced
Realart Pictures yesterday announced three exchange managers:
Lester W. Adier for New York;
Harry W. Willard for Chicago and
Walter R. Scates for Boston.
Adler has been office manager of
Select of late, but for 10 years has
been in the business with various
companies. Willard has been in the
game about nine years with several
of the large companies. His last position was with Metro. Headquarters will be opened at 1204 Consumers Bldg. Scates will open headquarters at 5 Isabella St., Boston.
Until he resigned to take up Realart
work Scates was with United Picture
Theaters. He is one of the pioneers
in the industry.

ductions Norma
of Fairbanks,
William Ta '
Hart,
and Constance
madge, Mae Marsh, Charles Ray an\
others, and about 300 shorter sul*
jects the greater part of which aV
Keystone comedies.
None of these
have been seen anywhere in Eastern
Europe because of the blockade that
existed during the war.
In addition they have also contracted for the entire output of the
Goldwyn, Select and the Selznick
companies. They have also arranged
for a selection of 100 of the Metro
program in the last couple of years,
and for appro.ximately 100 independently(Continued
made and released
productions.
on Page
2)

Friday, July 4, being a legal
holiday, there will be no issue
of Wid's Daily published.

tM\
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All Universal officials had left for
the day and no one cared to authorize a statement.
In the absence of Ricord Gradwell,
say.
World
Film offices, had nothing to
Td. IX N*. 3
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Quinn Wrangle
(Continued from Page 1)
Quinn's
statement
relative to the
type of posters used which should
be eliminated.
Most of the producers in New
York at whom Quinn directed his
trade seemed inclined not to take
up the matter at all. Certainly not
for publication.
Famous Players-Lasky would not
discuss the matter.
Pathe assumed a like stand.
Lewis J. Selznick had no comment
to make.
First National officials refused to
discuss the matter.
William D. MacGuire, secretary of
the National Board of Review, could
not be reached. His office intimated
that a statement was being prepared.
Exhibitors Muutal was silent.

Goldwyn was non-committal.
Hiram Abrams of United Artists,
said: "If Quinn could only find about
four pictures during the past four
years that he could show to his audiences, then all I want to say is that
I am glad that Quinn isn't in my
employ
as a of
house
A number
men manager."
prominent in the
industry refused to discuss the matter for publication. One of them
pointed out, however, that apparently Quinn was "geting away with
murder" insofar as the amount of
publicity
he was receiving was concerned.
"Quinn doesn't mean a thing in
Los Angeles," he said. "He runs a
little house out on Broadway, and
I'd hate to tell you the nature of
some of the productions he has
booked. The film people in his homo
town do not take him seriously but
he comes east, interests some highbrows who are not in the picture
business and breaks a story into
practically every newspaper and all
of the trade papers about his wonderful dream which has no more
likelihood of coming true than the
old fairy tale magicians who wore
long black caps and had magic
wands. If Quinn really wants to
improve conditions in the industry,
he might start in Los Angeles and
leave New York alone."

DAILV

Huge Foreign
Invasion Planned

(Continued from Page 1)
Of the five-reel productions alone
their contracts call for more than
•1,000 subjects which are ready at
present, and as from five to eight
prints of each subject will be used,
Lhe figures of 50,000,000 feet of film
for the initial invasion are conservative.
The company has also contracted
for all of the Chaplin comedies that
have been made and released by that
star while he was with the Mutual
and fcr his later releases through
First National. In all they will export 2 Chaplin comedies during the
Ask Harry
Reichenbach what he
first few months.
thinks about Quinn — Goldburg.
The special clauses in their contract with the Goldwyn Company
has a voice and a vote and in
call for special releases of the pro- exhibitor
which the control of affairs never passes
ductions starring Geraldine Farrar out of the hands of the rank and file.
which will hold a special significance
The Congressional Unit was rejected at
Louis. The very small group which
for the German public. In addition St.
dominated at St. Louis consists mostly
with the regular Metro contract of men who are closely identified with
there is a special contract for 12 pro- producing interests. They are in no
or otherwise repreductions starring Nazimova for Rus- sense numerically
sentative of the exhibitors of the country.
sia and Poland.
It is iinthinkable that these men will
Among the serials that have been be able to prevent the real exhibitors of

purchased are Houdini's "The Master Mystery," and the new Craig
Kennedy serial.
In addition there are many short
reel subjects such as independent
comedies, cartoons, scenics, etc.
The entire releases of the OutingChester scenics are included.
The offices of the Atlantic Cinema
Corp. are in the Longacre Building.
William M. Vogel,, in charge of the
American end of the affairs of the
concern, is negotiating for the entire
output of one releasing corporation
{Continued from Page 1)
of popular productions as well as for
counts were garbled on the financial
the
rights to one of the biggest comreturns from public exhibition of the
panies in the field for their entire
films.
Chairman Graham of the House output. He was the sole exporter of
Committee in charge of the matter the Chaplin comedies prior to associating himself with the new organiis quoted as saying in Washington
zation. Samuel Rachmann of the
despatches that criminal prosecutions company was formerly a well knov/n
will follow. He also is quoted as theater owner in Germany.
saying that the alleged offenders are
men
up."
The"high
questionnaire
sent to the War
Department, Treasury Department,
{Continued from Page 1)
War Camp Community Service and
Department of Agriculture include (if a real National Exhibitors Organization, will readily be repealed. A systeamong the questions, the following:
matic campaign in every Congressional
iHstrlet
should also lead to an early repeal
"Has there any admission fee been
charged for any positives? How of the burdensome admission tax.
We realize that this basis of organizamuch? State the gross income from
tion, inviting as it does, every exhibitor
these admission fees. For what has to participate
in its Councils, is a nevr
such income been used?
departure
exhibitors'
Heretoforein the
name andorganizations.
machinery of
"Have your films been turned over both State and National organizations,
to any person, persons, companies, after an initial outbiirst of enthusiasm,
agencies, organizations, corporations have generally passed into the hands of
few men who were more anxious
or exhibition agencies for circula- ato very
retain their hold on the name and
tion? Have you paid or received any machinery than to promote beneficial
money to or from such agencies for legislation or consult their fellow exhibiin solving the many problems
such circulation or any other ser- within torsthe
industry. At this time when
vice relative to moving pictures?
so many serious problems confront the
"What films of private individuals, exhibiting branch of the Industry there
is greater need than ever for a really
corporations, orgamzations or asso- representative
national
organization.
ciations has your film department
The exhibitor of today is too enlightexhibited in the United States or
ened and progressive to lend his name
elsewhere bearing a trade name or and support to these old style so-called
(■rganizations
too often exploited with
trade mark or other designating more or less camouflage
for the personal

Film Men Suspected

Define Attitude

Mary MacLaren has another smashing hit— "THE WEAKER
VESSEL." One crowded hour of delightful entertainment.

It was. impossible to locate any of
marks."
the former officials of the Division
of Films, Committee on Public Information, in New York yesterday,
for a statement.

gain of the promoters.
On the other hand, the overwhelming
support which the new organization in
the State of New York received from
practically
a motion
picture theaterevery
in theowner
State,ofhas
thoroughly
convinced us that the enlightened and
progressive exhibitor will be found eager
to join an organization in which
every

the country from forming a genuine exhibitors' organization resting upon the
votes, freely cast and honestly counted,
of all the owners of motion picture theaters throughout th© land.

Hart in England
Charles S. Hart, former director
of the Division of Films is in England in the interests of his new firm,
Byoir and Hart. He will be away
several months.
Universal's Big Sign
Universal will erect a monster electric sign on the Broadway side of the
Mecca Bldg., 1600 Broadway, where
the offices are located.
Universal has also leased the second floor of the building.
Select Exchange Appointments
Henry Siegel of the New York
Select exchange has appointed Nat
Beir assistant and Meyer Solomoti
salesman for the lower East Side.

tlTo all intents!
and purposes the
Ritchey poster
says
to the passer— and
an^
by— "Stopbuy
— look
the command

is
— and''-^'
obeyed
!
admission!"
liTho. coup.
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Because of Unrealities
Lacks Sympathetic IAppeal
DA IJV^

INDEPENDENT
PRODUCERS!

"Yvonne From Paris"

1st CLASS

Gillespie Bros. Co.
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
will pay you the
highest price for
the entire

STAR

Isn't given much chance to get over more
than her personal appeal.
SUPPORT
Weakened by virtue of falsity of
characters;
players not at fault.
Cast in=
eludes Alan Forrest, J. Barney Sherry, Rose=
mary Theby and others.
EXTERIORS
Few; good enough
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Nothing worth special remark
CHARACTER OF STORY. . .Has stage as background
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet

Foreign Rights

That Are

Lobby with Paintings
of Stars
Real Works of Art

displays on features for the
State Rights Buyer
KASSELL STUDIOS, INC.,
220 W. 42ncl Street, New York
Lobby

FRANK

BEAL

DIRECTOR

m

=

Wm. Fox Pacific Coast Studios =
Current Release "Sadic"
Now under production
"A

SPORTING

CHANCE"

Film — Pathe

DIRECTOR
Emmett J. Flynn
AUTHOR
Joseph Franklin Poland
SCENARIO
BY
Frank Howard Clark
AS A WHOLE
Marked
by unrealities, both in
story substance and characters; very ordi=
nary program picture.
STORY
Just superficial "movie"
stuff having
little regard for fact.
DIRECTION
Doesn't show much skill in hand=
ling situations none too strong in themselves.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary; no unusual effects
CAMERA WORK
Conventional

If your pictures
are
positively

Your

ant aunt. So tyrannical is the aunt, Vera Lewis, that
she doesn't even allow Mary to eat candy, much less
permit her to meet any of the men who would pay
her court and homage. Mary is tired of her monotonous hotel-and-theater existence, and craves a chance
to play.

Mary Miles Minter in

American

Adorn

Thursday, July 3, 1919

^
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YVOXNIO FROM I'AIIIS" is a quite weak subject.
It is oliaracterized by unrealities, and has little
appeal other than that of the star's personality. At
no time during the running of the piece does the spectator care very much what happens to any of the
characters. Sympathy is decidedly lacking. This is
due in a large measure to the fact that the characters
jtre not consistent with life — they do and say things
that real folks of their sort never would. The story,
as filmed, fails to hold water, and the direction at
times is none too skilled. The film is just a screened
series of events in which one takes but little interest.
Superficiality is evident throughout.
Mary Miles Minter has a very unreal role. According to the opening titles, Yvonne is a sprightly
dancer, the idol of all Paris. And off the stage the
idol of Paris is seen as an unsophisticated girl in her
very early 'teens, who is held imder the rule of a tyr-

^

H

So, notwithstanding contracts Vera Lewis has made
for Mary's appearance as the star in an American musical comedy, Mary runs aw^ay. She obtains steerage
passage to New York, meeting an Italian violin player
en route. And despite the difference in their lives and
languages, Mary and Luigi (E. Alyn Warren) become
fast friends and the idol of Paris becomes a member
of Here
the poor
Italian'sis household.
the hokum
laid on even more thick. Mary
dances in the street to Warren's playing and is seen
in a Bohemian restaurant by J. Barney Sherry, producer of the play in which Yvonne was to appear.
Sherry asks Mary if she won't star in his comedy.
She agrees.
The "dirty work" enters the plot through the medium of Rosemary Theby, of the underworld, whom
Mary had a tilt with on the ship, and Bertram Grassby,
a smirking lounge lizard, who establishes Rosemary
in a luxurious apartment.
During rehearsals Mary becomes better acquainted
with Forrest, who insists on chaperoning her. One of
the incongruities of the lead-character is evident immediately is
preceding
theseto passages,
registered
that Mary
afraid
stay in awhen
hotelit's
room
alone.
The poor, unsophisticated idol of the Paris theater,
who has spent most of her life in hotels, must have
Forrest and Sherry remain in her suite all night because she's afraid !
But Grassby has his eye on Our Nell. He becomes
a bit tired of Rosemary, so he lures the poor young
goil to a road house. She is saved from the loungelizard's clutches by Forrest. These passages serve as
a means of putting over Rosemary's recognition of
Mary as her fellow steerage passenger. Rosemary
tells Grassby about it, and he endeavors to make her
the star
Sherry's
showfrom
by Paris.
having She
her claim
that
she
is theof real
Yvonne
gets away
with it for a while despite the fact that she has no
contract, despite the fact that Sherry has publicized
a bl'inde star all over the city, and that Rosemary's
hair is dark, and despite a number of other things that
could not hold true consistently. However, the day is
saved for Mary when her avmt trails her to the theater
and identifies her as Yvonne, proving it with the
original contracts. Mary and Forrest find they love
each other.

Name of Star Will Have to Garry This One
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Office and projection room
wanted. Times Square section. Write A. B., Wid's
Daily, N. Y.

Gr-'flith Repertory Change
"The" t^all of Babylon" will follow
"Broken Blossoms" at the Cohan
Theater beginning July 14. Constance Talmadge, George Fawcett,
Elmef \eiifton, TuIIy Marshall, Mildred fiarris Chaplin, Elmo Lincoln,
Pauline Stark, Senna Owen, Alma
Rubens, Ruth Darling Loyola
O'Connor,
Kate Bruce Winnifred
in the cast.Westover
A featureand
of
the production will be the appearance of 4,000 dancing girls at the
Feast of Belshazzar.

This is very ordinary program stuff and the exhibitor will have to depend almost wholly on the drawing
power of the star for his patronage. The picture is
not destined to appeal to any but the least discriminating audiences because it is shallow and unreal. However, there may be a few folks who will like it, but
go as slow as possible in your promises.
The picture comes under the general heading of
comedy-drama, but it does not contain overmuch of
cither of those elements. There are not very many
chances for real good laughs, and there are no really

What

happened

when

big situations. The one novelty is in that a girl is
asked to impersonate herself.
"Yvonne From Paris" is not the most fitting vehicle
for Maiy Miles Minter, and some of her f'j"o\vcrs are
apt to be disappointed in her appearance in the film on
that account.
The off'ering's chief claim of interest to audiences
in the smaller houses is the atmosphere of the stage
that runs through most of the footage. The behindthe-scenes idea always has interest for those out in
front, and this stage idea is probably the best end to
use in any advertising you may do — that is, in addition to your play on the star's name if she has any
kind of a following with your patrons.

the

Girl

and

the O

Hooded Terror met on lonely Devil's Island •

Thursday, July 3, 1919
Changes at Metro
Wanted Another Cowboy
J. E. D.Meador is now established
Carl
Laemmle
has
scouts
out
tryAlbert W. Eden has been appointin Arthur James' office at Meto.
ed Western Division Manager of
ing to find a "daring cowboy" who Ralph
D. Robinson returns to Metro
United Picture Theaters, succeeding can be made into a picture star.
in
Meador's
Several
addiWilliam Alexander, who is being
Pete On Vacation
tional changes place.
will shortly
take place
transferred to the Eastern Division.
Pete Smith, of Famous Players, there. It is expected that the pubEden's division headquarters are leaves on his vacation today. He is
licity staff will be increased to take
to be in the Los Angeles Branch
care
of
the new exploitation policy.
with supervision of other branches going to Lake Hopatcong for the
two
weeks.
including San Francisco, Denver and
Williams on Vacation
Seattle,
Arthur Here
J. D. Williams is leaving stars and
Jack Levy, Manager of the Detroit Division of United Pictures, has
H. C. Arthur, Seattle and district contracts and all such things for a
been appointed special representa- manager for United Pictures, is in vacation over the Fourth. First he
tive to work in Philadelphia, Wash- New York in consultation regarding will go to Atlantic City and then to
the fall season.
ington, Pittsburgh and Atlanta.
a camp for a rest.
Eden Switched
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Recent Releases:
Norma Talmadge

"A

NEW MOON"
Williams
in

ROGUE'S

ROMANCE"

For Rent
Twenty Minutes from 42nd
Street and Broadway
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again

Del
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Hollywood, Calif.
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Address :
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OF
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for George Beban
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for

Mae

EQUIPPED

Twenty-Four Dressing Rooms
and
largest stage in the East
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THEVV
Writing Continuity

H.
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Earle

STUDIO

CLIFFSIDE

FILMS
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Phone : Cliffside 789

Murray

DEVIL"

JVIILDKED CONSIDINE
Just Finished
"THROUGH

THE

BACK

EDNA

JOHN
Ince

SCHLEY

Representing the foremost
Authors of America and
England

for
DOOR"
Mary
Pickford

J. GBVBB
ArEXANDEB
Originals— Titles -Contmuitics
Titles for the forthcoming
Tourneur
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"THE
BROKEN
BUTTERFLY"
"THE
ROMANY
RYE"
On the fire:
Next
Katherine
Macdonald
'WATCH
YOUR Prod'n
for
HUSBAND"

J.

ANTHONY

^^
:\

Adapting

WHITCOMB

for the
and

Original
Permanent

screen

stories
Address

KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

Dorothy Dalton's
"HOMEBREAKER"

William

Fox

R.
Five years with Thos.
H. Ince

ROACH
Productions

Current

"THE

SCHAYER

The
Continuity
Tells the Tale
Now
Writing
for
GERALDINE FARRAR
"THE
Recent
Sessue Uayakawa in
"THE
ILLUSTRIOUS
PRINCE"
PAINTER
DRAGON
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IT TO SUSAN"
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continuity)
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EMPTY
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"APACHE"
'WHAT'S
YOUR

RICHARD

Nazimova's Production
"THE RED LANTERN"
has an American-Chinese theme,
which we have worked into a lobby
display that faithfully represents
exactly what the ticket purchaser
shall see on the screen. Now ready
in our salesroom.

Bennett's
OF MEN"

CECIL
SMITH
AVriter

E.
F.

Dalton's
OF SOULS"

Enid
"LAW

Maurice Tourneur Prod'ns.
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Hollywood, Calif.
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Elsie FERGUrS^ ON
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n the £rsi of the
areat new producftions,

-p-

WITNESS
For the

DEFENSE
A. Paramount-Artcraft
' -I
■'
Pidtiedurehy
Direcf
^^&
George Fitzmaurice

Paramount
first great August
This released
storyNona/!
Verdict
Artcraftnow!
production,
31, -is
The
YOU can see the picture, you can marvel ready for your verdict,
at Elsie Ferguson's power of dramatic
portrayal; you can delight in the magnificent There's one answer — and only one!
Elsie
settings; you can appreciate the perfection o^ Ferguson in " The Witness for the Defense "
detail; you can judge the sure merit of the has enormous,
:r-^ \ unqualified boX'office value
By A. K. \\\ Mason

M^4

•. FAMOUS
PLAYERS -LASKY' CORPORATION
ADOLPIj rtTKnn o— .r£^C LLit^KY L'nrC'v. CFtlL B DE MILLE ff-rnnri

Scenario by Oiiula Bcrgere

I

rr^^^rwr^^^^^f^^/y^^^^^^^f^f^ff^f^ffff^rr

■"^/>'X«/^/iyX«<i««6V>*/V.V^>y

thousands of Words and not
a Spark in all of Them.
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION'S
policy of distribution was made clear
to the exhibitors of America in less
than seventy-five words of plain
English.
Not an exhibitor misunderstood the
meaning of our announcement. Our
policy was put into effect in April to
benefit exhibitors immediately. We
did not wait for September.
Six or more companies have followed
us claiming to book pictures singly
on the basis of individual merit.
not so much because they actually
favor it as because they have been
driven into following W. W.
Hodkinson.
We do not require special inserts ranging up to thirty-odd pages to drive
an idea into the heads of exhibitors.
There is on foot in the motion picture
industry a tremendous plot to mash
those exhibitors who refuse to sacrifice
their independence and give up the
control of the businesses they have built
by their own efforts.
W. W. Hodkinson said in his announcement in the trade journals
dated May 24:

I
|

"The next year will see new consoli*
dations, alignments and affiliations,
particularly on the part of the smaller
Producer-Distributor concerns if they
are to compete successfully with the
larger concerns.
*'Such re-organization will no doubt
mean that these affiliated concerns
will, by the issuing of stock and securities place their own values on their
'assets' on the basis of what they
think they ought to get out of it, and
you, the exhibitor, will be called upon
to shoulder the burden of their enormous capitalizations.
"When certain concerns find they can
no longer go it alone, when they have
pooled their interests in an effort to
escape approaching financial storms,
you may at that time find that they
hafve in their possession a stream of
quality product without which your
theatre cannot live. Through controlling the life blood of your business
such an organization aided by economic conditions and modern merchandising methods will then gradually force you into a scheme of
national operation of theatres instead
of individual operation and you will
have to pay for the product they
supply you with the virtual ownership
theatre.^^
of your
Two
months
ago this was predicted by
W. W. Hodkinson. It is now happening before your very eyes. Who can
be blind enough to overlook this
warning or overlook the means of selfprotection and escape?
Have you read the Hodkinson booklet,
"The Next 12 Months in the Motion
Picture Business?"
Write for a copy.

W.W: HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York City
Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

i
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Tuesdayplayers outline
plans for foreign produc-

Theodore Dietrich to produce \'ance stories with
Doris Kenyon for Hodkinson release.
George Eastman to endow "National Academy of
Motion I'icture .\rt." Jules Brulatour and S. L.
Rothapfel interested.
Delegation to represent National Association at
Methodi.?t Cenetenary, Columbus, named.
Wednesday
National Association's self censorship idea dies.
Samuel Grand of Boston to star Herbert Rawlinson in two reel stories b}- Chief Flynn of the
Secret Service.

Jesse Goldburg takes exception to statements of
paign.
J. A. (Juinn at Hotel Astor meeting of jVIotionI'icture and Theatrical Co-operative Asso.
Thursd
James Young to direct
Elsie
ay Janis for Selznick.
Alice Brady third star of Realart, First release
"Sinners."'
Famous
Players-Lasky take over Charles Frohman. Inc.
New York Exhibitors organization defines attitude regarding St. Louis meeting.
Government investigation under way on Federal
film irregularities.
Realart announces ajipointments for New York,
Chicago and Boston exchanges.
Atlantic Cinema Corp. to invade central and eastFriday
ern Europe with American
film. Blumenthal,
A'ogel and others in deal.
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Page
17
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Page 19
Jess Willard in
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Sales.. Page 21
Mary Miles Minter in
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\'itagraph to conduct extensive billboard cam-

Dorothy Green and Arthur Ashley in
THE AMERICAN WAY
World
Page
5
Marguerite Clark
Paramount

John Hazza
of Empress,
Edmondton,
tells
Allen deal.
Henry King directing for Thomas H. Ince.
Universal appoints more publicity men.
Rupert Julian out of Universal.

About cuse
."500
film reels
thefts.of stolen film inxohed in Syra-

Features Reviewed
A^cManiis

News of the Week
in Headlines
Monday

7y^RECOCHIZED
AUTHORITY

Z^BRADSTREET
of FILHDOH

MEN'S

Independence Day. "Bill" Brady only man in
industry who worked — betting on Dempsey at
Toledo.
Saturday
Joe Brandt to represent National Film in East.
Pathe to release seven serials during comingseason.

Irregularities in Federal film service reported
to exceed $600,000.

the bad is injuring the good"— Benjamin

Franklin.

Eands of bomb-plotters planning death and destruction in %^

underground retreats.
Attacks upon Government officers ".^
by assassins.
Radical meetings and thrilling raids by re- •^
turned soldiers and the police in defense of law and order •;
in America—
We are ready to book at once a thrilling special production
that mirrors the stamping out of disorder and revolution in
America —

presentation of

Harry Raver's

AUGUSTUS THOMAS

^

VOLCANC
inspiring and challenging drama
staryivig

LEAH BAIRD
and
ca3t of 2000 persons includJt^
Gov, Alfred
E. Smith
of New York
Directed by CCORCC IRVING
Every nev^spaper in America has paved the way for an exhibitor clean-up with this big Four Star special production.
You will get more publicity for this picture^han any one
you have played in a year.

¥.¥. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Qty
Distributing^ through VfHSi. Change, Incorporated
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Historic War Episode Re-Enacted by Survivors

"The Lost Battalion"
MacManus

Corp.

Burton King
DIRECTOR
MacManus
A.
Edward
BY
SUPERVISED
A. Logue
Charles
BY
SCENARIO
Rhinehart,
Wm.
Cadwell,
A.
A.
EN
CAMERAM
Roy Vaughan, Wm. Tuers and A. Friez.
Virtually a visualized news story
AS A WHOLE
of a dramatic episode of the war, acted in
with home
embellished
part by survivors;
scenes before and after; is much
too long.
Sticks closely to fact as far as a screen
STORY
description of an actual occurrence can.
Battle scenes conventionally done;
DIRECTION
close=ups
of fighting men
used for much
footage.
Varies; some very good, some
PHOTOGRAPHY
harsh.
The usual thing on interiors
LIGHTINGS
Nothing special
WORK
CAMERA
Officers and men of famous battalion
PLAYERS
do appointed tasks well enough; also screen
McLean,
are Jack
whom
players, among
Helen Ferguson and others.
Chosen to represent actual battle=
EXTERIORS
ground.
Conventional studio sets
INTERIORS
DETAIL
Sometimes shows military prompting;
many bids made for laughs in early reels;
camp incident O. K.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
7.700 feet
on its merits as a pliotoplay, presented as
entertainment, "The Lost Battalion"
not get very far. But in a picture of this sort
wouldphotoplay
there are many angles to be considered. In a large
measure the film is an historically true re-enactment
of one of the most dramatic episodes of the war,
played in considerable part by actual survivors of the
fateful "Pocket" of the Argonne, and as such is
deserving of merit.
The film brings to the screen many members of the
famous unit of the 77th Division whose stand against
the Germans was so indicative of the spirit of Americanism. There are seen on the screen Maj.-Gen.
Robert Alexander, Lt.-Col. Whittlesey, Major George
G. McMurtry, Capt. William J. CuUeu, Lt. Arthur Mc-

SOLELY

Keogh, Lt. August Kaiser, and many other soldiers
who have earned the Nation's gratitude. Also is seen
asking for surrender sent the "Lost"
the {tctuals note
Battalion' commander by the opposing German chief.
receipt is re-enacted by the
of the note's
The scene
men
who received
it in France.
The picture sticks closely to fact as far as the hapnenings in realities are concerned. It shows incidents
of those terrible six days and nights lived through in
"The Pocket" by the band of Americans who took
part, and explains to the spectator just how it was
that the Battalion became separated from the larger
command.
"The Lost Battalion" can be likened, in a sense, to
ain magazine
the war. article telling of one organization's part
But instead of merely sticking to the historical end
of the Battalion's heroism, the producers of the picture have endeavored to make it photoplay entertainment by embellishing the war scenes with much extraneous matter.. It is on that score that the film is
criticized. As photoplay entertainment the picture
is far, far too long and not very timely. The prologue
leading up to the time the men reached France is composed of sequences devoted to the old stuff of showing how its members came from all sorts of New
York homes and places — from the highest to the
lowest.. Of course, this is all true; but so much
already has been written about this and so often has
the snme thing been seen on the screen before that it
becomes tiresome. In these early passages bids are
often made for laughs, both through the medium of
the "kicker," who always finds something wrong, and
through incidents of camp life. And one sees the
usual sweethearts waiting and other scenes among
the women at home while the boys are fighting overseas.
After the boys leave Camp LTpton you follow them
through their training in France, through their advance, and through their famous fights in the
"Pocket." Then, after the armistice is signed, are
shown many views of the parade of the 77th Division
in New York.
The battle scenes in the Argonne were evidently
staged under the prompting of someone who knew
something of military affairs. The detail of this end
was watched fairly closely. These sequences) are given
considerable footage, and close-ups of the fighting,
starving and thirsty men are used in great profusion.
Some of the scenes in the picture were obtained
with the co-operation of the U. S. Signal Corps.

V Must Rely on Picture's Appeal as History
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
- This picture ought to go very big in the smaller
neighborhood houses throughout New York City because of its local interest. There are few neighborhoods in the city and surroimding boroughs who did
not have representation in the 77th Division, and
returned members of that Division surely will want
their families and friends to see the officers and medalmen of the "Lost" Battalion.
But outside the City of New York the picture's
drawing power is questionable. The exploits of the
Battalion are too recent to be interesting as histoi'y
and too old to be appealing as news. And that is
what the picture is — virtually a visualized news story.

Of course, it is a fact that when the 77th Division
paraded in New York it contained many replacement
troops whose home towns are numbered in almost
every state of the Union. This might bring in some
additional folks to see the picture; also it must be
considered that the exploits of the Battalion were of
interest to the entire Nation.
There is the war angle to be considered in weighing
the picture, too. It is a conceded fact that now that
Peace is at hand peoples' minds have turned to other
things than war. War stuff no longer gets the crowds
that it did while most of the boys were still overseas,
and this picture is pui-e war stuff all the way through.
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Mostly Comedy but Some Meller Action in Fast-Moving Film
Dorothy Green and Arthur Ashley in

acteristics more aggressively American than those
usually met in our most democratic circles, and that
was ,iust the course followed by the author of "The
American Way." Ashley's independence is accounted
for by his having an American mother from whom he
is supposed to inherit a dislike for the traditional ways
of English society.
Parts of the opening reels revealing the escapade
leading to the young Englishman being shipped to
America by his indignant father are rather farfetched, but they answer a purpose by accounting for
Arthur's adopting the name of Smithers of Yonkers
when he reaches this side to visit an aunt and uncle.
The more essential passages of the story begin with
the youth's adventures after he hits New York.
Coincidence always stands as a prompter at the
elbow of the director. It accounts for Arthur's taking
a joy tide through the park at just the time that Dorothy Green allows her pet cat to wander up a tree
from which it refuses to descend. Arthur climbs to
the rescue and then Dorothy conveniently drops a
handbag containing a card which identifies her as the
ward of the relatives whom the Englishman is about
to visit.
He happens to have a hunch that Doi-othy has little
use for foreign noblepien, and equally he is convinced
that he is ready to fall in love with her. Figuring
that his best chance is to win out in the good old
American way, meaning through a display of merit,
he hides his identity, presenting the card of John
Smithers, a crook that had robbed him on his last
London
adventure.
Then, still under the assumed name. Arthur gets
a job in his uncle's office and makes good so fast that
he is sent to the lumber camp to find out what is
wrong with the workmen. From here on the action
becomes more melodramatic, with Arthur in charge
of the camp, pitted against a gang of consfnrators
headed by Ed Roseman.
Dorothy, overturned in a canoe, is in danger of
being swept into a log jam when she is rescued by
the Johnny-on-the-spot hero, who has yet another
chance to prove his fearlessness by preventing the
dynamiting of a bridge at the time a train-load of
lumber is passing over it. These scenes are worked
up to a fairly exciting climax. For a final twist in the
plot, Arthur is about to be arrested on the assumption
that he is the crook John Smithers when his father
makes a timely journey from London and identifies
him.
The cast includes Caul Sauerman, Charles Wellsley,
John Adrizdui and Hazel Sexton.

"The American
Way"
World
DIRECTOR
Frank Reicher
AUTHOR
Florence C. Bolles
SCENARIO
BY
Wallace C. Clifton
CAMERAMAN
Max Schneider
AS A WHOLE
Looks like popular stuff with a
fan crowd that enjoys a fast=moving story
containing comedy and meller of the obvi=
ous sort.
STORY
Indicates careful preparation,
but does
not keep the situations from havinj; the ap=
pearance of
being
"planted."
DIRECTION
Gives
speed
and directness to the
action; some spots a bit crude.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally clear
LIGHTINGS
Well judged with a few exceptions
CAMERA
WORK
Some good shots from difticult
angles.
STARS
Arthur Ashley acts with spirit in ,-:on=
genial role; Dorothy Green is passable, but
nothing more.
SUPPORT
Large cast in which
Ed Roseman,
Robert Fisher, Harry Semels and others give
acceptable performances.
EXTERIORS
Lumber camp scenes afford the
best chance for picturesque effe^jts.
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
studio work
DETAIL
Considering that the scene shifts from
London to Long Island and then to a lum==
ber camp,
the director was successful
in
avoiding anachronisms.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Romantic
adventure
with a comedv foundation.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
DESPITE the obviousness of much of this story,
the convenient way in whicli many of the situations are "planted," and the lack of fine shadings
either in the characterization or production. "The
American Way" is a first-rate picture of its type. The
plot is ample in affording complications, variety of
scene and in making it possible to shift from a
comedy mood, which dominates through most of the
picture, to passages of out-and-out meller, such as
those towards the close of the story when Hero Arthur Ashley cleans up a gang of crooks in a lumber
cam]).
The safest way to make an English nobleman the
hero of an American story is to endow him with char-

HERBERT

E. HANCOCK
No'w Directing
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MERSEREAU
in

"Love \A/ins '
H. £r H. PRODUCTIONS,
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Tell Folks This is First of a Series Starring Ashley and
Dorothy Green
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Dorothy Green and Arthur Ashtej' in

"The American Way"
World
You're safe in ruiiing this as a program release,
granting that yon are not catering to a crowd that
is apt to be over fussy about small points. There are
parts of this picture which might have been improved
and wise fans may detect them, but all-in-all it holds
the interest reasonably well, rather better, I should
say, than most of the films World has issued during
recent weeks.
Arthur Ashley is not a new figure on the screen.
He has been both an actor and director for AVorld.
but this is his initial appearance as a co-star with
Dorothy Green.
Considering that these two players

have been engaged for a series of productions, it might
pay you to give the new starring combination a little
extra boosting, on account of the pictures to come
as well as the present offering.
Dorothy Green has been appearing on the screen
long enough to have acquired a following which justifies your giving her an even break in the way of publicity. The picture should be handled as a comedy,
for that is its main basis, but in making a selection of
stills it would be well to use some from the dramatic
episodes, so that -the exciting elements of the story
will be suggested.
Catchliues: "What is 'The American Way?' Arthur
Ashley wij show you in the new World Film picture
in which he is starred with Dorothy Green." Or, "After you have seen Arthur Ashley in "The American
Way' you will agree that there is only one way to
win a girl."

Keep a place on your schedule

"THE YELLOW
starring winsome

ALICE

EEL':

MANN

Supported by a strong cast
for
A picture crowded with love and mystery, with a
background of secret service action that will grip and
enthuse the motion picture public and crowd your theatre.
Now

in production. Distribution plans will be announced later. For further information, address :

McCLUKE

PKODUCTIONS

Berkeley Building

New

York
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Screen Version of Clyde Fitch's Play Lacking in Comedy Substance
Marguerite Clark in

"Girls"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
Walter Edwards
AUTHOR
Clyde Fitch
SCENARIO BY
Clara Beranger and Alice Eyton
CAMERAMEN. . . .Hal Young and James C. Van Trees
AS A WHOLE
Very light entertainment that is
amusing only in spots.
STORY
Adaptation
of Clyde Fitch's comedy
which
enjoyed
a big success a number
of
■years ago.
DIRECTION
Picture would have profited by
speeding up.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Pleasing, but not marked by any=
thing unusual.
CAMERA WORK
Adequate
STAR
Is cute and kittenish, but in close=ups her
expressions are not always attractive.
SUPPORT
Helene Chadwick and Mary Warren
figure prominently iri support of Miss Clark;
Harrison Ford registers as the leading man.
EXTERIORS
Some pretty country scenes
INTERIORS
Only conventional
sets required
DETAIL
Titles used to get laughs when the op=
portunity offers, although most of the humor
is of the elementary sort.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Best suited to women
and young girls.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,459 feet
TIMES have cliaugfd since Clyde Fiteli wrote
"(Jirls." a light conied.v satire on young women
who signed a declaration of independence freeing them
from masculine domination. "Votes for Women"' was
a comparatively feeble cry in those days and it was
less usual to find self-sufficient girls doing their own
thinking as a matter of course.
To say that the story seems old-fashioned might
be going too far; but certainly as it -comes through
in picture form, it lacks the dash, the humor and the
smartness that made the stage work such an outstanding success.
At best, this Paramount production starring Marguerite Clark uniy take a place among fragile, incon-

sequential photoplays, making its chief appeal to the
very young or the very old. It is a harmless, rather
pretty picture with occasional laughs for those who
laugli easily, but between the comedy moments are
many others that come dangerously near to being dull.
There is enough action of a kind, l)ut too frequently
it does nor serve to really advance the plot, which contains little suspense. One knows almost from the
start that it is only a question of time before the three
members of the man-hating league, who jab pins into
a sa^^dusi
doll, representing
"man,"'
will surrender,
and
the incidents
preceding their
capitulation
seem a
bit over-drawn and wearisome.
Naturally. Director Edwards saw to it that Miss
Clark figured in close-ups more conspicuously than her
co-workers, for that is a privilege of the star, however much a story may tend to equalize the characters. As a matter of fact, the plot of "Girls" gives
Mary Warren and Helene Chadwick a prominence almost (qual to that afforded the leading players. Both
of tiiese young actresses give capable performances,
whereas Harrison Ford is, as usual, a leading man
whose clean-cut personality has a strong appeal for
women.
The three girls, ilarguerite, Mary and Helene are
living together In one room, having agreed to abide
by the statement printed on the transom over the
door, "No Man Shall Cross This Threshold." But
Harrison, having innocently aroused the jealousy of
a husband on the floor above, escapes from the upper
room and violates the sanctity of the feminine seclusion by entering the girls' quarters through a window.
Moreover, he refuses to leave until he is sure of making
a safe getaway.
Marguerite expresses her opinion of men in unmistakable terms, but this doesn't prevent Harrison falling in love with her and conducting a courtship under difficulties. Some of the most attractive scenes in
the picture are staged at a country place where the
two accidentally meet and the indomitable suitor
makes
the most of
views regarding
men.the opportunity to soften the girl's
Then he gets her a place as secretary in his office
without ?ilarguerite knowing the identity of her employer. Meanwhile, ^lary and Helene are developing;
love affairs of their own and in the end there is nothing left but for the leader of the man-haters to follow
suit.
The cast includes Lee Hill, Virginia Foltz, Tom
Ricketts and Tlu)mas D. I'ersse.

Try to Arouse Interest by Emphasizing
Fame of Original Stage
Comedy
Bo.x Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
As light entertainment, best adapted to a matinee
crowd in a neighborhood theater, you probably can
handle this picture successfully. Make a special bid
for the patronage of women film fans, among whom
Miss Clark unquestionably has a loyal following. In
matters of production. "Girls" is up to the mark and
even if the story doesn't touch any high comedy points,
it
isn.'t the sort of a film for which you need feel
apologetic.
Capitalize as much as possible on the fame of Clyde
Fitch's
stage The
playname
whichof suiiplies
the groundwork
"for
the picture.
the phiywright.
coupled with
that of Miss Clark, should have an appreciable drawing power even outside of the habitual picture-going
crowd. If "Girls" exiv was presented in your town,
either by a road company
or in stock, it would
be

"Possibly
well to dig back into the records and recall the performa nee.
a mailing
I'roviding you are in the habit of working
list, you might address cards to this effect :
connnl.v when it was the stage
you saw Clyde Fitch's 'hether you witnessed played ai
the
Blank
Theater.
'W
lierfornmnce or not. you will want to see Ma
Clark in the equ;illy entertaining photoplay ve siou of
guerite
the famous play."
Catchlines: "See no Man — Hear no Man — Kiss no
Man. That was the creed of three members of the
anti-man league until the right man came along. See
Marguerite Clark in the screen version of Clyde
Fitcli's famous comedy. 'Girls'." Or. "What do you
supi)ose liappcntd to three pretty little man-haters?
See Mar-uerite Clark in Cnde Fitch's comedv,
•Girls'."
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Lost Battalion"
Picture Shown at
the RitZ'Carlton
At the Ritz Carlton last niglit a. motion
picture entitled "Tlie Lost Battalfon." in
wlilcli the sarvlvors of that famous detachment of the American forces In
France pogetl for a feature reproduction
of th^ir great exploit In the Argonne Forest, was shown before a distingulslied
audience assembled on invitation of Major
General Robert Alexander, compianding
the Seventy-seventh
Division.
The film Xvas made under itie direction
of Edward A. MacManus with the co-op
eraOoiv of General Alexander and Lieu
tenant. Colonel
Charles
W. Whittlesey.!
commander
Lost Battalion,"
for)
thft- purpose of of•'Tho
periieuating
in activel
jpictorial form
tho participation
by thel
1 United
States ' troops in the great war-;
jforming one of the most vivid chapters!
In the history of the conflict.
I
Cliarles Loguo has written a scenario,
with touches of comedy, w liicli servea as a
pi-cface to the pictorial prtsentallon of the
actual exploit of Companies .\, C. D. V, t!
and H of the 30811) Infantry and Company
K of the SMth Infantry in the historic
'•packet" ill the Arsonne'Forey. The com-'
eUy characteVs. including a. I5ower>" soldier
t)py wlio enlisted with a charge of theft
hanging o\'er him and a Chinese, appear
frequentl>' to relieve the grimness of tho
parts of the film showing the tragic scenes
in the Argonnfe.
In duplicating the chief incidents of that
six days of tragic trial in "Th^ Pocltet."
a piece of rougli country near (New Yorlw
closely suggeisting the topography of the
.\rgoniie, was selected as the stage and
there I-ieutenant Colonel Whittlesey.
Major McMurtry, Sergeant CIpegllo, Prl\'ate Munson and Captain William J. Cullen, who ore aome of the heroes of the
Argonne who have received the Distlngulflhed Service Croae. and Major McKln!iey. who commanded the relief, are pictured re-enacting the scenes of the fight
during six terrible days of last Octobe-r.
The survivors of the battalion entered
Into the repetition of the fight with a
fervor and familiarity of detail that gave
the simulation of the batti* a reality that
was almost shocklne: at time's
yian Ami, the famous Argonne carrier
pigeon which was decorated by General 1
Pershing,
(jas a section of the film to
Itself. It was this pigeon that flew from
Lieutenant Colon- 1 vVhiitiesey's beleas.ured band to the headquarters of General
Alexfinder,
tilling of the plight of the
battalion. The pigeon lost an eye and"^
leg in the flight and will haye choice picUlinga during the remainder of Its life.

P

JUlv5?3ro

m BunALi"

tbe famotis Hindcnburg line — dressed
in mtiftl, safe and sane in the jobs
to Wilcli they returned In civil lite,
sanr themselves a«nLn In khaki, faces
Srtm and sweat lined, standing ofT the
Oermaa horde
In "Tbe
objective
of Lieut.
CoL Pocket,"
Charles the
W.
Whittlesey, last night.

The origin of the famous answer
from Col. Whittlesey to the German
de<mand for stin-ender was shown vividly. Col. Whittlesey, Major George
C. McMurtry and Privates Cepaglio
and Munson were in a funkhole when
the German officer^ message reached
them. There It was that the Colonel
d«cided to ten the German to "Go to
hell," after -smiling grimly Into each
other's faces," as the scenario writer
descril)es it, "because, after enduring
days of tb« most inhuman warfare. It
funny!"
almost
II was
Lieut.
Arthur
McKeofb of the stafi
of the "battalion" saw l<fmself in ihe
movies at the Rltz. So also did I^ieuL
Augustos Kaiser, bora in Germany, a
student of Heidelberg, yet a corking
fine ofHcer in the 77th. Lieut. Kaiser !
is an artist and prepared the arcistic
titles for the film, but & A. MacManus.
w'ho produced tbe feature, explained
that the art title films would not be
ready until the picture was shown in
the
theatres.
• Thecityeffort
at photographing htstorj
with the original characters has been
undertaken with serious thought.
There Is happily aibsent any of the
usual apparent cxitfoitation recourses.
The result is a sincere and interestine
story
of the and
Lost itsBattalion's
days
in the
Argonne
relief.
Burton King directed the making
of the fllin.

Lieut.-Col.Whittlesey and Others of
the Famous Conunand See
Themselves in Film
THE

picture

RITZ ■ CARLTOBf

Ranlui
High
tainment Notable

FIffDre

a« an EnterPInyers Alao

in Cnroldln^

Story.

.V distinguished gathering saw

2 WEST

47 '"ST.

PROVING

th«

story of the "Lost BattaHion' retold on
the motion picture screen, at the BitzCailton last night. The picture, pr^
seated by Edward A. MacManus, is o«e
of tbe first film romances of the exploits
of the war. Officers and men of the
famous battalion played their oriti°*l
roles, and tlie original official dociunents
are used as subtitles.
The showing last night" was attended
by guests of Major General Robert Alexander, commander of the Seventy-serenth Division. The picture had a particular and personal interest for many
in tbe audience. It deals «iclu»iTeIy
with the record of heroism of New
York's own troops. Lieutenant Colonei
Whittlesley, whose answer "Go to hell"
has become one of the historic sayings
of the war, saw himself and his comrades immortalized on the screen.
As a film entertainment, the pictur*
ranks unusually high. The scenario vpa
prepared by Charles A. Logue from the
trup storie."! of the men of the Lost
Battalion. The direction is credited to
Burton King, who has given the picture
rrmarkabln human interest as well as
patriotic fire. To see the story of the
Ixist Batalion is like viewing "The Birth
of
Nation"
with its original cast ot
Civila War
heroes.

Edward A. MacManus
THE

JULY 3:

EN
LOS
REN"
SEETN BA
ONTTAL
SCIO

AT
Officers and men of "Th« Lost Battalion" of tho 77tai Division — ^that
polyglot anny tliat swept on through
iha Argonne Forest and bit deep into

TELEORAPH
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SEE THEMSELVES

Col. Whittlesey of "Go to
Hell" Fame Sees Himself
in Action.

MORNING
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NEW
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Breezy Comedy Full of Laughable Situations
Albert Ray and

Elinor Fair in

"Be a Little Sport"
Fox

Scott Dunlap
DIRECTOR
Merriam
Hale
AUTHOR
Roach
A.
Joseph
BY
SCENARIO
Klaffkl
Roy
CAMERAMAN
Breezy comedy full of laughable
AS A WHOLE
situations and incidents;
very good entertainment.
Dresses up in amusing fashion proven
STORY
farce=comedy material.
DIRECTION
Gives the picture lots of pep;
handles players to very good advantage.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Proper;
nothing
unusual
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
STARS
Get away in fitting style with roles; register many laughs.
SUPPORT. . . .George Hernandez an excellent comedy
character as sporty husband; fitting portrayals also given by Lule Warrenton, Leota Lorraine and Eugene Pallette.
EXTERIORS
Don't figure much
INTERIORS
Suit the story
DETAIL
Figures only in small part in getting
over incidents.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Thoroughly
clean and
wholesome.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet

HERE is pretty good entertainment. "Be a Little
Sport" is a clean, fast-moving comedy replete with
humorous situations and twists, and can be relied on
to carry well with the majority of fans. There are
lots of good, healthy laughs registered during the
running of the piece, and, while the author has depended largely on time-tried and proven farce-comedy
situations for his response, he gets it in a large degree
through the manner in which the material has been
handled by himself, director, players and scenarist.
The subject is a very good example of what can be
done with time-tried material. All one has to do to
make a successful, "polite" comedy is to take old stuff
and dress it up in new clothes. This has been done in
a large measure in "Be a Little Sport," and the result
is a snappy bit of screen entertainment. For instance,
there is certainly nothing new about the idea of the

youth who has to marry by a certain time or forfeit
a large sum of money; but in this case that idea has
been worked out cleverly and there have been complications added that make for many moments of appreciation on the part of the viewer. The same holds
true of several other ideas introduced, but all of them
have been dressed up in rather new and attractive
attire, making them altogether acceptable.
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair are pleasing young folks
and get away with their parts in very good order.
But much of the fun in the film is also due to the work
of George Hernandez, who is cast in the part of the
gay old uncle, whose rather ancient wife sometimes
interferes with his "young ideas."
The tone of the titles is in harmony with the film's
subject matter, and quite a number of laughs are obtained through them as well as through the occurrences on the screen to which they relate.
The picture starts out early in getting the characters into complicating situations and in wriggling them
out of the frying pan only to fall into the fire, and
this sort of stuff Is kept up in quite zippy fashion
throughout.
Much comedy business is gotten over by Albert because of his seriousness over situations that the viewer
knows are funny. This also is true of Hernandez. IP
fact, it is the acting of the entire cast that accounts
in a considerable degree for the scoring of many good
points.
The sequences leading up to the climax are especially good. After the picture gets well under way
things are jazzed up in true farce fashion, and the
laughs come quite rapidly.
Albert thinks he is in love with Leota Lorraine, a
show girl. But she cannot keep the appointment to
get married because she is having a fine time with
Hernandez, Albert's gay old uncle, who becomes not
quite so gay when his wife gets on his trail. But
Albert must get married by a certain time or lose his
uncle's promised $100,000 check. So he grabs off
Elinor, a stenographer, telling her that he will pull
off a fake marriage and divvy the check.
But the actor who was to play the minister fails
to show up, and there appears the real minister whom
Arthur had previously engaged. A legal ceremony is
performed, allowing of more comedy business between
Albert and Elinor. The climax comes when the show
girl with Avhom Albert thought he was in love comes
to his apartments and finds both her "John" and
Albert there, to say nothing of the wives of the two.
The happy ending is supplied when Albert sees that it
was Elinor he loved after all.

Promise Your Folks a Glean, Wholesome Comedy
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can promise your folks a clean, breezy comedy
in this one, and it is quite certain that the picture will
afford most audiences considerable amusement and entertainment. It is not a great big picture by any
means, but it is much better entertainment than ordinary program stuff.
Of course, you haven't got very big names with
which to draw people to your house in this offering,
but if your crowd can be satisfied with a good "polite"
comedy here it is. Albert Kay and Elinor Fair are
not very big box-office names, but in this case you
are selling picture and not stars.

"Be a Little Sport" is the third of the Albert RayElinor Fair subjects produced by Fox, and if you did
any kind of business with either or both of their two
former pictures you can be assured of the worth of
this one.
However, it is good enough to stand alone.
Advertise the picture as a matrimonial mix-up with
lots of pep and jazz. Go strong on the comedy end of
it. Tell folks that they will be given entertainment
that will keep them laughing — not slap-stick stuff, but
legitimate farce-comedy with enough love interest to
season it tastefully.
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Another "Social Disease" Film that is Morbid and Unpleasant
"Open Your Eyes"
Warner Bros. — State

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS

A

Rights

Gilbert P. Hamilton
Not credited
Not credited
Not credited

Can't be classed as entertain=
WHOLE
ment; aims to show the danger of contract^
ing diseases and the folly of going to quack
doctors for treatment.

STORY

Has little continuity in following the
careers of a half dozen young people who
suffer the consequences of loose living.
DIRECTION
Usually puts over the meaning of
the action without being too crude.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies between fair and poor
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
CAMERA
WORK
Straight stuff
PLAYERS
A capable cast, including Gaston
Glass, Faire Binney and Emile Marceau.
EXTERIORS
Mostly conventional street scenes
INTERIORS
Answer the needs of a picture that
does not aim at anything artistic.
DETAIL
Titles are numerous
and long, especially in the first reel in which the purpose
of the story is explained.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Should not be shown
to a mixed audience.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
6,900 feet

with the backing of State Health authorities, "Open Your Eyes" no doubt is correct
enougli in its argument and may act as a warning to
young men and women, wlio are ignorant about the
menace of social diseases, but a picture of this description does not belong in theaters operated as places of
amusement. Tliere is virtually no entertainment value
and no excuse for its being shown
Piyes" room.
"Open ofYour
in
a lecture
outside
PRODUCED

No amount of talk about the need for acquainting
young people with the sordid facts of life, no collection
of endorsements from public spirited men and women
who are interested in checking vice, can alter the
main point that when it is handled commercially and
exploited as an attraction making a bid for general
patronage, the chief appeal is to a morbid craving
for something sensationally frank in a presentation of
evils not generally a topic of ordinary conversation.
"Open Your Eyes" refers
titlea in
to An
the introductory
need for calling
spade a spade. True enough,
but that is no reason for turning a theater into a
medical clinic and asking an audience to sit through
two hours of sample cases illustrating the probable
results of promiscuous living. Pictures such as this
do the industry considerably more harm than good by
damaging it in the eyes of many conservative, cleanminded people who do not care to see social sores
paraded in public.
Director Hamilton succeeded in avoiding scenes that
are actually offensive, but the suggestion of moral
and physical rottenness, undermining society and
dragging down the innocent along with the guilty is
always present.. If an unwary picture-goer, accompanied by his wife or daughter, happened to drift into
a theater showing this picture, without previous knowledge about its subject matter, he would have just
cause for complaint.
The story is too loosely constructed and episodic to
call for extended comment. Its main argument seems
to be against quack physicians. Among the young
men who suffer the consequences of their indiscretions
those who patronize the patent medicine specialists
are fooled into believing that they are cured, whereas
those who visit a family physician are returned to
normal health in a reasonable time. The statement
that reputable doctors do not advertise is repeated frequently.
Following through to the bitter end, the result of
disease not properly checked is shown as it effects the
children of those aft"licted. Some of the scenes aim at
drama, but for the most part they seem forced and
unnatural. One feels rather sorry for the young actres es, a pleasing assemblage of girls, who take part
in such a repellant series of episodes. Their names
do not appear on the screen, probably because the
players were reticent about being associated with
characters of the kind indicated.

Don't Try to Pass this Off Under the Guise of Entertainment
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The money-making possibilities of productions such
as "Open Your Eyes" in certain localities are unquestioned, but an exhibitor who wants to keep up the
standard of his theater should be cautious about jeopardizing a reputation for offering clean, wholesome
entertainment. If you are catering to transients in a
downtown district it may not matter so much, but
even under such conditions it is well to think twice
before giving place to a picture of social diseases.
Of course there is a chance of doing business on the
special performance basis, one show for women and
another for men. When a picture is handled in this
manner it immediately gains a reputation of being
unusually frank and in consequence is apt to attract a
crowd of sensation seekers. Under all conditions be
careful to exclude children,

There might be a chance of giving an advance
showing of the film for an invited audience of physicians, ministers juid social workers prominent in
your town. Ask them to give candid opinions concerning the production as a suitable subject for public exhibition. Any favorable replies received may be
utilized to advantage in your exploitation campaign.
The best material for a lobby display in a case of
this kind is a collection of endorsement letters, preferably from people who are well known in your community. Then you may make something of the fact
that the picture is authorized by the health authorities. Whatever the nature of your advertising, however, be sure that it makes clear the nature of the
picture so that no one will visit your theater under a
false impression.

THE YARDSTICK
OF THE INDUSTRY
MONTHS in advance, Goldwyn prepared for the new
season and its new demands. It saw the calibre
of picture that would be demanded— the only kind
that could live. It began to build such pictures.
Six months before possible release it had its production
forces working on more elaborate, more powerful, and
more vivid pictures than any it or any other company had
ever consistently produced. It had the stars. It sought
and secured the greatest authors, the greatest directors,
and the finest supporting ca$ts. It put into production
stories calling for technical mass and detail such as had
gone hitherto into very few pictures.
Goldwyn did this to provide pictures that would meet
the
public's
the inexhibitor's
demands
the
demands
of demands,
the new era
sales which
it saw and
coming
Four such pictures will be released each month.
Six months ago Goldwyn began in the same way to create
a systematic organization of advertising and exploitation
suited to the distinction and individuality of these big
pictures. This included a national campaign of poster
and newspaper advertising, the creation of exploitation
units for exhibitor-service in every Goldwyn exchange,
and a trebling of the service force in the central office.
Only such organization, Goldwyn knew, could meet the
new season's conditions.
That was pre-vision.

Goldwyn credits that same ability and necessity of seeing

things before they happen, to the exhibitor who is farsighted enough to do business with this company.
Goldwyn has therefore evolved a sales plan which will permit the exhibitor to exercise the same careful foresight and
consideration that go into the making of the pictures — to
book productions months in advance.
The exhibitor will book each production only, however,
after he has actually seen it on the screen.

Goldwyn will be prepared to display all productions far in
advance of release in the projection rooms of its exchanges.
The resident manager will invite the exhibitors of his district
in to see what he has for sale.
If the exhibitor finds that in his opinion, Goldwyn has
made the sort of splendid, special drawing productions that it has promised, then he may book — one or
all, two, three or four, as he thinks wise.
The exhibitor is the yafdstick of the industry.

The issue is simple and unescapable.

Quality pictures are made individually — on their merits.
They must and will be sold individually — on their merits.

That is the 1919-20 policy for Goldwyn Pictures.

GOLDWYN
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Wild and Woolly Western Meller is Ordinary Program Stufi
r^

Alma Rubens in

"A Man*s Country"
Winsome Stars Corp. — Robertson Cole — Exhr. Mutual
DIRECTOR
Henry
Kolker
AUTHOR
John Lynch
SCENARIO
BY
E. Richard Schayer
CAMERAMAN
Robert Newhard
AS A WHOLE
Wild and woolly Western meller
just like scores of others; old stuff.
STORY
The usual tale of the dance=hall girl, the
gambler and the parson;
some nightmarish
stuff rung in to give piece action.
DIRECTION
Responsible for several fairly tense
sequences.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Good on night exteriors
CAMERA WORK
The usual thing
STAR
Generally pleasing; sometimes overreaches to score a point.
SUPPORT
Albert Roscoe a good enough parson;
Lon Chaney
a mean
and wicked
willun;
others satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Fair locations chosen; good West=
ern town.
INTERIORS
Mostly same old dance hall
DETAIL
Watched carefully to keep atmosphere
of the days of '49; some good types.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Shoot='em=up, helU
roarin' stuff for most part.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
HERE'S another wild and woolly western so much
like scores of others that the only claim it has to
an identity of its own is its title and the players.
Once again you have your old. old friends doing the
same old things in the same old way. You have the
scarlet dance-hall girl whose heart proves lily white
after all; the bold, bad gambolier who is a wicked
willun with a nasty nature: the young sky pilot who
comes to clean up Hoxley's Gulch ; the square-dealin',
straight shootin' marshal — and a host of others.
And just to make things more "intrikut" in this one
a pestilence is thrown in for good measure, which acts
as an excuse for considerable physical action and
which gives the parson and the girl a chance to learn
each other's real selves and discover that they love
each other. True, many of the types chosen to represent time-tried friends are good, but little attempt is
made to make them do anything that hasn't been done
time and time again.

"A Man's Country" is just ordinary — quite ordinary
— program stuff. It relies almost wholly for its appeal on its physical action, which becomes a bit nightmarish at times. It is the sort of stuff that the penny
dreadfuls are filled with — lots of shootin', drinkin',
gamblin" and hell-roarin' stuff in general.
Alma Kubens is pleasing enough as the dance-hall
girl, but once or twice she is inclined to over-reach in
striving for a point. Albert Roscoe gives a very
casual performance as the parson, except when he has
an honest-to-goodness scrap with Lon Chaney, when
lioth of them roll all over the floor for considerable
footage. Chaney knows how to be a nasty willun, and
his make up and facial expression in some of the
fight close-ups would scare even good little boys and
The picture's biggest points are reached during a
sequence in which Alma gambles with Lon to see who
will own the dance hall. These passages are quite
tense. Also the fight between Chaney and Roscoe and
girls'.
Chaney's
attack on Alma are melodramatically "thrillThe action of the picture is laid in the gold-rush
days of 1S49-1850, and the atmosphere of that period
in the West is kept up throughout. There are the
usual mob scenes in the dance-hall, which bring some
ing."
fair
types t<> the screen. Also there is some horseplay
in certain of the dance-hall sequences that may get a
few laugh.<. The fastest physical action comes when
the folks from the valley flee the pestilence that
spreads among them. There are some pretty fair
scenes photographed at night in these passages —
scenes showing the fear- maddened folks deserting their
homes in a wild rush to the hills.
Early in the picture Alma shows the sky pilot what
she thinks of his efforts to bring the gospel to Huxley'swork,
Gulch. She
does many
things
to hinder
and his
but shows
her real
character
when him
she
takes under her wing the daughter of the murdered
dance-hall proprietor. Later, when everybody but she
and the minister have fled the plague, Alma also takes
care of two deserted babies. It is when the parson
and the girl are mutually responsible for the kids that
they begin to have regard for each other.
Chaney, who had been bested by Alma, comes back
to the town raving mad and attacks Alma. He is torn
ofl" by Roscoe, who gives Chaney considerable battle.
Just when things look bad for the fighting parson
Chaney is killed by a shot from the marshal's pistol,
the latter having come to town just to see if anything
was needed.
Included in the cast are Joseph Dowling, Edna M-dv
Wilson, Alfred Hollingsworth and Phil Gastrock.

Will Go Well Only in Smaller Houses.

Typical Western

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is very ordinary program stuff. However, if
,vour crowd goes wild over this sort of a Western subject it will get by with them. Certainly it is no picture for an intelligent audience. It's so wild in spots
that a high- class audience would give it the laugh several times. But to immature minds it might be exciting, and in a house where the audience is composed of
the kind of folks who loudly cheer when the willun
gets his just deserts it might go over fairly big.
It is not always an easy matter to judge the drawing power of a star. The name of Alma Rubens is not
so big just yet, and there are probably lots of folks
who don't go to movies often who haven't heard much

of her. She hasn't been in many pictures of late, and
you may have a little trouble on that account. However, many of the fans who keep tabs on the players
know of and like Alma quite well. She has been getting considerable publicity, which may help.
In any advertising you might do tell your folks that
you have a story of the West in the days when men
lived life raw ; when a life was not held at very high
value, etc.
You probably have already played enough Westerns just like this one to have a fair idea of how it
would go in your house. Suffice it to say that the
picture certainly is true to type.
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Production is Artistic, But Much of the Story Doesn't Seem Real
Elsie Ferguson in

"The Avalanche"
Artcraft
DIRECTOR

George

Fitzmaurice

AU I'HOR
Gertrude Atherton
SCENARIO BY
Ouida Bergere
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
More narrative than drama
in
picture giving the star a dual role.
STORY
Adaptation of novel by Gertrude Ather=
ton; has an inherited passion for gambling
as its theme.
DIRECTION
Responsible
for a number
of de^
cidedly artistic scenes that catch the atmos=
phere of a Spanish town.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
A big factor in heightening the
charm of picturesque settings.
CAMERA WORK
Many double exposures finely
handled.
STAR
In appearance and manner she makes a
sufficient contrast between the characters of
mother and daughter.
SUPPORT
Efficient cast with Lumsden Hare
and Warner Oland in the most conspicuous
roles,
EXTERIORS
Attractive and varied
INTERIORS
Have
class and appear
correct
whether the interior of a convent chapel or of
a fashionable gambling house is represented.
DETAIL
Carefully looked after in the matters
of costumes and furnishings.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Safe for any sort of a
crowd.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,273 feet
STARTING off with an introductory title to the effect
that gambling is the most fatal of all human passions and that it may be passed on from generation
to generation, the author of "The Avalanche" proceeds
to illustrate the contention through following the life
story of a Spanish woman and her daughter, both
victims of games of chance.
In picture form, (iertrude Atherton's narrative
doesn't strike deep, partially because of the somewhat
episodic nature of the plot that skims over a long

period of years, and partially because an American
audience is not inclined to worry about an instinct for
gambling becoming a family curse. The story is
colorfully romantic i-ather than realistic and its moments of tragedy seem to be the result of odd coincidences, not an inevitable fate, as the author would
have one suppose.
Taken individually, without considering the total
impression left, there is much to commend in the
scenes prepared by Director Fitzmaurice, who, by the
way, makes his debut as aii Artcraft director with
"The Avalanche." His Spanish sets profit by a wealth
of detail and some beautiful lightings.
Two shots in particular deserve a word of comment— one a silhouette of Elsie Ferguson seated in a
window, another a chapel scene with the rays of the
setting sun stealing softly over the heads of the convent girls. Here, and in several other instances, the
picture achieves that elusive quality termed atmosphere, to a marked degree.
What amounts to a prologue is enacted in a Spanish town where Miss Ferguson, as the wife of a
gambling house proprietor is a part of the gay life
centering around the resort.. The first death — there
are four in the course of the story, all directly attrfbutable to gambling — comes with the killing of the
gambler, freeing Elsie that she may marry an Englishman, who generally makes his headquarters at Monte
Carlo.
After a run of bad luck, husband number two shoots
himself, leaving the young wife with an infant child
whom she places in a convent. A third mfirriage
makes the woman the partner of still another gambler,
this time an American operating in New York.
These sequences are introductory to the main part
of the story which brings Elsie, as the convent-bred
daughter, to New York where she soon marries a successful author, and, tiring of the monotony of their
life, is persuaded to try the excitement of gambling.
Needless to say, the house she visits is that in which
her mother has an interest, although, of course, she
is not aware of their relationship.
Double exposure scenes, with Miss Ferguson in the
roles of mother and daughter, are a feature of subsequent passages, showing how the girl becomes more
and more involved in debt, how she kills the gambling
house proprietor when he threatens to expose her to
her husband and how the mother assumes the guilt,
eventually taking her own life. There is plenty of
tragedy
the picture, but most of it doesn't get below the in
surface.
The cast includes Fred Esmelton, ZefHe Tilbury,
William Roselle and Grace Field.

Let Folks Know that You Have
a Drama Dealing With the Vice of
Gambli
ng
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
It ought not to be ditflcult to get folks iu to see this
picture if you go after them in the right way. The
story is essentially tragic, but it isn't gruesome, despite
the number of sudden deaths. Advertise it as a powerful drama dealing with the menace of gambling,
without giving people the impression that it is just a
lurid meller.
That Elsie Ferguson is the star will help in establishing the tilm as a work of artistic merit, for fans
know that she is not associated with cheap productions. Tell your patrons that in "The Avalanche"
she has au exceptional opportunity for varied acting
in the dual role of mother and daughter, showing stills
of her in both characters.

Also, it will be worth while to play up the name
of Gertrude Atherton as the author, whether or not
you hgure that many ot your people have read the
book. It is enough that her name stands for something in eontemporaneous American literature and
lends dignity to a production in consequence. Then a
regular fan crowd will be interested in knowing that
this is George Fitzmaurice's first picture for Artcraft.
Catchlines may be worked along both the gambling
and mother love angles. For example: "Do you believe that gambling is an inherited vice? See how the
question is answered in 'The Avalanche,' starring Elsie
Ferguson," or "In Elsie Ferguson's powerful drama,
'The Avalanche,' a mother meets death rather than
seen her daughter suffer."

WRITER'S
I

CRAMP

By Carl Laemmlcy President
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

N

[EVER forget the old
I story about the fellow
' who was saved from
going to the penitentiary for
forgery because he had a sudden attack of writer's cramp
just as he was about to do the
little forging stunt.
This bird boasted about
his honesty and got away
with it, but the real reason
for his honesty was simply
writer's cramp.
Not wishing you any pain or
suffering, but it would be a corking
good thing for you if you should
suddenly get a stiff dose of writer's
cramp in case anyone should try to
get you to sign any contract for
TOO
MUCH
FILM
SERVICE.
Afterward, you could boast about
your foresight in not signing the
contract, and you could get away
with it and never give a bit of the
credit to writer's cramp.

You have no idea — not the
slightest conception — of the
GREAT BIG ATTRACTIONS AND HUGE
SPECIAL
PRODUCTIONS that are soon to be
shown to you. And when they
come, they will be so BIG that you
cannot afford to be tied up tight
on a contract that does not permit
of an elastic booking.
I wish you could all see what I have seen
at Universal City since I came out on this
trip. I wish you could all know, as I know,
the vital necessity of KEEPING MCRE
OPEN TIME THAN
YOU EVER
KEPT IN ALL YOUR CAREER AS A
SHOWMAN.
I am not speaking solely of the Universal company now. Other companies, seeing
how the Universal turned the tide toward
great big productions with "The Heart of
Humanity" and "The Kaiser, The Beast of
Berlin" are striving their utmost to give you
big pictures that will make as much profit
for you as these pictures made.
Keep yourself in readiness for these. No
matter how alluring a proposition may be
presented to you, no matter how good a contract may look, keep away from the dotted
line. If you haven't the nerve to throw
away your fountain pen or cut ofif your
hngers,
an attack of writer's cramp
and
SIT sustain
TIGHT!
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Good Production Doesn't Camouflage Thin Story
Bessie Love in

"GupiD Forecloses"
Vitagraph
DIRF:CTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

David
Smith
Florence Morse Kingsley
Stanley
Olmstead
and Edward

BY
J. Montagne.
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
SIow=nioving and obvious for the
most part; not enough story to hold up for
five reels.
STORY
Adapted from the novel circulated under
the title "Hurrying Fate and Geraldine."
DIRECTION
Struggles to hold up suspense and
tries to cover cheap article by fine attire.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Proper on interiors and exteriors
CAMERA
WORK
Unusually
good; some
novel
camera tricks introduced.
STAR
Her winsomeness gets her by for the
greater part of picture; has little real work
to do.
SUPPORT
Wallace McDonald a conventional
hero; others up to mark.
EXTERIORS
Some
very pretty stuff, photo=
graphed under best conditions.
INTERIORS. . . .Help keep up atmosphere of broken=
down aristocracy.
DETAIL
Shows especial care even in very minor
things; wasted on poor story.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Cheap debt=must=be=
paid=to=save=the=home stuff.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,279 feet
EVERYBODY concerned seems to liave struggled
niiinfully to make something of "Cupid Forecloses." but the finished product shapes up as a quite
poor bit of motion picture entertainment. Tlie picture
is another example of where a story not worth very
much for screen purposes has been dressed up in production and otherwise painstakingly camouflaged to
make it look like a regular picture. But it is not; it is
just a well-produced film that becomes tiresome and
obvious to the viewer soon after the first two reels.
From then on it is just a case of waiting patiently
until the end. with an occasional appeal to the eye and
with very infrequent appeals to the intellect.
Detail lias been watched
carefully, and there are
incidental bits of business in a school room that have

a fair auKunt of interest. Suspense is almost entirely
lacking, llowe^ er. and in an effort to hold it up an
attempt has been made to force the issue of withholding an identity until the last reel, which results very
often in triteness and abrupt shifts from one line of
action to another. This often causes confusion instead of interest.
Some rather unusual camera work has been done in
this one. Particularly is this true of that footage
showing on the screen at the same time the girl walking along a road and the herb in an automobile rushing
along another to overtake her. Also worthy of commendation isthe iris work, in which emphasis is placed
on a figure thronsh the usual iris method, but which
allows the remainder of the scene to be seen dimly,
instead of being entirely bla(d<.
But all the good production in the wf)rld could not
make the film good entertainment. The story is
simply not "there." There is not one really big situation O! any unusual trend. For the most part it is
a lot of uninteresting stuff about how the girl endeavors to save the old family home from being sold for
debt.
Bessie Love is the girl — the winsome breadwinner
of a household which once was the most aristocratic
in the village. The atmosphere of broken-down aristocracy is carried throughout the footage, and the
fineness of these folk is contrasted with the crassness
of a newly-rich pair who afl'ord a slight bit of comedy
relief. Also the small-town locale of the story permits
of the use of several good types and the registering of
some rural philosophy.
Bessie is a school-marm whose life becomes darkened when a lawyer from the city says the old family
house must be sold to satisfy a debt contracted by
Bessie's grandfather before his death. Bessie writes
to the man to whom the money is said to be due, and
tells him how mean she thinks he is. Here enters the
action with \^'allace ^McDonald, whom Bessie believes
to
be the crabby lawyer's partner. Mutual interest is
aroused.
Then through many lightly glossed over ends the
picture reaches the point where Bessie believes McDonald to be married — to have eloped with the grocery
keeper's daughter. However, it later proves that McDonald is none other than the man to whom Bessie's
grandfather was supposed to owe the money. The
financial part was fixed up. anyway, when Bessie
found a receipt. Of course, things turn out right for
Bessie and ]\IcDonald.
Included in the cast are Anne Schaefer. Dorothea
AVolbert, Frank Hayes, Jim Donnelly, Aggie Herring.
Jake Abram, Gordon Griffith and Otto Lederer.
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Star Will Have to Act as Biggest Drawing Card
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Bessie Love in

"Cupid Forecloses"
Vitagraph

This Is straight screen fiction lacking drama and
not even so valuable as narrative. Two reels would
have been plenty tor the plot material and the consequence is that the picture has been padded out with
the usual line of stuff. The heaviest burden of attracting folks will have to be borne by the star. If she
carries well with your folks you might get away with
the offering, because it has had very good production.
But an intelligent audience is liable to become restless
and some walk out on the picture. In the smaller
progriim houses the picture might get by with a fair
degree of success.
There is uo doubt but that Florence Kingsley
Morse's
novel. "Hurrying Fate and Geraldine,"
was

quit.'- widely read and that many of the peoplfe who
read the book will be willing to separate themselves
from the price of admission to see the screen adaptation of the story. And that, together with tlie name
of the star, will have to be the big advertising feature.
But it's best to go a bit slow on promising your
folks much of a picture, for they're liable to be dispossible~unless
by as ofeasily
among
keen asfollowers
a bigit gang
hasJust slip
Bessie Love appointed.
your people — and even they are liable to be a bit dissatisfied to see their favorite in such a slow-moving and
obvious vehicle.
If your patrons are willing to swallow their screen
romance merely because two young people do come
together in the final close-)ip the picture will go all
right. But with those audiences that demand something that gives them even a trifle of mental activity
the j)ictnr<^ will not get over with any great degree of
success.

a

The Pacific Coast is the Logical Place to Make Release Prints''

The Sanborn Laboratories, Inc.
is. the logical place on the Coast to do your release print work. We control
exclusive rights on the Handscheigh Color Process. Super excellency is the
reason for our making release prints for Douglas Fairbanks, Authors Photoplay
Co. (Anna Luther Releases), "Smiling Bill" Parsons Comedies and the sample
print work of at least ninety per cent, of the big productions made on the
West Coast.

SANBORN

LABORATORIES

Culver City, Los Angeles, Gal.

Wid's Daily ^
Binders -
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Invaluable for reference purposes.
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Not Enough Action in Story That Doesn't Get Below the Surface
Dorothy

Dalton

in

"Other Men's Wives"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
Victor L. Schertzinger
SUPERVISED BY
Thomas H. Ince
AUTHOR
C. Gardner Sullivan
CAMERAMAN
John Stumar
AS A WHOLE
Strives for emotional drama,
but doesn't often get below the surface of
life; action frequently drags.
STORY
Better suited to printed fiction than
to the screen; situations on which much of
the story is based are difficult to adapt to
picture terms.
DIRECTION
Shows a tendency to keep charac=
ters too far in the background.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally good
LIGHTINGS
High lights do not always strike
scenes from advantageous angles.
CAMERA WORK
Composition indicates more
regard for pictorial effects than dramatic
values.
STAR

Is handicapped by a role permitting
few variations in mood.

SUPPORT

Forrest Stanley and H. E. Herbert
are hero and willun respectively; most of
the characters merely conventional screen
figures.
EXTERIORS
Pleasing
INTERIORS
The right thing for a millionaire
crowd.
DETAIL
Nothing
notable
CHARACTER OF STORY
Points the folly of
grafting on a lot of rich friends.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,698 feet
«/\THER MEN'S WIVES" is an interesting title giv^ ing promise of a driima with a pertinent bearing
on troubled marital relationships. The theme is not
particularly pleasant. Init it stands a chance of beingmade siguilicant and human.

Expert craftsman that he is, C. Gardner Sullivan
missed out in the preparation of this story for the
screen, in that the central flgiu-e is not likely to be
received as a really sympathetic person ; moreover the
plot does hot lend itself to five reels of screen action.
Some of the big scenes have conflict, but it is essentially the conflict of verbal argument, which gets over
best in printed form or on the stage. An expression
of emotion is not lacking in the performance of
Dorothy Dalton, but the situations do not permit of
much variety of mood.
Considering that the entire story hinges upon the
vicissitudes of the distressed shero, it is important that
an audience should see her troubles as she sees them,
yet this is a bit diflicult to do in view of the conditions. Many women, for example, may not respond
to the sorrows of a girl who flits from country home to
country home, the guest of millionaires, buys costly
gowns, and then worries about paying the bills.
This is Avliat Dorothy does, and you are asked to
believe that because she is an orphan and poor and a
memlier of the smart set there is no other course open.
The bid for sympathy isn't any too well founded.
At all events, when the social grafter is tempted,
not by love, but by a large sum of money, she falls,
after a bitter struggle to keep clear of the trap laid by
H. E. Herbert, wlio has fallen in love with Forrest
Stanley's wife, played by Dell Boone. Scenes presented at considerable length concern the discussion between Dorothy and Herbei't relative to his proposition
that she shall win the love of Stanley thereby giving
the wife grounds for divorce.
The essential part of the action transpires at a
mountain lodge where Dorothy, having accepted a
$10,000 retainer, half-heartedly proceeds to fulfill her
part of the bargain. But she honestly comes to love
her intended victim, wlio never questions the sincerity
of their growing friendship. She tries to break the
agreement but can't, and then there is a chance happening suppl,ying material for a divorce action, although. St) far as the audience sees, the incident would
not hold in court.
After this lesson, Dorothy drops her old life, gets a
job as secretary and having established herself as a
self-supporting person is ready to become the wife
of the man she had been hired to vamp.
A point in direction open to criticism is the keeping
of the characters far back in the set during dramatic
passages when sub-titles indicate discussions of a
decidedly personal nature. These would be more intimate if the players were in the foreground where
facial expressions might be registered.

Title Is Good and Name of Star Will Help
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Standing strictly on its merits, as pictures will have
to in a not very distant day. "Other Men's Wives"
would have some trouble in meeting competition.
Small technical shortcomings don't matter much with
the average audience if a story carries a real heartthrob, which, in this instance, seems to be lacking.
The title is good and you may use it to attract
attention, doing what you can to carry out the suggestion that you have a dramatic story concerning
marital problems. Another angle to strike in making
a bid for the patronage of women may concern the old
"fine clothes and happiness" idea. Ask, for instance:
"Have you discovered the secret of happiness?
Do

you think it lies in having fine clothes and millionaire
friends? Dorothy Dalton finds that it doesn't in
"Other Men's Wives'."
Probabl.v the most successful play can be made for
the patronage of women. The title suggests a woman's
story, and the society atmosphere will help to put the
picture over with a crowd that likes films dealing with
the millionaire set.
Dorothy Dalton should be a reasonably sti'ong drawing card in most neighborhoods. Others in the cast
may not mean much to the average fan. but it would
do no harm to use the names of Forrest Stanley and
H. E. Herbert.

TOM
TERRISS

CORINNE
GRIFFITH

oAre Pleased to oAnnounce
Their Jirst Joint Production
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Story is Made a "Convenient" Vehicle for Jess Willard
Jess Willard in

"Challenge of Chance"
Fred Wilke Prod. — Independent Sales

Harry Revier
DIRECTOR
Somerville
Roy
AUTHOR
Roy Somerville
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Good fan stuff on account of the
AS A WHOLE
fame of the star; production is passable.
Obviously made to suit Jess Willard; it
STORY
answers the purpose.
Puts pep into fight scenes and al=
DIRECTION
lows Jess to appear natural instead of having
him "act."
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies, generally
fair
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
CAMERA WORK
Arrangement of characters on
screen is calculated to emphasize size of the
heavy=weight champion.
STAR
Does surprisingly
well for a man
with
little camera experience.
SUPPORT
Albert Hart, Arline Pretty, Harry Von
Aleter and other players up to the mark.
EXTERIORS
Ranch scenes c^rry the right at=
mosphere,
some
of the race track shots
marred by harsh photography.
INTERIORS
The usual thing in hotel lobby and
office sets.

DETAIL
LENGTH

Nobody bothered about fine points
OF PRODUCTION
7,000 feet

FOR a made-to-oriler story cut to the measuremeut.s
of a pugilist star. "Challenge of Chauce" does
very well. To be sure, it is merely action meller with
a convenient plot, but nobody is going to expect anything very deep or unusual in a picture primarily devised to capitalize on the puldic interest in a heavyweight champion about to defend his title. ■
Considered strictly on its merits as a photoplay this
seven-reeler wouldn't go over the fifty per cent. mark.

There is not even a pretense at genuine characterization in the presentation of such stock figures as the
willun horse dealer, the persecuted shero in danger of
being swindled, and the Mexican bandits who tie up
with" the crook. Those typical movie characters are
little more than a setting for the giant star — the hero.
Toward the close, the director brought in some
pretty fair fight stulf in connection with the raid of
the Mexican bandits on the' racing stnbles and the
rescue of tlie liorses after a lively fracas in which Willun Albert Hart and his chief a(complice are numbered
among the dead. Frcnn a in'odnciiou angle these passages give the picture its besT claim to distinction, although they are not extraordinary.
But. as already mentioned, being cut to fit .Tess Willard and depending upon him rather thin upon story
interest or an artistic production, "Challenge of
Chance" fulfills the main recpiircmfnts and need not
be scrutinized tot closely on points that would not be
overlooked in a more prrteuti(nis film.
\v;i:itever'h:s futu.re in the ring tliere is no apparant reason why .less Willu-d should not follow
the example of .Tames J. Corbett and lesser ring
celebrities by cashing in as an actor. He is the nearest approach to Maciste that America has offered. Of
course, he doesn't know anything about acting, but
he can punch his way through a film in a compelling
fashion and make an audience believe that he is more
than a maich for a dozen ordinary men.
Director Revier was wisi> enough to utilize the tremendous bulk of his star without trying to teach him
the ti'icks of the conventional picture actor. As the
ranchman who gets a job as buyer for a horse dealer,
Willard isn't called upon to be unlike himself. Not
giving any evidence of camera shyness, he is natural,
with rt suits t-.w more satisfactory than probably would
have been atiaiiud had the director called upon him to
"act." When Jess is on the screer* the people near him
look like pigmies.
There is no need to go into the details of the plot
whereby Willard becomes the champion of Arline
Pretty and saves her string of horses from the fraudulent dealer. The pugilist starts lumding out healthy
wallops when he finds a bunch of men abusing a horse.
His employer happens to be one of the sufferers and
from this time on they are implacable enemies. The
plot has complications; most of them of the usual
order; its real punches, however, are the ones that
.Tess delivers. Between his fights there are some dull
spots, but an audience may be expected to wait patienily until things begin to happen again.

Chance to Do Bi^ Business With Crowd of Fi^ht Fans
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Obviously, the best time to show this picture is right
now when the newspapers are filled with the WillardDempsey fight. During the days immediately preceding and following July Fourth, it ought to be a cleanup, especially if you have a down-town theatre where
you are reachmg men patrons.
As a neighborhood house, family-trade attraction, it
is a different proposition. A lot of folks don't believe
in prize fights or prize fighters, and if you figure that
this element figures largely among your regulars you
probably won't be much
Chance."

interested in "Cliallenge of

At all events play fair. Before long, pictures of the
Toledo battle will be in circulation and it would be
a short-sighted policy to use trick advertising designed
to fool the unwary into thinking that this is a fight
film just because they see the name of Jess Willard in
l)ig type. As a matter of fact, there is not a ring scene
in the entire seven reels.
Of coiu-se, you are justifiiMl in making as much fuss
as you can about Willard being the star of the production. He is your one and only big advertising asset.
The name of the picture will naturally be suliordinated
to that of the pugilist and there is no harm in using
portraits of Jess in his fighting togs. Only draw the
line at getting people into your house under a false
impression.

The Jack Pickford Film Co.
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Lacks Sympathetic Appeal Because of Unrealities
Mary Miles Minter in

"Yvonne From Paris"
American

Film — Pathe

DIRECTOR
Emmett J. Flynn
AUTHOR
Joseph Franklin Poland
SCENARIO BY
Frank Howard Clark
CAMERA
MAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Marked
by unrealities, both in
story substance
and characters;
very ordi=
nary program picture.
STORY
Just superficial "movie"
stuff having
little regard for fact.
DIRECTION
Doesn't show much skill in hand=
ling situations none too strong in themselves.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary; no unusual effects
CAMERA WORK
.Conventional
STAR
Isn't given much chance to get over more
than her personal appeal.
SUPPORT
Weakened by virtue of falsity of
characters;
players not at fault.
Cast in=
eludes Alan Forrest, J. Barney Sherry, Rose=
mary Theby and others.
EXTERIORS
Few; good enough
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Nothing worth special remark
CHARACTER OF STORY. . .Has stage as background
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
"VT'VONNE FROM PARIS" is a quite weak subject.
-I It is characterized by unrealities, and has little
appeal other than that of the star's personality. At
no time during the running of the piece does the spectator care very much what happens to any of the
characters. Sympathy is decidedly lacking. This is
clue in a large measure to the fact that the characters
are not consistent with life — thej' do and say things
that real folks of their sort never would. The story,
as filmed, fails to hold water, and the direction at
times is none too skilled. The film is just a screened
series of events in which one takes but little interest.
Superficiality is evident throughout.
Mary Miles Minter has a very unreal role. According to the opening titles, Yvonne is a sprightly
dancer, the idol of all Paris. And off the stage the
Idol of Paris is seen as an unsophisticated girl in her
very early 'teens, who is held under the rule of a tyr-

ant aunt. So tyrannical is the aunt, Vera Lewis, that
she doesn't even allow Mary to eat candy, much less
permit her to meet any of the men who would pay
her court and homage. Mary is tired of her monotonous hotel-and-theater existence, and craves a chance
to play.
So, notwithstanding contracts Vera Lewis has made
for Mary's appearance as the star in an American musical comedy. Mary runs away. She obtains steerage
passage to New York, meeting an Italian violin player
en route. And despite the difference in their lives and
languages, Mary and Luigi (E. Alyn Warren) become
fast friends and the idol of Paris becomes a member
of Here
the poor
Italian'sis household.
the hokum
laid on even more thick. Mary
dances in the street to Warren's playing and is seen
in a Bohemian restaurant by J. Barney Sherry, producer of the play in which Yvonne was to appear.
Sherry asks Mary if she won't star in his comedy.
She agrees.
The "dirty work" enters the plot through the medium of Rosemary Theby, of the underworld, whom
Mary had a tilt with on the ship, and Bertram Grassby,
a smirking lounge lizard, who establishes Rosemary
in a luxurious apartment.
During rehearsals Mary becomes better acquainted
with Forrest, who insists on chaperoning her. One of
the incongruities of the lead-character is evident immediately preceding these passages, when it's registered
that Mary is afraid to stay in a hotel room alone.
The poor, iinsophisticated idol of the Paris theater,
who has spent most of her life in hotels, must have
Forrest and Sherry remain in her suite all night because she's afraid !
But Grassby has his eye on Our Nell. He becomes
a bit tired of Rosemary, so he lures the poor young
goil to a road house. She is saved from the loungelizard's clutches by Forrest. These passages serve as
a means of putting over Rosemary's recognition of
Mary as her fellow steerage passenger. Rosemary
tells Grassby about it, and he endeavors to make her
the star of Sherry's show by having her claim that
she is the real Yvonne from Paris. She gets away
with it for a while despite the fact that she has no
contract, despite the fact that Sherry has publicized
a blonde star all over the city, and that Rosemary's
hair is dark, and despite a number of other things that
could not hold true consistently. However, the day is
saved for Mary when her aunt trails her to the theater
and identifies her as Yvonne, proving it with the
original contracts. Mary and Forrest find they love
each other.

Name of Star Will Have to Garry This One
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is very ordinary program stuff and the exhibitor will have to depend almost wholly on the drawing
power of the star for his patronage. The picture is
not destined to appeal to any but the least discriminating audiences because it is shallow and unreal. However, there may be a few folks who will like it, but
go as slow as possible in your promises.
The picture comes under the general heading of
comedy-drama, but it does not contain overmuch of
either of those elements. There are not very many
chances for real good laughs, and there are no really

big situations. The one novelty is in that a girl is
asked to impersonate herself.
"Yvonne From Paris" is not the most fitting vehicle
for Mary Miles Minter, and some of her f'j'owers are
apt to be disappointed in her appearance in the film on
that account.
The offering's chief claim to interest of audiences
in the smaller houses is the atmosphere of the stage
that runs through most of the footage. The behindthe-scenes idea always has interest for those out in
front, and this stage idea is probably the best end to
use in any advertising you may do — that is, in addition to your play on the star's name if she has any
kind of a following with your patrons.
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Short Stuff
Universal has a reel that should prove quite a
puller.what
Its title
is "Hiding
in Holland,"
shows
are said
to be exclusive
views and
of theit
German Crown Prince after he had been banished to the Dutch Island of Wieriengen. The
film has been built up to a full reel with scenes
in and about the island, and most of the footage
showing the Crown Prince shows him walking
along a road. There are two scenes that bring
him close to the camera. The reel has been filled
out with titles ridiculing the Crown Prince and
the Hohenzollern family in general, and Uni-,
versal bills it as a comedy.
Also the picture shows how motion picture of
"Gott's Junior Partner" were obtained. A covered
truck was used, and His Lowness did not know
the pictures were being taken.

the story, and some of the titles are very stiff
and stilted. However, the main idea is to get
lo-ts of stunts into the film, and after necessary
facts have been registered in. the first episode the
serial gets going in typical serial style.
Anne Luther and Charles Hutchinson are featured. The former does good enough work, as
seen in the early episodes, and the latter is a
daring and dashing worker. He pulls many
thrilling stunts. All in all, the serial holds fair
promise. Included in the cast are Warren Cook,
Richard Neill, Billy Moran, William Cavanaugh
and Edith Thornton.

bififs Jeff' on the bean, proving that pets are unwelcome.

The latest Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement released by Educational contains much
matter that should interest fans. The reel gives
intimate glimpses of stars in their homes,
etc. The subject shows Elsie Janis and her
mother, contains the pictured history of the marriage of James Cruze and Margaret Snow in 1913
and also brings their baby to the screen. Louise
Glaum is seen also with her mother off stage,
and there are view of Clara Kimball Young on
her vacation. Other features are behind-the-

A Sunshine comedy with a full cjuota of laughs

camera glimpses of one of Mack Sennett's comedy
companies, and views of Anita Stewart and her
husljand.

The latest Mutt and Jett release from Fox is
titled "Pets and Pests." It is the sort of a cartoon that, put on right, gets the laughs. Jeff has
the bane of Alutt's
lots of pets,Andwhich
existence.
in hisbecome
usual gentle manner Mutt

is "A Milk-Fed \'amp." The chief funmaker in
this two-reel offering is a monkey that pulls lots
of monkey business. Plenty of incident is introduced, and this oft'ering is up to Sunshine's standard.- Lots of pep and jazz is introduced in usual
fast slapstick manner, and the film maintains a
fair rate of speed throughout. All in all it's a
thoroughly acceptable comedy number.

The most recent Silk Hat Harry cartoon
shown by educational is a funny piece of work
entitled "The Breath of a Nation," a 500-foot'
burlesque on prohibition. A still funnier subject
that is sure of getting the laughs, is Happy
Hooligan's "A Wee Bit o' Scotch," which treats
of war in a mighty amusing manner.

After getting off to a rather .confusing start,
Pathe's latest serial, "The Great Gamble," peps
up a bit in the second episode and soon begins
to show itself as a thriller as far as stunts are
concerned. The serial was written and, directed
by Joseph A. Golden, and produced by Western
Photoplays, Inc. There is nothing original about

"Ambrose's Day Oft'" is a two-reeler offered by
the Frohman Amusement Corp. In the oft'ering
Ma.ck Swain gets back to his usual comed}- style
and registers a few laughs. There is nothingexciting about the number, however — it is just
straight stuff. The film shows quite a number of
attractive bathing girls of the Californit beach
variety, and these scenes are pleasing to the eye
at least. Mack and an East Indian ruler change
clothes and some amusing mix-ups follow.
Another Harold Lloyd subject put out by Pathe,
marked for release during the week of Julv 20, is
athis
one-reeler
titledregisters
"At the aOld
In
one Harold
few Stage
laughsDoo'r."
when he
tries to make a, hit with the leading woman of a
musical comedy. The film brings to the screen
some dainty maids in dainty stage attire, but its
chief claim to comedy interest is in Lloyd's efforts
to get into the stage door of the theater, and the
business he pulls with a cop and others during a
rainstorm outside. Bebe Daniels is also in the
picture.
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Row Over Theater

Moss and Goldman Wrangle
Over $1,200
Herman H. Moss, who leased the
[arris Theater for moving pictures
jcently, has been arrested in a civil
rder by City Court Justice Finelite
1 a suit by Morris Goldman to reover $1,200. He was taken to the
heriff's office from his office in the
'utnam BIdg. but was released on
irnishing $1,000 bail.
Goldman alleges that Moss got
1,200 from him by falsely representig that he controlled the Harris.
[e says he took possession from
[ay 30 until two weeks ago when
e was dispossessed. He says the
roceedings showed that the Falous-Players Lasky Co. controlled
le theater and that Moss was only
tenant. Moss contends that he had
right to make the sublease to Goldlan and that he made no statements
hich caused Goldman any injury.

"Crooked Dagger"
The Wharton's will start work on
their first Pathe serial, "The Crooked
Dagger," early in August. Production will be made at Ithaca. Cast
now being assembled.
Another Delaware Film
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Dover, Cal. — The Motion Picture
Producing Co. of America, has been
granted a charter here. Capitalization is $500,000. Joseph H. MacKenzie, Garrett A. Storm and Richard H. Casey, all of New York, are
the incorporators.
"Wild Oats"
Samuel Cummins' feature is to be
called "Wild Oats." Story by Jay
Holly. William Jefferson plays the
lead. The picture will be released
through the Social Hygiene Films of
America, Inc.

Famous Players-Lasky leased the
arris for the special showing of the
alvation Army picture "Fires of
aith." Legal department of FaEdward Jose who recently formed
:ous Players say their lease expired
his own company, has started work
jne 30.
on the first of his own pictures,
Mclnemey Continues as Counsel
"Mothers of Men," a screen adoptation by Charles Whittaker, from the
J. J. Mclnerney has been re-en- novel of the same name.
jiged as counsel for the N. Y. State
Lumsden Hare is leading man.
Marguerite Courtot has an important
'M. P. Exhibitors League.
role. Production is being made at
Kansas to Fight Censors
the Talmadge Studio on E. 48th St.
Wichita,, Kan. — State exhibitors Earnest Hallor has been engaged as
ho will meet here August 4 and 5 cameraman. Edward Brophy, assis> discuss the new censorship bill
tant director, and casting director,
3w operative and methods of get- Willard M. Reineck, technical direcng rid of it.
tor. Beulah Livingstone will supervise the publicity.
Edgar J. Mannix, general manager
No. 138
of the Norma Talmadge and Constance Talmadge Film Co.'s, will act
in the same capacity for the Jose.

Jose Starts

Little Ad Talks

By Jack Alicoate
nPHESE are momentous days
in the industry. Timeliness is a most important factor
in every transaction. Competitia»v:is so keen that the progressive elements of the business are eagerly searching for
new methods by which to
dominate the attention of the
purchasing factors and to domir.*p it FIRST; searching for
methods that will produce
greater results than from the
conventional form of advertising—This method is here — Necessity mothered its discovery
—It is WID'S DAILY.
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Foreign
Sales
Bech, Van Siclen & Co., Inc., report the sale for Spain and Portugal of: "A Romance of the Underworld" and several other productions featuring Catherine Calvert and Herbert Rawlinson; "Marriage" and "Marriage for Convenience" both featuring Catherine Cal
vert; "Calibre 36" featuring Mitchell
Lewis, and Doris Kenyon in "Wild
Honey," "Twilight," 'Inn of the Blue
Moon" and "Street of Seven Stars."
Michigan Censor Bill Killed
Lansing, Mich. — The state legislature failed to pass the censorship
bill
here
efforts to despite
have it Governor
go through.Sleeper's

Censor Change

That First Song
As a reminder to Joe Lee,
"King" Solomon et al.—
Charles K. Harris produced
"My Squaw Man," in 1912, at
the
time of "The Squaw
release
sameMan"to
"Dusty"— dedicating
Farnum.
Can go back farther if forced.
H. H. Reichenbach.

In

ChicagoAre If Carried
Commission's
Out

Plans-

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — If the city council committee's recommendation is carried
out Chicago will be without a film
censor, that work now being under
the jurisdiction of the second deputy
superintendent of police, and it is
proposed to rejnove Charles Frazier.
A plan is under way however to
take film censorship out of the hands
of the second deputy's office and
place it in a bureau to consist of
ship.
three men and to be known as a special council commission on censor-

Chester in Far East
Charles Hugo, who has been added
to the staff of C. L. Chester Prod,
cameramen, is being routed on a far
Timothy D. Hurley, Chairman of
eastern trip for the organization, to the Chicago Censor Commission,
take pictures of people and places which has been investigating the
and film a number of new and im- matter for several months, stated the
portant scenes. He will be away commission has directed him to draft
over a year.
an ordinance to form the special
commission. The ordinance will incorporate the best of the present
Pioneer's Buffalo Manager
Isreal Cobe, better known as rules it is said, which apply to the
"Izzy," has been placed in charge of registration and regulation of mothe new exchange recently estabtion pictures. The so-called "pink,
lished by Pioneer Film in Buffalo. permit"
abolished entirely
under
thewill
new beplan.
His chief assistant will be Howard
S. Hummel, who for several months
past has been handling Pioneer attractions inNew York State west of
Creation Films, Inc., which has
Utica.
purchased
lem studiosand
at remodelled
Cliffside, N. the
J., Kawill

Three Reel Serials

American Film
British Rival

producedies.serials
and will
two be
reelreleased
comeThe serials
three reels at a time instead of two
reels as is usually done.
Roy Sheldon, formerly with Fox,
has charge of the production. K.
Hoddy Milligan is president of Creation Films, B. D. Biggerstaff, vicepresident and C. C. Shively, secretary and treasurer.
Frank C. Bittle will have charge
of advertising and publicity, makings
his headquarters at 116 W. 39th St.
Condon's New Job

In view of the protest of the English and Irish exhibtors relative to
Famous Players and their plans, the
following, from the Manchester
Guardian, is interesting:
"The British film industry has now
reached the most adventurous bend
in its career. Up to the time of
the war it was still at school, learning its business from the smart, efficient American films, the feeble
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
French productions and the garish
Tulsa,
Okla. — Glenn
Condon,,
Italian, which in those days were
man, has been appointedl
practically the only stock of the newspaper
manager of The Majestic.
picture house. For the greater part
of the war the import of foreign
films was heavily restricted, and the
shade they had cast over the less preAnd They Still Live !
tentious home productions was- for
At the trial of Ruth Wright,
the first time definitely lifted.
"People began to realize that film
who was charged with exhibitnaking was not an American stretch
ing "Borrowed Clothes" in
of the territory of art into which we
Topeka, Kan., without the cuts
had no right to trespass; they grew
ordered by the state censor
interested in the efforts of this counboard, it developed that one of
the jurymen had never seen a
t -y and in the differences between
motion picture.
t'lem and the more familiar type. A
(Continued on Page 4)
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Eugene Walter has written the
story for Eugene O'Brien's second
Selznick, "The Sealed Heart."
African Films, Ltd., will handle
Robertson-Cole productions in Africa, South of the Equator.
Nigel Barrie has come from California to play opposite Marion Davies in "The Cinema Murder" by E.
Phillips Oppenheim. It will be a
Cosmopolitan production.
"Loot," the Arthur Somers Roche
Saturday Evening Post story, is to be
made into a feature production by
Universal with Darrel Foss and Ora
Carew in the leading parts. William
C. Dowlan will direct.
Owing to the demand of Attorney
General of Pennsylvania, title of
Kitty Gordon's United release "Playthings of Passion" was changed to
"Playthings of Fate." Title changed
only for Pennsylvania.

DAILV
In the Courts

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court has decided that John
W. Rumsey is entitled to recover a
judgment
for Amusement
$6,049 from Co.
the Gerston-Cramcr
The
plaintiff leased the Lexington Opera
House for moving pictures for the
period from Jan. 20, 1919, to 1921 at
$24,500 a year and deposited $12,500
cash as security. The defendant
took back the house the following
June but refused to repay any part
of the deposit although the plaintiff
owed only $7,201 rent at the time
and plaintiff demanded the return
of the balance of $5,298. The defendant insisted that the entire $21,500
was to be retained as liquidated damages in case the plaintiff gave up the
theater during the summer months
because of the difficulty of renting
it during that period. Presiding Justice Clarke of the Appellate Division
dissented from the other justices and
ruled that the complaint should have
been dismissed.

The W. W. Hodkinson Corp. has
Ben Turpin, the comedian with the filed suit in the Supreme Court to reeccentric eyes, has signed a contract
duce an assessment for $100,000 by
for another two years with Mack the City of New York on the ground
Sennett and will continue to appear that it has personal property of that
in Paramount-Mack Sennett come- value. The petition stated that its
dies.
personal property is not worth more
than $10,000 and that an assessment
Clare A. Briggs, producer of Para- for a greater sum is a violation of the
mount-Briggs Comedies, and Mrs. Federal and State Constitutions.
Briggs, entertained the members
of the company yesterday at a
Henry W. Warner Sued
Bud Fisher Contest Under Way
picnic at their home in New Rochelle.
Henry
W. Warner, of Warner
Bud Fisher has offered a silver
Brothers, is being sued in the Bronx
loving cup to the salesman who seWillard Vander Veer, another County Court for $20,000 by Herman
cures the most business in his terriChester
cameraman, is out of the Lindeman for the death of Lindetory on the Mutt and Jef? comedies
army
and
back on the job. He was man's son and the injuries Lindeman
distributed by Fox. The contest
in the photographic service of the himself's sustained when Warner's
continues until Aug. 31.
Signal Corps in France. Vander car hit the two while taking a
of performers to the Biograph
Veer will be sent out immediately to group
studio in the Bronx where scenes
film an important series of subjects. for
an Ambassador Girard film were
being
shot.
Jack Perrin, who supported Olive
Thomas in "Toton" and who was
Talking of Suit
starred in the two-reel Western drama "Two Men of Tinted Butte," * George Blumenthal, who with
has been engaged by Universal to Max Berrer and others were charged
co-star with Josephine Hill in a with showing an indecent picture
series of two-reel Westerns.
when
they Opera
offered House,
"Fit to Brooklyn,
Win" at
the Grand
and who was dismissed of the
charge, is talking of bringing action
against those who brought the arrest
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Dover, Del. — The Motion Picture and stopped the show. He claims
license to present the picand Theatrical Co-operative Associ- he lostture,the
and also the lease of the theaation of the World,
Inc., has been
incorporated with $1,000,000 capital.
ter.
New Wurlitzer Building
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., organs, is erecting a 15-story office
building on 42d St. near 6th Ave.
which will be ready for occuapncy
early next year. The first seven
stories of the building will be used
by the Wurlitzer people. They will
install a projection room, modern in
every detail, in the building.

Another MilHon

This is the organization which is
l)acked by a number of women's
clubs to attempt "house cleaning" in
Mary Miles Minter's first Realart
the picture business.
release will be "Anne of the Green
Gables," a picturization of the
Another New House
"Anne" books by L. M. Montgomery. Interiors will be made in JSIew
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
York and New England will provide
Amarillo, Tex. — -Dye, Ford & Rog- locations for exteriors.
ers, operating the Mission and Olympic in Amarillo, also Olympic and
New Screen Classics
Mae I in Plainview, and Olympic
The first two of the Screen Clasin Canyon, are building a $150,000
theater in Wichita Falls, to be in
sics productions for Metro release
operation Oct. 1. The new house will be started shortly. One will be
will be called The Olympic, and will "Please Get Married" with Viola
seat nearly 2,000.
Dana, with
and the
"Fair They
and Wa*-mer"
May othe
Allison.
will
Milan,
Minn. — Oliver
Haugland be released under the open booking
has opened here.
policy.

Minter's First

The biggest mystery in "ELMO,
THE MIGHTY" is how they're able
to make each episode bigger than the
last. We used to think that the
punch-limit had been reached.
WRONG— as usual.

Big party in Rochester next month.
Atmosphere
Louisville, Ky. — Alfred Green, assistant director for Anita Stewart,
Prod., is here on location for "In
Old Kentucky." He has arranged tol
secure Churchill Downs for the big
racescene, and has arranged with
General Roger Williams, for 30 years
master of hounds of the Hunt Club
here to supervise the arrangements
for the fox hunt scene.
Anita Stewart, Mahlon Hamilton,
Marshall Neilan and Louis B. Mayer
are expected any day.
Col. Fred Leyy of Big Featurd
Rights Corp., has invited a number
of exhibitors from nearby points tq
be on hand when the shooting oi
scenes begins.
Talk on the Coast of a contract fo-i
Tom Santschi. It is known he ha^
turned down two offers, one becaus.;
it would take him east and the othe!
to Canada. In the meantime he il
working at the Fox studios.

Httrli^g
posters pay because
a photo-play advertised with pre-eminently powerful
predesposterstined is
for financial
success.

LITHO.
CORP.
406 W.31ilSt..N.Y. Phone Chebea S388
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Cassiar's Goat
When the pack train of the
Hudson Bay Fur Company
came down to swim the swift
Stickine we were just starting
on our expedijtion up into
the primeval Cassiar, after
Rocky Mountain goats, caribou, moose and bear. Come
to Jack London land with us,
out along the Klappan Trail,
"north of fifty-three"!— Release No. 19.

An OutingChester Picture

Gladys Brockwell
FOX STAR
COAST
STUDIOS
Latest release

"SADIE

'

"THE nowSPORTING
CHANCE"
being produced

AM

PAYING
For

CASH

NEGATIVES
Apply

Nathan Hirsh
•729 7th Avenue
N. Y. City
Bryant 7224

Mix in

"The Wilderness Trail"
Fox
DIRECTOR
Edward J. LeSaint
AUTHOR
Frank
Williams
SCENARIO
BY
Charles
Kenyon
CAMERAMAN
Friend F. Baker
AS A WHOLE
Typical Tom Mix production
with good action stuff toward the close.
STORY
Laid in the Hudson Bay region where
Free Traders
operate illegally and try to
place the blame on Hero Tom Mix.
DIRECTION
Follows conventional lines in giv=
ing the star a chance to fight his way out
of difficulties.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally clear
LIGHTINGS
No attempt at anything out of the
ordinary.
CAMERA

WORK
Some attractive shots of
snow=covered woodland.
STAR
Easily meets requirements of a not very
exacting role.
SUPPORT
Colleen Moore
is a pleasing shero,
Sid Jordan puts up a good fight as the half=°
breed leader of the Free Traders.
EXTERIORS
Mountain scenes in winter time;
one or two storm effects are impressive.
INTERIORS
The usual thing in mountain cabin
sets.
DETAIL

Some of the titles referring to "meas=
ureless snows" and an impenetrable wilder=
ness are not borne out by the scenes immedi^
ately following.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Keeps away from any=
thing objectionable.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
TOM

Starring in

-,

1

Story of Canadian WoodsIJVGets
Over Nicely Without Being
^
DAIRemarkable

^Getting the

PACIFIC
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MIX has had better stories than this adaptation of Frank Williams' book; he has been called
upon for much more difficult stunt stuff than that demanded of him in the role of the .Canadian trapper,
but even if "The Wilderness Trail" does not mark
anything new In the career of the athletic Fox star,
it comes through in its entirety as an, entertaining,
wholesome meller.

Tho story is simple and direct, following one line
of interest and making no pretense at novelty in construction or characterization. Only at the very outset
— aiul this is of no groat importance — 'is the spectator
given a false lead. It appears that the conflict is to be
betwe(>n Frank Clark, as the father of Shero Colleen
Moore, and the man who is to succeed in authority at
the Hudson Bay camp. The latter character never
appears, but his son does, in the person of Tom Mix,
and one soon forgets the failure to carry through the
promise of the introductory scenes.
According to the usual method of preparing films
of this description, the plot is so arranged that every
once in so often Mix has a chance to display his vigor
in some sort of a fight, generally against heavy odds,
the most severe encounter being reserved for the final
reel.
Mix has eluded the outlaws, from whom he attempted single-handed to take the stolen furs; he has
rescued his sweetheart from a thieving trapper and an
Indian,
drunk,
and he has
father
from a both
serious
predicament
in saved
which the
he girl's
is menaced
by a revolt among his own men and an attack by the
Free Traders, when they pull the biggest scenes of
the production.
With Mix in command, the Hudson Bay Company
employes give battle to the Free Traders intrenched
in a hollow behind a barricade of logs and brushwood. Making a battering ram of a sled. Mix and his
allies climb aboard, slide it down the hill, crashing
through the barricade, and then the hand-to-hand
fight begins with the leader of the trappers seeking
out the half-breed (Sid Jordan) as his particular prey.
To prove how yellow Jordan really is underneath
his dusky skin, the director causes him to desert his
companions and make a break for safety, stabbing his
aged Indian mother when she attempts to stop him.
This incident seems needlessly brutal and may offend
some sensitive folks in your audience. But at all
events the half-breed does not get away, for Mix follows PS fast as his snow shoes will carry him and
soon the pair commence a fight to the death. In
this struggle, carried on through several hundred feet,
there is all the action that anyone need ask.
One situation with a touch of pathos, handled sincerely and not overdone, is found in a scene where
Mix's horse is wounded in the leg and his master is
obliged spondtoto the
shootfeelings
him.' Every
of animals
willinre-a
of the lover
trapper
expressed
most convincing
fashion.
Included in the cast are Mrs. Wafrenton, Pat Chrisman and Jack Nelson.

Fans That Know Tom Mix Will Want to See This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

personal portraits of the star. I would also presei/
Don't worry about this a bit if it is coming to you
him in pictures including Colleen Moore and the
on ;i contract basis. You, and the regulars among
horse.
your lans, know Tom Mix and he is deservedly popuThere is no need of going into details of the plot.
lar. He is always associated with clean stories posMerely let people know that it is a story of the Hudson
Bay Co. and that there is plenty of action. You
Press Agent Says "It's True"
sessing lots of physical action and in his own particular line he stands high. The first thought in your exmight refer to "The Wilderness "Trail" having been
One of the most amazing acciploitation should be to inform folks that you are
adapted from the novel by Frank Williams, although
;nts in the history of aviation in offering them a typical Mix production.
probably most of your fans are not familiar with the
hich^r^o machines collided at a
book.
Providing you place a "Cooler inside than out"
sign in front of your theater during the summer
Miss Moore is an excellent choice as leading woman
■igh ot' 2,200 feet and with their
for Mix and should receive attention in your publicity.
iree airmen, one dangling at the months, help it along by using stills from this production, in which all of the exteriors are snow scenes.
You may be able to land portraits of her and bioid of a rope fastened to one of the
graphical sketches in your local papers.
Shovi' the exterior views
liberally, not overlooking
anes, crashed to earth, wrecking
,e n-^»hines but only slightly bruisBacon-Baker Co. Dissolved
Big Delaware Company Formed
Carey's Next
g one of the aviators, was all pho{Special
to
fVWS
DAILY)
Universal will present Harry Carey
'graphed from a third airplane and
The Bacon-Baker Co., which at
corded in motion picture film. The
Dover, Del. — -The Equity Pictures one time made features that were
in his own story "The Eternal Saxident happened during the filling Corp. has been granted a charter to distributed through the Foursquare
vage." Future Carey releases, "A
has been dissolved.
' a stunt for the Houdini picture, do business here. Capitalization is exchanges,
Man of Wrath" by Frederick P.
The Grim Game," which is being $500,000. Incorporators: W. I. N.
Chisholm, Minn. — ^John Turja pur- Jackson, and "The Hill Man" by H.
-oduced at the Famous Players- Lofiand, Charles H. Jones, Frank
chased Rex from Alex A. Koivunen.
Jackson, all of Dover.
asky studio at Hollywood, Cal.
Tipton Steck.

sM^
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American Film
British Rival
{Continued from Page 1)
film became "British" or "American"
inside of being just a film with a
California birthplace taken for
granted.
"During the last four years the immense cost of photographic materials
and of everything else made British
film making a very hazardous venture. Producers vi'orked under
great difficulties, with a shortage of
supplies, a shortage of helpers and a
superfluity of discouragement from
the governing authorities. The
chemicals they used were valuable
and reluctantly distributed to them;
their actors and actresses and scenario writers and camera men could
all have been used very nicely in
more obviously important service for
the nation. But in three or four
strong willed studios the industry
went on.
Europe Out of the Running
"All that time it was only on its
trials, practicing quietly at home
among people who were very tolerant then of anything that was national and of anything that could entertain them. Now, when the restrictions are removed it has to face foreign rivalry. Continental countries
have been still more heavily handicapped than this one, and even under
the most favorable conditions their
productions rarely reached a high
standard of quality.
"There is little to fear from them.
The formidable competitor is America, where kinematography has been
brought to a very perfect art and the
effect of war conditions is comparatively slight. It is her swift and
brilliant productions, taken in the
luminous clearnes of a Californian
atmosphere and manufactured with
immensq enterprise and flawless
technique which threaten to swamp
the new little industry that has
grown in this country.
"Still the quality of British productions issuch that they ought to
be able to overcome the rivalry —
menace is too sour a word — from
over seas. In these few hard years
the kinema in Engl^-.d has made for
itself a school cf irt that is distinctively national, like cricket and roses
and marmalade for breakfast. Already it has to its credit a dozen
nlms which on a smaller scale are
more perfect than any sent to us
from abroad. Their chief characteristics are the delicate care of their
construction, the smoothness of their
technique, the beauty of setting which
we had hardly realized this country
could supply.
Lack of Comedians
"The screen version of 'Les Cloches de Corneville,' for instance, the
work
of thewhose
Britishstudio
Actors'_isFilm
Company,
at
Bushey, was a film of exquisite finish
without a single ugly, unpleasing
spot or any roughness; the .Samuelson production, "My Lady's Dress,"
painted the even tranquillity of Holland, the bleak quiet of Russia, the
glow of Italy, on the little canvas of
a studio just outside London. And
there have been many others equally
\

polished and equally triumphant
over difficulties.
"So far British film comedies are
definitely bad. We have no Charlie
Chaplin over here (though he himself is an Englishman), we have no
Fatty Arbuckle or Sidney Drew.
Comedians in this country depend
on what they say, on the songs they
sing and the stories they tell rather
than on what they look and do.
"When an Englishman tries to be
funny with his body he nearly always exaggerates, and exaggerated
humor is a melancholy thing. It is
a matter of training and the present
lack of it may — one is inclined to be
guarded on this point — be due to the
newness of cinema acting as a respectable profession and not to a national incapacity for producing good
comic films. Even if this incapacity
were a sorrowful fact which is not
certain, it would seem to be the only
limitation of the wide possibilities
of the British film."

House Changes
Harvey, N. D. — Manager Arnold
of Bijou, erecting new theater.
Mora,
Minn. — N. C.
sold the Opera House.

Jensen

has

Janesville, Minn. — C. J. Dossett
has sold Princess to D. EUingson.
Oconto,
Wis. — Jos.
Heller
Gem to Arthur E. Cleveland.

sold

Rock Rapids, la.— C. W. Bradley
purchased Strand.

DAILV
Coast Brevities

(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Hollywood, Calif. — Jack Conway
will direct Bert Lytell in "Lombardi
ing theLtd."
play. June Mathis is picturiz"Mary
Move In"
is the latest
Christie feature to be released.
Bobby Vernon is featured in "He
Who Hesitates," new Christie comedy under direction of William Beaudine, story by Margaret A. Taitinger.
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair under
the direction of Scott Dunlapp, are
making a drama entitled "Love Is
Love," at the Fox Studios.
Jack Gilbert has been engaged to
play
Mary Pickford's
new picture
under indirection
of Slid Franklin.
Maurice Tourneur is commencing
the production of Joseph Conrad's
"Victory." The price paid for this
made it one of the highest priced
stories ever purchased for films.
Tourneur has selected a cast which
includes Jack Holt, Lon Chaney,
Wallace
Beery, "Bull" Montana and
Seena Owen.
Claire DuBrey, who is recuperating from illness at Atlantic City, has
sent several huge boxes of salt water
taffy to friends here.

Incorporations

Albany, N. Y.— Popular Prod.,
Inc., New York City. Theatrical and
Muscoda, Wis. — Fred PauUck will motion picture proprietors and mancontinue as manager of the Paulick.
agers. Capital $200,000. Directors:
Muriel Ostriche, Walter Irving and
Forbes, N. D.— F. O. Kingery to Norman E. Sachs, 32 Gramercy Pk.,
New York City.
open theater at Forbes, N. D.
Yamhill,
Ore. — Victor
opened Casino.

Minnion

Garden City, S. D. — Start work on
Hanson theater.
Benson, Minn. — R. W. Johnson has
been engaged to manage Viking.
Oshkosh,
Wis. — Roy
Cummings
has purchased Grand Opera House.
Menominie,
Wis. — Smith
have closed the Grand.
Livingston,,
Tenn.
to Messrs.
Thurman
Byrd Bohannon.

Dixie
Mayers

Bros,

Albany, N. Y. — Solar Film Corp.,
New York City. Photographic feature films. Capital $25,000. Directors: Samuel Berghoffen, John Salemene and Maurice Weeker, 1033 Hoe
Ave., New York City.
Albany, N. Y.— Edythe Hope Film
Corp., New York City. To manufacture and trade in motion picture
films and machines. Capital $100,000. Directors: H. S. Hechheimer,
City.
Isaac Bernstein and Mark Oppenheim, 220 West 42d St., New York

sold
and

Albany, N. Y.— Arthur F. Beck Serial Productions, Inc., New York
City. To produce, exhibit and generally trade in motion pictures of all
Appleton, Wis. — Jos. Winninger is
making extensive improvements to kinds and to own and dispose of
the Appleton.
plays and other stage attractions.
Capital $100,000. Directors: Arthur
F. Beck, Thomas F. McMahon and
Bailey C. Elliott, 1400 Broadway,
New York City.
Albany, N. Y. — Edgar Jones Prod.,
New York City. To engage in all
branches of the motion picture business. Capital $30,000. Directors:
D. H. Hechheimer, Isaac Bernstein
Many a small town exhibitor and Mark Oppenheim, 220 West 42d
would today be getting his film St., New York City.
cheaper and earlier if he cared for
that film like it was his own. — N. M.
Madison, S. D. — Joe Ryan has secured control of Imperial.
Trafton, O-Row-Nay Circuit.

Paper

Wedding

Anniversary

Many prominent personsT'-of the
industry attended tlie Paper Wedding Anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Richard Hall which f^o^i
place last Saturday.
j
Hall is the author of the new Helen Holmes serial which is being
produced by the S. L. K. Serial Corp.
under the direction of Donald McKenzie.
Among those present were Helen
Holmes, Elizabeth Brice, Violet Loraine, Ann Brody, Florence Lester,
William Russell, Del Henderson,
Donald McKenzie, S. S. Krellberg,
Johnny Hines, I<"rank Dear, Billy
Sullivan, Will Morrisey, Jack Levering, Arthur Gollnik, the 'cellist, Mr.
and
Mrs.Mrs.
Francis
E. O'Reilly and
Mr. and
E. I. Mass.

THE

BIG

FEATURE

PICTURE

is in a class with ttie regular theatrical show and should be exploited as such. We make a lobby
display that
duction andindividualizes
lifts it out the
of prothe
picture RUT— "The Red Lantern"
and other
tion in our productions
show
rooms.on exhibiKRACS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City

TITI^ES
i REFINED
! APPROPRIATE

i

LETTERING
ILLUSTRATING

i ERNEST STERN
:

145 AV: 45^J'ST.

I

PHONE

BRYANT

8073.

COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPING
AND
PRINTING
FILM DEVELOPING
CORP.
LABORATORIES
216-222
WEEHAWKtrN
WEST
HOBOKEN.

HARRY
?ED

l-IOUUINI.

DAVIDSON,

STREET
N.J.

PR£s,

SEC

THE BEST PICTURE
Hnst

to
have

make
money
a perfect
developed
negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

has developed
HarryandKeeper's-^
'natives. Ask him
then '-p.ioae
Tremont
1995 for full particalars.

i
i

I

!
I
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Representative

Promise
to Repeal Tax
Washington, D. C. — According to
fohn C. Flinn is the Only Member of Republican leaders repeal of the tax
:he N. A. M. P. I. Committee
to
on motion pictures and other "minAttend Meth-t Centenary
or" luxuries will be voted by ConAlthough the lias been much
gress, soon after the present recess.
jiiblished as tu i' plans and cojperative resii'ts be established
'jctween leade' he industry and
he Methodist lary at Colum- Reported Factory Will Be Built in
3us, O., the ^
iial Association
Los Angeles
ent only one
;entative, John
Z. Flinn, who wij ress the assemLos ofAngeles
report in
says:
a Aview
establishing
Los "Wit"
Angblage tonight.
eles a large factory to care for the
A special comi
_e, consisting of business of the West, a representavVm. A. Brady,
^Uer W. Irwin,
tive of the Eastman Film Co. is exabriel L. Hes
Robert
Rubin,
pected here.
fohn C. Flinn ? u "rederick Elliott
"The
was taken up with the
/vas named to attend the Centenary Southernmatter
California Industries aso direct the campaign in the intersociation, by leading motion picture
sts of the screen, and the delegation producers who urged that the assovas scheduled to leave Sunday or
ciation use its offices to bring the
esterday.
factory to Los Angeles.
On Saturd
eloped that for
"It is pointed out by film men
)ne reason
r, most of the that there are 140 producing motion
lelegates coul
ittend, and yes- picture companies at work in or near
erday there v
irantic effort on this city. These concerns, are payhe part of th .
aterested to get
ing transportation charges on films
omeone to go
inally Mr. Flinn sent from the East, amounting to
approximately $600,000 yearly. With
onsented to .
'he trip.
Beginning to.
w it is expected a factory located here this large
o show many . ^ of film to the expense would be saved."
lelegates numbering between 100,000
Archainbaud with American Cinema
nd 200,000.
It is hoped by this demonstration
George Archainbaud has completed
hat the prejudice of a certain ele- his contract with Capellani and is
lent in the church against the screen now working on the first of the
vill be met and overcome, and that it Louise Huff pictures for American
vill be splendid missionary work in Cinema.
The picture is a screen adaptation
vinning the good will of the
hurches for pictures. It is proposed of one of George Middleton's plays,
o seek to enlist the church people but the name has not been revealed.
Production is at the Glendale
n the fight on censorship.
studio in Long Island which American Cinema has leased for a long
term.
No. 139

Eastman in West?

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
THIS is an age of efficiency —
of intensive production — of
concentration — To reduce cost
to a minimum and increase results to a maximum. The efficient advertiser employs these
met! '^yi in conducting his campaign. He concentrates iiis efforts and cultivates his market
to the highest degree through
the medium with the concentrated circulation in the motic:-*- picture field — WID'S
DAILY advertising is INTENSIVE advertising, reaching
YOUR man every day at minimum cost. We will be glad to
PROVE to you that it pays to
advertise in WID'S DAILY.

Quinn Off
Going to Los Angeles, But Will Be
Back in Few Weeks
J. A. Quinn of Los Angeles whose
newly formed organization has
started a mild hubbub in the industry will leave today for Los Angeles.
He will be back in a few weeks
wber ^"^
me the meetings prolific of
much dij. ^.js.^ii relative to the future welfare of the industry.
At Quinn's Rialto, Los Angeles
last week the featured production
was "And the Children Pay."
Before leaving yesterday for Los
Angeles Quinn said that he intended
to dispose of the Rialto and return
East where he will concentrate on
the big plan he has in mind.

JVid's — the Logical
Advertising Medium

Drastic Warning

From
Fire Commissioner Drennan
Against
Practice
of Carrying
Film in Street Cars
WILLIAM A. LOCHREN
Fire Commissioner Drennan has
Film Exchange Blrdg.,
instituted a drastic campaign against
Minneapolis, Minn.
the carrying of film not properly
rolled in tin containers on street
Gentlemen:
cars, "L" trains and in the Subway.
I guess everybody in the inSo far 10 arrests have been made.
dustry is more than pleased
In each case a fine has been imwith WID'S DAILY. It looks
posed with a warning that a second
to me as the logical advertising
offense would mean a jail sentence.
medium in the film business.
The Commissioner said yesterday:
It is like the telephone. I
"We
are working in co-operation
don't see how a man can run a
film office without it.
with the police department and anticipate more arrests. So far over
Very truly yours,
40 summonses have been served,
William A. Lochren.
and we propose to push these cases
to the finish. The idea of any film
man sending a boy 14 or 15 years
old with a package of valuable film
vvrapped in newspaper needs no
discussion to
its assininity. I
While it was impossible to secure should think prove
the film people would
any verification of the report, it was have more regard for their
property.
stated on what was said to be "ex- It's all wrong. Suppose a fire
cellent authority" yesterday that should take place on any street car
John Barrymore had left the Fa- and some of this carelessly wrapped
mous Players-Lasky organization, film was being carried in it? Can
and would make a series of big can.
special productions for William Fox. you imagine the consequences? I
At the Famous Players-Lasky
"If the film people do not operate
offices it was stated that Mr. Barry- accordin
to law they will bring
more was under contract with Fa- down ong their heads an ordinance
mous Players-Lasky for an indefinite
will compel them to ship all
period. Fox officials would neither which
film from one point to another in
confirm nor deny the report.
metal covered wagons."

Barrymore With Fox?

Bill Not Signed

So

Opponents of Bonded Advance
Deposits
Still Have
Chance
Harrisburgi Pa. — The Secretary,
ot the Commonwealth reports that
Governor Sproul has not signed the
bill relative to bonding advance deposits of film companies.
' Marlowe With First National?
A report was circulated yesterday
that Julia Marlowe would make a
series of Shakespearian productions
for release through First National.
At First National it was said that
"this is the first thing we have heard
about Olsen
it."
of Norway
G. A. Olsen of the
Cirp., Christiania, is in
He will remain in the
al out a month studying

Here
Nora Film
New York.
country for
conditions.

Anderson on Way to Coast
,G. M. Anderson is en route to
t'le Coast. He will start a new
sCjries of five-reel Westerns.

Exchange

Center in Kansas City

Kansas City, Mo. — Work has begun on a six-story fireproof office
building at Seventeenth and Main
streets, for the exclusive use of 20
film agencies. The foundation is
being built to support four additional stories. E. H. Leo Thompson is financing the structure.
Universal has already leased the
second floor.

■ Directors
Eric von Straheim, testifying
before Judge Crail in Los
Angeles,
said: actor but a type.
"I'm a bum

I play the part of the German
officer. I must keep myself
where directors can see me.
So you think it funny, but I go
out to Vernon to look for a
job. The directors hang out
there. one
They'r
nuts. The
I've
been
ande Iallknow.
work makes them crazy."
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Want $30,000 Damages
Muskogee, Okla. — Bill Tilghman's
movie, "The Passing of the Oklahoma Outlaws," has damaged the
name and reputation of Sam Baker's
family just $30,000, according to a
suit brought in the district court.
Sam is portrayed in the film as
having given refuge to all of the
bandit gangs of the Indian Territory, including the Jennings, Dalton
and Doolin gangs, at his home near
Checotah many years ago, it is
claimed.

Guts and Flashes
Select has postponed the release
of "The Undercurrent" until August.
Pioneer has sold "The Girl from
Nowhere," "Suspicion" and "Virtuous Sinners" to Pearce Film Corp.
for Louisiana.
Twelve-year-old youngster named
Leon Hart, ran away from his home
in Saginaw, Mich., to see "Bill" Hart
in
Angeles.
He saw
but
hisLosmother
almost
had "Bill"
nervous
prostration from his idea.

"War Spruce"— af the Rivoli
The cool, green depths of the great spruce forests

"Perils of Paprika"— af the Rialto

Northwest Notes
Seattle. — Howard J. Sheehan, recently appointed Western district
manager of Fox, is in Seattle for indefinite stay. Paul C. Mooney, whom
Sheehan succeeded, has been transferred East.
Hugh Rennic has been appointed
the manager of the Seattle Select
office to succeed A. W. Eden, who
resigned and went to New York last
week.
H. A. Lotz, coast division manager Select, spent a week here and
went on to Salt Lake City to open a
new branch. Robert A. Brackett,
salesman out of Seattle office, appointed manager Salt Lake. C. P.
Merwin new booker and assistant
manager Seattle Select office.

G. A. Metzger, Western division
manager Universal, spending some
time in Seattle office. Several additions to force, two new salesmen,
F. A. Woodrich and George CoUaMorrie Ryskind, formerly associ- day, R. O. Clayton new booker.
ate editor of Progress-Advance, has George Ekre, salesman, left force,
been appointed manager of the de- also Claude Hall, who has gone to
Universal office to be shipping
partment of magazine publicity for Butte
clerk.
Famous Players.
Charles Thall, well known as road
show manager, exhibitor and film
man, is in Seattle with "Yankee
Doodle in Berlin." The picture and
the bathing girls were very well received in Seattle. They appeared at
the Moore, the winter home of the
Orpheum Circuit.
Atlantic, la. — Fred W. Herbert, of
Altantic and Garden, has installed
two model Simplex machines.
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People" — Broadway

One of three "Educationals" on the Broadway program

EDUCATIONAL'S QUOTA -ON BROADWAY
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In the Courts

letters and documents addressed to
hini by persons of high standing,
An order has been signed n the such as church dignitaries, poets,'
famous authors, governors and
Supreme Court to take the
statesmen, endorsing his ideas for
mony of Charles Chaplin and his a play dealing with the suppression
brother Sidney in Los Angeles in of child labor. He gave them to
his suit against the Essanay testiFilm the defendant with the understanding that if the wirters approved the
Mfg. Co. to recover $100,000 damhe would
the Greenberg
plaintiff's
ages because the defendant produced idea
enterprise.
He finance
says that
now refuses to return the letters.
the film, "Charlie Chaplin's Buron Carmen,"
it from lesquetwo
to four and
reelslengthened
after he
May
Open Atlanta on Sunday
had appeared in it, had one Turpin
appear for him in the interpolated
Atlanta, Ga. — A scheme is underparts and advertised it as a Chaplin
way to show films here on Sunday.
film. The defendant contends that
it is the owner of the film and could The suggestion was made that exhibitors be asked to donate their
do as it pleased with it. Essanay
theaters Sunday, that a uniform price
asks $500,000 damages as a counter- of 5 to 10 cents be charged, and
claim because Chaplin agreed to
make ten pictures and appeared in that the money thus secured be used
only four. Counsel for Chaplin said to pay such expenses as the operthat his testimony is necessary to
ators' salary and the rent of the
films, all other receipts to go to a
prove the allegations of the com- public fund to be used to improve
plaint. His brother represented
him in many of the transactions re- the parks, install playgrounds and
lating to the film, he said.
Henry otherwise benefit the community.
The theaters at present are closed
Michael Mindlin has filed suit in entirely on Sunday.
the Supreme Court against alleges
Greenberg for $50,000. He
that between November and March
last he delivered to the defendant
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Film Corp.
[Watch Others]
this Space for

WITH

THE

INDUSTRY

For years we have made the problems of
andthewe indushave
try ours. You can't get away from insurance
facts
think of
the facts.
Next time you think of
■*Z»

OPur «Mrf 0t
rnmprtttnra
are so far behind us
that it is difficult to tell
them apart.
However, they may &e
having an exciting; race
for second place!

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
406 W. 31>t St., N. Y. rhone Chebra 8388

Watch Jim Corbett side-step in
"THE MIDNIGHT MAN" but
don't the
try decision.
to side-step him or you'll
lose

Samuel;
•

Phone

John

542? - 5<*2ff

bM^
INDEPENDENT
PRODUCERS!

1st CLASS

Gillespie Bros. Co.
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
will pay you the
highest price for
the entire

Foreign Rights
MANAGER AVAILABLE
Account of theatre closing for summer, high-grade' executive available.
Thoroughly efficient manager and expert on publicity. Ten years' experience. Holds record for producing
results. Age, 35. Married. Highest
credentials. Address box M, c/o
WID'S.

WANTED
Pro ection Room
with film vaults
or fil m vaults with capacity of 200
; reels. between 42nd and Wth Streets,
New York City.
Box 200, c/o
Wid's.

NEGATIVES WANTED
Single reel Comedies and (.5)
five-reel subjects or longer, either
World rights, foreign or American
rights. Transactions strictly cash.
Answer,
Box C. B. care of Wid's.

Shepard Going Abroad
Arthur Shepard, one of the originil staff of the Lasky studio, and
low h«5-'' of the Scenic department,
eaves Tflis month for London.

Let your lobby indicate what
your patrons may expect inside. —
Harold drome,
B. Buffalo.
Franklin, Shea's Hippo-
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Matrimonial Problem Glosses Over Deeper Points
Clara Kimball Young in

-«%

If your pictures
are
positively

Tuesday, July

PAILV

"The Better Wife"
Select
DIRECTOR
William
P. S. Earle
AUTHOR
Lenore Coffee
SCENARIO BY
W. P. S. Earle
CAMERAMAN
Arthur Edeson
ART TITLES
Ferdinand PInney Earle
AS A WHOLE
Slow=moving matrimonial story
with over=worked
child appeal; is straight
narrative
in which
psychological
ends are
glossed over in titles.
STORY
Adaptation
of the story,
"The
Love
Quest;"
deals with marital troubles of Eng=
lish nobleman.
DIRECTION
Puts stress on incidentals and
handles
players
lack of dramatic capably,
material. but can't overcome
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies badly from fine to poor;
many scenes out of focus.
LIGHTINGS
Some fairly artistic illuminations
used.
CAMERA WORK
Good for the most part
STAR
Plot doesn't permit of the showing of the
real ability that is hers.
SUPPORT
Nigel Barrie, the husband; company
includes Lillian Walker,
Kathlyn
Williams,
Irving Cummings, Ben Alexander and others.
EXTERIORS
Some very effective shots around
pretty grounds.
INTERIORS
High class
DETAIL
Finer points put over in good enough
style.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Matrimonial
problem
without offensive features.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
THE

BETTER WIFE" is a screened novel of mediocre interest. I^eanini; heavil.v on the neverfailing appeal of a child needing a mother's love and
care, the story unfolds slowly and seldom impresses
very deeply. This is dne in a large measure to the
fact that the material contained in the story is sometimes difflcult of interpretation on the screen ; the consequence being a lack of depth and a scarcity of action.
Many purely psychological points are simply expounded in the titles, followed by a view of either one
or the other of the two leading characters in the matrimonial iiroblem posing before the camera in thoughtful attitude. This results in a certain unbending stiffness and an absence of the element of suspense. Titles
very t ften are used to carry the story.

For the most part tlie picture is straight exposition
inst(Vid of interesting narrative or drama. It merely
states matters and gives the viewer no chance to know
wh.v ether than that the title says so. The story is a
conventional tale of matrimony, the leading figures
bein.i'' an Engiisli nobleman and an American girl.
Clara Kimball Young and Nigel Barrie — and little Ben
Alexaiider monopolize most of the footage. The picture's chief fault is that it explains through titles what
the charf-cters do rather than have the characters indicate their thoughts through their actions.
The picture has been staged artistically, but much
of the artistry of the well-chosen and well-composed
exteriors is lost through photography that sometimes
is quit€ poor.
Claia Kimball Young's role does not give her the
opportunity to show her real ability, but she does very
well with what she has to work with. This also holds '
good of Ihe supporting cast, which includes, beside
Barrie and Ben Alexander, IJUian Walker, Irving Cumminas Kathlyn Williams, Edward M. Kimball and
Barbara Tennant.
Clara is an American girl visiting friends in England. Here she meets Barrie, who is tenderly in love
with his little son, Ben Alexander, and whose love for
his wife, Kathlyn Williams, blinds his eyes to her extravagance and her affair with another man. Clara
becomes very much taken with little Ben.
There is a well-staged automobile wreck at this
juncture, in which Kathryu is killed and Ben injured.
The injured child arouses Clara's full sympathy, and
she nurses him. It is during these passages that the
picture's chief sympathetic appeal gets over. Clara
really becomes a second mother to Ben, but Nigel can
not (luite see marrying her because of his saered
thou.ghts of his dead wife.
Later Clara is instrumental in bringing about an
operation on Ben, for which Nigel could not pay because of financial difficulties, but Nigel is not given
knowledge of Clara's part in having the operation performed. Nigel appreciates what Clara has done in the
matter of being a "mother" to his boy, but refrains
from proposing to her despite her apparent willingness
to listen.
However, as time passes, Nigel decides that it will
be best for his son's sake to marry Clara, despite the
fact that he believes she is marrying him for his name.
When Clara sees that Nigel does not love her a breach
opens between them. Even Ben's second illness does not
ipiite bring them to an understanding. This only comes
when Nigel is given knowledge that Clara knew of
Kathryn's affair ever since the day Kathryli was killed.
He asks her forgiveness, and for the first time since
they were married, he kisses her.

May Be Welcomed Because of Star's Followers
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Despite its story weakness this one probably will
draw ()uite a number of folks to your theater. In the
first place, it is the first Clara Kimball Young picture
to be released in some little time, and her followers
should certainly be .glad to welcome her. It is tough
luck that the picture is not much better than it is on
that account as well as on other points.
Then, too, there is a supporting cast that contains
names that certainly should help attract if advertised
along with that of the star. Lillian Walker and Kathryn Williams had a great many followers when they
were starring themselves, and those folks probably
would come to your house if they knew they were
Another Film Colony
Los Angeles. — A new town, the
residents of which will be exclusively people connected with motion
picture production, is planned at Seal
Beach.
P. A. Stanton is promoting the
venture and claims to have several

going to see their old favorites. The names of Irving
Cummings and Nigel Barrie are also quite well known
to regular patrons.
While the picture is no masterpiece, it has enough
elemental appeal to at least appease the majority of
audiences of the smaller neighborhood theatres. Little
Ben Alexander, a boy with quite a winning personality,
has almost a featured part in the picture — the sort of
a part that will win folks' sympathy from the go-off.
The picture's chief appeal will be to women, and it
is at them chiefly you must direct your advertising
guns. But don't go too strong on promising your folks
an excellent picture. Concentrate on the name of the
star and the names of the supporting players.

companies already interested in the
plan. Petty legislation harrassing
the motion picture interests in other
cities is given as the reason.
Under the plan, the motion picture people will elect men from
their own industry to all offices.

Leonard Making Fourth Cosmopolitan
Robert Leonard will start work
next week on the fourth Cosmopolitan production, "The Miracle of
Love" by Cosmo Hamilton. Lucy
Cotton and Conway Tearle will be
featured.
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Strike On
Gautnont
{London)
says:
Christie Comedies
tickle the humor
without
giving offense

HERBERT
E.
HANCOCK
Now directing

VIOLET MERSEREAU
Franli Joyce sa^s : See

ALICE JOYCE
In "THE THIRD DEGREE"

Alice Joyce soys; See

FRANK JOYCE
AT HOTEL JOYCE
Exceptional opportunity to live in
cool, light, artistically decorated
rooms at remarkably low summer
rentals. Overlooking Central Park.
Moderate price dining room.
Everything to make your stay
pleasant.
"FOURTEEN

FLOORS OF SUNLIGHT"

HOTEL

JOYCE

31 West 71it Street

New York City

Don't fail to see the magnificent
lobby
display
of paintings
at the
BROADWAY THEATRE in the
Mack

Sennett's
Bathing
Made by

KASSELL STUDIOS,
220 W. 42nd Street,

Girls,
INC.,
New York

Office and projection room
wanted. Times Square section. Write A. B., Wid's
DaUy, N. Y.

In Chicago — 18 Exchanges Affected
— 150 Employes Out

'The

DAILV
On Broadway

Castle — "The
Firing
-Educational.
"War
Rivoli Spruce"—
Pictorial.
Sunshine Comedy.
Rialto — Pauline
Frederick
Line."
Fear Woman."
"The
Leopard Hunt."
Rialto Magazine.

{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Chicago. — The Fihn Exchange
Shippers, Clerks and Helpers Union
called a strike last Thursday afternoon and about ISO employes from
18 exchanges walked out. As a result, motion picture theaters through- Sennett
"Trying Comedy.
to Get
Along" — Mack
out Chicago and northern Illinois
were affected.
Strand — Constance Talmadge — "The
Among the exchanges affected are
Veiled Adventure."
Sellg, Kleine, Bee Hive, World, Fox,
"Getting the Cassiar's Goat" —
Scenic.
Triangle, Metro, Famous PlayersSt-and Topical Review.
Lasky, Universal, Pathe, Celebrated
Players, Unity, Mutual, Select and Sennett
"Trying Comedy.
to Get
Along" — Mack
Vitagraph.
York — To-day — Sessue HayaThe union, which was recently or- New
kawa — "The Man Beneath."
ganized, has established headquarters
Wednesday — Frank Keenan — ■
at 166 Washington street. The shippers are demanding $40 a week, with "Gates of Brass."
Thursday — Constance Talmadge —
time and half time for Sundays and
holidays; helpers want $35 a week "The Veiled Adventure."
(6 days) vault men $25 and new men
Friday — Harry Morey — "The Man
Who Won," and Albert Ray and EliSalesmen and officials at all exnor Fair in "Be a Little Sport."
$17.
changes were pressed into service
Saturday — Rubye De Remer — "Dust
of Desire."
Thursday to make shipments and
city exhibitors had to wait on
Sunday — Hale
Hamilton — "His
themselves.
Brother's
Place."
Strike in Cincinatti
Advices received from Cincinatti Broadway — Mack Sennett's "Yankee
Doodle
in Berlin."Brothers
— Warner
Film —
yesterday were to the effect that a Central
number of employes of the Asso.
"Open Your Eyes."
Film Exchanges were on strike, in- George M. Cohan— D. W. Griffith's
"Broken Blossoms."
cluding shippers, poster clerks and
inspectors. Members of the operThe attractions at the theaters
eting. ators' union are aiding them in pick- next week will be:

United Men Meet

Frank E. Woods, supervising
director of Paramount, has
been
doing
little figuring,
i , '
reckons
that a about
35,000 negatives of productions have been
made and released since 1908,
including big features, program
features amd short reel comedy-dramas, westerns and comedies. It would be interesting
to figure the number of positives which have been taken
from those negatives. The
number would be staggering.

Philadelphia — Picture house at Lehigh and Germantown Aves.

Grace Cunard
Starring in

"ELMO The Mighty"
A SERIAL IN
EIGHTEEN
INSTALLMENTS
To Be Released

By

UNIVERSAL

Strand— Jack Pickford— "Bill Apperson's
Rivoli —Boy."
Ethel

Clayton — "The

Hear
Plans for the Coming
Year
Rialto — Chance."
-Tom Moore — "The City of
Sporting
from J. A. Berst and Others
About 30 of the field force of
Broadway — ^"Yankee Doodle in
United Picture Theaters, Inc., as- Comrades."
sembled Saturday to hear of plans
George M. Cohan — "Broken Blosfor the coming season. In addresssoms" until July 14 — "Fall of Babying the gathering President J. A.
lon" opens July 15.
Berst dwelt in part on the necessity
Berlin."
for greater sources of production
incumbent on United and told of the
plans
Corp. of the United Picture Prod.
C. R. Seelye impressed upon the
Convention the danger of absorption
to which the exhibitor is at this
moment exposed, contending that
the exhibitor's salvation lies in the
exhibitors' own hands through the
great co-operative organization the
exhibitors themselves own and control.
Milton M. Goldsmith, Treasurer
and Counsel for United, pointed out
that the newly formed production
corporation in no way conflicts with
or replaces United Picture Theaters
whose original aims and objects remain unchanged.
At the Convention were Jack
Levy, Eastern Division Manager;
Ira Aronson and Stanley Hand, J.
W. Flanlon and O. P. Hall, Atlanta;
T. D. Levine, Boston; Lester D.
Wolfe and M. A. Zamar, Buffalo;
Lawrence Romine, Henry Thomas,
Juel Sarzin, New York; H. W.
Given, Harry Ertel, J. A. Bachman,
William T. Butler, Philadelphia; G.
C. Reid, Pittsburgh; H. C. Arthur,
Seattle; D. F. O'Donnell, D. M.
Mitchell, Washington.

Staggering

Rivoli — Irene

THE

BIG

FEATCKE

PICTURE

Is in a class with the regular theatrical show and should be exploited as such. We make a lobby
display that
individualizes
duction and
lifts it out the
of prothe
picture RUT— "The Red Lantern"
and other
tion in our productions
show rooms.on exhibiKKACS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National
and
Speer
Carbons
MAZDA LAMPS

CHARLES
F. CAMPBELL,
AL. HENDRICKSONl^W
91 -fQ*
NInc.
Y
Charge d' Affairs

11 TT .OlSl i3l.,ll. I .

I! REFINED
TITLES
LETTERING
■ APPROPRIATE

ILLUSTRATING

i
i

i ERNEST STERISL i
PHONE BRYANT

89r3.

145 >\;: 45tasT.

J

THE
Must

BEST
PICTURE
to make
money
have

a perfect
negative

developed

REX LABORATORY (INC.)
There's going to be a new manager in a big Broadway house. Now
guess.

I

^^" A

has developed
HarryandKeeper's
negatives. Ask him
then phone
I'reniont
1995
tor full particulars.

i
^^BRADSTREET
4 FILHDOM

Authority
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Fox Activities

Another in Chain
(Special to fFID'S DAILY)
Greenville, S. C. — May & Joel has
recently purchased the Garing, adding it to their string of theaters in
the South.

For Coming Season Include Theda
Bara Minus Vamp Characters
Theda Bara will continue with Fox
for the coming season. But Theda
%
will not have vamp roles. Vamps /
48 from Goldwyn
apparenty are out of order. At all „ Goldwyn announces officially that
events she will not portray them j They will release four pictures a
month during the coming year.
for Fox. She will make three big
special productions, "La Belle Russe"
from the play by David Belasco,
"The Lure of Ambition" from the Question Whether Willard-Dempsey
Film Can Be Shown
novel by Julia Burnham and a picturization of one of Dion Boucicualt's
Columbus,
O.— The Willard-Dempplays, title to be announced later.
sey
fight
pictures
may never be seen
The Fox progranj will also include by the public. In Ohio,
at least, they
a new idea in a News Weekly, of will not be placed on exhibition.
The
which there will surely be 52, prob- Ohio censorship board has officially
ably 104 and perhaps 200 if the de- rejected the pictures as being unfit
mand is found sufficiently strong.
to be exhibited in public.
Also a Serial
The probability of the pictures beFox will also produce a 15 episode
ing shown in other states is believed
serial.
to depend upon what construction is
The star specials will include 8 to be placed upon the Rodenburg act,
from Pearl White, recently in Pathe which prohibits prize fight pictures
serials, 8 from William Farnum, 8 being handled in interstate comfrom Tom Mix, and 3 from Theda. merce.
If the Rodenburg act does not bar
Then there will be three big specials with all star casts, "Checkers" pictures of boxing bouts and the
"Evangeline" and "Should a Hus- Willard-Dempsey fight is construed
under the act as a boxing bout, then
band Forgive?"
William Russell will make a series it is believed here that the pictures
for the 26 Victory Pictures, and in may be shown in other states if apthis list will also be productions
proved by the state censor boards.
Under the Ohio state law the fight
from Gladys Brockwell and George
Walsh. Then there will be 26 Excel was considered to be a boxing match.
pictures with productions from Peg- The pictures, however, are being
gy Hyland, Madlaine Traverse and shown in Cleveland.
Ray & Fair, and 52 Mutt and Jeff
comedies.

Fight Film Barred

Another Circuit

No. 140

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
rjIHE war Department in
its recent advertising campaign conducted by the U. S.
Army Recruiting Service, recognized the predominance of
*}}p daily newspaper as the
most influential and adaptable
of mediums — Daily newspaper
advertising hits the bull's eye
every time — It is effective and
economical — It reaches home
•t-WID'S is the only daily
newspaper in the film world —
reaching everyone of prominence in the industry every day
of the year — Try WID'S
DAILY for results.

Reports from Minneapolis are to
the effect that the United Theaters
Co. with capital of a million, will
have a ciruit of not less than 15
houses in operation by Jan. 1 next.
H. O. Johnson, secretary of the
organization, is reported on his way
to New York.

Pendulum
The pendulum that swings
back and forth between the
two forces of commercial efficiency and artistic achievement
must be recognized as the regulator of all motion picture
production, distribution and exhibition.— Wm. C. Demille.
Alice Brady at Work
Alice Brady is at work on her first
Realart
production,
"Sinners."
Miles Alinter
will start
in about Mary
two
weeks and Constance Binney as soon
as "39 East" closes.
Lund Through

Plunkett to Famous
Strand Manager to Have Important
Place in Zukor Organization
Joseph W. Plunkett, manager of
the Strand, and well known in picture circles, will join Famous Players-Lasky within a few days. While
no official announcement of the move
has been made, it is understood that
the Strand management will secure
his
days. successor within the next few

At Famous Players "'tmkett is exchiefly pected
up two with
brau^'the-^srcv.C"t
— one
in to take
connection
acquisition by Famous of Charles
Frohman, Inc., where Punkett, because of his long experience with
the legitimate is expected to handle
Oscar A. C. Lund who has been matters pertaining to production as
working on the Jack London produc- well as theater management, and in
tions completed his A'ork there last addition he will probably be given
week.
important work with regard to exr
ploitation and presentation of some
of the more important pictures
8 Weeks for Bathing Girls
vvhich Famous will handle as spe"Yankee Doodle in Berlin" will
cials during the coming season.
run 8 weeks at the Broadway. ReAdoph Zukor could not be located
ceipts for first week nearly $16,000.
yesterday for any information renor ofcould
"Moe"
the move,
Mark or garding
Max
Spiegel
the Strand^

"Big 4" on Broadw^ay

The "Big 4" releases — Pickford,
Fairbanks, Chaplin, Griffith — will in
all likelihood, not be shown at the
Rivoli or the Rialto. There is every
indication that the Capitol will show
these productions, inasmuch as they
have already booked the first Fairbanks release for September.

as to who Plunkett's successor wouldl
be. All efforts to find Plunkett yesterday proved unavailing.

"Joe" Plunkett has had long experience ift the legitimate field and for
some time has had cahrge of the
Strand, succeeding the late Harold
Edel. He took over the Strand management after a brief experience in
Club Settles Fire ClainM;
pictures. He is one of
produ
cing
Through the efforts of the F. I.
L. M. Club claims of the losses from the best known men in local picture
the fire in Brooklyn recently when a circles, and the expression was
truck containing film was destroyed voiced that the move of Plunkett to
the losses aggregating about $4,500 Famous indicated that they intended
have been settled, the Prudential to secure the best of showmen to
Film Delivery Service paying one- aid in the exploitation and presentation of^their important features.
third and ♦^'■^ exhibitors interested
paying
bird.
The
other
third was accepted as a loss.

Carewe in Town
Metro Directors Working
Edwin Carewe, for a long time a
Metro director, is in town. It is
Jack Conway will direct Bert Lyunderstood that he is no longer with tell in "Lombard!,
Ltd." John Ince,
Metro, but is planning a new con- Viola Dana in "Please Get Married"
nection.
and Henry Otto, May Allison in
"Fair and Warmer."
Guinan Westerns to Brockliss
Injunction Denied
Sidney Garrett, acting for J. Frank
Brockliss, Inc., has secured the 13
Chicago. — The Bulls Eye Film
Texas Guinan two reelers for the en- Corporation's prayer for a permatire foreign market. Within a few
nent injunction to restrain Billy
hours after the signing of the con- West from producing films for the
tract Garrett disposed of the series Emerald Motion Picture Corp. was
for South America and part of the denied by Judge Saml. Alschuler in
Continent.
United States district court.

Out St. Louis Way

{By JVire 1o WID'S DAILY)
Sidney Hatch appointed manager
land.
of Select here succeeding J. G. RagSam Werneer,
United
Film Co.,
resigns as member of St. Louis Film.
Board of Trade Sievers, of New
Grand Central, building a new theater, at Hamilton and Easton sts.;.
estimated
cost, $250,000.
First

Film Board of Trade Banquet, American Hotel, July 19.
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Price 5 Cents

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC

P. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas■rer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimra,
Aisociate Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, VicePresident and Managing Editor; J. W. AliGoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater
New
York, $10.00 one
year; 6
raoBthi,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
$16.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address

all
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communications
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WID'S
71-73 West 44th St., New
York. N. Y.
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CaHender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
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Seeking the "Professor"
(By W'r^ to WW'S DAILY)
' C'^icago. of
— Lawrence
J. H.
|>re^ident
the Dellwood
Film Pitts,
Co.,
who has been conducting a school to
teach girls the art of acting before
the camera, is being sought on a
warrant sworn out by Mrs. Eunice
Choumard of 5052 Dorchester Ave.
Pitts agreed to teach Mrs. Chouinard and many others how to become motion picture actresses for $3
a week, the term to be six months.
After that he was to make two pictures and take his pupils to California. However, if a pupil missed one
day at "school" she forfeited her tuition, and her contract was cancelled.

DAILV
Please the Customer

R. Wm. Neill will direct Doris Says Paul Brunet — Buying Milk and
Film the Same Thing
Kenyon for Deitrich-Beck, Inc.,
Work
begins at the Biograph
this
Paul Brunet of Pathe entering the
week on "The Bandbox."
discussion on "open booking" says:
we have the presump! Al Price, formerly with Sid Grau- "Why tionshould
to tell the exhibitor in Great
man, as press agent, has joined Paramount forces on the Coast. Will Falls, Mont., or in Tampa, Fla., the
manner in which we should, book
handle publicity.
Pathe films? If my milk dealer told
When Christ Episcopal Church was me that I would have to give him
closed in Los Angeles as a result an order for so many quarts a day
of a legal row Famous Players on a 'program' basis, I would quickly seek another dealer. It is entirely
bought all the furnishings to be used
another story if I choose to place
in 'Why Smith Left Home."
a standing order with the milkman.
Titles on the fifth and sixth Texas That is my right and privilege as a
free citizen. And so it is with the
Guinan Westerns are "Little Miss exhibitor.
Deputy" and the "Dangerous Little
"Of course there must necessarily
Devil." Titles of the fourth and fifth
be difference in prices, under the
Mack Swain comedies "Foxy Am- three separate methods of booking.
brose" and "Diplomatic Ambrose."
A sale of 50 features on one contract is in a measure a wholesale
order. And anybody who buys
always gets a preTo Release
Clara Kimball
Young goods wholesale
ferred rate. The selling cost is 50
Productions — Some of Personnel
than selling those 50 featHerbert K. Sombern, well known times uresless
to individual customers. And
in the industry through association in in similar ratio the exhibitor who
various organizations, and Joseph L exercises his undoubted right to
Schnitzer, general sales manager of
Univesal, are the leading factors in 'pick and choose' naturally expects
more in proportion per picthe Equity Pictures Corp. which will to pay ture.
That is simply a plain and
distribute future Clara Kimball
straightforward
business proposiYoung productions.
tion.
The concern is capitalized at $500,were just a little ahead of
000, and it is understood will organ- the"We
majority in this, considering we
ize its own selling organization with
threw the bars down as long ago
either special representatives at various important points, or exchanges. as 1918, more than 18 months back."
Certain branch managers of a well
Western Serial
known distributing and producing
organization are expected to be idenReported that Frohman Amusetified with these branches.
ment Corp. will shortly commence
Clara Kimball Young is now en the production of a 15 episode Western serial.
route to the Coast to start production onfirst
"Eyesrelease.
of Youth"
will
be the
She which
will make
Mary Entertains
four or possibly six productions a
General Leon Osterrieth, head of
year for the new organization, and the Belgian Military Mission to the
there will be four other releases at United States, together with Lieut.
least by the saine organizations. Of- William Van Goethem, liason offifices have been opened in the Aeocer and personal aide of President
lian
Bldg. identified
and "Bill" with
Rudolph,
who Wilson during his tour of Belgium,
has been
the Clara
Whiteley, American atKimball Young offices as Eastern and William
tache to the Belgian Mission, will be
representative, will have charge of guests of Mary Miles Minter and her
the advertising and publicity.
family tonight at her home at 60th
The pictures are to be distributed St. and Fifth Ave. The party will
on the franchise basis — but with visit the Century Grove later.
supplementary sales and promoton
helps
Club Incorporated
fice. emanating from the home of-

Equity Pictures

[liy Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Albany, N. Y.— The Motion Picture Business Men's Club, having its
[Special to WW'S DAILY)
principal office in New York City,
Dayton, O. — Lee Ochs addressed was incorporated with Secretary of
the exhibitors of Dayton and sur- State Hugo. Its purposes are to prorounding territory July 3rd in the
mote social and friendly relations of
dining room of the Miami Hotel those engaged in the motion picture
where a dinner was given in his business, to hold meetings for the
honor. He spoke on the rapid discussion of problems and questions
growth of the United plan and also which are pertinent to the motion
explain
year's policy to the picture industry or of vital imporexhibitors next
assembled.
tance to the members of the corporation. It also proposes to do everyOchs told how some of the disthing tending to elevate and maintributing companies such as the Famous Players and Universal were
tain the highest standard of the motion picture industry. Incorporators:
going into the exhibition end of the
business and said that the only way Percy L. Waters, Benjamin J. Moss,
For sixty years America's best
E. Brulatour, Carl L. Zittel,
known short story and now a Carey that the exhibitor could protect him- Jules
City.
Adolph
Zukor, William R. Hearst,
would be to band together much
picture — "THE OUTCASTS OF afterselfthe
fashion of the United plan and Paul Brunet, all of New York
POKER FLAT." As sure a bet as
for the purchasing of pictures.
you know.

Who got that $600,000 Government
picture money? Echo answers —
who?
Censors

Overruled

[SpecialGa.—
to WID'S
Atlanta,
After DAILY)
the Atlanta
Board of Censors had stopped the
showing of "Auction of Souls," First
National, Judge G. L. Bell of the
Supreme Court of Georgia, issued
an injunction restraining the local
board from interfering with the run
of the picture at the Atlanta Theater.
Judge Bell's decision followed a
private screening of the production.
In giving his opinion. Judge Bell
stated: "Censors have a hard task
and a thankless one. This court's
decision in^ this case does not establish a precedent and every theater
man whose picture is barred must
not believe the censors will be overridden in court. This picture is an
Encouraging Scenario Writers
exception."
"It's," a Los Angeles publication, in
an effort to encourage and develop
scenario writers, has arranged to
publish scenarios submitted and accepted, and to use efforts to have
these scenarios purchased by important film companies. All scenarios must be acceptable to a committee composed of Marshall Neilan,
C. Gardner Sullivan, Sid Grauman,
Kate Corbaley and Edward Roberts
before being published.

Band Together, Says Ochs

forceful
—
convincingposters
posters
— are three \Aays
of speaking of
one thing — the
RITCHEY
poster!

RILITUO
TC
HE
Y
.
CORP.

^
406W.31itSt.,N.Y. Phone CheUe« 8388
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Highly-Seasoned Eternal Triangle With Several Meller Ends
Rubye

De

Remer

in

ii

ARINKEKKE, BELGIUM. — President
Filson visits Belsiuin and with King
Ibert and Queen JIary tours throusli
le war-ravaged cities of Belgium. He
Iso visits Cardinal Mereier.
WASHIN(;T0>', D. C. — over 6,000 perjns form a great human flag at the
)ot of Washington's monument in
onor of Independence Day ; Allied naons eontril>ute artistic floats to the
eace Parade.
EL PASO, TEXAS. — An immense dam
rigates thousands of acres to be
irned into farms for discharged soliers; this Elephant Butte Dam is the
irgest irrigation reservoir in the world.
Ml>EOLA, N. Y.— The K-S4 is the
rst dirigible to fly across the Atlantic
taking a non-stop trip from Scotland
> New York; Major Pritchard drops in
Eirachute to superintend landing; those
ho made
the trip.
NEW
YORK
CITY.— The convalesmts at Base Hospital No. 1 hold races
II their own.
NEW YOKK CITY.— President WUson
(turns from Europe.

toaay

BKH, VAN SICUN & CO.
. (INC.)
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PURCHASE

YOUR fOR[IGN RIGHTS
MANAGER

PAYING

CASH

For

NEGATIVES
Apply
Nathan Hirsh
729 ■^*c\ Avenue
N. Y. City
Bryant 7224

'*^

WANTED

Projection Room with film vaults
or film vaults with capacity of 200
reels, between 42nd and 49th Streets,
New York City.

DIRECTOR
Perry Vekroff
AUTHORS
Clara Beranger and Forrest Halsey
CAMERAMAN
Edward
Horn
AS A WHOLE
Loosely=constructed and highly=
seasoned eternal triangle drama with several
meller ends; lacks continuity of interest but
will get over with certain crowds.
STORY. . . .Conveniently prepared to permit of situa^
tions; has several anti^climaxes
after real
story is told.
DIRECTION
Glosses some of the deeper possi=
bilities
with
tional appeal. "acting;" plays for the sensa=
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally good
LIGHTINGS
Proper for the most part
CAMERA WORK
Straight stuff
STAR
Pleasing enough in the main, but some=
times over=acts.
SUPPORT
Stuart Holmes gives none too favor=
able impression; Thos. J. Carrigan and oth=
ers do fair work.
EXTERIORS
A few prettj' outdoor scenes
INTERIORS
Predominate;
the usual thing
DETAIL
Holds up fairly well ifor most part, but
there are a few breaks.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Eternal triangle purporting to show society life.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
DUST OF DESIRE" for the most part is merely
screened plot material that never gets the spontaneous attention of the viewer. In the picture little
attempt is made at subtlety of characterization or
finesse of pi-esentation. Throughout situations are
worked out in the broadest manner possible, leaving no
possible doubt in the mind of the viewer as to the
points aimed at. In other words, the stuff is laid on
too thick. This over-emphasis results in slackened interest, brought about also in a large measure by overfrequent cut-backs which hold up the main line of
action. Every time one of the screen characters say
or explains anything every last detail of the matter is
shown on the screen. Nothing is left to the imagination in the picture's effort to get over several situations
quite good in themselves.
The offering lacks continuity of interest in that it
so often shoots off the main track to a side line, running there a while, only again to switch back to the
main line of action.
And the story virtually is finished

AVAILABLE

Account of theatre eIosi<ig for summer, high-grade executive available.
Thoroughly efficient manager and expert on publicity.
Ten for
years'
experience. Holds record
producing
results. Age, 35. Married. Highest
credentials. Address box M, c/o
WID'S.

AM

of Desire"
Dust World

along about the middle of the third reel. But instead
of stopping there the film unwinds through several
anti-climaxes which, while they are productive of some
very fair meller stuff, are lessened in their worth
because of the fact that one has become tired of the
happenings in the lives of the characters. Familiarity
breeds contempt, the proverb says, and this is quite
true in this particular case. By telling one too much
about the lives of the characters, one loses sympathy
and interest.
Rubye De Remer has the principal role — that of the
girl with a past who has given up her fast friends.
Her performance on the whole is satisfactory, but she
is inclined to over-act a bit at times. Stuart Holmes
does not give a very favorable impression as the whitecollared willun whose prey is every pretty woman he
meets, and in those scenes showing him wearing a silk
hat that comes down over his ears he is almost funny.
Thomas J. Carrigan has the hero role, with which he
registers in good order. Other members of the cast
are Betty Blythe, Marion Barney and Betty Hutchinson.
I^argely the picture deals with society life as the
writers of the paper-covered novels would have us
believe it is. In the early reels there is some fairly
amusing incident introduced, especially in those sequences showing a "tea" party at the road house conducted by Rubye in which her former social acquaintances have a high old time.
Also the picture touches on the "cattiness" and petty .
jealousies of women who have nothing real to occupy
their minds.
Early in the story there is a love interest between
Rubye and Carrigan. She lies to him about her past
on the advice of Marion Barney who, it later develops, is the wife of the man who took advantage of
Rubye some years ago in England. From England the
action shifts back to America, and from America to
South America, where Rubye and Carrigan take up their
married life. Stuart Holmes, however, still wants
Rubye, and follows her to South America. Here he
taunts her until, driven by desperation, Betty fixes a
trap door in the floor of her home and lures Stuart
to walk on it. Through the trap door Stuart is flung
into a hidden river, from which he is rescued by Carrigan. Stuart leaves next morning, promising Rubye
he will never molest her again.
Rightfully the story should have ended here, but
several more endings and meller situations are dragged
in — some of them fairly good, but they are nevertheless
anti-climaxes. Things come to a pass where Stuart is
killed by his wife, who tried to shoot Rubye. So
everyone pays, and Rubye and Carrigan live happily
ever afterward.

Box 200, c/o Wid's.

Should Go Over Fairly Well in Cheaper Program Houses.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is the sort of a picture that can be relied on to
go over quite well with audiences that are not very
discriminating. It has in it most of the stuff that
makes a hit with the large majority of regulars who
patronize the cheap neighborhood theaters. To such
an audience the picture would show "real" society
life — it follows the lines that they always have believed to be true, and lays the old jazz on heavy
enough to satisfy even the most hungry. But before
an intelligent audience the picture would fall fiat.
The offering is on the same general order as some of
the sensational novels of the eternal triangle in "high"
Warns of Chicago Censor Evil
Chicago. — Censorship agitation in
Illinois did not die with the defeat
of the Buck bill. It will be revived
year after year, until it is crushed
by an overwhelming vote. Eternal
vigilance on the part of exhibitors

society, and in its class has a large amount of appeal.
Classified as program entertainment for the cheaper
houses, "Dust of Desire" is a good enough offering.
Rubye De Remer is more or less of a newcomer to
stardom in the films, although she has had considerable
stage experience. It is possible that your folks may
know of her and want to see her. Stuart Holmes is
quite well known to regular patrons of program houses
also.
If yours is a cheap neighborhood house catering to
folks who like highly-seasoned society stuff, and who
eat up the eternal triangle stories, give them this one.

is the price
of freedom
of the
screen.
This in substance is the warning
issued by Sam Atkinson, field secretary of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of Illinois, and a commissioner
of the Illinois Exhibitors Alliance.

New

Coast Agency

Los Angeles. — Harry Lichtig and
All Semnacher have opened offices
in the Markham Bldg., Hollywood,
to act as personal representatives of
players and others, and handle a
general casting business.
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Showing in Washington
Samuel Cummins' s^^l^^:l reel
"Wild Oats" will be shown
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Here
is
how
a
irother
exhibWashington
at the Belasco Theat
R-,S4 FI>IES THE ATLANTIC— Giant
Hollj'wood, Cal. — Thomas JefferBritish diriBible arrives at Roosevelt
son formerly associated with Lasky at a special showing to invit
itor put his show over. Send
Field, Mineola, after 4,000 mile flight
o*productions has been signed by guests only on July 9.
from Scotland.
along your ideas. Let the other
Brentwood for a production upon
This picture was made anaer t!
THE PRESIDENT COMES HOME.—
fellow know how you cleaned
which King Vidor is now working. supervision of New York state, ci
Exclusive pictures of President Wilson's
up.
departure from Brest and his arrival
and Government officials. Willia
and reception
in America.
SCENES ABOUT
THE
TOI.EDO
Lew Cody and Louis Gasnier have^ Jefferson is the star.
FIGHT. — Half a million people flock to
arrived
in Hollywood and will imOakland, Cal.— When "Bolshevis|i
Ohio city to see Willard-Uempsey contest— Tex Rickard,
the real winner.
on Trial" wa.s shown at the T. fe
Women
Object to Films
mediately commence work on "The^
SrMIMF:R ANTICS ON MT. RAINIER.
Pleasant Devil" featuring Cody
St. Paul. — A delegation
of s|
— Norwesian ski experts compete in D. Theater, Mr. and Mrs. PubliVj.
thrilling contests on the snow-capped tliroughout the city were handed a
Enid Bennett is now working on women residents of Grand Ave. h
mountains
of Washington.
BRIDGE RIO GRANDE IN 40 MIN- subpoena to appear in the Screen
"The Gray Miss Fortesque" at the protested against the application
UTES.— Army engineers construct pon- Court of the World, in the case of Thos. H. Ince Studios. Supporting G. A. Bewlett for a moving pictu.
toon for cavalry movement across borare Milton Sills, Irv- license at 917 Grand Ave.
der in record time.
the People versus Bolshevism. It Miss ingBennett
The appication of Finkelstein at
AUCTION FIRST BALE OF COTTON.
Cummings,
William S. Conklin,
read:
— Broker says $1,000 for initial purchase
Lydia Knott and Theodore Roberts. Ruben for a moving picture licen
of season at biggest inland cotton marat 1815 Selby Ave. was withdraw
"YOU ARE COMMANDED
to
ket at Houston, Tex.
Ann Little has just signed up with
appear before the Screen Court of
DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
the World in and for the County of the National Film Corp. to make a
Alameda, at the Court Rooms of 15 episode serial, the story of v/hich
PICTURES
OPEN YOUR EYES
said Court, 11th and Broadway, in was written by Paul Hurst.
the city of Oakland, of said County,
Warner's new production will have
its initial opening on Broadway at
on the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th days of
Title Changed
the Central Theatre. The lobby
World Film has changed the title June,
display which we made is an
12 o'clock
to 11 A.
P. D.
M. 1919,
as a at
silent
witness noon
in a
exact duplicat- "ow showing at
The following has been received
of the June Elvidge picture "A Tan- criminal action prosecuted by the
the Shubert in
''xn it will
from J. A. Quinn, who, as noted in
gled Romance" to "Coax Me."
People of the World against Bolshevism.
yesterday's issue, has left for the
KEAU8 your
MFG.a" CO.
"Open
"?"
Coast, where, after disposing of his
220 West 42nd St.. N. T.
"Hall Room Boys" at Strand
"Given under my hand this
interest in the Rialto, Los Angeles,
, A. D. 1919.
will return
to take up the work of his
Percy and Ferdy, the "Hall Room day of
"Wid's
Daily:
new organization:
SELECT PICTURES CORP."
Boys," will be shown in the first of
This handbill was printed on the
a series of two-reelers at the Strand
"I have read with much interest
beginning .Sunday. Understood dis- same paper as the subpoena for the
tributing arrangements have not courts in Oakland, and had every the article relating to my charges
appearance of the real thing.
been pefected.
REFINED
LETTERING
that conditions in the motion picture
Another factor which added
APPROPRIATE
ILLUSTRATING
business were very bad. Of particular interest, however, is the intergreatly to put over "Bolshevism on
Trial," was the insertion of a twoview with an unknown person supcolumn advertisement headed by the
posed to be associated with one of
Scenarios
TitI es
145
45"^ST
PHONE "^.
BRYANT
8973.
photograph of a beautiful girl in an the leading producers.
artistically nude pose, which was
"It is regretable that the man interviewed did not have the nerve or
captioned:
—Zit
"What
Bolshevism
Would
Tear backbone enough to permit his name
to be used. I was not afraid to
make
the charges over my own
Ji master of art captioning.
COMMERCIAL
"The
Virtue of Womanhood."
The body of the advertisement name, and to accept full responsiDEVELOPING
bility for the proving of everything
was in the nature of highly interest- that was
charged.
ing reading matter
on
this
timeliest
Down"
'Che most successful film editor
AND
PRINTING
topic.
"If, as this anonymous person has
in the world.
stated,
I
am
acting
as
an
individual,
— ^Dramatic Mirror
FILM DEVELOPING
CORP
Des Moines, la.— When A. H. and that I was not taken seriously in
Los
Angeles,
why
did
he
use
the
LABORATORIES
Blank opens the new Des Moines
theater on July 10 he will have an coward's way of doing things — give
216-222
WEEHAWKEN
STREET
WEST HOBOKEN.
N. J.
unusual idea in operation. He has an anonymous interview. What is he
Tom Bret wrote titles for
( 4800 ;
sent out special invitations to his afraid of and why?
"Upstairs and Down'' of
"We will be pleased to show any
PHONES
< 4801
UNION
mailing list enclosing a postal adwhich IVid says : "The titles
dressed to the theater. The postal accredited representative of your
got as many laughs as the
HARRY
HOUDINI,
is so worded that the signer will publication documents that prove
( 4802 \
scenes." Drew Comedies,
that
we
have
not
only
the
support
of
indicate whether or not he will atDooley Comedies, X L N T
ALFRED
OAVIOSOI
Comedies.
tend the opening. Blank requests every worthwhile person interested
in the motion picture business in Los
that this be done so that "every Angeles, and for that matter, the encourtesy them.
of the There
opening"
be
tire West, but also undeniable eviTopical Tips
tendered
is a may
smaller
THE BEST
PICTURE
dence in support of all the charges
card
in
the
enclosure
for
those
who
to make
money
every week
we have made.
will attend, asking that the card be
Mnat
have
a perfftct
developed
and nearly a thousand features to
"If
the
producers
will
take
up
our
presented at 7:30 sharp on the night challenge and appoint a committee
negative
his credit
of the opening.
REX LABORATORY (INC.)
to meet one from our Association,
we will submit letters and docuban
developed
Ilarry
neeatives.
Ask him
andKeeper's
th^glt phont
ments, together with affidavits that
Suite 2003 - 2011 Candler BIdg.
Tremont
1995
for full particulars.
substantiate
beyond
the
question
of
Phone Bryant 9120
a doubt the fact as it is being run
today, the motion picture business is
in an absolutely rotten condition.
"The Motion Picture and Theatrical Co-Operative Asso. has set out
to remove the evils from the indusOffice and projection room
try and neither the anonymous perA film salesman opened his reson referred to in your story, or any
wanted. Times Square secmarks with "I got some keen comedies now: The inspectors laugh other individual or group of persons
tion. Write A. B., Wid's
will stop "Very
us.
Daily, N. Y.
trulv yours,
reels." —
the Theater,
put 'emOldon Mill
theyStuart,
when
Herschel
Dallas, Texas.
"J. A. Quinn."
.
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Putting It Over

r

i

Quinn Gomes Back

ERNEST STERN

TOM

BRET

7/cRECOCKlZ
AUTHORIT
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Fox After Theaters

Eaton at Strand

"Feel
at
Enter

Now with Town and Country Films
— Has Had Considerable Exploitation Experience

This
Time
Competitive

Necessary
to
Field
for

Theaters and Circuits"
William Fox is after theaters and
circuits.

Jack Eaton, now with Town and
Country Films who have been producing Flagg Comedies, and other
short features, will be the new manager of the Strand.
While no official announcement is
to be made at the moment, it is understood that Eaton will take up his
new duties in ten days or two weeks
and "Joe" Plunkett will remain until
Eaton can take charge.

The following letter signed by
"Dear
Sir:
Fox, dated July 8, has been sent to a
number of exhibitors of importance:

"Fox Film Corp. desires the widest
market policy for the exploitation of
all pictures regardless of the producer or distributor, and having this
foremost in mind I am writing this
letter to you.
"In view of Famous Players-Lasky
Co.'s campaign to secure control of
important theaters of large capacity
in big cities, large suburban houses,
and circuits, throughout America, it
becomes vital and necessary for us
to act immediately, for if this control
is actually accomplished it will effect
the market for Fox pictures during
the coming season.
"We therefore desire to record

More Millions
Marcus Loew's Cleveland plans
call for $8,000,000 of capital.
A wire from Dover, Del., states
that Loew's Ohio Theaters, Inc.,
has this capital and Edgar A. Hahn,
Margaret Roche and L. M. Ross, all
of Cleveland are named as incorporators.

ourselves as in the market to negotiate for theaters on the market for
lease or sale. If you have contemplated leasing or selling, we desire
to notify you that we stand ready
and willing to negotiate with you.
"We would be pleased to have
your terms and conditions, with
fullest details, regarding the properFor Indianapolis — Exchanges and
ties, if any, that you are willing to
Exhibitors to Have
Clubrooms
dispose of at this time.
"As stated above, we feel that at
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
this time it is necessary for Fox Film
Indianapolis, Ind. — Plans have Corp. to enter the competitive
been completed and a lot secured on
field for large theaters and circuits in order to get a proper and
which will be erected beginning immediately a 7-story concrete and representative showing of Fox picsteel structure for film men. Most tues next season and future seasons.
"May I ask you to give me a reply
of the building will be used by the
exchanges, eight of them having al- at your earliest convenience, and
ready arranged for space. Two club- mark the letter personal to the unrooms will be a feature of the build- dersigned.
ing. They will be so arranged that
"Assuring you of my highest re"Very truly yours,
they can be thrown into one large
I auditorium, but otherwise the Ex- gards,
I thanofc men will use one and the Ex(Signed) "WILLIAM
FOX,
hibitors the other. A restaurant will
"President."

Loew now controls five houses in
Cleveland, and will erect two more.
The new corporation will, it was This is the crowd that stormed the entrance
doors
of The
Broadway
Theater Sunrday night, June 29th
at the opening of Mack Sennett's
understood from Loew's office yesterday, serve as a holding company.
"Yankee Doodle
in Berlin."
Advt.*
Universal Theater
Universal is to build a theater at
Universal City. It is to cost $30,000
and will seat 1,200. It will be a permanent structure where actual plays
will be given and will also be used
for theater scenes in Universal pictures.
No. 141

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
IITE

have not lost our perspective in the matter

but there is nothing in Filmdom growing faster than
WID'S DAILY— From a modest start with five employees a
year ago we now have over
thirty — Our subscription list is
growing in phenomenal fashion. For the past six months
' ^h four weeks' period has
shown an appreciable increase
in advertising carried — The
wise fisherman fishes where
the fishing is good, in live
water — For results advertise in
WID'S DAILY.

Capitol
Not

Yet

Manager

Decided
Upon — Stewart
Declines Position

Just who

will manage

the new

Capitol when it opens late in September or October is proolematic.
C. G. Stewart of Octagon Films
and well known in both legitimate
and picture circles, was expected to
handle the work. But it is understood that last week Stewart notified
E. J. Bowes, who is in charge of the
Capitol, that he could not accept the
position. Stewart has been helping
Bowes in a general advisory way for
some months. Bowes fully expected
Stewart to manage the theater.
Ben Atwell, it is understood, will
liandle the publicity and advertising
for the Capitol.
Hunter with Goldwyn
T. Hayes Hunter, who has recently
completed directing Zane Grey's
"Desert Gold," has signed a long
term contract to direct Goldwyn
stars. Previous to Mr. Hunter's recent work, he made another Zane
Cirey feature, "The Border Legion,"
which Goldwyn produced with
Blanche Bates and Hobart Bosworth.

Film Building

be a feature of the building, and it is
expected that it will be a general
gathering place for all film men of
this section. The struture will cost
Rupert Hughes, of Eminent Au$300,000. W. T. Swartz, S. J. Carter
thors, will leave in a week or 10 days
and C. C. Pettijohn are interested in
the building.
for Los Angeles to supervise the production of his first p-cturcs, the scenario of which he has just comStar Stealing
pleted, working with Eva Unsclla.
Realart has taken Irene Murphy When Hughes reaches the Coast he
away from L. J.
will determine which of the GoldMiss Murphy has been telephone
wyn directors can best handle the
operator extraordinary for the Se- "Cup of Fury" and then will work
lect offices for several years.
with him throughout the production.

Hughes Going West

JOMJ DAi&:y
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Special Attraction Series
Universal releases for Special Attractions; first release Aug. 11:
"A Little Brother of the Rich,"
Lynn Reynolds, director. Harry
Carey in "The Ace of the Saddle";
Olive Tell in "The Brat"; "The Woman Under Cover" with Fritzi Brunette; Monroe Salisbury in "Sundown Trail" Rollin Sturgeon directing; "The Brute Breaker" Lynn Reynolds, directing; "Common Property" "Loot," Wm. C. Dowlan, directing; Mary MacLaren in "Auld Jeremiah" and another Harry Carey title
not yet determined.
Milltown, Wis. — L. F. Joppa leases
Milltown Cluli House and will open
picture theater.

ROOM

BOYS

ari ved in town
and will stop at the

Strand Theater
of New

Well!

York City

America's Premiere Photoplay House

During the Week of July 13th

Now

Fox

is after

Who's next?

That Ohio Row

(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Cincinnati. — The row continues
In the First of a Series of Two'reel Super-Comedies
merrily between the exhibitors lined
up in the Miami Valley Exhib League and the Asso. Film Exchanges.
Some say the Exchanges will be
"licked to a frazzle" within three
1583 Broadway
months in their efforts to enforce the
new rulings, before noted.
One of the chief rules of the Association is that payment must be
made in advance otherwise shows
will not be shipped. It seems as
though the system has proved a failure— some of the exchanges, it is
"The Boomerang" will be given its
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
said, have been sending C.O.D. shipfirst showing by Pioneer at the
ments "on the side" and others, so
Chicago. — City detectives have
Brighton Beach Music Hall, shortly. rounded
up four men charged with the story goes, have agreed in writmg to ship shows whether or not
William L. Shcrrill, of Frohman stealing several thousands of dollars money or check in payment has arAmusement Corp., has secured a worth of films. States Attorney Durived previous to shipping date.
val advises that an organized gang
It is rumored that several more
story written by Julian Johnson, editor of Photoplay Magazine.
has been working in Chicago for exchanges may drop out of the alliance within the next few days.
some time, and the following were
Talley Takes Up Case
booked on a charge of larceny: Albert Levinson, Isadore Kahn, Morris Their
plan has and
beensurrounding
partly broken
Asst. Dist. Atty. A. J. Talley said
up in Dayton
ter- '
yesterday he intended to present to Taitus and Morrison Kline, all conritory through the Exhibitors Leanected with local exchanges.
gue having two or three complete
the Federal authorities evidence relaW. C. Hawkins, a member of the shows on hand for the use of its
tive to the activities of certain individuals who benfited financially Committee on Public Information, ments.
members who fail to receive shipthrough the sale of Government caused the arrests. lie learned upon investigation that films could be
It is stated that some of the exmade films. "Fit to Win" was the purchased
from Kline and opened
film referred to by Talley.
changes have opened "cancellation" ^
negotiations. Levinson delivered the
departments.
films
ordered
and
Kahn
and
Taitus
LIniversal has appointed George H.
Williams, formerly in charge of all were arrested. Levinson, it is said,
mechanical details at the Hippo- acted as the "go between." The
were being shipped to Canada
drome, as chief technical director at films
and into Mexico.
Universal City.

JACK

and HARRY

Guts and Flashes

You

Samuek

COHN

Arrests in Chicago

Know

Your business — of course you do or you wouldn't be successful,
big, growing — We know the insurance business that's why we are
successful, big, growing — We have built our reputation on confidence and for many years we have been insuring the foremost
factors in the theatrical and motion picture business — Let us
show you how we can serve you better.

The war is over— but "The Heart of
Humanity" will live forever because
its theme is that deathless love of
humankind that STOPPED the war.

theaters.

Well!

UELS
BEN CXM
REUInsurance
SO Maiden Lane
m

Phone

John

aM^

Adaptation of Chambers' Novel is Lacking in Drama and Human
AppealThere is nothing slipsliod about tlio direction
Irene Castle in

INDEPENDENT
PRODUCERS!

I

1st CLASS

dom

Gillespie Bros. Co.

Don't fail to see the magnificent
lobby
display
of paintings
at the
BROADWAY THEATRE in the
Girls,
INC.,
New York

,

^

i

,

^ -i

•

i. ^

^ -

riniartist
,„.^^''l'i:',":i "/ /I'-essmaker-tailor-scemc
Irene Castle looks
unimpressive.
""'«^- "^? l^^'^
heroine, without being
^'^'\" J^f "* W. Chambers'
"iV^ '.l.fVr'"f ;."'•':' "mV""'"' , ,^"^ f iL"*\"S "^'^^ her
^l' " 1?%^'"^,": 'S'^' •' .^^'""I'l .^e difhcult to arouse
"reated[ ^., I,,,,,,.-, „ +,i
• j.
•,,■ "'■ - ^^
i
i
t '' millionaire
iV
:tJTI as a1 ^idaughter,
,.„
she
when and
is mtormed s family
Irene
reared
is a •favortv rather
thati her name
„leaches
j, , i. maturity
i,, „
n
■ i t-. than,,

Easy to Put Over on Account of Fame of Star and Author

Office and projection room
wanted. Times Square section. Write A. B., Wid's
Daily, N. Y.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

BEAL

DIRECTOR

l¥m. ?'■% Pacific Coast Studios
Cnrrent Release "Sadie"
Now under prodaction

Sm

.,, .

f.,f^^^"^' thereupon she secretly marries David Powell.
Her reason for the
l^"^.*^ J«7 {"''f \^ distastetul.
yet she
t«^^''« ^''''f nameless,
['=""='«« i« "^at/^
})'' 1'''% '•'^"^**'''^
^''"^^ '^ "" * .^ J"'^"' "^T
dau-hter
'
' ""''""
' rriT
"
i
i +• i
•
^i ^^
secret
inarriage
the
keeping
for
advanced
• I/h- cxcumand ou the same
'^ ^''='^, '^ f^'^^^^M her benefactors
^^f
f ;;"".'l^ /^li« i-^f';^<'« t^V ^""^;<^"- '^ <l"-«i'^-«' ^^''^^^ land^alls in loye^ with K \ . Steele, a famous young
'"'f ^""y.
'?
1"''
'/• 't'
f —" sometliiug
':'::]'''
the
duringalter
about
to dream
nrst "ikiss
their i'"''
"vcars
,,., to ,come. ,
i 1 i 1
11
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,' TT
doing things in a hackneyed way; suicide at , Y,
^ •''; \?' ±"^^"' l'='i'«'^>;be "'«>«*
'
*'"^'^ ="""'
close of picture is particularly well handled.
anthe event maySteele, but
tha
cereim.ny shock
"""" another
with society iiounced
.... .Romance
ROFSTORYmmi
CHARACTE
almost kills
The
properly.
ngs
tri
^'^
to health
lu the end
nurses
therehusband
is nothing
tor him
of her
the
fu'} ^:(>nsent
|J'e and
J'•''>' ^^^^^'i/'^
feet back
5,483 "*
OF PRODUCTION
LENGTH
CALL this a well-dressed film and you have hit it 1'<»<>1' husband to do save shoot himSelf, which he does
spiritualistic seance in which
or an app(>aling ='ff*''" '^ table-moving,
Call it a drama,
about right.
way and 1"' communicates with his father.
reasonable
a
in
life
reflects
that
one
(ustory,
you may have some trouble in bacdving up your ()]iiiiion. Even if Director Maigne may be criticised for not
Too fre(piently, pretty scenery
as a background
for imtting
more
action into the picture, he deserves
fashionable gowns is relied upon as a substitute for c-redit for his handling of the fog scenes in the first
action.
Robert W. Chambers'
"smart '' society folk, reel, for the iinifoi-m tone of the production and for the
languishing on the sands of a Fhirida beach, or under unusual manner in which he registers the suicide by
the shade of a sheltering iialm. look as though they means of tlie startled movements of a moose and a
might be posing for a photograph to be reproduced in horse standing nearby when the shot is fired,
a .Sunday
newspaper
supplement.
I'hotoplays
that The cast includes Irene West, May
Kitson, Anne
strike deep are made of firmer substance.
Cornwall. J. II. Gilmore, Frank Losee and others.

Single reel Comedies and (5)
five-reel subjects or longer, either
\V(irl(l riglits, foreign or American
riglits. Transactions strictly cash.
Answer, Box C. B. care of Wid's.

SPORTING

in opening reel is
effectwav
all the
P-ood Fog
^
o*„,. some
^f star;
i^.^ of
,.Zr face
Ihli^, on
nftl^ chalky
Often

correct.
Neither
("hiirles Maigne.

artistic moon and water shots.
CAMERA WORK. . . .Composition of scenes first rate
A sure 'nuff Robert W. Chambers' hero=
STAR
ine in appearance, she moves gracefully but
register
as anis actress.
SUPPORT fails to R.
V. Steele
a rather priggish hero
in role of husband, David Powell has more
sympathetic character.
O. K. whether on a Florida estate
EXTERIORS.
or in the Adirondacks.
a high^class
the standard of on
Up to ucti
INTERIORS
orod
r-vi-TAii
-T-i- ' director
Ji
-J .11 aimed
•
J to
^ avoid
• J,
DETAIL
The
evidently

NEGATIVES WANTED

A

grip.

PHOTOGRAPHY
unusualI ir.HTivr.c
Llun
I INuS

Foreign Rights

FRANK

LINE
"
T

Adaptation of one of Robert W. Cham=
appeal to
novels, may
bers' most popular
."
seller
"b^st
people that enjoyed the
class in the
Givei the production
DIRECTION
matters of sets and locations; but keeps the
players pedestrians
walking in rather
and outthavi
of scenes
like so
many
actors.

will pay you the
highest price for
the entire

KASSELL STUDIOS,
220 W. 42nd Street,

rj^ IRING

STORY

220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.

Sennett's
Bathing
Made by

of

picture is (piite
the demeanor
matters nor
Inin small
appearance
does
millionaire
the
of
anyone ever violate the conventions
Arfrraff Snecial
Paramount
If artificiality
set as it is popularly suppcsed to exist.
^r^u .
niDn-x^D
A ^wJ ^
Charles Maigne be accepted as one of its main characteristics.
"The
AUTHOR
Robert W. Chambers Fi,-i,ijj Line" may even make a bid to realism, for the
SCENARIO
BY
Clara Beranger tone of the picture is artiticial.
Althoitgh the characCAMERAMAN
Al Ligouri fpi-j^ whose emotion.s are expressed through sub-titles
AS A WHOLE
Production has many pretty „i(>re than action, may
work
themselves
into a roscenes, but in the unfolding o\ the story there mantic glow, the reflection of feeling that carries over
is more narrative than drama; situations sel= to an audience is feeble.
nnr\1 HE

If your pictures
are
positively

Mack
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DAIUV

CHANCE"

m

On tec-hnical grounds, "The Firing Line" may be
rippetl to pieces without at all discounting its right to
be ranked as a special from a bo.\ office angle. Artistically, the production is easily up to the mark of the
Robert W. Chambers' novel and you know where that
stands as a money-maker, so why worry. My Advice
is to play up the picture in a big way. using the title
and tlie two renowned names — those of the author
and the star, for all they are worth.
This is Irene Castle's first Paramount- Artcraft picture, but, as you no doubt are aware, she is not entirely new to the screen. Her hold (m the public,
however, is mainly due to her fame as a dancer and
to her reputation as a woman of fashion. You will
find that much of the exploitation paper prepared by

Hale Honored
Creighton Hale has been asked by
Central Church of Newburyport,
iss., recently gave over the even- Police Comm. Wallis to enlist the
of picture folk to aid
] generally devoted to mid-week co-operation
the Police Field Day, July 19-26,
jvices to an exhibition of the five- in
1 Pathe picture the "Passion and at the Speedway. Wants to arrange
ath of Christ."
a "Picture Players Pageant."

I'aramount presents the star in ultra gowus sure to
attract the attention of women.
Along the line of handling this film as the last wt)rd
in smart set pictures, you may profit by the spread in
the current Ladies Home Journal, in which three pages
are devoted to illustrations and descriptions of the
costumes worn by Irene Castle. It is announced that
the exploitation staff of the Ladies Home Journal will
assist exhibitors in getting window displays featuring
llie gowns shown in the picture.
Then, obviously, the popularity of the book on which
Ihe photoplay is based will be a big factor in drawing
patronagv. Local bookdealers surely will be ready to
co-operate with you in securing mutually beneficial
advertisiug.

Select
Select
has Secures
secured"Darwa"
from B. A
Rolfe Productions, the production
based on the Darwinian tlieory — that
man evolved from monkey — in which
Ruth Budd is featured and in which
Ralph Kellard appears.
The work-

ing title ability
was this"Darwa"
probtitle willbut bein all
changed
when Select releases the feature
which will be in about five reels.
Mellen, Wis. — A. L. Lighter buys
theater from Geo. Downey.

bM^
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Catalog

The

motion picture industry becomes an art when it enlists the active aid of men of imagination and
genius who have the story telling
gift. — Rex Beach.
Creston,
on Adams

la.- -Theater
St.

to

be

built

of

Short

Stuff

A catalog of "Motion Picture
Films Valuable for Education," listing 650 travel, scenic, nature and
science pictures, handled by various
companies, has been issued by The
National Board of Review for distribution at the convention of the
National Educational Asso. in Milwaukee.
This is a helpful booklet not only
for avowedly educational purposes
but for the exhibitor and those arranging special entertainments as
well.
Many
companies
are repre-

»r

H. VAN
LOAN
Recent Releases:
Norma Talmadge

H.

"THE
Earle
"A

NEW

in

ROMANCE"

CUNNINGHAM

Free-lancing

MOON"

Williams

ROGUE'S

JACK

]!)60

Vista

Del

again
Mar

Ave.

Hollywood, Calif.

5220%
Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

sented. The subjects run in length
all the way from ^-reel to 10 reels
as
in the picture;
case of the
Martin
cannibal
vast Johnson's
majority,
however, are short. The catalog
may be obtained on request by sending 15 cents in stamps to The National Board of Review, 70 Fifth
Ave.

Monster Scre^^n

Used for Showing Pictures
Churchfolk at Columbus

to

{Uy Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Columbus, O. — Twenty picture]
shows are in continuous operation at
the Methodist Centenary here,
These are not using motion pictures
continually, the movies alternating
Harmon, Neb. — Charles Bergstrom with stereopticon lectures and series
to open picture theater.
of colored slides. The picture shows,
when running movies, do not confine
Bismarck, N. D. — It is said that themselves to religious or propaganSen. Ed. Hughes plans erection of x
da pictures. Instead, they preseni
$25,000 theater on Broadway.
the Centenarians' regular program
me entertainment.
Dr. S. Earl Taylor, one of the
committeemen, having in charge the
picture shows, has built wind-braced
like a bridge and solid as a house, the
world's greatest picture screen, 13(
feet high by 146 feet wide. This vasi
flat arena of light fronts a ^rea1
ampitheater seating 750,000 persons
So far it has not proved possible t(
throw a motion picture tiie full size
of this screen on account of the im
tense heat engendered by the power!-;
ful lights. Dr. Taylor, experimentinffi
HARVEY
THEW
himself, has perfected it at full sizi
Writing Continuity
for stereopticon purposes by enlai-^
ing his plates to 7 by 5 inches, thi
giving a light space of 35 square
Booth Tarklngton's
inches, as against less than om
"SEVENTEEN"
square inch on the film. Even a
"HEARTS
OF
MEN"
that, a refrigerating system had to b)
for George Beban
invented to keep the emulsion fron
'DELICIOUS
LITTLE
peeling off the big plates. Foul

miTHOff'

AUTHOR"

AUTHOR

DAILV

for

Mae

Murray

blowers,
directedtheagainst
th'
plate
and two
two against
light con
torily. have done ttie work satisfac
denser,

DEVIL"

MILDRED CONSIDINE
Just Finished
'THROUGH

THE

BACK

for
DOOR"
Mary

EDNA

SCHLEY

Representing tlie foremost
Authors of America and
England
Markham

Pickford

Building

Hollywood, Calif.
Telephone 577941

■ffi

6621 St. Francis Ct.
Hollywood, Calif.

J.

GRVBB
ALEXANDER
Originals — Titles- -Continuities
Titles for the forthcoming
Tonrneur
Prod'ns
"THE
BROKEN
BUTTERFLY"
"THE
ROMANY
RYE"
On the fire:
Next
Katberine
Macdonald
"WATCH
YOURProd*n

J.

ANTHONY

William

Fox

ROACH
Productions

F.

WHITCOMB

Original
Permanent

screen

stories
Address

Dorothy
'MARKET
Enid
"LAW

Bennett's
OF MEN"

Dorothy Dalton's
"HOMEBREAKER"

Now
Writing
for
GERALDINE FARRAR
"TH
RecentE
Sessue Hayakawa in
"THE
ILLUSTRIOUS

COMPLETE

Five years with Thos.
H. Ince
Current

DRAGON

PRINCE"
PAINTER
"

OF

AL. HENDRICKSON
CHARLES
F. CAMPBELL,
liW^UfSf

c

In.

N'

Releases:

Charge d' Affaire

1 1 " . 0 1 SI Ol. , H . .

HUS-

BAND DOING?"
BUSHER"

BEX
TAYLOR
Goldwyn Staff
Current
THE
Madge "Kennedy
Release:

"LEAVE
IT TO SUSAN"
(original
and
continuity)
In preparation
EMPTY
for .MabelPARADISE"
Normand

Hollywood, Calif.

LINE

tfir

Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National
and
Speer
Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

CECIL
SMITH
Writer

"THE

RICHARD
SCHAYER
The
Continuity
Tells the Tale

Nazimova's Production
"THE
RED
LANTERN"
has an American-Chinese theme,
which we have worl<ed into a lobby
display that faithfully represents
exactly what the ticket purchaser
shall see on the screen. Now ready
in our salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

Dalton's
OF SOULS"

"APACHE"
■WHAT'S
YOUR

E.
-Vdapting for the
and

LYNCH
Writer

Recent Releases:

R.

for D"
HUSBAN
Maurice Tourneur Prod'ns.
Hollywood, Calif.

D.VNIEL

JOHN
Ince

^

hen
Itine

i REFINED
■ APPROPRIATE

LETTERING
ILLUSTRATING

i ERNEST STBRN
S

PHONE BRYANT

89rC5.

145 ^^. 45^JST^***~-

:

THE
Mu»t

BEST
PICTIilJE
tu make
money
bave

a perfect
negative

REX LABORATORY

developed

(INC.)

lias
nesa
tives. developed
A8k
himHarryand Keeper's
tliea
phon^
Tremont
1995
for fuU
partlcuiara,''

iM
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VFovie Trust"Vin"

.

o.j rt

. the

i..

ir film graft, issued a statement
:e last night in which it was
Glared that the action of the As;tant District Attorney was the
suit of a move on the part of the
lovie Trust" to distract atten)n from the charges of graft made
the Congressional Committee.
Talley
took no action
yesterday,
far as the case was concerned.
e expects to turn over to the Pedal Government the data gathered
the course of his investigation.
Talley says he will be glad to put
'dcnce of the film transactions bethe New York County Grand
ry if the Federal authorities reest it. He said his first duty, howr, was to turn over his informan to the Government.

> I^^^^IH^^^^^^I^I^^^^^^^^^H

•

"

nerica, -Inc., through its Commiton Legislation and Tax, has ben an intensive, country-wide camgn to secure the repeal of the obtionable Admission, Five Per
(Continued on Page 2)

No. 142

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate

'"E^AR back in the
past when the
man runneth not
trary there cometh

dim distant
memory of
to the connot one but

many who sayeth "a daily
newspaper in filmdom — never
ji
— it mustwork
floppeth"
— and — that
ijtnade^s
the harder
and
time passed and one bright
morning it reached that point
where Wid's Daily was OVER
—It filled a long felt want — it
was needed — it is now a reguiar,-jes-t of the progressive film
|:nan's daily life— It is read
parefully by everybody — everywhere—and it's still GROWilNG- Some day YOU will advertise inWid's Daily
conirince yourself that ITand
PAYS.

{By IV ire /->
Hollywood,
has

1
/

1
ft'

*
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Realart Exchanges

■

Arrest Bathing Girls
Sol

Lesser
and
Maids Haled

a

.t'

t

"Americanism vs. Bolshe'i'ism" by
C. Gardner Sullivan.

"We're
getting
dolled
up for our appearance at the Stramd Theater,
week commencing Sunday, July 13th, in TOO REAL comedies."
Percy and Ferdie — "The
Hall
Room
Boys"
Advt.*

Realart Pictures will have exchanges in 20 principal cities. Ofifices
have already been opened in the following cities: New York, Lester W.
Adler, Manager; Chicago, Harry W.
Willard, Manager; Pittsburg, Nat
Barach, Manager; St. Louis, J. C.
Ragland, Manager; Detroit, C. G.
Kingsley, Manager; Boston, Walter
R. Scates, Manager; Buffalo, Henry
E. Wilkinson, Manager; Cincinnati,
Mark Goldman, Manager; and Denver, Bert R. Latz, Ivlanager.
The first picture will be released
early in the Fall and from thirty-five
to fifty pictures will be made a year.

closed

)

f
on the firs^^
productions
id
'.
Work
will to
be starte
Bosworth
this week.
Stated that during the coming
year"*
...^. ti^
Incc will present a number of spo^
cial productions with all star casts
under his personal direction. First
of these started this week entitled

^^K

Attack Tax
p. E. A. Starts Campaign Among
Senators and Congressmen
The Motion Picture Exhibitors of

ce

^1

.

1

Pi 11

in

- nt^
'o Wii
> 1

Price 5 Cents

Friday, July 11, 1919

9 Mack
Sennett
Before Judge

Schnitzer Resigns

Joe Schnitzer, general sales manager of Universal, rcsrgned yesterday, to take effect July 15, when, as
Corp.
noted,, he will take up his duties as
treasurer of the Equity Pictures
Schnitzer has been in Universal's
employ for the past six years, formerly in charge of their Indianapolis
exchange and for the past year head
of the sales department in New
York. H. M. Berman and E. H.
Goldstein, who have been associated
with Mr. Schnitzer, will continue
the work of the sales department at
Universal.
Archainbaud With American Cinema
George Archainbaud, who has
completed his contract with Albert
Capellani, has just been signed to direct a series of pictures for American Cinema and is now working on
George Middleton's script, featuring
Louise Huff. This will be the third
picture to be made since he was
discharged from the army.

Sol Lesser and 9 of Mack Sennett's bathing beauties were arrested
•in Coney Island yesterday when
they endeavored to stage some
snappy movie scenes on the beach.
In the opinion of two cops and
Taylor to Direct Minter
Magistrate O'Neil, of the Coney
Island Police Court, llie nifty nine's
William D. Taylor has been enone-piece suits did not leave enough
gaged to direct Mary Miles Minter
to the imagination.
in
her
first
Realart production, "Ann
The girls missed their turn at yesof
the
Green
Gables,," for which
terday's matinee performance of Frances Marion wrote the scenario.
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin" at the Work will be started July 14.
Broadway, but were on hand last
night.
"Virtuous Men" Sales
All of the mermaids gave their
Janis to Start
address
either
as
the
Biltmore
or
S.-L. Pictures sold "Virtuous
Elsie Janis, under the direction of Astor.
Men" for Colorado, New Mexico,
James Young, will start work within
Wyoming and Utah to the Supreme
a few days at the Biograph studios
Photoplays Corp. of Denver.
United Artists Appointments
for her first Selznick production.
Hiram Abrams has announced the
Seeks Field Day Co-operation
following who will have charge of
Fourth Deputy Police Commis- United Artists' exchanges: George
Some Idea
sioner Fred A. Wallace was the F. Lenehan, Washington; Robert J.
Churchill,
Detroit;
T.
Y.
Henry,
guest yesterday of the A. M. P. A.
A novel sign before the
and spoke at length on the desira- Denver; E. C. Fielder, Cleveland;
Ziegfeld theater, on Michigan
bility of having the Advertisers co- and C. S. Trowbridge, Philadelphia.
boulevard, Chicago, announces:
Managers for the remaining seven
operate for the Police Field Day,
"Special Bartenders Matinee
depots will be anJuly 19-26, by having stars of their distributing
nounced shortly.
organizations appear.
Everyday."
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FILM FOLKS,

AUfMOBITV,

Price 5 Cents

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
tally at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, president and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; 3en H. Grimir,
Associate Editor; Joseph nannenberg, VicePresident
and Manaj
'nf_ Editor;
J. W. Alicoate. Secretary
and iJu.?iness
Manager.
Entered as second-cliss matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office r New York, N. Y., under
the act of Marc', ,_. . 1879.
Terms (Postage T-j ^^ United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one yearj 6
months, $5.00; .3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00.
.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles
Office:
605-606-607 Wright
&
Callender
Bldg., Telephone
Broadway
3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office:
217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

Guts and Flashes

DAILV
Coast Brevities

J. Stuart Blackton has taken over
his new studio plant at 423 Classon
Ave., Brooklyn.

{Special to IV ID'S DAILY)
Hollywood,
Cal. — Ann
May
has
been engaged to play opposite Bert
in Lombardi
Ltd., being diPioneer will release "The Lady of Lytell rected
by Jack Conway.
the Dugout," the Al Jennings picture,
early in August.
"Sundown Trail" by J. G. Hawks
Salisburj-'s next starTaylor
Holmes'
next
will
be will beringMonroe
ing.
vehicle under direction Rollin
"Black Eyes." Charles Heran, direct- Sturgeon.
Allen Holubar has completed "The
Right to Happiness," starring Dorothy Phillips, for Universal.
Virginia Pearson appeared in person at the Empire in Port Henry
recently while on location in that
vicinity.
Alice Joyce has started work on
"The Winchester Woman," under
the direction of Wesley Ruggles.
Story was written by Charles Stokes
Wayne and picturized by Edwin Arthur Krows.

I

Good Times Ahead
Optimism as to the business
outlook is reported in the Federal Reserve Board's monthly
statement of conditions.

Hart's Next
William S. Hart has started wor

Mary MacLaren is next to be starred in "Auld Jeremiah" by Henry C.
Rowland, under direction of Tod
Browning. Waldemar Young is writing the scenario.

on his next picture, "John Petti
coats," written by C. Gardner Sulli
van, produced under the supervisioi
of Thomas H. Ince with Lamber
Hillyer directing.

Robert Warwick is busy with "In
Mizzoura" directed by Hugh Ford
for Paramount.
Eileen Percy is leading lady.

Adjusting Insurance
Reuben Samuels left last night fo
Cleveland where he will adjust th
insurance on the fire damage to thi
Select exchange. Samuels handle
much
of the insurance business in th L
industry.

Fay Tinchcr has signed contract
with Christie Film Co. to star in new
series of Western comedies. Her
first
_ rcw.production is entitled "Nan Mc-

Bruce Scenics
Sheldon Johnson has joined the
Educational announces that Rob
scenario department of Brentwood ert C. Bruce who left New York ii
Film.
April for a ten-months' trip in searcl
of new picture material, is now film
Everett C. Maxwell, magazine ing the picturesque coast of Britisll
contributor and art critic, will su- Columbia. This trip will consist o
Major Robert Warwick has been
pervise the production of his "Social pictures of travel by water rathe
.Adventures
Mrs. O'Grady" to be than landscape scenes as in forme
proclaimed winner of a monster pop- produced by of
Bulls Eye.
ularity contest in Santiago, Chile,
Bruce pictures.
"Great
anci
"Little
Buddy" will
appearDane"
as usua
conducted by "La Semana CinemaHatch with Select
tografica," a magazine published for
the benefit of "movie" fans of Chile.
General Manager Morris, of Select, announces the appointment of
JesterhaveSales
Jester Comedies
been sold by th
S. W. Hatch
Select's Hatch
Branch made
Ex- Territorial Sales Corp. to the Eltabra
ecutive in St.as Louis.
Film Co., of Charlotte. N. ('.. for NortfL
his entry into the moving picture and South Carolina : Virginia. MaryliiK
Uses R-34 as Means to Send Letter business several years ago in St. District of Columbia. Delaware, Georgi;
Florida, .\labauia and Tennessee: to thI
and Film to England
Louis, when he assumed charge of Peerless Film Exchange of San Francisci
for
Arizona., and Nevada; t
Joe Lee has just pulled a good he St. Louis Exchange of V. L. S. E. the California,
Film Exchange of Pitt>
one.
Afterwards, Hatch went to Detroit burghStandard
for West Virginia and Westen
En route to England on R-34. the and then to Chicago for Metro. Pennsylvania.
big dirigible, which left New York Subsequently he became affiliated
The Greater
Features,
Inc..thewith
he;i <'
quarters
in Seattle
controls
rights
about Wcdnesdaj' midnight was a with General.
Alaska. Washington, Oregon, Montaiu,
personal letter from Anita Stewart
and Idaho.
Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky have bee
to
Sir
William
Jury
of
the
Jury's
taken over by the Standard Film Servi'i
Imperial Pictures, Ltd., London,
Co. J. W. Lytle, of the Princess. S;,l
England, the exclusive agent for the
Antonio, is booking the Jesters in Texa-iJ«
{Continued from Page 1)
Stewart-Mayer-First National pro- Cent Rental and Increased Seat Oklahoma and Arkansas.
ductions in the United Kingdom, and Taxes.
one from Louis B. Mayer, president
Plans for organizing the fight were
of the Anita Stewart Productions.
Inc., to the exhibitors of the United perfected by Chairman Louis F.
Blumenthal, of the committee, after
Kingdom, together with a roll of conferences
film.
with President Alfred
Arrangements were made for this S. Black of the M. P. E. A., Inc.,
undertaking with Lieut. John D. both of whom took up the work
Shotter of the Royal Air Forces, immediately upon their return from
England, and chief engineer and of- the St. Louis convention. No similar campaign has ever been underjudge a man by his
ficer of the crew of the R-34. In
taken by a national organization of
clothes — but the
order to enable Lieut. Shotter to ac- exhibitors.
complish this achievement, he was
pubHc do judge a
The campaign will be directed
forced to discard certain equipment
from
the
New
York
oflices
of
the
which he is allowed to carry by the comiTiittee.
photo-play by its
government. The film is a single
Every Congressman and Senator
reel showing various scenes from the
posters — wherefo'T^
be placed on record as to what
different First National special pro- will
it
pays to use
position
he
will
take
on
the
proposed
ductions Anita Stewart appears in,
RITCHEY posters.
and it is believed that this is the first repeal of the taxes in question. To
shipment of motion picture film ever accomplish this important result
LITUO.
CORP.
sent via Air Route across the ocean. questionaires have been sent to each
Senator and Congressman asking
406 W. 3UI St., N.Y. Fhone CheUeo 8388
Upon the arrival of the R-34 in him not only to vote for the repeal
East Fortune, Scotland, Lieut. Shot- of Sections 800, 906 and 1,000 of the
ter will be granted 24 hours leave of
absence, and will leave at once an Revenue Bill of 1918 — which imposes
taxes — but placing him on record
the fastest train and deliver person- the
if he is determined not to vote for
ally to Sir William the package en- the repeal.
trusted in his care.

Ruth Roland has started work on
Shernll Closing Contracts
her first serial produced by her own
The 1 exas Cuinan t\\<> reel Westerns
and Mack .Swain ^^ln>^Ie reel comedies company for Pathe release. The title
have been sold by Frohman Amusement of the new serial is "The Adventures
Corp. to the First National Exchange of of Ruth" and is under the direction
Minneapolis for Minnesota and South
Dakota; the Strand Features of Detroit of William Parke. •
for Micliigan with Eltabran Film Corp.
for North Carolina, and with the Bee
Hive Exchange of Chicago for Illinois
and Indiana.
Gene Marcus of the Twentieth Century
Film Co.. controlling Westerns and
Comedies
'forStanley
Eastern Circuit
Pennsylvania
booked the
and I. has
E.
Chadwiek of the Merit Film Exchange
has booked the Fox, Moss and Loew
circuits.

Joe Lee Pulls One

Attack Tax

YOU

REThe STAGE WOMEN'S WAR
LIEF SERIES— released by Universal-Jewel— has more nationally
and internationally popular stage favorites in it than any photoplay
series ever produced. Number One
of this series is David Belasco in "A
STAR OVER NIGHT."

MAY
IVOT

RITCHEYv

sM^
- -^n "THE

THIRD

DEGREE"

Alice Joyce say^s : See

FRANK JOYCE
AT

HOTEL

JOYCE

Exceptional opportunity to live in
cool, light, artistically decorated
rooms at remarkably low summer
rentals. Overlooking Central Park.
Moderate price dining room.
Everything to make your stay
pleasant.
"FOURTEEN

FLOORS OF SUNLIGHT"

HOTEL

JOYCE

31 West 7l9t Street

New York City

HERBERT
E.
HANCOCK
Now directing

VIOLET MERSEREAU
TMJE BIG FEATURE
PICTURE
is in a class with t^e regular theatrical show and should be exploited as such. We make a lobby
ilisplay that individualizes the proiluction and lifts it out of the
picture RUT— "The Red Lantern"
and other productions on exhibition in our show rooms.
KBAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City
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Thin Story Held up by Wealth of Incident

Frank. Joyce sa^s : See

ALICE JOYCE

0
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Harry Carey in

"Ace of the Saddle"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Jack
Ford
AUTHOR
Frederick J. Jackson
SCENARIO BY
George Hively
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Mainly a series of incidents built
up to fit the star; a Western that will appeal
mostly to Carey's followers.
STORY
Much too thin and casual to hold up to
footage; story =action is very slow and con=
ventional.
DIRECTION
Puts zip and dash into hard^riding
sequences; sometimes handles players lacka=
dasically.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fine throughout
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
on interiors
CAMERA
WORK
Many
high=class
long shots;
also
good
work
shown
in photographing
speeding horses.
STAR
Up to the requirements of a role that
doesn't ask too much.
SUPPORT
Generally welUchosen as to type and
ability,
particularly
the
former;
PeggjPearce has little appeal; Joel Harris,
Duke
R. Lee and others adequate.
EXTERIORS
Scenic
investiture
is one of the
best features of the picture; much good West=
ern scenery filmed.
INTERIORS
Just the ordinary run of cabin and
saloon stuff.
DETAIL
Finer
points subordinated
to physical
action.
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Straight
serio=comic
Western meller in which the hero outwits the
willun.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,800 feet
BUILT up largely on incidont, "Ace of the Saddle"
is plainly a vehicle for Harry Carey. In the film
the star and the players surrounding- him register many
serio-comic points, and Innumerable times one is given
a chance to be in sympathy with the lead-character
and his sometimes more or less ludicrous predicaments.
There are (juite a number of moments, too, in which
meller points are scored.
The story is not what interests in this particular
(ilfering — it is the large amount of other factors that
liave been injected to cover the weal^ness of the story.

On the story score the picture drags very slowly, and
the plot substance is by far too thin to hold up to the
film's footage. Also it is a bit disconnected, casual
in its working out, and leaving the chief burden of entertainment on other factors.
But after things get fairly well started there is a
wealtli of fast physical action in the latter reels, and
the scenic investiture of the production is one of its
finer points. There are dozens of scenes in which the
camera has recorded scenic backgrounds of the sort
usually seen in railroad advertisements, and some of
the long shots in those sequences showing the pursuit
of one band of horsemen by another lead the viewer
over hilltops and through valleys of real beauty.
Chiefly the film relies for interest upon what Harry
Carey does. He is always the central figure on the
screen, and generally makes a successful plea for the
good liumor of the audience. This is especially true
of those passages showing his endeavors to find
whether the sheriff's daugliter loves liim by plucking
flowers, counting buttons, ahd counting about everything else in his "slie loves me, she loves me not" efforts. Also some fairly humorous stuff is put over by
Harry and one of his pals when they get considerably
"lead" up and start out in the Western town in search
of anything interesting. They find it. of course. Another point that scores is when Harry and his cowl)unchers move their house over the county line by
dragging it across the sand with their horses. Those
are but a few samples of tlie incident introduced.
On its serious side the film treats of cattle rustlers,
crooked sheriffs and deputies, poisoned water holes,
boundary lines, etc. There is some fairly good meller
stuff registered. And there is plenty of hard riding.
A large gang of real buckaroos were engaged by Director Ford, and he puts all the necessary zip and dash
into the pursuit sequences.
Also there is some "kid" interest introduced through
the medium of little Zoo Rae. the good sheriff's daughter, and her little boy friend, Howard Enstedt.
Harry Carey is seen as the cool and capable Western liero who becomes a man of jjeace when he meets
Peggy Pearce, the daughter of Duke R. Lee, the honest
sheriff of the adjoining county. There is a cattle feud
on between Carey's binich and the gang of rustlers
headed by Joel Harris and his followers. But in the
end Harry outwits the masked gang by cleverly making them drink the water of the well they poisoned.
This is sure to get a laugh. And later on Harry bebaby. comes sheriff and lives happily with Peggy and their
Included in the cast are .Tack Walters, Vesta Pegg
and William Cartright.

Harry Carey's Friends Should Like This Particularly
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Christie
Specials
are Features
— in 2 reels

Folks who like Harry Carey in even a fair degree
are going to like him a whole lot more after they have
seen "Ace of the Saddle." For the picture is one that
gives Carey's particular personality a full chance, to
register, and into the more serious meller stuff' of the
story has been injected a wealth of incident of the
sort that goes over well with a fan crowd.
But the picture is not one that is calculated to make
much of a hit before intelligent audiences, nor is it a
film that would draw transients to any great extent.
It is just good stuff' for followers of the star, and suited
best to cheaper program houses.

Ar-f

PAYING
For

CASH

NEGATIVES
Apply
Nathan Hirsh
729 7th Avenue
N. Y. City
Bryant
7224
.

Claire Whitney Signed
Edward Jose has signed Claire
Whitney to play the leading role in
his first independent production for
Film Specials, Inc. The title of the
play is "Mothers of Men" and Lumsden Hare will play opposite Miss
Whitney.

So it's up to you to go strongest on the star's name
in any advertising you might do. It might be a good
idea to obtain as many stills as possible for a lobby
display — especially those showing the scenic backgrounds seen in the picture. That sort of stuff in a
feature film sometimes is remembered by folks with
greater emphasis than any other end.
Do not tell your people much about the story, because there is nothing much new or unusual that you
could tell them in line with an honest advertising
policy. Just promise them a Western subject that contains as many amusing incidents as it does anything
else.

Pearl White's First
Pearl White's first Fox production willofbe Paul
"Tiger's
Cub," book
a picturization
Potters
and
play, and in which Madge Titheridge
appeared for two years in London.
Fox intends making a big production.

Fred Balshofer Married
Reports have reached the East
from the Coast that Fred Balshofer,
well known in the industry, was married recently in Salt Lake City to a
Mrs. Regal. The newflyweds are
now in Los Angeles.

Friday, July
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Exchange Strike Over
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — The trouble between the
exchanges and members of the Film
Exchange Shipping Clerks and
Helpers, has subsided, the men having returned to work in all exchanges except two. In these cases
the exchange managers issued orders
not to re-employ the men who quit
last Wednesday. The Shippers
gained nothing by their walkout, the
exchanges presenting too strong a
front for them, and the city police
force protected all exchanges.

New Exchanges

sM^
Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
Los Angeles. — The Dragon Room,
or Imperial throne room in the royal
palace of the Manchus at Pekin is
one of the big scenic settings of "The
Red Lantern." It was utilized by
Harry Leonhardt, of the California,
for a stage tableau. More than 100
lineal feet of scenery was used in a
reproduction of the room, with its
circular door ornamented with golden dragons. Girls in Chinese silks
appeared in a gorgeous tableau, representing the daughters of the Manchu court officials. There was a
special musical setting of oriental
airs.
At the New Grand Central in St.
Louis, the lobby display was striking, persenting an oriental grove
festooned with red lanterns and
wistaria.
W. V. Lamoreaux, of Chateau,
in Chicago, put over a big display
of the picture. Several weeks before the first showing Lamoreaux
began to make use of the lobby for
advance exploitation. It was transformed into a Chinese street. Quaint
houses with thatched and green tiled
roofs gave a distincty Oriental atmosphere. In the center of the
street stood the house of a Mandarin, and in the background a reproduction of a Chinese temple. Patrons
were called into the theater proper
with the sound of Chinese gongs;
the theater having been transformed
inside to represent the interior of
the temple. A huge figure of
Buddha, in jade, was a feature of
the stage decorations.
Sam Harding, manager of the
Liberty, Kansas City, also cashed in.
A feature of his lobby and house
display was in dressing the ten girl
ushers, besides the doormen, ticket
sellers and others in silken Chinese
garments. Stores co-operated in
the sale of the song, and ice cream
parlors advertised "The Red Lantern Frappe."

For Famous in Oklahoma and North
Carolina
A redistricting of much of the
Southern territory heretofore served
by four of the Famous Players-Lasky
branch offices, involves the establishing of two new exchanges, one at
Oklahoma City, Okla., and the other
at Charlotte, N. C, and will effect
the territory now served by the Kansas City, Dallas, Washington and
Atlanta exchanges.
The Oklahoma City exchange will
handle all of the State of Oklahoma
except the Southeastern counties of
Carter, Murray, Johnston, Pontotoc,
Pushmataha, McCurtain, Choctaw,
Bryan, Marshall and Love. All the
Northwestern portion of Arkansas
embracing the counties of Boone,
Newton, Pope, Conway, Perry, Yell,
Scott, Caroll, Madison, Johnson,
Logan, Sebastian, Franklin, Crawford, Washington and Benton, and
all the section known as the Pan
Handle of Texas. The Charlotte exchange will handle all of the State
of North Carolina.
All of that section of South Carolina which embraces the counties of
Georgetown, Wililamsburg, Clarendon, Calhoun, Lexington, Newberry,
Greenwood, Abbeyville, Anderson,
Oconee, Pickens, Greenville, York,
Chester, Sumter, Lancaster, Florence, Korry, Marlboro, Laurena,
Cherokee, Fairfield, Kershaw, Lee,
Spartanburg, Union, Richland, Chesterfield, Marion and Dillon.
The Northwestern counties of
Tennessee including Johnston, Sullivan, Carter, Union, Washington,
Hawkins, Greene, Hancock, Granger,
Hamblen, Cocke, Jefferson and Sevier.
To Take Charge of Famous Scenario
Work Abroad
All data regarding the new terriKanthe
in
segregated
tory is being
Eve Unsell, Famous Players-Lassas City, Dallas, Washington and Atky scenario writer, sails for England
lanta offices and will be transferred
next
week to take charge of the sceto the Oklahoma City and Charlotte
nario department of the newly orexchanges when they are opened.
ganized Famous Players-Lasky BritNo appointments have yet been
ish Producers, Ltd., whose intention
made for the new offices.
it is to produce the works of the
greatest Continental writers on the
actual locations specified by the authors. Miss Unsell will work in association with Robert A. MacAlarney, Scenario Editor of Famous,
who remains in America.
Among the first productions to be
made by Famous Players-Lasky
Coercive measures are today our British Producers, Ltd., will be
industries' largest stumbling stones. adaptations of stories and plays by
— N. M. Trafton, O-RowNay Cir- Henry Arthur Jones, Arthur Wing
cuit.
Pinero and other English dramatists.

Eve Unsell Sails

DAI1.V
Famous Exchai^iges

New Theaters

Binghamton, N. Y.— O. S. Hatha- For Canada to Be Operatetd on Independent Lines — Nathanson
way will erect a theater to be known
Interested
as the "Binghamton" at Washington
& State Sts., to cost $200,000. Cohen,
Famous Players will operate *-;.-~ir
Kornbilte and Gillen combine will own exchanges in Canada.
Just who will go to Canada to
erect
a new theater,
the "Strand"
to serve as manager has not been decost $250,000,
in Chenango
St., and
termined, but there is a likelihood
D. J. Body will erect a new theater
that one of the members of the sellon Henry St., to cost $225,000.
ing organization in the New York
office will take charge. HeadquarAlbany, N. Y. — A new Strand theters will be in Toronto, but exater is to be erected at 108-110 No.
changes will be established all over
Pearl St., by Henry Kramrath and
the Dominion, wherever other exassociates.
changes are located.
Nathanson of Regal Films will
Whitestone, N. Y.— J. M. Hertel
is to build on 15th St. between 7th have an interest in tlie exchanges.
and 8th Aves., $30,000.
Margaret Campbell has been
Weiser, Ida. — Frank Mortimer to signed by Metro to appear in support of Viola Dana in "Please Get
open Oregon Grail Park theater on
July
3.
Waterloo,
Minn. — • Deibold and
Ford interest building $100,000 theater to seat 1800.

PUBLICITY
Married."

MAN

Original — Prolific

Sioux Falls, S. D. — The new Liberty open.
Ericksonville,
be built here.

Minn. — Theater

to

EXPERIENCED
Trade
— Press
—
P'eatureP,ii)erArticlesor part time work.
Address
Box S

Sheets — whole
News
desire

I., c/o

TITI^BS

Lewiston, Minn. — Peter Kertzman
purchased Grand from Jake PfalzPortsmouth, O. — Theater will be
erected on site of Gilgen, Balmert
graf.
and Hatton properties. Seating capacity 600.

Barrymore's
Jack Barrymore

! REFINED
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BRYANT
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Contract

wired his representative M. L. Giffen yesterday:
"Know absolutely nothing about any

This was in response to a wire
contract."
from
Giffen relative to the report in
circulation, and published several
days ago, that Barrymore would be
with Fox, leaving Famous
Players.
Giffen said yesterday that Barrymore had made but two of the eight
pictures which he had contracted
for Famous.
of — Not Pauline — But
Delavan
Fred Delavan, Gaumont camera
man, is planning working in a serial. Not as a cameraman but as a
star. Thinks he is qualified since his
experience at Toledo.
Pell Mitchell, Gaumont news editor, sent Delavan to Toledo to get
fight pictures. Delavan secured a
"sausage" captive balloon and went
up 350 feet to get his pictures. When
he signalled to be lowered the man
operating the engine controlling the
"sausage" balloon misunderstood
and sent the balloon up 700 feet.
Finally Delavan managed to be lowered but just as the balloon was
reaching the ground the cable snapped and the balloon soared to a
height of about 10,000 feet. When
over Lake Erie about five miles from
shore a landing was effected in the
lake. Delavan almost lost his life.
He did lose all his pictures and camera outfit, valued at about $1,500.
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Selznick Studio

4,270 Seats on Floor
Tom

On Big Plot in Long Island City —
Work Starts Soon
It is understood that Lewis J.
Selznick has secured a plot of
ground 200 x 600 in Long Island City
where a monster studio will be
built. The site is bounded by Van
Alst and Ely Aves., Queens Boulevard and Moore St.
Work on the actual building will
l)e started in the near future, as soon
as preparatory
work is completed.

"Fit to Win" Fight

May Continue — National Association
Happy Over Decision
The decision of the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals that "Fit to Win"
cannot be shown in New York City
has made the Censorship Committee
of the National Association happy.
But the owners of the picture were
busy with their attorneys yesterday
working on the case, and while no
definite action is understood
to be
planned, the fact that the decision
gives the plaintiq the right to amend
the bill of complaint is said to offer
them a loophole which may be used.
On top of the troubles of the Public Health Film folk with this de- We are known and loved by millions of newspaper readers throughout
cision is the action of Asst. District
the United States.
The cartoons you have laughed at every night
Attorney
Talley who, after an in- iare now being enacted into a series of two reel comedies.
vestigrtion
in which
the picture
At the Strand, week of July 13th.
HALL ROOM BOYS,
gures, is talking of turning over his
vidence to the Federal authorities
Percy & Ferdie
'
*Advt.
or action.
The infant son of Charlie Chaplin
ind Mildred Harris Chaplin died
Thursday.
He lived only three days.
No. 143

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
■pDITORIALLY
Daily
"^
sets a national Wid's
standard in
its appeal to the live, alert, redblooded and responsible people
of filmland. It is to this that
is.^.^xibed much of its power
and influence for aggressive
and progressive work — It has
pioneered many an apparently
hopeless movement and lived
to see it blossom forth in stern
re^irty — Its enemies are sometimes vitriolic — its friends
doubly enthusiastic — but, ALL
read it— We make the positive
statement that advertising in
Wid's Daily will pull results —
a TEST will TELL.

Blackwell to Start

Another Combine

Mitchell
Lewis, Anna
Q. Nillson,
Seena Owen and Niles Welch in
New Organization
-•Another merger is on.
A new organization will consist of
Mitchell Lewis, Anna Q. Nillson, recently seen in "Auction of Souls";
Seena Owen, one of D. W. Griffith's
Alice Joyce returned yesterday discoveries and the first leading woman for Douglas Fairbanks, and
from New England where she has
been at work on "The Winchester Niles Welch, prominent as a leading
Woman," and was reported as seri- juvenile.
Each of the stars will head his and
ously ill. When sTle will be able to
resume work was said to be very her own company, with individual directors. The four concerns were reuncertain.
cently incorporated, in Delaware, as
noted. Directors have not been anCohen Sails
rounced, nor releasing plans.
Harry J. Cohen, newly appointed
manager or the foreign department
Competition
of Metro, has obtained passports and
Provincial Cinematograph Corp. of
booked passage for himself and Mrs.
Cohen on the Baltic, sailing today London in which Jury, Ltd., is interested, is being reorganized with a
for Liverpool. Cohen is making the
trip to join Richard A. Rowland, capital of $5,000,000 and will probably be a competitor for Famous
Metro president, and Count di Cippico, who are making a survey of tlie Flayers in the building of picture
tJ eaters in Great Britain.
motion picture field in Europe.
ffiv IVire to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood,
Cal. — Carlyle
Blackwell will start work shortly on the
Coast, making his own productions.
Charles Swickard will direct.

Alice Joyce 111

Moore's Parkway in Washington to be of Unusual Size and

Appointments
Tom Moore,
whose eighth house
will soon be completed — the Parkway— says it will be one of the
most unusual in this part of the
country. Moore is now in New York
looking over houses for ideas.
All of the 4,270 seats will be upon one floor. The stage will be 130
by 5 feet, one of the largest in the
country, and, according to Moore,
will be used to produce unusual effects of presentation with the big
features. There will be 49,500 feet
of floor space in the structure, and
Moore says he can put the Strand,
Rialto and Rivoli in it without any
trouble at all. The housie will be
opened Nov. 15, and will have an orchestra of 22 pieces.
"Never again a house with seats
anywhere but on one floor," said
Moore. "It's the only way to build."
At one time Moore owned 21
houses — many of them small — in
Washington, but he has disposed of
all of them but six, and two new
houses are now being completed.
build."

Booking Henry
Orpheum Theater,
Bar Harbor, Me.
Gentlemen:
Being a regular subscriber to
your paper, if it is not asking
you to go to too much trouble,
can you get me the following
information:
I saw an advertisement in
last week's trade papers that
the Goldwyn Company has a
new star, Henry Ford. Can
you please tell me of the previous picture company he has
been working with, also if they
are selling him in individual
pictures or series, as he will be
a new star to my patrons and
unless I can get a series booking, I don'tmaking
want tohimspend
lots
of money
popular
for my patrons, and then have
my
offer ^^
more
money competitor^^getting ;f'^m.
Hoping thii- (tjll not be too
much trouble
'\ you, I am
Very ti^iilj voV

tt>.-«e^
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"The Trap" Not "The Brat"
In the statement sent out by Universal during the wev-'k it was stated
that Olive Tell would be the leading
woman in the picture titled "The
Brat." This is an error as far as the
title is concerned. The correct title
will be "The Trap."

Education

by Films

Montagu
Love
is at work
for Value of Pictures Being Appreciated
By National Organization
World on "The Mark of the Beast."
An enthusiastic report has been reDouglas
Gerrard has been added
ceived from O. G. Cocks, Advisory
to Universal's directorial staiT.
Secretary of the National Board of
Frank Crane started work Monday Review, who is chairman of a special
with June Elvidge in "His Father's committee appointed by President
Strayer of the National Education
Fox has purchased the screen Asso. to give a series of demonstrations before the convention now beWife."to "If I Were King" for Willrights
ing held in Milwaukee with a view
iam Farnum.
-1 showing the value of motion pictures in visual education.
Harry Mann, who was with UniAlready the general educational
versal six years, has taken Billy
subjects of nature study, science,
West's place with Bulls Eye.
geography and agriculture have been
Three special animal pictures of covered with appropriate films. A
Universal are to be given pre-release special edition of "The Tale of Two
showings at the Rialto within the Cities," by Fox has been shipped to
next two months.
Cocks, to demonstrate the adaptation of cassic literature to motion
World will produce "Forest Ri- picture form.
The program includes also pictures
vals" starring Dorothy Green and
Arthur Ashley. The story is by of physiology, civics, manual trainChales Forsythc, and Harry O. Hoyt
ing and patriotic subjects.
is directing.
The other members of the comittee acting with Mr. Cocks are:
Lloyd Willis will shortly release Alfred W. Abrams, Albany, chief of
the visual instruction division of the
his production
Greater onSinner,"
starring
James "The
K. Kackett,
a state New York State University; Wilrights basis.
liam B. Dudley, Madison, Wis., chief
of the visual instruction extension
William A. Brady will leave for division. University of Wisconsin;
France in September where he will Don Carlos Ellis, Washington, in
make six pictures with American charge of motion picture activities,
stars
in conjunction with Film D'Art Department of Agriculture; C. H.
of
Paris.
Moore, Washington, specialist in
Roljcrt Warwick has completed film production, visual instruction
section, Department of the Interior;
work on "In Mizzoura" for Famous Charles Roach, Ames, Iowa, visual
and will start production on "Captain instruction service, Iowa State ColDieppe"
under the direction of James
Cruze.
Arts. lege of Agriculture and Mechanical

Animated Heralds
■ Famous Players-Lasky plan to distribute animated heralds on each feawill be availture production which
able at a nominal rental to be booked
in the same manner as the features.
idea placed
The herald is a "teaser"
on the screen but it is planned to
Virginia Hammond, for many
New Equipment Concern
produce the heralds so carefully that years leading woman for E. H.
Sothern, has Ijeen engaged by World
they will be real entertainment.
Billings, Mont. — The Western
to support Montague Love in "The Theater Equipment Company has
Mark of the Beast" which is being been incorporated with B. F. Sheardirected liy Frank Reicher.
er, president and manager, and E. C.
O'Keefe, secretary-treasurer, for sellEric Dalton, son of Charles Daling motion picture equipment of all
ton of "The Sign of the Cross" fame, kinds through Montana, Idaho and
has been signed by World Film to Northern Wyoming. A full stock of
appear
in "TheGreeley
Oakdale
Affair"andin Powers and Simplex machines, as
which Evelyn
is starred
well as other equipment and supwhich Oscar Apfel is directing. The
plies are carried in the Billings store,
story was written by Edgar Rice so that shipments may be made diinstead of having the goods sent
Burroughs who wrote "Tarzan of the from rect,
the factory.
Apes."

Linder Again in Pictures
Henri Diamant Bergcr, publisher
of Lc Film and other French picture
trade journals, will soon present Max
Linder in "The Little Cafe."
Reis Out of Rialto
Charles
Reis, for the past year
manager of the Rialto, has resigned
and it is understood
he will have
charge of the house employes at the |=
Capitol, and the front of the house.
Vale Leaves Fox
Travers Vale, recently directing
for Fox, has been released from his
contract with that company.
Discuss
Sunday
Closing
Chicago. — The Allied Amusement
Asso. held an important meeting recently at which the Sunday closing
agitation, increased theater licenses,
and means
of raising
funds to continue the work
were discussed.
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A perfect treat — Monroe Salisbury
as the lovable wop cow-punch in
"THE SLEEPING LION." He's
nill the Mansfield of the Screen.

it?Two million for publicity in nine
months — Guess who's gonna spend
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a photo-play advertised with pre-eminently powerful
posters is prede^^g.tined for financial
success.
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Mctures of Clemenceau,
L,loyd
• Indian
Delegation,
Sonnino,
ski and Woodrow Wilson.

George,
Pader-

today
Don't fail to see the magnificent
lobby
display
of paintings
at the
BROADWAY THEATRE in the
Mack

Sennett's
Bathing
Made by

KASSELL STUDIOS,
220 W. 42nd Street,

Girls,
INC.,
New Yorli

NEGATIVES WANTED

DAIUV

Stuff Interesting
"Movie"
Loose in Ends to Makeovercome
Many Frederick
Too Pauline
by two lovers and. after having

PatkeNe^vs

N<». 57
MOI^INK, II>I>. — The fastest craft in
e country compete at the Mississippi
illev Power Boat Kecatta.
WINNIPECi, CANADA. — Scenes of the
g general strilie which for six weeks
reatened to paralyze the labor situation
many
Canadian
cities.
NEW
YORK
CITY.— The NC-4, the fai»us plane wliicli flew across tlie Atlan', is now
on e,xliil)ition.
FOINVII^LK - I.E - PONT,
FRANCE. —
■neral Pershins
and President
Poincare
tend the openinK of the stadium,
prented to France by the Y. M. C. A. and
e .\merican
.\rmy.
ClylFDEN,
IRELAND. — First pictures
the plane used by Alcock and Drown,
lo were wrecked b.y landing in Irish
irshes at the end of their great translantic trip.
WESC.AEERO RESERVATION.— In the
art of the Sacramento Mountains, Inin warriors and squaws .join hands in
bal dances which open a big festival.
ttlNEOLA, NEW
YORK.— Mammoth
•ship, R-34, is swept from her moorings
the expansion of gas In the bag causes
f craft to tear awa.v from her anchore.
The R-34 leaves Mineola
at midnight
her return flight to Scotlana.
I'ERS.AIELES, FRANCE. — First pic•es showing the Allied peace delegates
riving in Versailles to sign the momenis document which officially ends tba

"The Frar Woman"
Cjoldwjn

DIRECTOR
John A. Barrv
AUTHOR
Izola Forrester
CAMERA.'VIAN
Edward
Sheller
AS A WHOLE
Just "movie" stuff of no great
appeal; doesn't hold to any one line and is
inconsistent in many respects; quite draggy
in spots.
STORY
Superficial and exaggerated plot permit=
ting of little forceful characterization; starts
out to prove that fear of inheriting fondness
for drink is superstition, and gets nowhere.
DIRECTION
Sometimes a bit labored in forcing
a point; keeps star in foreground throughout.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
A bit harsh at times; lighting on
star sometimes clashes with make=up.
CAMERA
WORK
Studied
angles occasionally
used with good result.
STAR
Her emotional self in a role that does not
giver her over=much chance.
SUPPORT
Milton Sills suitable as principal of
group that includes Beverly Travers, Walter
Hiers, Emmett King and others.
EXTERIORS
Some very prett> shots around
fashionable estate.
INTERIORS
First rate
DETAIL
The regular thing in maintaining high=
class atmosphere.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Mixture of heavy and
light
either stuff
way.that doesn't cause much of a ripple
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

4,600

feet

Ql ITJO ;i hit of ••movie" territory is covered by •'The
Fear WoniiUi." but the picture never reaches the
ixiiiit it starts out for. and takes many useless and iucousisteut side trips before the ti\e reels have l)eeii
tuiwouud. Aiul after tlie picture ends the (piestion
arises: "Well, what's it all for""^ TIr^ impression left
is very flat — virtually nil. in fact — because the tilm
does not tell an.y couuected story, nor does it act as
the medium of presentiiifi: iuiy forceful or sympathetic
characterization. It is •'just a picttire," luniug a v(M-y
small amount of interest and practically no justification.
It looks as if the author had struggled
for some
i>lement that would act as an obstacle that must be

The pa.ssages leading up to this point are convincing and (piite telling in their presentation. It is seriously treated drama and gets over very well. But from
then on the picture begins to ramble. It rambles
into some eternal triangle stuff when Pauline visits
married friends — Beverly Travers and Harry S. Northrup — giving her a chance to sacrifice her reputation
to save that of the wife, her friend. Then it shifts
to •'other places." where Pauline seeks solace. She
evidi'utly finds it at a fashionable hotel in the fat
lierson of a yovuig, new-rich son of a plebeian inrtther —
AViilter Iliers. She pliiys with him until his mother,
Lydin Yeamans Titus, calls in a lawyer to break up
the affair.
The lawyer, of course, is Sills.
At a part.v following P;inline's winning of the tennis
troi)hy, Iliers announces that he and Pauline are engaged. Pauline apparently is very much piffed. To
break tilings up Hiers' mother has the husband of
Pauline's woman friend acctlse her of wrongdoing.
Naturally Sills jumps up and throttles him. The guests
flee and Sills finds that I'auline was just feigning
drunkenness to prove Sills' lo\e. Why Pauline has
cause to doubt Sills' love is not known to the viewer,
because all through the film things were the other
way
around. However, they embrace in the final
close-up.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You will have to lean almost entirely on the pulling
power of I'auline Frederick's name to get patrons to
come and see this one. It is not a very good vehicle
for her. and doesn't give her much chance to do any
great characterization. With a rabid fan crowd the
liicture might get by in good order, but with a discriminating audience it is not destined to make an.y
great hit.
Caukauna, Wis. — Work has alThe title is very good from the box-ottice standpoint,
.dy started on a new lobby and
l)ut
the picture's subject matter does not hold up
lopy for the Vaudette.
entirely to that title.
The offering is of the sort that come once in a while
Jryan, lex. — W. R. Fairman is in a star series — pictures that could not stand up l).v
cting a new theater. It will seat themselves, but which draw to a certain extent because
' persons and cost $40,000.
of the popularity of the star.
Solely on its merits as

New Theaters

an Antonio, Tex. — William Lytic
prepared to break ground for his
V rnillion-dollar theater. The
tie interests own the EmpS'i^e,
ncess and the Royal theaters, San
tonio.

found tlie
obstacle", just forgot about it and proceeded to ring in
a lot of other stuff in the reels that intervene between
the separating of the lovers and their reconciliation at
the end of the fifth and final reel.
And the element chosen to be the ol)stacle is the
girl's fear that any possible children of hers would
inherit
a fondness
for to
li(pior.
to the ofjuncture
at
which the
girl refuses
marry T'])
because
that fear.
Ilie picture is consistent, but from then on It shoots
Early corners and does about everything else that
ai'ound
keeps it from the main trend.
I'atiline in the picture a strong love interest is developed
between
Piiuline Fre(leri(dc and Milton Sills.
I'hnmett is the daughter of an aged and wealth.v man.
King, whose big weakness is drink.
During
the engagement is
the cour rse of a dinner at which
announced Kiiif rets drunk and. after the guests have
('."parted, falls down
stairs and kills himself.
Later
on Pauline Hnds a note written by her father, in which
lie warns her tlnit four generiitions of his family have
inherited a fondness for liijuor, and tlnit her cliildren
nia.v interit the trait. Kut lo\-e overcomes her fear at
this time. I'auline, however, shrinks from marriage
on
ring.the afternotni set for the wedding, when she sees
a drunken woman. She gives Sills his engagement

Pauline Frederick's Name Will Have to Garry This One

t>ingl<' reel ('(inieilies ;nicl tiveI'fel sul).iec-ts (11- lonjier, eitlier
World rights, foreign or American
iriglits.
Transactions .strictly ca.sh.
(Answer, Box C. B. care of Wld's.

ilectra, Tex.— R. G. Sykes
will
n:ks. tl^^ Grand
theater in a few

Saturday, July 12, 1919

Young Buffalo at Work
Grapfihn Motion I'icturc Corp. are
at work on the first two reel western
picture starring Young Buffalo and
directed l)y George Ridgwell; story
and scenario by William Addison
Lathrop.
/

motion picture entertainment, the film is not much.
Of course. Patiline Frederick has a big following, and
her presence in the film is its best feature. It might
also be well to let folks know that Milton Sills is in
the cast. He is quite well known to many of the
regulars.
If this one comes to ,vou t)n a contract basis you
can do some fairly timel.v advertising. Inasmuch as
the "fear woman'" is supjiosed to be such because of
her fear that her children might inherit the drink
habit, you can tie that end up with the present prohil)ition arguments. However, you can't go too
strongly on that end in line with an honest advertising policy. Better just concentrate on the star and
title.

This two reel feature will be the
initial release of a series of 26 western subjects to be produced starring
Young Buffalo and directed by
George Ridgwell. The lousiness affairs of the company will be handled
by L. A. McLean and the- method of
diiitribution will be announced later.

Secure Mirror Studio
American Cinema lias taken for a
long term, lease on the Mirror Studio, at Glendalc, L. I.
Work lias been begini on their second picture with Louise Huf? as star
and George Archainbaud, director.

Saturday, July 12, 1919

KINOGRAMS
ISKITISH
BI.I.MP SAII.tS HOMK.— 11-34
starts on loim return journey t» Seotland from Koosevelt Field, Mineolu. Takes
on !;as and supplies.
I. S. S. IDAHO TAKES BKAZII/S
CHIEF HOME— President Vessoa is
finest of American navy on return trip
to South
America — scenes
on l)oard.
CAI.IFOUMA (iREETS CZECH HEKOES. — Eleven hundred veterans, who
fouK'ht with Kussian army bef4»re Czar's
downfall, visit V. S.
SEN. .lOHNSON STAKTS AJsTI-T.EAGL'E FIGHT. — California leader addresses
bis crowd on the League of Nations at
Faneuil Hall, Boston.
10,000 SIN(; FOR BRITISH ROYALTY.
— KinK and< Queen of England, Prince of
Wales, and American .\mbassador attend
Empire Day ceremony in Eondon.
TRAIN OFFICERS FOR RESERVE
CORPS. — Scenes like the days of old reenacted at "Summer West Point" at Camp
Devens, Massachusetts.
ENTERTAINS TEN THOUSAND KIDS.
— "Incle Mose" Eowenstein, Godfather of
the (ihetto, is host to youngsters at annual party at Eos Angeles, Cal.
.\EROPE.\NE ROUGH RIDING— Chicago air taxi drivers entertain customers
by performing stunts on wings of speeding plane.
STRIKE B E O C K S CEEVEE.4ND
TR.\FFIC. — City's bus lines do a record
breaking business on first day of tie-up
and so do the shoe repair shops.
SE.ARCHEIGHT GUARDS THE BORDER.— Night eye of the army scans dusty
wastes for Yillista bandit raiding parties.
THE SIMPLE LIFE OF THE .\C.4DIANS. — A camera vacation ramble in
the quaint by-ways of a French Canadian
settlement, Monteghan, Nova Scotia.

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Exhibitors Mutual

is playing up
the advertising possibilities of "Better Times." Every branch manager
has inaugurated his campaign on
"Better Times." They have arranged
with confectioners in every territory
to introduce a "Better Times" line
and "Better Times" sodas
of candy
sundaes.
and
R. S. Ballyntine, of the Muse found
the merchants of Omaha ready to
join him in a big advertising campagn before and during the run of
the picture simply on the strength
of the fact that the times require
an optimistic viewpoint from everybody. •
Coupling up the signing of peace
with the showing of "Better Times"
it is urged that showmen might profit by using advertising material bearing the line: "Peace is here. Better
Times
Coming."

S-L is producing a rather unique
electrical lobby piece for exploitaDISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
tion of "Virtuous Men."
PICTURES
Measuring eleven by fourteen
inches, the frame is illuminated
from within by incandescents, a
cord and a plug which can be attached to any light socket.
The glass front bears scenes from
(S fecial to WW'S DAILY)
the play and the portrait of the star,
Albany, N. Y. — The Bray Pictures
and by a clever device blends the
Corp. of New York City, incorpor- whole into a composite likeness or
ated. Capital, $1,500,000, and has
been formed for the purpose of pro- permits of their being observed
singly according to the angle from
ducing, dealing in and exploiting motion picture films of all kinds. The which the surface is regarded.
Though made up with the lobby
principal stockholders are: George J.
Johnstone, Passaic, N. J.; Joseph M. in mind as the place for exhibition,
Sullivan, Marion E. O'Brien, Edith it will probably prove a greater attraction if set up in store windows
Longfellow, Emma A. Bense, Rose
M. Cass, and Elizabeth Moesch of some distance from the theater.
The lighting feature is a point of
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Brady is the pioneer animated especial importance. It widens the
cartoonist in the field, and heretofore appeal because of its trick nature.
has been on the Paramount program. The device itself will attract and
He will produce independently, and hold the interest of the passer-by,
release plans will be announced while the pictures and reading matshortly.
ter contained will imprint themselves
upon the memory.
Other motion picture corporations
granted charters: Hermes AmuseOklahoma City. — Hunsley and
ment Co., New York City. Capital,
Leffert
remodeling old post office in$3,000. Directors: Walter Brown,
to picture house, to seat 500.
William Bell and Fred Retig, 220 W.
38th St., New York City.

Bray's New Concern

Life-Grams, Inc., New York City.
Capital, $5,000. Directors: James S.
Gillispic, Alexander Yokel and Jos.
Traniutolo, 16 East 43rd St., New
York City.
Albany, N. Y. — Schenectady Strand
Theater, Inc., Schenectady, $400,000;
M. Fairchild, T. Canniff W. Coombs,
Syracuse.

DAIL.Y
House Changes
East Troy, Wis. — L. Smith has
purchased the Grand from L. Churchill.

Coast BrevitieD
(liy IFire to fVID'S DAILY)
Hollywood,
Cal. — "The
Right
to
Happiness,"
Dorothy
Philipps,- new
est
production,
has
now
received
the
final cutting.

Oshkosh, Wis. — Charles Stewart
and Tom Norman, owner of Rex, at
Racine have purchased the Palace.
Lloyd Ingraham will direct the
Winnipeg. — Walter Kellett will
English actress, Peggy May, in her
shortly give up the King's theater, first feature.
St. James, and lease the Star.
Mendota, 111. — E. J. Gegenhardt
"Non-Skid Love" is the newest
has rented the Palace and will reLyons-Moran comedy in process of
open it as a motion picture house.
Fort Dodge, la. — J. B. Julius, has production at the Universal studios.
sold Majestic to Lawrence Pierge
Wallace Worsley,has been selected
and P. J. Schultz.
by
Jesse D. Hampton to direct
West Pittston, Pa. — Geo. P. Stroh tract.
Blanche Sweet under her new con
secures option on Strand.
Bristol, Conn. — H. A. Flagg leases
Palace.
Mary Anderson is preparing foi
Fort Worth, Tex. — Majestic to
her second starring vehicle with the
spend $5,000 on repairs.
Super-Art Co. and will be directed
Augusta, Ga. — L. O. Dressel in by Wayne Mack. The title of th<
control of Thomson Moving Pic- story has not yet been announced.
ture Theater.
Worcester, Mass. — Gem reopened.
Dayton, Ohio. — Clarence Crouse
leased Star.
Westerly, R. I.— A. C. Holdsworth
buys Princess from Chas. H. Cowen,
Winnebago, Minn. — Princess being enlarged and improved.
Burke, S. D. — Peterson and Hofifman, new proprietors, of picture
theater here.
Black

Regrets
New
Attitude

"Common Property" with Roben
Anderson and Colleen Moore as th<
featured players has been launcher
Ijy Director Paul Powell. The storj
was written by Elliott J. Clawson.
Norman

Dawn

who

directed thi

two reel Western "Two Men of Tin
ted Butte" is producing a two reele
"The Eternal Triangle." This is s
novelty in that it has dogs as th
only actors.

Yorkers

In an open letter Alfred S. Black,
president of the M. P. E. A., says:
"It is a source of deep regret to
me that the Executive Committee
of the Motion Picture Exhibitors
League of the State of New York
has decided not to accept the will of
the majority at the St. Louis Convention, but in an open letter emphasizing their own accomplishments and
defending the attitude of their representatives atSt. Louis attack the
personnel of our National Organization, the M. P. E. A. We have had
so many controversies in the ranks
of the exhibitors of this country

OPEN

YOUR

EYES

Warner's new production will have
its initial opening on Broadway at
the Central
Theatre.
The
lobby
display
which
we
made
is an
exact
duplicate
now
showing
at
the Shubert in Boston it will
"Open
your Eyes"
KRATJS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

COMPLETE

LINE

OF

Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE

National
and
Speer
Carbons
caused by the adoption of a "rule or
ruin" policy, that I was in hopes the
MAZDA
LAMPS
Convention this year at St. Louis
would be one in which the serious
CHARLES
F. CAMPBELL, Inc
problems confronting the exhibitors AL. HENDRICKSON 1/1 W 'llcf <if NY
of the United States would have precedence over the ambitions of any
*^ ¥¥ .OiSl Ol.,l^. I
Charge d'Affairs
one or several men
* * *
"Most of the differences in the
previous Exhibitors Conventions has
been caused by New York State, in
REFINED LETTERING j
connection with one or two other
APPROPRIATE
ILLUSTRATING i
of the larger states, playing politics,
pure and simple, with much trouble
i45\k^45aSTi
V i
resultant therefrom."

ERNEST STEJ^ J
PHONE BRYANT

"A

showman is not made overnight. It is a business that requires study, foresight and a keen
insight into human nature to make
good, and to maintain a reputation
Albert Grey Injured
once made. It is up to the exhibitor,
Albert W. Grey of the Griffith if he would be successful and remain
ofificcs was injured when the wind- so, to find out what the people want
shield of his automobile fell on his and give it to them. He should
forearm. His right arm is in a sling, even be able to anticipate their
but he still merrily counts receipts wants." — Wm. A. Caliban, Regerson
from the Cohan theater.
Corp., Rochester, N. Y.

First

Goldwyn

Fall

B973.

-

Releases

Goldwyn's first releases for the
coming season: "The Girl from Outside"— Rex Beach; "Lord and Lady
Algy"_Tom Moore; "The World
and Its Woman" — Gcraldine Farrar;
"'Almost a Hus1)and" — Will Rogers;
"Strictly Confidential" — Madge Kennedy; "The Cup of Fury" — Rupert
Normand.
Hughes; "Empty Paradise"— Mabel

THE
Uast

BEST PICTUR£

tu make
money
littvf? a perfect
developed
negative

REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

tut* developed
HarryandKeeper's
negatlves.
Ask him
thea phone
I reniont
1995 for full particulars.
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VALLEY OF
THE GIANTS
A Paramount -Artcraft Picture

A GIANT among photoplays —
this. A giant in dramatic power, in wonder of production,
in superb acting and in moneymaking possibilities for you.
Have you seen it?
You can view it at your exchange and arrange a booking.
It's worth your going to extra
effort for — right now!
Scenario by Marion Fairfax
By Peter B. Kyne
Directed by James Cruze
si FAMOUS

^mL
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REALART

PICTURES

Stand for the ultimate in photoplay excellence. Its stars have a record
of great achievements; with promise of still greater, because all are
equipped with the three cardinal requisites — youth, beauty and talent.
Backed by vehicles of surpassing excellence with
super direction, production and exploitation, the
combination is invincible.
Here are three great
young stars:

MARY MILES MINTER,
the vivacious and sparkling golden-haired little interpreter of American
Girlhood. Her bubbling spirit and joyous personality have, through
the medium of pictures, been carried into most of the homes of
this broad land and her enchanting stvle is a model for many devoted
millions of her girl compatriots.

ALICE

BRADY. .....

mistress of screen art — whose sure grasp on the photoplay
public has been immeasurably heightened by her recent
unparalleled

run

in

the

slashing

Broadway

stage

success,

"Sinners."
Her tremendous following,
in all sections of the country
will
:t instantly to the great Realart
productions,
work
on
has already begun.

which

CONSmNCE BINNEY,

a young comer
who has already "arrived." Her splendid screen work opposite John
Barrymore in "The Test of Honor" has been a revelation of photodramatic
power. Her Realart de luxe offerings will be further augmented by the
tremendous prestige of her wonderful success in "39 East" which is now
breaking all New York hot weather attendance records.

^^^^ I HE FIELD covered by Realart Pictures is as broad as the
'^'V^ universal demand for good photoplays. Realart will offer
'**' ^' an open market to all who have distribution rights to place
for the world for unusual screen features.
To this end negotiations are invited.
Recognizing
the Exhibitors
as the accredited
to give

representatives of millions of patrons of picture theatres, it will be the aim of the organization
one a square deal and to his local clientele the very top-notch of picture excellence.

REALART

PICTURES CORPORATIOM

ARTHUR

S.KANE

110-12-14 West 42nd St.

President

New York City

^.
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J. A. Quinn to
return east to
dollar Motion
ative Asso. of

Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Inc.
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Dally at 71-73 West
WID'S FILMS AND

44th St., New
FILM FOLKS,

York,
INC.
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by

John C. Flinn only member of N. A. M. P. I. to
attend Methodist Centenary.
Warning
from
Fire
Commissioner
Drennan
against carrying Wed
filmnes
carelessly
in
street
cars.
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F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Lynde Denig,
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Entered

sell Rialto in Los Angeles and
devote entire time to new million
Picture and Theatrical Cooperesday Inc.
the Tu
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Fox announces activities for coming'- season.
Jos. L. Plunkett leaves Strand and viU have important place in Famous Players.
Equity Picture Corp. to release Clara Kimball
Thursday
Young productions.
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Jack Eaton of Town and Country Films, to be
new manager, Strand, New York.
Marcus Loew's Cleveland plans call for $8,000,000capital.
Capitol theater manager not yet decided. C. G.
Stewart of Octagon refuses appointment.
Film Building to be erected in Indianapolis.
Fox to enter competitive field for theaters and
circuits.
Asst. Dist. Atty. A. J. Tally to present to Federal
authorities evidence relative to activities of certain individuals who benefitted financially
through sale of Government films.
Arrest film thieves in Chicago.
Screen 136 feet high Frby
iday146 feet wide used at
Methodist Centenary in Columbus. — Largest in
world.
Sol Lesser and Sennett Bathing Girls arrested at
Coney Island.
Hobart Bosworth signs contract to star in Ince
productions.
New exchanges
for Famous
North Carolina.

in Oklahoma

and

Jack Barrymore denies he has signed contract
with Fox.
Famous Players exchanges for Canada to be operlines.
ated on independent
Saturday
City.
Selznick

to build

big studio

in

Long

Island

Circuit
Court City.
of Appeals bars "Fit to Win" from
New York
Tom
Moore's
Parkway,
Washington,
4,270 seats on one floor.

IS AN INDEX

IN THIS ISSUE

to

have

PICTURES

and SOAP

By Carl Laemmle, President
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

" I NEVER knew of a time
1 I in the history of the
picture industry when
the air was so full of schemes
intended to induce the exhibitor to book this or that
brand of pictures.

^IIIIIIMIIIIIIllllKIIIIIli?

Practically every form of inducement is offered, except the pictures
themselves. They seem to be the
last consideration.

If the Universal (which
has shown a greater improvement in quality than any
Other concern) is making the
class of pictures you want,
book them and pay for them.
Don't let someone induce
you to book something else
because he offers to do your advertising free of charge, or because he
promises to wrap your film up with
pink ribbons.

It reminds me of the old scheme of buying a certain kind of soap just to get the
wrappers; and after you'd saved about a
million wrappers you would exchange them
for a baby rattle with blue ribbon or something of that sort. It didn't seem to make
any difiference how good or how rotten the
soap was, the cry was "Save the wrappers."
Then along came a company that made
a good soap. So good that it did not have
to put a premium on it. And instead of
crying "Save the wrappers," it advertised
"SAVE THE CLOTHES" and it thus
showed to the women of the nation the folly
of paying for one thing to get another.
You're in the picture exhibition business.
Your whole job is to buy pictures that will
make a hit with your patrons. You ought
to pay for that sort of pictures, BUT NOT
FOR ANYTHING ELSE.

The Universal has no schemes for sale.
It has nothing for sale but pictures, the best
it knows how to make. All the time and
thought that we might devote to cooking
up schemes we expend upon our pictures
instead. If our pictures are not what you
want, you simply won't use them. That's
all. And we won't try to lure you on with
soap wrappers.

If you're buying soap, buy soap for the
soap's sake. Forget the wrappers. If
you're buying pictures, buy them for their
own sake. Don't buy frills or schemes or
wrappers or "free" advertising or "free"
anything else. Nobody in this business or
any other business is giving you anything i
"free," unless you pay for it.
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Hamilton Plays Dual Role in Picture that is Pleasing in a
Quiet Way
Hale

Hamilton

in

"In His Brother's
Place"
Metro
DIRECTOR
Harry
L. Franklin
SUPERVISED
BY
Maxwell
Karger
AUTHOR
Hale Hamilton
SCENARIO
BY
A. S. Le Vino
CAMERAMAN
Rudolph
Bergquist
AS A WHOLE. . . .Runs along on an even level with=
out any high spots; contains some fair char=
acterization but little comedy.
STORY
Gives star a dual role in which he plays
twin brothers of contrasting
temperaments.
DIRECTION
Painstaking in supplying scenes
with a suitable atmosphere; keeps acting in
a natural mood.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Only ordinary effects attempted
CAMERA WORK
Double exposures, of which
there are many, are cleverly executed.
STAR
Succeeds in differentiating the roles of the
minister and the oil stock promoter.
SUPPORT
Mary
Mclvor and Marguerite
Snow
carry leading feminine parts; cast was gen=
erall^- well chosen.
EXTERIORS
Village street ajid garden
scenes
are genuine.
INTERIORS
Furnishings are simple and appro=
priate.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Wholesome
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
HALE FL^MILTON turned author for his own beueflt and wrote a dual role story which keeps him on
the screen most of the time. "In His Brother's IMace"
cannot properly be termed a comedy; there are not
more than two or three laughs in the entire production and these are a bit feeble, rather it is a pleasant,
mildly entertaining chacacter study, iniusual enouiih
in theme to take it out of the rut.
The chief defect in the picture Is that it runs along
on too CAen a level without the relief of imforseen dramatic situations or flashes of comedy. To be sure
there are a few twists in the plot which an audience
will not anticipate, but they are not of any great
consecpience <-ousiderins that the trend of the action
is apparent almost from the start.

Surprises, when they do come, are larjiely a matter
of detail. A spectator probably will not jruess that
oil is s'c'iuji' to be discovered on the church property
which a crooked church trustee is attempting to sell
for his own profit, but one knows? beyond a doubt that
by some means. Hamilton, posing as the minister, will
prevent the deal going through.
Another and more important development in the
story, for it adds to its plausibility, is the revelation
towards the close that ^larguerite Snow, the girl to
whom Hamilton was engaged in the character of the
minister, was not fooled by the twin brother who succeeded in hoodwinking the rest of the townspeople.
The author deserves credit for not asking an audience
to believe that a woman does not know a man with
whom she is in love, as so frequently happens in dual
role pictures.
On one point, however, the i)lot is open to question.
As '-hurch corporations are cust.omarily foi-med. the
trustees, the vestry, or whatever the governing body
may be termed in ditt'erent denominations, has control
of the property and there is no need for securing the
minister's consent in effecting its sale; yet in this
.'.fory everything centers around the placing of the
minister's signature on the deed of sale.
At the outset there are some appealingly symjiathefic
scenes jilayt'd by Enmiett ('. King and Ruby La Fayette, who. on their golden wedding anniversary are
awaiting the return of their twin sons — one a livewire, oil stock promoter, the other an unaggressive
l)astor. who sees his flock dwindling away.
Hamilton, the business man. tells Hamilton, the
minister, that the methods of salesmanship ma.v be applied in the pulpit (piite as successfully as in commerce, and finally persuades him to allow a test of his
belief. In the garb of his brother, the successful promoter visits the sleepy little village and i)roce(>ds to stir
things up. Incidentally, he kisses th(> wrong girl,
but this excusable error is properly rectified later on.
Most of the town characters are true enough to type
and l)urles(iue exaggerations are avoided. If only the
director or players had succeeded in injecting comedy
into the situations, the picture would ha^■e been a
more than ordinarily acceptable attraction. Mr. Hamilton goes through most of the lilni with good-natured
assurance. l)ut he has few oi>portunities for an expression of humor. In addition to those already mentioned
Howard Crampton and Ward AMng figure iu the action.

Try to Attract Stage Followers as Well as Regular Screen Fans
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
A conservative crowd, the kind most likely to be
met in a quiet family neighborhood, probably will find
"In His Brother's Place" much to their liking. The
characters of the two aged people celebrating their
golden wedding anniversary will satisfy a taste for
pretty domestic scenes, and as the picture advances
there is nothing to arouse disapproval even in the most
particular of si)ectators.
This seems to be essentially a film for a family trade
for it lacks the swiftness of action and the punch
needed to put it over with fans that are lot)king for
sensational stuff or something to make them laugh. In
the suburbs, or in snniU towns where the life resembles
that indicated in the picture, the characters will be
more readily understood and appreciated.

I'robably Hale Hamilton is becoming known to fans
through his appearances in Metro pictures, but his
reputation is still most firmly founded on his stage
career and with the right sort of advertising aimed at
stage patrons as well as followers of the screen you
should be able to draw business outside of the regular channels.
Tell folks that they should see Hamilton in his unusual dual role characterizations of the twin brothers of
contrasting natures and show stills cai'rying out the
idea of the dissimilarity of the two men. A picture
of the star in ministerial garb might be placed along
side of one of the aggressive business man, who believed that salesmanship methods should be applied to
religion as well as trade.
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Race Prejudice Theme of Hayakawa Subject
Sessue

Hayakawa

in

"The Man Beneath"
Haworth — Robertson

Cole — Exhibitors

Mutual

DIRECTOR
William
Worthington
AUTHOR
Edmund
Mitchell
SCENARIO
BY
L. V. Jefferson
CAMERAMAN
Frank D. Williams
AS A WHOLE
Capably
produced
picture with
some fairly good situations; large amount of
meller stuff quite well done.
STORY .... Has theme of the barrier of blood standing between lovers, but shifts into moderately
interesting "movie"
stuff after second reel.
DIRECTION
Gives the production
tone in sets
and locations and handles star and players
capably.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good all the way through
LIGHTINGS
A few artistic effects
CAMERA WORK
Up to standard
STAR
Is quite subtle and convincing; does bet=
ter work than in some previous releases.
SUPPORT
Helen Jerome Eddy a finished young
actress; Pauline Curley pleasing; Jack Gil=
bert overacts a bit; others satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
A few quite beautiful scenes
obtained.
INTERIORS
Lend class and conviction
to at=
mosphere.
DETAIL
Always
shows
minute
attention
and
care; opportunities
for added emphasis sel=
dom missed.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Shows bigness of
character of high=caste
Hindu.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet

RACE prejudice is the theme of "The Man BeneatU, '
a picture witli quite a number of good points, and
which shapes up by and large as a very fair film. For
the first two reels the picture sticks very closely to its
theme, and gives Sessue Haykawa the opportunity to
draw subtly and convincingly a character that, largely
because of the star's restrained finesse, reaches out for
sympathy quite compellingly. But for most of the
remainder of the footage characterization is subordinated to much "movie" meller stuff. This latter, however, is quite well done with a few exceptions, and
will get by. The chief exception in the meller stuff
is that the director allowed Wedgewood Nowell, the
black-hander, to snoop around corners in typical willun style.

Near the end of the fifth reel the main theme again
is allowed to dominate, and through several sequences
holds one in doubt as to the outcome to the very end.
In the early passages the star registers considerable
appeal. The character he portrays is real and unusual
enough in itself to be of immediate interest, and
Hayakawa's
interpretation
of the girl
emotions
of a highcaste
Hindu in
love with a white
who reciprocates
his affections adds to the response on the part of the
viewer. And chief in support of the star is a finished
young actress — Helen .Terome Eddy. Her work in no
small measure aids the lead. She is seen as the
Scotch girl who, loving the Hindu, realizes that there
never can be a marriage because of the racial difference between her and the man who has received the
recognition of the world for his work in science.
The gill, realizing that marriage would make both
her ami the Hindu social outcasts, offers him friendship despite her real feelings and notwithstanding the
fact that the man tells her she should consider her own
happiness and not be satisfied with the reflected happiness she finds in the joy of her sister, who is engaged to a youth. However, the Hindu accepts his
lot with the fatalism of his race.
It is here that the meller stuff begins. The purpose
of the highly -seasoned plot is evidently to show the
bigness of the man who, realizing that he can never
marry the white girl, is willing to make all kinds of
sacrifices as a tribute to the greatness and depth of
his love for her. He proves that although his skin is
not white, his blood, is the reddest kind of red.
Through these passages one follows Hayakawa to
his home in India. Jack Gilbert, the fiance of Helen's
sister. Pauline Curley, is pursued by the blackhand.
He flees to India, where he seeks the aid of Hayakawa.
During a voyage to Naples Hayakawa and Gilbert are
shadowed by Wedgewood Nowell and Fontaine LaRue,
Itlackhanders. Through fairly well-presented plot
movement Gilbert apparently dies and is ostensibly
buried at sea.
But the blackhanders are not fooled.
From Naples the action shifts back to the Scotch
home of the girls. Hayakawa tells them Giubert is
safe, but later discerns Nowell and Fontaine LaRue
snooping outside the window. He goes to their hotel
room and. after having bought off Nowell, witnesses
Fontaine murder Nowell. Qlie price of his silence regarding the crime is Fontaine's cessation of her pursuit of Gilbert, leaving the way open for the latter to
come back to his fiancee.
HayakaAva
home, witness
line. This is
sented.

and Helen, in the garden of Helen's
a love scene between Gilbert and Paua fairly good situation and is well preFinally Hayakawa
says farewell.

Star's Large Female Following Will Like This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Although race prejudice is the theme of this picture,
the exhibitor who is geographically so situated as to
have any qualms on that score need not be the least
bit afraid of "The Man Beneath." There is nothing
in the presentation of the theme that any one could
take objection to on its racial side. That end of it
is dignified and is not played up sensationally.
Hayakawa, who has a particularly large following
among women, has a role that they should like quite
well in his latest. In this one he has more chance to
get response through sympathy than he had in several of his recent releases, and that's the sort of stuff
the women like to see the Japanese star do. So it's
up to you to go after the fair sex most strongly if
you play this one.

As a picture, "The Man Beneath" has the edge on
"The Courageous Coward," Hayakawa's last release,
and if that one drew any kind of a crowd for .vou this
one should do a bit better.
The film is one that gives you a chance for a lobbydisplay and for dressing the interior of your house
if
go in for
sort place
of stuff'.
Inside
the theater,
foryou
instance,
youthat
might
figures
of Budda
; also
you might distribute a few incense burners around.
Then you can do Oriental stuff" with your music and
lightings. In the lobby you can carry out the Oriental idea also.
It might be a good idea to distribute throwaways
containing on one side any kind of hieroglyphics and
on the other side the mere announcement: See the
answer at the Blank Theater, where Sessue Hayakawa
Is playing in "The Mail Beneath."
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Matter of Fact Presentation of Western Story
Jane Miller in

"The Unbroken Promise"
Sunset Pict. Corp — Triangle
DIRECTOR
Frank Powell
AUTHOR
Henry Herbert Knibbs
SCENARIO
BY
Frank
Powell
CAMERAMEN. . .Percy Higginson and Arthur Boeger
AS A WHOLE
Rather slow=nioving and obvious
emotional meller that is merely a screened
Western synopsis containing much familiar
material.
STORY

"Qive='em=what=they=want"
adaptation
of the story, "Sundown Slim."
DIRECTION
Shows some good points, but some=
times gives little depth where
opportunity
for it existed.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Some artistic soft lightings chosen
for outdoor stuff.
CAMERA WORK
A few excellent views of
sheep and cattle in early reels; very fair
throughout.
STAR
Has fair amount of emotional appeal,
but never scores exceptionally.
SUPPORT
Dick Le Strange the best in a comedy
role; cast includes Sidney
Mason,
William
Human, John Smiley and Robert Taber.
EXTERIORS. . . .Well=chosen spots for the most part
INTERIORS
Few; the common thing in
Western saloon and dance halls.
DETAIL
Generally
holds consistent, but al=
though story is laid back some years ago folks
wear 1919 clothes in a few scenes.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Contains considerable
villainy, including
a murder
because
of a
girl's ruination.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
HERE'S

just another Western. But this one contains a bit more story than many others more or
less like it, and relies more on its story-action than on
its physical movement to get it by. By that is not
meant, however, that the story is new or absorbingly
interesting, but that there is not continually being laid
on the usual hard-riding, hell-roarin' saloon and dancehall stuff. Of course, there is a sufficiency of that in
the film but, for instance, this time there is no bad

gambolier, nor is the heroine a dance-hall belle, and
the sheriff does not figure largely. "The Unbroken
Promise" is just a Western treatment of the theme of
two brothers loving the same girl, the one good and
the other bad, and the good one finally winning
through his strength of character and his willingness
to sacrifice.
In the main the offering is merely screened synopsis. It's chief fault is the matter-of-factness that
characterizes the presentation of matters that, treated
differently, might have caused a stir in the emotions
of the viewer. As it stands, things just happen on
the screen, instead of carrying the illusion that they
are happening in the lives of real characters.
Considerable incident of a fairly responsive humorous degree is introduced throughout the film, particularly in the person of Dick Le Strange, who is seen as
Sundown Slim, a mighty bad poet but a very fine
cook.
Jane Miller has a certain amount of emotional
appeal, and does good enough work in her role. Members of the supporting cast do not show any finished
portrayals, although Sidney Mason registers fairly
well once in a v.'hile.
After the leading characters have been introduced,
the picture progresses to a point explaining the fued
that exists between Sidney Mason and William Human,
the brother who owns a cattle ranch, and John Smiley,
sheepman, whose ranch is on the opposite side of a
river. Jane Miller is the daughter of Smiley. Willi-am,
the weak brother, extracts a promise of marriage from
Jane on condition that he quit drinking during his
absence from the i-anch. When Mason rescues Jane
from a runaway she finds he loves her, and that she
loves him. She extracts a promise from him never
to kill.
Human gets into bad company at a dance hall, and
is accidentally shot in a saloon brawl. Dick Le
Strange is a sympathetic friend. From here on more
cross- purposes are introduced through the medium of
A cowpuncher who, discharged by Mason, gets a job
with Smiley. His revengeful spirit leads him to get
Human to rob the ranch safe.
The cowpuncher, Robert Taber, ravishes a sheep
herder's daughter, and is found dead by Mason, who
has reason to believe that Jane killed him. He plants
evidence that will convict him. At the trial Human,
for no apparent reason, leaps upon the stand and says
he killed the cowpuncher. But before things begin to
slow up a guy runs on with a note from the ravished
girl's sister, stating that it was she who did the killing. Naturally Jane and Mason are brought together.

Nothing Much Outstanding; Star Not Well Known
Box OfRce Analysis for the Exhibitor
There is nothing much outstanding in this offering;
therefore you will have to work quite a bit to put it
over successfully. This is particularly true because
the name of Jane Miller is not yet well known enough
even to regulars to be relied on to draw heavily. If
you want to mention something about her in advance
notices you can call attention to her work in "Princess Romanoff," "The Final Pavment" and "The
Witch."
"The Unbroken Promise" is the sort of a more or
less inexpensive picture that should fit in best on a
night when folks come to your house just because it
is that particular ntght. It is not one that will help a
slim night.
In itself it will not draw very heavilj%

but in a cheaper neighborhood house running program
stuff' withof daily
patrons
those changes
houses it
it will
will fit
be fairly
not sowell.
bad, To
but theit
certainly is not a film to make a fuss over.
If your folks are especially partial to Westerns they
should get some entertainment out of this one because
there are elements in it that always have appealed.
In your advertising play up the fact that the whole
story hinges on a big man's promise to the girl he
loved — that he was willing to sacrifice even honor for
her sake. You can bill it as an emotional picture
telling of a family feud, the love of two brothers for
the same girl, and the redemption of a derelict through
good influence.
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Subject Shifts From Light Drama to War Meller
Fannie Ward in
«

Our Better Selves"
Astra — Pathe

DIRECTOR
George Fitzmaurice
AUTHOR
Ouida Bergere
SCENARIO BY
Ouida Bergere
CAMERAMAN
Arthur C. Miller
AS A WHOLE
Carefully produced war picture
showing how conflict brought out better
selves of two social idlers; shifts from light
society stuff to serious meller.
STORY
Deals largely with war sacrifices made
by a married couple and endeavors to avert
unhappy ending by having souls come together on River Styx.
DIRECTION
Best when
scoring meller points;
early scenes handled artistically.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Always clear and sharp
LIGHTINGS
Some very good effects
CAMERA
WORK
Angles
chosen
accentuate
beauty of many exteriors; good throughout.
STAR
Emotes
less freely than in some
past
pictures and profits thereby.
SUPPORT
Lewis J. Cody gives excellent performance; Charles Hills Mailes adequate.
EXTERIORS
Many very pretty locations around
beautiful estate; studio^built French streets
good.
INTERIORS
High class
DETAIL
In keeping with high production
standard; good art titles.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
War meller without
offensive features;
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,670 feet
STARTING out as a light and breezy story of high
society in France, and bringing to the screen what
at first appears to be a beautifully dressed and artistically presented light drama, "Our Better Selves" takes
a turn along about the latter part of the second reel
and soon becomes a war picture in every sense of the
word. And after the war end is touched, the film
goes into straight meller, touching on spies, the German invasion, and other oft-used war factors. In its
entirety the picture shows how a happily married
couple, society idlers, found their real selves through
their sacrifices for the cause of humanity.
The ending of the picture is rather novel in that it
follows the leading characters even after death for a

while. This evidently is done in an endeavor to save
the film from wliat some folks might term an unhappy
ending — an ending in which t^e leading characters
both sacrifice their lives nobly and fruitfully. In the
film their soul-selves are shown reunited as they cross
the River Styx. Some folks might find this particular element too "high-falutin'."
The picture has been carefully produced, and the
fact that considerable time and money was spent on
the production is apparent. Many studio sets were
built, some being very good replicas of streets in a
French village. But the artistry of production is evident chiefly in the earlier scenes, in which many really
beautiful spots around an elegant estate form either
backgrounds or frames for the action. In these passages Fannie Ward is seen as a wealthy and frivolous
member of French society who is very much interested
in Lew Cody, a young American with a slender purse.
Director Fitzmaurice has injected much incident that
builds up an appealing love interest in these sequences,
and there are chances for many appreciative chuckles.
In these scenes, too, Fannie is given the opportunity
to wear many dashing gowns.
Fannie and Lew remain very much in love with each
other after their marriage. A year later Lew, who at
heart is a conscientious man who really would rather
"do" something useful than idle his time away, gets
a job driving an automobile. This naturally does not
please Fannie, so Lew once more goes back to being
a butterfly.
But war finds him a patriot. He obtains a place in
the French Secret Service, while Fannie goes on with
her social affairs, railing at the war for separating her
from her husband. Soon Fannie finds all of her
friends are doing war work. Lew is shot while tracking down a spy and obtains refuge in a convent. The
approach of the Germans causes the nuns to flee.
Fannie, hearing of Lew's plight, rushes to him, and
when the Germans invade the convent disguises herself as a nun. She hides Lew under the altar. It is
in the passages that follow that some quite well-done
war scenes are offered.
Through meller plot action, Fanny overhears the
German staff's plan to blow up many of the Allied
troops. Through fairly suspenseful sequences she
manages to outwit the Germans. She sets off the
mine planted by the Germans and kills many German
soldiers.
She is discovered and killed, as also is Lew
The pitcure ends with scenes showing the souls of
Fanny and Lew crossing the River Styx into eternity.

Degree of Appeal Dependent on Folks' Interest in War
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Before the armistice was signed it is a pretty safe
bet that this one would have gone very well. But it
is a known fact that folks are about entirely fed up
with war pictures for a while. Pathe bills this one
as "A Five- Act Drama of Renunciation and Self- Sacrifice." Concededly it is just that, but the exhibitor
who studies the tastes of his public must consider the
picture as a war picture. If you think your folks will
stand for a war picture that has many good points
this one will get by in good order.
Considered purely as a motion picture production
there is much in "Our Better Selves" that is worthy of
commendation. But no matter how good a picture may
be, as a picture; no matter how well it might be presented or how much artistry it contains, the chief factor in judging a picture's value to you is its degree
of appeal.
And the degree of appeal of "Our Better

Selves"
can present
be measured
by war
the degree
of folk's
est at the
time in
incidents.
And interjust
now there is not a very high degree of interest manifested by the public in stuff pertaining to the war.
And there is the ending to be considered in this one,
also. Some folks might think the idea of following
two souls across the River Styx and having them reunited there is a novel idea in movies ; others might
just
term Ward
it "crazy
Fannie
has stuff."
a large body of followers, and
if your crowd includes many of these you will have a
picture that shows her up to better advantage than
she appeared in her previous picture, "The Profiteers."
She does not emote quite as freely in this one, and
there is much love interest between her and Lew Cody.
On this score, and also on the score of the many pretty
exteriors and the gowns Fannie wears, it might get
by with her followers.
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Meller that

Doesn't Depart From
Fairly EntertainingConventional Lines
Lewis S. Stone in

"Man's Desire"
Robertson
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN

Cole — Exhibitors

Mutual

Lloyd
Lewis
L. V.
William J.

Ingraham
S. Stone
Jefferson
Beckway

AS A WHOLE
Lumber camp meller of fair ap=
peal for a crowd that doesn't expect some=
thing novel in productions of this type.
STORY
Another version of the return of the bru=
tal husband who was supposed to be dead.
DIRECTION
Usually successful in giving force
to the situations.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies, many
scenes lack
clearness.
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
CAMERA
WORK
Straight stuff
STAR
Presents character of dominant lumber=
man without over^acting.
SUPPORT emotion inJane
doesn't
role Novak
of shero;
Jack display
Curtissmuch
and
Bill Dyer make acceptable "heavies."
EXTERIORS
Woods
scenes, including
quite a
bit of snow stuff.
INTERIORS
Conventional cabin and office sets
DETAIL. . . .Correct enough without registering any=
thing unusual.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Inoffensive meller
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
LEWIS S. STONE wrote this lumbercamp story
along conventional lines, utilizing stock situations
and characters, in the main, but at the same time
managing to give the picture a fair amount of interest for fans that do not demand individuality in their
film entertainment.
Complications are ample and the plot works up to a
fair degree of suspense toward the close when the
audience may be in doubt about the method to be

adoptedband, in
gettingin rid
brutal huswho stands
the ofwayJane
of aNovak's
happy ending.
Of
course, there is no question about the man's being
removed by one means or another, but the actual climax, bringing the shooting of Jack Curtiss and the
exoneration of Stone after a hasty trial, is reserved
for the last few hundred feet of the film.
Most of the production, in matters of locations and
photography, is passable for a picture that does not
aim at anything pretentious, but, judging from a print
run at an advance showing, there are some scenes
marred by defects in the film. If the blemishes are
not in the negative, no doubt they will be eradicated
in subsequent prints intended for general distribution.
Mr. Stone supplied a congenial role for himself in
the character of the lumbercamp operator in partnership with a man aftlicted with a flirtatious, butterfly
wife, who, bored by the monotony of life in the wilds,
persists in flirting with Stone although he does his
best to discourage her advances. Early passages of the
picture are for the most part concerned with this
triangular affair, culminating in a break between the
partners and Stone's full control of the property, the
successful operation of which is threatened by Jack
Curtiss, Bill Dyer and their followers among the disgruntled lumbermen.
Jane Novak is introduced as the sadly abused little
wife of Curtiss who carries on an illicit traffic in liquor
and is ready to resort to violent measures rather than
have his place wiped out, as Stone threatens. Both
Curtiss and Dyer supply strong portrayals of the leading conspirators out to "get" the boss. Miss Novak is
appealing enough, but not very expressive in her portrayal of the girl.
The author stretched probabilities rather far at one
critical point in the story in order to carry on the plot
as designed. Curtiss is reported killed in an explosion, whereas the victim is in reality Dyer, the mistake being accounted for by reason of the disfigurement of the man's face, making recognition impossible.
The difference in the build of the two men, not considering other probable identifiction mai-ks, would have
been enough to prevent such a mistake.
At all events, Stone and Jane take up life together
believing that the unwelcome husband has been removed. But their happiness is brief for Curtiss, more
willunous than ever, returns to cast a menacing shadow
over the happy fireside. Much of the snow stuff in the
concluding reels is first rate and the situations are not
lacking in forceful meller action.

An Average Audience Film Best Suited to Small Theaters
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In all essential respects "Man's Desire" is so similar to many other pictures of its character that you
may judge pretty accurately in advance whether or
not it Is the kind of an offering you are after. It is
just average, neither better nor worse than the customary run of photoplays dealing with a subject of the
kind indicated in the foregoing review.
For exhibitors aiming to build up a reputation for
presenting only strictly first-class stuff, I should say
it is hardly the thing, but there are many audiences
that will find excitement in following the meller action. If you feel that a feature such as this isn't
strong enough to carry your show, play safe by build-

ing up the rest of your program with interesting single
reels.
"Man's Desire" is not a particularly fortunate title.
It is trite and suggests a sex story rather than one
which carries its chief appeal through a conflict of
rugged men in a wilderness setting. You might supplement the title by using an exphmatory line, such as
" 'Man's Desire,' a vital drama of the Northwoods."
Lewis S. Stone cannot be numbered among players
with a large following, but if you have shown any of
the previous pictures in which he appeared it would be
worth while to refer to them. Jane Novak is well
enough known to deserve some prominence in your advertising.

For HEK sake
promised never to kill!

He

But when the hard-riding bandit
branded him \)elloic — his passion
overwhelmed him.
And

he lifted his gun to fire.

Then?

JANE
''The

Triangle ''Presents

MILLEK

Unbroken
Promise

Every Exhibitor will have a chance to
profit by the big crowds that this dandy
little picture will satisfy. For it's released
by the organization that does not ask,
your entire receipts as rental.
The —
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Plot of Crook Romance Has Weak Spots in Development
Eafle Williams in

"The Hornet's Nest"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
James Young
AUTHOR
Mrs. Wilson Woodrow
SCENARIO
BY
James Dayton
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Surface meller seldom carries
conviction ; production
well enough
handled
on technical end.
STORY
Based on novel of the same name by
Mrs. Wilson Woodrow.
DIRECTION
Not marked by anything unusual
PHOTOGRAPHY
Clear
LIGHTINGS
Well judged all through, some good
effects on interiors during night scenes.
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Does his best to make rather unconvinc=
ing character appear real.
SUPPORT
Vola Vale meets requirements in role
of romantic girl; Brinsley Shaw and others
in cast give satisfactory performances.
EXTERIORS
A few city street scenes all that
the story demands.
INTERIORS. .. .Carefully furnished, as is customary
in Vitagraph pictures.
DETAIL
Titles numerous
and sometimes
trite
in their expression of the obvious.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless fiction with
little bearing on life.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,300 feet
THE illusion of reality in this adaptation of Mrs.
Wilson Woodrow's novel is very slight indeed.
Too many things are left unexplained, or only partially
explained and the expression of character is not convincing. The picture was capably handled in technical details of production, but it suffers from a tone of
unreality.
At the outset one is led to suppose that there is a
deep, dark secret in the life of Earle Williams and that
a vi^oman, Kathleen Kirkham, is responsible for his
ruined life. It is a bit odd then, that wlien the two
meet later on in the picture, Kathleen fails to recog-

nize, save in a vague way, the man whom presumably
she had known intimately at an earlier period of her
career. A false scar painted on his forehead could
hardly be called a disguise.
The inevitable "poipers" figure largely in the plot.
Some mysterious documents in the possession of the
unscrupulouswhich
vamp in are
to clear
reputation,
someenough
way had
been Williams'
so badly
damaged that he was forced to retire from a high
place in society to the seclusion of the underworld.
Toward the close of the film, when the evidence of
his innocence has been recovered, it is revealed that
he had been district attorney.
Other telltale "poipers," also in the keeping of the
vamp and her unscrupulous husband, seriously affect
the lives, of shero Vola Vale and her cousin Brinsley
Shaw who, cheated out of his property rights, had
turned crook and won fame among criminals as "The
Hornet." One is made to understand that if Brinsley
had only been treated on the level by the trustee in
control of his fortune, he never would have been
tempted to help himself to the belongings of others.
The aim of the story is to show how Williams comes
to the rescue of Vola and "The Hornet," how he is
instrumental in recovering the "poipers" and how, incidentally, he rehabilitates himself as a respectable
member of society.
To accomplish all this, the continuity writer resorted to some convenient plot developments. First,
Earle just happens to meet "The Hornet" while he is
seated on a park bench amusing a crowd of children ;
then a little while later, "The Hornet," in eluding the
police, chances to select Earle's room as a place of
refuge. After this thej' work in close harmony, the
deposed district attorney even assuming the identity
of the crook by having a scar painted on his forehead
in imitation of that carried by Brinsley. In order to
fool
the police mark
more painted
completely,
identification
out. "The Hornet" has his
Earle's meeting with Vola is at least highly romantic
and unconventional. In search of an ideal man, the
girl picks out Williams from the crowd on the street
because he gallantly helps an aged woman through the
traffic. The handbag Vola passes to her hero contains
an invitation to call that evening. Life immediately
takes on a fresh interest with the awakening of Earle's
determination to right the wrongs suffered by the unfortunate cousins and to expose the vamp and her husband. Included in the cast are Ogden Crane, and
Edward McWade.

Program Stuff That Doesn't Justify Much Boosting
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
As routine program stuff you may be able to slide
this through, but don't make any big promises on its
behalf. A particular crowd of fans isn't likely to see
much in a story that leaves so many loopholes for
criticism. If "The Hornet's Nest" is coming to you
on a contract basis, figure to run it on a day when the
rest of your program contains strong short stuff.
Make as much as you can in advertising matter out
of the fact that the picture is an adaptation of Mrs.
Wilson Woodrow's novel. Mrs. Woodrow is a wellknown author whose works no doubt ai-e familiar to
many of your patrons. Probably the book in question
is no longer widely circulated, but the name of the
writer carries a certain prestige even with folks unfamiliar with the story.

From past experience you no doubt know about
where Earle Williams stands as a drawing card in your
neighborhood. The average of his productions during
I'ecent months has been very fair and fans that are
interested in a star, though the (luality of a picture
falls a bit below the mark, will be ready to overlook
the shortcomings in "The Hornet's Nest."
('atchlines : "Are you looking for the ideal man?
If you art' you will be interested in the experiences ot
the romantic girl in "The Hornet's Nest," an adaptation of ;Mrs. Wilson Woodrow's novel, starring Earle
Williams." Or, "See Eai-le Williams in the romantic
story or love and adventure. 'The Hornefs Nest,'
adapted from Mrs. Wilson Woodrow's. novel."

nnou
Hke Meio
19^9-1920
Screen
Successes

^
J.WaandrrHisenOwn

€ompany

PT<^Phced and ^resdi^fe^^^^R^55ert Bruni
Dramas from N<y^^9my^^^kt^i^ovm^Mjth
Made strongly and finely enough to^-^elh^SfngljfcjMfc individual
merit.
First production now ready.

. WARKEN Kerrigan
All;
A White Man's Chance
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Robert Brunton

T^*

presents

From the Successful Munsey's Magazine Story
By Johnson McCulley
Directed by Ernest C. Warde
A powerful drama of adventure, action and romance.
Just the
kind of story that built for this star his world-wide popularity.

W.¥. HODKINSON CORPORAHON
527 Filth Avenue. New York Gty
Distributing through PATRc txchange,}ncorporated

If You Dont Like America Get To H— Out!

That's the answer of a returned American
soldier to the radical agitators at the height of
a sensational police raid on the bomb-senders'
headquarters.
That's
the answer
plus night-sticks in the hands
of muscular
policemen.
Don't try to teach or educate the radicals into
oyalty to America that supports them; c?ub7oya/ty into them or drive them out of the country.
Eighty odd million loyal people will stand up
and cheer this remarkable, timely picture that
shows the way to end unrest and disorder in the
United States.

Harry Raver's

presentation, of

AUGUSTUS THOMAS'

challenging drama.

7A<? VOLCANO

LEAH BAIRD
starring beautiful

.^g^BSif>^

mi

with a cast of 2,000 persons

including

Gov. Alfred E. Smith of New York

2>irected by GEORGE
IRVING
is now ready to open for extended runs in fifty odd first run theatres of the country.
The first and editorial pages of newspapers everywhere are advertising the theme of
this production for you every day in the week. Splendid chances for exploitation and
publicity.

¥.¥. HODKINSON COKPCMHOM
527 Fifth Aventie, New York. Citr
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Loose in Ends to Make "Movie" Stuff Interesting
Many Frederick
Too Pauline
"The Fear Woman"
Qoldwyn
DIRECTOR
John A. Barry
AUTHOR
...:
Izola Forrester
CAMERAMAN
Edward
Sheller
AS A WHOLE
Just "movie" stuff of no great
appeal; doesn't hold to any one line and is
inconsistent in many respects; quite draggy
in spots.
STORY
Superficial and exaggerated plot permit=
ting of little forceful characterization; starts
out to prove that fear of inheriting fondness
for drink is superstition, and gets nowhere.
DIRECTION
Sometimes a bit labored in forcing
a point; keeps star in foreground throughout.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
A bit harsh at times; lighting on
star sometimes clashes with make=up.
CAMERA
WORK
Studied
angles occasionally
used with good result.
STAR
Her emotional self in a role that does not
giver her over=much chance.
SUPPORT
Milton Sills suitable as principal of
group that includes Beverly Travers, Walter
Hiers, Emmett King and others.
EXTERIORS
Some very pretty shots around
fashionable estate.
INTERIORS
First rate
DETAIL
The regular thing in maintaining high=
class atmosphere.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Mixture of heavy and
light stuff that doesn't cause much of a ripple
either way.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4.600 feet
QUITE a bit of "movie" territory is covered by "The
Fear Woman," but the picture never reaches the
point it starts out for, and takes many useless and inconsistent side trips before the five reels have been
unwound. And after the picture ends the question
arises: "Well, what's it all for"? The impression left
is very flat — virtually nil, in fact — because the film
does not tell any connected story, nor does it act as
the medium of presenting any forceful or sympathetic
characterization. It is "just a picture," having a very
small amount of interest and practically no justification.
It looks as if the author had struggled
for some
element that would act as an obstacle that must be

overcome by two lovers and, after having found the
obstacle, just forgot about it and proceeded to ring in
a lot of other stuff in the reels that intervene between
the separating of the lovers and their reconciliation at
the end of the fifth and final reel.
And the (jlement chosen to be the obstacle is the
girl's fear that any ]iossible children of Jiers would
inherit a fondness for liquor. Up to the juncture at
which the girl refuses to marry because of that fear,
the picture is consistent, but from then on it shoots
around corners and does about everything else that
keeps it from the main trend.
Early in the picture a strong love interest is developed between Pauline Frederick and Milton Sills.
Pauline is the daughter of an aged and wealthy man,
Emmett King, whose big weakness is drink. During
the course of a dinner at which the engagement is
announced King gets drunk and, after the guests have
departed, falls down stairs and kills himself. Later
on Pauline finds a note written by her father, in which
he warns her that four generations of his family have
inherited a fondness for liquor, and that her children
may interit the trait. But love overcomes her fear at
this time. Pauline, however, shrinks from marriage
on the afternoon set for the wedding, when she sees
ring.
a drunken woman. She gives Sills his engagement
The passages leading up to this point are convincing and quite telling in their presentation. It is seriously treated drama and gets over very well. But from
tlien on the picture begins to ramble. It rambles
into some eternal triangle stuff when Pauline visits
married friends — Beverly Travers and Harry S. Northrup — giving her a chance to sacrifice her reputation
to save that of the wife, her friend. Then it shifts
to "other places," where Pauline seeks solace. She
evidently finds it at a fashionable hotel in the fat
person of a young, new-rich son of a plebeian mother — ■
Walter Hiers. She plays with him until his mother,
Lydia Yeamans Titus, calls in a lawyer to break up
the affair.
The lawyer, of course, is Sills.
At a party following Pauline's winning of the tennis
trophy, Hiers announces that he and Pauline are engaged. Pauline apparently is very much piffed. To
break things up Hiers' mother has the husband of
Pauline's woman friend accuse her of wrongdoing.
Naturally Sills jumps up and throttles him. The guests
flee and Sills finds that Pauline was just feigning
drunkenness to prove Sills' love. Why Pauline has
cause to doubt Sills' love is not known to the viewer,
because all thi-ough the film things were the other
way around. However, they embrace in the final
close-up.

Pauline Frederick's Name Will Have to Garry This One
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You will have to lean almost entirely on the pulling
power
of Pauline
to getgood
patrons
to
come and
see this Frederick's
one. It is name
not a very
vehicle
for her, and doesn't give her much chance to do any
great characterization. With a rabid fan crowd the
picture might get by in good order, but with a discriminating audience it is not destined to make any
great hit.
The title is very good from the box-office standpoint,
but the picture's subject matter does not hold up
entirely to that title.
The offering is of the sort that come once in a while
in a star series — pictures that could not stand up by
themselves, but which draw to a certain extent because
of the popularity of the star.
Solely on its merits as

motion picture entertainment, the film is not much.
Of course, Pauline Frederick has a big following, and
her presence in the film is its best feature. It might
also be well to let folks know that Milton Sills is in
the ca.st. He is quite well known to many of the
regulars.
If this one comes to you on a contract basis you
can do some fairly timely advertising. Inasmuch as
the "fear woman" is' supposed to be such because of
her fear that her children might inherit the drink
habit, you can tie that end up with the present prohibition arguments. However, you \;an't go too
strongly on that end in line with an honest advertising policy. P.etter just concentrate on the star and
title.
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Matrimonial Problem Glosses Over Deeper Points
ness and an absence of the element of suspense.
Titles
very cften are used to carry the story.
For the most part the picture is straight exposition
instoatl of interesting narrative or drama. It merely
states matters and gives the viewer no chance to know
why ether than that the title says so. The story is a
conventional tale of matrimony, the leading figures
beinp- an English nobleman and an American girl.
Clara Kimball Young and Nigel Barrie — and little Ben
Alexander — monopolize most of the footage. The picture's chief fault is that it explains through titles what
the characters do rather than have the characters indicate their thoughts through their actions.
The picture has been staged artistically, but much
of the artistry of the well-chosen and well-composed
exteriors is lost through photography that sometimes
is quite poor.
Clara Kimball Young's role does not give her the
opportunity to show her real ability, but she does very
well with what she has to work with.
Clara is an American girl visiting friends in England. Here she meets Barrie, who is tenderly in love
with his little son, Ben Alexander, and whose love for
his wife, Kathlyn Williams, blinds his eyes to her extravagance and her affair with another man. Clara
becomes very much taken with little Ben.
There is a well- staged automobile wreck at this
juncture, in which Kathryn is killed and Ben injured.
The injured child arouses Clara's full sympathy, and
she nurses him. It is during these passages that the
picture's chief sympathetic appeal gets over. Clara
really becomes a second mother to Ben, but Nigel can
not (luite see marrying her because of his sacred
thoughts of his dead wife.
Later Clara is instrumental in bringing about an
operation on Ben, for which Nigel could not pay because of financial difficulties, but Nigel is not given
knowledge of Clara's part in having the operation performed. Nigel appreciates what Clara has done in the
matter of being a "mother" to his boy, but refrains
from proposing to her despite her apparent willingness
to listen.
However, as time passes, Nigel decides that it will
be best for his son's sake to marry Clara, despite the
fact that he believes she is marrying him for his name.
When Clara sees that Nigel does not love her a breach
opens between them. Even Ben's second illness does not
quite bring them to an understanding. This only comes
when Nigel is given knowledge that Clara knew of
Kathryn's affair ever since the day Kathryn was killed.
He asks her forgiveness, and for the first time since
they were married, he kisses her.

Clara Kimball Young in

"The Better
Wife"
Select
DIRECTOR
William
P. S. Earle
AUTHOR
Lenore Coffee
SCENARIO BY
W. P. S. Earle
CAMERAMAN
Arthur Edeson
ART TITLES
Ferdinand Pinney Earle
AS A WHOLE
SIow=moving matrimonial story
with over=worked
child appeal; is straight
narrative
in which
psychological
ends are
glossed over in titles.
STORY
Adaptation
of the story, "The
Love
Quest;"
deals with marital troubles of English nobleman.
DIRECTION
Puts stress on incidentals and
handles
players
lack of dramatic capably,
material. but can't overcome
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies badly from fine to poor;
many scenes out of focus.
LIGHTINGS
Some fairly artistic illuminations
used.
CAMERA WORK
.Good for the most part
STAR
Plot doesn't permit of the showing of the
real ability that is hers.
SUPPORT
Nigel Barrie, the husband; company
includes Lillian Walker,
Kathlyn
Williams,
Irving Cummings, Ben Alexander and others.
EXTERIORS
Some very effective shots around
pretty grounds.
INTERIORS
High class
DETAIL
.Finer points put over in good enough
style.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Matrimonial
problem
without offensive features.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5.000 feet

T HE

BETTER

WIFE"

is a screened novel of medi-

failing appeal of a child needing a mother's love and
care, the story unfolds slowly and seldom impresses
very deeply. This is due in a large measure to the
fact that the material contained in the story is sometimes difficult of interpretation on the screen ; the conseqiience being a lack of depth and a scarcity of action.
Many purely psychological points are simply expounded in the titles, followed by a view of either one
or the other of the two leading characters in the matrimonial problem posing before the camera in thoughtful attitude. This results in a certain unbending stiff-

AMERICAN

MARY

FILM CO.. Inc., Presents

MILILS

MINTILR

in

By

"YVONNE.

JOSEPH

FRANKLIN

POLAND

FROM

PARIS"

Directed

by

EMMET

J.

FLYNN

cA cast of exceptional excellence.
o4 storj^ of unusual
appeal — one of interest to men, women and children.
Lavish stage settings — crystal-clear photography — good direction.
Other
Produced by
AMERICAN
FltM
COMPANY,
Inc.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pres.
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'The Intrusiort of Isabel"
"The Amazing Impostor'
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" Wives and Other Wives
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May Be Welcomed Because of Star's Followers
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Clara Kimball Young in
<(

er Wife"
The Bett
Select

Despite its story weakness this one probably will
draw quite a number of folks to your theater. In the
tirst place, it is the first Clara Kimball Young picture
to be released in some little time, and her followers
should certainly be glad to welcome her. It is tough
luck that the picture is not much better than it is on
that account as well as on other points.
Then, too, there is a supporting cast that contains
names that certainly should help attract if advertised
along with that of the star.
Lillian "Walker and Kath-

ryn Williams had a great many followers when they
were starring themselves, and those folks probably
would come to your house if they knew they were
going to see their old favorites. The names of Irvmg
Cummings and Nigel Barrie are also quite well known
to regular patrons.
While the picture is no masterpiece, it has enough
elemental appeal to at least appease the majority of
audiences of the smaller neighborhood theatres. Little
Ben Alexander, a boy with quite a winning personality,
has almost a featured part in the picture — the sort of
a part that will win folks' sympathy from the go-off.
The picture's chief appeal will be to women, and it
is at them chiefly you must direct your advertising
guns. But don't go too strong on promising your folks
an excellent picture. Concentrate on the name of the
star ;nid the names of the supporting players.

Keep a place on your schedule

"THE YELLOW

EEL"

starring winsome

ALICE

MANN

Supported by a strong cast
for
A picture crowded with love and mystery, with a
background of secret service action that will grip and
enthuse the motion picture public and crowd your theatre.
Now

in production. Distribution plans will be announced later. For further information, address:

McCLUKE

PKODUCTIONS

Berkeley Building

New

York
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Highly-Seasoned Eternal Triangle With Several M eller Ends
Rubye

De

Remer

in

"Dust of Desire"

World
DIRECTOR
Perry Vekroff
AUTHORS
Clara Beranger and Forrest Halsey
CAMERAMAN
Edward Horn
AS A WHOLE
Loosely=constructed and highly=
seasoned eternal triangle drama with several
meller ends; lacks continuity of interest but
will get over with certain crowds.
STORY .... Conveniently prepared to permit of situations; has several anti=climaxes after real
story is told.
DIRECTION
Glosses some of the deeper possi=bilities with "acting;" plays for the sensational appeal.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally good
LIGHTINGS
Proper for the most part
CAMERA WORK
Straight stuff
STAR
Pleasing enough in the main, but sometimes over-acts.
SUPPORT
Stuart Holmes gives none too favorable impression; Thos. J. Carrigan and others do fair work.
EXTERIORS
A few pretty outdoor scenes
INTERIORS
Predominate; the usual thing
DETAIL
Holds up fairly well for most part, but
there are a few breaks.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Eternal triangle purporting to show society life.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
DUST OF DESIRE" for the most part is merely
screened plot material that never gets the spontaneous attention of the viewer. In the picture little
attempt is made at subtlety of characterization or
finesse of presentation. Throughout situations are
worked out in the broadest manner possible, leaving no
possible doubt in the mind of the viewer as to the
points aimed at. In other words, the stuff is laid on
too thick. This over-emphasis results in slackened interest, brought about also in a large measure by overfrequent cut-backs which hold up the main line of
action. Every time one of the screen characters say
or explains anything every last detail of the matter is
shown on the screen. Nothing is left to the imagination in the picture's effort to get over several situations
quite good in themselves.
The offering lacks continuity of interest in that it
so often shoots off the main track to a side line, running there a while, only again to switch back to the
main line of action. And the story virtually is finished

along about the middle of the third reel. But instead
of stopping there the film unwinds through several
an ti- climaxes which, while they are productive of some
very fair meller stuff, are lessened in their worth
because of the fact that one has become tired of the
happenings in the lives of the characters. Familiarity
breeds contempt, the proverb says, and this is quite
true in this particular case. By telling one too much
about the lives of the characters, one loses sympathy
and interest.
Rubye De Remer has the principal role — that of the
girl with a past who has given up her fast friends.
Her performance on the whole is satisfactory, but she
is inclined to over-act a bit at times. Stuart Holmes
does not give a very favorable impression as the whitecollared willun whose prey is every pretty woman he
meets, and in those scenes showing him wearing a silk
hat that comes down over his ears he is almost funny.
Thomas J. Carrigan has the hero role, with which he
registers in good order. Other members of the cast
are Betty Blythe, Marion Barney and Betty Hutchinson.
Largely the picture deals with society life as the
writers of the paper-covered novels would have us
believe it is. In the early reels there is some fairly
amusing incident introduced, especially in those sequences showing a "tea" party at the road house conducted by Rubye in which her former social acquaintances have a high old time.
Also the picture touches on the "cattiness" and petty
jealousies of women who have nothing real to occupy
their minds.
Early in the story there is a love interest between
Rubye and Carrigan. She lies to him about her past
on the advice of Marion Barney who, it later develops, is the wife of the man who took advantage of
Rubye some years ago in England. From England the
action shifts back to America, and from America to
South America, where Rubye and Carrigan take up their
married life. Stuart Holmes, however, still wants
Rubye, and follows her to South America. Here he
taunts her until, driven by desperation, Betty fixes a
trap door in the floor of her home and lures Stuart
to walk on it. Through the trap door Stuart is flung
into a hidden river, from which he is rescued by Carrigan. Stuart leaves next morning, promising Rubye
he will never molest her again.
Rightfully the story should have ended here, but
several more endings and meller situations are dragged
in — some of them fairly good, but they are nevertheless
anti-climaxes. Things come to a pass where Stuart is
killed by his wife, who tried to shoot Rubye. So
everyone pays, and Rubye and Carrigan live happily
ever afterward.

Should Go Over Fairly Well in Cheaper Program Houses.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is the sort of a picture that can be relied on to
go over quite well with audiences that are not very
discriminating. It has in it most of the stuff that
makes a hit with the large majority of regulars who
patronize the cheap neighborhood theaters. To such
an audience the picture would show "real" society
life — it follows the lines that they always have believed to be true, and lays the old jazz on heavy
enough to satisfy even the most hungry. But before
an intelligent audience the picture would fall flat.
The offering is on the same general order as some of
the sensational novels of the eternal triangle in "high"

society, and in its class has a large amount of appeal.
Classified as program entertainment for the cheaper
houses, "Dust of Desire" is a good enough offering.
Rubye De Remer is more or less of a newcomer to
stardom in the films, although she has had considerable
stage experience. It is possible that your folks may
know of her and want to see her. Stuart Holmes is
quite
also. well known to regular patrons of program houses
If yours is a cheap neighborhood house catering to
folks who like highly-seasoned society stuff, and who
eat up the eternal triangle stories, give them this one.
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whereby he can produce independently and prosper in proportion to
the individual merit of his productions.
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Adaptation of Chambers' Novel is Lacking in Drama and Human
AppealThere is nothing slipshod about the direction
Irene Castle in
"
T
n'T^1 HE r"T? IRING Line
.
^ g
. ,
Paramount — Artcratt Special
DIRECTOR
Charles Maigne
AUTHOR
Robert W. Chambers
SCENARIO BY
Clara Beranger
CAMERAMAN
Al Ligouri
AS A WHOLE
Production has many pretty
scenes, but in the unfolding of the story there
is more narrative than drama; situations sel=
^^^^^r
STORY..

"* ?'!.'''■ X .Lr
£ r. 1- .L «7 /-I.
Adaptation of one of Robert W. Cham=
bers
most popular
novels, may
appeal to
r^.oc,--r.Rt?P
that enjoyed the
best seller.
DIRECTION
Gives the production class in the
matters of sets and locations ; but keeps the
players walking in and out of scenes like so

of
In small matters the picture is quite
Maigne.
Charles
correct.
Neither in appearance nor demeanor
does
anyone ever violate the conventions of the millionaire
^^^ ^^^ j^. jg popularly supposed to exist.
If artificiality
be accepted as one of its main characteristics, "The
Firing Line" may even make a bid to realism, for the
tone of the picture is artificial.
Although the characters, whose emotions are expressed through sub-titles
more than action, may
work
themselves
into a romantic glow, the reflection of feeling that carries over
to an audience is feeble.
Stripped
of dressmaker-tailor-scenic
artist trim^^j^j
^j^^ ^^^^ jg unimpressive.
Irene Castle looks
jjj^^ ^ Robert
W. Chambers'
heroine, without being
^^^^^ ^j ^^ emotional actress.
But granting that her
j^^^ ^^^^ greater, it still would be difficult to arouse
sympathy for such a foolish heroine as the author has
created

w>«^-r«^^fnL^^*'^^*'''
c"^ '■^L'^^1
^''*^''*' reel1 is
• ^^^^^^
A foundling,
taken into a millionaire's family and
PHOTOGRAP
HY....
Fog
effect *•''*"
in openmg
^^ ^ daughter,
Irene is informed
when
she
.LIGHTINGS
..r-L.^.KiJi'i"*"* ' ??i:^
\. ,,^ ^^^'c
t J.
reaches maturity that her name is a favor rather than
. . . . . .Often chalky on face of star; some ^ ^^^^ whereupon she secretly marries David Powell,
^AMcrnA^w^oV""*®"/^
^^i?""
fi * rate
. whose
is distasteful.
Her reason for the
^;f^^ERA
WORK...
Compositjon
off^" scenes first
carriageveryis touch
that she fears being nameless,
yet she
STAR...... A sure nuff Robert W. Chambers
hero= j^^^ws that her
parents have legally adopted
me in appearance, she moves gracefully but ^^^ ^^^ that theyfoster
love her as they do their own
fails to register as an actress.
daughter
SUPPORT ..... R V. Steele is a rather priggish hero r^^^ ^^^^^^ advanced for keeping the marriage
in role of husband
David Powell has more j^ ^^^^ j^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ l^e^ benefactors, and on the secret
same
r-vTr-r.i^^o'''^
^
^^
^
t^^^^^^Z't.
r-i
-J
^
j.
grouuds
She
rcfuscs
to
consider
a
divorce
when
she
EXTERIORS. . . O. K. whether on a Florida estate fg,,^ j^ j^^^ ^^^^^ ^ y g^g^l^ ^ ^^^^^^
^^^^^ 1^^^^.
iKn-cr.i«^c'"
It ^'"^u'^
1 J J f
u- u I
scape architect. And he loves her, oh so ardently, after
INTERIORS
. .Up to the standard of a high=class ^^^1^ ^^^^ kiss— something to dream about during the
pr.od
uction.
^ ^^ ^^^^
DETAIL.
. . . .The director evidently aimed to avoid ^^j^^^ Ireuehas squared her shoulders and told the
doing things m a hackneyed way; suicide at ^ruth about her marital folly, her foster parents
insist
r-HADArTPDnp^THDv'^ partjculariy well handled.
^^^^her ceremony
that the event may
be anCHARACTER OF STORY
Romance with society j^'ounced properly.
The shock almost kills Steele, but
I oKt^Tu '^'c'"r»rl'ArMi<— rirkvi
o
c ^ Irene, with the full consent of her husband, nurses him
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,483 feet ^,^^.^ ^^ ^^^^^^ .^^^ .^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ .^ ^^^^.^^ ^^^ ^^^
CALL this a well-dressed film and you have hit it POor husband to do save shoot himself, which he does
spiritualistic seance in which
or an appealing ""er a table-moving,
Call it a drama,
about right.
story, or one that reflects life in a reasonable way and ^^ communicates with his father.
you may have some trouble in backing up your opinion. Even if Director Maigne may be criticised for not
Too frequently, pretty scenery as a background for putting
more
action into the picture, he deserves
fashionable gowns is relied upon as a substitute for credit for his handling of the fog scenes in the first
action.
Robert W. Chambers'
"smart"
society folk, reel, for the uniform tone of the production and for the
languishing on the sands of a Florida beach, or under unusual manner in which he registers the suicide by
the shade of a sheltering palm, look as though they means of the startled movements of a moose and a
might be posing for a photograph to be reproduced in horse standing nearby when the shot is fired,
a Sunday
newspaper
supplement.
Photoplays
that The cast includes Irene West, May Kitson, Anne
strike deep are made of firmer substance.
Cornwall, J. H. Gilmore, Frank Losee and others.

Easy to Put Over on Account of Fame of Star and Author
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
On technical grounds, "The Firing Line" may be
ripped to pieces without at all discounting its right to
be ranked as a special from a box oflice angle. Artistically, the production is easily up to the mark of the
Robert W. Chambers' novel and you know where that
stands as a money-maker, so why worry. My Advice
is to play up the picture in a big way, using the title
and the two renowned names — those of the author
and the star, for all they are worth.
This is Irene Castle's first Paramount- Artcraft picture, but, as you no doubt are aware, she is not entirely new to the screen. Her hold on the public,
liowever, is mainly due to her fame as a dancer and
to her reputation as a woman of fashion. You will
find that much of the exploitation paper prepared by

Paramount presents the star in ultra gowns sure to
attract the attention of women.
Along the line of handling this film as the last word
in smart set pictures, you may profit by the spread in
the current Ladies Home Journal, in which three pages
are devoted to illustrations and descriptions of the
costumes worn by Irene Castle. It is announced that
the exijloitation staff of the Ladies Home Journal will
assist exhibitors in getting window displays featuring
the gowns shown in the picture.
Then, obviously, the popularity of the book on which
the photoplay is based will be a big factor in drawing
patronage. Local bookdealers surely will be ready to
co-operate
advertising. with you in securing mutually beneficial

.

EVOLUTION
Number
My first advertisement, "EVOLUTION," appeared in the trade papers of June 28th. It
brought many letters, which are receiving careful consideration.
I expressed the opinion that the system of national film distribution through a group of exchanges owned, controlled and managed, from a
New York or Chicago executive office, is wasteful, and declared my intention of obtaining an
interest in a group of independent exchanges,
locally controlled.

SELF-PRESERVATION is the first law of
the film business as it is of nature.
The chief concern of the Exhibitor, the Exchange and Producer, is HIS OWN PROSPERITY.
Business is unavoidably SELFISH; professions of philanthropy from Producer or Distributor toward the Exhibitor are as sounding
brass and tinkling cymbals and hollow as the
flare of a horn.
BUT
:
ENLIGHTENED SELF-INTEREST conserves the w^elfare of those with whom one
does business
■— :
That means to the Exchange, the welfare of
BOTH Producer and Exhibitor.
In line w^ith the spirit of the times I believe
that ultimately every SUBORDINATE employe
of an exchange should become a PARTNER
during his employinent —
:
Not the receiver of a casual bonus, but the
assured OWNER of a share in the business at
a percentage fixed when he is employed, based
upon the economic value of his services, and
such partnership to be surrendered upon discharge or resignation.
This would make the poster boy, the film inspector, the shipper, the bookkeeper, the salesman and the booker, PARTNERS in the
BUSINESS.
The best men would be attracted from every
department of the exchange business, all being
ENTHUSIASTIC WORKERS
:
Such a TYPICAL EXCHANGE then becomes a living, VITAL ORGANISM, aggresive

Two
at every point because every factor has a strong
personal SELF-INTEREST in its success.
The typical INDEPENDENT Exchange will
be UNHAMPERED by outside dictation, having no reports, explanations or apologies to
make to a distant superior officer.
The oflfice can give its time to the legitimate
purpose of GETTING BUSINESS and taking
proper CARE of ORDERS.
The typical exchange will not be told by New
York or Chicago that the town of PEWEE must
pay $42.50 for a film because it has a population of 5,000, when the exchange manager
KNOWS a lot more about Pewee and its ABILITY TO PAY than do we of the HOME OFFICE swivel chair.
The active managers of a typical independent
exchange, being OWNERS or part owners, cannot shift responsibility to a DISTANT EXECUTIVE; they deal with exhibitors EYE to
EYE; diey have a direct PERSONAL GAIN
if their customer is held by SERVICE, and
SUFFER if they lose him.
Why these advertisements?
BECAUSE
: I want to attract the
attention or the BEST MEN in the film Exchange business.
BECAUSE
: I want to help BUILD
and hold an interest in the most EFFICIENT
and ENDURING group of Exchanges in the
country; independent yet allied; acting in GOOPERATION, NOT in COMBINATION.
BECAUSE
: I want to be close to
such a group, as I am going to resume PRODUCTION and want my films to be distributed
by the most CAPABLE organization in the
business.
BECAUSE
: I want Independent
Producers of the first rank to release their product through this group of Exchanges, recognizing
their strength and high efiiciency.
BECAUSE
: I want to see the theory
of PARTNERSHIP extended to Directors of
Production, as well as Camera Men and others
whose work counts importantly in the STUDIO.
Mark Letters Personal.

63 East Adams

St., C
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Short Stuff
Pathe Review has been holding up consistently to the mark of an interesting magazine reel.
Many of their latest subjects have contained, in
t"he main, very interesting stuff. The latest reel
is composed of several good subjects, covering
a fairly wide field. It opens with views showing interesting birds at the Bronx Zoo — peacocks,
pheasants, and other feathered creatures. "Art
in Silks" is a subtitle preceeding views in Pathe*
color showing how Japanese artisans weave beautiful pictures in silk. This is followed by footage
showing how phnograph records are made, from
the master record to the ones used m the home ;
other subjects are the quick-moving South Africa
Bushmen, whose motions are analyzed by the
rapid-motion camera, and beautiful views in
color of Yosemite Park.
Pathe olTers a mildly laughable reel in "Never
Touched Me," a Harold Lloyd comedy in which
he gets over considerable comedy business. This
time he is seen as the suitor of a cabaret beauty,
Bebe Daniels, but before he gets to the point
where he himself must disguise himself as a dancer much good incident is seen. He has some
fun with a baby carriage, also with other suitors
of the beautiful and vampish dancer. But he and
can't agree with one on who should love the
dancer. So things happen that are productive of
many laughs. Harry Pollard helps the chief funmakers.
* * *
Universal announces the titles of seven forthcoming Lyons-Moran comedies also the acquisition of two new writers of these subjects, the

latter being Frederick Bennett and Melville
Brown. The new comedies are: "Ready-Made
Dudes," "Heart Trouble," "Ten Xights in a Tea
Room," "Before and After Taking." "By the
Dusty Rio Grande" and "Don't Mistrust Your
H^

^

^

Husband."
The recent Educational releases, "The Eagle
and the Fawn" and "The Passing of the Crow"
will be followed shortly by other subjects with
all-Indian players, according to announcement.
These subjects are now being made at Sheridan,
Wyo., under the direction
* * *of Dr. J. E. Maple.
Universal puts out under the title "Lizzie's
Waterloo," a very ordinary comedy number with
!ittle humor but a fair amount of action. The
number is by Orrin C. Jackson, who also appears
on the screen. The lead is supported by Ernie
Shield, Marcia Moore and c thers. The number
deals with the old stuff in which the mother has
trouble in keeping her son and husband from flirting with the hired help. The action is the usual
knockabout slap-stick stuff of no great value as
far as getting real *laughs* is concerned.
*
"Billy Blazes, Esq." is the title of a quite laughable comedy made by Rolin for release by Pathe.
It is one of Harold Lloyd's subjects, and registers
quite a bit of wholesome fun. Harry Pollard and
Bebe Daniels also do their part in getting the
comedy business over. In this number Harold
plays the part of a youth who goes out to clean
up a Western town. What he does to those lawless characters with his two guns is good slapstick burlesque.

■^^

^
The
only studio
concentrating
on
the production
of
features
to the exclusion of all other
details.
Productions made by contract. Perfect facilities for individual
producing
units
with or without
contractees'
__

supervision.

The

BRUNTON
STUDIOS
ROBERT

BRUNTON

Melrose Avenue

COMPANY
Los Angeles

"By
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Works

You

Are

Known"

Recent Productions
"Madam Who"
"A Man's Man"
"Patriotism"
"Carmen
of the Klondike"
"Turn"Alimony"
of a Card"
"The One IVoman"
"More Trouble"
"The Bells"
"Sierra
the Sixties"
"AllofIVrong"
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IN EIGHT

THE

•^ TO

IF

YOU

MODERN
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MAXIMUM
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FEEL MY PULSE
For after a successfull experience of staging film specials that
built for mp theatres 14 years of undisputed reputation for
high-class presentation together with the best of music {by
symphony orchestras covering many years) where films of
quality enjoyed runs for indefinite periods using the minimum
of at least one rveek.

THE
When

TIME
the

of my

same

policy

downtown

IS
is to

HERE
be

applied

theatres — To

to all

Wit —

MOORE'S

Rialto £i Strand /n Garden
where Washington's limousine trade gathers to enjoy presentation ofthe world's best in a manner that has never had a parallel— This accredited and authentic verdict of Washington's

PRESS and PUBUC
MOORE'S

CIRCUIT

will cover everp section of Washington with model theatres and can ojfer the
greatest number of play dates — scrutinize
TOM

MOORE
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Story of Canadian Woods Gets Over Nicely Without Being
Remarkable
Tom

Mix in

"The Wilderness Trail"
Fox
DIRECTOR
Edward J. LeSaint
AUTHOR
Frank
Williams
SCENARIO
BY
Charles
Kenyon
CAMERAMAN
Friend F. Baker
AS A WHOLE
Typical Tom Mix production
with good action stuff toward the close.
STORY
Laid in the Hudson Bay region where
Free Traders
operate illegally and try to
place the blame on Hero Tom Mix.
DIRECTION. .... .Follows conventional lines in giving the star a chance to fight his way out
of difficulties.
PHOTOGRAPHY
:
Generally clear
LIGHTINGS
No attempt at anything out of the
ordinary.
CAMERA
WORK
Some
attractive shots of
snow=covered woodland.
STAR
Easily meets requirements of a not very
exacting role.
SUPPORT
Colleen Moore
is a pleasing shero,
Sid Jordan puts up a good fight as the half'
breed leader of the Free Traders.
EXTERIORS
Mountain scenes in winter time;
one or two storm effects are impressive.
INTERIORS
The usual thing in mountain cabin
sets.
DETAIL
Some of the titles referring to "meas=
ureless snows" and an impenetrable wilderness are not borne out by the scenes immedi^
ately following.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Keeps away from anything objectionable.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
rpOM MIX has had better stories than this adapta-■■ tion of Frank Williams' book; he
been called
upon for much more difficult stunt stuffhasthan
that demanded of him in the role of the Canadian trapper,
but even if "The Wilderness Trail" does not
anything new in the career of the athletic Fox mark
star,
it comes through in its entirety as an entertaining,
(■wholesome meller.

Th(i story is simple and direct, following one line
of interest and making no pretense at novelty in construction or characterization. Only at the very outset
— and this is of no great importance — is the spectator
given a false lead. It appears that the conflict is to be
between Frank Clark, as the father of Shero Colleen
Moore, and the man who is to succeed in authority at
the Hudson Bay camp. The latter character never
appears, but his son does, in the person of Tom Mix,
and one soon forgets the failure to carry through the
promise of the introductory scenes.
According to the usual method of preparing films
of this description, the plot is so arranged that every
once in so often Mix has a chance to display his vigor
in some sort of a fight, generally against heavy odds,
the most severe encounter being reserved for the final
reel.
Mix has eluded the outlaws, from whom he attempted single-handed to take the stolen furs; he has
rescued his sweetheart from a thieving trapper and an
Indian, both drunk, and he has saved the girl's father
from a serious predicament in which he is menaced
by a revolt among his own men and an attack by the
Free Traders, when they pull the biggest scenes of
the production.
With Mix in command, the Hudson Bay Company
employes give battle to the Free Traders intrenched
in a hollow behind a barricade of logs and brushwood. Making a battering ram of a sled. Mix and his
allies climb aboard, slide it down the hill, crashing
through the barricade, and then the hand-to-hand
fight begins with the leader of the trappers seeking
out the half-breed (Sid Jordan) as his particular prey.
To prove how yellow Jordan really is underneath
his dusky skin, the director causes him to desert his
companions and make a break for safety, stabbing his
aged Indian mother when she attempts to stop him.
This incident seems needlessly brutal and may offend
some sensitive folks in your audience. But at all
events the half-breed does not get away, for Mix follows as fast as his snow shoes will carry him and
soon the pair commence a fight to the death. In
this struggle, carried on through several hundred feet,
there is all the action that anyone need ask.
One situation with a touch of pathos, handled sincerely and not overdone, is found in a scene where
Mix's horse is wounded in the leg and his master is
obliged to shoot him. Every lover of animals will respond to the feelings of the trapper expressed in a
most convincing fashion.
Included in the cast are Mrs. Warrenton, Pat Chrisman and Jack Nelson.

Fans That Know Tom Mix Will Want to See This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Don't worry about this a bit if it is coming to you
on a contract basis. You, and the regulars among
your fans, know Tom Mix and he is deservedly popular. He is always associated with clean stories possessing lots of physical action and in his own particular line he stands high. The first thought in your exploitation should be to inform folks that you are
offering them a typical Mix production.
Providing
you place a "Cooler
inside than out"
sign in front of your theater during
the summer
months, help it along by using stills from this proauction, in which all of the exteriors are snow scenes
Shovv- the exterior views
liberally, not overlooking

personal portraits of the star. I would also present
him in pictures including Colleen Moore and the
horse.
There is no need of going into details of the plot.
Merely let people know that it is a story of the Hudson
Bay Co. and that there is plenty of action. You
might, refer to "The Wilderness Trail" having been
adapted from the novel by Frank Williams, although
probably most of your fans are not familiar with the
book.
Miss Moore is an excellent choice as leading woman
for Mix and should receive attention in your publicity.
You may be able to land portraits of her and biographical sketches in your local papers.
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Index from March 30, to July 6, 1919
There will be an

index in Wid's every three months

PATHE
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
May

6
13
13
20
27
11
11
18
18

25
1
June
8
June
15
June
June 22
June 22
June 29
July
6

13
3
9
21
9
7
19
23
17

A Bachelor's Wife
The
Little
Diplomat

23
13

June
June

The Bishop's Emeralds
Trixie from Broadway
Oh Boy
The Profiteer
A Sporting Chance
Gates
of Brass
Yvonne
from
Paris

13
2
13
9
15
9
23

June
June 22
July 29
June 6

FOX
Apr.
."Vpr.

6
13

Apr.
Apr.

13
20
27
4
4
18

Apr.
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
June
June
July

25
1
8
8
15
29
29
6

Married in Haste
Pitfalls of a Big City
The Jungle
Trail
The Love that Dares
Miss Adventure
Help, Help, Police
The Siren's Song
The Coming of the Law
When Fate Decides
The Divorce Trap
The Sneak
A Woman There Was
My Little Sister
Putting One Over
The Lone Star Ranger
Be A Little Sport

5
19
25
11
3
9
27
19
3
3
7
19
15
2
21
9

PARAMOUNT
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
June
June
June
June
June
June
July
July

6
6
6
13
13
4
11
4
25
25
25
25
1
1
8
22
22
29
6
6

6

The Intrusion of Isabel
The Unknown
Love
Brass
Buttons
The Cry of the Weak
Charse
It to Me
The Master Man
Some
Liar
All Wrong

13
21
27
13
27
5
17
15
11
15
21
31
7
23
6

Men, M'omen and Money
You're Fired
Hay Foot, Straw Foot
Girls

6
17
22
7

Other

19

Wives

.^lay
Apr.
May
May
Apr.

May
May
May
May
Apr.
May

June
June

20
184
11
25
158
8

The Unknown Quantity
A Yankee Princess
The Usurper
A Stitch in Time
Beating the Odds
The Third
Degree
Thin Ice

9
7
16
11
11
9
9

A Rogue's
Romance
Too Many Crooks
Beauty
Proof
The Spark
Divine
A Girl at Bay
The Man Who Won
Cupid
Forecloses

9
18
81
3
U
7
17

SELECT
6
11
18
11
18
15
25
158

June

Getting Mary Married
Bolshevism on Trial
The Yelled Adventure
2Redhead
The New Moon
Break the News to Mother
Jacques of the Silver North
Happiness a la Mode
Upstairs and Down

25
IS
21
11
26
6
27
9
28

UNIVERSAL
Apr.
Apr.
May
Apr.
May
May
Apr.

Apr.

June

Three Men and a Girl
The Sheriff's Son
Good Gracious Annabelle
Peppy
Polly
The Test of Honor
The Home Breaker
Fires of Faith
Greased
Lightning
The Home Town Girl
Come Out of the Kitchen
I'll Get Him
Yet
The Lady of Red Butte
The Final Close-Up
The Busher
The Haunted Bedroom

Men's

May
Apr.

VITAGRAPH

June
June
June

6
206

The Fire Flingers
What Am I Bid
Bare
Fists
The
Blinding
Trail
18
20 The Delicious Little Devil
4 The Unpainted
Woman
Riders of Yengeance
25 Pretty Smooth
1 The
Sleeping
Lion
8 The Weaker Vessel
29 A Little Brother of the Rich
29 The Outcasts
of Poker Flat

?o
IS
6

May
Apr.
Apr.
May
May

27
204
11
18
158
June
8

Apr.
Apr.

29
81
13
17
23
7
15
29
••• 11
23
5
17

WORLD
The Scar
The Quickening Flame
3 Green Eyes
Ginger
The Unwritten
Code
The Social Pirate

An Amateur Widow
Through the Toils
Phil-for-Short
June
The Devil's Trail
June 22 Love and the Woman
July 29
Home Wanted
June
American
Way
6 The

19]
29|
7]
17
11;
27 '
13
29,
21;
14'
1'
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GOLDWYN
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May

20
20
27
27
4
25
25
1
8

June
June
June 15

The Pest
Spotlight Sadie
A Man and His Money
Daugrliter of Mine
The Stronger Vow
One Week of Life
The eternal Magdalene
Leave It to Susan
One of the Finest
The Crimson Gardenia

ROBERTSON

6
27
6
23
28
2S
27
9
9
6

,

COLE- EXHIBITORS
MUTUAL

Apr. 20 What Every Woman Wants
Apr. 27 The Love Call
May
25 His Debt
June
1 The Mints of Hell
June
1 Modern Husbands
June
8 The Man Who Turned White
June
8 Tangled Threads
June 15 Better Times
June 29 Bare- Fisted Gallagher
July
6 A Man's
Country

May

4

May

18

Apr.
Apr.

20
27

June 15
June 29

The Woman Thou
Secret
Service

20

As a Man Thinks
The Best Man

11
; . . . . IS
2
19
20
25
7
15

A Romany

Lass

21

II

May

11

Fires of Faith

May

18

Broken

Gavest Me

The Red Lantern
FuU of Pep
Almost Married
The Man Who Stayed at Home
Some Bride
Fools and Their Money
The XJplif ters
One-Thing-at-a-Xune O'Day

The AVhite Feather

FAMOUS

May
11 Mary Began
May
18 Daddy Long Legs
June
1 The Auction of Souls
June 19 Sunnyslde

17

GRIFFITH

PRODUCTIONS

Blossoms

5

Rothapfel's First Unit Programme
The Other Man's Wife
Challenge of Chance

June 29

The Solitary Sin

SOLITARY

May

23
17
11
2
23
21
3
15

7
1
6
19

4

TYRAD
6

June
1
June 22

Playthings of Passion
The Woman Under Oath

SIN CORP.
23

Apr.

6

8S

PICTURES- STATE

RIGHTS

Your Wife and Mine

ROBERT

7

THORNBY

PRODUCTION

Are You Legally Married ?

MACK

23

SENNETT— SOL LESSER
Distributor

Apr.

13

Apr.

13

Fit to Win

Apr.

13

Hearts of Men

Yankee

Doodle in Berlin

Apr.

13

Virtuous Men

S

SERVICE

PROD.
8

HIRAM

ABRAMS

PROD.
11

S. L. PICTURES

THEATERS
21
23

28

McMANUS
July

PICTURE

5
U
21

Fool's Gold

7
21
7

Fan

SALES CORP.

May
11
June 15
July
6

19
19

TRIANGLE

UNITED

IS

PLAYERS— LASKY

U. S. PUBLIC

Love's Prisoner
Lady Windemere's
Upside Down

& WILK

ARROW

SPECIAL

FIRST NATIONAL

May
25
June
8
June 15

2S
19

PHOTOPLAYS
PROD.—
STATE RIGHTS

May

METRO
4
1
8
15
15
22
29
29

"••

HILLER

Apr.

May
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

Virtuous Sinners

INDEPENDENT

Captain lUdd, Jr
The Money Corral
Eyes of the Soul
For Better, For Worse
The Knickerbocker
Buckaroo
True Heart Susie
Square Deal Sanderson
The Avalanche

PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT

jn^tmW^

HARMA

ARTCRAFT
Apr.
6
Apr. 27
Apr. 27
May
4
June
1
June
8
June 22
July
6

The Boomerang

HODKINSON

Apr.

19
17
19
2
15
3
15
17
11
14

/

6

The

Lost

WARNER
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Thin Story Held up by Wealth of Incident
Harry Carey in

"Ace of the Saddle"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Jack Ford
AUTHOR
Frederick J. Jackson
SCENARIO BY
George Hively
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Mainly a series of incidents built
up to fit the star; a Western that will appeal
mostly
to Carey's
STORY
Much
too thin followers.
and casual to hold up to
footage; story =action is very slow and con=
ventional.
DIRECTION
Puts zip and dash into hard-riding
sequences; sometimes handles players lacka=
dasically.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fine throughout
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
on interiors
CAMERA
WORK
Many high=class
long shots;
also
good work
shown
in photographing
speeding horses.
STAR
Up to the requirements of a role that
doesn't ask too much.
SUPPORT
Generally welI=chosen as to type and
ability,
particularly
the
former;
Peggy
Pearce has little appeal; Joel Harris, Duke
R. Lee and others adequate.
EXTERIORS
Scenic investiture is one of the
best features of the picture; much good West=
ern scenery filmed.
INTERIORS
Just the ordinary run of cabin and
saloon stuff.
DETAIL
Finer points subordinated to physical
action.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Straight serio-comic
Western meller in which the hero outwits the
willun.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,800 feet

up largely on incident, "Ace of the Saddle"
BUILT
is plainly a vehicle for Harry Carey. In the film
the star and the players surrounding him register many
serio-comic points, and innumerable times one is given
a chance to be in sympathy with the lead-character
and his sometimes more or less ludicrous predicaments.
There are quite a number of moments, too, in which
meller points are scored.
The story is not what interests in this particular
offering — it is the large amount of other factors that
have been injected to cover the weakness of the story.

On the story score the picture drags very slowly, and
the plot substance is by far too thin to hold up to the
film's footage. Also it is a bit disconnected, casual
in its working out, and leaving the chief burden of entertainment on other factors.
But after things get fairly well started there is a
wealth of fast physical action in the latter reels, and
the scenic investiture of the producticni is one of its
finer points. There are dozens of scenes in which the
camera has recoi'ded scenic backgrounds of the sort
usually seen in railroad advertisements, and some of
the long shots in those sequences showing the pursuit
of one band of horsemen by another lead the viewer
over hilltops and through valleys of real beauty.
Chiefly the film relies for interest upon what Harry
Carey does. He is always the central figure on the
screen, and generally makes a successful plea for the
good humor of the audience. This is especially true
of those passages showing his endeavors to find
Avhether the sheriff's daughter loves him by plucking
flowers, counting buttons, and counting about everything else in his "she loves me, she loves me not" efforts. Also some fairly humorous stuff is put over by
Harry and one of his pals when they get considerably
"tead" up and start out in the Western town in search
of anything interesting. They find it. of course. Another point that scores is when Harry and his cowpunchers move their house over the county line by
dragging it across the sand with their horses. These
are but a few samples of the incident introduced.
On its serious side the film treats of cattle rustlers,
crooked sherifl:s and deputies, poisoned water holes,
boundary lines, etc. There is some fairly good meller
stuff registered. And there is plenty of hard riding.
A large gang of real buckaroos were engaged by Director Ford, and he puts all the necessary zip and dash
into the pursuit sequences.
Also there is some "kid" interest introduced through
the medium of little Zoe Rae, the good sheriff's daughter, and her little boy friend, Howard Enstedt.
Harry Carey is seen as the cool and capable Western hero who becomes a man of peace when he meets
Peggy Pearce, the daughter of Duke R. Lee, the honest
.sheriff of the adjoining county. There is a cattle feud
on between Carey's bunch and the gang of rustlers
headed by Joel Harris and his followers. But in the
end Harry outwits the masked gang by cleverly making them drink the water of the well they poisoned.
This is sure to get a laugh. And later on Harry be^
comes sheriff and lives happily with Peggy and their
baby.
Included in the cast are Jack Walters, Vesta Pegg
and William Cartright.

Harry Carey's Friends Should Like This Particularly
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Folks who like Harry Carey in even a fair degree
are going to like him a whole lot more after they have
seen "Ace of the Saddle." For the picture is one that
gives Carey's particular personality a full chance to
register, and into the more serious meller stuff of the
story has been injected a wealth of incident of the
sort that goes over well with a fan crowd.
But the picture is not one that is calculated to make
much of a hit before intelligent audiences, nor is it a
film that would draw transients to any great extent.
It is just good stuff for followers of the star, and suited
best to cheaper program houses.

So it's up to you to go strongest on the star's name
in any advertising you might do. It might be a good
idea to obtain a.s many stills as possible for a lobby
display — especially those showing the scenic backgrounds seen in the picture. That sort of stuff in a
feature film sometimes is remembered by folks with
greater emphasis than any other end.
Do not tell your people much about the story, because there is nothing much new or unusual that you
could tell them in line with an honest advertising
policy. Just promise them a Western subject that contains as many, amusing incidents as it does anything
else.
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Quinn-Goldberg

Anna Lehr 111
Anna Lehr, who had the feminine
Coming
from Frank
J.
lead in "The Teeth of the Tiger," Reported
has been compelled to withdraw
Godsol — No Statement from Firm
from the cast owing to a severe atFrank J. Godsel, multi-millionaire,
tack of ptomaine poisoning. Marguerite Courtot, who has starred in and said to be interested in the big
her own right, is to be her successor. export deal in which Wm. Vogel and
others are concerned, is reported to
have liked the film game so much
that he has placed millions with the
Two
Million Women
Interested in Goldwyn organization.
Quinn Organization
The report of Godsoi's connection
Ten thousand presidents of Wo- with Goldwyn has been about the industry for some time, and in his spemen's Clubs representing about 2,cial column in the Evening World
000,000 club women in the United
Saturday Julian Johnson said;
States, have been enrolled as mem- on "Now
comes a rumor that Samuel
bers of the Motion Picture and TheGoldwyn has acquired extensive new
atrical Co-operative Asso., Inc. — the capital, and proposes to inaugurate
Quinn organization. Announcement productions
an even ^^ostcr scale
of this and of definite plans for the than his on
recent announcements
campaign to put an end to evils existing in the motion picture industry
"Ever hear* of
J. Godsol?
* Frank
*
was made yesterday by Mrs. John scheduled
Francis Yawger, secretary, at the
"Probably
you
have
if
followed the public prints you've
with any
Associatins headquarters in the Hotel Astor.
regularity. Godsol, an AmericanMotion picture fans of the United born Frenchman, purchased automobiles for the Republic of France durStates are being canvassed by the
ing the war. Certain interests in
.Association to determine the class of
Paris thought his percentages were
pictures they desire and to learn
their feelings towards the industry. larger than they should be, and tried
to stir up considerable trouble for
A questionnaire containing 12 ques- him on more or less formal charges.
tions has been prepared and is being
sent out.
"It is now reported that his American investments will be made in the
The Questions
Do you like motion pictures? Are picture business — to be explicit, with
Samuel Goldwyn. No announceyou a motion picture fan?
ments of any sort have been officialHow many pictures have you seen
ly issued upon this matter, and the
during the past twelve months that
have impressed you as good pictures, principals are not talking, but the
\\ith a message, entertaining gossip of the screen Rialto has it that
throughout; that have sent you away Godsol is not only making an investment in the Goldwyn celluloids but
with an earnest desire to have your
(Splcial to WID'S DAILY)
family or your friends go to see is investing a great fortune — so much
Hollywood, Calif. — A preview of them?
money, in fact, that the Goldwyn
"A Man's House" was held at the
How many of those pictures had capitalization may be increased
Play House, Los Angeles. This is
the first production of The Premiere well balanced casts? Mention the from $3,000,000 to $10,000,000, with a
Picture Co. featuring Ora Carew, names of such pictures and the mes- corresponding increase in the Goldunder the direction of Walter
sage they contained?
wyn plans for autumn productions."
Do you believe there is a wide
Wright. Arnold Gregg is Miss
opening for the Motion Picture and
On Saturday it was impossible to
Carew's leading man.
Theatrical Co-operative Association obtain any information regarding
Robert Vignola, will direct Ethel to regulate and improve conditions the report from the Goldwyn offices.
in the industry?
All the executives were reported out
Clayton's first production under her
What percentage of the people of the city, and the publicity departnew Famous Players contract.
ment knew nothing, it was reported,
working in pictures do you believe
company.
Kathleen Kirkham will play in sup- are entitled to the name "Star"?
of Godsol's connection with the
Mention the names of those you
port of Lew Cody in his first star- "Star"?
think are really entitled to the name
ring venture.

"Jack London Prod." Staff
James Ewen, associated with Emile
Argument As Seen by W. A. Barrett Chautard for five years, has been seof National Board of Review
cured as co-director, working with
W. A. Barrett, Review Secretary C. A. Willat a-nd Harry Chandlee,
of the National Board of Review, who prepared the script of the first
sends the following to Wid's Daily: production. William Saling has been
The account of the meeting of the engaged as technical director. For
Motion Picture and Theatrical Co- seven years he was with Belasco,
operative Association at he Astor, Doug Fairbanks and Alan Dwan.
appearing in your paper of July 2,
New Comedy Series
is certainly very interesting. After
reading what Mr. J. A. Quinn and
Universal will release a new series
Mr. Jesse Goldburg had to say in
of comedies entitled O" K E H Komvituperative rhythm, one is led to edies.
They will be of the society
the conclusion that it appears to be type featuring Neal Burns, Ben Wilsomewhat of an infringement on the
son and Geo. Odey and will be retime of the prominent people who
leased every other week. Alternatwe.c present to have been placed in
ing
with
are the Lyons-Moran
the position of a Greek chorus to comedies these
which, in the past two
this combat of adjectives and ex- years have been released once a
clamatory nonsense.
week.
It seems that Mr. Quinn, in telling the truth, started by saying that
studio conditions were rotten. As- But Pennsylvania Exhibitors May
suming that this is any of Mr.
Appeal Action of Censors
Quinn's business, it does not seem
(By
Wire to JVID'S DAILY)
particularly relevant to Mr. Quinn's
Philadelphia.
— Local exhibitors are
main contention that he could "cut talking of taking
court action either
from one to four thousand feet out
in
the
State
or
Federal
courts, should
of every film made under present
the Penna. Board of Censors carry
tnethods."
If in
he the
was cause
attacking
stu- out their announcement that film
dio conditions
of morality, then he was mixing the cause of dealing with disease, shall be barred
morality and the art of the scissors in the State. The Board acted in
in a way wholly destructive to the concert with Gov. Sproul in this matter; the Governor authorizing the
:ause of logic. If he was attacking
studio conditions on the score of Board to act on all such pictures.
their tending toward incompetence, Previously the Board had no power
over productions such as "Fit to
{Continued on Page 4)
Win,"features.
"The End of the Road" and
like

\

Price 5 Cents

Goldwyn's Millions

Canvassing Fans

Bar Disease Film

No.

144

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
— and here are some facts Mr.
Advertising Man — Facts are interesting— Grover Cleveland's
great question was "Is it facts
or theories we are dealing
with?" — Lend thine ear a minute— for Fact No. 1: .
Kraus Mfg. Co. writes: "We
are gratified with the results
obtained in Wid's Daily as we
have heard from people who
Bi-io- interested in EVERY
branch of the moving picture
industry, covering the wide
area of producer, actor, exchange and exporter" — (The
capitals are ours) — Their ad
\i>ffs ONE INCH in size— ran
every day and they heard from
EVERYWHERE— Oh Boy—
what if they had used a page?
— The wise advertiser is commencing to realize that Wid's
delivers the goods.

Coast Brevities

Which do you prefer — a well told
Reported that Frank Lloyd will
have Pauline Fredericks for his next story with a message and a well balanced cast of artists that properly
star, after which he will work on big
fit the various characters in the story
all-star special features.
'Star"?
—or a story built especially around a
Ed Mortimer has completed "The
What do you think are the right
County Fair" for Maurice Tourneur.
Will be released on the Paramount prices of admission to make it pos{Continued on Page 2)
program.

Saunders Job

Claud Saunders, formerly with
Griffith in charge of presentation of
many features in large theaters, will
work with Al Lichtman and other
department heads under the new Famous policy, and will have charge of
exploitation of features.
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Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer, Lynde Denig, Editor; Ben H. Grimm,
Associate Editor; Joseph Dannenberg, VicePresident and Managing Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00.
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AddressDAILY,all 71-73
West 44th
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WID'S
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St., New

4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt
Telephone:
Los Angeles
Office:
605-606-607 Wright
&
3889.
Broadway
Bldg., Telephone
Callender
217-218 Hollywood
Hollywood, Cal.. Office:
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

Paramount Magazine
Production has already begun on
the Paramount Magazine series
wtiich will consist of 52 numbers a
year. It will comprise a series of
the bes\ epigrams appearing in the
Smart Set Magazine; those of Helen
Rowland of the New York World,
animated technical drawing of popular scientific subjects appearing in
Popular Mechanics and animated
comic cartoons. Each issue of the
Magazine will run one full reel.
The animated cartoons will be the
work of Paul Terry, Frank Moser
and Pat Sullivan.
Madison,
S. D. — Joe Ryan
half interest in Imperial.

sells

the Courts

Anders Randolf is supporting Marion Davies in her new Cosmopolitan production, "The Cinema Mur-

That the Evans Film Mfg. Co. is
in desperate straits due to the efforts
of Patrick A. Powers who claims to
control it, to ruin the corporation,
has lieen alleged before the AppelThe first episode of the new Helen
late Division of the Supreme Court
Holmes serial, being made by the Ijy Thomas W. Evans, who was the
S. der."
L. K. Serial Corp., is well under president of the corporation until
•
way.
Norma and Constance
Talmadge Powers called an election last January and ousted him and John P. Mcare enjoying a vacation at the Paul
Donnell, the treasurer. Evans is suSmith Camp in the Adirondack
ing to set aside the election of offiMountains.
cers and Justice Mullan appointed
William Rondy referee to take tesThe new Keeney theater at Kingstimony, and granted an injunction
ton, N. Y., has been leased by O. S. restraining Powers from interfering
Hathaway who will continue the pic- with Evans and McDonnell in the
ture policy of Mr. Keeney.
performance
of theiruntil
dutiestheas case
presi-is
dent and treasurer
Arrow will also release a series decided.
of two reel Westerns to be known
Powers appealed to the Appellate
as the Loan Star Dramas, the first of Division for a stay of the injunction pending the appeal, as noted,
which, has been completed by William Stiner.
and in his petition stated that Evans
doesn't own 111 shares of the stock
"The Flame of the Yukon," the as he claims, and said that the elecTriangle feature in which Dorothy
tion would have resulted as it did
Dalton starred, has entered upon its anyhow. He said that the court orsecond week's run at the Band Box.
der has placed Evans and McDonnell
in control of the corporation when
The
film
was
barred
by
■'"hicago
cen^
sors for two years.
they have no right to be running it.
In reply Evans said that because
"The Desert Trail" is the title of a Powers stopped payment on the
new two reeler of outdoor type which check drawn on $15,000 of the corwill star Pete Morrison and Magda
funds in the banks he and
Lane under direction of George McDonnell poration's
had to borrow money to
Holt. Holt just finished directing pay the obligations until the latter
the two stars in Harvey Gates' story part of April, but they could raise no
more then and Evans discharged all
"A Desert Wooing."
the staff except the foreman, book"Powwatchman.
keeper and night
ers is trying
to wreck
the company
{Continued from Page 1)
as he said he would," stated Evans,
siblc for the average family to attend "because I have refused to sell my
a picture show twice a week?
interest at a sacrifice. The mortWhat is your general opinion of
gagees have threatened to foreclose,
the motion picture producing sys- the insurance companies have cancelled our policies because of the
tem as it now prevails?
Do you think applicants for posi- non-payment of premiums, and the
tions get a fair and unbiased deal and andlord has threatened to dispossess
are chosen strictly on their screen us. My only control of the corporamerits?
tion is my ability to walk in and out
Please state any facts or experiAppellate
factory.''Division refused to
an idle
ences you know about as to condi- of The
tions of employment or of other de- interfere with the injunction and the
partments in the motion picture in- hearings before the referee will go
dustry?
on during the summer.
Hw many producing companies do
you know that have made consisMemphis, Tenn. — Memphis Entertantly good pictures that your family
prise Co. takes over theaters foror friends could always depend upon
merly
Majesticthem.
Amusement Co. controlled
and willby rename
being able to enjoy?
Name them.
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Exchange Men Meet
Chicago. — A meeting of Universal
exchange men of the Central west
was recently held here. Plans fori
Universal's fall campaign and outlines of the new policy were discussed. Each exchange will have a
press agent hereafter, also. Those
present: James V. Bryson Minneapolis, Minn.; Joe D. Roderick, Mil-;
waukee. Wis.; Harry M. Berman.i
Gen. Mgr. Exchanges, New York^'
I. L. Leserman, Chicago, 111.; Bar- 1
ney Rosenthal, St. Louis, Mo.; PauU
Bush, Kansas City, Mo.; Sam Ben-^
jamin, Oklahoma City, Okla. ; J. H.j
Calvert, Omaha, Neb.; M. J. Frisch,
Des Moines.

SelectCorp.
Pictures

Insurance has long been recognized as the fundamental principle
of sound business management. It is the protection that can be
gained In no other earthly way. Make up your mind to act right
Our advice without obligation is yours, for the asking.
now.

DOROTHY PHILLIPS, the brilliant star of "The Heart of Humanity," in her newest production,
"DESTINY." Fifteen words that
will fill any theater to capacity.

loose?

get business through
price — some through

We Place Insurance for

"THERE IS NO MYSTERY

Any
more
millionaires
They're in demand.

- -SO5^2«
Maiden
Lane
5425
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upon quality — and
quality of a superlative
degree.
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Interesting Northwoods Meller is Forcefully Presented
Madlaine Traverse in

"They Grow
Everywhere"
Yes, and they howl everywhere— just as in the midnight sanctuary of your own
home.
You've guessed it— babies!
Japanese babies, this time,
and the picture they make is
a very unusual one. — Release
No. 20.

An OutingChester 'Picture

Gladys Brockwell
PACIFIC

FOX STAR
COAST
STUDIOS
Latest release

"SADIE

"

Starring in

"THE nowSPORTING
CHANCE"
being produced

[AM

PAYING

For

CASH

NEGATIVES
Apply
Nathan Hirsh
729 7th Avenue
N. Y. City
Bryant 7224

Northwest Notes
{Special to JVWS DAILY)
Seattle, Wash. — A large new viewj r-jyfe has been IdihU in the office
;tion of the Liberty Theater Build;. The staging and screen equipnt is as elaborate as that of a regir theater.

"Rose of the West"
Fox
DIRECTOR
Harry
Millarde
AUTHOR
Denison
Clift
SCENARIO BY
Denison Clift
CAMERAMAN
Frank
B, Good
AS A WHOLE. .. .Well=produced
Northwoods
meller
containing
plenty of dramatic
action and
tense moments.
STORY
Developed in a logical way with ample
plot to carry through
five reels.
DIRECTION
Puts force into the action without
causing the players to over=reach
for emo=
tional effects.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies, for the most part good
LIGHTINGS
A bit harsh at times
CAMERA WORK
A number of attractive shots,
notably those of a river running through the
wilds.
STAR
Suitably cast in role of mother
who is
ready to sacrifice everything
to save her
daughter.
SUPPORT
Thomas
Santschi
sufficiently domi=
nant as head of Mounted Police; Frank Leigh
and others contribute first=rate performances
EXTERIORS
Scenes in wilderness are decidedly
attractive.
INTERIORS
Conventional
cabin sets
DETAIL
Some good touches introducing mo=
ments of comedy and human interest.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Emotional meller
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,700 feet
THE

theme of this picture is almost as old as photoplays. At the basis of the story there is the familiar situation of a motlicr tightinff to save her
(laughter from a wealthy willim who wants to buy the
girl from an avaricious, brutal father.
There is notliing startlingly fresh about this conflict of fliaraoters. but by reason of its treatment, both
in the handling of the plot anil the performances of
the principal players, the lihn becomes more than cus-

tomarily (U\-erting. The situations are intense and
even exciting when they are woi'ked up to a climax.
During tlie last reel, when ^ladhiine Traverse is in
danger <>f being convicted of murder, there is cosiderable uncertainty as to tlie outcome.
Two lines of interest, closely related, are followed.
First there is Miidlaine's romance with Thomas
Santschi, after she supposes her brutal husband to be
dead ; then there is the peril confronting Madlaine's
(hiughter who is coveted by a wealthy land-owner.
Skillful construction has meiged tlie two threads of
the plot into a story possessing unity, directness and
some sympathetic apiieal.
The characters, although conventional types for a
Northwoods meller, are well contrasted. Minna Prevost, as the squaw and .Jack Nelson as her half-breed
son who hai'bors an undying devotion for Beatrice La
I'lante. the girl in the case, add appreciably to the
siiirit of the production. A genuinely sympathetic
note is struck near the conclusion that brings the
death of Nelson after he has tracked Leigh through the
woods and killed him. but not until he has suffered a
mortal wound himself.
The author was careful not to lose sympathy for
Madlaine Traverse bj' allowing her love affair with
Santschi to violate the social code. Having waited
two years for the return of her husband and having
been informed on what seemed to be reliable authority
that he was dead, she consents to become the wife oi
the colonel of the Mounted Police and is about to be
married when the wanderer appears at the cabin.
The audience is never left in doubt about the thorough-going villainy of Leigh. His dominant craving
is for gold and he has determined to get a particular
tract of land, which he knows to be valuable, from the
big landowner of the region.
Leigh's negotiations for the property bring about
the suggestion that his daughter be given in payment,
a proposition to which the father promptly concedes.
From here on it is a light between Leigh and his accomplices to make good the bargain by delivering the
girl as promised, and Madlaine Traverse, aided by
the faithful half-breed, to thwart the plan.
Beatrice is tricked into visiting a cabin where she is
met by the willunous millionaire. There is the usual
struggle prior to the arrival of the half-breed, closely
followed by Madlaine who shoots the would-be seducer.
The body is found by the Mounted Police and Santschi is confronted by the necessity of arresting the
woman he loves. There seems to be no way out of
the dilemma with Nelson, in a dying confession, assumes the guilt.

Play Up Mother-Love Theme to Attract Women

Patrons

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"Rose of the West" certainly looks like good stuff
lor almost any sort of a fan crowd. It is a fortunate
comliination of dramatic incidents and emotional
clashes that should go through first, second and third
run houses witli ecjual success. If your folks once
get into the swing of the story you don't need to be
afraid of walk-outs.
It does seem, however, that from an advertising
angle, the Fox people slipped up on the title. "Rose
of the West" brings to mind a story of the western
plains, a cowboy meller or something of the kind,
and not a drama in which all of the action is laid in the
Northwoods.
Of course, you will have to let the title

The Flagg Comedy, "The Last
Wi'.lJn showing "A Daughter of the
was used as a special offerolf" at the Mission the Greater Bottle,"
ing at the Olympic, West Seattle.
eaters Co. co-starred Elliott DexStannard, the manager, de■ with Lila Lee, who was an- Frank clared
that his patrons enjoyed the
unced as the sole star by the procers. This was done because of the joke, even if it was on them.
lowing which Dc.xter has gained
Another $300,000 House
Seattle by his work in recent Delle productions.
Louisville, Ky. — L. J. Dittmar of

stand, but it would be well to supplement it with lines
giving an idea of the nature of the production.
The mother love theme is always popular and there
is a chance to play it up here. Ask, for example:
"Do you believe that a mother is justified in killing
a man who attempts to betray her daughter? See
Madlaine Traverse in the emotional drama of the
Northwoods,
West'."trouble, but not much
If you want'Rose
to goof tothea little
expense, you might circulate notices in the form of a
jury summons ordering people to attend the trial of
Madlaine Traverse who pleads justification for murder
in "Rose of the West."

Artcolor Pictures Corp., New York,
is interested in the Majestic Amusement Co. which will build a $300,000
house to be named the Rialto, and
to scat 3,000.
After Dempsey for Pictures
Cleveland, O. — Reported here Jack
Dempsey
has been offered $15,000

for one week's work
in a picture
called "Determination."
Arrow Film has acquired the distributing rights to the new series of
novelty two reelers known as the
"Young American" series produced
by Bloxbe Film under the direction
of Phillip Van Loan.

Monday,
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14,
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lurid crime pictures and upholding
the cause of censorship. Mr. Gold[Continued from Page 1)
burg is to be congratulated, hotvever, on his aphorism, "The real
why didn't he see that there is al- work
for film betterment is in eduways grit in the wTieels of art and
cating yourself." One should always
that when studio conditions approach those of a model shoe factory be generous enough to apply such a
the results may be no more satisfac- formula to one's self as well as to
tory than they are now — that pic- one's audience and the motion pictures will simply tend more toward
ture public.
His from
dictum,
"I who
am intolerant of advice
those
do
being the fashion of a last, less lifelike and even less unusual in theme not know," is likewise priceless. Who
and treatment? No, Mr. Quinn, art does know, Mr. Goldburg, who does
is a rare bird; its egg is not laid by know? It is no wonder that the usually voluble, and despairing Mrs. Elorganization; it is often hatched in
strange and alien places amid much
len O'Grady, in the face of the foregoing bombast threw up her hands
misunderstanding
and confusion.
and contented herself with the sim"In the four years," quoths Mr.
ple coherency, "I hope the day will
Quinn, "that I have been an exhibiwe have
clean films."
tor, there have been about four times come
Whatwhen
a state
of affairs
when an
that I played a good film to which I
could call my family patrons and tell exhibitor, producer and moralist happen upon such a quandary! The fact
them to come to see." Sterile years
indeed for Mr. Quinn. The National is, that in public or in private nothing
Board of Review, which issues a list constructive comes out of such a debate. All are right and all are
of selected good pictures, chosen on
the basis of the consensus of opinion wrong, and is not that the answer in
of its review committees, composed regard to the much discussed, damned and adulated motion picture?
of citizens of at least average intelligence and appreciation, records What to Mrs. O'Grady is an unclean
lots of good people is wholesome nine hundred artistic or like- film, tosome
entertainment. What to Mr.
able pictures for the last year alone
which it guarantees will prove en- Goldburg is a commercial enterprise, may still be made a far-reachtertaining to any motion picture auing medium of truly dramatic expresdience from Broadway to Mr.
sion. And what to Mr. Quinn is five
Quinn's own pet emporium of fasti- thousand feet of film out of which
dious film exhibition. If the motion
four thousand feet should be cut, may
picture house is to be run like a de- be that very thing of life and drama
partment store, and Mr. Quinn has
as an ideal that kind of a show place, which would suffer irreparably from
then I can understand why he wants the activity of Mr. Quinn's shears.
to standardize production so that he If these good people could only see
can put the proper, uninteresting it, you cannot standardize anything
family wares on sale. But it would — not morals, not drama, not box office receipts. You can only be toappear, after a deductive analysis
lerant and try to understand, and not
of what he says, that he wants bet- fail too much in appreciation of what
"better" seems to hold the attention of about
. Mr. Quinn's
ter pictures.
means
something
different, I am
quite sure, than that which a number twenty-five million people who paevery day the motion picture
of other people mean when they use theaters tronize
of America.
the wo;-d. I am sure his kind of
ware is pretty constantly on hand for
the market. The cause of art in
filmland suffers thereby.
On the other hand, Mr. Goldburg
{Special to JVID'S DAILY)
is quite as astonishing as Mr. Quinn
L. Sturm is new manager for Fox,
in his opposite crusade for the film succeeding B. R. Keller, who has
that has "murder, assault, abduction gone to Select as salesman. Howard
and every other crime on the penal J. Shcehan, new Western district
code," coupled with his assertion that manager, and Herman Robbins, ashe believes local censorship to be a
sistant general manager, spent sevgood thing. This is the first time,
eral days at the Seattle office last
to the knowledge of the writer, that week, both returning to San FranMr. Goldburg has ever come out on
cisco. Jack Mooney, former special
the side of censorship. It would be representative, is also out of the Fox
office.
interesting to see what Mr. Goldburg's
murder-assault-abduction-andcrime film
would suffer at the hands
Hugh Rennie has succeeded A. W.
of the ordinary local censorship, par- Eden as manager of the Select office.
ticularly ifthat censorship happened
to be of the legalized, state order.
The Exhibitors' Exchange, First
"We are producers and have a com- National franchise holders, have
moved
from Fourth and Seneca to
mercial enterprise at stake," says Mr.
Goldburg. Let him look to that the old General location at 2023
stake, then, when he gets to making Third Ave.

Quinn-Goldberg

Seattle Exchange Notes

L. A. Todd has bought the remainder of the Washington and Oregon and Idaho territory for "The
Fall of the Barbary Coast."

Get the spirit of the day in your
current shows — Synchronize your
program with the public pulse. —
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.

Putting It Over

Incorporaticns

Here is how
a brother exhiialong
itor put his show over.
Send
Let the other
your
knowideas.
how
up.
you cleaned
fellow

Albany, N. Y. — Long Island M
tion Picture Co, Inc., $75,00
Queens; Geo. E. Mausert, Ida I
Mausert,
Edw. R.
Cucurullo,Hill,
■^404NeJ
maica
Avenue,
Richmond
York.

Albany,
N. Y.— Edwin
E. Koh
Nashwauk, Minn. — Here is what Inc., $600; Manhattan; theatrical at
picture business;
Edwin
Crockett Brown of the Unique did in motion
Kohn,
Cloyd
V.
Koontz,
Anton
this little town of about 2,500 with
Scibila, 1402 Broadway, New York
"Danger, Go Slow" — Mae Murray's
feature.
Says Brown:
Albany, N. Y. — Oliver Productioi
"Mae Murray seldom got me any
Co., Inc.; $300,000; Manhattan; m
big business — not as much as her tion picture films; Agnes C. Hea
pictures deserved. I had a sign Teresa L. Thompson, Teresa
painter make up some flashy signs Schickling, 361 West Twenty-seven
similar to those used by railroads,
St., N. Y. C.
with the words, 'Danger, Go Slow,'
in large, bold letters and at the top,
'Unique Theater Presents.' At the
THE BIG FEATURE PICTURE
bottom appeared the words, 'Mae
Is in a class with the regular theMurray,' and the date.
atrical show and should be ex" 'Danger, Go Slow,' was in red
ploited as such. We make a lobby
letters, and the large type could be
display that
easily read a block away. As the
duction andindividualizes
lifts it out the
of prothe
people approached nearer, they were
picture RUT— "The Red Lantern"
and other
curious to know what the other readtion in our productions
show rooms.on exhibiing on the signs was and stopped
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
and read it.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City •
"I picked bad curves and bridges
for locations of the signs and placed
them all so they could be easily seen
by those approaching town, rather
than those going out.
"At this time of the year the roads
are black with automobiles and in
i REFINED
LETTERING
spite of the extremely hot weather
! APPROPRIATE
ILLUSTRATING
during the showing of 'Danger, Go
Slow,' I did a big business for a
MuMrray picture. I am positive it
:
145 \/. 45i^ST.
was due to the curiosity aroused by
I
PHONE BRYANT 8973.
the novel road signs. This stunt

i ERNEST STERN

only cost me $3."
Columbus, Kansas. — The showing
of "What Every Woman Wants"
was successfully linked up with a
big layout in the Daily Advocate,
the leading paper in town.
Every merchant in town who had
anything to sell which any woman
might induce her husband or her
sweetheart to buy for her — or mayhap she would buy for herself —
sought space in the layout which
surrounded th Liberty announcement of the showing of the picture.
The stunt was not new, yet the
Daily Advocate did something different by devoting considerabe space to
the showing and trying to let the
public in on the secret of "What
Every
The Woman
AdvocateWants."
published a story
in the news columns attempting to
gauge "what every woman wants."
For example it brought all the advertisers in it by saying that Mr.
So-and-so thought it was his product that every woman wanted, and
that the next advertiser thought
what he had to sell was what they
all wanted.
The film went over big.
Reuben

Samuels, Write

Reported that so daring and danUniversal changes: F. A. Woodgerous will her work in the S. L. K.
lich, new salesman, formerly with
Select; George Colladay, new sales- serial be that one of the big insurance companies refused to write a
man, formerly with Vitagraph; R. O.
Clayton, former assistant manager hundred thousand dollar policy on
Select, new booker. George Ekre Helen Holmes' life, while another
out.
company would risk only $25,000.

COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPING
AND
PRINTING
FILM DEVELOPING
COR
LABbRATORIES
216-222
WEEHAWKEN
WEST
HOBOKEN.
PHONES

' <( 4802
4801
1 4BOO

ALFRED

THE
HuBt

PRES.

AROEEN.
DAVIDSON,

STREETJ.
-'

\.
- UNION
/
•

<OUD1NI.
....

N.

VICE-PRES
SEC.

r

----

BEST PICTURE

to make money
have a perfect developed
nesrative

REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

has
developed
HarryandKeeper'(>^f.featlves.
Ask him
then phone
Tremnnt
1996 for full partlcalarg.

r:i TITLE/
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Fox Millions
Sends "Jack" by
Special Delivery

loing into Tremendous International Advertising Campaign
Schade Theater,
Fox will spend $2,000,000 in the
ine months starting with October,
Sandusky, Ohio
n what is expected to be the bigg'est
Gentlemen:
nternational advertising and publicly campaign ever engineered by any
I can't get along without
Im concern.
"Wid's," — enclosed find my
Magazines, newspapers, billboards
nd the trade papers will all play an
Geo. J. Schade
Jack.
mportant part in letting the fans and
he exhibitors know what Fox has
nder way for the coming year.
Fox in Canada
Arthur James is working day and
light organizing the big job and pre(By Wire to tVID'S DAILY)
»aring the schedule. Once this is of?
William Fox will open exchanges
lis mind he will make a flying trip to
he Coas.t, and then will make a trip in Western Canada — Winnipeg, Calo Europe to get things going over cities. gary, Vancouver and two other
here.
Plans for European and foreign
xploitation will be especially atractive. The publicity and advertisOhio Exhibitors Plan to Take in
ng for Europe will have to be
ifferent than in this country, and
West Virginia Showmen
he Spanish and Latin American nalions will also have special attention.
[By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Dayton, O. — A committee from the
Miami Valley Exhibitors League
Not in Export Deal
will journey to Charleston, West
An important member of the big Virginia, July 29, to hold a meeting
xport deal in which William Vogel, at which all the exhibitors of that
Lxport & Import and others are in- state will attend. It is planned to
srested, and which, as noted, has big bring the entire state into the Leailans for Eastern European distribugue within the next week or two.
ion, stated yesterday that Frank J. Three applications have been reiodsol, the multi-millionaire, received from theaters in Tennessee by
lorted interested in Goldwyn, has no the Secretary within the last week.
iterest in their organization.
A new idea carried at the League
For some time past it has been rooms in Dayton has been a daily
eported in film circles that Godsol register in which a record is being
vas financially interested in the ex- kept of members as they come to the
lort deal.
rooms. An average of 51 has been
maintained for the last three weeks.

League Expands

No. 145

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
— and still they come — FACTS
— mind you — Sit tight for Fact
No. 2 — Harry Reichenbach
writes us: "I want you to
know how much the Maculey
Company appreciates the extremely fine results they have
obtained from their advertising
campaign in your paper — When
we were using your medium
exclusively, we received inquires from every part of the
United States, from buyers,
distributors and exhibitors and
we believe we owe it to you to
tell you this" — Read it again
Mr. Advertising Man — IT'S
HARD TO GET AWAY
FROM FACTS.

Robbins Out
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Marc Robbins, due
to ill health has tendered his resignation as head of the scenario department of Fox.
Sol M. Wurtzel general superintendent of the Fox West Coast Studios will take charge of this department in conjunction with his other
work and will supervise all the
stories that are produced at the Fox
Studios.
At the Fox offices in New York it
was stated yesterday that nothing
was known of the move.
Robbins recently was quoted in an
interesting article by Karl Kitchen
with reference to stars and directors,
portions of which were reprinted in
Wid's Daily.

Price 5 Cents

Threatens Bomb

Oversubscribed

Quinn
Leaves a Parting Reminder
of What His Organization Will Do
Now that the Quinn organization
is anticipating a smashing reply from
the club women of this country as to
what they want of pictures all is at
rest. Quinn is en route to Los Angeles. Before he left, however, he
prepared this statement:
"The bombshell that our association threw into the camps of the motion picture producers is a small one
compared to the one that will be
fired at them by motion picture
patrons unless the industry is soon
given a thorough house-cleaning.
The rotten conditions now existing
should never have been permitted
to get a start. And if many of the
producers had not been blinded by
the glitter of gold things would not
have gotten as bad as they are.
"It is a crime that this form of
amusement has been so badly mismanaged and that producers have
been so foolish as to not play square
with the public. The producer has
[Continued on Page 2)

Famous Players New Issue of $2,500,000 in Demand— Talk of Increased Capitalization
Bankers interested in floating the
25,000 shares of Famous PlayersLasky stock report that it will be
oversubscribed. This will give Famous Players capital of $20,000,000.
It is understood that plans are
under foot by which, as soon as this
stock is finally issued and paid for,
that plans will be put in operation
which will give Famous capital of at
least twice as much as at present,
and some reports Xave it that it will
reach nearly $100,000,000. This capital will provide the organization with
all the funds necessary to carry on
its plans.
This will include development of
the Hamilton Theater Corp. which,
while
established
in offices apart
from Famous
Players, is the name
{Continued on Page 2)
Canadian Exchange Under Way

(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Toronto. — Secretary Scott, of the
Canadian Exhibitors Co-operative
Goldwyn Billboard
Campaign
Exchange, reports many new members in the principal cities of OnGoldwyn's publicity plans call for
a nation-wide billboard campaign.
tario during the past few weeks. On
Twenty-four sheets will be plastered the first trip of Scott into the terriall over the country, especially along
tory, outlining the plan of the Exheavily-traveled railroad routes.
change he was able to sign up at
least one member in each locality for
stock in the enterprise.
Woman to Assist
W. Allen, formerly manager of the
Miss Gene Warren will assist John General
Film, has been appointed
William Kellette in directing the
manager of the Exhibitors Exchange
Paramount Briggs comedies at the and
office.
Ideal studios.
Exhibitors Like Paramount Plans
Exhibitors all over the country are
Will Run to Interesting Figures Says enthusiastic over Famous PlayersLasky plans in the drive for better
Mintz — Cites Instance
ment.
pictures,
according to announceM. J. Mintz of Unity -Film, ChicaWalter E. Greene says that the
go, said yesterday that the beforenoted film thefts in Chicago are li- exhibitors are seizing the opportunable to run into interesting figures.
ity to let Paramount know that they
"As an instance of what is happen- are with that concern heart and soul
ing there," said Mintz, "recently I in the plan for better pictures and
passed a picture house that run film selective booking.
that can be rented at $15 a day. I
saw a lot of advertising of a certain
feature that I know is selling at $100
Coincidence
a day. Naturally I was surprised,
and when I asked the manager how
he happened to be playing film of
June 28,
1914 — Austrian
Archduke
assassinated
and war
that kind he smiled. T should
worry,' he said. 'I'm getting all of
precipitated.
my stuff at $7.50 a day through a
June 28, 1918— Metro gives
first showing of "To Hell with
"The interesting
clerk.' " thing about this,"
shipping
said Mintz, "is that the district man28, 1919 — Germany
theJune
Kaiser."
ager of the firm handling that feasigns the peace terms.
ture lived within a block or two of

Chicago Thefts

that theater."

sM^
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Guts and Flashes

DAILV
Oversubscribed

Victor Kremer will place 34 Essanay pictures which he has taken
over, on the market August 4.
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Coast Brevities
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Hollywood, Cal. — Alfred E. Green
has been engaged to direct Peggy
Hyland by William Fox.
Yvonne Gardelle, a Los Angeles
danseuse, has signed with the Oakley Super Quality Prod.
Pete Morrison starts this week on
a new western drama called "The
Desert Trail" written by S. E. Schlager. Continuity was written by Anthony W. Coldeway. It will be the
first of a series of desert tales to be
produced under George Holt's direcsion. tion and William Pigott's supervi-

[Continued from Page 1)
organization through which
the
of
the theaters to be identified with the
"The Micro1)e" with Viola Dana Zukor organization, will be aligned.
is announced by Metro for release Just how many houses will be in this
organization is at the moment a
on July 21.
that "inis understood
question.
to the Famous Playterests It
friendly"
Supporting Hale Hamilton in "The
ers
have
already
secured
a large
Four Flushcr" are Ruth Stonehouse
number of houses — some put the figand Louis Fitzroy.
ure as close to 200 — and that the
Spottiswoode Aitken will play the work will be carried on.
Houses in St. Louis and Boston
title role in "Auld Jeremiah," written by Henry C. Rowland.
^^Mffin^QQ^Q^^^
It became known yesterday that
these interests had secured the site
First National Exchange of New in Boston formerly occupied by the
Orleans, has purchased Tom Moore Henry Siegel store on Washington
Now we've a $100,000,000 corpora;
in Brown of Harvard from Film Spe- St. and it was also reported that they tion — Going up!!
cials for Louisiana and Mississippi.
had secured a site in St. Louis. The
Siegel store will be converted into
Joseph Weber, one of the best
sliould seat sevhouse, atandleast.
known actors on stage and screen, a picture
eral thousand
Boston for
(Continued from Page 1)
has been engaged by Herbert E. some time has been without a fine
theater of modern type and large exacted his price and the public wil
Hancock for a part in "Love Wins." seating
capacity.
soon exact its from the producer
The voice of the people is now raisei
Fred O'Neil who has been acting
That Capitalization
as property man at the Selznick
in loud protest and unless it i
studio has been made assistant to
Before the present capital could be heeded the whole structure of tb
increased
the
25,000
shares
of
stock
James Young, directing Elsie Janis
motion picture industry will collapse
recently offered to stockholders at
"We must have radical changer
in "Everybody's
Sweetheart."
$100 had to be taken up. Now that The non-essential, family pet ani
this
has
been
accomplished
the
way
Evelyn Brent who has appeared in
fake star must be cut out; paddinj _
support of many screen stars is now is clear for the increased capitaliza- that costs thousands of dollars mus
tion. The decision of the Supreme
playing one of the prominent roles
Court has also had a bearing on this. be stopped, extravagances that are s
in OHve Thomas' third Selznick progreat beas ended;
to be untruthful
positively advertis
ghastlj'
duction.
Like other large corporations Fa- must
mous desired to know what inter- ing and publicity that destroys th
pretation the Supreme Court placed confidence of the patrons, must ceas
J. Moy Bennett, formally stage
on the question of increasing capital and all junk and bunk must be elimi
manager in "Three Wise Fools," will stock through stock dividends.
nated.
support the Mclntire Sisters in a
three reeler produced by Bloxbe
It
will
probably
be
some
time
be"The injection of common sens
Film.
fore any official announcement rela- business methods and the adminis
tive to this increased capitalization tration of fair-dealing sincerity an
is made.
Goldwyn has contracted with Occo-operation will surely help in ai
tavus Roy Cohen to write photofecting the cure.
"The Bandbox" Under Way
plays. Cohen is to spend two
"The patron is looking to us, th
Theodore C. Deitrich and Arthur motion picture men and women fo
months of every year at the Goldwyn studios.
F. Beck have gone to Lake Mohe- better pictures, pictures with a mes
gan, with Doris Kenyon, R. William sage that are entertaining an
Scheduled for release July 20 by Neill. and members of the cast and properly cast. And if these picture
are given the public, at prices wit
Famous Players are "The Career of production
"The Bandbox" is al- in reason, we will reap a reward fci
ready underofway.
Katherine Bush," by Elinor Glyn. a
Immediately after the completion in excess of even that dreamed of bl =
Paramount-Artcraft Special with
Catherine Calvert, and the other is of the scenes at Lake Mohegan the the money-mad persons in the bus*
ness who have made the industij
"Louisiana," Frances Hodgson Bru- entire company and its executives what
it is today."
will go to Jacksonville, Florida,
j |,
nett's
quaint
novel,
in
which
Vivian
where scenes will be shot.
Martin is starred.

Threatens Bomb
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"The Land of Silence"— af the Rialto

egCxm amtf)cplbebil
used our posters to
advertise his busi-

A repeat showing of a Robert C. Bruce Masterpiece

"The Brown Derby"— af the Rivoli

say$:
"Elmo, the Mighty" — darn it all — is
"too fast" for some folks! To many
punches — too much excitement — too
many
thrills. out
Nextof time
make
three serials
each we'll
Universal
plot.

"Judge Rummy"

"Sheep

in a New International Cartoon

of Chelan" — at the Broadway

A Bruce Scenic — and a Cartoon — on the Broadway bill

EDUCATIONAL'S QUOTA -ON BROADWAY
V

be a shortage of
would-homes ness,inthere Hell!

RITCHEY.
LITUO.
CORP.
406 W. 31.tSt., N.Y. Phone CheUea 8388

aM^
Jack Pickford in

Producer"
Positively Good Pictures
will get
the highest price on the

Entire
Foreign Rights
from

Gillespie Bros. Co.
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.

SCENARIO WRITERS
have clients for 1 and
2 reel comedies.

Quick Action Assured
BORY

OSSO

Agent for
the French Playwrights
1457 Broadway, Room 807

New Theaters
ola, Wis. — P. E. Boynton to erect
aire house.
')wen,
— Work
on Idle
jr. ToWis.
open
Sept. started
IS.
>ester Prairie, Minn. — Plan new
ure house.
lelena, Mont. — P. H. Campbell to
Id theater to cost $9,000 on He1 Ave.
Vilmington,
Del. — New house to
built at Market
and 24th Sts.
another at 4th and Union Sts.
ashwauk, Minn. — Santo Bonevenand Alcide Gambera
to build
000' theater.
tettendorf, la. — J. H. Pabst to
ct $10,000 theater at State and
St First Sts.

I
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Sympathetic Portrayal of Mountain Characters is Distinguishing
Feature of This Film

"Every

We

Tuesday, July 15, 1919

"Bill Apperson's Boy"
Jack Pickford
Film Co. — First Nat'l. Distr.
DIRECTOR
James
Kirkwood
AUTHOR
Hapsburg Liebe
SCENARIO
BY .
James Kirkwood
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
ART TITLES BY
Ferdinand
Pinney
Earle
AS A WHOLE.
Characterization is excellent, but
the picture would be improved by more ac=
tion; production is artistic.
DIRECTION
Strong on detail in reflecting accu=
rately the life of simple mountain folk.
STORY
Adaptation of "That Woman," by Haps=
burg Liebe.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Most of it very fine
LIGHTINGS
Many
decidedly
attractive effects,
some of them out of the ordinary.
CAMERAWORK
Good
STAR
Gives a natural and convincing portrayal
of a mountain boy.
SUPPORT
Russell Simpson
contributes
telling
characterization
as Jack's
father;
George
Nicholls, Gloria Hope and others appear to
advantage.
EXTERIORS
Couldn't be better for a story of
this description.
INTERIORS
Nothing elaborate required
DETAIL
Art titles help materially in carrying
out the atmosphere of the scenes.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Character study rather
than drama.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,268 feet
AS

a study of Blue Ridge mountain characters, "Bill
Appersou's Boy" is excellent. In its atmosphere
and detail, the picture is exceptionally convincing, and
the performances supplied by Jack Pickford. Russell
Simpson, Gloria Hope and George Nicholls are marked
by naturalness and a sympathetic understauding of
the type of people indicated in the simple story of
conflicting temperaments and the pride of family.
The production is modeled along the most approved
lines, in that more attention is paid to characterization than to action devised merely for the sake of
keeping things moving.
Most of the situations are a

reasonable outcome of the clash between the people
figuruig in the story, the chief shortcoming being that
there are not enough of these clashes to keep the; picture up to a high point of interest through five reels.
Toward the close, when there is really no doubt about
the outcome, the film drags rather badly, depending
largely upon artistic and finely photographed scenes
which attract the eye. but do not grip the attention.
It is doubtful if Jack Pickford has had any role
giving him as broad an opportunit.y for genuine acting
as that ottered in the character of Buddy Apperson,
and he rises to the opportunity in an impressive fashion. Real feeling is displayed in his expression of
emotion, especially during passages played with Russell Simpson as his father, and with the actress cast
as the woman whom Jack is unwilling to accept as
his mother. There is something fine and admirable in
the stern fidelity of these mountain folk whose spirit
guides Bill Apperson's Boy, even though it leads to a
break with the father whom he resembles so strongls'.
The love interest between Jack and Gloria Hope, the
daughter of a family that looks with scant favor on
any one by the name of Apperson, is really secondary
to the relationship between father and son, who have
lived a lonely life together since the death of Jack's
mother.
Unexpressive and obstinate though he- is^ the audience is never left in doubt about the deep love the
mountaineer feels for his boy ; but he comes to recognize the need for a feminine influence in their home.
He wants the woman he weds to be accepted by Jack
as a mother, and tactfully as he knows how, tries to
win the lad over to his viewpoint.
But Jack remains sullen. He refuses to call his
father's second wife mother. He declines, in fact, to
accept her as anything but an interloper and out of
his uncompromising attitude there comes a break. The
boy leaves home and wanders off into the night on
a path that takes him by the home of his sweetheart.
It happens — this part of tlie plot seems a bit forced
— that .Tack sees a man entering the house and follows
him. The thief escapes, but Jack is caught by the
girl's father and brothers who won't believe his story
and have him arrested. Considerable footage is devoted to the boy's trial, ending with his acquittal, after
which he goes away for a year to make a fresh start in
the world. On his return he is completely exonerated,
even in the eyes of those who have suspected him, for
the thief has confessed. Needless to say, he marries
Gloria and becomes reconciled to his father's wife.

Will Please an Audience that Appreciates Fine Points in Productions
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There's notliing really big about, this production,
nothing to justify you in making a lot of fuss about
having an extraordinary special, but the picture has
sound, human-interest (fualities which should init it
over as a safe attraction, especially with a crowd that
appreciates true characterization and recognizes the
fine points in picture making.
From the viewpoint of fans that are not satisfied
unless a film contains a great amount of action "Bill
Apperson's Boy" may seem a trifle slow. Recognizing
this and aiming to please all tastes, it would be well to
get some fast action comedy stuff as a part of your
progr;im. On one point you may count with confldence,
this feature is of an exceptionally high artistic quality
in the matters of locations, lightings and photography.

You don't need to be afraid of being accused of offering
a cheap production.
Just where Jack Pickford stands as a drawing card
with fans depends largely upon local conditions. For a
long while he has been a pofiular juvenile, and those
who have enjoyed his performances in earlier pictures
should be interested in the characterizzation he offers
here. You are safe in assuring your patrons that Buddy
Apperson is the most artistic and mature of his screen
portrayals.
In regard to
being a sincere
Stills from the
themselves to
fllm as a First
Kirkwood.

the stoi'y, make your chief play on its
and appealing study of mountain types.
pastoral and mountain scenes will lend
an attractive lobby display. Bill the
National production directed by James
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Kathleen Kerrigan as "Truth"
Kathleen Kerrigan is to be cast in
the role of "Truth" in "Everywoman" soon to start production at the
Lasky Studios. Miss Kerrigan played
this role in the original company. It
is understood that Cooper Cliffe who
was famous in the role of "Nobody"
may also be added to the cast for the
film version.

HERBERT
E.
HANCOCK

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibSend
I itor put his show over.
Let the other
1 along your ideas.
' fellow
up.
know how you cleaned

VIOLET MERSEREAU

Gaumont

(London)

says :

Christie Comedies
tickle the humor
without

giving offense

Frank Joyce sa\)s : See

ALICE JOYCE
In "THE

THIRD

DEGREE"

Alice Joyce sa^)s: See her
brother Frank at the

HOTEL JOYCE
31 West 71«t Street
New York
Exceptional opportunity to live in
cool, light, artistically decorated
rooms at remarkably low summer
rentals. Overlooking Central Park.
Moderate price dining room.
Everything to make your stay
pleasant.
"FOURTEEN

FLOORS OF SUNLIGHT"

Don't display
fail to ofsee paintings
the magnificent
lobby
at the
BROADWAY THEATRE in the
Mack

Sennett's Bathing
Made by

Girls,

KASSELL STUDIOS, INC.,
220 W. 42nd Street, New York

Berman

Brooklyn, N. Y. — Here is what
Marcus Loew did in the way of publicity when he put on Hayakawa in
"The Man Beneath" at the Metropolitan. It is possible he went further than usual because he is booming this house at the moment. But
it was some campaign:
Brooklyn and Long Island were
papered from end to end, 200-24
sheets were posted. A similar number of eight sheets were billed.
In addition there were five hundred three sheets and two thousand
ones.
On every elevated station in
Brooklyn there appeared a one sheet
and the bill that surrounded the attraction. Between 14,000 and 15,000
dash board cards were placed on
street cars, while another 1,000 half
cards were posted.
Twenty thousand postal cards containing information about "The Man
Beneath" were struck off, 16,000 being distributed in the theater, and
the other 4,000 sent to a selected
mailing list.
Big advertisements were planted in
all the Brooklyn
papers.

in Toronto

,

{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
\
Toronto. — A. C. Berman, Home
Office Representative of the Bigjl
Four, arrived here last week, ' a-nd '
immediately made the acquaintance.
Mrs. Sidney Drew — ^"Bunkered."
of every exchangeman in the city.l
"Jndge Rumhauser" Cartoon.
Rialto Chance"
— Tom
Moore — "The
City of Berman has already selected an of-B

Rivoli — Ethel Clayton — "A
Rivoli Pictorial.

Sporting

"The
Land
of Silence" — Bruce
Madison, Wis. — When J. F. McScenic.
Comrades."
Rialto Magazine and The Sayings
Williams of the Grand put on "A
of Topplitzky.
Midnight Romance" in his 650 seat
house he used quarter page ads in
Harold Lloyd Comedy.
the newspapers saying in black type:
"Marie Alexander is Found — She Strand— Jack Pickford— "Bill Apperis Anita Stewart." See the solution
son's Topical
Boy."
.Strand
Review.
of the mystery in "A Midnight RoOuting — Chester Scenic.
Hall Room Boys Comedy.
mance." Then he ran part of Wid's
Review on the picture.
New York — Today — Lillian Gish and
Robert
Harron — "True
Heart
He applied local news happenings
to his picture — and put it over.

Now directing

On Broadway

Wednesday — Tom
Mix — "The
Wilderness Trail."
Thursday — Lewis
Stone — "Man's
Susie."
ie
ss
Be
Love— "Cupid ForeFriday-s Minter
closes"; and Mary Mis.le
e
nn
vo
from Pari "
— "Y
Desire."
Love^ "The
Saturday — Montagu
Broadway Saint."
Sunday — Viola
Dana — "The

I

TH£ BIG FEATURE PICTURE
is in a class vcith the regular theatrical show and should be exploited as such. We make a lobby
display that
duction andindividualizes
lifts it out the
of prothe
picture
RUT— "The Red onLantern"
and other
exhibition in our productions
show rooms.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City

Grace Cunard
Starring in

If

Mi-

Broadway — Mack Sennett's "Yankee
Doodle
in Berlin."
Central
— Warner
Brothers
Film — ■
crobe."
"Open Your Eyes."
George M. Cohan— D. W. Griffith's
"Broken Blossoms."
Next Week's Attractions
The
attractions
at the
theaters
next week will be:
Strand — Madge

fice inand
the Bay
Stair Streets.
Bldg., corner of Ade-"
laide

"ELMO The Might"
A SERIAL IN
EIGHTEEN
INSTALLMENTS
To Be Releaied

By

it

UNIVERSAL

Kennedy — "Through

the Wrong Door."
Rivoli— Clara Kimball Young— "The
Better Wife."
Broadway
— "Yankee

Doodle in Ber-

THE
UuBt

George

M.

Cohan— "The

Fall

of

Weeks Goes West
Babylon."
Charles A. Weeks, treasurer of
Great Authors, and Zane Grey, left
for Los Angeles to conBemidji, Minn. — The day after fire last week
sult
lin."with Benjamin B. Hampton.
completely destroyed the Rex with
They will be away about three
a loss estimated at $5,000, Mrs. weeks.
Brinkman hurriedly pitched a ten
large enough to hold 250 seats and
in spite of a continuous rain, played

House Changes

to 800 admissions with "Sunnyside."
She had the crowds standing out in
Moose Lake, Minn. — George Nethe rain almost continuously during vers leases building and will open
picture theater.
the showing.
La Moure, N. D. — Rex reopened
Greater Features Changes
by E. A. Moe and Dr. Christenson.
J. T. Sheffield, manager of Greater
White Rock, S. D.— Messrs. Stoede
Features, reports following changes: and MacLoney buy picture house
R. A. Landstrum, former Universal from C. W. Stenberg.
booker, in charge of booking. B. F.
Eagle River, Wis.— J. J. Roderick
Wood, auditor, returns to his former reopened
Dreamland.
line, the contracting
business.
Pierz, Minn. — Faust Opera House
to be remodelled into picture theater.
Hartington, Neb.— W. A. Bowker
buys Lyric from R. G. Easley.
Pittsburgh. — M. Feitler sells Elmore to B. Engelberg.

Reedsburg, Wis.— O. V. Kelly buys
Majestic.
la. — J. E. HostettlerCedar
buys Rapids,
Isis.

During a "long-haired" intermiS'
sion number at the Rivoli, I turned
to a stranger and said, "Some music I
Bonner Springs, Kan. — Navo being remodeled.
Eh?" He said, "Yep, that's what I
call harmony and discord." — Her.
Dallas,
Tex.— Cycle Park opened
schel Stuart, Old Mill Theater, Dalfor summer.
Gene Lewis manager.
las, Texas.

BEST PICTURE

to make money
have a perfect developed
necatlTe

REX UBORATORY

(INC.)

ban
developed
HarryandKeeper's
n^ratives.
Ask him
thea phone
Tremont
199S for full particolars.

i REFINED
■ APPROPRIATE

LETTERING
ILLUSTRATING

i ERNEST STERN
I

PHONE

BRYANT

8973.

145 \/. 45^^ST

;

COMPLETE

LINE

OF

Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National
and
Speer
Carbons
MAZDA LAMPS

CHARLES

F. CAMPBELL,

Charge d'Affairs

In

14 W.olst St.,N.

NEGATIVES

WANTED

Single reel Comedies and fivereel subjects or longer, either
World rights, foreign or American
rights. Transactions strictly cash.
Answer, Box C. B. care of Wid's.

I

^BRADSTREET
f FILHDOM
L. IX. No. 15

lalifornia

Wednesday, July

Contracts

rering Period Over Two
Years
ffected by New Law Effective
Next Week
he following part of a communion from Albert A. Ridder, Jr.,
attorney of Los Angeles, will
/e of interest to all stars and diors obtaining over $6,000 a year,
working on a contract made in
ffornia:
\n employment contract in Calilia heretofore has been enforcible
nst the artist only for a period
wo years from the date of comicement of employment," says
der. "There have been producers
n time to time who have corned artists to sign employment
ements for a period in excess of
years and reserving certain
ts of option for additional periof time.
In some cases the arhave known of the provisions
Section 1890 of the Civil Code,
ch would make the contract un)rcible against them for a longer
od than two years. This section,
'ever, was changed by the Legisre of 1919, and an amendment
ed increasing the period from
to five years. This amendment
5 into effect July 21st, 1919.
Effect of Amendment
The effect of this amendment, in
opinion, is to make valid, if such
;ons continue in their present emment, until after that date, a conrable number of contracts which
lot positively void are at least
lable and unenforcible if action is
:n before July 21, next. On the
{Continued on Page 4)
No. 146

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate

—and while on the subject of
acts, sit tight while we shoot
long another — Tom Bret
writes — "Allow me, at this
ime to express my satisact'or>at the very excellent
esults obtained by my little
ds in your publication. They
ave brought me work from
he four corners of the earth;
rom Sweden, France, Italy,
iOiithi'^America and the Coast."
-That's results for you, Mr.
advertising Man, and that's
/hat WID'S DAILY does
very day in the year for its
dvertisers — a TEST
will

:ell.

Authority
New Studio for Famous
Famous Players-Lasky have obtained the Estees Studio and Laboratory, Inc., located at 361 West
126th St. This addition is necessary
to handle the producing activities
contemplated by the corporation in
the East. By the first of August
eight directors will be working and
the floor space necessary for the productions is greater than the combined studios at Fifty-sixth St. and
Fort Lee can accommodate.
Work on the new $2,000,000 studio
at Long Island City is being rushed.
The excavating for the studio is
nearly completed and the first floor
of the laboratory has been laid. The
most optimistic estimate is that the
studio will be completed by the first
of the year.

Dempsey in Films
Champion on Way to Coast to Confer Over Producing
Chicago. — Jack Dempsey, heavyweight champion of the world, and
his manager Jack Kearns, left Chicago Monday for Los Angeles where
Dempsey is to confer with several
motion picture producers.
Kearns announced that Dempsey
had received several flattering offers
to affix his name to a contract to act
before the camera, but before doing
so he was going to investigate each
one personally. It is said Dempsey
has ability as a motion picture actor.
Narrow Escape
Lois Weber, Philip Smalley and
several others in their motor party
had a narrow escape from a serious
accident coming down fom the Catskills Sunday in their car.
A wheel came off and the car ended its progress in a ditch. All the
part> were shaken up but no one
was injured. Within a few feet from
the same spot another car had
turned turtle.
Universal Retiring Stock
Universal has announced that
$810,500 of preferred stock will be
retired. It was said that financial
conditions of the company made the
withdrawal possible even though the
new releasing methods of the company had tied up a great deal of
capital.
Boyle Switched
Chicago. — Capt. Howard Boyle,
late of the British Flying forces, has
been transferred from the Fox New
York office to Chicago, where he becomes assistant to C. W. Eckardt,
local manager.

16, 1919

Unusual Publicity
C. Gardner Sullivan, scenario
editor in chief for Thomas H.
Ince, motion picture producer,
is reputed to be one of the
highest paid scenario writers in
the world. As such it is his
high province to study and to
analyze human emotion in its
manifold expression; to trace it
from its source to its final
flood. This he has done for
The Los Angeles Examiner in
an article on Harry New
charged
with murdering his
fiancee.

English Plan

Refreshments with Pictures Idea to
Be Carried Out in Ohio
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Cincinnati. — Plans are being prepared for a picture theater on Gilbert Ave. Work is expected to be
started by September, the project
being planned by Charles E. Marqua.
Preliminary plans call for constructior' based on the English plan of
having a balcony on which tables
will be placed and ice cream and soft
drinks can be served during the performance. The theater will be
erected upon the present site of the
Mars theater and the lot adjoining,
which is now used as an airdrome.
The seating capacity will be about
1,600. The lot is 100 x 150 feet.

Price 5 Cents

Big African Picture
To Be Made by Universal — ImportExplorers, etc.
Universal is all set for an industrial, the like of which, they claim,
dustry.
has never been attempted in the inSailing today on the steamship
"Benares" is said to be the largest
most complete and best equipped expedition ever sent forward from this
country to penetrate the unexplored
regions of the world. Three weeks
hence this expedition will land at
Capetown, South Africa, and at that
point will begin an exTiaustive journey through Darkest Africa and will
not be completed until the members
of the expedition emerge a year later
at Zanzibar.
African exploration halted during
five years of war, is to be resumed.
In the exploring party are scientists,
motion picture camera-men and directors and a newspaper corresOfficially this expedition is known
pondent.
as the Smithsonian African Expedition in conjunction with Universal.
It is the largest in scientific scope
since the famous Stanley Expedition
that went forth in search of Livingstone half a century ago — it is larger
than that headed by the late Col.
Theodore Rooseevlt after he retired
from the presidency in 1909.
Edmund Heller, of Washington,
D. C, a famous naturalist, is to be
the director of the expedition, under
the
authority of the Smithsonian
Institute.

Norworth With Whartons
The Whartons yesterday signed
Henry C. Raven is the field naturup Jack Norworth to play the lead
alist. Homer Leroy Shantz of
in the big serial to be made at Ithaca Washington was chosen as botanist
under the working title of "The and agricultural expert to accom{Continued on Page 2)
Crooked Work
Dagger."
Release
through
Pathe.
to start
next month.
As the Wharton studios have been
leased to Grossman Pictures, Ted
Wharton said yesterday that arrangements will be rushed to use a Secures
Four Houses
in Birmingtemporary studio.
ham Three in Montgomery and
Others
Albert Parker to Direct Miss Young
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Albert Parker, who directed DougBirmingham, Ala. — In addition to
Fairbanks in "The Knickerbocker the four houses the S. A. Lynch EnBi'ckaroo," will be in charge of the
terprises have secured here — the
Clara Kimball Young production,
Strand, Colonial, Princess and Ode"Eyes of Youth." Release expected on — and which are to be put under
about Oct. 1 through Equity Pic- one management, it is reported here
tures.
that Lynch has acquired for Famous
Players three houses in MontgomTo Build Studio
ery, and another in Selby, Ala., in
Miami, Fla. — The Superb Film which R.' B. Wilby, interested in the
Corp. of this city, of which H. A. local houses, has had an interest.
Wilby will retain an interest in the
Kelley is president and general manager, propose to locate in Tampa property. The deal involves over
and will erect a large studio there.
$100,000, it is said.

More for Lynch

sM!l
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Litigation Settled
In a suit brought by George A.
Hopkins against Continental Pictures Corp., Frank G. Hall, Independent Sales Corp., Film Clearing
House, Inc., Fred L. Wilke and
Harry Revier, for his client, William
H. Handy, who alleged that the photoplay "Challenge of Chance," starring Jess Willard, was based on his
story "Shod with Fire," the defendant has recognized the fact that
Handy is the author and they have
him the usual author's
agreed to pay
royalties.
The suit will be discontinued.
Roy Somerville who was credited
with being the author, wrote the continuity for the picture.

DAILV
Coast Brevities

Val Paul ha$ rejoined Universal as
George McDaniel who played the
assistant director to Lynn Reynolds. leading masculine role in Harold
Bell Wright's "The Little Shepherd
Fire caused slight damage to the of the Hills" has been engaged to
operating
room at the Majestic, Spo- play the star part in a series being
kane.
directed by George Siegmann at Universal.
J. C. Williamson will build a 4,000 seat house in Melbourne, AustraJosie Sedgwick, formerly with Trilia, the largest in the Antipodes.
angle has been engaged by Goldwyn
to play the leading role opposite
Fred Quimby, director of Pathe fTom Moore in the screen version of
Norris's novel, "Moran of the Lady
exchanges,trip.
is taking
a six-weeks'
lousiness
At present
he is in
Seattle.
Charles Ray has oeen confined to
"Broken Blossoms," which enters his home for several days as the result of bruises sustained when he fell Saw
upon its last week at the Illinois theLetty."
Louiswith B. Samuel
Mayer'sGoldwyn
attorni
ater, Chicago, Sunday, has played to on a staircase in the production of lunching
capacity houses despite the warm "Crooked Straight," a forthcoming the Knickerbocker.
weather.
Thos. H. Ince Production.

Big African Picture

(Continued from Page 1)
pany the expedition, l)y the United
States Department of Agriculture.
This is the first time in the history
of scientific research that a newspaper correspondent has accompanied such an expedition. The correspondent is Edward M. Thierry, representing the Newspaper Enterprise
Asso., which serves 355 newspapers
in the United States, Canada, Cuba
and China. For the first time in the
history of science the motion picture
will play an important part in the
exploration of Africa.
Motion pictures of known and
heretofore unknown forms of animal,
insect and reptile life, of races and
tribes, some never before seen by
white men, and unique life and customs will be brought to America by
means of the motion picture. All of
the mysteries of untracked Africa
will be shown to the entire world.
Directing all of the motion pictures for the expedition will be William Stowell of Los Angeles. Stowell
has been one of Universal's most
successful leading men.
The chief photographer assisting
Stowell is George Scott. Two other
expert camera-men are accompanying the expedition. They are Henry
Kohler of Chicago and Pliny Home
of Los Angeles.
Dr. Joseph R. Armstrong of Los
Angeles was chosen by Universal as
business manager of the expedition.

Wesley Barry, the kid actor, has
been engaged as one of the leading
supports for Blanche Sweet under
her new Hampton contract.
Alice Eytonjs doing the continuity for Marguerite Clark's next Artcraft "A Girl Named Mary." Miss
Eyton is the sister of Chas. F. Eyton,
Gen. Mgr. of the Morosco where
Miss Clark's pictures are being made.
Houdini is progressing splendidly
with "The Grim Game" under direction of Irvin Willatt but owing to
the time necessitated for the complete healing of his hand, recently injured in a stunt, the picture will not
be completed for about two weeks.
"In Mizzoura" Finished
"In Mizzoura," the Paramount.A^rtcraft picturization of Augustus
flhomas's
play, in has
which
Warwick is starred,
beenRobert
completed
at the Lasky Studio by Hugh Ford,
who leaves shortly for New York
whence he will go to London to direct the first production for the newly organized Famous Players-Lasky
British Producers, Ltd.
Major Warwick has already started
work in his next Paramount, an
adaption of Anthony's Hope's novel,
"Captain Dieppe." The scenario was
written by Elmer Harris and the production will be directed by James
Cruze, who has produced all the recent Wallace Reid pictures for Paramount.

ADVICE
Jim."

Arthur Ellery has filed suit in 1
Supreme Court over the lease of i
Warburton Theater, in Yonkers,
which he asks the repayment to i
of $3,966 in cash and the cancel
lion of $2,200 in notes. The co
plaint
Shea andnames
Arthuras B.defendants
Kinsella —andP.
Shea-Kinsella Players. It is allej
that the plaintiff bargained with
defendants for the lease of the W
burton at $5,000 a year and the
fendants falsely represented that
was a paying venture. The plain
bought the lease for $5,750 of wHI
$3,262 was paid on account and n
were given for the balance,
total cash outlay was $3,966, he si
and he contends that because of
alleged false representations he
scinded the transaction.

It is estimated that
80^ of the money
We Place Insurance for

Erbograph
Studios
& Laboratory
(Watch thii space for othen)

There is an old saying that advice is only worth what yoii pay
for it — But — we have NOT built our busines.s on that principle.
Co-operation and .service have been watch words in our organization since its inception. For 20 years our work has placed us in
touch with the foremost factors of the industry. We will make
your problems ours — and at absolutely no obligation on your
part. If our advice registers, we will be glad to serve yoii, if
not — we'll still be happy.

Jiitt CiMobett wears a different mask
in eachi episode of "Th© Midnight
MaO'" Ijui,. somehowi everybody
knows he's the same olii "Qsoial

In the Courts
In the suit of Helen Ware, actre
against John H. Hobbs, to. recov
$3,000 given to Hobbs to be
vested in stock but which he
alleged to have kept, Supreme Cot
Justice Luce has vacated the serv
of the papers on Hobbs, and M'
Ware will have to begin her acti
again. Counsel for Miss Ware (
money.
jected
because
attorney
promised
that Hobbs'
he would
pay h1

FERVICE
UELS
BEN CXM
REUJneuTMuce

Samuek

spent upon posters
is wasted.
The other 20/o
is invested in
RITCHEY

posters!

K.iTHo. eo«p,
4MW.31itSl..N.Y. noDeCUM»S3M'

jM^
No.

Margarita

58

Fisher

in

"The Tiger-Lily"
American

Film

Co. — Pathe

DIRECTOR
George L. Cox
AUTHOR
Joseph
Franklin
Poland
SCENARIO BY
Joseph Franklin Poland
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Ordinary
program
meller with
little action or suspense;
sometimes
quite
draggy and seldom convincing.
STORY
Conventional
and often inconsistent
Italian vendetta tale with society trimmings
in which the wealthy youth finally marries
the poor girl.
DIRECTIO.N
Generally all right, but sometimes
permits too much
"talking"
and repetition.
PHOTOGRAPHY. . . .Very good in spots; some not so
LIGHTINGS
Majority O. K.; few flat and lifeless
good.
CAMERA WORK
Straight stuff
STAR
Smiles her way through most of the foot=
age;
registers the "lily" part of the title well
enough.
SUPPORT

George Periolat does good bit as
vengeful
Italian; Emory Johnson a conven=
tional hero; others up to mark.
EXTERIORS. . . .Some welNcomposed shots in pretty
garden.
INTERIORS

DETAIL

The Adorable Star

LOUISE LOVELY
opposite William
Farnum in
his latest
five consecutive
super-features
Fox West Coast Studios
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Italian Vendetta Frustrated by Girl in Surface Meller

PatkeNews
EAST rORTUNE, SCOTLAND.— Britain is speeding up in tiie construction of
mammoth dirigibles; tlie It-29 malces
successful test Hights.
PARADISE VAELEY, WASH.— Winter
sports in summer on the lofty snowcapped slopes of Mt. Rainier.
DE.\l)\VOOI), S. D. — -Major-General
I^eonard Wood takes part in the ceremon.v of dedicating a mountain to the
memory
of Theodore
Roosevelt.
PARIS, FRANCE. — France lionors
America's Independence Day! French
and American war veterans join in an
imposing parade through tlie Place de
la Concorde.
CA.MP PONTZANEZEN, FRANCE.Over 1,300 Yankee soldiers from Archangel land at Brest to embark for
home.
BRADFORD, PA. — A terrific tornado
rages through this district.
IN SOUTHERN
WATERS.— Scenes
aboard French mine-sweepers.
VERSAILLES, FRANCE. — Interesting
scenes
at the
signing
of the
Peace
Treaty.

DAILV

Built and furnished to suit atmos=

phere. Calculated to lend conviction to Italian
restaurant and wealthy home scenes.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Surface meller with
shallow love story.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION.
4,785 feet

In the first place the story is not much in itself.
It is just another one of "them things" — ground out
of the scenario mill by a man who has lots of practise
grinding.
Despite the fact that the main title is supposed
to fit the leading chavacter, the leading character does
not fit the main title. Margarita Fisher smiles her
waj^ through most of the picture, and rarely has a
chance to score as the "tiger-lily." She gets away
with the "lily" part in very good order, but most of
the "tiger" work is done in the titles. As for subtle
characterization, there is none. The picture is just an
ordinary story in animated visual form.
The whole first reel is devoted to stuff in an Italian
restaurant in which the actors use up much footage
drinking wine. In the reel are planted the facts that
^Margarita Fisher is popular as the waitress in her
uncle's "Dago Red" joint; that she is not like the
Italian women ; that Luigi, George Periolat, is in
America to kill somebody because he married his
brother's fiancee, and that Margarita has a friend in
the person of the old organ grinder, Frank Clark.
There are several good types seen in these early scenes.
The second reel introduces J. Barney Sherry, a millionaire who is the guy Luigi is out to kill ; his wife, a
one-time Italian peasant girl, and Sherry's son, Emory
Johnson, who is engaged to an uppish society dame.
Emory goes to George's red ink restaurant to find out
about an alleged stabbing affair, and there meets
Margarita. Naturally he is interested in her, because
this is a movie and things couldn't be otherwise. From
here on the picture shifts back and forth for a while
from the swell society house to the restaurant.
Emory's attentions to Margarita arouse the jealousy and hatred of Periolat, and the latter marks
Emory as the second prospect on his knifing list.
When E. Alyn Warren, the proprietor of the restaurant sells Margarita to Periolat, Margarita flees and is
picked up by Emory in his automobile. She goes to
his house and stays there as a guest. Margarita mixes
with the swell folks just as if she had always traveled
in that company.

RELYING mostly on a shallow and unreal love story
for interest, "Tiger-Lily" runs through its alloted
five reels without ever causing much of a ripple. In
11!!
a very calm and casual manner the picture progresses,
But when Sherry's wife, Mme. Rosita Marstini, hints
that it would be better for Margarita not to marry
simply telling with pictures instead of words a story
Emory, she decides to flee. But in fleeing she interof very mild appeal and of limited interest. And noWoman to Run Exchange
body seemed to care very much just what degree of
cepts Periolat's scheme to kill Emory. She calls the
Chicago. — An exchange owned and force was given the presentation of the plot, just so
police. Through long-drawn-out sequences Margarita
managed by a woman is soon to be long as the synopsis was followed and the necessary
is instrumental in saving the lives of Emory, Sherry
and Mme. Marstini, which leads the latter two to give
opened here. Mrs. Adtele M. Lig- footage exposed. In the matter of settings and locatheir
tions the picture received some care and attention, but
gett, who owns the rights to "The
Emory.consent to the marriage of Margarita and Emory.
Beatrice Van is the society girl chosen to marry
Scarlet Trail" in five central wes- these days it takes quite a bit more than backgrounds
tern states is negotiating for quarters in front of which figures move to make a good picture.
and will handle the "Trail" picture
as her first feature. Mrs. Liggett is
not a newcomer in film circles, having covered the United States a few
years ago with a picture "Twilight
Sleep." This film was never shown
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
in Chicago and Mrs. Liggett hopes
to get it by the censors during the
large body of fans who are willing to take almost any
This film will probably go best in those smaller
Fall.
kind of a story just so long as it is a motion picture.
houses that draw their biggest crowd with flaming
Margarita Fisher's last picture was "Trixie From
red-ink banners across their front. In a house of that
To Fight Tax
Broadway." The degree of a hit she made in that film
class it can be relied on to go fairly big, because it should be an indication of her drawing power with
Hartford, Conn. — The proposed
your folks. Her latest, however, contains little comedy
ordinance to lay a tax of $800 a year makes a strong play for the patronage of those that
relief — it is straight meller with a shallow love story,
like
their
sensation
unseasoned
by
reason
or
logic.
on all theaters with a seating capawith a couple of fights and numerous "near" stabcity of 400 or more, which give per- Houses like that can feature the vendetta end of the
bings and shootings.
formances seven days a week, will picture, and probably can obtain paper and stills
If yon want to use a few rather sensational oatchbe fought by Hartford managers, aclines in your advertising you might try something
the vengeance-seeking Italian armed with piscorditig.to J. J. Clancy of the Palace showing
tol and stilletto struggling with the girl, and that sort
who hdd a conference with A. C.
like: "The story of a fruitless revenge." "Love triof
stuff.
Morrison, manager of the Princess
the the
spellone
of idea
the vendetta."
"To kill
—
kill — killumphs
— over
was
of the vendettafired
But the film by no means ranks with the better
and Majestic theaters.
class of present-day productions. It is just ordinary
Italian ; but the tiger-lily's love for a wealthy youth
program
stuff having little interest except for that
made her the more powerful."
George Endert, manager, and G* F.
Navsifre, assistant manager of the
Holmefr with Triangle
Musicians Want Increase
piration of their two year agreement,
Seattle Famous
Players-Lasky
ofthis fall, an increase of 25 per cent,
fice, are in Los Angeles at conven>Chicago. — The
Musicians
union
Triangle denies that Taylor Holwill be asked. Many of the motion
tion of Western managers.
Georjye
mes- has signed with Fox as reported
has
served
notice
on
the
Theaters
picture houses now employing orP. Bellman, editor of tJie motion picchestras itis said are paying higher in a> recent issue of a. vaudeville
Iture section of the Seattle Daily Owners Asao. and various other manwages than the Union scale, so little paper. Holmes is stiill und^ con> Times, is- also in Los AAggslM^ ab>
tract with Triangle.
jsorbing atmosphere.
agers organizations that at the ex- trouble is looked for.
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California

Synopsis
No. 48
XAMK MOINTAIN FOB T. K— Major-Cicneral I^eonard Wood, Governor
Norbfok an<l Sctli liullock officiate at a
memorial ceremony iield near Dpadwood,
S. D.
JLYIXG OVER LAKE
I'LACID.—
Kinoj^rams sends a cemera into the
upper circles of society at New York
state's most exclusive summer mountain
resort.
HERE'S A
SE.\-GOING AUTO.—
Cleveland inventor has a bus that becomes a boat when it sees wat^r; 'iO
miles
an hour
on land, 1^ out In ^||o
Iak<?.
CHIt'KENS: TEN FEET TALE.—
Farmers down in Georgia ride their
poultry to work — the year's best nature
fake — only it's almost
really the truth.
CORPl'S CHRISTI PAGEANT.— The
a world fapictures<iue "French AValk,"
mous ceremonial held annually by Canadian-French at Church Point, Nova
Scotia.
MARCH FOB KING'S BIRTHDAY —
The annual ceremonial of "Trooping the
Colour" by the Coldstream Guards at
England.
London,
Park,
Hyde
EATON WELCOMES GENEBAL8. — A
165 generals from
the
of
19
greeting to
Eaton College who figured in the world
war, Windsor, England.
ALLIE LOU WINS.— The annual turf
classic at North Randall,
Ohio.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
Elsie Janis

Starts Work
Elsie Janis' first Selznick producs Sweetheart," has
tion, "Everybody'
started.
been finally
Atkinson Joins Universal
Chicago. — Dr. Sam Atkinson has
given up the management of the
Hoyburn Theater, Evanston, and
selling forces of the Unijoined the.
versal exchange.
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Contracts

{Continued from Page 1)
other hand, however, if every artist
having such a contract terminates
their employment before July 21,
they would then be enabled to have
determined the question as to whether their particular contract was enforcible under the provisions of the
section above referred to. It is very
easy to see what a serious matter
this is for the artists if we take into
consideration the following situation:
"Suppose an artist had signed a
contract for three years and had
the folgiven an exclusive optiononeforcontract.
lowing two years all Tn
He may have believed that it was
voidable at the time he signed it and
unenforcible for a longer period than
two years, but if having signed such
contract he continues the employment after July 21, he would then
stand in the very unfortunate position of probably being compelled to
work for the full period of five years,
if there was a sufficient consideration for entering into the contract in
the first place.
"In addition to the amendment to
Section 1980 of the Civil Code above
referred to, the Legislature passed
an amendment to Section 3423 of the
Civil Code which section provides
when injunctions are not allowed
and, in the fifth subdivision, made an
exception which directly effects the
motion picture actors and unquestionably follows the New York Statute and decisions of the Supreme
Court of the State of New York.
The v;ording of the fifth subdivision
as amended is as follows:
"5. 'To prevent the breach of a
contract (other than a contract in
writing for the rendition or furnishing of personal services from one to
another where the minimum compensation for such service is at the rate
of not less than Six Thousand Dolannum and wliere the promlars
isedper service is of a special, unique,
unusual, extraordinary or intellectual
character which gives a peculiar
value, the loss of which cannot reasonably or adequately be compensated in damages in an action at
law), the performance of which
enforced.'
be specifically
would
"The nottime
is short within
which
the artists may look into their rights
in the matter and advise themselves
of the advisability of such action.
"Having called this matter to the
attention of a few of my friends
among the artists, I thought it such
a matter of common interest that
others would welcome the information.
"This matter having been called to
the attention of the artists, I believe
that in executing contracts in the future they would unquestionably take
into consideration the ef?ect of the
amendment above referred to and
would give careful consideration to
any contract whereby their services
were employed for more than two
Sunday Show Referendum
years."
Atlanta, Ga. — -The people of Atlanta will vote on whether or not they
want daySunday
and Sunbaseball. picture shows ,
;

DAii:>r
Putting It Over
Here it how a brother exhibitor put hit show over. Bend
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Brooklyn. — Charley Schaefer, of
the Grand, Third Ave., has got away
to a fine start on "Elmo, the
"I always figure that if I can get
the kids to the first two episodes, the
Mighty."
rest
is easy. I know the serial is all
there or else I wouldn't book it; what
I must do is to let my patrons
know
Here it,"is Schaefer
what he said.
did.
He put out a lot of advertising
matter letting everybody in his
neighborhood, especially the children, know that a tremendously important announcement would be
made at his theater on July 6.
Boys and girls packed the house.
Schaefer took the stage himself
and told his audience that the Elmo
Lincoln serial was beginning that
'day and that he wanted "his boys
and girls to take a good look at Elmo Lincoln, the star, and then see
how close they could come to guessman."
a real,
Asing the
a weight
prize toof the
beststrong
guesser
he
promised the best pair of roller
skates that money could buy. During the week the guesses poured in.
Later Schaefer announced the winner.
He had packed his house for the
first two episodes of "Elmo the
Mighty." The other sixteen will be
easy sailing, he said.
Coney Island, N. Y. — No photographs are available as illustrations
for this story because on four different occasions, so great were the
crowds attracted by the stunt that
the cameraman was "mobbed" by
throngs who overturned his camera
and broke his plates into bits.
This excitement took place July 4
when William Brandt, manager of
.Feldman's Open Airdrome, hired an
imitation Charlie Chaplin to lead a
real cow up and down Surf Avenue,
unquestionably the most crowded
thoroughfare in the world, as a stunt
in exploitation of "Sunnyside."
Usingcleaner
the cow's
milk bag offorthea
street
the imitation
funniest man in the world would religiously stop at every noticeable
chunk of dirt in the street and
cleanse said bit of roadway with a
squirtother
from hilarious
bossy's things
bag. And
there
were
that made
the crowd feel funny. The congestion finally became so great on an
already crowded thoroughfare that
the police requested Brandt to "put
the cow in a barn."
Ad Slides in Chicago
Chicago. — The Allied Amusement
Association is about to adopt the
St. Louis and Cleveland plan of raising funds for a Club house, i.e., running slides advertising national products in lieu of charging each exhibitor dues in the Association. The plan
has been very successful elsewhere
and President Choynski feels that it
can be put over here.

"Post a sign in your lobby telling
our patrons that the air they breathe
while watching your program is pure
and not filled with dust and germs.
You will be surprised at the number
of timid women who are afraid to go
to a picture house because they think
diseases are lurking in the air. Spend
ten cents every day for essence of
wintergreen and spray it around the
house. Nothing is so appealing as a
sweet
smelling
— George
Schaefler,
World theater."
Exchange,
New
York.

Qt^6

Rice Aid to Baker
Capt. Harry Rice, former advertising and publicity director of the
Universal exchange, Chicago, has accepted a position as assistant to
Tarkington Baker, in New York
City. Rice has taken up his new
duties.

OPEN

YOUR

EYES

Warner's new production will have
its Initial opening on Broadway at
the Central
Theatre.
The
lobby
display
which
we
made
is an
exact
duplicate
now
showing
at
the Shubert in Boston it will
"Open
your Eyes"
KKAU8 MyG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. T.
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Wilson in Pictures
tscar

A. Price of United Artists'
Discusses Idea on Coast

Los Angeles papers report that a
Im showing the life and official acts
f President Wilson during the last
ight years and preserving with hisDrical exactness the momentous
vents that shaped the course of this
nd other nations in that time, may
e made shortly.
This information, rumored in the
fficial and other circles in Washigton for some time, was indirectlj'
onfirmed here when Oscar A. Price,
resident of the United Artists' and
Drmerly assistant to Director-Genral of Railroads McAdoo, stated he
elieves the President may not conider the production of such a film
iconsistent with his ideas on the
Libject.
Should the President decide to coperate in making this film complete
1 every detail, the United Artists'
'orp. will be glad to place their failities at the President's disposal,
Ir. Price says.

Price 5 Cents

Friday, Juiy 18, 1919
- New

Exchange

Ruling

{By IV ire to IV ID'S DAILY)
St. Louis. — Special riders enabling
immediate cancellation of contract
by exchanges if exhibitors violate
rules of St. Louis Film Board of
Trade is a new rule formulated by
all exchanges here this week.
The Cella & Fate houses, heretofore opposed to St. Louis Film
Board of Trade have recognized the
Board and have agreed to work in
harmony. Edward Dustin of Pathe
Exchanges re-elected President of
St. Louis Film Board of Trade.

Convention On
In

Northwest — Stars Arriving — Big
Crowd Expected

Where Is Waintr

Abrams Going Abroad

{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Seattle. — The first convention of
the Allied Motion Picture Interests
of the Pacific Northwest is on. Many
important exhibitors are here and a
number of exchangemen. Several
stars have already arrived and others
are expected.
Hotels are crowded.
Among the stars here and expectAt the offices of the United Ared are Fay Tincher who was given a
sts' in New York nothing was
nown of the matter, it was stated, big welcome by the Chief of Police.
irther than what had been published He was dressed as a cowboy and
with five policemen attired in the
1 Los Angeles.
same way greeted Fay with a round
of revolver shots. Frank Keenan also
Levin to Produce
received a royal welcome and a party
Lewis S. Levin, assistant general of 10 motor cars paraded him to his
lanager of Fox Film Corp., resigned hotel. Keenan will participate in the
esterday and will produce the two- raising of the Liberty Loan Flag
;el comedy features to be made by won by Seattle Friday and also at
awrcnce Grant and his wife.
the launching of a big ship with the
Governor of Washingon and the
Mayor of Seattle. Wallace Reid is
No. 148
expected in his Stutz and Bessie
Love is another star expected.
There will be a business convention Friday and a big ball Saturday,
By Jack Alicoate
Directors Make No Noise About Declaring a20 Per Cent Melon
YES Phillip he's gone— Hon.
J. Horatio Barleycorn has
Pathe Exchange, Inc. has always
gone the way of all good inFederal legislation is under way,
been
known
a "quiet worker."
according to reports received by the
juns — to the happy hunting
They
haveas maintained
that same
grounds — No more do his leNational Association to effect a sav- attitude about a 20 per cent dividend
gions gather at the sign of the
ing in time and money for film ship- which was cut by the directors at a
brass rail. They have turned
pers by empowering Post Office au- meeting last week. The dividend
e]ss\yhere during their leisure
thorities to return immediately to the was declared from the surplus profits
sender all films not claimed at their to
hours — To the movies — and
stockholders of record of July 12.
destination.
there they are to be found
It is understood that Pathe stock
every night with their wimmen
The two bills effecting this im- is closely held, and is not on the
folks and kiddies. Motion Picprovement inPostal regulations have market.
tures were never more popubeen introduced in Congress — relar—The industry was never
spectively by Congressmen Halvor
More Millions
more prosperous — Efficiency
Steenerson, Minnesota; Edwari.i
has taken the place of incomDover, Del., wires report the inVoigt, Wisconsin.
corporation of the American Film
petence — As Frank Keenan
As far as the Legislation concerns
the motion picture industry it means Co. with $15,000,000 capital. Incorsaid, "Let us keep the stairs
that films not claimed at destination
clean to keep the dirt from us
porators— L. M. L. Hortv, M. C.
can be returned to sender at once, Kelly and S. L. Mackey, all of Wilon our upward climb."
mington.
saving possibly several days rental.

Little Ad Talks

Pathe's

Film Legislation

Mayer — Producer

{Special to IF ID'S D.
-lay Dispose of His Interests in
Little Rock, Ark. — Exiu^.l^.. ...
Theaters in East
A.rkansas are kicking for one Joseph
Waintrup of St. Louis who formerly
{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
operated the New Film Service Co.,
Los Angeles. — According to a loan exchange at 119^ Main St., and
cal report Louis B. Mayer will go
who, it is rumored, has decamped East shortly, but only to complete
with deposits belonging to exhibi- his business arrangements anent the
disposal of his chain of theaters and
tors.
other interests in tne East.
"I'd rather make big productions —
pictures that are worth while — than
Likely to Open Independent Exanything else in the world," Mayer
back,
when II come
is quoted,
shall bring
be shortly,
will "and
which
changes for "Big 4"
According to his present plans
Hiram Abrams will go to London in Mrs. Mayer and the kiddies and we'll
September to look over the Euro- make our home in Los Angeles."
pean film situation personally, with
At the Anita Stewart Prod, offices
the view of the release of the United
where Mayer makes his headquar-Artists productions direct to the exters it was stated that nothing was
hibitors on the other side.
known regarding the report of Mr.
There has been considerable specu- Mayer's plans.
lation in England and the Continent,
pending the announcement of the
tion.
United Artists' plans for distribuFirst National to Go With
While Abrams will not state finally Leaves
"Big 4" — Other Appointments
at this time that the United Artists
would handle its own product in the
Jack Von Tilzer, one of the most
foreign market everything seems to popular of the local film salesmen,
point to the establishment of "Big has
left he
the has
Firstbeen
National
Exchange"
for some
time,
Four" exchanges in Europe at no where
and
has
taken
charge
of
the
United
very distant date' and it is for the
purpose of making final arrange- Artists'
New York Exchange at 729
ments ifpracticable, that Abrams is 7th Ave.
United Artists' also announced
going abroad.
Abrams says that innumerable of- yesterday the appointment of Wm.
fers have been made for European H. Jenner to be in charge of Boston
rights of the LTnited Artists' pictures, headquarters; Carlos Moore for
but that no offers had up to the pres- Pittsburgh and Louis H. Reichert in
ent been accepted and that he hoped San Francisco.
This makes a total of 14 of the 17
that he would be able to assure exhibitors in Europe direct distribu- to be announced. Minneapolis, Daltion.
las and Atlanta appointments have
not yet been finally determined.

Dividend

Von Tilzer Changes

Exchange Movements
{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
St. Louis. — Realart pictures will
occupy the premises here now occupied by World at 3626 Olive St. who
are removing Aug. 1 to 3621 Washington St. adjoining the new offices
of the Exhibitors Mutual.
Metro is also making a change,
coming into film row in the Plaza
Bldg., taking the quarters above Select at 3317 Olive St. Exchanges now
located in the Plaza Bldg. comprise
Pathe, Goldwyn, Triangle, Film
Clearing House, Standard Film, Vitagraph, Select, Metro.. The old
film building at Grand & Olive is a
hing of the past, only Fox remaining
there. Metro's old quarters in the
Empress Bldg. will be leased by ArLewis.row Film, represented here by Floyd

r
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What New York

"How

IS

dies,

A new seriej; of comedies built
around the characters of "The
Hall Room Boys" starts off ausI)i(ioTisly with "How They Do
It on .%8 Per." Flannigan and
Edwards, erstwhile vau<levillians,
give good account of their comedy gifts in the title role.
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It

The First of a Series of the

"HALL

ROOM

played the STRAND

The "Hall-Room Boys" are as
funny on the screen as they are
on paper and the Strand Topical Review is >imisually interThe overture
is Supi)e's
"Pique esting.
Dame"
conducted
by
Carl Edouarde.

Critics ItSay:

BOYS"

THEATRE.

X. Y..

amus-

$8
Comedies

Week

"Hall Room Boys" at Strand

of July

Per."

13th

'or

]More than .50 newspapers throughout the country are running
"THE HALT; R00:M BOYS" cartoons daily, bringing these humorous figures to the attention of millions of people.
Bear in mind the big national newspaper advertising value
behind these comedies, backed by more genuine advertising than
any other pictures on the market.
A two-reeler every other week.
Produced

Incorporations
Albany, N. Y. — Maddock Enterprises, Inc., $20,000; New York, theatrical and moving pictures; Charles
B. Maddock, Max Hart, Nellie Fallon, 1482 Broadway.
Albany, N. Y.— Old Plays and
Players, Inc., motion pictures, etc.,
$50,000; W. I. N. Lofland, Frank
Jackson, Charles H. Jones, of Dover.

JACK

by XxiTIONAL
FILM
CORP.
OF CAL.
Boy
Distributing
arrangemeuts
pending.
"Hall
& HARRY COHN, 1583 Broadway, New York City
s"

One of the most interesting
numliers on the Strand bill,
"How They Do It on $S Per,"
with Flannigan and Edwards,
the first of a series of comedies
based on H. A. MacGilTs draw"The Hall Room Boys,"
causes ings oflaughter.
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Albany, N. Y. — Famous PlaySunday Shows in Connecticut
wrights, Inc., New York, theaters;
$1,000,000; H. Harris, H. G. Wiley,
Middletown, Conn. — City Council
A. Present, 501 Fifth Ave.
voted 7 to 4 for Sunday pictures. The
Middletown Federation of Churches
has been fighting the movement.

and Western Tennessee, also Dunklin and Pemiscot Counties in the
Southern
part of Missouri.
V. H. Hodupp will be appointed
manager. He entered this organization in May, 1914, Recently he has
Southington, Conn. — -To hold spe- been visiting the various Pathe Exchanges to promote better service
cial meeting of voters to pass on for exhibitors.
Sunday shows.

Pathe Branch in Little Rock
Little Rock, Ark. — Fred C. Quimby, Pathe, now on a tour of the
United States has opened a new
branch office for Pathe here. The
Little Rock territory will consist of
the entire States of Arkansas, the
Northwestern
part
of Mississippi

Others I
[Watch this Space for

"The Heart of Humanity" made
goo"d the other day for a theater in
a town of only 220 people. Here's
a picture that could play in a desert
and pack the house.

Bolsheviki Via Kinograms
Kinograms will present shortly tK
first and exclusive pictures of life i
Russia under the Bolsheviki, wit
pictures made in March in the strec'
of Petrograd, with the nobles, me_
and women, cleaning the streets
get food, the great political parad
with their strange cubistic art ba
ners, bombed buildings, etc.
These pictures were made by or
of the few Americans who was ali

RITCHEY
Corp.
Selznick
Pictures

S21V^

Percy
andfrom
Ferdie
tered forth
theirhave
hall saunroom
to mingle with society, as is
parts. wont. When they learn
their
that a society bud they have
met desires a certain sort Of ribbon they inform her they "are
dealers in ribbons" and set out
to obtain the desired article.
They enter at night the department store where they work, are
locked in by chance, and after
failing to make their eseai)e retire in twin beds which have
been placed on display in a
show
window.
The morning sees them attracting a great crowd. They
are chased l).v the manager and
jeered by their associates until
the owner of the store appears
to thank them for the greatest
advertisement the place ever had.

Anita Stewart's Next
Anita Stewart's organization has
secured the film rights to Caroline to stay through the winter in Petr'
Lockhart's novel, "The Fighting
grad.
Shepherdess,"
and will make
of
the scenes in Bayshore
Long most
Island,
where her home is.

We Place Insurance for

AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION

Those lovable scamps, "Percy
and Ferdie." whose adventures
are set forth daily in "The EveSun," are
the screen
this ning
week
at put
the onStrand.
In
"Tliey Do It on S Per," the first
of
the "Hall
Room the
Boys,"National
as the
series
is called,
Film Company has caught the
spirit of H. A. MacGill, originator of the comic, admirably.
Flannigan and Edwards, vaudeville actors, have the leading

IS WORTH

A POUND OF CURE

Don't wait with your insurance problems. To-morrow
late. Years of experience in the theatrical and
motion
has enabled us to handle your problem with intelligence,
economy. May we prove to you how we can serve you
phone's handy.

EUBEN CXMUELS
Ineixfance

w g
-^^^/fe^.-^a

Inetu'^nf^
Phone
John ^^^•^^ Art l^jtjf£^^

may be field
too
picture
dispatch and
better. Your

posters

are great, powerful and forceful
posters — they are
posters with an
intensive advertis- ^
ing value — and
they sell seats!

RITCHEY
LITUO.
CORP.

40$W.3IstSl.,N.Y. rhooe Cbebca 8388

Samuek
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Light Story of Romance and Adventure Has Fair Appeal

LOUIS B. MAYER |
2 W. 45th St.
New York City

Ethel Clayton in

"A Sporting Change"

^

Paramount

^

DIRECTOR
George Melford
AUTHOR
Roger
Hartman
BY
Will M. Ritchey
Announces to the trade the ^E SCENARIO
CAMERAMAN
Paul Perry
Passable entertainment for those
following
Productions
i n ^ AS A WHOLE
who are willing to overlook the basic improb=
ability of the story.
Preparation bearing the fol- ^^
STORY. . . .Adapted from a story published in Snappy
lowing titles: —
^=
Stories Magazine
under the title of "Im=
N
O
I
T
C
DIRE
Star and other players usually
handled to advantage.
pulses."
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
A few artistic effects
CAMERA WORK
Nothing out of the ordinary
STAR
Vivacious
and attractive in a role that
does not call for exceptional acting.
SUPPORT
Jack Holt is handsome leading man
sure to make
a hit with women;
Howard
Davies is sufficiently sinister as society willun
H. H. Van Loan
g EXTERIORS
Locations on and near picturesque
estate make inviting backgrounds.
INTERIORS
The right thing for a home of wealth
DETAIL
An automobile is left on a road near a
bridge, and although
it is not supposed to
have been moved the next shot shows it on
the bridge.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Light fiction
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,135 feet

"DANGER" I

"WATCH
YOUR

^

I
I

WIFE" I
E. Hopper Mason

^
hi

LEONCE

PERRET

ish an exce
wishes

Camera

WHEN

an author causes his chai'acters to do unlikely things, the easiest way to justify himself,
and them, is to attribute their odd behavior to an unreasonable impulse. Probably in writing the original
of this yarn for Snappy Stories Magazine. Roger Hartman was conscious that neither his hero nor his heroine in their normal minds would act as they do in this
bit of tiction, therefore he chose the title "Impulses"
— both are so frightfully impulsive, and, it might be
added, unconventional.
To accept this picture and enjoy it, one should grant
that the irrational whims of human nature, especially
as they are revealed In a pampered young millionairess, may go to great lengths, also that a business
man, attracted by a pretty face, may pass himself

to go to France
preferably

One speaking a little
-^ .
French
Apply

hyenas.
By means of a newspaper insert, the fact is planted
that a notorious criminal has escaped and is at large
in the neighborhood. Driving by herself along a
lonely stretch of road, Ethel is stopped by a punctured
tire. Jack Holt, in priscm stripes, springs out of the
bushes and naturally is mistaken for the convict.
Instead of being frightened, the girl takes the encounter as an interesting adventure. She even aids
Jack in eluding the prison guards by allowing him to
don mechanic's overalls and pass himself off as her
chauffeur. So favorable is the impression created by
the supposed criminal that Ethel decides to retain him
as her chauffeur, a suggestion to which Jack readily
concedes.
Another angle of the story, developed along with
the progress of the romance of the impulsive girl
and the pseudo convict, concerns the affair between
Ethel's step-mother and Howard Davies, a blackmailing society willun. Because her father is not on hand
to protect his own interests, the daughter determines
to show up the man in his true colors.
She starts a flirtation with Davies herself and in the
end succeeds in getting the compromising letters which
her step-mother had written. Melodramatic action of
a not unusual kind is found in the sequences dealing
with the recovei\y of the letters. Jack follows Ethel
to Davies' apartments, gives the willun a thorough
beating; then walks off with the letters and the girl.
Presently he explains that he is not the notorious
criminal after all, but merely a broker with a taste
for romance and adventure, who had been compelled
to change clothes with the convict who had broken jail.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
As a box office attraction, "A Sporting Chance" has
very fair possibilities. The story is clean and profits
by a romantic quality which should appeal to an audience that enjoys light, imi)robable fiction. When
shown at the Ilivoli in New York, before a well-filled
house, the picture seemed to get over. At the close
there was some applause.
Although Ethel Clayton's stories have not always
been fortunate choices, there is no question about the
engaging screen personality of this Paramount star.
She may be counted on to draw with many fans who
have become familiar with her work, and judicious
advertising should result in increasing the number of
her admirers.

362 Riverside Drive

Mt. Vernon, Ohio — Fred Harris
nd H. V. Smots, owner of the Vine,
ave purchased the White Palace
nd will remodel it into a theater.

They lead oft' with some peppy incidents designed
to indicate the impulsive, devil-may-care nature of
Ethel Clayton. Just for the joke of the thing, Ethel
packs a half dozen of the country club caddies into her
car and sends them off for a joy-ride, much to the
disgust of the family chauffeur, who ends by dumping
them into a brook and throwing up his job on the
grounds that he was not hired to drive a bunch of

Title and Name of Star Should Draw Business

Uent

Man

off as a convict in order to carry on a courtship. At
least, it is all highly romantic and unusual — except
in a movie.
Ethel Clayton and Jack Holt are an attractive pair
of lovers. They do about all that can be expected
towards making the picture interesting; but sometimes, it must be admitted, they seem to be working
under difficulties. When a story drags, as this does
during the middle sequences, it is a good deal to exthe players to keep the attention of an audience
from pect
slumping.

William Barbarin Laub
C. p. O.— U. S. N. R. F.
Cinematographer
-—
Film Editor
Out of Service July 1st.
Address Wid's.

A few days before you plan to run this picture, tr.v
to land a portrait cut of Miss Clayton in your local
paper, accompanied by a sketch of her career, going
back to the days when she was a stage favorite. Cuts
and suitable biographical material will be furnished
by Paramount. Also, especially for the benefit of
women patrons, it would be worth while to make a
strong play on Jack Holt, who ranks high among
popular leading men.
Treat the picture as a story replete with romance
and adventure. The title bears out this idea and is
catchy enough to warrant a liberal display, subordinated, however, to the name of the star.

To Film Rubber Industry
Universal has sent Roswell B.
Johnson, an expert photographer, to
the islands of Sumatra, Borneo, Java
and other territory devoted to the
ing.
rubber industry, where he will photograph all the details of rubber mak-

Johnson, who is making the trip
alone, will be away six months or a
year and in addition to his picture
of the industry he will also film the
coffee growing countries of Java.
Lake Benton, Minn: — Home PhoCo. sell house
Ben M. Nyhuse andtoplay Oliver
Roscoe,to Jr.

aMt
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Frank Joyce sa^s : See

ALICE JOYCE
In "THE

THIRD

DEGREE"

Alice Joyce sa^s: See her
brother Frank ^^ ^he

HOTEL JOYCE
31 West 71 St Street
New York
Exceptional opportunity to live in
cool, light, artistically decorated
rooms at remarkably low summer
rentals. Overlooking Central Park.
Moderate price dining room.
Everything to make your stay
pleasant.
"FOURTEEN

FLOORS OF SUNLIGHT"

HERBERT
E.
HANCOCK
Now directing

VIOLET MERSEREAU
STUDIO FOR RENT
25 minutes from Times Square; no
ferry to cross; studio 75 x 110;
no posts; fully equipped with
Cooper Hewitt, floor banks, over
head, broad side, spot lights, etc.
18 dressing rooms, carpenter shop,
finest dark stage in the east. Has
full working crew. Inquire K. A.,
care of -NVID'S DAILY.

Wanted
in Various Cities — Branch Exchange Managers. Address
BOX
X, care of WID'S
DAILY,
N. Y.

The Adorable

Star

LOUISE LOVELY
opposite William Farnum
in
his
latest
five
consecutive
super-features
Fox West Coast Studios

Putting It Over

Here is how a i>rother exhibSend
itor put hi$ show
overthe other
Let
along your ideas.
cleaned
fellow know how
up.

DAIUV
New Theaters

Okmulgee, Okla.— L. H. D. Cook
to build theater to seat 1200.
Frankford, Del. — Picture house to
open.
Gloversville, N. Y. — Geo. Sturgcs
and Roland Kemp to erect theater.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Ruben & Finkelstein to build $400,000 Winter
Garden to seat 1,800.

Washington, D. C. — Robert Campbell is owner and manager
of the
you
Oylmpic. One Saturday night reMemphis, Tenn. — A. Barasso to
cently, when his last show let out at build theater to cost $85,000 and seat
11 o'clock it was raining very hard.
His patrons were unprepared for the 1,500.
Portland, Me.^ — Portland Theater,
rain and so he took at least fifteen
Inc., to build theater.
couples to their homes in his machine
Minneapolis. — W. A. Steffes and
— taking about one hour and a half
Harry Green to erect theater on
to do this.
000.
Twentieth Ave. North, to cost $125,Albany, N. Y — Distributors Film
Syndicate, incorporated for $50,000;
Edward H. Mills, Jacob Berkowitz,
Benjamin Millberg, 1020 Manhattan
Ave., Brooklyn.

Dallas, Tex. — Ed Foy, owner of
Columbia, Ideal and Colonial will
build at 7th and Bishop Sts.
Moline, III— Mrs. A. J. Drum, the
American, will build another theater
here.

Another Expedition
Newark, N. J.— A combination picAnother expedition in the Far East
ture theater and roof garden it
is under the direction of W. F. Al- planned for 303-309 Market St., to
der, another Universal-traveler-ex- cost $50,000. Audrtorium will have
plorer-photographer. Ed. Laemmle
capacity of 800 and roof garis his assistant and companion. More seating
den 1,600.
than 300,000 feet of film will be exKanaas City, Mo. — Plans for the
posed. This party landed in Yoka- construction
of a new downtown pichama some time ago.
ture theater have been made public
Every foot of the film exposed on by Alderman William Flyno, who
this Far East journey will depict
has just returned from New Yorl^
something of interest that has never
where he secured rights for Firil
before been photographed. Carl National productions.
Laemmle himself will personally inLima, Ohio. — Construction of a
spect every reel of this series of film
after it is shipped to New York City. new house, corner of square, will be
From Yokahama, the landing and commenced soon, seating capacity
starting point, the two men will go 1,200, located on the site of the present Empire. The Sigma Theater Co.,
through the little frequented by- with a capital stock of $100,000 will
paths of the Orient, through Shang- build.
hai to the interior of China filming
the most educational and interesting
phases of life in Hongkong, Canton,
and Macu. The last named place is
said to be the Monte Carlo of China.
Many scenes of the Chinese gambling palaces and the vortex of the
opium dens will be photographed.
At Haifong it is planned to photograph a tiger hunt.
The most daring venture of the
entire Far East expedition will be
the attempt to photograph the
sacred city of Lhassa, known as the
Hidden City of the Ages.

ORGAN
and
OPERA CHAIRS
FOR SALE

Fires
Monticello, N. Y. — The Arcade
was destroyed recently in a fire
which threatened to wipe out the
whole village.
Cleveland, O. — Blowing of a fuse
caused a small fire in the operating
room of the Mall recently. No great
damage was done.

Wurlitzer
Automatic

Type A — with
Player, now in

use. 450 used Opera Chairs-

C.
130

THE BIG FEATURE PICTURE
Is in a class with the regular theatrical show and should be exploited as such. We make a lobby
display that
duction andindividualizes
lifts it out the
of prothe

!

picture
RUT— "The Red onLantern"
and other
exhibition in our productions
show rooms.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City

i REFINED
■ APPROPRIATE

LETTERING
ILLUSTRATING

i ERNEST STERN
i

PHONE BRYANT

SOra.

145 \>/. 45^J!St

i

THE
Uast

BEST
PICTURE
to make money
have

a

perfect

developed

ncgrative
REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

ha* developed
HarryandKeeper's
negative*. Ask him
thea phone
Tremont
1995 (or full particular*.
m

Christie
Specials

are Features
— in 2 reels

AM

PAYING

CASF

For
Apply

NEGATIVES
Nathan Hirsh
729 7th Avenue
N. Y. City
Bryant
7224

Apply at once

S.

LEVIN

West

46th
Street
6th Floor
New York City

i

After Two

Milwaukee. — Clifford Blanchard,
former newspaper man, has accepte
a position as advertising and publ
city director
of the Universal
ej
change here.

COMMERCIAL
PEVELOPMSLG
AND
PRINTING
FILM DEVELOPING -^TflfitTl
COR

I at

( 4800 (
LABORATORIE

Years

Chicago. — Another picture which
has been held up for two years by the
Chicago censors, "Hell Morgan's
Girl," is now being offered exhibitors, in deleted form. The picture
is playing at the Bandbox this week.

One good feature is better than
two ordinary features — and it doesn't
encourage brain fatigue. — Harold B.
falo.
Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buf-

^# TITLE/
.

i/

y'cA
vvfy

ILLU/TRATION.
ROOMy
__
TELtPHONt/
CANDLER
BlD'6.
220
W. 42 ST.

216-222
WEEHAWKEN
WEST HOBOKEN.
PHONES

< 4B01

( 4802

-ST
N. J
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*
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More Realart Men

Price 5 Cents

Syd's Plans

Supreme's
Serial
Sydney Reynolds president of SuCall for Pictures to Be Made
In
C. G. Kingsley, well known in the
preme Pictures, is about ready to
France
and
Possibly
in
Persia
'*
an's
"Dug
for
te
titu
Subs
iddle West and formerly identifif;d start production on 15 episode serial
Paramount's house organ ofSyd
the guestyesterday
of honfers exhibitors a $25 reward
ith several of the leading compan- starring J. Robert Pauline the hypor at aChaplin
luncheonwastendered
to
the
exhibitor
who
presents
notist.
The
working
title
is
"Brews, will represent Realart Pictures in
at the Claridge, where, incidentally,
Mysterious
etroit, with offices in the Joseph sters
he told of his plans to make pictures
the best plan- of providing "A
William
Davis Millions."
has been engaged
abroad for Famous Players.
ack Bldg.
— "Duto direct the serial and S. J. WarSubstitute
gan"articles
being for
the Dugan's"
corner
saloon.
Henry
E. Wilkinson, formerly an shawsky
There were a number of newspaAll
must
be in by
July
is handling the puljlicity.
liibitor of Buffalo, will have charge
per folk present. When Syd said he
31.
f the Buffalo exchange,
to be loMore With Universal
had prepared an idea of his plans intted at 221 Franklin St. He has disstead of telling about them, CarChicago. — George E. DeKruif has
lyle Robinson, his publicity man,
= osed of his interests to his partner,
been appointed advertising and pubhanded out a nice typewritten packet.
" oseph A. Schuchert.
Shepard 111
licity director for LTniversal exIt contained a Greek newspaper torn
J. C. Ragland, well known in the
Harry Shepard,
of W. H. Prod., to
change,
to
fill
the
vacancy
caused
by
fit. And it brought a laugh.
low and picture business, will have
hi.s
been
away
from
his
work
since
transfer of Capt. Harry E. Rice
larp^c of the St. Louis offices which the
Syd
later said he would make a
He has a bad cold.
to New York, where he is assistant Tuesday.
ave been opened r.t 3626 Olive st.
picture in Paris, and had been invited
to Tarkington
Baker.
by the Shah of Persia, an Oxford
graduate, to make a production in
Title Changed
Persia.
Maybe he will. Maybe.
World Pictures has changed the Suggests Jesse J. Goldburg to RePathe yesterday closed a contract
The
Chaplin
party will sail Tuesview Secretary Barrett
working title of Montagu Love's
day on the Celtic. It will include Al= y which they will release the Gross- feature,
"The Mark of the Beast" to
exander DeBray, who will prepare
Wid's Daily is in receipt of the
following
from Jesse J. Goldburg, the scenario, Harry Clive, the art
"lan serial in which Lillian Walker "The Battler."
to be featured, and which will be
Ff-ohman Amusement
Corp.:
director, Robinson, Chaplin, and
J. J. Corbett in Town
lade
in Ithaca, at the Wharton
"To the Editor of Wid's:
Mrs. Chaplin and Mrs. Clive. The
:udio.
James J. Corbett ex-champion
"My first impulse upon reading the party will remain abroad some time.
Ted Wharton is finishing a tem- prize-fighter, is in New York for a statement of Mr. W. A. Barrett 'Reorary studio in which he will work short stay. He has just completed
Carmen Juidgment $43,500
view Secretary' of the National
ith Jack Norworth while the Gross- the 18th episode of the serial "The Board of Review of Motion PicJudge Alanton, in the U. S. Sulan company is working in the
tures," as prepared, edited and then
preme Court, has handed down an
Midnight Man."
Vharton studio.
opinion
case of Jewel Carmen
forwarded
by
him
to
WID'S
DAILY, was to ignore it, largely vs. Wm. inFoxthe whereby
Change of Titles
jewel receives
Official announcement of the because I did not feel that it cona judgment for $43,500, the total
change of titles of he following pro- t;:ined anj-thing of consequence or amount due on her two-year contract
Los Angeles reports are to the efductions for fall release have been n oment that would either add to or with Kceney less $1,350 which she
;ct that the United Artists' "may made:
d. tract from the report of the meet- had received.
ossibly add. the names of two or
Nathan Burkan represented Miss
Harry Carey in "Jim of the Ran- ir.g of The Motion Picture & Theiree stars to their roster."
atrical Co-operative Asso. as re- Carmen in the action.
gers" to "The Rider of the Law,"
"Auld Jeremiah" to "Bonnie, Bonnie corded,in WID'S DAILY of July 2d.
"But,' lest the reading of Mr. BarLassie," "Who Knows" to "The
No. 149
rett's views might mislead others I
Trembling Hour," featuring Helen
Eddy and Kenneth Harland.
may be pardoned or justified in at- Feature of Northwest Convention —
tnnpting a last word of comment.
Several Stars in Attendance
"But here it should be said that
By Jack Alicoate
epigrammatic phrases, presumed sa{Special to WID'S DAILY)
TO the efficient advertiser the
Seattle. — The Northwest Film
t re, and ridiculous sarcasm never
{By fVire to IV ID'S DAILY)
only subscribers to a pubLos Angeles. — Artcraft, United yet advanced a cause or enlightened Board of Trade convention will close
y, lication that count are the readArtists', Goldwyn, First National anyone. As a writer of semi-humor tonight with a big ball. Many important exchangemen, exhibitors and
and others are reported trying to my good friend Barrett certainly
' ers who buy or influence buying— Take for instance a magainterest "Bill" Hart for release of his shines. Without holding any brief stars are expected. It promises to
independent productions. Contract for Mr. Quinn, for parenthetically I
". zine of eight
thousand
a big aff^air.
has not been closed.
should add I oppose his methods and be There
scribers. Say that
50% of subthat
have been a lot of pleasurable incidents connected with the
tike
issue
with
his
views,
neverthenumber hold responsible posiWilliam Grossman, Hart's attorless
if
Studio
conditions
were
rotten
convention — the first of its kind held
ney, is here.
tions giving you a buying clientele of four thousand — Let
f s he loudly proclaims, and which I in this section — but the film men
j^ist as violently deny, then it is as have also gotten down to hard work
New Shipping Orders
U3 ca-ke another case — a publication has but six thousand
Film producers, distributors, ex- Much his business as it is that of the at their several meetings held in the
of a big department store
change men and exhibitors should l.ational Board of Review or its auditorium
readers, that 90% of those readhere.
take heed of the timely warning just ' vcview Secretarj'' to condemn liers are possible prospects givcentious productions. However, I
ing you a number of 5400 who
issued by P. H. Stilson, Chairman of
The big business session was held
the Transportation Committee of the S'liall leave Mr. Quinn to the tender Thursday. Letters were read from
buy — Which publication offers
a number of important producers and
National Association, relative to se- 1 lercies of others.
ti.^ greater service to you? —
It may interest you to know
curing filni shipping cases which will
stars regretting their inability to atCensorship a Good Thing
that the vital percentages in
conform to the new specifications as
tend. Thi" T^iorning session was in"I did not say I believed local
regard to subscribers assumed
issued by the Bureau of Explosives
terrupted long enough for a big pa-,
of the Interstate Commerce Com- Vfusorship to be a good thing. I rade to welcome Beatriz Michelena.
in the second case are apmission. The industry has only a "iated I believed censorship to be a She was escorted by the president
proximately those of WID'S
DAILY.
few weeks in which to adjust itself ;. ood thing, but not one man cen- of the Chamber of Commerce, Regi(Continued on Page 2)
to the new conditions.
{Contlnued on Page 4)

Another

Serial

"Stick to Rast"

More Stars

Little Ad Talks

Many Resolutions

After Hart
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Guts and Flashes
Olive Thomas
vacation.
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Copyright 1919,
Inc. Published
New York, N.
FILM FOLKS,

Price 5 Cents

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

K. C. ("VV'id") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph U.innenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
■the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

Robert

Edeson
Engaged
for
"Sealed Hearts"
Myron Selznick has engaged Robt.
Edeson to play in the second Eugene
O'Brien production, "Sealed Hearts,"
written by Edmund Goulding. Edeson has long Jjeen one of the big
stage stars. He has always been at
the head of his own companies. Lucille Stewart, who played with
O'Brien in "The Perfect Lover," will
have the leading feminine role.

Big Canadian House
Toronto. — The new Pantages, to
run vaudeville and pictures is well
under way. The Navhansons are interested. The new house will cost
$500,000 and will seat 3,500.

is taking a months'

"Stick to Last"
{Continued from Page 1)

sorship. I believe that the censorship as practiced by the National
New Haven Aldermen have ratiBoard of Review a good thing, and
fied State law to allow Sunday ptc-. if
the suggestion is worth anything,
tures.
and it were logically possible to secure the legislation I would be
A'latt Moore has lieen engaged to
in favor of conferring upplay the leading male role in Elsie heartilj^
on that self constituted and unofficial
Janis' first production, "Everybody's body an official status which authorities would recognize. Mr. Barrett
Sweetheart."
states
that 'it would be interesting
John Lynch, for some time a memto
see
what Mr. GoIdl)urg's murber of Thomas Incc's scenario staff,
and who was engaged by Myron der-assault-abduction-and-criine film
would suffer at the hands of the orSelznick, has arrived in New York.
dinarj' local censorship.' I here
George H. Wiltiams, formerly most indignantly deny that the proso stigmatized by me in my
technical expert at the Hippodrome, address duction
at the Astor Hotel was in
is in charge of the technical depart- reference to one that I had made, or
ment of Universal.
that I ever was connected with a
motion
picture production of that
Frankie Bailey a well known show
girl in the early days of the old kind, and the intimation that I ever
.\merican Music Hall, has been en- made such a production will either
gaged ]iy Edward Jose, to play the call for an apology from Mr. Barrett or an explanation in some other
part of a cabaret dancer in "Mothers more formal but less pleasant procedure.
of Men."
"Now, allow m'. To educate Mr.
Constance Talmadge, who, with
her sister Norma, has just returned Barrett since he calls for it. He inquires in commenting on my statefrom a vacation in the Adirondack's,
ment that 'I am intolerant of advice
liegins work on her second First Nathose who
do not know.'
tional picture ne.xt week: adapted by from
does know,
Mr. Goldl)urg,
Who 'Who
does
Emerson and Loos, from Clyde
know?' My answer is: The men who
have made a deep and al)iding study
Fitch's
play, will
"TheplayBachelor."
way Tearle
opposite. Con- of the motion picture industry as an
art, and a time, their brain power,
their knowledge and their inoney to
Ashley Pinched
the advancement of the industry,
.A^rthur Ashley of World Film, es- Mr. Barrett. The men who refuse
sayed the part of an expert wall
c'imlier Thursday at the Hotel St. to occupy the pedestal of "holier
Paul, Columbus avc., when a scene than thou," but who in the glare of
the Cooper-Hewitt, the inky blackwas l)eing shot for "A Praise Agent."
ness of the printing room, the conHe took up the job because the profined atmosphere of the projection
fessional climber wasn't on hand. room, and last but not least, between
.\nd just as he reached the fourth the broad arcades of the Libraries
story windows a guest of the hotel where rest the works of research and
saw him, figured a burglar was try- of art, study and plan, Mr. Barrett.
ing to break in, and called the police. The men who are not content to let
Ashleywhen
walked
into a patrolman's
arms
he descended.
There was well enough alone, and whose criticism is born of a spirit of construca long argument, cuss words, and
tion and not destruction, Mr. Barrett,
finally he was liberated. He doesn't and these men are legion.
want any such parts in ftiture productions.
Who Does Know?
"Does D. W. Grifuth know? Does
W. E. D. Kelly know? Does Charles Pathe know? Does Adolph Zukor know? Does W. A. Johnston
know? Does George W. (otherwise
LEONCE PERRET
known as 'Billy') Bitzer know? Does
Ludwig G. B. Erb know? Docs Carl
wishes an exce Uent
Gregory know? Does S. Barrett
McCormick know? And I will vouchsafe the opinion that Mr. Barrett
is not acquainted with the doings
of or the accomplishments or records
of one-half of the gentlemen named
al)ove, and yet they represent the
to go to France
front ranks of the spirit that has
made
day. the motion picture industry as
preferably
efficacious and powerful as it is to-

Camera

Man

One speaking a little
French
Apply
WHIZ! WOW!
BANG! What
WAS it that vsrent by? The Masked
Pursuer in "Elmo the Mighty." The
Speed Demon of the Screen— SOME
mystery!

DAILV

362 Riverside Drive

"In short, the gentlemen named
are representatives of every branch
of the Motion Picture Industry
without an exception, being the executive, the director, the editor, the
exhibitor, the laboratory expert, the
natural color scientist, and the photographer, and these are the men
who know.
(Continued on Page 4)

— it's a pippin.
Watch for "Bill" Fox's latest mo,
New Theater for Uniontown

{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Uniontown
Pa. — Uniontown
is
have a theater that will entertE
Road Shows as well as Special P
ture Attractions.
C. H. Gorlcy real estate owi
and coal operator has purchased
plot at a cost of $150,000 and w ,
erect a theater to seat 2,500 ati
cost of $225,000.
Gorley is arranging to take an
tended trip for the purpose
of
specting the best theaters in
country. Work will commence n
Spring.

To put over a
photo-play, great
posters are always
wanted. They are
always obtained
when ordered
from the
Lll-eO.

CORP.

RITCHEY^

406W.31ftSt.,N.Y. rbone Cbebct 83M

jMi
PatneNe^vs
Xo.

tod a HB

Margarita Fisher has returned to
he American studios in Santa Barlara after a rest, and is working on
new feature tentatively titled, "The
dangerous Talent." Story by Daniel
•".
by Lois
Zelller Whitcomb,
and directedadapted
by George
L. Cox.

Don't fail to see the magnificent
lobby
display
of paintings
at the
BROADWAY THEATRE in the
Mack

Sennett's
Bathing
Made by

Girls,

KASSELL STUDIOS, INC.,
220 W. 42nd Street,
New York
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Photoplay of Regeneration is Quite Attractive
Tom
((

59

HOSTOX, MASS.— Over 50 battleships
md dpstroyers tluit patrolled the seas
or submarines arrive for repairs in the
luse dry docks.
W.VSHIN(iT<)X. I>. C— I'. S. Civil
Service is conducting a campaign to remit office workers tor government ser■ice.
P.VS.\DENA, CAL. — Fashion decrees
istrich plumes; the ostrich industry is
.vperiencing
a marked
revival.
OXFORD, EXGL.\XI). — The war's
reat leaders, Pershing, Joffre, Ilaig
^nd Beatty, receive degrees at Oxford
j'niversity.
XFU' YORK CITY. — France's dead are
lonored
on liastille Day.
CA.MBRIDGE, MASS. — Though the
egular schiii>ls ar» closed for the sumner, children flock to the open air
'acatlon schools where they enjoy the
lail.v cleansing drills.
CHICAGO, ILI..— Over 40,000 cheer
Samonn de Yalera, "President" of Ireand.
El, P.\SO, TEX.iS. — The high cost of
luilding is overcome by using mud.
<ati>es in the border towns make mud
iricks by a process used in Egypt 3,000
ears ago.
.JOIXYIM.E- EE- POXT, FR.\X CE. —
icenes of the great Inter-.Yllied
athletic
anies at Pershing
Stadium.

DAILV

Moore in

The CityGoldwyn
of Comrades"

DIRECTOR
Harry Beaumont
AUTHOR
Basil King
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
George Webber
AS A WHOLE
A quite good picture with a fairly
deep appeal; just a trifle draggy at times,
but characterization holds it up.
STORY
Adaptation
of the widely=read
story
which appeared serially in the Saturday Eve=
nii.g Post; tells of regeneration
of a man
through
love.
DIRECTION
Holds matters to a steady, progres=
sive course towards
goal; shows
sympathy
with finer points.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good throughout
LIGHTINGS
Of a high standard
CAMERA
WORK
Effective
STAR
Gives a thoroughly excellent characteri=
zation
in theback.
role of the "down=and=outer*'
who comes
SUPPORT

Seena Owen convincing as the girl;
Otto Hoffman contributes good character as
the bum's "buddy"; Albert Roscoe and others
up to mark.
EXTERIORS
Not verv many, but all suitable
INTERIORS
Always
the proper thing
DETAIL
Some
good touches
in which
respon=
sive moments are registered with the aid of
attention to little things.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
The ever=elevating
theme of the man lifted from the gutter to
the heights.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,838 feet
WIIILK ccinsidorable lilxTties have been taken with
Basil Kinjr's widely-read story in its transfer to
the sereeii, "The ("ity of ("oiurades" stands as a (inite
irood picture. And doniinatinu- the picture's many jiood
points is the perforniuuce of Tom ^Moore who, in his
latest t)fl:eriiiK. perhaps does the most serious and
deepest work of his screen career. Only once does his
smile spread across the screen, and that doesn't come
until the very end: but when it does come it is worth
having;- waited for in view of what the lead-character
[)assed throufj'h Ijefore he was alile to smile that way.
The picture has as its underlying notes elements
that are never-failing in their efforts to get response
in the hearts of al lof u.s. First, it is a story of regeneration— a .story seriously treated and with consid-

erable dei)th. Always there will he interest manifested
in the career of a man who climbs from the gutter
to the heights, no matter what be the rungs 011 the
ladder he uses. But in this i)articular instance the
rungs on which the man climbs are love — not only
the love of man for a woman, but also the love of
man for man.
In the passages
registerhig
this latter idea there
.•ire many moments that cause at least a slight stir
especially so in the breast of anyone who ever has
experienced a deep friendship l)ase(l on mutual misery.
Tom :\Ioore. of early good breeding, has sunk so low
in the social scale as to sink no further. His "bviddy"
is Otto Hoffman. The two are a sorry looking pair
indeed, hungry f(jr food, but hungrier for drink. Out
of the fog they come, shivering their way into the
sympathie
at once.
where evens Tom
believesThey
he ishave
readyreached"
to steal. the point
Finding his way into a wealthy home, he at tirst
filches jev.'cls. Then the smell of food overcomes all
tlse. His hunger satisfied, he puts the jewelry bac^i.
In hiding, he hears .Seena Owen and Mary Warren
discussing men. Seena does not believe there are any
"different" men. Tom slips a note on her dresser
telling her there are. In a few moments she sees
him.
but the shame in his eyes makes her fear him not at
all. She allows him to go.
This is the beginning of Tom's regeneration. Together with Hoffman they go to the "Down and Out"
club, which is known as the city of comrades, a settlement house in which each one tries to help the other.
There is much sympathetic stuff registered in these
passages, with just the proper amount of comedy
relief. ITp and up Tom and Hoffman climb, Hoffman's
dog-like devotion to Tom ever close to the foreground.
Through logical deveh.pment T(mi again meets
Seena. and both are very much interested in each
other. It comes to the point where interest becomes
mutual love. But Seena can't remember just where it
was she met Tom before. Some of these passages
seem just a trifle forced. But when Seena does come
to know that Tom was the burglar in her room, she
spurns him. Tom becomes a Canadian army ofiicer.
and is blincU'd in the Halifa.x explosion. When Seena
learns of his plight she goes to him. but Tom doesn't
know the identity of his nurse until after he is cured,
when Hoffinan tells him. Later Tom goes to Seena
and. despite her engagement to Albert Roscoe, things
logically develop to the point where Tom smiles —
for good reason.
There are too many ends of interest and appeal to
cover in a short synopsis. Chief of these is the underlying propaganda against drink which bears on one
throughout the picture.
Robert Walker and Kate Lester are also in the cast.

Take Advantage of "A Man
May Be Down But He's Never Out" Slogan
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
ORGAN
and
OPERA CHAIRS
FOR SALE
Wurlitzer Type A — with
Automatic Player, now in
use. 450 used Opera Chairs
.^ Apply

C.
130

S.

Salvation Army's famous slogan: "A Man May Be
Down But He's Never Out." Go as strongly as you
like with that slogan in advertising the film, for in
doing so you are psychologically linking up folks' mind
with something that they cannot fail to respond to.
And the picture will hold up to expectations in that
line. While it is not a Salvation Army picture, it
carries the idea of theirs so strongly as to be the same.
And with this one you can get the aid of local ministers, etc. Letters of endorsement, if they help any
with your crowd, can e;isily be obtained with a picture
of this kind.
Also don't lose the opportunity of a play

on the timeliness of the picture's worth as fairly
entertaining propaganda against booze.
Besides these features the picture contains a goodly
amount of entertainment in itself. Tom Moore's
popularity certainly will be enhanced by his work
in the film ; his followers are going to think much
more of him after they have seen him work as seriously
as he does in this one. and you need not be afraid that
the ordinary movie audience won't be satisfied, for
there has been some "movie" jazz thrown in for good
measure.
And of course don't fail to let your folks know that
the picture is a visualization of Basil King's Saturday
lOvening Post story. The story appeared at a fairly
recent date, and at the time attracted considerable
comment.

at once

LEVIN

West, 46th Street
6tK Floor

New

Here's a picture with which you can take advantage
of a million-dollar advertising campaign by using the

York

City

Three

More for Gray

Lewiston, Me. — The three picture
houses at Gardiner Me. — the Coliseum, Johnson Opera House and the
Strand — have passed into the hands
of Manager Gray of the Union Thea-

To Upset Theater Sale
ters Co. The acquisition of these
Los Angeles.— Thomas Kynaston
three houses of amusement brings
and Fred Siegert have filed suit
the number controlled by the GrayCarrigan combine up to 47. A. J. against Carl Ray to rescind a contract to pay $3,000 for a moving picBurns is to be retained as the comture theater on the ground that it
\yas worth less than represented.
pany's agent in Gardiner.

Saturday, July 19, 1919
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KINOGRAMS
THE KEIGX OF RED TERKOK IN
PETRiXiRAl). — First and exclusive pictures taken in Russian capital by cameraman for a foreign power and smugsleil
dynapalaces
Guards — fight
Red thousands
past mited—the
to get on
hungry
trains — Bolshevist demonstraoutbound
tions and street parades.
IX CHICAGO. — Eanionn
CHIEF
IRISH
l)e Valera, president of the Irish RepubChicago on his mission —
lic, visits
bv Governor Dunn.
greeted
EXiLISH SOCIETY AT ASCOT.— The
running of the annual race for the Royal
first e.time since the war — the
Hunt inCup,
attendanc
elite
E.\ST WINS TEXXIS TITEE.— leading followers of the game see fight for
on Cincinnati club courts — Murnet title
ray and Kumagae
win.
TROUT.— .AnCHASING CAX.\DIAN
son ramble in Nova
JIathew
other Tracy
Brooks, InEevi
how
Scotia showing
dian guide, spends his own vacation.
FRANCE DECOR.\TES V. S. GEXER.AES. — Cross of the Eegion of Honor is
win war. Amwho helped
given menbassador
Jusseraud congratulates brave
officers
BVSV DAYS IX NAVY NARD— Fiftyfive vessels are in dock at Charlestown
undergoing repair after strenuous days of
«ar. View of the yard from fighting top
of the (Jeorgia.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
Guest

with

Goldwyn

Stick

DAILV
^t
jM
to Last
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C. p. O.— U. S. N. R. F.
Cinematographer
—
Film Editor
Out of Service July 1st.
Address Wid's.

The Adorable

Star

=

LOUISE LOVELY

M

opposite William Farnum
in
his
latest
five
consecutive
super-features .
Fox West Coast Studios

^=
=
=
=

Resolutions

(Continued from Page 1)
nald
H.
Parsons, and a big crowd,
"It is only by public and open deliate of the very questions that were to the Masonic Temple where lunch
presented at the Astor meeting that was served. Mclvin G. Winstock
everything constructive will arise; acted as toastmaster. Mayor Ole
Mr. Barrett to the contrary notwith- Hanson delivered a long address of
standing, for we cannot deny the welcome and Frank Keenan. made
fact that there is a popular impres- another of the sort of speeches that
sion in the minds of a good many he delivered at the St. Louis confolk.'- that the Motion Picture Indusvention. He "spoke right out in
try is honeycombed with immorality, meetin'." Parsons also spoke welextravagance, incompetency and a
coming the film folk, and Miss Michelena spoke briefly.
laxity that is usually Dorn of an illegitimate enterprise, and when any
In the afternoon session the conindividual seeks to stifle the airing
stitution and by-laws were read.
of views so as to eradicate these There was some discussion on the
false impressions, then my observa- question of organization. The report of the resolutions committee
tion would be that such person's
hind sight is far better than their was read. The resolutions called
first, for sending out letters to all
fore-sight. And withal, a 'far reach- Congressmen and to the Ways and
ing medium of truly dramatic expression,' that is the Motion Picture, may Means Committee of Congress to repeal the Daylight Saving Law over
nevertheless be a commercial enterPresident Wilson's veto. The second
Standardizing
commended the progress of the moprise.
tion picture industry). The third
"In conclusion, I must again take called for efTorts to be made for the
issue with Mr. Barrett's versatile repeal of the Admission Tax and
pen. You can standardize everything, Film Tax Laws. The fourth coneven voluntary censorship. You can
demned questionable pictures and
standardize morals, the drama, box- fly-by-night producers.
office receipts and the amount _ of
Objection was made to the slowpublicity sought by or emenating
ness of action in sending the letter
from a disgruntled exhibitor, or a about the repeal of the Daylight Sav'Review Secretary.' We have standing Law and President L. O. Lukan
ardized the cubistic art. We have appointed a committee to work with
standardized the opera. We have
standardized the moral law, and we counsel in sending ofT wires to Con-

(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Detroit.— J. E. Flynn, manager of
the Michigan exchange for Goldwyn,
announces the appointment of Harry
R. Guest, formerly publicity manhave standardized standardization.
ager for the Kunsky chain of thea"Mr. Barrett and his estimable asters at Detroit as head of the exploitation and advertising department
sociates occupy a perfectly appropriate niche in the machinery of the
which is a prominent feature of
Motion Picture Industry. Might it
Goldwyn's campaign this season. He
is well known in Detroit and under- be considered appropriate for me to
observe that every shoemaker should
stands exhibitors' problems.
stck to his last, and the standardization of the Motion Picture Industry
Nigh Directs Dooley
Through the courtesy of Harry is a separate proposition from CenWarner the Johnney Dooley Film
Corp. has engaged William Nigh sorship."
Some Sales
who directed "My Four Years in
The Arrow Film has closed a deal
Germany" and who just completed with the General Film Co. of Canada,
"Beware," to direct their comedies.
his vaca- T. S. Cooper manager, for the WesNigh instead of spending start
work
tion in the country w:fl
tern serial "The Masked Rider."
this morning on the fourth Johnney
Arrow has also sold the "Sunbeam" comedies to the Southeastern
Dooley comedy.
Pictures Corp. of Atlanta, Ga. The
Air Meller
same company also bought "The
Universal will put on an air melo- Mysterious Mr. Browning" for Louisiana and Mississippi, having aldrama with Lt. Omar Locklear, an
ready bought this ,«uT)ject for the
aviator, in a feature part. Will show other six
states in their territory.
airplanes carrying mail attacked by
will
d
Jaccar
air bandits. Jacques
direct.

William Barbarin Laub

Many

[Continued from Page 2)

An Auditing Committee and Nomigress. nating Committee were appointed by
the President.
At five o'clock there was another
parade for Wallace Reid, who drove
through the streets in his Stutz
racer, dressed as in "The Roaring
Thursday night there was a beefsteak dinner for all the men delegates, at which Governor Hart
spoke.
Road." The women were entertained
by a ride around city.

Early

OPEN

YOUR

EYES

Warner's new production will have
its initial opening on Broadway at
the Central Theatre.
The lobby
display
which
we
made
exact duplicate now showingis*Miaat
the Shubert in Boston it will
"Open your Eyes"
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

Wanted
in Various Cities — Branch Exchange Managers. Address
BOX
X, care
DAILY, 'N. Y.

of

WID'S

STUDIO FOR RENT
25 minutes from Times Square; no
ferry to cro.ss: studio 7o x 110;
no posts ; fully equipped with
Cooper Hewitt, floor banks, over
head, broad sides, spot lights, etc.
18 dressing rooms, carpenter shop,
flnest dark stage in the east. Has
full working crew. Inquire K. A.,
care of WID'S
DAILY.

NEGATIVES WANTED
single
reel Comedies
and either
fivereel
subjects
or longer,
World rights, foreign or American
rights. Transactions strictly cash.
Answer, Box C. B. care of Wid's.

REFINED
APPROPRIATE

LETTERING
ILLUSTRATING

ERNEST STERN
PHONE ^W.
BRYANT
8973.
145
45^^ST

Days

Hollywood. — A little group stood
chatting in Gossip Lane, in the
Metro studios. Someone remarked
that "Almost Married" had been
chosen as a title for May Allison's
picture
madeMr.
as "His
Father's
"Lucky
Karger
madeWife."
that

COMPLETE

LINE

OF

Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National
and
Speer
Carbons
MAZDA LAMPS

F. CAMPBELL, Ic
change," said Studio Manager Davie CHARLES
AL. HENDRICKSON14II7 ll-fCt
M
Thompson
with
Father's Wife'
was athe smile.
title of "a 'His
picture I starred in. for Thanhouser in
Charge d'Affairs
l** " . JISI Ol.,!!.

"Oh yes, Dave, I remember," said
Marguerite Snow, playing a lead with
Hale Hamilton. "You were famous
as the Thanhouser villain. As a
1913." you were right there with the
'heavy'
avoirdupois,
too. Remember that
"Take your ticket sellers, man at
the door and ushers into your con- time they used you for ballast and
fidence. Show them the absolute ne- we all got a bath in the cold water
cessity of being courteous and po- at Little Falls. New York?"
lite under all circumstances; that a
Thompson laughed over the incident, which recalled the days when
pleased patron means a return visit;
that no theater can show a profit he and Florence La Badie were counless people come back again and starred in one company while Marguerite Snow and James Cruze were
again; that salaries cannot be paid
unless the business comes in to the co-starred in the other.
box office; let your house attaches
"Those were early days in the picsee the necessity of their assuming
ture game," said Dave, "but only tothe same responsibility that you do.
day I heard a visitor remark: 'And
— George Schaeffer, World Ex- to think movies are in their inchange, New York.

THE
Moat

BEST
PICTURE
to make money
have

a perfect
nesatlve

REX LABORATORY

developed

(INC.)

baa
developed
HarryandKeeper's
negativea.
\ik. him
thea phone
Tremont
1995 for full particulars.

WANTED

NEGATIVE

or GoodNewRe-issues
Box

18, Wid's Daily.
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Deposit Bill Vetoed
overnor
Sproul
Kills Herrington
Idea to Bond Advance Deposits
{By fVire to (FID'S DAILY)
Harrisburg, Pa. — Governor Sproul
IS voted the Soffel bill which
)ught to have film companies fursh bond to cover advance deposits.

Frederick Elliott of the National
ssociation said Saturday when inrmed of the action of Gov. Sproul,
at he considered this the biggest
ctory the Association had achieved
iring the year, in vrew of the fact
at the Association did not enter
e fight until the eleventh hour.
While the larger distributing orgizations were cheered by the news
me cared to comment on the Govnor's action.

Monday, July 21, 1919
More Censoring
(Special to IFID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — In order to sitle-step
the local censors Paramount has
given Chicagoans a different screen
version of Hall Caine's book "The
Woman Thou Gavest Me" than that
shown in other parts of the country.
The picture is now playing at the
Randolph. The plot as it stands for
Cook County consumption shows the
hero and heroine are married and
the subtitles inform one that the
heroine's rascally husband is married to the vampire. Katherine MacDonald is told by the kindly housekeeper togoes
"take out
a valk
open"
when she
upon inthetheLondon
streets to solicite. All critics agree
the acting is of the best but poke
fun at the "dehorned plot, pious subtitles and stupid, clumsy construction" of the story as it now stands.

The Soffel bill was the idea of
ed Herrington of Pittsburg and
New Billy West Comedies
her exhibitors of Iiis section who
ught to have advance deposits
Chicago. — Frederick J. Ireland,
nded.
Emerald Studios who is producing
the new series of Billy West comedies, says they will be the best Billy
has ever done. The first three have
) Make Series of Important Pro- been completed and the fourth will
ductions for Fall Release
be ready for release early in September. Ethelyn Gibson, West's
John W. ("Jack") Noble will make wife, is playing
opposite the comeseries of productions for Vitagraph dian.
lease and for the present will di:t Gladys Leslie. It is understood
at Noble \\'\U make five producGoing Abroad
)ns a year and the first is scheduled
Edith
L.
Koch, L. J.'s "right hand
be made
in time for early Fall
man," is going abroad early in Sepease.
ff^mber. While on the other side
Noble is one of the best known Miss Koch will look after some of
-ectors in the East. He directed the big foreign deals for Select, pav!he Birth of a Race." Then he
ing the way for a foreign represenined the Service, and his Vitagraph
tative. L. J. had his lines out for
irk will be the first taken on since a prominent man in film circles to
left the Photographic division.
represent Select on the other side,
but it is reported that the deal fell
through.
No. 150

Joble With Vitagraph

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
GOOD will born of public
confidence makes men and
institutions grow and prosper
— rhe?!'' of vision who have
toiled step by step for years
to build a place for themselves
in the mind and heart of the
public know this — Without
confidence no man is successful Tnd so it is with advertising— Make your advertising
ring true — Stick to facts — The
day of get it and get out is
past — We are all here to stay —
Stick to the truth — it builds
confidence — it pays.

Torrid Statement
Issued

by

New
York
League
Regarding New Exhibitors Asso.
The Motion Picture Exhibitors
League of New York has issued a
scathing statement aimed at the M.
P. E. of America. The St. Louis
convention is mentioned as a "phantom organization" and the statement
otherwise hits on high all through.
Here's the statement:

Tlie Motion Picture Exliibitors League
of the State of New Yorlj deems it proper
to malce a final comment on the statement
of Mr. Alfred S. Black. President of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America,
Incorporated.
advisedlv.
There is no timeWe leftsayfor"final"
discussion.
We
are gettiniar assurances
of support for a
[Continued on Page 2)

Price 5 Cents

Lois Weber and Wm. S. Hart Signed
By Zukor Organization —
To Make Big Specials
Saturday was a red letter day at Famous Player offices.
Announcement was officially made of the signing of Lois
Weber to release a series of specials for Paramount-Artcraft, and
from Los Angeles came word that William S. Hart had been
signed for a series of nine specials to be delivered during the next
two years.
The "Lois Weber Productions" will be released as soon as
possible. Work will start in a few months.
Lois Weber, in private life Mrs. her later productions, the most of
Phillips Smalley, her husband assist- which have been released at wide
ing her in the directing of all her intervals by Universal as specials.
She it was who "discovered" Mildred
productions, is known and widely ad- Harris
(Mrs. Charles Chaplin) and
vertised as "The Belasco of the
brought her into prominence as a
When her big special productions, star.
During the past few months Miss
"Hypocrites" and "Where Are My Weber
has been associated with
Screen."
Children,"
loomed upon the motion Louis B. Mayer and has produced
picture horizon they were hailed as
two of the finest pictures ever made. for him "A Midnight Romance" and
The methods employed and the "Mary Regan."
standards then set have been mainThe acquisition
of Miss to
Weber's
tained by Aliss Weber throughout all production
is understood
be a
source of the keenest satisfaction to
the executives of Famous PlayersLasky, her name being a notable addition to those of Thomas H. Ince,
In Dispute — Stock'.iolders Bring
George Loane Tucker, Maurice
Action
Tourneur and other independent
Los Angeles. — A. K. Detwiler, actdramas for Paraing for himself and in behalf of vari- producers of big
mount-Artcraft release.
ous men who assigned their claims
to him has filed suit against W. H.
Hart on Friday signed a contract
Clune to recover $10,625 represent- with Vice-President Frank A. Garing money advanced for the purpose butt, representing Famous Players,
of promoting the production of the the deal being consummated by
film "Ramona" and organizing a cor- Attorney Neil McCarthy, acting for
poration with the view of owning the company, and William Grossman
the negative. The complaint pre- for Hart. The contract is said to be
pared by Hensakcr, Britt and Ed- one of the biggest ever signed. The
wards and O. H. Castle, sets out a pictures will deal with big outdoor
statement purportTng to come from subjects of the type wdiich Hart has
Cluneabout
stating
that the
"Ramona"
distinctive.
cost
$55,000,
investors will
to made
organization
remainsHart's
intact.producing
share alike, and that the minimum
Following the signing of the conprofits throughout the entire world
tract Hart said: "Ever since I have
would be $400,000. Receipts are re- been associated with Famous Playproduced of money advanced by Mr. ers-Lasky, which means with Mr.
Detwiler, Alotley H. Flint, C. W. Zukor, Mr. Lasky and other officials,
Curtiss. E. Dunham. A. Abdullah, our relations have been most pleasant. They have always been fair and
Lloyd Brown. R. H. Poole and Donald Crisp. It is alleged that the square and kept their word with me.
Ramona corporation was never per- I want my next two years in pictures
fected and the individuals mentioned to be free from worry about business
lever received their pro rata of stock so that I can devote my time to
or received their CV per cent, of the making good photodramas. I am
net profit.
happy to maintain my affiliations
with the company and look forward
Tick, Tick
to a very agreeable two years of
Joseph L. Plunkett, who left the
Strand
Saturday
to join Famous active
All film
the work."
production and studio
Players, was presented with a hand- business affairs of the Hart organization will be under the management
ome platinum watch by the Mitchel
rT. Alark Realty Corp.
of E. H. Allen.

"Ramona" Profits

sM^
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Guts and Flashes
J. S. Jossey, representing
Film, is on a long road trip.
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DAIL.V
Torrid Statement

Arrow
"BiH"

Vitagraph will release "Daring
Hearts" starring Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne, shortly.
Henry Houry directed.

House Changes
Brownsville, Tex. — William Pulitzer buys Queen from I. V. Keller.
Davenport, la. — Family theater
sold to Isaac Petersburger.
AlbioHj Neb. — Robt. Easly sells
house.
Granville, N. D. — Jake Hostettler
remodeling building into picture
house.
Janesville, Minn. — Myers leased to
Newton of Minneapolis.
Mapleton, Minn. — O. D. Benjamin
in charge of Pastime.
Shokopee, Minn. — L. E. Dawson
buys Gem.

Albany, N. Y.— Truart Pictures,
Inc., New York City, capital, $36,000.
Formed for the purpose of manufacturing and dealing generally in motion picture films, machines and accessories. Directors: Benjamin Altman, Stanislas Dyktor and Charles
Entmacher, 325 East 21st St., New
York City.

Sunday Fight On
Marion, Ind. — George Spurr, treasurer of the Mutual Theater Co., was
arrested on a charge of desecrating
the Sabbath when he attempted to
open up the Indiana motion picture
theatre on a Sunday.
Spurr sold a ticket when the police
placed him under arrest. He waived
a preliminary hearing in police court
Albany, N. Y.— C. R. M. Amusetook an appeal to the cirment Corp., New York City. Motion todaycuitand
court.
pictures and other amusement attracThe case is of more than ordinary
tions. Capital, $10,000. Directors: interest
because it is believed it
Julius Michel, William S. Clark and
marks
the
beginning of an aggresM. Maurice Clark, 1402 Broadway,
sive cfTort on the part of local theaNew York City.
ters to keep open Sunday.
St. Louis Notes
The Northland, at Grand and Florissan sts., to seat 2,400, rapidly
nearing completion. House under
management of Wm. Goldman who
controls Lindell-Mapput-Lowell theaters.
Standard Film have purchased
"Masked Rider' ' from Arrow for
Missouri and Kansas. Release date
set for Sept. 1.

(Continued

from Page
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real Natiimal
Exhibitors'
(Organization
from
every part
of the United
States,
particularly from states that were supposed to have been represented at St.
Louis. Tills work is taking up all of our
time.
The State Organization of New York
never "bolted" the convention at St.
Louis. They could not "bolt" a convention whose jurisdi<-tion they have never
acknowledged. The men who spoke there
on behalf of the New York State Organization attended in an advisory capacity,
their only business being to submit a
plan for the building of a thoroughly
reiiresentative National body. It should
not be fofgotten that New York presented
no candiclate for any office and that not
one of its members was interested in any
plan to sell films. State rights or otherwise, screens, trade papers, influence or
any other commodity or merchandise
whatsoever to the exhibitors of the ciuintry.
We have asked the leading spirits of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America,
Incorporated, for some evidence supporting their claim that they represent the
exhibitors of the United States. No such
evidence has ever been produced and
none will be.
The convention at St. Louis was largely
a re-assembling of the few gentlemen
who met at the Hotel Astor in New York
in Ajiril. It is not pretended that between April and J\ily any of these gentlemen, or any of their friends, made the
slightest effort to organize the exhibitors
in any part of the United States. It is
a fair inference to say that they have no
mandate and no credentials from the
great exhibiting body of the country.
Our reasons for favoring the congressional unit as the basis of representation
in any National Assembly have been
fully stated. The fact remains that under
the plan of representation proposed at
the St. Louis meeting, New York will be
called
upon to
per ofcent
the
membership
andfurnish
15 per \'>
cent
the oftaxes
in return for 1 /48 share in representation. We call Mr. Black's attention to
the fact that the House of Representatives and not the Senate is the legislative
branch in which all measures of taxation
must originate. Conceding for the sake
of argument, that the St. Louis meeting
was organized "along the lines of the
United States Senate" It would bo possible for a handful of small states to load
the burdens of taxation on their more
sister states. This, however, is
liopulous
not the most fatal objection to the St.
r.ouis meeting. It should be borne in
mind that under the constitution adopted
by the St. Louis meeting, the President
has the right to designate any person he
chooses with the consent of the Executive Committee as the representative of
such states as in the judgment of the said
President may be found unorganized.
Only ;i phantom organization can be
imagined under such conditions, but not
a real flesh and blood organization giving
every exhibitor the right to be heard in
in the elecof members
the choosing
tion of officials.
It is theand
old story of a
shadow organization, controlled by a few

We Place Insurance for

LOUIS
JACOBSON

<Walch thij space for others)
—a comparatively little word but large in significance when applied
to business dealings. The day of Barnum is past. Big business demands facts and when it comes to facts we are always glad of the
opportunity to prove to you how we can serve you more efficiently and
economically with your insurance problems. We are as close to you
as your phone.
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New Albany House
Albany, N. Y.— The South Ei
section of the city will have one
the largest motion picture theatei
when the Royal theater now und
construction on South Pearl is cot'
The house is being eercted
pleted.
Harry Hellman and Hugo Lerch
and will i^e built largely on the pi
of the Strand in New York.
Hellman, who was the owner
the Fairyland, the first motion p(
ture house established on Pearl i
announced yesterday that the Roj
will be completed so as to open
Labor Dav. It has a seating cai
Kiester, Minn. — Princess
by
Jorgenson.
city E.of H.1,000.
Monoa,
la. — Airdrome
erected for summer shows.

bou
to

{Continued on Page 4)

E
Julian Johnson laughed his head
off the other day over the humor in
"THE WEAKER VESSEL." Julian
Johnson is one of two "can't-foolem" critics.
The other is WID.

"Say," said Max Spiegel, "you ca
put the Strand, Capitol and all othf
Broadway lobbies in the lobby in tl
Strandtoo.Brooklyn. I mean it." H;
does,

/ns-urance "^ -' 30 Maiden JLaj^
Phone John
5425 - 5-*2« - 5427 -^558

Judged by appearance, or by boxoffice results the
RITCHEY poster
is the greatest
poster that can be
executed.

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
406W.31itSl.,N.Y. rhone Chebea 8388
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"
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In the Courts

George L. Shook and Charles V.
lery owners of the Arctic City Film
o., aTPort Henry, N. Y., have been
led in the Supreme Court by Will,m H. Kemble for $25,000 damages,
he complaint by Ely Rosenberg al;ges that on April 19 last the de;ndants gave him an option on their
Im production property at Port
[enry and in the town of Moriah,
'. Y. He attempted to exercise the
ption on May 10 but the defendants
ave refused to execute a lease and
ive him possession of the property.
The option attached to the comlaint shows that the plaintiff was
) have the property for a year at
10,500, and could continue the lease
Dr four years longer at $11,000,
11,500, $13,000 and $14,000. The demdants were to keep the studio in
rst class condition and maintain 24
ogs there for dog teams. The lease
ras to terminate if the owners were
ble to sell the property for $50,000
r more.
A schedule of the property to be
jased shows that it included 24
ough cabins 20 other cabins, a twotory hotel building, complete stuio, an Arabian stallion and other
nimals.

Universal Signs Tsuri Aoki
Aoki, Sessuc Hayakawa's
Tsuri
/ife,
has signed a long term contract
/ith Universal. Her first production
nil be 'The Breath of the Gods."

WANTED
STAR
of

Box Office Value
Also

Light, Romantic Fiction of the Sort Most Folks Like
Madge

Kennedy

in

"Through the
Wrong Door"
Qoldwyn
DIRECTOR
Clarence C. Badger
AUTHOR
Jesse Lynch Williams
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Entertaining mixture of romance
and adventure
with many
amusing
twists;
should go over fairly well.
STORY
Satisfies the taste for light, romantic
fiction.
DIRECTION
Kept the action at a fairly fast
tempo, but overdid close=ups a trifle.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fine all the way through
LIGHTINGS
Some
effective night lightings in
rain stuff.
CAMERA WORK
A number of attractive shots
in
early
reels;
good angles chosen on inte=
riors.
STAR

Was piquantly charming and had lots of
chance to register appeal.
SUPPORT
John Bowers
pleasing in leading
male role; Herbert Standing convincing;
J.
B. Manly suitable; others didn't figure much.
EXTERIORS
Good outdoor stuff in first reel
INTERIORS
Made to suit wealthy atmosphere
DETAIL

Rain scenes generally
watched
care=
fully; one or two slight slips; good comedy
touches.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Wholesome romantic
fiction.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,900 feet
LIGHT, romantic tictiou of the sort that pleases most
ft)lks was screened in "Through the Wrong Door.'"
with the c'onse(iuenfe that tlie tihu furnished a goodly
amount of entertainment. And it's a family picture —
it's clean, wholesome, and contains most of the elements that are never-failing in their efforts to please
picture patrons. Nobody was stabbed or shot, the
young goll wasn't ruined, nor was any other sensational meller stuff' relied ou to get the picture over.

Proven Ability
Can Offer an Attractive
'. Proposition
Have release and am
fully financed.
action
^Immediate
assured
to the right
people.

Address:

BoxNo.P.B.Wid's

There was nothing deep about the film. It just
ran along a (iuite entertiiining course, kidding a guy
into l^elieving the story, and making him like it. Once
or twice there was a rather bad break in continuity,
due probably to trying to force to too great an extent
tile mystery susi)ense. But these breaks weren't bad
enough to spoil the effect as a whole. The titles could
have been better than they were. For instance,- one of
them, following action iii which a fellow's fiancee
turns him down because he lost his gold mine, has the
fellow say. seriously: "Never mind. Let's go out
West. I can find another gold mine." Oh, sure — just
like that we can tind gold mines.
Some of the titles during long rain secjuences had a
good rain effect superimposed on the film. This was
good, l;)ut done too often.
All of the rain stuff', photogi-aphed at night, was well
done and effective. Most of the action of the story
took place ou a rain.v night.
Folks are sure to get considerable enjo.vment out of
the sefiuences showing ^Nladge and J. B. Manly, her
wealth.v suitor, out West. In tliese passages Madge
and M;inly are treed by a bear which, after all their
mad sciambling. proves to be the tame pet of the camp.
The whole plot hinged on a mistake in an address,
through which mistake Madge got into the wrong
house. And the many farce situations that followed,
together with amusing in<'ident. went to make of tlie
whole ii pleasing picture — a film in which love, romance and myster.v met.
Madge is tlie daughter of Herl)ert Standing, a
wealthy old codger who Ijuys into John Bowers' mine.
John strikes it rich and comes East, but when his
mine is flooded Standing gains control. Bowers is
liroke an<l sore, and is about to go gunning for Standing. And Lord
it's raining.
The in
rainanstuff'
sure
was well
done.! how
Through
a mistake
address
IMadge reaches Bowers' house instead of the home at
whicli she was to have dinner. Through many tellingpassages a love interest is built up Ijetween Bowers
and Madge, and they have quite a time of it in the
house, alone. Madge tells Bowers that she should
fight the man who stole the mine by that man's own
methods. So Bowers calls up Madge's father and tells
him: "You have my mine — I have your daughter."
This starts any numljer of interesting complications
through wliicli Standing is searching for ills daughter.
And when he at last finds her he is fooled after
all. For after many lauglialde situations Madge and
Bowers lock the old man in the house and go out to get
married.

Ought to Score Well With Any Sort of a Crowd

DIRECTOR
of
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Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here's a picture that ought to score pretty well with
any sort of a crowd, because it satisfies in a pleasing
manner the popular taste for light, romantic fiction.
The story filmed is of the sort that is so eagerly sought
by the editors of the poi)ular magazines. Of course,
the film is no marvel, but you needn't worry about its
being able to appease your crowd.
And the film is one that wt)uld fit in almost any
house. It is a subject that the whole family can enjoy,
and should go just as well in a flrst-class neighborhood liouse as in the smaller theaters.
With tills one you can promise your folks a good
story.
And Madge Kennedy has a great number of folCorbett Signs with Universal
James J. Corbett has been signed
by Universal to appear in five or sixreel productions. He will remain in
New York for a month or two before leaving for Universal to start
his first picture.

lowers, so you shouldn't have any trouble getting patronage in advertising her name in connection with a
title that in itself suggests adventure. Bill the film
as an amusing
mixture
of romance
and adventure.
In your advertising you might use a line something
like: "Choose the right door — the door to the Blank
Theater, and see Madge Kennedy in "Through the
With pictures like this tliat please the public taste
Wrong should
Door."be considerable word of mouth advertising
there
done by pleased patrons. At any event you need not
be afraid that many of your regulars are going to kick
at tlie offering, and it is one that ought to pull a fair
amount of transient trade.

"The Trembling Hour," a mystery_
play by Kenneth B. Clark has been
started at Universal City under the
direction of George Seigmann, with
an all-star cast headed by Helen
Eddy and Kenneth Harlan.

Montagu Love 111
Montague Love, who has been
working on "The Battler" for Fox,
has been compelled to withdraw
from the cast on account of illness.
Earl Metcalfe has been engaged in
his place.

sM^
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Convention Notes
African Baggage

Spokane to Have
Next —Year's
west Convention
OtherNorthHappenings
(By Wire to IFID'S DAILY)
Seattle. — Well, the first convention
of the Northwest Film Board of
Trade has ended, and while the
crowdone wasn't
big as
every-it
identifiedaswith
thehoped,
idea said

Some of the baggage for the
Universal African expedition:
150 miles of motion picture
film, many thousand films for
still pictures, 6,000 pounds of
food, 9 folding canvas, bath
and wash basins, 4 knockdown
animal cages, 10 nursing bottles
and 30 nursing nipples for captured baby animals, animal
skinning outfit, 9 hot water
bottles, 300 mouse traps for
collecting specimens of rodent
life, 12 wolf traps, 200 rat traps,
9,000 tin tags for identifying
skulls, 10 tons photographic
chemicals, 2 Victor Talking
Machines — 100 records.

was "a Ijig success."
Spokane film folk sent a girl all
dressed up to deliver an invitation
for the next annual meeting to be

heldrefused.
there, and
course
be
So of
next
year itit couldn't
will be
.Spokane for the party.
Following were elected: Chairman
of Associate Membership of Film
Board of Trade, Dr. Howard C.
Clemmer, Spokane; Members of Executive Committee, John Hamrick of
Seattle, for Washington and Alaska;
K. L. Burke of Baker, for Oregon;
Fighting Trachoma
Universal is distributing without Henry Turner of Missoula for Montana; C. C. Spencer of Wallawalla
charge a special showing how tra- for Idaho.
choma, which affects four million
Bessie Love, Frank Keenan, Senmountaineers in Kentucky, Tennesator Piles and city officials spoke at
the
luncheon.
see and the Carolina's, is being
President L. O. Lukan received a
fought. It is called "The Hope of the
Hills" and the characters shown are big silver loving cup for his efforts
actual people of that section.
to make the convention a success.
Talking of sending a special deleDoug Hard At It
gate to Washington to try to have
Reports from the Coast are to the the Daylight Bill defeated in Conover the headed
President's
veto. that
effect that Fairbanks has three workJohngressRantz
the party
ing crews busy on his first United took the delegates to Bremerton
Big time was had by all.
Artists release. As soon as he fin- Saturday.
Curtain.
ishes with one bunch he jumps to
another gang that is all set up and
waiting for him.
^
Joe Henaberry is in charge of the
William D. Taylor is finishing
first company and is Director Gen- "Huckleberry Finn," and it is rumored that when he has finished he
eral for the picture. Art Rosson has
a second outfit and Wctor Fleming will leave for the East to direct for
Famous Players.
has the third.
Each director has two camera men
The closing scenes are now being
and electricians, and while Doug is
working on one set, the waiting di- taken for "Playing the Game," featuring Fritzi Brunette, under the directors are either shooting scenes
rection of George Siegmann.
in which Fairbanks is not included,

Coast Brevities

or are getting the set ready for action.

i REFINED
■ APPROPRIATE

LETTERING
ILLUSTRATING

i ERNEST STERN
:

145
45^J!ST
PHONE "W.
BRYANT
BOTS.

Gladys Brockwell
PACIFIC

FOX STAR
COAST
STUDIOS

Jack Mower has been selected by
Louis Gasnier to take the juvenile
role in support of Lew Cody in his
first starring feature.

Kathleen O'Connor lias Toeen cast
as leading woman for Harry Carey
i under the direction of Jack Ford.

i

!
!

Louis B. Mayer has engaged Dal
Clawson to be photographer for Mildred Harris Chaplin, production to
start in September.
Four spectacular two-reel western
melodramas are being made at Universal City featuring Jack Perrin
and Josephine Hifl. Reeves Eason
directing.

Latest release

"SADIE"

(Continued from Page 2)
men

fur their own personal benefit, always barren and always inactive, though
sometimes
not unprofitable to the promoters.
We share the reluctance of Mr. Black
to indulge in personalities and we heartily join him in his wish for unity of
action. There are times, however, when
policies and personalities are so closely
interwoven as to be inseparable.
Mr. Black savs that "every exhibitor in
the United States will hear within a few
days direct from the chairman of this
(Law and Taxation Commitroiiunittee
tee), Mr. L. F. Blinnenthal of Jersey
City, N. J. While we are glad to see
Mr." Blunienthal emerge from his usual
place of concealment and step into the
public view, we cannot say that his appearance inspires us with any degree of
confidence. The exhibitors of the United
States have heretofore frequently heard
from this gentleman. The exhibitors of
the country not long ago were asked to
support the gentleman's publishing venReview."
Trade
ture, "The
Believing
at Exhibitors
that time in
his sincerity,
thev subscribed for and supported tlie
publication. In consideration of this sup5,000 shares of the comtitleofof "The
portmonthestock
Exhibitors Trade
Review" (1 /3) was vested in the then
existing National Organization. The
profits from this stock were supposed to
( 0 to the financing of the National Organtherethan twelve months induced
Jzation.after,Less
the Publisher-Exhibitor
rather itsor Boston,
National Organization,
the
representatives,
assembled at
to
return the stock to him without condition
iind without consideration. To illustrate
the
general Boston
"exhibitor"
characterto ofwhich
that
"historic"
convention
New York sent thirty delegates out of
the seventy-three present. It may be mentioned that an organ salesman from the
West was permitted and encouraged to
cast the votes of several states whose
delegates
wereelection
conspicuous
by their absence at the
of officers.
Before the taxation under which we are
now laboring was imposed, the Motion
Picture Exliibitors' League of the State
of New York gathered data and prepared
a brief which was submitted to the Finance Committee of the United States
Senate, placing before that body the
hardships under which the exhibitors
were suffering. At that time all the trade
papers opened their columns to this plea.
Blumenthal's
Mr. to
The one exception
publication
which was
refused
print tlie
brief. All through the campaign for Sunday opening we encountered Mr. Blumenthal's scarcely veiled hostility to the
organization which he could not, control.
We now desire to appeal most earnestly
to all exhibitors of the country to unite
not only for the repeal of the film rental
tax, but for the greater purpose of protectinK our investments and retaining the
ownership of our theaters. There is good
reason for the feeling of unrest so apparent in exhibiting circles. We address this
plea for izationspeedy
union whose
and strong
organto exhiliitors
sole interest
lies in their theaters and who have no
fonllicting interests. The 100 per cent exhibitors we know are honestly and vitally
interested in having an organization on
;i fair l)asis of representation. They will
get together with a leadership of their
own choosing and they have the power of
protecting themselves and resisting all
iggressioh, wliether from without or from
within,
Mf)TION
LEAGUE PICTURE
STATE OFEXHIBITORS'
NEW YORK,

Troy, N. Y, — Lyceum being renovated and will open Aug. 1.
Anacortes, Wash. — Empire sold
to Ben Ronneberger.
Pittston, Pa. — Strand sold to Mr.
Comerford for $30,000.

AN OPPORTUNITY

Starring in

"THE novtSPORTING
CHANCE"
being produced

DAIUY
Torrid Statement

Eliminate censorship by refusing
to book a picture of suggestive
character. — Harold B. Franklin,
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.

Owing
to other
business,
will
sell to reliable jjarty two states
on'MICKEY.
Mack"
Sennett " BoxProduction
Address
100, care
of WID'S, New York.

Tllli I5IO FEATDRE
PICXUBE
is in a class with the regular theatrical show and should be exploited as such. We make a lobby
display that
duction andindividualizes
lifts it out the
of prothe
picture
RUT— "The Red onLantern"
and other
exhibition in our productions
show rooms.
KBAUS
BIFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City

NEGATIVES WANTED
Single
r«el Comedies
and either
fivereel
subjects
or longer,
World rights, foreign or American
rights. Transactions strictly cash.
Answer, Box C. B. care of Wid's.

For „ ...SK8B
PAYING_
CASH

AM

Apply

NEGATIVES
Nathan Hirsh
729 7th Avenue N. Y. City
Bryant 7224

The Adorable Star

LOUISE

LOVELY

opposite William
Farnum in
his latest
five consecutive
super-features
Fox West Coast Studios
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THE BEST PICTURE

to make money
have a perfect
develoi>«>d
negative

Host

REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

has
developed
HarryandKeeper's
ne^'atlves.
A»k him
then phone
Tremont
m95
for fall particulars.
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Kokomo, Ind. — A. V. Conradt t
erect
to cost $45,000. To b
known theater
as Victory.
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"Babylon" Film Opens
"The Fall of Babylon," the second
[lease in October for Timely Pro- of the Griffith films in the producer's
hibition Picture
repertory, opened last night at the
Cohan theater. A repreWorld Film has purchased "When George M.sentative
audience attended the first
ar-Cat Went Dry" from Macau' Photoplays, and will release the night performance.
?t prints in October.
Ricord Gradwcll of World said
Reported Robbery
stcrday that while a big price had
The afternoon papers yesterday
en paid for the production he beved that it would prove a big suc- reported
at Loew's
42nd
St. theatera robbery
early Monday
morning.
5S, especially in view of the time- According
to published accounts,
ess of the production. "While it
als with prohil)ition, the biggest three men broke into the office of
the theater l)ut were frightened by
estionnotof bethe
day," said he,It "it
Duld
misunderstood.
is the night watchman.

orld Gets "Bear Gat"

t a propaganda picture in any
ise of the word."

Another Big Move

mous
Players-Lasky
Plans
Big
Production and Distribution
of
Non-Theatrical Films
Closely following the news that
; Methodist Episcopal Church, at
centenary convention in Colums, had accepted the motion picre as a means of education, it is
nonnced that Famous Playerssky has completed plans for the
sduction and distribution of nonjatrical pictures to schools, colfes, churches, social centers and
ler public institutions,
rhc pictures that will be distribuI to these institutions, it is stated,

II not be of the type that would
t schools, social centers and such
n-theatrical enterprises in compeion with exhibitors.
rhe department for the production
d distribution
of non-theatrical
(Continued on Page 2)
No. 151

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
MR. ADVERTISER — Do
you ever stop to think
whether or not you are really
cashing in on your advertising?
— We all agree that advertising^ ■^ays — BUT — why not
make yours 100% efficient —
You have a certain definite clientele to reach — are you getting to your man without paying the inevitable price of
v;ii^e circulation — are your returns in proportion to your advertising expenditures? — Let
us prove to you what a moderate sized campaign in WID'S
DAILY will bring you — a
TEST will TELL.

The Locw offices said that they
had heard nothing about the reported
robbery.

Ganadian Situation
Jay J. Allen Replies to John Hazza
Regarding Western Canadian
Conditions
Toronto. — Relative to the views of
John Hazza of Edmonton, regarding
conditions in Western
Canada, and
appearing
Daily, Jay J.
-A.ilen
writes:in WID'S
Mr. Schuberg's interests, which we
purchased, were as follows:
100% of the Province, Bijou and
Gaiety Theaters, Winnipeg;
(Continued on Page 6)

Metro Appointments
Fred W. Voight, who has been
with Metro as a salesman in the Pacific coast metropolis office for three
years, has been appointed manager of
the San Francisco office, succeeding
L. Reichert. Voight's promotion
was in line with Metro's old established policy of giving its salesmen
a chance to become managers when
a vacancy occurs, instead of going
outside of the organization for material.
J. Grauman is now in charge of
Metro's Chicago
at .S was
So.
Wajjash
Avenue. exchange
Mr. Grauman
recently transferred to Chicago from
Milwaukee. His successor in the
Wisconsin city is H. L. Conway, another salesman raised to the position
of branch manager.
Another recent <^ransr!'r was that
of W.
. L.^n, iroii; Omaha to
Detroit, bkirboll's transfer made an
opening for S. Maclntyrc, a former
salesman, to l)ecome branch manager in Omaha. The offices of the
Dallas, Tex., branch have been
moved from Commerce St. to 1924
Main St.

In the Service

Price 5 Cents

Unite in Fight

Movement Headed by 20,000 Catholic Organizations Assails Government Officials
Phil office,
Ryan,was
of in
Pathe's'
New
York
the service
and stationed in a small French
Twenty thousand Catholic Church
societies throughout the country,
town. He had not seen a movnumbers of Protestant organizations
inj, picture paper of any kind
for some time until a copy of
medical societies and non-sectarian
civic and sociological association!
WID'S Daily reached him.
That, Ryan said, was one of
have joined in a fight against socalled immoral moving picture film,?,
the happiest moments of his
life. He added that the copy
according to a bulletin issued by the
was almost worn to pieces
National Catholic War Council.
from being read and re-read.
"The fight upon objectionable
films," says the bulletin, "is non-partisan and non-sectarian. Leadership
was assumed by the National Catholis War Council, which contended
Hodkinson Branch Manager Changes that the exhibition of the film 'Fit to
In Several Cities
Win,' under private auspices for private profit and open to the public
F. B. Warren, vice-president of without restrictions as to age or sex,
Hodkinson, announces the appoint- was unscrupulous.
ment of the following new managers
"Memliers of all these societies
for the organization:
have concentrated their fire upon the
Chicago. — Sidney J. Goldman, for Surgeon General and other Governa year the successful manager of the
ment officials who have the power
Chicago Goldwyn office and more to suppress or continue the exhibilately division manager for Jewel
productions, succeeding E. C. Fielder
The War Council alleges that the
who has gone wri.":i another com- film was farmed out to a commercial
production company, which has been
pany.
New York. — Marx Nathan has advertising it as produced under the
been promoted to the managership auspices of the United States Public Health Service.
tions."
of. the metropolitan exchange, succeeding George F. Lenehan, who
joined another company.
Pittsburg. — J. J. Mooney, of Cleveland, succeeding Carlos E. Moore, Who Knows What the Public Wants
who goes elsewhere. Mooney is a
— An Exhibitor's Problem
brother of Paul C. Mooney, long
An
official of World Film says:
time division manager in the central
"The gift of prophecy has been
states and Pacific Coast for Fox and
has also been with the Fox organiza- claimed by millions of men and wotion for several years.
men from the earliest period of civilization down to the present time.
Omaha. — R. H. Allan, succeeding Every theatrical manager feels that
A. J. Huesman. Allen was brought
of outguessing his cominto the Hodkinson organization he is capable
petitor as to just what the public
from the Pacific Coast.
will like in the way of entertainment
Albany. — H. E. Thompson suc- and sometimes he hits it and more
ceeding H. R. Wimsatt.
often he does not with the result
that theatrical store houses are chuck
Oklahoma City.— J. C. DcWalt.
full of useless scenery and furniture.
One of the richest and best known
theatrical moguls stated that if he
Will Have 10 Houses in Washington could find a man who knew exactly
and Others in Nearby States
what the public wanted he would be
well warranted in paying such a
(By IFire to WID'S DAILY)
'Josiah' a million dollars a year saWashington, D. C. — Harry M.
lary and then he would be able to
Crandall, owner of a number of im- make millions for himself.
portant theaters here, has just made
"The application of the conditions
public plans which when consum- in- the -theatrical business will apply
mated— they have already been in- to the picture industry. A producing
augurated— will make his unit one
that announces its producof the strongest circuits of picture company
tions afull j'ear in advance and that
theaters in America. It is Crandall's such -productions are all made and
purpose to extend his string of ready for distril)Ution will not suffer
houses through the principal indus- if- he can persuade the exhibitor
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on page 8)

More Appointments

Millions for "Josiah"

Grandall Expanding
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Guts and Flashes

DABUV

Another Big Move

(Continued from Page 1)
pictures
is in char.ge of David K.
play opposite May Allison in "Fair
and Warmer," Pell Trenton and Niles, widely known for his work in
the educational film field. For the
Cliristinc Mayo will be in the cast.
last three years Niles has been mo"The Mysteries of Life" which
tion picture director for the Milwaukee schools, and during the war had
lias been playing the Belasco, Washington, for the past two weeks has
of the motion picture conbeen secured to run an additional charge ference of motion picture activities
of the United States Government
week.
and Allied organizations.
Having finished the interior scenes
Assisting Niles are Carl H. Carin her first Realart picture, "Sin- sons, a well known educator, who
ners," in New York, Alice Brady and will edit the pictures from the peda!ier company have left for Nantucket
gogical standpoint Edward Lipkin,
Island, off the coast of Rhode Island, formerly director of social and civic
to film the exteriors. As far as is activities in several T)ig New York
known, this location has never be- charitable institutions, who will sufore been used for photoplay purpervise the pictures from the standpoint of non-educational public insposes.
titutions; Rose Tapley, who will
carry on motion picture work before women's clubs and kindred
organizations, and Miss Margaret
(Continued from Page 1)
Brotherton.
trial centers of Maryland, Virginia,
The non-theatrical sul)jccts will
and parts of Pennsylvania, at the lie handled from the 28 Famous
same time probably increasing his
Players-Lasky exchanges in this
group of Washington houses from
special representatives bethe present seven, with an eighth country,
ing assigned to each exchange to
ncaring completion, to 10.
care for their distribution to pul)lic
The only work on theater con- institutions.
struction now going on in the
Tn speaking of his plans, Niles
National Capital is that which will
said
result
the opening
of Crandall's
"1 think it is not generally appreYork in
Theater
early this
autumn.
ciated that there are more projecThe York occupies the entire block
tion
machines outside of motion picbetween Quebec and Princeton Sts.,
ture theaters than there are enga.ged
N. W., and when completed will have
projection of strictly theatria seating capacity of approximately in the
cal subjects. But this is a fact, and it
1,000 on one floor.
Yesterday the Crandall interests shows that already the private institutions of this country have awakbroke ground for the erection of a
ened to the great educational and
new theater in Cumlierland, Md. The
new house will be located at the cor- social value which lie in the films."
ner of Pershing and Liberty Sts., and
Beck Signs Frances Mann
was designed by Reginald W. Gcare,
.'\rthur F. Beck has signed Frances
of Washington.
to star in a series of producThe new Cumberland house, for Mann tions,
which will be released throu.gh
which the name has not as yet been Pathe.
definitely chosen, will have a seating
Miss Mann is the third woman
capacity of 2,000. The project rep- star to be signed by Beck within the
resents a total investment of ap- past four weeks, Leah Baird and
proximately $250,000.
Doris Kenyon bein.g the first two.
Crandall's new Cumberland enterThe initial production for Miss
prise is only the- first step in the Mann is under way at the Crystal
Studios.
program of expansion that has been
mapped out. Connollsville, Pa., is
already represented on the Crandall
circuit by the Colonial, and numerous other additions will be made as
Announcement is matle or the formation of the Motion Picture Prod.
rapidly as possible.
Co. of America, with a capitalization
of $500,000, for the present purpose
of producing two-reel comedies, and
the intention of expanding later to
Sanes and Mai Secure Robertson
feature productions.
King Cole Comedies is the general
Cole
Output
and
"Auction
of
name selected for the two-reelers
Saens and Mai of Buenos Aires, and work on the first will begin
have securedl a number of impor- shortly at the Becker studio on Statant productions for South America. ten Island. The company has purFrom David P.Souls"
Howells the First
chased property 100 x 170 feet at
National attraction "Auction of Thirty-seventh St. and Clarkson
Brooklyn, where it plans to
Souls" has been bought. .Saens and Ave.,
tory.
Mai will control the film for Argen- erect an all-glass studio and laboratine, Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru.
Sammy Burns, comedian and producer, will be featured in and direct
Another important buy is the
Roliertson Cole output for the com- the productions.
Walter L. Johnson, formerly with
ing year for Argentine, Para.guay
and Uruguay. Tlic purchase gives Triangle, and Earl H. Hopkins, well
them the sole exhiluting rights in known in Wall street, are the active
tliat territory of films starrin.g Will- heads of the new organization.
iam Desmond, Bessie Barriscale, H.
B. Warner, Sessue Hayakawa and
C. F. Zittel ("Zit") is up in tlie
others.
Adirondacks on a vacation trip.
Resides Eu,gcnc Pallette, who will

Price 5 Cents

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

F. C". ("Wid") (Running, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; Ben II. Grimm, Associate Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
fintered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the P'>st office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater
New
York, $10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
$1.<.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York,-N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles
Office:
605-606-607 Wright
&
Callender
Bldg., Telephone
Broadway
3889.
Hollywood. Cal., Office:
217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

To Show Film to Wilson
S;iiiiiiel Cumniin.s has returned
from Washington where he says arran,s;ements are heiiig made to show
his feature "Wild Oats" with William Jef?erson before President Wilson.
Jewish Editors See "The Volcano"
-At the invitation of Augustus
Tliomas,
the' or
author,
invited ofaudience of 30
more aneditors
the
leadingleading Jewish daily newspapers and periodicals in New York
saw "The \^olcano," starring Leah
Baird, in a private projection room
in New York last week just prior to
the shipment of prints to the Hodkinson offices throughout America.
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all about your future

don't book Dorothy Phillips in
"DESTINY." But if you believe in
luck— GOOD LUCK— show it f^rst
thing next week.

Producer

Have you been invited to Joe Lee'i

Permanent Quarter

picnic?

Realart
Secures
Floor
in Winfielc
Bldg— 10,000 Sq. Feet of Space,
Realart
Pictures will have a pel
manent home in the Win field Bldf
469 Fifth .^ve., where
Goldwyn
uow located.
The company has
cured
the square
fourth feet.
floor with an ar'
of
10,000
At present it is not known jus
when the quarters will be read}-. A
the same time, the conipany is cuni
pelled to leave its present rooms a
110 W. 42nd St. and for the time be
ing will be located in the Godfre;
Building where B. S. Moss had hi
offices. The change is only a tern
porary one, but the local exchan.gi
of Realart will l)e in the Godfre;
Building permanently.
The Realart quarters are now
cujiied by B. S. Moss
who mov^
into them yesterday.
Joseph L. Plunkett started his d
ties v^-ith Famous Players yesterd
and for the present will l)e identifi
with Moss and the Famous I'laye
exploitation proposition.

Proctor

Off on

Trip

)|

Proctor
leftRalph
Sunday
night offor United
a tour Artist?'
anion
the newly opened exchan.ges of tb
"Bi.g 4." He will be away about foi 'i
or six weeks.
ii

People who have
made a study of
the relation between posters and
box-office receipts
dorse
the Rttc/iey
unanimously
i n'LI'rUO.

poster!

CORP.

406 W. 3hl St., N.Y. Phone CheUt. 8388

RITCHEY^

.-.^22,1919

m^^^

PAlty

You're Right, Mr. Johnston

The Motion Picture News is an influential publication in the film world.
Its president and editor, William A. Johnston, is a writer who carries
the respect of the entire industry.
Never revolutionary, his views carry weight and conviction. As a
constructive force for the better Mr. Johnston has but to stand on his past
record.
In a signed editorial in the latest issue of the Motion Picture News he
says in part:
"There are, of course, three big factors in pictures — the producer, distributor,
exhib itor. If we were to name another we would add — the newspaper."
You're right Mr. Johnston.
And Wid's Daily, as the only daily newspaper of filmland has been
advocating this since its inception.
Mr. Johnston continues in part:
"An ideal situation would be: the newspaper in daily touch with the exhibitors on one hand and the producer-distributor on the other, receiving from the
latter just the necessary aid wherewith to help the exhibitor prepare the most
effective display advertising; the newspaper also receiving from each just the
editorial matter — photos, text, mats — which the public wants and the picture
needs."
Again you're right Mr. Johnston.
The only mission in life of Wid's is to be in DAILY touch with the exhibitor on one hand and the producer- distributor on the other. To give the
exhibitor the news of the industry EVERY DAY with the space-eating
publicity junk eliminated — a common meeting ground of ideas — in fact a
SQrw'icQth^t SERVES.
Mr. Johnston continues in part:
"The bulk of picture press matter today is just plain "hack." You yourself
wouldn't read it, you wouldn't recommend it to your friends; you couldn't bribe
an editor to print it."
BANG.
You hit another bull's-eye, Bill.
Oh, Boy! how Wid's Daily has endeavored to hammer home this very
thought for many months.
Cut out the bunk, the hokum and get down to facts.
Pick up ^A^y issue of Wid's Daily and you'll see our interpretation of facts
— of news — of action.
That's the policy behind Wid's Daily, always has been and always will be.
The motion picture business is essentially a DAILY NEWSPAPER
industry.
Without newspapers efiicient exploitation is impossible —
And modestly we accept your views- Mr. Johnston, when you say:
"And of course, when we say exploitation we mean, primarily and fundamentally, newspapers; for the newspaper is now and will always be the backbone of
picture advertising."
You're Right, Mr. Johnston.
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Canadian Situation

In the Courts

House Changes

(Continued from page 1)
50% of the Western Theaters, Ltd.,
of \'ancouver, which owned the First
National franchise for Western
Canada and which owned 50% of
the United Theaters controlling nine
theaters at the Coast.
At the time that this deal was
consummated, a similar arrangement
was made with Mr. Dewees, whereby the joint interests in Vancouver
were pooled and whereby Mr.
Dewees affiliates with our enterprises, and the theaters belonging to
the United Theater Company and
controlled by the Western Theaters
will enter into a booking arrangement with us.
previous statement appearthe
In
ing in Wid's, we in no way referred
Exhibitors'
tojhe
includes theaters in
which Canadian
Circuit,Western
opposition to our own in the following cities: Edmonton, Calgary, Rcgina. Moose Jaw antl Urandon.
purDuring the last week we have
chased all of the interests of the
member of this Circuit in Regina.
The Exhibitors' Western Canadian
Circuit, of which Mr. John Hazza is
head, has a (ive-year exclusive booking arrangement, under which Mr.
W. P. Dewees, now affiliated with
us, controls absolutely the bookings
of the circuit of houses.
Before consummating the purchase, we examined very carefully
the various contracts affecting the
First National pictures and wc determined that there were no existing
contracts in force that bind continuation of the present arrangements
wherel)y the First National pictures
shall
givena toconference
Mr. Hazza's
circuit.
We be had
with
Mr.
Hazza in Toronto last week, at which
we offered to make arrangements
whcieby the exhibitors could enter
our booking office and participate in
its l;enefits on an equal basis with
Allen houses and during this interview it was made quite clear that
the First National arrangement
would terminate after Sept. 1.

Harrj- Rcvier has filed an answer
in the Supreme Court in a suit- by
Henry Silverman to recover commissions promised for obtaining employment for Revier in a film production.
Revicr denies that anything is due
and wants Silverman to file particulars showing the details of the agreement, all the work done for the defendant, and how expenditures of
$517 were made.

Washington Springs, S. D. — E. E.
Theuer and Stanley Brown buy MaHarlan, la. — Lyric and Empress
jestic.
sold to Wm. M. Youngclause and
C. J. Latta.
Montreal. — St. Denis closes for
summer.
Clay Center, Kans. — Airdrome
opened for summer.
Austin, Tex. — Grand Central remodelled.

It's a Bear
Ask Corene Uzell about j^
She'll tell you— mebbe. But
while she was working with
Oscar Apfel at World studios.
Fort Lee, in "The Oakdale Affair" abear used in the production liked her appearance so
much he hugged her viciously.
Corene may not mind what's
in the day's work, but she bars
bear hugs. Hence there was a
busy minute in which a chunk
of wood figured conspicuously
arrd Bruin did a Jess Willard.
"Now," said Corene, "bring on

Clark Coming to New York
Horace T. Clark, Far Eastern repOakland, Cal. — Robt. McNeill busy
resentative for David P. Howells, New Piedmont.
will arrive in New York about, Aug.
W. Va. — F. Carle is out
1. Clark was here about a year ago. of Hopewell,
the Strand.
He recently finished an Oriental trip
for Howells.
Sequim, Wash. — J. E. Musgrave
his daddy!"
has sold Olympic to E. A. Prickett.
St. Paul, Minn. — Ruben and Finkelstein take over Park.
Columlius, O. — Six Links Theater
The entire series of Mary Pickford
Groton, N. Y. — Happy Hour pur- Corp., Dayton, capital $.55,000. A. F.
productions being made for First
chased by owners of Groton Thea- Kinzeler of Miami Valley ExhibiNational, has been bought by Robertors League. John W. Krcitzer.
ter.
to, Natalini of Buenos Aires, for
St. Paul, Minn. — Ruben and FinBrazil, Paraguay and Uruguay. The kelstein
Indianapolis,
Ind. — Standard Theato double seating capacity
ter Co. Indianapolis, capital $750,000.
sale was made by David P. Howells. of Gaiety.
F. H. Gruenberg, president; 8U0
New Writer for Christie
Milford, Mass. — Opera House sub- Kahn Bldg., Indianapolis.
leased for pictures.
Albany, N. Y. — South Park
Capt. Frank R. Conklin has been
Gardiner,
Me. — Coliseum, Johnson Amusement Co., Buffalo. Wm. H.
signed by C. H. Christie to write exclusively for the comedy organiza- Opera House and Strand sold to Fitzpatrick, Jr., Geo. C. Hall, Geo.
F. Hanny, Jr., directors.
tion. He has just returned from LInion Theaters Co.
France.
Albany, N. Y. — Step-in, Inc., ManAthol, Mass. — Lawyer Bros, theahattan, motion pictures and theatriter sold to H. J. Steinberg for
cals, $50,000; A. F. Scibilla, C V.
Koontz, E. E. Kohn, 55 Broadway.
160,000.
Shelby, Neb. — B. Bull sold his picture show to Oscar Blevins.
Stanley Sails Today
Jacksonville,
Fla.
—
Arcade
closed
Williani
B. Stanley, identified with
for alterations.
the Atlantic Cinema Corp., sails for
Superior, Wis. — Joe Belair has Copenhagen today ju the "United
He has with him the first
purchased the Ideal from Fred States."
"Watch the condition of your film. Henagen and has taken over the shipment of films designed for Ger- |
Arouse the interest of your operator management.
many and Austria.
in giving the very best possible proHerman, Neb. — A new picture
jection to the pictures, although it
Export and Import Secures Serial
here under managemay mean a little work for him to show mentopened
Export and Import Film Co., Inc.,
of
S.
Bergstrom.
keep the film clean and free from
has secured the foreign rights for the
grease, even though it should come
Luverne, Minn. — J. P. Coffey
new Harry Grossman serial, "The
to him in first class condition." — leased the Grand to Glen Duggan, Million
Dollar Reward" with Lillian
George Schaeffer, World Exchange, who will soon open a motion picture Walker. As noted, the serial will be
theater.
New York.
in 15 episodes and two reels each.

Incorporations

Buys Pickford Series

Studio
In Greater New

York.

For
Complete

Rent
equipment of Klieg banks,

Cooper-Hewitt banks, over-heads and spots. Use of all sets and
administration offices. For rent for three to six weeks from
July 29th to September 7th. Has been used regularly for the past
two

years.

Apply C. C. D. — Wid's Daily.
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Surface Stuff Often Missed Fire in Comedy-Drama

-Every

4

Evelyn

Producer"

Positively Good Pictures
/^e highest price on the

Entire
Foreign Rights
/rom

Gillespie Bros. Co.
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.

WHO
IS THE

OLDEST
EXHIBITOR
IN THE

UNITED

9

STATES

Greeley

in

"Bringing Up Betty"
World
DIRECTOR
Oscar Apfel
AUTHOR
Charles Sarver
SCENARIO
BY
Clara Beranger
CAMERAMAN
Max Schneider
AS A WHOLE
Surface stuff that never rings a
bell; a comedy=drama done as conveniently
as possible.
STORY
Disregards logic absolutely in its efforts
to be entertaining
vehicle for star.
DIRECTION
Didn't ever lift hackneyed stuff out
of the rut; conventional throughout.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good for the most part
LIGHTINGS
Nothing unusual
CAMERA WORK
Straight stuff; no attempt made
at anything
special except one doubIe=ex=
posure.
STAR
Pouted
very prettily several times; got
over fair amount of appeal.
SUPPORT
Ben Johnson best as the old uncle;
Reginald
Denny
not a very
clever hero;
others also could have been better.
EXTERIORS
Some
fair water stuff; many
scenes in garden O. K.
INTERIORS
Very few; all properly dressed
DETAIL
Many things don't hold up; titles some=
times
impossible in what they have charac=
ters say.
CHARACTER
stuff. OF STORY
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Inoffensive

"movie"

About 5,000 feet

HACKNEYED stulf with :i very frail foundation,
bolstered up in spots witli a few fair scenario
twists, failed to impress in "Krinjiing T'p P.etty." The
film missed tire badly vei-y often because the old hokum
was laid on entirely too thick. Even in lii;ht comedydrama you can't {;et away witii that impossible stuff
th<>se days if you try to make it serious, as was done
in this one. And there was in the tilm a wnole h>ad
of the sort of bunk that makes folks say: "Tiiey do it
in the movies."
The offering hudccd in a lar.ue degi-ee that human
note so necessary to a picture of its type. Th(> (diaract(>rs didn't lend even the slightest, bit of conviction

because of the unreal things they did. Evelyn Greeley
was cast in the leading role, and while she got away
with a fair amount of appeal, sh<> was not strongenough by herself to dominate. And no other character was very sympathetic, which allowed interest to
sway back and forth and never lK)ld on iiny one person. And instead of building ui> with a good cast they
slipped in a leading man who helped not at all.
Detail w.asn't always watched carefully, either. For
instance, there were many scenes inside the cabin of a
small boat. Shots showing the outside of the boat
.showed her sailing a smooth course; scenes taken inside the cabin have the boat rolling al)out as if on a
choppy sea. Also the titles sometimes had the characters say things the.v never would have said. Evidently they were writteu to get laughs, of which a
few were registered.
Early in the story they pulled the old stuff of a lord
and a duke pl;iying for tlie h.'ind of lOvelyn because she
was an heiress. So, to prove their worthlessness Ben
Johnson, who was described as the Steel King, trumped
up the slory that he gone bankrupt. Immediately the
two noblemen who, incidentally, were the stock figures for that sort of thing, fled. Also the guests at
Evelyn's lawn i)arty left the party flat just as soon
as they learned her uncle's money was lost.
Then a very mildly willunous person, Ijyster Chambers, got inforniiition that .Johnson's bankruptcy was a
stall, lie started making a pla.v for I']velyn"s hand,
and they were engaged. So he invited Evelyn and her
uncle to a cruise on his yacht. Along about hero the
boat race stuff was shown. lOvelyn fell off the yacht
and was rescued by Reginald Denny, who was sailing
a small sailboat. Evelyn proved such a good sailor
that she and Reginald won the race despite the delay
caused by the rescue and also a fouled rudder.
But this was a movie, and to com])licate things they
had lOvelyn fall in love with Reginald. And to get rid
of Chambers they worked the stock market, causing
him to lose all liis money. But there was the exsociety girl who was in love with Denny that had to
be explained satisfactorily. So the.v had .Tohnson make
out a check to her for .$700.000 — count 'em — $700,000
—
whii-h she could cash only if she married Chambers.
marry.
This left the way oi>en for Reginald and Evelyn to
There are ipiite a number of moderately attractive
outdoor shots in the picture, and on that scoi'e the
picture
is fair
Included
in summer
the caststuff".
are (iraee Cai-lyle, .Joseph
Weber. Maude Turner Gordon, Oliver Smith, Grace
Hansen and Morgiui Wallace.

Less Discriminating Audiences Might Like It

•

il919

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Before a certain kind of audience this one would go
over very well, while before another audience it would
fall flat. It will be accept<'d as entertainment and
furnish many laughs if shown before a bunch of folks
who are willing to laugh on the slightest provocation,
and who And entertainment in pictures merely as such.
Many regulars patronize some smaller theaters .iust
because they want to. see movies. In a house that has
that soi-t of a crowd this one will go over.
But before .an intelligent audience or a gang that
Ravenna, Neb. — The Pastime will has been educated up to what we expect of carefully
closed for the next five weeks produced pictures this offering would not make a faI vorable imi)ression.
It is just ordinary prf>gram stuff
til the new buildin'>- is finished.

Wid's

Year Book
Will Tell

and cannot be relied on to stand up for a very long
run.
Evelyn Greeley's drawing power is best known to
the man who has shown her pictures. Her last release was "I'hil for Short." If your folks liked that
one it's a safe bet that they'll like her latest. So if
you are catering to an easily satislied crowd of regulars you need have no cpialms about this one; but if
yours is a transient trade go slowly.
For your lobb.v displa.v select stills from the seashore scenes and other water stuff; also pictures showing shots taken while a lawn jiart.y is in progress. Bill
the offering as a comedy-drama of society, whose locale is the seashore, and which furnishes many chances
for laughs.

tM^
On Broadway
Rivoli — Clara Kimball Young- — "The
"Oah
u" —
Prizma.
Better
Wife."

With
Christie Comedies

Rivoli I'ictorial.
"Among
Those
Sennett Comedy.

you can
guarantee
eighteen minutes
of clean
diversion

Present" — Mack

Rialto — Vivian
Martin — "Louisiana."
"The Bear Hunt" — Universal.
Rialto Magazine.
"Arc Married Policemen Safe?" —
Sunshine Comedy.
Strand — Madge Kennedy — "Through
the
Wrong
Door."
Strand
Topical
Review.
Outing-Chester

Nights
Tale."
"How
Some
Animals
Behave" —
Analysis of Motion.
"Among
Those
Present" — Mack
Sennett Comedy.

Grace CuNARD

New
Starring in

INSTALLMENTS

To Be Releaied

York — Grace

Darling — "False

Wednesday — Bessie
Barriscale —
"The Woman Michael Married."
Gods."
Thursday
— Monroe
Salislniry —
"The Man in the Moonlight."
Friday — Earle
Williams — "The
Hornet's Nest"; Evelyn Greeley —
"Bringing Up Betty."
Saturday — Fannie
Ward — "Our
Better Selves."
Sunday — Norma
Talmadge — "The
n."
Woma
a
of
Way
Broadway — Mack Sennett's "Yankee
Doodle in Berlin."
Central — Warner
Bros. — "Open

"ELMOA SERIAL
The Mighty"
IN
EIGHTEEN

Scenic — "Haitian

By

UNIVERSAL

HERBERT
E.
HANCOCK

Your Eyes."
George M. Cohan— D. W.
"Fall of Babylon."

Griffith's

Next Week's Attractions
The attractions at the theaters next
week will be:
Strand — Wallace

Rcid — "The

Love

Rivoli
— Norma Talmadge — • "The
Burglar."
Way of a Woman."
George M. Cohan — "The Fall of Ba-

Now directing

VIOLET MERSEREAU

Broadway — "Yankee

Doodle

in Bcr-

bylon."

Date Changed
COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equiptnnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National
and
Speer
Carbons
MAZDA LAMPS

CHARLES F. CAMPBELL, Inc.
^"ch"JJl^aKfr 14 W.3Ist St.,N.Y.
Don't display
fail to ofsee paintings
the magnificent
lobby
at the
BROADWAY THEATRE in the
Mack

Sennett's Bathing
Made by

Girls,

KASSELL STUDIOS, INC.,
220 W. 42nd Street, New York

The Adorable

Star

=

LOUISE LOVELY

m

opposite William Farnum
in
his
latest
five
consecutive
super-features
Fox West Coast Studios

^=
^S
^=
^
III?

{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Dayton, O. — It has been decided to
hold a meeting of West Virginia exhibitors at Charleston, August 19-20,
instead of July 29 as announced several days ago. John Siefert. president of the Miami Valley Exhibitors'
League, who has charge of the affair, explained that the reason for
tliis change was a contemplated trip
to New York to attend the meeting
of the National Association. A. Mel.
Marshall will accompany Siefert to
New York. Mr. Marshall acts as
legal advisor for the League.
At this meeting Siefert and Marshall will investigate ways and means
l)y which the cxhiljitor, producer and
distributor can be brought closer together for the mutual benefit of all
parties. Surprise was evidenced
when Siefert announced that he was
not going to New York to start a
"row" or explode a few "bombshells" ala Quinn.
The states of Indiana. West Virginia, Kentucky and Ohio are now
enrolled in the Miami Valley Exhiliitors' League and expansion is taking place rapidly.
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"Jos4)iah"
(Continuedfor
on Page
Millions
that it is worth his while to contract
for the ready made features twelve
months in advance of their showing.
"Here arises a very important
problerii for the exhibitor. If during
the year the appetite of the public for
pictures should change as it does
time and time again and the sort of
pictures that drew the crowds in
January are not the kind that appeal
to the March or April crowds, who
is the one that suffers? There is but
one answer — ^the exhibitor. Is it not
better for the exhibitor to contract
foi such pictures that are made at a
time which permits the producer to
keep his fingers on tlie pulse of the
pul)lic and if he discovers that the
stories that drew the crowds in January will not serve to keep the girl
in the box office Tjusy in February
be able to shift to some other sort
of stories to get the crowds with his
March

releases?"

Brunton

Active

Fairbanks
and
Mayflower
Take
Space — Others Working There
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Two big producing contracts have just been concluded by the Robert Brunton Studios, Inc. The first is with Douglas
Fairbanks, who will avail himself
of the Brunton Studios' service for
the term of one year. The other is
with I. Wolper, president of the
Mayflower Photoplay Corp., providing for all Mayflower productions on
the West Coast to be made at the
Brunton Studios, with that organization's full rental and technical service.
John Fairbanks, business manager
of Douglas and
Fairbank's
"Big for
Four"
productions,
Mr. Wolper
the
Mayflower Corporation, closed the
contracts this week with M. C. Levee, vice-president and business
manager of the Brunton
Studios.
Brunton Studios are now providing rental space and service of all
departments to B. B. Features, starring Bessie Barriscale; the Haworth
Corp. starring Sessue Hayakawa and
Peggy May; United Picture Theaters of America starring Dustin Farnum and to Frank Keenan, Fred
Stone, Earle Williams and the Macaulcy Photoplay Corp., all of whom
have long term contracts. A similar
arrangement exists with J. Warren

Blumenthal Back
Ben Blumenthal, president of Export and Import Film Co., Inc., has
just returned from Europe where he
spent approximately five months in
r'cviewing- post-war conditionriV "He
side.
is
preparing a statement on his oljservations made while on the other
Fait

in

Brazil

William

Fait, Jr., Brazilian representative for David P. Howells, has
arrived in Rio de Janeiro.
"Daddy" Success in London
David P. Howells has received a
coirrmunication from London tcllingj
of the remarkable success achieved'
by "Daddy Long Legs" when it was
shown to the trade in the Londom

Pavilion recently. Mrs. J. D. Will-'
iams attended the showing which, according to Hovyells, was packed to
the doors of the theater.
;

THE
BIG FEATURE
PICTURE
Is in a class with the regular theatrical sho\T and should be exploited as such. We make a lobby
di.splay that
duction andIndividualizes
lifts it out the
of prothe
picture RUT— "The Red Lantern"
and
tion other
in our productions
show rooms.on e.KhlbiKRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City

'f

Frank Joyce sa'^s : See

ALICE JOYCE
In "THE

THIRD

DEGREE"

Alice Joyce sa^s: See her
brother Frank at the

HOTEL JOYCE
31 West 71»t Street

New York
Exceptional opportunity to live in
cool, light, artistically decorated
rooms at remarkably low. summer
rentals. Overlooking Central Park. !|ii
Moderate price dining room.
Everything to malce your stay
pleasant.
" FOURTEEN FLOORS OF SUNLIGHT"

Kerrigan Pictures Inc., the star's
own company, producing under the
personal
management of Robert
Brunton.
Crittenberger Here
Dale John Crittenberger of Indianapolis, manager of the Insurance Bureau of the Motion Picture ExhibiYork. tors of America, Inc., is in New

REFINED
APPROPRIATE

LETTERING
ILLUSTRATING

ERNEST STERN.,
- PHONE

BRYANT

B973.

145 \>/. 45^J!SX

OLD FILMS MADE NEW
Life of new
films doubled
We use no acids or chemicals

THE FILM RENOVATING
COMPANY OF AMERICA
729 Seventh Ave.

New York City

^

THE
Hast

BEST
PICTURE
to make money
have

a

perfect

neg:atlve
REX LABORATORY

devwloped

(INC.)

ha*
dcTelopMl
IlarryandKeeper's
neKatlves.
Ask him
then phont
Tremont
199S for full particulars.

jScHKomi

r/^BRADSTREET

^fFILMDOM
'OL. IX. No. 22

AUTHOHIT
Price 5 Cents
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Edwards to Direct
J. Gordon Edwards is scheduled
il St. John to Appear in Eight Two to direct William Farnum in "If I
Reelers a Year
Were King," for Fox. Work will
J. L. Warner, of Warner Brothers, start, possibly in the East, as soon as
as closed a contract with Al St. the current production is completed.
ohn and Paramount whereby St. Louise Lovely likely to play oppoohn will make a series of eight site.
wo reel comedies a year to be disShauer to Return to Work
ributed by Famous Players-Lasky.
rhe contract is a long time one.
Lieut. Melville A. Shauer will reWarner left Friday for the Coast
join Famous Players as studio manrhere he will arrange for production.
ager after a brief rest. Shauer has
The corporate name of the new or- but recently returned from France.
anization is the Al St. John Comeies, capitalized at $35,000. The
harter was granted at Albany a few
ays ago, as noted.
Such Is Tax on All Films in Porto
St. John has been working with
Rico — Trade at Loss What to Do
Fatty"
and previously
ras
with Arljuckle,
Sennett.
A. L. Pratchett, general manager
of the Caribbean Film Co., operating through the West Indies, is in
New York, and with him John P.
Donohue, manager of the company's
Hollywood.— After finishing "In business in Porto Rico.
The island government has passed
)ld Kentucky," with Anita Stewart,
Marshall Neilan will leave immedi- a law placing a tax of two cents per
tely for New York and from there foot on motion picture film of every
;ill make a hurried trip to London. description coming into Porto Rico.
)uring his absence the staff will The law was passed about the middle
lake preliminary preparations for of June and under its provisions,
he initial Marshall Neilan Special positive and negative film is treated
D be made for First National.
alike. Old films and new are in the
This will be an adaptation of Ran- same category.
all Parrish's famous novel "Bob
"Prohibition went into efifect in
lampton of Placer." The picture Porto Rico," said Pratchett, "in
ersion will be titled "The Eternal March of last year. It has taken the
'hree." Lewis Stone, it is expected, Government just a year to discover
/ill play the title role, and Mar- the loss of revenue on liquor and
Drie Daw, the female lead. Little now this .tax on films is in efifect.
Vesley Barry, now known as Autos and jewelry and such articles
arc all subject to the tax, but there
Stickers,"
is career. will have the big part of is nothing so outrageous as this tax
on films. Think of it: two cents on
every foot. That is just about the
No. 152
profit derived from the Porto Rican

Njew F. P.-L. Comedies

Priceless
Nelso" Production,
D(
• , Mich.

"'* *

^our paper hits the

spot squarely keeping me informed of the doings in the
film industry from day to day.
"I would not be without your
little paper Sincerely,
at any price."

Gc-

H. N. Nelson.

Two Gents Per Foot

Neilan's Plans

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
EXPERIENCED advertising
men agree that all other
things being equal, the publication that carries the greater
reader interest is the most efficient advertising medium —
Using this standard eliminates
one guess, among the many in
advertising, vrhich is not and
can never be an EXACT science— Its subscribers pay ten
dollars
&AILY.a year
This for
meansWID'S
that
every copy is read — Your guarantee of intrinsic worth and of
compelling significance — and
this fact alone entitles WID'S
DAILY to consideration as a
necessity when advertising to
the film world.

Pratchett, who is connected with
what
trade."is perhaps the largest company
dealing in the West Indies, said that
the film men do not know what to
do. There is no way of forestalling
the operation of the law since the
legislature does not meet again until
1920.
It was estimated by Pratchett that
500,000 feet of new film were imported into Porto Rico yearly.

Rogers on Trip
Charles R. Rogers, Select sales
manager, is ofT on a trip to Denver
and the Coast.

Gapital Increased
Has Stock

Pathe Exchange Now

o|

$5,000,000 has been auThe Pathe Exchange
thorized to increase its capital stock
from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000. This
follows the 20 per cent, dividend declaration made by Pathe last week.
When asked regarding the increased capitalization, Lewis Innerarity, secretary of Pathe Exchange,
said:
"We have several things under
consideration but at the present time
there is nothing that I can say for

Films Discussed

publication."

National
Directors
Consider«i
ing Number of Special
Attractions
Miami League to Meet
The First National directors who
are convening in New York have
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Dayton, O. — A special meeting of under consideration a number of special attractions that have been ofthe
Valley for
E.xhibitor's
has Miami
been called
today, byLeague
John
fered the Circuit.
Siefert, president. At this meeting
The projection of tliese productions was given on Monday evening
exhibitors of DayVon and surrounding territory will be given a chance and the greater part of yesterday's
to suggest methods by which closer session was devoted to a discussion
co-operation can be obtained from of these pictures.
The official announcement of the
the distributing companies.
First
National
policybesides
for the
1920 season
included
the 1919star

Eastern Production

For Universal — Fort Lee Studio Being Overhauled
Universal is once more to produce
in the East at their studios at Coytcsville, N. J. The entire studio is
to be overhauled and re-equipped
with modern appliances. It has been
some time since Universal produced
at the Fort Lee studio which is one
of the largest in the East. Every
new appliance and comfort, including a new heating plant, are to be
installed.
Plans as outlined are to produce
a number of short features there, especially comedies. The new comedies
are to be made under the supervision of Tarkington Baker. Work on
the
new
comedies is expected to start
immediately.

First

series "approximately six independent super-specials such as 'TarZan,'
'Four Years in Germany' and 'AucThose attending
the meeting: 'M.
tion of Souls.' "
L. Finkelstein, of Ruben and Finkelstein, Minneapolis; Seymour Tatfj*
son of T. L., Los Angeles; Robertt
Lieber, Indianapolis, president of th^
Circuit; Nathan Ascher, Aschei
Brothers, Chicago; Harry Schwalbe
and J. D. Williams.

New Exchanges

Select opened ei«changes at Indianapolis, Albany and Salt Lake City
on Monday. Samuel Sax, Select's
executive at Indianapolis, is an oldtimer in the territory, and was formerly manager of Branch exchanges
operated by Universal in Cincinnati
and in Indianapolis, and also held
Sturgeon to Direct Tsuru Aoki
managerial positions with Metro.
Rollin Sturgeon will direct Tsuru
Robert A. Brackett will be in
Raoul A. Walsh, Fox director, will
Aoki who will be starred by Univer- go abroad, it is understood, to make charge of the Salt Lake City branch.
sal. The first production will start productions there for Fox. Just Brackett has been with Select almost
July 28 and will be "The Breath of ■\vhen he will leave is uncertain, for from the organization of the comhe will direct George Walsh in the
the Gods."
The exchange in Albany is to be
Fox
Nowalmost
On" in
Dorothy Gish at Rialto
first. production
This work "From
will start
pany.
charge of Charles Walder who has
immediately at Fort Lee. Cast is been up-State man out of the New
Dorothy
Gish
in
"Nugget
Nell"
will be the attraction at the Rialto now being secured. The story is by York Exchange, under Henry Siegel,
for some time.
next week.
Frank L. Packard.

Walsh Going Abroad

DAILV
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S-L Sells Two

States

S-L has sold "Virtuous Men" for
Louisiana and Mississippi to Verret
and Johnstone of New Orleans. Four
road companies will be sent on the
road.
Many
Stars in Screen Supplement
The Photoplay Magazine Screen
Supplement for August released
through Educational includes intimate scenes of Mary Pickford, Brj'ant Washburn, Enid Bennett and
Fred Niblo, Monroe Salisbury and
Helen Eddy at work at the Universal studios and Harry Carey doing
cowboy stunts.

21 Publicity Men

Field Force
Which Is
George Bunnj-, brother of the fa- In Goldwyn's
Now Practically
Complete
"Dawn"
in
willJ. appear
mous John, by
By next week the entire Goldwyn
being made
Stuart Blackton.
field force will be complete. The
Jay W. Weaver, artist for the personnel of the exploitation force
Strand, has begun a series of month- provides for one man in each Goldwyn exchange.
1}' articles devoted to the details of
All of the field service will be
his craft, which will be published in
the Goldwynner, the Goldwyn house under the general direction of Chas.
organ.
D. Isaacson who has appointed Norman Blumenstock his assistant.
Nazimova has started work in
The duties of the men will bring
"The Hermit Doctor of Gaya," a
in personal contact with Goldscreen version of the novel by I. A. them wyn
exhibitors, and with the newsR. Wylie. This production will folpaper and other advertising and publow "The Brat" in the release schedlicity medium in their particular disule of Metro. Charles Bryant
tricts. Besides consulting with the
individual
exhibitor as to the best
adapted "The Hermit Doctor of
method
in
exploiting a picture, the
Gaya" and also wrote the scenario.
individual press and service men will
he equipped to offer to the exhibitor
Thompson Films
tionalThrough Educa- the experience of every other Goldwyn press man in the organization.
The Bureau of Pictures of the Red
A series of daily and weekly reCross states that Captain Donald C.
ports, embodying suggestions and
Thompson, one of the most famous
plans has been instituted whereby
correspondents and war photogra- the home office will receive informaphers, has become associated with
tion from the branches regarding
the Red Cross, and that his new Megthe
feasibility
of publicity stunts, adative will be released through the
vertising methods and other material
exchanges
of Educational
Films.
which will be of interest to a Goldwyn exhibitor anywhere.
Parsons
Coming East
Among the new Goldwyn exploitation men are: Nat L. Royster, AtLos Angeles. — William A. "Smillanta; A. A. Lionais, former manager
ing Billy" Parsoni, president of
National Film, is preparing to leave of the Regent, Somerville, at Bosfor New York to deliver to the Hodton; Ben Garetson, formerly of Chikinson organization the first Billie
cago Post, at Chicago; Harry V.
Martin, formerly with John Kunsky,
Rhodes Hodkinson production, "The at Cincinnati; Marie Barnet, former
Blue Bonnet."
editor of the Picture Herald, at DalSerial Title
las; W. L. Gullett, at Denver; Harry
R. Guest, formerly with Kunsky, at
Lillian Walker's first serial for
Grossman Pictures, and which will Detroit; R. C. Gary, Kansas City;
J. W. Rankin, formerly with Fox, at
be released through Pathe, is enti- Los Angeles; E. E. Rutter, formerly
"One Million
Dollars B.
Reward."
The tled
authors
are Arthur
Reeve with Paramount, at Pittsburgh; and
Benjamin Caplon, formerly with
and John W. Gray.
Triangle, at Washington.
New Camera in England
Afternoon papers yesterday carried
a story from England telling of a
new camera invented by A. MoUock,
and exhibited before the Royal Academy.
The principle in back of it allows
films to be shown at any rate of
speed so that events can be projected
at a faster rate than the actual occurrence or slower as may be desired.

Gee, y'orta
hear what
World
says about
rain. Gradwell
Four pre,c'
ducing companies all working o
Evelyn Greeley Signs with World
Evelyn Greeley yesterday signe
exteriors!'
with World Film for a series of sL
productions, the first of which wi
be "The Oakdale Affair," work o
which has already started.
Report
Famous
dinavian
their new

Boom in Scandinavia
Players report that Scat
exhibitors are modelin
theaters after America

Two new theaters have been but
playhouses.
recently, one in Stockholm and tl
other in Copenhagen. The Danis
house is the Balladian built at a co
of $850,000 with a seating capacif
of 1,200. Lars Bjorck and the Ska^
McNiven in Town
dinavik Film Central are the owne
H. B. McNiven of the Jake VVells The other is the Palads.
enterprises down Virginia way is in
Famous Players reports that filr!
New York.
will be increasingly popular now th
war restrictions in shipping spa^
Shapiro Back from France
and domestic war restrictions as
Lieut. Victor M. Shapiro at one being removed.
time assistant advertising manager
of Vitagraph and advertising man"Parentage,"
backrounds
from
France.ager forVictor
is makingis the
greeting old friends.
Money saved on cheap
posters would be better
We Place Intnrance for

JEFFERSON
FILM CORP.
(Watch this space lor others)
Of course you read that sign when cro.ssing the railroad tracks
— BUT — it is ten times more significant when applied to your
business — You are prosperous now but lightning never forewarns
before it strikes — Tliink it over Mr. Film Executive and if you are
not adequately insured from EVERY standpoint do so immediately— Our service is complete — Our rates moderate — For efficient
handling of insurance problems see

The wonderful romance of Bret
Harte, the artistry of Jack Ford, the
REALISM of Harry Carey— that's
"THE OUTCASTS OF POKER
FLAT"—
a Universal Special Attraction.

thrown away for it is
lost a hundred

times

over at the box-office.
On

the

other . hand

RITCHEY

always pay!

posters
RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
406W.31stSt..N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

PEUBEN CXMUELS
Phone

John

94aS - J-*2C - »Br

-^^^

Samuel;

jM^
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Breezy Picture Gives Star Lots of Chance to Register
William

Patke'News
No. 60

LNIOMOWN
Pa,— Veteran speed kings
e routed by Tom Milton in the Indendence
auto derby.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Over l.OOff Czech
Idiers call at the White House to see
e President on tlieir way home from
iissia.
SAINT-CYK, FRANCE.— President Poeare visits famous military school in
ibiite to' itsj cadets who fell in battle.
LANCASTER, M.ASS. — Nineteen cars are
■railed and smasiied in one of New Engnd's worst train wreclis.
NEW YORK CITY.— General Liggett,
tio led the First Army Corjjs in stopng the Huns in their second drive on
iris, returns with his boys and many
her noted Generals.
rOlNVIELE-LE-PONT, FRANCE.— The
inks win the inter-aJiied athletic chamonship, and General Pershing awards
•izes at the Pershing Stadium.
HIECO TANKS, TEXAS. — Soldiers
om Fort Bliss visit the rocliy hills
ong the border to get acquainted Avith
Ilia's trails.
SHEEPSHEAD
BAY,
-.'. A.—toTwenty
ousand
people defy
rainstorm
watch
le etHciency exhibition of tlie city's Po!e Force at the annual field day games.
NEWPORT NEWS, TA.— The new PaBc Fleet is off for home
waters.

Russell

in

"This Hero Stuff"
William

Russell Prod. — Pathe

DIRECTOR
,
Henry
King
AUTHOR
Stephen Fox
SCENARIO
BY
Stephen
Fox
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS k WHOLE
Breezy picture that gave the star
lots of chances to register well; will amuse
most folks.
STORY

Fairly timely and held up to film's foot=
age; plot permitted of considerable action.
DIRECTION
Very strong on atmosphere; got
most out of plot and players.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Generally suitable; but one se=
quence very flat.
CAMERA WORK
Some good outdoor Western
shots; also all right on interiors.
SUPPORT
Gave star adequate aid; cast includes
Winifred Westover, J. Barney Sherry, Mary
Thurman and others.
EXTERIORS
Chosen with an eye to attractive=
ness and suited locale.
INTERIORS
Pullman car and hotel stuff good;
studio sets average.
DETAIL
Very good comedy touches; atmosphere
held up throughout;
telegram
inserts could
have been written on real blanks instead of
paper marked "telegram."
CHARACTER OF STORY
Amusing comedy with
a few meller touches.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet

"MICKEY" FOR SALE

State Rights, two
Mack Bennett's
"Mickey," $6,000.00
dress Box 100, care
New York.

"rpHIS
stuff. lots
It had
A lots HERO
of plot STUFF"
and pep, is
andpretty
save good
Bill Russell
of
chances to shine. All in all. the film furnished a very
fair amount of entertainment, and had in it considerable action of the sort that keeps an audience's interest
alive. Much of the amusement registered was due to
Russell's manner of fighting his way into and out of
difficulties, and underlying all this was just about the
necessarj- amount of love interest. The picture's sole
purpose was to amuse, and when this wasn't being
done by story action or physical action there was introduced business that got it by of itself.
Also the director did his bit, both in the matter of
keeping the atmosphere convincing and making the

states on
Production
Cash. Adof WID'S,

most of his plot — and player-material. The film
showed tliat a little trouble was soue to in making
things look real; also that the director realized the
value of attention to little things.
Bill had a good part and was surrounded by a good
company. In the piece he had several fast scraps,
during one of which he sure did make the fur fly;
also he had two rescues to make, and they were made
very neatly. The sequences in which he rescues a
girl from a runaway horse had quite a thrill.
The subject gets its title from the fact that Bill,
in the role of Captain November Jones, IT. S. A., was
thoroughly fed up on hero worship. He couldn't turn
anywhere but what someone recognized in him the big
hero. Folks will get much enjoyment out of those
passages tliat showed Bill returning to his home town.
In an endeavor to duck the welcoming committee he
put on false whiskers and almost got away with it
But tlie wliiskers were pulled off bv a kid he rescued
from in front of the train. Then the committee
grabbed him, and the scenes showing the "welcome
home" parade are sure to score, mostly because of the
way Director King handled the extras.
After Bill got into civilian clothes he was cleverly
vamped by Mary Tliurman, who was mixed up with a
crooked stock manipulator. But he saw her game,
and was glad when she caused a story to be printed
which made him appear to be a coward. He liked being treated as a coward for a change until he met up
with Winifred Westover. But she gave him the
cold
shoulder because of his "cowardice."
It is then that Bill started fighting again, and just
for fun knocked down a few huskies in the hotel lobby.
Bill wanted to make a hit with Winifred, and endeavored to save her father from a gang that kidnapped him. But at first he saved the wrong man.
These sequences are sure of laughs and appreciation,
especially those showing Bill when he cleaned up the
gang of saloon roughnecks. All the way through he
pulled that sort of stuff, but pulled it in a half-kidding
manner that got it over successfully.
The titles were quite in tune with the action, and
in themselves helped matters along. In the main the
picture was one having action, suspense, love interest
and justification — the formula from which good photoplays are made.
There is nothing serious or deep about the picture —
it is just a bit of amusement fairly well done.
The supporting company .includes, besides those
mentioned, J. Barney Sherry, Charles K. French, Harvey Clark and J. Farrell MacDonald, all of whom did
good work.

Should Take Well with the Average Picture Audience
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
%e?icture-GiripMutifal

Globe Theater, New

Orleans, one

\ the Saenger Amusement

Co.

Folks who are very partial to William Russell are
going to be very well satisfied with his appearance in
this one; and even if anyone never heard of Bill Russell they'd enjoy the picture. It's a quite good, clean
and amusing subject of the sort that the star has
been appearing in of late.
1

It has m It considerable "audience appeal" and
should be considered
entertainment
by almost
any
group of patrons. Of course, it is not a great, big
special or anything like that, but it is an offering that
consistently hoJds up to what folks expect when they
lotion picture house with "As A "just happen" to drop into a picture house and want a
hour's diversion.
It is not a pictui'e that is deserving
[an Thinks."

ouses has just completed the long5t run of any picture at a regular

But What About the Unused Stuff?

HODKINSOSI

Goldwyn statistician has figured
out that press items on "The City of
Comrades" with Tom Moore which
have appeared throughout the country, would reach New York to Frisco
if placed side by side.

Lee

Ochs

of any extra exploitation on your part^it's just quite
Billprogram
Russell stuff".
has been steadily increasing the numgood
ber of his admirers, and his latest is going to keep the
friends he already has made.
If this comes to you on a contract basis you ha\«e
nothing at all to worry about, for you can rely on its
being up to snuff. You can advertise it as a breezy
comedy showing William Russell as a returned hero
who very much dislikes hero-worship. The title is
quite catchy also.
Don't get the idea that this is a war picture. It
absolutely is not. As soon as the director got Bill
to his home town he very wisely had the star take
off his uniform and be a regular feller.
Traveling

Lubin in Sanitarium

Lee Ochs of United Pictures, is
Bert Lubin of Sawyer and Lubin,
touring the Western exchange ter- is now in Stern's Sanitarium underritory, after attending the convention
going an operation on his nose and
at Seattle last week. He will be away throat. After his recovery he will
five or six weeks.
make an extensive sales trip.

sM^
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KINOGRAMS
SYXOl'SIS
K1XOGKA3IS
Xo. 50
FI.EET SAILS FOR PACIFIC— Great
«ar vessels assigned to the proteetlon of
our interests in the Fast steam away
from Hampton Koads.
IX BOLSHEVIKI PETKOGKAD.— Exclusive pictures sliowing Iiow tlie Red terrorists run their capital — "rapid transit"
— the navy dressed up.
ZIONISTS HOLD A PAGEANT— First
motion picture ever made of religious
procession held at famous Illinois sect
city — Voliva, the leader.
THE RIVER THAT REVERSES— Up
at St. John, New Brunswick, the river
rnns down when the tide is out and turns
around as the tides come in.
CHVRCH CELEBRATES PEACE.—
Cardinal Bourne officiates in a processional ceremony at Westminster in Ensrland, in thanksgiving for peace.
COAL BIGGEST TRANSPORT.— Scenes
at Hoboken, putting fuel into the cavernous bunkers of the Leviathan, the greatest ship in military service.
WHOLE FLEET IN DRYDOCK.— Five
American undersea boats are taken into
the marine garage at the Charlestown
Navv Yard for general overhauling.
STRIKE STOPS FERRY BOATS— New
York commuters living on Staten Island
find long dreary stretch of water between them and home when boatmen
walk out.
AVHERE THE ARTISTS SUMMER.—
At Provincetown out on Cape Cod the
painters gather every year to paint pictures of seascapes and the warm sunshine.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

WANTED
STAR
of

Box Office Value
Also

DIRECTOR
of

Proven Ability

Putting It Over

A Unique
Industrial
Baumer Films, Inc., who have bee
The Monopol Pictures Corp., producing films for advertising pui
Here is how a brother exhibposes, have a new educational read
itor put his show over.
headed by Max Cohen, has been called "A Mouthful of Wisdom.|
Bend
formed to state right productions. They claim a unique achievemer'
along your ideas. Let the other
Monopol has already secured two since the film deals with the value c
fellow know how you cleaned
teeth and their relation to longevit;
up.
new pictures: "Alma, Where Do You
Live," from the famous musical and health of the body. The filr
will be for both the public and th
and "The Crimson Shoals,"
One of the most important advertis- comedy,
with Francis Ford. Ruth McTam- dental profession.
ing tie-ups announced by Famous manny
and George Larkin appear in
Players has been consummated with
the
"Alma"
film.
A. G. Spalding & Bros, dealers in
Bert Ennis will handle the exploiathletic goods, on "The Egg Crate tation.
OPEN YOUR EYES
Wallop," starring Charles Ray.
Warner's new production will have
Ray takes the role of a general
Krows With Vitagraph
its Initial opening on Broadway at
utility man around a boxing training
the Central Theatre. The lobby
camp, who eventually enters the ring
display which we made is an
George Randolph Chester, Vitaexact duplicate now showing at
himself and carries off the honors. graph
production editor, has enlisted
the _Shubert in Boston it will
There are several gymnasium scenes the services of Arthur Edwin Krows,
"Open your Byes"
in which sporting goods of various who will adapt for the screen sevKBAUS MFG. CO.
description are to be seen.
eral important literary works pur220
West 42nd St.. N. T.
chased by Vitagraph.
The Spalding dealers throughout
Krows
was
for
a
number
of
years
the United States have received instructions from the home office to be associated with Winthrop Ames at
ready to co-operate with exhibitors the Little Theater. He is the author
and the dealers have been instructed of several notable works dealing
to get up a window display similar with the theater and the screen. Of
REFINED
LETTERING
to the gymnasium scene in "The Egg these, "Play Production in America"
APPROPRIATE
ILLUSTRATING
is
considered
one
of
the
best
analyCrate Wallop," supplemented with
ses of the American theater which
stills supplied by the exhibitor and
his announcement of his theater and has been published. The author has
the dates that the picture will play applied his remarkable knowledge of
PHONE ^W.
BRYANT
8073.
145
45^JSt
there.
dramatic technique to a number of
In return for this the exhibitor is successful stage and screen productions. His first work for Vitagraph
asked to run a slide that will be furnished him by the store directing is the screen adaptation of "The
those who desire to purchase sport- Winchester Woman," a magazine
story, now being produced under the
ing goods to the Spalding dealer.
The cities in which the Spalding direction of Wesley Ruggles with
dealers are located who have received Alice Joyce in the stellar role.
The development of this story into
these instructions follows:
silent drama so impressed Chester
. ^
ILLU/TRATION.
Chicago, 111.; St. Louis, Mo.; Kan- and
Albert E. Smith, president of
sas City, Mo.; Indianapolis, Ind.;
■Vea
CANDLER
B'LD'G.
220
W 42
y',3^
ROOMy
_,
TtLEPMONE/
Cincinnati, O.; Cleveland, O.; Colum- Vitagraph, that Krows has been en'^ Vfc 2003- ZOM
"eJ
BRYANT ITfS
bus, O.; Detroit, Mich.; Washington,
gaged as a staff author for the orgaD. C; Louisville, Ky.; Atlanta, Ga.; nization.
New Orleans, La.; Dallas, Tex.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Des Moines, la.; Den^AM
PAYING
CASH
vcr, Colo.; Minneapolis, Minn.; St.
THE BEST
PICTURE
to make money
Apply
Paul, Minn.; San Francisco, Cal.;
NEGATIVES
Knat have a perfect developed
Oakland, Cal.; Seattle, Wash.; Los
negratlve
Angeles, Cal.; Portland, Ore.; Salt
Nathan Hirsh
REX LABORATORY (INC.)
Lake City, Utah; New York City,
N. Y.; Newark, N. J.; Philadelphia,
729
7th
Avenue
N. Y. City
has developed
HarryandKeeper's
negatives. Ask him
theo phone
Pa.; Boston, Mass.; Pittsburgh, Pa.;
Bryant 7224
Tremont
1905
for
full
particalarg.
Buffalo, N. Y.; Syracuse, N. Y.;
Rochester, N. Y.; Albany, N. Y.;
Baltimore, Md.; Montreal and Toronto, Canada.
The Adorable Star
NEGATIVES WANTED

Have release and am
fully financed.
Immediate
action
assured
to the right
people.

New State Righter

TITI^ES

ERNEST STERN

r-i TITLE/

"The

Can Offer an Attractive
Proposition

OAII.V

Westerners"

at Strand
Stewart Edward White's "The
Westerners," the first of the Benjamin B. Hampton productions for
Great Authors, has been booked by
the Strand, New York, for the week
beginning August 10.
^<— E. C. Robertson
Marianna Ark.
to erect theater.

Salt Lake City, Utah.— Picture
house to be erected on N. Main St.

LOUISE LOVELY

opposite William Farnum in
his latest
five consecutive
super-features
Fox West
Coast Studios

BECH, VAN SICUN & CO.

A ddress :

4B
NEW

BoxNo.P.B.Wid's

j^bt^ac/O)/

There are two kinds of comedies:
Many Bookings for "Virtuous Men"
• S-L reports that state right buyers One kind brings snickers, and the
of ;"Virtuous Men" have secured other kind real laughs.— Herschel
bookings as far ahead as October, Stuart, Old Mill Theater, Dallas,
Texas.
and this' in spite of the hot weather. J

WILL

EAST
YORK

n

ST.
CITY

PURCHASE

YOUR fORHGN RIGHTS

Single reel Comedies and fivereel subjects or longer, either
World rights, foreign or American
rights. Transactions strictly cash.
Answec. Box C. B. care of Wid's.
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FILM
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Joy Hounds
To Show Broadway Lights to Pathe
Salesmen

, Five of Pathe's crack salesmen are
;o take a fling at Broadway during
!he week of Aug. 4 as a result of a
Salesmen's contest instituted by
?"red
C. ofQuimby
during
The
jvinners
the contest
haveJune.
just been
ietermined: Jack Auslett of New
iDrlcans, H. P. Calloway of Cincinnati, March Wood of Oklahoma
"ity,
C. Stearns
of Cleveland
and
^arry D.Taylor
of Kansas
City. These
pen topped the entire list of 200
Pathe salesmen during Pathe Honor
^onth.
The will arrive in New York on

junday, the third, and starting Monlay morning they will be the guests
^f the Pathe Home Office on a connuous round of gaiety planned to
elude every point of joy on Broaday. As it will be the first visit to
ew York of each of these men they
liay be expected to have the time of
heir young lives. The Reception
Committee will consist of Elmer R.
•"earson. Feature Sales Manager,
Valter S. Wcsling, Short Subject
■ales Manager and Frank V. Bruner,
Manager of Serial Publicity. These
experienced Broadway hounds will
scort the five contest winners on
aeir tour and they say that when the
:eek is over the salesmen can go
ack and tell the folks they have
een it all.
Mix Wins Race
Tom Mix was the winner of the
utomobile race held at the Ascot
■peedway for the benefit of the Acirs' Fund recently. He made 25
liles in 24 minutes, 3 seconds.
No. 153

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
QHORT subjects have come
into their own. They form
an i;ftportant part of every program— oftimes the most important part. A ready market
awaits the producer or distributor of short features and
novelties and the most efficient way of exploiting them
to the industry is through the
advertising
of WID'S.
The cost is columns
small. The
results
big. WID'S DAILY will be
glad to prove this to you. A
test will tell.

Syd Chaplin Sails
Sydney Chaplin is now o,n the
high seas bound for France where he
will make some comedies for Famous distribution.
Pioneer Signs Grace Davison
Preparations are now being made
by Pioneer Film for the exploitation
of the six big pictures in which Grace
Davison is to be the featured player.
The first Pioneer-Davison picture is
now rapidly nearing completion, but
as yet a definite title has not been
decided upon.
Fox Lunch
Fox Film gave a number of newspaper writers a lunch at Rector's
yesterday when Arthur James announced the new poircy oi showing
Fox pictures in their projection
rooms. Each big feature will be
shown with a comedy as well, and
later, with the News Reel. He also
introduced Merritt Crawford and
Captain Loughbrough, members of
Fox publicity stafif to the reporters.

Ford Renews Contract
Hugh Ford has renewed his contract with Famous Players-Lasky.
His work in the future will be in a
large measure advisory in connection
with the stage presentations to be
made through Charles Frohman,
Inc., but he will devote considerable
time to pictures as well.

Vitagraph in France

Price 5 Cents

Robertson-Cole Cancels Contract With
Exhib. Mutual — Leads to Court Action
Reported Former Will Establish Their Own Exchanges If Litigation Results in Their Favor — Original
Contract Has Some Time to Run
Unless Court Upholds Robertson-Cole In the Cancellation

Robertson-Cole are seeking to break from Exhibitors Mutual.
If their effort is successful in cotirt it is understood that they
will establish their own exchanges throughout the country.
The cancellation of the contract was forwarded to Exhibitors
Mtitual last Friday, and immediately Mutual secured a temporary
injunction to restrain the cancellation from becoming effective.
The case was scheduled for hearing on Monday but was postponed
until Tuesday and again postponed
until yesterday when the hearing
started before Judge Mack in the
Federal District Court.
The answer filed by RobertsonCole states that Exhibitors Mutual
has not kept faith.
The following salient points were
made
in the brief
submitted
by

Paramount Drive
Famous Players announces that
an extensive drive will be inaugurated for the second annual Paramount-Artcraft week commencing
Sunday, August 21.
Page ads will be carried in the
Saturday Evening Post and the slogan of the campaign will be "a drive
for better pictures." Ninety newspapers in the larger cities will carry
full page ads and in 375 other newspapers space will be graduated according to the size and importance
of the city. In smaller cities ad
copy will be about five or six inches.
The annual drive will inaugurate
the open booking season. The first
two of the new productions, as noted
are "The Valley of the Giants" and
"The Witness for the Defense."

Ronald R. Reader, formerly at the
head of Vitagraph in France, has
sailed for France, where he will
open a number of sales offices for
the renting of Vitagraph films in
that country.
While abroad. Reader will make a
study of post-war conditions in the
motion
picture field, not only in
France, but in England
and other!
countries.
I
In addition to a general office in ] Emphatic denial is made by E. H.
Paris, Reader will open offices in ' Hulsey, owner of the First National
Marseilles, Bordeaux, Dunkirk, Nice, ' Exhibitors' Circuit Franchise for
Havre, Lyons, Rouen, Toulon and |Te.xas, and largest individual theater
possibly other French cities.
operator in the southwest, of a report published last week in a vaudeRifkin Gets Pioneer Rights
ville paper that he had disposed of
Pioneer has just closed a deal with his theater interests to Famous
Herman Rifkin of the Eastern Fea- Players-Lasky or any other group
ture Film Co. whereby the latter of producer-distributors who were
will hav^e tfie Pioneer franchise for about to enter the exhibiting field.
New England.
"Instead of disposing of any of my
The Rifkin offices in Boston are
theater interests I am buying houses,"
being enlarged and special repre- Hulsey stated in denjnng the report.
sentatives are being selected to tour "No paper, in or out of the industry
New England. Rifkin is now in has authority to make announceNew York.
ments regarding my properties."

Hulsey's Denial

O'Gorman,
and Vandiver, appearing forBattle
Robertson-Cole:
1. That the plaintiff did not, and
does not maintain at least 20 offices
in the U. S. for film distribution.
2. That the plaintiff -fails to keep
accurate'accounts in connection with
Robertson-Cole productions.
3. That the plaintiff in violation of
contract did lease other pictures than
those of the defendants.
4. That the plaintiff is insolvent.
Point 3 is aimed at the Mutual
Chaplin's
recently
over
from which
Lone were
Star and
whichtaken
will
be exploited by the Clark Cornelius
Corp., a new company, as noted.
In answer to th>6 charge. Exhibitors Mutual states that the agreement with Robertson-Cole called for
one feature a week a number appro.xiniating 12, of super-features and
short material. The latter has never
been supplied, they claim.
The morning session yesterday
was practically all devoted by Robertson-Cole to proving their contention that Exhibitors Mutual insolvent. In their answer they state that
all the
of the
Exhibitors
M'utual offices
in
United
States excepting
3 in
New York were transferred to an
Illinois corporation known as the
Exhibitors Mutual Dist. Corp. of Illinois, and that this was clone without the defendant's knowledge.
They charge Mutual with turning
over nois
all company.
of their assets to the IlliTownley First Witness
_ The first witness called was Maurice A. Townley of Chicago, a directD.- of Exhibitors Mutual who acted
as attorney whei> ItoT)ertson-Cole
contracted for distribution through
Mutual last November. The original
contract was for two years.
Townley testified that the merging
of Mutual's subsidiary companies into one Illinois corporation under the
maiden corporation which was chartered in Delaware, was merely done
to eliminate cost of operating the
organization. Mutual at the time
(Continued on Page 2)
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jM^c DAgainst
AIUV'

a withdrawal iir order to capitalize
on Mutual's investment.
Robertson-Cole charges that Mutual sold stock in Michigan, under
false pretences when the Michigan
Vol. IX No. 23 Thursdajr, J0I7 24, 1919
Price 5 Cents Securities Commission had disapproved Mutual's application for selling it.
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
To date, Robertson-Cole has deNew York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
livered to Mutual 2)1 productions for
FILM FOLKS, INC.
distribution.
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and TreasThe Court action brought both
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Edi- sides to the chambers in full
tor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business strength. Representing Exhibitors
Manager.
Mutual were William J. Clark, pres.;
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under H. C. Cornelius, vice-president; Colthe act of March 3, 1879.
vin W. Brown, publicity director;
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside S. J. Rollo, sales manager; Joseph
of Greater
New
York, $10.00 one year; 6 Merrick, exchange head, and Maurice
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign, A. Townley of Chicago, a director.
$15.00.
The Robertson-Cole Company had
Subscribers should remit with order
present, Rufus Cole; James Maddy,
Address
all
communications
to WID'S
general manager; Alex Bcyfuss, adDAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.. New
York, N. Y.
vertising manager, and A. S. KirkTelephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
patrick formerly or Exhibitors MuLos Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright & tual.
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Walter Hoff Seeley was present.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood He gave testimony since he signed
National Bank Bldg., 64fl4 Hollywood Blvd.,
the distributing contract on behalf
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.
of Robertson-Cole.
Charles C. Pettijohn, general
counsel for Mutual, sat on the last
row of visitors' benches apart from
(Continued from Page 1)
actual participation in the proceedings. He said:
was divided into separate companies,
"It's a darned shame to see two
each operating in a particular state.
The opening presentation made by such companies trying to rip each
Wing & Russell, for Exhibitors Mu- other
The apart."
hearing is continued today.
tual, revealed the fact that Mutual
before entering an agreement with
Robertson-Cole had been losing $10,- Gaumont Takes New York Offices
000 a week. The attorney said that
Gaumont has leased part of the
Clark and Cornelius knew when entering relations with Robertson-Cole second floor of the building at 133
that for a year operations meant W. 44th St., which will be used for
monetary loss. Now, said the attor- the New York headquarters.
ney, good will had been established
Studios in College Point have been
and Robertson-Cole was attempting secured and it is understood that
production on a large scale will
shortly be started.

Contract Cancelled

Taxes

Rainey Opposed — Congress Wants
Exhibitors to Show Strength

{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Washington, D. C. — Congressman
Henry T. Rainey, of Illinois, a minority member of the House Ways
and Means Committee, yesterday declared himself in favor of repealing
all the motion picture taxes. He
made his position known to representatives ofthe Committee on Legislation and Tax of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc.
Other members of Congress who
will vote for the repeal are Senator
Reed Smoot of Utah, Representatives Melvin O. McLaughlin of Nebraska, Carl Riddick of Montana,
Hear Pryor's band will be one oi
Carl Hayden of Arizona, Herbert C. the Capitol attractions.
Pell, Jr., of New York City, John H.
Small of North Carolina, William B.
McKinley of Illinois, Clarence L.
Lea of California, and Joseph Rowan
of New York City.
Scores of members of both houses
expressed their disapproval of the
taxes but are awaiting the preparation of a definite program of repeal
by the Ways and Means Committee
before deciding how they shall vote.
Various other influential members
of Congress made it plain to inquirers that if exhibitors all over the
country would show their strength
more forcefully than they have heretofore Congress would recognize
them as a factor representing the
public interests as much, if not more,
than the newspapers of the country.

How many

industrial films
were made
last year and by

whom

Sherrill Film Almost Entirely Sold
With the purchase of "Once to
Every Man" by the Southeastern
Film Corp. for Texas, Arkansas and
Oklahoma, Frohman Amusement
states that the film has now been
disposed of for the entire world, except for Ohio.

Wid's 1919
Year Book
Will Tell

'^A Howling
Success''
The second of the series of

"Hall Room Boy"
Comedies

Plays the Strand Theatre, New
Week of July 27

York

A RITCHEY poster
literally pulls the
passing crowd into
your theatre
whereas a poor one
drives
it away.

Percie and Ferdie amuse millions nightly. Backed
and advertised by the country's largest newspapers. Twenty-six 2-reel comedies a j-ear.
Produced by National Film Corp. of California
"THE SPITFIRE OF SEVILLE"
composed of equal parts paprika,
chile sauce, tabasco Hedda Nova and
Thurston Hall. Hot stuff on a silver
platter. A Universal Special Attraction.

Jack & Harry Cohn,

1583 Broadway, N.Y.

Which
ter

is the betinvestment.''

LlTUO.
CORP.
406W.31<tSt..N.Y. rhone Chebu 8388

RITCHEY^

i
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Two Very Good Reels Save Adaptation of Stage Play
Harry T. Morey in

"Every

a

The Vitagraph
Gamblers'' ,

°-^ cer"
Produ

Posit

G
P
ively ood ictures
mil get

the highest price on the

Entire
Foreign Rights
from

Gillespie Bros. Co.
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.

Osso With Truart
Bory Osso, representative of the
ench Playwrights, has been apinted general manager of The
'•iiart Pictures, Inc., recently orgazed for the production of high
iss two-reel comedies.

SCENARIOS

WANTED

Suitable for

Two Reel Comedies
W. A. HOWELL,

110 W. 42d St.

DIRECTOR
Paul Scardon
AUTHOR
Charles
Klein
SCENARIO BY
Sam Taylor and Lucien Hubbard
CAMERAMAN
Robert
Stewart
AS A WHOLE
First four reels slow, tedious and
uninteresting;
last two reels crammed with
welUpresented
dramatic
and
melodramatic
situations and material.
STORY. .... .Adapted from the stage play of the same
title; built around high finance.
DIRECTION
Very good and very poor; stagey
groupings and much "talking" in early reels;
latter stuff showed
dramatic skill and was
well done.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Most of it very good
LIGHTINGS
Some very fair effects; suitable all
the way through.
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory for the most part
STAR. ...... .Sincere and convincing in a part that
called for much facial expression.
SUPPORT
Capable; Helen Ferguson scored well;
Eric Mayne just a trifle "actorish" at times;
others up to mark.
EXTERIORS
Pretty garden stuff for most part
INTERIORS
Did their bit in lending convincing
backgrounds.
DETAIL
Convincing
where
it counted
most;
titles did most of the work in the early reels
CHARACTER OF STORY
Drama of big business
and finance.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,275 feet
IT is almost inconceivable to believe that a picture
that dragged along so tediously and tininterestingly
for four reels could pep up in the last two reels the
way "The (iamblors" did. Those last two reels contained a wealth of forcefully presented dramatic and
melodramatic situations, which followed one another
in rapid succession and with telling effect. Having
that sprung was almost like seeing an entirely different picture; the latter stuff was almost good enough
to compensate for the previous long wait for something
to happen. Virtually nothing happened in those first
four reels, but wOien it did come it came good and
strong, and from then on kept at it to the very end.
The fault for the early flatness was due both to direction and lack of screen material.
Poor direction

was responsible for many very stagey and "posey"
groupings, interspersed by much^very much
"talking" and titles. The whole of that footage, almost,
was used up in having the characters transacting big
business — banking, investing, notes, and all that
sort
of dry stuff. Of course all that had to be built up to
account logically for what followed; but it was not
so very well done. And then the film took a turn for
the better and kept on getting even better as it went
along. The direction became just as good as it had
been bad. and before the film had run very many more
feet a tension was applied that held tight.
Virtually the only essential points planted in the
first four reels were the facts that Harry Morey had
lost the love of a girl through his zest for business;
that the girl had married Eric Mayne, attached to the
Bank Examiner's office, and that Harry and other
directors of Harry's father's bank were flirting with
prison stripes in their efforts to flght the "money interests." In this footage, too, the all-important directhe much-sought "poipers."
tors'
notes
But from became
here on came really good
stuff. All of the
folio-wing sequences were full of suspense and interest
as to the -outcome, and, each time it began to look as
if matters were going to clear up, further logical
complications set in. In these passages Harry also
registered the fact that he loved his father, Charles
Kent, above all else, and that Kent was dragged into
the shady proposition innocently.
Mayne, jealous of his wife's love for Harry, did
everything in his power to obtain the evidence that
would convict Harry. But Harry extracts from
rxoorge Majeroni, one of the directors, the confession
that the latter gave the "poipers" to Helen Ferguson,
Mayne's wife. Harry went to the Mayne house to get
the packet, and was caught in Helen's room by Mayne.
These passages are full of dramatic meat.
Suspenseful sequences followed fast here. Matters
reached the point where Helen came to Harry just as
he was about to shoulder the entire blame to save the
other three. He cleverly obtains the "poipers" from
Helen, despite Mayne's efforts to thwart Helen and
Harry. This came after Helen had repudiated Mayne
because of Mayne's belief that she might have compromised herself with Harry. The latter is instrumental in destroying some of the evidence, leaving
just enough to send him to jail for a short term. As
lie is about to be led out, Helen, who had reason to
belieA-e that Mayne would obtain a divorce, promises
Harry she will be waiting for him when he gets out.
Besides those mentioned, the cast includes Agnes
Ayres and George Backus.

Film's Success Depends BoxLargely
on for
Sort
of Crowd You're Catering To
the Exhibitor
Office Analysis
NEGATIVES

WANTED

2-reel western.s, comedies or good
negatives that will stand re-issuing. Price must be right. Box
IS, WIDS, New York.

FRANK

BEAL

m

DIRECTOR

=

Wm. Fox Pacific Coast Studios =
Current Release

"A Sporting

Chance"

Now under prodaction "Thieves'*

^^^

^
=

The success of this offering depends almost entirely
on the sort of a crowd you are catering to; if your
audience is composed of the sort of folks who demand
a large amount of heart-interest in their pictures and
lots of action throughout they are liable to balk at the
dullness of the early footage of this one. But if they
are willing to wait for something good they will be
satisfied. Of course, much of the film is dry stuff
about high finance, but all that may be forgotten in
the intensity of what follows, and the rapidity with
which situations twist- and turn and. hold up after
things get going.
If you have been running Vitagraph stuff for any
length of time you know how Harry Morey stands
with your regulars and just how strong to go on advertising his appearance at your house. In this one,
though, the star isn't the whole show, although he
has the dominating part. There is much good material
in the film that should hold the average crowd of
itself.

If you go in for throwaways in advertising your pictures there's an idea you might use with this one.
Although the picture is by no means a subject dealing
with card gambling and the like, you can make a play
on the title by using as throwaways ordinary playing
cards. It might be the best stunt to select inexpensive cards with light backs, on which could be printed
in heav.v, black type: "See 'The Gamblers' at the
Blank Theater," or some such phrase. If real playing
cards are too expensive j-ou might have a cheap cut
made of any card in the deck and have any number
printed reasonably. This idea might also be used in
other sorts of advertising.
Also you might play up the fact that the picture is
an adaptation of the stage play.
The picture is quite serious drama, with no light
moments, and in view of this, and considering its
length, it is suggested that you select for the remainder of your program light and breezy short stuff.
TELEPHONE

JL-^"

BRYANT

5576

INCORPORATED

WEST
Vm env 4-2
voNP r STREE
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E5
ALLAN
gen.A.L0WN
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cum of Pathe, John Burkft of
viewed the history of the Film Board First National, Wm. Goldbaum
of Trade to date, and showed that Universal, Dan Fissengen of Un!
Mitchell Rose has been appointed
St. Louis. — The first 'janquet given closer co-operation between the versal ,and Bob Werth of Hodki
branch manager for Fox in the Cal- by the St. Louis Film Board of salesmen, bookers and the other film son.
Trade was held at the American An- exchange employes generally toward
garv office.
nex last Saturday. It was one of the the St. Louis Film Board of Trade,
most welcome affairs of its kind tended toward the pjoper propaganFlivvers and Films
da with the exhibitors, showing that
given
in
the
history
of
the
film
inMessrs.
Knickerbocker,
Reingoli
The Adorable Star
=
dustry in St. Louis. The managers the St. Louis Film Board of Trade
Duffy
and
Johnson,
road
f
LOUISE LOVELY
M of all the exchanges, bookers and is not a "juggernaut," and that the Goldwyn, started on a tourmenof tl(
salesmen were on hand, and the past
purpose of this body was to co-oper- territory Monday, July 21st, in Fo
Farnum in ^=
opposite William
ate with the exhibitors, in order that
his
latest
five
consecutive ^= history, to date, of the St. Louis Film
Board of Trade, and the very good there may be a better understanding cars, furnished by the Ford peopl
super-features ^=
results achieved by that body, were between the exchanges and the exhi- exploiting better roads and the Fo
Fox West Coast Studios ^
Weekly.
The trip will cover a peril
discussed at length. President, Edbitors' troubles may be lessened.
of
six
weeks,
and it is the purpose
Hi?
die Dustin of Pathe
Exchange,
reSpeeches were made by Dad Slo- the Goldwyn
men
to make
eve
town in the territory with the fil;
row.
men in the Plaza Building along fil
Rose with Fox in Canada

Film Men's Banquet

AUTHOR'

AUTHOR

AUTHOR

DAIIJV^

Nazimova's Production
"THE RED LANTERN"
has an American-Chinese theme,
which we have worked into a lobby
display that faithfully represents
exactly what the ticket purchaser
shall see on the screen. Now ready
in our salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

HARVEY
THEW
Writing Continuity

H.

H. VAN
rOAN
Recent Releases:
Xorma Talmadge
"THE NEW MOON"
Earle Williams
in
"A ROGUE'S ROMANCE"

JACK

CUNNINGHAM

Free-lancing
1960

Vista

Del

Mar

Ave.

Hollywood, Calif.

5220% Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Cailf.

Booth Xarkington's

"SEVENTEEN"
"HEARTS OF MEN"

again

OLD FILMS MADE NEW
Life of new films doubled
We use no acids or chemicals

for George Beban
"DELICIOUS
LITTLE
for Mae

THE FILM RENOVATING
COMPANY OF AMERICA
New York City

Murray

729 Seventh Ave.

DEVIL"

MILDRED
CONSIDINE
Original Stories
Recent

EDNA

Representing the foremost
Authors of America and
England

Release:

•ALL WRONG"—
Bryant Washburn
2261

J.

St. Francis St.
Hollywood, Cal.

SCHI.ET

Markham Building
Hollywood, Calif.
Telephone 577941

^^

"THE
COUNTY
FAIR"
For Jlaurice Tourneur
Productions
Pounding the little old
Underwood at
Hollywood,
Cal.

THE

LYNCH
Writer

Most

Recent Releases:
Dorothy OF
Dalton's
■MARKET
SOULS"

ANTHONY

William

Fox

ROACH

CECIL
SMITH
Writer
Five years with Thos.
H. Ince
Current

Productions

DANIEL,
F. AVHITCOMB
Adapting for the screen
and
Original

stories

Permanent Address
Hollywood, Calif.

KICH.\RD
SCHAYER
Recent Continuities
Sessue Hayakawa
In
"THE WESTERNERS"
"THE
ILLUSTRIOUS

HUS-

BAND DOING?"
BUSHER"

DRAGON
PAINTER"
INCE"
FrankPR Keenan in
"THE
TEST
OF LIFE"

REX
TAYLOR
Goldwyn
Staff

Current

Farrar's Production
Current

"STRICTLY

CONFI-

IAL" :
In DENT
Preparation
"THE

(INC.)

?li;

It took eight years of concentrdtc
devotion to the betterment of moti.
pictures to ^din the reputation of maki
the best in "illustrdted and plain titl(

ERNEST
STER
THE TlTLE*tA

Dryant

897«3.

145 W 45- Si

Madge
Release Kennedy

"THE

Geraldine

developed

CHARLES F. CAMPBELL, I
^"6H'lrTaKfr°'^14W.31stSt.,Ni:

n

E.

perfect

Releases:

"APACHE"
'WHAT'S
TOUR
"THE

a

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National
and Speer Carbon^
MAZDA LAMPS

Dalton's

R.

J.

have

hi»>i developed
HarryandKeeper's
nega-i
tlves.
Ask hlni
then phon*
Tremont
1996 (or full particulars

Enid Bennett's
"LAW OF MEN"
Dorothy

BEST
PICTURE
to make money

negative
REX LABORATORY

"HOMEBREAKER"

GRUBB
AI.EXANDER
Forthcoming
Releases:

"THE THUNDER
BOLT"
"THE BLEEDERS"
For Isiatherine Macdonald
Productions

JOHN
Ince

WRONG

DOOR"

Don't fail to see the magnif;' m
lobby
display
of paintings
at lli
BROADWAY Made
THEATRE
in the
by
Mack Sennett's Bathing Girls,

KASSELL

STUDIOS, INC.,

220 W. 42nd Street,

New Yorhi

|

7^RECOCKIZ
AUTUORI?
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Pathe Film

Price 5 Cents
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Julian With Goldwyn
Rupert Julian, who recently sev"Some Daily"
b Be Made in This Country
to
Secured by Mutual Figure Conspicuered his connection with Universal,
Avoid Double Taxation
ously in Robertson-Cole Suit
LIBERTY
THEATER
has been signed to direct for GoldThe hearing before Judge Mack in
wyn and will work on the coast.
Report are current that on the arSand Springs, Okla.
val in the Fall of Charles Pathe in
the District Court of the application
of Exhibitors Mutual to restrain
Mrs.
Frances
Wharton
Dead
lis country, Pathe will inaugurate
Dear Sirs:
lans for making film under the
Robertson-Cole from cancelling serMany expressions of regret are beI am sending check for six
vice with the former was continued
athe process in this country.
This,
ing forwarded to Theodore and Leo
months more subscription. You
yesterday.
is said, will be done for the pur- D. Wharton over the recent death
sure have some daily. I wish
Walter Hoff Seeley, who signed
ose of avoiding unnecessary dupliI were a big town exhibitor, I
mother, Mrs. Frances Wharite tariff taxes both in France and of their
the contract for Robertson-Cole last
ton, who died at a sanitarium at
certainly could make a lot of
winter in Chicago again was placed
lis country.
Bronxville.
Mrs. Wharton was 85.
use of your critics.
on the witness stand.
The report also rocs on to the
main
With kindest regards, I reThere was considerable argument
ffect that after Pathe produces raw
Yours truly,
between the attorneys regarding his
lock in this country that Pathe
reduction will be vastly expanded.
testimony. The cross , examination
Universal will release at least
Wm. H. Strieker.
With Pathe entering the raw stock thirty-four Special Attractions the
of Seeley ceased practically at the
point reached on Wednesday night
eld Eastman will have more com- coming season.
[Continued on Page 2)
etition. The Powers film organizaThey will be divided among five
,on is reported doing big business, stars, as follows:
Hefferman With First National
nd the new Massachusetts concern
Monroe Salisbury, 4;
i also active..
Tsuri Aoki, 8;
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
There is talk of a foreign film
Mary MacLaren, 6;
Detroit. — ^Harold Hefferman, moHarry Carey, 8;
tion picture editor of the Detroit Nominating Committee Names Him
hat has been seen by a limited numfor A. M. P. A. Head
er of picture people, who, according
News, has resigned that position to
Jim Gorbett, in features, 8.
The slate of candidates for office
0 reports, have been surprised at
Dorothy Phillips will appear in 1)econie director of exploitation for
he results and the price of this Jewel productions.
First National in this territory.
in the A. M. P. A. vs returned by the
tock. This film is not on the marNominating Committee, names Paul
London Children Like Films
et at present in this country.
Gulick of Universal for president,
London school children like the
Paulvice-presidency.
Lazarus of the "Big Four"
Additions
to Realart
Field Force movies, more than 90 per cent., it and
for the
Announced — Woody on Coast
The other nominees are as folwas shown bj' a recent investigation,
Marshal] A. Neilan has refused to
lows: Treasurer, C. L. Yearsley of
Three new mcniTJcrs or the Realart being more or less regular in their
lake productions for "Doug" Fair- field force have been appointed.
attendance
upon
such
exhil)itions.
First
National;
secretary, Julian Solanks and Mary Pickford, although
omon, Famous Players; directors,
Analysis of replies from 6,500
Diaz Callahan has been placed in
: is understood that he was asked to
ike on this work as a favor to his charge of tlie Dallas branch. He re- youngsters who were asked to write P. A. Parson, Jerome Bo-^ttv. Arthm
cently resigned from Triangle, their preferences, show that domes- James, Vivian Moses, Frea Schaefer.
Id friends. Neilan is completing Cleveland.
He will leave New York
tic stories have first place. Others
The by-laws of the association deis work with Anita Stewart and it shortly.
mand a slate be made of condidates
in order of preference are cowboy
i said that wheti ttie suggestion
a certain number of weeks ahead of
adventure,
comics,
war
films,
serials,
Harry
L.
Hollander
is
in
charge
ame from Doug and Mary to take
the annual meeting which will be
n their work that he put it up to of the Minneapolis ofiice in the Film crimes, love stories, educational.
held the second week in September.
Exchange Bldg., 16 W. Fourth St.
'irst National who will release his
J. B. Reilly will manage the Cleveroductions. First National, in view
The nominating
committee's
recommendations are usually
carried
outland office estaljlished in the Bangor
f contracts secured for Neilan's first Bldg.. Suite 200.
P. A. Parson as noted, has refused
United
Artists
Now
Has
Entire
slease sometime this Fall, could not
Field Personnel
to run again for the presidency.
J. S. Woody, general sales manllo\\- him anv extension of time.
Lieut. Victor Shapiro, 27th DiviThe seventeen sales managers of
ager, is on the Pacific Coast paving
sion, who did the publicity work for
the way for branch offices. He the United Artists' Corp., have at
"Parentage,"
was the guest of honor
last
been
appointed.
returns
to
New
York
shortly.
No. 154
With the announcement of three yesterday and told some of his experiences in France.
new men, the field force is complete.
The additions are: J. E. Luckett
By Jack Alicoate
May Not Appear in Pictures Owing at Dallas; J. F. Brett at Minneapoto Accident — Griffith Interested
lis; M. C. Coyne to Atlanta.
I HAVE always believed that
Blumenthal
— ^AdD. W. Griffith yesterday cabled to
«the man who advertised $40
The complete list of the "Big In Germany, Says
vancement in Pictures
Made
Lady Diana Manners in England to F^our" managers is as follows: Jack
suits for $40 would be in busiascertain the extent of injuries she ^'on Tilzer, New York; Cresson E.
Ben Blumcnthai o* Export and
ness long after his spread eagle
received in a fall on the day prior to Smith, Chicago; Wm. H. Jenner, Import in a statement says in subadvertising competitor had
stance that exporters who expect to
sailing for America, where she was Boston; Carlos Moore, Pittsburgh;
passed into the commercial
Louis H. Reichcrt, San Francisco; find in Germany and Austria a gold
to work in pictures with Griffith.
happy hunting ground. Stick
Lady Diana Manners has been George F. Lenehan, Washington, D. mine for American films will be disJiO the truth in advertising. It
noted
as the most beautiful woman C. ; C. S. Trowbridge, Philadelphia;
appointed. Those countries have not
breeds confidence — good will
in. England. Prior to her marriage Robert J. Churchill, Detroit; Harry been stagnant during the war, but
and repeat sales. You may gip
her parents opposed her entering 1). Buckley, Kansas City; T. Y. have made considerable progress in
a man once but the one order
into picture work, but after she mar- Henry, Denver; Walter S. Rand, picture taking.
salesman is a relic of the past.
Blumenthal has spent most of his
ried she agreed to work with Griffith. Los Angeles; Louis W. Thompson,
It's the repeat orders that
Seattle: E. C. Fielder, Cleveland: time since last November studying
If
the
reports
cabled
here
are
corcount, and it's old man confirect and she has brofcen Tier hip she Abraham C. Berman, Toronto; J. E. conditions in the Central Empires
dence that brings in those rewill never be al)le to appear before Luckett, Dallas; J. F. Brett, Minne- and his observations are apparently
peat orders.
the camera.
apolis, and M. C. Coyne, Atlanta.
|to be considered in exporting circles.

34 From Universal

Gulick for President

Three Appointments

Neilan's Refusal

Sales Force Complete

Little Ad Talks

Famous Beauty

"Business as Usual"

jftMlDAIL.V
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H. C. Cornelius then took the
stand. He was questioned regarding
the declaration of a semi-annual dividend of 2>y2 per cent by Exhibitors
Mutual early this month and as to
Tol. K No. 24
Fritay, July 25, 1919
Price 5 Cents whether this dividend had not been
declared out of the working capital
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, rather than from the surplus.
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44.th St.,
It later developed that a check
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
covering the amount of the dividend
FILM FOLKS, INC.
had been sent to Exhibitors Mutual
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
several days prior to the cancellaand Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Cole. tion of the contract by RobertsonManager.
Robertson-Cole claim that a vioEntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
lation of contract was incurred when
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
the Lone Star Chaplins were secured
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside and turned over to Clark Cornelius
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
that this was done
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, Corp. They say
for the benefit of individuals and not
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
for the corporation. They also clairn
an obliAddress
all
communications
to
WID'S that Mutual was incurring
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
gation in printing positives of the
York, N. Y.
Chaplins whereas Mutual considers
Telephone: Vand^rbilt 4551-4552-5558
the acquisition of the Chaplins an
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright & asset and not a liability.
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Mutual claims that the distribution
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd., of the Chaplins was provided for in
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.
the original contract entered into
with Robertson-Cole.
of ExhibiJuergens, auditor
S. L. Mutual,
followed Mr. Cornelius
tors
on the stand and was testifying when
{Continued from Page 1)
the hearing closed.
when Seeley was questioned as to day.
The hearing will be continued towhy he had signed a contract with
Exhibitors Mutual rather than one of
the other film companies whose
Mclntyre
Leaves World
financial standing was better. After
Robert B. Mclntyre who has been
the lawyers' arguments, Seeley was
asked no more questions along this the casting director for World pictures for several years, has resigned
line.
After Mr. Seeley, G. M. Hubbard, to assume another position in California. On his last day at the stutreasurer of Exhibitors Mutual and
dio at Fort Lee, the stars and studio
a director of the corporation, took
the stand. He laid bare all the ac- employes presenter tiim with a diamond ring as an evidence of their
counts and contracts of the company.
friendship. Evelyn Greeley made the
speech to which Mclnionreply.
presentat
tyre made

Lone Star Ghaplins

Talcum Hose Barred
Chicago. — The firm of Jones,
Linick & Schaefer have put a ban
on talcum hose and will not permit
ladies with bare legs to enter their
Randolph, Rialto or McVickers theaters, claiming that they do not wish
their patrons to catch cold. The
theaters maintain an average temperature of68 degrees, the cooled air
from the Illinois Tunnel Co.'s underground passageway being pumped
into the three houses.

To Stage Comedy
Sennett's Proposed
Presentation with GirlsMusical
and Male
Comedians
Mack Sennett it is understood,
will shortly come to New York and
while here will consider a musical
comedy which will be submitted by
Bide Dudley of the livening World.
The comedy will use the bathing
girls now playing at the Broadway
as a background and the male comedians such as Ford Sterling in prominent parts.

New Comedies

Chaplin's

€©NiKd

IxaEE cEirTB A corr
TMITM TT>U ICKTl

THE
kCw vr>nK IIE.4I-AV

"NATIOHAL

HERALD"

TO ZYMBOYA

TO nPOrPAMM^

H ITAAIA ANErNaPIZiEN EHIZHI
THN EAAHN. KATOXHN THZ M.
"So This Is America!" an original O BENIZEAOZ KYPIOi: nAPATOW THE BOYAP. ZX
series of comedies combining the AnoAYToi: EMnirrozvNH toy eymbotaioy npozroN npfl.
work of Ring W. Lardner, famous
THr EAAAAOt. - O TITTOHI AKOAOVOEI TO nOAITIKOM nPOH
MnitOAATH.- EKTAKTOV ENAIA4EPONTOE nAHPOOOPIAI E
humorist; Arthur B. Reeve, author
of the Craig Kennccy stories, and
John W. Grey, will be released next
season by Famous Players-Lasky
Educational Depai-tment.
They will be a series of comedy
travel subjects — one reelers — in
which a company will be seen in
comedies staged in various parts of
the country. The first of the pic~^~.^.:i^".":z:\-'^ — .i,~n,^„,.D,„r"ii
tures, which has as its theme the
adventures of a returned soldier, has
Denver as its locale, and other subFor
your
information,
gent
jects in the series will have other
reader,
it
is
the
reproduction
of
cities and well known places as back- part of a Greek newspaper.
Jack Gardner will play the lead.
ground.
Goldstone Buys Guinan Films
Arvid E. Gillstrom will direct. Ring
Phil Goldstone of the Stcrlii
Lardner will write the sub-title.
Film Exchange, Omaha, Nebrask
has bought the Texas Guinan tw
Miss Binney to Start Work
Constance Binney will start pro- reel westerns, the Mack Swain com
duction next Monday here in New dies for Missouri, Kansas, Iowa ai
York. "Erstwhile Susan," the first Nebraska.
production, will be directed by John
Another Publicity Man
Robertson, recently with Famous.
Hugh Reading, formerly of t
Stage and Screen at One Time
editorial and promotion departme
Alice Brady will make film pro- of the Milwaukee Journal has be{
ductions while tourrng the country
made publicity and exploitation ma;- i
in "Forever After," this fall.
ager of the Milwaukee exchange
The route of "Forever After" will Universal.
he through Philadelphia, Chicago
and Los Angeles. In all of these
Increase Capital ■
cities there are well equipped studios.
Albany, N. Y. — The Post Pictuj
In Boston, where there is no studio,
Corp., New York City, has increa,'|l
exteriors will be shot.
its capital stock from $20,000
The Brady series Tor the coming
year will be eight films. Four of $100,000.
them will be divided between New
York and Los Angeles and the other
four
among Boston, Philadelphia and
Chicago.
nAPlLlOi. IT i»
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RITCHEY

FILM SPECIALS
Inc.

poster standsvalue,
for
advertising
and advertising

(Watch this space for others)

value stands for

We Place Insorance for

Guesswork when applied to big business is costly — sometimes
fatal — Our years of experience with the insurance problems of
t)ie theatrical and motion jiicture industries places us in a
position to tell you (juickly and accurately whether you are
properly insured — We talk facts because we know whereof we
spcak-Our advice is yours for the asking and if we cannot
serve
vou better or cheaper we'll tell vou so quickly — Phone ns
—
NOW.
^^«

crowded auditoriums.

RITCHEY
LlTHO.
CORP.
406 W. 31itSt.,N.Y. Phone Chelsea 8388

MUELS
EN
PEUB
ce '^-'CX
Jns-uran
^ BO Maidetx Lane
Phone

John

PROa
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The

A year ago Monroe Salisbury was
six feet tall and weighed 190. Today he's close on seven feet and
weighs in proportion. These are
BOX OFFICE FIGURES. "THE
MAN IN THE MOONLIGHT." A
Universal Special Attraction.

Humor

When Syd Chaplin was announc
ing his plans relative to foreign pro
duction his publicity man presente(|
the following as an idea of what Syi
intended doing. Read it if you can..

5425 - 5426 - 5*27- - J-*28

leeubGii
Samuek

tMA

Friday,

DAILV

irkland Again to Direct Constance
Talmadge
David Kirkland who directed "A
Vivian Martin in
emperamental Wife," the first of
Diistao-ce
Talmadge's
Emerson30S Productions for First National,
IS just been signed by Jos.. M.
;henck, to direct the second ConParamount
ance Talmadge production, "The
ichclor"
adapted
for
the
screen
by
)hn Emerson and Anita Loos from DIRECTOR
Robert Q. Vignola
AUTHOR
Frances Hodgson Burnett
e Clyde Fitch play.
SCENARIO BY
Alice Eyton
CAMERAMAN
Frank E. Garbutt
Owen Moore Arrives
Mildly pleasing picture that
Owen Moore, Selznick star, has AS A WHOLE
dragged a bit at times; hit no high spots —
rived in New York from the Coast,
just ran along a calm and unruffled narrative
id will start work within a day or
course; welUdressed production.
^o, on his first starring vehicle for STORY
Adaptation
of the novel of the same
;lznick. The title of the story will
title; typical of the stuff to be expected from
; announced shortly. In the meanthe author Added
of "Little
ne Moore is vacationing at Gedley DIRECTION
the Lord
humanFauntleroy."
touch wherever
irms.
possible;
moments. got the most out of "heart=throb"
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent throughout
LIGHTINGS
Good stuff; especially in some fire=
light scenes.
CAMERA
WORK
Many
good shots in mountains; effective angles chosen always.
STAR
Her usual appealing self in a role that
gave her opportunity
to stay much
in the
foreground.
SUPPORT
A good cast; included Robert Ellis,
Noah Beery, Arthur Allardt, Lillian West and
Lillian Leighton.
I
Now directing
EXTERIORS
Fit the locale of the story whether
r
it was in the mountains or at swell hotel.
INTERIORS
In keeping with high production
standard.
DETAIL
Humurous
incidents
put over effect=
ively; titles in mountain vernacular good.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless soft=soap of
in
I
a mountain girl who married the city feller
after all.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,611 feet

July 25, 1919

Burnett Novel Makes Only Mildly Pleasing Picture
"Louisiana"

I HERBERT
I BLACHE

\ NAZIMOVA

I 'The Hermit Doctor

I

of Gaya"

;lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillillll!llllillllllllll^^

of "Louisiana" is
best description
PROBABLY
that it is a the
visualization
of a novel by the author
of "Little Lord Fauntleroy" — and just what you might
expect of Frances Hodgson Burnett. The story made
sort of a "ehocolate-ereani-frappe" picture concoction
— sweet, "heart-throbby" and delectable, but not very
satisfying or filling if you are at all hungry.
All in all, however, the film was mildly pleasing,
due in a large measure to the tasteful production it
received. It has variety of scene, and in the matter
of locations and
sets received the kindest of attention.
IP-

All of the stuff was excellently photographed, and few
opportunities for artistic effect were overlooked.
Director Vignola .seldom missed a chance to sound
the human note where that chance was given, although
at no time did the offering hit any high spots. It just
ran along its narrative course calmly and quietly,
leaving an unruffled wake. And sometimes it dragged
quite a bit. Once in a while a laugh was scored by
negro mammy comedy character, who was Vivian's
a"aunt."
Vivian was entirely up to the requirements of the
role of the girl of the mountains, and the supporting
cast was a capable one. Only Noah Beery wore a set
of whiskers that plainly showed their falseness in
one or two close-ups.
Some very well-photographed shots above the clouds
wonder how it was that such a small girl as Vivian
could be so perfectly fitted by the classy clothes of the
much bigger city girl she met at the hotel.
Some very fell-photographed shots ahove the clouds
on a mountain top opened the picture, registering
Vivian as the intelligent daughter of a mountain man,
Noah Beery, whose mountain dialect was well in keeping with reality. Vivian was desired by Arthur
Allardt, sort of a cave-man mountain youth, but
Beery couldn't see it that way. So he decided to send
Vivian to a classy mountain hotel so that she could
see something of the world. Some of these passages
were quite tender in their presentation of the love
existing between father and daughter.
Anyhow, Vivian and Aunt Cassandry, played by
Ivillian Leighton, went to the swell hotel. There
Vivian, in her old-fashioned clothes, was alone and
afrai<l until she made friends with Lillian West, sister
of Robert Ellis, a playwright. Lillian became much
interested in Vivian and dressed her up in swell
clothes, making a different girl of the maid of the
mountains. So when Ellis reached the hotel his sister
led him to believe that Vivian was a New Orleans belle.
Here the love interest was developed, seasoned with
an incident in which Allardt came down from the hills
and took a pot shot at Ellis.
By the time lOllis was well, he and Vivian were quite
iTiterested in each other. A cranky carburetor placed
Viviiin in a position where she had to take her city
friends to her mountain home. At first she didn't tell
them the man there was her father, but when Ellis
laughed at the mountain folk she split with him and
his sister. Here followed some more really tender
passages between Vivian and her father.
But Ellis couldn't forget Vivian, even in New York,
so he decided to go to her. Allardt tried to shoot him,
but Vivian's shot spoiled Allardt's aim, and soon she
and Robert were 'in each others' arms.

Has Some Heart-Throbs and Human

Interest.

Fair Family Stuff

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is the sort of stuff that a great many fans like.
It has heart-throbs and human interest, and should go
%eficture-G/H^eautiful
best in family houses. It is doubtful if it would hold
up very well in a house catering almost exclusively to
transients.
It is not a very heavy Paramount release.
Of
course,
obvious play in getting this one over
Seattle (Wash.) Times, July 16.— is to lay stressyour
on the fact that it is a visualization of
'he story is intensely dramatic — the novel, "Louisiana," by Frances Hodgson Burnett,
with Vivian Martin in the title role. The book was
eah Baird, one of the most beautivery widely read and the folks who read it will no
il and charming of screen actresses doubt spend money to see it on the screen. In mentioning the author it might be good stuff to refer to
i fascinating and holding her vast
her also as the author of "Little Lord Fauntleroy," a
udiences in her powerful drama book
that almost everybody has heard about.
But
As A Man
ho mas.

make it plain to your folks that this story is not about
the State of Louisiana — that is just the girl's name.
The story is laid in the mountains of South Carolina.
Vivian Martin needs no introduction to you. You
know tainhow
she followers
shines with
It's one.
very certhat her
will your
like crowd.
her in this
If you have a house program and if you care to use
the space you might use one page to advantage by
printing excerpts from the book. Or, you might use
the whole of the first page of the book for copy and
break it off just where it gets interesting and below
print in large type something like: — "But see how it
all turns out for yourself next week, with Vivian Martin in the title role."

Thinks" by Augustus
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DAILV
Putting It Over

Frank Joyce says : See

ALICE JOYCE

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

In "THE THIRD DEGREE"

Alice Joyce say^s: See her
brother Frank, ^^ ihe

HOTEL JOYCE
31 West 71»t Street
New York
Exceptional opportunity to live in
cool, light, artistically decorated
rooms at remarkably low summer
rentals. Overlooking Central Park.
Moderate price dining room.
Everything to make your stay
pleasant.
"FOURTEEN

FLOORS

Shame the way they keep everything to themselves over at Paramount. Now Eugene Zukor has been
appointed
— his dad. assistant to the President

OF SUNLIGHT"

Headin'

Now directing

"MICKEY" FOR SALE
State Rights, two states on
Mack Bennett's Production
"Mickev," re 000.00 Cash. Address E' :: 'CO care of WID'S,
New Y't':,

Motion Picture

Apply
Nathan Hirsh
729 7th Avenue N. Y. City
Bryant 7224

LOUISE

LOVELY

opposite William Farnum in
his latest
five consecutive
super-features
Fox West Coast Studios

Chatkin Here
Chatkin, representing
Marion
H.
Kohn
of the
Consolidated
Film
Corp. of San Francisco, is in New
York.
=

M
^=
==
==
^=

New Triangle Cleveland Manager
Triangle has appointed D. Kleine
manager at Cleveland succeeding D.
Callahan, resigned.

Copyright
Laws

9

WANTED

Single reel Comedies and fivereel subjects or longer, either
World rights, foreign or American
rights. Transactions strictly cash.
Answer, Box C. B. care of Wid's.

picture
RUT— "The Red onLantern"
and
exhibitiun other
in our productions
show rooms.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City

Christie Comedies
the best type
present
of farce

COMMERCIAL.
DEVELOPING
AND
PRINTING
FILM OEVELOPING
COR
LABORATORJES

- :E

216-222
WETEH AW KEN
STREET
WEST
HOBOKEN.. N.J.
;

' , - j 4800

PHONES

ALFRED

I

,

< 4801
UNION
, -• ( 4802. \ .-, ■ ,

/. ><ARDEEN.
VICE^PHES.
DAVIDSON,
,SEC.
a TREASi

What

the public wants are consistently good pictures. They may
want to see a spectacle now and then
but they want to be sure week in and
week out of a good entertaining photodrama. — Rex Beach.

It took eight years of concentrdfti
devotion to the betterment of motfi
pictures to §ain the reputation of mat :
the best in 'illustrated and plain tit?

o

THE TITLEM/j.
. ERNEST
STEM

Dryant

8973.
THE
Hn*t

145>5^45-g

BEST PICTURE
to moke moDey
1
have a perfect
deTelopi^
nesative

REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

h»» developed
HarryandKeeper's
negr
tivea
Ask him
thea pho
Tremont
1905 for fall particulai

Wid's 1919
NEGATIVES

THE
BIG FEATURE
PICTURE
Is in a class with the regular theatrical show and should be exploited as such. We make a lobby
display that
duction andindividualizes
lifts it out the
of prothe

What Are

PAYtivG
CASH
NEGATIVES
For

The Adorable Star

Biliie Burke's picture, "The Miseading Widow," for September release, will be extensively advertised
by the Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co. for
two weeks prior to its release and
during its life as a first run feature.
There are several scenes in the
picture showing the characters partaking of liquid refreshment in the
shape of iced cofifee. The Atlantic
& Pacific people are starting an advertising drive to make this drink a
popular one and for a feature in their
campaign they have hit upon the
scheme of tying up with the Famous
Players in the exploitation of "The
Widow."
Misleading
The Atlantic
& Pacific Co. is having several thousand dodgers printed
with Biliie Burke's picture thereon
and the name of "The Misleading
Widow." These will be used in win
dow displays and in other channels
of exploitation, together with stills
from the production.
The exhibitor who shows "The
Misleading Widow" may benefit
from this by running a slide that the
e will supply him. In reexchang
turn for this the Atlantic & Pacific
dealers will place his announcement
card containing the name of the theater and the dates the picture plays
with the rest of the window dis-

trip is to be made on a boat,
theThetrip."
either specially built or chartered for
the occasion. The company will emIjark at San Pedro, and will stop
along the coast, wherever the fancy
of the famous pair, or the interests play.
The Atlantic & Pacific Co. operates 4,000 stores throughout . the
of the picture business may dictate.
United States.
Equity Officials on Trip
"Sahara" has been booked by the
Herl)ert K. Somborn and Joseph
.Schnitzer, the Equity Pictures Corp., Saenger chain.
will shortly leave on a trip through
the United States and Canada, looking over the field.
Equity ■ will shortly announce a
new star who, like Clara Kimball
Young, will supply four pictures a
year. Two specials will likewise be
distril:)uted by Equity.
the
Details of the distribution plan
will he announced when Somborn
and Schnitzer return.

VIOLET MERSEREAU

AM

South

Los Angeles reports are to the effect that Douglas Fairl:)anks and
Charley Chaplin are going to South
America next Fall to make pictures.
"Of course," Fairljanks is quoted,
"fall is quite a long time ahead, but
Rio de Janeiro ana Buenos Aires
have especially inv'led us to make
pictures in their cities, and we are
very anxious to do so. In fact, we
are at present at work on plans for

HERBERT
E.
HANCOCK

Charleston, S. C. — Pastime Amusi
ment Co. to erect quarter millic
dollar house.

Year Book
Will Tell

Xf^RECOCHIZ
AUTHORIT

7i?BRADSTREET
#/ FILHDOM
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IX. No. 25

Ballin to Direct

r

/

Beach Leaves for Coast
]
Hands Across the Sea
Rex Beach left for the Coast yes
May Also Go to Europe to Produq^ terday on the 20th Century Limited^
Ltd.
for Goldwyn
The Trans-Atlantic
Film Co.,
He will be away for about six weeks.!
Reports from the Coast are to tMe
Rupert
Hughes
and
Gertrude!
37-39 Oxford Street,
effect that Hugo Ballin, art direcnbr
at Culver
City'
and Beach arewillalready
see that
production
for Goldwyn, is to go East witlin Atherton
London, W. I., England.
about a month to direct certiin gets under way.
Goldwyn productions. AfterwarJ it
The continuity for the first AtherMy dear Wid:
is possible he may cross to Eur<4)e,
It is surprising the amount
ton production "Perch of the Devil"
where Goldwyn is planning to mike has been completed.
of real information, (and I feel
a number of pictures, according\to
it is correct), you get in this
report.
little sheet, and you deserve a
great deal of credit for same.
Further announcement of the Ba'
lin plans include the fact that Mabel
Sincerely yours,
to Fight New
York State
Ballin is soon to become a star at the Black
League to the Last
head of her own company. It is said
J. D. TIPPETT.
that a group of capitalists have ofAlfred Black, president of the Mofered to back her in this venture, tion Picture Exhibitors of America,
and it is likely that she will be thus in a statement addressed to the exfeatured shortly after returning to
hibitors of the country says that the
New York.
association implores peace but will At Work on Murray Film — Sails for
France
in September
fight to the last and take the fight to
Dempsey on Coast
New York State if necessary.
Leonce Perret is at present at
He accuses the executive commit- work on "The Twin Pawns" in which
Los Angeles. — Jack Dempsey,
tee of the New York State League Mae Murray will be starred. ProVhe heavyweight champion, was enduction isat the Acme studios, Hudtertained at "Doug" Fairbanks stu- as being a set of men whose ulterior
son Heights. In the cast are H. E.
dio several days ago. Reported motives and good faith he now openly questions. He charges them with Hancock .'\rthur Donaldson, Corinne
Dempsey has been promised the services of a prominent director to bad faith when they say they have Barker and John Costello.
never acknowledged the jurisdiction
make his first picture.
Early in September Perret will
of the National body and says that sail for France where he will make
they entered the St. Louis conven- two productions with American
Six Educationals on Broadway
tion as members of it^ but apparently stars. The trip will last three months.
Educational is somewhat elated
over the fact that they will have 6 with instructions to control according to their own ideas or to adopt
subjects showing on Broadway next
week. Rialto and Broadway two the "rule or ruin policy."
.A.t the suggestion of the Commiteach, Rivoli and Strand one each.
Regarding the old exhibitors'
league and the Trade Review Black
tee on Legislation and Taxes of the
says that the league did not assist M. P. E. of America, a number of
Rifkin Buys Jester Comedies
Herman Rifkin of the Eastern the Trade Review financially as exhibitors state leagues are planning
agreed upon. The agreement he says
Feature Film Co., Boston, has se- nearly broke the Trade Review be- meetings to wage the tax repeal.
A special meeting of the Exhibicured the Jester comedies for New
cause the stock that the league contors' League of Maryland was held
England from the Territorial Sales
trolled prevented the paper from re- on Tuesday at Baltimore when the
Corp.
financing. He says that Messrs. repeal campaign plans for that state
Cohen and Berman voted to return were outlined to exhibitors by Thos.
the stock at the Boston convention D. Goldberg, State Director in
No. 155
as he did himself and asks why they Maryland.
recall this now and say that it was
The Virginia exhibitors will cona wrong thing to do.
vene at Ocean View, Va., on Aug.
He defies them to show one in- 13-14, and they will take up the tax
By Jack Alicoate
stance where he has worked against fight. State Director Jake Wells of
THE hardest man to reach is
the exhibitor and includes in this Richmond, has ■ invited delegations
the man who signs his name
defiance Messrs. Loew, Wells, Schae- from Delaware, Maryland, i)istrict
on the dotted line. His apfer, Nolan, Rembusch or any mem- of
Columbia and North Carolina to
parent indifference drains the
ber of the executive committee. He attend.
resources of the ablest solicisays he fought the producing interTheodore L. Hays, who made a
tor. He is independent, strong
ests at every turn and so much so successful fight in Minnesota for the
willed and terribly busy. How
that he was considered by the pro- exhil)itors in the music tax matter,
to reach the executive has been
ducers little better than an anarchist. has accepted the state directorship
solved through the advertising
for that State.
In closing Black says:
columns of WID'S DAILY.
The Governor of New Hampshire,
"We implore peace, but, if neces-This publication not only
sary, will not only fight to the last, John H. Bartlett of Portsmouth, has
reaches him but has become a
but will take the fight to the New been appointed a district leader unpart of his daily activities. It
York State League and I so give
der State Director Charles H. Bean,
is to be found on his desk not
open
notice.
Our
officials
are
conpresident
of the League of New
in his waste basket. That's
fident that our organization will be Hampshire.
sers
why adverti
in WID'S
what every exhibitor in the United
Harry Crandall of Washington, acDAILY know that it brings
States wants
and knows
we must
cepted the Directorship for his disresults— a TEST will tell.
trict.
{Continued on Page 2)
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Motion

Denied

Robertson-Cole's
Attempt Outto ofHave
Mutual Suit Thrown
Court Overruled
Judge Mack overruled a motion
made yesterday by George Gordon
Battle representing Robertson-Cole,
for a dismissal of the complaint
made by Exhibitors Mutual on the
ground that the complainant had not
come into court with clean hands.
Exhibitors Mutual is attempting to
secure a permanent injunction restraining Robertson-Cole from cancelling its service with them.
It was shown that Exhibitors Mutual at the time of the filing of the
last financial statement which was
June 28, had assets of $350,000.
The Robertson-Cole attorneys
claimed that in securing- the Lone
Star Chaplins and other films, refer"Lafayette,
Come,"which
that
Mutualring to had
incurred We
liabilities
did not appear as part of the financial statement.
Judge Mack in his remarks mentioned that the motion picture industry was probably now in a better
financial state than it had been.
William J. Clark, president of Exhibitors Mutual, was on the stand a
greater part of the day yesterday.
He gave testimony at length regarding various contracts.
An interesting declaration was
made by H. C. Cornelius, vice president of Mutual, whp- again took the
stand. He said that he personally
had secured the Lone Star Chaplins
and not the corporation. He said
that the reason for the formation of
the Clark Cornelius Corporation was
because certain of the Mutual stockholders were against adding this liabilitj^- to the Mutual corporation.
For that reason, since it was necessary to take action at once if some
other interests were not to secure
the pictures, the new corporation
wS^s formed.

w Selznick Studio
niversal Plant at Fort Lee
Leased for One Year
Selznick Pictures have leased the
big Universal studio at Fort Lee for
two ofVits stars, Elaine Hammerstein
and Ojwen Moore. Olive Thomas
and Eyge\ie O'Brien will continue
working at the Biograph studio in
the Bronxsiderablewhere
Selnick has conspace.
Universal recently announced that
it would resume production here in
the East. Inquiry yesterday developed that that company has two
studios at Fort Lee and only the
larger plant has been leased. They
will use the smaller.

sM^

1^— ^—
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Copyright 1919,
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New York, N.
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Pric« 5 Cents

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; Ben 11. Grimm, Associate Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater
New
York, $10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
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to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
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Callender Bldg.; Telephone Broadway 3889.
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"No
Quarter"
(Continued from Page 1)
have. I urge as strongly as the English language will command to give
us your iinmediate co-operation and
to ignore these malicious attacks.
We ask no quarter froin the New
York State Committee and we will
give none. We shall watch closely
the claim made to us that their attack is an underground means for
certain friendly producing interests,
buj'ing theaters, to break up the
organization and get a toe hold in
exhibitor's ranks. Maybe it is, and
maybe it isn't, but time alo.ne will
tell and the 'devil will out'."

DAILV
In the Courts

Suit has been filed in the Supreme
Court by Henry H. Martin against
Daniel F. Nolan and Charles Robinson to recover on a note for $20,000
F. F.andProctor's
O'Brien hishassecond
started
work made
Grand by
Theater
endorsedYonkers
by the
on Eugene
Sealed Hearts
Selznick
defendants.
production, Ralph Ince directing.
Supreme Court Justice Geigerich
a judgment in the SuOlga Petrova who is writing a ser- had signed
preme Court for Edmond H. Lysle
ies of stories for Photoplay, last
in his suit against the Color Projecweek interviewed Elsie Ferguson.
tion Corp. to compel the defendant
Walter Nicbuhr has signed John to return to him four patents covering a process for manufacturing moM. Stahl to direct five more productions with Mollie King.
tion pictures in natural colors. Under the agreement with the defendant Lysle was to get $416 royalties
Saengcr of New Orleans has con- a month
and whenever the defendant
tracted for Prizma pictures for the
was in default for fifteen days in the
What's happening with Frank L.
coming season.
payment of the royalty the process Hall?
was to be reassigned to him. The
Title of Louise Huff's first picture court found that the defendant lost
for American Cinema is "The its rights to the use of the process
Stormy Petrel," by George Middle- on Dec. 4, last. The corporation conton.
.A.lbany, N. Y.— ihe Walter F.
tended that Lysle refused to co-op- Wenger Dramatic Enterprises, New
erate
in
tiie
development
of
the
process.
Johnny Dooley is at work on his
York City. Capital, $10,000. Orfourth comedy with William Nigh
ganized to manufacture and deal gendirecting. Lillian Hall is in the
erally in motion picture and photoTwo
suits
for
damages
for
persupport.
play films. The directors are:
sonal injuries have been filed in the
Walter
F. Wenger, G. M. Wilkinson and L. McMahon, 206 W. 46th
"Pagan God" is the name of the Supreme Court against lessees of the
Grand
Opera
House.
Michael
Stensecond Superior Picture with H. B.
St., New York City.
f
Warner. Lt. Arthur Clayton is as- son wants $10,000 because a special
olTicer employed by the Harrison
sisting in the production.
Amusement Co. assaulted him on
Albany, N. Y.— The Berico Producing Corp., New York City. CapiReported Patsy De Forest has July 7 last while removing him from
tal $10,000, will engage in the busibeen engaged to play in a series of a bo-x seat at a film exhibition and
ness of manufacirurmg, exhibiting
then had him arrested for disorderly
comedies by Adolph Phillip.
conduct. The charge was dismissed and dealing generally in motion picture and photoplay films. George C
by the Magistrate. Edith Marshall
Fred Jackson is tlie author of "The asks $25,000 from the Opera House H. Wiley, Charles Hallen and David P
City.
Crooked Dagger," the serial to; be Realty Co. because she slipped on York
W. Russell,
61 W. 36th St., New llE
produced by Theodore Wharton for
the Pathe program and in which the poorly lighted steps leading to
the first balcony on Feb. 1, 1917, and
Jack
role. Norwortli plays the leading broke her leg.
Albany, N.
Y. —Distributors,
The Screen
tainment
Inc.,EnterNew
York
City.
Capital,
$100,000.
Formed
wroteWhite
"The was
Fatal
Ring,"
in Jackson
which Pearl
starred.
Supreme Court Justice Greenbaum
release and dishas dismissed a suit of Gladys Lof- to manufacture,
tribute motion picture and photoplay,
tus of the Ziegfeld Follies against
films. John McAleer, George I.
the Pioneer Film Co. and the Green- Matthews
and John H. Jones, 80
wich Lithographing Co. to recover
damages because lithograph posters West 91st St., New York City.
containing her picture was used
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
El Paso, Texas. — J. C. Quinn to:
Omaha, Neb.— The F. A. F. Enter- without her permission in advertis- build
picture theater to cost $36,000',
ing the photoplay,
prises, which control "Yankee Doo- decision,
which is an "Shame."
important The
one
Aurora, 111. — Fox and SylvandeU
,dlc in Berlin" in this territory, plan to the trade, states that the posters closed for alterations.
to start a road show with the bathing
girls about September 1. Iowa and purported to feature Zena Keefe,
who posed for the phcitoplay, and
Nebraska will be covered.
This show will be followed by two were 2 feet by 9 feet in size.
Concluding his opinion Justice
more without the girls.
Greenbaum states that the facts differ from those in the suit of Jack
Territory on Holmes Serial Sold
Binns against the Vitagraph Co.,
A number of territories have al- which has been the basis for many
ready been sold for the new Helen
Holmes serial being made by the such suits for damages because of
unauthoriezd use of pictures, for
S. L. K. Serial Corp.: Greater New the
the reason that the picture portrayed
are ers—powerful
postYork and New Jersey, Elk Photo- as that of Binns was not a likeness
and powerful
play, New York City; eastern Penn- of him but was represented to be a
posters produce
sylvania, southern New Jersey, Del- picture of him. Accordingly the
aware, Washington, Maryland and court said the plaintiff had failed to
Virginia, Arrow Film Ex., Philadel- state a cause of action.
profits.
Younotcan-to
not afford
phia; New England, American Feause RITCHEY
ture Film Ex., Boston; western
Misleading Advertising
Pennsylvania and West Virginia,
Quality Film Ex., Pittsburgh; Ohio,
Philadelphia. — Billboards here adposters!
Dave Warner, Cleveland; First Navertising the showing of "The End
LlTUO.
CORP.
tional of North Carolina, R. D. Gra- of the Road"
bill it as "A Griffith
406W.}1itSt.,N.Y. Pkone Chebea 8388
ver, Charlotte, entire block of south- production." Lieut. Edward H. Grifern states.
fith and not D. W directed the feature.
"Topics" on Poll Circuit
Jeffersonville, Ky. — JefTersonville
"Topics of the Day" has been
booked for the Poli circuit of thea- Amusement Co. to build picture
theater on Spring St.
ters in New England.
World pictures has engaged Sam
Hardy as leading man for June Elvidge in "His Father's Wife."

Incorporations

Road Shows for
"Yankee Doodle"

RITCHEY
POSTERS

RITCHEY

FANNIE HURST'S BIGGEST
STORY — "A PETAL ON THE
CURRENT"— Mary MacLaren has
something here that will live for
YEARS.
Watch for it— August 4th.
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*NI>OX, EN(;LAXI>. — Ponip and cerey ot ancient time formally
usher
in
reign ot jieaee.
[TS PKDKO,
CAI>. — Inaugurate
first
— Seaplane "Sea <»uU"
er line
Kasseng
s regular
service between this city
Santa Catalina. Passing over to San
'o shipyards.
iVONNE, N. .1. — Jlillions of gallons
etrol in the huge refineries here are
itened as eight tank cars tilled with
line explode.
lKIS, FRANCE. — Grand Prix classic
'ed — thousands throng L,ongchamp
course to witness running of France's
iCst turf event.
\SHINGTON,
i). C. — Soldiers
quell
race riots.
Detachments
of troops
called out to stop clash that results
?ath of 5 persons.
MP
F.^BWELL,
W.\SH.— State coleturn
with new
glor.v — Washington
bring
back
battle Wags
presented
tate when they "went over."
STON,
MASS. — Repair
five submarat one time — Huge drydock at
lestown Navy Yard is fitted up for
i. job on undersea boats.
IC'.\GO, ILL.— Falling Blimp kills
.•e. Unusual accident occurs as a big
on Hying over city explodes and
into bank. The dirigible before
light.
ATISTICS OF THE AVAR. — A series
imated drawings summarizing Amerpart In the Great
War.
Part 1 —
Cost.

O

day

iM^.

Wild War Meller That is Mostly "Hero" Bunk
Francis X. Bushman

and Beverly Bayne in

"Daring Hearts"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
Henry
Houry
AUTHORS.Brady
. . .Albert E. Smith and Cyrus Townsend
SCENARIO BY
Graham Baker
CAMERAMEN
Arthur Roff, Arthur Quinn,
William McCoy.
AS A WHOLE
Wild war meller that contained
a lot of trashy junk of the sort folks are fed
up with.
STORY
Arranged to give Bushman a hero role
in which he was a prisoner of war and fought
his way out.
DIRECTION
Kept things moving on the screen
and handled some fight scenes fairly well.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
The usual thing
CAMERA
WORK
Straight stuff
STARS
Bushman always fighting some German
or other; Beverly
Bayne
the heroine who
finally saves him.
SUPPORT
Adequate; included L. Rogers Lytton,
Karl Dane, Jean Paige, Arthur
Donaldson
and George Des Lyon.
EXTERIORS
Nothing exceptional
INTERIORS
Generally suited atmosphere
DETAIL
Nobody troubled much to get over any
fine points; several breaks.
CHARACTER OF STORY
War stuff with a few
German atrocities.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,800 feet
HERE'S
looseof one
which
pulled
almost
all
of the asort
stuffinthat
Avasthey
taken
off the
boards

NEGATIVES

WANTED

2-reel westerns, comedies or good
sgatives that will stand re-issuPrice must be right. Box
WID'S,

New

York.

Jim Corbett Entertains
n Corbett entertained a number
iends and members of the trade
5 last night at the Universal proon rooms. The first five episodes
he new serial, "The Midnight
" were shown and then Corbett
ered the crowd in an intimate
: and told "ho,w he did it."

by the wise ones months ago. "Daring Hearts" is a
wild war meller containing much trashy junk. It
Hi wed badly in its efforts to be convincing. Never
(lid it seem real or get much of a response. The star
was so much in the foreground at all times and got
out of so many tight holes that everybody knew he
was going to win out in the end. It was just a
matter of waiting as patiently as possible for the
finish.
Francis X. Bushman just could not be killed. He
went through more fights and overcame more obstacles
in the film's six reels than a dozen ordinary men could

have stood, and the whole German army couldn't stop
him. Every time the beastial German
officer cracked
Bushman on the bean or did something else real
mean our hero would come up smiling.
Some of the fight scenes were fairly well staged;
also there were a few moments that contained mild
meller thrills. This was true especially of a few shots
of airplanes. There were not very many battle scenes,
and those that were screened were very ordinary.
While sometimes the detail was watched carefully,
at other times the small matters received little attention. Almost everything else was subordinated to
give the star a chance to show what a hero he was.
Also they showed us the very familiar incidents
proving the brutality of the Germans — you know, the
stuff about the German soldiers drinking wine and
then seeking to ravage any woman that happened to
be around.
The story opened showing Bushman as a young
American traveling in Alsace. He came to the rescue
of Beverly Bayne when she was harrassed by German
soldiers. Bushman joined the French flying corps
and later, when America entered the war, transferred
to the American forces. He was a fighting son of a
gun in the air, but he was forced to land in German
territory when his engine went dead during a fairly
exciting aerial scrap.
The aviator was brought to a prison camp, where
Beverly managed to get a note to him. Then he was
transferred to another camp, but on the train he and
other prisoners overpowered the soldier- guards. Bushman escaped and, armed with the map that Beverly
had given him, started for her chateau. It is in these
liassages that Bushman pulls much "hero" stuff. In
less than two hours after he escaped he became weak
from starvation, and reached a small inn where he
was given food by the proprietor's daughter, who had
sympathy for the Allies.
And although he was being hotly pursued our hero
took the time to shave himself nice and clean. With
the aid of the girl at the inn, Bushman escaped, and
as a result the Germans burned the hotel and shot
the girl. Bushman reached Beverly's chateau, followed by a German oflicer and soldiers. Beverly hid
him in her bed, but the German beast was wise to the
trick and shot Bushman. But nevertheless the hero
got out of bed and started scrapping with the German.
This scrap was a long continued affair, each one of
the fighters being knocked out several times.
Through slushy plot complications Bushman and
Beverly finally outwit the German and reach the
American lines.

Sneak This By as Softly as Possible
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is pretty weak stuff. In the first place, it's a advertise the fact that this is Bushman's first appearance in considerable time. Beverly Bayne is co-starred
war picture and, as such, not just the thing folks want
with Bushman, as usual, and she has quite a bunch of
at the present time. They have been fed up with all
our Worlid Films in August
friends.
the war stuff they want for a while. Even very
If this comes to you on a contract basis sneak it
fur five-reel features are to be
by as quietly as possible. And go easy on the war
sed by World during August. well-done war films are not getting over with picture
angle. The title doesn't mean much, but at least it
r are: Dorothy Green and Arthur patrons any more, and this one certainly is not powdoesn't convey the war idea. So it's up to you merely
erful
enough
to
get
it
by.
It's
full
of
"hero"
bunk
and
to use the names of the stars and the title, and give
ey in "The Praise Agent"; Lot- all that sort of stuff, and there is not even enough of
:ruse in "The Girl, Alaska"; June the spectacular to excuse it.
as little mention as possible of the story.
dge in "Coax Me"; Corene
The picture is in six reels. So it might be a good
You know how Bushman shapes up as a drawing
le and Edgar Keller in "The card. He hasn't the large number of followers he once
bet to build up the remainder of your program with
Without a Name."
the best short stuff you can find. If possible, get
had. But there are still quite a few regulars who like
him and who probably have been wondering why they
a good comedy or something special that might be
Howard in Buffalo
featured along with the longer picture.
didn't see him any more.
If you run this you can
3mer Howard has been assigned
5uffalo as branch manager for
Henry Lehrman has leased space
The Science Film Co. of San FranAlbany, N. Y. — Kormak ManufaceQ,~and
was yesterday
New
in consultation
with inUnited
in his new studio at Culver City to
cisco is to produce films for church
turing
Co.,
Inc.,
New
York,
capital
als. Howard succeeds Lester and school uses under the direction
Arbuckle, and while the for$1,000. Transatlantic Film Co. of Roscoe
Volfe.
mer will proceed with the production
of Rev. Mr. Smith. The Company
has been granted permission to sell America, Inc., capital $1,000. Incor- of Lehrman Comedies for First Naporators of both: B. H. Freedman,
tional, "Fatty" will be working at
adron, Neb. — Mr. Worth
and 2000 shares of its preferred stock
Ruth Lerner, and J. Cibrario, all of the other end of the lot on his own
Blanchard,
of Denver,
have (capital) and 2000 shares of common
729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
stock.
d the Rex and will open soon.
pictures for Paramount-Artcraft.
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KINOGRAMS
AIKSIIIP I'ALT.S INTO HANK.— The
AVinsr Foot on trial flislit catches fire
and i>Iung:ps into Illinois Trust and Savingrs in Chicago loop — 11 di«.
TROOPS STOP KACE KIOTS— U. S.
Cavalry patrols streets of Washington,
1). C. to end outbreaks that cost lives
of five and injury to hundreds.
HK IS THE BREAD DICT.VTOR.—
Julius H. Barnes, head of the V. S. Grain
Corporation, to whom President has given
control of wheat crops.
B-34 AT HOMJE HANGAR.— Big British
dirigible safe at Pulham, England, after
return flight of its history making trans.Atlantlc trip.
U. S. ARTILLERY ON BORDER.— The
82 nd makes a demonstration charge in
manoeuvers held in the boundry deserts
near Fort Bliss In Texas.
TISITS WEST.—
IRISH LEADER
Gamoun De Valera, first European president to visit America, gets vrarm welcome
from San Francisco Hibernians.
TROOPS HOME FROM RUSSIA.— U. S.
Transport Thomas arrives in San Francisco with soldiers of tTie A. E. F. who
have been serving in Siberia.
WOMAN ASKS INTERVENTION IN
BtEXICO. — Mrs. J. W. Correll, whose husband was killed by Mexicans while attempting to shield her from attack, visits
to ask government to interWashington
vene in Mexico.
_
„„„
OF OIL FOR
CSE «4,000 WORTH
pictures
Novel
AJMS—
SCENE XN KINOGR
from newest Texas field shows gusher
throwing fountain of oil 112 feet lugh..
SERIES —
PLAY WORLD
WOMEN
Stars of two twelve team indoor baseball
scrap.
title
session
post
for
leagues meet
SIX MILLION FEET OF LUMBER IN
of logs
K.tFT. — ^^ orld's biggest shipment voyage
fiiiats into San Diego after long
camps
River
Columoia
from
down I'acific
in Washington.
,„„,,
IIKE SWEEPS OIL REFINERY.—
I{l;i7;e stas-ting from tank car explosion
causes heavy damage at big plant in
Bayonne.

sM^
Putting It Over
Here is hoto o brother exhibitor put hit show over.
Send
Let the other
' along your ideas.
how
fellow know
you cleaned
«P.
— "Sahara"
smashed
allMinneapolis.
kinds of records
at Finkelstein
& Ruben's New Garrick and they're
all saying that Julian Johnson, house
manager, is responsible for it.
•
Grasping the possibilities for window display advertising in "Sahara,"
Johnson had lined up many merchants for an unprecedented windowdisplay splurge a week in advance
of the opening date. On one street
alone three big department stores
featured displays on "Sahara."
Perhaps the finest and most attractive display was the one in a thirtyfoot window of the largest downtown confectionery store in Minneapolis. He arranged a big desert
scene, its chief ingredients being
white bon-bons and chocolates. And
with the same kind of sweets Mr.

DAILV
Joe Lee Says :

"I read a half page advertisement in one of the trade
journals about the wonderful
business a production called
"Are You Legally Married,"
accomplished at a theater
called Quinn's Rialto, Los Angeles, Cal., which leads me to
believe the above name production must be a historical,
educational or a bibical subject.
Would it noT oe well for some
of the intended reformers to
give the following lines a little
thought.
"LET HE AMONG YOU
WHO HAS NOT TASTED
HAM, CAST THE FIRST
ROCK." — Jesse Goldburg

Universal Players Changed
Universal has re-assigned some
its players for fall productions.
Kathleen O'Connor will play wi
Harry Carey in "The Eternal S
vagc." Kenneth Harlan in the sai
production.
Helen Eddy in "Who Knows
Direction George Seigman frc
hook by Kenneth B. Clark.
"Dark Star"
"The Dark
Cosmopolitan
released Aug.

Holmes on a Trip

Taylor Holmes is leaving tl
week for a trip to Kansas City whe
he will appear personally at t
opening of the Empress theater. (
the way back he will tour Indian

please write."

OPEN

Coast Brevities

The Adorable Star

LOUISE

Year Book
Will Tell

LOVELY

opposite'
his latest W^illiam
five

Farnum in
consecutive

super-features
Fox West
Coast Studios

OLD FILMS MADE NE\
Life of new
films
doubled
We use no acids or chemicals

THE FILM RENOVATINi
COMPANY OF AMERIC
New York C

729 Seventh Ave.

THE

important
American
producers
planning in the
way of foreign
production

Wid's 1919

EYES

"Open
your Eyes"
ECRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. T.

What Are

Try to Believe This One
C. R. King, manager of the Campoamer in Havana, is reported by
Universal as saying that the ticket
speculators in Havana have persistently tried to buy up all the seats
for the theater. The story goes on
that King was arrested on the complaint that he refused to sell tickets
for the show. His theater was then
said to be on fire. •I'his was later
discovered to be a scare on the part
of the speculators.
Can you beat it?

YOUR

Warner's new production will have i
its initial opening on Broadway at
the Central Theatre. The lobby
display which we made is an
exact duplicate now showing at
the Shubert in Boston it will

Hollywood, Calif. — The old Balboa
Studios at Long Beach in all probability will be the home on the new
which Tom Brooker and
Johnson designed the word "Sahara" company
Seymour Zeliff are organizing to
in
a
circle,
placing
a'
portrait
of
Louise Glaum in the centre and in
produce
"The Wedge," written by
Zeliff.
fifteen
or
more
letter
spaces
"still"
scenes from the production.
AlaryMcIvor has been engaged by
Johnson's newspaper advertising
on "Saliara" was more forceful and Lasky to play the part of Youth in
on a larger scale than any he has "Everywoman" which is being filmed
ever turned out since taking the at the Hollywood Studio.
reins at the New Garrick. He used
page ads one day preceding the
Ann Little and Jack Hoxie have
opening and every day during the just returned from location in and
DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
run.
day. Tlie layout was different every around Ventura where many scenes
PICTURES
Another feature of the campaign of their 18-episode serial, "Lightning
Bryce,"
were Hurst.
taken under the direction of Paul
was a specially devised herald which
Again Takes
Charge
was mailed to 10,000 resTuents, JohnR. Cecil Smith has severed his
Albany, N. Y.— William S. Frisson having added 7,000 names to his
chnccht, owner of the Orpheum on regular mailing list.
connection with the Thos. H. Ince
Clinton Ave, has again taken over
' He composed a special orchestra- studios and leaves for New York to
the management of the theater.
tion for the production and another join the Selznick companies.
for the prelude he staged, consisting
of a beautiful settTng of Cairo, the
Vera Lewis is playing the part of
feature on which was a simulation
Molly in
"Lombardi, Ltd.'" at the
studios.
of the Palace of the Dawn, scene of Metro
the picture.
T. H. Gibson-Gowland has been
Cuba on the Boom
engaged by George Loane Tucker to
Cuba is on the boom, according to play
tion. a leading role in a big producstatements made by A. L. Pratchett
of the Caribbean Film Co., operating
The Fred Stone company, under
in the West Indies.
Pratchett says that while there is Frank Borzage's direction, is leaving
no frenzied building of theaters the Los Angeles for the Charles Irwin
houses now existing are improving ranch in Wyoming, to take scenes
greatly by getting new seats and for Stone's second production, "The
projection machines. The number of Duke of Chimney Butte," by George
theaters now totals about 300.
W. Ogden. At the same time the
Two big modern houses are being company will attend the Roundup at
projected in Havana, says Pratchett. Cheyenne and Fred Stone will compete in the roping events while
One will seat approximately 2,000
scenes will be taken for the story.
and the other 1,500.

9

for August Release
Star" the first of t
productions,
will
3 by Famous.

Unst

BEST PICTURE

to
huve

inake money
i
a perfect
develott
nesatlve

REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

has
developed
Harry
neg
tives
Ask hlni
andKeeper's
then pho
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Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRI
National
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Speer
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CHARLES
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Charee d'Affairs
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It took eight years of conc©p.t
devotion to the betterment of m
"Meet your patrons as they come
cut of the theater. Solicit their suggestions for the betterment of the
service. An idea obtained in this
manner means another 'plugger* for
your house." — George SchaefTer,
World Exchange, New York.

pictures to §;ain the reputation ofmln
the best in'illustrdted and plain tfe
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Mary Miles Minter
Dainty Monarch of the Kingdom of Sweet Sixteen,
Ruling
by Love
Alone
Her
Subject
Millions
Exhibitors now are assured during the coming year, the first of her long
time contract to star in Realart Pictures, this exquisite artist in six vastly
more important attractions, founded on well-known novels and plays. All
the wirsomeness of Miss Minter's engaging personality will be poured into
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Her first vehicle will be
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John

W". Noble signed to direct
Tuesday

for Vitagraph.

\\'orld gets "When Bear-Cat Went Dry."
Famous Players plan big production and distribution of non-theatrical films.
Crandall to have 10 houses in Washington and
others in nearby states.
Motion
Picture
Production
Co.
of America
formed to make King Cole comedies.
Wednesday
Al St. John to make Comedies for Famous
ers release.
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Universal to produce in East again.

BRIDAL

and Beverly Bayne in
DARING

"■'

HERO

STUFF
Page 21
LOUISIANA
Page 23

u

Raoul A. Walsh to make productions abroad for
Fox.
Pathe increases capital stock to $5,000,000.
Thursday
Syd Chaplin sails for France.
..j.
Pioneer signs Grace Davidson
Robertson Cole cancels contract with Exhibitor's
Mutual.
Leads to court
Friday action.

Pathe film to be made in this country to avoid
double taxation.

L'^niversal to release 34 specials a year.
Gulick nominated for president of A. M. P. A.
^Famous
to release series of "So This Is America"
comedies.
Saturday
Leonce Perret to make productions abroad after
completing work with Mae Murray.
Hugo Ballin to direct for Goldwyn in the East.
Select to use Universal Fort Lee studio for one

Page 24

year.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good" — Benjamin

Franklin.
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Dual Role Farce Has Spicy Stuff and Snappy Titles
Alice Brady in
(<

That's the kind of stuff that was pulled all the way
through.

His Bridal Night"
Select

DIRECTOR
Kenneth
Webb
AUTHOR
Lawrence
Irving Rising
SCENARIO
BY
Kathryne Stuart
CAMERAMEN. .Jacques Monteran and George Folsey
AS A WHOLE
Spicy stuff with many farcical
situations
and snappy
titles; often a bit
risque.
STORY
Developed with fairly clever twists; re=
volved around mixed identity of twins.
DIRECTION
Kept the action fairly fast and got
over some good comedy touches.
PHOTOGRAPHY. . . Most of it very good; some fair
LIGHTINGS
All that could be expected
CAMERA
WORK
Many very welUdone double^
exposures.
STAR
Did quite convincing bit of work in dual
role — that of twin sisters.
SUPPORT
Edward
Earle and James
L. Crane
both very natural; others supporting mem=
bers did well; cast included Daniel Pennell,
Daisy Belmore and Mrs. Stuart Robson.
EXTERIORS
Mostly scenes outside pretty home;
good stuff.
INTERIORS
Generally high class
DETAIL
Often helped in distinguishing one twin
from the other.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Snappy farce with
some titles carrying a double meaning.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
SPICY stuff that lent itself to fairly fast farcical
treatment was brought to the screen in "His Bridal
Nifjlit." Often the action became a bit risque, and the
titles even more so. Many times a double meaning
could be read into a title, and the humor was of a
.sophisticated sort that depended on its spice to get
it over — but it can be relied on to make a hit with a
crowd that likes snappy stuff. A fair sample of the
titles was one that came during action where the
bridegroom, on his bridal night, believing the girl to
be his wife, started carrying his wife's twin sister
toward the b — towards another room. She says: "Oh,
Joe, I'm not the kind of a woman you think I am."

Mainly the plot hinged on the mixed identity of twin
sisters, the parts of botli of whom were played by
Alice Brady. Th-e dual role gave the star plenty of
opportunity to wear handsome clothes, and all in all
her work was very good. She did her utmost to make
the twins distinguishable from eacli other by registering little ehai-acteristics of each.
Of course, the resemblance to each other of the two
sisters sometimes made things just a trifle confusing,
but the work of Alice and Director Webb's touches
kept the characters apart fairly well. The director
also was responsible for some humorous moments,
especially so during those passages that showed a
wedding. Webb used close-ups that got considerable
response.
sii'iE
One of the gowns Alice wore was (juite "lo" and,
in one or two scenes, even more "behold" than "lo."
Alice is seen in the picture as both Vi and Tiny
riayfair. One sister — Vi — has a regard for James L.
Crane, but is to be married to Edward Earle. Tiny
got into Crane's arms, and he thought she was Vi.
The latter married Joe. Crane still believing it was
Vi he kissed. From here on the plot produces one
situation after another in which Edward Earle didn't
know wluther he had his own wife or not, and in
which Crane insisted that Vi — the married sister —
was the girl that kissed him — his soul mate. These
passages showed some very clever plot work, and kept
things moving on the screen in a very busy manner.
Many amusing situations came immediately after
the marriage ceremony. Vi got huffy and didn't start
on tlae honeymoon with Earle. Tinj' went with him
instead. Earle believing her to be his wife. The pair
were followed after a while by Crane, by Vi, and by
the girls" aunt. The trail led to a honeymoon bungalow. Some of the stuff that took place in the bungalow registered laughs a plenty — especially when Earle
got rather anxious to show his wife how much he
loved her. It would S(,)und crude to write in synopsis
form some of the things that took place in the bungalow, but on the screen it was done cleverly and inoft'ensively.
Things in the house reached the point where Vi
c-ame after her husband, and Crane came after his
soul mate. Many ct>mplications set in, and their
ability to provoke mirth is certain. However, things
were straightened out in the end, and the final close-up
in this one is a mighty clever touch.

Should Go Well With a Downtown

Crowd Especially

Box OfRce Analysis for the Exhibitor
With a downtown crowd this one ought to go over
with quite a hit ; also many married folks will get entertainment out of the piquant spice the picture contains. Many of the titles are sure to be followed by
laughter, although some of them probably will go
over the heads of less intelligent audiences.
Alice Brady as a star should be a big puller. She
has been adding to her list of followers right along,
and right now has a great number of admirers. Of
cour.se, if your folks are especially partial to her it is
up to you to let them know that she is seen in a dual
role, and wears many expensive and handsome gowns.
In your advertising play up the fact that this is a
farce comedy — folks are always looking for a chance
to laugh and this one will give them that chance.
Use catchlines something like: "The bridegroom went
on a honeymoon with his wife's sister less than an
hour after the marriage."
"He didn't know his own

wife two hours after the wedding ceremony." "He
loved his M'ife, her sister loved her twin sister's supposed lover, the lover love'd the wife's sister but
thought he loved his friend's wife — Oh, see it all for
yourselfTheater
in 'HisnextBridal
Blank
week. Xight.' which comes to the
If you think your folks will stand for a joke on
themselves in advertising the picture as a coming attraction you might pull something like this: Have
your
musicians
Wedding
Marchblend
for
a few moments pla.v
and Lohengrin's
then have the
orchestra
from the tuneful strains of the march into a most
awful discord. Eight in the midst of a long-drawnout discordant note project a slide on the screen, reading something like this: Oh. you Wedding March!
That last note sounded just like the bridegroom felt
for a while in "His Bridal Xight," a Select picture
starring Alice Brady which will be shown at this
theater next week.
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Good Picture With Considerable Audience Appeal
William

Farnum

in

"Wolves of the Night"
Fox
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
. .'.
SCENARIO
BY

J. Gordon Edwards
E. Llovd Sheldon
E. Lloyd Sheldon

CAMERAMAN
John"considerable
W. Boyle
.AS A WHOLE
Good picture with
audience
appeal; has many suspenseful se=
quences and was welNacted
and presented.
STORY
Responsible
for many good situations
and had plenty of movement;
told of the
man who came back after he had been be=
lieved to be dead.
DIRECTION
Showed
knowledge
of dramatic
technique;
put meller touches
over well;
handled pla\ers with good result.
PHOTOGRAPHY. .... Varies from excellent to not
so good.
LIGHTINGS
Up to the mark throughout; noth=
ing special needed.
CAMERA WORK
Some very good long shots;
good composition on scenic stuff.
STAR
Did some really fine work in a part that
called for considerable ability.
SUPPORT
Louise Lo\ely adequate female lead;
Lamar Johnston, Charles Clary and Al Fre=
mont
suitable
Irene
Rich
and
others
also O. K."wolves";
EXTERIORS
.Many picturesque
locations in
mountains; outdoor stuff predominates.
INTERIORS
Not so very many; all proper
DETAIL
For the most part shows scrupulous
care and attention, but there were a few
minor slips.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Fairly powerful blend
of heart=throbs,
meller and drama,
mainly
with outdoor locale.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
WILLIAM FAKNT':M did some very good work in
■■^A'olvos of the Xislit." a picture that held up
quite well throughout. It had in it lots of auilienee
:i|)penl. and ciin be relied on to get over in good style
with most folks. The film eontained many suspenseful sefiueuces and good situations — also a thrill or two
in some meller touches. And what added interest was
the fact that the footage was quite full of story —
story well acted and well presented. Every ounce of
suspense jiossihle was gotten out of the material at

hand by the manner in which it was handled by director and players.
Early in the film a strong love interest was developed, which gained sympathy at once. Then when
that was properly planted the cross-purposes began
to come quite thick and fast, and from then on the
picture held the interest captiA'e.
Much ofThe
the star
film'shadforce
was that
due demanded
to the acting
of
Farnum.
a role
of him
considerable fine shadings, and each time he rose to
the occasion, often registeriug purely psychological
points. The way the film was put together also aided
this latter element. The star was surrounded with a
pretty good cast, chief of which was Louise Lovely,
who scored efficiently. Folks also will like the appearance and playing of Irene Rich.
In the offering many attractive and picturesque
scenes of the outdoors were obtained. This outdoor
nuiuntain stuff, .sometimes showing a flock of sheep
under soft back-lighting, was enhanced by good pholography and composition.
While detail was watclied with scrupulous care for
the most part, and many lesser points were registered
well, there were a few minor breaks. One of these
was the fact that Farnum, after three years were
supposed to have passed, wore identically the same
clothes as three years previous: another was where he
came into a cabin that had been uninhabited for some
time and in the cabin there was a fire burning merrily.
In the story Bill was a mining engineer who had a
sheep ranch near copper property in the Northwest,
lie married I.,ouise Lovely, who was mixed up with
some societ.v folks who were also interested in mines,
and one of whom desired Louise. Two of these men
in-oved to be "wolves" — one wanted Bill's property and
the other wanted his wife. So Farnum was sent on a
mining mission to South America, where he was imprisoned by a mining explosion. These passages were
iiuite tense, especially so the scenes showing Farnum
losing his mind. At home. Bill was believed to be dead,
lie finally got out of the mine and was taken in by
Chileans on the wild side of the mountain.
For three years by was haunted by half-memories,
while back in America the "wolves" obtained possession of his property and Louise married one of them
for the sake of Bill's baby boy.
Then Bill got his mind back and came to America,
The manner of his first seeing his wife and boy was
\-ery abrupt and done rather crudely. However, Bill
found his wife married. Then through many dramatic
and telling passages he learned how he had been
tricked. By stock manipulation he foiled the w(dves.
Louise's second husband shot himself, leaving the way
clear for the happy ending.

Ought to Do Pretty Fair Business With This One
Box Office Analj sis for the Exhibitor
be touched in a short re\iew, but you are warranted
Here's one that ought to do very fair business for
in spending a little extra money in exploiting this
you. It is the sort of a picture that most folks like,
and it is ijuite well done. Bill Farnum has quite a big
one on its worth as a whole. Suffice it to say it's
following, but the picture itself is good enough to go
good audience stuff, and worth a play — esiiecially so
a bit strongly on. It is rather a photoplay for the
if yoiu''s is a house where they like "strong" stuff.
The title doesn't mean very much in itself, so it
masses than the classes, and it's a pretty safe bet that
might be a good plan to give folks a hint of the story
the average fan audience is going to "eat it up."
in your advertising. At any rate you can promise
are goingthe
to like
him isvery
in The
his star's
latest followers
release, because
picture
one much
that
th'em a darn
well acted something
and well like:
presented. You good
might story,
use catchliues
gives him plenty of opportunity to get over convincing
work. It is not quite like the Westerns that he has
"After years of mental torture he came back to find
his wife married to another man — see William Farbeen in of late — it relies more on story action than
physical action, which makes it a better bet for the
num in 'Wolves of the Night,' a powerful story of
exhibitor.
romance and intrigue in the copper countries of the
Northwest and South America."
There are manv good ends to the film that can't
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Wild War Meller That is Mostly "Hero" Bunk
Francis X. Bushman

and Beverly Bayne in

"Daring
Hearts"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
Henry Houry
AUTHORS.Brady
. . Albert E. Smith and Cyrus Townsend
srENARIO BY
Graham Baker
CAMERAMEN
Arthur Roff, Arthur Quinn,
William McCoy.
AS A WHOLE
Wild war meller that contained
a lot of trashy junk of the sort folks are fed
up with.
STORY
.Arranged to give Bushman a hero role
in which he was a prisoner of war and fought
his way out.
DIRECTION
Kept things moving on the screen
and handled some fight scenes fairly well.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
The usual thing
CAMERA
WORK
Straight stuff
STARS
Bushman always fighting some German
or other; Beverly
Bayne
the heroine who
finally saves him.
SUPPORT
Adequate; included L. Rogers Lytton,
Karl Dane, Jean Paige, Arthur
Donaldson
and George Des Lyon.
EXTERIORS
Nothing- exceptional
INTERIORS
Generally suited atmosphere
DETAIL
Nobody troubled much to get over any
fine points; several breaks.
CHARACTER OF STORY
War stuff with a few
German atrocities.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,800 feet
HERE'S ca loose
of the sort of
by
the
wisemeller
ones
wild war

one in which they pulled almost all
stuff that was taken off the boards
months
ago.much
"Daring
Hearts"
containing
trashy
junk.is Ita

flivved badly in its efforts to be convincing. Never
(lid it seem real or get much of a response. The star
was so much in the foreground at all times and got
out of so many tight holes that everybody knew he
was going to win out in the end. It was just a
matter of waiting as patiently as possible for the
finish.
Francis X. Bushman just could not be killed. He
went through more fights and overcame more obstacles
in the film's six reels than a dozen ordinary men could
have stood, and the whole German army couldn't stop

him. Every tinMj the bestial German officer ci'acked
Bushman on the beaij or did something else real
mean our hero \^uld come up smiling.
Some of the fight scenes were fairly well staged:
also there were a few moments that contained mild
meller thrills. This was true especially of a few shots
of airplanes. Tliere were not very many battle scenes,
and those that were, screened Avere very ordinary.
While sometimes the detail was watched carefully,
at other times the small matters received little attention. Almost everything- else was subordinated to
give the star a chance to show what a hero he was.
Also they showed us the very familiar incidents
proving the brutality of the Germans — you know, the
stuff about the German soldiers drinking wine and
then seeking to ravage any woman that happened to
be around.
The story opened showing Bushman as a young
American traveling in Alsace. He came to the rescue
of Beverly Bayne when she was harrassed by German
soldiers. Bushman joined the French flying corps
and later, when America entered the war. transferred
to the American forces. He was a fighting son of a
gun in -the air, but he was forced to land in German
territory when his engine went dead during a fairly
exciting aerial scrap.
The aviator was brought to a prison camp, where
Beverly managed to get a note to him. Then he was
transferred to another camp, but on the train he and
other prisoners overpowered the soldier-guards. Bushman escaped and, armed wit'i '"^e map that Beverly
had given him, started for her ^^ateau. It is in these
passages
Bushman
much "hero"
stuff.
In
less than that
two hours
after pulls
he escaped
he became
weak
from starvation, and reached a small inn where he
was given food b.v the jiroprietor's daughter, who had
sympathy for the Allies.
And although he wsis being hotly pursued our hero
tooli the time to shave himself nice and clean. With
the aid of the girl at the inn, Bushman escaped, and
as a result the Germans burned the hotel and shot
the girl. Bushman reached Beverly's chateau, followed by a German officer and soldiers. Beverly hid
him in her bed, but the German beast was wise to the
trick and shot Bushman. But nevertheless the hero
got out of bed and started scrapping with the German.
This scrap was a long continued affair, each one of
the fighters being knocked out several times.
Through slushy plot complications Bushman and
Beverly finally outwit the German and reach the
American lines.

Sneak This By as Softly as Possible
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is pretty weak stuff. In the first place, it's a
war picture and, as such, not just the thing folks want
at the present time. They have been fed up with all
the war stuff they want for a while. Even very
well-done war films are not getting over with picture
patrons any more, and this one certainly is not powerful enough to get it by. It's full of "hero" bunk and
all that sort of stuff, and there is not even enough of
the spectacular to excuse it.
~ You know how Bushman shapes up as a drawing
card. He hasn't the large number of followers he once
had. But there are still quite a few regulars who like
him and who probably have been wondering why they
didn't see him any more.
If you run this you can

advertise the fact that this is Bushman's first appearance in considerable time. Beverly Bayne is co-starred
with Bushman, as usual, and she has quite a bunch of
friends.
If this comes to you on a contract basis sneak it
b.v as quietly as possible. And go easy on the war
angle. The title doesn't mean much, but at least it
doe.Sn't convey the war idea. So it's up to you merely
to use the names of the stars and the title, and give
as little mention as possible of the story.
The picture is in six reels. So it might be a good
bet to build up the remainder of your program with
the best short stuff you can find. If possible, get
a good comedy or something special that might be
featured along with the longer picture.

WHY THE UNIVERSAL
GROWS
SO FAST!
No. 247— Straight from the Shoulder Talk,
By Carl Laemmle, President, Universal Film
Manufacturing Company.
HE Universal has the most flexible booking policy that it is humanly possible
to create.
It is made to fit your needs, your requirements,
your desires.
You can
book any of our star series or you can book pictures singly. In other words,
"You pays your inoney and you takes your choice."
While we are confident that it w^ould be best for you to book all the pictures we
make, we have never had the impertinence to insist upon it. Nor have we devised
schemes or foxy selling plans to fool you into booking something you might regret,

f

Tifi"any never resorts to shrewd schemes to sell his goods. Neither does the Universal. Tiffany fixes a price that he thinks is fair. So does the Universal. Tiffany sells
the customer what the customer wants.
So does the Universal.
In these days of wild and woolly schemes and "selling plans," the Universal may
seem a bit old fashioned not to have any such things in stock. And if we don't rely on
sharp ideas to sell our goods, what in heaven's name DO we rely on?
Simply pictures!
Pictures of every type, from the finest, greatest productions down to the simplest
one reelers. Pictures of every type, but each picture the best of its type. Universal
pictures, which have shown a greater improvement in quality than any pictures on the
market.
Our business is growing by leaps and bounds. Every day we are gaining new customers, among them being some exhibitors who thought some years ago that we had
actually lost the art of making what they needed.
It is because we are making the best pictures that we are more anxious than any
one in the business to base the booking system on pure merit and no schemes.
We've got everything you need and possibly some things you don't need. We have
no ifs, ands or huts.
You pays your money and you takes your choice!
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Artistically Produced Picture Has Some Novel Situations
Bessie Barriscale in

"The Wom4n
B.

B.

Michael Married

Features — Robertson

Cole — Exhibitors

»♦

Mutual

DIRECTOR
Henry Kolker
AUTHOR
Du Dernet Rabell
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
L. Guy Wilky
AS A WHOLE
Artistically produced picture that
had some novel, but forced situations; drag=
giness camouflaged with appeal to eye.
STORY
Never rang true, and no sufficient reason
was given for having
characters
do what
they did; treats with society life.
DIRECTION
Tried to cover story weakness with
many
tasteful scenes; handled
players ef=
filciently.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Most of it very good
LIGHTINGS
Excellent effects throughout
CAMERA WORK. .. In accord with artistic standard
STAR
Wore many fine gowns and was pleasing
in a rather unusual role.
SUPPORT
Jack Holt made a very good leading
ma:i; others also did their part well.
EXTERIORS
Many good views of beaches, polo
field and the like.
INTERIORS
Very classy stuff at all times
DETAIL
Always the proper thing in maintain=
ing atmosphere of wealth.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Society fiction that
becomes matrimonial drama.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,800 feet
THERE was very much that apiiealed to the eye in
"The Woman Michael Married," but not so very
much tliat appealed to the intellect. Several quite
no\el situations were presented, but the foundation on
which they were built Avas too vague and too unsound
to make them convincing. There wasn't enoujah real
reason given at the beginning to account for the leading character's doing what she did. The consequence
was an interest that held up legitimately for a certain
length of time, but which later on became forced and

soon dropped because the story threads were too weak
to stand the lengthy strain.
The picture was very well staged and artistically
put on. Throughout, the work of the technical staff
and of the director showed with picturesquely pleasing
effect. Many summery exteriors were photographed,
including shots on the beach and of the surf; a polo
match, etc. Also the interiors were classy, in good
taste, and filmed always with an eye to their beauty.
On the score of its production the offering deserves no
small amount of commendation, and any audience that
s(>es the picture is going to be pleased with it on that
But all this beautiful stuff was camouflage to cover
point.
the dragginess of the story, and "clothes don't make
the man." Much footage at the beginning of the picture was devoted to scenes in and about a fashionable
watering resort, where Bessie Barriscale appeared as
a professional diver. Here they showed us society at
play — the women eating and drinking in their bathing
suits and having a general good time. These passages
also introduced Jack Holt, a wealthy, popular youth,
who "had no desire to get married."
Then through further pretty footage a polo match
was staged, in the course of which Jack hurt his leg.
A few sequences along about here planted the fact
that Bessie needed $10,000, to take advantage of the
only legacy her father had left her. What that legacy
was w^as not explained.
While Jack was convalescing on the beach, Bessie
rescued a dear child friend of his from the surf.
Jack promised any reward that was asked, and Bessie
demanded Jack himself. He hesitated at first, but
when Bessie called him a welsher he agreed to the
marriage. After the ceremony Bessie told Jack she
wanted $10,000 and the protection of his name for
two years, obtaining which, she would leave him alone.
But he demanded that she go about as his companion
for a year at least. Soon a breach opened between
them, which was not quite healed by Jack's father,
despite the latter's efforts.
Three years passed, during which Jack wandered
aimlessly around the globe, according to a title. Then
he went to Rome to visit his sister, who had married
a nobleman. At her residence he found Bessie, who
had become a prima donna and the darling of Rome.
It developed that Bessie's father had been a music
master and that she had inherited a voice. Jack's
father had helped her, she said. Through some very
fair passages ,Tack and Bessie finally come together
again.

Might Please Because of Appeal to Eye.

Title Has Possibilities

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Many folks will get their money's worth out of a
view of this offering merely because of its appeal to
the eye. There are any number of people who .are
satisfied with their movies if the picture is "pretty."
To them this will appeal. It can be relied on to get
over in fair style with any audience not ovei'uburdened
with intelligence. But it is doubtful if the film would
make much of a hit in the really better class theaters.
The title has possibilities from the box-office standjmint, and there are available quite a number of stills
showing the star in fetching bathing clothes and other
gowns. These and other pliotogra])hs containing pretty
stuff should most certainly be used in the lobby, where
they might draw some admissions on the strength of
their tastefulness.

The filnx treats of society life, and for that reason
appeals to a large number of fans. While it became
a m.itrimonial subject soon after its beginning, it is
thoroughly clean and inoffensive and. while it can be
shown before family audiences, it will be appreciated
mostly by adults.
In your advertising play up the rather novel situation of a woman asking marriage as the reward for a
rescue. Also you might use catchliues something like:
"He fell in love with his own wife." "She fell in love
with her own husband." " 'The Woman Michael
Married' didn't become liis wife even after marriage,
until — but see for yourself how it all turned out in the
picture of that title, starring Bessie Barriscale, at the
Blank Theater."
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Re-issued, one each week

The World

Famous

MACK SENNETT
COMEDIES
Fatty Arbuckle, Mable Normand,
Ford Sterling, Mack Suwain, Charles
Murray, Chester Conklin, Gloria
Swanson and many other celebrities.
Think of the value of these stars
-^

to your box-office. Were funnier
situations ever created than their
presentations in these Keystones?
They'll put all the spice that's necessary in your show to remove the
sting of prohibition.

JULY and
AUGUST
Releases :
"An Oily Scoundrel"
"Hearts and Sparks"
"Ambrose' Rapid Rise"
"Village Blacksmith"
"His Bitter Pill"
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"Perils of the Park"
"The Danger Girl"
"Pills of Peril"
"A Lover's Might"

These are putting the profits in many a box-office
statement.
Are they boosting your receipts?
If not, why not?

Arrange to book them now.
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You can serve these promoters of good cheer to your
patrons
in repeated doses. And they'll continue to
call
for more.
Surely that's to your advantage. For with these
Keystones you're obtaining the services of high salaried stars at reasonable rentals that assure you a
net gain. Supplied with —
New prints and snappy
advertising material
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Light, Romantic Fiction of the Sort Most Folks Like
Madge

Kennedy

in

"Through the Wrong Door"
Goldwyn
OIRECTOR
Clarence C. Badger
AejTHOR
Jesse Lynch Williams
SC ENARIO
BY
Rex Taylor
CAMERAMAN
Marcel Le Picard
AS A WHOLE
Entertaining mixture of romance
and adventure
with many
amusing twists;
should go over fairly well.
STORY
Satisfies the taste for light, romantic
fiction.
DIRECTION
Kept the action at a fairly fast
tempo, but overdid close=ups a trifle.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fine all the way through
LIGHTINGS
Some
effective night lightings in
rain stuff.
CAmERA WORK
A number of attractive shots
in early reels; good angles chosen on inte=
riors.
ST/iR
Was piquantly charming and had lots of
chance to register appeal.
SUI>PORT
John Bowers
pleasing in leading
male role; Herbert Standing convincing;
J.
B. Manly suitable; others didn't figure much.
EXTERIORS
Good outdoor stuff in first reel
INTERIORS

Made to suit wealthy atmosphere

DE'fAIL

Rain
generally
carefully; one orscenes
two slight
slips;watched
good comedy
touches.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wholesome romantic
fiction.
FOOTAGE
4.992 Feet
LIGHT, romantic fiction of the sort that pleases most
I folks was screened in "Through the Wrong Door,"
wi:th the consequence that the film furnished a goodly
anaount of entertainment. And it's a family picture —
it's clean, wholesome, and contains most of the elements tliat are never-failing in their etEorts to please
pii^ture patrons. Nobody was stabbed or shot, the
.vo'ung goil wasn't ruined, nor was any other sensatiionnl meller stuff relied on to get the picture over.

There was nothing deep about the film. It just
ran along a quite entertaining course, kidding a guy
into believing the story, and making him like it. Once
or twice there was a rather bad break in continuity,
due probably to trying to force to too great an extent
the mystery suspense. But these breaks weren't bad
enough to spoil the effect as a whole. The titles could
have been better than they were. For instance, one of
them,
following
action he
in lost
which
fiancee
turns him
down because
his agoldfellow's
mine, has
the
fellow say, seriously : "Never mind. Let's go out
West. I can find another gold mine." Oh, sure — just
like that we can find gold mines.
Some of the titles during long rain sequences had a
good rain effect superimposed on the film. This was
good, but done too often.
All of the rain stuff, photographed at night, was well
done and effective. Most of the action of the story
took place on a rainy night.
Folks are sure to get considerable enjoyment out of
the sequences showing Madge and J. B. Manly, her
wealthy suitor, out West. In these passages Madge
and Manly are treed by a bear which, after all their
mad scrambling, proves to be the tame pet of the camp.
The whole plot hinged on a mistake in an address,
through which mistake Madge got into the wrong
house. And the many farce situations that followed,
together with amusing incident, went to make of the
whole a pleasing picture — a film in which love, romance and mystery met.
Madge is the daughter of Herbert Standing, a
wealthystrikes
old codger
into East,
John but
Bowers'
John
it richwhoandbuys
comes
whenmine.
his
mine is flooded Standing gains control. Bowers is
broke and sore, and is about to go gunning for Standing. And Lord
it's raining.
The in
rainanstuff"
sure
was well
done.! how
Through
a mistake
address
Madge she
reaches
Bowers'
house instead
the home
at
which
was to
have dinner.
Throughof many
telling
passages a love interest is built up between Bowers
and Madge, and they have quite a time of it in the
house, alone. Madge tells Bowers that she should
fight the man who stole the mine by that man's own
methods. So Bowers calls up Madge's father and tells
him: "You have my mine- — I have your daughter."
This starts any number of interesting complications
through which Standing is searching for his daughter.
And when he at last finds her he is fooled after
all. For after many laughable situations Madge and
Bowers lock the old man in the house and go out to get
married.

Ought to Score Well With Any Sort of a Crowd
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here's a picture that ought to score pretty well with
an y sort of a crowd, because it satisfies in a pleasing
mu'.nuer the popular taste for light, romantic fiction.
Tht» story filmed is of the sort that is so eagerly sought
by the editors of the popular magazines. Of course,
the film is no marvel, but you needn't worry about its
beirig able to appease your crowd.
And the film is one that would fit in almost any
house. It is a subject that the whole family can enjoy,
anci should go just as well in a first-class neighborhoo (1 house as in the smaller theaters.
Vvitli this one you can promise your folks a good
story.
And Madge Kennedy has a great number of fol-

lowers, so yon shouldn't have any trouble getting patronage in advertising her name in connection with a
title that in itself suggests adventure. Bill the film
as an amusing
mixture
of romance
and adventure.
In your advertising you might use a line something
like: "Choose the right door — the door to the Blank
Theater, and see Madge Kennedy in "Through the
With Door."
pictures like this that please the public taste
Wrong
there should be considerable word of mouth advertising
done by pleased patrons. At any event you need not
be afraid that many of your regulars are going to kick
at the offering, and it is one that ought to pull a fair
amount of transient trade.

Real SKovmen- mi^f/h
OMETIMES

a man

breaks

into the

film business,
cuts a pretty wide
swath,
makes
good, comes
to the
front and then all the wise birds says :
"Where did he
That's what
about "Roxy"
they have been
time someone

come from?"
the wise Broadway
when he opened the
asking it successively
else starts something

good in a big way.

crowd said
Strand and
since, every
that makes

It's pretty much like that out

little time to think of anything else. He mad«
little money and he figured that he was going
be one of the real tailors of this country before
finished.
These were the early days of the picture bu
ness, when the average exhibition was a st(
show. Hoffman saw one of these shows. W
characteristic good judgment and a comm-ei
able prophetic vision, he saw the possibilitit's
the motion picture, which at that time, was jut^-t
its swaddling clothes. He ;
quired an empty store, boug
a projection machine, hired
first-class manipulator of t
black and white ivories a;
hung out his sign :
"Performance
Now
Goir
That was some twelve yes
ago.
Today Hoffman is t
proud
owner
of two up-1
date theaters in Detroit a
makes his trips to the ba
with unfailing regularity.
I
On!"
recently celebrated
the fi
anniversary of his New Hoi
Theater which he opened c
year ago with IMabel N'
mand's "The Floor Below
His other house is called
Old Home.
The
houses
are
prop(
named.
A home-like,
a
fortable spirit pervades t
houses and characterizes H
man's
trons.

George

Hoffman

Detroit way. About twelve years ago George
Hoftman was unknown in the film business. At
that time he was a merchant tailor and he was
so bus}' operating the taj^e measure that he had

relation
In the

with his
intimate

friendly relations that he
promoted between his ho
and the public lies the
essence of his success a
exhibitor.
"Watch your audience.
Get under their
make friends with them and give them what
want," is Hoffman's sound advice to exhil
and it epitomizes the policy on which
hi

T^t«f4ME7
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founded the success of
his theaters.
A characteristic of
Hoflfman's management
is his careful attention
to detail. The seeming
trifles of house management that other exhibitors may pass by under
the urge of more important issues, but
which loom big in
building for a theater
the reputation for service, are given his
painstaking care and attention. The ushers
have been instilled with
the doctrine of the

nitude to warrant it.
With the assistance of a

Some of Hoffman's Ideas
"The best pictures obtainable are none too
good for my audience ; don't offer cheap
entertainment — it doesn't pay in the long

run."
"Remember this: You are selling amusement to the public and you can only sell it
by ADVERTISING, by giving good service and giving the patrons a run for their

competent house artist,
he- has created scores of
effective display ads.
being a strong believer
in the sales value of the
illustration and relying
mainlyft. on striking line
drawings of scenes
from the play for his
sales appeal.
In line with his jjolicy
of selling ONE picture
at a time and selling it

money."
"Watch your audience. Get under their
skin and make friends with them and give
them the kind of entertainment they like

well, the Detroit showman maintains in liis
lobby exhil)its which
J. W. \Vea\er of the
Strand, N e w York,

smile. They are smartly uniformed, courteous
terms "the unity of the
best."
and obliging. Such
c 11 r rent show." In
"In putting over a picture, don't try to
other words, Hofifman
small courtesies as proexploit seven at a time. Stick to the exploiemphasizes
the display
viding patrons with
tation of one and do it well!"
of his current program
tumblers of water duri n g intermission i n
by means of individual
color
combinations
and
centralized display,
warm weather; providing them with umbrellas
thereby setting it ofif from his announcements of
should a rain storm break during the performance ;equipping ushers with wrist watches to
coming attractions and avoiding the confusion
accommodate patrons desiring to know the time ! that results from advertisements of five or six atThese are some of the innumerable little acts of
tractions being promiscuously jumbled together.
service that have won for Hofifman the esteem
and support of Detroit photoplay devotees.
Effective presentation, embodying special lighting effects, elaborate musical programs and pantomimic offerings, enhance the reputation of the
New Home and Old Home Theaters and stand
as a monument to his artistic perception and"live" showmanship.
Another phase of theater management in which
he is a strong believer is exploitation. Hoffman
rivals the celebrated Mr. Cohan of Broadway
fame in the strength of his belief that "It Pays
to Advertise!" Furthermore, Hofifman is a firm
advocate of the value of the so-called "circus"
or spectacular form of promotional publicity.
Particularly noteworthy are his big and unique
-outdoor "stunts."
Hoffman is a liberal user of newspaper and
billboard space, often employing full page broadsides when he has an attraction of sufficient mag-

There are few managers throughout tlic country wh(i give hiorc attention to llieir lohbv display tlian Hoffman, lie insists that his h)l)l)y is
just as important as any other exploitation or
advertising that he does, lie figures, like all
good showmen, that this lo])by space is worth so
many dollars per foot and he capitalizes it to the
utmost advantage.

He does not waste any of it.

In this connection it is pointed out that too
many exhibitors do not pay sufficient attention to
the value and effect of their lobby. Some of the
more important showmen "dress it up." Many
lobbies do not allow of this sort of exploitation.
They are either too shallow or with insufficient
entrance space. But even a small lobby can be
made attractive.
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America's
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photoplay of the novel

STEWART

EDWARD

by

WHITE

Tremendously directed by
EDWARD SLOMAN
With an all-star cast :

Backed by powerful advertisii5g and exploitati
and linked up with a Grosset & Dunlap book-stl
campaign in 215 New York book and drug stonS

ROY STEWART

See the news columns of this week''s trade ■paperu
Playing date: Week of August 10.

¥.¥ HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York City
Distributing through PATH£ Exchange, Incorporated
Foreign Distributor. J. Frank Brockliss, lac. 729-7^ Ave.
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Propaganda Against Social Disease Is Not Entertainment.
"Some Wild Oats"
Samuel

Cummings — State

DIRECTOR

Rights
C. J. Williams

AUTHOR

J. Holly

SCENARIO

BY

J. Holly

CAMERAMAN

Frank

Kirby

AS A WHOLE. . . .Propaganda against social diseases
that
had some "ruff stuff"; distinctly not
entertainment.
STORY

Dealt with the danger there is in loose
living; was well developed and permitted of
many "clinical" titles and some "horrible ex=

amples."
DIRECTION
Brought out what drama there was
in the material.
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Very good all the way through
Even and suitable

CAMERA shots
WORKof New York.
Fine; some good "local color"
PLAYERS

All of them did sufficiently good
work to score picture's points.
EXTERIORS
Always the fitting and proper
locations.
INTERIORS
Suited the atmosphere of the action
DETAIL
Gave emphasis to many points; some
titles quite long and very preachy.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Not suitable for random audience.
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

7,400

feet

FURTHER picture propaganda against social disease.s was offered in "Some Wild Oats." While the
film was made under the supervision of the New York
City Department of Health, and all that sort of thing,

it was absolutely not entertainment. It was out and
out lecture stuff — a lecture against loose living whose
seasoning of dramatic touches and narrative interest
did not excuse the "horrible examples" shown and
other "ruft" stuff" that was pulled. True, the "ruff
stuff" didn't happen really. They got away with
virtually showing scenes in a sporting house, for instance, by having the whole proposition framed up
by some nurses.
But the idea and suggestion got over.
The film has no right to general circulation on the
screens of motion picture theaters. Shown before
selected audiences and presented in the proper manner
there is no doubt that the film will result in good.
Many of the scenes pictured were repellant, and
folks with fine sensibilities will be offended and
shocked by the pictures of some unfortunates who
were deformed and made otherwise horrible to look
at by disease. This is certainly "strong" stuff. It is
a safe bet that photographs such as were shown in
the film never would be printed in magazines of general circulation. And they have no more right on the
screen than they have in magazines that are read by
the whole family.
The picture had a sei-iousness of purpose and it was
not sensational. Many statistics as to sex diseases
were quoted in the titles, some of which were very
long and quite preachy. A spade was called a spade
without hesitancy.
On its production side "Some Wild Oats" ha.s much
to commend it. It is well-acted, well-directed and
finely photographed. Also it sticks quite closely to
facts regarding a certain phase of life in New York.
Much good "local color" stuff was obtained, and
throughout the atmosphere is held up convincingly.
The picture argued its case mostly through the lives
of two men. One of them had been in the city for
some time. So when his friend came to New York
from the same small town the first man tried to warn
his friend against sowing wild oats. But despite the
tragedy in the life of the man who had contracted a
disease the "Rube" decided that he must have his
fling. So the friend framed things up so as to make
the "Rube" believe that he contracted a disease. But
in the end it came out that it was all a frame-up, and
that by the frame-up the folks in the picture had saved
navy.
a man for their country — for the "Rube" joined the

Will Have to Be Handled With Kid Gloves
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is a picture along much the same lines as "Fit
to Win," "The End of the Road" and others. It is
'not entertainment, and should certainly not be shown
in family theaters catering to a patronage that wants
amusement. It is the sort of a picture that would
make both a fellow and a girl blush and walk out on
if they happened to drop into a theater in the expectation of being entertained.
In some localities there is no doubt that money
could be made with the offering if it were handled
right. The best stunt would be to advertise the picture seriously and tell folks just what you have —
pictured propaganda against loose living, showing the
~liorribletional ineffects
of sex disease.
Butif don't
sensa-is
your advertising,
because
you dogetthere
every chance in the world that you will hurt your
reputation. At best the picture is one to be handled
very gingerly.

Of course in running a picture like this you can get
all sorts of testimonials from doctors and other professional men. The film has the backing of New
York's Department of Health, and there is considerable
footage toward the end devoted to picture of the
Health Commissioner. You can go as strongly as you
want to on that angle.
Y'ou might get away in good order with "Some
Wild Oats" if you separate the men and women in the
audience, or, better still, if you have different performances for men and women. Before a very "high
brow" crowd you can show it to a mixed audience.
If you exhibit this before a random audience you
can rely on some of the roughnecks in your crowd
getting fresh with their remarks. And that sort of
stuff won't help you or your house any. So if you
are trying to build up a reputation for running clean
and entertaining photoi^lays this picture is not for you.

LEONCE

PERRET

Announces
another

Production Extraordinary

"The A.B.C. of Love"
Featuring

Miss

Mae

Murray

The scenario, especially written by Mr. Ferret for his
young star, will give the latter ample opportunity to show
her remarkable screen qualities, and will permit her to interpret that charming personality that makes Mae Murray
one oi the foremost artists of the screen, whose success
is not due to extensive publicity, but to the appreciation
of the public who have made her one of its best liked
artists.
Mr. Ferret will have the co-operation of Miss Mae
Murray for a series of three pictures.
The first of this series of pictures is "THE TWIN
FAWNS," a scenario written by Mr. Ferret and suggested
by Wilkie Collins' novel "THE WOMAN IN WHITE."
The American and Continental rights were immediately
bought by Pathe Freres. The English, Scandinavian and
South American rights are still open.

PERRET

PRODUCTIONS

PLEASE
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Surface Stuff Often Missed Fire in Comedy-Drama
Evelyn

Greeley in

"Bringing Up Betty"
World
DIRECTOR
Oscar Apfel
AUTHOR
Charles Sarver
SCENARIO
BY
Clara Beranger
CAMERAMAN
Max Schneider
AS A WHOLE
Surface stuff that never rings a
bell; a comedy-drama done as conveniently
as possible.
STORY
Disregards logic absolutely in its efforts
to be entertaining
vehicle for star.
DIRECTION
Didn't ever lift hackneyed stuff out
of the rut; conventional throughout.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good for the most part
LIGHTINGS
Nothing unusual
CAMERA WORK. . . Straight stuff; no attempt made
at anything
special except one doubIe°ex=
posure.
STAR
Pouted
very prettily several times; got
over fair amount of appeal.
SUPPORT
Ben Johnson best as the old uncle;
Reginald
Denny
not a very clever hero;
others also could have been better.
EXTERIORS
Some
fair water stuff; many
scenes in garden O. K.
INTERIORS
Very few; all properly dressed
DETAIL
Many things don't hold up; titles some=
times impossible in what they have charac=
ters say.
CHARACTER
Inoffensive
"movie"
stuff. OF STORY
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

About 5.000 feet

HACKNEYED stuff with a very frail foundation,
bolstered up in spots with a few fair scenario
twists, failed to impress in "Bringing Up Betty." The
film missed fire badly very often because the old hokum
was laid on entirely too thick. Even in light comedydrama you can't get away with that impossible stuff
these days if you try to make it serious, as was done
in this one. And there was in the film a wnole load
of the sort of bunk that makes folks say : "They do it
in the movies."
The offering lacked in a large degree that human
note so necessary to a picture of its type. The characters didn't lend even the slightest bit of conviction

because of the unreal things they did. Evelyn Greeley
was cast in the leading role, and while she got away
with a fair amount jif appeal, she was not strong
enough by herself to dominate. And no other character was very sympathetic, which allowed interest to
sway back and forth and never hold on any one person. And instead of building up with a good cast they
slipped in a leading man who helped not at all.
Detail wasn't always watched cai'efully, either. For
instance, there were many scenes inside the cabin of a
small boat. Shots showing the outside of the boat
showed her sailing a smooth course; scenes taken inside the cabin have the boat rolling about as if on a
choppy sea. Also the titles sometimes had the characters say things they never would have said. Evidently they were written to get laughs, of which a
few were registered.
Early in the story they pulled the old stuff of a lord
and a duke playing for the hand of Evelyn because she
was an heiress. So, to prove their wortlilessness Ben
Johnson, who was described as the Steel King, trumped
up the story that he gone bankrupt. Immediately the
two noblemen who, incidentally, were the stock figures for that sort of thing, fled. Also the guests at
Evelyn's lawn party left the party flat just as soon
as they learned her uncle's monej- was lost.
Then a very mildlj' willunous person, Lyster Chambers, got information that .Tohnson's bankruptcy was a
stall. He started making a play for Evelyn's hand,
and they were engaged. So he invited Evelyn and her
uncle to a cruise on his yacht. Along about here the
boat race stuff was shown. Evelyn fell off the yacht
and was rescued by Reginald Denny, who was sailing
a small sailboat. Evelyn proved such a good sailor
that she and Reginald won the race despite the delay
caused by the rescue and also a fouled rudder.
But this was a movie, and to complicate things they
had Evelyn fall in love with Reginald. And to get rid
of Chambers they worked the stock market, causing
him to lose all his money. But there was the exsociety girl who was in love with Denny that had to
be explained satisfactorily. So they had Johnson make
out a check to her for .$700,000 — count 'em — $700,000
— which she could cash only if she married Chambers.
marry.
This left the way open for Reginald and Evelyn to
There are quite a number of moderately attractive
outdoor shots in the picture, and on that score the
picture is fair summer stuff.
Included in the cast are Grace Carlyle, Joseph
Weber, Maude Turner Gordon, Oliver Smith, Grace
Hansen and Morgan Wallace.

Less Discriminating Audiences Might Like It
Box OfSce Analysis for the Exhibitor
Before a certain kind of audience this one would go
over very well, while before another audience it would
fall flat. It will be accepted as entertainment and
furnish many laughs if shown before a bunch of folks
who are willing to laugh on the slightest provocation,
and who find entertainment in pictures merely as such.
Many regulars patronize some smaller theaters just
because they want to see movies. In a house that has
that sort of a crowd this one will go over.
But before an intelligent audience or a gang that
has been educated up to what to expect of carefully
produced pictures this offering would not make a favorable impression. It is just ordinary program stuff

and cannot be relied on to stand up for a very long
run.
Evelyn Greeley's drawing power is best known to
the man who has shown her pictures. Her last release was "Phil for Short." If your folks liked that
one it's a safe bet that they'll like her latest. So if
you are catering to an easily satisfied crowd of regulars you need have no qualms about this one; but if
yours is a transient trade go slowly.
For your lobby display select stills from the seashore scenes and other water stuff; also pictures showing shots taken while a lawn party is in progress. Bill
the offering as a comedy-drama of society, whose locale is the seashore, and which furnishes many chances
for laughs.
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Now in Preparation

WID'S 1919
YEAR BOOK
Third

Annual Production
Booked Solid

Everywhere
For the Coming Year
Containing a World of Informative Data,
Statistics, Past Performances and an All
Star Cast of Announcements of Interest
to

every

Exhibitor,

Producer,
Director,

Distributor,
and

Star —

For September Release
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Two Very Good Reels Save Adaptation of Stage Play
Harry T. Morey

in

a

Gamblers"
The Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
Paul Scardon
AUTHOR
Charles
Klein
SCENARIO BY
Sam Taylor and Lucien Hubbard
CAMERAMAN
Robert Stewart
AS A WHOLE
First four reels slow, tedious and
uninteresting;
last two reels crammed with
well=presented
dramatic
and
melodramatic
situations and material.
STORY
Adapted from the stage play of the same
title; built around high finance.
DIRECTION
Very good and very poor; stagey
groupings
much "talking"
in early
latter stuffandshowed
dramatic skill
and reels;
was
well done.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Most of it very good
LIGHTINGS
Some very fair effects; suitable all
the way through.
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory for the most part
STAR
Sincere and convincing in a part that
called for much facial expression.
SUPPORT
Capable; Helen Ferguson scored well;
Eric Mayne just a trifle "actorish" at times;
others up to mark.
EXTERIORS
Pretty garden stuff for most part
INTERIORS
Did their bit in lending convincing
backgrounds.
DETAIL
Convincing
where
it counted
most;
titles did most of the work in the early reels
CHARACTER OF STORY
Drama of big business
and finance.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,275 feet
IT is almost inconceivable to believe that a picture
that dragged along so tediously and uninterestingly
for four reels could pep up in the last two reels the
way "The"
Giimblers"
did. Those
last two
reels contained a wealth
of forcefully
presented
dramatic
and
melodramatic situations, which followed one another
in rapid succession and with telling effect. Having
that sprung w;is almost like seeing an entirely different picture; the latter stuff was almost good enough
to compensate for the previous long wait for something
to happen. Virtually nothing happened in those first
four reels, but when it did come it came good and
strong, and from then on kept at it to the very end.
The fault for the early flatness was due both to direction and lack of screen material.
Poor direction

was responsible for many very stagey and "posey"
groupings, interspersed by much — very much — "talking" and titles. The whole of that footage, almost,
was used up in having the characters transacting big
business — banking, investing, notes, and all that sort
of dry stuff. Of course all that had to be built up to
account logically for what followed; but it was not
so very well done. And then the film took a turn for
the better and kept on getting even better as it went
along. The direction became just as good as it had
been bad, and before the film had run very many more
feet a tension was applied that held tight.
Virtually the only essential points planted in the
first four reels were the facts that Harry Morey had
lost the love r.t a g'rl through his zest for business;
that the .girl had married Eric Mnyne, attached to the
Bank Examiner's office, and that Harry and other
directors of Harry's father's bank were flirting with
prison sti-ipes in their efforts to fight the "money interests." In this footage, too, the all-important directors' notes became the much-sought "poipers."
But from here on came really good stuff. All of the
following sequences were full of suspense and interest
as to the outcome, and, each time it began to look as
if matters were going to clear up, further logical
complications set in. In these passages Harry also
registered the fact that he loved his father, Charles
Kent, above all else, and that Kent was dragged into
the shady proposition innocently.
Mayne, jealous of his wife's love for Harry, did
everything
in hisHarry.
power to
the extracts
evidence fron
tha'"
would convict
Butobtain
Harry
George Majeroni, one of the directors, the confession
that the latter gave the "poipers" to Helen Ferguson,
Mayne's wife. Harry went to the Mayne house to get
the packet, and was caught in Helen's room by Mayne.
These passages are full of dramatic meat.
Suspenseful sequences followed fast here. Matters
reached the point where Helen came to Harry just as
he was about to shoulder the entire blame to save the
other three. He cleverly obtains the "poipers" from
Helen, despite Mayne's efforts to thwart Helen and
Harry, This came after Helen had repudiated Mayne
because of Mayne's belief that she might have compromised herself with Harry. The latter is instrumental in destroying some of the evidence, leaving
just enovigh to send him to j.-iil for a short term. As
he is about to be led out. Helen, who had reason to
believe that Mayne would obtain a divorce, promises
Harry she will be waiting for him when he gets out.
Besides those mentioned, the cast includes Agnes
Ayres and George Backus.

Film's Success Depends BoxLargely
on for
Sort
of Crowd You're Catering To
Office Analysis
the Exhibitor
The success of this offering depends almost entirely
on the sort of a crowd you are catering to; if your
audience is composed of the sort of folks who demand
a large amount of heart-interest in their pictures and
lots of action throughout they are liable to balk at the
dullness of the early footage of this one. But if they
are willing to wait for something good they will be
satisfied. Of course, much of the film is dry stuff
about high finance, but all that may be forgotten in
the intensity of what follows, and the rapidity with
which situations twist and turn and hold up after
things get going.
If you have been running Vitagraph stuff for any
-r^Pgth of time you know how Harry Morey stands
with your regulars and just how strong to go on advertising his appearance at your house. In this one,
though, the star isn't the whole show, although he
- has the dominating part. There is much good material
in the film that should hold the average crowd of
itself.

If you go in for throwaways in advertising your pictures there's an idea you might use with this one.
Although the picture is by no means a subject dealing
with card gambling and the like, you can make a play
on the title by using as throwaways ordinary playing
cards. It might be the best stunt to select inexpensive cards with light backs, on which could be printed
in heavy, black type: "See 'The Gamblers' at the
Blank Theater," or some such phrase. If real playing
cards are too expensive you might have a cheap cut
made of any card in the deck and have any number,
printed reasonably. This idea might also be used in
other sorts of advertising.
Also you might play up the fact that the picture is
an adaptation of the stage play.
The picture is quite serious drama, with no light
moments, and in view of this, and considering its
length, it is suggested that you select for the remainder of your program light and breezy short stuff.

"f

Tom Terriss
director

oAcknowledged Successes
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Breezy Picture Gives Star Lots of Chance to Register
William

Russell

in

"This Hero Stuff"
William

Russell

Prod. — Pathe

DIRECTOR
Henry
King
AUTHOR
Stephen Fox
SCENARIO
BY
Stephen
Fox
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Breezy picture that gave the star
lots of chances to register well; will amuse
most folks.
STCRY
Fairly timely and held up to film's foot=
age; plot permitted of considerable action.
DIRECTION
Very strong on atmosphere; got
most out of plot and players.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Generally suitable; but one se=
quence very flat.
CAMERA WORK
Some good outdoor Western
shots; also all right on interiors.
SUPPORT
Gave star adequate aid; cast includes
Winifred Westover, J. Barney Sherry, Mary
Thurman and others.
EXTERIORS
Chosen with an eye to attractive=
ness and suited locale.
INTERIORS
Pullman car and hotel stuff good;
studio sets average.
DETAIL
Very good comedy touches; atmosphere
held up throughout;
telegram
inserts could
have been written on real blanks instead of
paper marked "telegram."
CHARACTER OF STORY
Amusing comedy with
a few meller touches.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
THIS HERO STUFF" is pretty good stuff. It had
lots of plot and pep, and gave Bill Russell lots of
chances to shine. All in all, the film furnished a very
fair amount of entertainment, and had in it considerable action of the sort that keeps an audience's interest
alive. Much of the amusement registered was due to
Russell's manner of fighting his way into and out of
diflficulties, and underlying all this was just about tlie
necessary amount of love interest. The picture's sole
purpose was to amuse, and when this wasn't being
done by story action or physical action there was introduced business that got it by of itself.
Also the director did his bit, both in the matter of
keeping the atmosphere convincing and making the

most of his plot and player-material. The film
showed that a little trouble was gone to in making
things look real; also that the director realized the
value of attention to little things.
Bill had a good part and was surrounded by a good
company. In the piece he had several fast scraps,
dui'ing one of which he sure did make the fur fly ;
also he had two rescues to make, and they were made
very neatly. The sequences in which he rescues a
girl from a runaway horse had quite a thrill.
The subject gets its title from the fact that Bill,
in the role of Captain November Jones. U. S. A., was
thoroughly fed up on hero worship. He couldn't turn
anywhere but what someone recognized in him the big
hero. Folks will get much enjoyment out of those
passages that showed Bill returning to his home town.
In an endeavor to duck the welcoming committee he
put on false whiskers and almost got away with it.
But the whiskers were pulled off by a kid he rescued
from in front of the train. Then the committee
gi'abbed him, and the scenes showing the "welcome
home" parade are sure to score, mostly because of the
way Director King handled the extras.
After Bill got into civilian clothes he was cleverly
vamped by Mary Thurman, who was mixed up with a
crooked stock manipulator. But he saw her game,
and was glad when she caused a story to be printed
which made him appear to be a coward. He liked being treated as a coward for a change until he met up
Avith Winifred Westover. But she gave him the cold
shoulder because of his "cowardice."
It is then that Bill started fighting again, and just
for fun knocked down a few huskies in the hotel lobby.
Bill wanted to make a hit with Winifred, and endeavored to save her father from a gang that kidnapped him. But at first he saved the wrong man.
These sequences are sure of laughs and appreciation,
especially those showing Bill when he cleaned up the
gang of saloon roughnecks. All the way through he
pulled that sort of stuff, but pulled it in a half- kidding
manner that got it over successfully.
The titles were quite in tune with the action, and
in themselves helped matters along. In the main the
picture was one having action, suspense, love interest
and justification — the formula from which good photoplays are made.
There is nothing serious or deep about the picture —
it is just a bit of amusement fairly well done.
The supporting company includes, besides those
mentioned, J. Barney Sherry, Charles K. French, Harvey Clark and J. Farrell MacDonald, all of whom did
good work.

Should Take Well with the Average Picture Audience
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Folks who are very partial to William Russell are
going to be very well satisfied with his appearance in
this one; and even if anyone never heard of Bill Russell they'd enjoy the picture. It's a quite good, clean
and amusing subject of the sort that the star has
been appearing in of late.
It has in it considerable "audience appeal" and
shduld be considered entertainment by almost any
group of patrons. Of course, it is not a great, big
special or anything like that, but it is an offering that
consistently holds up to what folks expect when they
"just happen" to drop into a picture house and want an
hour's diversion.
It is not a picture that is deserving

of any extra exploitation on your part — it's just quite
good program stuff.
Bill Russell has been steadily increasing the number of his admirers, and his latest is going to keep the
friends he already has made.
If this comes to you on a contract basis you have
nothing at all to worry about, for you can rely on its
being up to snuff. You can advertise it as a breezy
comedy showing William Russell as a returned hero
who very much dislikes hero-worship. The title is
quite catchy also.
Don't get the idea that this is a war picture. It
absolutely is not. As soon as the director got Bill
to his home town he very wisely had the star take
oft' his uniform and be a regular feller.
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Burnett Novel Makes Only Mildly Pleasing Picture
Vivian Martin in

"Louisiana"
Paramount

Robert Q. Vignola
DIRECTOR
Frances Hodgson Burnett
AUTHOR
• • • • : ^''^^^^ Eyton
SCENARIO BY
Frank E. Qarbutt
CAMERAMAN
Mildly pleasing picture that
AS A WHOLE
—
dragged a bit at times; hit no high spots ve
and unruffled narrati
just ran along a calm producti
on.
course; well=dressed
of the same
novel
the
of
on
Adaptati
STORY
title; typical of the stuff to be expected from
roy."
the author of "Little Lord Fauntle
Added the human touch wherever
DIRECTION
moments.
possible; got the most out of "heart=throb"
Excellent throughout
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good stuff; especially in some fire=
LIGHTINGS
light scenes.
good shots in moun=
Many
WORK
CAMERA
tains; effective angles chosen always.
Her usual appealing self in a role that
STAR
in the
gave her opportunity to stay much
foreground.
A good cast; included Robert Ellis,
SUPPORT
Noah Beery, Arthur Allardt, Lillian West and
Lillian Leighton.
Fit the locale of the story whether
EXTERIORS
it was in the mountains or at swell hotel.
In keeping with high production
INTERIORS
standard.
put over effect=
incidents
Humurous
DETAIL
ively; titles in mountain vernacular good.
Harmless soft=soap of
CHARACTER OF STORY
a mountain girl who married the city feller
after all.
4,6ii feet
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

the best description of "Louisiana" is
PROBABLY
that it is a visualization of a novel by the author
of "Little Lord Fauntleroy" — and just what you might
expect of Frances Hodgson Burnett. The story made
sort of a "chocolate-cream-frappe" picture concoction
sweet, "heart-throbby" and delectable, but not very
satisfying or filling if you are at all hungry.
All in all, however, the film was mildly pleasing,
due in a large measure to the tasteful production it
received. It has variety of scene, and in the matter
of locations and sets received the kindest of attention.

All of the stuff was excellently photographed, and few
(ipportuuities for artistic effect were overlooked.
Director Vignola seldom missed a chance to sound
the human note where that chance was given, although
at no time did the offering hit any higli spots. It just
ran aloiij;' its narrative course calmly and quietly,
leaving an unrufllcd wake, .^nd sometimes it dragged
quite a bit. Once in a while a laugh was scored by
a"aunt."
negro mammy comedy character, who wns Vivian's
Vivian was entirely up to the requirements of the
role of the girl of the mountains, and the supporting
cast was a capable one. Only Noah Beery wore a set
of whiskers niat plainly showed their falseness in
one or two close-ups.
Many of the women folks who see the film will
wonder how it was that such a small girl as Vivian
could be so perfectly fitted by the classy -clothes of the
much bigger city girl she met at the hotel.
ISome very well-photographed shots above the clouds
on a mountain top opened the picture, registering
Vivian as the intelligent daughter of a mountain man,
Noah Beery, whose mountain dialect was well in keeping with reality. Vivian was desired by Arthur
Allardt, sort of a cave-man mountain youth, but
Beery couldn't see it that way. So he decided to send
Vivian to a classy mountain hotel so that she could
see something of the world. Some of these passages
were quite tender in their presentation of the love
existing between father and daughter.
Anyhow, Vivian and Aunt Cassandry, played by
Jjillian Leighton, went to the swell hotel. There
Vivian, in her old-fashioned clothes, was alone and
afraid until she made friends with Lillian West, sister
of Robert Ellis, a playwright. Lillian became much
interested in Vivian and dressed her up in swell
clothes, making a different girl of the maid of the
mountains. So when Ellis reached the hotel his sister
led him to believe that Vivian was a New Orleans belle.
Here the love interest was developed, seasoned with
an incident in which Allardt came down from the hills
and took a pot shot at Ellis.
By the time Ellis was well, lie and Vivian were quite
interested in each other. A cranky carburetor placed
Vivian in a position where she had to take her city
friends to her mountain home. At first she didn't tell
them the man there was her father, but when Ellis
laughed at the mountain folk she split with him and
his sister. Here followed some more really tender
passages between Vivian and her father.
But Ellis couldn't forget Vivian, even in New York,
so he decided to go to her. Allardt tried to shoot him,
but Vivian's shot spoiled AUardt's aim, and soon she
and Robert were in each others' arms.

Has Some Heart-Throbs and Human

Interest.

Fair Family Stuff

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is the sort of stuff that a great many fans like.
It has heart-throbs and human interest, and should go
best in family houses. It is doubtful if it would hold
up very wellin a house catering almost exclusively to
It is not a very heavy Paramount release.
transients.
Of course, your obvious play in getting this one oyer
is to lay stress on the fact that it is a visualization of
the novel, "Louisiana," by Frances Hodgson Burnett,
with Vivian Martin in the title role. The book was
very widely read and the folks who read it will no
doubt spend money to see it on the screen. In mentioning the author it might be good stuff to refer to
her also as the author of "Little Lord Fauntleroy,"Buta
book that almost everybody has heard about.

make it plain to your folks that this story is not about
the State of Louisiana — that is just the girl's name.
The story is laid in the mountains of South Carolina.
Vivian Martin needs no introduction to you. You
know tainhow
she followers
shines with
It's one.
very certhat her
will your
like crowd.
her in this
If you have a house pi'ogram and if you care to use
the space you might use one page to advantage by
printing excerpts from the book. Or, you might use
the whole of the first page of the book for copy and
break it off just where it gets interesting and below
print in large type something like: — "But see how it
all turns out for yourself next week, with Vivian Martin in the title role."

i^
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Short
"A Knight of Western Lands" is the title of the
first of a series of two-reel Westerns -tarring Neal
Hart, released by Capital Film. In the first offering Hart pulls a few fairly good riding and lariat
stunts, and also is "there" when it comes to fight
ins'. There is a fair amount of action in the
fi'm, but the story isn't much. The hero and the
willun are in love with the same girl. The willun
lets the old man die, forges the will and kills a
Greaser servant. All this starts Neal in pursuit,
in the course of which the latter fights a gang
in a saloon and finally rescues the hero from the
willun's clutches.
There is nothing extraordinary about the release. It was not expensively produced, and is
typical of the sort of stufif so well liked in the
smaller houses.
*
*
*
Interest attaches to the first of the Al Jennings
series of two-reelers to be released by Capital
Film because of the romance in the life of the
leading figure. Al Jennings, the reformed outlaw,
a character in z\merican history, appears as the
star in this series. The first is titled "Fate's
Frame-up,"
andto shows
how Al becameof an
The
series is
be a visualization
the outlaw.
life of
Jennings, and the first film shows him started on
a career of crime through circumstances beyond
his control. He and his brother, lawyers, got into
a courtroom scrap which later led to the murder
of his brother. Then Al sought refuge with a
band of outlaws and committed his first crime
when badgered by a gang of marshals.
The next of the series is, according to announcement, to show how the reformed outlaw staged
his first train robbery.
*

*

*

"The Story of a Bear Hunt," a reel produced
by Major Jack Allen and released by Universal,
contains some pretty interesting stuff. As in his

Stuff
previous release Major Allen showed how leopards were caught for menageries, this time he
traces Brother Bruin to his lair. More comedy
touches were added to this one — comedy seasoned
with wild excitement. In the film Major Allen
and his assistant manage to rope a bear and
finally tire him out. Many close-ups of Bruin
were obtained, and all in all the reel is a very fair
short subject.
*

*

*

A Fox Sunshine Comedy with a fast, funny and
thrilly climax is "Are Married Policemen Safe."
The early footage of the film is devoted to ordinary knockabout stufif with only a few laughs.
But soon the jazz was injected and automobiles
started running every which way, waltzing zippingly around wet streets, and causing no end of
fast action of the usual sort. There are as many
stunts pulled in this one as in the ordinary serial,
installment. For instance, two automobiles were
shot off into the surf, their occupants spilling all
over the screen. The actors sure did take a lot of
chances, and there were thrills despite the laughs
that accompanied.
ilf

*

*

The Bloxbee Film Corp. has issued the first of a
series of two-reel pictures, called "Young America." These subjects were directed by Philip
Van Loan, who also wrote the unpretentious
stories made to fit war heroes, who appear in the
leading roles. Sergeant Charles M. Scala, said to
be the first American captive to escape from a
German prison, is the hero of the initial release.
The picture shows his escape, his homecoming
and the award of decorations for gallantry in action. In the second film Barney Tovin and Howard Cooper are the central characters. The story
follows their careers from the time they enter
the service until they display valor in action.

Wid's Dail
Binders -y ^ 1 • /^13
Invaluable for reference purposes.
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discovered to be a scare on the part manner means another 'plugger' for
of the speculators.
your
house." — George
Schaeffer,
World Exchange, New York.
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Films On Steamers

Linc6ln Challenges Dempsey
It is reported that Elmo Lincoln
Shrewd Manager
Frenchman
Here
to Dispose
of
who
appeared
in
"Tarzan
of
the
:
Rights to Show Industrials on
The manager of a Chicago
Apes"
"Elmohas thechallenged
Mighty" a Jack
Uni- | house has installed all over the
French Boats
versal and
serial,
Rene Silz, general manager of the Dempsey, world's heavyweight cham- ,
auditorium dictaphones conLes Films Albert Dulac de Paris, a pion.
nected to a loud-speaking telej
phone in his office, according
French company, is in New York for
to the Electrical Experimenter,
the purpose of disposing of rights to
which describes the device in
exhibit industrial films on board
boats of the French Line.
detail. Thus he is able to lisExplains Aims
ten to what his patrons say
The Dulac company has secured Quinn's Organization
and Purposes
about the show and get many
the right from the steamship comA statement issued by the M. P.
valuable pointers.
pany which operates 52 boats a year
sailing from Havre and Bordeaux and Theatrical Co-operative Asso. —
for the United States. The Dulac the Quinn organization — goes into
explaining that the associaconcession covers the sailings from detailtion in
is not in favor of censorship.
France to this country.
The idea which is a new one so far
Quinn's fight in forestalling censorship in Los Angeles is mentioned.
as showing films on the boats of the The association is going to fight, the Australasian - Select Case Amicably
French line is concerned, is to interArranged Out of Court
est big hotels and department stores statement adds, reform dealing enThe suit of Select against Australtirely with "the structural fabric of
as well as large exporting companies
asian Films has been settled out of
in showing their wares. The films the industry."
court.
The contract with Select has
will be shown on board ship during
been renewed by Australasian.
the day to pass the time away. They
The original suit was instituted by
will be shown as part of a regular
Select for damages approximating
program.
Wanted by Methodist Churches — j$216,000. Australasian, it is claimed,
The appeal to a number of tourists
Pictures in Schools
, tried to cancel its contract with
approaching a foreign land by showIn a special article in the Chicago 1 Select on the ground that there was
ing them large hotels and interiors
Daily News Jones Howard says: In- \a lack of mutuality.
of department stores is obvious.
vestigation by the advisory commis- ,

Against Censorship

Law Suit Settled

6,000 Machines

Aliens

Invade

Will Run Theaters in the United
States — Two Houses Already
The Aliens, of Canada, announce
their entrance into the domestic exhibiting field.
The first two Allen — United States
theaters will be located in Cleveland
and Detroit. The Cleveland house
will seat 3,000 and will cost $1,000,000. The other house will seat 3,500.
No. 156

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
OOME may read this or that
^ favorite magazine but the
daily_ newspaper is read by all
— the butcher, the baker, the
candlestick maker and even the
burglar. Listen a while — A
stationery store in a nearby
village was recently visited by
a 1919 model burglar who confined himself solely to pilfering
nationally advertised products.
— Waterman's fountain pens —
Gillette Razors and IngersoU
watches. He passed up two
cases of fountain pens not nationally advertised — Verily, it
pays to advertise.

I

Price 5 Cents

Mutual Is Solvent
Judge Mack Rules Robertson-Cole's
Charge Is Unfoundetd
Judge Mack ruled on Saturday
that Exhibitors Mutual was not insolvent. The Robertson-Cole auditor, Henry K. Maday, attempted to
prove Mutual insolvent by regarding
the stock liability as an actual liability. In preparing financial statements this is not recognized.
Mutual scored another point when
Judge Mack ruled that RobertsonCole's charges for alleged breach of
contract by Mutual were not supported by evidence produced in
court.
Exhibitors Mutual claimed that it
would take at least 4 months to secure other films to replace the
Robertson-Cole
product were it removed.
Walter Hoff Seeley testified that it
had taken Robertson-Cole several
months to secure the services of its
stars and that financial obligations
for them were over $3,000,000.
The case has now reached the

point where the question of securing productions with a standard
value
is being discussed.
sion
community
centers of
Chicagoon board
of education
of the
the |'
Robertson-Cole stated that films
subject of visual instruction, with a
Joyce,and
Kathleen
Victor Kremer who, as noted, has starring
view to installing 200 more projecDonald, Alice
Bushman
Bayne, Macand
tors in Chicago schools, calls atten- purchased the entire Essanay cata- Edith Storey had been offered them.
tion to the fact that there arc now
logue from George K. Spoor, has
Mutual asserted that none of these
about 14,000 schools, churches
and sold a block of the films to the M.
star's
product could be secured.
colleges regularly running films for and R. Film Co., of San Francisco.
A
number
of independent producThe
sale
was
for
100
reels
and
ineducational
and entertainment
purers will appear in court today to
poses. The recent stimulus given to
cludes 13 five-reel features, 10 onehave forged ahead of the educational reclers with Broncho Billy, 10 one- testify on the standardized producvalues and high etlilcal qualities is reel Snakeville comedies, 10 one-reel tion.
indicated also by the proposal of the George Ade fables.
Grand Opera House Sold
Methodist church conference to buy
The
Grand Opera House and the
6.000 projection machines and make
the church headquarters for movies
other property of the Behman family
in Elm Place and in Hoyt Street,
of the right sort.
Jacobo Glucksmann, who recently
However, thousands of schools all
Brooklyn, passed into the hands of
from a four months' trip to the A. I. Namm Company, which, it
over the countrj^, acting individually, returned
South America has just purchased
have forged ahead of the educational two serials from Louis Burston is said, is to raze the theater and
other buildings and to build in their
leaders and financed their own inFilms,
Inc.the One is "The Mystery of place an extensive addition to its
stallations. In small towns in the '13'
" and
other is now in course
west where the state colleges offer of production with King Baggott department store adjoining.
educational film service free of cost and
The property is transferred for the
Grace Darmond.
consideration of $400,000, by August
the schools are becoming the reguGlucksmann's purchase gives him
lar "movie shows" of rural commu- control of the entire world with the S. Behman, Marguerite Behman and
nities where commercial picture exception of United rjtates, Canada Consuelo Behman, to Estelle Namm,
according to the papers filed in the
houses cannot exist under present and Alaska.
conditions.
office of the Register of Kings CounHow these people with small funds !
ty, and the Behmans take back a
mortgage
of $300,000.
Lust
Buys
"Yankee
Doodle"
have managed
to getcases
started
esting.
In most
theyis inter-'
have ; Sidney Lust, of Washington, has
olitained the financial assistance of
Simpson in Atlanta
"Yankee Doodle in Bera leading citizen, and after holding! purchased
Ben F. Simpson, field manager for
lin" from Sol Lesser for Maryland,
a series of commun'ity meetings, col- ' Delaware, Virginia and the District Realart, is now in Atlanta establishlecting at the door, the trick has i of Columbia.
ing an exchange there. Ben has a
been turned.
On week days the geHe will use a troupe of girls in lot of friends down that way, for he
with the showing of the represented George Kleine there for
ography and history lessons are il- conjunction
film.
a time.
{Continued on Page 4)
>

Sells 100 Reels

Buys Two Serials
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Guts and Flashes
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Earle Metcalfe has replaced Montagu Love in the cast of "The Battler." Love is sick.
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All male members of George Seigmann's Universal company producing "Who Knows" have seen service
in France.
Sol Polito handled the camera
work on Jack Pickford's recent release, "Bill Apperson's Boy."

Coast Brevities
Hollywood, Cal. — The Alkire Motion Picture Co. has Deen organized
by W. H. Alkire to produce a series
of two reel comedy-dramas with an
O. Henry style of climax to be written b}' Miles Overholt.

The Princess Delia Pattra Pictures
Corp. has been added to the film
units in Los Angeles. It will produce "The Daughter of the Nile" in
which Princess Delia Pattra, reported to be the niece of the present
Khedive of Egypt, will be the star.
Henry McRae has been engaged as
director and Los Angeles capital is
Turners Fall, Mass.— D. J. Shea to largely interested in the corporation
eiect theater on Ave. A.
it is stated. Negotiations are now
Wilmington, Del. — Wilmington imder way for a studio.
Stores Co. to erect theater to cost
$24,000.
"The Joyous Trouble-Maker" has
Winchester Tenn. — Edwin Healey been purchased by Fox for William
Farnum
from the author of the novel
leases building and will open picture
Jackson Gregory.
house.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-'1552-55S8
Los Angeles
Office:
605-606-607 Wright
&
Callender
Bldg.,
Telephone
Broadway
3889.
Hollywood,
Cal., Office:
217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.;
Telephone, Hollywood
1603.

New Theaters

Schenectady, N. Y. — Spiegel interests to build Strand to cost $300,000.
Turners Falls, Mass. — Dennis J.
Shea to build theater to seat 1,000.
Davenport, la. — Blanchard Amusement Co. to erect $400,000 theater.

Having about completed ".Soldiers
of Fortune," by Richard Harding
Davis, Allan Dwan will soon begin
work on Harold McGrath's "Luck-of
the Irish."

House Changes

Chambersburg, Pa. — Dan Bodder
busy interest in Star.
Peoria, 111. — Apollo bought by
Walter Puterbaugh of Chicago for
$100,500.
Seattle, Wash. — Fay's planning extensive alterations. To increase capacity to 5,000.
Hudson, N. Y. — Playhouse Co. remodeling Rialto.
Willimantic, Conn. — Salvator Foti,
owner of Scenic theater, ordered to
vacate.

Melodrama
"The thing to do with melodrama on the screen is to grant
the premises of melodrama —
which are summed up in Exaggeration, and then work out
the rest
The
faultwith
has relentless
been thatlogic.
the '
basic exaggeration has been
succeeded by other exaggerations until the whole has become more like a farce than a
melodrama. Abolish these further exaggerations and institute sane actions and reReginald Barker.
actions."

Office Closed

Judgment of $12,244 Awarded
Against Lumex Mfg. Co.
The fact that the office of the
Lumex Mfg. Co., which dealt in motion picture projecuon machines at
Expectin'
big story about Franl
50 Church Street and had a plant at Hall's enterprises.
Lima, Ohio, has been closed up and
that the officers cannot be found here
Holding Up "Open Your Eyes"
is disclosed in a judgment filed in the
Chicago.
"Open toYour
Eyes'!
which
was —
scheduled
open at
th^
Supreme Court in which the sheriff's
jury decided
that
the
Master
MaWoods
theater
this
month,
has
beeil
chine Tool Co. is entitled to recover
booked to appear at the Princess anc
$12,244 from the Lumex Co.
The Master Machine Tool Co., the billing at the Woods removed'
which does business under the name .A.S yet, however, the censor boarci
of the American Standard Motion has not granted the picture a permit
Picture Machine Co., sued for $15,Wilbur Coming to New York
000 damages for breach of a conCrane
Wilbur will shortly come t(
tract made April 5, 1915, by which
the Lumex company contracted with New York. He has written a nev
play which will be opened in Oak
the plaintiff to manufacture 300 pro- land,
Calif, in which Marjorie Ram
jection machines, and was to supply beau will
appear.
the materials. The plaintiff was
Nels T. Granlund of the Loew of
ready to do the work but the de- fices has secured the picture right
fendant refused to carry out the
agreement. Because the attorneys
Opposes License Increase
for the plaintiff were imable to find
— Opposing an increaS'
anyone in the office formerly occu- in Hartford.
license fees for theater owners
pied by the defendant at 50 Church
Street on whom the papers could be Mayor Richard J. Kinsella said tha
served, an order was obtained in the he was not in favor of a propose
Supreme Court to effect service by ordinance whereby the proprietor:
mailing the papers to the defendant of theaters in this city would be re:
at Lima, Ohio. William H. Griffin, quired to pay an additional fee.
who had been the attorney for the
defendant, said he knew nothing
about the whereabouts of any of the
officers except that Arthur D. Robinson was somewhere in Texas.
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AT LAST! A man lead who
doesn't look as if he hirad his dress
clothes. Frank Mayo in "A LITTLE BROTHER OF RICH" coming soon, with Kathryn Adams and
J. Barney Sherry.
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German Conditions
As Seen by Blumenthal, Film
Exporter
German conditions as seen by Ben
lunicti-thal of Export and Import
ilm are explained in the following
ccerpts of a statement issued by
m:

'Germany, Austria, and the Balkans are
identically the same state of mind as
gards American pictures in which they
:re four years ago. American pictures may
wonderful pictures — but they do not be•ve it any more than they did in the days
len French and Italian pictures were the
guc in their countries. And to cap the
max, they have their own German-made
;tures in sufficient quantities to take care
I their needs.
'As I see it, the first step will be to connce the Central Powers that our American
oduct is as good as England, France, Scannavia have found it to be— and then to
nvince them that the demand for our
)duce is sufficiently strong to topple over,
an extent at least, an industry the comsrcial strength of whicTi they had failed
' discover until four years ago and which
■is unquestionably their aim to develop as
Strong weapon for the assault which they
III be obliged to make upon the internamal commercial
world.
'And, as a final point, let me say that the
w German policy — born of pre-war necesies— of paying
money
to outsiders
for
thing that is not an absolutely necessary
w product
is going to stop us in our
icks in the export picture business as far
the Central Powers are concerned.
Geriny and Austria have discoverecr that they
n make pictures of a satisfactory commeril value for their own uses.
They
may
be the best pictures in the world, but it
been establislred that a very considerle number
of people within the Central
wers
will
accept
them.
They'll
maKts
ir own pictures.
A plan affecting the picture business has
eady been devised, I am informed, and it
rks this way.
The man that wants
to
id pictures into Germany Is at perfect liby to do so, if he will take as his pay
rman-made
pictures of equal value for
itribution outside of Germany.
One can
idily understand what this wilt mean
to
general exporter and importer.
German
:tures, it seems
absolutely
certain,
no
itter what
their artistic merit may
be,
11 be considerably discounted in any counother than Germany for a long time to
ne, and just how much progress the exter with American-made
pictures to sen
competition
with German-made
pictures
any neutral territory would make can be
agined.
He'd have to run a series or
rman bargain days every week."

In the Courts
A judgment by default for $2,500
been entered in the Supreme
nirt in a suit of Samuel Pearson
ainst the Mastercraft Photoplay
irp., which was served with the
oers at 1465 Broadway when they
"re
court
der tacked
because onno the
one door
was by
there
to
ceive them in behalf of the comny. The plaintiff sued on a note
r $2,400 made by the corporation
ough E. R. Sherburne, treasurer,
I. Wolper in Boston, and due
n. 28 last, and assigned by him to
e plaintiff.
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Famous Racing Meller Scores on Screen.
DAiijy^
All Star Cast in

"Checkers"
Fox
DIRECTOR
Richard
Stanton
AUTHOR
Henry
Blossom,
Jr.
SCENARIO BY. . .
Adrian Johnson
CAMERAMAN
H. G, Plimpton
AS A WHOLE
Good, old=fashioned racing mel=
ler that contained thrills a=plenty, heart in=
terest, and all the other elements that should
make it go over big; well=acted and well=
produced.
STORY
Adaptation of the famous stage
play of the same title.
DIRECTION
Got every bit of punch possible
in big scenes; handled pla>ers adroitly and
staged thrills fairly well.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good all the way through
LIGHTINGS
Many special effects; all good, espe=
cially illuminations in Chinatown scenes.
CAMERA WORK
Of a high order
STARS. .'
Thomas J. Carrigan, Jean Acker, Rob=
ert Elliott and Ellen Cassity the principals;
all do sufficiently good work.
SUPPORT
Long list of folks who aided things
by their appearance;
chief in support
are
Bertram
Marburgh,
Tammany
Young,
Ed
Sedgwick.
EXTERIORS
Some good stuff; scenes at BeU
mont Park, etc., hold up asmosphere.
INTERIORS
Always the proper thing
DETAIL
Gave emphasis to minor points and
was watched carefully throughout.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Meller of the race
track, Chinatown, etc.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,ooo feet
GOOD old-fashioned melodrama of the sort that will
never die — especially when it is well presented —
is offered in "Checkers." As a stage play "Checkers"
was in vogue for many years, but the stage play never
could contain all the wallops they have filmed in the
picturizod version. In other words, all of the basic
goodness and
of Henry
Blossom's
playthat
hasmakes
been
retained,
has been
added tofamous
with stuff
the offering a good attraction.

Has Many Thrills.

"Checkers" is a meller of the race track and sporting
circles that touches all of the high spots. It contains
thrills a-plenty; heart-interest, humor, mystery, action
— and about every other element that is needed. It
takes the picture just a while to get started, but after
it gets warmed up a bit the throttle is opened wide
and she hits on all four, traveling exclusively on high
to the very end.
The picttire was very well cast, ably acted, and fittingly produced. The director handled his material in
such a manner as to get every ounce of punch possible
out of the story's bigger moments. And expense
wasn't spared. Two of the big thrills of the picture
came when two box cars, one of them ablaze, were
sent over an open drawbridge to avert a collision with
the Limited. This was well-staged and cannot fail to
make most of the folks who sec it hold their breath.
Then, too, there were some fairly exciting moments
when several of the characters were picked up from a
boat by an airplane and speeded for the track, getting
there in the nick of time.
The Chinatown stuff was very good, too. This part
of the picture was almost like a serial. The shero was
in the clutches of the willun, who wanted her to tell
him where the race horse was. But the hero came to
the rescue. Through many sequences the viewer was
brought through sliding doors, secret chambers, folding
walls, and all that sort of jazz. This got over in good
style, and you can bet it's the sort of stuff that will
bring
seats. some of the folks who see it to the edge of their
And there were many other sequences of that sort
— all of them full of suspense and interest,- and all of
them leading up to the "great race track scenes." This
race track sequence is one that gets under the shirt.
Things that preceded got matters worked up to the
proper pitch, and when the picture showed the race
itself, there was to be had almost as much excitement
as if you had a big bet on the race yourself. You
just can't help rooting for "Remorse" to win, thereby
making things smooth for the man the shero loves, and
for the hero.
The picture gets its title from the leading character
— a race track tout who turns out to be a regular feller
after all. And when he falls in love with the good
girl who is chased from her Southern home because of
her love for him everybody knows that they are both
thoroughbreds, and is absolutely "for" them through
all of the obstacles they are forced to overcome. And
in the end, as it should be, the willun gets his just
deserts and everybody is happy.

Deserving of Extra Exploitation on Your Part.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here's a picture that ought to make money for you.
Fox puts it out as a special, and in many ways it is a
special; therefore deserving of extra exploitation on
your part. Go to it. If you handle this right and are
willing to do a little extra work and spend a little
etxra money there should be no reason why you can't
put the picture over in fine style.
Your problem is to get folks into your theater. After
you get them in the picture will take care of them, and
it's the sort of a film that should get considerable word
of mouth advertising. So if your locality is such as to
stand a few days' run of a really good picture it's up
to you to take advantage of that word of mouth advertising.

The film is a racing meller based on a play that was
"Damned in Hell"
Nashville.— Rev. R. C. Pile, pastor shown all over the country for many years, but aside
In the
war hero of the Tennessee moun- from that angle it is a good picture in itself.
.ns Alvin C. York, strongly disuntenances the proposed entrance
York into the "movie" field in a
.tcr 'received from him yesterday.
e say: "I am strictly opposed to
r.yt. York going into any kind of
3vie and if he does I certainly will
opposed
to same, and I think
lose who are trying to get him in
e doing him a great injustice and
11 damn him in hell.

sort of houses where they applaud wildly every time
the hero puts one over on the willun they're going to
"eat this up." To that kind of a crowd this will be a
treat that will thoroughly satisfy their appetite for
thrills and all that sort of stuff. But its appeal is not
limited to that sort of a crowd. It would fit in almost
any house.
Of course it's up to you to get all the benefit possible
out of the fame of the play. That's one big advertising angle. But there are many others. Fox is putting
out help.
some good paper on this one, use of which is sure
to
Don't let the absence of a big star worry you. The
picture is very^well acted throughout, and some of the
players are fairly well known to movie audiences.
But in this case you're selling picture — not star — and
the picture is "there."

A monejr clecLtx-xip ta^eeK.
for Efjchihitors
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6,000 Machines
{Continued from Page 1)
lustratcd by pictures that move and
the one nis,dit a week community
show pays tlie bill.
One of the pioneers in this movement was B. A. Aughinbaugh, principal of the Mingo (O.) school district. He won a fight with the
school trustees and wired the new
high school building for films two
years ago. His auditorium now contains a modern standard projector
and his profits have been sufficient
on the 'oest films and
to pay rental
to use the machine three days a
week in classroom work. Besides,
he has earned enough to buy a school
library, player-piano and to pay for
the refreshments for the weekly
community meetings held in the
Mingo school.
Churches of all denominations
have found the moving picture a
certain stimulator to the lagging
churchgoer. At Webbervillc, Mich.,
the congregation of the Rev. Thos.
W. H. Marshall was increased 200
per cent, by the introduction of moving pictures as part of the Sunday
sermon. Other churches have used
pictures with almost equal success.
The plan of utilizing moving pictures in public schools and churches
is closely tied up with the "better
films movement," whicn encourages
its members to patronize only
houses which display clean and unlifting films. There is no ban on
good comedy or upon the drama; it
is simply that the advocates of better films do not believe the majority
to circuof the producers are willing juveniles
late films which are fit for
to see. Inability to get the proper
co-operation from local picture
houses drove many ministers and
teachers to take matters into their
own hands, by geUTn.'r machines of

WHERE
are

THE

STARS
of

>

*

Ten Years
Ago

their own and setting up in competition with the commercial shows.
In many cities great strides have
l)een made in the adoption of pictures in the schools. In New York,
300 projectors instruct and entertain the school children. In Chicago
thirty-one schools are equipped with
machines in booths.
There are eighteen state universities with visual instruction departments and owning libraries of educational films which are circulated
free of charge within the state for
the benefit of any qualified teacher
or clergyman.
The films are circuited to the various rural schools, often by the machinery offered by the county agent.
The school or churcli accepts the
programs as offered by the university and books this whole sixteen or
twenty programs. Carrying charges
arc paid by the user.
The topical weeklies, the scenic
reels and films on animal life lead in
popularity, while clean comedy is
quite common in the churches even
on Sunday nights. One church held
a scries of lectures on American
parks and monuments, illustrated by
moving pictures, and made sufficient
money in six weeks to wipe out the
church debt.

Cosmo

Putting It Over

to Build on Coast

Los .Angeles reports are to th
effect that the Cosmo Pictures Cor]
a new company will build a studi
in Los Angeles.
Jules Ratzkowski, vice-presider
and director is reported on his wa
to New York from where he will sa
for Palestine and Egypt. He wi
produce a feature
while abroad.

Here is hou
exhihitor put his a brother
Send
show over.
' along your ideas. Let the other
how
fellow
know
«p.
you cleaned

An exploitation campaign has been
The Remick Company has pr(
perfected for "The Westerners" by
Stewart Edward White and re- pared a song to be used in conjunc
leased through Hodkinson.
tion with "Destiny," Dorothy Phi
The full power of the Grosset and
lips' new Jewel production.
Dunlap organization under the direction oi Sam A. Jenkins, their general
THE
BIG FEATURE
PICTURE
sales manager, will be used. Grosset
and Dunlap are the publishers of
Is in a class with the regular theatrical show and should be extwo score of authors. Jenkins perploited as such. We make a lobby
sonally is handling a simultaneous
display that
duction andindividualizes
lifts it out the
of prothe
window display and counter display
of "The Westerners" in more than
picture
RUT— "The Red onLantern"
and
exhibi- ,
200 book stores and drug stores in
tion other
in our productions
show rooms.
KRACS
MFG.
CO.
greater New York for the week preceding the showing at the Strand
220 West 42nd St.
New York City
and continuing throughout the week
that the picture is being shown.
This tie-up is nation-wide and will
be co-ordinated and maintained in all
NEGATIVES WANTED
towns of 5,000 population and upward and in all cities, as well as for
the neighborhood first runs in large
Single
reel Comedies
and either
fivereel
subjects
or longer,
cities.
World rights, foreign or American
rights. Transactions strictly cash.
That the moving picture is to beSell
Film
for
New
England
Answer, Box C. B. care of Wld's.
come an efficient means of teaching
the young is no longer doubted even
"Damaged Goods" has been sold
by the most conservative educators. for New England to F. Alland &
Such institutions as the Union Theo- Bros, of Boston by American Film.
The Adorable Star
logical seminary have used films in
practical teaching. But there is a
New Studio for Comedies
LOUISE LOVELY
feeling among educational leaders
The Motion Picture Prod. Co. of
opposite William
Farnum
in
that the. supply of educational films \merica which will produce the King
his
latest
five
consecutive
is as yet inadequate. Those who in- Cole comedies has contracted for the
super-features
Fox West
Coast Studios
dorse visual teaching — and they repuse
of
3
Sun
Light
Arc
Lamps.
Sturesent 90 per cent, of American edudios will be erected at Dongan Hills, 1
cators— prefer to wait until some Staten Island.
more practical method of supply is
attained. Four well financed instiEducational Has a Mystery
tutions are now producing "text
Educational
has launched a mysbook films" under the direction of
school text book writers. In this
tery party. A new camera outfit has
work the United States department
just left New York on a six months'
of education is lending advisory and trip for regions unknown.
E. W. Hammons claims that the
practical aid.
,
The possibility of using films in territory to be photographed has
churches and scliools has only been never before been filmed, but where
realized since the perfection of the that is, he is keeping a secret.
LABORATORIES
small projection machine. However,
216-222
WEEHAWKEN
STREET
WEST HOBOKEN.
N. J.
numbers of standard theater machines are being installed too. The
small projector can ht moved from
PHONES
K 4691
UNION
.( 4802 \ _
classroom to classroom with ease
I REFINED
LETTERING
i
!Y (
HOUDIMI.
4800 /
' '
and hooked up to the ordinary elec! APPROPRIATE
ILLUSTRATING i
tric light socket in three minutes.
ALFReO
OAVIDSOf
These machines take one reel of film
at a time and any teacher can easily
:
145
45^^ST.
!
PHONE ^W.
BRYANT
8973.
|
operate them.
In addition to the schools and
THE BEST PICTURE
churches, many industrial firms have
to make money
installed free movies in their plant
Must have a perfect developed |
rest rooms for the entertainment and
negative
instruction of employes of? duty.
REX LABORATORY (INC.)
The United States government,
has
developed
HarryandKeeper's
negraFOX STAR
through the Department of the Intlveo.
Ask him
then phone
terior, is organizing the state uniTremont
1996
for
fall
particulars.
PACIFIC
COAST
STUDIOS
versities so that films showing government activities may be widely
Latest release
circulated.
There are now available to the
schoolroom films showing marine
Starring in
biology in natural colors, films of industry, alarge number of the classes
in literature, geography, chemistry,
astronomy (animated diagrams),
ROOMy
rural life, agriculture, domestic econnow being produced
TELEPHONE/
omy, botany, athletics and many
^aVs? 2003-2011
CANDLER BlO'6. 220W.42S
other branches.

COMMERCIAL
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AND
PRINTING
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Moss Active

Goldwyn in Capitol
Goldwyn yesterday booked the first
Five Theaters Closed for Alterations
new Rex Beach "The Girl from Out— Reopen on Labor Day
for the new Capitol. Expected
Five of the B. S. Moss theaters in to be side"shown
sometimes in September.
Greater New York are to undergo
alterations preparatory to the reopBeck President of Artco
ening under the Famous Players
auspices on Labor Day.
Arthur F. Beck is now president
The Jefferson, on 14th Street of Artco producing features with
closed Sunday night as did the Re- Leah Baird. Harry Raver and Argent, on 116th St. near 7th Ave., and
thur Butler Graham have disposed
the Hamilton at 146th St. and Broad- of their interests in the above corway. The Flatbush, Flatbush and
poration. George Irving continues
Church Aves., Brooklyn, and the as director.
Prospect, Prospect and Westchester
Stuart Holmes has been signed to
Aves., Bronx, have been closed since play leads for the Beck interests.
the first week in July.
The Moss interests have lost out
in their
the mentioned
musicians'
union
and fight
so in with
the above
Name of Concern to Release New
theaters 40-piece orchestras like the
Series from Well Known Group
Strand and Rialto type will be used.
[By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Organs and special lighting effects
Philadelphia. — George D. Porter,
will be installed as well as new interior decorations. The seating ca- Director of Public Safety in the cabinet of the late Mayor Rudolph
pacity of the Hamilton will be increased to 2,500 by the installation of Blankenburg, and candidate for may400 new seats.
or on the Town Meeting party ticket,
Progress is being made on the new has become treasurer o fthe Cinema
Moss theaters at 181st St. and Art Prod. Co., which has Mitchell
Broadway and at 161st St. and West- Lewis, Anna Q. Nilsson, Niles
Welch, Secna Owen and others as
chester Ave.
star. Porter is vice-president of the
R. L. Dollings Company, president
of the American Bronze Corp., president of the McCambridge Co. and
Vivian Martin is back in town and
president of the Quaker Kola Co.
'trying
to decide
to work.
Has
received
several where
pffers.
Reported
she will not continue with Lasky,
her contract having been completed.
Finkelstein
and Rubin
Securing
Just where she will work unsettled.
Houses in Northwest
She is determined, she says, not to
make so many productions during
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
the coming year as heretofore. Last
St. Paul, Minn. — It is reported
year she made 10, and the year be- here that the Hamm and Finkelstein
fore 11. She is stopping at the Al- and Rubin interests are negotiating
gonquin.
for the purchase of a number of the
leading theaters of Duluth.
Members of the firm have been in
No. 157
Duluth during the week making ar-]
rangements for the purchase. '
The St. Paul syndicate is planning
By Jack Alicoate
further to extend its organization by
acquiring theaters in Hibbing and
■fl/'ID'S 1919 Year Book is
Virginia Minn., and later extensions
now in preparation. As a
will reach North Dakota and Montana.
reference book it will be of

Cinema Art

Considering Offers

After More Houses

Little Ad Talks

tremendous value to every Producer, Distributor, Director
and Exhibitor in the industry.
As an advertising medium it
presents the opportunity of
reaching the important executives every day of the coming
year. First forms will close
shortly. Early copy will insure preferred position. Do it
now.

Price 5 Cent*
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Worth a Million
The

Electric Theater,
Emporia, Kans.
Dear Wid: :

Mutual Wins
Robertson-Cole Contract Upheld by
Judge

Mack
— Film
Witnesses

Folk

Judge Mack in the U. S. District
Court yesterday decreed that Exhibitors Mutual had committed no
breach which justified RobertsonCole in cancelling their contract.
This ended the litigation which has
taken up 'the attention of Judge
Mack since early last week.
Yesterday several witnesses were
called by Exhibitors Mutual relative
to the point established at Saturday's hearing as to how long it
would take Mutual to build up a program of releases equal to that being
supplied by Robertson-Cole. TarkDuffy With
Goldwyn
ington Baker, general manager of
Gerald C. Duffy, former editor of Universal, said that it would take six
Picture Play magazine, has joined months to a year to build up such a
the Goldwyn s'taff of scenario writ- believe
and were
added any
thatproductions
he didn't
ers. His initial work is the con- program there
tinuity for the new Mabel Normand lying about that were worth while,
or any stars of well known drawing
production.
In this he was seconded by Felix
Barthelmess Coming East
' ■
power.
F. Feist, of Goldwyn, and Fleckels
Richard Barthelmess has com- of Screencraft.
pleted work in the new Griffith proWilliam Wright, of Vitagraph, was
duction being filmed on the Coast called in answer to the claim that
and is expected to arrive shortly in Robertson-Cole had been offered
New \iork. He will have a vacation
for a series of producbefore commencing work on the first Alice Joyce
tions. Wright said that this could
Griffith production to be filmed in
not happen, that Miss Joyce had a
New York.
long term contract with Vitagraph,
He will appear in the leading and was not a contract jumper.
roles in Griffith productions for the
J. Robert Rubin an attorney, repnext two years.
resenting Metro and other film producers and distributors was asked
as to the availability of stars, including Viola Dana and Emmy Wehlen,
Rowland Buys Several Foreign Suc- and said they were under contract.
cesses— One
Reported
Barrie
Play to Be a
Herewith another year's subto "WID'S".
a million scriptiondollars
now, Worth
worth
two million this Fall. How
else will we be able to sort
out from among the hundreds
of super-production pictures
good enough for a respectable
Yours truly,
program?
H. A. McClure.

More Plays for Metro

Richard A. Rowland, president of
Metro now on the other side, has
secured a number of foreign successes for production under the
"fewer and better pictures" policy.
Announcement of what these are,
however, will be made when Rowland returns from Europe. It has
been reported that one of the new
plays is from the pen of Sir James
Barrie but the Metro offices disclaim
any knowledge of such an acquisition.

Four Meetings

Divisions
of
Nominate

N. A. M. P. J. Will
Directors — Session
Tomorrow

Preceding the 3rd annual meeting of the National Association,
scheduled for August 5-6 at Rochester, each branch of the industry represented in the association will hold
its own annual meeting this week for
the nomination of directors to be
25,000
Block
of Famous
Players
elected at Rochester.
Stock Offer Taken by Stockholders
The meeting of the Producers DiSolid Booking
The block of 25,000 shares which
vision will be held tomorrow at three
Famous Players have offered stockDuring the convention of the Na- o'clock. At four o'clock the Distional Educational Association in
tributors Division will meet. At
holders of record July 5 has been
oversubscribed according to Domin- Milwaukee early this month, Chicago twelve o'clock Thursday, the Supick & Dominick, who handled the sales force of Famous Players inauply and Equipment Division will
gurated adrive and secured a solid come together, and at three o'clock
offering in Wall St.
The payment for the stock was week of bookings in each of 12 Mil- on that day a meeting of the Genwaukee theaters.
eral Division will take place.
scheduled for last Saturday.

Oversubscribed

sMI

)■
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Browne in Chicago
Bothwell Browne stepped out of
the "Yankee Doodle" show at the
Broadway Sunday and is now in Chicago. He will return when the run
closes at the Ziegf eld and produce a
musical comedy on Broadway. His
Sennett contract expires shortly.
New Exchanges Ready in August
The new Famous Players exchanges at Oklahoma City and
Charlotte, N. C, will be ready for
business about August 9.
The Oklahoma City manager is
Joseph H. Gilday. In Charlotte,
David Prince.

The EngHsh Version

IJV^Producer Thinks of
IBritish
John Bowers has been signed to What DaA
the American Invasion
play Goldwyn leads for a year.
The following is an extract of a
letter sent to this country by one
"The
on
work
at
is
Dalton
y
DorothRook.
" Production in the of the most prominent English proWhite
East.
ducers. It gives clearly the attitude of the British film world on the
Charles Ray is at work on a new American invasion.
This man who will not permit his
Man's Money.temporarily called "A name to be published says:
production
"English producers and exhibitors
Robert Ellis has been loaned by
are
all lining up to quelch the 'AmerSelznick to George Loane Tucker
ican invasion' and they will not hesileft
has
Ellis
production.
one
for
tate at anything. Mass meetings
for the Coast.
have been held and the Government
Frances Marion and Edmund has been petitioned to use legislative measures to block the American move.
Goulding are co-authors of Elsie
"The point in petitioning the BuJanis' first Selznick picture "Everyreau of Public Information is this:
body's Sweetheart."
the cinema is a means of public education and as such can be used for
"The Firing Line" with Irene
seca
for
booked
Castle has been
propaganda. If the American gains
ond week at Tom Moore's Rialto, control of this field the British ends
Washington. This is the first time v/ill be attended to last. It is a cerMoore has done that at the Rialto.
tainty that the Imperial Government
will
give
us every assistance and
Director Charles Maigne recently should it even
mean the application
shot a scene for "The See Saw" with of a prohibitive tariff they will do so.
Irene Castle showing an automobile
"English prominent authors will
plunging from 400 foot cliff. The co-operate with English producers
scene was staged at Taughannock in making the English film equal to,
Falls, near Ithaca.
if not, superior to the American. . ."
Forty Organizations
to
Boost
Russell Starts Work
Censorship
"Bill" Russell starts work tomorThe Quinn offices have received a
row on "The Deserter" for Fox.
letter from the Coast in which Quinn
will direct the prostates that in his trip across the con- Harry Millarde
duction which will be made at Fort
tinent he discovered about 40 new
organizations that had power in some Lee. Continuity is by Roy Somerparticular state or city which had ville.
"The Deserter" is not a war story
been formed for the purpose of sebut is an adaptation of a play procuring censorship.
duced on Broadway about three
years ago.
Foreign Territory Sold

Hear about the Shubert deal?

PEOPLE
WHO
HAVE
made

a study of

the relation between posters and
box-office receipts
unanimously
dorse the Rite inhey

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
poster !

406W.31>tSt.,N.Y. PhoDe Chebea 8388

Carlton Buys Play
The foreign territory on "The
Fatal Fortune" with Helen Holmes,
Carle Carlton, Crest Pictures, has
has been entirely disposed of.
Jacabo Glucksmann has bought the purchased a copyrighted, original
rights for South America, Cuba and play by Arthur Stuart Sinclair, enPorto Rico. Lamy and Co. of Madtitled "No Children Allowed" for immediate production. Edith Day will
rid, for Spain, Portugal and Mexico
and Pierson of Calcutta for the Far enact the leading role.
Carlton is now negotiating for a
East. Gillespie Bros, have secured
the film for the rest of the world uitable director and cast for the supexcept the United States and Canada.
port of Miss Day.

%eJ^icturo-Givipcautiful

At the Rivoli — "Scenic

Succotash"

(Bruce Scenic) and "His Briny Romance"

(Cartoon)

At the Strand— Ihe August Number of
"Photoplay

Magazine

Screen

Supplement"

At the Rialto — Educational De Luxe
"A Day and Night at Coney Island"
Eddie Polo is abroad, doing the only
serial ever made on two continents.
But those Cyclone Smith Two-reel■ers
here. are here— YOU BET they're

Educationars
Quota of
Week Bookings in Times

First -Run,
FullSquare Theatres

Cleveland, O. — Plain Dealer, July
6.— "As A Man Thinks" will show
at the Strand all week. It serves as
a starring vehicle for Leah Baird.
The production is extremely lavish.
The outstanding feature of the piece
is the acting of the star. Her emotional scenes are especially effective
and her personality makes her ideal
for the part.

HodkinsoM
lllUllllllllilllll

jM^
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Fair Underworld Stuff With Some Rather Novel Twists
Wallace Reid in

"The Love Burglar"
Paramount

I osilively Good Pictures
will get

\the highest price on the '

from

[jillespie Bros. Co.
J20 W. 42nd St.; N. Y.

NATIONAL
^aramount-^rtcra^t
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./

$10,000 worth of
accessories free to
exhibitors during
the week.

%

FAMOUS PlAYIRS-LASKSf
Jll
l« LtAsmr M« Prm acB.CORPOKATION
B H Kr

lim West Suit is Not Settled
Il's Eye Film Corp. which claim
3-year contract with Billy West
hat the comedian has not won
aw suit instituted against him
ull's Eye. The latter's applicafor aji injunction restraining
Tom working for Emerald M. P.
of Chicago, has been denied.
Eye claims that the hearing
Dnly a preliminary one.

DIRECTOR
-. ... . James
Cruze
AUTHOR
'...:...
Jack
Lait
SCENARIO BY
.Walter Woods
CAMERA.MAN
Frank Urson
AS A WHOLE
Moderately entertaining "under"world"
picture with satisfying
society de=
nouement; was well produced.
STORY
Adaptation of the stage play, "One of
TION
ed tar nd upport n efficient
C
E
R
DI
.... Handl
s
a
s
i •
manner and scored generally.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
First rate; some good work in few
rainUs.scenes.
"
CAMERA WORK.
On par with photography
STAR
Registered well in a role that gave him
quite a number of opportunities.
SUPPORT
Anna Q. Nilsson thoroughly pleasing
leading woman; good cast included Raymond
— Si.ri . ;. Jlatton, Wallace
Beery, Wilton Taylor, Ed=
ward Burns and others.
EXTERIORS
Very few; all suitable
INTERIORS. . . .Convincing and altogether acceptable
sets.
DETAIL
Close=up flashes often helped make a
point more emphatic.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless crook stuff
without offensive features.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,467 feet
"rpHE LOVE BURGLAR" is a moderately entertainA ing picture that should please most of the folks
who see it. It is an "underworld" subject built around
a fairly interestiug romance, and has a society denouement that sends everybody away fairly well satisfied.
All the way through, the picture holds the interest in
a very fair degree. The film showed some clever aud
workmanlike sta.^ecraft and, while the story may tax
the credulity just a bit at times it is, on the whole, an
acceptable bit of screen fiction.
The picture is an adar>tation of Jack Lait's stage
play, "One of Us," and shows on the pait of the author, director and players more than a mere reading
acquaintance with aud knowledge of the sort of folks
sometimes found in the underworld. Of course things
are laid on just a bit thick at times, but that's only
taking advantage of legitimate picture License.
Some

of the underworld characters in the film and the atmosphere of the resort of the crooks and their friends
were quite convincing. Not only was this because of
numerous true-to-character spoken titles, many of
which registered laughs, but also because there were
injectjed some purely "local color" bits that, in their
manner of presentation, aided materially.
Many short close-up flashes of minor details that
added emphasis and force to several situations were
used, and detail in general was watched carefully.
But there was one loose end that was not gathered up.
That was right near the close of the picture, when
Wallace downed in his own swell home the crook the
former had been impersonating. Another crook was
captured in the room at the time and the detectives
led him out of the room and out of the house. But
the man that Wallace had knocked out was seen no
more after
lace's house.they had shown him on the floor in WalWhile in a general sense this is a crook picture it is
of a rather novel type, and contains no really offensive features. Reid had a role in which he impersonated a very well-known bad man mostly as the result
of an impulse — and because of a sudden interest in
Anna Q. Nilsson, a singer in the resort Wallace came
to rescue his brother from. Then Anna believed Wallace to be the bad man, and Wallace believed Anna
to be just what he had found her — a singer in a crook
resort. To save Anna from a tough guy Wallace went
through a marriage ceremony with her, and from then
on the love interest developed slowly hut inevitably.
Through many ramifications Wallace went, having
several scraps with the real tough guy, and going
through many amusing passages with Anna.
While Wallace's real identity as a wealthy young
society man was registered quite early in the picture,
Anna's real identity as a novelist and friend of Wallace's sister was withheld in a manner that kept one
guessing.
Anyhow things got real interesting when Wallace
agreed to steal his own sister's wedding presents in
company with the tough guy. But matters were complicated when the crook that Wallace was impersonating appeared ou the scene himself. Still believing him
to be the bad man, Anna tried to save Wallace by sacrificing herself. But when Wallace downed the bad
man and the cops held them all, matters were straightened out satisfactorily by Wallace's mother identifying
him as her sou, and Wallace's sister identifying Anna
as her friend.
Included in the cast with those named were Alice
O'Connor.
Taffe, Dick Wayne, Henry Woodward and Loyola

Should Satisfy the Average Picture Patron
Box Office .Analysis
While there is nothing outstanding in this offering
it is one that should satisfy. Folks in general like that
underworld stuff — and in this one it isn't wild meller
or "theatrically" overdrawn; it's just amusingly presented story with considerable entertainment value.
W^iliace Reid has a large number of friends among
motion picture patrons, and in this offering he has
quite a good role. Folks particularly partial to him
will get much enjoyment out of the picture. And Anna
Q. Nilsson is a very pleasing leading woman.
Inasmuch as Jack Lait has become quite well known
to readers of popular magazines because of his scores
of published stories, you might get some business on
the of
strength
of the picture's being a picturization of
one
his plays.
The title is not half bad from the box oflice angle,

for the Exhibitor
and the "burglar" part of it might be used as the
nucleus of some advertising ideas. In many of the
smaller cities and towns the police have collections of
old handcuffs, biUys, brass knuckles and the like. K
you stand in with the cops you might be able to borrow enough of these things to arrange on a board as a
lobby exhibit ; also on which should be placed a placard advertising your show.
In your newspaper advertising it might be well to
use a layout as much like a news story as possible.
Use a headline something like: Love Burglar Captured.
Then below, in news style and in news type, begin
your story something like: The man who became a
crook to win the woman he loved has been captured.
He is Wallace Reid and will appear at the Blank Theater in "The Love Burglar."
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over.
Bend,
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
Portland, Ore. — Manager Frank
Lacey of the Majestic can give some
ideas for putting over a comedy and
a two reeler at that.
Recently, he played Mr. and Mrs.
Carter De Haven in "Their Day of
Rest." One of the scenes revolves
about the insertion of an advertisement for a cook. The way Lacey
handled an exploitation idea in this
connection may be seen from the
following account which appeared
in the Oregon Journal.
CLASSIFIED AD
DREW MANY
COOKS
TION LURED
PROPOSI
CHOICE
MANY TO MAJESTIC THEATER; ANSWERS MANY
WANTED— A cook, $100 a
month, every afternoon off; use

The value of a
name

Christie

of faniilj' car on Sunday.
Call
Majt'stic Theater, and see Mr.
and Mrs. Carter De Haven.
This little "want ad," appearing in
the classified columns of The Journal during the week, has been the
source
l)usincss. of wonderment, fun and —
The "ad" is worded the same as an
ad appearing in a newspaper on the
screen in a scene of "Their Day of
Rest," comedy feature at the Majestic Theater. He has been deluged
with answers, in person, by teleplione and by mail. The letters,
many of them, have been real gems,
and Lacey is saving them to be forwarded in a bundle to his film distrilniting company.
"I am not anxious to use'the automoliile on Sunday," wrote one woman. 'I can't drive a car, anyway,
but I would like the afternr-ons ofT."
"If I ever earned $100 a month,"
wrote another one, "I don't know
what I would do, but I am willing

DAIi-V
On Broadway

Strand — Wallace

Reid — "The

Outing-Chester Scenic
"Hall Room Boys" comedy
Burglar."
Photoplay Magazine Screen
plement
Strand
Topical Review

9

You are cordially invited to attend
the Entertainment and Premier Showing
of the new

NEAL

HART

The Adorable Star

LOUISE

CHARLES

F. CAMPBELL,
1>11V ^Icf ^f

AL. HENDRICKSON

Year Book
Will Tell

^
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Charge d' Affairs

297 Seventh Ave.

CO.

REFINED

LETTERIN,

APPROPRIATE

ILLUSTRATING

ERNEST
PHONE

Wid's 1919

LOVELY

opposite
Farnum in
his latest William
five consecutive
super-features
Fox West
Coast Studios

THE FILM RENOVATIN
COMPANY OF AMERICJ
New York C

Releases now being produced by

FILM

Nazlmova's Production
"THE RED LANTERN"
has an American-Chinese
theme,
lin"
which we have worked into a lobby
display that faithfully represents
exactly what the ticket purchaser
shall see on the screen. Now ready
in our salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

Life of new
films ^doubled
We use no acids or chemicaU

AL. JENNINGS
CAPITAL

Operators' Demands
Manchester, N. H. — Operator."
theaters here have demanded an
hour
crease day.
from $25 to $30 for a sc

OLD FILMS MADE NE1

and

THE

Niblo Directing Ince Special
Fred Niblo is directing the ]
Star"
special
"Americanism
vs. is'Boh
vism."
Barbara
Castleton
in;
lead.

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National
and
Speer
Carboi
MAZDA
LAMPS

Mr. Exhibitor
are
the first
RUN HOUSES
of the
COUNTRY
LOCATED

El

Rialto — Catherine
Calvert — "'
Career of Katherine Bush"
George
M. Cohan — "The„ Falli
Babylon"
i
Sup- Broadway — "Yankee Doodle in ]

Rialto — Dorothy Gish — "Nugget
Educational de Luxe
Rialto Magazine
Christie Comedy
New York — Today — Emmy Wehlen
— "The Belle of the Season"
Wednesday — Gladys
Brockwell —
"The Sneak"
Nell" — Mary MacLaren — "The
Thursday
Petal on the Current"
to "Good
try it cooks,"
and see."
Friday — June Elvidge — "Coax Me"
who have called at
Gladys
Leslie— "The
Girl Wothe Majestic in person, have been
informed that they could see Mr. and
Saturday — Madlaine
Traverse —
Mrs. De Haven on the screen in the
"Rose of the West"
theater. Some of them were "good
Sunday— Bert Lytell— "It's Easy
sports" and went inside. Others,
their sensibilities a little ruffled did
to Make Money."
not take to the idea so kindly, and Broadway — Mack Sennett's "Yankee
some were real miffed about it.
n"
Doodle in BerlinCoha
ge of
M. Baby
Geor
lon" D. W. Griffith's
"Fall
Edeson with Selznick
man"
Robert Edeson has been engaged
Next Week's Attractions
by Selznick to play in "Sealed
The
attractions
at the theaters
Hearts"
duction. — the Eugene O'Brien pro- next week will be:
Strand— "The Westerner,s"

Davies--''The

Love

Rivoli — Norma
Talmadge — "The
Bruce Scenic
a Woman"
Way ofPictorial
Rivoli
Universal Comedy

— For Specials
or Comedies

WHERE

Rivoli— Marion

STERN

BRYAXT

B0T3.

145 \i^.45'J!ST.

WURLITZER

FINE ARTS HALL

120 West 41st Street
New York City

WEDNESDAY
JULY 30th, 1919
10:30 A. M. Sharp

THE
HoHt

BEST
PICTURE
to make
money
have

a perfect
nesatlve

REX LABORATORY

develsp

(INC.:

has developed Harry Keeper's nee
tives.
Ask
hliu
and
then
ph« i
Tremont
199fi for full partlculal.
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Gabiria
To be Reissued — May Show on
Broadway
Harry Raver, now no longer connected with Artco, plans to reissue
Cabiria"
has been inofTSeptember.
the market The
for feature
about
two and a half years and has never
been shown in the cheaper houses.
It may have a run on Broadway.
Raver has an accuinmulation of
about 19 Italia Film subjects that require his attention. In the meantime, he is going to his farm in Orange County to knock around a bit.
Incidentally, a contract with AuQiustus Thomas calls for delivery of
number of original stories that
Raver will probably produce later
3n.

WW'SCalif.
Book byNewman,
Dear Wid:
We find your comments on
the films very helpful in our
business. We use 4 or 5 pictures a week all bought open
booking, and rely on your
comments.
GUS JOHNSON.

Goldwyn to Increase Capital from $3,000,000 to $20,000,000— Will Build
Eastern Studio — Affiliation Gives Goldwyn Right to Plays Which
Theatrical
Magnates Control — Big Bankers Interested.

Official announcement was made yesterday that Lee Shubert
and A.H.Woods, important in the theatrical world, have become
anancially interested in Goldwyn Pictures.
The official announcement only helped to feed the fire of gossip that has permeated Broadway for the last week to the effect
First Davison Finished
.hat the Shuberts were planning to protect themselves from the
The first Davison-Pioneer film has possible aggression of Adolph Zukor and Paramount in view of
been completed. It has been named
"Atonement" and was directed by the theater-buying plan of Mr. Zukor's affiliations.
When an effort was made yesterday to obtain a statement from
William Humphrey. Conway Tearle
is in the support.
Lee Shubert relative to this matter, the suggestion was made "to
see Mr. Goldwyn." Samuel Goldwyn was in attendance at a directors' meeting practically all of yesterday afternoon and could
Fighting Daylight
lot be reached.

Another Pioneer Deal
M. H. Hoffman who has just re- Western Exhibitors Lining Up Paturned from Chicago closed a deal
trons in Effort to Repeal Bill
ivhile there for Pioneer attractions
ivith the Greater Star Prod., where{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Omaha, Neb. — Out here the exhiby the latter will have exclusive disbitors are making strong efforts to
ribution of Pioneer's films in Illilois, Indiana and Wisconsin.
fight the daylight saving bill, and
give Congress munition to overcome
the veto of President Wilson. H. M.
Rosenthal Here
Thomas,
Rialto, is heartily in
Charles D. Rosenthal, one of the the fight. of Hethe says:
nost prominent of the San Francisco
"The Mothers Club of Omaha is
ilm men, is in New York stopping
taking up a movement which I beit the Knickerbocker.
lieve can be made nation-wide and
thereby
help the exhibitor out to a
Brandt in Town
big extent. The plan we are followJoe Brandt of National Film hit
ing out here is to run slides asking
'Jew York from the Coast yesterday all those who are not in favor of the
o make his permanent headquarters daylight saving plan to sign petiyith Pioneer. Joe has his name on
tion which they find in the lobby, and
he door now.
we hope that way to get thousands
upon thousands of names. The ladies
tell me that ministers, doctors,
school teachers and in fact everyone
No. 158
they have talked to are against this
bill, so the exhibitor has easy sailing and is working on the side of
By Jack Alicoate
popular opinion, to say nothing of
the money he will gain by following
TS subscribers pay ten dollars
out this campaign."
a year for WID'S DAILY.
They are not content to buy
an occasional copy. Reading
WID'S every day of the year
has become a habit in every
Of Famous Include Idea of Instructfilm office, and every copy has
ing Producers in American Ideas
an average of three readers.
Hugh
Ford, who will have charge
To the live wires of the indusof English production for Famous
try it offers a quick and adePlayers, and who is about to sail,
"qaate means of keeping reliably
says:
informed as to what is going
on. The result is a circulation
"Instruction of British producers
in American motion picture methods,
of unusual strength, intellideveloped during those years when
gence and buying power. AdBritishers were busy with the more
vertisers find it brings unusual
important exigencies of the great
results. A TEST WILL
war, will be a primary feature of the
TELL.
{Continued on Page 2)

Little Ad Talks

I

English Plans

J

Shubert and Woods With Goldwyn
Is Shubert Planning to Oppose Zukor?

Wheneverything.
he was reached, his onh- comment
covers
It was impossible to obtain a
statement from the offices of Mr.
Zukor or Famous Players.
The identification of Al Woods
■vith Goldwyn disposes of the reports in circulation that another
large producer had planned to setures. cure the Woods productions for picIt is understood that within a comparative short time Frank J. Godsol,
whose connection with Goldwyn
was finally admitted in the official
announcement yesterday, will have
an important part in the management of the corporation.
It is also understood that in securing the rights to the Woods and
Shubert productions, Goldwyn will
form another organization not unlike
Eminent Authors and that the theatrical firms will have the right to sell
their product elsewhere if Goldwyn
doe not meet the price offered for
picture rights.
Samuel Goldwyn is expected to
leave for the Coast Thursdaj'.
The Shubert and Woods interests
control more than half of the theatri-

Shubert 's A ctivities
Official announcement yesterday that Lee Shubert was
vice-president and director of
Goldwyn Pictures.
Shubert is an extensive stock
holder and director of World
Film.
He is also heavily interested
in the Loew Enterprises.

was, "Our statement

cal productions made in the United
States.
Upon the completion of these negotiations Goldwyn announced it
has increased its capitalization from
three to twenty million dollars.
The new organization will have
motion picture rights to all of the
stage successes produced by the Shubert, Woods and Selwyn companies,
not heretofore presented in motion
picture form. This affiliation is regarded generally as one of the most
important and significant of amusement enterprises in the world.
The new officers of Goldwyn Pictures Corp. are:
President, Samuel Goldwyn; Chairman of the Executive Committee, F.
J. Godsol; Vice-Presidents, F. J.
Godsol, Moritz Hilder, Lee Shubert,
Edgar Selwyn, Abraham Lehr; Treasurer, P. W. Haberman; Secretary,
Gabriel L. Hess. Directors: Samuel
Goldwyn. F. J. Godsol, Moritz Hilder, Lee Shubert, A. H. Woods. Edgar Selwyn, Henry Ittleson, Jacob
Hilder, Harmon August, P. W.
Haberman, Gabriel L. Hess.
The Goldwyn Company, organized
three years ago by Samuel Goldwyn
and the Selwyns, has the exclusive
services under contract of Geraldine
Farrar, Pauline Frederick, Mabel
Normand, Madge Kennedy, Tom
Moore and Will Rogers. It also has
exclusive long term contracts for
motion picture production of all
works by Rex Beach, Gertrude Atherton, Rupert Hughes, Mary Roberts
Rinehart, Gouverneur Morris, Basil
King and Leroy Scott.
{Continued on Page 2)
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Copyright 1919,
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FILM FOLKS,

Scenes for "Everybody's Sweetheart" with Elsie Janis will be shot
in the Bron.x Exposition Park.
Price 5 Cents

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secret^ry and Business
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office:
605-606-607 Wright
&
Callender
Bldg., Telephone
Broadway
3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office:
217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 64m Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

Wheeler On Way Home
Lucien Wheeler, Division of Films,
the Bech Van Siclen Co., is now on
the high seas bound for New York.
He is returning on the Nieuw Amsterdam.
Cal)led advices from him state that
he found business in Europe phenomenal and that he has disposed of
all of the Bech, Van Siclen product.
First Truex Comedy Ready
The first Ernest Truex comedy has
been named "The Night of the Dub."
John Joseph Harvey directed.

Joe Farnham is titling "Bullin The
Bullsheviki" directed by Frank P.
Donovan.
Sidney Baker, manager of the
Grand Central Film Company of St.
Louis, Missouri, distributors of Firsl
National attractions, has been elected
vice-president of the St. Louis Film
Board of Trade.
Through the courtesy of Mrs.
Philip Boileau, widow of the well
known artist, J. Stuart Blackton, is
using the picturesque old estate of
the Boileau's, in Douglaston, L. L,
for exterior scenes of "Dawn."

Shubert With Goldwyn
(Continued from Page 1)
The Shubert interests are not only
the largest and most powerful theatrical interests in the country, but
control most of the theaters throughout the United States. A. H. Woods
has grouped around him many producing playwrights, and owns exclusive rights to most of the important
modern English and French productions. The Selwyn Company controls rights to most of the popular
farces of recent years.
The financial interest in the new
Goldwyn organization ?s represented
by Henry Ittleson, Harmon August
and P. W. Haberman who are the
interests in charge of the Commercial Investment Trust, a large private
lianking institution. They are also
heavily interested in the May chain
of department stores.
Goldwyn plans for the future are
very comprehensive. Goldwyn recently purchased the Triangle studio
property at Culver City, Cal. Plans
are now under way and will be
shortly concluded for an equally
large studio and laboratory in the
East near New York City. Motion
picture production on a more extensive scale than ever before will be
carried out both in the East and in
the West.
Goldwyn will immediately start a
national newspaper, magazine and
billboard advertising campaign.

DA11.V
English Plans

{Continued from Page 1)
Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd., company,
studios in he
London."
The new
said, will
organize what is to be, substantially,
the first international school of motion picture arts. Arrangements to
pass on the newly developed arts and
sciences of the motion pictures to
Britishers who desire to enter this
field were made at the request of
English capitalists. Such an arrangement, according to Mr. Ford, offers
these features:
An opportunity to discharged British soldiers to learn the latest methods in the most lucrative profession
in the world.
An mentopportunity
for thetalent
developof British dramatic
that
actors and actresses may make their
way to international stardom without coming to America.
An opportunity for stimulating
British playwright genius and making the playwrights' market, now
subject to international barriers, a
single field where manifold profit
may be reaped.
An opportunity for British producers to learn the American trade secrets for the development of their
own motion picture industry without wasting time in experiments
which have already been tried in the
United States.
"It is America's duty to stand by
Great Britain during the reconstruction period," said Ford. "This is an
opportunity for America to pay of¥

Now you know "What the Shuben
deal is.
Comerford Branching Out

Sunbury,
— "Daddy
Legs'E
has
been Pa.
selected
by Long
the M.
Comerford Amusement Co. as th(
attraction for the opening days O
the new Strand Theater. The thea
ter is to open under the Comerfort
management July 31.
The Strand, formerly the People:
Theater, became one of the ComQ.f
ford string of 2)7 some months agf
and has since been in the process o
reconstruction. Its entrance ha
been enlarged and beautified and thi
interior of the house redecorated and
reseated. The theater will reopeij
with a seating capacity of 1,000.
Recently Comerford signed Franl
Whitbeck, for years a manager witl
the Poll vaudeville string, as man
ager
of the new Metropolitan thea
her debt."
ter now in course of construction a
"Virtuous Men" in Washington
Wilkes-Barre. The Metropolitan i
"Virtuous Men" opens at Poli's
theater in Washington, August 10, a costly venture,, the structure en
tailing an expenditure of more tha;
for a two weeks' run.
Some time ago the film was booked $300,000.
Changing to Pictures
for Tom Moore's Rialto but the S L
Duluth, Minn. — Frank Phelp
people claim that Moore attempted
to switch the film to the Strand and manager of the New Grand here
the New Palace in Superior, bot
that they withdrew it for that rea- and
son.
vaudeville houses, has cancelled h,
vaudeville in Superior for the sum
"Sin" Released Sept. 1
mer months and booked big fil,
attractions as a substitute. He opene:
"The Unpardonable Sin," con- with "Daddy Long Legs."
trolled in New York State by Pioneer will be released generally beginning Sept. 1.
Pioneer has also secured "^'The
Lady of the Dugout."

Doiv'T Worry
about your posters!

We Place Insurance for

Realart
Film Corp.

Others]
[Watch this Space for

LET

US

DO

THE

WORRYING

Of (■o\u-.s(' your ins\ir;inrp problems are bothersome. Ami there
are so many wrong \vay.s to go about them that it pays to do it
right — and right here is where we come in — We make a specialty
of motion picture insurance in all its branches — and we'll matcli
our time with yours in proving that we can serve you better.

Tiffany makes jewelry but Lois
Weber makes the Jewels themselves.
Mildred Harris in "HOME." Another whale of a success. At your
nearest Jewel Exchanges.

^EAL
Insurance
Phone

John

iJ^^ ERVICE
^ -' BO Maiden. Lane

5425 - 5426 - 9*27 - 5428

Samuels

The greatest organization ofposter advertising specialists
in the world exists
only for the purpose
of doing it for you!
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Romantic Western Has Many Laughs and Stunts

PatkeNcAvs

PATHE NKWS NO. 62
LONDON,
ENGIvANI). — British
honors
• American commanders — Field Marshal
ilg decorates
16 officers of expeditionf forces.
WASHINGTON, U. C. — America's offiil peace treaty — copy or terms subtted by President Wilson to Senate is a
iglity volume of 232 pages.
POJIONA, CAT.. — Apricots bring gold
golden state — bumper crop at bumper
ces. Bids fair to bring nappy cays to
uthern
California.
iHKKPSHEAl) B.\Y, N. Y.— Married in
— future benedicts note! Air pilot
Tgess and his bride are the first couple
wed in cloudland.
fVEST POINT, N. Y. — Cadets mourn
8 of chief. Impressive exercises mark
leral of Colonel Bugge, Commandant of
■■■ military academy.
STATISTICS OF T>AR.— A series of
mated drawings stimmarlzing AmerI's part in the great war.
IVE LA FRANCE.— Liberty shall
gn forever. All her allies join in a
gnificent and inspiring celebration of
fall of the Bastile, the birth of French
ependence.

boaay
m,m sicLfN & CO.
! 17- ;-.:^ 45
EAST
17 ST.
;<
NEW
YORK'
CITY.

WILL

PURCHASE

YOUR fOREIGN RIGHTS
Pathe Issuing 29th Serial
J'athe will release its 29th serial,
le Great Gamble" on Aug. 3.

Tom

Mix in

"Rough Riding Romance

»»

Fox
DIRECTOR
Arthur Rosson
AUTHOR
Charles Kenyon
SCENARIO
BY
Charles
Kenyon
CAMERAMAN
Fred LeRoy Granville
AS A WHOLE
Romantic Western comedy in
which
Tom
Mix did some hair=raising
and
funny stunts; good stuff.
STORY
Virtually a modern fairy tale in which
the hero rescued the Princess from the mon=
sters; delightfully impossible fiction.
DIRECTION
Kept the star in foreground
and
was strong on amusing bits and incident.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; most of it very good
LIGHTINGS
Some good effects on night scenes
CAMERA WORK. . . .Especially good in scenes show=
ing Tom in streets of San Francisco;
also
train stuff.
STAR
His usual dare=devil self in a role that
got him many laughs.
SUPPORT
Fully up to requirements; Juanita
Hansen the leading woman;
Pat Chrisman,
Spottiswoode Aiken and others did well.
EXTERIORS
Some fair Western town scenes;
generally all right.
INTERIORS
Always fitting backgrounds for the
action; one especially good set.
DETAIL
Figured largely in scoring many inci=
dental bits of humor.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless and whole=
some fiction.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,ooo feet
TO^I ^IIX scored another hit iu "Rough Riding Romance," a Western comedy in which he pulled
uuuiy hair-raising stunts with the aid of his horse,
Tony, and in which he registered any number of
laughs. The picture was a screened modern fairy tale
tliat for the most part was delightfully impossible fiction, highlj' seasoned with romance, adventure and
The picture was. largely, merely a vehicle for the
mystery.'
star
— and amusingly so. Tom Mix in action is no
mean attraction, and in this one he certainly was in
action most of the time. Much footage was devoted
to humorous incident that got over in very good order.
This was particularly true of the first two reels.

Much

of the stuff in San Francisco was funny indeed. Tom, in his Western outfit, rides up Market
street and to the St. Francis hotel. The only criticism with these scenes is that too many curious onlookers were on hand when the pictures were taken,
and their presence spoiled the effect of some of the
scenes just a trifle.
More laughs came when Tom started to array himself in a dress suit, and ludicrously laughable stuff was
that showing Tom, iu a dresss suit, calmly riding
through the streets at night. Here the action became
a bit faster. During sequences at the house in the
suburbs in which the Princess was held a prisoner,
Tom rode his horse up several flights of stairs, into
the house, and stabled the animal iu the bathroom.
If those scenes don't get a laugh there's something
wrong
with the viewer, which also holds emphatically
true of those sequences showing Tom swinging on a
chandelier and later riding his horse up and down and
around a swell staircase, chasing before him the twoscore conspirators against the Princess' kingdom. This
was good stuff indeed.
Auyhow, Tom rescued the Princess, but to get the
King away from the bad men he had to down about
forty rough necks. Then, despite his love for the
Princess, Tom went back to his ranch- — but later the
Princess came there, too, and things ended happily.
All the way through, the film admitted it was a
fairy tale — and made you like it.

Holds Up to Very Fair Entertainment Standard

Box Office Analysis
Norworth Writing a Song
Tom Mix in action is no mean bet for the exhibitor,
ow Jack Norworth is writing a
y on his forsaking the stage long and he was very much in action in this one. His many
ugh to make a serial. Pathe will followers are going to "just <lie" laughing with and
it as one of the exploitation at him in his latest, and even folks who are not partial to the star can get much entertainment out of the
picture. Its delightfully impossible stuff that makes
Territory Sold
you laugh in spite of yourself.
The picture is thoroughly clean and wholesome, and
Crimson Shoals," "Alma Where
there
isu't a really willuuous willun in it. Its only
You Live,"
handled
tures
Iiave been
sold by
for Monopol
Eastern aim is to amuse and entertain, which it does with a
m. and southern New Jersey to very fair degree of success. The offering is one that
Consolidated Film Exchange of should be especially acceptable to a crowd that has
It is pretty
ladelphia. Foreign rights sold been fed up on wild Western melodramas.
Reginald Warde.

A Correction
.n error was inadvertently made
Hinday's issue regarding the plays
ttcn by Edmund Goulding. He
)te "Everybody's Sweeaheart" for
ie Janis in collahoration with
nccs Marion and not Eugene
g Iter as noted.

In these reels Tom was seen as the dreamy proprietor of a non-paying ranch who became rich over night.
Then he gave a party to the whole town. In these
scenes during the party much humorous stufC was registered. For instance, the whole gang rode their horses
into a saloon and both horses and men imbibed. StufC
like this was enhanced by close-up bits showing a horse
with his foot on the brass rail and the like. During
the celebration Tom came across a little boy friend
who was strong on fairy tales and told Tom all about
Princesses, Kings and Queens.
And sure enough, just as the little boy had said,
there was a Princess in distress. Using his lariat, Tom
saved the fair one from the unwelcome attentions of
the bad man. Then when the girl and her party
boarded the train that had been delayed Tom went
out on the desert a ways. The girl threw a mysterious note to him from the train and Tom, riding his
horse as if the world would end if he stopped, overtook
the train, lassoed a ventilator, climbed on the rope
from the horse to the top of the train and then went
to From
the lady's
here aid.
on the stunts became numerous. Tom
climbed out of the train window and rode the rods of
the
to San Francisco. Tom's pal brought his
horseLimited
to Frisco.

for the Exhibitor
strong program stuff, and holds up to a very fair entertainment standard throughout.
In advertising the picture you can go as far as you
like in promising your crowd a picture full of laughs
and stunts. Tom Mix pulls several other good stunts
than those already mentioned, and you are perfectly
safe in telling your folks that he is a dare-devil rider
and general all-round pepful person.
The title has good box office possibilities, and to
those regulars who know the sort of stuff the star has
been doing of late, should appeal with force enough to
make them anxious to come and see for themselves.
All in all, the picture is a pretty safe play.

Ten thousand dollars
worth of accessories — free, in
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KINOGRAMS

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhib-

WAIVES VISITS COAT. MINK.— Great
itor put his show over.
Send
Britain's Royal lieir dons a miner's garb
and soes down into a sliaft at Cymniyn
along
your
ideas.
Let
the
other
Collieries in Wales.
fellow know how you cleaned
RACKS OX 75th IBIRTHOAY— Dan
O'l.eary, celebrated old pedestrian, enup.
walkinK conr-lionr
gaKestest in
with twenty-t'ou
mail carriers.
soldiers and
WllKKE TIRED HORSES REST.— Red
Milwaukee. — George Fischer of the
Acre Farm in Massachusetts where city
worn animals are restored by a real vaca- Alhambra pulled a new one in contion country air and everything.
nection with the showing of "Secret
.V I,.\KE I,OHSE VACATION.— A cawithj Roljert Warwick.
mera excursion to the gem of the Cana- Service"
Fischer
used thc-idea of spreading
dian Pacific Rockies and the sulphur
pools at Banff Springs Hotel.
throw-a-ways but cerlalnly did it in
DR. NUTTS NEW WEED PUI^tER.— an effective way.
Famous inventor ana mecTianfcal genius
He enlisted the services of an aero'*
gives first showing of his trained motor
hen at Nutley, N. J., gardens.
plane and had printed 50,000 cards.
ChiY.—
Interspersed in this number were
LOOK OVER BEACH SCENER
cago city officials go on inspection tour
to see that bathing girls costumes do several hundred passes for the Alhambra good for me entire season.
not spoil the city's morals.
Fischer thus had the public looking
GO VP IN AIR— ABE MARRIED.—
fieo.
Mrs.
becomes
Miss Milly K. Schafer
W. Burgess at Sheepshead Bay, N. Y., in skyward for the aeroplanes and the
season passes.
first ceremony performed in an airplane.
M.VKE SHIPS OITT OF MUD. — A newly
is
California
in
discovered clay found
Los Angeles. — Sid Grauman sucused to make the bricks that form the
walls of novel ships.
cessfully "caught" the baseball atMEXICAN SCULPTOR USES WAX —
mosphere of "The Busher," a Charlie
Francisco Vargas, internationally famouB, Ray subject.
He had booked it for
fashions delicate .studies from native life
his
Million
Dollar theater.
in adol>e liut near El Paso.

Coast Brevities
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood. — Marshall Mackaye
and Pauline Curley are to be the
featured players in a series of 26
two-reel domestic situation comedies, supported by George Sheldon,
Peterson, under the direcand Betty
tion of A. C. Lomassney, formerly
one of D. W. Griffith's aides, who
was selected by Walter H. Alkire,
president of the newly formed company.
T. H. Hunter has been assigned to
direct "The Cup of Fury" by Rupert
Hughes for Goldwyn. Rupert Julian
will direct Gertrude Atherton's
"Perch of the Devil." Wallace
Worsley's first undertaking for Goldwyn is as yet undecided.

"The Canuck" with Mitchell Lewis
has been completed and the entire
company, including Eddie Hearn,
Katherine Van Buren, Yvette Mitchell, Harry G. Lonsdale and fifteen
other players, leave with Director
Robert Bradbury for northern OreGrauman staged a miniature baseDISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
gon. The title of Mr. Lewis' next
ball game, entailing the services of 4
production is "The Last of His PeoPICTURES
players and an umpire. As the curtains parted they revealed a scene
Pop Hoadley is now affiliated with
Seelye on Trip
shov/ing
bench warming
of the "home"
team withtheplayers
up for the National Film Corp. as scenario
United
of
y
C. R. Seelye, secretar
the prospective game. One player
for the Flanagan and EdPicture Theaters, Inc., has left for a was pitching fast ones to the catcher, writer wards
Comedy Co.
Southern
United
the
around
swing
another swung the bat, etc. The
circuit with Atlanta as his first stop practice over, the umpire, previously
Charles Hochberg has been apoff. The United executive expects stationed back of the catcher, stepped
to return to his head office duties in
pointed film editor of the forthcomto the piano at the back of the setting
ing Lehrman Comedies for First
ten days.
and started in playing the fa- National.
miliar ballad "Smile Awhile." The
Stone Has Narrow Escape
ple."
other 4 players joined in and thus
Increases Stock
Fred Stone had a narrow escape
the "plavers" were revealed as a
Trenton. — The Film Holding Co.
from death last week while "bull quartette. Following "Smile Awhile"
of Jersey City has increased its stock
dogging" a steer at the Frontier the)' rendered "Take Me Out to the from
$150,000 to $300,000. Jules
Day celebration at Cheyenne, WyBrulatour and Albert E. Lowe are
oming. Cowboys saved him.
Ball
Game."
This song ended the prologue. It interested in the company.
put the audiences in a good frame of
mind for "The Busher," which folShowing Today
lowed immediately afterwards.
Capitol Films with headquarters in
Chicago, will hold a trade showing of
Two Select Appointments
Neal Hart two reel westerns and Al
Select has appointed Ben S. Cohen
Jennings
productions at Wurlitzer
manager of the Denver exchange.
Lorenzo F. Woodruff has been Hall today at 11 o'clock.
named exploitation man operating
New House for Louisville
out of the Atlanta exchange.
Louisville, Ky. — The Majestic
Amusement Co. have bought prop"Yankee Doodle" in Long Branch
erty on Fourth St. and will erect a
{By fVire to fVID'S DAILY)
$.300,000 theater that will scat 1,200.
Long Branch, N. J.— "Yankee Work on the building will be started
Fall and the theater opened in
Doodle in Berlin" ha^ opened for a in
the theSpring.
run at the Broadway. It was booked through J. Fabian, First National
The house will have a special orfranchise holder who controls the
chestra as a feature and a contract
New Jersey rights to the production. has bfi-^n made to show the producFrom here it will go to Lakewood
tions of the Big Four.
and then to Atlantic City.

What Were

the
most important
events
of the
past year in
Filmland

9

Emlay's Invention
Earl Emlay, inventor of the Novograph high speed camera, whose
{By Wire to fVID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — Unless the proprietors work has proved very popular in
of fifty motion picture theaters and Pathe releases showing retarded acsmall vaudeville houses renew their
tion, is now working on an improved
licenses for the second half of the camera named the Stereospecd. The
year 1919 they will be closed by new machine is said to give an even
deputy city collector Lohman and clearer analysis of various motions
the city police. The picture houses than the Novograph. It will be
pay a license of $200 a year in two manufactured by Emlay in association with the men behind the newly
installments of $100 each. Those
organized Motion Picture Co. of
who pay up within the next few days America.
will be permitted to continue.
License

Wid's 1919

Year Book
Will Tell

Time

OPEN

YOUR

EYES

Warner's new production will have
its Initial opening on Broadway at I
the Central Theatre. The lobby
display which we made is an
exact duplicate now showing at
the Shubart in Boston it will
"Open
your Eyes"
KEAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. T.
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NEGATIVES WANTED
single reel Comedies and fivereel subjects or longer, either
World rights, foreign or American
rights. Transactions strictly cash.
Answer. Box C. B. care of Wid's.

The Adorable

LOUISE

Star

LOVELY

opposite William Farnum
in
his
latest
five
consecutive
super-features
Fox West Coast Studios
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PICTURE
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have

a perfect
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has developed Harry Keeper's nega
tives. Ask him and then phon
Tremont
199S
for full partlculart
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Zukor Buys In
inley Company of Philadelphia —
Amount Not Mentioned — Reported SO Per Cent. Inteerst

Price 5 Cents

Thursday, July 31, 1919
Rothacker in Town
Watterson
R. Rothacker,
of the
Rothacker plant, Chicago, is in New
York stopping at the Biltmore.

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Famous to Produce "The Round Up"
'hiladelphia. Pa. — The Stanley Co.
Edward Day's famous drama, "The
America,
recently
incorporated
Round Up," which made a big hit in
th $15,000,000
capital, announced 1907
on Broadway, will be picturized
iterday that Adolph Zukor, of Pe- by Famous Players. They expect to
jus Players had been added to the present spectacular shots in it, such
ard of Directors of that corpora- as the fall of Indians from cliffs sevn.
eral hundred feet high, and other
The announcement says in part: stunts. The production will likely be
'His connection with the Stanley made in the West. The contract was
impany of America will bring to closed last night for the deal.
It organization his vast experience
d the strength of his many affilians. Mr. Zukor displayed no hesiicy in giving his financial encour- Distributors May Form Corporation
ement to the new corporation
to Handle Own Pictures
lich indicates that it must be on
At
a
meeting of tne Distributors
ck bottom financial basis."
The Stanley Company of America, Division of the National Association
r. Mastbaum said, proposes to ex- yesterday a committee was formed
id its business by buying existing to investigate the advisability of
uses, leasing or building new ones forming what will be called a Delivery Service Corp., to be financed by
lerever there is an unsatisfied deIjind for first class photoplay enter- the distributing companies for the
nment. Plans are being consid- purpose of delivering films to exhibitors. The company will remove d.
:d which assure quick service for
ph theater. That is to say, that as source of bother to distributors in
lickly as films arc released they that the small delivery man whose
111 be shown in the theaters under service is faulty will be remo nd.
The organization will be a national
fe control of the new corporation.
one. The committee investigating
It has been reported recently in includes R. W. France of Select;
m circles in New York that the Zu- H. M. Pitman, Famous Players; and
ir interest
would be 50 per cent. William Wright, Vitagraph.
At the same time,, the directors
B. S. Moss, it developed yesterday, who are expected to be elected at
interested in a number of the the annual meeting in Rochester
anley theaters in Philadelphia, August 5-6 were named. Owing to
blotzky and McGuirk are con- the increased membership in both
cted with the Stanley Company the Producers and Distributors Divisions the Board of Directors for
d at the same time are partners
ith Moss. They book their acts each was increased to twelve. The
rough the Amalgamated Vaudeville nominations for the Producers are:
jency of which Moss is president.
Adolph Zukor, William A. Brady,
William Fox, Samuel Goldwyn, D.
W. Griffith, Carl Laemmle, Albert E.
Smith, Richard A. Rowland, Paul
No. 159
Brunet, Lewis J. Selznick, Joseph
M. Schenck and J. Stuart Blackton.
For the Distributors:
By Jack Alicoate
Walter W. Irwin, Lewis InnerarnpHE audience is waiting.
ity, Ricord Gradwcll, P. A. Powers,
J»- Are you on the program? —
Winfield R. Sheehan, W. E. Atkinson, Percy L. Waters, J. M. Quinn,
The industry is big, growing,
Arthur S Friend, G. L. Hess, J. D.
prosperous. It awaits new
Williams and William J. Clark.
ideas, but how is it to know
about YOU unless you say the
The Supply and Equipment Division and the General Division meet
word. The opportunity is
today.
Here — NOW — get your name
on the program while the getting is gocd — Tell your story
straight from the shoulder
through the advertising col(Special tn Jl'ID'S DAILY)
umns of WID'S DAILY and
Richmond, Va. — Correct dates for
you'll strike a responsive chord
coming convention of exhibitors of
in the livest audience in filmDelaware, at Ocean View, Va., Auland—A TEST will TELL.
gust 13-14.

Film Delivery

Little Ad Talks

Convention Dates

Figures
Statistics prove that 86,487,941 persons, or three out of
every four people of reading
age in the United States, have
read and are now reading the
works of the famous writers
who have formed the Eminent
Authors Pictures, Inc., says
Goldwyn.

Battle of Giants
Line-up
of Shubert
Houses — Much
Talk Over the New Deal
The Astor buzzed yesterday with
chatter relative to the Al Woods-Lee
Shubert-Goldwyn deal.
One of the interesting developments was the question to what extent the Shubert interests would

figure with Goldwyn if the "battle of
the giants" occurred this Fall as
anticipated by many film men.
"Shubert," said a prominent film
man, "could turn many of his houses
(By IV ire to WID'S DAILY)
into pictures over night if he needed
St.
Louis. — Reported
here
that to; it will take the Zukor organizaWilliam
Fox
is dickering
for the
tion from six months to a year to do
K'^plar and other houses.
it right — and the First National is
set now.
At the Fox New York offices it practically
"Lee Shubert was asked some
WIS stated yesterday that nothing
was known regarding the report.
months ago why he didn't put his
houses interested
into pictures;
why he and
wasn't
more
in pictures;
his

Fox Buying?

Some Productions

reply was that he had all that one
man could attend to. Evidently he
Some of the A. H. Woods, Shubert
ard Selwyn plays from which Gold- has found his help."
Here is the Shubert array of theawyn may draw, are as follows:
ters:
The Woods stage productions inNEW
YORK
CITY
clude, "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath," CONTROLLED
OR BOOKED BY
"Innocent," "Why Worry," "Where
LEE & J. J. SHUBERT
Poppies Bloom," "Roads of Destiny," Astor
Eltinge
"The Big Chance," "Friendly Ene- Maxlne Ellio
Nora Bayes
tt's Fu^ton*^'*
Manhattan O. H.
mies," "Up in Mabel's Room," "Poters. ash and Perlmutter," and many oth- Comedy
Century
Central
Park
The Shubert stage productions BlJou
Belmont
Booth
Riviera
include "Maytime," "A Little Jour- Princess
Broadhurst
ney," "39 East," "Sleeping Partners," Plymouth
Winter Garden
Lyric
"Blind Youth," "Fannys' First Play," 48th Street
Morosco
44th
Street
"The Family," "The Fugitive," "The
Selwyn
Republic
Hawk," "Old Lady 31," "Pierrot the Hudson
39th Street
Casino
Prodigal," "Saturday to Monday," Vanderbilt
Playhouse
"The Torches" and "The Wooing of Harris
Two new theaters on 42nd St. to be known
The Selwyn stage productions include, "Tea for Three," "Twin Beds,"
"The Money Makers," "Lilac Time,"
"Why Marry," and "Under Fire."

2,000 Plays

Times
Square
42nd Street
as:
BROOKLYN
Majestic Theater Teller's Shubert
BRONX
Bronx Opera House

PRIN'
'
jUT-OF-TOWN
SHUBERT THEATERS
for Famous
Players
by
BOSTON
Frohman Deal
Opera House
SliuCert-WIlbur
Shubert-Majestic
Shubert- Plymouth
Park Square
It is estimated that Famous PlayPHILADELPHIA
ers will have about 2,000 plays to
draw from by their acquisition of Shubert
Shubert-Lyric
Shubert-Adelphi
Charles Frohman, Inc. This is the Chestnut St. O. H.
WASHINGTON
opinion of a well known figure in Sbubert-Belasco Shubert-Garrlck
film circles who at one time was in
PITTSBURGH
the Frohman
offices for five years.
Alvin
Shubert-Pitt
One of the big plays is "Peter
PROVIDENCE
1 an," in which Maude Adams Shubert-Majestic
Opera House
siarred. Charles Frohman refused
Poll's
CLEVELAND
all sorts of money for this.
Colonial
New Theater
DETROIT
When "Peter Pan" played on the
road in one season it earned $184,000 Opera House on Campus
Garrlck
ST. LOUIS
in
clearand
profit
Adams'a Shubert-Jefferson Shubert-Garrlck
salary
the despite
cost of Maude
maintaining
{Continued on Page 6)
big company while en tour.
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Big Newspaper Camoaign on "Dark"
International, producer of "The
Dark Star," firstStar"
Cosmopolitan-Famous Players production, has arranged for a big campaign in all the
Hearst papers and a number which
International News supplies with
service. On Sunday, August 10, a
magazine feature story will appear
in these papers.
Nell Brinkley will contribute a
half page illustration of scenes from
the film. Representatives are now
on the road placing a serial story of
the production together with stills.

Guts and Flashes

Incorporations

Charles Ray will next appear in
Little Rock, Ark. — Roseboro Theater Co. incorporated; capital $6,000.
'Bill Henry," released August 10.
W. T. Edom, president.
An Oriental dance has been added
to
the "Yankee Doodle" show at the
Richmond, Va. — Masonic Theater
Broadway.
C'orp.;
capital $50,000.
CliftonTo Forge,
Isaac Weinberg
and others.
build,
Gladden James will shortly leave purchase and operate theaters and
for a two weeks' vacation in his picture houses.
home town, Zanesville, Ohio.
Richmond, Va. — Lyric Theater
Bernard Randall will play opposite Corp.,
Lexington; capital $15,000; J.
Lillian Walker in the Grossman se- r. McCrum and 1. Weinberg.
rial "One Million Dollars Reward."
Louisville, Ky. — Jackson Theater
Herbert E. Hancock has beeii
Co., Jackson, $6,000; incorporators:
placed
in
charge
of
the
Fox
news
Tony
Zoelers, H. W. Cole and
reel.
Lewis Hays.
Doraldina Pictures, Inc., are reported negotiating for a big Broadway success as the first vehicle for
the dancer.

Albany, N. Y.— The Georgette
Georgin Film Co., Manhattan. Capital $50,000. Formed to engage in all
branches of the motion picture business. The principal stockholders
World Pictures announces a
change in the name of the release ire: Hubert Georgin, Townsend
Pinkney and Joseph Gilbert, Hotel
scheduled for August 25 from "The Empire, New York City.
Man Without a Name" to "The
Clouded Name." Corene Uzzell and
Albany, N. Y.— The United ProEdgar Keller are featured with John
jector Co. of Buffalo, N. Y. To
Lowell who is the star of the pro- manufacture motion picture films,
duction.
machines and apparatus. Capital
$50,000. Directors: L. E. Davidson,
and Harold V. Cook, of Buffalo, and
Sonta O. Kegley, of Pittsburgh, Pa.
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
They tell me Joe Lee's picnic wil
the crowning social event of th
Hollywood — Irvin Willat has been
Albany, N. Y.— The Midnight be
season.
engaged to direct the first Bos- Amusement Co., Inc., Manhattan. To
worth-Ince production.
provide for the presentation of motion picture and theatrical offerings.
Golf Trophies from Famous
Geraldine Farrar has begun work Capital $3,000. Directors: Charles
Los Angeles. — Famous Player
at the Goldwyn studios on her sec- R. Hammerslough, E. D. Dunn and
ond picture this season with Lou York
C. C. City.
Dunn, 214 W. 42nd St., New will offer 9 golf trophies for the in
vitation golf tournament to be hel
Tellegen as her leading man and
at the Brentwood Country Club, Ai
Reginald Barker directing.
Dover, Del. — The Crusader Films, gust 2-3. Lila Lee will make th
Earle Williams will start the pro- Inc., $100,000. Incorporators: C. W. presentations.
duction this week of "The Black Jones, H. R. Whitcraft, Marian McManagers Object
Nutt, all of Philadelphia.
Gate" by Hilliard Booth.
, Providence, R. I. — Local manage^
Gen. Mgr. Milton E. Hoffman of
may take some action to get a rulirJ
Investigate
Theaters
the Lasky Studios states that work
as to the constitutionality of tn
will be commenced immediately on
Salt Lake City. — J. L. Cattron, fac- amendment passed by the Gener]
tory inspector for the state industrial Assembly which provides that
a new and complete photograph gallery and experimental laboratory at commission and State Health Com- theaters of the city shall pay the fir!
mission T. B. Beatty are investigat- men on duty at the various theater]
the plant.
ing conditions of operating rooms in no less than $3 a day.
Having completed his first produc- various picture theaters. It is
tion directing Geraldine Farrar,
Frank Lloyd is working with the claimed that about 28 per cent, of
picture operators are tubercular and
scenario writer on a story for Paul- that they work under conditions that
ine Frederick, whom he will next render them unable to walk for 20 or
direct.
30 minutes after leaving the projection booths.
The screen rights of "Overland
Red" by Herbert Knibbs have been
secured by Goldwyn for Will Rogers.
Hippodrome to be Remodeled
Gloversville,
N. Y. — J. Meyer
Evelyn Nelson is featured in the Schine, owner of
the Hippodrome
Better not hit
newest Bulls-eye release, "Lock here, has closed the theater and will
Your Car." Beatrice Lovely, for- start work immediately on remodelmerly with Griffith, has signed a
ing and renovating the building. It
long-term contract with Bulls-eye.
will be one of the largest and most
Don't
at all.
tnodern houses in this section when
just
get posters.
Eddie Flanagan and Neely Ed- it
GetRITCHEY
ber.opens its doors again in Septemwards will start on the fifth of The
Hall Room Boys series of comedies
at the National under the direction
posters
!
Cocks Back
of Harry Edwards.
RITCHEY
LlTHO.
CORP.
Orrin G. Cocks, advisory secretary
406W.31>tSt.,N.r. Phone CbeUea 8388
Lieut. Bert Glennon, former head of the National Board of Review,
of photography at the National Film recently returned from Eagles Mere,
Corp., is now handling the camera Pa., where he addressed the students
for Paul Hurst, who is producing of the Summer School of American
and Chamber of Comthe eighteen episode serial "Light- City Bureau
merce Secretaries. He showed two
ning Bryce" in which Ann Little and
Jack Hoxie are co-starred.
pictures, one a Universal.

Coast Brevities

NEVER
HIT

soft:

"If you think "THE HEART OF
HUMANITY" was a tremendous
winner, just wait until you see Dorothy Phillips' latest spectacle —
"THE RIGHT TO HAPPINESS,"
the greatest love story ever told.

JMi

Thursday, July 31, 1919

Goldwyn

"Title
Jury"
Innovation
Used
Pictures

for

All

Goldwyn has what is called a "title
jury."
The jury is aimed at the elimination of the forced and unnatural title
and is composed of men and women
in the organization, who from experience and temperament see things
from different viewpoints. When a
new production is viewed by the
committee it contains titles written
by the title editor but tliey are subject to change and sometimes to removal entirely, if the jury finds that
for one reason oi; another they fail
to carry the desired point, cither ir
making the story clear, or in putting over a laugh.
Smith in New York
R. Cecil Smith, formerly on the
Tom Ince scenario staff has reached
New York and joined the Selznick
staff.

"Nuts"
RegW.ardJ.ing
Dr.
Hickson, head

of
the Chicago Psychopathic
Ward, in whose charge the city
places its "locoed" citizens and
common "nuts" has this to say
about motion picture devotees
and those who write and act
for the screen:
"All heroes and heroines of
movie scenarios have dementia
praecox. Movies amuse only
persons of the mentality of
children.
"I have met several writers
of moving picture scenarios
and modern best sellers and
find that they have the intelligence of boys of 14 or 15."

Parsons in Town

Another Big House

"Smiling Billy" Parsons, of National Film, arrived in New York yesall ready
for a three weeks'
stay andterdaylots
of business.
Parsons is talking lots about the
new Henry Walthall picture, "The
Confession," and Billie Rhodes' latest "The Blue Bonnet."
Ann Little is making a two reel
each — fifteen episode serial on the
I coast for National Film. Paul Hurst
is directing and playing in it at the
same time. Joe Brandt supervised
the first two episodes before coming
! East. The serial has been named
"Lightning Brice," continuity by
Harvey Gates.
Distribution has not been decided
upon as yet and that's what "Smiling
Bill" is going to fuss around with
while hei>e.

[Special to iriD'S DAILY)
Chicago. — Clara S. Lowell has sold
o J. M. Browarsky & Co. for $50,000 a large lot at the intersection of
Milwaukee Ave., Irving Park Blvd.
ind Cicero Ave., upon which it proposed to build a modern $400,000 motion picture theater this fall. The
neighborhood is an excellent one for
a house of this kind being thickly
settled and only beTng served with
small houses. It will be called the
Portage Park theater and will seat
3 000. Browarsky recently visited
the Rivoli, Strand and other New
York theaters where he studied construction, projection, etc.

What

Do

Exhibitors
think
of
open booking

9

Wid's 1919

Year Book
Will Tell

Bosworth At Work
Hobart Bosworth has started his
first production for Thomas Ince.
Jane Novak appears in the support
nnd Irvin Willat who has finished
the first Houdini special "The Grim
Game" will direct.
One Reel Ince Special
A one reel special to be released
generally throughout the country
was recently completed at the Ince
plant. It was filmed during a lunch
hour and includes every high light
at the plant from Tom Ince down to
the telephone operator.
Shaffer Building Theater Chain
Chicago. — Joseph A. Shaffer, former advertising man with Ascher
Brothers has fornjed a $1,000,000
corporation to erect theaters here.
The first one will be at Kedzie and
.A^inslee Aves. and will seat 3,000.
Renews Lease
Dallas, Te.x. — Through Geo. D.
Lauderdale of J. W. Lindsley Co.,
the Old Mill Theater Co. recently
renevVed its lease for a term of fifteen years, the consideration being
$176,000.
Kellette Back at Work
John William Kellette, director of
the Briggs comedies, has returned to
the Hudson Heights studios after a
short illness.

DAILY
Fires
Suggestion

Relative to Breach of Contract Suits
Offered by Legal Editor
A valuable suggestion to both
film producers and exhibitors in
guarding against breach of contract
by theater owners is made by the
editor of the New York Law Journal, the leading legal journal of the
country, in commenting upon the recent decision by the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court in the
suit of William A. Brady against
Abraham Erlanger over the Chicago
Auditorium, in connection with the
ruling by the Court of Appeals in
the Broadway Photoplay against the
World Film.
The editorial points out that the
lows:
significance
of both decisions as fol-

Wrightstown, N. J.— Dix damaged
by fire to extent of $250,000.
Columbus, O. — Gem damaged to
amount of $800.
Lebanon, Pa. — Boys steal negative
of
fire."Money Corral" and destroy it by
So. Kingstown, R. I. — Royal destroyed by fire.
Hazelton, Pa. — Blaine damaged to
amount
of $4,500.
McAdoo, Pa. — Fire destroys Lion
theater.
Loss estimated at $8,500.

New Theaters

Akron, O.— New $5,000,000 theater
to be erected.
Detroit, Mich. — La Salle Garden
theater, seating 1500, to be erected
"Thus it can be seen that while it on Linwood Ave.
is oftentimes difficult to furnish a
Toledo, O. — Pantheon Theater Co.
sufficient foundation for the compu- with capital of $100,000 to build 1200
tation of damages in cases where a seat theater.
defendant has breached his contract
Minneapolis, Minn. — Blue Mouse
to supply
moving pictures
or theatCo. of St. Paul, to erect $100,000 therical or vaudeville
performances,
yet ater.
the difficulty is noT an insurmountAllentown. Pa. — Jos. and Thomas
able one, and there are cases where
sufficient evidence can be supplied by Herrity to build $42,000 theater to
a plaintiff in order to furnish a legal seat 1000.
foundation for recovery.
Albuquerque, N. Mex. — Barnett
Amusement Co. to erect $50,000 the"It is quite obvious, however, that ater.
the safest and soundest method of
meeting the situation is to provide in
Reading, Pa. — Carr and Schad to
erect theater.
the
contract
for
'liquidated
damages.'
Such a clause unquestionably is valid
Kansas City. — Big Four Amuseand enforcible, because it is to meet
ment Co. to open $20,000 picture
just such a class of case that the house.
courts have sanctioned liquidated
Birmingham, Ala. — Tuxedo Theater, colored, opened.
The
Broadway
Photoplay
decision
damage clauses."
shortly.
Hamilton, O. — Palace to be ready
was published by WID'S at the time
almost in full, and readers will re.\lhambra opened.
member that the court reversed a
verdict for the plaintiff for $4,500
Clinton, Mass. — Strand to open
for breach of contract on the ground under new management.
that there was no evidence that this
Cincinnati, O. — Midwest Mortgage
or any other sum had been lost by & Bond Co. financing $75,000 picture
house.
the defendant's refusal to keep its
agreement to furnish first-run feaIndianapolis, Ind. — M. J. Friedman
ture films one day a week. The Law
to remodel^ building into Princess
Journal points out that the Court of theater.
Appeals' ruling was based on the
fact that plaintiff did not produce
New Canaan, Conn. — Fred Wakehouse.and Geo. Holt to build picture
evidence which furnished any rea- man
sonable basis for computation of
damages, and plainly intimated that
Lima, O. — Regent to open Aug. 28.
if such evidence had been produced
High Point, N. C— New Theater
the plaintiff might have been per- to be called Strand.
mitted to recover damages. The
Philadelphia.
editorial continues:
work
on two. — Stanleys to start
"In Brady v. Erlanger we are preDayton, O. — Polish White Eagle
sented with a different situation. In
the Broadway Photoplay case the Building Co. to erect theater.
Court of Appeals pointed out that
Calais, Mc. — Howard Fisher called
Howard.
there was nothing in tTie evidence to New
supply a basis for the computation
Manchester, N. H. — Richards and
of damages and held, therefore, that Thornton to build 1,400 seat theater.
the damages were speculative and
Lima, O. — A. Ritzier completes
denied recovery. Whereas in Brady plans
for picture theater.
V. Erlanger, it is quite clear that
the evidence which was presented to
the court furnished a reasonable
basis of comparison and computation. There had been a previous
presentation of vaudeville performances in the identical theater for
the considerable period of fifteen
weeks, a time sufficiently long to
the advance agents, many are
si'pply the court with a sound basis theWith
sins that are committed in the
of avei-age results. Accordingly, as
Mr. Jiist'ce Philbin points out: name of "Country Billing." — HerOld Mill Theater, Dal"It is clear that we have here a rea- schellas,Stuart,
Texas.
{Continued on Page 8)
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rromiLTinp lifl>e
|W|S ''in the spring a young
man's fancy lightly turns
—
of love''
thoughtsTime
so in thetoSummer
the Big
Distributing Companies begin a
desperate Flirtation with the
Exhibitor. Trade Papers bulge
with lurid Advertising — Dictionaries are stripped of every Adjective— and '' Promises" d^re fired
right and left
Q it's the same Old Story told
in the same old way — only
more so!
Digest from the Daily Press

-r-

E

PICTURES

H.K.Somborix,

C O RPORA-TI O N

PRESIDENT-

Jos.Schnilzcr
T R. E A.3 UREB.-

ENTERS the field with "the goods"
minus the "PKOMISE" - 18 Karat
"money getting" Stars — in "sure-fire"
Plays and Stories — framed in unlimited
magnificent Productions. EQIJITY
PICTURES CORPORATION will
not build on inflated Advertising or, unfulfilled "Promises"— just Quality instead
of Quantity — sold on the solid foundation the name implies— Equity !
Ten Big Perfect Productions a year —
Four with CLARA
KIMBALL
YOUNG, the first, "EYES OF
YOUTH" to be released in OctoberFour with another IMPORTANT
STAR (name to be annouced soon) —
and TWO SURPRISE SUPER PRODUCTIONS!
33 W. 42nd St.

New York

DAIU^r

Thursday, July 31, 191

Battle of Giants

— and here's another small ad in
Wid's ^aily bringing replies
from all over the world
TELEPHONE

BRYANT

9120

TIPS

TOPICAL
Sayings

Celebrated
and

bits

from

220

OF

the

THE

West
NEW

Bret

of Tom

newspapers

brightest
WORLD

42d

Street

YORK

July

7th,

KANSAS CITY—
OMAHA—
Boyd's Shubert
CINCINNATI— Lyric
INDIANAPOLIS— Shubert-Murat
COLUMBUS— Hartman
TOLEDO— Auditorium
DAYTON— New Victory
NEW ORLEANS— New Theater
SAN FRANCISCO— Curran
LOS ANGELES— New Theater
SALT LAKE CITY— Salt Lake Theatel
DENVER— Broadway Theater
PORTLAND— Heilig
NEWARK— Broad Street
WILMINGTON— Playhouse
BALTIMORE— Auditorium
West of Chicago Here

1919.

Wid's Daily,
71 West 44th St.
New York, N.Y.

Attention

(Continued from Page 1)
CHICAGO
Shubert-Garrick Princess
Studebaker
La Salle
Woods
NEW HAVEN— Shubert
HARTFORD— Parsons
SPRINGFIELD— Court Square
ALBANY— New Theater
SCHENECTADY— Van Curler Opera ]
SYRACUSE— Welting Opera House
ROCHESTER— Lyceum
MONTREAL— His Majesty's Theater
TORONTO— Royal-Alexandra
BUFFALO— Teck
MILWAUKEE— Davidson
MINNEAPOLIS— Metropolitan Opera H
ST. PAUL— Metropolitan Opera House

i

George
West,
Emerald
M.|
Corp., Chicago,
handling
the |
West comedies is in New York, 1
ing over things.
Huge Poster Contract
Universal has signed a con
with the Morgan Lithographing

Advertising

Department

Gentlemen:

Kindly send me twenty-five copies of last
Wednesday's issue of Wid's containing my ad.
to express my satisfacAllow me, at this time
tion at the very excellent results obtained by
have
my little ads in your publication. They
the _
of
rs
corne
four
the
brought me work from
ca
Ameri
South
,
Italy
e,
Franc
n,
earth; from Swede
and Coast.
Please accept this tribute as reparation for
ism which I shot at Wid's at
e critic
advers
very outset
I am glad that my disappointment is
.
the
your success.
Very sincerely yours.
CJ<i*Tt kJj^^/

of
Cleveland,
to be
deliveredforin 10,000,000
one year.po'\
2,000,000 pounds
used.

of paper

wil

Contest on "Miracle Man" .
Famous
Players
has enlistee
aid of the trade paper editors t ]
subrr«
of impressions
as judges
by
the inmates
of Sing Sing P,,
who saw""The Miracle Man," G'
production
Tucker's
Loane
week.
Prizes of $10, $7 and $5 are i
offered for the winning criticis
Miss Davies Going to Co^
Marion Davies is going on a
tion after which it is expecte^
she will go to the coast to malj
tions.
picture for Cosmopolitan Pi
"Hushed

Hour" Sales

Harry Garson's second B
"The B|t
production
Sweet which
Hour,"
is being state r
is rapidly being disposed of.
following territories were sold
last few days: Jones, Lin
Schaefer, of Chicago; Big F

R

Rights Corp. of Louisville, Kei ».
and Tennessee; Pioneer Film
York State; Josiah Pearce &
of New Orleans, Louisiana an

-ITS RESULTS THAT COUNT

Co.,of ofCle-I
National
First Film
Ohio; Merit
sissippi;
Wyoming, Utah, New Mtv^U
Idaho; Charles F. Schwerin,
ware, Maryland, District of (
bia, Georgia, Florida, Al
North and South Carolina, ai
ginia. The United Kingdo
been sold to the Gaumont Co
The sales were made throug
bert K. Somborn, formerly
Mr. Garson, but

I
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Had Some Humor, But Not Very Much Action

*Eyery

June Elvidge in

oj

Producer"

"Coax Me"
World

ositively Good Pictures
rvill get

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Gilbert Hamilton
Not credited

SCENARIOMurphey.
BY

\ihe highest price

on the

Philip Lonergan and Will C.

CAMERAMAN

Joseph Badaracco

AS A WHOLE
Slow-moving, long-drawnout
picture that lacked action; contained some
humor and one or two meller touches.

Entire

STORY

Adapted from a "famous old play;"
written mostly around three courtships.

DIRECTION
Permitted too much "walking" and
"talking;" but didn't have overmuch to work
with.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair; some solid whites had
much halation.

jillespie Bros. Co.
:20 W. 42nd St., N. Y.

NATIONAL
^aramount-^rtcra^t
-- >VEEK
/
September

SUN.

IkUC.

3^

MON.

TU£.

2

1

WED.

3

1919

THU.

FRI.

SAT.

4

5

6

LIGHTINGS
The usual thing
CAMERA WORK
Conventional; one fair mirror
effect.
STAR
Had sort of an ingenue role which gave
her several chances to register fairly well.
SUPPORT
Earle Metcalfe the leading man; cast
included Arthur Donaldson, Lola Humphrey,
A. J. Herbert, Lillian Hall and others.
EXTERIORS
Some pretty shots around ivycovered house; also lawn scenes.
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Handled in acceptable manner for the
greater part.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clean; a comedy of
courtships.
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION.

. ;

About 4,800 feet

NEITHER story action or physical action was very
evident in "Coax Me." The film contained a
goodly
amount of very obvious and broad humor of a
<'
rather elemental sort, sometimes being the result of
legitimate comedy situations, but most of the time

by
Backed
adver
tisin
in
g
453 cities

registering through the medium of spoken titles. So
much so was this true that the picture almost carried
the impression that it had been built up around dialogue instead of around pithy plot.
For much of its footage the film was nothing more
than a procession of very similar scenes — two persons
either sitting or standing before the camera talking to
each other. This similarity of action made things
just a bit uninteresting and tiresome at times. It was
a case of one couple going off and another coming on
time and time again — one group walking in and another walking out. And there were no really fine
shadings or subtleties; the film's attitude all the way
through
was "take
for moments
granted." that got humorous
Quite often
there itwere
appreciation, and that should get laughs from many.
Some of these comedy bits were fairly well done.
From the very beginning of the picture somebody
was always making love to somebody else. The film
opened with scenes on the lawn where June appeared
as the daughter of Arthur Donaldson, who was considerably smitten with Lola Humphrey, a widow. But
June didn't want her father to marry Lola. She
rather liked Earle Metcalfe, but wouldn't let him know
it at first. The third courtship in the plot was that
of A. J. Herbert and Lillian Hall, who was apparently
the widow's maid. After those factors had been
planted there came plot and counter plot; each one or
two of the characters plotting to bring certain things
about in their own way. This allowed of quite a
number of moderately amusing complications.
The "meller" stuff was rung in when June was kidnapped by a pair of roughnecks who mistook her for
Lillian Hall. The two girls were kept in a deserted
house over night, but nobody missed either of them at
home until the next morning. Anyhow, when the
house was set afire by an overturned lamp June and
Lillian escaped. This sequence led up to the denouement passages, which had everything come out all
right for almost everybody concerned.
There were several elements that could hardly hold
up. One of these was the fact that Lillian was not a
maid, really, she was just the daughter of a Judge
and was seeking romance. And the judge, Austin
Webb, was several times around the same house in
which Lillian was playing maid but never knew his
daughter was there, despite the fact that he looked
right at her once. And the thugs who kidnapped the
two girls were detectives hired by the judge to find
his daughter.
Ivan Christy and Varnum Mills were also in the
supporting company.

Nothing Out of the Ordinary Run
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

|: FAMOUS PIAVTERS-IASKY CCaWJHATION

RANK
I

BEAL

DIRECTOR

|o. Fox Pacific Coast Studios
Current Release

|*A Sporting Chance"
It under prodoction "Thieves"

I

There is much in "Coax Me" that would make it go
over in mild style with the average audience, but folks
who have been led to expect the better class of motion
picture entertainment would not be fully satisfied with
the offering. In the smaller houses and before crowds
who patronize pictures almost every night just because
they are pictures, it will get by in good order. But it
is very doubtful if it would hold up before a downtown
crowd, or that it is strong enough to appeal strongly
to audiences in the better-class theaters.
In this one June Elvidge has a role very much different than the dramatic parts she has been playing
lately. To your regulars who have a place in their
affections for the star her appearance in this one
should be entirely welcome.

\VE NEVER

.VJrlJA^"

DISAPPOINT

J

The picture is thoroughly clean and wholesome and,
as far as that end of it goes, can be shown before any
crowd. And it is light stuff that probably will appeal
especially to many of the women who see it. There
are quite a number of rather pretty exteriors, and
plenty of love-making all around.
In advertising the offering play up the comedy end.
Folks always want to laugh, and if you tell them you
have a comedy you may draw some admissions on
the strength of that fact. You can bill the film as a
"Comedy of Courtship" or some such phrase. The title
is rather catchy and should arouse a little curiosity as
to why she wanted to be coaxed. In fact, you can
ask that in a catchline: "Why did she want to be
coaxed? See June Elvidge in 'Coax Me,' at the Blank
Theater." TELEPHONE

220 V/EST
STREET
/NEW 4aK?
YlORK

BRYANT

5576

X^^^i^i'?^''"
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Another

Novel Idea for Theater
TheaToledo, O.— The PantheonHorat
or,
ter Co., which H. S.
manager of the Alhambra, John
Kumler and John J. Gardiner, are
building, have planned a novel
idea in connection with the building
of their new theater. The bui ding
will contain a foyer which will be
used for dancing on occasions and
will accommodate 300. The theater
will seat 1200. There will be no balcony.

Road

Show

Move

Chicago.— A large advance sale of
seats for the opening of the Sennett

for Sunday

Thursday, July 31, 1919 J
Show

Marion, Ind.— Mutual Theater Co.
has filed an application seeking to
enjoin the city. of Marion from interfering with the operation of picture theaters onSunday. The action
follows an attempt made to operate
Sunday shows when, after an arrest
and on arraignthe police
made by
the mayor, a hearing
ment before
was waived and an appeal taken to
the circuit court.

Berlin"
at
picturethe"Yankee
bathingin girls,
original Doodle
with
the Ziegfeld, is reported by Linick &
Jacoby. The Greater Stars Prod.,
Brockell & Elliott, is handling the
feature here, although the Doll-Van
Film Corp. at first were completing
negotiations for its booking. The
in Inlatter company has the picture
diana. Brockell & Elliott intend to
Tenn. — Signal
Chattanooga,
put out four road shows with beauty
$35,UUU
erect
to
Co.
ment theate
.Amusecan
Baltimore, Md.— Plaza to close for choruses, and play the picture on a I Ameri
r.
percentage
basis.
ts
vemen
impro
for
six weeks

^AUTHOR

»»,

H. VAN
LOAN
Recent Releases:
Norma Talmadee
"THE NEW MOON"
Earle Williams
in
"A ROGUE'S ROMANCE"

"AUTHOR!

Suggestion

{Continued from Page 3)
j'
basis
of comparison
ami
experiencc
an actual
computation;
over a period sufficiently long to sup-:|
results. Rea- 1
fair average
ply us withinference
sonable
replaces
guess
work.
In other words, wc have prac
tically everything, that„ was lackinc
in Broadway Photoplay Co. v. Worb
The present cas«
Film Corporation.
is an example of a going business improperly interrupted. The evidenc*
as to loss of profits is sufficiently
sonable

WorK
pictures of th
The first
Chicago. — Quick
definite."
which caused thi
disaster
blimp
death of thirteen persons and injur;
to 26 others, during last weel.
when it fell through the skylight o
the Illinois Trust Co. here, wer
shown in International News weekl
films at the State-Lake theater o
Thursday afternoon. The Asche
Brothers houses booked the picture
for their Oakland Square, Metropol
tan, South Side and Chateau thej
ters also for Thursday.

H.

JACK CUNNINGHAM
Free-lancing
again
1960

Vista

Del

Mar

Ave.

Hollywood, Calif.

5220 y2 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, ^ailf.

"HEARTS
OP
MEN"
for George Beban
"DELICIOUS
LITTLE
for Mae

Murray

DEVIL"

CONSIDINE
MILDRED
Original Stories
'

j'

Recent Release:
■ALL WRONG"—
Bryant Washburn

2261

m

EDNA

Representing the foremost
Authors of America and
England
Markham

Building
Hollywood, Calif.
Telephone 577941

St. Francis St.
Hollywood, Cal.

JOHN
Ince

SCHLEY

LYNCH
Writer

Recent Releases:

y Dalton's
oth
T OF SOULS"
RKE
"MADor

Enid Bennett'*
"LAW OF MEN"
Dorothy Dalton's

"HOMEBREAKER"

m

Nazimova's Production
"THE RED LANTERN"
theme,
has an American-Chinese
which we have worked into a lobby
represents
display that faithfully
the ticket purchaser
exactly what
shall see on the screen. Now ready
in our salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

OLD FILMS MADEdoubledNEW
Life of new films
We use no acids or chemicals

THE FILM RENOVATING,
COMPANY OF AMERICA]
Git
297 Seventh Ave.

THE
Most

MILDRED

CONSIDINE

Just
"EYES
Clara

SMITH
CECIL
Writer
s with Thos.
Five year
H. Ince
R.

Finished

OF YOUTH"
for
Kimball Youne

J.

ANTHONY

William

Fox

ROACH
Productions

6621 St. Francis Ct.,
Hollywood, Cal.

Current Releases:
"APACHE"
"WHAT'S
YOUR
HUS-

i

"THE BUSHBB"
BAND DOING? "

DANIEL

F. WHITCOMB

Adapting for the screen
and
Original
Permanent

stories
Address

Hollywood, Calif.

E.

SCH.AYER
RICHARD
Pictures Built in the
SCRIPT— Not in the
Cutting Room
Now

with Gol^Uvyn
Writing tor
Geraldlne Fa*-rar
and
'
Director Reginald^ Barker

•LADY
for TomLETTY'
Moore "
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TURE
T PIC
BES

a perfect
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ha^e
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(ioldwyn Staff
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Release
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WRONG
DOOIl"
In Preparation:
"MORAN,
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New York

and
MAZDA

Speer

Carboni

LAMPS

ij
F. CAMPBELL
^^cnreWf'!^.?'^ 14 W.31stSt.,Nr

CHARLES

It took eight years of concentrdt;
devotion to the betterment of mpti
pictures to §din the reputation of mal
the best in'illustrdted and plain tit
Dryant
8973.
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Goldwyn on Way to Coast
Samuel Goldwyn left for the coast
Caufman,
General
Manager, yesterday and with him went a numHere—Allen's
Hints at
Deal With
ber of the manuscripts of plays seHodkinson
cured by Goldwyn under the Shubert-Woods deal.
Phil Kaufman,
general manager
will be gone about six weeks
or the Aliens of Canada, is in New andHe while
at Culver City will see a
Tork, stopping at the Biltmore.
He number of new productions get
as already purchased four films for under way.
Canadian distribution.
The
productions
acquired
are:
Seeking Return of $115,000
Yankee
Doodle
in Berlin," which
Mary Pickford is seeking the re'/ill open September 1 in the New
turn of $115,000 being held by the
irant, Montreal,
with the bathing
iris, for a two and perhaps three Chamberlain of the State of New
reeks' run, followed by a run in the York pending a decision of the Cora
:Lllen, Toronto
and then over the Wilkenning suit. An application for
.tllen circuit; "Beware," the second the return of the money has been
ierard
film from
Warner
Bros.; filed in the Supreme Court.
The Westerners"
from Great Aulors and "Sahara" from Hodkinson.
he latter two will open at the Allen
(Continued on Page 2)
For N. A. M. P. I. Rochester Trip
— Fifth Division Meeting
The program for the coming convention of the N. A. M. P. I. at
Rochester on Aug. 5-6 was announced yesterday.
■ Lucas in Omaha and Rippard in
Washington Exchanges
11.30 P. M. — Partv leav - ^.1 special
J. S. Woody, general sales mana^^"-Spmg
at Gr„'"^ Central
Station forcarsRochester.
er of Realart, annonnn^-^^^ -^^^ ^p.
ointment of B. A_ /^y^-^s fo^. Qmaha, Tuesday, Aug. 5—
8.13 A. M. — Arrival at Rochester,
;ith offices -^^^ 1214 Farnam St., and
going direct to Hotel Seneca for
*"^- ^1. Rippard for Washington,
breakfast.
y. C, with offices at 916 G. St. N. W.
10 A. M. — Starting on automobile
Lucas has had experience both as
ride to Kodak Park.
n exhibitor and salesman and was
11 A. M. to 3.30 P. M.— Kodak
ecently with Metro.
Park. Including luncheon and
Rippard was formerly a newspaper
inspection of the Eastman plant.
nan, then became an exhibitor in
4 P. M.— Return to Hotel Seneca.
Baltimore where he ran several
4.15 P. M. — Annual meeting, memouses. Later he joined Mutual and
bers of the National Association,
esigned only when his health went
Ball Room, Hotel Seneca.
ack on him. Subsequently he oper6.30 P. M. — First meeting new
ced states right exchanges in WashBoard of Directors of the Naigton.
tional Association, Hotel Seneca.
8.00 P. M. — Dinner to be tendered
by George Eastman at the GenNo. 160
essee Valley Club.

Convention Plans

lealart Appointments

Little Ad Talks

By Jack Alicoate
A DVERTISING, to be successful, like everything else
these days, must go to the
reader backed up by the integrity of the producer, distributor, or individual doing it—
BUT — its value is doubly enhanced when placed in a medium carrying the maximum of
reader interest — a publication
that reaches home — a paper
with a purpose — Such a publication is WID'S DAILY.

Price 5 Cents
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Buys Four Films

Wednesday, Aug. 6—
12.25 A. M. — Party leaves Rochester in special sleeping cars.
[Continued on Page 4)

Reid Signs
Sliding

Scale Contract— Got $75
Week Four Years Ago

a

{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Wally Reid has just
signed another contract with Famous Players. It -will run five years
and it is said that it is on a sliding
scale, with compensation for the fifth
year equal to that of any male screen
star.
Four years ago Reid started in
pictures at $75 a week.

7/cRECOCHIZ
AUTHORIT

Going Up!
Six years ago Al St. John
was making $75 a week with
Keystone. His new contract
calls for something like $200,000 a year.
Loew Buys Brevoort, Brooklyn
Alarcus Loew has purchased the
Brevoort on Bedford Ave. near Fulton St., Brooklyn. Loew will take
possession shortly.
At present the Brevoort shows
pictures with a change twice a week
but under the Loew management the
change will be daily.
Big Sign for Realart
Realart have closed contracts for
the big electric sign atop of the
Hermitage Hotel, facing 42d St. — the
space formerl}^ used by Rice Leaders
of the World. Work is being
rushed.
Contract for three years.

Brave Man

Two Authors Signed
And Well-Known
Stage Play Secured by Famous Players
Roi Cooper Megrue and Nina Wilcox, both nationally famous, have
been signed by Famous PlayersLasky to do original stories for that
corporation.
It was also announced that "All of
a Sudden Peggy" by Ernest Denny
had been secured for Marguerite
Clark.
Miss Clark will work in the film
in California under the direction of
Walter Edwards and upon its completion will return to New York.
Famous Players have at this time
over 60 plays for the new season.
Many of these have already been
made into pictures. It is planned to
release them on an alternating schedule of two and three weekly. Based
on this schedule, it means a yearly
output of nearly 150 plays.

Houses Closed
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Chicago. — Following the closing of
ti-.^ Vendome, Pickford, State Street,

Is Marcus Loew — See Whom
vites to His Party?

He In- and a nuni'ut': of other motion picture theaters in Vr^t Negro district,
last Monday, following the race
Marcus
Loew
is
a
brave,
brave
riots, an order was issued bj ^he
man.
Chief of Police to close all theaters
Despite that Lee Shubert is in in the district from 12th St. to 52d.
the Goldwyn organization and owns The order aflfects about 35 houses.
a big string of theaters that some The street car strike has cut into the
people say may be turned into picof the "loop" theaters mature houses if it ever becomes neces- receipts terially
and with several attractions
sary, and that Adolph Zukor is busy that have been widely advertised,
securing theaters through his affilia- such as "Yankee Doodle in Berlin"
tions, Marcus Loew, in whose enterr
prises Shubert is interested, has in- at the Ziegfeld, "Open Your Eyes"
at the Princess, and "The Woman
vited both Shubert and Zukor, to- Thou
Gavest Me" at the Randolph,
gether with other prominent film the attendance
has not warranted
folk to a frolic at his home at Far the extra outlay.
Rockaway tomorrow night.
Joseph M. Schenck, Abe Erlanger,
B. S. Moss, George M. Cohan and
others of importance will be in the
May Be Closing Famous Players
party as will be Norma and Con- Canadian
Deal — Due Home Monday
stance Talmadge, June Elvidge,
Louise Huff, June Caprice, Vivian
E. E. Shauer of the roreign departMartin and others. There will be a
ment of Famous l*Tayers is reported
lot of professional talent, but the real as "out-of-town"
by his office. Some
party?
—
well,
look
who's
going
to
be
reports
have
it
that
he is in Canada
there?
completing arrangements relative to
Famous Players starting their own
exchanges there in conjunction with
the Regal Films and Regal Theaters.
Shauer is due back Monday.
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Cecil B. DeMille
Uneventful Meeting
has agreed to act as director general
of the big pageant to be given here
The A. M. P. A. met yesterdayon Woman's Tribute Day, Oct. 9. afternoon but transacted no business.
Allan Holubar of Universal will pre- A considerable number of the mempare the book for the event.
bers are on their vacations.

Shauer Away

To Direct Pageant

~~~fsit<(

^
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Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

/. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secrets.ry and Business
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00.
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WID'S
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Callender BIdg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
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Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

Blackwell

Productions

Carlyle Blackwell independent
productions will be handled by
Joseph Friedberg. Release plans
have not been determined. A number of independent exchanges are
reported to be in the market for
the offerings. Blackwell will produce six in the first 16 months work.
First release in September. Understood negative cost to be unlimited
and that each production will be exploited vigorously, $25,000 to be
spent for every one.

[Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Harry Morey is at work on "Out
St. Louis. — Louis Bent, of the
of the Dark" with Paul Scardon directing. Company in New Hamp- American Film Co., seems to be
shire for exteriors.
quite a wit. Lew tells of an exhibitor with whom business was so
Ruth Clifford will play the leading tough that his help who received
feminine role opposite Earle Will- pay in the form of admissions
iams in his next Vitagraph feature,
to thealso
show
to to
be another
"layed off."
Lew
layshad
claim
one
"The Black Gate."
about an exhibitor in Arkansas who
Wilbur on Broadway
said he would order $1.00 a reel service from Sears, Roebuck as they
Crane Wilbur will be starred on
Broadway next season by Arthur
Hopkins. The arrangements were had everything."
Milton Stern, formerly assistant
completed yesterday by telegraph.
manager of the local branch of GoldGuest of Honor
wyn and who has recently been discharged from the Medical Dept. of
Atlanta, Ga. — To celebrate his reArmy Headquarters Base Hosturn to Atlanta, the Film Managers' U. S. pital
at Camp Dodge, has joined the
Assso. gave a luncheon in honor of
Ben F. Simpson, Field Manager of forces of the Standard Film Corp.
Realart last week. Four years ago and will travel in Southern Illinois
Simpson represented George Kleine and Eastern Missouri.
in the Southern metropolis. After
Louis Landau, owner of the Washengaging a manager for Atlanta and
securing offices there, he will return
ington at Granite City, has purto New York.
chased from Wm. Burge the Opera
House at Collinsville, 111.

Buys Four Films
[Continued from Page 1)
in Toronto
either in September or
October.
While Kaufman was inclined to be
reticent, it was gathered from his
talk that a definite arrangement may
be entered upon to handle all the
Hodkinson product in Canada. He
also told of an arrangement made
with the Canadian government for
the distribution of a national picby the " •'-"-'-rine
Co. for
themade
Governmf
torial to be

..iOn over
, .. r,.-5 weeklies, which,
.^^ recL.'led, caused much trouDle inbecause
the "\Dominion
time
back
of the over some
abundance
of American news.
Kaufman, when asked about the
Aliens' American invasion was silent.
He did say that a number of big
things were pending but that as yet
he could not officially speak about
them. He will stay in New York
until Tuesday.
Aliens now have a total of 47
theaters of which 11 are in course of
construction.
will nl-"-

In the Courts
The George Backer Film Corp. ha*
applied in the Supreme Court for ai
order dismissing a suit broughi
against it in 1917 by Reine Davi?)
on the ground that the plaintiff hai
never filed a complaint in the actioil
although she got an extension o|
time in which to do so.

In a suit of Thomas Machinsk
against the B. S. Moss Theatrica
Enterprises, Inc., to recover $10,
Mayflower Suing Harley Knoles
Mayflower Filtn Corp. is suing 000 damages because he was as
'-"+;on saulted by employes of the defendan
Harley Knoles who directed a screen
at the Jefferson Theater, the defend^
version of "The Comrades" by Thos. ant has applied for an order to dis
Dixon for the film company for $5,- miss the action on the ground th^
200.
the case could have been tried
Mayflower
claims
that
Knoles
while taking exteriors in Florida de- year ago.
"-landed sums '•>in -^ni
excess
of salaryand
replace
the direc-

Foreign Sales

auiniaii,

will be once a "•'-'-

fw^l^ '^

Louis Engle, of the Universal
Publicity forces, is again on the job
after a protracted spell of sickness.

Have
you heard of Selznick's tw<
new
directors?

'Rpch, Van Siclen &
-'» of "Wild
owci'^says

that

m-

...

$10,000 which
he received
and lua^
he did not demand excessive
sums
as charged.
Opening

Eastern Office

[Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — W. T. Gaskell will open
an eastern office to exploit "The
Shepherd of the Hills" in the Fitzgerald building, room 212, New York
on or about August 1. George Gordon will handle the Eastern terristory. tory for the Harold Bell Wright

Co.,
'^nrl,Inc., an;
Honey,"Franci!
anij,

England,

and

many,
Ausl..
■ "-^'
.
..
Roumania,
Bulgaria,
'■ - ..
Be
"WildiH
Honey,"
"Calibre
light," "Inn of the Blue Mou../,
"Street of Seven Stars," "Romance c^j
the Underworld," "Marriage," "Ou:
of the Night," "Marriage for Cot;
venience"
for Spain and Portugal
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Serious Treatment of Social Unrest is Fairly Forceful Film

Illi:.#l1lllllllilllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllil

Frank Keenan in

"The World
Aflame"
Pathe

%oficture-Girlficautifhl

Sandusky, Ohio. — Register, July
,. — At the Schade Theater is a pic-

ire you'll like. The work of Leah
aird is surprising, convincing and
ncere. "As A Man
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Thinks" is a

elodrama and it's good.

HODKINSOM
iiiiiiiiiiii^^

J. L. Friedman
(Chicago) Says:
Specials that are
Specials

DIRECTOR
Ernest C. Warde
AUTHOR
Frank Keenan
SCENARIO BY. .Frank Keenan and Jack Cunningham
CAMERAMAN
Charles Kaufman
AS A WHOLE. .... .Fairly forceful subject based on
present=day social unrest; touches on causes
of clash between Capital and Labor and offers
solution.
STORY
A piece of careful work; shows much
study of politics and economic
conditions;
has just a trace of romance.
DIRECTION
Showed grasp of subject; respon=
sible for many
telling sequences;
handled
players and mobs well.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
STAR
Thoroughly sincere and often compelling
in a role that was exacting throughout.
LIGHTINGS
O. K. ; no special effects striven for
CAMERA WORK
Variety of angles chosen helped
often.
SUPPORT
Adequate all the way; included Kath=
leen Kerrigan, Clark Marshall, Janice Wilson,
Bert Sprotte, Claire Du Brey and Joseph
McManus.
EXTERIORS
All of them proper and carried
suitable atmosphere.
INTERIORS
Up to the mark
DETAIL
Helped
very much
in scoring points;
many
good types chosen
for minor
parts.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Timely political=eco=
nomic
argument
sugar=coated
with
some
human interest.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,660 feet
"*M endeavors TTtoiiiaii
to brins
about
trial
condition
so
^v — in "Indus"The
d
e
n
r
a
yWeorld ity
r
since
NF
FRA
it^rs ii^...

ier-<- '

-..o of the country. The ux^
_.,ie in its presentation of political and
_.,o questions, and advocated social Justice —
mainly in the form of profit-sharing — as a means of
wiping out the antipathy existing between Capital and
Labor. Also the film propoimded the argument that
alien Reds were responsible for most of the strikes in
the country, and that if American
Labor
really reflTl.'

,ft-

Hart Reading Scripts
William
S. Hart, now
that the
oke has cleared away and the batover his services for the ensuing
eral seasons in screen work is at
end, is devoting all his time to
>ding scripts preparatory to beging on his new contract with Fa)us Players-Lasky.
He has comted work on "John Petticoats,"
last film under the old arrangeInt.

alized that most of the fomenters of discontent were
actually professional anarchists there would be fewer
strikes without real reason.
Many ends of the problem were touched in the
film — some merely scraped and others uncovered, and
all done with considerable skill. All of the arguments
put forth are done by the example of the happenings
in an American city supposedly typical; mainly
through the screening of the story that takes a wealthy family for its base. Keenan is the head of the
family, a wealthy manufacturer with high ideals.
Through incidental bits that registered the disturbances in the man's daily routine, the point is gotten
over that almost every
class of labor has become
ultra-independent and "high-and-mighty." Keenan
senses the need of "service" on the part of everybody,
and on that platform is elected mayor.
Reds from out of town sow their poison in the
minds of workingmen, and soon the town is virtually
tied up in a strike. But Keenan, with his iron determination and force of character, breaks the strike.
Then he is instrumental in bringing the employes and
employers together for the purpose of reaching a better understanding of each other and each other's needs.
Of course, the foregoing is a very skeletonized outline of the story — and, on the whole, it is not on its
story vakie that the picture stands. The story forms
merely the means of carrying the picture's message.
During the running of the film there are many really
dramatic moments, and several times when matters
reach quite an exciting pitch. This is especially true
during those sequences showing the working of the
band of Reds — how they barricaded the streets, how
they fought the soldiers, how they tried their devilish
best to overthrow the city's administration with violence and threats, and how the mayor won out by sheer
force of character and courage. TJiese and several
strike scenes were very well done, which goes for the
whole footage, for that matter. JIany excellent "mob
scenes" were obtained, and Director Warde is to be
complimented on the manner in which he registered
the swaying of sentiment among crowds several times.
Of course, a subject of this sort always is laden
-"^titles.
"f^tiin mucthe
That holds "-"U
true of and
this Labo
".
one,
r. ntandThe
se
= " interspersed tii
with intellige
arguhen: -. _
Keeiiun, who, uy c...
argument is that Labor ana v^.x^,.
: .
only when cognizance is taken of the wwinterest and of the employers' self interest — when tne
two meet on the common ground of profit-sharing and
both i-ealize the meaning of social justice.

Should Make Money For You if You Handle it Right

Box Office Analysis
"The World Aflame" will go either very big with
your crowd or will not go at all. If yours is the kind
of a crowd that insists on mushy movies crammed with
sentimentality they will consider this dry and uninteresting despite its high spots. But if yours is a
crowd that is willing to take something away to think
about, here's one that will do that for them. It's a
serious picture and is seriously presented, and does
not rely on its sensational elements to get it over.
While it is regrettable, it is nevertheless a fact that
([ Minter Films on Loew Circuit all too many folks do not concern themselves about
vTarcus
Loew
has
booked
the questions so vital to themselves as some of those
touched in the picture. To those folks the film will
S|iry Miles Minter-Realart subjects not
hold any great appeal.
his circuit.
The arrangement is
But
it is a motion picture that is bound to start
ii"- time one.
all sorts of arguments. It will be talked about, and
written about, and argued about by labor men in gen-

for the Exhibitor
eral. Y'ou can be sure of newspaper comment on this
one, and if your house is one drawing patronage from
the "masses" by all means show them this one. No
doubt many labor leaders will disagree with some of
its argument, but such stuff is only going to crowd
your house the more.
The only way to put the show over is to go to It
strong. If you do go to it strong you can rest assured
of patronage. The film has many advertising angles,
and is timely in the extreme. But don't get too sensational in your advertising. Rather treat the picture
seriously, in which manner you no doubt can get the
backing of local labor organizations. With such backing you have no need to worry about admissions —
you know how many folks are interested in that sort
of stuff right now. The number includes virtually
every newspaper reader.

Oh, Bee!
Bee Palmer will do her coast
to coast famed Shimmie dance
in Connie Talmadge's second
First National. Bet production
will be haltepd when Bee starts
work.

Co-operate and
Make Big Money

^ NATIOKAL
,
/ Cparamowityirtcra^f'

sM^
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"His Majesty, the American"
The
first
Douglas
Fairbanks
United Artists' production is "His
Majesty, the American." The picture has been in course of production
since April and is now being cut and
edited.
Joseph Henaberry is the director.
Marjorie Daw plays opposite Fairbanks,

Here is hoiu a brother exhibitor put his shovj over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
jelloiv knovj hotv you cleaned
up.

'
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Utica In Row

Manager Linton of the Hippotdrome
Enters the Black-State Exhibitor Squabble
The following letter has been received from W. H. Linton, the Hippodrome, Utica, N. Y., bearing on
the squabble existing between Alfred
S. Black of the M. P. E. A. and the
New York State Exhibitors League:

Chicago. — A distinct novelty in co"My attention has been called to the
operative exploitation was accom- statement
of Mr. Alfred S. Black, President
plished recently when the Jewish of
recent St. Louis meeting, in which he
Daily Forward, Chicago newspaper, saysthe that
he owns a large interest in and
the Park Theater in Utica, N.
discovered during the run of "Sunny- represents
Y. Mr. Black asks what the League has
side," that Chaplin had selected the done to help in opening the motion picture
Forward as a Yiddish newspaper to theaters in Utica on Sundays since the Bill
appear in one of his scenes.
was passed. As I am the owner of the
The Forward immediately made Hippodrome Theater in Utica and several
other
theaters in this Senatorial district,
reproductions of that scene which and together
with Mr. Donlon of the Avon
they printed on small cards. On the Theater am in charge vi the Sunday Camother side of the cards the Forward
paign in Utica^ I feel tnat some reply is
due to Mr. Black.
printed the information that:
"Mr. Black is ill-informed when he says
whatever in their ownership."
"In Reel Life- as in Real Life, the that
the Motion Picture Exhibitors League
Forward, a Jewish newspaper takes of New York State has done nothing for
Secures Headquarters
part in Charlie Chaplin's latest hit, Sunday opening in Utica. On the contrary,
Denver. — Bert R. Latz,
Realart, "Sunnyside," of course it's the Jewish the exhibitors of Utica have received all the
help they have ever needed from the League,
has permanently
located exchange
and I may say that the help has been most
Daily
Forward."
quarters at 1742 Glenarm St.
valuable.
If Sunday opening is not as yet
This co-operation from the newsaccomplished fact in TTtica, the cause is
paper publisher aroused considerable an
to be found in certain local circumstances
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Realart Pictures, interest in the West Side section, with which we are now contending and
was
an
ad
for
the
newspaper
and
a
Nat Barach, manager, will move inwhich we eventually hope to control. In
to permanent offices at 1018-1020 medium that caused hundreds of the meantime, I will tnank Mr. Black, who
Forbes St. the middle of August.
Jews to suddenly take an interest in says he represents the Park Theater, if he
would use his influence with the management of that theater to induce them to pay
"Sunnyside."
Pathe Serials Released
their proportionate share for the expenses
incurred
in the prosecution of the campaign
Pathe has set release dates for two
in Utica for this purpose.
Park Theater has refused to pay it
more serials. "The Isle of Jewels" Robert W. Priest in New Company — and"The
other exhibitors in the city have had to
being produced by Arthur F. Beck
pay it for the Park Theater, I personally
Independent Productions
will be released October 5 and "The
contributing to make up for the deficiency
Albany.
—
The
Independent
Prod.,
caused
by the desertion of the Park Theater.
Black Secret," the last Pearl White
serial, November 9.
Inc., have been incorporated with a
"Please publish these facts in fairness to
"W. H. LINTON,
capital of $1,000,000. Robert W. all parties concerned.
Priest
of
New
York
is
named
as
one
"Hippodrome Theater,
Reddy With Pathe
of
the
incorporators.
"Utica, N. Y."
Joseph P. Reddy, who has handled
publicity for Robertson-Cole, has
'^-■'r.l.arage Company Dis'yi'yed
left that organization to become afRobertJ^^-"57,est'has"b'y5n actively
filiated with Pathe. He has hcfji, 1"i'gaged in the Film Market, VuX.,
Albany. — The Norma Talmadge
engaged to publicize vome of the an organization selling foreign terri- Film Corp. has filed with the Sectory. He could not be reached yesretary of State a certificate of dissospecial feature s^-lj-rt' will work on.
terday to ascertain the plans of the
lution. The corporation was capinew company.
talized at $500,000 and was incorporated October 4, 1916.

Lehrman Issues Denial
Culver City, Cal. — Henry Lehrman, producer of Lehrman Comedies, has issued a positive denial of
a statement recently published, which
declared that Roscoe Arbuckle is
half owner of the new Henry Lehrman Studios now being erected here.
"The new studios are entirely my
Lehrman. "I
said nor
own property,"
have
no partners
associates

Another Million

How many
productions
were made
>

•

last year

Wid's 1919

Year Book
Will Tell

Convention Plans

{Continued from Page 1)
9 A. M.— Arrival Grand Central
Station, New York.
The arrangements for the entertainment ofvisiting members, guests
of Mr. Eastman, have been made by
the Eastman Kodak Co. so that from
the time the delegates leave for
Rochester on the evening of Aug. 4
to their return on the evening of
Aug. 6 they will be kept fully occupied with a combination of business
and enfertainment.
The Fifth Division of the Natl.
Asso. met yesterday and decided on
certain changes. The suggestion
was made that the Exporters and
Importers be placed in the Distributors Division, and that the President
be asked to name two members of
the Fifth or general division on the
Executive Committee, one of whom
is to be a representative of the
trade press.
The Directors nominated for the
Fifth Division, to serve for the coming year:
Fred Beecroft, Leslie Mason,
George Blaisdell, Paul Gulick, J.
Robert Rubin, Julian M. Solomon,
Jr., Paul H. Cromelin and Thomas
S. Wiley.

Griffith Repertory Changes
"The Fall of Babylon" will close
its run at the Cohan Theater, August
10. It will be replaced by the peace
edition of "Hearts of the World" the
third film of the Griffith repertory
season.
When "Hearts" closes its run, several of the early Griffith works will
be shown but the program will be
changed every day during the last
week.
$10,000 In Accessories
Famous Players have appropriated $10,000 for accessories that will
be supplied free to exhibitors who
take part in the annual Paramount
week. _ These include posters, trailers, slides, calendar cuts, program
cover electros, advertising cuts and
mats, heralds and post cards.
In the regular sales of accessories
for that week, a bonus of 2>2i 1/3 per
cent, will be offered. Thus if an exhibitor buys $30 worth of supplies
he gets $10 worth free.
Julia Sanderson in Films?
Los Angeles. — It is reported here
that Julia Sanderson is considering
work in pictures. She is asking $2,000
a week.

Mac At It Again
Arthur MacHugh who stays awak(
nights thinking of stunts to put ove:
on the "Yankee Doodle" picture, ha:

a new one.

He says Flo Ziegfeld happenet
into the Broadway the other nigh,
and stole one of the Sennett girls fo:i
the Follies. The lady is Edn;
French.
Now poor Edna has lost he
chance of becoming famous on thi
screen and Arthur is sad.
New Portland Publicity Man
Portland, Ore. — Dean Collins ha;
been appointed publicity man at
tached to the local Universal office
He is quite well known through th
West.
THE

BIO

FEATURE

PICTURE

is in a class with the regular theatrical show and should be exploited as such. We make a lobby
display that
individualizes
duction and
lifts it out the
of prothe
picture
RUT—
"The Red onLantern"
and other
productions
exhibition in our shovvr rooms.
KllAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City

NEGATIVES

WANTED

Single
reel Comedies
and either
fivereel
subjects
or longer,
World rights, foreign or American
rights. Transactions strictly cash.
Answer, Box C. B. care of Wid's.

It took eight years of concentrdted
tiei[otion to the
betterment
■ ' the
reputation ofofmotion
makins
iJryanl

ERNES

8973.
THE
Hast

THE

TITLEMA

to inake PICTURE
BEST
j
money
{|
145W45'^S'l
have

a perfect
negative

REX LABORATORY

deTelopedl

(INC.)

has developed Harry Keeper's nega-.j
tives. Ask him and then phon*^
Tremont
1995
for tuU
partlGalars.j

\

"MICKEY"

FOR SALE

State Rights, two
Mack Sennett's
"Mickey," $6,000.00
dress Box 100, care
New York.

states on
Production
Cash. Adof WID'S,

7/cRECOCHIZ
AUTHORIT

^BRADSTREET
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Four Theaters

Representing
Almost
$4,000,000
Building in Cleveland
(By IV ire to JVID'S DAILY)
Cleveland, O. — i-^our new theaters
are being' Drojt-ctcd here that represent a fina'ncial
of $3,900,000.
J. Laronge
Co. outlay
has acquired
a site
at East 17th St. and Euclid Ave. and
' will erect a 12-story theater and office bulding that will cost $2,500,000.
D. R. Hanna, Room 511, LeaderNews Bldg., is having plans drawn
up by C. A. Piatt, architect, of New
York, for an 11 story theater and office building. The cost of this will
be $750,000.
Location East 14th St.
and Prospect Ave.
Hoffman Bros, have acquired a site
at 1021 Euclid Ave. on which a theater will be built. The cost of this
project will be $250,000.
The fourth theater is being erected
by the Pauled Realty Co. which will
have the playhouse
built at East
105th St. and Euclid Ave.
This enIterprise involves $400,000.
! In addition to the four new theaters, as noted, the Aliens are buildI ing a $1,000,000 house on Euclid Ave.
iThe theater proper will be a two
I story one and the remaining
four
floors will be devoted to offices.

Price S Cents
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Oland on Way to Coast
Warner Oland is now on his way
to Los Angeles where he will appear in "The Third Eye" being made
for Pathe by Louis J. Gasnier. Eileen
Percy plays opposite.
Paramount Theater in 'Frisco
Paramount is reported about to
start construction on a 3,200 seat
theater in San Francisco. The theater is to be the largest in the West
devoted exclusively to pictures.

Pastor Approves Pictures
Dr. William States Jacobs of
Houston, Tex., calls pictures
the greatest practical study of
human nature the world has
ever known. He characterized
films as a moral influence for
the good.
Italy

to

Restrict Film

Imports

Bara Out of Fox
Company

Has Three
Films Ready
for Distribution.
Theda Bara and Fox Film are
through.
Fox has three productions, all finished and ready for distribution.
These arc the three "Theda Bara
special productions" that are being
advertised
in the Fox announcements.
It is understood that the disagreement arose of the fact that the star
wanted $5,000 a w-eek and that Fox
refused to pay this amount. It is
likewise said that the company is not
at all an.xious to retain Miss Bara
as one of their stars.

(Special to II'WS DAILY)
vVashington. — The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce
has
World Buys "Dad's Girl"
World Pictures has purchased
. confidentially informed that the
rights to "Dad's Girl" from the play
1 Government will allow posiof that title by E. H. Schwartz.
tive films to enter the country only
The screen adaptation will be made under
a special
Treasury
permit.
Nathan Burkan, attorney for Miss
by J. Clarkson Miller. It will be This move is to be a part of the reBara, yesterday verified the above.
put into work at the World Studio
construction policy.
He said that the star would form
at Fort Lee within the next ten days.
her own company and start production very shortly. First release will
On Location
be ready Sept. 1 and there will be
Union Operators
Mary Miles Alinter and her com- Follows Row inwith
Chicago
one production a month for Octopanj' left town yesterday for Dedber, November and December. Then
ham, Mass., where the exteriors for
the star will rest until about Febru".-\nne of Green Gables" will be
I
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ary and produce at the one-a-month
filmed, the "location scout" of Miss j Chicago. — A time bomb placed in schedule
until May. No productions
[
front
of
the
Moneta
theater
at
1064
Mintcr's producing unit found a
be made during the summer
months.
house that might have been patterned Milwaukee Ave., Wednesday night, will
exploded and destruyecl the front
after
the one described in the "Anne" i■ of
The total Bara output will be
the building.
The motion picture
stories.
house is owned by Martin Moneta. about eight pictures a year. Releasing arrangements will probably be
Three men drove up in an automoNew Lubliner and Trinz Theater
l)ile, tossed the bomb in the lobby perfected through one of the large
and drove away. Labor trouble with distributing organizations. Produc[By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
tion will be in the east.
I the Operators Union is said to have
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — Lubliner and Trinz are
Buffalo, N. Y. — The Shea Amuse- been the cause of the lawlessness.
building a $500,000 theater at Kedzie
ment Co. have purchased the proper- The operator at Moneta's house is
and Madison Sts. As planned, the
a union man.
ty at 622 to 634 Main St., running not
theater will be two stories and built
in Italy
through the entire r)Iock to Pearl
Director Will Produce Here — Now
along modern lines.
St., where they will erect a theater
Koplar Denies
to cost $1,500,000.
Herbert Brenon will direct for
Harry Koplar of St. Louis, now in
On this plot having a Main St. New York, has requested publica- Selznick Pictures. Arrangements
No. 161
frontage of 133 feet and a depth of
tion of a denial from him that Fox have been made whereby the well
232 feet, a theater and roof garden or any other film company had taken known director will come to this
will be built. It will be known as over his theaters in St. Louis.
country and have charge of one of
By Jack Alicoate
Shea's
Metropolitan
theater
and
"We are buying," said Koplar yes- the Selznick stars. Brenon is at
Roof. The
theater will
seat over
"not selling. At present we present in Italy, and with him is
WASTE circulation has oft3500 persons, while the roof theater have twoterday,theaters
building. One is Marie Doro, working on production.
times been the turning
will accommodate about 2000 people. at Delmar Ave. and Belt to seat
Selznick Pictures have secured
point between success and failThis will make a total seating capa- 2.400 and the other at Grant and two other directors wliose names
ure in an otherwise efficiently
city of both new theaters of over Florrisant will seat 2,200. The finan- will be announced next week.
planned advertising campaign.
5500 persons. The direction of the
cial outlay will aggregate $500,000.
— If you wish to reach a certheater will be under Harold B.
tain class of readers all others
More Capitol Bookings
Franklin.
We now have IS houses."
are dead wood. — Getting
. The Capitol has extended the comMinta Durfee Signed
\\"hen the new house opens Shea's
Hippodrome will play high class
YOUR man— that's the big
ing run of "The Girl from Outside,"
Bory
Osso,
General
Manager
of
question. — If you want fan or
a Goldwyn picture, for two weeks
vaudeville together with motion picTruart Pictures, announces the sign- instead of one as contracted for
■ jiewstand circulation or wish to
tures. Shea's Court Street will conof a long term contract with originally.
—-reach the occasional reader of
tinue showing Keith vaudeville. Miss ing Minta
Durfee (Mrs. Roscoc
Other theaters owned by the She;*
picture news you don't want
The Stage
Women's
WarforRelief
Arbuckle),
to
star in a scries of pro- series
has been
booked
the
WID'S— BUT— if you wish to
interests in this city are the Majesductions under the direction of Chas.
put your proposition face to
theater.
t'c theater and the Gaiety theater.
H. France, formerlj^ with Edison
face with the big, virile, buyand Keystone.
ing forces of the industry ev"Cinema Murder" Finished
Schenck on Pictures Exclusively
ery day of the year then place
Joseph
M.
Schenck
will
devote
3,11
"Pals,"
by
Edmund
Day,
has
been
"The
Cinema Murder," one of the
a little bet on WID'S DAILY.
of his time to his picture interests bought for James J. Corbett by Uni- finished.
Cosmopolitan Productions, has been
—A TEST will TELL.
versal.
beginning Sept. 1.

Bomb Throwing

New Shea House

Select Gets Brenon

Little Ad Talks
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"Peg" Suit Pending
The "Peg of My Heart" suit between Famous Players and J. Hartley Manners now rests with Judge
Knox of the District Court. Manners is attempting to restrain the
screen version of the play from being shown on the ground that it is
a garbled version.

School of Opera
Formed
By Riesenfeld and Zuro —
To Train Young Singers
Hugo Riesenfeld and Josiah Zuro
announce the organization of a
school of opera and enseml>lc, whicli
will be operated in conjimction with
the Rivoli and Rialto. Zuro will be
the director and will have complete
charge of the school, which will be
located at the Rivoli, and he will be
assisted by a staff of prominent artists. Foremost among them is the
well known stage director, Jacques
Coini, formerly of the Manhattan
Opera House and Century Theater
where he was responsible for a number of original productions in French
and Italian. Coini will act as stage
instructor and teacher of mise enscene.
Joseph Littau, formerly of the
Boston Opera Co. and now one of
the conductors at the Rivoli, and
Hans Stiner, of the Metropolitan
Opera House, v\'ill coach the pupils
in the works of the Italian and
French repertory.
Luigi Albertieri will have charge
of the ballet classes and Amedeo
Grossi, late of the Costanzi Theater
in Rome and San Carlos in Naples,
will be the professor of Italian as
well as of diction. The faculty will
also include a teacher of French.
1 he secretary of the school will be
M. M. Hansford.
The school will open in September.

Many Inquiries
World Pictures reports that the
announcement made last week in
WID'S DAILY that they had secured the distribution rights to
"When Bear Cat Went Dry" has resulted in so many telegraphic inquiries concerning the release date and
other matters incidental thereto, that
similar records held by other features distributed by World have
been broken.

Publicity
In connection with the opening of
the Des Moines theater operated by
A. H. Blank, The Des Moines Sunday Register devoted an entire page
to a detailed account of the appointments and a general description of
the theater.
Picture Material 30% Increased
Famous Players says that the
amount of picture material available
has been increased 30% by the turning of former soldiers. to writing. It
is said that the stories are not war
Wonder
why Jay Barnes
hasn't
been invited to Joe Lee's picnic.

plays.

Standard
Suing Willard
Cleveland. — A suit has been filed
b)' the Standard Film Service, a
state right exchange operating in
Ohio and Illinois, to recover $5,000
from Jess Willard, Tex Rickard and
Frank G. Hall of the Independent
Sales Corp., New York City.
Standard leased an auditorium to
Schuyler Amusement
Takes West
End
show
the Willard-Dempsey fight picDetails of Allen's Detroit House
tures and took in at the door about
The
Schuyler
Amusement
Co.,
op[By U'ire to WID'S DAILY)
$5,000 when the State officials put a
erating
the
Schuyler
at
2283
BroadDetroit, Mich. — The proposed theway, has taken over the West End ban on the exhibition of the pictures.
ater of the Aliens will cost $600,000.
The suit is to recover the balance
It will be located at Woodward Ave. theater on West 12Sth St. The of the $9,000.
West
End
was
formerly
operated
by
and Watson St. The structure will
Marcus Loew but he transferred his
be a two story affair, built of rein- pictures to his Seventh Ave. thea- Town and Country Films Dissolve
forced concrete, brick and steel with
ter. The West End will be closed
a concrete floor. Crane and Kiehler
Albany, N. Y. — Town and Country
during August but will reopen Sept. Films, Inc., have been dissolved.
are the architects.
1 under the new management.
Town and Country Films were
New Slide on Market
the producers of the Flagg satirical
which, as noted, will no
.\ new slide called
"Fine Art," comedies
manufactured
by thetheInternational
longer be made.
Lantern Slide Corp., is now on the
market.
The slide is non-breakable and
made of celluloid. It is made up in
Akron O. — Jim Dunlevy is now
an envelope of handy size and can managing the Strand, the largest
be sent through the mails without motion picture house in the city.
fear of breakage. It is said to use
less light in projection than the old
The Orpheum will be closed soon
glass slide.
for extensive improvements, and
when completed will seat 1,000 peoStrand Books Series Complete
ple. Improvements will cost $100,The Strand has booked, 100 per 000. Besides the Orpheum, Botzum
Bros, own the Dreamland, Akron,
cent., the fall series of Goldwyn pic- and the Strand, Canton.
tures. The series includes four productions and the Strand manageMr. and Mrs. Ralph R. Moore have
ment has contracted for all of them.
opened The New Ideal, after having
The productions:
Geraldine Farrar in "The World been closed several weeks for alterations. Mrs. Moore is the only woand Its Women."
man member of the local Screen
Tom Moore, "Lord and Lady Club.

Ohio Notes

Madge Kennedy, 'Strictly ConfiAlgy."
Will Rogers, 'Almost a Husband."
dential."
"WOW! and "WOW" again. That
Hancocks Out of H. and H.
Elmo Lincoln in "ELMO THE
Don
and Herbert E. Hancock, now
MIGHTY" is simply tearing the
hide off of box office receipts. Did in the Fox offices, are no longer
you read that Max Ascher letter in connected with H. and H. Productions.
the M. P. World?
READ IT!

Mr. J. H. Romwebcr is now managing the Bank Theater in addition
to the Knickerbocker.
Ruth Weisberg, competent assistant to S. B. Von Home, World's
Film's advertising manager, goes on
her vacation today.

Vacations
Lot of Famous Players-Lasky publicity men are going on vacations.
Sam D. Palmer who has to get
some F. P.-L. news in the New
York dailies every day is leaving for
a two weeks' trip up around the St.
Lawrence River.
Morrie Ryskind is another one going awa3^ He was foolish enough to
bump into a taxicali last week and is
now hobbling around with a cane.
Jerome Beatty who gives advertising to the trade papers is coming
back Monday.
*
Creelman Leaves F. P.-L.
James A. Creelman, son of the
famous war correspondent, who has
been with the Famous Players publicity department, will join the John
Emerson-Anita Loos organization;
writing.
after
a weeks' vacation. He will do'
publicity and "sit in" on scenario'

DON^T

Have

artists design your posters. You don't want
art — you want the great
art of advertising! The
RITCHEY LITHO.
CORP. is the greatest
organi'/>ation of poster
specialists in the world !

RITCHEY
Lll'HO.
CORP.

406 W. 3I>tSt.,N.Y. Phone Chebea 8388
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Burlesque of Western Movie Mellers Scores Fairly Well
Dorothy Gish in
No.

63

WASHINGTON,
D. C. — Farewell — girls
if the
Navy.
Secretary
Daniels
bids
beidieu to yeomanettes an«l barinettes
ne mustered out of service.
NEW YOKK CITY. — Climbs six miles
Kohlfs sets new altiair. Roland
ip
udein record
by arising 30,700 feet in
Jurtiss — Wasp
triplijne.
W.\SHIN(ilTON, 1>. C. — Wilson roosters
or Alabama. President presents game
ocks brought from France to State to
ielp a good roads auction.
CHICAGO, II^Ij. — State Guardsmen
nobilized in their armories are called
ut to quell disastrous race riot resultng in the death of 32 and injury of
•ver Ave hundred.
PARIS, FRANCK. — France praises galint chiefs. Marshals Foch, JoSfre and
'etain receive nation's highest honor
roni President Poincare.
CHEYENNE, WYO. — Indians and cowthe "wild and
oys from all parts of
.ooley" West gather here for the 23rd
innua'l Frontier Celebration.
over
, MINEOI.A, N. Y'. — Air conquers
irplane — freak tornado causes havoc at
he hangers of the V. S. Army Air Serv;e at Hazelhurst field.
• Js'ORUMlJE(JA, MASS. — Who has the
est baby? Over one thousand mothers
laim this prize as they proudly exhibit
ffering in baby show.
lONDON, ENG. — "London's Own" aclaimed in Victory march — tlie whole
ity cheers its returning Tommies in
tieir triumphant procession.

a
y
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"Nugget Nell"
New Art Film Corp. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
,
Elmer Clifton
AUTHOR
John R. Fornish
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
John Leezer
AS A WHOLE
Bright and breezy travesty on
the "Wild" and "Movie" West; had lots of
humor, but also considerable draggy footage.
STORY
Kidded the average Western meller to
a fare=ye=well, but was too thin to stand five
reels.
DIRECTION
Got things over in good order gen=
erally; but permitted the star just a bit too
much footage.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fine all the way through
LIGHTINGS
Good
average
stuff; no special
effects.
CAMERA WORK
Of a high order
STAR
Virtually the whole show;
again proved
herself a talented comedienne.
SUPPORT
Fitted nicely in their parts; included
David
Butler,
Raymond
Cannon,
Sarle, Emily Chichester and others. inRegina
pine
EXTERIORS
Some
very pretty shots
country;
appealing
all the time; outdoor
scenes predominate.
INTERIORS
The usual thing in cabin sets
DETAIL. . . .Manj' minor matters handled judiciously
and with good comedy effect.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wholesome burlesque
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,600 feet

,OROTnY GISH was virtually the whole show in
"Nuggpt Noll." As a whole, the fllm was a bright
and laughable travesty on the wild and woolly western mellers of a very familiar type. The picture held
up at a quite high comedy pitch in the early reels, but
Soap Lake, Wash. — Chester sagged quite badly in the middle. However, a bit later
.oark sold out interest in theater on it i)epped up again, and then kept right on "pepD J. A. Choan, formerly operating l)ing" to the final close-up. The dragginess in the
impress in Odessa.
middle footage was due largely to lack of story material. As far as that end of it goes the whole story
Indianola, Iowa.— Manager J. A.
screened
in "Nugget Nell" could have been told fully in
'rice sold the Empress theater to
!ie Southern Iowa Amusement Co.
Stanley. Wis.— The Grand Opera
ouse sold by Mathew Gruber to
Box Office Analysis
reorge Broughton and Philip GoI'aw.
Here's a picture that ought to furnish enjoyment to
Chadron, Neb.— George A. Worth
fid E. C. Blanchard of Denver, se- almost any audience. Of course, it is not a great big
ired a lease on the Rex and expect picture, or anything like that, but it is a pretty darned
good comedy. Therefore it ought to go w^ell in almost
. open soon.
any sort of a house. But particularly should it get the
Eagle, Neb. — Claude
Barrett has
laughs who
before
the take
better-class
the sort'
?ught the Lanning Hall picture the- folks
don't
some of audiences
the Wild— and
woollyof
Ur.
Western mellers too seriously even when they are preNelson,
Neb. — Fred Jon.es buys
sented that way. This offering kids that sort of picem from George Allgaier.
ture all the way through, and does it very well.
Dorothy Gish is sure to be much liked in this one.
Wahoo, Neb. — Henry Rohde and
LW. Durson are remodeling a cor- She is virtually the whole show, and folks undoubtedly
Isr building belonging to Mr. Dur- will be wildly with her in her latest role. She has
)n, for a theater.
quite a bunch of followers, and this offering is going
to add to them.
Chappell, Neb. — N. G. Brewer, of
In advertising this one be sure to let your folks
idney has taken possession of the
know it is a comedy. The title may suggest to the
[yric.
minds of many that the picture is a serious Western
i^'^ >nphrey, Neb. — C. S. Jencks has meller, so, for that reason, as well as for the rea•Sr-^ed
of the Lyric to R. L.
oherty.
De Smet, S. D.— L. F. Mulvey, of
adison has leased the Floto.
Greenfield, Mass. — Lawler
Bros.
Ml Lyric and Academy to syndicate.
!Pittsburg, Pa.— K. & K. Theater
|dd to Smarh & Dolinyak.
iPittsburg, Pa. — Colisseum to be re'imed Rialto.

. House Changes

two reels. And without suflicient tools with which
to work the star was just a bit hard pressed in the
picture's slower moments. This footage was plainly
padded — padded Intelligently at times, but nevertheless padded.
By and large, though, the picture is a fair one and
should make its viewers laugh and enjoy themselves
— especially if they are the sort that don't take even
serious Western mellers too seriously.
Dorothy Gish again proved herself a talented comedienne. It was her ability to score comedy points
and her realization of her own ability in this line that
got the picture over in good style. She knew just
where to draw the line between seriousness and burlcs<ine. with the result that time and time again she
put a situation over with a bang. She was particularly blight in scoring in little things — the sort of
things that made her efforts in the. comedy line bring
laughs merely because of her manner of doing them,
and not always because of any inherent humor in the
tilings themselves.
There was a wealth of action in the picture's closing
reels; hard-ridin', gun-shooting, willuny 'n everytjiin'
— and all done in a kidding style that made it all the
better. The titles in no little part aided the picture's
laugh-provoking abilities. They were good, indeed,
and held just about the right amount of gentle satire
on the stuff they are continually pulling in Western
movie mellers. A fair sample of the sort of stuff done
in the titles is the following, which came when a
postman brought the shero a letter. She examined it
closely and said: "A letter? What do you do with it?"
The postman answered: "Out here folks generally
reads them, gal." Then again, near the end, the shero
said to the city feller: "Us Western women pertects
nicely.
our men." This sort of stuff fits the burlesque action
Dorothy had the part of the shero, and the part was
the leading figure in a wealth of laughable incident.
She was a two-gun woman that wielded a wicked Colt,
but had a "heart as big as all outdoors." Then there
was the big-hearted sheriff, in love with our Nell, the
city chap, whose fatal beauty won her heart, the
che-e-ild (who was twice as big as Nell), the bad
men, etc. Of course, the film had aa stage hold-up,
but our shero frustrated their efforts to kidnap the
City Chap. Then there was a pitched battle — burning
cabin and all. Our shero just ate bullets, smoke and
Are. All the way through that sort of stuff was
pulled, and cannot fail to get a response.

Ought to Furnish Amusement

to Most Folks

for the Exhibitor
son that comedy is always acceptable entertainment,
it's up to you to make that point emphatic. Also, if
you use a lobby display, select stills plainly showing
that Dorothy is burlesqueing a Western shero.
yOu want
go strong
the David
star's W.
name
you
canIf refer
to her tosuccess
underon the
GriflBth
banner. Many folks who saw some of his bigger productions remember Dorothy's work.
Also her latter pictures have been pretty good. Use
catchlines something like: "Nuggett Nell is to be
seen in a gold mine of laughs — the picture carrying
Nell's name as a title, which will appear at the Blank
You might use an advertising display using lines like
the following, one underneath the other, in a box:
Theater."
"Who loved the big-hearted sheriff? — Nugget Nell."
"Who rescued the che-e-ild? — Nugget Nell." "Who
saved the City Chap? — Nugget Nell." Any number
of these lines suggest themselves.

Wonderful Material
available for

<>\
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KINOGRAMS
Kl SH I.l.MBKK I'OK HOMliJS— .Afc
I.oKtown, J.a. Millions of feet of timber
lire rafted to mills to meet new buildinK demands.
KXIM.OSION WKKCKS I'l-.VNT.— Fire
inva<les bij;" eliemieal works at Newark
in New Jersey, resultinj; in spectacular
and costlv pyrotechnic
display.
UKITISII I.KAVE COHXiNK. — Tommies of the army of Occupation march
away after the Germans ratify the terms
of the treaty offered by Allies.
C.\N.\1)IAX SOCIETY .AT GOLF.— .A
bit of a .Mathewson camera travelogue
at Ist. -Andrew s-by-the-Sea in Xew Brunswick. "The I'alm Beach
of Canada."
ROL'CiH STUFF AT .A KODEO.— Cowpunchers perform with rare abandon at
big meet held at I.ivermore, California,
speed, ai'tion and excitement.
OH BOY! THE BEOXDE SHOW.— At
Venice, in California, the girls parade
in big annual display of their charms,
including
sunshiny
smiles.
SAVIM.MKKS IN KIVEK R.ACE.— Budd.v AVallen wins again in the Chicago
Kiver marathon, a four mile event open
to all entries — don't miss the start.
SHOYEI. THE .llIA SNOH S — Up on
3Iount Kanier the merr.v funsters from
Seattle turn out and clear the roadways
for a summer
picnic in winterland.
NEW .lEKSEY HOKSE SHOW— Society turns out to see highbred mounts
perform at annual jMonmouth County
exhibit.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

Parker Read, Sr. in New York
J. Parker Read, Sr., who went to
South America for William A.
Bradj', has just returned to New
York. He will shortly go to California.
Another Detroit Theater
(By JFire to JVID'S DAILY)
Detroit. — Zemon and Wetsman
will build a combination, theater,
bank and store building to cost $150,000. It will be located at Linwood
Ave. and Virginia Park and will be
of modern steel and concrete construction.

WHAT
cameramen

"Shot"

the important
successes of

1919

9

Wid's 1919

Year Book
Will Tell

bM^
Putting It Over
Hereputishis
/loivshotu
~a Irot/ier
itor
over. exhibSend
along your ideas. Let the other
felloiv knoiv hoiv you cleaned
up.

DAIUV
Coast Brevities

[Special to JVID'S DAILY)
W. Christy Cabanne will in the
future direct productions for Lew
Cody at the Astra studio in Glendale.
Joseph
is Cabanne's
photogaphic Dubray
expert, Frank
Ormsten
art
director.
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Wearing Out Seats
Washington, D. C. — Tom Moofe,
owner of the Rialto, Strand ^J
Garden
Theaters,
Washington,'
D.
C, announce
the atclosing
of those
theaters within the next few weeks
ing.
in order to redecorate the Garden
and Rialto houses for the fall open-

During the late summer the Strand
will be remodeled, redecorated and
Scott Dunlap is working on "The
Lost Princess" with Albert Ray and completely renovated. It will be enElinor Fair at the Fox Studios.
larged in order to take a large frontday's showing and who refuse to
age on Ninth Street. The preseni
book productions, regardless of
re-arranged.
Hampton del Ruth, supervising di- seating arrangement will be entirel>^
merit, for more than one day, may
rector of Fox Sunshine Comedies,
"It's almost necessary to adjust the
profit by following:
has four companies at work under
I. W. Maple is the proprietor of Jack Blystone, Mai St. Claire, and Rialto," said Moore. "The steadj
streams of people who patronizec
the Maple, of Ridgeway, Harrison Roy Del Ruth, Frank Griffin and that
house during the showing o
Eddie
Cline.
Cline
is
making
County, Missouri. When everj'body "Sheriff
Nell's" comeback with Polly 'Daddy Long Legs' almost wore ou.
is at home in Ridgeway the popula- Moran as the star.
tion is 750 — according to the census.
On July 4 and 5 Maple offered
Madlainc Traverse has just fin- "Potash"
the seats."First Goldwyn Under Nev
Deal
Mary Pickford in "Daddy Long
ished "The Splendid Sin" under the
Legs." He spent $10 for handbills direction of Howard M. Mitchell and
"Potash
and
Perlmutter"
will prob!
and posters which he scattered over
alily l)e the first play to be produce!
the town and county. It rained on has begun work on "The Snares of
by (joldwyn under the new Shu
the fourth, but the Maple had a sucl)ert — Woods deal.
cession of capacity audiences. It
-A^lfred E. Green has started work
rained on the fifth, but the Maple
with Peggy Hyland on "Right After
turned 'em away.
Paris." story by Edgar Franklin.
Brown";
OPEN YOUR EYES
Sidnc}' Baker, manager of the She
finished this week with Edmund
Grand Central Film Co. of St. Louis,
Warner's new production will have
distributors of First National attrac- Lawrence "The Merry Go Round."
its initiiil opening on Broadway at
the Central Theatre. The lobby
tions, has harked to the appeal of
When Roliert Warwick completes
display which we made is an
Maple and has given him dates for a
exact duplicate now showing at
"Captain Dieppe" now being prothe
Shuljert in Boston it will
repeat of "Daddy Long Legs" in Auduced under direction of James
"Open
your Eyes"
Paramount-Artcraft, Will"I'm going to plaster the whole Cruzeiam C.for
KRAUS MFG. CO.
DeMille will take charge of
gust.
county with advertising" Maple de- the star and about the middle of Au220 West 42nd St., N. T.
clared.
gust begin production on "The Tree
St. Paul, Minn. — Theo. L. Hayes, of Knowledge."
manager of the New Garrick, the
OLD FILMS MADE NEW
New Liberty and Itew Park all Finkelstein and Ruben houses, gave
Life of new
films
doubled
proof of his real showmanship in
We use no acids or chemicals
Rochester, N. Y. — The Supreme
Court yesterday denied the applicastaging
Out of
the isKitchen"
THE FILM RENOVATING
in which "Come
Marguerite
Clark
starred.
tion of the Eastman Kodak Co. to
COMPANY OF AMERICA
"Come Out of the Kitchen" played restraint the Powers Film Products
Nevf York Cily
Co. from
employing
workmen
of
at the New Garrick and was orig- their
729 Seventh Ave.
company.
inally only booked for four days.
The engagement was extended to
fill out the week and here are the
reasons why. The picture gave
THE B£bT PICTURE
Hayes the opportunity to develop
to inuke
money
Eileen Percy
So Millionaire's
Nephew
Weds
iMviBt have
a perfect
developed *;the "kitchen" theme in his lobby
negative
decorations and newspaper advertising. The box office was made over
REX LABORATORY (INC.)
(By Wire to JVID'S DAILY)
into a replica of a kitchen cabinet
htt»*
lit^veiopeci Harry
Keeper's
nefj;:HHollywo
od, Cal. — Eileen Percy,
while the lobby held an attractive
tiieK.
A^k
him
and
theo
phon*' \
woleading
known
best
the
of
one
Trt>rnont
i$i9n
for
ftill
particultt^rn.
display of kitchen furnishings and
men on the Coast, a beautiful
equipment. This equipment was of
blonde, announced Friday that she
the most up-to-date sort available. A
colored mammy contributed effec- was quietly married several weeks
COMPLETE LINE OF
tively to the ensemble while the door to Ulrich Busch, the young millionaire nephew of Actolphus Busch of
Supplies and Equipmnet
man was dressed as a chef and the
for STUDIO and THEATRE
girl ushers as house maids to carry Budweiser fame. Busch is well and
nut the effect.
favorably known by the entire West
National
and
Speer
Carbons
Coast Colony and both Mr. and Mrs.
MAZDA
LAMPS
Busch have been showered with congratulations since the announcement. CHARLES
F. CAMPBELL, h
Miss Percy is at present working
in Lew Cody's first feature which is
1* »» . JlSl Ol.,ll.
Charge d'Aff sirs
being made at L. J. Gasnier's Glendale Studio. Bnsch's kidding friends
insist the wedding was precipitated
when he visited the studio and saw
devotion to the betterment of mofio;
Cody making love to beautiful Miss
pictures
to gain the reputation ofmakire
Pcrc\'. Busch and Miss Percy have
"The
day iswithout
coming awhen
will
be made
foot pictures
of titles been in evidence at all social gath- the best in •illustrdted and plain title:;
except the ones necessary to introerings on the Coast for two years.
duce the character which is neces- Now the boys declare Busch would
THE TITLEMAl
sary to start our minds to follow the take no chances after seeing Levv in Dryant
story without confusion or uncer- action before the camera with the
girl he loves.
897«3
145 W 45'^ ST
tainty."— Oscar Apfel.
Exhibitors who believe the value
of a picture is lost after the first
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DALTON
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Market o/^Sou Is
A Paramount- Artcraft Picture

luxury of the setting, the heart-interest
ot the story, the wonder ot
the acting, the artistic direction, the splendor of the
THE

gowns and scenes — make
this one of the finest photoplays ever produced bv
Thomas H, Ince.

It is fitting that it should
be Mr. Ince's first picture
of the new season.
Story by yobii Lynch. Scenario h\ C. Gardner
Sullivan. Directed hy 'Joseph ele Grasse. Photographed b\yoh)i Stufnar.
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince.

You can see it and
book it now
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e Beauty ^ the New York Sea$on
HE public applauded her, the critics acclaimed her, the newspapers interviewed her, the illustrated press spread her fair photographs far^and wide.
Athenew
theatrical
celebrity
was born. She continues scoring big in "39 East,"
current
New York
success.

CONSTANCE

BINNEY

has the priceless gifts of Youth, Beauty, Talent. Can't you just visualize this
lovely girl in such a part, for instance, as a little slavey in a Pennsylvania
Dutch settlement, later blossoming into glorious young womanhood ?
Such a role will introduce her as a star to your patrons in Mrs. Fiske's
wonderful stage success.
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SUSAN

Founded on the widely known novel, "Barnabetta;" by Helen R. Martin. Now in production.
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Aliens start first two houses of American theater
chain.
Methodists want 6,000 machines to show pictures
in schools.
Judge Mack rules out Robertson Cole's charge
that Exhibitor's Mutual
Tuesdayis insolvent.

Moss closes five houses preparatory to reopening
under Famous Players auspices.
Vivian Martin completes Famous Players contract. Future not decided.
Mutual wins out against Robertson Cole in litigation over alleged breach of contract.
N. vention.
A. M. P. I. to nominate directors prior to conWednesday
Harry
Raver to reissue "Cabiria."
on Broadway.
Shuberts
Capital
Western
saving
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and Woods
affiliate with Goldwyn.
increased from two to twenty million.
exhibitors join fight to repeal daylight
Thursday
bill.

Adolph Zukor becomes member of Board of Directors of Stanley Co., Philadelphia.
Distributors may form corporation to handle
own film delivery.
Fridplays
Goldwyn secures 2,000
through Shubert
ay
deal.

Aliens' general manager here. Buys four films.
Plans for N. A. M. P. I. Convention at Rochester.
Wallace Reid signs with Famous Players for five

Goldwyn signs Roi Cooper Megrue and Nina
years. to do original stories.
Wilcox
Chicago theaters closed on account of race riots.
Robert W. Priest forms Independent Prod., Inc.
with million capital.
Saturday
New Shea House for Buffalo.
Riesenfeld to open school of opera to aid presenof RialtO-Rivoli program's.
trip. tationAssociation
National
members plan Rochester
Theda Bara through with Fox. To produce independently.
Joe Schenck to sell out vaudeville interests and
devote entire time to Norma and Constance Talmadge productions.

the bad is injuring the good" — Benjamin

Franklin.

HOW TO MAKE MONEY
No. 248 — Straight from the Shoulder Talk,
By Carl Laemmle, President, Universal Film
Manufacturing Company.

\^'ER since I have been
in the picture business ithas been my
custom, as thousands of you
know, to tell the "inside"
news and facts of the business to exhibitors. Having
better facilities for viewing
the whole industry than the
average man in the business^
I considered it a wise policy
to make public use of that advantage
and keep you posted, to the best of
my ability.
This is exactly the opposite of the
policy pursued by most corporations.
Most of them sit in dignified silence,
wrap themselves in fake mystery
and in the end lose touch with
their customers.

Week

after week, from

'way back in the days when
I told you we would lick the
Film trust --- and then did
lick it---I have tried to show
you how to keep control of
the business and make profits. On
innumerable occasions I h^ve publicly given you advice that was good
for you when it seemed bad for me
Standing on that long record without a
single regret, I now tell you once more
that the only way for you to INSURE
yourself of getting the MAXIMUM PROFITS
out of your business this coming Fall is to avoid
signing contracts but stand pat and wait for the
big productions that are sure to be on the market
plentifully and, in fact, are already beginning to
come out.
If you do this one thing, you will make and
save a tremendous percentage of unnecessary ex
pense and you will add a glorious percentage to

At any rate it has been a good
policy. It has kept the exhibitors
advised (IN ADVANCE) as to
important changes in the industry
and it has enabled a great many of
them to pile up goodly profits where
they might have taken nasty losses.

your profits. Combined, you exhibitors will save
and make millions of dollars that you would other
wise

overlook.

'■

Never mind whether this is good advice as fai
as it affects other producers or myself. The fad
remains that it is the best advice on earth for you
AND

THAT'S

WHY

I PUBLISH

IT.'
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Burlesque of Western Movie Mellers Scores Fairly Well
Dorothy Gish in

"Nugget Nell"
New Art Film Corp. — Paramount
DIRECTOR
Elmer Clifton
AUTHOR
John R. Fornish
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
John Leezer
AS A WHOLE
Bright and breezy travesty on
the "Wild" and "Movie" West; had lots of
humor, but also considerable draggy footage.
STORY
Kidded the average Western
meller to
a fare=ye=well, but was too thin to stand five
reels.
DIRECTION
Got things over in good order generally; but permitted the star just a bit too
much
footage.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fine all the way through
LIGHTINGS
Good
average
stuff; no special
effects.
CAMERA WORK
Of a high order
STAR
Virtually the whole show; again proved
herself a talented comedienne.
SUPPORT
Fitted nicely in their parts; included
David
Butler,
Raymond
Cannon,
Regina
Sarle, Emily Chichester and others.
EXTERIORS
Some
very pretty shots in pine
country;
appealing
all the time;
outdoor
scenes predominate.
INTERIORS
The usual thing in cabin sets
DETAIL. . . .Many minor matters handled judiciously
and with good comedy effect.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wholesome burlesque
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,600 feet
DOROTHY GISH was virtually the whole show in
"Nugget Nell." As a whole, the film was a bright
and laughable travesty on the wild and woolly western mellers of a very familiar type. The picture held
up at a quite high comedy pitch in the early reels, but
sagged quite badly in the middle. However, a bit later
on it pepped up again, and then kept right on "pepping" to tlie final close-up. The dragginess in the
middle footage was due largely to lack of story material. As far as that end of it goes the whole story
screened in "Nugget Nell" could have been told fully in

two reels. An( without sufficient tools with which
to work the sta r was just a bit liard pressed in the
moments.
This footage was plainly
l>icture's .slower intelligentlv at times, but neverthepadded — pa(hle(l
lessBy pachh'd.
and large, though. the i^icture is a fair one aiid
should make its viewers hingh and enjoy themselves
—
especially
if they
are the
tliat don't take even
serious
Western
mellers
too sort
seriously.
Dorothy Gish again proved herself a talented comedienne. It was her ability to score comedy points
and her realization of her own ability in this line tluit
got the picture over in good style. She knew just
where to draw the line between seriousness and burlcs(pie. with the result that time and time again she
put a situation over witli a l)ang. She was particularly bright in scoring in little things — the sort of
things that made her efforts in the comedy line l)ring
laughs merely because of her manner of doing tliem,
and not always because of any inherent humor in the
things themselves.
There was a wealth of action in the picture's closing
reels; hard-ridin'. gun-shooting, willuny 'n everythiu'
— and all done in a kidding style that made it all the
better. The titles in no little part aided the picture's
laugh-provoking abilities. They were good, indeed,
and held just about the right amount of gentle satire
on the stuff they are continually pulling in Western
movie mellers. A fair sample of the sort of stuff done
in the titles is the following, which came when a
IKistman brought the shero a letter. She examined it
closely iuid said: "A letter'.' What do yt)u do with it?"
The postman answered: "Out here folks generally
reads them, gal." Theii again, near the end. the shero
said to the city feller: "Us Western women pertects
nicely.
our men." Tliis sort of stuff tits the burlesque action
Dorothy had the part of the shero. and the part was
the leading figure in a wealth of laughable incident.
She was a two-gun woman that wielded a wicked Colt,
but had a "heart as big as all outdoors." Then there
was the big-hearted sheriff, in love with our Nell, the
city chap, whose fatal beauty won her heart, the
che-e-ikl (who was twice as big as Nell), the bad
men, etc. Of course, the film had aa stage hold-up,
but our shero frustrated their efforts to kidnap the
City Chap. Then there was a pitched battle — burning
cabin and all. Our shero just ate bullets, smoke and
fire. All the way through that sort of stuff was
pulled, and cannot fail to get a response.

Ought to Furnish Amusement

to Most Folks

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here's a picture that ought to furnish enjoyment to
almost any audience. Of course, it is not a great big
picture, or anything like that, but it is a pretty darned
good comedy. Therefore it ought to go well in almost
any sort of a house. But particularly should it get the
laughs before the better-class audiences — the sort of
folks who don't take some of the Wild and woollj'
Western mellers too seriously even when they are presented that way. This offering kids that sort of picture all the way through, and does it very well.
Dorothy Gish is sure to be much liked in this one.
She is virtually the whole show, and folks undoubtedly
will be wildly with her in her latest role. She has
quite a bunch of followers, and this offering is going
to add to them.
In advertising this one be sure to let your folks
know it is a comedy. The title may suggest to the
minds of many that the picture is a serious Western
meller, so, for that reason, as well as for the rea-

son that comedy is always acceptable entertainment,
it's up to you to make that point emphatic. Also, If
you use a lobby display, select stills plainly showing
that Dorothy is burlesqueing a Western shero.
you want
go strong
the David
star's W.
name
you
canIf refer
to her tosuccess
underon the
Griffith
banner. Many folks who saw some of his bigger productions remember Dorothy's work.
Also her latter pictures have been pretty good. Use
catchlines something like: "Nuggett Nell is to be
seen in a gold mine of laughs — the picture carrying
Nell's name as a title, which will appear at the Blank
You might use an advertising display using lines like
Theater."
the following, one underneath the other, in a box:
"Who loved the big-hearted sheriff?- — Nugget Nell."
"Who rescued the che-e-ild? — Nugget Nell." "Who
saved the City Chap? — Nugget Nell." Any number
of these lines suggest themselves.

Slii^
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Short Stuff
Animated cartoon comedies are coming more
and more to the fore. In the stuff put out in recent weeks there seems to be a tendency to get
just a bit more plot into them, and in many of
these short subjects the makers have been burlesqueing old "movie" stuff in an exaggerated
style that makes quite a hit. Many exhibitors
have found that when a cartoon is presented properly the laughs are sure to come — even if the cartoon isn't so much in itself.
In some of New York's biggest houses these
cartoon subjects often get more laughs proportionate to their length than comedies of a different type. This is particularly true in the Broadway houses — and mostly because of the work
done by the orchestra. But even with an organ
and a few "effects" just as good results can be
obtained.
If you don't overwork it the old "groan" stuff,
pulled in synchronism with the action of the
cartoon, helps mightily. And then they use all
sorts of other traps like the buzzing of mosquitoes, the willunous laughter of the willun, chicken
squawks and all that sort of thing. This helps
very much, as has been found by comparing this
manner of running the cartoon with the usual
stunt of "just running it."
Of course,
thisor matter
of "traps"
be
carried
too far
the whole
effect must
will benotlost.
In a smaller sense it's getting back to the old
days when we used to have "effects" for everything. But the success of presenting a cartoon
with a screechy groan or something like that
once in a while depends almost entirely on not
overworking it.
Harold Lloyd's latest comedy, released by
Pathe, is "Chop Suey & Co." The reel is by no
means so good as some of this comedian's recent
releases, and contains only a fair amount of humor of the broad, slapstick sort. Of course, the
comedian himself registers a few laughs by his
own antics, but the offering is not up to his
standard. This time he was seen as a fly cop
who was transferred to Chinatown. There he
met up with several noodle-slinging adventures
and also butted into some Oriental "mystery" in
a chop suey joint. Bebe Daniels, Harry Pollard
and the usual Lloyd company appeared in the
film.
*
*
*
"Shades of Shakespeare" is a very good comedy
and has all the rights to designation as a Christie "Special." The two reels of the offering contained many laughable situations and, all in all,

the number is one worthy of presentation even
in the best houses. In the film there was screened
much really laughable stuff — laughable because
of its intrinsic funniness rather than because of
its "jazzed" thrills or wild action.
Alice Lake, a very pretty and talented youngster, was the leading figure. She headed a group
of amateur thespians, and wrote a war play. The
way that play was staged was good. When the
German soldier supers walked out on the show
just at the wrong time, they got the local fire
department to help, but the "boys" couldn't stand
the sound of the gong. As a whole, the film is
really a comedy, and contains much good laughgetting stuff.
*
*
*
A "Mutt and Jeff" cartoon comedy that holds
up to the laugh mark is "A Tropical Essgpedition." Jeff is as usual the goat, and there is
much "funny business" pulled with an ostrich,
ostrich eggs and the like. The film is a good
little proposition in the cartoon line.
*

*

*

"Put Your Cares on Ice," a one-reeler full of
"snow stuff," is offered by Outing-Chester. The
film brings the spectator away from the heat of
the theater to the snow-bound Adirondacks, and
there brings one through all sorts of Winter sports
with the guests at a big club. Skating, skiing,
tobogganing and other winter sports are seen.
There are a few interesting shots of ski-jumping,
and bob-sled jumping. The titles are in KathHilliker's usual breezy style.
This is good
summerarine stuff.
*
*
*
"A Howling Success" is the latest of the "Hall
Room Boys" comedies. There are a number of
laughs in the film, but it is by no means a worldbeater as a comedy. It is thoroughly clean, however, and ought to go over fairly well in the better-class houses. Percy and Ferdie this time
get mixed up with a dog show, and later were
invited to a swell home. There is a big dog in
the film who does some good stuff. These comedies are a picturization of the newspaper cartoon
series by MacGill. The films are not cartoons,
but "regular" pictures.
*
*
*
The latest release from Educational of the Silk
Hat Harry Series is "His Briny Romance." This
animated cartoon showed Harry and the Judge
chasing chickens along the beach at Atlantic
City. Some amusing incidents were pulled, and
the
release is acceptable from any angle considered.
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Human Note Struck in Appealing Picture
Mary MacLaren

in

"The Petal on the Current"
Universal

DIRECTOR
Tod Browning
AUTHOR
Fannie Hurst
SCENARIO
BY
Waldemar Young
CAMERAMAN
William
Fildew
AS A WHOLE
Very good picture with large
amount of pathos; struck many human chords
and had wide scope of appeal.
STORY
Adapted
from the story that appeared
in the Cosmopolitan Magazine — just a bit of
life in New York.
DIRECTION
Brought
to the screen all of the
story's
interest;
quite
good
treatment
of
theme;
handled players very well.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Most of it very good
LIGHTINGS
Up to present=day standards
CAMERA
WORK
Some excellent soft=focus
close=ups.
STAR
Appealingly
emotional
without
over-act=
ing; gave a sterling performance in an ex=
acting role.
SUPPORT
An able company;
included
Robert
Anderson, Gertrude Claire, Fritzie Ridgway,
Beatrice Burnham, David Butler and others.
EXTERIORS
Not so very many; all O. K.
INTERIORS. . . .Always in keeping with atmospheric
demands.
DETAIL
Most of the time showed attention and
care; just one or two very slight slips.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Sincerely pathetic
story of a girl falsely accused.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,500 feet
A

PICTURE that struck many human chords was
"The Petal on the Current." In it was filmed
just a bit of life in New York — just the story of one
little shop girl who was merely one of the Five
Million ; but so deeply simple were the elements
brought to the screen as to make of the offering a picture worth while. And in no little part was the picture's strength due to the splendid work of Mary
MacLaren. She made real and pnthetically touching
the character of the bashful girl who, through a natural and wholesome effort to extract just a drop of
happiness from an existence that had been drearily
drab, was falsely accused and branded an outcast.

Worth a Play Almost Anywhere.

Armed with a story that had in it a large amount of
pathos and truth, the star, director and supporting company saw to it that the characters became human, living beings ; men and women showing traits of weakness and of strength ; men and women doing things
that were the natural aand logical effect of cause.
The film had a wide scope of appeal, inasmuch as
it touched on that which is uppermost in all of us —
the pursuit of happiness. Few there are who can
withhold
struggling
natural right, sympathy
and when from
that one
struggle
is besetfor byone's
obstacles
raised through no fault of one's own, the degree of
sympathy is heightened. Such a basic theme had
"The Petal on the Current."
The story derived its virtue from its sincere and
human treatment of elemental emotions — the shop
girl's devotion to her mother; the mother's desire for
her daughter to taste of the sweetness of life; the
girl's modesty and bashfulhess and temperamental inability to be exactly like other girls and enter into the
spirit of other young folks' good times — these and
many more. And then on the man's side; his shrinking personality ; his experiences that led him to believe all women shallow and unworthy; his diiference
from most young men of the city. All of these elemental and true-to-life emotions and characteristics
were convincingly brought to bear on the working out
of a plot interesting in itself, and enhanced because
of its skillful presentation.
A skeletonized synopsis of the story can give only
an indication of its worth. Mary MacLaren was the
girl. She was persuaded to attend a party where the
young folks of the neighborhood gathered for some
fun. At the party Mary, after persuasion and in an
honest effort to please the bunch, drank a glass of beer.
It went to her head and she sought the air of the street.
Unused to alcohol, the one beer made her intoxicated.
She was picked up by a detective and rushed to the
woman's court. Still intoxicated, she was convicted
of soliciting and sentenced to ten days. Meanwhile
her mother died of shock. Mary was ostracized and,
at the end of her rope, sought the park. On a bench
there she met a man who finally proved to be the man
who at first had been too bashful to meet her, and
who had been led to believe that "all women are
The ending is rather sudden and just a bit crudely
(lone. After Mary recognizes the man he takes her to
the Salvation Army. The next scene shows Mary the
alike." of a baby. Avhich scene is preceded by a title
mother
stating that now she has found happiness.

Go After the Women

Especially

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here's a human picture that should suit almost any
crowd. You can rest assured that it's going to be
especially liked by women, and in those houses whose
audiences are composed largely of working girls they're
going to have the "grandest little weep ever" over the
picture. They're going to "eat it up" and ask for more
in that kind of a house, and if you're catering to those
sort of folks you can go to this just as stronglv as vou
like.
Many women get a whole lot of enjoyment out of
pathetic stuff, and this one sure gives them that. But
don't get the idea that the offering is wishy-washy or
gushy. It is not, and is not limited in its appeal to
the gentler sex. Any human who is capable of having
symi>athy at all will have a large (u-der to give "The
Petal on the Current."

The picture is good enough, in its own way, to warrant your doing some extra advertising. There are
many advertising angles to it. Of course, it's up to you
to let your folks know that the picture is the screen
version of Fannie Hurst's story which appeared in the
Cosmopolitan Magazine. It is a very safe bet that the
story was widely read, and Fannie Hurst's is a name
that means something to magazine readers.
Mary Maclaren has been steadily increasing in
popularity and now has quite a following. If your
folks liked her in "The Weaker Vessel" and one or two
o*^her previous releases they're going to like her a
whole lot more after they see her in her latest.
The picture is one that will get word of mouth advertising. It is the sort of a film that will be recommended to their friends by many who see it. In any
t vent it's worth a play.
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BIG COMPELfUN^RE/lSOM& WHY YOU SHOULD
KfiEP YOUR SCHEDULE
OPEN FOR 1919 '-^O
?af> and Wavmep •"
^mhar>dL Qtd. ^ ^
Vkase Qet Mapmed
The Willow ^pee "
Shope Acpes
-^ "
The Temple of ^aWn
yosemite
-" ^ ^
The %ight of Waif ^
j^Maison de Tiances
The JfatiVe ^opn ^

%£ Heart (fa Child^
Wholly Jnnocence ^
The ^pat ^ ^ v ^
Q'Homme ^che-' ^
The yelloW T)oVe ^
Alona Came ^th
Tess^the^UrherMles
Ihe Walk Offs ^ '
Someone in the House
%e Repmit doctor of Qaya

-^And Sixteen Othep Qveat ^ox-Qfflce
Attractions With One Handped Pep^
Cent Advertising Values.

BEGINNING SEPTEMBER Ist
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Real Showmen- and Wly
Ask any film man of experience to name you
the first dozen showmen of this country who
belong way up top and any and all of them will
include "Thomas
first.

of Omaha"

among

the very

So this is all about H. M. Thomas — "Thoinas
of Omaha," "Do-You-Believe-In-Me-Thomas"
who has made the Rialto — one of the Blank
houses — one of the real paying picture properties
in the West.
Thomas has been a "showman" for 13 years.
Back in 1906 when he was secretary to a railroad
official in St. Louis he decided to quit that prosaic

Some Showmanship

Ideas

When Thomas visited the East recently
he offered these queries:
"Why doesn't every Broadway house have
aisle lights?
"Why are patrons allowed to wander aimlessly about without usher guidance?
"Why doesn't the management keep daylight shadows of patrons entering from reflecting on the bottom of the balcony?
"Why doesn't someone give a night comedy showcrowd?
with 'jazz' music to catch the after
theater
"Why is it that western showmen
a production with greater effect?

put on

"Why doesn't someone have an original
idea occasionally about stage settings?
"Why doesn't someone do some striking
publicity advertising for big features? Or
isn't it necessary?
"I know 50 western managers who can put
on a show better than the way they are doing it on Broadway.
"Why doesn't some Broadway house give
an organ recital every Sunday morning?"

sort of existence and get into something exciting. So he took all his savings and invested in
a picture house which he called "Aladdin-House
Cozy." You know what sort of houses were in
existence 13 years ago, and what sort of productions were obtainable. But even in those days
he showed his originality. He hung bird cages
about the house, and the canaries twittered and
sang — after they became acclimated and he always had fresh flowers about the lobby, to give
the "homey" effect he was after. This was in striking contrast to the old "bally-hoo" methods then
in vogue, and the venture paid. So well indeed, that his next venture was a 1,500 seat house
in Springfield, Mo., where he put on vaudeville
and pictures. He later handled the Landers, a
legitimate house, and a summer park in the same
town. Four years later he was booking vaudeville for Southern states out of Chicago, and two
years later went to the Kansas City Feature Film
Co. as publicity man The following year he became manager of the Benton, Kansas City, and
the next year he managed the Alamo at San Antonio. In 1915 Blank put him in as manager for
the old American in Omaha, one of the prize
lemons of the city. Thomas renamed it the
Strand, and made it a success from the very
opening. Last year Blank put him in charge
of the Rialto, seating 2,500, the largest house in
that section of the country.
Thomas has always been a big believer in lots ,
of publicity, newspaper and otherwise, and Ipe- 1
lieves part of his success can be traced to this.
He is also a big believer in pulling original advertising stunts that will attract attention such
as one that gave him the title of "Do-You-Believe-In-Me-Thomas."
He first started this campaign with just small teaser ads reading "DoYou-Believe-In-Me-Thomas,"
and kept making J
the ads larger every day.
Then he went on the
billboard with the same wording, and also with
slides in his theater, and mailed out thousands
of post cards just bearing this simple inscription.
Then after about a month's campaign of this
sort, when curiosity was aroused to the highest

%
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pitch he came forth with this ad in just the same
manner as he had carried on previous campaigns.

motion picture presentation and advertising from
the various angles of the game.

"DO-YOU-BELIEVE-IN-ME?
SO AN SO
FEATURE IS THE BEST WE HAVE
SHOWN THIS SEASON AT THE

"I always try to pull new and original stunts,
if possible to do so, for in this way I believe can
attract more attention to the theater than by
simply using straight matter of fact publicity.

STRAND."
From that day on he had the title of "Do-YouBelieve-In-Me-Thomas."
"I believe that the experience gathered in various lines of theatricals," said Thomas, "are of
value to me as a picture theater manager, as it
enables me to look at all matters pertaining to

"I believe in taking an active part in the activities of my city, as in that way I keep my theater on the proper basis with the leading citizens
of the town.
"And above all else I'm a sticker for clean pictures and entertainment."

First National Releases for September
September 1st

The

Mary Pickford Company

presents

lum"
"The
ord of in
Pickf
Mary
Her Second
Quarter
a Million
DollarHood
Production
from her own Studios
From Julie M. Lippmann's Story "BURKSES

AMY"

Directed by S. A. FRANKLIN

iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiitiiiiriiiii

September 8th

Constance Talmadge in "A Temperamental Wife"
A John Emerson-Anita Loos Production
Directed by Capt. DAVID

KIRKLAND

.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiriniiiiiMiiir

September loth

Anita Stewart in "Her Kingdom of Dreams"
From Louise Provost's Powerful Novel in "People's Home

Journal"

Including the Greatest All-Star Cast in the History of Pictures

Directed by Marshall Neilan
•iiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiKiiiiiiiiD

Just Released

Jack Pickford in "Burglar by Proxy"
One

of the best and fastest comedy dramas we have seen

Written and Directed by Jack Dillon

All

Money-makers!

t
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Psychological Study is Rather Unpleasant and Unsympathetic
"Where Bonds Are Loosed"
Waldorf Photoplay Prod. — State Rights
DIRECTOR

David G. Fisher

AUTHOR
E. L. Grant Watson
SCENARIO
BY
David G. Fisher
CAMERAMAN
Stanley
G. Mason
AS A WHOLE
Rather unpleasant psychological
subject with no really fine characterizations;
sensational
elements
played up; had little
sympathetic appeal.
STORY
Adapted from the novel of the same
title; a study of primitive instincts, emotions
and impulses.
DIRECTION
Handled material with only fair
amount of skill; lacking in the really finer
points of dramatic technique.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Clear and sharp for the most
LIGHTINGSpart.
Nothing verv special
CAMERA WORK
Straight stuff
PLAYERS
Showed little subtlety or fine shad=
ings
in portraying
characters;
David
G.
Fisher had leading role; Dixie Lee and Arthur
Behrens other principals.
EXTERIORS
Some very fine stuff with palm
trees, beach and ocean; all of the tropical
island shots picturesque.
INTERIORS
Ordinary studio sets; not very
many.
DETAIL
Most of the time O. K.; but in hurri=
cane scenes the palm trees in foreground
bent to the blast, while those in the back==
ground never moved an inch.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Showed reactions in
natures of two men and a woman when away
from
civilization;
nothing
very
elevating
about it.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,ooo feet
"¥irHERE Bonds Are Loosed" was very limited in its
»» appeal because of the very nature of the story.
The picture was made from a novel and was almost
a purely psychological study of the underlying characters of two men and a woman as brought to light
when the three were freed from the conventional
restrictions of civilization.
In the first place, not one of the three persons most
intimately concerned showed traits deserving of real

sympathy, nor was their plight really of much concern
on the part of the viewer. The film lacked love interest of an appealing sort. There was a love interest for
a time, but it was an illicit love affair, and never
rang true. That factor and others immediately placed
the entire burden of successfully holding the interest
on the forcefulness of the characterizations and on the
action of the plot. And these elements, as presented
in the picture, were not strong enough in themselves
to hold the interest at proper pitch. The characterizations received only surface treatment at the hands of
the players, and the plot was worked mostly for its
sensational ends.
The picture began with a long foreword that certainly will not be grasped by the average picture
audience. It is too "deep stuff" to be fully understood
by the merely cursory reading allowed through reading the title on the screen. In it was explained all
about how folks act and why when the bonds of
civilization are loosed.
The author took for the locoale of his story two
small tropical islands on which the British Government had established hospitals for the natives — one
for females and the other for males. David G. Fisher
was the young doctor who took the post at the isolated
hospital because of the opportunities it gave him for
research work. On the other island was Arthur
Behrens, a man of brute force whose isolation accentuated his brutality. Then there came to Fisher's
hospital Dixie Lee, a nurse. Fisher at first disregarded her presence and was lost in his work. But
the physical exertion resulting when a hurricane
struck the islands made Fisher weak enough to fall
into Dixie's arms, and succumb to her maturity.
Then, little by little. Fisher became angered because his attentions to Dixie interfered with his work.
He became a bit tired of Dixie, which was evident
even when he warned Behrens not to concern himself
over Dixie's affairs.
Behrens wanted the woman.
Matters reached the point, where Fisher and Dixie
again visited Behrens' island. Behrens was dnmk
with spirits and the thought of having a white woman
for company. Through fairly suspenseful sequences
the plot reached the point where both men stalked
each other through much footage, both intent on killing. The climax to this was a fight during which
Fisher was stabbed. It was not just clear whether he
was killed or not. However, Behrens went to Dixie
and told her he killed Fisher. Dixie said she always
hated
offer of Fisher.
marriage. She accepted Behrens' love and his

PERFECT
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Is Quite "Deep Stuff" for the Average Picture Audience
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Where Bonds Are Loosed"
Waldorf Photoplay Prod. — State Rights
Yon niijjht get by Avith this as an ordinary program
offering, but it certainly is not one to go crazy over.
It's just a picture and. while the story undoubtedly
does contain much knowledge of the psychological
reactions on the characters of the people concerned, it
is too "deep stuff" to be grasped by the average picture audience. All they want is to be entertained.
The picture does that only through its surface appeal.
And the story is not a pleasant one. It leaves a bad
taste. It is limited in its appeal to those folks who
are willing to accept as entertainment presentation on
the screen of happenings in the lives of three persons
whose emotions and instincts under certain conditions
are analyzed through what they do. On this score the

offering is not so bad. although the characterizations
could have been better.
The film has many picturesque scenes. There is
considerable footage in which good tropical island
scenery has been filmed, and there are a few sensational ends to the story that may be liked by the more
easily pleased. The picture is one that taxes the
intelligence for full appreciation and, as such, is not
destined to please the majority of picturegoers.
Then there is the player angle to consider. With
this one you can't get by on the strength of names.
There are no names connected with the picture that
are extraordinarily well known to picture patrons.
You will have to work a bit to get by on this one, and
your best stunt is to capitalize on the fact that it is
a picturization of a- novel that shows the reaction of
the individual to the loosening of the bonds of civilization.

"T/ie Pacific Coast is the Logical Place to Make Re /ease Prints"

The Sanborn Laboratories, Inc.
is the logical place on the Coast to do your release print work. We control
exclusive rights on the Handscheigh Color Process. Super excellency is the
reason for our making release prints for Douglas Fairbanks, Authors Photoplay
Co. (Anna Luther Releases), Smiling Bill" Parsons Comedies and the sample
print work of at least ninety per cent, of the big productions made on the
West Coast.

SANBORN

LABORATORIES

Wid's DaUy
Binders -

Culver City, Los Angeles, Cal.

n.75

Invaluable for reference purposes.
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Junky Film Dragged from Shelf Was Flatter Than 2.75
Emmy

Wehlen in

"The Belle of the Season
B. A. Rolfe — Metro
DIRECTOR
S. Rankin
Drew
AUTHOR
Ella Wheeler Wilcox
SCENARIO
BY
S. Rankin Drew
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Junk; a tiresome, confusing, un=
interesting
and unreal picture without
an
excuse.
STORY
Adapted from a poem by Ella Wheeler
Wilcox.
DIRECTION
An example of what was what a
few years ago; not up to present=day
re=
quirements.
PHOTOGRAPHY
None of it very good; much of
it very, very poor.
LIGHTINGS
Of an obsolete standard
CAMERA WORK
Just about as good as the
photography.
STAR
Had little to do but sit around; was not
called on for any work; personally as pleas=
ing as always.
SUPPORT
S. Rankin Drew had leading male
role; others were Walter
Hitchcock,
John
Mackin and Louis Wolheim.
EXTERIORS
Always the stuff handiest to the
studio;
didn't
carry a' tall.and crowded
INTERIORS
Overdressed
with
all sorts of bric=a=brac; mostly just corners
of studio sets.
DETAIL
Didn't figure much at any stage of the
game.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wishy=washy stuff
about settlement work, millions, etc.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
"npHE Belle of the Season" was not one of the "fewer
-■- and better" pictures — it was emphatically one of
the "more and worse." The film had all the earmarks
of having slept peacefully on the shelf for some considerable time, only to be dusted off and dragged out
at this late date and shifted over on the long-suffering
program. It was a relic of the days that have passed
as far as motion picture production is concerned. The
film was poorly produced and. by and large, was a
bunch of junk without an excuse for existence. It
was tiresome, slow, confusing, unreal, uninteresting —
and about everything else uncomplimentary that could
be said.
Its one very slight virtue was the presence

in some of the footage of Emmy Wehlen. And it's a
safe . conjecture that even the star herself was not
proud of her part in this one.
And where they ever get off to use a main title like
"The Belle of the Season" on a picture like this one is
difficult to understand. The title has absolutely no
bearing on the picture's subject matter — the leading
cliaracter is not the belle of society or the belle of
anything else. She is just the heiress to — oh, billions
and billions, and never even for one scene mixed in
society.
It was injust
the otherwork.
way 'roimd. She became interested
settlement
The story was slushy, wishy-washy bunk presented
in a manner that made it almost funny instead of
serious. It missed fire in every instance. And the
production ! Most of the interiors were one or two
corners of very "fakey" studio sets, crammed just full
of swell furniture and expensive bric-a-brac, with
hardly
room
folks to
movelooked
around.
too, were
veryfor poor.
They
as if The
the exteriorsf'
company
had just gone out from the studio a block or so and
chosen the first shot that looked as if it might get by.
The photography also was very poor in spots — badly
out of focus and incorrectly exposed.
The first two reels were exceptionally dry stuff that
never got a rise. The planting of the characters was
confusing, and Emmy didn't come on the screen
until along about the end of the second reel. She was
the "Billion Dollar Baby," who had inherited this
great wealth from a relative. Her affairs were watched
over by an executor. S. Rankin Drew was the hero
who gave up his father's newspaper fortune to do
settlement work among the poor. Emmy didn't know
the real conditions among her tenants until she went
through that part of town by accident. Then she disguised herself in poor clothes and went slumming.
Boy, that "shad" stuff was funny — stuff was pulled
like registering poverty by having the poor woman
hold an empty milk bottle up in front of the camera.
But this didn't last long. Emmy soon met up with
Drew and they both worked in the settlement house.
Of course, the Bully was on hand. too.
They staged a scrap in the settlement house that
didn't get over. Anyhow, somebody hit our hero on
the bean with a brick and sent him to the hospital,
where Emmy visited him. This she did after she had
become of age and granted the demands of the strikers
in her factories. Hero was very much wroth when he
learned who Emmy really was. and lie just ran out of
that hospital and grabbed a taxi, hoping to avoid shero
because he had said mean things about her. Nevertheless, it was over, soon, and everything turned out
all right.

Keep Your Foot on the Soft, Soft Pedal
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
The music cue on this one is any doleful funeral
march. If it comes to you on a contract basis and you
feel that you must run it you had better not be around
the lobby when your regulars come out because they
are liable to have very unkind things to say to you.
The safest bet is to build up the rest of your program
with the best short stuff you can find. For this is one
of "them" things that make you feel grouchy over the
Avhole world in general and programs in particular.
Of course, Emmy Wehlen has a number of followers; but it must be remembered that this is an old
picture and that the star's followers long since have
been led to exppct better pictures for their favorite
than this one. Her admirers are certainly going to be
disappointed. Many of the close-ups of the star are
badly out of focus and poorly lighted, and the star was

not given a chance. Her part lacks sympathy in a
large degree.
Your only bet in putting this one over, if you feel
that you can't afford to shelve it, is playing up the
name of Ella Wheeler Wilcox. Her name is known to
almost everyone that can read, and if you want you
can tell your folks that the picture was adapted from
one of her poems. So virtually all that you have to
advertise is two names — Ella Wheeler Wilcox and
Emmy Wehlen. The story is very poor, considered
from the motion picture angle, and you had better not
promise your folks much.
The picture has virtually no appeal on any angle.
It is doubtful if it would get by with even the cheaper
audiences who are easily satisfied. There is but little
love interest — certainly not enough to keep the film
from slipping — and no other end on which to base a
legitimate plea for attention.
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Huge Capitalizations
Do Not Mean Better
Pictures — But Do
Mean Higher Rentals
In the motion picture trade journals dated May 24,
1919, but issued two weeks earlier than that date,
W. W. Hodkinson said to the industry at large:
As the number of pictures
that the exhibitor supports no
longer can be made to carry
the weak ones, economic conditions will force a rearrangement of the plans of those
who have been making film
to support their producing
and distributing machinery.
This will mean consolidations,
realignments and affiliations,
particularly on the part of the
smaller Producer -Distributor
concerns if they are to com-

pete successfully with a larger
concern.
Of greater importance to YOU,
the Exhibitor, will be the fact
that all of these concerns will,
by the issuing of stocks or
securities, place values on the
basis of what they think they
ought to have.
And, as usual, they will call
upon you to hear the burden
of carrying them.

These huge capitalizations, that are made necessary to
keep going the machinery of concerns that are unscientifically growing beyond the control of their masters,
do not add one single dollar to the value or the improved
quality and power of the pictures they supply you.
But they do add to the burdens that YOU, the Exhibitor,
are commanded to carry. YOU, the Exhibitor, are
definitely put under the load of carrying these huge,
fictitious valuations that are based upon little that is
tangible.
Other serious developments are in immediate prospect.
Again we ask: Have you read
booklet, "The Next 12 Months
Business''? It is packed with
importance to every exhibitor in
for it now.

W. W. Hodkinson's
in the Motion Picture
a message of great
the business. Write

¥.¥. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New YorkGty
Distributing: through PATHE Exchangejncorporated
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ture Is Ready for You
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eard about it! The name struck you as great;
li if the pidure would be as good as the name

It is! It's a fight pidure. It's full of romance,
jit's great in idea and treatment. It's an artistic
ill of real acting.
thrills. It's the kind of a pidure that arouses
Dacks your house. Book it Quick! Don't let
to it. It^s a Bearcat!!
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Star Beautiful in Picture that Is Quite Draggy at Times
Norma Talmadge in

"The Way of a Woman"
Select

DIRECTOR
Robert Z. Leonard
AUTHOR
Eugene
Walter
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
David Abel
AS A WHOLE
Disappointing for a Norma TaU
madge picture; had some good moments but
was quite draggy in spots.
STORY
Adapted from the play "Nancy Lee" ;
lacked action necessary to keep things mov=
ing.
DIRECTION
Put as much animation as possible
into characters who had mainly "thinking"
and "talking" roles.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Had snap and good definition for the most part.
LIGHTINGS. . . .Those on the star especially effective
CAMERA WORK
Some excellent close=ups from
good angles.
STAR
Did her best with role that did not give
her many dramatic opportunities.
SUPPORT
Conway Tearle a pleasing leading
man; Jobyna Howland had fair comedy bit;
George LaGuerre, Stuart Holmes and others
in cast.
EXTERIORS
Very few; didn't figure much
INTERIORS
First class; some artistic sets
DETAIL
In keeping with a careful production
standard for the greater part.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Mostly a psychologi=
cal study — a "story of pride and great mis=
LENGTH ta
OFkes.P"RODUCTION
4.900 feet
FOR a Norma Talmadge picture "The Way of a
Woman" was rather disappointing. Although the
film gave the star ample opportunity to wear many
attractive gowns and to appear to beautiful advantage
physically, the plot was not one that gave her any
great chance to register dramatically or emotionally.
AccordiuR to a foreword the picture was a "story of
pride and great mistakes." In a sense this was true,
but most of the psychology of the plot, which was the
plot's chief claim to interest, was gotten over through
the medium of dialogue as screened via titles.
There were quite a number of long "thinking" sequences in which characters spoke their thoughts to
each other. This, and the lack of plot action, caused
considerable dragginess at times, despite the players'
and director's efforts to animate the characters.
True,

this star is a talented actress who knows the force and
value of little things, and she again proved it in the
picture, but in this one her part was not big enough
to permit of her spreading herself — at all times she
had to stay within the limits of the character of Nancy
Lee. This also held true of Conway Tearle — his role
was limited also.
That idea of restriction was prevalent throughout
most of the footage. Always one was expecting something really big to develop, but it never did. The
consequence was a picture that ran along a very even
course without ever causing more than a slight stir.
Many of the titles were quite trite, also. For instance, Norma's father tells her, when she decides to
marry the wealthy Northener: "If you marry him you
need never darken my door again." There are others
of the same general tone.
An incident that got a snicker that was not intended
was after Norma said to Tearle: "I'm going to a simple
little place in the country where I can be all alone."
A few scenes later the "simple little place" proved to
be a pretentious summer house with a fountain, many
rooms, and all that sort of thing. And that was after
it had been carefully registered that Norma did not
have very much money.
Norma was seen as the elder daughter of a prideful
but none-too-wealthy Southern family — one of the
F. F. Vs. The picture opened with a scene between
her and her father in which Norma stated that she
was going to marry the wealthy "Yankee" to give her
mother and sister financial advantages. Her father's
pride had previously prevented Norma's marriage to
the man she loved — Conway Tearle. Norma soon
found that she had made a mistake in marrying
Stuart Holmes. At his death Norma was bequeathed
mostly a lot of bad debts. George LeGuerre. Tearle's
nephew, gave her money and then said he had to have
it back, that he took it from a bank. At about this
time Tearle returned from his travels and met Norma
himself. He intimated that Norma was playing a
game. To pfove she was not Norma wanted to give
Tearle all her furs, jewelry, etc. to cover LeGuerre's
loan. He finally believed in her, and refused to take
them.
The old love spark rekindled a bit, and when
Norma's house was sold she paid her debt to Tearle.
Then she went to the country, where Tearle was a
visitor.
of Norma's
"Broadway"
had
reason to Some
be a bit
sore on her
and one offriends
them told
Tearle that Norma was "working" him. Matters led
him to believe his informer to be correct, and, in a
huff, he left Norma.
Here the action shifted back to Norma's Virginia
home, where Tearle came after a while and told her
what a cad he had been.

Should Get by Because of Popularity of Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The mere presence of Norma Talmadge at your
house should draw a considerable number of admissions. This star is quite a favorite, and of herself is
(luite a good box-oflice bet. And this time the star
appears to beautiful physical advantage. Her admirers
will be fiiven a chance to feast their eyes on several
very beautiful close-ups of her; and she wears some
very attractive clothes. But on its story side the
picture is a different proposition. For Norma Talmadge
the story is not very heavy.
But tliere is no doubt that you can get by Avith the
pictiue in kooiI order on the strength of the two names
there are to advertise. Along witli the name of the
star yon can feature that of the author. Eugene
Walter is one of the best known playwrights in the
country.
So it's up to you to take advantage of the

pulling power of his name also, and tell your folks
Norma Talmadge is to be seen in an adaptation of one
of Eugene Walter's, stage plays.
On its artistic side there is much to l)e said in favor
of the production. The production standard was held
high throughout, and there are some few comedy
touches that will help. There are many really attractive indoor scenes, arranged with an eye to their
beauty. This, in connection with .-i popular star like
Norma, may get the picture over for you.
Tliere is absolutely nothing offensive about the picture and. as far as that goes, the whole family can
see it. But its appeal is directed chiefly at adults.
Those of tender years would not understand or appreciate its psy<-hologlcal points. As has been said, it is
a story of pride and big mistakes, and can be billed
as such.

Syndicate Superfeatures, Inc.

SYNDICATE

SUPERFEATURES,

INC.

is prepared to buy the world's rights, for
cash, of superfeatures of any length, or to
contract for distribution on a percentage basis
through Affiliated Independent Exchanges.
Such films may run from one to ten reels
in length but must have exceptional drawing
power.
Directors and Artists who are producing
independently of distributing organizations
are invited to outline their plans and work.
Correspondence will be treated confidentially.
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Romantic Western Has Many Laughs and Stunts
Tom

Mix in

"Rough Riding Romance"
Fox
DIRECTOR
Arthur Rosson
AUTHOR
Charles Kenyon
SCENARIO
BY
Charles
Kenyon
CAMERAMAN
Fred LeRoy Granville
AS A WHOLE
Romantic Western comedy in
which
Tom
Mix did some hair-raising
and
funny stunts; good stuff.
STORY
Virtually a modern fairy tale in which
the hero rescued the Princess from the mon=
sters; delightfully impossible fiction.
DIRECTION
Kept the star in foreground
and
was strong on amusing bits and incident.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; most of it very good
LIGHTINGS
Some good effects on night scenes
CAMERA WORK. . . .Especially good in scenes show=
ing Tom in streets of San Francisco; also
train stuff.
STAR. .... .His usual dare-devil self in a role that
got him many laughs.
SUPPORT
Fully up to requirements; Juanita
Hansen the leading woman; Pat Chrisman,
Spottiswoode Aiken and others did well.
EXTERIORS
Some fair Western town scenes;
generally all right.
INTERIORS
Always fitting backgrounds for the
action; one especially good set.
DETAIL
Figured largely in scoring many incidental bits of humor.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless and wholesome fiction.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
TOM

MIX

scored another hit in "Rough Riding Romance," a Western comedy in which he pulled
many hair-raising stunts with the aid of his horse,
Tony, and in which he registered any number of
laughs. The picture was a screened modern fairy tale
that for the most part was delightfully impossible fiction, highly, seasoned with romance, adventure and
mystery.
The picture was, largely, merely a vehicle for the
star — and amusingly so. Tom Mix in action is no
mean attraction, and in this one he certainly was in
action most of the time. Much footage was devoted
to humorous incident that got over in very good order.
This was particularly true of the first two reels.

In these reels Tom was seen as the dreamy proprietor of a non-paying ranch who became rich over night.
Then he gave a party to the whole town. In these
scenes during the party much humorous stuff was registered. For instance, the whole gang rode their horses
into a saloon and both horses and men imbibed. Stuff
like this was enhanced by close-up bits showing a horse
with his foot on the brass rail and the like. During
the celebration Tom came across a little boy friend
who was strong on fairy tales and told Tom all about
Princesses, Kings and Queens.
And sui"e enough, just as the little boy had said,
there was a Princess in distress. Using, his lariat, Tom
saved the fair one from the unwelcome attentions of
the bad man. Then when the girl and her party
boarded the train that had been delayed Tom went
out on the desert a ways. The girl threw a mysterious note to him from the train and Tom, riding his
horse as if the world would end if he stopped, overtook
the train, lassoed a ventilator, climbed on the rope
from the horse to the top of the train and then went
to From
the lady's
here aid.
on the stunts became numerous. Tom
climbed out of the train window and rode the rods of
the
to San Francisco. Tom's pal brought his
horseLimited
to Frisco.
Much

of the stuff in San Francisco was funny indeed. Tom, in his Western outfit, rides up Market
street and to the St. Francis hotel. The only criticism with these scenes is that too many curious onlookers were on hand when the pictures were taken,
and their presence spoiled the effect of some of the
scenes just a trifle.
More laughs came when Tom started to array himself in a dress suit, and ludicrously laughable stuff was
that showing Tom, in a dresss suit, calmly riding
through the streets at night. Here the action became
a bit faster. During sequences at the house in the
suburbs in which the Princess was held a prisoner,
Tom rode his horse up several flights of stairs, into
the house, and stabled the animal in the bathroom.
If those scenes don't get a laugh there's something
wrong with the viewer, which also holds emphatically
true of those sequences showing Tom swinging on a
chandelier and later riding his horse up and down and
around a swell staircase, chasing before him the twoscore conspirators against the Princess' kingdom. This
was good stuff indeed.
Anyhow, Tom rescued the Princess, but to get the
King away from the bad men he had to down about
forty rough necks. Then, despite his love for the
Princess, Tom went back to his ranch — but later the
Princess came there, too, and things ended happily.
All the way through, the film admitted it was a
fairy tale — and made you like it.

Holds Up to Very Fair Entertainment Standard
Box Office Analysis
Tom Mix in action is no mean bet for the exhibitor,
and he was very much in action in this one. His many
followers are going to "just die" laughing with and
at him in his latest, and even folks who are not partial to the star can get much entertainment out of the
picture. Its delightfully impossible stuff" that makes
you laugh in spite of yourself. .
The picture is thoroughly clean and wholesome, and
there isn't a really willunous willun in it. Its only
aim is to amuse and entertain, which it does with a
very fair degree of success. The offering is one that
should be especially acceptable to a crowd that has
been fed up on wild Western melodramas.
It is pretty

for the Exhibitor
strong program stuff, and holds up to a very fair entertainment standard throughout.
In advertising the picture you can go as far as you
like in promising your crowd a picture full of laughs
and stunts. Tom Mix pulls several other good stunts
than those already mentioned, and you ar^ perfectly
safe in telling your folks that he is a dare-devil rider
and general all-round pepful person.
The title has good box office possibilities, and to
those regulars who know the sort of stuff the star has
been doing of late, should appeal with force enough to
make them anxious to come and see for themselves.
All in all, the picture is a pretty safe play.

Triangle Presents

ELLEN

TERRY
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"Her Greatest Performance
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A triumphant climax
to the career of the
greatest Uving actress.
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A tribute to her
artistry, that she
should select for
screen presentation
in the sweetness of
her maturity a role
portraying the greatest of God's gifts — a
mother.
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An exquisite prcduction of the greatest of heart-interest
themes.
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Everybody everywhere knows Ellen
Terry. Folks are
eagerly awaiting her
only
tation. screen presenCould the Exhibitor
have a more profitable offering than
the star people are
clamoring to see?

A guaranteed success.
TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
New York
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Serious Treatment of Social Unrest is Fairly Forceful Film
Frank Keenan in

"The W0R1.D
Aflame"
Pathe
DIRECTOR
.Ernest C. Warde
AUTHOR
Frank Keenan
SCENARIO BY. .Frank Keenan and Jack Cunningham
CAMERAMAN
Charles Kaufman
AS A WHOLE
Fairly forceful subject based on
present=day social unrest; touches on causes
of clash between Capital and Labor and offers
solution.
STORY
A piece of careful work; shows much
study of politics and economic
conditions;
has just a trace of love=interest.
DIRECTION
Showed grasp of subject; responsible for many
telling sequences;
handled
players and mobs well.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
O. K.; no special effects striven for
CAMERA WORK
Variety of angles chosen helped
often.
STAR
Thoroughly sincere and often compelling
in a role that was exacting throughout.
SUPPORT
Adequate all the way; included Kathleen Kerrigan, Clark Marshall, Janice Wilson,
Bert Sprotte> Claire Du Brey and Joseph
McManus.
EXTERIORS
All of them proper and carried
suitable atmosphere.
INTERIORS
Up to the mark
DETAIL
Helped very much
in scoring points;
many
good types chosen
for minor
parts.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Timely politicaUeconomic
argument
sugar-coated
with
some
human interest.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,660 feet
FRANK

KEENAN endeavors to bring about "industrial democracy" — that Utopian condition so
yearned for by both Capital and Labor — in "The
World Aflame." There is no denying the picture's
sincerity and its seriousness of purpose. It is a sub.1ect based on present-day social unrest, and is a
studied and deep treatment of matters that today are
occupying the great minds of the country. The film
•showed' much care in its presentation of political and
economic questions, and advocated social justice —
mainly in the form of profit-sharing — as a means of
wiping out the antipathy existing between Capital and
Labor. Also the film propounded the argument that
alien Reds were responsible for most of tlae strikes in
the country, and that if American Labor really re-

alized that most of the fomenters of discontent were
actually professional anarchists there would be fewer
strikes without real reason.
Many ends of the problem were touched in the
film — some merely scraped and others uncovered, and
all done with considerable skill. All of the arguments
put forth are done by the example of the happenings
in an American city supposedly typical; mainly
through the screening of the story that takes a wealthy family for its base. Keenan is the head of the
family, a wealthy manufacturer with high ideals.
Through incidental bits that registered the disturbances in the man's daily routine, the point is gotten
over that almost every class of labor has become
ultra-independent and "high-and-mighty." Keenan
senses the need of "service" on the part of everybody,
and on that platform is elected mayor.
Reds from out of town sow their poison in the
minds of workingmen, and soon the town is virtually
tied up in a strike. But Keenan, with his iron determination and force of character, breaks the strike.
Then he is instrumental in bringing the employes and
employers together for the purpose of reaching a better understanding of each other and each other's needs.
Of course, the foregoing is a very skeletonized outline of the story— and, on the whole, it is not on its
story value that the picture stands. The story forms
merely the means of carrying the picture's message.
During the running of the film there are many really
dramatic moments, and several times when matters
reach quite an exciting pitch. This is especially true
during those sequences showing the working of the
band of Reds — how they barricaded the streets, how
they fought the soldiers, how they tried their devilish
best to overthrow the city's administration with violence and threats, and how the mayor won out by sheer
force of character and courage. These and several
strike scenes were very well done, which goes for the
whole footage, for that matter. Many excellent "mob
scenes" were obtained, and Director Warde is to be
complimented on the manner in which he registered
the swaying of sentiment among crowds several times.
Of course, a subject of this sort always is laden
with subtitles. That holds true of this one, and the
action very often is interspersed with intelligent arguments on the sides of both Capital and Labor. These
titles are editorial in tone and, while they contain much
sense, must be regarded as the opinions of Frank
Keenan, who. by the way, is quite an authority. His
argument is that Labor and Capital can come together
only when cognizance is taken of the workers' self
interest and of the employers' self interest — when the
two meet on the common ground of profit-sharing and
both realize the meaning of social justice.

Should Make Money For You if You Handle it Right
Box Office Analys is for the Exhibitor
eral. You can be sure of newspaper comment on this
"The World Aflame" will go either very big with
your crowd or will not go at all. If yours is the kind
one, and if your house is one drawing patronage from
of a crowd that insists on mushy movies crammed with
the "masses" by all means show them this one. No
doubt many labor leaders will disagree with some of
sentimentality they will consider this dry and uninits argument, but such stuff is only going to crowd
teresting despite its high spots. But if yours is a
crowd that is willing to take something away to think
your house the more.
The only way to put the show over is to go to It
about, here's one that will do that for them. It's a
serious picture and is seriously presented, and does
strong. If you do go to it strong yon can rest assured
not rely on its sensational elements to get it over.
of patronage. The film has many advertising angles,
While it is regrettable, it is nevertheless a fact that
and is timely in the extreme. But don't get too senall too many folks do not concern themselves about
sational in your advertising. Rather treat the picture
questions so vital to themselves as some of those
seriously, in which manner you no doubt can get the
touched in the picture. To those folks the film will
backing of local labor organizations. With such backnot hold any great appeal.
ing you have no need to worry about admissions —
But it is a motion picture that is bound to start
you know how many folks are interested in that sort
all sorts of arguments. It will be talked about, and
of stuff right now. The number includes virtually
every newspaper reader.
written about, and argued about by labor men in gen-
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Mrs.

iSidney
II

Bunkered
llTtder person-Si) supeTv?s?on. of

Mrs. Sidney Drev

The New

York Tribune says:

" 'Bunkered' is a charming little comedy
which Mrs. Drew has filled with people
who are exactly the kind of people you
find in real life. Angle, the ingenue, is
not too pretty and she is most convincing
in the role. Thank goodness, Mrs. Drew is
going to keep on writing and producing
these comedies, for there is no other to take
her place."
Audiences all over the country are thanking goodness that Mrs. Drew is to continue
the Drew comedies. Your audiences will
thank goodness and you for showing them.
By Emma M. Whitman.
Produced by V. B. K. Film Corporation,
under personal supervision of Mrs. Sidney Drevo.
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English-Produced Picture Is Poor All the Way Through
Ellen Terry in

"Her Greatest Performance"
Triangle
DIRECTOR
Not credited
AUTHOR
;
Not credited
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Poorly directed, poorly acted,
and poorly produced picture that missed fire
all the way
through ; much
of it was so
poorly done that it was funny.
STORY
Mechanical plot with only a fair amount
of surface interest.
DIRECTION
Impossible at all times; made play=
ers act like a gang of amateurs at a rehearsal
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; most of it mediocre; a
few fairly good spots.
LIGHTINGS
Held to a very low average
CAMERA WORK
Poor; only one close=up used
STAR
Overacted very much at times and was
quite camera=shy; had a "mother" role that
she
didn't make convincing, principally due
to direction.
SUPPORT
A group of automatons who waited
for the director to tell them what to do; then
they overdid it.
EXTERIORS
Common English street stuff; very
few.
INTERIORS
Stagey studio sets for the most part
DETAIL
No efforts made to make anything
more
definite
through
attention
to little
things.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Flat drama with a
few meller touches;
mother=love
its main
theme.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
"TTER Greatest Performance" is a flivver. The pic-'-'■ ture was poorly directed, poorly acted, poorly
pi'oduced and had virtually no redeeming virtues. The
film was produced in England — probably some time
ago — and falls far short of the production standard
that picturegoers in this country have come to take
for granted. At all times the film missed fire badly.
There was not one element that lifted it out of the
class of the sort of stuff that was produced in the early

days of motion pictures. Some of the supposedly
dramatic stuff was so poorly done as to be funny.
The direction was simply impossible. It allowed
repetition of faulty gestures and mannerisms; it permitted the phiyers to overact and at times look directly
into the lens ; it glossed over in the most careless
manner possible moments that might have been dramatic. In short, the direction was just about everything that it should. not have been.
Ellen Terry is a venerable, gray-haired old lady who
has a deep place in the heart of all England. In her
prime she had no equal as a dramatic actress. But
she certainly is no film star — especially at this late
date. And that is not meant unkindly. With all due
respect to her, it must be said that in this, her only
motion picture appearance, she over-acted quite a bit
at times and was very camera-shy. This was due
mostly to a director who showed crass ignorance of
dramatic technique and of about everything else.
The acting throughout was amateurish and mechanical. The members of the supporting company always
seemed to wait until the director told them what to do.
And then when they did do it they always went
further than they should have gone. This was particularly true of the male lead.
The story was handled as if by a schoolboy. It
was just straightaway exposition that in the manner
of its handling killed the suspenseful possibilities
almost entirely.
The film opened with a foreword explaining what a
great actress Ellen Terry had been. Then they showed
a scene in which the star was seated at a table "thinking" over the parts she bad played in her lifetime.
The characters that she had played on the speaking
stage were crudely superimposed in a dark spot and.
before each dissolve in, the actress would pat her head
— registering "thought." She was quite camera-shy
and showed it plainly.
An indication of the way things were handled aU
the way through was the scene in which a man was
killed by a very mild fistic blow in the abdomen, and
a "death bed" scene in which an old woman flops over
backwards in a manner typical of the old-school
"movie" stuff. This sort of stuff was done all the way
through.
The story tells how a mother, once famed as an
actress, and whose son was jailed on a false murder
charge, "made up" as an old woman who had witnessed the murder. In this manner she extracted a
confession from the real murderer, after which her
boy was freed.

Nothing Worth While About This But Star's One-Time Fame
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here's one that can profitably be passed up. There
is virutally nothing in it to attract audiences that have
been in the habit of seeing carefully produced pictures. All in all it's stuff that will take all sort of
work on your part to bring you any money. And you
can rest assured that your regulars are going to kick,
for from any angle you consider it, this is a poor
picture with very little entertainment value.
If you must run it. you have only one thing to
advertise — the name of Ellen Terry. If you want to
take a chance you can get in touch with literary and
dramatic clubs and the like and tell them that you
have a picture in which Ellen Terry makes her only
motion picture appearance. But if you are trying to
build up a reputation for running good pictures this
is a good one to forget.

And you must remember that Ellen Terry is not a
young woman. She is a venerable, gray-headed old
lady. Therefoi-e it is up to you not to mislead your
folks into believing that she is what they ordinarily
expect a motion picture star to be. Her name, of
course, is known to many of your crowd, but they do
not know much else about her.
Folks who come to your house merely out of curiosity to see Ellen Terry wUl see her all right; folks
who come to your house expecting anything good will
be sadly disappointed. There is no great interest in
the story. It is a mechanical thing, poorly presented,
and has virtually no love interest. Mother-love is its
main theme, but that is not presented with any great
depth, nor is there any other element that makes the
picture appealing.
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photo-mechanical
process.
Hence, all breakage is eliminated and absolute uniformity
is obtained.
FINE ART SLIDES stan I up under heat v^hich would
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fhe colors are absolutely fast at all temperatures.
FINE
ART
SLIDES
require less light than regular
lantern slides, because of their greater transparency and
their absolutely pure whites.
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Racing Meller Scores on Screen.
All Star Cast in

"Checkers"
Fox
DIRECTOR
Richard
Stanton
AUTHOR
Henry
Blossom,
Jr.
SCENARIO BY
Adrian Johnson
CAMERAMAN
H. G. Plimpton
AS A WHOLE. ..... .Good, old-fashioned racing meU
ler that contained thrills a=plenty, heart interest, and all the other elements that should
make
it go o\er big; welUacted
and well=
produced.
STORY
Adaptation of the famous stage
play of the same title.
DIRECTION
Got every bit of punch possible
in big scenes; handled players adroitly and
staged thrills fairly well.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good all the way through
LIGHTINGS
Manj' special effects; all good, espe=
ciallv illuminations in Chinatown scenes.
CAMERA WORK
Of a high order
STARS
Thomas J. Carrigan, Jean Acker, Rob=
ert Elliott and Ellen Cassity the principals;
all do sufficiently good work.
SUPPORT by their .appearance;
Long "list of folks
chief who
in aided
supportthings
are
Bertram
Marburgh,
Tammany
Young,
Ed
Sedgwick.
EXTERIORS
Some good stuff; scenes at BeU
mont Park, etc., hold up asmosphere;
INTERIORS
Always the proper thing
DETAIL
Gave emphasis to minor points and
was watched carefully throughout.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Meller of the race
track, Chinatown, etc.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,ooo feet
GOOD old-fashioned melodrama of the sort that will
never die — especially when it is well presented —
is offered in '"Checkers." As a stage play "Checkers"
was in vogue for many years, but the stage play never
could contain all the wallops they have filmed in the
picturized version. In other words, all of the basic
'goodness
of Henry
Blossom's
playthat
has makes
been
retained, and
has been
added tofamous
with stuff
the offering a good attraction.
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Has Many Thrills.

"Checkers" is a meller of the race track and sporting
circles that touches all of the high spots. It contains
thrills
; heart-interest,
humor,
action'
—
and a-plenty
about every
other element
that mystery,
is needed.
It
takes the picture just a while to get started, but after
it gets warmed up a bit the throttle is opened wide
and she hits on all four, traveling exclusively on high
to the very end.
The picture was very well cast, ably acted, and fittingly produced. The director handled his material in
stfch a manner as to get ever.y ounce of punch possible
out of the story's bigger moments. And expense
wasn't spared. One of the big tluills of the picture
came when two box cars, one of them ablaze, were
sent over an open drawbridge to avert a collision with
the Limited. This was well-staged and cannot fail to
make most of the folks who see it hold their breath.
Then, too, there were some fairly exciting moments
when several of the characters were picked up from a
boat by an airplane and speeded for the track, getting
there in the nick o' time.
The Chinatown stuff was very good, too. This part
of the picture was almost like a serial. The shero was
in the clutches of the willun, who wanted her to tell
him where the race horse was. But the hero came to
the rescue. Through many sequences the viewer was
brought through sliding doors, secret chambers, folding
walls, and all that sort of jazz. This got over in good
style, some
and you
can folks
bet it's
will
bring
of the
who the
see sort
it to of
thestuff'
edge that
of their
seats.
And there were many other sequences of that sort
— all of them full of suspense and interest, and all of
them leading up to the "great race track scenes." This
race track sequence is one that gets under the shirt.
Things that preceded got matters worked up to the
proper pitch, and when the picture showed the race
itself, there was to be had almost as much excitement
as if you had a big bet on the race yourself. You
just can't help rooting for "Remorse" to win, thereby
making things smooth for the man the shero loves, and
for the hero.
The picture gets its title from the leading character
— a race track tout who turns out to be a regular feller
after all. And when he falls in love with the good
girl who is chased from her Southern home because of
her love for him everybody knows that they are both
thoroughbreds, and is absolutely "for" them through
all of the obstacles they are forced to overcome. And
in the end, as it should be, the willun gets his just
deserts and everybody is happy.

Deserving of Extra Exploitation on Your Part.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here's a picture that ought to make money for you.
Fox puts it out as a special, and in many ways it is a
special; therefore deserving of extra exploitation on
your part. Go to it. If you handle this right and are
willing to do a little extra work and spend a little
etxra money there should be no reason why you can't
put the picture over in fine style.
Your problem is to get folks into your theater. After
you get them in the picture will take care of them, and
it's the sort of a film that should get considerable word
of mouth advertising. So if your locality is such as to
stand a few days' run of a really good picture it's up
to you to take advantage of that word of mouth advertising.
The film is a racing meller based on a play that was
shown all over the country for many years, but aside
fmm that angle it is a good picture in itself.
In the

sort of houses where they applaud wildly every time
the hero puts one over on the willun they're going to
"eat this up." To that kind of a crowd this will be a
treat that will thoroughly satisfy their appetite for
thrills and all that sort of stuff. But its appeal is not
limited to that sort of a crowd. It would fit in almost
any house.
Of course it's up to you to get all the benefit possible
out of the fame of the play. That's one big advertising angle. But there are many others. Fox is putting
out help.
some good paper on this one, use of which is sure
to
Don't let the absence of a big star worry you. The
picture is very well acted throughout, and some of the
players are fairly well known to movie audiences.
But in this case you're selling picture — not star — and
the picture is "there."
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Had Some Humor, But Not Very Much Action
June Elvidge in

"Coax Me"
World
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Murphey.
CAMERAMAN
AS

Gilbert Hamilton
Not credited
Philip Lonergan and Will C.
Joseph Badaracco

A WHOLE
SIow=moving, long=drawn=out
picture that lacked action; contained some
humor and one or two meller touches.

STORY

Adapted from a "famous old play;"
written mostly around three courtships.

DIRECTION
Permitted too much "walking" and
"talking;"
but didn't have overmuch to work
with.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair; some solid whites had
much halation.
LIGHTINGS
The usual thing
CAMERA WORK
Conventional; one fair mirror
effect.
STAR
Had sort of an ingenue role which gave
her several chances to register fairly well.
SUPPORT
Earle Metcalfe the leading man; cast
included Arthur Donaldson, Lola Humphrey,
A. J. Herbert, Lillian Hall and others.
EXTERIORS
Some pretty shots around Ivycovered house; also lawn scenes.
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL

Handled in acceptable manner for the
greater part.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clean; a comedy of
courtships.
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

About 4,800 feet

NEITHER story action or physical action was very
evident in "Coax Me." The film contained a
goodly amount of very obvious and broad liumor of a
rather elemental sort, sometimes being the result of
legitimate comedy situations, but most of the time

registering through the medium of spoken titles. So
much so v*ras this true that the picture almost carried
the impression that it had been built up around dialogue instead of around pithy plot.
For much of its footage the film was nothing more
than a procession of very similar scenes — two persons
either sitting or standing before the camera talking to
each other. This similarity of action made things
just a bit uninteresting and tiresome at times. It was
a case of one couple going off and another coming on
time and time again — one group walking in and another walking out. And there were no really fine
shadings or subtleties; the film's attitude all the way
through
was "take
for moments
granted." that got humorous
Quite often
there itwere
appreciation, and that should get laughs from many.
Some of these comedy bits were fairly well done.
From the very beginning of the picture somebody
was always making love to somebody else. The film
opened with scenes on the lawn where June appeared
as the daughter of Arthur Donaldson, who was considerably smitten with Lola Humphrey, a widow. But
June didn't want her father to marry Lola. She
rather liked Earle Metcalfe, but wouldn't let him know
it at first. The third courtship in the plot was that
of A. J. Herbert and Lillian Hall, who was apparently
the widow's maid. After those factors had been
planted there came plot and counter plot; each one or
two of the characters plotting to bring certain things
about in their own way. This allowed of quite a
number of moderately amusing complications.
The "meller" stuff was rung in when June was kidnapped by a pair of roughnecks who mistook her for
Lillian Hall. The two girls were kept in a deserted
house over night, but nobody missed either of them at
home until the next morning. Anyhow, when the
house was set afire by an overturned lamp June and
Lillian escaped. This sequence led up to the denouement passages, which had everything come out all
right for almost everybody concerned.
There were several elements that could hardly hold
up. One of these was the fact that Lillian was not a
maid, really, she was just the daughter of a Judge
and was seeking romance. And the judge, Austin
Webb, was several times around the same house in
which Lillian was playing maid but never knew his
daughter was there, despite the fact that he looked
right at her once. And the thugs who kidnapped the
two girls were detectives hired by the judge to find
his daughter.
Ivan Christy and Varnum Mills were also in the
supporting company.

Nothing Out of the Ordinary Run
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There is much in "Coax Me" that would make it go
over in mild style with the average audience, but folks
who have been led to expect the better class of motion
picture entertainment would not be fully satisfied with
the offering. In the smaller houses and before crowds
who patronize pictures almost every night just because
they are pictures, it will get by in good order. But it
is very doubtful if it would hold up before a downtown
crowd, or that it is strong enough to appeal strongly
to audiences in the better-class theaters.
In this one June Elvidge has a role very much different than the dramatic parts she has been playing
lately. To your regulars who have a place in their
affections for the star her appearance in this one
should be entirely welcome.

The picture is thoroughly clean and wholesome and,
as far as that end of it goes, can be shown before any
crowd. And it is light stuff that probably will appeal
especially to many of the women who see it. There
are quite a number of rather pretty exteriors, and
plenty of love-making all around.
In advertising the offering play up the comedy end.
Folks always want to laugh, and if you tell them you
have a comedy you may draw some admissions on
the strength of that fact. You can bill the film as a
"Comedy of Courtship" or some such phrase. The title
is rather catchy and should arouse a little curiosity as
to why she wanted to be coaxed. In fact, you can
ask that in a catchline: "Why did she want to be
coaxed? See June Elvidge in 'Coax Me,' at the Blank
Theater."
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Fair Underworld Stuff With Some Rather Novel Twists
Wallace

Reid in

"The Love Burglar"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
James Cruze
AUTHOR
Jack Lait
SCENARIO BY
Walter Woods
CAMERAMAN
Frank Urson
AS A WHOLE
Moderately entertaining "under=
world"
picture with satisfying
society de=
nouement; was well produced.
STORY ON
Adaptation of the stage play, "One of
ed tar nd upport
CTI
ent
in effici
s
a
s
.... Handl
DIRE
manner
Us." and scored generally.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
First rate; some good work in few
rain scenes.
CAMERA WORK
On par with photography
STAR
Registered well in a role that gave him
quite a number of opportunities.
SUPPORT
Anna Q. Nilsson thoroughly pleasing
leading woman; good cast included Raymond
Hatton, Wallace Beery, Wilton Taylor, Ed=
ward Burns and others.
EXTERIORS
Very few; all suitable
INTERIORS. . . .Convincing and altogether acceptable
sets.
DETAIL
Close=up flashes often helped make a
point more emphatic.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Harmless crook stuff
without offensive features.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,467 *eet
"rrtHE LOVE BURGLAR" is a moderately entertain-■- ing picture ttiat should please most of the folks
who see it. It is an "underworld" subject built around
a fairly interesting romance, and has a society denouement that sends everybody away fairly well satisfied.
All the way through, the picture holds the interest in
a very fair degree. The film showed some clever and
workmanlike sta.t^ecraft and, while the story may tax
the credulity just a bit at times it is, on the whole, an
acceptable bit of screen fiction.
The picture is an adaritation of Jack Lait's stage
play, "One of Us," and shows on the part of the author, director and players more than a mere reading
acquaintance with and knowledge of the sort of folks
sometimes found in the underworld. Of course things
are laid on just a bit thick at times, but that's only
taking advantage of legitimate picture license.
Some

of the underworld characters in the film and the atmosphere of the resoi't of the crooks and their friends
were quite convincing. Not only was this because of
numerous true-to-character spoken titles, many of
which registered laughs, but also because there were
injected some purely "local color" bits that, in their
manner of presentation, aided materially.
Many short close-up flashes of minor details that
added emphasis and force to several situations were
used, and detail in general was watched carefully.
But there was one loose end that was not gathered up.
That was right near the close of the picture, when
Wallace downed in his own swell home the crook the
former had been impersonating. Another crook was
captured in the room at the time and the detectives
led him out of the room and out of the house. But
the man that Wallace had knocked out was seen no
more after they had shown him on the floor in Wallace's house.
While in a general sense this is a crook picture it Is
of a rather novel type, and contains no really offensive features. Reid had a role in which he impersonated a very well-known bad man mostly as the result
of an impulse — and because of a sudden interest in
Anna Q. Nilsson, a singer in the resort Wallace came
to rescue his brother from. Then Anna believed Wallace to be the bad man, and Wallace believed Anna
to be just what he had found her — a singer in a crook
resort. To save Anna from a tough guy Wallace went
through a marriage ceremony with her, and from then
on the love interest developed slowly but inevitably.
Through many ramifications Wallace went, having
several scraps with the real tough guy, and going
through many amusing passages with Anna.
While Wallace's real identity as a wealthy young
society man was registered quite early in the picture,
Anna's real identity as a novelist and friend of Wallace's sister was withheld in a manner that kept one
guessing.
Anyhow things got real interesting when Wallace
agreed to steal his own sister's wedding presents in
company with the tough guy. But matters were complicated when the crook that Wallace was impersonating appeared on the scene himself. Still believing him
to be the bad mau, Anna tried to save Wallace by sacrificing herself. But when Wallace downed the bad
man and the cops held them all, matters were straightened out satisfactorily by Wallace's mother identifying
him as her son, and Wallace's sister identifying Anna
as her friend.
Included in the cast with those named were Alice
Taffe,
Dick Wayne, Henry Woodward and Loyola
O'Connor.

Should Satisfy the Average Picture Patron
Box Office Analysis
While there is nothing outstanding in this offering
it is one that should satisfy. Folks in general like that
underworld stuff — and in this one it isn't wild meller
or "theatrically" overdrawn; it's just amusingly presented story with considerable entertainment value.
Wallace Reid has a large number of friends among
motion picture patrons, and in this offering he has
quite a good role. Folks particularly partial to him
will get much enjoyment out of the picture. And Anna
Q. Nilsson is a very pleasing leading woman.
Inasmuch as Jack Lait has become quite well known
to readers of popular magazines because of his scores
of published stories, you might get some business on
the strength of the picture's being a pictm'ization of
one of his plays.
The title is not half bad from the box office angle.

for the Exhibitor
and the "burglar" part of it might be used as the
nucleus of some advertising ideas. In many of the
smaller cities and towns the police have collections of
old handcuffs, billys, brass knuckles and the like. If
you stand in with the cops you might be able to borrow enough of these things to arrange on a board as a
lobby exhibit ; also on which should be placed a placard advertising your show.
In your newspaper advertising it might be well to
use a layout as much like a news story as possible.
Use a headline something like: Love Burglar Captured.
Then below, in news style and in news type, begin
your story something like: The man who became a
crook to win the woman he loved has been captured.
He is Wallace Reid and will appear at the Blank Theater in "The Love Burglar."
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Sanction Withdrawn

Getting Ready
^Brulatour

Preparing
Final
Rochester Party

List

Cummins
Says
Government
Longer Endorses Certain
Disease Films

of

Jules Brulatour was busy Saturlay afternoon getting in shape the
iiial Hst of those who will attend the

Samuel Cummins in a communication addressed to this office from
Washington states that the U. S.
Public Health Service has withdrawn

[Eastman Kodak party in Rochester
omorrow.
It was impossible to secure any
ifficial list of the men who were going to attend the National Associa.ion meeting. Acceptances and reusals were coming in all of Saturlay afternoon.
The party leaves tonight at 11:30
rem Grand Central Station.

its endorsement of "The End of the
Road," "Fit to Win" and "Open
His letter follows:
Your
Eyes."
"I am gratified to inform you that
after two months of hard work here
in Washington I have succeeded in
having the U. S. Public Health Service withdraw their endorsement and
support of the motion pictures called
"The End of the Road," "Fit to
Win" and "Open Your Eyes." This
Department has notified the owners
of these films that they have withdrawn their endorsement and that
they are not to use the departments
name in connection with presenting
the picture. I am certain that this
will be pleasing news for all those
that are interested in the advance-

Buys Studio
emancipation Film Secures Old Mirror Plant at Glendale, L. I.
The Emancipation Film Corp. reently capitalized at $1,000,000 at Al)any has purchased the old Mirror
tudio at Glendale, L. I., for $95,000.
The offices of the company which
vera formerly at 3 E. 44th St. were
amoved to the studio on Friday,
he company officials will not divulge
he names of any of its players and
vould only state that feature producions will be made.
Until now American Cinema has
ccupied the entire Glendale plant,
'hat company has a long time lease
Dr space there. In the future, space
rill be divided between American
Cinema and the Emancipation comany.
No. 162

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
A CTUAL results speak more
plainly and convincingly of
the worth of a publication than
a whole volume of meaningless
statistics and argument — Several cases of recent date, from
a one inch ad run regularly to
an entire campaign
that put
l-^er a production using WID'S
DAILY almost exclusively and
at minimum cost are offered as
evidence — The details are yours
for the asking — Wide
awake
look
will
e
spac
■ buyers of
first to the publication that
PROVES its ability to produce
actual business.

No

King George Knighting and Decorating Lieut. Jack Levering for Valor.
Jack Levering is Supporting Helen Holmes in the S. L. K. Serial
"The Fatal Fortune."
♦Advt.

Gets M6ney Back
Because the time in which Mrs.
Cora C. Wilkening could appeal to
the Court of Appeals from the decision of the Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court which reversed her
judgment for $108,000 against Mary
Pickford, has . expired. Supreme
Court Justice Ford has granted an
order directing the City Chamberlain to repay to Miss Pickford the
$115,000 cash she had deposited pending the appeal. Her attorney asked
that the payment be made on the
ground that after the deduction of
the Chamberlain's fees the income
from the $115,000 is so small that
she would not be justified in leaving
it on deposit.

To-Night the Night
You're Engaged

for a Big Part,

Now it's a bathing girl amateur
night. Mack Maybe
Sennett— (Arthur MacHugh) will enroll in the Sennett
ranks any girl who qualifies there
tonight at the Broadway.
The management will even supply
the costumes to the applicants.
Universal Sales Meeting

ment of the motion picture industry."
The three films enumerated above
have been rather heavily advertised
all over the country as being sancment. tioned by the United States GovernThe

Public Health

Film

offices

which handle "Fit to Win" and its
version for women "The End of the
Road" stated on Saturday that they
did not believe the Cummins statement to be true, and had heard
nothing from Washington.
Warner Bros., producers of "Open
Your Eyes," could not be reached
on Saturday for a statement.
Sunday Shows
Norwich, Conn. — Norwich is to
have Sunday movies by a majority
vote of the people between the hours
of 7 and 10:30 p.m.

[By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Cleveland. — Harry
lierman, P. D.
Bradley
Beach,
N.
J. — Council
Cochrane,
Tarkington
Baker
and votes to ban Sunday movies.
Nat Rothstein were here Sunday
morning to attend a meeting of all
Famous Answers Klever Pictures
the Universal managers in the EastIn the suit of the Klever Pictures,
ern half of the country relative to
Reichenbach Leaves for Coast
Universal's fall productions and sales Inc., against the Famous PlayersLasky Corp. to recover damages beHarry Reichenbach left for Los
cause of the manner in which the
Angeles -Saturday afternoon. He will plans.
be away about three weeks.
The first Selznick production with plaintiff's films were released under
contract with the defendant, an anElsie Janis "Everybody's Sweetswer has been filed by the defendant
"Dark Star" at Rivoli
heart" written by Edmund Goulding through Elek J. Ludvigh denying the
"The Dark Star," the first of the in collaboration with Frances MaCosmopolitan Productions, started a
rion, is now vmder way at the Bio- charges made in the complaint, as
noted in WID'S DAILY.
week's run at the Rivoli yesterday.
graph Studio.
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Battle of Giants

Barrett Replies

W. A. Barrett, Board of Review,
This Time Julian Johnson Refers to
the Shubert-Goldwyn Deal
answers Jesse Goldburg as follows:
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Publicity
The Motion Picture Prod. Co. has
arranged a clever stum to introduce
the King Cole comedies which they
are handling.
A regulation sized envelope used
in announcing births in the family
was secured and addressed in long
hand and then mailed. Upon opena birth announceing the
stated entrance of the King
mentenvelope,
Cole comedies into the film world.

The "battle of the giants" referred
to last week by a prominent film man
in view of the Shubert lineup with
Goldwyn, is also referred to by
Julian Johnson in his special article
in the New York Evening World.
After referring to the ancient K
& E-Shubert battle, and pointing out
that Famous Players controls the
Charles Frohman organization Johnson goes on to say;
"So here we are, at the threshold
of what may be a 1920 edition of the
great old tlieater scrap, with new
weapons, new defenses, new fighting
units, new munitions, and, without
any doubt, impassioned and highsounding proclamations to the populace at large.
"Of course, either side if asked
about any such possibility would pronounce even the thought absurd. Do
not plenipotentiaries always spread
rosy dreams of eternal peace across
their respective horizons, even while
the formal proclamations of war are
being secretly drafted?
"The fact is this: the old combatants are all lined up again along the
old frontiers. On either side there
are new leaders with plenty of pep.
and, let us say, at least concerning
<:ertain of the motion picture men,
with plenty of personal antagonism
to make the fight a hot and bitter

Incorporations

one."
Albany, N. Y. — Coronet Exhibition
Mt. Vernon, 111. — A. Zirkos and D,
Zarkados to build theater on N. Corp., New York City. To engage
in a general motion picture business.
Ninth St.
Capital $5,000. Directors: Walter
F. Welsh, Albert Cappelani and
Harry Cahanc, 1457 Broadway, New
York City.
Albany, N. Y. — Hallmark Pictures
Corp., New York City. To distribute, e.xchange and exhibit motion
pictures. Capital $50,000. Directors:
R. S. Baker, R. A. McLean and H.
City.
M. Olney, 37 Wall St., New York
Albany, N. Y. — A. Bannon Co.,
Inc., New York City. To operate
motion picture and vaudeville theaters. Capital $10,000. Directors:
Isadore A. Roth, A. Bienajone and
Leon Kauffman, Dover, N. J.
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I have read
Goldburg's
admonition that Mr.
The Jesse
National
Board and
myself "stick to the last," which has
jnst been
handed
to meI cannot
by a kind
ciate on the
Board.
helpassobut
feel that for the sake of friendship I
must be polite in answering Mr. Gol*bure:.
Mr. Goldburg feels that what I wrote
did iiKiinent
not contain
or
that "anything
would add of toconsequence
or detract
from the report of the meetins of the
Motion Picture and Theatrical Co-opera'W^ID'S
as recorded
tive Association
DAILY'
of July 2nd."
I believein that
Mr.
Goldburg is right. Nothing could add to
or <letra<t from the imjiortance of tliat
meeling
the report itsin sense.
"WID'S It DAILY"
accuratelyif conveyed
was because I felt it to have been so important
that I Vi-as impelled
to write about
it.
Jlay I now take the liberty of calling
to Mr. Goldburg's attention that, past
and present,
good deal
thatthings
is ridiculous has been a written
about
that
are ridiculous — let us not except the debate he participated in at the Astor — the
result still being enlightenment. Otherwise, why should Mr. Goldburg be so
concerned lest my comments on the affair
influence some readers'? Satire and sarcasm, no matter how presumptuous or
ridiculous, are often t)ie only weapons
at hand to wield aaginst movements of
certain perilous import. Mr. Goldburg
hns stated on his own authority that the
meeting in question was important, and
I have agreed with him. But I wish to
add that some occurrences are so important, in the sense, that they are both
dangerous and discouraging, that one
must
laugh or else one would be inclined
to
weep.
It was important because it accomplished
what I hope Mr. Goldburg did not wish
it to accomplish. It gave a lot of unfair ammunition to people who are at
enmity with the motion jiicture in whole
or in part. The remarks Mr. Quinn made
have gone broadcast tliroiigli the press
of the country. Today Jlr. Quinn is
echoing them clear across the continent
on his noisy journey back to California.
My chief impatience with Mr. Goldburg.
aside from his sudden espousal of local
censorship, was that I felt he had stimulated Mr. Quinn to a further recital of
fact and fancy at the meeting referred
to. and I believe Mr. GoUlDurg should not
have done tliat, for it was .iust what ^r^.
Quinn wanted, and. like the bull in the
china shop, the more Mr. Quinn smashed
the wilder he grew.
In closing
I observe
that The National Board may
has stooa
so stalwartly
and
for so long by the cause of the motion
picture, and endured so steadfastly in the
conviction of the pjctiires' power and
right that it may assume a little share
at least in the running commentary on
the screen's uses and at)uses. it may assume a little share in the lifting of the
veil of misunderstanding and thoughtless
adverse criticism that often descends upon the screen's offerings. The National
Board has stuck to the last.
Very truly
yours,
W. A.
BARRETT,
Review Secretary.

We Place Insurance for

Norma Talmage
Film Corp.
[Watch Others)
this Space

THE

STOLEN

for

CAR

--Is youi- automobile insured'.'- If not don't wait another hour to
get in touch with us. To-morrow miglit be too late. We are insurance specialists to the motion picture industry — and in additioxi
to reliability, offer you efiicieucy .-lud economy — your jdione is
handy.
^^____

Julian Johnson, editor of Photoplay
Magazine, says what he likes about
anything he praises and no one disputes him. He said— "In 'THE
WEAKER VESSEL' you have a
positive roar." See it for yourself at
any Universal exchange.

EUBEN CXMUELS

IrtFurancQ ^H^
^XAL

&0ERVICE
Maiden Lane

5425

- 5^426 - 9427 - 5428

Phone
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Campaign Planned
Madison, Wis. — The Association
Commerce plans to ask the co-ojr
ation of Madison women's organp
tions in a campaign of Americana
tion and instruction in munica
government through motion
turcs.
Ruggles with Selznick
Myron Selznick has signed Web
Ruggles on a long term contrf
and
will direct
Owen Moore's
Selznick
production.
Grandtenand
donMankato,
advance Minn.
prices— from
an(f|.'-J
teen
cents
to
ten
and
twenty|
cents.

TiiK

Theatre,

that i,s only half
filled is running at
5()% of efficiency.
The est best
wav to and
bringsur-it
up to "100% is by
displaying
RITCHEY posters.

RITCMEY
i.i'ruo. coun.

406W.31>tSt..N.Y. Fhone CheUea 8388

T
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sMI
In the Courts

*^
City Court Justice Allen has diited Fannie Jupiter to give particurs in suit against the Borough
leater Co. to recover damages for
i Liries.

Fair Murder Mystery Subject Gets Off to Rather Slow Start
Gladys

Leslie

in

"The Girl
Woman"
Vitagraph

In the suit of the C. K. Y. Film
(rp. against Clara Kimball Young DIRECTOR
Thomas R. Mills
;d Harry I. Garson, Supreme Court AUTHOR
,
A. Van Buren Powell
BY
Edward J. Montagne
jjtice Luce has granted an attach- SCENARIO
|;nt against the property
of the CAMERAMEN
Robert W. Stevens, Frank
Heats,
fendants.
Arthur Ross and Jules Cronjadere.
AS A WHOLE
Got off to a very slow start, but
later proved to be a very fair murder mys=
jeorge L. Shook and Charles V.
tery subject with several favorable features.
ry have filed an answer in the Su:me Court to the suit of William STORY
Moderately clever in its plot complica=
tions; told how girl cleared her father by
Kemble to recover $25,000 damsolving mystery.
;s on the ground that the deMaintained
suspense
in a very
dants broke a contract by which DIRECTION
fair manner;
handled
material
intelligently
got an option on their property
with one or two exceptions.
Arctic City, Port Henry; N. Y.
Varies; most of it very good
e defendants alleged that the PHOTOGRAPHY
.intiff failed to tender a lease for CAMERA WORK. . . .Some effective angles on a few
exteriors.
;cution, refused to pay the rent
Good all the way through
:scribed, and they also contended LIGHTINGS
Appeared
to much
better advantage
as
it the option terminated because STAR
"grown up" than as little girl; role wasn't
y sold the property for not less
over=exacting.
;n $50,000.
SUPPORT
All of the players did well enough;
best known
actor in supporting
cast was
Maurice Costello.
EXTERIORS
Some
pretty stuff in woods
and
fields.
'ittsburg.
Pa. — American
taken
-r by W. R. Baker and_ Walter N. INTERIORS
Up to the mark
Her and renamed Family.
DETAIL
Efficiently handled
Chicago. — Leo Porges has dis- CHARACTER OF STORY
The "sweet young
used of the Twentieth Century, at
thing"
finds innocent
herself ofgrown
up and proves
her father
murder.
0 Roosevelt
RoacT, to Isaac and
irris Perlman. The theater has a LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,414 feet
.ting capacity of 800 and the re?ted consideration is $80,000.
iinneapolis, Minn.— Liberty sold THE GIRL WOMAN" is a very fail- program offering. If they only hadn't forgotten to put some
O. M. Whittington
and Wm.
story into tlie lirst two reels it v.'oukl have been
rkinson.
nmch better than \ery fair, because after things did get
started tlie film hekl interest in a very fair degree.
■pringfield,
Mass.
—
Grand
sold
to
in Kamuda.
But tlie olfering's early footage was quite slow and
Linton, Mass. — Strand
reopened draggy. It was devoted mostly to "'little girl" stuff
ler manager of John McLean.
— you know, that sugary-sweet and gusliily-sentiirJashua, N. H.— Park to be re- mental stuff showing the shero in short skirts and
not being able to convince folks that she is grown up,
delled.
even if she is seventeen years old.
oncord, N. H.— Charles H. Bean
The director did his best to make this footage interened Pastime.
esting by getting into the film a convincing Southern
ima, Ohio. — G. O. Dupuis buys
ette.
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village atmosphere, and planting the fact that most of
the characters most intimately concerned were friends
or acquaintances of long standing. In this part of the
film one or two fair tyi)es were introduced, and some
of the other directorial touches were good, but it was
not until after Gladys Leslie had given a surprise
party at which she wore "grown-up" clothes that
things became really interesting.
However, as soon as the "child" had been transformed into a beautiful young woman the film made
a successful bid for interest. The love interest became
a bit stronger and things began to transpire in the
girl's life that made them of considerable concern on
the part of the spectator. After the characters had
been planted the film took a turn into the realm of
murder mystery, and there were many suspeuseful
sequences, quite well done, and altogether holding
up. As the story pi-ogressed the tension was applied
and then gradually loosened in just about the proper
proiiortioii to make the plot easy to follow, yet unbending enough to carry through to the end.
Interest livened during a series of pas.sages in which
Maurice Costello escaped from jail and came to Gladys'
house. He was about to kill the elderly man Gladys
believed to be her father when the girl stepped in.
It developed that Costello was Gladys' father, and
that had
the man
had to
brought
her up"
was insisted
the judge
who
sent who
Costello
jail. The
judge
on
Costello's telling Gladys the whole story. Through
a flash-back it was seen that Costello had been convicted of murder on circumstantial evidence. Gladys'
sympathies swayed to her father's side after she had
heard the story, and she was instrumental in aiding
him to escn])e. She hid liim in a cabin used bv her
as a playhouse.
Through logical plot development it was seen that
the presid(Mit of the bank in which Costello had once
been a clerk v.-as very much interested in his capture.
(rladys. believing in her father's innocence, started
out in an endeavor to solve the mystery. The fiance
helii(>d her and her father get away when the sheriff
was bi-ought to the cabin by the bank president.
In New York Gladys got a job as chambermaid in
an apartment house where a girl from the village lived.
Through intei-esting stuff Gladys wormed from the girl
the confession that the bank president
had killed the
man in the bank. The crude touch was where several
detectives came from nowhere into the apartment and
said that they had heard the whole thing.
Of course;, with Costello vindicated, the way was
left clear for the father and daughter to go back to the
village, where Gladys again saw the man she loved.

All in All, a Very Fair Program Offering

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
For ])rograiu stuff "The (Jirl Woman" is not at all advertising it is suggested that you select pictures
showing Gladys both as the little girl and as the
bad. There is much in the film that will appeal to the
young woman — showing the contrast. This probably
.-iverage movie audience, and if this one comes to you
on contract you have no cause for worry despite its will appeal especially to her followers. The title may
be just a bit misleading to some of your crowd in that
early slowness. That slowness contains much stuff
it may suggest to them a different sort of a story than
that will get it by with the usual regulars — especially
is filmed. Tell them the girl solves a murder mystery
in view of the impression that will be made by the
latter i)art of the film.
of several years' standing, thereby clearing her
father's name.
If you have run any of Glad.ys Leslie's pictures in
The film is not one that permits of any wide diveryour theater you know how she stands Avith your
gence of advertising angles. It is just a pretty fair
crowd. It might not be a bad idea also to mention
picture, without any really outstanding features, and
in advertising besides the name of the star, that of
can be relied upon to satisfy the average program
^laurice Costello. While he is not featured, you know
crowd. It certainly would not go as a special attracwhat a gang of followers he had in the heyday of his
tion or anything like that, but it's worthy of the
career, and it's quite certain that most of your reguamount of advertising you are in the habit of giving
lars will be glad to see him again.
If you use Illustrations in your newspaper or other
your program stuff.
•^EEK
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Lytton Adopts a Son
L. Rogers Lytton believes IB
there is something in a name ai
that a young man who aspires
make his mark in the film wo
ought to be aided to the extent
having a good one. For that reai
he has obtained the permission
Surrogate Cohalan to adopt Jc
Upton Perkins, 21 years old, v
will be known as John Upton Lyt
in the future.
Lytton told the Surrogate thal^
is unmarried and that Perkins i
made his home with him for the f
year. He has ambitions to beco
a motion picture producer, but
parents are without funds to aid 1:
and he believes that as his adoj
son, bearing his name and having
financial aid, the young man
realize his aspirations.

Putting It Over
Here ts tioiv a "brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloix) know hoiu you cleaned
up.
Brooklyn, N. Y.— Harry Etelhertz,
manager of the Hamilton, used one
of the cleverest ideas in putting over
a show recently, that any exhibitor
has yet tried. He is said to have
succeeded admirably. The problem
before him was to introduce Joe
Martin, Universal's monkey comedian, to his people.
Etelhertz started with a series of
slides:
1.— Who is the greatest comedian
in the movies?
2. — -Think it over and leave a note
at the box office.
The notes left at the box office included about every comedian in the
world, both in and out of the movies.
Even the ex-Crown prince of Germany was included, probably by
some one who had seen "Hiding in
Holland." Chaplin got the most
votes.
The next day the slides began
again:
Most people think Charlie Chaplin is the greatest comedian. Do
you?
That puzzled them, said Etelhertz,
and their astonishment was even
greater at the next slide.
We don't.
And
the next.
Did you ever see him?
Joe Martin will appear in a comedy
written and directed by himself, July
27.

WHAT
States
have
censorship
laws

9

OPEN YOUR EYES
Warner's new production will hav(
its initial opening on Broadway a
the Central Theatre. The lobb^
display which we made is ai
exact duplicate now ehowinjt a
the Shubert in Boston it will
This is the demure self Constance Talmadge presents in the opening
reel of "A Temperamental Wife." Critics who have seen it pronounce
this John Emerson-Anita Loos First National attraction as peppy as a
French Bedroom Farce.
*Advt.

New Theaters
Chicago, 111. — J. M. Browarsky &
Co. to erect $400,000 theater to seat
3,000.
Warren,

Pa. — Strand to reopen.

Emporia,
Kan^ — Theater 1)uilding.
Toledo, O. — Sun & James Amusement Co. to build $300,000 theater.
Salt Lake City. — Rialto in course
of construction.
Kansas City, Mo. — E. J. Grubel
and F. C. Grubel to erect $250,000
house.
Napa, Cal.— R. R. Blumenfcld and
John Knox to build $40,000 playhouse to seat 1,500.
Mercede, Cal. — C. H. Douglas to
erect $35,000 theater.
Huntsville, Ala. — Hutchen Co. to
build theater to cost $100,000 and
seat 1,000.
Ranger, Tex. — Beshgeetorian &
Cabelli to build theater.
Sturgis, Ky. — Lindle Bros, building picture house.
Williston, N. D. — Orpheum to cost
$30,000.
Americus, Ga. — Walter Rylander
to build $60,000 house.
Dayton, O. — Polish White Eagle
Bldg Co. to build $18,000 picture theater.
Berkeley, Cal. — Unknown party to
build $125,000 theater to seat 1,500.

Year Book
Will Tell

"MICKEY"

(Special to (FID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Dave Morris will
direct several new Bulls Eye novelties which will be ready for release
about Sept. 15.
The players selected by Director
Albert Parker for the Clara Kimball Young Production "Eyes of
Youth" include William Courtleigh,
Vincent Serrano, Edmund Lowe, Anders Randolf, Gareth Hughes, Sam
Sothern, Pauline Starke and Rodolfo
Valantino.
Margarita

"The Dangerous
Whitcomb.
The

second

Bulls Eye

Talent" by Daniel
release of the new

Films featuring Charlie

Iowa

dress
Box 100, care of WID'{
New York.

THE DARK STAI
Now at the RIVOl

TITLES
BY

ERNEST
"THE

STER
TiTLEMAN"

145 WEST 43th STREET
PHONE— BRYANT 8973

Dorety, has been entitled "Haunted
Hearts" by Jay Mulhauser.
Ethel Clayton has commenced
work on "The Fear Market" under
direction of Robert G. Vignola.
Wallace

Reid

will begin

work

Concern

Children Pay More
Dayton, O. — Theaters here will
soon do
with half-price admissions foraway
children.

FOR SALE

State Rights, two states o
Mack Sennett's Productio
"Mickey," $6,000.00 Cash. Ac

Fisher has completed

al)Out August 18th on "Hawthorne
of the U. S. A." under direction of
Des Moines, la. — Hawkeye, Inc., is James Cruze.
the name of a new organization to
makes pictures in California. The
In the supporting cast of Marconcerned has a capital of $50,000
Clark's production entitled
and Frederick Sullivan, formerly di- "A Girl guerite
Named Mary" are Kathlyn
rector of the Princess, is prominent Williams and Wallace MacDonald.
in the new venture.
New

Wid's 1919

Coast Brevities

"Open your Eyes"
KHAU8 MFG. CO.
220 WeBt 42nd St., N. T.

Because of the results obtained by
Director William C. Dowlan, Harry
Kline at Universal has persuaded
Dowlan to stay with that concern to
produce a series of features.

THE
Must

BEST
PICTURE
to make money
have

a perfect
negative
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then ph
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1st Nat'l
Through
Catherine
MacDonald Productions

Zeidman Here
rith Other Mayer Workers — Bring
Print of "Kingdom of Dreams"
£ennie Zeidman together with
'aldemar Young and Billy Shea of
e Louis B. Mayer organization, ar.^ed Sunday from the Coast, bringg with them a print of "Kingdom
)n.Dreams," the big all star producLouis Mayer also came East but
ifitchcd ofT and went to Boston. He
(11 come to New York in a few
ys.
Bennie was so busy yesterday rewing acquaintances and paying
lis
says he hadn't
ne tothat
comeJoeto Lee
the ofifice.
Kleine, of Washington, Here
Fred Kleine, manager of Loew's
>lumbia, Washington, is in New
3rk stopping at the Astor.
No. 163

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
P^XPERIENCE counts in ad■^ vertising the same as in
every other line of endeavor —
The successful advertiser banks
on experience — not cxperi[>ments — Experience has taught
some of the best advertising
brains in the film world that it
pays to advertise in WID'S
DAILY— Like the man who
hails from Missouri, they have
been shown — not in theory, but
from the standn^^int of practical results — If you are in doubt
—A TEST will TELL.
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n

France Puts on Ban
Decree

i
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Secured — Twelve in Series
First National officially announces
e taking over of the Katherine
acDonald Productions. The conact calls for a series of 12 to be deered in two years.
Two productions have already
en delivered to First National,
lese are "The Bleeders" and "The
lunderbolt."
Miss MacDonald is at the head of
r own company producing in Calirnia.
J. D. Williams and Harry Schwal, of First National after closing
e contract left for Colorado
)rings for a week's vacation.

HIM. ^^^^1

H
^
L im

H
1 II 11^*

is Construed
As Fostering
Domestic
Production

Press dispatches say that France
has restricted showings of films to
those depicting actual happenings or
facts. The dispatch, dated Paris.
says: "Censorship by the Ministry of
Public Instruction of all motion picture films, except those representing
facts or actual happenings is provided for by a decree printed in the
Journal Olficial today. The approval
of the Ministry must be obtained before the pictures may be shown in
public. The decree does not affect
measures which may be taken by
local authorities along the same lines,
in the interest of public order.
"A committee of 30 was appointed
by the Ministry to examine scenarios and films. The cost of the examination must be borne by the producers according to a fixed scale.
Edmund Ratisbonne who is the
official representative of the French
government for motion pictures in
{Continued on Page 6)
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Lieut. Jack Levering supporting Helen Holmes in "The Fatal Fortune"
Rolfe Specials
is noted for his pugilistic ability. The greatest rough and tumble fight
3
^
Producer
Has
Acquired
Robert
^
ever screened will be seen in this new S. L. K. Serial.
'Advt.
Chambers'
Stories — Affiliated
With
A. H. Fischer
B. A. Rolfe will make a series of
Perfecting Plans
To Inspect Studio
special productions for the A. H.
Eastman
Plant "Brushing
up" for Somborn, Equity Pictures, Now on Fischer .Features, Inc. He has acNational Association
Meeting
Way to Coast — First Release in
October
a number
of "bestThe
sellers"
Robert quiredW.
Chambers.
first by
to
{By Long Distance Phone)
H. K. Somborn, president of be filmed will be ' "The Shining
Rochester. — The entire Eastman
Kodak organization is busy getting Equity Pictures Corp. is now on his
Production will be at the Thanarrangements perfected for the Na- way to the coast where he will in- houser studio in New Rochelle which
spect
the
new
Garson
studios
and
tional Association crowd expected
A. H. Fischer has purchased. Rolfe
this morning. Ninety are expected consult with Clara Kimball Young himself will direct and in the first
production he is being assisted by
from New York and four from on her first production.
Band." De Vonde. Arthur A. CadChester
Chicago.
"Eyes of Youth," the first Young well
will be head of the camera staff.
will l^e released in OcWhen the party arrives this morn- production,
tober.
Charles A. Logue has been ening, they will go to Kodak Park and
The new studio is said to be one
to adapt the Chambers' stories
then the photographers will get of the most complete on the Coast. for the gagedscreen.
busy. At the dinner to be given in
"The
Shining
Band" company is at
{Continued on Page 6)
the evening, George Eastman will
present in the Adirondacks shooting
act as host. William A. Brady will
exteriors.
speak as will Dr. Rush Reed, president of Manchester University, who
Rowland
Coming
Home
Gets
"My
Boy"
will outline Mr. Eastman's plan for a Priest
Richard
.A..
Rowland
of
Metro is
Robert
W.
Priest,
The
Film
MarNational Academy of Motion Pic
ture Art.
ket, has world rights on the latest on his way home on board the Nieuw
Amsterdam. The boat is due in NcW
No one here would either confirm
Blackton
production
"My
Boy."
York August 16.
or deny that Samuel Rothapfel
would be placed in charge of the Working title was "Moonshine and
Rialto Honors Hammerstein
theater but the ofificial announcement
of his appointment is expected to
Dr. Hu2:o Riesenfeld of the Rialto
be made at the dinner tonight.
and Rivoli paid a tribute in memory
Shadow." Mitchell with Fox
Eastman has already secured a site
of Oscar Hammerstein yesterday
Pell
Mitchell
prominently
identifor his theater on Main Street, in
fied with Gaumont is now with Fox morning when the flag at the Rialto
the heart of the theatrical district. News assisting Herbert E. Hancock. was lowered at half-mast. At eleven
One of the features of the proposed
Lawrence Darmour replaces Mitch- o'clock,, at the time of the funeral
services, a bugler played taps.
ell with Gaumont.
{Continued on Page 2)
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Theaters

Ft. Wayne, Ind. — W. C. Quimby
to build picture theater.
Rock Island, 111. — Fort Armstrong
theater
being built. To cost $260,000.

Sioux Falls, S. D. — Toohey Bros
to erect $50,000 theater.
South Tacoma, Wash. — Orpheum
opened.
F. C ("VVid") Gunning, President and TreasWheeling, W. Va. — Victory to
urer; Joseph Dannenb'erjT, \'Icc-I*resident
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business open.
Manager.
Colfax, Wash. — Bungalow to be reopened under name of Liberty by
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under .\1. G. Hays.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Columbia, S. C. — R. W. Robinson,
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 head of company, to erect picture
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, theater.
$15.00.
Turlock, Cal. — New theater at
Subscribers should remit with order
North Broadway and Olive Sts.
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
Los Angeles. — Alice Barnsdall to
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
erect house to cost $200,000 and seat
1,200.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office:
605-606-607 Wright
&
Frankford, Del. — Picture theater
Callender
Bldg., Telephone
Broadway
3889. to be opened
shortly.
Hollywood, Cal., Office:
217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Bonncrs Ferry, Ida. — New Amazon
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.
to seat 500.
North Webster, Ind.— W. H. Bockman builds new theater.
Government Endorsement
Portsmouth, O. — Simon Labold
Washington, D. C. — Dr. Claude C.
Pierce, ah official of the U. S. Public may erect theater.
Health Service, is quoted as follows
on the withdrawal of government enHouse Changes
dorsement offilms:
Modesto. Cal. — Pete H. Markowitz
"We do not want to be understood as being unfavorable to motion buys half interest in Modesto.
pictures as a valuable feature from
Hamilton, O. — Front of Rialto bean educational standpoint in all
ing renovated.
health campaigns. The Public Health
Dell
Rapids, S. D.— H. L. UpdeService, however, cannot make a
policy of endorsing films for com- graf¥ buys theater.
Ossining. N. Y. — Chas. D. Wagner
mercial purposes. It is necessary,
therefore, that we refrain from in- manager of Victoria.
dorsing any. We will continue to
Exeter, N. H.— Ralph Pratt buys
exhibit our own pictures in cam- Opera House.
paigns. But we will not give endorseBucyrus, O. — Mrs. R. W. Noyer
ment to films used by private con- buys Grand.
cerns in the future."
Philadelphia. — G. J. Reich buys a
picture house.
Worcester, Mass. — Edward Ravane
to improve Star.
Jacksonville, Fla. — Arcade to open
after alterations.
Copyiight
1919,
Inc.
Published
New York,
N.
FILM
FOLKS,

Wid's
Film44th
Folks,
Dailv Film
at 71-73andWest
St.,
V.,
by
WiD'S
FILMS
and
INC.

New Oregon Company
{Special to fVID'S DAILY)
Salem, Ore. — The Columbia Film
Corp. has been formed here with a
capital of $50,000 to produce pictures,
buy and distribute. The incorporators are L. S. McNutt, O. R. Stack
and Oscar Erelter.
Some List
Just an idea of what Goldwyn will
have available through the ShubertWoods deal can be gleaned through
the Shubert announcement of its
1919-1920 production plans. They
will put on over 200 shows. And
that's only one year, too.

«avs:
Think you've seen big serials? Think
you can spot a winner when its
flashed before your eyes? Then see
all that the cut-iips
the great JAMES J. CORBETT in
Operations
claim
them to are
be.
And then some. —
the Universal big new serial "THE Harry Poppe.
MIDNIGHT MAN."

Tuesday, August 5, lij

Perfecting Plans

Mil

(Continued from Page 1)
.A.cadcmy will be a 100-piece symphony orchestra.

J. W.had
A. a
.A. statistician might have
pleasant time figuring how much
wealth was represented around the
Information Booth, Grand Central
Terminal, last night about 11 o'clock.
That's where the film high .lights
gathered before entering their special section to Rochester and the
N. \. M. P.I. third annual meeting.
William Fox, in view of his untiring efforts in the Association is being mentioned cjuite persistently as
candidate for the presidency. William .\. Brady has neither signified
his willingness or refusal to run
again for the office.
The meeting is being looked upon
as quite important. A number of
problems will be discussed at Rochester including what is perhaps the
most important, the repeal of Federal taxes on films. Other problems
include fire prevention regulations,
film thefts, transportation, censorship and Sunday opening.
Herewith is an official list of those
who left New York last night for
the annual meeting:
W. W. Hodkinson. A. E. Smith,
I. M. Quinn, J. Stuart Blackton,
Samuel L. Rothapfel, J. L. San,
Have you seen Joe Skirboll's i
Leonard Abrams, Paul Brunet, Oscar A. Price. Lewis Innerarity, W. est ad copy on Chaplin's "Sui
.\. Brady, W. R. Rothacker, H. H.
Bruener, Tom Persons, J. P. McDonnell, Thos. Evans, Adolph Zukor,
Papers
Increase
Film Sectic:
Marcus Loew, Arthur S. Friend,
loseph A. Golden, A. Alperstein, W.
{Special to H'ID'S DAILY)
E. Atkinson, T. Robert Rubin, FredMinneapolis. — The three
H. Ellio'tt, Walter
John C.W.Flinn,
Wal-J. newspapers here have decided t
ter erick
S. Greene,
Irwin,
side?"the space devoted to pi'
crease
B. French, W. E. Shallenberger, L. J. news. Hereafter they will car
Sclznick, A. E. Lowe, Ed. Bowes, J. four-page section every week
Brulatour, J. McKeon, Joseph M. gardless of the amouni of advt
Shear, P. L. Waters, Gabriel L. ing received instead of the usua
Hess, Max Goldstein, Al Lichtman,
Rene Silz, Edward Murphy, A. G.
The Tribune has started its!
Whyte. C. H. Dunning, W. V. D. section and the Journal and
Kelly, Nicholas Kessel, Chas. Urban, will do the same thing sometirj
Henry Joy, .A.llen A. Lowncs, G. A. page.
the early fall.
Ruben
and Fi
Skinner, Albert DeRoode, Jamison stein have been active in brii
Handy, William Wright, Richard about the new policy.
Fiedler, Arthur Hernandez, Sam
Spedon, George Maurice. P. H.
Stilson, Frank Meyers. H. Minot
Pitman, Coufal, W. J. Clark, Chas.
C. Pcttijohn. H. C. Cornelius, Richard Brady, W. Wentz, Harry Raver,
Some
People
F. Doublier, Leslie Mason. Louis
Blumenthal, Edward Earle, E. Kenwill not enter a
dall Gillette, W. A. Johnston, Fred
T. Beecroft, J. P. Chalmers, George
theatre where
Blaisdell, .Mbert H. Banshaf, Russel
RITCHEY posters
B. Smith. Robert Hall, John Brophy,
Russel Walsh, and Messrs. Jacquet,
are on display —
Kendall and Sentou.
Rifkin Re-building
{Special to JVID'S DAILY)
Boston. — Herman Rifkin is rapidly
re-building his ofifices. the Eastern
Feature Film Co., at 57 Church St.,
which were badly damaged by fire.
The new quarters will be more elaborate than the old.
Houdini will write a biography of
the life and work of Harry Keller,
magician.

they realize how
difficult it will be
to find an empty

seat!

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.

40C W. 3UI St.. N.Y. Pbone Clicbei 83»
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^eet Mr. Manufacturer

A. H. Woods has issued the
following statement in connection with his recent alliance
with Goldwyn:
"The time has come, as I
knew it surely would come,
when the great motion picture
concerns would have to come
to the legitimatie producer for
the bulk of their material. The
theatrical manager has become
the manufacturer, so to speak,
for the screen company. The
better material <:omes to him
first and he reaches the public
more directly with that material. He is able to establish an
intimate relation between the
play and the audience which
:an later be capitalized when
the play enters upon its screen
career. In my iown career, I
have tried to bring into the
legitimate theater, in the plays
the 'punch'
produced,
I have
and
action
of the cinema, and
for that reason I believe that
my plays are particularly
adapted for motion picture reproduction."

Now in Preparation

WID'S 1919
YEAR BOOK

Priest in Deal

Third Annual Production
Booked Solid
Everywhere
For the Coming Year

iiohert W. Priest has closed a
1 for the exclusive distribution of
films of Argus Enterprises, Inc.,
levcland company. The first pice is "The House Without Chiln" directed by Samuel Brodsky
. written by R. H. McLaughlin,
'he film opens gT the Klaw and
anger theater in Cleveland Sun", and at the same time a stage
sion of it will play at the Shut Colonial theater in the saine

Containing a World of Informative Data,
Statistics, Past Performances and an All

'riest has sold through his organion, the Film Market, the for1 rights on the first Argus feature
[nternational Photoplay Distribu:, Inc.

Star Cast of Announcements
to

every
Exhibitor,

Mickey's Canadian Record
oronto. — "Mickey" starring MaNormand is having an unprececed run at the Grand Opera
ise, and on Tuesday, July 29th,
brated its 100th consecutive pernance of absdlute capacity in
e of periods of sweltering wea■ and over two!weeks of a street
strike.
"Mickey" has beaten all
nous
records.

E. H. Emmick
.{San Francisco) Says .
Many exhibitors
have made money
by billing

of Interest

Producer, Distributor,
Director,
and
Star —

For September Release

Christie Comedies
as big as features
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MONTE

M. KATTERJOHN

VJMO
IS CREATING
AND
OF
FOUR
KATTERJOHN
HARRY
GARSON
A STUDY
MON

ji\ **J* '•<l* '*

FROM
UIFE
RANDALL

SUPERVISING
SPECIALS
FOR

BY

THE
PRODUCTION
PRESENTATION
BY

i
I

A

CONSTITUTION

I want to thank the many exhibitors who have written
me their suggestions for my series of Special Productions.
I shall strive to realize their expectations by interpreting
their valuable counsel and assistance into wholesome
screen entertainment.
My every effort shall be toward creating life reflections
which will merit the good will of all exhibitors.
Into every scene and title goes my entire reputation.
The public is my task^-master.
Sincerely,

Distributed by

PICTURES

H.K.Sombortv
PRESIDENT

■

C O R.P O RA.TI O N

Jos.Schniizer
T R. E A.3 U RER.'
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France Puts on Ban
(Continued from Page 1)
America, is now in France and his
office first secured knowledge of the
new restrictions when so informed
by WID'S Daily.
The decree is construed to mean
that France as part of the reconstruction policy, is determined to
bar out all outside films. The clause
"except those representing facts or
gs" was interpreted
actual happenin
to mean that only industrials which
constitute a small part of the American exportation will be allowed to
enter.
In May, Jules Demaria, president
of the Association of Moving Picture Manufacturers in France, arrived in this country to interest
American film men in an international exposition to be held in Paris,
1920. The following is an extract
of the statement he gave to the
press at that time regarding French
conditions:
Producing is practically nil because
of the lack of labor and financial
means. Demaria hails the coming of
Fox to EiTope in a producing capacity and possibly Famous Players
as a boom to the French industry,
and a closer understanding between
America and France.
At the same time, he thinks that
that establishment of their own exchange systems in France will result in the flooding of the market
there with mediocre films of their
own manufacture which French buyers had refused. This in the long
run will mean lower rentals, according to Demaria.
Last week the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce at Washington reported that the Italian Government would restrict all films unless a special Treasury license was
first secured.

Ask for Receiver

To Inspect Studio
(Continued from Page 1)
It is built on a four acre tract in the
Edendale district in Los Angeles.
The grounds, building and construction of every sort have been carried
out along old mission lines. The entrance gate and its high stone walls
form an exact reproduction of the
famous walls of the San Gabriel Mission. The belfry of this gate and
of the adjoining buildings are all
adorned with the replica of the old
mission cliimcs. The walls of the
grounds are 20 feet in thickness in
places and house a large number of
the dressing rooms.
One of the features of the plant is
the stage which is entirely enclosed
and built of stucco. The stage stands
well over 60 feet in height and its
floor space is 145 feet square, giving
considerably over 20,000 square feet
of stage room. Extending across one
end is the scene dock with capacity
to handle flat equipment of a dozen
or more productions. Adjoining the
stage on the south are the carpenter
shops. The studios were built by
Edward W. Butcher, studio manager.
Dazey Signed by Beck
Charles T. Dazey, author of a
number of well known stories, has
been secured by Arthur F. Beck to
head his scenario and continuity department. Dazey is at work on a
special feature.
Meet

Miss

Doerr,

Official

Guide

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Louisville, Ky. — The First National exchange has been receiving
so many of the Tennessee and Kentucky exhibitors in its offices that
Miss Helen Doerr has been ap"officialthe
guide"
bunch allpointed
over
place.to show the

National of Denver Made Defendant
in Suit for $22,000 Claims
Denver, Col. — A demand upon the
District Court of Littleton for a receiver to take charge of the affairs
of the National Film Corporation
and for possession of the land on
which its plant is located at Englewood, is made in a suit filed by E. J.
Johnson, represented by Harry A.
Lindsley, attorney.
The complaint charges that Johnson contracted with O. D. Wood'A'ard, organizer of the National Film
Corporation, to give the company an
option and lease oh the land until
August, 1920, under certain conditions. The purchase price under this
contract was to be $13,554.61, and the
purchaser was to assume a mortgage
held by Jacob C. Jones.
It is alleged that the film company
has failed to carry out the conditions
in the option and lease.
The filing of the receivership suit
was characterized by the law firm of
Dunklee & Dunklce, which represents the film company, as "an attempt to wreck the concern."
The National Film Corp. of Denver, has no connection with the better known company, the National
Film Corp. of America headed by
"SmiHng Bill" Parsons.
New R. & F. House
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Coast Brevities j
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood, Cal. — Wilton Taylc
whoNew
appeared
the Lav
in
York, in
has "Within
a prominent
pa
in the current William Desmond pn
duction
"The Prince success
and Betty"
P.
G. Wodehouse
beii
screened

at the Jesse

D.

Hampti

Lurlinc Lyons who played a ps
in
udios. returns to the sere
St"Ramona"
after a year's absence in a Spani
role with the H. B. Warner Co
pany at the Jesse D. Hampton S'
Theodore Marsdon is directi
Earl
Williams in his newest Vi
dio.
graph production.
Helen Chadwick has lieen added
the Lasky company's payroll. She
playing opposite Robert Warwic
Henry Kolker has signed to si
port Bessie Barriscale in "The R(
of Egypt" her current production
Going South
Corene
Uzzele
has left for 5
Antonio where she will work in
next Maclyn Arbuckle productior

Salkin Leaves Pathe
Ikin, w /
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — Maurice
Salkin
has been with Pathe for a num
of years, has left that or
to join the Bee Hive exchange,
will be on the road.
eanizat'

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Minneapolis. — Ruben and Finkelstein have added the Lyndale at Lake
St. and Lyndale Ave. to their chain
of theaters. The purchase ;madc
Kunsky W.
Buys Trendle,
"Grain ofacting
Dust"
George
from Jack Martin makes this the circuit's
22nd
theater
in
the
Twin
Cities.
John
Grain Kunsky,
of Dust" hasfor purchased
Michigan, "T
first showing will be at the Madis
Frohman Man with Metro
Detroit, in August, backed by a st
campaign.
Amos Myers, formerly technical wide newspaper
director with Daniel Frohman, has
Beck Plans 3 Serials Yearly
been engaged by Metro in like capaArthur
F. Beck will productj
for "Please Get Married" with serials yearly and for that pur
Viola cityDana.
the Arthur
F. Beck
Serial
P
Mabel Ballin with Lincoln
have been organized.

Charnas Due Here Today
Harry L. Charnas, president of the
Standard Film Service Film Service,
Theater Managers on Vacations
operating in Cleveland, Cincinnati
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
and Detroit is expected in New York
Minneapolis. — Three theater man- today.
He will stop at the Astor.
agers here have forsaken work for
vacations. They are Charles Perry,
Off for Coast
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Mason City Combine
of the Strand; William Koch of the
Los Angeles. — Mabel Ballin is
Betty Blythe and Myrtle Stedman playing opposite Elmo Lincoln in
Astor, Grand and New Garden, and
Mason City, Iowa. — A. J. Dieh
Arthur, have forme
Bert Goldman, of the New Princess have just left for the Coast where "The Beach Comber" a story writ- and Tom
they
will
work
in
the
new
Rex
Beach
and New Majestic in St. Paul, right
ten
by
J.
G.
Hawks.
Rex
Ingraham
partnership
and
consolidated
is directing.
across the river.
Palace and Cecil.
production, "The Silver Horde."
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Some Very Fair Western Stuff in Film Version of Novel
Benj.

Producer" o
will get
the highest price on the

Entire
•oreign Rights
from

■^'^f__

iillespie BrosrC(|
^20 W. 42nd St., nIS

NATIONAL
paramount^rfcra^t

>VEEK

Special
lithographs
free

Prod. — W. W.

Hodkinson

Corp.

it

The Westerners"

0/

^sitively Good Pictures

B. Hampton

DIRECTOR
Edward
Sloman
AUTHOR
Stewart
Edward White
SCENARIO
BY
E. Richard Schayer
CAMERAMAN
i . .* . . . John Seitz
AS A WHOLE
Well=acted Western meller with
some quite good characterizations; largely
straight
narration; sometimes a bit
slow and screen
draggy.
STORY

Adapted from the well=known novel of
the same title.
DIRECTION
Staged a few good fights; handled
players well; pictorially. effective.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good kll the way through
LIGHTINGS
Some excellent soft, natural back=
lightings on exteriors; interiors 0. K.
CAMERA
WORK
Showed
variety of angles;
some very good long shots.
PLAYERS
Commendable
work
done by entire
company; the acting one of the picture's
chief virtues; cast includes Roy Stewart, Wil=
fred Lucas, Robert McKim, Mildred Man=
ning, Frankie Lee, Mary Jane Irving, Gra=
ham Pettie and Dorothy Hagar.
EXTERIORS
All of them true=to=locale;
much
good Western stuff obtained.
INTERIORS
Up to the mark
DETAIL
Helped
maintain
atmosphere
of two
generations ago.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Western meller with=
out offensive features.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,200 feet
STEWART EDWARD WHITE'S wcll-kuowu novel,
"The Westerners," has been made into a very fair
Western meller. The picture is by 110 means a wonder, or anything near a wonder. Ir is just a very
fair Western subject with considerable good stuff, of
its type, and also some slow and draggy footage. Cue
of the picture's chief virtues was the work of the
players. All of the characterizations were good, and
the director and players were careful to see that the
character-drawings was not spoiled by over-acting.
And the characters themselves, as drawn by the author, were what made the novel of interest. The director and cameraman
obtained
no small degree of

Will Go Over Well if Your Folks Like Westerns

Box Office Analysis
Here's one that will go over A-ery aa'cII before a
*^ FAMOUS PIAYERS-I.ASRY CORPORATION Sff^"'
croAvd that is partial to Westerns, but its ability to
stand up before a doAviitoAvn crowd is not so great.
While the story of the picture is the work of a wellknown author, the story nevertheless is of a quite faiddy" Popular in Quaker City
miliar type. Of course, more trouble AA'as gone to in
producing this one than the ordinary Western meller,
(Special tn JVID'S DAILY)
;iladelphia. — "Daddy Long Legs" and there are seA'eral little ends of interest in the
roving to be a popular attrac- story not usually found. But by and large the picture
in Philadelphia and vicinity.
is no big special to go crazy over.
Of course, the best bet in putting this one over is
le film opened at the Stanley for
week, then moved to the Palace going as strong as possible on the name of the author.
another week. It was immedi- So it's up to you to arrange any tie-ups with the novel
rc-booked for the latter house. that you can scrape up. The noA^el is one that has
5tal bookings up to July 24 in been read by many folks, and there is no doubt that
territory reached 450 days, and those Avho were interested in the story Avill be intere bookings
total 200; return
ested enough in a picturized version to spend money
to see it.
^

I

pictorial effectiveness in screening Western scenery as
backgrounds for the action.
The picture was largely straight screen narration,
and had in it several moderately appealing elements.
In spots it had plenty of action; in others not so much.
Although the tilm contained several sequences with
some susi)ense, as a whole it was not overburdened
Avith suspense, and contained several ends of a ver.v
familiar t.vpe. There were several good tight scenes,
all of thoni handled in such a manner as to put all
]H)ssible lumch into them, both physically and metaphorically. And a mild thrill was that when a buckboard and its horses were sent over the side of a hill._
There w(>re a few moments that got a sentimental
r('si)onse. This was particularly true of those scenes
in which little P''rankie Lee appeared. His role, with
which lie got away in good order, also permitted of
what little c<unedy relief there was.
Tlie atmosphere of two generations or so ago — and
a bit later — was carefully maintained throughout.
On that score the detail was all that could be asked.
JMost of the rain stuff Avas good, and a realistic
scene was that when lightning struck a tree. But in a
few of the rain scenes it could be seen through the
pouring rain that the pictures had been photographed
in bright sunlight.
The story, as screened, was not so very strong on
love-interest. True, there was a romance, but at no
time did the love-interest absolutely dominate. As in
almost every other story of the West of some years
ago, villainy was featured in this one, and there was
some hard riding, gun-shootin', bar-room and dance
hall stuff and the like.
The villain was Robert McKim, a half-breed who
lost out with the whites and then lost out with the
Indians. He later became the proprietor of several
dance-halls, and had wdth him his "daughter," Mildred
Manning, whom McKim had stolen from the pioneers
Avhen she was a baby. Wilfred Lucas was the good
man, aa'Iio was afraid only of women. His work was
all right, but in one or two close-ups near the end his
false moustache showed too plainly its falsity. Although Lucas was the good man, he never figured in
any romance. The hero on that end of it was Roy
Stewart, who at first appeared to be another villain,
but who turned out later to be pure wool.
It was McKim's hatred for Lucas and his lust for
revenge that started all the cross-purposes and plotting, but in the end Lucas was vindicated, McKim got
his deserts, Mildred was restored to her father, and
she and Stewart w'ere affianced.

for the Exhibitor
'
The author's name is the only one you can play up
heaAdly. There are several well-known screen players
in the cast, and in view of the fact that so many folks
have read the story, it is suggested that in your advertising you print the names of the book characters
and of the players who portray them. And you can
tell your folks that the author himself states that this
is a truthful picturization of his book.
It is a fact of human nature that even if folks
haven't read a certain book or haven't seen a certain
play
likein toyour
admit
it to anyone
who asks
them they
about don't
it. So
advertising
you might
take
the attitude that it is taken for granted that every
body knows the story.. If you tell folks that everybody knows something, even if they don't know it
themselves, they're going to find out — and that's
where you might cash in in using that idea.
TELEPHONE
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On Broadway
Strand — "The Westerners."
Strand Topical Review.
Scenic.
Mack Sennett Comedy.
Rialto — Catherine Calvert — "The Career of Katherine
Bush."
Mack
Sennett Comedy.
Scenic.
Rialto Magazine.
Rivoli — Marion
Davies — "The Dark

"Crack" Five Her.

- '^AJP

Christie
Comedy.
Star." Pictorial.
Rivoli
New
York — Today — Robert
Warwick— "Secret Service."
Wednesday — H. B. Warner — "The
Pagan God."
' Thursdav
— "The Little Brother of
the Rich."
Friday
— Dorothv Green and Arthur
"The Praise
Francis Ashley
X —Bushman
and Agent."
Beverly
Baync — "Daring Hearts."
Saturday — Peggy Hyland — "Cheating Herself."
Sunday — Emmy
Wehlcn — "Favor
to a Friend."
Broadway — Mack Sennett's "Yankee
Doodle
in Berlin."
Geo.
M. Cohan— D. W.
Griffith's
"Fall of Babylon."
Next Week's Attractions
The
attractions
at the theaters
next week will be:
Strand — "Choosing a Wife."
Rivoli — Charles Rav — "Bill Henry."
Rialto — 'Pauline Frederick — "The
Peace of Roaring River."
George M. Cohan — Peace Edition of
D. W. Griffith's "Hearts
of the
World." — "Yarikee Doodle in BerBroadway

was the best

moneymaking
production

9

Wid's 1919

Year Book
Will Tell

Pathe's Star Salesmen in Town
Big Time— All Booked u/
Pathe's crack salesmen are he:
In June Fred Quimby
startc
ompetitive
sales
campaign
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"You would break speed laws too if it meant escape from a stenographerdevouring fiend," Constance Talmadge tells the kindly cop in "A Temperamental Wife," her first John Emerson-Anita Loos Production for
"First National."
'Advi.

Putting It Over
Here is fioiu a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloiv knoio hoiu you cleaned
up.

lin."
Duluth,
Minn. — Carter & Rose reAn exploitation campaign designed
modeling Liberty.
Searcy, Ark. — Picture theater for to drive home the "Magic of Music"
is now under way by Goldwyn for
negroes.
the
promotion of Tom Moore's
"Heartsease."
The White-Smith Publishing Co.,
Oliver Ditson Co., C. B. Jennings
Publishing Co., John Church Co. and
Jerome H. Remick are the five music
publishers each having scored sales
records with various versions of
"Heartsease," who will co-operate
for window displays, lobby exhibits
and co-operative newspaper advertising campaigns.
The song "Heartsease" will be
used everywhere in conjunction with
the exploitation and presentation of
the film. Traveling demonstrators
will lend their services for preludes
of
and "break-ins" and orchestrations
and sample cop'es of the piece will
be supplied exhibitors.
The production will be released
August 17.

WHAT
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promised
a trip tosome
the '
Town"
if the
theyboyssmashed
ords.
Five of them did that little tli
Result, they reached New York I
terday morning all ready fori
treat. They spent yesterday a
noon at the Mirror studio watc
some Pathe serial thrills b
filmed. Last night they ate at
Claridge, etc., etc.
j
The lucky five are as follows:.
\aslett, New Orleans; H. P. d
ay, Cincinnati; March Wood, C
'i"i^^a City; D. C. Stevens, Clevel
and Harry Taylor, Kansas City

Nazimova's

Production

"THE
RED
LANTERN"
ha« an American-Chinese thenn
which we have worked into a lobh
it<play that faithfully represent
• xpi-tly what the ticket purchase
-hall sec on the screen. Now read
in our salesroom.
KRAUS MF(^. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

L
^
^ THE DARK STI

granadine syrup mixed thoroughly.
Pathe negotiated with the J. G.
McDonald Chocolate Co., one of the
largest candy manufacturers in the
West, to place on the market, an
"Oh, Boy!" chocolate, which has
made its appearance in Utah.
Result — Lots of talk about the picture and the drink — -and increased
business.
San Francisco. — Ralph Ruflfner
worked some of his famous "rufif"
stuff in putting over "The Man Who
Turned White" with H. B. Warner.
The whole atmosphere of the picture was carried into the lobby display. The background showed the
wastes of the desert and set as if they
appear actually on the sands was a
life-size cut-out of "The Man Who
Turned White" on horseback. A
few real palms set off effectively the
idea of the oasis in the sand. An
Arab tent of striped canvas was
draped about the box office window.
Realizing that the atmosphere was
carried through effectively without
the aid of lengthy explanations only
the words "H. B. Warner in The
Man Who Turned White" in medium
sized letters appeared in the lobby.
The attractive girl ushers in their
Arab pantalette costumes were kept
well in the foreground and they attracted abig crowd.

Sale Lake City. — This city is not
so very far from the desert so ManCarthage, N. Y.
Picture theater
ager Calkins of Pathe's local branch
worked up an "Oh Boy!" drink to to cost $50,000 and seat 1,000.
quench the town's thirst.
The "Oh, Boy!" drink is made
with mint leaves crushed in cracked
GOING TO ITALY
ice; add half a lime or lemon, and
Newspaper man going to
one-half ounce of "Oh, Boy!" syrup,
Italy for New York firm,
followed by carbonated water. Top
wishes to represent a first class
with a slice of orange and a maramotion picture company in
schino cherry. The syrup is made
Italy. Address Box Foreign,
with a quart of orange syrup, one
quart of grape syrup, one pint of
care of WID'S.

Now at the RIVO:

TITLES
BY

ERNEST
"THE

STER
TITLEMAN'

143 WEST 45th STREET
PHONE— BRYANT 8973
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OLD FILMS MADE M
Life of new
films
doubled
We use no acids or chemicals
New Yorkj

THE FILM RENOVATI ^
COMPANY OF AMERI
729 Seventh Ave.

COMPLETE

LINE

OF

Supplies and Equipmnet

for STUDIO and THEATl
National
and
Speer
Carl
MAZDA
LAMPS

CHARLES

F. CAMPBELL
M W Ql.tQt

AL. HENDRICKSON

Charge d'AHair.

THE
Hast
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BEST PICTUR

to
have

make
money
a perfect
deve o
negative

REX LABORATORY

(IN(!

has
developed
HarryandKeeper's
tlven.
Ask him
then |li
Tremont
1996
(or full partlc 4

jhnKocm

r^BI^DSTREET
/ FILMDOM

AUTHORIT

DAlbY4
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Plans Larger Force
niversal

Will Appoint
More
Exploitation Men — Two In Canada
Universal will expand its field exoitation force.
The enlargement consists of placg assistants in many of the larger
xhanges. Under the new plan
herever an assistant is put on, it
ill allow one of the two men to be
the exchange office permanently
id give the other exploitation man
eedom to cover the exchange terriiry. The traveling representative
ill have an automobile in which
I visit every town or territory.
Universal has extended its service
I Canada. G. Mitford, has been atched to the Toronto exchange and
. H. Parson for Montreal.

"Khavah" Sold

Zion Films have sold world rights
' "Khavah," by Sholom Aleichem,
e Yiddish humorist, to the NationFilm Distributors. The name has
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;en changed from "Khavah" to
rhe Broken Barrier." Alice Hastgs essays the star role.
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'The Broken Barrier" is being cut
id retitled preparatory to an exten1
ft advertising and publicity camJgn.
Theodore R. Racoosin and Nat
orfman will have active charge of
e sales distribution. It is expected
A scene in the S. L. K. Serial "The Fatal Fortune" featuring Helen
at the National Film Distributors
Holmes. Lieut Jack Levering shoots through the door but misses, a
ill handle Greater New York and
pretty fight follows.
*Advt.
rhaps New York State themselves,
't will offer "The Broken Barrier"
a state right basis throughout the
St of the country.
Exhibitors
Raise
Money Reported Under Way in the Pacific
May be ready for release about Maryland
Northwest
For Tax Fight Through Screens
,pt. 1. National Film are temporily located at 1400 Broadway. New
From Seattle a rumor, said to be
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
fices will be opened.
from a responsible source, reached
Baltimore. — The Exhibitors' Lea- New York yesterday, that the most
gue of Maryland, has been success- gigantic exhibitor combine ever acNo. 164
ful in raising money
to finance its
complished in the entire country is
under way in the Pacific Northwest.
campaign
for
the
repeal
of
Federal
taxes.
Confirmation or denial of the
By Jack Alicoate
Thomas D. Goldberg, of the Wal- rumor has not been obtained.
l^rook theater, director of the camGUESSING is sometimes exShauer
Back from
Vacation
paign in Maryland contracted with a
pensive — The successful
real estate company for screen adEmil E. Shauer, head of the forijproducer, distributor or accesvertising for 5 weeks. Forty theaeign department of Famous Playerssory man operates his business
ters were signed to carry through
on stern, efficient principles —
Lasky,
from morning.
a two weeks'
the agreement and advertise the vacationreturned
yesterday
The
he is successful — He advertises
fire.
company
on their screens.
Canadian situation is still hanging
and Uncle Guess steps into the
Goldberg states that through this
shoes of old man Knowledge —
over $1,000 is assured to further the
What sort of copy to use? —
interests of the league in this state.
Hodkinson Issues a Challenge
What publication will reach
Arrangements are now under way to
W.
W. Hodkinson has issued a
his audience? — Where to spend
sign up other large commercial comhis money where it will do the
challenge on "Desert Gold." In
panies under the same plan.
holding back the production for Sepmost good? — The advertiser
tember release, he says that he will
The league will move from its preswho is out after results can
ent quarters to 404 East Lexington hold "Desert Gold" up against any
eliminate one guess by using
St., where the entire third floor wili of the big specials booked at the
WID'S
DAILY.
be occupied.
same time.

Finance Campaign

Little Ad Talks

Another Combine

Price S Cents

Music and Films
Eastman's
Acardemy
a
Reality —
Brady Again Heads N. A. M. P. I.
(By Long Distance Phone)
Rochester. — A definite indication
that the motion picture is coming
into its own was apparent yesterday
when George Eastman of the Eastman Kodak Company, outlined his
plans for the Eastman School of Music to be conducted in conjunction
with the motion picture. It is perhaps one of the most important steps
forward ever made for the motion
picture industry.
Mr. Eastman told of his plan at
the Genesee Valley Club at a dinner given to the National Association. He has donated $3,500,000 for
the institution which will be run in
connection with the University of
Rochester. He has purchased a site
in Main St. in the heart of the theatrical district for $381,000 and $1,000,000 will be spent on construction. The Academy will be completed
in a year and a half and will seat
3.200.
The plan originally was to found
a school of music. It was recognized, however, that the appeal
would not be universal. The motion
picture was hit upon as having that
universal appeal for the masses and
therefore the combination of the
two was resolved upon. Only the
highest type of pictures and music
will be shown.
Dr. Rhees, president of the University of Rochester at the dinner,
made the significant statement that
some day he expected to see an opera
founded upon the combination of pictures and music.
It is not known whether Samuel
Rothapfel will mange the Eastman
School of Music. No announcement
was made.
George Eastman was elected an
honorary member of the National
Association for Iffe. William A.
Brady spoke for the Association and
Adolph Zukor also spoke. A vote
of thanks was extended to Mr. Eastman for his hospitality.
The schedule as originally planned
by Eastman was carried out. The
delegation arrived on time and was
met by about 30 cars which took
them to the Hotel Seneca for breakfast. They were then conveyed to
Kodak Park where a group photograph was snapped. Then Eastman
himself conveyed the party over the
plant and the process of making rsw
stock seen in its entirety was observed. Luncheon was then served.
The Association's annual meeting
was held about
four o'clock.
One
{Continued
on Page 2.)
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Five

Territories

Sold

J. Frank Brockliss Inc., has sold
"Virtuous Men" for Switzerland,
Italy, Holland, Spain and France.
A Mystery in Threes
Bert Ennis is handling the publicity forduction
"The
Open Lehr
Door,"
a prowith Anna
which
has
been half completed. D. M. Fitzgerald is super\*sing production
which entails the services of 3 directors,, identity unknown. The financial backing is by 3 film men, identity likewise a dire secret.

Guts and Flashes

Music and Films

Jerome Beatty is back at his desk
at Famous Players. Yes. he was on
his vacation.

{Continued from Page 1)
resolution introduced by Charles C.
Pettijohn met with universal approval. It reads:Association
"Be it resolved,
that the Xational
of the
Motion Picture Industry record its
determination to maintain 100 per
cent. Americanism upon the screens
of the country as scrupulously as during the late war emergency, and offer
full co-operation to the Xational,
State and local governments, in presenting to the people the democratic
principles of our history and our
political institutions, with the view
of nullifying all propaganda contrary
or detrimental thereto." This was
signed bj- C. C. Pettijohn, Louis Blumenthal and Lewis Inneraritj-,
One of the outstanding features of
the meeting was the set of resolutions,
the Producers
vision prepared
and the byXational
Board Diof
Review against censorship. These
resolutions were adopted unanimously by the Xational Association.
The Association intends backing
up the Board of Review and its
criticisms to the limit. It was
pointed lationout
censorship
is a vioof thethat
American
institutions,
that it is unnecessary, since existing
laws can provide for isolated cases
of undesirable films and that censorship has killed its own aims where
it has been tried.
Gabriel Hess, Goldwyn, who is
chairman of the Censorship Committee in his annual report said that
bills had been introduced in 24 states
and had been defeated.
Although the censorship resolutions were unanimously adopted in
the beginning the vote showed 49
for adoption and 3z for rejection.
The opposition was removed when
it was seen that those for adoption
had won out.
William A. Brady was re-elected
president and all the existing officers
were continued in office. Samuel
Goldwyn, however, was elected to
replace William L. Sherrill as one
of the vice-presidents.
In the afternoon about a third of

Albert Parker is directing "Eyes
of
Youth" with Clara Kimball
Young.
''The Prince of Avenue A" bj'
Charles T. Dazey has been purchased for James Corbett.
Helen Ferguson will support Jack
Xorworth in his serial for Wharton
Brothers.
William Courtleigh will plaj- the
role of Paolo Salvo in "Eyes of
Youth" with Clara Kimball Young.
ilildred Manning appearing in
"The Westerners" was first discovered by D. W. Griffith.
Prohibition Aids Pictures
Reports from Goldwyn exchange
managers in all sections of the
country, relative to the effect of nation-wide prohibition as revealed
during the first month of the law's
operation, indicate increased attendances at motion picture theaters
consequent upon the decline of the
liquor traffic.
In Xew York, Boston and Philadelphia, practically every exhibitor
asked to comment on the subject,
attributed tlie satisfactory patronage
during the customarily dull month of
July., at least in part to prohibition.
Xearly all .agree that the percentage
of men in the audience has increased
and in some neiglw^orhoods a decided change for the better has been
noted in the attendance during the
usualh- slack hours of the late afternoon.
Johnston a Father
Minneapolis. — J. L. Johnston, formerly with Universal, and now publicity manager for Rubin & Finkelstein, is now the father of a seven
pound baby boy. He challenges the
world.
New Weekly in Fargo

raw
stock went
plant.to visit "Pat" Powers'
the party
Fargo, X. D. — The Fargo AmuseThe party left here at 12:25 this
ments, a new 8 page weekly, has morning. Indications pointed to the
made its first appearance. W. T. usual stud poker contests on the
Wasson is the publisher.
way back to Xew York.

Wonder why Jack Flinn forgot
stamp his proxies at Rochester?

Brady Starts

William A. Brady has secun
Fannie Ward to star in the Fir
Film D'Art production, to be pr
duced in France. The first story
written
Henri Kistemaeckers,
Belgian byauthor.
George Cowl wt'
direct this Ward-Brady Film;
sails for France shortly.
The second
of the series is
Henri Bernstein and another Ame
can actress will appear in it.
The Film D'Art series whi
Brady will produce in France w
have six subjects.
It developed yesterday that Bra
while in England secured the rigl'
to "Cheer,
Boys, This
Cheer,"
Lane
melodrama.
will abe Drc
ma
in England and scenes will be sb
in London.
Universal Re-signs Carey
Harry
Carey has signed a Ic
term contract with Universal,
will continue in western roles.
Marsden

{Bv IFire to tVID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Theodore MarsJ
is back with \^itagraph. He will!
rect Earle Williams in "The BFi
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Marcus
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[Watch this Space
for

UP WITH

THE INDUSTRY

For years we have made the problems of the Industry
ours. You can't get away from facts and we have the
facts. Next time you think of insurance think of
Joe Martin, comedy Chimpanzee
king has the whole country in an uproar of laughter. Exhibitors are paying top prices to get Joe's pictures
and they're glad to get 'era at any
price.
Go see them for yourself.

Feuben,CXmuels
/nrurance

Phone

John

-^ bO Maiden

Lane

5425 - 54-26 - 54ZT -54^

Smxels

Back with VitagrapjJ

MAKK

Gate."
a large crowd

hear

you — use a megaphone! To have the
biggest audience see
use
I T C - HplkyE —Y
yourR photo
posters !
RITCHEY
LITUO.
CORP.
406 W.3UtSt.,N.Y. Fbone Cb«U«a 8388

sMI
a ,tlieN ews

N«. 64
CINNATI,
O. — Thousands
turn out
it their team
to victorj' in critical
for leadership between "Reds" and
ts." (iovernor Cox of Ohio presents
to Manager Moran of Cincinnati
owers to Manager McGraw
of New
Tlie Beds win two games
out of

CAGO, ILIy. — Six city blocks swep\,
me. Two hundred homes in stockdistri/!t are wrecked by big fire
f race riots.
VABK, N. .T. — Down with the high
f living!
The city purchases large
stores of bacon for distribution
: its citizens.
TISTICS OF THE WAR. — A scries
nimated drawings summarizing
ca's part in the Great ".Var.
lEKT, FRANCE. — Reconstruction
—people of devastated regions of
B and Belgium turn to the task of
fling their broken homes. German
lers help.
DGEPORT,
CONN. — Hunt
gold on
bottom! Argosy-Argonaut III. is
to salvage valuable cargoes of ships
by submarines.
FRANCISCO, CAI>IF.— Six thousDllars in nose. Lady Thackersey, a
ly Parsee princess, brings a new
fashion to this country.
ANGELES,
CALIF. — Downpour
of
caused
by gushing
well — the suring fields are inundated
by a flow
100 barrels per day.
JOKEN,
N. J. — Heroes of Chateau•y, welcome!
Over 8,500 Devil Dogs
2nd Division return on the George
ington. The first to fight and
; the last to come back.

o day

KH,VANSICl[N&CO.
45 EAST
»7 ST.
NEW youk city
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PURCHASE

Mild Comedy

Pokes Fun at Suffrage.

Arthur Ashley and Dorothy Green in

"The Praise Agent"
World
DIRECTOR
Frank
Crane
AUTHOR
Earle Mitchell
SCENARIO
BY
Clara Beranger
CAMERAMAN
Max Schneider
AS A WHOLE
Mild comedy dealing with a mili=
tant suffragette and the romance
of a re=
sourceful
press agent.
STORY
Had some
fair twists, but its humor
was of the obvious sort; relied more on ex=
position than situations.
DIRECTION
Kept the action fairly well ani=
mated;
made the characters
stock comedy
figures.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; in the main very good
LIGHTINGS
No special effects striven for
CAMERA WORK
Straight stuff
STARS
Both pleasing and capable enough
for
story's needs.
SUPPORT
Jack Drumier,
Lucille La Verne, J.
W. Johnson and Lola Frink up to mark.
EXTERIORS
Very few; straight city street stuff
INTERIORS
The usual thing; suitable
DETAIL
In many places held up convincingly;
some few slight slips.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clean comedy
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
THE PRAISE AGENT" was a mild comedy number
that contained a large amount oi obvious humor,
but virtually none of the spontaneous sort. The film's
comedy worth lay chiefly in its story-telling rather
than in its situations. And there was no attempt made
at subtlety or finesse — no mental effort was required
at any time on the part of the viewer to gather any
point, and it's a very safe bet that none of the humor
was of the sort that will go over the heads of even the
most mentally inert crowd. Its humor can be likened
to that in most of the newspaper cartoon series as
compared with that registered through the medium of
snappy,
clever paragraphs ; the former is pui-e sur-

)qualmie. Wash. — Sandel and
:tt to build here. Cost will be
10.

Its Humor

Obvious

face stuff with little appeal to the intelligence, the
latter is deeper stuff having a different sort of appeal for appreciation.
In its entirety the film just ran a straightway course
without over hitting any high spots. Its entertainment value was based almost wholly on the broadness
of its comedy, seasoned with a pleasant romance.
The cliief comedy character was that of a mllit
suffragette.
She was the stock figure for that s
of thing — mannish dress and mannerisms,
and all
gether the burlesque type of suffragette.
And
th
dialogue she was given in the titles was of a vintage
dating back to when all the vaudevillans were poking
fun at suffrage — the usual downtrodden female stuff.
This sort of stuff has long since become passe.
Arthur Ashley and Dorothy Green are agreeable
screen players, and they had several fairly appealing
moments during the courtship sequences. Arthur was
the press agent of a show, who later got mixed up
with the suffrage movement. Dorothy was the daughter of the Senator's wife, and was an ardent follower
of her mother's militant tactics.
Arthur fell in love with Dorothy, but to win the
parents' consent he had to do some resourceful work.
He got in wrong with the suffragettes when he saved
Dorothy from jail. And part of his job was to get
the mother's consent. This she would give, she said,
if Arthur won over to "The Cause" the Senator. This
he managed in the end by a rather clever stunt with
the Senator's soap coupons.
In those passages where Lucille La Verne had
Dorothy hidden in an apartment hotel Arthur did
— fair.fair stuff by climbing up the outside of the hotel
some
into the apartment. All of these passages held a fair
amount of amusement, which goes for the whole film
The picture was not produced quite as carefully as
it might have been, for, while detail in a great part
was watched carefully there were several ends that
(lid not hold up to analysis. For instance, a gang of
women pickets were seen before the Governor's place.
The end of the scene showed them walking off. The
next scene showed them in jail. Another, in one sequence Arthur has a cane — for which he has use in an
incident. Next he is seen minus the cane. Also it was
registered that the apartment hotel in the picture was
the "Doinenique." One exterior showed a sign containing the real name of the hotel that was used, and
one interior showed the sign of a different restaurant.
There were several other very minor breaks that
showed lack of deep care.

Might Go All Right in Smaller Houses
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is just fair program stuff, and is destined to
please only a crowd of the sort that is easily satisfied.
In the smaller neighborhood theaters it might go all
right, but before a downtown audience it would hardly
get by with any great degree of success.
The suffrage angle must be considered in weighing
yn Directing Dorothy Dalton
the picture. It is a fact that several years ago all
arles Giblyn will direct Dorothy sorts of burlesques on militant suffragettes got by, but
)n in her next Ince production in the present day folks have come to take the question more seriously. It is only fair to assume that
! East. Sam t)e Grasse, her fordirector, will return
to the mnay women who see the picture will take exception
to its attitude toward suffrage. All of the way
through the film the efforts of women to obtain the
ballot is made light of. This must be considered esFive Plays for Metro
pecially in those localities that already have given
:hard A. Rowland, now on the
Some, has secured 5 Drury Lane
dramas for Metro. They are:
Best of Luck," "The Hope,"
rts Are Trump," "The Great
A forecast, a standard
5naire" and "The Marriage of
air."
and a promise of what

iOUR fOREIGN RIGHTS
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women the vote, and also where the feeling is very
pro-sutt'rage. Of course, on the other hand, even some
ardent suffragists may be broad-minded enough to
take in good humor the fun poked at their cause,
even if it isn't done cleverly.
The film ought to furnish quite an amount of entertainment to anti-suffragists. There are still many
folks that do not take suffrage seriously, and to them
this might be all right.
Arthur Ashley and Dorothy Green have made quite
a number of fans among the regulars, and they had
quite a good picture in their last release — "The American Way." If you showed that picture to your crowd
they might want to see this one.
The picture is absolutely clean and, on that score,
fit for presentation before any audience.

is
to come in the new season
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Grand Jury Recommendatioi

KINOGRAMS
CHATKAIT THIKKKYS
IIKROES
<'<).>! IC HOME. — Mcinhers of the Fifth and
Sixth Marines wlu» helped stop the last
<lrive of the Huns arrive in Hoboken —
(ilimpses of the Battle of Chateau Thierry
— Kxelusive pietures of the return of the
Ninth Infantry,, who took part in the
lighting as a unit of tne Second Division
that lost most men anc took most prisoners of any American
•>lvision.
TEACH SAILORS TO SAVE DROWNIXO. — Men recruited for merchant marine by the Shippins Board receive special
instruction in swimming and rescue work
at East Boston.
I'RINCE OF WALES AT STOCK
snon. — His Royal >Iighness is honor
Buest at exhibition of prize stock at
Cardiff.
WINS PACIFIC YACHT RACE.— Mischief I is victorious over others at South
Coast Cliib event over 12-mile course at
Seal Beach, Cal.
ING CANADA'S SALMON.—
H.ARVESTof
tons of fish are caught at
Thousands
Sooke,. B. C, as annual run begins, fishing process known as brailing.
SI'EEI) AND SPILLS IN CYCLE
RACE. — Old time bikes out in run of
Century Club, New York, give a taste of
sports of other days.
PRESIDENT'S DAUGHTER STARTS
R.VCE. — Miss Margaret Wilson is guest
at Washington Athletic race and fires
pistol that starts 50 yard dash.
TROOPS KEEP
KIOT DISTRICT
<H.IF:T. — state guards on patrol in Chicago quell race rioters — Scores of homes
burned by incendiaries during disturbances.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

{Special to WW'S DAILYY
Chicago. — As a result of ini
gations
following
the recent
"c
wave" the
July grand
jury rei
mended to Judge Thomas Brer
that no "gun play" or holdup si
be allowed in motion pictures
played to the public because Oj
bad influence on the youth o:
city. It is said pictures are ind
ly responsible for some of the cr|
Nazimova's

Production

"THE
RED
LANTERN"
has an American-Chinese themi
which we have worlted into a lobb
display that faithfully represent
exactly
ticket Now
purchase'
shall see what
on thethe
screen.
read
in our salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

THE DARK STA
"A bit of color now and then is relished by the best of men." Constance Talmadge makes 'em see red in "A Temperamental Wife," her
first John Emerson-Anita Loos production for "First National."
*Advt.
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Censor Lobby Displays

TITLES

^-

BY

ERNEST

DID
YOU
EVER

(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Seattle. — The censor board has
asked Mayor Hanson for permission
to censor the lobby displays in theaters. In making the request the
Board laid greater stress on the misleading advertising in lobby displays
than upon the moral point. The
mayor referred the request to the
City Council, which, it is reported,
has granted it.
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Vorld Gets Plays

Secure More Theaters

s for Lawrence Weber Producis — Large Number
Involved
orcl Gradwell of World Film
closed a deal with Lawrence
;r whereby the film company
nak« screen versions of a numf the Weber stage successes.
len Mr. Weber was asked as to
;iumber of plays to be turned
;to World Film, he said, 'Oh my,
■I't know how many there are.
working on the list now."
i his conversation it was under1 that quite a number of plays
oe made into films.

Famous Reported Having Houses in
New England — In Deal
With Lourie
Famous Players are reported as
having secured a foothold in exhibiting circles in Boston.
One report has it that Jacob
Lourie and brothers have taken over
the Park on Washington 5t., Boston.
Lourie now has the Modern and Beacon on Washington St. The taking
over of the Park now gives Lourie
the control of the Bostonian thoroughfare. At the same time, the
report has it that Famous is tied up
with Lourie thus giving that company an entering wedge into Boston.
The Gordons and Marcus Loew have
only two theaters apiece on Washington St.
Another report emanating from
Boston was to the effect that the
Park had been secured by "interests
friendly" to Famous.
It will be recalled that McGuirk
of the Stanley interests recently
made a trip to Boston ostensibly for
the purpose of taking over the Gordon houses. Adolph Zukor is now a
director in the Stanley Company.
Neither B. S. Moss nor Joseph
Plunkett, in charge of Famous Playday.
ers-Lasky
theater operations, could
be reached for a statement yester-

Vew Serial Firm

0 Prod. Co. Organized — First
Film With Arline Pretty
e Serico Prod. Co., a Wilkes; company, has entered the seroducing field. "The Woman in
" by C. N. and A. M. Williams the first serial. In it are feaArline Pretty and Harry
II. Direction by James Vincent
last made "The Spirit of Late."
3rge N. Wiley is financially inted in the new firm. He has the
Df president.
-eign rights for the first pro3n have been sold to Export
mport Film Co.

Blackstone Opens
tsburghT — Isaac Guckenheimer
pened his new Blackstone thea1 Fifth Avenue.

Helen Holmes and the masked terror. A scene in the first episode of
the new S. L. K. Serial featuring Helen Holmes in "The Fatal Fortune." *Advt.

No Self Censorship

National Association Abandons Plan
to Supervise Own Productions
The action of the National Association at the annual meeting in
Rochester on Tuesday dispels all
Cooke With Fox
doubts as to the proposed plan of
lliam A. Cooke
has left the self censorship which was at one
3 publicity department to join time rather fully discussed.
Film.
The new resolutions pledge the
National Association to back the National Bpard of Review in its decisions. The members of the AssociaNo. 165
tion are compelled to submit their
releases for approval to the Board
of Review. That body's decisions reBy Jack Alicoate
-rding
. stand. the value of productions are
JITH the coming of opt.
However, the resolutions neglected
booking, and with every
to
provide any penalty for disregardiduction standing on its indiing the Review Board's actions. It
lual merit, it is of paramount
is apparent, therefore, that the
scheme cannot be effective since any
portance for the important
producer can withdraw from the As^'ple engaged in production
sociation ifhe insists on producing a
keep their names constantly
type of film that the board deems
undesirable.
the Hme light— WID'S 1919
SAR BOOK offers this oprtunity — Every Director,
Ince Directing Olive Thomas
ir Writer and Cameraman
ould be represented — First
Ralph Ince will direct the fourth
Olive Thomas production for Selzms close shortly — Let's have
py early.
nick. "The Girl From Out Yonder"
has been secured for Miss Thomas.

Little Ad Talks

Brenon

Feature

Landed by World Film — Marie Doro
Featured inRelease
"12-10"— October

Plan Production

Fosters, of Community War Service,
to Make Educationals
W. H. and W. D. Foster of the
Community Motion Picture Bureau
have formed a new corporation
The purchase price is reported to known as the Community Produchave been way up inasmuch as sevtions, Inc., capitalized at $250,000.
eral other releasing companies were
The
new company will be the proafter the production.
ducing source for the Community
• Yesterday Ricord Gradwell of Motion Picture Bureau. It is planWorld, confirmed the above, adding,
ned to produce educational and inthat while a number of companies
dustrial subjects for distribution
had been talking of making pictures through the Bureau. The amuseabroad with American companies
ment field will not be entered.
that he had gone ahead and bought
World Pictures has purchased
from Herbert Brenon his latest work
Doro. abroad, "12-10" featuring Marie
made

theRelease
only one
*" '• made.September
for soOctober.
release will be "W^hen Bear-Cat

Stops Work on Film

It is reported that Marion Davies
recently quit the Biograph studio
in the mi die of a picture, because
of a difference -^ith George Baker,
Jacobo Glucksman, exporter, has
who was dif^ 'i>g the film. The
resold "The Mystery of 13" to Aus- production was ;. hj.'jji class one and
tralasian Films, Ltd., for Australasia Miss Davies' abrii,, '^ijarture from
and the Far East. Also new Baggott
and Grace Darmond serial now be- the studio left a " '»i|ariec"^cast
and a number of ex
^ ke' " vjng
ing made.
idle. It is stated tb
a<
' a
"Mystery of 13" for Cuba to Ci- train, presumably! ' *nia. "
International saj
the report
nema Films and for Porto Rico and
Santa Domingo to Selection Films. is not true.
Went Dry."

Foreign Sales
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"Blue Bonnet" in Los Angeles
{By tVire to fVID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — "The Blue Bonnet"
the first Billie Rhodes-Hodkinson release, will have its western premiere
in the Kinema next week.
Stern Comedies Once A Week
A. and J. Stern, producers of Century and Rainbow comedies will produce one a week divided as follows:
13 lion comedies, 13 dog and domestic animal comedies, 13 Charley of
the Orient series, and 13 Rough and
Ready comedies. Distribution
throu.gh Universal.

nary.
It's a dark, deep secret — as
Lee, picnic impressario extr

Exhibitors

Lining

Kansas
Showmen
Preparing
Fight Tax Repeal Law
Kansas exhibitors are lining
♦Advt.
push the fight for repeal of F
taxes, according to a telegra
Arrayed in a simple little gown that didn't cost a cent over 200 bucks ceived by the Committee on
Constance Talmadge embarks on her man hunt in "A Temperamental lation and Tax of the Motio
Wife," the first John Emerson-Anita Loos Production for First National. ture Exhibitors of America.
The telegram
from the K
State Exhibitors
Association
follows:
Film Renovating Expanding
"Had big meeting. Fifty F
The Film Renovating Co. in the
represented. Appointe
With Famous — To Appear in "The Godfrey Building, is extending its towns
trict leaders who are going 1
facilities to handle increased business.
petitions in all houses of me
"
{Special Wanderer
to WID'S DAILY)
and going to put out slides
Los Angeles. — Theodore Koslofif,
theaters as quickly as they c
the dancer, has been signed by Famade. Want a liunch of que
mous Players-Lasky to appear in
naires quickly, also plans of
pictures for that concern for the next
paigns. We are not going tc
five months. Cecile B. DeMille will
fine campaign! to home tov
direct. Two pictures are to be proCongressmen but are going to ;
duced under the contract the first beout through his entire district.
ing "The Wanderer" which was such
a hit in New York last year.
On United Board
A. G. Emery of the Emery A
At the New York offices of Famous Players, no information was
ment Co., Providence, R. I., ■
obtainable relative to the report.
A. Mathews, of New Castl
have joined the Advisory Boi
Brandt Handling Sales
LTnited Theaters. These a^
ments bring the Board to r,
Joe Brandt is handling the sales
end of the Hall Room Boy series
membership
of 30entire
exhiliitors
scntative of the
countij '
of comedies. Jack and Harry Cohn
who control the comedies moved
D. W. GRIFFITH will pretheir offices to 1600 Broadway yessent, at the Geo. M. Cohan
terday. They are on the first floor.
Theater, New York, a revised
Merrick with Robertson-Cole
version of "Hearts of the
World," wherein the League
Joe Merrick has joined Robertsonof
Nations is convincingly visuCole, after being with Exhibitors
alized.
Mutual for quite some time. A. S.
(
Kirkpatrick now with the former
This will be the third offerare
made
with
just
one
company was likewise a Mutual man.
ing in the Griffith Repertory
Season, and will be shown for
end in view, — to sell
the first time Monday evening,
Pipe Organs Installed
admission ; — and they

Kosloff Signs

HITCHED
POSTERS

{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Pittsburgh. — Rowland and Clark
have completed the installation of
pipe organs in all of their ten theaters.
Dawley Made "Everybody's
J. -Searle Dawley is the producer
Business"
of
"Everybody's
Business" now beThe beautiful Circle Theater shows
ing handled by W. H. Prod. Charles
Richman
appears
in the leading role.
the Universal's new Screen Magazine every week. Knov/ of any finer
W. H. reports a large number of
theater in the United States? Are ""iidorsements
from public officials.
YOU showing it?
Release will be in about three weeks.

August 11th.
The engagement will be for
one week only, with daily matinees at 2:30 and evening showings at 8:30.
''H
EARTS
OF THE

do it because they al-

WORLD" in its new form will
be booked by t*ie Hearts of the
World Company, Albert L.
Grey, General Manager, Suite
720, Long
City.acre Building, New
York

LITUO.
CORP.
406W.31itSt.,N.Y. Phone CbeUu S

ways have the maximum advertising value!

RITCHEl^

tM^
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Artistically Produced Picture Has Thin Story Material

"Every;

June Caprice and Creighton Hale in

"The Love Cheat"

Producer-

Albert

Positively Good Pictures
will get
the highest price on the '

Entire
Foreign Rights
from

Gillespie Brosl Co.
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.

Capellani

Prod. — Patlie

Dist.

DIRECTOR
George
Archainbaud
SUPERVISED
BY
Albert Capellani
ART
DIRECTOR
Henri Menessier
AUTHOR
Tristram
Bernard
SCENARIO
BY
Peggy
McCall
CAMERAMAN
Lucien Tainguy
AS A WHOLE
Artistically produced picture that
was full of fluffy sugar; very slow comedy=
drama with quite an appeal to the eye.
STORY
A French
comedy=drama
adapted
into
American
atmosphere;
had very scant plot
for footage.
DIRECTION
Permitted
far too many close=ups
that retarded the action; successfully strove
for artistic effect.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Always
artistic
CAMERA
WORK
First rate for greater part
STARS. .. .Neither showed any great acting ability;
but both were pleasing lovers.
SUPPORT
Adequate company included Edward
Davis, Alfred Hickman and Charles Coleman.
EXTERIORS
One or two very pretty shots
INTERIORS
Beautiful and tasteful sets; always
artistic.
DETAIL
Minor points scored effectively; little
things received careful attention.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Wholesome romance
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,640 feet
THE

LOVE CHEAT" was another example of dressing up a story worth a few dollars in several
thousand dollars worth of beautiful productionclothes. From the standpoint of artistic production
there is nothing biit commendation to give the film.
Lightings, stagings, sets, photography and all other
technical details received the attention of experts, and
showed it by the pictorial tastefulness of the picture.
But all of this beautiful stuff was camouflage hiding
with an appeal to the eye the weakness and thinness
of the plot. The story was .by far too thin and sugary
sweet to hold up to five reels, and the wealth of artistic padding did not extenuate for the dragginess of
the story.
The story was very fluffy.
It contained quite an
amount of heart-interest, and was wholly used up in

The
Paramount-Artcraft
Girl

Many Women

NATIONAL
Cparamount-^rtcra^t
>VEEK
September
AUG.

31

MON.

1

TUE.

2

WED.

3

1919
THU.

4

was veryartist,
light receiving
and airy.anThe'
story told
of The
Hale,picture
a struggling
invitation
to
meet a man on a business deal at a fashionable hotel.
Arrayed in a dress suit Hale, by accident, joined a
party at the hotel and there met June, who was the
luispoiled daughter of a millionaire, aflianced to a
man she did not like.
Hale and June fell in love at first sight, although
Hale withheld his identity, allowing June to believe
him one of the social elect. Here there are many passages registering their regard for each other. Because
of his love of June, Hale was led into "cheating" her
by allowing her to believe him a man of power and
financial standing. It was in that manner he
"cheated" — aided and abetted by a promoter friend
who probably thought there were financial possibilities
for him in the marriage of June and Hale.
But previously the promoter had gotten Hale to sign
some "poipers." These were receipts for money Hale
never got. When the man June was affianced to put
up a howl to the promoter the latter helped darken
Hale's reputation by springing the "poipers," showing that Hale had borrowed money to carry on his
courtship. At about the same time — the night the engagement of Hale and June was to have been announced— Hale became ashamed of himself and failed
to appear, writing that he was an impostor.
He got a job in a curio shop as salesman. Soon
June came there, searching for him, because of her
belief in him. There matters were adjusted between
them, each finally realizing that it was the other's
real and deep love that had made the course of true
lovers run unsmooth.

Will Like it Because of Romance

Box OfiBce Analysis for the Exhibitor

Who is she?

SUN,

telling a conveniently arranged and often long-drawnout tale of the love between an heiress to millions and
a struggling artist. The film sadly lacked action and
did not contain overmuch suspense. Matters were
arranged so conveniently between the lovers for most
of the time that the viewer knew always that it just
simply had to come out all right in the end.
It did.
Time and time again the action was retarded by
long sequences showing .Tune Caprice and Creighton
Hale billing and cooing. There were scores of feet of
film devoted to close-ups of the love-making, and
often .Tune and Hale would go off one scene and on
another in almost an identical situation. Close-ups
were used to too great an extent throughout. This
lield true of the othei- characters as well as of the
leads. All of these close-ups were well-lighted and
artistically photographed, but there was too great a
sufficiency of them.

FRI,

SAT.

5

6

With a crowd composed largely of shop-girls who
just love to have the romance laid on sugary and
thick as possible this will go over big. It is just
crammed full of love-making and is the sort of stuff
some of the fans take in large doses and ask for
more. It is very light entertainment. There is no
really villainous villain, and the picture is thoroughly
clean.
On its pictorial side there is much to be said in
favor of the production. At all times is an artistic
efl'ect successfully striven for, and the picture appeals
to the eye in no little degree. On the score of its
artistry it will go over with any audience, but presentday audiences are demanding more thj^n artistic productions.
You have an idea of the drawing power of June
Caprice and Creighton Hale if you showed your crowd.

"Oh, Boy!" the last picture in which they appeared.
If your folks liked the co-stars in that one there's no
reason why their followers won't be glad to see them
again.
In exploiting the picture' ,' play up the heart-interest.
Tell your folks you have a beautifully produced picture that tells the story of the love of a struggling
young artist for an heiress. Go as strong as you
want on the sentimental end, because the film is lovemaking all the way through. And if you want to
you can use the line that the picture is the French
stage comedyrdrama, "Le Danseur Ineonnu," adapted
to an American atmosphere.
As many stills as possible should be used with this
one, because many of them show the artistic side of
the picture. A lobby display of pictures might help
in bringing in transients.
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Leah Baird Now An Executive
Leah Baird has been elected secretary and treasurer of the Artco
Prod. Inc.
Switch to Pictures
(Special to iriD'S DAILY)
Chicago. — A. G. Spencer has taken
a five years lease on the Playhouse,
Michigan Boulevard, near Jackson,
and will open it as a motion picture
theater on Aug. 23. New draperies,
carpets, hangings, an organ, press
agent and a line of first run features
together with special music are part
of the Playhouse's offerings.

Something

Unique

Two Ince Films Aug. 10
Famous Players will release two
Ince Productions Aug. 10. One is

Educational claims something unique in a one reel Red Cross picture
that shows the howling dervishes of
Charles Ray in "Bill Henry" and
Turkey. This is said to be the first the
other Enid Bennett in "The Virand only film of these individuals
ever made.
tuous Thief."

DAIUV^

"Some

Wild Oats" on Tour

"Some Wild Oats" produced by
Samuel Cummins may go out as a
road show. The production is being
handled by the Hygiene Film of
America,
acre Bldg. Inc. Offices in the Long-

Rename "Yankee Doodle"
The Aliens who have purchased
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin" have renamed the production "Jack Canuck
There has been a good deal of agiin Berlin."
tation in Canada over the surplus of
American war news and flaunting
of American deeds in the war.

Officials See Keenan's Latest
Washington. — A number
of Gr/
ernment
officials last week
viewec
a private
showing
of "The
Work
Aflame," Frank Keenan's productior
and
labor.
dealing
with the proTjIems of capita'
The showing was in a private theater in the Department of the In-

terior been
building shown
where previously.
educationa'
films have
Secretary of Labor Wilson and j
number of public men attended.

Harry

"AUTHOR"

AUTHOR AUTHOR

Garson's
Next
Production
"The Hushed
Hour"
Starring Blanche Sweet, has the
most unusual cast and the most
unusual lobby display.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. X.
17th

Floor

ORGANIST
H.

H. VAN
rOAN
Recent Releases:
Norma Talmadse

"THE NEW MOON"
Earle Williams
in
"A

ROGUE'S

ROMANCE"

of extensive experience in "setting"
and playing
forengagement.
picturesVery
wantslarge
immediate
library can furnish excellent recommendations from present employer.

HARVEY
THEW
Writing Continuity
JACK

CUNNINGHAM

Free-lancing
1960

Vista

Del

again
Mar

Ave.

Hollywood, Calif.

5220%
Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

Booth Tarkineton's
"SEVENTEEN"

Box D. T.

"HEARTS
for GeorgeOF~MEN"
Beban
"DELICIOUS
LITTLE

GOING

for Mae Murray
DEVIL"

vm
MILDRED
CONSIDINE
Original Stories
Recent
"ALL
Bryant
2261

J.

Release :
WRONG"—
Washburn

EDNA

SCHLET

Representing the foremost
Authors of America and
England
Markham Building
Hollywood, Calif.
Telephone 577941

St. Francis
St.
Hollywood, Cal.

"THE COUNTY FAIR"
For Maurice Tourneur
Productions
Pounding the little old
Underwood
at
Hollywood, Cal.

LYNCH
Writer

Recent Releases:
Dorothy OF
Dalton'a
'MARKET
SOULS"

THE DARK STAR
TITLES

Dalton't

ERNEST
J.

ANTHONY

William

Fox

ROACH
Productions

CECIL
SMITH
Writer

Five years with Thos.
H. Ince

Adapting

F.

WHITCOMB

"THE

for the screen
and

Original
Permanent

stories
Address

Hollywood, Calif.

\W^

RICHARD
SCHAYER
Pictures Built in the
SCRIPT— Not In the
Cutting Room
Now

with Goldwyn
Writing for
Geraldine Farrar
and
Director Reginald Barker

STERN!!

Current Releases:
"APACHE"
'WHAT'S
TOUR

E.

BY

"THE TITLEMAN"
145 WEST 45th STREET
PHONE— BRYANT 8973

HUS-

BAND DOING?"
BUSHER"

COMPLETE

REX
TAYLOR
Goldwyn Staff
Current Madge Kennedy
Release
"THE
WRONG
DOOR"

LINE

iiV(

OF

Supplies and Eqidpmiiet
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National

DANIEL

ITALY

Newspaper man going to
Italy for New York firm,
wishes to represent a first class
motion picture company in
Italy. Address Box Foreign,

Now at the RIVOLi

Enid Bennett* •
"LAW OF MEN"

B.

TO

DAILY

care of WID'S.

Dorothy
"HOMBBRBAKEK"

GBUBB
ALEXANDER
Forthcoming Releases:

"THE
THUNDER
BOLT"
"THE
BLEEDERS"
For Katherine Macdonald
Productions

JOHN
Inoe

c/o WID'S

CHARLES

and
MAZDA

F. CAMPBELL,

AL. HENDRICKSON
Charge d'Affairs

In AN,
Preparation:
"MOR
OF THE

THE

'LADY
for TomLETTY'
Moore "

Mast

Speer
Carbon
LAMPS
14 W

?1cfQt

"•

** TT .OlSl Ol.,T

BEST
PICTURE
to make
money
have

a perfect
negative

REX LABORATORY

dcTcIopi

(INC.)

tlves.
Ask him
thea pho{Pv,«.
has developed
HarryandKeeper's
Begl™TE
TremoBt
1906
for fall partlcolai I
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Dwan With Realart

RuflFell's Bought
Vitagraph
Now
Controls
Foreign
Distributing Agency — Planning Post War Activity

rector's Mayflower
Features
Se:ured by Kane — Eight in Series
R.ealart has closed with Mayflower
m for the series of Allan Dwan
od. lieing made for that company
the director. There will be eight
the series.
rhe first release will be "Soldiers
Fortune" by Richard Harding Da. This has been completed on the
1st and is now in process of cutg and titling. Release will be in
; fall and this production as well
the entire series will be backed
a national advertising campaign.

Vitagraph has taken over the Ruffell's system of renting motion pictures, one of the largest in Europe,
with the main office in London. The
deal was arranged by George H.
.Smith, Vitagraph's London man.
Rufifell's has handled Vitagraph
pictures for several years. Under its
system, exhibitors were offered an
opportunity to see the features in
various theaters before making the
booking. Season tickets were issued

Sherrill Back

ans a Serial for West Coast Proluction — Using Universal Plant
^Villiam L. "Bill" Sherrill returned
New
York this week from Los
igeles.
vVhile on the coast Sherrill took a
re complete control of the Poppy
imedies producing Mack Swiain
medies by buying outstanding
ck and moved the Guinan and
ain companies to the Universal
dios.
Helen Holmes in "The Fatal Fortune," the new S. L. K. Serial, is surrounded by a cast of exceptional excellence. A feature of the Serial is
Sherrill is now negotiating by
)le with a woman who is said to the elaborate settings.
♦Advt.
/e been a member of an Egyptian
A Denial
-em to secure her for a serial, cening around her experiences. The
The
following
has been received
ial will be made on the coast.
Under Way by American Cinema — from Rose Shulsinger, personal repNew Star Acquired
resentative ofMarion Davies:
Inter-Ocean Buys Rights
.'\merican Cinema has acquired a
"You are in error as regards your
nter-Ocean Film Corp. has pur- new star, this time a male. No an- , staement in WID'S, issue August 7,
ised the entire foreign market
nouncement has been made of his 1919, to the effect that Marion
hts to "The Long Arm of Mannis- name. He will make four films a Davies recently quit the Biograph
' from Pioneer Film. The film
Studio, in the micld'e of a picture,
The first Mollie King feature, i because of a difference with George
-s Henry B. Walthall.
year.
"Greater Than Love" has been sold ' D. Baker, who is handling the film.
to the Trojan Filtn Corp.. a new Miss Davies has never had a differNo. 166
company formed to exploit this film.
ence with Mr. Baker, as I'm -sure
A. B. Samuelson
is vice-president.
he'd be the first to tell you, were he
The rest of the King series will be in town. I was present when she
handled both here and in the foreign told him good-bye the morning of
By Jack Alicoate
markets by American Cinema itself. her departure for her vacation and it
|VrOU cannot measure the efThe original capital of the com- was apparent that they held one another in the highest mutual regard.
pany, $100,000, has been increased to
i fectiveness of any publicaAll of Miss Davies' scenes on her
$500,000.
tion by a yard-stick — Bulky
A billlioard campaign in New York last feature production, of course,
imagazines do not always bring
were quite complete, before she
City will be started shortly.
departed on her vacation trip. Then,
the best results — many times
Mr. Baker went south with the memFarnum
in
New
York
the contrary is true — It's havliers
of the company he needed, to
i.yig your ad seen and READ
William Farnum was expected in film some exteriors, in which Miss
rifcat counts — The Zeppelin was
New York last night. The Fox star Davies does not appejir. This is why
a wonderful fighting unit until
will produce "If I Were King" in the you have been unable to reach him.
the scout aeroplane of midget
East, probably under the direction of
Miss Davies would be the last periproportions and gigantic effecJ. Gordon Edwards.
tiveness came along and put it
son 'to abruptly quit a studio,' etc.,
as stated. Anyone who has worked
out of existence — WID'S
Kremer
Back
with her at all will tell you that she
DAILY is the scout of the film
Victor Kremer, state right buyer is unusually considerate and deservbusiness — It is small — BUT —
has returned to New York after a six
edly popular. I know that you will
it delivers the goods— A TEST
will TELL.
weeks' trip. He reports great de- be as glad to get these facts as I am
mand for western subjects.
to give them to you."

Expai nsion

Little Ad Talks

^r '.e 5 Cents

to the exhibitors and special "trade
shows" were given in the morning
at theaters located variously in Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, Newcastle,
Sheffield, Birmingham, Cardiff and
Glasgow.
Ruffel's system covers a large territory. It includes Northumberland,
Durham, Westmorland and Cumberland, with headquarters at Newcastle-on-Tyne; Yorkshire, Lincolnshire,
Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire,
with headquarters at Leeds; Lancashire, Cheshire and North Wales,
with headquarters at Manchester;
Staffordshire, Shropshire, Warwickshire, Worcestershire and Leicestershire, with headquarters at Birmingham; South Wales and Heresfordshire, with headquarters at Cardifif,
and Scotland at Glasgow.

Get Roche Story
Buffalo M. P. Corp. to Make Screen
Version of "The Sport of Kings"
"The Sport of Kings" by Arthur
Somers Roche, one of the best
known of .American popular authors,
has been secured by the Buffalo M.
P. Corp. for picturization.
Frederic A. Thomson will direct
the production which will be made
here in New York.
The First National Exchanges are
handling the Buffalo product on an
independent basis.

Brady's Statement

In a lengthy statement issued yesterday, William A. Brady explained
that he had called a meeting of the
Producers and Distributors Branches
of the National Association because
of the insistence on the part of
prominent producers to take action
on the actor-producer trouble. The
statement says that Adolph Zukor
and William Fox both urged a meeting of film interests.
The resolution, the statement adds,
for the film interests to affiliate with
other amusement interests was passed unanimously.
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FILM FOLKS,

Capt. G. E. Stone has been engaged | James L. Crane will support Alice
by Prizma to make a series of mic- Brady in ".Sinners," her first Realroscopic studies in color.
art film.
Release in the fall.
Price 5 Cents

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44tb St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

Mrs. Sidney Drew and John Cumberland are at Lake George shooting
scenes for "A Sisterl}' Scheme."

Marguerite
Clark's
first policy
production
under
the open
booking
will
be "Widow by Pro.xy."

"The Market of Souls" with Dor-

Scenes for "A Night of the Dub,"
Ernest Truex comedy were taken recently in Century theater.

F. G. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- oth}' Dalton is the first Ince subject
urer; Joseph Dannenb'erg, Vice-President
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Edi- to be released under the new Famous Players selective booking plan.
tor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
Dustin Farnum's current United
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under Picture
offering has its release set
the act of March 3, 1879.
for
Sunday
next. Story by Tom
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside ing.
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 Geraghty with T. N. Heffron directmonths, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

Norma Talmadge is busy these
days posing for a number of paintings, reproductions of which will appear in a numlier of fan magazines.
Her photographs will be used to illustrate a series of fiction stories in
the Delineator.

New Department at Famous Players
Famous Players have established a
new department called the educational publicity bureau to work in
conjunction with the non-theatrical
subjects to be handled by that comCharles E. MacCarthy, formerly
pany.
of Fox, will be in charge of this
work. A campaign is now under way
to line up the women's clubs and all
social organizations who are expected to use the pictures.

Donovan Going to Coast
Sherwin
Story for Goldwyn
Why did "Watty" Rothacker ir
Frank Donovan, producer of his barber yesterday?
I-^ouis Sherwin, dramatic editor of
the Globe for eight years, has fin- "Bullin' the Bullsheviki," will next
ished his first story for Goldwyn. It produce a comedy dealing with proBid. Asked. Last Sale
$40,000 for Sets
hibition. Production will be on the
is "The Bonds of Love" and will be coast.
Douglas Fairbanks is reported
Famous Players
105
109
105
placed in production shortly.
Triangle
Ill
having spent over $40,000 on s
World Film
No tradina:
alone for his first United Artists' j
Ray on September Schedule
Loew's Liberty Opens Sept. 1
ture, "His Majesty, the Americar
Pioneer Sold for 3 States
Charles Ray in "Tlie Egg Crate
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Gove with Realart
Pioneer has sold its productions Wallop" is scheduled for release unCleveland. — Loew's Liberty theader the new open "liooking policy
ter will open here Sept. 1. This is
for California, Nevada and Arizona of Famous
Jay A. Gove who handled all
Players. The film has a his fifth theater in Cleveland. A
to the M. and R. Exchange of San big fight scene
Fox publicity and advertising bef
in
it,
prize
ring
and|
Francisco and Los Angeles. Charles
combination
of pictures and vaude- the x\rthur James regime has joi
ville will be shown.
Rosenthal represented the M. and R. all.
Realart.
He will work with J(
in the deal which covers all future
Dempsey on Stage
Pond Fritts, director of advertisii
films to be made by Pioneer.
Marmont Supporting Two Stars
{Special 10 triD'S DAILY)
Percy Marmont is supporting two
New Comedy Series
Chicago. — Jacoby and Linick, who
Baltimore,
Md. — Bunny
theater have a chain of theaters in the city, Vitagraph stars at the same time. He
The production of a special se^
closed during summer for alterations. have secured the services of Jack
Universal
comedies
will
is finishing "The Winchester Wo- of
man" with Alice Joyce and at the started at the Coytesville
Dempsey, the heavyweight chamstuni
pion, to appear in vaudeville and same is starting a production with within 10 days.
George
Coch
make personal appearances. It is Corinne Griflith.
will direct.
They
will picture
said the motion picture men agree to
humorous
side of a soldier's
pay him $15,000 a week for 12 weeks.
Business Good in Cleveland
George
Brown
will be featurcv*
James B. Rcilly, Cleveland man- the first production.
Ten Companies at Selznick Plant
ager for Realart, reports business
The Selznick plant planned for good in his territory. He says a
S
Long Island City will be right across large number of new theaters are be- appointed manager of Columbia
Connf'
H.
F.
—
Wash.
,
Spokane
the 59th St. bridge and a few mining contemplated.
utes ride from the city. The studio
will accommodate ID companies at
Owatonna,
Minn. — Glenn
and
one time.
Harry Mickelson lease Palace.
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We Place Insurance for

Paramount
Pictures Corp.

Others!
[Watch this Space for

WE

DON'T TALK

INSURANCE— WE SELL IT

— On the liasis tliat our long experience with this industry enaljles
us to serve you efficiently and economically. Our clients include
practically
every important producing organization. There must be
a reason.

IS

the easiest thing in
the world to get
great posters for
photo-plays —
Just
them
from order
the

RITCHEY
LllUO.
COUP.
406W.31i(Sl.,N.Y. Phone CheUea 838S

We've got a
new soon
lightning
series of westernbrand
pictures
to be
released. They are called "THE
SPUR AND SADDLE STORIES"
and they're immense. Ask your exchange man about 'em.

Keuben,5?Amuels
I

Jneurance
Phone
JoJtij

SO Maiden.

Lane
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DAILV

Excellent Detail and Pleasing Artistry in Good Production of
Old Indian Formula

^{Special to WW'S DAILY)
iollywood, Calif. — Rita Stanwood,
; of H. B. Warner, iias been ened to play opposite her husband
I new Jesse D. Hampton produc-

Robert Warwick

in

"Told in the Hills"

Paramount=Artcraft
he Morgan Dancers have acted an engagement to appear in
toedy being put on by the Model
DIRECTOR
George H. Melford
nedy Co. entitled "Don't Chase
AUTHOR
Marah
Ellis Ryan
ir Wife," in which Gail Henry is
•red.
SCENARIO BY
Will M. Ritchey
/illiam Wickersham, dancer, who CAMERAMEN
Paul Perry and Henry
Kotani
been appearing in pictures of AS A WHOLE
Old=time
Indian meller artisti=
has l^ecn engaged to play a
cally done with enough big scenes to take
ling role in the Romayne film
off the curse.
ams" written and to be directed
Walter McNamara. Work will STORY
Rather obvious throughout with no gen=
imence on the play in two weeks.
uinely tense dramatic
values; decidedly
of
Indian stuff formula.
DIRECTION
Apparently did his darndest
with
good atmosphere,
artistic photography,
et
cetera, to lift this into worthwhile class.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally
very pleasing with
many
decidedly
artistic bits.
LIGHTINGS
Some very fine; some too uniform
CAMERA WORK
Varied from excellent to just
fair.
STAR

D. W. GRIFFITH will present, at the Geo. M. Cohan
Theater, New York, a revised
irersion of "Hearts of the
World," wherein the League
>f Nations is convincingly visualized.
This will be the third offering in the Griffith Repertory
Season, and will be shown for
the first time Monday evening,
August 11th.
The engagement will be for
one week only, with daily matinees at 2:30 and evening showmgs at 8:30.
'HEARTS
OF THE
WORLD" in its new form will
he booked by llie Hearts of the
|World Company, Albert L.
, jrey, General Manager, Suite
i/20, Longacre Building, New
York City.

California
^

Theatre

{Los Angeles)
Says the

Friday, August 8, 1919

Heroic figure looking rather odd in cos=
tume at first, but rather the right type for
such a production.
SUPPORT
Ann Little very pleasing;
all others
quite satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Many
very artistic shots, but
some could have been better.
INTERIORS
Generally excellent as to construc=
tion, but some times too uniformly
lighted.
DETAIL

is one of film's best
assets. Splendid, which
CHARACTER OF STORY
Unadulterated Indian
meller that may please because of remini.s=
cences.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,500 feet

CONSIDERED from the viewpoint that thi.s is a picturization of a woll-known old-timer, the production will undoubtedly entertain and be passed as satisf.-ictory. but I am afraid that a large percentage of
our film fans who are not familiar with the old-time
story will check this over and consider it only a lavish
attempt to do the Indian formuhi which they have
grown very accustomed to through observation on the
screen.
As regular releases run, I would say that this will
go over the hill all right, beciiuse the director has
slipped in quite a lot of artistry, and has been particularly careful with his detail. He has presented
rather a realistic conception of life in the days when
Indians went on the war-path, and from that viewpoint the film in many ways is jiarticularly interesting.
The chief objection that will be brought to this
subject is. that the story is painfully obvious, particularly to the regular fans, and it is (luite lacking in
really big dramatic situations. This Is partly due to
the formula which forbids our considering the soldiers
in any great peril of the Indians when we have already
l)een shown that tiiend hero has discovered a tunnel
through the mountain on the other side of wliicli they
have been traiiped. We jest know that air hero is
gonna get through in time.
Mr. Warwick, as the heroic matinee idol type,
marches through the production in a manner that
should delight any lover of the idealistic western
scout of the old days. Ann Little, as the girl we know
the hero is going to get. and Monte Blue, as the
young Indian chieftain who is dramatically killed to
cause complications between the Indians and soldiers,
were pleasing, and the rest of the cast Ijlended nicely,
witli Tom Forman. Wanda Hawley and Eileen Percy
having rather small parts.
(,»uite a lot of Indians are used in some scenes, and
we also have a troop of cavalry on the job in old time
costumes. Some of the incidents in which these hundi-eds of peoi)le participated helped rather materially
in giving l)ody and size to the offering.
While in my judgment your fans will not rave over
this, it is quite possible that they will be entirely
satisfied if you are careful in the handling of your
advertising campaign.

Be Careful in Your Advertising, Because Many Will Think Old-Time
Story Weak
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
your attendance at this will depend to a great extent
There is one thing about this film that should cerupon the magnitude of his following in your comtainly be done in a manner that will leave no mistaken impression in the minds of any who are going
munity. AnnEileen
Little, Percy
Monte have
Blue, many
Wanda friends,
Ha'wley,and
Tomit
Forman and
to see the production. You should come out clearly
would be advisable to give this cast some prominence
in your advertising.
and forcefully in j-our advertising campaign, explainI would advise you to make no wild claims about
ing that this is a picturization of a famous story,
this being the most superior western ever produced,
presenting a vividly realistic conception of the old
or anything of that sort, because extravagant adjecdays in the western hills when American pioneers
tives at the wrong time have a real kickback, and it
were blazing the trails through the territory that had
is always much safer to talk about the merits that
for a long time been the liQme of the Indians.
you are sure of in a production instead of shooting
You might go about this from the attitude of "You
indiscriminate meaningless phrases, because the usual
have seen Indian pictures and Wild West stories on
the screen that have been hurriedly thrown together
extravagant string of adjectives has become meaningless to the great percentage of regular film fans.
in the rush of the old days of film production, but
You are very safe in saying that the production
here is one of the American classics given a producvalues of this are excellent, and you should alibi your
tion of proper dignity with every detail of the time
story on the strength of its past popularity ; but you
and atmosphere carefully checked vip."
will note that there is a difference between working
You must also, of course, expect to place considerthat way and making a general claim of excellence.
able emphasis on the star, Robert Warwick, because

Christie Special
"Rowdy Ann"
is a winner

J

* among Short Subjects

Cuts and mats for
heralds and programs,
free
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,
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Wants Sale Checked
On the ground that it has spent
more than $50,000 remodeling the
famous old Atlantic Garden at 50
Bowcrj' as a modern picture house,
and has huilt up a thriving business
there which may be lost to it, the
New Atlantic Garden Co., lessee of
the building, has filed an injunction
suit to restrain the Atlantic Garden
Realty Co. from selling the property.
The complaint alleges that the defendant leased the property to the
plaintiff for ten years at $1,030 a
month on May 17 last and in consideration ofthe plaintifT making improvements at its own cost the defendant agreed that if it had an offer
for the property the plaintiff could
have it for the same figure. The
plaintiff states that it spent $50,000
making the building modern with a
capacity of 840 seats and it was
opened June 28 last and has been a
success. When the defendant was
asked to execute the lease on July
23 last it refused to incorporate in
the lease the agreement that the
plaintiff was to have an option to
buy the property, but stated that the
verbal agreement on that point
would be sufficient, and that if the
plaintiff declined to execute the lease
presented a complaint would be
made t '^t Building Department
by the defendant that the roof was
unsafe and the plaintiff would be dispossessed and its business ruined.
The plaintiff was forced to sign and
says that on July 26 it got notice that
the defendant intends to sell the

property to someone else for $140,000 and the buyer will be able to take
e of the plaintiff's improveadvantag
ment and growing business unless
the sale is restrained.

WHAT

IS

a reliable

>

•

States Right
percentage
table

Wid's 1919

Year Book

Plays

Here are a number
that Lawrence Weber

Garden

Possession of Old Atlantic
in Dispute

Weber

of the
will produ

and World Film will distribu'
"Fine Feathers," "The Very Idt
"Yes

or No," "The

Climax," "T

Only Girl," "A" Pair of Queens," '
Full House," "Nothing But Lie
"Nothing

But the Truth," "A P,

of Sixes."
THE BIG FEATURE PICTURE
Is in a class with tlie regular tlieatrlcal show and should be exploited as such. We make a lobby
display that individualizes the production and lifts it out of the
picture
RUT—
"The Red onLantern"
and other productions
exhibition in our show rooms.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42n(l St.
New York Cltj

ORGANIST
"I'm going to get that man or die in the attempt," and she gets him.
Constance Talmadge in "A Temperamental Wife," the first John Emerson-Anita Loos production for First National.
*Advt.

Supreme Court Justice Luce granted an attachment yesterday against
the property of Continental Pictures
Corp., an Illinois concern, in a suit
of E. Lanning Masters, to recover
$6,515. Masters states that on April
28, an agreement was made between
the parties by which he was engaged
Thousands of music dealers are to exploit the motion picture production featuring Jess Willard for eight
now advertising, "Oh, You Women," weeks at $4,500. He was also to rethe song published by Al. Piantadosi
ceive all expenses paid out.
& Company, inspired by the picture,
The plaintiff alleges that $1,115 is
by John Emerson
and Anita Loos.
due on this claim. He also makes
Arrangements have been made for
large window displays in the chain the second claim that on Maj' 24 he
of stores handling these records in was employed to handle and exploit
practically every city in the country, "The Challenge of Chance" and was
to get 6 per cent of the total gross
special posters and advertising ma- bookings to July 4. He states that
terial having been prepared in which
these bookings amounted to $90,000
the Paramount picture is credited.
and that the amount due him on this
In the Emerson Records catalog
claim is $5,400, no part of which has
for August two scenes from the film been paid.
are shown. These catalogs of which
Masters states that the corporation
there are a half million Issued, going is an Illinois concern and Fred W.
directly into the homes of so many
Wilke is president and F. O. Johnsphonograph owners, give additional
ton, treasurer.
publicity to the film through a new
Sheriff Knott is now trying to find
channel.
some property of the defendant on
The same idea is being carried out which to levy the judgment.
by manufacturers of piano rolls, individual campaigns on these products
Cohen Going to Coast
now being conducted by dealers
Milton L. Colien, President of
everywhere in which the picture is
Here is /io=w a brother exhibitor put his shoiu over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
up.
felloiu knoiu how you cleaned

featured. Among the piano roll concerns now issuing the song are the
Standard Music Roll Co., Republic
Player Roll Co., Mills Novelty Co.,
Universal Music Co., and the Connorized Roll Co.
PICTURE

Box D. T.

c/o WID'S DAILY

Masters Sues

Putting It Over

A

of
extensive
experience
inwants
"setting*''
and
playing
for picturesVery
im-r
mediate
engagement.
large
library can mendations
furnish
excellent
recomfrom present employer.
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THE DARK STAR
Now at the RIVOL

TITLES
BY

ERNEST

STER^

"THE TITLEMAN"
145 WEST 45th STREET
PHONE— BRYANT 8973

THE
Mast

BEST
to nuike PICTURE
money
have

a perfect
negative

REX LABORATORY

deTclopf

(INC.)

has
developed
HarryandKeeper's
negi
tives.
Aak him
then phoi
Tremont
19B6 for full particular

Bull's Eye, is about to make a trip
to the coast,, stopping at the various
exchanges on his way out. When he
returns to New York he will announce two new productions for the
fall season.

NEEDS

NO

ENDORSEMENT

"MICKEY"

FOR SALE

State Rights, two

Will Tell

states o;

Mack Sennett's
Productio'l
"Mickey,"
$6,000.00 Cash.
AdI

state Rights Now
SAMUEL

CUMMINS

--

Selling

1476 Broadway, New

York City

New York.
dress
Box 100, care of WID'£I

r
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^Gttina With Metro

Seelye Out of United

Leaves
BecausePolicy
of Difference
Opinion Over Questions of

ted Italian Actress Will Come to
America Later On and Make
Pictures Here
)ne of the results of R. A. Rood's recent European trip, it deoped, was to sign Bettina,
the
lian actress to appear in producns for Metro.
lowland has perfected an arrangent with the Caesar Fihn Co., of
me, whereby
he will distribute
eugh the Metro exchanges a numof films already made for Caesar
ms by Bettina, here in America.
; will shortly start work under
Metro contract in Rome with a
ector who will make the trip spelly to direct the actress.
n about 6 months,
Bettina will
ae to America and make her fue films in the Hollywood studio.
mother
announcement
from
tro names "Some Baby" by ZelCobington and Jules Simonson
Screen Classics production.
ViDana will" probably star in this
y which had' a long run.

All of Broadhurst's
Picture Production

"Mr. Seelye leaves United with the
nothing but good will toward Mr.
Berst and United and the only reason for leaving was a difference of
opinion as to its policy regarding
certain matters.
"In leaving the company, Mr.
Berst wishes to Mr. Seelye, success
in his new enterprise which is soon
Seelye's
successor has not be»n
named
as yet.
to start."
Rudolph
Not With
Equity
It was reported along the film

For

'amous Players have acquired
sen
rights to all the plays, aliy written by George Broadhurst
well as those that he may write,
mong Broadhurst's plays are:
)ught and Paid For," "The Man
:he Hour" and "The Law of the
)d."
New Film at Central

"Follow the Tracks." James Oliver Curwood, author of the big wild
Animal Special to be announced by First National. He was with the
company in N. W. Canada during the shooting of the picture. 'Advi.

Reichenbach Back

Tells of Equity Plans— "Eyes of
Youth" Finished
fht Last of the Duanes"
with
Harry
Reichenbach
returned
(iam
Farnum — Fox
Film
will
night
■• for two weeks at the Central the Coast late Sunday
told of some of the plans yesterc
nning Sept. IS.
of the Equity Pictures Corp.
"Eyes of Youth" with Clara
Young has just been finished at a
No. 192
cost in excess of $250,000. In the
cast are a number of well known
players.
Eighty per cent, of the territory
By Jack Alicoate
has been sold. It is understood that
C i?^S, according to Webster
First National exchanges will handle
^* is "information about
the picture. Each' attraction made
by Equity will be handled with
omething before unknown,
special exploitation stunts in each
resh things, recent intelli:e'V!c — The daily newspaper is
territory.
of runs.
Youth"A
there
will beFor
about"Eyes
65 first
c. — for just this sort of inforpage ad will be used in the Saturday
nation— WID'S DAILY gives
Evening Post giving the names of
ou the news, tne whole news,
the theaters. The Capitol, in New
nd nothing but the news, in
lear, crisp, concise form — be
York is expected to show the picture.
in the regular news or adverIsing columns — To be well injrmed on current happenings
Grace Fisher, well known in musical comedy, is reported about to
sad WTD'S DAILY.
enter pictures.

Little Ad Talks

in

J. A. Berst, president and C. R.
Seelye, secretary of United, Pictures
issued the following joint statement
yesterday:
"After an association of one and
half years in United Picture Theaters, and two years previously at
Pathe, we have, for the time being,
at least, severed our association, Mr.
Seelye having resigned and sold all
his
interests in the company to Mr.
Berst.

. P. Gets More Plays
luires

Price 5 Cents

Ttuesday, September 9, 1919

Moore in Stage Plays
Riskin Bros. Form $1,000,000 Firm
to Picturize Victor's Successes
A. E. and R. R. Riskin have formed a new $1,000,000 corporation to be
known as the De Luxe Victor Moore
"^■^d. for the purpose of making
uiiiiS of the stage successes in which
Victor Moore appeared.
The contract with Moore guarantees the star a minimum of $15,000
! per production with a minimum of
four a year for two years, and per\
centage on the earnings. R. R. Riskin formed the original Klever Pictures, Inc., which released through
Fanaous Players.
The new company has established
temporary quarters in the Candler
Bldg.
•
Fox Claims a Scoop

rialtono yesterday
that "Bill';
was
longer connected
withRudolph
Equity
Pictures.
This
could
not
be
confirmed.
Big Special for Universal
Eugene Stitz who directed the
Stageshortly
Women's
will
start War
a big Relief
specialSeries
here
in the East with a prominent stage
star. Release through Universal.

Headquarters Here

Griffith
Definitely
Leaves
Angeles — Activities
to
Centered in East

Los
Be .

D. W. Griffith will make his production headquarters here in the
East. He will return to Los Angeles
only when a picture calls for that
G"-' Ji£ij- 'ipied the studios owned
atm.
by Jrntrn
;; "^'Im. m His
pin
-'-'•■jyr
that lease
time exon,
he «o^vx iiic plaiu u.: an individual

film basis.

Laemmle Due

Although Fox News will not appear regularly until October, picCarl Laemmle of Universal will
tures were shot yesterday of Pershreach
New York tomorrow morning
ing's reception by New Yorkers.
' The film was developed and shown after a 3 month's stay on the coast
- at the Central by 2:15 in' the after- where he saw the Universal fall seanoon and then shown at the Rivoli..
I
son get under way.

Tuesday, September

sM^

9, 1919
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Teaching the East
Universal Sales Member Sees MidWest
Far Ahead
in Show
Presentation
E. W. Goldstein, assistant general sales manager of Universal, has
jfist returned to New York with
some very definite ideas on how
Mid-Western exhibitors put on
shows. His views are doubly interesting because of the recent statements of Western exhibitors on the
alleged
"lackEast.
of pep" of big showmen in the
"I was very much surprised,"
Goldstein said, 'to find rivals in the
West to our biggest Broadway
houses in New York. Talk about
courtesy and service — I never saw
such places.

DAILV
More

Plays

for

Vitagraph

Vitagraph has secured the following plays for early production.
"The Fortune Hunter," "The Great
Divide," "The Sporting Duchess,"
"The City" and "Shenandoah."

alHere
ong is hovi a brother
itor puyt his shoiv over.
Send
our ideas. Let th e other
exhibknoiv honv
cleaned
up.
felloiv

Studio Reconstructed

Ames, la. — Joe Gelbracht oF the
Twin Sar, used an inexpensive stunt
on "The Perils of Thunder
Mounyou
tain,"
a
serial
that
"got
'em"
coming
and going.
"I had a couple of one column
cuts
made up," said Gelbracht, "one
•00.'
with a large '0' and the other with
"About a week before the first
episode I inserted an add in the
papers — ^'Watch the — ' and put the
cut with the large '0' under it. The
same
withwith
thethe'OO,'
on
screen
same.using slides
"Then three days before the opening I put in a liberal sized ad stating that anyone who received a
ticket on the following two days
with a number ending with '0' would
be given a pass for the first episode
of 'Perils of Thunder Mountain,' and
gave the starting date. And anyone
who received
ending
withentire
'00'
would
be given one
a pass
for the
fifteen episodes. I ran the same
stuff on a series of three slides in the
theater.
"Well it seemed as if the whole
town was anxious to gamble. We
did a capacity business on both
'Chance Days' and broke all records
for the opening of a serial. And best

The J. Stuart Blackton studio in
Brooklyn has been reconstructed.
The producer is again occupying it.

Harry
Garson's
Production
"The
Hushed
Hour"
starring Blanche Sweet, has the
most unusual east and the most
unusual lobby display.
KRAD8 MFG. CO.
220 Went. 42nd St., N. T.
nth
Floor

LETTERED.

Hardin

Here

Charles W. Hardin who was a part
owner of the First National fran"The management of each theater
chise for Kansas and Missouri with
that I visited seemed more than optiRichards
and Flynn has sold his inmistic. They had all evidently enterests in that concern to Richards
joyed a great spring and summer
and Flynn. Hardin arrived in New
business. And instead of pocketing York yesterday.
all their profits they were improving
their theaters for the coming year — ■
which, by the way, all think will be
the biggest in the history of the art.
"Many of the theaters have adapted the idea of the stage setting and
prologue to the picture. And in
each case where I asked if they
thought it payed they replied 'Yes,'
and explained that it was what the
public desired and appreciated. In
Kansas City, I found a number of
the larger theaters woiking with
some of the civic improvement societies and one theater was showing
pictures of the finest home in Kansas Ci_ty._ This idea boosted the plan
of building new homes and better

WE

WANT

State Right Films
FOR

LOUISIANA
FLORIDA

MISSISSIPPI
ALABAMA
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Bernstein Urging Tax Repeal
Harry Bernstein of the Jake Wells
Famous Players report that busiand — Geraldine
Farrar
Central
— William Fox's "Checkers."
ness during the second Paramount enterprises and secretary of the Virtalion."
Vorld and Its Woman."
ginia Exhib. Assc, has sent a cirPark— Dorothy Phillips— "The Right National Week was double that of
Analysis of Motion Subject.
cular letter to Virginia exhibitors
the same week last year.
to Happiness."
)uting-Chester
Scenic.
Within the organization the week urging them to take action on the
Broadway — Dorothy Dalton — "The
repeal of Federal taxes.
"^TJcs of the Day.
Market of Souls."
known as "Adolph Zukor Week."
.VOid Topical Review.
Lyric — Helen Keller in "Deliver- Zukor has written a letter of thanks
'omedy.
to the members of the Dept. of Disilto — Robert
Warwick — "Told
in Brooklyn Strand — 'The Westerntribution through Walter Greene for
ance."
the volume of pledges signed by 1,he Hills."
500 employees presented to him.
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Life
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Nature
Picture.
tically states that the title of NorTemperamental Wife."
ma Talmadge's next picture has been
w York — Today — Eugene O'Brien Rialto — Elsie Ferguson — "The Witness for the Defense."
definitely dubbed "The Broken Bar-"The Perfect Lover."
Rivoli — "The Miracle Man."
rier." It was formerly called "By
Vednesday — Eugene O'Brien — Cohan — "Lost Battalion."
The Perfect Lover."
Right of Conquest."
'hursday — William Desmond —
Fox Stops 44th St. Run
Epstin
with
Schenck
Dangerous Waters."
M. S. Epstin will act as general
"riday — Dorothy
Green
and Ar"Evangeline" and "Kathleen Mavbur
Ashley — "Forest
Rivals." manager of the Joseph M. Schenck ourneen" were taken out of the 44th
lessic Love — "Over
the Garden offices at 140 W. 42nd St. They oc- St. theater Saturday night by William Fox.
cupy the 7th and 8th floors.
Vail."
aturday — Mitchell
Lewis —
Fool's Gold."
Constance
Talmadge
at Strand
First Jack Pickford Selected
unday — H. B. Warner — "For a
The first Jack Pickford-Goldwyn
Vonian's Honor."
Constance Talmadge in "A Temperamental Wife" will play the subject will be "The Little Shepherd
Strand, the week of Sept. 14.
of Kingdom Come."
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Irst SUPER-SERIAL ever made
All-star cast
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L. LASKY, presents

VIVIAN
u
m

MARTIN
KISS"

Te THIRD

— I?

A Paramount -Artcra ft Picture

One — a theft ;

two — an outrage ;

WOULD
he dare do it again.? Twice he had
kissed her and warned her that the third

By
TENNO

:^^M

three

They were married, of course — in name — to save
another's honor ; but there are husbands —
Real drama
in this one, real emotion - gripping
drama.
See it for yourself and judge.

time — yes his impudent threat was quite in
keeping with the exasperating husband
he was.
HELIODORE

IT.

Scenario by

Directed by

EDITH

ROBERT

KENNEDY
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A Girl With 40,000 Advisers
F as many as five persons were advising you on your career, you
would be a rarity. Multiply that by 8,000 and you get the number already counseling

MARY
m0f^m^

"^.

Since she
If you add
you find
the doors

MILES MINTER

has become a Realart star the total has
to these 40,000 the number who worship,
the millions of devoted adherents who
of theatres which show her first Realart

ANNE

OF GREEN

increased daily.
but do not write,
will clamor at
picture,

GABLES

A wholesome story of beautiful girlhood founded upon the world-famous
"Anne" novels by L. M. Montgomery.
Directed by John S. Robertson, j
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on Pacific coast.
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Gladys Leslie in
Vitagraph
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Marie Doro.
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Gordon of Boston, and Gray of Maine combine 37
World
Page 19
New England houses.
Wm. L. Sherrill, Frohman Amusement, resigns
from National Association.
LOVE IS LOVE
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair in
Fox
Page 21
Famous Players profits big according to official
financial statement.

Robert Warwick in
Paramount=Artcraft
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Players' strike may affect industry if the strike
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spreads.
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Fairly Dramatic Propaganda Against Aversion to Motherhood
"T'trp
IHh

HnTTQR WtTHOT IT r^HTT nRRlv"
nOLISh
WllHOUl
^HlLDKhN
The Film Market, Inc. — State Rights
Brodsky
Samuel
DIRECTOR
McLaughlin
Robert
AUTHOR
McLaughlin
BY. .............. .Robert
SCENARIO
E. M. Reynolds
CAMERAMAN
Fairly clean and sometimes dra=
AS A WHOLE
matic propaganda against childlessness; cli=
max sequences had some real dramatic meat
in them.
STORY. . . .Showed some clever plot building; some=
times just a trifle forced; held interest while
;
delivering message.
DIRECTION
Put stress on some situations and
glossed over others a bit; largely fair.
Much of it irregular due to
PHOTOGRAPHY
inside private
fact that picture was made
residence.
.Some of them good; other.s allowed
LIGHTINGS
too much reflection on vails.
Occasionally showed awkward
CAMERA WORK
angles due to room limitations.
Most of them often rather amateur^
PLAYERS
on the whole got over situations;
ish; but
Gretchen
Travers,
Richard
included
cast
Henry
Fox,
Helen Weer, George
Hartman,
Lewis,
Jack
Powell,
William
Sell,
Q.
others. and

^^^*' message
gets over in a iiiaiuier that is sure of
^ response.
The acting could have been better, many
of the players being a bit amateurish at times and
"ot always registering with the tenseness that would
have resulted had the material been in the hands of
By this
technique.
'oiks more learned in dramatic
'« »ot meant that the acting was really bad, by any
subject matter
means, but that some of the picture'shave
been scaled
^^^ such that dramatic heights could
to a further point in the hands of more finished arhis
"planted"
Also the director could have
tists.
characters just a bit more clearly in the early part of
It was not until the offering got fairly well
the film.
under way that it was thoroughly clear just who was
who.
Many ends of common interest were touched in the
When the subject of children is treated the
offering.
jery heart of domesticity is reached, and that was the
picture's leading
theme.
The double
staudaixl
of
but chief inmorals came in for a share of attention, the
lives of
in
the drama
around
terest centered
the husband
in which
of a household
the members
wanted children and in which the wife had an aversion
the author
The plot through which
t<) motherhood.
presented his theme had many interlineations of inIn the house pictured there was the
teresting twist.
wife, the husband, his young niece, the wife's brother,
husband's
the the
andThea youth
youth in
loved
girl, butemploy.
it was registered quite

girl
the went
between"
Only one or two outdoor scenes early that there was "something
EXTERIORS..".
the men
when
And
All of them taken in the former and the wife's brother.
INTERIORS
inuoquite
that
seen
was
it
one=time Mayor of away, to be gone a year,
home of Tom Johnson,
cently the girl had become the victim of the wife's
Cleveland, Ohio.
Proper for the most part; atmosphere brother, and that she was a prospective mother. The
DETAIL
wife plotted to accept the child as her own to please
held up.
CHARACTER OF STORY
In a large sense, dra= lier husband.
in their
successful
returned,
the men
matic propaganda against aversion to moth= Meanwhile
niece.
subject handled quite tactfully for efforts to obtain royalties due the husband's
erhood;
the most part.
The wife's brother, knowing
that the girl was that
an
The baby
About 6,200 feet heiress, told her he would marry her.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
had been accepted joyfully by the husband as his own
A PICTURE that has as its theme a phase of mar- died the evening of his niece's wedding to the brother,
ried life that often is the cause of much marital Through quite dramatic sequences the young girl
unhappiness in "The House Without Children." As told the truth, and there were many compelling pasthe title implies, the subject is directed against the sages. Finally the husband, convinced that the maaversion to motherhood on the part of "modern" ternal spark had been aroused in his wife, went to
women. While the film is not purely entertainment lier forgivingly. Also it was registered that the youth
stood a chance. The wife's
nieceout.
the way
loved his
who really
neither brother
of thatis term,
popular meaning
to thepropaganda,
according
sneered
considerable
and there
it preachy
is
were full of suspense
passages
latter
these
of
All
dramatic meat in some of the situations, particularly
situation.^.
dramatic
legitimate
many
and contained
those in the climax sequences.
out
working
tlieir
in
interesting
very
and
tense
Quite
rehave
could
picture
the
that
fact
the
Despite
ceived just a bit better presentation than was given it, were these finishing scenes.

Go After the Women

Particularly With This One

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is a picture that treats quite tactfully and often
dramatically of a subject that probably has been argued by every married couple. Its theme is one that
strikes at the very heart of domesticity and, therefore, it will be of some interest to most everybody.
It is by no means sensational propaganda against
birth conti-ol, but subtly does it indict those
women who have killed the maternal instinct in themselves through selfish motives. Also the film gives a
little diplomatic and fairly forceful attention to the
double standard of morals.
So if you handle this right you ought to be able to
get it by and make some money. But you must be
very careful how you advertise it. Don't get sensational by any means.
You can truthfully bill the

offering as a dramatic indictment of the crime of deliberate childlessness, but don't go much further than
than on that particular score. Be serious in tone in
your exploitation and you will probably see that it
meets with better success than sensation.
Go after the women particularly. While most married women in this country are voluntary mothers —
and the majority of them the heads of fair-sized families— they all will want to see the other woman's side
and, in a sense, this gives them a view. It's certain,
anyhow, that the women are going to talk over the
picture among themselves.
In all of your exploitation play up the domestic
end of the picture — tell your folks that it is a story of
the home. That's the softest spot in the hearts of
the majority of us — home — and a play on that idea
is sure of response.

nr

The funniest pidtures cf *:he
world's greatest funny man will
be issued in a new edition deluxe, October first.

q

Twelve screen tested comedies of
tremendous box office worth are
offijred the exhibitor inde-luxe
form.

nr

No produdions ever released in
the history of motion pidures
have so clearly been established
in public favor.

/TT
^

Every print
brand new.

will be absolutely
A complete line of

highest quality advertising material all new, will be issued.

C H A P L I N
CLASSICS
"THE FLOORWALKER"
"THE FIREMAN"
"THE VAGABOND"
"ONE A. M."
"THE COUNT"
"THE PAWNSHOP"
"BEHIND THE SCREEN"
"THE RINK"
"THE IMMIGRANT"
"THE ADVENTURER"
"THE CURE"
"EASY STREET"

(T[
^

They will be released under the
original titles to capitalize upon
the established popularity of the
individual pidures.

(TT
^

They will be released and sold
in series, at intervals of six weeks
— first release October Fifth —
Special pre-release for first runs.

World
Rights
Clarl^ - Cornelius

Controlled
by
Corporation

Distributed by
EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

tjunaay, August

ali^^
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Some Very Fair Western Stuff in Film Version of Novel
((

The Westerners

»)

Benj. B. Hampton Prod. — W. W. Hodkinson Corp.
DIRECTOR
Edward
Sloman
AUTHOR
Stewart Edward White
SCENARIO
BY
E. Richard Schayer
CAMERAMAN
John Seitz
\S A WHOLE
WelUacted Western meller with
some quite good characterizations; largely
straight screen narration; sometimes a bit
slow and draggy.
STORY
Adapted from the welI=known novel of
the same title.
DIRECTION
Staged a few good fights; handled
players well; pictorially effective.
!>HOTOGRAPHY
. . . .Very good all the way through
LIGHTINGS
Some excellent soft, natural backlightings on exteriors; interiors O. K.
CAMERA
WORK
Showed variety of angles;
some very good long shots.
PLAYERS
Commendable
work
done by entire
company; the acting one of the picture's
chief virtues; cast includes Roy Stewart, Wil=
fred Lucas, Robert McKim, Mildred Manning, Frankie Lee, Mary Jane Irving, Graham Pettie and Dorothv Hagar.
EXTERIORS
All stuff
of them'true=to=locale;
much
good Western
obtained.
NTERIORS
Up to the mark
)ETAIL
Helped
maintain
atmosphere
of two
generations ago.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Western meller without offensive features.
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,200 feet
JITEWART EDWARD WHITE'S well-known novel,
J "The Westerners," lias been made into a very fair
Vestern meller. The picture is by no means a woner, or anything near a wonder. It is just a very
air Western subject with considerable good stuff, of
s type, and also some slow and draggy footage. One
f the picture's chief virtues was the work of the
layers. All of the characterizations were good, and
lie director and players were careful to see that the
iiaracter-drawings was not spoiled by over-acting,
nd the characters themselves, as drawn by the aulor, were what made the novel of interest. The dieter and cameraman
obtained
no small degree of

pictorial effectiveness in screening Western scenery as
backgrounds for the action.
The picture was largely straight screen narration,
and had in it several moderately appealing elements.
In spots it had plenty of action ; in others not so much.
Although the tilm contained several sequences with
some suspense, as a whole it was not overburdened
with su.spense, and contained several ends of a very
familiar type. There were several good fight scenes,
all of them handled in such a manner as to put all
possible punch into them, both physically and metaphorically. And a mild thrill was that when a buckboard and its horses were sent over the side of a hill.
There were a few moments that got a sentimental
response. Thi.s was particularly true of those scenes
in which little Frankie Lee appeared. His role, with
which he got away In good order, also permitted of
what little comedy relief there was.
The atmosphere of two generations or so ago — and
a bit later — was carefully maintained throughout.
On that score the detail was all that could be asked.
Most of the rain stuff was good, and a realistic
scene was that when lightning struck a tree. But in a
few of the rain scenes it could be seen through the
pouring rain that the pictures had been photographed
in bright sunlight.
The story, as screened, was not so very strong on
love-interest. True, there was a romance, but at no
time did the love-interest absolutely dominate. As in
almost every other story of the West of some years
ago, villainy was featured in this one, and there was
some stuff
hardand
riding,
gun-shootin', bar-room and dance
hall
the like.
The villain was Robert McKim, a half-breed who
lost out with the whites and then lost out with the
Indians. He later became the proprietor of several
dance-halls, and had with him his "daughter," Mildred
Manning, whom McKim had stolen from the pioneers
when she was a baby. Wilfred Lucas was the good
man. who was afraid only of women. His work was
all right, but in one or two close-ups near the end his
false moustache showed too plainly its falsity. Although Lucas was the good man. he never figured in
any romance. The hero on that end of it was Roy
Stewart, who at first appeared to be another villain,
but who turned out later to be pure wool.
It was McKim's hatred for Lucas and his lust for
revenge that started all the cross-purposes and plotting, but in the end Lucas was vindicated, McKim got
his deserts, Mildred was restored to her father, and
she and Stewart were affianced.

Will Go Over Well if Your Folks Like Westerns
Box OfRce Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here's one that will go over very well before a
owd that is partial to Westerns, but its ability to
and up before a downtown crowd is not so great,
hile the story of the picture is the work of a wellQown author, the story nevertheless is of a quite failiar type. Of course, more trouble was gone to in
educing this one than the ordinary Western meller,
id there are several little ends of interest in the
ory not usually found.
But by and large the picture
no big special to go crazy over.
Of course, the best bet in putting this one over is
ring as strong as possible on the name of the author.
) it's up to you to arrange any tie-ups with the novel
at you can scrape up. The novel is one that has
!en read by many folks, and there is no doubt that
ose who were interested in the story will be interted enough in a picturized version to spend money
see it.

The author's name is the only one you can play up
heavily. There are several well-known screen players
in the east, and in view of the fact that so many folks
have read the story, it is suggested that in your advertising you print the names of the book characters
and of the players who portray them. And you can
tell your folks that the author himself states that this
is a truthful picturization of his book.
It is a fact of human nature that even if folks
haven't read a certain book or haven't seen a certain
play they don't like to admit it to anyone who asks
them about it. So in your advertising you might take
the attitude that it is taken for granted that every
body knows the story.. If you tell folks that everybody knows something, even if they don't know it
themselves, they're going to find out — and that's
where you might cash in in using that idea.

CfeiOep ^ Mtep SHduves ■^ Heep youp dates opt
WITH PLAYS ^'•STARS LIKE • THESE • "YC
D FEAPo- NO:
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COMPETITION^

•MAY-

•ALU SON-

MAY ALLISON'S elevation to seven
reels, de luxe features has caused
great rejoicing among exhibitors
because her name is a mightv
drawing card wherever pictures
are shown. The celebrated Broadway stage successes selected foi
her are worthy of her rare talents.
The iirst will be

VIOI.A DANA'S youth, beauty and
great popularity with all classes of
liicture-goers, make her a sure-fire
box-offie attraction. Her name,
coupled with the famous Broadway
stage successes she is screening,
will insure packed houses. Her
first super-feature is

Please Get Married
a sparkling Broadway comedy sucshe is Morosco
at her fe'tching
best.cess inItwhich
is another
hit by
JAMES CULLEN
and
LEWIS ALLEN BROWNE
The sensational Cohen & Harris
fantasy
by

THE WILLOW

J. H. BENRIMO
and
HARRISON
will be her next.

TREE

RHODES,

Fair and Warmer

the famous Selwyn stage comedy
of temperament and temperature,
which
sweptIt two
liurricane.
is bycontinents like a
AVERY
HOPWOOD..
This play will be followed by
\
FREDERIC
& FANNIE
HATXON'S

JJ•BERTYTELL
BERT LYTELL'S new vehicles
ju-stify the confidence that exhibitors have reposed in this brilliant
actor. Each is of the quality that
guarantees greater popularity for
this remarkable artist.
His first picture will be

Lomhardy,

THE WALK
another

Morosco

ten

OFFS
strike.

■ C

Ltd,

a screen version of Oliver Morosco's
big stage success by the famous
co-authors,
FREDERIC & FANNY HATTON.
It will be followed by another
great story

SOMEONE IN THE HOUSE
by

M

LARRY

EVANS.

T

^ he ppoduced by Screen Classics. 3nc. &> distributed
X^iis.^
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Fair Murder Mystery Subject Gets Off to Rather Slow Start
Gladys

Leslie

in

"The Girl Woman"
Vitagraph

HRECTOR
Thomas R. Mills
lUTHOR
A. Van Buren Powell
CENARIO
BY
Edward J. Montagne
;AMERAMEN
Robert W. Stevens, Frank
Heats,
Arthur Ross and Jules Cronjadere.
iS A WHOLE
Got off to a very slow start, but
later proved to be a very fair murder mys=
tery subject with several favorable features.
TORY
Moderately clever in its plot complica=
tions; told how girl cleared her father by
solving mystery.
•IRECTION
Maintained
suspense
in a very
fair manner;
handled
material
intelligently
with one or two exceptions.
■HOTOGRAPHY
Varies; most of it
AMERA WORK. . . .Some effective angles very
on a good
few
exteriors.
IQHTINGS
Good all the way through
TAR
Appeared
to much
better advantage
as
"grown up" than as little girl; role wasn't
over=exacting.
tjPPORT
All of the players did well enough;
best known
actor in supporting
cast was
Maurice
Costello.
XTERIORS
Some pretty stuff in woods
and
fields.
VTERIORS
Up to the mark
ETAIL
Efficiently handled
HARACTER OF STORY
The "sweet young
thing"
finds innocent
herself ofgrown
up and proves
her father
murder.
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,414 feet

•FHE GIRL WOMAN" is a very fair program offer^ ing. If ttiey only hadn't forgotten to put some
:ory into the first two reels it would have been
uch better than very fair, because after things did get
arted the film held interest in a very fair degree,
ut the offering's early footage was quite slow and
raggj. It was devoted mostly to "little girl" stuff
^you know, that sugary-sweet and gushily-sentlental stuff showing the shei'o in short skirts and
'\)t being able to convince folks that she is grown up,
[•en if she is seventeen years. old.
[The director did his best to make this footage interiting by getting into the film a convincing Southern

village atmosphere, and planting the fact that most of
the characters most intimately concerned were friends
or acquaintances of long standing. In this part of the
film one or two fair types were introduced, and some
of the other directorial touches were good, but it was
not until after Gladys Leslie had given a surprise
party at which she wore "grown-up" clothes that
things became really interesting.
However, as soon as the "child" had been transformed into a beautiful young woman the film made
a successful bid for interest. The love interest became
a bit stronger and things began to transpire in the
girl's life that made them of considerable concern on
the part of the spectator. After the characters had
been planted the film took a turn into the realm of
murder mystery, and there were many suspenseful
sequences, quite well done, and altogether holding
up. As the stor.y progressed the tension was applied
and then gradually loosened in just about the proper
proportion to make the plot easy to follow, yet unbending enough to carry through to the end.
Interest livened during a series of passages in which
Maurice Costello escaped from jail and came to Gladys'
house. He was about to kill the elderly man Gladys
believed to be her father when the girl stepped in.
It developed that Costello was Ghidys' father, and
that the man who had brought her up was the judge
who had sent Costello to jail. The judge insisted on
Costello's telling Gladys the whole story. Through
a flash-back it was seen that Costello had been convicted of murder on circumstantial evidence. Gladys'
sympathies swayed to her father's side after she had
heard the story, and she was instrumental in aiding
him to escajie. Sh(> hid him in a cabin used by her
as a playhouse.
Through logical plot development it was seen that
the president of the bank in which Costello had once
been a clerk Avas very much interested in his capture,
(xladys. believing in her father's innocence, started
out in an endeavor to solve the mystery. The fiance
helped her and her father get away when the sheriff
was brought to the cabin by the bank president.
In New York Gladys got a job as chambermaid in
an apartment house where a girl from the village lived.
Through interesting stuff Gladys wormed from the girl
the confession that the bank president had killed the
man in the bank. The crude touch was where several
detectives came from nowhere into the apartment and
said that they had heard the whole thing.
Of course, with Costello vindicated, the way was
left clear for the father and daughter to go back to the
village, where Gladys again saw the man she loved.

All in All, a Very Fair Program Offering
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
•For program stuff "The Girl Woman" is not at all advertising it is suggested that you select pictures
d. There is much in the film that will appeal to the
showing Gladys both as the little girl and as the
erage movie audience, and if this one comes to you
young woman — showing the contrast. This probably
will appeal especially to her followers. The title may
1 contract you have no cause for worry despite its
rly slowness. That slowness contains much stuff
be just a bit misleading to some of your crowd in that
it may suggest to them a different sort of a story than
at will get it by with the usual regulars — especially
is filmed. Tell them the girl solves a murder mystery
view of the impression that will be made by the
tier part of the film.
of several years' standing, thereby clearing her
father's name.
If you have run any of Gladys Leslie's pictures in
lur theater you know how sbe stands with your
The film is not one that permits of any wide diverowd.
It might not be a bad idea also to mention
gence of advertising angles. It is just a pretty fair
advertising besides the name of the star, that of
picture, without any really outstanding features, and
aurice Costello. While he is not featured, you know
can be relied upon to satisfy the average program
lat a gang of followers he had in the heyday of his
crowd. It certainly would not go as a special attraction or anything like that, but it's worthy of the
reer, and it's quite certain that most of your reguamount of advertising you are in the habit of giving
's will be glad to see him again.
If you use illustrations in your newspaper or other
your program
stuff.

Real SKowmen- smd Wlw<
P York State they think they have a
pretty smart young fellow who is giving a lot of showmen cards and spades
and still leads the crew. His name is

veloped the well known theatrical firm of Cohar
& Harris and also Al. H. Woods. He learned <
lot of tricks of the show business there. A
Woods knew a lot, so did Sam Harris and Geor

Franklin-Harold B. and the "B"
stands for "Busy."
Max Spiegel — you know Spiegel — he owns
the Strand, New York, and lots of other Strands
here and there about New York State and over in
Jersey, runs a lot of shows and has interests all
the way from First National to one night stand
shows — well some years ago Max needed a manager for Buffalo. He owned the Lyric and the
Family up there and the only time people went in
was when he offered a dollar program for a dime
— 'and even then some didn't like to take the
cTiance.
Now this Spiegel individual is a canny chap at

gey Cohan isn't anybody's slouch at putting
things over.
American
flag? Look how he's popularized th(

picking folk. He rubbed up his rabbit's foot,
walked under three ladders to defy bad luck,
hoisted an umbrella in the lobby of the biggest
house he owned, and spent two days walking to
wait until a black cat crossed the path. Then he
said to himself, "I'll let Franklin in on that Buffalo job." He did.
At that time Franklin was handling State Right
productions along the White Way. He was, at
that particular moment, trying to make exchangemen and others believe that the Itala productions
were so good — well, Griffiht was an amateur
alongside those Itala things. But somehow the
world refused to burn up under the spell of the
Itala campaign, and when Spiegel offered H. B. a
regular salary, and a contract, he decided to go to
Buffalo. He figured that the worst could happen
was the worst ; and then Niagara wasn't so far
away
that a fellow couldn't drop in it and never
be missed.
He went to Buffalo. And from the very beginning he took the hoodoo off the Spiegel houses.
So much so that he made the Shea crowd sit up
and take such notice that he was finally won away
from Spiegel. And now the Shea crowd have
given him their all. He will have charge of their
new house with a roof show, and it will be the
biggest thing in Buffalo. And the modest young
fellow says he's so happy that he wouldn't leave
Buffalo — well, not even if they took Niagara Falls
away.
Franklin is a believer in big things. Some of
his stage effect and lighting stunts have led to national praise. He doesn't hesitate to put on a
show in a way that makes the crowd like it— and
he never lets up once he starts — even if the ducats
roll out faster than they should.
Twelve years ago H. B. was in the office of
Sullivan, Harris & Woods.
From this firm de-

From there he started a booking agency foi
vaudeville shows and at one time had 40 of thesf
acts at work. And still he kept out of the boob}
hatch. But he feared for his life and took uf
theater management. He played around in smal
cities near New York and gave this work up tc
manage Orlenoff. the famous Russian actor whc
played at the Frohman on Broadway, and ir
whose company was Nazimova as leading woman
But this was his last work in the drama. H^
took up the Itala pictures and was on his way tc
doing' all sorts of things when Max Spiegel^ gol
his idea. And after that — well, that's about all
of H. B.
He's a modest sort of chap. Take a look al
him. Then you'll understand what a job it was tc
make him talk about the way he does things al
Shea's Hippodrome.
But here's what he says :
Shea's Hippodrome is popular first because of
the magnificence and comfort of the structure,
then because of the attractions, third because of
the concert orchestra of thirty-one, fourth because
of its exploitation, fifth because of presentation,
and finally because of its service.
The performance is designed to appeal to all
classes, being of a high character, but we never
allow any portion of our program to become too
high-brow. Pictures are booked with the idea
that our public wants good, clean, wholesome
entertainment. Good pictures can be enhanced
by proper presentatioln, but have yet to see
where good presentation will save a poor picture.
Therefore, we feel that the keystone of success
of any theatre is the attraction. In the operation of many dramatic, musical comedy, and operatic stock companies, I have learned that 'the
play is the thing.' In these companies we would
have the same players with a change of bill every
week. The same painstaking effort attended
each production, yet the box office was dominated
by the character of the entertainment. There
was a marked contrast in attendance, varying in
accordance with the popularity of the offering.
A Shea Hippodrome entertainment always
varies. We try not to tire our audiences. It is
always our object to keep the program fresh and
interesting. Every picture, excepting the various
news weeklies is booked only after screening.
Our work begins when
we have secured
the
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cture. Every picture is screened twice and
imetimes three times so as to give every pro■am the benefit of the best possible presenta3n. At the first screening the musical setting
sketched in the rough, and at the second and
ird screenings, the finishing touches insures an
telligent score. All pictures are screened by
Ifred Moulton, our musical conductor and myIf. A vast music library which is always kept
) to date is at our disposal.
The final score
carefully rehearsed thus insuring a smooth
:rformance. The charms and moods of the picre can be greatly emphasized by music. Every
notion can find expression through music.

In order to have appropriate music it isn't as
iportant to have a symphony orchestra of fifty,
1 organ, or piano, as it is to select the kind of
usic that expresses the atmosphere of the picre. It is the selection of the music and how
is played that makes the impression on the

idience. The modern picture theatre 'produces'
ctures — not merely exhibits them. Under the
;ading of 'producing' musical synchronization
most important. It is here that the art of
:hibiting has reached its highest level. The
)peal of good music is universal and nothing
"ings out the high Hghts of a picture more than
e carefully prepared musical setting. The same

DAILY

detailed attention that is given to the feature in
arranging for the music is also given to the
comedy, news weeklies, scenics and cartoons. We
like to refer to the smaller subjects on our program as 'featurettes.'
During screenings, notes for exploitation are
/made, which together with the press material
obtainable from the distributors, Wid's and other
publications, form the basis of our advertising
campaign. Dignity is the keynote of every campaign that is conducted at Shea's Hippodrome.
We depend principally on the newspapers for
exploitation. Although occasionally we use billboards and window cards. In every instance
special paper is prepared, preserving the individuality and character of our advertising.
Special trailers are prepared for each attraction.
Slides are taboo on our screen. The program is
attractively arranged and serves as a program and
herald combined. An art department is maintained where all the ads, signs, trailers, and posters are prepared and designed.
Our clientele is such that we believe in the
conservative lobby, and therefore, we do not use
our lobby for stunts. Yet we are able to get sufficient novelty in our display to attract attention.
All posters are specially designed and painted.
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Here's the Recognition of
A Ne\^ Master
The motion picture trade press is the telescope through which you, the Exhibitor, first
see big, new developments on the screen horizon. After months of waiting and anticipation, after months of reports that Benjamin B. Hampton would be a surprisingly
big, new factor as a producer, you now find unanimous recognition of his revolutionary new kind of productions in the quotations from the influential trade journals.

s
first produckion
for
B.Hampton'
Benjamin
Great Authors Pictures Inc.

ESTERNERS
r

The

photoplay of bhc novel

by

EWART Ertl^RD WH ITE ____^
mdgn ificc ntiy direeted' by € D V/A P D

S ^^^

'^ ^^^^fMfUJJlP:

with an all-star cast:

ROY

STEWART

MILDRED MANNING
FRANKIE LEE

ROBERT McKIM
MARY JANE IRVING

The Verdict

OF iiiETRAi^

VARIETY: Stanton Leeds: This is a
great picture! Full of sure-fire detail;
love and sympathy, pathos and fight.
It rings the hell every hundred feet.
Who is responsible for putting the
unexpected in this picture?
MORNING

TELEGRAPH: "The Westerners" comes under the head of fewer,
better and bigger pictures.
If the rest
. of the companies that are promising
us improved films in the Fall offer productions ofthe caliber of "The Westerners" fans and exhibitors will suffer lio
disappointments.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD: One of
the best box-office attractions of the
season... Red-blooded and with acting
and story to hold the attention of any
audience.

MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS:

LUCAS
PETTIE

Laurence

Reid:
of "Therealized
Westerners"
has beenTheso story
splendidly
that a
new language has been given expression.
It has everything: punch and pathos,
action and atmosphere. It has the
breath of life.
WID'S: "The Westerners" is largely
straight screen narration... Pictorially
effective . . . One of its chief virtues is
the work of the players. The director
has seen that they do not spoil
their work by over-acting. It has
punch. REVIEW: George T. Pardy:
TRADE
"The Westerners" carries a punch in
every moment of its swiftly-pulsing
action — a story well worth the telling
and fo?d as it should be in pictures.

WV.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue , New York City
Distributing' through PATHS Exchange, incorporated
// f //////// f//f^//////////////////"/'//^//////"/f//'y/'//'/////////f////t/f//f //I f////n
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Rather Slow-Moving Adaptation of Play.
Earle Williams in

"The Wolf"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
James Walter
Young'
AUTHOR
Eugene
SCENARIO
BY
Paul N. Sloane
CAMERAMAN
Max
Dupont
AS A WHOLE
Rather slow=moving character
study with many familiar situations leading
up to long-expected climax; had some interesting ends; pretty mountain backgrounds.
STORY
Adaptation of the stage play of the
same title; fairly clever character-drawing;
not quite enough plot for six reels.
DIRECTION
Handled
players capably
and
brought out points with fair force; artistic
on exteriors.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varied; much of it very good;
'
some interiors not so good.
LIGHTINGS
Some good firelight effects
CAMERA WORK
Fine on mountain exteriors
STAR. . . .Got away in only fair order with part that
demanded much to make it strong.
SUPPORT
Robert McKim a finished villain;
Jane Novak, George Nichols, Brinsley Shaw,
Billy Mason and others adecjuate.
EXTERIORS
Very good mountain stuff all the
way through; many shots of real beauty;
scenic investiture one of the film's assets.
INTERIORS
Ordinary
mountairi=cabin
stuff
DETAIL
Most of the time all right; but real
work sometimes was shirked.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Revenge for ruination
of girl the main theme.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,400 'feet
HAT plot there was in "The Wolf" buiUled up
very slowl.v in the .'^i.x reels alloted the adaptation
of Eugene Walter's pla.v. At all times the tempo was
slow — so slow as to kill much of the suspense that
could have been obtained. This dearth of suspense
was not wholly due to plot action, but also due to the
familiarity of the situations and the fact that several
times one was told just what was going to happen.
Further, this was done through repetition of situations
that were very much alike. Two or three times one
character wmrted to kill the villain, but each time the

lead-character insi.sted that it was his right to kill
the man. So everybody knew the villain was going
to be killed in the end.
The film opened with a prologue showing Earle
Williams and Brinsley Shaw leaving the 0.iibway
village on a trapping trip. They left behind them
Earle's half-breed sister, who was betrothed to Shaw.
During their absence Robert McKim, an engineer,
wronged Earle's half-sister, and later she died. Two
years later, when the men came out of the North, they
vowed to kill the man who had been responsible for
the girl's death.
The action here shifted to three years later, but the
fact that three years had passed was not registered
very well except through a title. Earle wore almost
the identical clothes, except for a new hat. that he
had worn five years before.
Much interest centered around the passages between
(leorge Nichols, a Scotchman, and his (hiughter. Jane
Novak. It was not made quite clear at first just why
Nichols hated Jane so much, but later on it became
known that Nichols hated Jane for her mother's sin.
and said the girl's soul was black.
There were some good pa.ssages between Earle and
McKim, which tended to bring oijt the bigness of the
trapper and the villainy of McKim. McKim was doing his level best to get Jane to go away with him,
although Earle loved her.
Things began to snap up during the early part of
the fifth reel. The fifth and sixth reels contained
some suspenseful sequences, and there was a very
well done race down the rapids in which Earle, Jane
and Shaw were in one canoe, pursued l)y McKim in
another. McKim's canoe hit a rock and threw him
into the stream.
He followed on foot.
There were some very good firelight scenes along
about here, the only criticism being that the se(iuences
did not match up. Those scenes around the fire were
taken at night; those in the surrounding woods were
photographed in daylight and the film tinted. It was
in these seciuences that the big fight took place. The
scrai) was (piite a thrilling affair in which Earle
finally bested ^IcKim.
Much good mountain scener.v was filmed in the
picture. There were hundreds of feet of really beautiful mountain scenery. This included views of pines
lakes, falls, rapids and the like. That footage devoted to the canoe race was especially godd. The
whole story
laidcredit
out-of-doors,
deserves
no is
little
for the and
many Director
artistic Youngshots
that he obtained. On this score the production was
\ery good indeed.

Has Much in It That Will Please Average Fan.
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"The Wolf" is pretty good program stuff, and contains much that will interest the average picturegoer.
Of course, it is not a subject that will make a great
big hit in a first-run theater, but it will get by in very
good order before a crowd that has not been led to
expect the very best. It's fairly certain that most
folks who see the film will have been satisfied that
they got their money's worth merely because of the
beautiful shots that form the backgrounds for most
of the action. That sort of stuff in a film often makes
many folks forget the thinness of story.
And with this one you have something to advertise
that should help in drawing admissions — the fact that
the picture is an a<laptation of a play by Eugene
Walter. The play made a big hit when it Fan in New
Y< rk several years ago. and its title no doubt is fam-

iliar to many of your folks. And you know yourself
just where Eugene Walter stands as a playwright.
Earle Williams has quite a large following, aud in
the offering he has a role that should make his screen
apjiearance please them. The cast all the waj* through
is O. K. as far as that goes.
If .vou want to make a little fuss over this one —
it is in six reels — you can do a little teaser advertising
in advance. Have a very small cut made of a wolf's
head and have lettered on it "The ^^'olf." These cuts
can be given a little space in your dail.v advertising,
and
are sureTheto same
arouseidea
some
what it's
all about.
can curiosity
be used as
on to
throwaways
and in programs. Don't spoil the etfect b.v printing
more than the two words — "The Wolf" — until you
are ready to make the announcement of the showing.

Visit of N. A. M. P. I. to Eai
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STUFF

No. 249 '"Straight from the Shoulder Talk,
By Carl Laemmie, President, Universal Film
Manufacturing Company.
The whole trade knows in its heart that there has never
been a time when the Universal did not excel the whole jfield on
short stuff.
The whole trade knows, also, that there is a great and growing
demand for short stuff on the part of the movie fan. It is no longer
used as a filler. It is no longer bought haphazard. Short stuff
has become the real feature in many a fine theatre, with the result
that the owners are more than mopping up profits.
Who on earth can give you such a really complete and wonderful arrav and variety of good short stuff as you'll find on this
Hst:
Lyons & Moran Comedies (every other week)
Universal Current Events (every week)
International News (every week)
Hearst News (every week)
Two-reel Western (every week)
Eddie Polo Series (10 "Cyclone Smith" stories)
Maj. Allen Animal Hunt Pictures
Joe Martin in "Monkey Stuff" and "Jazz Monkey"
James J. Corbett Serial (Coming in September)
Elmo Lincoln in "Elmo the Mighty" Serial
Marie Walcamp in "The Red Glove" Serial
Eddie Polo in "The Lure of the Circus" Serial
Rainbow Comedies (every other week, beginning in
September)
Okeh Comedies (every other week)
Centurv Comedies (every other week, beginning in
September)
There's enough fine sjiort stuff here to enable you to MAKE
UP A WHOLE PROGRAM OF IT. Maybe your patrons would
welcome the change from long features now and then. It's worth
trying, right now at this season of the year.
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Short Stuff
Frohman Amusement Corp. is releasing a series
of two-reel Western mcllers starring "Tex" Guinan that should be good stuff for the cheaper
houses. Of course, some of them are quite
wild and wooly, but hey make no pretense at being anything else than out-and-out Western mellers.
All of those subjects seen contained enough
action of the usual sort to get them by the sort of
a crowd that likes this sort of stuff. Miss Guinan
certainly can ride, and wherever there's anything
doing she's generally on hand. She is billed as
"the female Bill Hart," and does much in the releases to earn that title.
The photography in all of the stuff is clear and
sharp, and the films were photographed amid real
Western surroundings, with the consequence that
many times a good shot is obtained.
The latest releases shown in this series are
"Little Miss Deputy," "A Dangerous
Devil" and "Some Gal."
*
*
*

Little

"The Jazz Instructors" is the title of a very
good Mutt and Jeff cartoon. In this one little
Jeff shimmies all over the screen, while Mutt
plays the jazz tunes, and if you put this one on
right it will be a scream. It is suggested that you
have your drummer rehearse with the cartoon
before showing. The result should pay. It is one
that allows a clever drummer and a "jazz" musician full play.
%
^
^

^B

Pathe releases "Baseball," a Novagraph analvsis of motion reel that is pretty good. The film
is one that will give its viewers a lot of good
hcalthv laughs despite its educational worth.
In

the film the motions of all of the stars of the
York Giants are stopped down to eight times
than normal, and they sure are amusmg. The
was seen at the Strand, and it was very
taken, receiving considerable applause.

Mutt and Jeff burlesque wild meller stuff in
"West is East." In the number they get mixed
up with a Turk, and after a very funny chase the
pair learn that he wants to tell him they have
inherited all sorts of wealth. The animation is up
to standard and the laughs numerous.
Hs

*

Teddy picks up a tramp dog in this one and
takes him home, in the course of which Teddy
*
*
*
pulls a lot of good stuff".
Universal offers a very good comedy number
in "A Baby Doll Bandit," a two-reeler. There is
a monkey in this one who is the whole show.
Mr. Monk pulls much good stuff. He is the headwaiter in a tough Western saloon at first, and
proves himself a well-trained animal.
Later he

These are light-rays, performing stunts,
just to show you, how
your eye
works— one of many amazingly wonderful scenes in

H OWSLIFE'S
THROUG
WIND
The

Tale

of

P. D. HUGON

145 West 45th Street

' 111 V t I ^tXi

a Ray of Light

Written and produced i\)

WORCESTER

LtJlCtl.
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"Treating 'Em Rough," a two-reel Mack Sennett-Paramount subject, has little worth as a
comedy but there are things about it that make
it quite attractive. As far as laughs go the number is quite unfunny, but there is a lot of clean
amusement presented by the dog that has a large
part in the picture. The dog is the well-known
Great Dane that has appeared in so many Mack
Sennett comedies, and in this one he proves what
a sterling actor and what a well-trained animal
he is. The children should accept this with much
Teddy.
appreciation — soJely because of the work of

Copies now on sale.

\Jl. L

New
less
reel
well

Description and prices from

FILM

CORPORATION
New York City
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goes to school and pulls more antics that are
sure to get a response — especially from the
kiddies.
The offering has a series of snappy, fast-action
sequences as a wind-up. The girl bandit holds
up the stage, and from then on they "jazz"
things up in a swift comedy style. Much hard
riding and considerable trick stuff is done. Also,
there is a good chase in which the sheriff, on a
motorcycle, pursues the girl-bandit, who rides her
horse up and down stairs and all through the
saloon and other buildings.
Educational Film Corp. releases "Scenic Succotash." The reel is just what the title implies
— a concoction of odds and ends of scenery titled,
in an amusing manner. In the film are beautiful
shots of mountains, valleys, lakes, rivers, water
falls, surf, and just about everything else. All
of the stuff is well photographed — fully up to the
Bruce mark.
*
*
*
"The Land of Silence" is a one-real Bruce
Scenic released l^y Educational that has consid-
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erable worth. It was photographed by Jesse G.
Sill. In this a successful play is made rather
for the poetic idea expressed rather than a mere
sight-seeing trip. The name or location of any
of the beautiful spots filmed is not given in the
titles. Merely is the viewer brought with a man
and his dog to "The Land of Silence, — a land
of pines, snows, reflecting lakes and welcoming
mountains." Many most effective scenes are
screened, particuliarly on the inountain top, where
one sees clouds passing a few feet over his head.
This should be especially good hot-weather stuff.
One of the most interesting short releases
shown for some time is "From Cocoon to Kimona," a Burton Holmes Travalogue released by
Paramounnt, in which the various processes of
silk, as developed from the cocoon until it appears in the finished kimona, was recently presented. The scenes were shot in Japan and the
varying processes are most interesting. The
types presented are unusual and the entire subject furnishes information of a most interesting
nature relative to silk as it is developed in Japan.
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Artistically Produced Picture Has Thin Story Material
June Caprice and Creighton Hale in

"The Love Cheat"
Albert Capellani
Prod. — Pathe
Dist.
DIRECTOR
George
Archainbaud
SUPERVISED
BY
Albert Capellani
ART
DIRECTOR
Henri Menessier
AUTHOR
Tristram
Bernard
SCENARIO
BY
Peggy
McCall
CAMERAMAN
Lucien
Tainguy
AS A WHOLE
Artistically produced picture that
was full of fluffy sugar; very slow coniedy=
drama with quite an appeal to the eye.
STORY
A French
comedy=drama
adapted
into
American
atmosphere;
had very scant plot
for footage.
DIRECTION
Permitted far too many close=ups
that retarded the action; successfully strove
for artistic effect.
PHOTOGRAPHY
'.
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Always
artistic
CAMERA WORK
First rate for greater part
STARS. .. .Neither showed any great acting ability;
but both were pleasing lovers.
SUPPORT
Adequate company included Edward
Davis, Alfred Hickman and Charles Coleman.
EXTERIORS
One or two very pretty shots
INTERIORS
Beautiful and tasteful sets; always
artistic.
DETAIL
Minor points scored effectively; little
things received careful attention.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Wholesome romance
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,640 feet
THE

LOVE CHEAT" was another example of dressing up a story worth a few dollars in several
thousand dollars worth of beautiful productionclothes. From the standpoint of artistic production
there is nothing but commendation to give the film.
Lightings, stagings, sets, photography and all other
technical details received the attention of experts, and
showed it by the pictorial tastefulness of the picture.
'But
this beautiful
camouflage
hiding
with all
an of
appeal
to the eyestuff
the was
weakness
and thinness
of the plot. The story was by far too thin and sugary
sweet to hold up to five reels, and tlie wealth of artistic padding did not extenuate for the dragginess of
the story.
The story was very fluffy.
It contained quite an
amount of heart-interest, and was wholly used up in

Many Women

telling a conveniently arranged and often long-drawnout tale of the love between an heiress to millions and
a struggling artist. The film sadly lacked action and
did not contain overmuch suspense. Matters were
arranged so conveniently between the lovers for most
of the time that the viewer knew always that it just
simply had to come out all right in the end.
It did.
Time and time again the action was retarded by
long sequences showing .Tune Caprice and Creighton
Hale billing and cooing. There were scores of feet of
film devoted to close-ups of the love-making, and
often June and Hale would go off one scene and on
another in almost an identical situation. Close-ups
v/ere used to too great an extent throughout. This
Iield true of the other characters as well as of the
leads. All of these close-ups were well-lighted and
artistically photographed, but there was too great a
sufficiency of them.
The picture was very light and airy. The story told
of Hale, a struggling artist, receiving an invitation to
nu-et a man on a business deal at a fashionable hotel.
Arrayed in a dress suit Hale, by accident, joined a
party at the hotel and there met June, who was the
unspoiled daughter of a millionaire, alHanced to a
man she did not like.
Hale and June fell in love at first sight, although
Hale withheld his identity, allowing June to believe
him one of the social elect. Here there are many passages registering their regard for each other. Because
of his love of June, Hale was led into "cheating" her
by allowing her to believe him a man of power and
financial standing. It was in that manner he
"cheated" — aided and abetted by a promoter friend
who probably thought there were financial possibilities
for him in the marriage of June and Hale.
But previously the promoter had gotten Hale to sign
some "poipers." These were receipts for money Hale
never got. When the man Jime was affianced to put
up a howl to the promoter the latter helped darken
Hale's reputation by springing the "poipers," showing that Hale had borrowed money to carry on his
courtship. At about the same time — the night the engagement of Hale and June was to have been announced— Hale became ashamed of himself and failed
to appear, writing that he was an impostor.
He got a job in a curio shop as salesmajj. Soon
June came there, searching for him, because of her
belief in him. There matters were adjusted between
them, each finally realizing that it was the other's
real and deep love that had made the course of true
lovers run unsmooth.

Will Like it Because of Romance

Box OfBce Analysis for the Exhibitor
With a crowd composed largely of shop-girls who
just love to have the romance laid on sugary and
thick as possible this will go over big. It is just
crammed full of love-making and is the sort of stuff
some of the fans take in large doses and ask for
more. It is very light entertainment. There is no
really villainous villain, and the picture is thoroughly
clean.
On its pictorial side there is much to be said in
favor of the production. At all times is an artistic
effect successfully striven for, and the picture appeals
to the eye in no little degree. On the score of its
artistry it will go over with any audience, but presentday audiences are demanding more than artistic productions.
You have an idea of the drawing power of June
Caprice and Creighton Hale if you showed your crowd

"Oh, Boy !" the last picture in which they appeared.
If your folks liked the co-stars in that one there's no
reason why their followers won't be glad to see them
again.
In exploiting the picture play up the heart-interest.
Tell your folks you have a beautifully produced picture that tells the story of the love of a struggling
young artist for an heiress. Go as strong as you
want on the sentimental end, because the film is lovemaking all the way through. And if you want to
you can use the line that the picture is the French
stage
"Le Danseur Inconnu," adapted
to an comedy-drama,
American atmosphere.
As many stills as possible should be used with this
one, because many of them show the artistic side of
the picture. A lobby display of pictures might help.
in bringing In transients.
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Mild Comedy Pokes Fun at Suffrage.
Arthur Ashley and Dorothy Green in

"The Praise Agent"
World
DIRECTOR
Frank
Crane
. AUTHOR
: . . Earle Mitchell
SCENARIO
BY
Clara Beranger
CAMERAMAN
Max Schneider
AS A WHOLE
Mild comedy dealing with a niili=
tant suffragette and the romance
of a re=
sourceful press agent.
STORY
Had some
fair twists, but its humor
was of the obvious sort; relied more on ex=
position than situations.
DIRECTION
Kept the action fairly well ani=
■f
mated;
made
the characters
stock comedy
figures.
P
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies; in the main very good
LIGHTINGS
No special effects striven for
CAMERA WORK
Straight stuff
STARS
Both pleasing and capable enough
for
story's needs.
SUPPORT
Jack Drumier,
Lucille La Verne, J.
W. Johnson and Lola Frink up to mark.
EXTERIORS. .. .Very few; straight city street stuff
INTERIORS
The usual thing; suitable
DETAIL
In many places held up convincingly;
some few slight slips.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clean comedy
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
THE PRAISE AGENT" was a mild comedy number
that contained a large amount of obvious humor,
but virtually none of the spontaneous sort. The film's
comedy worth lay chiefly in its story-telling rather
than in its situations. And there was no attempt made
at subtlety or finesse — no mental effort was required
at any time on the part of the viewer to gather any
point, and it's a very safe bet that none of the humor
was of the sort that will go over the heads of even the
most mentally inert crowd. Its humor can be likened
to that in most of the newspaper cartoon series as
compared with that registered through the medium of
snappy,
clever paragraphs ; the former is pure sur-

Its Humor

Obvious
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face stuff with little appeal to the intelligence!, the
latter is deeper stuff having a different sort of appeal for appreciation.
In its entirety the film just ran a straightway course
without ever hitting any high spots. Its entertainment value was based almost wholly on the broadness
of its comedy, seasoned with a pleasant romance.
The chief comedy character was that of a militant
suffragette. She was the stock figure for that sort
of thing — mannish dress and mannerisms, and altogether the burlesque type of suffragette. And the
dialogue she was given in the titles was of a vintage
dating back to when all the vaudevillans were poking
fun at suffrage — the usual downtrodden female stuff.
This sort of stuff has long since become passe.
Arthur Ashley and Dorothy Green are agreeable
screen players, and they had several fairly appealing
moments during the courtship sequences. Arthur was
the press agent of a show, who later got mixed up
with the suffrage movement. Dorothy was the daughter of the Senator's wife, and was an ardent follower
of her mother's militant tactics.
Arthur fell in love with Dorothy, but to win the
parents' consent he had to do some resourceful work.
He got in wrong with the suffragettes when he saved
Dorothy from jail. And part of his job was to get
the mother's consent. This she would give, she said,
if Arthur won over to "The Cause" the Senator. This
he managed in the end by a rather clever stunt with
the Senator's soap coupons.
In those passages where Lucille La Verne had
Dorothy hidden in an apartment hotel Arthur did
some fair stuff by climbing up the outside of the hotel
— fair.
into
the apartment. All of these passages held a fair
amount of amusement, which goes for the whole film
The picture was not produced quite as carefully as
it might have been, for, while detail in a great part
was watched carefully there were several ends that
did not hold up to analj'sis. For instance, a gang of
women pickets were seen before the Governor's place.
The end of the scene showed them walking off. The
next scene showed them in jail. Another, in one sequence Arthur has a cane — for which he has use in an
incident. Next he was seen minus the cane. Also it was
registered that the apartment hotel in the picture was
the "Domenique." One exterior showed a sign containing the real name of the hotel that was used, and
one interior showed the sign of a different restaurant.
There were several other very minor breaks that
showed lack of deep care.

Might Go All Right in Smaller Houses
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is just fair program stuff, and is destined to
please only a crowd of the sort that is easily satisfied.
In the smaller neighborhood theaters it might go all
right, but before a downtown audience it would hardly
get by with any great degree of success.
The suffrage angle must be considered in weighing
the picture. It is a fact that several years ago all
sorts of burlesques on militant suffragettes got by, but
in the present day folks have come to take the question more seriously. It is only fair to assume that
mnay women who see the picture will take exception
to its attitude toward suffrage. All of the way
through the film the efforts of women to obtain the
ballot is made light of. This must be considered especially in those localities that ali-eady have given

women the vote, and also where the feeling is very
pro-suft"rage. Of course, on the other hand, even some
ardent suffragists may be broad-minded enough to
take in good humor the fun poked at their cause,
even if it isn't done cleverly.
The film ought to furnish quite an amount of entertainment to anti-suffragists. There are still many
folks
that dobe not
this might
all take
right. sutt"rage seriously, and to them
Arthur Ashley and Dorothy Green have made quite
a number of fans among the regulars, and they had
quite a good picture in their last release — "The American Way." If you showed that picture to your crowd
they might want to see this one.
The picture is absolutely clean and, on that score,
fit for presentation before any audience.
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Study of Character Development Very Ordinary
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair in

"Love Is Love"
Fox

DIRECTOR
Scott Dunlap
VUTHOR
Richard Washburn Child
SCENARIO
BY
J. Anthony Roach
CAMERAMAN
George Schneiderman
\S A WHOLE
Very convenient and rather weak
study in character development that missed
fire; full of inconsistencies;
ordinary
pro=
gram stuff.
5T0RY
Mechanical plot just ground out to fit
situations; not sincere enough to convince.
DIRECTION
Always took the easiest and
"moviest" way out.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good and bad
LIGHTINGS
A very few good effects; some very
lifeless stuff.
:AMERA
work
conventional
5TARS
Albert Ray not exactly fitted for the
sort ofmuch
a role
him; Elinor Fair didn't
have
to given
do.

SUPPORT

William
Ryno had fair character
bit; Hay ward Mack, Harry Dunkinson and
John Cossar did only fair work.
EXTERIORS
Straight city street stuff mostly
INTERIORS
Just ordinary studio sets
DETAIL
In some spots good; in others showed
lack of thought and care; numerous incon=
sistcncics
CHARACTER OF STORY
Young crook, honest
at heart, redeemed through love.
ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
I7ERY ordinary program stuff is offered in "Love is
» Love." The film endeavored to be a study of
haracter development under the influence of love, but
t missed fire quite badly all the way through,
everything was done so conveniently and with so little
eal care or thought that for most of the time the film
id not convince at all. The plot was presented in
he most "movie-like" manner, which is to say that
o effort was made at depth or seriousness or presenation — many matters were glossed over in the action
nd explained only in titles.
Thei-e were many inconsistencies in the plot, and
le lead-character did not ring ti'ue; nor did he show
ny real strength of character. Despite the fact that
e Avas supposed to be redeemed through love, he
videnced all sorts of weaknesses and never did get

any real sympathy. This character was in the hands
of Albert Ray, who struggled manfully with his role,
but he was not exactly happily cast. The part was
not the sort with which he does best.
The love interest was an incidental affair for most
of the early footage. It was only along about the
middle of the third reel, when the story began to flop
quite noticeably, that the love interest was rung in
4iore strongly in an effort to save the picture.
The chief trouble witli the leading character of the
story, as presented, was that the character was inconsistent. First, Ray was seen as the tool of a
crooked locksmith. He was a weakling held in the
power of the locksmith by the latter's threats. Even
when his girl friend, Elinor Fair, told him that he
was not much of a man or he would take the job she
had obtained for him he did not rebel to any great
extent. This fact did not get much sympathy for
him. He was being used as a tool by the old locksmith and the latter's accomplice.
And despite the fact that he wanted to go straight,
the youth saud-papered his finger-tips one night and
went out on a "job" with the locksmith. But he was
halted in his safe-cracking by reading a line of Hamlet in a book that had fallen on the floor. It was
then he beat up the old man, went to the Salvation
Army, and the next day took a job as porter in the
hotel in which Elinor was a maid.
The villains, anxious not to lose such a genius as
Ray, "framed" him. But he was released on bail
furnished by one of the crooks and beat his way to
a Western town, where he got a job setting type.
Meanwhile Elinor gained the sympathy of the police
captain, and the latter interested himself in Ray's
behalf. But Elinor became sick and went to the hospital. Ray's letters to her were unanswered, and he
came to the city to search for her.
He had to go to the police captain in order to find
Elinor. This he did in the face of his possible arrest,
but the kiudlj' police chief gave him twenty-four hours
in which to find and marry Elinor. After a fruitless
search Ray reached a park bench, and there, just as
nice as you please, found Elinor. But she wouldn't
have him, believing he only wanted to marry her to
stay out of jail. However, he slipped a wad of dough
into her pocket and she ran to the kindly police captain. The latter told Elinor that Ray really loved
her, so she ran back to the park bench and found Ray.
There were many loose ends in the picture, one of
them being the fact that the kindly police captain
didn't do a thing to Ray for jumping bail or for his
part in burglary with the locksmith. Space limits an
enumeration of other inconsistencies.

Offering Not Up To Mark of Previous Ray-Fair Releases
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In view
Ibert Ray
act some
ase. But

of the worth of recent releases
and Elinor Fair co-starred, you
patronage by announcing their
the picture falls far short of the

in which
might atlatest remark set

y their last picture, "Be a Little Sport," which probjly made a hit with your folks if you ran it. On the
rength of that good comedy-drama you might get by
ith this one, but don't promise too much.
The picture is entirely different from the stuff Ray
id Fair have been doing, and many folks probably
ill be disappointed to see them in a picture so gloomy
I this one. The subject is decidedly out of the line
these two players. They have proven their forte
be light comedy-drama. There is not a really light
oment in their latest, and you're not playing fair if
m bill it as a comedy or comedy-drama.

The title probably may attract a bit, but just how
it i-elates to this film's subject matter is difficult to
understand. However, if this one comes to you on
contract it's up to you to capitalize on "Love is Love,"
and probably the best way of doing that is to refer to
"Be a Little Sport," if you ran it, and if it made a hit.
The offering is very ordinary program stuff, so if it
comes to you it is suggested that you get the best
comedy and other short stuff possible to take away
the probable effect on your audience of having seen
something not worth much.
Few advertising possibilities suggest themselves.
The film was not expensively or attractively produced,
and on that score doesn't carry very far either. So
probaljly the best thing to do is to give it just the
usual amount of publicity, and hope for a better one
next time.

STUDIO
WANTED
For period of six weeks starting
August 25th. Must be modern
in every respect and within one
hour's ride of Times Square.
State full particulars, regarding
rental, etc. in reply.
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Excellent Detail and Pleasing Artistry in Good Production of
Old Indian Formula
Robert Warwick

in

"Told in the Hills"
Paramount=Artcraft
DIRECTOR
George H. Melford
AUTHOR
Marah
Ellis Ryan
SCENARIO
BY
Will M. Ritchey
CAMERAMEN
Paul Perry and Henry
Kotani
AS A WHOLE
Old=time
Indian meller artistic
cally done with enough
big scenes to take
off the curse.
, STORY

Rather obvious throughout with no gen=
uinely tense dramatic
values; decidedly
of
Indian stuff formula.
DIRECTION
Apparently
did his darndest
with
good atmosphere,
artistic photography,
et
cetera, to lift this into worthwhile class.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally
very pleasing with
many
decidedly
artistic bits.
LIGHTINGS
Some very fine; some too uniform
CAMERA WORK
Varied from excellent to just
fair.
STAR
Heroic figure looking rather odd in cos=
tume at first, but rather the right type for
such a production.
SUPPORT
Ann Little very pleasing;
all others
quite satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Many
very artistic shots, but
some could have been better.
INTERIORS
Generally excellent as to construe^
tion, but some times too uniformly
lighted.
DETAIL

is one of film's best
assets. Splendid, which
CHARACTER OF STORY
Unadulterated Indian
meller that may please because of reminis=
cences.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,500 feet

CONSIDERED from the viewpoint tliat tiiis i.s 11 pioturization of a well-known old-timer, the production will undoubtedly entertain and be passed as satisfactory, but I am afraid that a large percentage of
otu' film fans wlio are not familiar with the old-time
story will check this over and consider it only a lavish
attempt to do tlie Indian formula which they have
urown very accustomed to through observation on the
screen.
As regular releases run. I would say that this will
a'o over the hill all right. l)ecause the director has
slipped in quite a lot of artistry, and has been particularly careful with his detail. He has presented
ratlier a realistic conception of life in the days when
Indians went on the war-path, and from that viewpoint the film in many ways is particularly interesting.
The chief objection that will be brought to this
subject is that the story is painfully ol>vious, particularly to the regular fans, and it is quite lacking in
r(\illy big dramatic siMicxtions. Tliis is partly due to
the formula which forbids our considering the soldiers
in any great peril of the Indians wlion wo liavo already
been shown thar, fiiend hero has dlscovereil a tunnel
through the mountain on the other side of whicli they
have been trapped. We jest know that air hero is
gonna get through in time.
Mr. Warwick, as the heroic matinee idol tyjie.
marches through the production in a manner that
should delight an.v lover of the idealistic western
scout of the old days. Ann Little, as the girl wo know
the hero is going to get, and Monte Blue, as the
.voung Indian cliieftain who is dramatically killed to
cause comi)lications between the Indians and soldiers,
were pleasing, and the rest of the cast blended nicely,
witli Tom Forman. Wanda Hawley and Eileen Percy
liaving rather small parts.
Quite a lot of Indians are used in some scenes, and
we also have a troop of cavalry on the job in old time
costumes. Some of the incidents in which these hundreds of people participated helped rather materially
in giving body and size to the offering.
While in m.y judgment your fans will not rave over
this, it is quite possible that they will be entirel.v
satisfied if you are careful in the handling of your
advertising campaign.

Be Careful in Your Advertising, Because Many Will Think Old-Time
Story Weak
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There is one thing about this film that should certainly be done in a manner that will leave no misaken impression in the minds of any who are going
o see the production. You should come out clearly
md forcefully in your advertising campaign, explainng that this is a picturization of a famous story,
jresenting a vividly realistic conception of the old
ays in the western hills when American pioneers
s^ere blazing the trails through the territory that had
"or a long time been the home of the Indians.
You might go about this from the attitude of "You
lave seen Indian pictures and Wild West stories on
he screen that have been hurriedlj' thrown together
n the rush of the old days of film production, but
lere is one of the American classics given a producion of proper dignity with every detail of the time
nd atmosphere carefully checked up."
You must also, of course, expect to place considerble emphasis on the star, Robert Warwick, because

your attendance at this will depend to a great extent
upon the magnitude of his following in your community. Ann Little, Monte Blue, Wanda Hawley, Tom
J^orman and Eileen Percy have many friends, and it
would be advisable to give this cast some prominence
in your advertising.
I would advise you to make no wild claims about
this being the most superior western ever produced,
or anything of that sort, because extravagant adjectives at the wrong time have a real kickback, and it
is always much safer to talk about the merits that
you are sure of in a production instead of shooting
indiscriminate meaningless phrases, because the usual
extravagant string of adjectives has become meaningless to the great percentage of regular film fans.
Y"ou are very safe in saying that the production
values of this are excellent, and you should alibi your
story on the strength of its past popularity ; but you
will note that there is a difference between working
that way and making a general claim of excellence.

J
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Cuts and Flashes from the West
Over in the hills of Hollywood is Laugh lin Park
and on the hill lives C. B. DeMille, and next door
to Cecil is Bill Dodd's home. Friend Dodd being
an architect, he built quite some beautiful place,
and his home and Cecil's stand alone in this wonderfully beautiful park hill top. Just now George
Loane Tucker is doing soine scenes for his next
big
Dodd's home.
Incidentally,
this special
home in
wasFriend
the domicile
of Charlie
Chaplin
and Mrs. Charlie last winter.
*
*
^
Jesse Hampton had a few hundred men and
horses out in the wilds doing big exterior stufif
for a coming special the other day and the temperature was 110. They came back with layers
of mud on their faces from the combination of
dust and good old sweat. Incidentally, they had
a lot of black boys in Zulu costume and the locations were covered with cactus. Imagine the
pleasure of trying to keep that gang at work. No
trouble keeping them looking fierce.
^

Frank Ormston

^

is now

^

technical director at

L. J.
Gasnier's
Astra Glendale
and I sets
want I
to
hand
it to Frank
for some studio
wonderful
saw up the other day* for* Lew
Cody's first film.
*
Caught George Melford shooting a great bigset representing the Ziegfeld Follies' and Oh,
Lady, Lady, he did have "some swimmin." Still.
they speak of directing as work.
Fvery Tuesday night if you want to find the
look out at Jack Doyle's Veryou must
film gang
non tea party
where they stage each week six
reallv fast four-round bouts. For half an hour
before the first gong the street outside is filled
with celebrities and executives. It is a great and
freely used chance to talk over the happenings of
the week. Visitors on sight-seeing trips would
lose their eyesight if they ever stumbled in on
that gathering of regulars.
* * *
Roscoe Arbuckle who runs the Vernon Ball
Club, hopes to arrange a small time world's series
with the winner of the American Association —
If Vernon wins the Pacific League pennant and
he thinks they will.
Warner Oland. you know the wicked old willun.
is goin' to look mean in Lou Gasnier's next
serial.
They call it "The Third Eye" — not bad,
eh?
* * *
Louie Burston is "stepping on it" over at his
new studio, just finished, across from the comedy

gang, the Christies and L-Ko.
He can tell you
more in two minutes about what is being douL
on the lot than you could absorb in an hour.
Bu
ihey do seem to be "goin'
* * *some."
There's a fightin' Irisher out here from Arizona, some combination, yes, Arizona and Irish,"
who is so good as a lawyer that most everybody wants him, but Famous Lasky takes up
most of his time. 'His name is Neil McCarthy.,
Now, Neil had an agreement with Sid Grauman
(of course you know who Sid is; well^ "showman," that is definition enough) and right in the
middle of one of Jack Doyle's "fight nights,"
Neil sent over a note to Sid reminding him that
the cigarette Sid was enjoying would cost him
two suits of clothes and a hat. It was tad enough
for Neil to get a wardrobe thusly without spoiling
Sid's evening, but then these lawyers, you know,^
they want to clinch their evidence.
*

*

*

The Assistant Directors Association had a bar
dance at the Brunton lot and. "by heck." the ganl
in overalls and gingham had a right merry part}
There was a big crowd.
* * *
.Sam (ioldwyn is back on the job here and h«
should be feeling good after recent deals. Sai
has some mighty good directors on his lot and h^
apparently has some wonderful material in linj
for production.
* * *
Ruth Roland's doing a serial that's going
make you all sit up and take notice.
At leas
some of the things I saw around the lot sul
gave that impression.
* * *
Did you catch Al Christie's "Shades of Shake
speare."
Say, Al boy, go hard on that burlesqu[
stufif, you sure give it some laughing twists. Th|
gang at the California ate it up.

i:>A

With X'ernon closed the film shimmy sharj
shooters collect regularly now at The Ship, or al
the Alexandria.
The good old music has gon|
from the Ship and the Alex, has better music
So Baron Long's marine trysting place may slij
li he's not careful.

oir then
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ATTENTION !
THROUGHOUT
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If you can get the best news and
feature novelties for the biggejt and
best MOTION PICTURE NEWS WEEKLY

in the world
If you want to mafee better moneyIfyou can deliver the goods and
can create, invent the unusual,
the different, communicate at
once with.

News
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FORTY
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-his powerful story

Th-oduced under ihe direction cf
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Latest Bulletin: Just booked
b^ the new Capitol Theatre

d^ii^

A

A picture with an outside popularity Inewcomers to your theatre from the Rex Beach
readers.)

You'll draw an outside audience if you apply
the appeal we have prescribed for this picture.
Haven't you at sometime or other seen
your whole life's direction change, because of an outside influence, perhaps of
a young girl?"
The bleak North is a background for a lurid
onrushing action.
See it first — You decide

GOLDWYN

PICTURES

C OR t> OR AT ION

Samuel

Goldwyn

Prtjideni

i,A

7/cRECOCHIZ
AUTHORIT
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Ten Showmen
lus Names

Some

Price 5 Cents
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Will Build
LoewMagnate
in "Legit"

Vaujdeville
Houses

Exploitation

'.xperts to Be in the Field
nous
Players
yesterday
aned the names of ten experts

IS

for Dr,:matic Attractions— Two in Cleveland

From an unquestioned source of
information comes the* news that
Marcus Loew, vaudeville magnate,
will build a chain of 15 theaters
throughout the country to house dramatic attractions.
The theaters will not be known as
Loew houses but control of them
will be held by Loew himself.
To start off the circuit, Loew will
build two legitimate theaters in
Cleveland on Euclid Avenue. These
two proposed theaters will be about
a mile apart. It is not yet known
what other cities he will include.

will handle the company's field
itation and exhibitor aid departThey are:
ude Saunders, head of the delent.
One
of the best known
in the business.
Headquarters
w York.
yland Taylor, in New York e.xfe. Former manager
of ColoChicago.
On road with "Birth
Nation" and "Intolerance."
d A. McClclIan,
Philadelphia.
years with Hippodrome, later
ess manager of "Birth of a Naand "Intol^erance."
Illiam H. Robson,
Pittsburgh,
bi years in business.
Handled
key" and ^'Fires of Faith"
in
:rritory.
Iter L. Hill,
Chicago.
Well
n in his territory.
Price, Los Angeles.
Formerly
Sid Grauman.
irles
L.
Winston,
Denver.
Keith in Boston
for
several

Marcus Loew could not be reached
Saturday for a statement. Nels T.
Granlund did say, however: "Why
should we go into the legitimate field
when we can make more money with
vaudeville and pictures?"
There has been considerable talk
in film circles of some sort of an
alliance between Marcus Loew and
Adolph

iter Thompson, Boston. J. O.
)nville attached to Boston ofnll work with, him.
Wayne Pierson, Atlanta. With
1 and Harris for long time,
n P. Goring, Kansas City,
er manager of William Penn
fer, Pittsburgh.
lides the above. Famous exIto make more additions to the
Sforce. By September 1, every
nge center in trie country will
vered. These men will be pre'. to go right into the theater to
:;he cxhiliitor put over his films.
No. 168

Little Ad Talks
By Jack

Alicoate

IXHIBITORS, Exchange' men and Executives everylere appreciate the effort of
ID'S DAILY to give them a
ily service that really serves
i>fbws that is news while it is
ws — maybe YOU can keep
touch with the activities of
2 motion picture industry
thout reading
WID'S
MLY every morning, but it's
sting you a lot of time and
ort that WID'S DAILY is
ide to save.

Helen Holmes who is starring in S. L. K. Serial, "The Fatal Fortune,"
in the grasp of two hired gunmen. Each reel starts with a punch and
ends with a bang!
•Advt.

Censorship

Cannot Show "Peg"

Zukor, which Loew has denied. Famous Players-Lasky have
only recently taken over Charles
Frohman, Inc., a purely legitimate
institution.

Foreign Sales

Detroit. — The National Board of Court
Sustains
Motion
of Hartley
Bech V^an Siclen report the folReviews can do what it pleases about
Manners to Restrain Film
lowing sales: "Wild Honey," "Calithe films it passes but the Detroit
bre 38." "Twilight," "Inn of the Blue
Judge Knox in the U. S. District
board of censors has its own ideas
Moon," "Street of Seven Stars,"
Court has restrained Famous Playersaliout
what's
for the
City has
of Lasky from showing on the screens "Romance of the Underworld,"
Flivvers.
Theproper
National
Board
"Marriage," "Out of the Night,"
declared it will place its O. K. on of the country the fiim version of the
films when they portray real human J. Hartley Manners' play "Peg O' "Marriage for ^ onvenience," for
Belgium, Holland, Switzeractivities no matter how emotional My Heart." The decision was handed France,land,
Germany, Austria, Hungary,
down Saturday.
they may be, but the city censors —
Poland,
Czecho-Slovakia,
Jugo-Slodetectives Lester Potter and Royal
Judge Knox's decision holds that vakia, Bulgaria, Roumania, Greece
Baker — do not believe all human Famous Players-Lasky will not suf- and Turkey.
fer any material loss if the picture
activities are moral and will cut them
is held back for a length of time.
out of films shown there.
Brooklyn Strand Opens Aug. 30
Nathan Burkan appearing for the
The Strand, Bruolclyn, opens its
fi'm company, however, contended doors to the public Saturday, Aug.
Second White-Fox Film Picked
that
since
the
play
was
an
Irish
subFox announces that the second
ject its value was dependent upon 30. On Friday the 29th, there will
Pearl White film was written by current affairs in Ireland.
be an invited audience to view the
Hiram Percy Maxim, a member of
The entire case now hinges upon premiere. "The World and Its Wothe family that produced Hudson t'le decision of the Supreme Court
men" with Geraldine Farrar is the
Maxim, the famous inventor.
a> whether Manners reserved picture opening
attraction.
John Loveridge, manager of
Tenporary title is "Reclaimed," ri'jhts in his sale to Morosco.
and was specially written for Miss
The U. S. District Court has de- Keith's Bushwick, will manage the
White.
cided that entire producing rights are theater and Alois Reiser will direct
"The Tiger's Cub," the first White vested in Morosco but this decision the orchestra.
production, is well under way.
is being appealed.
The theater seats 3,500. Perfor^/r-lt^rp-s will have to file a bond
mance will be continuous until 11:30.
Located at Fulton St. one block
Universal .Screen Magazine was
as a protection for Faone of the attractions at the opening of $25,000
mous Players in case the question north of Nevins St. subway station
of the Blackstone, Pitsburgh.
of ownership rights is delayed.
and opposite Keith's Orpheum.
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New Big Houses

Incorporations

Louisville. — Majestic Amusement
Co. will build picture theater to seat
3,000 and cost $300,000.

Albany.— Blazed Trail, Prod., Glovcrsville. Capital $10,000. Incorporators: G. S. Fulton, A. Kahn, Tokerland, 20 Broad St.
V«l. a. No. 41 Monday, Aagust 11, 1919 Price 5 Cents
To Remodel Garden Theater
Albany. — Pan Continental Film
Kansas City. — Marcus Loevv is Distributors, Inc., New York City.
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., planning extensive alterations to his Capital $500,000. To deal generally
Theater. The improvements in motion pictures. Incorporators:
New York,
N. Y.,
FILM
FOLKS,
INC. by WID'S FILMS and Garden
will cost $100,000.
T. L. Thompson, A. R. Mayl, E. M.

F. G. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New
York, $10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order

Hotel and Theater for Akron, Ohio
Akron, O. — Francis Seiberling,
president of the Goodyear Rubber
Co., will build a hotel and theater
building to cost $3,000,000.

Cuppinger, 248 Central Ave., Brook-

lyn.
Albany. — Scientific Film Corp.,
New York City. Capital $6,000. Incorporators: H. Schwed, D. and D.
Belais, 600 West End Ave.
Albany. — Community Prod. Inc.,
Another $100,000 Theater
Hastings. Capital $250,000. Incorporators: E. H. Smith, W. H. and
Oak City, Pa. — The Columbia
Amusement Co. will build a $100,- W. D. Foster, 46 West 24th St.
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S 000 picture theater.
Albany. — Automatic Film DevelopDAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
ment Corp., New York City. CapiYork, N. Y.
Pittsburgh to Have Another
tal $10,000. Incorporators: W. J.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Pittsburgh,
Pa.— W.
J. Warland Clark, L. Richman, P. Bernstein, 521
Los Angeles Office:
605-606-607 Wright &
W. 175th St.
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889. will build a $100,000 theater.
Hollywood, Cal., Office:
217-218 Hollywood
Albany. — Flcur de Lys Films, Inc.,
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd., Twin City Amusement Co. to Build
New York City, 180 shares preferred
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.
Norfolk, Va. — Twin City Amuse- stock, $100 each; 180 shares common
ment Co. will erect a $100,000 thea- stock no par value, active capital
ter which will have three galleries.
$18,900. Incorporators: C. Rosenthal,
L. G. Rubbell, I. Silverman, 1482
Broadway.
Bid. Asked. Last Sale
$108,000 for a Sign
FamousRealart is paying $108,000 for its
Players
103
105
105
175th Performance
sign atop the Hotel Hermitage,
Triangle
No Trading
making yearly rental of $36,000. It
World
Filin
No Trading
will be ready the end of August.
The 175th performance of "Yankee Doodle in Berlin," will take place
tomorrow at the Broadway, Aug. 12.
Another Superior Brand Release
Selznick in Indiana
Robertson Cole will release "The
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Harrison
Funeral
Held
Other Half" as one of their Superior
Pictures. It was produced by King
Indianapolis. — The Selznick PicThe
funeral
of
William
H. HarriVidor and the Brentwood company.
tures Corp. has been qualified to do
son, for a number of years associate
Release through Exhibitors Mutual.
business in this state. Of its capital
editor of Pathe News, has just been
stock $2,500 is represented in Indi- held. Mr. Harrison died last week
ana.
Crane
Wilbur will write a story
as a result of an operation for apfor Norma Talmadge.
pendicitis at the Spring Lake MeThe purpose of the above is meremorial Hospital. He was forty-three
ly to avoid litigation if the Selznick
company as a producing unit were years old and leaves a widow and
to be hailed into a state court. For four daughters. Before joining Pathe
that reason each state has what is he was a newspaper man.
ostensiljly a local corporation.

Quotations

Shield with Tom

Moore

{Special to IFID'S DAILY)
Washington. — Corbin Shield, former manager of the Leader here, and
before that manager of a number of
legitimate and vaudeville theaters
throughout the South is now connected with Tom Moore.

Cassidy Buys "Yankee Doodle"
H. G. (Hank) Cassidy, of the Feature Amusement Co. of Richmond,
has purchased rights to "Yankee
Doodle in Berlin" for North and
South Carolinas, Georgia, Tennessee,
Florida and Alabama. A company
of the Bathing Beauties will travel
ritory.
through the larger towns of the ter-

We Place Insurance for

B. S. MOSS
THEATRES
[Watch Others]
this Space for

ALL

THE

SAD

WORDS

of tongue and pen, the saddest are these— "It might have
been" — Don't wait^let us consult with you today about insurance— Our expert advice is yours for "the asking.
Hearst News — International News —
and Universal Current Events shown
in your house, each week will put
your house on the map as far as
News Weeklies are ocncerned.
BOOK 'EM NOW! ! !

Reuben CXmuels
■
•

/nrurance
//2i'tI/V»MC-<»
Phone
John ^^^^^ Art K*^S.^^—
,^n.r ^OM&iden.

Coast Brevities
{Special to WID'S
Hollywood. — Harry
now with Allan Dwan
flower.

DAILY)
Northri
at the

"The Radium Mystery" by
Bennett is the title of a new i
to be made by the Pacific Prod,
Company, Los Angeles. Thei
includes Cleo Madison, Eileen 1
wick, Ed. Brady, Bob Kortmai,
Bob Reeves. Robert Broadw
the director. This will be ma;
the Universal studio.
Charles

Dorety

is to be

feaj

in the new Bull's-Eye Film sen'
comedies,
first of
being
filmedthe under
the which
directi(is'
Charles
Parrott.
The
storit
which Dorety will occupy the
role are being written express!
the
Bull'sEye
by Jay
Mulh;
formerly
with
Cohan
and
H
who will also write the subtitle!'

Raymond C. Moore, location!
ager for Goldwyn has returneo
a trip
to
the
Sacramento j;
country where he went to sec
tings.
Harry Connelly is in t:

til

perial
Valley
selecting
desert's
tions for
another
production

THKRE

I^

as much difference

-r~\.^^'
OF

Now
we hear E. K. Linco
starring for American Cinema, i

T
Lane

between an ora R I TdinaryC poster
H EandY
poster as there is
between a tackhammer and a
pile-driver! ^

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
406 W.31>tSl.,N.Y. Pbone CheUea 838

Samuel]?

?nsiaK

sM^
In the Courts

•iMipreme Court Justice Ford has
ranted an application by Louise
launi for judgment against the
aralta Plays in a suit to recover on
note for $2,500. Miss Glaum got
idgmcnt once before in the case by
;fault but the dercndant had the
ise reopened to enable it to dend the action and then defaulted
jain.
Supreme Court Justice Ford disissed the suit brought l)y Reine
avics against the George Backer
ilm Corp., because of Miss Davies'
ilurc to prosecute the action, and
IS directed her to pay $14.22 costs.

A judgment for $147.10 by default
IS been entered in the Supreme
ourt against the Unexcelled Film
aboratories and Studios Co. of
onkers, in a suit by the Raisler
eating Co. to recover for services,
he papers were served on Harry
irlman,, manager, but the action
as not defended.
Two

Exchange Buildings

[Special to WW'S DAILY)
Chicago. — It begins to look as if
hicago would have two film cxlange buildings in the near future
stead of one. Another building ia
■ejected at the corner of Wabash
'e. and Harrison st. to be 72 feet
jde by 105 feet deep and twelve
orics high.
Plans for the new structure are
pw completed,
having
been preired by Alfred S. Alschuler, 28 East
i'.ckson blvd., and it will cost in the
Hgbborhood of $1,250,000, it is said.
ork is to commence on the strucre when the buildings occupying
e site have been removed.
Chas.
. James & Co. will be the agents
d are now
interesting
the film
mpanies which have to move from
e1920.
"loop" district on or before July
Court Restrains Tyrad
Piedmont Pictures Corp. filed an
junction in the Supreme Court here Justice Luce,, against Tyrad
ctures, Inc., Saturday. The order
strained the Tyrad Co. and any of
. officers or agents, from delivering
y positive prints or negatives of
s photoplay "And the Children
ty" for shipment to England or
y other coimtry outside of the
lited States or Canada. Erich,
•heeler and Walter, attorneys,
silted that additional papers would
1, filed in a few days.

Gladys Brockwell
PACIFIC
\G

FOX STAR
COAST
STUDIOS
Latest release

"SADIE
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Some Interesting Features in Bolshevist Subject
Leah

Baird

in

"The Volcano"
Harry Raver — W. W. Hodkinson Corp. — Pathe Ex.
DIRECTOR
George Irving
AUTHOR
Augustus Thomas
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Ned Van Buren
AS A WHOLE
Propaganda against Bolshevism
presented
with fair amount
of skill; had
many
interesting features; sometimes
quite
"sensational."
STORY
Quite cleverly arranged
to bring in
facts and at the same time hold up in hu=
man interest.
DIRECTION
Generally up to subject's needs;
staged some fair mob scenes; handled play=
ers well enough.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Some of it good; much of it
only fair.
LIGHTINGS
Most of them O. K.; some flat
sequences.
CAMERA
WORK
Nothing unusual; straight stuff
STAR
Got away in good order with a part that
kept her much in foreground.
SUPPORT
Some good types; support adequate
on all sides; Governor Smith, of New York,
seen in a little footage.
EXTERIORS
Maintained atmosphere of New
York's East Side.
INTERIORS
Suited the action
DETAIL
Figured largely at certain times and,
for the most part, held up consistently;
a
few very small breaks.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Timely subject based
on facts.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,6oo feet
TIIKOUGII fairly skillful presentation the author,
director and others concerned in the making of
"The A'olcano" succeeded in getting over their message
and at the same time brought to the screen a picture
with many interesting f(>atures. Working with facts
as his base, the author huilded up a story that touched
many ends that are sure of a response, and visuall.v
showed that Bolshevism is a menace to .societ.y. This
ho (lid in a manner that did not allow interest in the
human ends of the story to lag. Of course, the picture once in a while became a bit "sensational," but
the subject is sensational in itself, and only legitimate
license was used.
The picture was by no means

"dynamic
but Americans
it is one
well with," real
. that should go over fairly
Basically the picture was fact presented through the
medium of individuals. It touched several timely
topics — the recent bomb outrages and several other
somewhat similar ends. Probably much sympathy
will lie obtained through those passages in which a returned wounded soldier takes part. The problem of
the wounded service man is touched on, and in this
case the soldier proves true blue after he has passed
(hrough the early doldrums of despair.
Love interest was not forgotten by any means.
There is a quite strong love interest running through
the film, which helps considerably. There is plenty
■<if iilot to hold up fair
footage,
and suspense is mainthroughout.
tained at a very to thedegree
^Moments of mild excitement may be registered by
those passages showing the soldiers' raid on the Bolshevist meeting. Also there came there the police,
and a free-for-all fight was done in a fair manner.
These "mob scenes" were staged in such a manner as
to give them what punch there is in that sort of stuff.
For his chief Bolshevist the author selected a radical writer and the director chose a type popularly supposed to be typical. It was in his mouth that many
Bolshevist statements were put. These titles were of
the usual ti'end of i-ed flag talk. It was through this
chief liolsbcvist. too, that the viewer was led into
the den of the bomb-makers, who received their orders
from
The Bolshevist was played by
.Tacdb "liea(l(iuarters."
Kingsberry.
The girl, Leah Baird. figured in the stoi-y as a school
t(>acher who because of her supposed Bolshevist leanings was suspended. The chief male role was in the
hands of lOdward Langford, an army captain who,
on his return from overseas, was assigned to intelligence work. Langford had l)eeu the commander of
the company in which Leah's brother was wounded.
All of the plot complications growing out of these
folks' connections each with each other held up fairly
well to the light of logic, and the development of the
story was fairly smooth. For contrast the army captain was a wealthy man who lived in a mansion on
Fifth Avenue. The girl was the poor daughter of an
East 8i(le store-keeper — who, by the way, was quite
a good character — played by Harry Bsirtlett. Working at cross purposes, the Bolshevist at first succeeded in making the girl believe some of his ranting.s.
Also the Bolshevist for a time almost spoiled the romance between the girl and the captain. But through
interesting <levelopment the plot reached the point
where the Bol.shevists were routed and jailed.

Will Stand Red-Ink Methods
of Exploitation
for the Exhibitor
Box Office Analysis

Hero's one that you might imt over in very fair
style if yon want to be a little sensational. It is
timely, and has much in it th;it ought to get a response
from sensation-lovers. While it does contain much of
interest in itself, it is not the best doi)e in the world
to offer it as straight entertainment. Folks who expect to be "entertained" generally want something a
little different than "The \'olcano." But on that very
score .vou can get by with it — it is out of the ordinary.
If yo»ir crowd is the kind that falls once in a while
for red-ink methods go to it. The siibject is one that
will stand that sort of exploitation, and you can advertise it as an expose of the methods of the Reds.
Of course, yon must consider just bow far you can go
on the Bolshevist end. because if you go too far you
are liable to hear from some of the more conservative
of your patrons.
Then you have a couple of quite well-known names
to use. Leah Baird is a quite well-known star, and
the name of Augustus Thomas stands for something

in the world of the drama. losing these names judiciously ought to help considerably.
Make a play for the patronage of returned soldiers.
Tell them that it is a picture they should see — how the
forces of unrest have been working to destroy the
very thing they fought for, etc. Tell your folks that
the picture is based on facts as proven by recent bomb
outrages and things of the sort. If you stand in with
the new.spaper boys they might be able to furnish
you with newspaper clippings telling of various Bolshevist activities throughout the country. You might
use these as a lobby display or, if it didn't cost too
much, you might have a good, hot clipping reproduced
and on the back of the slip advertise your show.
These could be used as throwaways.
In New York State you might make a small feature
of the fact that Governor Alfred E. Smith, who signed
the law prohibiting the carrying of red flags, appears
in the film. Of course, he's seen for only a moment
or so, but he's there nevertheless.
'

'

Starring in

"THE nowSPORTING
CHANCE"
being produced

Big as a steady patron- maker

>VEEK

NATIONAL
, Cparamount-^rtcm^f-
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New

Forest Fires

Theaters

Chattanooga, Teiin. — Captain Calvert, head of picture interests, to
build theater.
Whittier, Cal. — H. J. Siler, Truman
Berry and J. H. Gwin to erect theater to cost $35,000 and seat 1,600.
Brooklyn, N. Y. — Levy Brothers
to erect theater at Borough Park.
To cost $500,000 and seat 2,500.
Dublin, Ga. — Robert Hightower to
erect Opera House.
Cumberland, Me. — Cumberland
Amusement Co. to build.
Como, Minn. — Department of
Parks to build mammoth open air
theater.
Brimfield, 111. — Builds community
theater at cost of $30,000.
Milwaukee, Wis. — E. C. Bostic announces erection of million dollar
house.
Chicopee, Mass. — Old Wells Opera
House being remodeled. Alterations will cost $50,000.
Detroit, Mich. — Zemon and Etsman plan theater to cost $150,000.
Location, Linwood Ave. and Virginia Park.
Williston, Mont. — W. Snyder
building here.
— .Pantag-es
Aberdee
nt n,Co. Wash.
building. Will seat
Amuseme
2,000 and cost $175,000.
Detroit, Mich. — A. G. Grzezinski
building.
Will cost $50,000.
Johnson City, N. Y.— G. F. Johnson, of Endicott, plan theater to
cost $200,000.
Portsmouth, O. — S. Labold will
erect theater here to cost $100,000 on
Gallia St.
City, Mc— W. H. MuelJefferson
ler will build. Cost $75,000.
St. Louis. — Missouri Theater Co.
will build theater to cost $60,000.
Location, Grand and Lucas Sts.
Eureka, Cal. — Akerman and Harris
will build here.
Cost $75,000.

Can You
copyright
a
motion picture
title

9

Wid's 1919

Year Book
Will Tell

[Special
to fVID'S
DAILY)
Seattle.
— Forest
fires in
the Ptfsift
Northwest have already burned sev
eral small towns and lumber settle!]
ments
and are threatening
othersi
The Mission theater at St. Ignatiusi
Montana,
was
burned
and
it ij
thought
several reels of film werj
destroyed with it. The motion picJ
ture theater
of the Manly
Moo:
Lumber Co. at Fairfax, Wash., wa
also destroyed by the forest fire, ii
which
a Hayakawa
feature and ;
Paramount
were lost.
Th':
fire has beencomedy
threatening
Machiast
Wash., for the past week, and pre|(
vious
that Coeur
Idahc
was in toserious
danger. d'Alene,
This vicinit;
is now thought free of danger, how
ever.
Nazimova's Production
"THE RED LANTERN"
has an American-Chinese theme,
which we have worked into a lobby
display that faithfully represents
exactly what the ticket purchaser
shall see on the screen. Now ready
in our salesroom.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y.

An easy way to pay a fine for speeding.
Constance Talmadge in her
first John Emerson-Anita Loos Production for First National.
*Advt.
Mutt and Jeff Actors Remain Loyal

Hard Luck
Chicago.
— Somebody's
ever taking
the joy outa forlife.
Messrs. Linick & Jacoby, lessees of the Ziegfeld theater,
Michigan Blvd , have a half
dozen of the prettiest young
ladies obtainable, dressed in
bathing suits, acting as ushers
during the Sennett comedy,
"Yankee Doc-dle in Berlin" and
the California bathing girl
chorus engagement. And this
week the board of censors visited the theater and — made 'em
put stockings on the ushers.
Several of Chicago's best
judges
of abeauty
thaton ushers have
shade say
of it
the
bathing
girls,
when
it
comes
to
beauty.

At the height of the strike activities yesterday a false rumor was
spread among the theatrical district
to the effect that the entire company
of actors in the Mutt and Jeff pictures had gone on a strike. This
was emphatically denied at the offices of Fox Film Corp., who announced that Mr. Mutt and Mr. Jeff
had remained loyal and were satisfied with their hours and salaries
and the recognition of the Mutt and
Jeff union. In view of this statement
it is not reasonable that there will
l)e a walkout in the Mutt and Jeff
company.

ILLU/TDATED-HAND

IMIMI

THE
Mast

New

Abramson

BEST
PICTURE
to make
money
have

a perfect
negative

REX LABORATORY

developed

(INC.)

has
nega
Uves. developed
Ask
himHarryand Keeper's
then
phonr
.■•>< l<l•<.^ riir full particulars I

Take Over House

Chicago. — The American Film &
Theaters Corp. has secured control
of the New LaSalle Theater, 152
West Division St., and installed
James Calnay, a well known writer,
Buckley Injured
producer and exhibitor, as managing
director.
Floyd Buckley, appearing in "The
The same company is liack of the
[•"atal Fortune," starring Helen
Holmes, was injured when Jack exploitation of the Everett True
Levering, during the staging of a Comedies, to be released early in
fight scene threw Buckley across the Septenilier. The corporation is nesi't and broke his arm.
gotiating, itis said, for a chain of
motion picture houses in the city.
New Bull's Eye Release
Bull's Eye will have a new series
of releases. They will be called
"Legends of the Wilderness," and
will he made by L. J. Burrud and
staff. First release will be in October via the state rights market.
The Burrud expedition will spend
a year in the Canadian Northwest
and then go to the Far East. The
subjects are educational.

LETTERED!

"MICKEY" FOR SALE

MacKenzie Hurt
Donald MacKenzie will know better next time. When a bridge was
blown up to supply one of the thrills
in "The Fatal Fortune," he kept too
near it. Result: blown away a few
feet and lacerations on the hands.
A

PICTURE

THAT

State Rights, two
Mack Bennett's
"Mickey," $6,000.00
dress Box 100, care
New York.

NEEDS

NO

states on J
Production w
Cash. Adof WID'S,

ENDORSEMENT

Film

"Someone Must Pay" Ivan Aljramson's latest, will l)e state righted.
He will release twice a month hereafter.

state Rights Now
SAMUEL

CUM.MINS

--

1476

Selling
Broadway,

New

York

City

i
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luity Sued

for $500,000

Some Defendants in Pictures
he Actors
Equity
Association
5 sued for $500,000 by the Shuts for damages sustained through
actors strike.
,ast night it was said that action
;uld l)c tal<en to attach the banls;
(ounts of the 200 defendants pendfinal decision.
imong the defendants named who
in pictures
are Frank
Mills,
nest Truex, Nazimova, Fred Nil)Eug. O'Brien, Hen. Kolker, Frank
!3nan, Fred Stone, William Hart,
)uglas
Fairbanks,
William
Farin, Elsie Ferguson, H. B. Werner,
Intagu Love, John Emerson, Florije Reed, H. B. Walthall, Maclyn
uckle, Joseph
Kulgour,
Shelton
,vis, Toney Moreno, King Baggot,
■irge Beban, Maurice Costello.

Lincoln Signed

r Now With American Cinema —
Four Pictures Coming
,. K. Lincoln has signed a con;t with American Cinema. This
he star the company's announceit relative to expansion referred
ast week.
e will make four productions in
coming year. The first story or
ctor
have not as yet been sel■d.
Williams and Schwalbe Back
D. Williams and Harry Schwalbe
"irst National returned yesterday
1 a trip to Colorado Springs,
y were away a week,
rs. J. D. Williams, who has been
ipgland, is now returning via
■aica, West Indies.
No. 169

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
every
line of endeavor
opportunities occasionally
resent themselves — Advertisig is no exception to this rule
Opportunity is knocking
lOW at the rdoor of the wide
wake advertiser — Here it is —
\^.TD'S 1919 Year Book— off
iie press in September and
5ed as a reference book by the
ig boys of filmdom every day
F the coming year — Think of
1 advertisement having a
rawing power during three
indred and sixty-five consecuve days — Such is the opportuty of WID'S 1919 Year Book.
N

Price 5 Cents
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Marcus Loew admitted yesterday
that he was building a theater to
house legitimate attractions in Cleveland. Exclusive publication of the
vaudeville man's entrance into the
legitimate
field was printed in WID'S
DAILY yesterday.
"We are building," said Mr. Loew,
"one theater in Cleveland for dramatic attractions and one for our
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About
Entering
Legitimate
Field — Brooklyn
New Theater in

P»te,.
A tense moment in one of the episodes of the new
S. L. K. Serial, "The
Fatal Fortune" featuring Helen
Holmes.
The elaborate settings give each episode the essence of a Super-Feature.

is so s."
busy these days that
attraction
ownLoew
off-hand he is unable to tell how
many new theaters he has planned.
As stated some time back he will
not only build new houses but will
take over existing theaters.
He first said yesterday that he had
acquired 50 sites but later amended
that statement by saying he didn't
know ofT-hand how many he had
secured.
"They are coming in so fast," he
said, "that
I don't onreally
how
(Continued
Page know
2)

Stage Stars in Films

Faversham and Maxine Elliott Start
Work Sept. 1
William Faversham and Maxine
Elliott, well known stars of the
legitimate stage will start work on
Hart Films Must Be Clearly Titled Regarding Report of Marion Davies' their first film Sept. 1 at the Paragon
Studios in Fort Lee. George D.
— Trade Commission So Decided
"Walking Out" on Picture
Baker will direct them.
The first two productions have alWID'S DAILY is in receipt of the
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
following letter from George D.
ready been selected. They are "The
Washington. — The Federal Trade Baker relative to the report of
Man Who Lost Himself" and "The
Commission has just handed down
Marion Davies "walking out" on a
a decision regarding the re-issuing, picture before it was completed:
of old William S. Hart subjects by
White Man."
Aug. 9, 1919.
City.
the W. H. Prod. Corp., a New YorK^ Editor
WID"S DAILY,
In National Association — Total Now
corporation.
>;
Reaches 93 Companies
The Commission has decided that?. Dear Sir:
W. H. must discontinue the retitling,
The
National
Association now toRegarding the item in your issue
tals 93 company members. Twelve
of old subjects without "clearly, dis- ; of August 7 concerning trouble between Miss Marion Davies and me, of this number are new, having
tinctly and unmistakably" indicating!
to the motion picture public that ' will you please publish this letter in been admitted since July. The new
members are:
they are old films renamed.
I
justice to myself, but more particularly in justice to Miss Davies.
Realart, as producers and disThe W. H. Case has been hanging
tributors. Burton Holmes, Edgar
fire for months.
House, Grossman | Miss Davies and I have not had Lewis, Les Films Albert Dulac de
the
slightest
disagreement,
absoluteand Vorhaus
appeared
before the j
DeVry Corp., Carrier Eng.
ly no trouble whatever. I have fin- Paris,
Trade Commission in its hearings in
Corp., Poster Advertising Corp.,
New York for William S. Hart and .'shed the picture, and she finished Niciiolas Kessel Laboratory, Capital
her share of it without the slightest
Walter N. Seligsberg for W. H.
' friction or misunderstanding be- Film Co., Celebrated Players Film
Co. and Unity Photoplay Co.
tween us.
Peters in Katterjohn Special
! I have handled some pretty hard
Neilan Due
ones in my time, but if all stars were
House Peters has left for the ' as
"Mickey" Neilan seems to have
kind and as considerate of their
Coast where he will appear in "Love, Jdirectors as Miss Davies,, directing them guessing. His office knows he
Honor and Obey," the first of the !
be too good to be true. We is due in New York but they don't
Monte Katterjohn specials to be re- i would
released through the newly formed j never had the least trouble not even know just when. He will be here
{Continued on Page 2)
Equity Pictures Corp.
any day now.

W. H. Loses Case

Baker's Denial

12 New Members

VkI. K No. 4?
Copyright 1919,
Inc. Published
New York, N.
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Quotations

"Separate
Trails"
at the Rivoli
Robert C. Bruce Scenic
Magnificent scenes of the great out-doors — cleverly combined with an interesting story of the loneliness of a man, who
thought he has lost his dog.

"Good Morning
Nurse" — at the Rialto
"International" Cartoon Comedy
"Judge Rumhouser" and "Silk Hat Harry" in the newest of
their adventures — the funniest and best known comic characters in the funniest and most original of cartoon comedies.

Educational's Quota of
Run Bookings in Times

Full -Week
FirstSquare Theatres

Hear
Arthur
Reeve
intends
unionize
the authors
and demj
more money and shorter stories.

New Firm Formed
Crane Wilbur Officer and Stockho
er — Coxen to Star

Baker's Denial

Loew Confirms

(By Wire to IV ID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles.— The Diana Mot
Picture Corp. has been organi2
Crane Wilbur being one of the pi
cipal officers and stockholders. As
ciated with Wilbur are Lewis
Works, L. R. Sterling, Lorir
Johnston and Edward Coxen,
other
as yet." theater Loew re- actor.
The two
Brooklyn
ferred to, will be built at Broadway
The company plans to have'
and Gates Ave., a minute's walk from studio in Hollywood. Negotiatii
Keith's Bushwick and Teller's Shu- are now on for the purchase of s
bert, and a few blocks away from eral well known stories. Edw;
Loew's DeKalb. Just around the Coxen is to direct and also star tl
corner is the Empire, a burlesque number of the productions.
liouse. The new house will seat
about 4„000 and will have its enSchenck to Build Studio?
trance on Broadway.
Loew's
Fulton, Fulton and NosJoseph
Schenck
is reported
trand Ave., Broklyn, will be rcmod
planning a $600,000 studio on Aielcd.
tcrdam
Ave. and
192nd St.
ies.
studio will accommodate 10 comp
Fischer Offices Moved
.A.. H. Fischer Features, Inc. have
Schenck could not be reached
moved their offices from 18 E. 41st
St. to the old Thanhouscr studio in a statement on that.
In addition to this communication New Rochellc. All company busiTalmadge
studios in •',
St.Atthethereport
was characterizec
ness will be handled from there.
Mr. Baker visited the offices of
i
being unfounded.
WID"S DAILY and pointed out that
an injustice had been done to Miss
Davies in the publication of the report. Mr. Baker would not deny,
however, that there liad been considerable difficulty in the studio regarding the production, but insisted
that Miss Davies had nothing to do
an umbrella out
with it and that slie had completed
her work in the picture before she
of a sieve — and
left for the Coast. "She is a most
furthermore you
said.
charming woman to work with," he

(Continued from Page 1)
a
discussion
which one could call an
Bid. Asked. Last Sale
argument.
Famous PIayers..l05
107i4
106
Directing such stars as May AlliTriangle
No trading
son, Bert Lytell, Edith Storey or
World Film
No trading
Emmy Wehlen is such a pleasant
task that it is really not work but a
Some Posters
delightful playtime, and to this list
Universal will back "The Right to of Blue Ribbon ^ars I wish to add
Happiness" with one of the most ex- the name of Miss Marion Davies. If
tensive poster campaigns ever used.
I am fortunate enough to" direct such
The following amounts will be util- stars,
my future will be a very conized: 10,000 24-sheets, 15,000 6-sheets,
tented one. I can not speak too
19,500 3-sheets and 75,000 1-sheets.
highly of her.
Miss Shulsinger denied the rumor
of trouble, but in view of Miss
U. B. O. and Fox Book Film
The United Booking Offices and Davies' splendid co-operation with
me I consider that a personal denial
the Fox Circuit have booked "The is
also necessary.
Thirteenth Chair" for 110 days.
Trusting you wili give this the
same publicity which you gave the
original unfounded rumor, I remain,
Yours very truly,
George D. Baker.

(Continued from Page 1)
many there will be. We are now
closing for sites over the telephone.
We closed for three last Thursday.
One of these is in Broklyn, but I
cannot reveal the locations of the

You Can Make^

sfays;

Ruggles on Way to Coast
Wesley Ruggles is now on his way
to California to visit his folks whom
he hasn't seen for several years. He
will be away two weeks and upon
his return will take up direction of
Owen Moore for Selznick.

Eddie Poio is now in Europe making
Keller Film at Park
a whale of a new Universal serial.
You can "set
stage^ for
The Helen Keller film, "Delivernew serial by your
showing all histhis
10
ance," will open at the Park, August
CYCLONE SMITH STORIES, 2 30 for an
indefinite run. Dr. Ansellm
Goctzel
has written a music score
reels each right NOW. They're for
it.
simply immense.

can sell it with
the help of a
R I TC H E Y

RITCHEY

LITUO.
CORP.
406 W.31itSt.,N.Y. Phone Cheliea 8388

poster !

^

jM^

^^Every
Producer"
Mively Good Pictures
Jvill get
the highest price on the

Entire
Foreign Rights
from

jillespie BrosJ Co.
bo W. 42nd St., N.Y.

k RADIUMBy MYSTERY
Fred

eric

k

ett

All-star cast
leo Madison
Eileen Sedgwick
d. Brady
Bob Reeves
•ob Kortland Jeff Osborne
lordon McGregor
Robert Gray
^ sensible but sensational serial
Director: ROBERT BROADWELL

lCific producing CO.
BLVD.,

Much" Hero Stuff" in Tastefully Produced Picture
footage particularly. Effectiv
Warren

Kerrigan

in

"A White M.\n*s Chance"
Brunton — Hodkinson — Pathe
DfRECTOR
Ernest C. Warde
AUTHOR
Johnston
McCulley
SCENARIO
BY
Clifford Howard
CAMERAMAN
Charles
Kauffman
AS A WHOLE
Prettily produced
picture of a
very familiar type; "hero stuff" all the way
through; many meller moments of the usual
trend;
mance. had large gobs of highJy=colored ro-

STORY

Not much ; adapted from the story pub=
lished in Munsey's Magazine; gave star lots
of chances to fight.
DIRECTION
. . . .Strong
on Mexican
atmosphere;
used short flashes effectively; put pep into
riding and fighting.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent throughout
LIGHTINGS
Held to high production
standard
CAMERA
WORK
Showed variety of angles;
very good soft=focus backgrounds for many
subtitles.
STAR
His debonair self whether fighting Mexicans or making love.
SUPPORT. . . . Lillian Walker pleasing as female
lead; others well=chosen both as to type and
ability.
EXTERIORS
Some quite unusual cactus-covered
desert stuff; many shots around attractive,
studio-built sets.
INTERIORS
All that could be asked
DETAIL
Close-up flashes of bits got over atmosphere convincingly and amusingly;
always
carefully watched.
CHARACTER OF STORY .. Harmless romantic fiction
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,100 feet

Benn

'St SUPER-SERIAL ever made

lO SUNSET

J.

HOLLYWOOD

Christie

HERE'S just what yon get in "A White Man'.s
Chance": a very tiistefully and expensively produced picture with little real story backbone. The
story of the picture is a member of the same family as
were some of the others in which Kerrigjin made a hit
— just highly-colored romance givinj; him a chance to
fight his way through and tinally win the girl. At
the very beginning the hero leaves Boston for Mexico,
and from then on things happen absolutely according
to rule — the film gets on its proper track and stays
there, speeding up a bit now and then ; sometimes
feeling the effects of the brakes.
I The picture was very well produced. Director
Warde was strong on atmosphere, and the manner in
which the film was edited and titled helped the early

Plans a Studio in Tampa
ipa, Fla. — H. A. Kelly, presiof the Superb Film Corp., of
is looking for a site to build
lio here. He said nine New
producers are interested in
g pictures in Florida.

e use was made of the
"flash-flash" method of bringing the viewer to
all
corners of a sleepy Mexican town, thereby amusingly
and convincingly bringing out its sleepiness. Also
these short flashes were used very well in maintaining
suspense during sequences when the hero was being
pursued. Always the action was split up cleverly
without being retarded thereby.
Hut the story itself held little suspense. It was of
such an obvious and well-known type that it was easy
to guess file outcome. Story-guessers who play the
game of trying to beat the film to a situation before
It reaches the screen won't have much trouble with
this one. However, it is well done and pleasingly
presented all the way through.
There was lots of physical action in the film. Much
hard riding, considerable gun shootin' and every now
and then a flstic struggle kept the figures moving
across the silversheet with considerable pep. Then
there were a straight willun and some wlllunous
Mexican willuns who made things difficult for the
hero every now and then.
.T. Warren Kerrigan was his usual debonair self,
and despite all the fights and other excitement he
went through he always came up smiling. What were
a few daggers, rifles, revolvers, and a half hundred
or so incensed natives to the hero? Nothing — less
than a trifle. Not even his tricky little moustache was
ruffled in all of the fighting.
Kerrigan was cast as a young American who went
into Mexico masquerading as a Spanish noble in an
effort to decide for his law firm if a certain man was
fit to marry a certain girl. The girl was Lillian Walker. She and her father lived in a mighty pretty place.
As the high-caste Spaniard Kerrigan made quite a
hit with everybody but the man who wanted to marry
Lillian, and two willunous Mexicans.
They tried to hold him up, but he bested them.
Then he was accused of a murder and soon had the
whole town chasing him. But he outwitted them
and fought them and fooled them right along. And
then when he had cleared himself of the murder
charge by catching the real culprits the Mexicans
were still not satisfied. They believed him to be a
Government spy. So they chased him again and there
was quite a battle. But after the fighting he established his real identity as an American.
While all this was going on the love interest was
building up between Kerrigan and Lillian. And, naturally, at the end, he took the girl in his arms himself.
There was some quite amusing stuff registered and
other ends of fairly entertaining twist.
In the cast also were Joseph J. Dowling, Howard
Davies. Andrew Arbuckle, Joseph Hazeltou, George
Fields. Joseph Ray and Richard Loreno.

Certain Box
to Office
Please
Kerrigan's Followers
Analysis for the Exhibitor

There is an abundance of romance and adventure in
this one, and, while it is of a very iisual type, it is
pleasingly presented, and probably will please the
folks who don't demand too much of pictures. It is
just highly-colored fiction of the same type as Kerrigan has made his best hits in. You Can lay money
are Features
on the fact that folks who are particularly partial to
the star will like his latest.
in two reels
The film may be a fair box-office proposition in that
it is Kerrigan's first offering in some little time, and
just because they haven't seen their favorite for some
weeks, Kerrigan's admirers will probably welcome the
chance to spend money to see his new picture. And
it's a good advertising bet to use the name of Lillian
Walker. She had quite a number of followers when
Rowland Due Thursday
she was a star in her own right, and she still carries
h^rd A. Rowland of Metro is with her much of her following.
iiSlcw York Thursday. He is
ing on tlie Nicuw Amsterdam.

Specials
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DAILV

On its pictorial side the offering is sure to please.
There are many tasteful scenes, and the photography
throughout is such as to enhance the natural prettiness of many of the locations.
There is some very fair paper out on this one, and
some
matter.stills that give a good idea of the film's subject
Much meller action takes place in this one, and the
film is not destined to make an overpowering hit with
folks who have been fed up on film fights and the
like. But if all your crowd wants is straight fiction
in which the hero puts it all over the villains this is
O. Make
K.
it plain to your folks that this is a story of
romance and adventure in Mexico, which will overcome any vagueness regarding just where the white
man figured..

Last year it was a huge
success for exhibitors
This year will be even bigger

NATIONAL
WEEK — ~^y
CparamoHnt-^rtcra^t. "
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Putting It Over
Jack Auslett, one of the
five
WW'S who'
r by salesmen
SweaPathe
"crack"
are looking New York over,!
dropped into the office yesterday. Jack comes from Newi

Here is hoiu a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
aloTtff your ideas. Let the other
felloiu know how you cleaned
up.

"You know exhibitors swe
Orleans and said:
by WID'S down m^ way."

Frceport, 111. — J. F. Dittman, manager of the Strand here, has a good
recipe for giving yourself some heart
cheer and doing good business at
the same time.

Three Universal Features Finish^!
Three Universal features have j
Ijeen completed.
They are:
"A Bonnie,
Bonnie
Lassie
\
Carey. MacLaren.
Mary
"The Eternal Savage" with Ha

Dittman was sure a happy individual when he heard the baby voices
of more than 100 children from St.
Vincent's Orphanage, cheering him,
their chubby fists tightly closed
around ice-cream spoons.
Dittman had enlisted the co-operation of W. G. Angeles, proprietor of
a cafe next door to the theater, in an
eflort to have the orphans as guests

"The Trembling Hour" with He
Eddy and Kenneth Harlan.

at a showing of "Daddy Long Legs."
Angeles was delighted to serve the
children refreshments during the intermission.
The manner in which the children

THE

"How us women do slave for the men." A scene in "The Hoodlum,"
Mary Pickford's second First National Attraction, to be released September
first.
*Advt.

On Broadway

Geo.

First National Visitors
N. H. Gordon of Boston is in New
York. E. H. Hulsey from Texas is Strand — "Choosing a Wife"
Outing Chester scenic
likewise here.
Topics of the Day
Strand Topical Review
Rene

Manager, for the Les Film
Albert Dulac of Paris is
going

to France

Major
Jack Allen's
Rialto Magazine

early in

Rivoli — William

Sept. and is willing to arrange for representation in
France
concern

for any

that would

be in-

terested inthe French

mar-

ket. Mr. Silz suggests principally producers of film
who have not an adequate
market for th.eir film in
France.

Mr.

market

"Lion

Gray Horizon"
Sunday
— Hale

Carey — "Ace

Griffith— "The

Hamilton — "The

LIGHT
WITH

HUNDREDS
WILL
Address

DIRECTED

THE

entire

X Y Z,

care

U.

Strand — Mabel

W.

Normand

— "Up-

ILLU/TDATED-HAND

LETTERE

COMPLETE

OF

jn.mfiTTTi

Rialto— Charles Ray— "Bill Henry"
Rivoli — Elsie
Ferguson — "The
So-

The second Virginia Pearson subject,, "Impossible Catherine," has
been completed.
John O'Brien directed. Pathe release.
Fire

in Sheffield

Theater

12

YEARS'

BIGGEST

EXPERIENCE

STARS

FOR

and

WID'S

DAILY,

studio — Ready
6404

Hollywood

F. CAMPBELL,

AL. HENDRICKSON
Charge d'Aff airs

THE
Mast

14117 Ol-rCi.

BEST PICTURE

to
haye

REX LABORATORY

(INC.)

has
developed
HarryandKeeper's
nes
tives.
Ask him
then phoi
Tremont
1995 (or full particulat

PRODUCER
BEST

COMPANIES

SEPTEMBER

to shoot

on

Boulevard,

two

3

make
money
a perfect
deT«Iop<
negative

TO HIS CREDIT
THE

J

* * TT , 0 1 Si Ol., 1

and

TO OFFERS

company

CHARLES

Norma Talmadge Toilet Articles
will shortly be on sale. Willard
White Co. of Chicago will market
the products.

COMEDY

LINE

Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE|
National
and
Speer
Carbon
MAZDA LAMPS

trouble started \n the operator's
booth when "Hearts of Men," the
George Beban film, was being
shown.

OF SUCCESSES

BE OPEN

secure

Cohan

There was a slight fire in the Sheffield theater, Sheffield near Belmont
Ave. in the East New York section
of of Brooklyn on Sunday night. The

Four Flusher"
Broadway — Mack Sennett's "Yankee
Doodle in Berlin"

and

M.

picture RUT— "The Red Lantern":
and
tlon other
in our productions
show
rooms.on exhibiKRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd 8t.
New York Clt:

ciety Exile"Pearson Finished
Second

Bramble Bush"
Saturday — Sessue Hayakawa— "The

HAS

I

Trap-

Hart — "Wagon

the
Saddle"
Friday
— Corinne

for

FARCE

Can

S.

World Aflame"
Thursday
— Harry

Silz will be

glad to arrange
these people.

PICTURE

Next Wek's AttractionsGriffith's
The
attractions at the- theaters
next week will be:

Mack Swain — "Foxy Ambrose"
ping"Pictorial
Tracks"
Bruce
Swain — Separate Trails"
Rivoli
up"
New
York — Today — Harold
Lockwood — "A Man ot Honor"
Wednesdav — Frank Keenan — "The

reputable

FEATURE

"Hearts of the World."

Rialto — Pauline
Frederick
—"The
Peace of Roaring River"
Christie
Comedy — "Cupid's
Hold-

feilz, General

BIG

is in a class with the regular tUe-i
atrieal show and should be esH
ploited as such. We make a lobby!
displaj' that individualizes the pro-i
duction and lifts it out of the

appreciated "Daddy Long Legs,"
which is in fact, "the love story of an
orphan," provided interesting material for the local newspapers.

Mr.

1

'

weeks'

Hollywood,

1st
notice.
California

f^BDADSTREET

r FILHDOM
L. IX. No. 43

OMm
Wednesday,

Endorses New York

e Star Productions Released One
6 Weeks— New Titles for All
/illiani J. Clark
of Exhibitors
:ual announces that the 12 ChapClassics will be released at intcrof six weeks, commencing Oct.

Siefert,
in

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
PICK up any copy of WID'S
DAILY and see the firms
■epresented — Each advertiseaent a live virile selling force
)ringing home the bacon for
he company or individual it
epresents — Tv'e are prepared
o prove these statements with
:angible evidence — ^and — facts
ire hard to get away from —
Advertising to be successful
leed not be expensive — if you
ise WID'S DAILY.

Exhibitors
League

"Smiling Bill" Parsons has left
for the coast. Before leaving he
said that no more National Film
features will be released through
Pioneer Film. Joe Brandt is now
making new distributing arrangements.
This change will not affect the
Parsons comedies released through

Neilan Here

No. 170

Valley
Local

Out of Pioneer

Ictobcr 5, 1919, "The Floor walk[ November
16, "The Fireman";
I
(Continued on Page 2)

ox Film has purchased two Mark
airi stories for Tom Mix. Neations have just been completed
1 the Mark Twain estate. The
■ies are "A Connecticut Yankee"
King Arthur's Court."

Miami
Back
of

John Siefert, president of the Miami Valley Exhibitors League composed of the organized exhibitors in
Ohio, West Virginia and Kentucky
has openly championed the attitude
of the New ork State Exhibitors on
withdrawing from the M. P. E. A.,
Inc. He has issued the following
statement addressed to the exhibitors of the country.
"I have read carefully the proceedings
of the St. Louis convention and the controversy since in the trade press that
has been going on between
the Motion
{Continued
on Page 2)

he Chaplin Classics are the 12
;ual-Lone Star specials, produced
Chaplin under his $670,000 a year
tract with Mutual,
egative rights to the series have
n acquired by the Clark-Corns Corporation of which Clark
jH. C. Cornelius, are the principal
lers.
ihe productions will be sold under
;es booking, with special pre-re;e, and protection, to the larger
Iters in larger centers. Contracts
|e already been closed in more
1 25 cities for exclusive pre-re■e presentation.
he schedule of release follows:

Buys Two for Mix

Price 5 Cents

August 13, 1919

Ghaplins Ready

[arshall "Mickey" Neilan is New
rk at last. He's keeping his
ereabouts a dark secret but he
stay here for about a week and
hi return to the coast,
[is initial First National attrac' "The Eternal Three' is now in
duction.

7/cRECOCHIZ
AUTHORIT

Goldwyn or "The Blue Bonnett"
being handled by Hodkinson.
HELEN HOLMES, star in the Fatal Fortune being questioned by the
Iwo Sea Pirates played by LESLIE
KING and FRANK WUNDERLEE.
These two famous characters will cause many a laugh.
*Advt.

Stromberg Leaves

Insist on Series

of Famous
Players
Says
Switches from Goldwyn to Selznick Greene
Some
Exhibitors
Do
Not
Where He Will Organize
Want
Open Booking
Department
Reports coming to New York from
Hunt Stromberg, organizer of
Goldwyn's exploitation department Western Pennsylvania state that exhibitors are up in arms because of
has resigned from that corporation
to go with Selznick in like capacity. the withdrawal of Famous PlayersHe starts his duties Monday.
Lasky's original open booking polStromberg has been with Goldwyn
icy and substitution of the old profourteen months during which period
gram plan. Regarding this Walter
he has been responsible for a num- E. Greene, vice-president of Famous
ber of sure fire exploitation stunts. Players-Lasky and in charge of distribution says:
He will at once organize a similar
"We have found that in a number
department at Selznick.
Selznick
will issue a new
house of cases, exhibitors want to be certain of getting a definite number of
organ along the lines of the Gold- i
Famous Players-Lasky subjects for
wynner and a new press book.
Howard Dictz replaces Stromberg the ensuing season. Where that demand exists we have met it and
at Goldwyn.
booked these exhibitors as they
wanted to be booked.
Soriero At Liberty
{Special to fVID'S DAILY)
Boston. — Thomas D. Soriero, one
of the best known showmen in New
England has resigned as manager of
the Park theater. He has held that
position for a number of years.
After taking a vacation, Soriero
will announce his plans.

"However, we have not urged this
upon them. It has been merely a
case of meeting a demand."
Aliens in Boston?
Boston. — The Aliens of Canada are
reported as having secured a site
in Boston for a 3,500 seat theater.

Bray Thru Goldwyn
Goldwyn yesterday announced that
the distributing rights on the Bray
Pictographs had been secured by
them.
In the future the releases will be
called the Goldwyn-Bray PictoRelease will be weekly.'each
being twographs.
reels.
The Bray studios recently withdrew from Famous Players-Lasky
and shortly after increased capitalization considerably.

90 Per Gent Gomplete
M. P. E. A. Machine to Fight Tax
Repeal So Characterized
The machine of the M. P. E. A. to
fight Federal taxes is said to be 90
per cent, complete.
United Pictures have joined the
movement. J. A. Berst in the latest
issue of the United Exhibitor, the
company's house organ addresses a
letter to all United members urging
them to join the fight.
With the acceptance of Harry
Leonhardt of Los Angeles as state
director for California the Pacific
Coast lineup is complete. Last
week the Northwest executive committee selected a state director for
Oregon and Montana.
Washington,

Wednesday,

August 13, 1919
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1919,
Copyright
Inc. Published
N.
York,
New
FILM FOLKS,

Price 5 Cents

Film and Film Folks,
Wid's
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

Coast Brevities

Endorses New York

{Special to IFID'S DAILY)
Hollywood. — Robert McKim has
been engaged to direct for Jesse D.
Hampton productions.
Helene Chadwick has been put
under contract by Goldwyn to play
leading roles with that organization
during the next five years. Formerly
reported with Lasky.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-Presiderit
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Stanhope Wheatcroft and Pat
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, O'Malley have been engaged to play
at the post office at New Y<»rk, N. Y., under male supports by Universal in Tsuru
the act of March 3, 1879.
Aoki's starring feature.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Fritzi Brunette is appearing oppoForeign,
$3.00.
$5.00; 3 months,
months,

$i5.oa

Subscribers should remit with order
WID'S
to
tions
communica
AddressDAILY,all 71-73
West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt
Telephone:
&
605-606-607 Wright
Los Angeles Office:
3889.
Broadway
Callender Bldg., Telephone
217-218 Hollywood
Hollywood, Cal., Office:
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

ions
Quotat
Bid. Asked.
Famous Players..l04
Triangle
World Film

site Jack Warren Kerrigan in the
feature now being made under the
direction of Earnest Wardc at the
Brunton studio. At the time that
Kerrigan was acting with the American company Fritzi was with the
-Selig concern and this is the first
time they have acted together.

Ghaplins Ready
(Continued from

Last Sale

108'/i
108'4
No trading
No trading

Grace Johnson Here

Grace Johnson, motion picture
editor of the St. Louis Republic is
in New York for a short stay.
Miss Johnson showed real Mound
City politeness to the visiting exhibitors at the National Convention.
Please
page
Hunt
Stromberg.

Page

1)

December 28, "The Vagabond";
February 28, 1920, "One A. M.";
March 15, "The Count"; May 2
"The Pawnshop"; June 13, "Behind
the Screen"; July 25, "The Rink";
October 17, "The Adventurer";
November 28, "The Cure"; January
9, The
1921, sale
"EasyofStreet".
the series is under
S. J. Rollo, director of sales and
exchanges of Exhibitors Mutual.
The new edition will have new
titles and subtitles. The titles under
which the productions were originally released will be retained.
A complete line of new advertising material will be issued including
posters, lobby displays and slides.
Keller Film Switched to Lyric
r\ last minute change takes the
Helen Keller film, "Deliverance"
from the Park, as originally scheduled to the Lyric where it opens
next Monday for an indefinite run.
Waldorf

Feature World

Reported World

Film

Film has secured

distribution rights on "Where Bonds
Are Loosed,"
David Fischer picture made for the
Waldorf.

{Continued from Page 1)
Picture Exhibitors League of New York
State and the gentlemen who controlled
the convention at St. Louis.
•■\Ve sincerely deplore the fact that at
til is time when the co-operation of every
man interested in the exhibiting brancli
of the industry is so much needed to
protect our investments, that the men
« lio met at St. Louis were so shortsiKliteil in shutting out from their councils the organization of the great State
of New York, which had iust tinished its
ship.
successful campaign in passing the Sunday opening bill and defeating censor"In New York's contention, that in a national convention of exhibitors ea<-li state
sliould be entitled to representation based
on the number of congressional districts
within the state. I can see only an
organization built on sound, fair anrl
just basis, by this plan.
"There should be no fjuestion in the
the exhibitors that no organmind ofization
can last that proposes to tax
its members without giving them a fantaxes.
,
representation in the passing of _those
"Mr. Black, President of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors of America, Incorporated, cannot deny the fact that the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of New
York State had no selfish motive in presenting this form of organization, as they
clearly have stated in their answers tliat
they 'are
only
in an
organization of interested
exliibitors in
wliich
its officers
would not financially be interested in
other branches of the industry.
"It is very clear to me that an organization witli oflicers interested in production, distributing, and trade papers,
could not be heart and soul interested
in the welfare of the exhibitor, and I
iim under the impression that the failthein theNational
ures of izations
past hasExhibitors'
been due toOrgantheir

WITH

YOU."

It was noted in WID'S DAILY
at the time of the St. Louis convention that a new organization embracing a number of the central
western states would be formed with
York.
the possibility of including- New

We Place Insurance for

(Watch this space for others)
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Ththat

the greatest posters have
the least trouble
them —
getting
They simply order
them from
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40$W.31>tSt.,N.Y. Phone Chebta 8388

"Oh, Boy" to Open Theater
St Louis, — "Oh, Boy" will be
opening
attraction
at the Gra
Florissant
theater
which
will b,
its premiere Labor Day.
Johnson Back in New
Yorkij
Millard Johnson, of Australas
Films, Ltd., has just returned
New York after taking a 25,000 n
trip for a six weeks' vacation.

Erbograph
Studios
& Laboratory

what you pay
There
is an old saying that advice
is onl; ,■ worth
for it — But — we have NOT built our business on that principle.
Cods in our organization
operation
and
service have been
watch
wor
since its inception.
For 20 years our work has placed us in touch
We
will make
your
with
the foremost
factors of the industry,
If
problems
ours — and at absolutely
no obligE ition on your part.
our
advice
registers,
we
will
be
glad
to
s
still be happy.
erve you, if not— we'll

country.. See her in Fannie Hurst's
greatest story, "A PETAL ON THE
CURRENT."
A Universal Special.

The Coxcern^

l>enig officered by exhibitors more interested in other brandies than in the
exhibiting branch of the industry.
"The Miami Valley League received tlie
news from New York with great pleasuie that they are taking a stand against
any possible camouflaged organization,
doininaled by producers or distributors
who today are showing their liaiid as
being ready to crush the exhibitor who
does not concede to the many unreasonable demands from them, and even some
of tliem have gone so far as to threaten
to build or buy theaters in direct com"Our organization hereby extends to
petition.
the exhibitors of New York a helping
h.iud CO further perfect a national orynnization on the basis and outlines of
the New York State Exhibitors League
and we assure them every cooperation.
"GO TO IT NEW YORK, WE ARE

ADVICE
Mary MacLaren is fast becoming
one of the surest attractions in the

!

BEGH; VAN SICl[N & CO.
45
NEW

WILL
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EAST:
YORK
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'atKeNews

No. 66
iVlL-I)0<;.S! — The
Marines
who
de(1 the Huns at Chateau-Thierry!
The
City Rives a rousing
ovation to tlie
i of tile "2d" in last parade
before
large.
Vlajor-General
L,ejeune,
commander
tlie Division, leads liis men.
riie Second
captured
12,000 (iernians
[1 suffered
greater
casualties
than
y division in the A. E. F.
5,000 strong, recruited
from
Amerig best manliood!
rhe
emblem
under
which
they
>ught undying fame to tlieir country.
iAM> KAPIIJS, MICH.— $.500,000 gas
up in smolte.
Unusual
fire occurs
eavily loaded
oil train collides with
!d freight and explodes.
NAMA
CANAL,
C.
Z.— America's
dians for the Pacific!
U. S. wari on their way to the western coast
through
the famous
I'edro Miguel
s at Panama.
;N0X, MASS. — Andrew Carnegie,
magnate
and
philanthropist,
dies
neumonia
at his summer
home
at
ige of eight.v-four.
IDLANDS, CAL.— More useful dead
alive — hundreds
of pounds
of flies
aught every season to be fed to fish
itl.v hatched.
iBOKEN,
N. J. — The Boys who won
r for V. S. A. on fields of sport —
■I athletes
who
took i>art in InterGames
return.
iNUON,
EN(;LAND. — Pershing —
in greets you! The great American
chief receives a royal reception
his visit to the island kingdom.
(e presents
I). S. C. to British offiS who fought beside the Americans.
laig and
Pershing — leaders
of two
torious armies.
Victory Parade of all Allied troops
held in honor
of the visit of the
ikee General.
cviewing A'ictor.v's forces — King
rge. Queen Mary, Lloyd-George,
lal Foch,
General
Pershing,
MarUaig, Admiral
Beatty.

O
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Beginning the Greatest Motion Picture
Season in the History
J of the Screen.
Begin
it right

I

Mechanical Plot Camouflaged with Some Pretty Shots and "Big" Scenes
Dustin

Farnum

in

"A Man's Fight"

United
DIRECTOR
Thomas
N. Heffron
AUTHOR
;
Tom
J. Qeraghty
SCENARIO
BY
Tom J. Qeraghty
CAMERAMAN
Robert Newhardt
AS A WHOLE
Obvious and often mechanical;
mob scenes and tornado stuff rung in to cover
weaknesses; has some action but not much
suspense.
STORY
Made from the welUknown picture for=
mula of the society man who has reason to
go out West and make good; foundation a bit
frail.
DIRECTION
Did his best to hold up suspense
and make things convincing;
but wandered
about a bit once in a while.
PHOTOGRAPHY
All of it good; some excellent.
LIGHTINGS
A few interiors effectively lighted;
some others too uniform.
CAMERA WORK
Excellent angles on some old
mission shots — which also goes for most of
the exteriors.
STAR
Had a straight hero role that gave him
several chances.
SUPPORT
Lois Wilson
dressed up several se=
quences; Wedgewood
Nowell and J. Barney
Sherry
had small parts; others did well
enough.
EXTERIORS
Those around old California mis=
sion very fine; Western stuff, including town,
O. K.
INTERIORS
Suitable; didn't figure very much.
DETAIL
Holds up to story's requirements with=
out being remarkable.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Innocent man takes
blame for murder and goes "out to the clean
places" to make good.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,600 feet
WITH a story cut from a very familiar pattern,
everybody concei'iied tried hard to make something of "A Man's Fight." But so obvious was it almost from the -very first that the wise fans are going
to know virtually fi-om the latter part of the first
reel how things are going to turn out. In a large
measure this is due to the mechanical tendencies of
the ](lot which, in a coiisidera))le (legre<\ destroyed
suspense. Whenever things began to slip the director
tried to spread sand on the tracks in the form of pretty
and artistic shots around a California Mission or other

Western stuff; also by screening some well-done tornado scenes, and further by strength of numbers in
the mob scenes. All sorts of efforts were made to
cover up the weakness of the story, which does not
mean there was not lots of plot. There was, but it
was all obtained through such a well-known formula
as to lose much of its strength.
Whenever they pull that stuff of the hero deciding
to go out into the "clean, wide places" to redeem himself— especially when he really has done no wrong —
the regular picture audience knows what's coming.
Kut in this one the fight part of it was not so much
physical as it was rather dry political and business
stuff. True, there are some sequences with quite a bit
of action, but the man's fighting is done largely
thi-ough titles and conferences. When he hit the west
he became a power in local politics and in a group
of independent copper interests which gave battle to
the Trust. Also, of course, there was a girl in whom
the hero became interested.
The whole of the first reel was devoted to planting Dustin Farnum as the young society man who, in
an endeavor to shield his sister, took the blame for
the murder of a man who was paying her forceful
attention. He believed his sister had done the shooting, but a loyal butler who had been registered as such
appeared (jnite suspicious. However. Dustin went to
jail, and when he got out his father refused to have
anything to do with him. His sister had gone to a
convent in the West. Farnum became the owner of
a copper mine, and he and other independent interests
fought tlie trust. In this fight Farnum was aided by
Lois Wilson — particularly so when gunmen tried to
hold Farnum up.
Any doubt that may have existed as to the real
slayer of the man in New York was dispelled when the
butler came to the mission and obtained work as a
gardener. The regulars will be sure then that he is
the real murderer. Of course, when a tornado is
responsible for the injury of the gardener he writes
something for Farnum's nun sister just before he dies.
With this the sister rushes out.
Meanwhile Farnum has been the leading figure in a
political campaign in a western town, in the course
of which a parade was staged with several hundred
extras taking part. This mob was later assembled in
a hall, and all were wildly for Farnum until a tool
of the Trust told them that Farnum had done time
for murder. Flash-backs showed Farnum's sister and
Lois Wilson rushing to the hall in a buckboard. They
got there in the nick o' time to clear Farnum.
In the cast are numbered Harry Van Meter, Miles
McCarthy, Betty Bouton, Dick La Reno, Aggie Herring and Bert Appling.

Will Probably Go Over Fairly Well as Program Offering

1919
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DAILV

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can get by in fair order with this as a program
offering, but don't be too extravagant in what you
have to say about it. Of course your big attraction
with this one is the star, and the amount of energy
you spend on exploiting his appearance at your house
depends largely on his following in your locality.
The picture is one that probably would please a large
majority of fans in the cheaper houses, but it is not
good stuff' for first-run houses. As program stuff it is
good enough, but it is doubtful if it would hold up for
a run of any length of time.
If your crowd is especially fond of the star, it might
be a good idea to use stills showing him both in a

WE^ NEVER

dress suit and in his Western garb, and explain that
the picture
a story
a man's
fight
for redemption
that
reaches isfrom
New of York
to the
West.
Also stills
showing some of the more spectacular moments of the
film might help.
In advertising this one you can play up, if j-ou want
to, the spectacular ends. You might get some admissions by calling attention to the tornado scenes, also
the fact that hundreds of people appear in quite a
number of scenes. It is best to talk about what you
know is good than to extravagantly claim that j-ou
have a world-beater.
TELEPHONE

DISAPPOINT^
INCORPORATED,

WEST

.

42 **2 STR E ET

BRYANT

5576

ALLAN A: tomes
GEN.MGR.

Wednesday,

jaji^^DAILV
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KINOGRAMS_

Covering
Educational
Showings
Michigan — Effective To-morrovi|

I.AWI.KK'S IIOiMK IS BOMISEn.— Attack on former assistant Attorney General
causes lieavy damage to residence —
crowds
Hock
to scene of tiie explosion.
CANNON
SII-K FOR DRESSES.—
Government makes over costly powder
bag material, a war surplus, into fabrics
for the dressmakers — some
samples.
SWIMMERS IN TITLE RACES.— Pacific Coast water athletes meet in big
contest held at Neptune Beach at Alameda, California — some snappy diving.
ACTORS <iO OUT ON STRIKE— i
Union Thespians in all star mob scene
before their headquarters hold up trafplayhouses.
York
New
fic— picket many
r. S. ASKS FOR FAIR PRICES.— A.
Mitchell Palmer, llnited States Attorney
General addresses state food administrators to cooperate in move to curb
the food profiteers.
HONOR KNIGHTS OF COI.UMBUS—
France and United States government officiall.v bestow decorations upon Supreme
Knight at BulTalo convention.
ORPH.4N KIDS ON AN OUTING— Si.vrs from Houston's
ty-eight
Faith home youngste
take a trolley trip for a playdav in the surf on Galveston shore.
CIRCUS FOB UPTON TROOPS —
Thrills, pretty performers and all kinds
of death defying stunts are included in
entertainment for soldiers attainting discharge.

DISTRIBUTED BY
PICTURES
Wayburn

With

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
\
Lansing,
Mich. — The
State
F
Marshal
has made
public the n
laws
governing
the
showings
films for educationuJ purposes in
State of Michigan.
The
laws
effective to-morrow.
The
regulations, in effect, arej
follows:
Buildings in which films are she
must be approved by Marshal. 1
chine must be approved by F
Marshal before used.
Any time a change is made, si
change must be approved.
Operator must be at least 18 ye
old.
All film must be re-wound in ro
to which public is not admitted.
Not more than reel not in use ^
be allowed in the same room v,
machine at any time.
Machine must not be in aislel
near any kind of heating apparati
Fire extinguishers must be «ij
machine.

WORLD

Capitol

Ned Wayburn, according to report, will be production manager for
ihe new Capitol theater.
Wilkerson In Kansas City
W. R. Wilkerson now attached to
the local Universal exchange will assume his new duties as manager of
the Kansas City office shortly.

Constance Talmadge teaches the girls a few things about courtship
in "A Temperamental Wife" — her first John Emerson-Anita Loos picture for First National.
*Advt.

Putting

It Over

Here is how a b r other
over.
itor put his shoiu
Let the
along your id eas.
felloiu
knoiv how
up.
you

Special "Goldwynner" Out
The special number of the "Goldwynner," the Goldwyn house organ,
is out. The issue is printed in colors
and on extra heavy stock.

WHO

IS

the oldest
director
in the

industry

= 9 =
Year Book
Will Tell

Send
other
exhibeaned

cl

Omaha, Neb. — When big city exhibitors began sending up free tickets to he dropped by airplanes flying over the city, they thought it
was a new idea. Fred Smith, of the
exhibitor firm of Smith & Crawford,
a little town of a few thousand population, tried the stunt months ago,

Another
War
on "Movies"
The Rev. Patrick Joseph Diamond

Service via the Automobile
Boston. — Goldwyn's exchange 1
met a critical situation last w
when 25,000 shop employees of
N. v., New Haven & Hartford i
road walked out, seriously cripp
the service on that road. With e<

known as "The Fighting Priest" of
Chinatown plans a war on the theaters in his parish. He is fighting
of theimmediate
strike spread'
Goldwyn made
arrai
against the kind of films shown and prospect
against the admission of children ments for a fast automobile delijj
of films throughout the New I
under legal age. The priest can land
territory.
make arrests since he is a Major in
the Police reserves.
He is quoted as saying: "A majority of the pictures shown are bad
for young people. They are selected
to appeal to a coarse type of men
and women. The children are admitted without guardianship if they

only
they made
are 165 years
The saypriest
arrestsold."
one day
ri'ndiiig up free tickets to "The but the proprietors, disregarding
their promises admitted children in
Amazing
Harry Wife."
Watts, manager of the the next day.
Strand Theater, Omaha, Neb., recommends the stunt. He sent up a
Russell Going Abroad
big bunch of tickets giving free adWilliam
Russell will make some
mission to a big picture he was playing. The tickets were dropped, but films for William Fox abroad after
not a one of them was ever turned
doing several in the East. "The Dein for an admission. The idea won
serter" which he is doing now has
plenty of newspaper space, however. been
changed
to "Sacred
Silence."

Harry

Garson's
Next
Productli
"The
Hushed
Hour"
starring Blanche Sweet, has th
most unusual cast and the mos
unusual lobby display.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. T.
17th Floor

nn
i'unfim

ILLU/TQATED - HAND

LETTER

"Yankee Doodle" Bought for Abroad
The British and Continental Trad-

THE

ing Co. has purchased "Yankee
Doodle in Berlin" for Belgium and
France. The film will be shown in
Paris and Brussels the same way it
was exhibited here. A French officer will be the hero. It will be
retitlcd
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New Film Laws 1

"Un

New

Trouffion

a

Hast

BEST
PICTURE
to make
money
have

a perfect
negative

REX UBORATORY

develop

(INC.)

has developed
HarryandKeeper's
net
tlves.
Aftk him
then ptao
Tremont
1995
for full partlrais

Berlin."

Play for Leah Baird

Arthur Beck has purchased "The
Capitol" by Augustus Thomas for
Leah Baird. This will be the third
Artco-Hodkinson
release.
Third
Blackton
Started
J. Stuart Blackton has started
work on the third of the new series.
.■!)tory by Stanley Olmstead. Slyvia
Breamer will lie in it.

TITLE:

IkLU/TRATIOH
Hear Dorothy Haver, Sennett bathing girl, is to be starred.
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Ads Via the Screen

>tanley in Camden

Big Feature to Be Shown at Advertisers' Convention in New Orleans
Screen advertising is making ready
to occupy the stage at the convention of the Associated Advertising
Clubs of the World in New Orleans,
September 21 to 25.
The program has been turned over
to the Screen Advertisers Association, which is the motion picture di{Continued on Page 3)

ila. Company
Acquires Three
Houses — Now in Control
[Special to IV ID'S DAILY)
liladelphia. — The Stanley Co. of
;rica has secured three theaters
Camden, New Jersey. They are
Grand, Princess and Plaza,
le Grand is on Broadway near
■cle St.; the Princess is at Broadand Chestnut in South Camden
the Plaza is on Market St. near
Colonial which is already owned
Stanley.
inley takes possession of the the3 Sept. 1.
he statement issued hy Jules
tbaum says: "Improvements
be made in the S houses and oping policy will be the same as
of all houses under the control
le Stanley Company."

Barrymore In Series
It is understood that Ethel Barrymore has signed with International
to appear in a series of Cosmopolitan Productions to be released
through Famous Players-Lasky.

"Sumurun"
To

James' Trip

^es for Coast Next Month Prior
to Trip Abroad
■thur James, Fox Publicity di5r, leaves Sept. 15 for the Coast,
be away about six or seven
cs. On his return he will leave
Europe to start the Fox publigoing on the other side. On
vay to the Coast James will stop
t a half dozen exchange centers
:e how things are going,
le Fox national pviblicity cam1 starts next month in 23 magaRothacker Leaves
atterson Rothacker left
for Chicago.

*Advt.

Helen Holmes in the Fatal Fortune, hung by the wrist, and tortured by
the Invisible face to reveal the hiding place of the Hidden Fortune.

Costume Plays

New Unit Formed
yester-

No 171

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
yiD'S DAILY lays no claim
" to being tlie largest pub:ation and being the BEST
a question of opinion not
ct — BUT — WID'S DAILY
OES reach YOUR man Mr.
roducer and Mr. Distributor
^ery day of the year — as an
i?ertising medium it stands
1 its record of PROVEN
ESULTS.— It will produce
;r you, too, economically and
ficiently and nothing will
rove this to you more strikgly than a test — If you would
ive your ad read bv the men
ho really use WID'S DAILY.

Wistaria Prod. With Lynn S. Carci
as President to Make a Serial
The Wistaria Prod., Inc., with
Lynn S. Card, president; Frank F
Gallagher, treasurer; Thomas de
Vassy, secretary, and Burton King,
vice-president and director general,
has been formed and incorporated
under the laws of New York. The
new company has taken offices in
the New York Theater Bldg. The
Mirror Studios at Glendale, are being
used. Director King is now at workthere on the first serial.
Gun
Luther
and George
Larkii
have been signed and will be costarred in "The Lurking Peril."
Irthe supporting cast are William Bet
chel, Ruth Dwyer and Peggy Shanor
Lloyd Lonergan did the scenario
from an idea suggested by Larkin,
The serial will be released in 15 episodes of 2 reels each. Distributim •
arrangements have not been made.
Nels T. Granlund
of the
offices is on his vacation.

Loe\

Be

Filmed
With
Doraldina—
One Picture Finished
Doraldina, the famous dancer, will
appear in "Sumurun," the Reinhardt
spectacle to be made by Doraldina
Pictures, Inc. Production will be
started
sometime next month in the
East.
Doraldina has already finished
"The
of Nasonia." World's
rights Charm
have already
been sold for
this production.

Dorothy Phillips on Broadway
Dorothy Phillips in "The Right to
Happiness" will open for a run at
the Park theater Saturday, Aug. 30.

Promotions at Famous Players
Louis L. Dent, manager of Famous Players Atlanta office has been
{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Samuel Goldwyn made special representativ replacbelieves the costume play is coming
ing Dan Michalove, resigned.
Oscar A. Alorgan, former manager
back into its own.
At a luncheon given at the studio of the Washington office has been
when he arrived from New York, he made assistant sales manager, resaid that Goldwyn is making two
placing L. F. Guimond,
transferre
d'
costume plays now.
to the advertisi
ng departmen
t.
Allan S. Glenn assumes charge of
the accessory and promotion departSelznick Organ an Innovation
The exhibitor-organ to be pubment.
■—
lished by the Selznick-Select Service and Exploitation Department will Will House Five Companies and As
be a distinct mnovation, unlike any
Many Stars, Says Ochs
heretofore publisiied, according to
a statement by Hrrnt .Strombcrg,
{Special to H^ID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Lee Ochs is quoted:
who joins Selznick .Monday as Di"The United will have five stars
rector of Service and Exploitation.
"Selznick will lead m all forms of each making their own productions.
Dustin Farnum is already here,
service and exploitatio.i," said Strom- Florence Reed will come earlyand
in
berg. "The others will be follow- Septemb
er. Our new studio will be
composed of individual units with
Pathe will release a Harold Lloyd each of our five stars making productions in their own name."
comedy,. "Heap Big Chief" Aug. 24.
Being

Made

ByCoast
Goldwyn

on

the

New United Studio

ing."
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Universal's got a $5,000,000 si
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Address
all communications
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There
is some
real down-to-the
earth stuff in "The Hoodlum," Mary
Pickford's second release for First National.
Released September first.

Co-ordinating Forces

Goldwyn Plans Closest Harmony in
Naming Their Own Men
All Departments
William A. Brady has requested
In accord with the policy of
each of the member companies in the strengthening the service idea, GoldNational Association to nominate
wyn is perfecting a plan whereby
some one from each company to the sales, exploitation, advertising,
serve in some capacity on one of the and publicity departments will act in
executive committees of the asso- the closest harmonj', not only in putciation.
ting over a picture after it has been
They will probably be named by booked, but in aiding exhibitors to
Brady as submitted.
get films peculiarly adapted to their
theaters. It is recognized that a
Monte Blue has signed a long term production may go big in one town
contract with Famous Players.
and be disappointing in another, because of different conditions and in
spite of exploitation aids.
Goldwyn salesmen are being instructed that their duty goes further
than merely booking a picture. They
are expected to know the special
requirements of the exhibitor with
whom they are doing business, and
see to it that he receives the Goldwyn picture most likely to make
money in that particular theater.

17 Short Subjects
On

Paramount's
September
Program— New Magazine
Famous Players-Lasky will release
17 short subjects in September.
Five of these are Briggs comedies,
four Paramount Magazine, three
Post scenics and five Burton Holmes
travelogues.

Premiere

(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Cleveland, O. — For the first
in theatrical history the stage
miere of a drama and the first si
ing
a photoplay
taken here
from'
same of drama
were given
evening, when "The House Wit
Children,"
by Robert
McLaug
had
a simultaneous
presentatic'
the two
leading legitimate
thea
The dramatic premiere occurre
the
Shubert-Colonial,
with
(
Joel in the important woman
and the picture premiere at the
and Erlanger Opera House. _ J
ard Traverse,
who
starred in
photoplay,
is
playing
in the dramatic versionthe andsame
m;

personal appearances in conne
with the showing of the film,
theaters are doing a capacity
Briggs comedies as follows: "New ness.
So successful has the esl
Folks in Town," Aug. 31; "Skinny,
School and Scandal," Sept. 7; "S'prise ment proved that the duplex pi;!
is to be immedl
Party and Ever'thing," Sept. 14; "A presentation
Rainy Day"; Sept. 21; "Fotygraft extended to other cities.
Gallery," Sept. 28.
Burton Holmes Travelogues: "AyCharnas Gets Films
udha, the Siamese Venice," Aug. 31;
H.
Charnas,
president of the
"Paris, the Magnificent," Sept. 7.;
"Up-to-Date Manila," Sept. 14; "The dard Film Service, Clevelandj
Doughnut That Did It," Sept. 21; bought the Craig Kennedy serii'
"Taihoku, Metropolis of Formosa," "The Masked Rider" for Ohio, "
igan and Kentucky.
Sept. 28.
Charnas is at the Astor.
Paramount Magazine: "On With
the Dance," Sept. 7; "Three Minutes
of Wit and Wisdom," Sept. 14; "Riders of the Sand Hills." Sept. 21; "At
Work With the Tire Builders,"
Sept. 28. The above are one of the
King Leaves for Coast
features to be in each issue.
Basil King, Eminent Authors
Post Scenics: "Come. Watch With
will not enter a
Corp., will leave for Culver City,
today. His first screen novelization Me in the Passing Night." "A Voice
theatre where
of Gladness" and "When Nature
under the new plan will be "The
RITCHEY posters
Street Called Straight."
are
on display —
Fairbanks Not Coming East
OUett With American Cinema
they realize how
Regarding reports that Douglas
Arthur Ollett for two years bus- Smiles."
difficult it will be
iness manager of Sanger & Jordan Fairbanks was coming east to fight
to
find an empty
and several Shubert attractions has the theatrical managers who have
seat
!
^
been appointed comptroller of the, involved him in the law suits against
American Cinema. He will assume the Equity Association, United Arhis duties on Monday.
ing. tists and O'Brien, Malevinsky and
DriscoU says the3' have heard nothLlTHtJ.
CORP.
Comedy Week at Strand
40€W.3htSt.,N.Y. Phone CheUes 838
Next week will be comedy week
World Gets Fischer Film
at the Strand. The feature is Mabel
World
Film announces that
"Elmo, the Mighty" on the screen Normand in "Upstairs." The rest
has turned into "Elmo, the Mightiest" of the program has been carefully "Where Bonds Arc l^oosed" will be
at the Box-office. It's something selected. An Outing Chester and an released on the regular World pronew— A CAPACITY SERIAL.
O. Henry story are on the bill.
gram sometime in September.

Some

$aa|9

Peopi.i

RITCHEY

tM^
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Thoroughly Excellent Photodrama With Wide Scope of Appeal
the woman's deep well of emotion gushes forth in the
purest stream of noble passion and faith. Climbing
steadily, sometimes slipping because of ungovernable
circumstances, but gaining lost ground tlirough uubounding faith, she reaches the pinnacle of happiness
only to be dashed to the darkest depths of emptiness
— -and once more to be uplifted even higher by a
greater and deeper love than before.
The story from which the picture was made certainly does deliver the dramatic goods in its screen
form. Its development is steady and logical, and its
situations build with a cumulatiA^e force. It is an unusual story, as far as pictures are concerned, and
brings to the screen an unusual picture. There is not
a villain in it, nor is there villainly ; there is not a
hero in it, nor are there heroines ; nobody is killed
or even threatened, and the sex stuff is noticeable b.v
its absence. None of the old "movie" friends are
found, and as a result the film is one that appeals particularly on the strength of its pathos and the fidelity
of its presentation.
Repression is the keynote all the way through. The
director proved himselif a deep student of dramatic
technique, and the players all acted admirably and
without resort to "theatricalism." The picture is sincere and deep; nothing was glossed over carelessly.

"Choosing A Wife"

\ds Via the Screen
[Continued from Page 1)
ion of the Associated Ad Clubs,

rry Levey, manager of Universal's
lustrial Department, is president,
^he principal theme of the conition this fall will be how adverng- men can help bring capital and
or closer together and how to
p increase production in order to
tig down the cost of living and at
same time add to workers earns.
1. picture will visualize the screen
ertisers' interpretation of how ad
n might attain thope ends.
will present
this pice'he tofilmthemenassociated
clubs,
and
;r the convention it will begin a
r of the world, to be shown at all
ad clubs affiliated with this one.
)fficers of the Screen Advertisers
ociation are now
holding
h\;kly conferences
with Levey on
subject of a program
of films
ch will depict the development
notion picture advertising.
It is
mcd to exhibit films of this prom from 11 A. M. to 10 P. M.
y in the Red Room of the Gruned Hotel.

Black's Position
he following
statement
was isa by President Alfred S. Black,
he Motion Picture Exhibitors of
erica. Inc., relative to the Actors'
lity Association controversy.
The Motion Picture Exhibitors of
erica. Inc., are entirely independof the National
Association of
Motion Picture Industr}', but if
ecomes expedient for us to take
this controversy
for considera■j,.it
will
be
brought
in proper
rlrbefore our executive committee
such action as seems necessary.
Jntil that time arrives, the ofifi5 of the Motion Picture Exhibiof America,
Inc., prefer to
e no comment whatsoever."
his statement is official and diffrom 'Ir. Black's poinsomewhat
as defined last Saturday
in
IWO'S DAILY.

Samuelson, British Prod. — First National
DIRECTOR
Not credited
AUTHORS
Ernest Heidre and Metcalfe Wood
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
CAMERMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Thoroughly excellent photodrama
that bares the heart of a woman in a com=
pelling manner.
STORY
Adapted from the novel of English So=
ciety, "The Elder Miss Blossom"; unusually
good picture stuff.
DIRECTION
With
repression the keynote was
responsible
in
no
little degree for film's dra=
matic worth.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent all the way through.
LIGHTINGS
Effective illuminations throughout.
CAMERA WORK
First rate
PLAYERS
Minna
Grey's work exceptionally
good; others also able artists; included Isa=
bel Elsom, J. H. Willis, C. M. Hallard, Tom
Reynolds
and
Owen
Nares — all English
players.
EXTERIORS
Some mighty pretty stuff that
suited the locale of the story.
INTERIORS
All of them held to high standard
DETAIL
Fine all the way through, except that
letter inserts were a bit difficult to read be=
cause of crowded writing
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Emotional drama of
the better sort.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,385 feet

The stoi-y's scope of appeal is as wide as human
sytopath.v itself. For its leading character the film has
an unmarried woman, perhaps in the early thirties,
who so far has been cheated of romance. She has
means aud position, but love has never come into her
life. Through logical hapenings she is led to believe
that a man just past middle age is in love with her.
She loves him. In reality he loves the woman's young
niece, but gets their names twisted. It is thus that the
older !Miss Blossom gets a letter intended for the niece
on the man's departure for the South Seas.
Faithfully the woman waits his return. When he
does come he believes the niece is going to marry him.
The straiglitening out of these complications is interesting and dramatic in the extreme. No chance was
lost for an added touch, and there are sequences running all through the film that are more than sure of a
deeply sympathetic response. Its conclusion is thoroughly satisfying to all concerned.
The one criticism is that the letter inserts in the film
writing.
were a trifle difficult to read because of the crowded

"Choosing A Wife" is an excellent picture considered from any angle. It is a photodrama that bares
the heart of a woman in a most compelling manner —
in a manner that makes deeply personal with anyone
who sees the film the emotional heights and depths
reached by the "Ehler Miss Blossom." And Minna
Grey, an English actress, gives a truly remarkable performance in the leading role. It is she who makes so
real and so dramatically pathetic the character of the
woman who. having arrived at that stage of life where
she is neither young or old, reaches out for love with
a heart-hungr.v intensity that commands sympathy
utterly.
And the pathos of the woman"s love. Plumbed to
the depths by an avowal of love not Intended for her.

Spread Yourself On This One.
Box Office Analysis
Spread yourself on this one. Go to it. The picture is
absolutely "there," and there should be no reason in
the world why you can't clean up with it if you put
it over right. All you have to do is get the folks to your
house — you needn't have the least worry about the
picture's ability to please them and make them tell
others to come and see it. It certainly is a film w-orth
quite a bit of extra work on your part. Advertise it as
a special attraction — it is.
"Choosing A Wife" is a picture that should please
the most discriminating audience. It has a scope of
appeal that covers almost everybody capable of sympath.v. It will certainly fit in the first-run houses and
in better-class neighborhood houses as well — which
does not mean that it would be out of place in many of
the cheaper houses. It is an unusual picture, and one
distinctly worth booking.

Who is the
Paramount - A rtcraft

Will Please Any Audience
for the Exhibitor
And don't let the absence of a big name scare you
at all. In this case you're selling picture — not star —
although you can rest assured that the acting in the
piece is all that could be asked. Your folks certainly
are going to ask you if you are going to have any
more pictures with Minna Grey in them. Her work
could hardly be improved. Just advertise the cast as
"all star."
Furthermore, there is no need to worry at all on the
score of the picture's having been produced in England. In the matter of production it is very well up to
the present-day standard in America, and there is emphatically nothing "foreign" about it — it is up-to-date
in every respect.
"The Elder Miss Blossom" had quite a wide circulation in this country as a novel, so obviously
it's up to you to advertise the fact that you have a
film version of that novel of English life. The story,
while laid in England is universal in application.

NATIONAL
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of pro-i
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ane Signs Ghautard

Mayflower's Producing Units
rthur Kane of Realart has signed
a series of six Emile Chautard
d. being made by the well known
nch director for Mayflower Film
p. Realart last week announced
ributing rights on the Allan
an Prod, likewise being made for
.'flower.
he first of the series is "The
;tery of the Yellow Room" from
story by Gaston Leroux. This
iuction will shortly be completed
he Paragon studios in Fort Lee.

Universal is evidently out to corner the foreign field.
That company has just combined
with Italian interests and formed the
Roma-New York Pictures Corp. a
DL\Jeware company capitalized at
The officials of the new company
$5,000,000.
are: P. A. Powers, president; General Garibaldi, vice-president; Ann
Feinman, isecretary, Captain Ezio
(jaribaldi, assistant secretary, and
R. H. Cochrane, treasurer. Besides
the officers, members of the board of
directors are: Tarkington Baker,
general manager of Universal, and
Dan B. Lederman, assistant to
Laemmle. Amerigo Serrao will be
director of publicity for the company. The largest producing companies in Italy are connected with
{Continued
on Page 2)

►uys Foreign Rights
llo Trading Secure New Carlyle
Blackwell Productions
polio Trading
Corp. Lawrence
jer and "Bobby" North has just
ed a deal whereby that company
have complete foreign distriburights in the new Carlyle Blackproductions now being made in
fornia.
ackwell will make 6 pictures in
first 16 months' work. Charles
;kard is directing the first proion. Joseph Friedberg is handithe films domestically.
Beith Sails for England
ajor Ian Hay
Beith, who has
for the last few months a mem3f Cecil B. DeMiUe's staff in the
uction of "Male and Female,"
d for England yesterday.
No. 172

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
PHE readers of WID'S
^ DAILY, throughout the enre world are the big leagers of the industry, city folks
1 thought and action, quick
linkers and doers — It is not
ecessary to embellish the adertising directed to them with
Dstly surroundings — What
ley want are facts and action
-Can you imagine more ideal
:)riditions for your announce'.ents than the opportunity of
resenting your story every
ay of the year to practically
/ery one you want to reach
and at minimum cost too —
here is a reason why the big£St advertisers in the industry
3e
every YOU.
day — A
EST WID'S
WILL TELL

Big U" in Combine

Allies with Italian Producers and
Forms $5,000,000 Company

lart President Takes Another of

$1,500,000 Theater

Plans for Proposed
Playhouse
on
Lexington St. — DeHoff to Manage
Helen

Holmes, in "The Fatal Fortune,"
tortured
by flames.
Don't fail to book "The Fatal Fortune," because
it is a sure winner.

Why?
*Advt.

121 Weeks' Bookings

Buys 12 Stories

".Soldiers of Fortune" Allan Dwan
release through Realart is now being cut and assembled.

Campbell's funeral parlors to-morrow at 12 o'clock. Mayor Hylan,
William Fox and Winfield Sheehan
will be among the pall-bearers.

Secures
Scripts for His
First Runs
on "His Majesty,
the Laemmle
Stars — Two
Serials Coming
American" Total That Amount
Carl Laemmle has purchased 12
Approximately 121 weeks in first
run bookings are thus far reported stories for his Universal stars. They
on the initial Douglas Fairbanks — are as follows:
"The Pedler" and "Germaine" by
United Artists release, "His Majesty,
Henry C. Rowland. The first will
the American."
The total bookings are divided as bury.
probably be used for Monroe Salisfollows: 93 one week engagements,
15 two week engagements, 3 three
"No Experience Required" by
week and 3 ten day bookings.
Frank R. Adams. Star not mentioned. Paul Powell will direct.
The three week bookings, believed
"Myself Becky" by W. Carey
to be something unique for a prerelease showing will be at the Wonderly for Mary Maclaren.
Clemmer in Seattle, the Park in Bos"The Strange Case of Cavendish"
ton and the Goodwin, Newark.
'Dy Randall Parrish to be an 18
{Continued on Page 2)
The entire Fo.x and Loew circuits
in New York have booked the film.
Mac Bride Dead
In a number of instances the film
will be shown simultaneously. For
James E. Mac Bride well known
example in Washington, Loew's Pal- in political circles through his conace and Columbia will show the pronection with the Public Service Comduction at the same time and yet
mission and in film circles through
these two theaters are a very short his connection with Fox died yesterdistance apart.
day morning.
All the bookings are as of August
He had been ill for quite some
1 or one month before the film will time.
be released.
The funeral will be held from

{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Baltimore, Md. — Work of erecting the $1,500,000 theater which will
be built at 18 W. Lexington St. will
be begun today, as soon as the tenants in the property acquired by
the theater interests can be dispossessed and the property torn down.
.'\rchitect J. J. Zink of Washington,
D. C, is preparing the plans for the
playhouse, which will be the largest
in the city and which will have a
greater seating capacity than even
the Hippodrome in New York City.
The Century Theater Co. is behind
the project. Charles E. Whitehurst,
M. William Bolgiano and H. Webster Smith, all of Baltimore, are the
incorporators. Baltimore bankers,
headed by Stein Brothers, have underwritten the stock. Louis A. Dehoff, present manager of the New
Theater, will be the managing director of the playhouse when it is
completed.
The new building, accordingto the plans will in reality be twotheaters under one roof. The first
floor theater will seat 3,900 persons,
while the one on the second floor
will accomodate 2,500. This floor
will have a moving stage similar to
that of the New Amsterdam Theater
in New York. Instead of stairways
the theater will be equipped with
runways with six elevators for the
roof service. A pipe organ costing
$60,000 will be installed and a 60piece orchestra will be used.

\
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Not a Case

"Big U" in Combine

{Continued from Page 1)
and interested in this new alliance.
The more prominent of the Italian
T>1. tX No. 45
Friday, Aug. 15, 1919
Pric« 5 Cents producers who are represented in
the corporation are: The men who
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, were actively engaged in the proInc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
duction of films as "Cabria," "Quo
New York,
N. Y.,
FILM
FOLKS,
INC. by WID'S FILMS and Vadis," "Giulie Cesare" and other
successful
plays.
F. 0. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenb'erg, Vice-President
The formation of this corporaand Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Edition enables the Ainerican interests
tor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
of the company to have complete
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, charge of Italian films in this counat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
try. Besides releasing the film made
the act of March 3, 1879.
under the American directors of the
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 firm the company will have access
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.0a Foreign, to all the Universal foreign ex$15.00.
changes as well as the distribution in
Subscribers should remit with order
Asia and the Orient through exchanges of its own which are to be
Addrest
all' communications
to WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
established in the near future.
York, N. Y.
Special attention will be given to
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
the
European-Asiatic field and the
Los Angeles Office: 605-606-607 Wright &
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889. Russian markets. The Italian producers, even at the best ma.ximum
Hollywood, Cal., Office: 217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd., production have never been able to
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.
supply the demands of this field.
The new company will send American actors and directors to Italy to
produce pictures for European and
Bid. Asked. Last Sale American distribution. A number
Famous Players
No trading of the best actors in Italy are alTriangle
No trading
ready under contract with the ItalWorld Film
No trading
ian interests of which the new corporation has control.
Distributors Resent Canadian Act
Fox Mail Via Aeroplane
The Distributors Division, N. A.
When
an aeroplane dropped a
M. P. I. will appeal to the State Department for action on a newly en- sack of mail on board of the Adriatic out at sea yesterday it carried
acted law in Canada providing for
British citizenship for all motion with it two letters from Winfield
picture operators. Unfair discrim- Sheehan, one to Ernest Reed in
of the Fox London office and
ination isalleged on Canada's part. charge
one to Abraham
Carlos in Paris.

Quotations

The 'World," regarding the suit of
the theatrical producers against the
actors and its relation to the Danbury hatters case, says editorially:
"There is no parallel at all between
the two cases. The defendant Danbury hatters were sued not for unionizing in any way, and not for
striking or leaving their employment
in a body, and not for trying in a
lawful manner to keep others away
from that employment. They were
sued for conspiring to boycott the
interstate business of their former
employers and hence to restrain that
business contrary to the provisions
of the Federal Anti-Trust Law,
whose section 7 entitles persons so
injured in their business to recover
threefold damages and costs of the
suit. The United States Supreme
Court was unanimous in its decision
to the effect (1) that the boycott was
of an interstate character as affecting
the business of the plaintiffs; and (2)
that this boycott constituted a conspiracy in restraint of such trade
under the Anti-Trust Law.
"Not one of the acts which led to
the undoing of the Danbury hatters
is even remotely charged against the
striking actors. There is as yet no
allegation that interstate commerce
is affected, which must be the case
to bring any action against them
under the Anti-Trust Law.
"Why should the theatrical managers make such a palpable bluff?"
Moses Back
Vivian Moses of Select has just
returned from his vacation. His
Southern drawl is now more pronounced than ever.

John K. Holden, has been assigned
as technical director with May Allison in Fair and Warmer."
We Place Insurance for
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Fatty Arbuckle
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Managers
and
Actors !
Ask yourselves:
Have you
the
right
to
happiness ?

NAPOLEON'S
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QUESTION?

"What has he done?" — .For many years we have been an integral part
<ii the industry — our cl ients now include —
Marcus
Loew
Marion Davies
Selznick
Corp. Pictures
Theatres
Film Co.
B. S. Moss Theatres
Select Pictures Corp.
Mayflower Photo
Erbograph
Studio
&
Laboratory
Famous
Play Co.
Lasky PlayersCorp.
Bray Studios
Paramount Pictures
B.
S.
Moss
Motion
Corp.
Humphrey Pictures
Pictures
Picture Corp.
De-Luxe
Norma Talmadge
International Film
Film Co.
Service
J. E. many
Brulatour
And
others
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we plead guilty to supplying
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with efficient "Insurance
Service."
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Prinliim POWERS

---the Superior FILM

Hear Roxy is going to Europ«

Buys
12 Stories
{Continued from Page 1)
episode
with Kathryn
ner and serial
Jack Perrin.
Reeves O'C^
Ea;
will direct.
"Wits and the Woman" just pi
lished by Small, Maynard and Co.
be made into a serial.
"The Beach Comber" by J.
Hawks for Elmo Lincoln, now
production.
"The Breath of the Gods" m
Tsuru Aoki by Sidney McCall. N
in production.
"The Hillman" by H. Tipton St
for Harry Carey.
"Ambition" by Allen Holubar
Dorothy Phillips.
"Betty Reforms" by Mildred C
sidine. Cast not mentioned. V
liam C. Dowlan, director.
'A Man of Wrath" by Frederii
Jackson for Harry Carey.
To
low "The Hillman."
New Selznick Director
Alan Crosland who directed ")
Unbeliever" will direct for Selzi^
His
picture
be "The
C^'
try first
Cousin"
withwillElaine
Hami;
stein. Walter McGrail will
the male lead.
Myron
Selznick
has
purch.j.'
"Just
Eugene Walter's
for onea Wife"
of his stars.

MONEY
S AV E D
on cheap posters would
be better thrown away
for it is lost a hundred
times over at the boxofiice. On the other
hand R I T C H E Y
posters
always pay!

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
406W.31ttSt..N.Y. Phone Chebea 8388
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Winter Season
he Mother and the Law" will be
lc(fet offering in the Griffith reperseason.
Mae Marsh
and RoHarron are featured in this proion which wlfl open Monday
ling.
le season biegan Tuesday, May
ind has had 189 performances,
ied as follows: "EroVcn Hloss," 137; "The Fall of Babylon,"
'Hearts of the World," 11.
le success of "Broken Blossoms"
ented the showing of a number
reductions arranged for the reory. These, will be presented
ng the coming winter season,
n the repertory will be re-opened
prominent Broadway playhouse.

Artistic and Fairly Fast — Moving Meller of the Orient
H. B. Warner in

"The Pagan God"
Jesse Hampton=Robertson=Cole=Exhib. Mutual
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Park Frame
F. McQrew Willis
F. McQrew Willis
Not credited

AS A WHOLE
Fast moving, artistic meller of the
Orient, with rather commonplace ending.
STORY
Conventional situations rather compli=
cated at times, tending to dragginess where=
ever Warner was not in scene; planting of
story too obvious.
DIRECTION
Story's shortcomings very well cov=
ered by several tense scenes in which auto^^
matics in the hands of Chinks played a big
part.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent throughout
LIGHTINGS
Very effective
CAMERA WORK
Of the very best
STAR
Straight roles such as this are his spe=
cialty and he delivered without a doubt.
SUPPORT

Generally good, especially Jack Abbe, clever Jap character actor; others a trifle
stilted at times.

EXTERIORS
Hot streets of an Oriental city with
the usual low buildings carefully reproduced.
INTERIORS
Ordinary for the most part, with
plenty of paper ornaments such as are usu=
ally seen in this class of picture.
DETAIL
Artistic and well balanced subtitles
gave an air of class.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Oriental tale of in=
trigue written around a supposed uprising.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5.000 feet
HB. WARNER generally manages to instill even the
• most commonplace tale with lifelike action, and
for this reason, if for no other. "The Pagan God" is
worth while. It is swift-moving at times and, while
it
closes with holds
a situation
that until
taxes the
one's end.
credulity,
nevertheless
interest
Thereit

The Value
of a Name

Christie
For Specials
or Com ?dies

wasn't enough material in the original story
a feature of the standard length, the main
ing built around a Chinese uprising and the
out of its instigators.
The author of the see
countered entanglements near its close that
much for him, then to bring it to a finish
real villaiuness kill herself and leave a clear
Warner and his fiancee.

to make
ferreting
story bewere
too
had the
nario
en-

path for
The staging of the picture leaves little to be desired in the way of artistic sets, clear-cut photography
and correct costuming. Tales of the Orient usually
hold an unusual interest with most audiences, for the
ways of the "heathen Chinee are mysterious" to others
than Bret Hart. The interior sets were planned with a
view of accentuating this phase of the story and were
very effective.
Considerable footage was used in the beginning to
"plant" the story, with cut-backs that were necessary. However, after it got under way and Warner
became mixed up with Carmel Phillips, a Chinese
leader and vamp, things became interesting. Also
complications arose when Warner met up with his
fiancee, who was traveling through the country with
her curio hunting-father, and who discovered what she
believed was a bona fide love affair between Warner
and Carmel.
The story hinged on the sending of Warner into the
interior of China on a dangerous mission. He was
to attempt to discover the cause of an uprising. Carmel Phillips was the secret leader of the outlaw gang,
and Warner ingratiated himself into her good graces in
order to discover the real power behind the movement.
He .signed a pact with the other Chinks, and this was
hidden in a stone image. The image was stolen and finally fell into the hands of the curio hunter. The latter
was seized and about to be put to death along with his
daughter when Warner jumped through a window and
saved their lives.
Here is where the story fell down lamentably, inasmuch as the Chinese vamp, having discovered that
Warner had been stringing her all the time to gain the
desired information about the uprising, and also having
learned of his love for the curio-hunter's daughter,
shot herself while Warner, with her, was covering a
roomful of others with his automatic. Of course it
was the easiest way out and it brought the clutch.
The best piece of character work, outside of the
performance of Warner, was that of Jack Abbe, who
helped Warner to escape from a roomful of Chinks bent
upon doing away with him, because they suspected
he had the god in which they had hidden the secret
pact. Here was a piece of serious acting that was well
executed.

Makes a Very Fair Evening's Entertainment
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

be RADIUMBy MYSTERY
Frederick Bennett

rst SUPER-SERIAL ever made
,

All-star cast

leo Madison
'-d. Brady
Hob
Kortland
Gordon McGregor

bo SUNSET

PRODUCING
BLVD..

the leading role, this one makes a very fair evening's
entertainment. The story is somewhat complicated in
parts, but it is not likely that that will react against it,
as the vague points are cleared up in the end.
The

title in itself will perhaps not appeal to some. This
you can overcome by judicious advertising and by
tlie liberal use of cuts and photographs of a small image such as is found in many curio shops.
For catch lines you might use: "He made love to a
Chinese woman to gain information for his Government." "See the crafty Chink outwitted by an American." "Warner's strongest role — you will like it as
well as 'The Man Who Turned White.' "

Eileen Sedgwick
Bob Osborne
Reeves
Jeff
Robert Gray

yi sensible hut sensational serial
Director: ROBERT BROADWELL

IVCIFIC

There is every reason to believe that most audiences will like "The Pagan God." Stories of the Orient
always are fascinating, and with H. B. Warner in
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Helen Keller's
Wonderf
ul "Pictur
"DELIVER
ANCE
,^
Will open at the Lyric, Aug. Igtl
This will give us but five days 1
make the lobby display which sha
consist of 30 paintings. Look
over and see whether we carried tl
message to Garcia.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York Cil

D. W. GRIFFITH will present, at the Geo. M. Cohan
Theater, New York, beginning
Monday Evening, August 18,
one of his greatest and most
startling productions.

THE
MOTHER
AND
THE LAW

i-'^i'^'^'J^

An amazing expose of existing social conditions and
the underlying cause of the
present labor unrest.
The cast will include Mae
Marsh, Robert Harron, Miriam Cooper and others equally
prominent.

IS
YOUR THEATRE
FOR SALE

*Advt.

"Ye'd better not resist." Constance Talmadge in "A Temperamental
Wife" is captured in compromising circumstances with her own husband. A John
Emerson — Anita
Loos Production for First National.
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make MONEY

SPECIALS

Communicate full
particulars at once
and get quick action
WRITE

NOW

Box W. T.
WID'S

Ward

DAILY

of Cumberland

No. 1
Here

The Star

C. H. Ward, of the Queen City
Film Co., Cumberland, Md., together
with his son and wife are in New
York stopping at the McAlpin. Ward
has exclusive screen advertising
rights in Maryland, Virginia, West
Virginia, District of Columbia, western Pennsylvania and southern
Ohio. His service now includes over
400 theaters.

Produced by

Capitol Books Universal News
The Capitol has entered into an
agreement with International News
and Universal whereby all news
beats and other weekly news film
will be shown at the Capitol first.
This will keep the film out of all the
Broadway houses. Contract is for
one year.

L.

J. GASNIILR
Glendale, California

Studios :

ROOM J„
TELtPHONl
CANDLER
B'LD'e.
220
W4i

I

^BRADSTREET
i FILHDOM

7if^RECOCHIZE
AUTHORIT
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National League

Two Rfccl Series

Miami Valley and Local Exhibitors
May Form Organization
With the official approval of the
Miami Valley Exhibitors League on
the New York Exhibitors League
stand regarding the St. Louis convention comes the possible alliance
of the two of what is expected to
be
the nucleus of a national organization.

Be Released
Through
World
Film — Production in Boston

v'orld Fihii has contracted for a
es of 18 two reel productions
be made by Joe Mitchell Chap, editor of the Boston Magazine,
he fihns will be made from se:ions appearing in "Heart
•obs" a compilation of standard
ms and stories which have given
pie all over the world their bigt "heart throb."
ji order to get a consensus of
[lion as to which of these heart
>bs were the most popular, Chap; sent letters of inquiry to the
;ains of industry, leaders in art,
Nation, science and literature, the
standing figures in politics and
omacy.
he votes of these men and womwere about equally divided for
choice between Julia Ward
ve's "Battle Hyihn of the Reic," Oliver Wendell Holmes'
e One Hoss Chaise" and James
itcomb Riley's immortal "Old
etheart of Mine."
lese will be the three first pics made by Mr. Chappell's com■. The studio work will be done
oston.

Costume Plays for Goldwyn
e Goldwyn
offices
have
red the following telegram from
juel Goldwyn now on the coas
I was incorrectly quoted regar
a
We
plays.
(costume
ng costume
pictures novw^no
ve contemplating costuige p
ons at the present tir
No. 173

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
|7"ID'S DAILY is pleased to
I ' announce that Paul Gray
j now a member of its editorW staff — ^Mr. Gray comes to
te New York field from Dayl[n, Ohio and is well known
8 a writer in film circles. Havijg been an exhibitor as well
? Ji newspaper man, Mr.
("ay's chief duties will be in
l|e promotion of exhibitor
Ijlps. This move is but an<iher manifestation on the part
<\
Wip'S DAILY
givere^
its
sbscribers
a service tothat
li SERVES— and— we're stik
gowing.
>»^ ^

Price 5 Cents

Sydney S. Cohen and Sol Berman
are both of town and could not be
reached for a statement. There has
been talk of overtures made to some
of the so-called state organizations
all over the country to join.
These so-called exhibitor leagues
are in reality camouflaged theater
chains. If an alliance were to be
perfected and a national body
formed, it can be realized what
power they would have.
The following extract from a
statement issued by the New York
League is significant:
"Many questions of great importance to exhibitors in the State of
New York and elsewhere came before the meeting (in Rochester).
But one overshadowed the rest: the
problem of protecting the exhibitor
from unfair competition planned by
certain producing interests which
are about to invade the exhibiting
A tenarmoment
"T^^afal

in the new S. L. K. serial. Featuring Helen Holmes in
che best bet of the year. *Advt.
Fortune."
This\|eri%J is

ive First Runs\ '

dwyn
Lands
Theaters
in S%.
Louis — Deal Makes
History
\
(By IViic to iriD'S DAILY)
St. Louis. — Cecil E. Mabberry,
Goldwyn's local manager has landed
the biggest first run contract ever
entered upon by amusement interests in St. Louis. He has signed
the Greater Amusement Co. for five
first runs simultaneously.
The theaters involved are the
Pershing, King's the new Grand —
Florrissant, the Lindell and Shen-'
andoah.
The cash deposit is said to be
the neighborhood of $10,000 while
the total amount involved for
showings reaches $100,000.
This is t4ie first time that five
Mound City theaters will show any
film at the same time.
Felix
terday.

Feist

of Goldwyn

said yes-

"It wouldn't
surprise me at all,"
the way things are coming in these
lays. Cecil is of the kind w
.things and speaks about them

. New Shipping Gases
il^st Be in Use By Sept. 30— No
^v
Time
Extensions
P? H. Stilson ■ chairman of the
'Transportation Committee of the
National Association has sent out a
final warning to the trade that proper shipping cases must be secured
and put in use by September 30
\.ith absolutely no exceptions.
"This matter," said Stilson, "has
been given all the publicity in my
power. The specifications required
for film cases by the Bureau of Explosives have been published and the
trade informed that September 30
is the last date on which shipments
under old rulings will be accepted.
It is of the utmost importance that
shippers bear this fact in mind and
make preparations now to have on
band enough of the new cases for

Fox at 44th Street Theater
Next Tuesday night William Fox
will present at the 44th Street Theafield."
ter "Kathleen
.
Mavourneen" with
Theda turing
Bara.Miriam
andCooper.
"Evangeline"
They feawill
run indefinitely.
Jack Dillon with Metro
Maxwell Karger has signed Jack
Dillon to direct May Aljison in
"Along Came Ruth." Work will be
started on this picture as soon as
"Fair and Warmer"
is completed.
Scardon
Leaves
Vitagraph
Paul Scardon has left Vitagraph
Morey.
where he was directing Harry
Morey's new director has not as.
yet been selected.

To Keep Them Guessing
Univers?!
wants to keep the
t'leir needs."
Broadway crowds guessing and so
Asking Exhibitors for Advice
a teaser sign is being painted on
Exhiljitors are being canvassed by the north wall of the Mecca Building. When finished it will read:
( oldwyn as to the type of picture I
nt. Results will be utilized)
"The Greatest Love Story Ever
ging future production. J Told."
The rest is blank space.
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FILM
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Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y.,
INC. by WID'S FILMS and

F. G. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Editor; J."W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage frse) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Addres»
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt
Telephone:
&
605-606-607 Wright
Office:
Los Angeles
Callender Bldg., Telephone Broadway 3889.
217-218 Hollywood
Hollywood, Cal., Office:
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

ions
Quotat
Bid. Asked.
Famous Players
Triangle
World Film

Last Sale
105^ 107.>4 106
No tradmg
No trading

Industrial Film Expanding
The Industrial Film Co. in the
Godfrey Bldg. is negotiating to extend its facilities to New England.
The company handles screen advertising and supplies exhibitors with
its films free. They now handle
films for Ward's Bread, Erector
Toys, Wisconsin Condensed Milk,
etc.
S. Epstein is in charge.

Before
You
Strike
Determine
whether you
have the
right
to
happiness

Priest Makes Sales
Robert W. JPriest
the folE onV^"Thereports
DAlowingIsales
Spoilers" re-

Campaign Started
Goldwyn's first move in the national advertising campaign is the
•placing of billboards in all parts of
the country. At this time hundreds of billboards will be in position.
Each billboard will show the likeness of one of the seven Emine-nt
Authors — Rex Beach,, Gertrude Atherton, Rupert Hughes, Mary Roberts
Rinehart, Gouveneur Morris, Basil
King and Leroy Scott — and one
Goldwyn star, Geraldine Farrar,
Madge Kennedy, Tom Moore, Mabel
Normand or Will Rogers. Care has
been taken in securing the most advantageous locations in every neighborhood, and the press and service
men of each of the 22 Goldyn exchanges will make a special point of
showing exhibitors how to tie-up
with the billboard publicity.
United Men AH Het Up
With the half way post passed
in its exhibitors' and salesmen's
watch contest United Picture reports lively participation by both
classes of contestan.ts. With weeks
still to run exhibitors reported as at
present leading in the race are B.
W. Brickert, Boise, Idaho; J. Q.
Clcmmer, Seattle; and P. Gusdanovic, Cleveland. The sales force
is headed thus far by O. P. Hall,
Atanta: Jack Levy, Eastern division
manager; C. F. Parr, Denver; and
S.. Rosenthal, Cleveland with two
of these tied for third place.
Six platinum watches worth $250
each are to be awarded, three to
exhibitors and three to managerial
and sales force. The contest closing October 12.

issue through the Film Market, Inc.
New England to Goldstein Bros.,
Natsam Feature Co., Boston. ■
Missouri and Kansas to Crescent
Film Co., Kansas City.
Indiana to 'Motion Picture Products, Chicago.

A plan
of booking
Spoilers"in
once
a year,
in just "The
one theater
each town has been evolved.
"The Ne'er Do Well" will Jje
fall.
released
on the same plan in the
Keenan Film in Boston
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Boston. — Frank Keenan's latest
production dealing with the labor
unrest "The World Aflame" was
shown at the State House here.
Governor Coolidge Ex-Governor
McCall and other notables attended
the showing.
"Yankee Doodle" Closes Next Week
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin" will
close its run at the Broadway a
week from to-morrow. The film
will then complete its eighth week.
The next engagement will be at
the Montauk in Brooklyn where it
will be showri for two weeks. From
there it will go into Brooklyn

theaters
playthethefilms
"subway"
circuit. arid
This then
gives
about
ten weeks more in New York City.
Cliffe Bernard is the manager of the
road company.
The new film at the Broadway has
not been revealed. It is known that
it will be a big special and will get
Kathleen Kirkham is working in $2 top. The run of this particiriar
the new Tom Moore picture for film is expected to last about four
months.
Goldwyn.

FARCE AND
LIGHT COMEDY PRODUCER
With 12 Years'

Experience and

HUNDREDS OF SUCCESSES
HIS CREDIT
Has

Directed

the

Biggest

Stars

for

the

Best

TO

Companies

Crowning event of the seasoi

Many
novelties
promised
Lee's picnic.
Watch
for the at
date.'

IF YOU

^V ANT

to know what advertising value means, study
the RITCHEY

poster.

Every one of them has
it to the maximum
degree!

RITCHEY
LITUO.
CORP.
406W.31ilSt.,N.Y. rhooe Chebea 8388

D. W. GRIFFITH will prrsent, at the Geo. M. Coha
Theater, New York, beginnir:
Monday Evening, August 1
one of his greatest and moj
startling productions.

THE
MOTHER
AND
THE LAW

Will Be Open' to Offers September 1st
Can Secure entire company and studio*
' Ready to shoot on two weeks' notice
Address X Y Z, care WID'S DAILY
6404 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, California

An amazing
expose of anl
e:'
isting
social conditions
present
labor unrest.
the underlying
cause' of tl|\
The cast will include M
Marsh, Robert Harron, Mi
iam Cooper and others equal
prominent.

t

aM^
LtkeN. ews

No. 67
HEW YORK CITY— Xavy adopts 100
t cent, lifeboat saver! New device enles safe launcliing of boat from sliip
(matter how it rolls or pitches.
itILWAUKEE,, AVIS. — Former German
ima'rine UC-97 is making a tour of the
(ntry
to recruit
men
for
America's
UANTANAMO,
CCBA— Nativff
sugar
Is are being worked to capacity to
rvent a repetition of the shortage that
iiirred during the war.
INCENNES,, FRANCE — Heroes of
rime and Belgium in farewell parade —
iioral Pershing and Ambassador Wali ■ review U. S. troops ready to embark
4 home.

hi; treaty of peace! — First and
; Ui>ive pictures of the original docuiit at Versailles containing the text of
i treaty which terminated the greatest
ir in history.
mass. — White-sailcd
I:
ghD,waters with grace and
w EH
rouEA
ploBL
ft AK
II— yachts vie in speed to win honors
the liarbor races.
ilNEOLA, N. Y. — Air Squadron, acqianied by supply trucks, journey
OSS country to recruit ior army and
iblisli air mail routes.
RAYS, ENGLAND — Prince Albert viscadets who are fast turning into
ular "tars" on school-ship.
I'ASHINGTON, D. C. — Commander-insf of America's Armies pays tribute to
11-Dogs! President Wilson reviews
rines of 2nd Division in official welle at capital.

tod

MMMI
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Hart's Latest Has Lots of Suspense and Story Interest
((

William S. Hart in

Wagon Tracks

??

Paraniount=Artcraft
DIRECTOR
Lambert Hillyer
SUPERVISED BY
Thomas H. Ince
AUTHOR
C. Gardner Sullivan
SCENARIO BY
.Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Joe August
AS A WHOLE
One of the best pictures Hart has
appeared in for some time; had lots of sus=
pense and held interest throughout.
STORY
Written on a well=know n basic formula,
but had enough unusual tyists and turns to
make it quite absorbing all the way through.
DIRECTION
Intelligently held matters within
bounds;
responsible
for much
of picture's
worth.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Had snap and life throughout
LIGHTINGS
Fine on the very few interiors; also
night stuff outdoors.
CAMERA WORK. . . .First class; some good long shots
STAR
Had a very sympathetic role, with which
he did fine work; was a "good" man all the
way through.
SUPPORT
Jane Novak again scored; Robert
McKim his usual smooth self; others who did
well are Lloyd
Bacon,
Leo Pierson,
Bert
Sprotte and Charles Arling.
EXTERIORS
Much excellent desert stuff; river
steamboat scenes also good.
INTERIORS
Not so very many, but all well done
DETAIL
Always the proper thing in registering
time and place of action.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Pioneer along Sante
Fe trail solves murder of brother; entirely
harmless.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,158 feet
WILLIAM S. Hart comes across with a winner in
"Wagon Tracks." The picture is one of the best
that Hart has appeared in for some little time, and is
going to please the fans much more than some of his
recent releases. In his latest the star has a quite deeply sympathetic role_, and he plays it in a manner that
gets every last ounce of worth out of its possibilities.
His character is a bit different than his usual stuff, too,
in that in this one he is a "good" man all the way
through, and is not "reformed" after hp sees the girl, as
has been the case in many of his releases. Naturally the
picture is a Western subject, but it is a Western of a
rather unusual type in that it relies more on its story
action than on its physical action to get it by.

The story, while written aroun^^ a fairly familiar
formula of pioneer days, has enough interesting twists
and turns to make it quite absorbing in its screen telting. This is due in no title degree to the intelligence
evident in the direction. The director saw to it that
■tilings were kept well within reasonable bounds, even
when there were chances to lay things on a bit thick.
Tlie tllm is quite full of suspense, and strikes a more
human note than the usual Western. Largely, it is a
eliaracter study, but matters of other interest than picture-drawing of the bigness and" nobility of the man
who is the central figure have by no means been forThe film gains worth, also, through the excellence
gotten.
of the photography and interest of many exterior
scenes. Numerous good shots of the desert were photographed undei- favorable conditions, and worthy of exspecial commendation was the screen reproduction of
a mirage. Detail, too, comes in for a share of praise.
Trouble was not considered when it came to a question
of bringing to the screen the real thing.
The time of the story is back in 1850, and most of
the
action
placeasalong
the who
Sante comes
Fe trail
that
time.
Harttakes"
is seen
a scout
to at
a river
landing to meet his brother, who is coming from the
South. But on the boat the youth has been killed — to
all appearances having been shot by the sister of one
of the men witji whom the youth was playing cards.
In those passages when Hart learns his brother has ■
been shot by the girl he registers much sympathetic
The two men and the girl become members of the
api)eal.
wagon train that starts across the desert for the West.
A thrill is registered when one of the wagons, containing half the water supply, plunges over a steep embankment. The girl is interested in Bill, and when she sees
him give his short allowance of water to his horses and
dogs she realizes the nobility of the man. Then she
tells him tlTat she believes to be the truth regarding
his brother's murder.
Bill takes the two men out on the desert .and by
walking them until they almost die of thrist finds
which of them killed his brother. Meanwhile Indians
have come across the wagon train. Bill reaches the
camp during the night, .just before the Indians are
about to attack. The Indians demand a life for a life,
and it is decided to hand over the man who killed Bill's
brother. Through numerous interesting sequences the
m.urderer finally is caught by. the Indians, after Bill
has offered to give himself to the red men.
Arrived in Sante Fe, Bill does not marry the girl, but
goes on his wav.

You Needn't Box
Be Office
the Analysis
Least forBitthe Afraid
of This One
Exhibitor

160 Miles of Film
"ashington.
Secretary Baker
Tthat the —Xjovernment
took has
160
of films cTuring the war period.
Cohen Is a Business Man
j.^ht years ago Sydney S. Cohen
S'Lircd property at 1612 Broadway
-n;r the RivoH for a yearly rental
ol^6,000. Now he has sold the lease
ttBordon and Walker for $450,000
M 15 years.

You needn't be the least bit afraid of this one. It
can be absolutely relied on to satisfy Hart's followers,
and others as well, because it is general enough in its
appeal to go well with almost any type of audience.
Of course, it is not a special attraction other than thai
it is a Hart subject, but it's a darned good picture,
andof much
in
late. better than some this star has 'been seen
Bill Hart has a very sympathetic role, and there is
an
gun shootin',
stuff
that absence
is found ofin the
mostwild
Westerns.
There hard
is alsoridin'
a certain
interest attached, to the film in that it treats of an
always-romantic phase of American liLstory. Those
days back in '49 and '50 have been written and
screened about over and ov.er again, but the romance of

Those

who

the Westward trend of Americans is always of interest
to the present generation, especially if the story is
well-presented and has more meat to it than the usual
dance-hall mellcrs.
If you go in for stunt stuff you might advertise this
around town by covering a truck with a canvas in the
manner .such as was done to prairie schooners in the
olden days. Have your announcements painted on the
canvas sides of the wagon. In this manner you will
have a moving billboard tliat ought to hit many more
eyes than a stationary stand. You might use a small
display line above the announcement reading something like: "Making wagon tracks for the Blank Theater." Of cours^, if possible, it might be well to have
the driver in costume and perhaps a girl in a gingham
gown alongside him.

tried it
last year

know
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"Can't a body rob her own home without the police interfering?"
•Pickford in "The Hoodlum" First National.
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New Bay Ridge Theater
Max H. Robitchek, president of
the Haledon Construction Co. has
purchased a site, at 5th Ave. and
86th St., Bay I^idgc, Brooklyn on
which a theater will be built. The
plot is 100 by 244 feet and the theater
will face 5th Ave.
DeMille Does Not Fear Strike
Western reports state that Cecil
DeMille does not fear the spreading
of the strike to the film business. He
is quoted as saying that Los Angeles
theaters will not be affected by developments here in the east.
It is also reported that $1,000 was
raised at the Goldwyn studios to help
the strikers.
Harr^ Fox is reported as making
a series of two reel comedies while
waiting for the new version of
"Brewsters Millions."
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COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National
and
Speer
Carbon
MAZDA LAMPS

Charge d'Affairs

WRITE

Dramatic

"The House Without Children"
will have a lobby display that sIT5)
stop the passer-by on account of it
very human appeal — We are doin
our utmost to co-operate with th
author and transfer his ideas on car.i
vas — Ready very shortly for the stat
right buyer.
KRAUS
MFG. CO.

PANAMA PKKSIDENT VISITS V. S.
FI>EET — lielisario Porras,, head of Central American KepubUc pays respects to
Admiral Kodman at Panama when latter
takes fleet through canal — Scenes at San
^iego where fleet is welcomed by people
and is reviewed by Secretary Daniels.
THE UOGS HAVE THEIR 1>AY— Big
open air show is staged at Santa Barbara.
Cal. and canine blue bloods from all
parts of the country take part.
THE r.\TE OF A BAI>I^ PARK— A
harvbumper crop of sweet corn will be where
ested by the Kansas City cottages
once the "Pirates" battled.
SPLASH IN PARK LAGOON— Swimmers compete in speed and stunt contests
in Lincoln Park's placid waterway,, Chicago. Assorted diving is special feature.
SHOVELING SNOW IN JULY— A hot
weather subject showing how easy it is
to work Avay up in the braeing atmosphere of Mt. Ranier.
HEALING CANADIAN HEROES— Old
government house, built a century ago,
is given by New Brunswick to Dominion
for use as hospital for soldiers.
AIR PATHFINDERS
TO
CROSS
COVXTRY — Fleet of air craft prepare to
leave Hazelhurst Field, N. Y. for cross
country flight to map landing stations
and air routes.
PRESIDENT WILSON REVIEWS MARINES— Chief Executive in reviewing
stand watches famous Fourth Brigade as
it marches down historic Pennsylvania
Avenue.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

McLaughlins'
Production

J.
GASNIER
Studios:
Glendale, California
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IStrike

Price 5 Cents
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Boosting Coast

Impends

Chamber of Commerce to Advertise
Advantages
of Los Angeles

rators May Go Out With Stage
nds — Decision Not Yet Reached
strike of motion picture .optrs may be called as a sympathy
sure to go with the stage hands
< out ordered Saturday night by
International Alliance of Thea!il Stage Employes and M. P.
frators of U. S. and Canada. The
re hands have thus far walked
of 4 theaters but will probably
^e all of them today.
'.surer
G. Leemaster,
secretaryAssoand
of the International

ion when asked about the poslity of an operators' strike said
: the situation appears to have
lacing prospects.
: was learned that 249,000 oper■s are members of the organiza-

Gloses for Films

idard Gets Territorial Rights on
Number
of Productions

(Special tn IVID'S DAILY)
t. Louis.— The Standard
Filn< Nothing like the family doctor to bring a laggard suitor around. Constance Talmadge in her first John Emerson-Anita Loos Production for
p. of Missouri
have contracted
southern Illinois and the eastern First National.
*Advt.
of Missouri for the twelve twoChirstie Comedies, the first ree to be about Sept. 1; also for
single-reel
Christie
Comedies Rowland Sees Great Need in Europe
Tribune
Correspondent
Reports
southern Illinois and the eastern
— Points to France
j Films Conditions in Germany
of Missouri, and the new singleThere is a lack of theaters in i
Christies,
featuring
George Europe, according to Richard A. | William C. Dreher, staff corresy and the Gayety
Girls, same Rowland, president of Metro who '
pondent of the New York Tribune
itory.
returned to New York on the Nieuw \
fiey will also handle Maciste in Amsterdam, from- abroad Saturday. I in Berlin in a special dispatch to
"Liberator"
This is particularly
the case in Ithat paper says this of the German
and the "Masked
France,
said
Mr.
Rowland.
At the i films:
it" serial for southern
Illinois.
present time there are about 1,000
"The moving picture show in Gerhouses
and these are crowded
to
many has now enjoyed more than
No. 174
capacity at all times.
He thinks
there is room for 5,000 more there. eight months of complete freedom
The popularity of American films from censorship and the result has
continues
unabated, Rowland re- been so bad that when the constituBy Jack Alicoate
tion makers at Weimar last week
ports. He sees a wonderful opporFID'S
tunity
for
American
productions
on
adopted
a paragraph killing'the cenDAILY
goes
sorship they felt coippelled to add a
straight to the individual,
the other side but at the same time
finds that the day of the cheaper proviso to the effect that exceptional
t hits the bull's eye.. It is a
legislation might be adopted in refilm
has gone even in Europe.
2flection of what is happening
gard to picture shows. That proviso
The scripts of the 5 Drury Lane
row. It is not served cold
melodramas which Metro has pur- is eloquent. It takes cognizance of
a degradation of the film business
ut made up hot every mornchased came back with Rowland.
that has reached unbelievable limits.
ig out of the previous day's
Since the censoi^hip was swept away
Show
Films
to
Y.
M.
C.
A.
cttvities. It is read because
Lake George, N. Y.— David K. j by the revolution in the name of
: is right. Believed in because
Niles of Famous Players showed : liberty, the tone of the film has gone
: is sincere. Welcomed betwo of his company's fims at the from bad to worse; liberty has become license; the degraded, semiannual summer conference of the j
ause it is independent and
animalized taste of the people has
sed by successful advertisers
industrial department of the Y. M. '■■
C. A. on Saturday. One was a num- jdragged the exhibitions of the film
ecause it BRINGS REber
of the new Paramount Maga- jstage from one low level of moral
ULTS.
rottenness to still lower and lower
zine and the other Shirley Mason in '
"The Winning Girl."
!

Theaters Lacking

Films Degrading

Little Ad Talks

depths."

[Special to JVID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles, Cal. — The Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce will
make its first Announcement as to
the value of this city for picture making in Wid's Year Book 1919 issue.
The organization, which includes
the best firn's in all lines of business
in the city, has delegated Harvey E.
Gausman of WID'S DAILY West
Coast office to find all that was
novel for an exploitation of studio
activity in this city and vicinty. The
matter is to be prepared in readable
form, with full . statistical information concerning the growth of the
industry here. A large map of Los
Angeles with all the studios noted
will be made and motor roads forming a great boulevard connecting the
several film headquarters will be
charted in plainly on the map. The
humble trolley route will also have
a showing on this map, thus enabling the stars in magnificent limousines, and humble scenario writers
to reach their destination with equal
rapidity if not the same luxury.
The plan is to make this exposition so complete- as to refute utterly
any claim that some other locality
might offer facilities to the cinema
producer that would compare with
those of Los Angeles. It is said
that some startling figures will be
shown.
By placing this sort of information before the many thousands of
exhibitors throughout the country,
as well as all persons connected
with 4he distribution and production
through the Year Book, the Chamber of Commerce believes it will be
reaching that portion of the public
most vitally concerned and most
deeply
dustry. interested in the commercial
progress and welfare of the in- Entire Country Sold
Sol Lesser has sold the entire territorial rights in the United States
on

"Yankee
Doodle
in Berlin."
Itits is
estimated
that Lesser's profto date
total $200,000.

Mrs. Atherton
Returns
Gertrude Athertcn, Eminent Authors Corp. has returned from the
Goldwyn Culver City Studios. Mrs.
Atherton says that she was delighted at her introduction to the
Goldwyn plant. She found the
studios an efficient and very business
like place.
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Guts and Flashes

In the Courts

Hamilton Thompson has sold
"Miss
Captain Kidd" to World
Film.
f »1. n No. 48
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Hite Buys Films
Attractions Co. of CinHite
C.
C.
cinnati have bought the following
from Arrow Films:
Lone Star westerns with Harry
Myers, Arrow comedies, Hank Mann
comedies, "The Profiteers," "Miss
Arizona" "The Mysterious Mr.
Browning."
opposCharles Spear will appear picture.
ite Bessie Love in her next

Agitonators

Both Sides
are depriving,
you of the
right to
happiness
Watch for
the solution

B. A. Rolfe is back from the Adirondacks where he was shooting
exteriors
Shining
liis
first R. on\V."The
Chambers
story.Band,"
W'allace McCutcheon will appear
in the cast supporting Constance
Talmadge in "The Bachelor," her
second Fii'st National production.
George Fitzmaurrce has started
work on the next Elsie Ferguson
production,, "Counterfeit," from the
play of Robert Baker.
Ernest Truex, is now making his
second comedy called "Too Goodto
Be True" under direction of John
Joseph Harvey.
Special Griffith Showing
There will be a special showing of
"The Mother and the Law" this
afternoon at the George M. Cohan
theater at three o'clock. The first
public showing is tonight.

The Protective Amusement Co.
has filed an application in the Supreme Court to vacate an order for
the examination before trial of Marc
Klaw, alleged to be president, and
Pat. Casey, secretary and manager
of the Protective, in a suit by Beatrice and Cecil B. DeMille and the
DeMille Company against the Protective and the Biograph Company,
for an accounting. An order for the
examination of Messrs. Klaw and
Casey was granted by Supreme
Court Justice Cohalan on the application of John W. Ruinsey, and they
are directed to produce all the books
and papers of the corporation.
The plaintiffs are suing under an
agreement made in 1913 by which
the Protective arranged for the production and distrilnition of "The
Wife," "The Charity Ball," "Men and
Women," "Lord Chumley," "Strongheart," "The Genius," "The Royal
Mounted," "Classmates," "The Road
to Yesterday," "The Rejuvenation of
Aunt Mary," "The Stampede," "Seven Days," and "Beverly of Graustark." The Protective was to pay
$75 a week for each play filmed.
The plaintiffs alleged that the Protective made an agreement with Biograph to produce the plays, and that
the defendants have received more
than $100,000 but have refused to pay
the plaintiffs .their share. Justice
Cohalan directed them to produce all
their records showing the number of
films produced and the negative and
positive films made from them.
In asking that the order be vacated James A. Green for Protective
alleges that neither Klaw nor Casey
are officers now. Both defcndents
have filed a denial.

Maybe the film business will a\
a strike, too.

Censorship View

ing Evil
J
Goldwyn and Beach Talk of F|h

From Los Angeles come reiilr
of how Samuel Goldwyn and ie
Beach think the censorship evilcs
be combated.

Goldwyn says that he sees th s^
lution in a part ownership at p
of theaters by the producers. F
Meighan Leaves for Coast
thinks that the alliance of big ie
Thomas Meighan has left New
trical producers with the pier
York for Los Angeles where he will
manufacturers would tend to s i
appear in a new De Mille production
public opinion around to the si(
for Famous Players.
film men.
Rex Beach would "laugh ceio
Suckno Takes Over Albany
ship to death."
He proposes tii
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
this by assembling the cut-out |
Albany, N. Y.— The Albany theation ofto productions
them
the films fansand in sho'
anc
ter formerly Proctors Annex, opened
this week under the management of
city where the entire production
been seen.
He figures that
Samuel Suckno' who is also proprietor of the Regent. The house is now
censors never agree on undesii
scenes, in time the people will
a thoroughly up-to-date motion picture theater. The opening program
ily see the inadequacy and foo
Cast for "The
Third Eye"
Louis J. Gasnier has engaged Jack ness of such legislation.
included Virginia Pearson in the
"Bishop's Emeralds" and Frank Mower, Olga Grey, in support of
Cast for First Binney
ReleS
Keenan in "Gates of Brass."
vvarner Oland in "The Third Eye,"
serial for Pathe release. Production on the coast.
Constance
"Erst'^
Susan"
Realart,Binney
will be insupports,
New Pittsburgh Theater
Anders Randolf, Alfred Hick
New Vincennes Theater
{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Mary Alden, Jere Austin, I
Pittsburgh — The Nathan-FriedVincennes, Ind. — L. A. Wilkerson Hunt, Bradley Barker and Gi
berg interests have broken ground will build a theater to cost $125,000 Renavent.
John Robertson is di
for a new theater in East Liberty, at 5th and Main Streets. The locathe residential district of Pittsburgh.
tion is a central one.
The cost of the new playhouse will
The plans indicate that the new
be about $175,000.
house will be one of the best in
They now have 7 houses here.
southern
Ijidiana.
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Paragon Films,
Inc.

public more careful in
its shoiiping methods,
— which
fact makes
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of your business activities is not covered by insurance do not
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will call at your convenience.
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Hazza Writes
iving Further
Ideas
Regarding
Western Canadian Situation
ditor WID'S DAILY,
"New York City.
Kindly permit me to make a few
rections in reference to the article
jearing Tuesday, July 22d, headed
nadian Situation,' and forwarded
J by Jay J. Allen.
I have no desire for this affair to
ome a newspaper controversy, but
fairness to all there are one or
D items in Mr. Allen's story which
,st be explained.
It will clear up
entire situation here in the eyes
the members of the First National
hibitors association and others inested.
'The Western Canada Exhibitor's
cuit holds a five year contract
;h First National's Circuit member
Western Canada, and the memrs of the First National, I am
;e, will want to see fair play given
all theater owners wlio show their
eases. These western houses have
vanccd their money on deposits
■ their stars, which money is now
Id by the First National Treas;r in New York. The members of
Canada Exhibitors' Cir!t Western
have advanced to Mr. Dewees,
10 in turn advanced to the First
itional head office about $7,000 and
s money is now held in payment
the last features released by cern stars through the First National.
'Now the Aliens make the anuncement that after September 1st
: will not receive wny more First
Itional releases in spite of the
;t that each member of our cirit holds individual contracts, acpted by Mr. Dewees and approved
the New York office of the First
Allen's stateItional. From Mr. that
he would
:nt it would seem
at these as '-scraps of paper.'
'In view of this explanation, which
ay easily be verified, I feel sure
at every member or First National
II want to see fair play and insist
at all contracts be carried Out to
letter, in w.hich spirit they were
ide.
It is true that I had a conference
th the Aliens wdiile I was in Tor,to, and it is also true that they
ered to make arrangements wheretheir theater and my theater
mid take an equal divison of all
irs and features. I am free to adit that this might have been a good
oposition but when I state, that
is arrangement was offered only
r my own town, Edmonton, and
ould have meant that all the other
embers of our circuit would have
id to look out -for themselves, it
,n readily be seen what the outime would have been..
"Yours truly,
"John Hazza, President.
Vestern Canada Exhibitors' Circuit!,
"Edmonton,
Alberta,
Canada."
Kirby Sells Out
Monroe City, Mo.— R. A. Kirby,
ianager of the Gem, has sold out
is interest in the theater. He has
icured the New Electric, has orgjiized a stock company and will
jow vaudeville, stock and pictures.
jtie theater opens Sept. 1 and seats
0.

Reviews in Sunday Issue Only
To give necessary thought in preparation reviews will appear
only in the Sunday issue hereafter. Reviews will be more important than ever in the coming open booking season due to
the changes in booking methods. It has been increasingly difficult to get a carefully prepared review ready for each issue of
the daily. It takes time to write a good review. Frequently
several films are shown the same day and sometimes it has
been a strain to get the next day's review reaidy "after hours."
Consequently in the future all reviews will appear only in the
Sunday issue.
With our perfected news gathering staff, the daily will be
even better than ever, as a concise presentation of all the news
stated briefly and without bunk, while it is still news. This
change is made for the purpose
sure you will appreciate it.

of "better service."

I am

V>^(^ — ^
Sold For Chile

Films In India

Bech, Van Siclen & Co., Inc. anSir Valthasida Thackersey of Bomnounces the sale of: "A House Dibay in a visit to Ethel Clayton in
vided," "Wild Honey," "Calibre 38,'.'
Hollywood
said of American' films
"Twilight," "Street of Seven Stars," in
India:
"Romance of the Underworld,"
"Benares is now and always will
"Marriage,"
"Out of the Night," for
Chile.
be the sacred city of India, bu<^ the
American shrine of the cinema — the
Culver City. — "Fatty" Arbuckle is moving picture studio — is rapidly
now working in his new studio on becoming a rival of the famous city
"The Hayseed."
for traveHing photoplay lovers of
that country.
D. AV. GRIFFITH'S amazing: expose of social conditions and tlie
cause of labor unrest is now being:
presented at the Geo. M. Cohan
Theatre, New York, as the fourth
offering: of the Griffith Repertory
Season.

THE
MOTHER
AND
THE LAW
MAE MARSH and ROBERT
HARRON head the bis cast of
notable players in this, the most
astounding: dramatic thunderbolt
in a generation.

"The cinema is rapidly gaining in
favor with the people of India. Already there are thousands of show
houses there and we are getting pictures from several of the great
American producers. But the exhibitor is still far behind the rest of
the world and the films we receive
arc not the best the market affords."
New York Is Not Dallas
Paul Sarazan of First National will
tell you that New York is not quite
like Dallas.
Paul wanted to see a good show
last week and didn't want to go to
the theater to get his ticket. So he
dropped
in aat ticket
a speculator's
abode
and
bought
paying $3.30
for
it. "The spec" gave him an envelope
marked "paid" and told Paul to go
to the -theater for his ticket.
He got his seat alright but the
B. O. price was only $2.20 and there
were lots of seats available.
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Kniskern

DAILY

with

Realart

Louis Kniskern has been appointed supervisor
contracts
Realart.
He wasof once
with for
Famous
-paujj-uBq^Bjvj q;iA\. js;!;! pue saaXBij
berg chain of theaters in Pittsburgh.
Ciccolini
Ciccolini,Opera Co.
the films.
organizing

in

Pictures?

the tenor of the Chicago
is reported as going into
A company is said to be
on the coast.

Dexter

Recovering

Elliott Dexter is recovering from
his illness and will shortly commence work on his first starrin.g vehicle for Famous Players.
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Putting It Over
Here ij hoiv a brother
ilor put his' shoiv over. exhibSend
along your ideas. Let th e other
cleaned
fellovj k nozu how
up.

you
Omaha, Neb.— Beginning
Aug. 3,
Manager R. H. BaUantyne of the
Muse, one of the five leading houses
here, announced he would adopt the
policy of booking every picture for
one-week run, using the best exploitation methods at his disposal.
While Omaha houses have frequently run pictures for one week, and
longer, none has started the policy
of every picture a one-week run. As
a result. Manager Ballantyne's experience is being watched with interest.
Although mid-summer, the hottest
period in Omaha, the change at the
Muse was made. "Oh, Boy!" was
the picture. BaUantyne employed a
bevy of chorus girls, erected a special stage for them, and they danced
and sung one of the sketch hits from
the popular stage success "Oh, Boy!"
During the week of July 27-August
2, although Omaha endured some of
the hottest days of the summer, the
Muse reported good 'crowds because
the management was holding a "Talmadge Week." Three pictures by
Norma and Constance Talmadge
were booked. First, .there was Norma for three days in "The Social
Secretary." Then came Constance
in "Betsy's Burglar." The last two
days of the week Norma again appeared, in "The
Poison
Needle."
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t-dward Jose wishes it known that
"Mothers of Men" the first of Films
Specials, Inc. is not a -war story.

How moremany
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ST
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CALIFORNIA

Film Runs 6 Weeks

Four First Runs in Detroit
Detroit. — J. E. Flynn, manager of
the Goldwyn exchange, made' a
clean-up here by booking four Goldwyn pictures for first runs at leading
theaters in Detroit.
The pictures shown were Tom
Moore in "One of the Finest," at the
Madison, Geraldine Farrar in "The
Stronger Vow" at the Washington,
Mabel Normand in "Upstairs" at the
Majestic, and Madge Kennedy in
"Through the Wrong Door" at the
Broad-Strand. '
New

Company

Starts

The Georgette Georgia Film Co.
to make prodiuctions featurlVig a
French actress of that name has
been formed. William Nigh will
direct for the company.

CLASS

Washington. — Samuel

Cummins

film "The Mysteries of Life" is now
playing its 6th week. It was first
shown at Belasco for three weeks
and then moved to the Poli where it
was shown for two weeks. From
the Poli the picture went to the
ning.
West Virginia where it is now run-

Am

Helen Keller's Wonderful Picture'
"DELIVERANCE"
Will open at the Lyric, Aug. 18th.,
This will give us but five days toi
make the lobby display which shall!
consist of 30 paintings.
Look it
over and see whether we carried the
message to Garcia.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City

in the market for

Big Special Mystery Stories
WEISS

Room

524

Longacre

Bldg.

Bryant 4416
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Blackton With Pathe

National Body

Six

Circuit to Limit Membership to 1,000
Members — Bennett at Head

Commodore J. Stuart Blackton will
ilease
his
productions
tlirough
athe. Tlie contract just entered
pon provides for the mal<ing of at
ast six specials a year. Blackton's
jmpany is known as the Blackton
rod. Inc.

A national organization to be composed of exhibitors is now taking
shape here, with offices in the Longacre Bldg. Hunter Bennett is the
president of the body. Membership
has been limited to 1,000 exhibitors
or approximately 1,500 theaters. The
other officers are L. C. MeHenry,
vice president; F. M. Sanford, treasurer; J. C. Jackson, secretary. B. R.
Tolmas
is generaf
manager.
The
{Continued on Page 2)

,atter

Will
Release
at Least
Specials a Year

He ha^ purchased "Dawn" for picirization. This story was written
y Eleanor H. Porter, author of
Pollyanna" and was secured at a
)st of $50,000.
Production will be at the Blackton
udios in Brooklyn. Fanny Rice
ill have a prominent part in "Dawn"
hich features Sylvia Breamer and
obert Gordon.

Pickford Signs

Wants Neutrality

jwers
Would
Have
Nat'l Ass'n
Declare Stand on Actors' Strike
P. A. Powers of Universal wants
e National Association to declare
neutrality on the subject of the
tor's strike. For that purpose he
"Give up her or give up me" — referring to his stenographer — Constance
Toduced a resolution at the meetTalmadge in her first John Emerson — Anita Loos production for First
l of the National Association yesNational.
*Advt.
■day.
The resolution was argued all
ernoon and as a result of the meet'„ it was decided to refer it to the
Valley
and
West
Virginia
)ducers and distributors who To Be Inaugurated Sept. 8-14— Com- M'pmi
Men to Combine
at Charleston
pany
Will
Be
3
Years
Old
ginally allied themselves with the
{By Wire to WIDS DAILY)
iatrical producers. Both of the
Goldwyn will inaugurate a nationKnches of the National Association
wide drive for Goldwyn Pictures
_ Charleston, W. Va. — Exhibitors
in fast to attend the con»1
meet 'today
to take action on from Sept. 8-14. At that time the are coming
vention here.
1 resolution
as introduced.
company
will be 3 years old.
Meetings have been held of the
The purpose of the convention is
various exchange men and the sales to complete plans whereby the West
force has already been keyed up Virginia exhibitors will join the MiNo. 176
to make the six days, ones that will
ami Valley Exhibitors League. At
be remembered. "This is a Gold- the convention it is expected that the
By Jack Alicoate
wyn Year" the company's national ' officers will be elected and exhibitors enrolled in the Miami Valley
slogan has been supplemented with
A YEAR is not a long time
League.
"This is a Goldwyn Week."
**• when measured by the
Within the next month a meeting
The big drive will be aimed to
:onventionaI standards but in
sign up new Goldwyn exhibitors on of the Indiana theater men is to be
the film business it might be
held at which time that state will be
the strength of the new fall series.
ikened to a generation. TreThe annual drive of Famous Play- brought into the League.
mendous happenings of imers ends Sept. 6 or two days before
A. F. Kinzeler, secretary of the
Jortance have occurred in the
the Goldwyn push begins.
Miami Valley League, has announced
ast twelve months. The stan{Continued
on Page 2)
lard of production is unmis:akably higher. The foreign
Review for Weekly "Release
iew will be issued week- I
Aliens Buy "Virtuous Men"
lituation looms large. WID'S
!919 Year Book to be released
ly iii^i._^,. "mi-monthly. This is j "Virtuous Men," with E. K. Linbeing done because of exliibitor de- I coin, had been acquired for Eastern
n "September will cover the
mand.
I Canada by Jules and J. J. Allen. The
'ear's activities of the entire
ndustry. It will be of inestimI Monarch Film Co. is the distribution
ble value as a reference book
j Ijranch of the Allen exchange interKeith Takes Over 81st Theater
o every executive in filmdom.
[ests which handles the territory.
The B. F. Keith management has
^s an advertising medium it
taken
over
the
81st
theater.
The
first
Bert Ennis wishes it known that
resents a once-a-year oppori>e
has not severed his connection
unity.
film will be "The
Other
Half"
released by Robertson-Cole.
with the firm of Sawyer and Lubin.

Ik

Goldwyn Drive

Little Ad Talks

11

Exhibitors to Unite

Jack Pickford has signed a contract with Goldwyn to appear in boy
roles for that organization. Jack
was twenty-three last week.
Negotiations are now under way
City.
for the securing of several books.
Pickford is now on his way to Culver

Wistaria Buys
Picture Rights to Five Harold MacGrath's Stories and One from
Samuel Hopkins Adams
Picture rights to five of Harold
MacGrath's stories have been purchased by Lynn S. Card, president of
Wistaria Prod., Inc. The works
purchased

are: "The

Best

Man,"

"_Two_ Candidates,"
'Shifty' Sullivan," "The Place "Mr.
of Honeymoons"
and 'Parrott and Company." In addition Card also purchased picture
rights to Samuel Hopkins Adams'
novel, "The Secret of Lonsome
Cove," which went into ten editions.
Harold MacGrath wrote the serial
story of "The Million Dollar Mystery" from Lloyd Lonergan's scenario, from which Thanhouser produced one of the most popular of
serials. Lonergan will write the scenarios for the Wistaria features to
be released as specials.
Burton King, vice-president and
director-general of Wistaria is now
at work on the first serial production,
co-starring Anne Luther and George
Larkin. Mr. Lonergan wrote the
script.
"The Lurking
Peril" has
been
announced
as the title.
Fox Opening Last Night
William Fox presented Miriarh
Cooper in "Evangeline" and Theda
Bara in "Kathleen Mavourneen" at
the 44th Street theater last night. A
number of prominent people attend-.
ed the opening.
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Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater
New
York, $10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.0a
Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood, Cal., Office:
217-218 Hollywood
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Telephone, Hollywood 1603.

Quotations
Bid. Asked.

Last Sale
Famous Players..l02
104
102
Triangle
Ill
World Film..'.
—
—
H
Frohman

Amusement
Meeting

Holrds

The annual meeting of Frohman
Amusement has been held and as a
result of it William L. Sherrill was
re-elected president and treasurer,
and Jesse J. Goldburg, secretary and
general manager.
The following were elected directors: W. L. Sherrill, M. H.^ Scully,
Chicago; W. H. Burn, Chicago; G.
S. Anderson, Hot Springvs; G. D.
Edwards, Chicago; H. W. Davis,
Wilinington, and Jack Sherrill.

Guts and Flashes

Exhibitors to Unite

Lila Lee has just finished "Heart
of Youth."
Gypsy O'Brien will appear in
"The Day Resurgent" an O. Henry
story for Vitagraph.

{Continued from Page 1)
officially that his organization and
the New York State League are one.
Both organizations are to combine
in a fight on the present war tax.
Kinzeler also stated that exhibitors
ought not pay any assessments that
are asked by several organizations
that are in the fight since he states
that it is unnecessary. Many requests have come to the League as
to whether these assessments should
be paid to carry on the fight for the
tax repeal.

J. Stewart Woodhouse, is the authReid.or of 'Speed Carr," with Wallace
"The Four Flusher," with Hale
Hamilton was released by Metro
on Monday.

Irene Castle has completed work in
It is quite apparent that Kinze"Should a Wife Forgive" at Fort
Lee under direction of Charles Icr's action is aimed directly at the
Maigne.
activities of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc., and its
tax committee headed by Louis F.
Blumcnthal.
It is known that the Miami Valley
(Continued from Page 1)
League is determined to establish a
body is known as the National Asso national organization in opposition
ciated Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
to the M. P. E. A. The League is in
"We do not approve of producer- very close touch with exhibitor orowned or controlled theaters, or exganizations inthe South and Northwest.
hibitor-produced pictures," said Bennett yesterday. Both are identical in
their aims. They strive to secure a
nionopol}'. Monopoly eliminates
70 Days
for "Westerners"
"The Westerners" has been bookcompetition. Competition in any
ed
for
70
days
on U. B. O. time.
line of business is absolutely essential in order to insure the best prod- These bookings will be played in
uct. The National Associated Ex- September and October.
The film will be shown at the
hibitors' Circuit, Inc. will support
those producers only who make good Strand in Brooklyn at any early
pictures. The combined booking date.
power of the National Associated
Books 4 Metro Specials
Exhibitors' Circuit,, Inc. will not be
used as a club over the distributors
Los Angeles. — Fred H. Miller,
head. We will be in a position to president of the California, has
save our members a considerable booked 4 of the new Metro released
amount in their weekly film rentals
or just as much money as if we pro- pictures.
They are Nazimova in "The
duced our own pictures. We will Brat";
Viola Dana in "Please Get
also benefit the distributor through
Married";
May Allison in "Fair and
eliminating a prohibitive selling cost
and assuring him consecutive runs, Warmer"; and Bert Lytell in "Lomalso saving him a great deal of lost
Hodkinson
Claims a Record
time in transit through circuiting of bardi,
Ltd."
films.
Denver. — W. W. Hodkinson's man"The affairs of our association
will be managed by men who are men claiming
ager is the first
of the
company's
a clean
sweep
of his
thoroughly familiar with every territory by closing contracts for
branch of the motion picture indus- every first run key city or town in
Bennett was formerly assistant the territoi-y, backed up with contracts for subject runs in every comgeneral manager of World Film and
munity in the territory where a picsales manager of Mutual when that
ture can be brought back later to
concern was maintaining 68 offices,
andtry."
released i?) reels of films a week. other theaters for secondary or repeat performances.

New National Body

lately?
Have you noticed with whor
J. Selznick has been having h

Coast Brevities
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Lloyd Hughes
been selected to play a principal

in the big Ince production
"Ai
icanism vs. Bolshevism."
Margaret Campbell has 1
signed by Metro for a leading ,
in "Please Get Married" in w
Viola Dana will be starred. '
Bryant Washburn's new F
mount-.\rtcraft picture ^Tt Pay.i
Advertise" has been started \i\
Donald Crisp's direction.

RITCHE^
posters are posters
of dynamic force
and concentrated
power with all
their energy directed toward the
selling

of

seats!

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.

406W.3U(St.,N.Y. Phone Clekea 831

SelectCorp.
Pictures
Others!
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Insurance
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INSURANCE"

fundamental

45

principle

'of sound business
management.
It is the protection
that can be
gained in no other earthly way.
Make up your mind to act right
now.
Our advice without obligation is yours for the asking. ■

NEW

WILL
. The Midnight Man" is creeping up
on you— don't let iiim get by— the
serial sensation of the year.
James
J. Corbett, September first.
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Putting It Over

PatkeNews

Here is hoiu a brother exhibitor put his shoiu over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow knoiv honu you cleaned
up.

No. 68
NKW YORK CITY — Elevated and subay transportation paralyzed by strike
the Big: City shoves and crowds its way
business in worst traffic congestion on
cord.
Omaha,__ Neb. — Olive Thomas has
IN THE LIMELIGHT — Light cast upon golden hair, big blue eyes, a dimpled
le peace treaty — exclusive pictures of
le Foreign lielations Committee to chin and a rose leaf complexion, and
horn President Wilson explains doubt- if you asked any woman or girl, and
il points in treaty.
WASHINGTON, 1). C— President Wil almost any man or boy, here they
in attends baseball game between Army
could tell you all about it. For
ad Marines.
CALDWELL, N. J. — Civilians, as well Omaha, because of one of the best
i soldiers, test their skill at the Navy's publicity stunts ever pulled off in the
ig rifle range. Mary Morosini, daugh- middle west, knows Olive Thomas
T of an Italian Count, is a crack shot.
PARIS, FRANCE — West Point cadets better, perhaps, than the pretty little
isit military school at Paris — General Selznick star knows herself.
urmer, head of Ecole Polytechnique, reThe publicity idea is claimed by
iews tlie visitors.
BOSTON, M.4SS. — Trans-ocean service several people, and it is big enough
1 revived for first time in two years as to have been the product of several
Canopic" arrives from abroad. Uncle
am's "Jlelting Pot" begins to simmer people's ingenuity. It occupied almost half of the front page of the
sain — some of "steerage" passengers
'ho will make their home in America, Omaha Daily News for ten days,
rominent among tliose aboard are the
unous soloists from Sistlne Choir of the before and including the time "Upatican.
stairs and Down" was shown at the
ST. JOHN, N. B. — The city and entire Strand.
loniinion join in welcome to the Prince
The idea was a contest. Alluring
t Wales as for tlie first time he sets
>ot on Canadian soil.
pictures. of the star were printed, and
The official greeting. — Duke of De- Omaha maids and matrons who bevonshire, the Governor-General of Canlieved they looked like her were
ada; the Prince; and Lt. Gov. Pugsley
asked by the newspaper to go to
of New Brunswick.
STATISTICS OF THE WAR — A series certain photographers and have likef animated drawings summarizing
nesses of. themselves made, free of
jnerica's part In the Great WaF.
cost. These likenesses were printed

a
tod ^

NATIONAL
Cparamount-^rtcra^t

WEEK

Get in on it

on the front page, alongside pictures ot Olive, taken in the same
pose. Every day from three to
half a dozen candidates' pictures
were printed.
Those who contested were given
their photographs free, a signed
photograph of Olive, and free seats
to the picture at the Strand. The
winner was given, in addition, an
airship ride.
The photographers — three of them
— were kept busy, making the most
artistic likenesses they knew how to
make. Girls and women clamored
for a chance to pose.- For, after all,
what woman hasn't golden hair big
blue eyes, etc.? Even at that, the
color of the hair, the eyes and the
complexion do not show in photographs. Do they?
Manager Goldberg at the Sun, also
booked one of Olive's Triangle pictures, "Prudence on Broadway."
Both pictures had a big run, largely due to the great publicity given.

before it is
too late

Lesser Still Hantdling Film
Sol Lesser wishes to correct an
impression that he was not handling
the tour of "Yankee Doodle in Berlin" around Greater New York. He
is still in charge.
The film opens at the Montauk,
Brooklyn, a week from tomorrow
night.

DAILV
Building Up Studio

Metro Plant Having Additions Made :.'!
—26,500 Sq. Ft. More Space
Hollywood; — Metro is extending
its producing facilities.
A second "dark" stage has been
completed. The new studio building
is 150 feet • long. It exceeds the
earlier building in area -by 6,000 sq.
ft. The first l)uilding, finished six
months ago, is in active use by Nazimova and May Allison.
The 90-foot span of the roof of
llic work-shop is l^ridged by 13 trusses that weigh 2 tons apiece.
The 90-foot width of big stage
building is augmented by 20-foot
wings running the entire length on
either side. These wings make the
total floor^ area 20,000 sq. ft., available for working use.
The stage building has a clearance
under the beams of six inches over
30 feet.
Another feature is the overhead
trolley system by which the CooperHewitt lights are swung to any desired position.
A $10,000 dressing room unit of
building adjoins the building, and
additional dressing rooms are under construction.
'
A new "light" stage 110 by ISO feet
has also been erected.
Endorse Houdini Picture
The Society of American Magicians has endorsed "The Grim
Game" the Paramount picture with
Houdini.
Famous Players will use this to
tie up the film with exhibitors.
Membership in the society totals 8,000.
Thanhouser Changed to Fischer
The old Thanhouser studios in
New Rochelle have been changed to
the
cher. Fischer studios alter A. H. FisLotz New
Select Manager
Los Angeles. — H. E. Lotz, formerly pacific representative for Selfct,
has been appointed manager of the
Exchange here.'
Rupert Hughes Back
Rupert Hughes has returned to
New York from Culver City. He is
very enthusiastic over his new connection with the industry and Goldwyn.
Rex Beach and Gertrude Atherton
are likewise back in New York.
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GOLDWYN
PICTUIRES
SAMUEL GOLDWYN

TOM
"Lorpresents
d MOORE
and

Directed by

Carton
LaBydyR. C. Al
gy"
Harry Beaomont

The screen favorite at his
best

STUDIO
For Rent

\\-T

Twenty Minutes from 42nd
Street and Broadway

FULLY

EQUIPPED

Twenty-Four and
Dress'ng Rooms
largest stage in the East

Address :

CREATION
CLIFFSIDE
Phone:

FILMS
NEW JERSEY

Cliff side 789

Metro has
Startsbeen
"Tess"
Production
started on
"Tess of the D'Urbervilles" the famous novel by Thomas Hardy at
The suit of Interstate Film Inc.
Hollywood. Alice Lake will be featured and supported by an all star against Boris Feinblatt for $95 in
rentals has been amicably settled.
cast. Screen Classics producing.

jMH
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DAILV

KINOGRAMS
CANADA WELCOMES PRINCE OF
WALES — Heir to British throne arrives
at St. John, New Brunswick, for a busy
dav of official functions and fetes.
PRESIDENT SEES BALL GAME— For
ffrst time since United States went into
the war the Chief Executive attends a
contest on the diamond — at Washington.
"MR. DUDLEY" WINS CLASSIC—
Trotter from famous stables at Chester,
New Tork, victor in fast contest on
Grand Circuit held at Philadelphia.
A-MILE-A-MINUTE BOATING— Fastspeed craft driven by 400 horsepower
Liberty motor skips over Put-in-Bay at
more than 60 miles an hour.
FATTY ARBUCKLE AT BAY— Big
comedian Invades Pacific Coast League
at Oakland, Calif., and pulls some fancy
work on the diamond and at the plate.
BOOKS FOR WOUNDED HEROES—
American Library Association girls distribute Uterature to soldiers under treatment at Reid hospital in Washington.
STRIKE TIES UP SUBWAY— Walk-out
of Interborough Traction employees
stops trains on New York's famous
ds
transportation system and thousan
kind of conveyance
walk or use any old
.
to get to work.
PRINCE INSPECTS CADETS— Prince
Albert, second son of the King of England, bestows prizes upon sailors at review aboard the Exmouth in England.

'^dsons Why
• Ton Will
Make Money
WITH

LEW

Asks Help to Employ Soldiers
Col. Arthur Woods of the War Department has sent a letter to the
National Association asking for the
assistance of motion picture producers to re-install former soldiers in
business.

PKODUCED
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What Are
the

GLENDALE

Postal
regulations

CAL.

Ready for Fall
Pathe is ready for the fall season.
The first release will be "The ThirChair."
Other teenth
pictures
for fall release will
l)c "The .Virtuous Model," Dolores
Cassinelli; "The False Code," Frank
Keenan; "The Twin Pawns," Mae
Murray;
"Impossible Catherine,"
Virginia and
Pearson.
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state Rights Now
SAMUEL

CUMMINS

WANTED

_

To deliver papers and work
around office. Excellent chance
of
advancement.
WID'S
DAILY,
York
City.71 West 44th St., New

Will Tell
A

No. 5

BY

SNAPPY, ENTERTAINING
STOKIES THAT WILL
MAKE YOUR FANS TALK

STUDIOS :

9

--

CODY

SPECIALS

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

regarding
shipment of film

,u

1476

NO

ENDORSEMENT

Wanted
Motion Picture Cameras in Al condition, suitable for news or field
work, 400-foot capacity, complete with
tripods, cases, etc. Highest prices
Address Fox News,
130 West 46th St., New York
paid.
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Selling
Broadway,

Helen
Keller in "DELIVERANCE"
playing at the Lyric Theater will
have a complete lobby display to fit
the two dollar theater all over the
country — This display is bound to
"Draw" as it individualizes an inspired being and heralds to her many
admirers an exact counterpart of what
the screen will portray.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 W. 42nd St.
New York City
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Moses Joins Empey

"Lay Off"

Charge of Select Publicity Since
Its Start— To Make and Sell
Productions

«

'^vian M. Moses, publicity direcfor Select since its inception, will
/e that company to associate him: on Sept. 1 with Guy Empey in
production of special pictures,
will immediately begin working
)n a forthcoming production proted by Empey.
Viv" Moses started with Select
the day that organization opened
doors in the summer of 1917.
r the better part of two years, he
sonally wrote or arranged for all
I publicity and directly handled
correspondence and service to
liibitors and branch offices,

loses' a.ssociation with Empey
1 be in the nature of a partnerPie will take charge of the busis end of the Empey productions
J also in the production end.
;loses, who entered the business
a scenario writer, was for many
rs a magazine writer and editor,
1 served on the staff of many
a;azines, including the Cosmopoli, Harpers, Metropolitan, Literary
;est and others. He was for years
I the editorial staff of the New
fk Times, the Tribune and other

1 '>>!

ft Wm "i"^

,iM

Suggests Secretary
of Regarding
Northwest Exhibitors Circuit
Many Prcductions
New York film circles were upset
somewhat yesterday when copies of
an order issued by Northwest Exhibitors Circuit were received from
exchanges in Seattle and other northwestern points.
The order suggests to members of
the circuit — which, as before noted,
was organized by James Q. Clemmer
— to "lay off" certain production*,
and the order is signed by H. B.
Wright, secretary of the circuit.
None of the firms affected cared to
make

any comment yesterda'y regarding the "order" which, dated
July
"TO 30,
THEreads:MEMBERS
NORTHWEST EXHIBITORS CIRCUIT,
INC.:

"The Film Committee met yesterday and transacted the followin%^
business:
"PAID IN ADVANCE." Universal. Last week negotiations were
^n^^H
commenced for this feature and an
offer of $6,150 was made. They were
asking
$11,500. Mr. Baum informed
Some action!
Little Mary's life was full of incident while "The HoodMr. Clemmer and Mr. Wright that
lum" was being shot.
Released by First National, Sept. 1st.
'Aclvt. he would submit the offer to New
York and confer with us further.
Nothing having been heard from
Mr.
Baum, the Committee got him
lies.
N. A. M. P. I. Fails to Act on Appoints Three Managers for Pathe
on the 'phone yesterday and found
While on Trip
Powers' Resolution
that this picture had been sold to
he State-Lake tbeater in Chicago,
Because it was claimed that a
Fred C. Quimby returned from a Seattle, Portland, Butte and Montana, without our having any more
i to be the city's most beautiful quorum was lacking, the National seven weeks' trip
yesterday to all the chance at same. It was, therefore,
Iter, will show
"Topics
of the
Association did not take any action Pathe exchanges west of Chicago.
unanimously voted by the Film
While away, Quimby personally Committee that all members should
on the Powers' resolution regarding
lay off this picture according to the
the industry's stand on the actor's opened a new Paihe office at Little
No. 177
strike.
Rock and placed V. H. Hodupp in by-laws. You will, ' therefore, not
book this picture.
The meeting was heralded as an charge. He also visited Salt Lake
"THE WESTERNERS."
The
important one. However, William City and appointed A. S. Bailey mani
By Jack Alicoate
quotation
received
from
"The
WestA. Brady was not present and all
ager. The latter was formerly with
erners" was $18,000 which of course
told there were about IS members in Metro in that territory.
rHERE was once a producer
is ridiculous. The Committee deattendance.
In
San
Francisco, Quimby named
who spendeth many shekcided that this picture was worth
H. J. Henriculle in charge. He was $6,000, but after due consideration
els for advertising — It was
formerly assistant manager of that decided to offer $7,000. This offer
3rd Fox Picture on Broadway
►iretty to look upon — It carried
branch.
ill the colors of the orient —
has not been accepted by the HodWilliam Fox announces the openkinson people as yet, but we will
3ut quoth the producer: "Doth
ing
of
"Checkers"
at
the
Central
t bring in the where-with-all
know within the next six days. You
theater on Sunday night. Thomas
will therefore continue to lay off
:ommensurate with the expenJ. Carrigan, Jean Acker, Robert Elliliture?" and the answer comott, and Ellen Cassidy are in the Goldwyn
Names
Four More to Do "The W^esterners."
"BETTER TIMES." This subcast. This is the third Fox film on
Field Exploitation
pth
"No"—
likehisa
vise back
producer
he And
putteth
ject was brought up for consideraBroadway.
"Checkers"
will
have
an
Goldwyn has Rdded four members
indefinite run.
;ar to the ground and listention, and by a majority vote of the
to
its
field
exploitation
force.
lth--and heard of what the live
Committee was purchased for $3,000.
J. S. McSween will be attached to
Kindly send in dates desired on this
otics were doing — "Tryeth
Co-operative Out of Business
the New York exchange. Frank G.
WID'S DAILY," quoth the
Pack
will
operate
out
of
Seattle.
Co-operative Film Co., of which
production.
:)roducer to his advertising
The re-issue of the twelve Chaplin
J. H. Hoffberg was manager for 3 H. Lorch out of St. Louis and Gerjninister who forthwith did so,
Mutuals
was offered, and after distrude R. DefRsson from Dallas.
years, has discontinued business.
cussion it was decided to release
ind behold, in a jiffy he was
All
four
will
be
under
the
general
The
company
held
the
1918
Goldwyn
ionvinced the lives ones were
these for individual booking.
franchise for Peru, Ecuador, Bolivia direction of Ch\jirles G. Isaacson.
jight — Moral: It pays someOF THE HILLS."
and Chile. It also had Vitagraph Two more places are yet to be filled The"SHEPHERD
imes to follow the live wires.
Committee
instructs the memand Robertson-Cole.
in order to make the force complete.
{Continued on Page 2)

No

Action

Taken

Quimby Back
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Players..
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Q< 99 —

World Film.,

54
Lesser Has a Grievance
Sol Lesser is doing big business at
the Broadway with "Yankee Doodle."
On Sunday he took in $2,075 and last
week over $10,000 was done in the
film's seventh week.
He endeavored to forestall the
showingto of
"The Miracle
in
order
continue
th.e film, Man"
but the.
Famous Players offices would not
agree.

Berman Reports Contracts on Stage
Women's War Reliet Prod.
Harry Berman reports that 86 theaters have already booked the series
of Stage

"Lay Off"

{Continued from Page 1)
bcrs to lay off any negotiations on
"Shepherd of the Hills" until same
has been reviewed by the Committee,
l "PRIZM.'\." We were asked to
make a quotation on Prizma for the
: entire territory, but decided that this
was not a matter for the circuit to
*
, act upon, and the World Film Corporation have been advised that this
picture will be negotiated for by
each member individually.
The matter of getting down to a
basis of prices and bookings of Goldwyn, Metro and Paramount were
fully discussed, and it was unanimously agreed that the members be
instructed to lay off of the new Goldwyns, Metros and New Paramounts
until the Committee can meet the
division managers of these compan
ics and discuss with them their new

Up to August 2 "Common C.
had received more than 500,00Q^1of publicity, which includes 4
illustrations of Fannie Ward oi
scenes from the picture.
It is estimated that to date 2,2!
columns have been devoted by ne
papers, making in all a total of
full
in the average sevenumn pages
daily paper.

Women's War Relief productions released through
Universal.
To show the caliber of theaters
who have contracted for the series,
Bessie Barriscale's next film wii
"Her. Purchase Price."
Berman gives the following:
'
The Capitol, New York; the Circle, Indianapolis; Walnut, Cincinnati; Stillman, Cleveland; Strand,
L'ouisVille; Adams, DeLuxe, and
Ferry Field at Detroit; Rivoli, Denver; New Franklin, Minneapolis;
Stanley Circuit in New Jersey and
will not enter a
Pennsylvania; the Mammoth and 7
other Philadelphia houses; Palace
theatre where
and Erbers, St. Louis; Parkway,
RITCHEY posters
Baltimore, and Strand, Olympia, Camerophone, and Arcade, Pittsburgh. policies.
"CHECKERS." Fox. The Comare on display —
mittee reviewed this picture and unthey realize how
Pioneer Using Posters
animonslv decided to .release same
difficult
it will
be
Pioneer has started a 24-sheet for individual booking.
to find an
empty
PATHE. Pathe will give us quostand campaign in New York and
tations on "13th Chair" and "World
New Jersey on "The Unpardonable
.Aflame" within the next ten days.
seat!
Sin" and "The Bomerang." '
Conseouently you will lay off these.
Two Reelers Sold
LITHO.
CORP.
We have bought "House Divided,"
The Texas Guinan . westerns and as advised you previously, for
406 W.31itSt.,N.Y. rbone ChcU» 8388
Please send in your dates for
Mack Swain Comedies have been $3,750.
this. Contracts will be sent out to
sold for Ohio to Greenwald and cover shortly.
Griffith, operating the Exclusive
Summary: Dated July 30. Lay off
Film Exchange of Cleveland.
following productions: "Shepherd of
the Hills," "The Westerners." "13th
Chair," "World Aflame," "Paid In
Advance," New Goldwyn, New Paramount and' New Metro.
At the meeting of the National
Association held yesterday nothing
definite was done regarding the
Northwestern situation. Some telegrams were sent out to the Exhibitors League in .Seattle and there the
matter rested.

Some

People

RITCHEY

STUDld

King

with

For Ren

Hampton

Los Angeles. — Henry King has
signed a long term contract with
Jesse D. Hampton to direct special
features. King directed Douglas
MacLean and Doris May at the Ince
Gee! that Northwestern crowd has "studios and previously directed William Russell.
started something.

Coming Soon

Twenty Minutes from 42n]
Street and Broadway

FULLY

equipped!

Twenty-Four Dressing Roon|
and
largest stage in the East

Pll

Address :

CREATION
"When 'Elmo' comes on
says an Exhibitor, 'the
go wild." Why not get
of this money? Ask for
any Universal Exchange.

the screen,"
kids simply
your share
the proof —

CLIFFSIDE
Phone:
I

(Registered)
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FILMi
NEW JERSEl

Cliffside

789

jMi
Coast Brevities

Three World Stars

kie Saunders, Creighton Hale and
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Engaged
"^ Ray McKee
Los
Angeles. — Baby Jack Coogan,
Vorld Film has added 3 stars to discovered
by Sid Grauman, signed
ranks.* Saunders will appear in last week with Charlie Chaplin at a
ackie
salary said to exceed any ever paid
ad's Girl" which David G. Fischer before to a child of four years old.
1 direct.
>eighton Hale will appear in a
Grubb Alexander has arranged
ies for World. His first venture toJ.furnish
screen vehicles for the
1 be "The Black Circle" by R. C. Jesse D. Hampton stars, including
direct,
will
II. Frank Reicher
Blanche Sweet, Bill Desmond and
laymond McKee well known for H. B. Warner.
work in "The Unbeliever" will
)ear in comedies. His first work
Raymond Wells, with a company
1 be with Evelyn Greeley.
headed by J. Barney Sherry, is in
Portland filming an eight reel drama
■. C. Jossey of York
Arrow after
Film anhas8 based on the Whitman massacre of
urned to New
1847. The picture is entitled "Mareks' trip.
tyrs of Yesterday."
In the supporting cast of "Americanism vs. Bolshevism" written by
C. Gardner Sullivan, in which Barbara Castleton will play the leading
feminine
role, areJack
Lloyd
'Hughes,
Claire DuBrey,
Richardson,
Walt Whitman, Lewis Morrison and
Gorden Mullen. The opening scenes
are to be filmed by Fred Niblo under
the supervision of Mr. Ince.

NATIONAL
jiaramomt-^rtcra^t

WEEK

September

1919

AUC.
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DAILV
Intimate Drama

Julian Johnson Predicts Its Coming
in the Film Industry
Julian Johnson in his column in
the Evening World says:
"Revolutions are the order of the
day, and here goes a prediction o£
one in the photoplay industry:
"We are going to take up the intimate drama, the play with few characters, the intensive study of life as a
few people live it. This is the school
of realism on the stage, and it was
brought in by an era of common
sense succeeding the epoch of romantic fustian. It was a part of the
intellectual progress of the world,
not a mere change of whimsical stage
fashions. So far life in the majority
of films has been the astounding existence— a venture in extraordinary
excitements or the extraordinary ornate, and people have thought that
without grand scenery on the one
hand, or without a lot of wild happenings on the oT:her, the ordinary,
typical five-reel motion picture drama
could not get along at alL"
Ernest Golden has dedicated
"Constance," a new song t6 Constance Talmadge.

GOLDWYN
PICTURES
SAMUEL GOLDWYN
f>ycic?tts

"THE GIRL

North
REX BEACH'S

Great Drama of the

FROM
Directed by Reginald Barker

A

masterful story that loses
none of its force in the
ph olograph ing

OUTSIDE"

^ertzman at Universal City
Charles Hcrtzman has been appointed press representative for Universal City. He starts his duties
there Sept. 1.

31

t/

1

Ten days more
and then
- yuourp
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DAILV
Helping the Arts

AUTHOR"

AUTHOR

AUTHOR
R. CECIL

E. RICHARD SCHAYER

SMITH

Pictures Built in the
SCRIPT— Not in the
Cutting Room

Writer
Five years with Thos.
H. Ince
Current

Eeleases:

Bennie Zeldman was sitting

"APACHE"
"WHAT'S
TOUR
HUSBAND DOING?"
"THE BUSHER"

Now

with Goldwyn
Writing for
Geraldine *Farrar
and
Director Reginald Barker

DANIEL F. WHITCOMB

J. GBCBB
ALEXANDER
Forthcoming Releases :

with Albert Banzhaf, Griffith's
attorney, during the opening
of "Evangeline" at the 44th
St. Theater, Tuesday evening.
During the projection of the
picture it was quite apparent
that "Griff's" screen lighting
effect was used.

^mmi

JOHN
Inoe LYNCH
Writer

After the showing "Al" went
up to "Bill" Fox and said:

Recent Releases:

"See you used 'Griff's*
scheme in presenting 'Evange-

Dorothy Dalton's
"MARKET OF SOULS"

"Sure," answered 'Bill.'l
"Dave is trying to improve thai
arts, so I thought I'd help him

Enid Bennett's
"LAW
OF MEN"
Dorotliy Dalton's

"HOMEBREAKBR"

mi
"THE THUNDER BOLT"
"THE
BLEEDERS"
For Katherlne Macdonald
Productions

Adapting for the screen
and
Original stories
Permanent

m
J. ANTHONY

Hollywood, Calif.

Helen
Keller in "DELIVERANCE"'
along."
playing
at the Lyric Theater will
have a complete lobby display to fif
the two dollar theater all over the
country — This display is bound to
"Draw" as it individualizes an inspired being and heralds to her manj
admirers an exact counterpart of wha(
the screen will portray.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 W. 42nd St.
New York Citj

ROACH

William Fox

"THE COUNTY PAIR"
For Maurice Tourneur
Productions
Pouilding the little old
Underwood
at
Hollywood, Cal.

Address

line.' "

Productions

HELEN
REX

TAYLOR

MILDRED

Goldwyn Staff
Current Madge Kennedy
Release
"THE
WRONO
POOR"

HARVEY

CONSIDINE

in
F. A. DAHME

Bootli Xarklncton's
"SEVENTEEN"
"HEARTS
OF MEN"
for George Beban
"DELICIOUS
LITTLE

2261 St. Francis St.
Hollywood,

"DELIVERANCE"
Art Titles By

Writing Continuity

Original Stories

In I'n'iiar.itiiiiL : .
i"MORAN,
OP THE
\ 'LADY LETTX' "
Vfor Tom Moore

THEW

Cailf.

220 W. 42n(l St.

for Mae Murray

George Loane
Tucker
Productions

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipmnet
for STUDIO and THEATRI
National
and
Speer
Carb«i
MAZDA LAMPS

Markham Building
Hollywood, Calif.
Telephone 577941

Cailf.

CHARLES

F.

L. HENDRICKSON
A Charge d' Affairs

FARCE

and

LIGHT

HUNDREDS
WILL

HAS

WITH

COMEDY
12

YEARS"

OF SUCCESSES

DIRECTED

THE

BE OPEN

Can secure
entire company
Address
X Y Z, care WID'S

BIGGEST

STARS

FOR

CAMPBELL,
1 /I U7 qi.fQf

** " .OISl Ol., j

'

TO HIS CREDIT
THE

TO OFFERS

'

PRODUCED

and

EXPERIENCE

LETTER

j'lJfifjM'].

Representing the foremost
Authors of America and
England

Associated with

Hollywood',

ILLU/TDATED-HAND

EDNA SCHLEY

JACK CUNNINGHAM

Itui-eiit Releases:
Kornia Talinadg:e
"THE NEW MOON •
Earle Williams
in
"A ROGUE'S ROMANCE"
5220 y2 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

Bryant G79(

iifir

DEVIL"

H. 1! VAN LOAN

KELLER

BEST

COMPANIES

SEPTEMBER

and studio — Ready
to shoot on
DAILY,
6404 Hollywood
Boulevard,

1st

two weeks'
notice.
Hollywood,
California

Ittg

-

h
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AUTHORIl
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illmark Go. Formed

Powers Resigns

ik Hall in New $2,500,000 FirmTo Release Ojice a Week
isorbing the Frank G. Hall En■ises, Film Clearing- House, Inndent Sales Corp., Film Finance
)., Rothapfel Picture Corp., HoHenley Prod., Inc. and Chas.
;r Prod., Inc., a new $2,500,000
pany entitled Hallmark Pictures
)oration has just been formed
will begin active operations
ediately.
of the
companies
in this
organization are concerns covr both the producing and marig of big special pictures and no
f will be necessary before Hall: Pictures are seen upon the
h and work in both the studios
{Continued on Page 4)

Universal
Official Withdraws
from
N.A.M.P.I.— Casts Lot With Actors
P. A. Powers has sent a letter to
Frederick H. Elliott in which he tenders his resignation from the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry. Powers, was one
of the vice-presidents and directors.
So far his resignation is purely a
personal affair but it is understood
that it is possible that Universal may
resign as one of the company members.
The following letter was- sent by
Powers: to the National Association
offices
Mr.National
Frederick
Elliot of
Ex. theSec'y,
ture H.
Industry,
Association
Motion

My dear Mr. Elliott:
Referring to the situation which has recently developed in the Association with
reference to the controversy between the
Theatrical Managers Association and the
Actors Equity Association and more particu-

Fox Buying
ires Four in Denver, Possibly
ve — Will Have 200 or More
(By Wire to fVWS DAILY)
;nver, Col. — William Fox has
fht four or perhaps all of the
houses of Brown & Megahan.
{ operate the Strand, Isis, PrinParamount and Rialto. Fox
5 possession Sept..l.

the Fox New York offices no
[Could discuss the Denver report.

Pic-

Times Building, New York City.

{Continued
•Advt.

"I'll kiss you!"
Yet she was eloping with him.
Constance Talmadge
in her first John Emerson-Anita Loos Production for First National.

Federal Officials

'*We Must Stick"

Says Secretary of Northwest Exhile Fox theater activities started
bitors Circuit — "Secrecy
is
the purchase of the big house
Watchword"
Report Number
4 of the North)etroit — the Washington. The
west Exhibitors Circuit — the new
/er purchase follows.
is understood that Fox will have Clemmer circuit — which was pubjr more houses before he com- I'shed in yesterday's issue of WID'S
DAILY, and relative to which there
jS his purchases.
was considerable stir in film circles,
is not the only informat:on possessed
by film folk in the East of the work
No. 178
of H. B. Wright, secretary of the
organization.
Little Ad Talks
In a letter marked "Personal and
By Jack AHcoate
Conl>dential". signed by Mr. Wright
and issued last month, he says:
>Y keeping in daily touch
"I am in receipt of three or four
* with comditions all over
letters from different members of the
Circuit complaining about the prices
le country WID'S DAILY
that we paid for Fairbanks etc. You
in make each issue of practimust realize that we cannot come
il and constructive value to
ivery
reader. Exhibitors
[Continued on Page :)
now by YEARS of experiice the value of WID'S rePriest Takes Gayety
lews. It has installed in them
snfidence and this confidence
Robert Priest has leased the Gay;presents an all powerful inet}' theater for two weeks and beginuence that is a big factor in
ning Sunday afternoon "The House
laking the advertising carried
Without Children" will be shown.
lOre profitable. This force is
There will be two performances
daily. Prices will range from 25c.
' compelling significance to
Ivertisers covering the indus"■ • the ory$1.
to Louis.
Rich will conduct
ciiestra.

May

InvestigateBooking
Northwest Exhibitors Circuit Ideas Regarding

(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Washington, D. C. — It is understood that advices from New York
have reached Federal officials here
relative to the action of the Northwest Exhibitors Circuit in fixing
prices for feature film.
The Government, it will be recalled, investigated the methods of
the Stanley Co. of Philadelphia, and
brought about certain changes in
their methods of operation, and also
the Saenger Co. of New Orleans. Action has not been completed regarding the Saenger organization.

0"e Promise Filled
Black

Hails Daylight
Law
Repeal
As Work of M. P. E. A.
Alfred S. Black, president of the
M. P. E. A., has issued another
statement to exhibitors in which he
refers to the repeal of the daylight
saving law.
At one point he says:
"At St. Louis I pledged results
not .promises. This is the first result of our efforts."

on

Page

2)

Combine Perfected
West Virginia
After Joins
More Miami
States Valley —
(By IV ire to IV ID'S DAILY)
Charleston, W. Va. — The meeting
held here for the purpose of uniting
the exhibitors of West Virginia with
the Miami Valley Exhibitor's League of Ohio was a success with exhibitors from the smallest to the
largest all joining in attendance-.
An explanation was made by John
Siefert, President of the Miami Valley Exhibitor's League, as to the
efforts they had made in co-operation with the New York State Exhibitor's League in order to defeat
the day-light saving bill which Congress finally rejected. Harry M. Berman of the New York League and
A. F'. Kinzeler, secretary of the Miami Valley League will be sent to
Cleveland to meet with representatives of other states who want to
join the combined organizations.
Over 150 members were added to
the Miami Valley League yesterday
thus giving additional strength to
both organizations. The next state
that will be brought into the comTsine will be Indiana. No definite
date has been set fdr a meeting there
but will be announced soon.
It is planned t_o Tjring the state
of
into"already
the League
soon
and Michigan
plans have
been made
to that end. When the entire
scheme of amalgamation is brought
about it is said the combined exhibitors will be the most powerful
body in the United States.

Fowers Resi?l!is

I^^I^^SK^
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ions
Quotat
Bid. Asked.
Famous Players.. 93
Triangle
—
World Film
—

97%
—
—

Last Sale
96
1
}i

Regarding Hygienic Pictures
The Exhibitors Trade Review announces that it will hereafter accept
neither advertising nor publicity
concerning any picture dealing with
venereal diseases or sex hygiene, intended for commercial exploitation
in the theaters of the United States
before mixed audiences in the manner of dramatic productions.

Industry
of America as practically controlling the world's
I regret
very market.
much that 1 have been
{Continued from Page 1) •
obliged to take this action in view of the
larly the resolution which was passed tt a time and labor I have devoted in matters
meeting of the Distributors and Produce: s vital to the Association, and it is with regret that I isever my relations with the
on August 6th, which resolution stated that
the producers and distributers of mot on pic- Association in view of the many frends,
tures ;:fnliate with the Theatrical Managers which I have made during my connect on
Association, in their efforts and help them in with it. However, as stated, I feel that in
tlie tight against the Equity Association, an^: justice to myself no other action is possible.
which further stated that they would uso
every effort to secure for the actor an
equitable contract,, but would do business
The resolution introduced by Mr.
only with the individual and not with the
Powers
referred to above is as folactors' organization.
The writer was ab^nt from the city when lows:
the meeting was held and on my return
Whereas, On the afternoon of
immediately sent a letter to the p?esident of
the .Association, Mr. William A. Brady, .A.ug. 6th at the offices of the' Na<asking him to call a meeting immediately to tional Association of the Motion Picremedy this mistaks which the wrter felt
ture Industry a hastily calfcd meetwas a serious one,, and which placed the
Motion Picture Industry in a position as
ing was held between certain Prointagonistic to organized labor. This meetducing Managers of the Legitimate,
ing was called for Tuesday last and was vaudeville and burlesque interests
well attended.
The writer introduced a resolution which and certain representatives from vaafter three or four hours debate was mutilrious Motion Picture Jr'roducing and
ated anti finally •eferred back to a meeting
Organizations,
and
af the distributors and producers which wa3 Distributing
Whereas, The pulilicity given such
;alled for Wednesday afternoon. This meeting" was also well attended,, although none
has given rise to the comi4 the principals who were responsible for meeting
mon belief that the Motion Picture
:he resolution of August 6th were present,
j.xcept President William A, Brady. Mr. Industry has formed a combination
Adolph Zukor of the Famous Players-Lasky
with the -Producing Managers' ProPictures,, Mr. Samuel Go'.uwyn of the Gold
tective Association for i'le purpose
ivyn Pictures Corporation and Mr. William
Fox of the Fox Pictures did not attend of combating the present- strike of
either of the meetings,, but were represented actors and actresses of the Ameri()y proxy. No action was taken on this resocan Equitj' Association and
lution,, although it was important that the
Whereas, Certain statements which
Motion Picture Industry should be set right
before the public in the stand which the were given out as a result of said
writer felt they should take in a contro- meeting have been interpreted by
versy of this kind where they were injected
into it by outside influences which have representatives of Labor as a premature challenge, and
heretofore been friendly to motion pictures.
In view of the actions of the directors,
Whereas, Labor in the past, in
both of the Association and the producers
and distributors branch, the writer reels that every instance when called upon has
it is impossible for him to continue the co- shown its friendliness for Motion
operation which he has always given, and I Pictures and has steadfastly stood
regret very, much that I am obliged in order
to retain my own self-respect, to tender my with th-'s Industry as opposed 'to
resignation which I trust the Board of Di- Legalized Censorship and in favor; of
rectors will accept at the earliest possible full freedom for the screen, and ;
date as I have felt tha: no action of the
kind which the resolution ot August 6th
Whereas, The Mot'on Picture Industry is not now involved in any
states should be taken by our Industry for
several reasons.
manner in said strike,
The principal one of these reasons is that
Now Be It Resolved, That in orwe know nothing whatever of the contracder that the attitude and the positual relations between the Theatrical Mantion of the National Association of
agers and the Actors Equ'ty Association or
the- individual members of it. It was abso- t-he Motion Picture Industry may be
essential "that
the and
orgcnization
retain lutely
a neutral
attitude
not to bewould
used fully and definitely defined and clearly understood, that this association
by outside interests due to strike breakers,
etc. Members of our organization exhibiting -ow go on record as being opposed
pictures in theaters wnicfl were closed by to the taking of any joint action with
the strike and which would be nothing more
or less than the use of our Industry for this s'lid Producing Managers' Protective
purpose in their interest Tieretofore antagon- Association during said strike and
istic, and will be a hardship on the very t^hat in case efforts are made to keep
people who have made it possible to popularize the motion picture form of entertainment, open the theaters affected by said
and also antagonizes un!on labor and labor strike, with motion pictures, that all
in general, from which source the great
revenues are derived which makes it possible D'striliut'nsr Organizations affiliated
to produce the class of pictures which the i"ith the National Association of the
United States is making at the present time, Motion Picture Tndustrv are hereby
and which
has placed the Motion
Picture
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must be a reason."

Eddie
Polo
in the
ten "Cyclone
Smith" stories showed what Universal can do in two-reeiers — and now
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comes Marie Walcamp
and
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Wonder
who is going
to r
from the National Association i
tioii Picture
or leases.

Industry

in

such

There was another meeting q
National Association yesterday 1
noon but nothing definite was
regarding the strike situation 0
situation in the Northwest.

Threaten

m
m
m
s
^Shut-Dol

"Legit" Faces
HousesOperator's
May Use Str
Filj
Chicago
{By Wire
WW'S to DAILYChicago.
— A tothreat
close
motion
picture
theater,
vaud

house
and "legitimate"
theater
was received
yesterday by
the
agers from
the International
Employes
union.
The
threat
lowed a joint meeting of the
hands union the musicians and !
bers of the Actors Equity.
It is said a canvas of the vj
exchanges has been quietly ma;
some
of the managers
and
amounts of films were found

on hand to run the liouses for ;'
definite period should the striW
an}' length of time.
Whether c
the downtov^'u houses plan to •
pictures
none
will state.
Th
the
other
hand
might
preci I
trouble with the Operators uni
affiliated body of the Americai
eration of Labor.

The

Coxckktin^

that get the greatest posters liave
tlie least trouble
them —
getting
They simply order
them from

RITCHEYt
Lll'UO.
CORP.
406W.3UtSt..N.Y. Phone Chcbea 831 <

sM^
''We Must Stick"

{Continued from Page 1)
*t» out and use 'force' until we
e bought a picture or two, and
ourselves fairly started.
From now on, gentlemen, we are
ng to fight and find out whether
not the Circuit is any good, and
pictures for what they are worth.
; percentages have now been adted and your percentage is figured
1^%. If you do not figure that
percentage is right, let me
iw. Also, put me in touch with
it you consider prices for your
'Hs. Each one of you write me a
er and tell me what you consider
kford worth and what you coner Nazimova worth, what you
isidcr Talmadge worth, and give
an idea of what you are really
ing for your programs and stars,
is information is in\^aluable.
Gentlemen, .the film companies do
: want to do business with us.
ly? Because they are afraid,
le-tenths of Film Row do not
Ink we can stick. The pictures
'ich are on the list to hold out on
the present time are: 'Paid In
vancc' — Universal: 'The Westernl"— a Hodkinson Production: the
V Goldwyns: the new Paramounts;
'Checkers' —
Hills';
the and
epherdbyofFox,
eased
also the Metro
)ductions starting with Nazimova
'The Brat.'
'The following pictures you may
Dk individually as ttie Circuit has
eased them: Rothapfel Unit Proims, 'Better Times,' 'The Man
ho Stayed at Home' and 'Oh Boy.'
'Now, gentlemen, we must stick
cether if we are going to accomsh our aims, and no man should
y^ any of the productions we are
Iding out on until he hears from
We enclose herewith blank rert of your bookings, which please
out and return to the office im;diately so that we will know what
en time you have. This is very
portant.
for thenow
last ontinie.
t'Now,
that from
theredon't
willforbe
Aliens

Open

the

Danforth

no more complaints as to the price
of service, and if any man's percentage is too low he should raise it because itcauses somel)ody else to pay
a- higher percent. Remember, boys,
'Secrecy' is our watchword. Do not
tell aaybody anything, and write me
on receipt of this your frank opinion
of prices and your percentage.
"There is absolutely no doubt,
boys, but what we are going to have
to pay higher
prices tlian
year's
quotations,
inasmuch
as thelastprice
of
stars has gone up, the price of labor
has gone up, and everything has
gone up, including the fact that they
must make bigger and better pictures
this year. This being the case, we
must naturally expect to pay a little
more than we have been paying.
However, this organizatTon was organized for the exhibitors, and I am
here to do your bidding,, and if you
will let me know the prices you want
me to hold out on, we will absolutely hold, but remember we must
stick.
"Respectfully,

Friday, August 22, 1919

DAILV
$100,000 in Loot

Talley Repotts Recovery of 300
Stolen Films
Coincident with the receipt yesterday by Assistant District Attorney Alfred J. Talley of a letter from
the N. A. M. P. 1. commending him
for his efforts in running down and
prosecuting film thieves. Talley
announced that 300 stolen films valued at $100, ,000 had been recovered.
Talley declared the drive against
film thieves would be kept up until
they ceased to operate in the city.
He said the $100,000 Worth of films
recovered were -those the National
Association did not even know had
been stolen.
The letter thanking Talley was
signed by H. Minot Pitman of Famous Players, chairman of the Film
Theft Committee.
Elaine Starr will read scripts
the American"The
Cinema
Corp.

California Theatre
(Los Angeles) says:

WILL presents
ROGERS

By

"Almost A Husband"
— 'nuf
Directed by
By Opie
in Read

f sed

Clarence G. Badger
"It's a Qoldwyn Picture"

Fred

Benn
ett
k
First SUPER-SERIAL ever made
All-star cast
eric

Christie

NATIONAL

nt-^rtcra^t
Cparamou
WEEK

Cleo Madison
Ed. Brady
Bob Kortland
Gordon McGregor

Special 'Rowdy
Ann,' is a winner
among Short Sub-

919

Eileen Sedgwick
Bob Reeves
Jeff Osborne
Robert Gray

y? sensible but sensational serial
Director: ROBERT BROAbWELL

PACIFIC

PRODUCING

6100 SUNSET

BLVD..

CO.

HOLLYWOOD

jects. "

'em?
The public knows
about it. Are

you

GOLDWYN

The RADIUM MYSTERY

"Secretary and Manager."

SEPTEMBER

SAMUEL

for

'H. B. WRIGHT,

^

GOLDWY
PICTURE

with

te FAMOUS PLAYERS -lASKY CORPORATION M'

(Bv Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Foronto. — The Aliens have opened
; Danforth theater here. It is one
the most beautiful in Canada, with
00 scats on the ground floor and
) in the balcony.
On the opening night there was a
Dwd of 500 waiting in line. Mayor
lurch and city officials made adssses.
The Danforth is ttie second of the
sulnirban houses that the Aliens
II build here.

"

FIRST

IIPER?
FEATURES

FEATURE-.

are 2 reel western
features produced as
carefully and as elaborately as the costliest leature made.

THE

l'Dll&

After you've seen
one of why
them ONLY
you'll
know
THE B E ST exchanges are releasing them.

Griffith Repertory Closes
The Griffith repertory season at
e Geo. M. Cohan closes Sunday
ening, with the final showing of
'h©
urth Mother
offering. and the Law," the

THE

Q^T

NOW READYf
Fiom the
Saturday Evening Post story
"BEATING BACK"

/
^TATE'RiqHT^' Nejil Release

"ALJ£NNING$--

■"^P

OWER

S

NEAL HA-RT

CAPITAL FILM CDj
EXECUTIVE

CONSUMERS

BLDG.

OFFICES
•■■
CHICAGO.

'
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Hal imcir^-; Go. r-ormed

New Producer

{Continued from Page 1)
and exchanges
will go on without
interruption.
Among the directors of the hew
corporation are Col. Jacob Ruppert,
Col. Howard S. Borden, Frederick E.
Grant, Ashbel P. Fitch and Frank
G. Hall.
Promising an interesting statement
at an early date Air. Hall stated that
regular weekly releases would start
early in September mcluding a 15
episode Ben Wilson Serial, "The
Trail of the Octopus," prints of
which are now in the exchanges,
productions by Hobart Henley and
Charles Miller with other special
pictures by directors equally as weH
known."In addition to adding to the efficiency of the organization," Hall
said, "we feel that the fact that we
have a trade name which we can
make the hall-mark of quality in
pictures, just as the hall-mark on
silver and gold is accepted as the
standard of purity, will prove of inestimable value to use in winning
the recognition of the public to the
^ high entertainment value of our productions."
Roberts Re-signs
Theodore Roberts, veteran character actor, has signed a new contract
with Famous Players.

The Artclass Pictures Corp. is the
latest producing unit to enter the
field. Its first film will be "The Open
Door" with Anna Lehr and a well
known supporting cast.
The company will make 6 features
yearly. Distribution arrangements
have not been announced as yet but
it is understood that release will be
via the state right route. Offices
have been opened on, the 5th floor,
Longacre Bldg.

TwcJ Woods Plays
Two Al. H. Woods plays have
been secured by Goldwyn under the
recent deal. The plays are "The
Woman in Room 13" in which'Gail
Kane appeared on the stage, and
"The Jloads of Destiny" in which
Florence Reed appeared.
Both plays will be used for Pauline
Frederick and will be placed in production shortly.

DAILV
J. Frank
Hatch'sright
Enterprises
will
release
to state
buyers very
shortly (Vera Michelena) "The- Price
Woman Pays" and Lois Wilson in
"Forced to Wed." We have the lobby displays in work and will be on
Exhiiiition shortly in our show rooms.
KRAUS MFG. CX).
220 W. 42nd St.
New York City

^

^

Beatty of Michigan, Here
E. C. Beatty, general manager and
booking agent of the Michigan circuit of theaters,
controlled
by W.
S'.
Butterfield
of Battle
Creek,
is in
New York looking over the new season's productions.

HELEN
ART

KELLER

"DELIVERANCE"

TITLES
F. A. DAHME

220 W. 42nd St.

by

Bryant 6796

(Registered

'Wl

As classy as its name -- watch for it

Masons Why-YOUmllmakeMONEY
tb

LEW

CODY

SPECIALS

Bess Meredyth

No. 7

Author's Agent
Affiliated with

Brandt and Kirkpatrick, Inc.
101

Photography and Lightings
That Are

Park Avenue
New York City
jind with

Truly Artistic

Palmer Photoplay Corporation
I. W. Hellman> Building
Lot Angeles, Calif.

Anne

Scott

Manager
In active charge of office
Jlddress

Care Palmer Photoplay Corp.
I. W. Hellman Bidg., Lo« Angeles, Calif.-

Produced by

L.

J. GASNIILR
Studios : Glendale, California

V

eBRADSTREET

' FILMDOM

PMm

AUTHORIT
Price 5 Cents

.. IX No. W
-August 23, 19' '^

iiVoman Producer

lerine Curtis Corp. Formed —
Vail St. Capital Backing It

Operators' Strike May Be Called if
More FilmsHouses
Go Into "Legit"

[By IFire to IV ID'S DAILY)
s Angeles. — At a luncheon at
lotel Alexandria, announcement
nade of the organization of the
;rine Curtis Corp. with Miss
s as president. The company
jroduce.
e list of officers and board of
tors includes
some
very
big
St. financial men such as Geo.

'aylor, vice-president, and DorT. Connett, secretary and treasThe board of directors include
■t L. Judson, Reese Llewellyn,
am Dewey Loucks, E. R. Pirtlc,
{Continued on Page 2)

0 Booking Offices

Outlook Is Dark

The was
possibility
an operators'
strike
never soof great
as at the
present
time.
The National
.Association will not
talk about the matter but there was
a meeting yesterday of Frederick H.
Elliott, Walter W. Irwin and Charles
C. Shay, Hugh Frayne and Joseph
N. Weber on the strike situation as
it affects the picture industry.
Shay who is
president
the International
Alliance ofof Theater
Employees
and "Motion toPicture
Operators, is understood
have told
the National Association that if
more films are sent into dark theaters along Broadway there will be an
operators' strike. Frayne represented
the American Federation of Labor
at the meeting and Weber the
American Federation of Musicians.
Shay has informed Robert W.
Priest that "The House Wtihout
Children" which was scheduled for
•Advt. opening at the Gaiety tomorrow may
l)e banned. Priest was in conference
with
Shay yesterday with the result
The police thought they had captures a real crook un'il they discovered
their victim lived in the house they cuught her robbing. Mary Pickford that Shay will inform Priest of his
Association's attitude on the matter.
in "The Hoodlum" — First National.
Priest said yesterday that he had
no intention of precipitating the entire motion picture industry into a
Film Switched
Kinema Deal Off
strike because he wanted to show one
picture on Broadway. He said that
{Continued on Page 2)
"Miracle
Man"
to Open at Cohan Grauman Was Active in Bidding But
Withdrew
—
Plans
Another
Instead of Broadway — Hourdini
Theater
at Latter

. Asso. Exhib. Will Establish
Branches — Ready to Start
e National Associated ExhibiCircuit, Inc., the newly formed
lization to boo'rc pictures nally, will have 10 branch booking
s located in as many exchange
rs. Offices will at once be
;d in Chicago and in New York.
; booking scheme provides for
office handling 150 theaters unirect control of headquarters in
York.
Thus the circuit will in1500 theaters which will be
iaximum membership, as noted,
warily the circuit will work to
late trouble between exchanges
Exhibitors. In the e\ftnt any
' accrues from operation, it
"The Miracle Man" scheduled for
ie..divided among the members,
a showing at the Moss' Broadway
^iter Bennett, president, and L. has been switched at the last moi cHenry, vice-president, will
ment to the George M. Cohan theater where D. W. Griffith closes his
i for Chicago
shortly to open
ce there.
repertory tomorrow night. The premiere of the production will be Tuesday evening. Joe Plunkett will be
in charge of the presentation.
No. 179
Houdini in "The Grim Game" will
be the attraction at the Broadway
Little Ad Talks
beginning Monday afternoon. He
By Jack Alicoate
will appear at every performance.
Incidentally this gives Famous
' might be hard to believe
Players-Lasky 3 first runs on Broadbut it takes a force of forty
way. The Rivoli will show Dorothy
•pie, located all over the
ited States, and exclusive of
Gish in "Nobody Home" next week.
Fox likewise has 3 runs on BroadI mechanical staff to gather,
way, which makes history for that
It and distribute the news
organization. Fox is at the Central
'.-^advertising in WID'S
and the 44th St.
ULY — This force working
The Lyric, another legitimate
ja unit is the embodiment of
\ the word Service implies —
house,
is showing
with Helen
Keller. The"Deliverance"
Gaiety will
lie subscriber be pleased" is
policy that has enabled
have "The House jWithbut 'Children," Robert Priest's picture. UniD'S DAILY to advance
ler the momentum of merit
versal will show "The Right to Happiness" at the Park beginning the
VID'S is "At Your Service."
30th.

'Changes Stirred Up

(By IV ire to IV I D'S DAILY)
Los .Angeles. — Although negotiati'tns were on for the purchase of
the Kinema theater Dy the Grauman
interests here it is now learned that
the deal is of?, despite the fact that
other negotiations are being consideied by the theater management for
the sale of the theater.
The entry of Grauman into the
bidding caused the price to hurdle
a;:d then' when Grauman withdrew
from the bidding, the interest
slumped.
The Grauman
interests announce
the purchase of a site for a new theater at 6th and Hill, which is an exceptionallybeen
good location
theater. It has
known for
for aS' ^'"s"
m nths that the Grauman
inter
in-.cnded building a new big h
b-.i announcement
of the site
jv t been made.

Board

of

Trade
Holds
Meeting —
Wright to Talk

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Seattle. — The Northwest Fihn
Board of Trade has scheduled a
meetin.e at which will be discussed
methods of procedure regarding the
instructions and statements made in
Report No. 4 of the Northwestern
Exhibitors Circuit. The report ordered exhibitors of the circuit to
"lay off" certain productions.
W. H. Wright, secretary of the
ment.
Circuit is expected to make a stateThe United Artists' Corp. has not
entererl into any contract with the
for its productions.
Fifty of
^aters have sf red '■he films
. ofl, i.^ m opposi■-heni and the remaining
riot been sold at all.

Universal Signs Priscilla Dean
Universal has set all rumors to rest
the announcement that Priscilla
leney E. Wilkinson, Realart's by
Dean
just signed a long time
fTalo manager,
is in Kane.
New York for contracthaswith
them.
aB" .onfab
with Arthur
Wilkinson Here

DAILV

Saturday, August 23, 1919

«

Guts and Flashes
"The Black Secret." Pathe Sfrfal
with Pearl White, will be released
Nov. 9th.
Vol. IX No. 53

Saturday, Aug. 23, 1919

FILMS

and

J. Ray Johnson of Arrow has gone
to the Adirondacks to look over production of the Blazed Trail films. '

F. G. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
Clara Kimball Young was tendered
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under a luncheon on board the "Wyoming"
the act of March 3, 1879.
at Los Angeles harbor.
.
Terms (Postage free) LTnited States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Frederick James Smith, the "cellumonths, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
loid critic," says 'The Turn in the
$15.00.
Road" is the second best film of ttie
Subscribers should remit with order

Miss It

WILLIAM

FOX
VAUDEVILLE COMPANY
Los Angeles, Cal.

Price 5 Cents

Ale.xander Gaden who has not appeared in pictures lately returns in
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., "The Bandbox" with Doris Kcnyon.

New York,
N. INC.
Y., by WID'S
FILM
FOLKS,

Wouldn't

Enclosed find my check for
WID'S:
$10 for year's subscription.
This is one bill I am thankful to you for reminding me of,
as I would rather miss my
dinner thanVery
my truly,
daily WID'S.
FRANK

C. GRIFFIN.

Outlook Is Dark

{Continued from Page 1)
if the union does not want the film
to show
and will not supply
him
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
with
union
men, the
performance
Hollywood, Cal., Office:
217-218 Hollywood
will be cancelled.
National Bank Bldg., 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
At the National Association meetTelephone, Hollywood 1603.
ing, it is understood that Elliott and
William Cropper will make im'jic^.sionistic sketches of the Gold- Irwin adopted a very indulgent attitude and did their best to explain the
wj-n stars. They will be a part of resolution which the producers and
publicity service.
Bid. Asked. Last Sale the Goldwyn
distributors adopted on August 6
—
Famous Players.. 95
98
951
allying
themselves with the theatriTriangle
Contest at "Big U" Exchange
cal men. Aluch regret was expressed
Va Beginning
World Film.,
this week and continu- that such an unfortunate thing had
occurred.
ing
for
the
next
weeks
U"
salesmen in New fice
York
will"Big
receive
Shay, who could not be reached
Vogel on Way to Europe
a bonus of 5 per cent on their gross for a statement last night, is reported
sales for the week.
as having said that the industry
of
theWilliam
AtlanticA''ogel,
Cinemavice-president
Co., the newly
Sam Zierler says the amount of never realized how close it was to an
formed foreign syndicate which has l)onus the salesmen receive is up to
operators' strike by adopting that
purchased a large number of sub- them entirely.
resolution. He then issued the ultijects for Central Europe, left ori
matum about the further showing of
Thursday for Copenhagen on board
films in legitimate theaters.
Mack Plans Return Trip
the Frederic VIII. He will be gone
Fox has two films running at the
Wayne Mack of the Super Art
several months and plans to include
44th
St. and one to open at the CenProd,
will
return
to
Culver
City,
every European country on his trip.
tral. His offices said they had heard
Calif.,, today where work will be
started on a northwestern story. nothing regarding a walkout.
The National Association made
The Majestic, Detroit, has booked Mack who is at the Astor has under
very
determined efforts yesterday to
contract Tom Santschi and Mary
'Sahara" for a two weeks' run.
Anderson.
persuade P. A. Powers to reconsider
Super Art will make pictures deal- his resignation from the association.
That body was rather badly disaping with the North only.
pointed when Mr. Powers did not
appear at the meeting with Shay and
Once Again — The Strand Policy
the labor representatives because it
Walter Hays, one of the Strand was expected that he would act as
directors, has been compelled to
on troubled waters" in setturn down a suggestion made by J. the "oil
tling the differences between the two
D. Williams that the Strand book factions.
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.

year.
Alice Joyce, who has been resting
at White Sulphur Springs, Va., will
return early next week and begin
work on her next .Vitagraph feature.

Quotations

If-

there is a
Bernhardt of the
screen it is
Dorothy Phillips
^TAID IN ADVANCE"
IS the

double-riveted
proof positive
A marvelous
new Jewel

"The Hoodlum" with Mary Pickford
for 2 weeks and at increased admissions.
Hays says that the Strand cannot
do that as a matter of policy since
patrons have seen the other Pickford
subjects at a consistent price. ,

The operators, it is known, do not
ask for a higher scale of wages. If
the decision is reached to order a

Hall Room
Rights Sold
Territory on the Hall Room Boy
series of comedies has been sold as
follows:
Mich., Ohio and Ky., Standard
Film Service of Cleveland; Calif.,
Ariz., Nev., Consolidated Film Ex.
of San Francisco; Western Pa., W.
Va., Quality Film Ex. of Pittsburgli;
111., Wis., Ind., Celebrated Players,
of Chicago; Eastern Pa. and Southern N. J. to Masterpiece Film Attractions, of Philadelphia.

Chicago. — The actors' strike was
augmented by the walkout of the
Bill Posters, Baggage and Parcel

Dryden with Universal
Wheeler Dryden, the English
comedian, will appear jn the series
of comedies that Universal will
make at Coyetsville, New Jersey.

walkout, only.
it will be a "sympathy"
measure
More

Strikers in Chicago

Deliveryhere
Drivers'
and
Unions
yesterday.

Switchmen's

There is only one important theater open here. Threats are being
persistently made that the motion
in
sympathy.
picture
operators' will be called out
New Foreign Combination
J. J. McCarty, Theodore Mitchell
and Guy Croswell Smith have combined in a company to be known as
Guy Croswell Smitn, Ltd. The company will operate in the foreign field.
"Broken Blossoms" has been purchased for abroad. All three are old
time Griffith men.

Wonder

if

Universal

will

Nat'l Ass'n.

Woman

Produce

[Continued from Page 1)
Malcolm- MacClellan, Robei
Simpson, Arthur F. Spaldini

Announcement
of the formal '
Geo.
J. Whalen.
this corporation brings the,
woman producer into the fieldj
Curtis is placed in a very rema(
position since she probably \
first organizer of a film co^
who has ever been given com
her corporation by Wall StreJ
Miss Curtis is a newcomer
•
terests.
film industry, having appearei
once on the screen as leadii],
man
in
"The
Shepherd
o
While she may be starred ir
productions,
her present
plar
towards the organization of p
ing units with herself active ai
aging executive.
Whalen
is
dent of the United
Cigars
Corp., Llewellyn is head of iV
wellyn
Hills."Iron Works and others

organization
are prominent ']
men.
brokers
and
well known
fi''i
The Board of Directors of ' =
ganization probably represenii
actual capital than any boara I
rectors ever named in a film ; i
ing corporation.
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are made with just one
end in view — lo sclli\
admission; — and thej^
do it because they always have the maximum advertising value!

RITCHE^
LITUO.
CORI^
406 W.3I.tSl.,N.Y. Phone CheUea &

aM?l
Putting It Over

LtkeN e^v^s
No. 69

EW YOKK CIXy — U-Boat chasers in
in race — A fleet of. twenty-nine "sub"
sers tliat did patrol duty on tlie Medi•anean make a record trip from IJerlla.
,
(EW YORK CITY — World's woman
mpion swimmer beaten — Fanny Dull ol' Australia is defeated in race for
national championship by Ethelda
Ibtrey and Charlotte Boyle.
IVEKPOOL, ENGLAND— Martial law
serves order — Troops suard city to
vent further strikes and riots due to
flteers and high prices.
ILWAUKEE, AVIS. — New passenger
ihip is made ready for test flight
)ss country. The cabin is spacious and
ifortable with a seating capacity for
passengers.
'AKIS, FRANCE — Frequent firework
[)la.vs express the joy of Parisians as
ion after nation ratines peace treaty.
V JIEXICO — On the l)andits' trail — The
U. S. Cavalry who are charging
i>8s Mexican border in pursuit of out's who held Yankee aviators for ran1.

FILL H. C. E. COME DOWN!— The
,nce to help lower high prices brings
wds of eager customers to schools
ere army food is sold. Trucks make
iveries from warehouses. At the same
le the Government conducts its camgn against profiteers. Seizing one
lion hoarded eggs in Tampa, Fla. Anited drawings show deceptive methods
profiteers. The size of container does
indicate quantity of contents.

tod §Z

NATIONAL
Zparamount-^rtcra^t

WEEK

In another week
the New Season
Starts.
Begin it right.
..; FAMOUS PlAYERS-lASrar CORPORATION

,

:!_^-"

I

HELEN

KELLER
in

^ ART

"DELIVERANCE"

TITLES

F. A. DAHME

!20 W. 42iKl St.

by

Bryant 6796

Here is honu a brother exhibitor put his shoiv over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellotu knoiu how you cleaned
up.
A number of exhibitors report to
Famous Players that they are finding valuable allies for "Secret Service" in the local branches of the
G. A. R. Many stunts, including
parades, meetings and celebrations
are being used in connection with
the showing of the film of Civil War
days.
At the Stillman in Cleveland, the
G. A. R. idea was used to particular
advantage, the box-office results
proving to what a great extent the
veterans can help the manager in
scoring a ten-strike with the use of
the stunt. With the assistance of
William Leyser, the exploitation man
pf the local exchange, the theater
gained the utmost co-operation from
the G. A. R. branch.
Fargo, N. D. — When the Fargo
Amusements, a new picture weekly
published here made its appearance,
"Sahara" was playing at the New
Strand.
Samuel Cornish, director of the
New Strand, once more proved the
old, old story that "it pays to advertise." He concluded to give double
space to Amusements that he did to
his local newspapers with the result
that 8,000 play-goers in Fargo and
surrounding towns received copies of
the new weekly, which carried on its
first page a 3-column portrait of
Louise Glaum along with a column
"reader" on the story.
The 4-day engagement had strong
opposition in the annual Fargo Fair
but the Cornish campaign paved the
way for success of both enterprises.
"See the Fair and see 'Sahara' at the
New Strand" was his method of reminding the community through billboards and newspaper advertising of
the film.

DAIUY
Wrangle Over Film

Piedmont Says Tyrad
Refuses
Live Up to Its Contract

Saturday, August 23, 1919

to

The papers in the suit of the Piedmont Pictures Corp. against the
Tyrad Pictures Inc. to restrain the
defendant from delivering to anyone
but the plaintiff negatives of "And
the Children Pay" for distribution
outside the United States and Canada, and to restain the defendant
from repudiating a contract made
Oct. 10 last giving the plaintiff the
world rights to ,the film outside of
North America, have been filed in
the Supreme Court. The petition
states that unless the Tyrad is compelled to fulfill its contract with the
plaintiff the latter's customers abroad
will refuse to enter into further contracts with the plaintiff.
Herman R. Habicht, treasurer of
the plaintiff, said that the rights of
the film were obtained from the
Maytrix Photoplay Co., which was
to furnish the film to the- plaintiff
for distribution in foreign countries
for three years. The Maytrix ceased to do business last February, but
Jacques Tyrol and Mathias Radin,
who owned the film organized the
d(efcndant corporation and agreed
to perform
the contract.
They did so until June, filling orders, for Brazil and British South
Africa. The plaintiff then sold the
rights for Great Britain and Ireland
to the M. P. Sales Agency of London and the defendant has refused
to recognize the contract.
The M. P. Sales Agency has cabled the plaintiff that Mundell of
Glasgow is offering the film in violation of the contract by the London
concern with the plaintiff.
Riesenfeld a Director
At the last meeting of the Board
of Directors of the Rialto Theater
Corp. and the Biddle Realty Corp.,
which operates the Rivoli, Hugo
Riesenfeld was elected a director in
both companies.
Largest in the World
The O. J. Gude Co., builders of
the Realart sign *atop Hotel Hermitage, says that the sign is the largest
in the world devoted to picture exploitation.
Realart Appointments
Realart has appointed Albert W.
Eden to head its Seattle office. He
was with Fox for 4 years in the
West. Offices are in the White Bldg.
Jay Emanuel will be in charge of
the Philadelphia office. He has been
with World there. Offices are located at 13th and Vine Sts.

Irrepressible MacHugh
They all told Arthur MacHugh —
Moss — Lesser that to duplicate a
studio in a Broadway theater was
old stuff. But Mac is a persistent
sort of a fellow.
Mac wanted to have the girls
come on the Broadway stage and see
wliich ones could be used by Mack
Sennett. They were supposed to
"pose" before the camera.
Anyway, the thing went over in
great shape. J. C. Yorke of Goldwyn was one of the judges.
Nathanson Here
The girls selected will be given
offers to go on the road with the
Nathanson of Regal Films is in
"Yankee
them willDoodle"
be usedpicture.
in the Some
Sennettof New York ostensibly for the purpose of closing the deal with Fastudios.
mous Players for Canada. Famous
.•\nd Mac grins on.
•Players state that the Dominion deal
has not been closed as yet.
New Goldwyn Man
Young Film Oct. 15
F. Bodin will act as exploitation
Advices from Los Angeles where
man for Goldwyn in San Francisco.
Goldwyn wishes it known that F. Clara Kimball Young is at work on
G. Teck is the name of its Seattle the "Eyes of Youth" to be released
publicity man and Gertrude R. De- by Equity Pictures indicate that the
fifson, its representative in Dallas. I picture will be ready about Oct. 15.

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

|

PAULINE FREDERICK
"Bonds
of byLove"
Directed
By Louis Sherwin

Reginald
Barker
The star
w/io holds
audiences spellbound
in

Clash With Church
Film Man Claims Exhibition Rights
in Parochial School
A clash between a moving picture
entertainment and a religious organization is revealed in a suit filed in
the Supreme Court by William J.
Lavery against the Paulist Fathers,
of 59th St. and Columbus Ave. fo.r
an injunction restraining them from
interfering with his use of the auditorium of the parochial school in
West 60th St. for film shows, which
he has conducted for several years.
Lavery alleges that he has a lease
for the auditorium from the former
treasurer. Father Cassidy, until
1921 at $250 a month but that the
present officers of the order have
locked the doors on him and shut off
the electricity. He says he has paid
an average of $250 to $450 for the
use of the auditorium, and has given
the entire receipts of certain days.
The officers of the Paulist Fathers
contend that the former treasurer
had no right to make the lease. They
have no criticism ol the pictures
shown but say they need the building for school purposes and that
Lavery is a trespasser.
Justice Hendrick will decide whether Lavery's lease is binding on the
present officers of tlie organization.
Double Showing in Boston
Boston. — At the Park, Bryant
Washburn in "Love Insurance," is
playing. One block away, at the
Tremont, Henry W. Savage's latest
musical
comedy,
"SeeisSaw,"
baseda
on the same
story,
enjoying
run before opening in New York.
Both the screen and stage adaptations arc from the story by Earl
Derr Biggers.
Pioneer Men to Meet
There will be a meeting held
shortly of the exchange men who
control Pioneer attractions to discuss
the company's
plan of co-operative
exchanges.
M. H. Hoffman will preside. Those
who will attend are Herman Rifkin,
of Boston; Floyd Brockwell, of Chicago, and C. D. Rosenthal, of San
Francisco.
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KINOGRAMS
BELA KIN— AN1> THE SI.AVES OF
THE BOI.SHEVIKI — Frst ami only pictures showinK the chief of the HunRarian
Bolshevists ut his headquarters. Scenes
showing: how the people are forced to feed
the idle Bolshevik troopers. — Funerals
after a riot.
n.VXlEI.S VISITS SHIPYAKH — Secretary of the Navy on Wesiern tour Jnspects his plant where tremendous cargo
ships are heinK made of concrete.
I'RINCE OF WAI>E.S ON TOUR— Exclusive pictures taken curing the visit of
His Ko.>al Highness at Halifa.v in Nova
Scotia. — Military ceremonial.
HECOKATES HEROES OF WAR—
Fort>-eight veterans receive medals and
decorations for their valor in the service
of the big cause over seas.
A VIRiilNIA ANNIVERSARY— Ceremony held at state capitol marks the
three hundredth year since the first meeting of the colonial assembly. v
HOT ON THE TR.41L OF BORDER
B.VNDITS — U. S. Cavalry takes up the
quest of outlaw Mexicans in the wilds of
the desert.
SIB CHASERS R.'VCE HOME FROM
OVER SEAS — Fleet of twenty fleet shipsarrive after hard trips through European
waters^
HERE ARE TWO
H.\NI)Y BOYS
WITH SHOTGUNS— George A. Miller, 10,
and Teddy Been, 14, enter contests at
Grand American Handicap trap shoot in
Chicago.

Eubank Writes Plays
Lou Rodgers has already purchased several stories for the Lee
Victor Eubank, recently a captain
Phillip Bartholomae wrote
in the army and for several years Kiddies.
the second of the series.
director general of Essanay, evidently does other things besides produce
pictures. It is announced that three
one-act plays written liy Captain EuMICKEY
bank are now in production. The
Account other business will
first of these, "Camouflage," is to be
used as a headline vehicle for James
sell
two splendid states on
Meehan and an all star cast. It is
Mickey. A rare opportunity.
being produced by Russell Mack and
is scheduled for an opening next
Box 80, care of WID'S.
week.

with

Scardon with Crest Pictures
Paul Scardon who left Vitagraph
last week will direct productions for
Crest Pictures Corp. Carle E. Carlton plans to make from 4 to 6 features a year with Edith Day. The
first one will be "No Children Allowed."
Scardon directed about 39 features
for Vitagraph. Tenny Wright, his
assistant at Vitagraph, is also with
Crest.

LEW
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and studio— Ready
to shoot on
DAILY,
6404 Hollywood
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City

Robert McLaughlin's dramatic production "The House Without Children" will have a lobby display that
shall stop the passer-by on account
of its very human appeal. We are
doing our utmost to cooperate with
the author and transfer his ideas on
canvas. Ready very shortly for the
State Right buyer.
KRAUSS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City

Reasons Why—
You Will
Make Money

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

CHARLES

Paul Powell
has finished
mon Property" at Universal

1st

two weeks'
notice.'
Hollywood,
California

r^^BI^ADSTREET
H^f FILMDOM

Take this message to my people'

JESSE L. LASKY, presents

ROBERT
in "TOLD
by

WARWICK
IN THE

MARAH

HILLS"

ELLIS RYAN

A Paramount -Artcraft Picture

TALE OF INDIANS AND LOVE in the
days when western hills held romance.
Thousands and thousands have thrilled to the
story as they read it in book-form. They and
thousands more will want to see its beauty in
pictures ; to see in real life the beautiful Rachael
^

Directed by GEORGE

Hardy and the man she loved ; to feel again the
thrill of the Indian fight and the escape of the
white men through the haunted mine.
But first you will want to see tt. And you
can — at your exchange.
Released September 2L

MELFORD

Scenario by WILL
FAMOUS PIAYERS-IASRY

?m

CORPORATION Lj*^,™

M.

RITCHEY

■;f^-

m

WHAT

MAKES

AN ACTRESS

GREAT?

YOUTH, Beauty, Talent.
Yes, and a Genius for hard work.
She must give of
her best.
Absolute Sincerity marks the relation of the great artist to her public.

ALICE

BRADY

has singularly demonstrated these qualities through triumph after triumph — an unbroken record of stage*
and motion picture successes, in which she has endeared herself to the whole amusement loving world
Charming, captivating innocence amid morally sordid environment— innocence that is protected because
of its truth — such is the role in w^hich Miss Brady achieved one of her biggest stage successes —
a role in which she is to be seen throughout the world through the medium of Realart Pictures —
little "Mary Horton" in

SINNERS

New York and the country have paid exceptional tribute to Miss Brady as the stage star of this
great Owen Davis drama. Now exhibitors everywhere are to have the opportunity shortly of
profiting from the great screen
production
being made
under direction of Kenneth
Webb.

REALART

PICTURES
ARTHUR

PICTURES^

^

S. KANE,

CORPORATION
President

112 West 42nd Street, New

York City
PICTURES

Price 25c
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A. Rowland, returning from Europe, sees
for 5,000 more theaters in France.
picture operators may strike in sympathy
actors.
Tuesday

in
Theater
Washington
buys
Fox
William
Detroit.
Loew takes over the Dayton Theater,
Marcus
Dayton, Ohio.
Wednesday

Pathe to release J. Stuart Blackton Productions.
National Association Exhibitors Circuit formed
for co-operative booking.
Jack Pickford signs with Goldwyn.
Wistaria Productions buys rights to six stories.
P. A. Powers wants National Association to deactor's strike.
clare neutrality onThursday
Vivian
Moses
Guy Empey.
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Miriam
Fox

Yvonne
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leaves

Select

and
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Arthur

Fred C. Quimby appoints three Pathe branch
managers.
Northwestern Exhibitor's Circuit issues order to
bar certain productions in the northwest.
Creighton
Film signs Jackie Saunders,
World
McKee.
Hale and Raymond Friday

Frank Hall organizes Hallmark Picture Corporation, capitalized at $3,500,000.
\\'illiam Fox buys five Denver theaters owned
by Brown & Megahan.
P. A. Powers resigns from National Association.
West Virginia Exhibitors at Charleston convention join the Miami Valley League.
Assistant District Attorney Alfred J. Talley reports recovery of 300 stolen films value of
$1,000,000.
Saturday
Catherine Curtis Corp. formed to produce. Backed
by Wall St.
Sidater.
Grauman to build another Los Angeles theOperators' strike threatened if more pictures gO:
into Broadway theaters.
Northwest exchanges hold meeting to act on
Northwest Exhibitor Circuit "lay-off" idea.

*' Pardoning the bad is injuring the good"—9qnjamin

Franklin.
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Just how wise are films fans, anyway?
Boys, there is no use kidding ourselves, the
day has come when everyone in the film business
has got to get down to brass tacks and commence to realize that from now on the public
has to be sold solid and kept sold if success is
to be the result.
It has been freciuently said that fans are getting wiser, and most of the exhibitors know this
A'ery well, but that old jinks "It '11 get by" still
stands on the exhibitor's left shoulder and on the
right shoulder of the producer whispering in their
ears that "Maybe this stuft' isn't good enough
for the big houses, but we will get our money out

cally, for the future of the business as well as the
individual future of each exhibitor, it behooves
everyone concerned to watch their step from
now on and play the very highest class product
obtainable.
If you want an}' proof of the activity of the
minds of your film fans, check up carefully on
how they oljserve little errors in technicalities.
I was hit right between the eyes regarding
this particular situation, which I have written
about before, when I picked up The Saturday
Evening Post recently and found an article by
Harry Leon Wilson in which he devoted several

of it, and most of the fans don't know good
pictures, anyway."
Being a small town guy at heart, with most

pag"es to laying bare the various formulas which
are used all too frequently.

of my young life spent in a middle western community, Iwant to register an emphatic protest
against this attitude, which is chiefly held by
executives among the producers and distributors
who have either never lived in a small town or

son's attitude towards the picture business, because he was stepping on it hard, but after a
time I came to realize that the answer was simply
that he had been unfortunate in bumping into the
wrong sort of production because the exhibitor
where he had been seeing films had lacked the
ability to pick good ones or had been tied down
by a contract which made him play them good,
bad or indififerent.
I want to insist upon every filni man reading
this article by Mr. Wilson, because it is certainly
going to have a decided effect upon the millions
of "Post" readers.

liave been away from one so long that they have
lost their perspective.
I want to insist that the folks in the small
towns, and even in the "sticks," as they call them,
are absolutely as intelligent and well read generally as the folks in the big cities. And furthermore, there is a much more important fact as
regards films, that being that in the few years
the picture business has flourished the public has
seen so many more films that they have spoken
plays they have received an education in this
short time as to what is worth while that it took
them a generation to get as regards the stage,
which made it possible for theatrical producers
to go a long time with the old bunkalorium and
still get away with it.
The art of making pictures has advanced very
rapidly, and it is only fair that we should consider every production from the standard set
by the most capable. This is true because in the
picture business the very best films eventually
get into the cheapest houses, and consequently
the patrons of every class of theater have become
educated to what is possible.
I am not saying that some poorly made films
cannot make money, but I do say very emphati-

At first I resented most emphatically Mr. Wil-

My advice as to the best way to counteract this
and at the same time take advantage of this
discussion of the film business, would be to have
every exhibitor grab portions of this article the
next time he has a corking good film and explain
that Mr. Wilson refers to the days that have
passed when poor productions were forced upon
an exhibitor by market conditions, with special
emphasis upon the fact that from now on better
films will be possible because producers will be
able to spend more money with an assurance of
distributing in an open inarket wheiein merit is
the only factor necessary for genuine success.
What Mr. Wilson says regarding formulas and
the public's inclination to pick
edly true, and it seems to me
a verification of the warning
given frequently that we must
{Continued

on

Page

flaws is undoubtthat this is only
which has been
quit talking about
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Longfellow's Famous Poem Quite Faithfully Visualized
Miriam Cooper in

"Evangeline"
Fox

DIRECTOR
R. A. Walsh
AUTHOR
Henry
Wadsworth
Longfellow
SCENARIO
BY
R. A. Walsh
CAMERAMAN
J. D. Jennings
AS A WHOLE
Quite faithful and often spectacu=
lar visualization
of the famous
poem;
Iav=
ishly produced;
had many tender moments,
but also considerable draggy footage.
STORY
Adapted from the American classic; one
of the most sadly sweet love stories ever told;
has historical and educational value.
DIRECTION
Especially good on big scenes; his
fidelity to detail and customs of the period
helped quite a bit; handled players capably,
but allowed the star just a trifle too much
footage.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Some of it very good; much of
it just a degree below fair.
LIGHTINGS
Effective throughout
CAMERA
WORK
Suitably done; many
good
angles.
STAR
Quite beautiful in some close=ups; gave
a sincere and sympathetic
performance.
SUPPORT
-.Players selected with a view to their
fitness for parts; cast included Albert Ros=
coe, Spottiswoode Aitken, James Marcus and
Paul Weigel.
EXTERIORS. . . .Some very fine stuff — rivers, pines,
palms, surf, etc.
INTERIORS
Carefully constructed with fidelity
to time and place.
DETAIL
Even the smallest things watched
so
as to adhere strictly to the period of 1775
and later in Acadia and other places; ohe or
two very slight oversights.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Beautifully sentimen=
tal love story based on history.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,200 feet

'E^;; immortal

American classic, has been visualized
in such a manner as to retain on tlie screen all of the
.story- worth of the p(>em% and a considerable amount of

its poetic beauty. Of course, it is impossible to transfer to the screen, in all of its beauty the rhythmic
music and enchanting word-painting found in such an
epic as "Evangeline." but the producers have earnestly
and quite sticcessfully tried to catch the spirit of the
work. There are many artistic exteriors, chosen in
tune with Longfellow's descriptions, but quite a number of these are marred by photography that is not of
the very best.
Tliere is in the picture much of the d(>ep sentiment
of the poem. This element is aided by the fact that
often are used subtitles qiuited verbatim from the
poem. And Miriam Cooper is Evangeline to the life.
In many ch)se-nps she is very beautiful, and throughout gives a sincere and sympathetic performance.
The jiicture received a very lavisli production, and
there ar(> many scenes in which hundreds of people
appear. And the village of Grand-Pre. which "lay in
the fruitful valley." is seen in replica in the tilm.
Especially effective was that rather short footage
shov^ing tlie entire village ablaze. Also worthy of
commeixhition are those scenes showing several hundred Indians spread all over a sloping hill, rushing forward to destroy the pioneer wagon ti-ain. This was
big stuff, and had a spectacular appeal.
Quite often the ])icture drags, hov;ever, because of
lack of plot action. This is particularly noticeable in
sequences where the director tried to cover up the
slowness by using much footage showing Miss Cooper
in her fruitless search for her lover. The film could
be shortened quite a bit and be better therefor.
The pictuie opens with a very short up-to-date prologue, sliowing a lovers' (piarrel. The father of the
household begins to read Longfellow's poem, and it is
visualized on the screen. The picture closes with a
few short scenes showing the present-day lovers united
through
the effects of the poem.
It would be almost sacrilege to synopsize the story
told in "Evangeline." It is enough to say that the
poem is one of the most sweetly sad and deeply sentimental love stories ever penned — and this holds true
in quite a degree with the film. There are many pastenderly and
register
the love between
I'vangeline sages
andthat Gabriel,
also sympathetic
spots struck
at many other times.
Throughout, the film stuck quite closely to the poem.
No effort was made to throw in any "movie" jazz,
except the legitimate use of the spectacular, which fits
the poet's descriptions.

Is a Good Box Office Bet In Many Ways,

Go x\fter New

Business

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In many Avays "lOvangeline" is a very good box-office
bet. And it gives you ii chance to go out after bigu:er
game than the usual film. It is a picture that, handled
right, should not only make money for you but siiould
put you in the good graces of many of the folks in
your locality. If you give this the right treatment in
your exploitation it will help considerably as a reputation-builder.
In the first place, none of the "harpies" can have a
word to say against the picture. Even the "highbrows"
who "don't go to movies" will say that this is a move
in the right direction, and you might get folks into
your house who never haA'e been there before, and
thus make more or less steady patrons of them.
Therefore it's uj) to you to go after new business
with the picture. Probably the best way to h.mdle it
with that end in view, is through the co-operation of
your local school board, if you can get sucJi co-ojierati(in — and that should be easy with this subject.

There are probably no Americans

Avho can rer.d
And vvhile that
who have not heard of "Evangeline."
is true, it is also true that there are many who never
it IS going
have read the poem. But when they know
to be shown in a picture they will come to see it just
to know what (he poem was about. Folks hate to be
accused of ignorance, ami it is a fact that, for instance,
if you asked the first man or woman you met if he
or she had ever read "Evangeline" the answer would
probably be "Yes" — whether they had read it rr not.
And this picture will give the many persons who never
have bothered to rea<l the poem the chance to see it
in pictures.
Be dignified in all of your advertising ^vith this one.
Don't advertise it as a master picture or get wild about
it. The mere fact that it is "Evangeline" is virtually
enough. But you can call attention to the lavishness
of the production and its costliness.

From

the

CALIFORNIA
Miller's New Theatre
Main at Eighth
Los Angeles

' America s Foremost Photoplay Edifice"
to

Carl Laemmle
August 16, 1919.
My dear Mr. Laemmle:
We wish to thank you for "bestowing on our
theatre the honor and privilege of giving "THE RIGHT TO
HAPPINESS," the new Holuhar-Phillips super-production, its
world premier.
Never during the entire time the California
has "been
in existence commendation
have we had from
so many
sions of unqualified
our voluntary
patrons. expresFor the entire engagement from the opening
matinee to the closing night, we had throngs of eager
patrons lined in front of our box-offices and entrances, and
the gross expectations.
receipts on the week's "business exceeded our
greatest
I consider the work of Dorothy Phillips in
the most
role artistic
of Sonia, piece
the girl
of the tenements,
a"bsolutely
the
of emotional
acting given
to the
screen this year, and I want to congratulate the Universal
on having in Miss Phillips truly a star of stars.
The timeliness of the theme, the absorbing
story, the climatic situations and the exquisite directorial
touches given the production by Mr. Holubar makes "THE RIGHT
TO HAPPINESS" one of the sure fire box-office attractions
of the season.
Every
gave un-stinted praise
unusual situation here
where the critics are

reviewer of the Los Angeles press
to the picture, which is a most
in the film capital of the world
most exacting.
Cordially yours,
CALIFORNIA THEATRE
Signed -- Ered A. Miller
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Lavish and Artistic Production Gives Picture Glass
Elsie

Ferguson

in

"A Society Exile"
Paramount=Artcraft
DIRECTOR
George Fitzmaurice
AUTHOR
Henry Arthur Jones
SCENARIO
BY
Ouida
Bergere
CAMERAMAN
Arthur Miller
AS A WHOLE
Lavish and artistic production
gives picture class despite frequent draggi=
ness of story and frailty of foundation; mass
of atmospheric detail also helps.
STORY
Adapted from the stage play "We Can't
Be As Bad As All That"; nothing very unu=
sual, but holds interest fairly well.
DIRECTION
Strong on atmosphere and artistry
of presentation; permitted slight over=acting
at times; but helped hold up a few basically
familiar ends.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally
excellent
LIGHTINGS
Very many well=balanced
and ar=
jL
tistic effects, especially on sets; some close=
■
ups of star not lighted to her best advantage.
CAMERA
WORK
Thoroughly satisfactory
STAR
Pleasing and competent, but over=reached
just a bit during meller moments.
SUPPORT
A fairly capable
cast; William
P.
Carlton dignified leading man; Warburton
Gamble fitting society willun; Julia Dean
over=acted
quite a bit.
EXTERIORS
Beautiful
stuff around
swell es=
tate; also Venetian
sets excellent.
INTERIORS.
Had great variety and were cer=
tainiy artistic and tasteful sets.
DETAIL
Showed real craftmanship in its appli=
cation to atmosphere;
murder^suicide
tact=
fully done.
CHARACTER
OF STORY. .American heiress wrong=
tully accused of being cause of English so=
ciety tragedy becomes exile in Venice.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,507 feet
EVIDENTLY they realized that the story for this
one would not quite stand up by itself, so tliey
went to it and save it all the artistie camouflage it
possibly could stand, with the result that the tiuished
product i-. a picture whose class will get it by.
Con-

fronted with story material that had a few good situations, but which had to travel much intervening ground
of dullness between the high spots, scenario writer and
director did their successful utmost to intelligently
and tastefully pad up much footage.
The picture doesn't become really dramatic until the
sequences
the climax
Nor, '
in a great leading
deal ofupitsto footage,
does are
it reached.
make a very
great sympathetic appeal. This is largely due to the
arrangement of the plot. Much of the dramatic worth
of the majority of footage becomes mere narrative
of passing interest because the viewer is given to
know that all of what occurred happened in the life
of the girl five years before the time at which the
picture opens. This fact kills suspense in a large
degree and, while there is a certain amount of interest
in the causes leading up to the girl's predicament, you
can't really feel for her because all of that is ancient
history, and I am inclined to believe that most members of any audience are going to S(iuirm on their
seats a bit until the story comes back to the present.
But when it does come up to date they are going
to sit up and take notice, for after that long-drawnout cut-back is over there is real concern as to what
is going to happen to the wife when her husband
learns that she is the woman generally supposed to
have been the cause of the tragedy in his sister's
life. From here on suspense is held quite well, and
never slackens until the end. which is just a trifle abrupt, but nevertheless happy.
;\Iiss Ferguson is a thoroughly competent actress,
iuid her work in this offering again proves it. The
supporting cast is quite good. too. and in addition to
those named included Henry Stephenson. Zeffle Tilbury. Bijou Fernandez and Alexander Kyle.
The opening scenes were laid in Venice, and some
very good sets carrying the atmospheres of the city
of ciuials were used. Also the action shifted to America and London. All of the sets used — interior and
exterior — were high-class stuff, and Director Fitzmaurice staged some very well-done rain scenes; also
an
especially
goodnot fog
eff'ectmany
in a ofshort
while there were
so very
tliem.flash.
all of And
the
exteriors were very tasteful and classy stuff around a
beautiful country estate.
Some of the titles were too explanatory and too
stilted. One in particular was badly misplaced. A
wife, believing her husband false, deliberately shoots
him. A title has her say, after he falls: '"Harold, I
didn't mean to hurt you!"
This will get a snicker.

Will Go Over the Hill All Right Without Much of a Stir Either Way
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You certainly can promise your folks tliat this is a
lavish production,
and there is not a doubt in the
world that on its pictorial si<le it will please in a very
large degree.
And the story contains
enough
high
spots to extenuate for some of its slower moments.
I,
would without
saj' thatan.vthegreat
oft'ering
go way.
over
j All
the in
hillall,
all I right
fuss will
either
! At least you can rest assured that none of your patrons
I is going to register a hearty kick.
ji But don't by any means ballyhoo this one as a
i wonderfully dramatic i)hotoplay or anything like that.
■ You can talk all you want al)out the lavishness and
artistry of the production, playing up the fact that it
brings to the screen the atmosphere of Venice, London
and America, and deals with a bit of life in English
sot-iety.
There is plenty of opportunity
to splurge

about how women often are wrongly accused and the
conseipiences that sometimes result, and you can
base .vour campaign somewhat on the lines of the idea:
"Jjies ! .Jealousy! And the 'other woman' in the case
suft'ers. altliough innocent."
The production has enougli class to satisfy generall.v. but this is another one with which you should
be careful not to get too ambitious in your claims.
Concentrate on the title and names. Of course, if the
star is a box-oflice heavyweight in your locality it's
up to you to get all you can on the strength of that
fact.
On the whole. I believe this a fairly safe bet for
an ordinary run, but it certainly is not one deserving
of anything very special. Just give it the usual
amount of exploitation, and there should be no reason why it won't give a moderate return.

WILLIAM

DUNCAN

A Serial For Every
Theatre "
« SMASHING
°
BARRIERS
VITAGRAPH
ALBERT

E. SMITH,

President

s!i4^ »AILY
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Pleasing Human
Rex

Characterizations in Comedy Drama that Rings True
Beach's

"The Girl From Outside"

"
Rex Beach — Qoldwyn
Special
OIRECTOR
Reginald
Barker
AUTHOR
Rex Beach
::AMERAMEN. . . .Percy Hilbum and Oliver T. Marsh
\S A WHOLE
Excellent character studies with
_
comedy bits properly balanced against bigger
"
dramatic clashes; will surely please.
STORY
One of the most effective Beach stories
yet presented
on screen, because of atten=
tion given to characterization.
DIRECTION
Kept players human and held in.
terest through
long footage, with natural
comedy and truly effective drama in climaxes
PHOTOGRAPHY
Clean=cut
but not particu=
larly artistic.
LIGHTINGS
A few good; generally ordinary
CAMERA
WORK
Straight stuff, little attemjj;
for artistry.
PLAYERS
Half a dozen characters who will be
remembered for a long time.
EXTERIORS
Mostly
Alaskan
camp
stuff, but
\* ^
kept nicely to atmosphere.
rVl'ERIORS
Satisfact
DETAIL
Generally
good, except some
cloth
too
modern,
and and
bad letters.
slip in important dates"
on mine
option
CHARACTER OF STORY
Very human without
objectionable incidents.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
6,157 feet

[BELIEVE this is cue of tlie best Rex Beach product
tloiis the screen has seen, because we have plenty of
ittention given to characterizatidn with a story whicli
s based more upon chiiracter development than upon
ihysical action.
Tliere are a few real dramatic clashes, but the major part of this offering' is devoted to a (piiet liuman
<tu(ly of the character influence of a young helpless
drl nixin a group of crooks that just happened to be;ome her friends due to circumstances concerned with
ler arrival in the Alaskan
country.
The theme is not particularly new. it frequently havng been used on one or two individuals instead of a
croup of crooks, but certainly, it has been well handleil
lere. with enough good natural, wholesome comedy
0 offset the pathos touches and the dramatic action
)its.

Briefly, the situation concerns a young girl whose
father died while she was enroute to Alaska, with the
result that she lands helpless in the Klondike country, and is befriended by Curly, a .iuvenile member
of a band of real rough-neck crooks. All of these
crooks fall for the youngster, and after she has managed to accpiire a hotel site through the sympathy of
the manager of an Alaskan trading company who
falls for her innocence, we have some interesting moments registering the fact that each of about six men
hope to marry the youngster.
There is a lot of particularl.v delightful comedy,
that registered exceptionall.v well because of its contrast to tlie atmosphere, gotten over in presenting the
manner in which the characters appro])riate that which
does not belong to them, particularly in their campaign
to assist in furnishing the hotel to be ct)nducted b.v the
young shero. There is also a wonderful sequence
ill town to
which thjB<v "invite" the only cow owner refused
them jj^rr having found th-at the
^xO'^i'e was a very bad slip in detail in this film
(^Hien I Siiw it. which will undoubtedly be corrected
immediately when this is read, this being an error
inseU^'^^'^
the dates of some letters which apparently showed
the lapse of a year's time in a sequence in the stor.v
where no such lapse should occur. This is particidarly
important since the willun held an option on the
hero's mine good until September, and then forged
an additional option for a year, after whicli time letters which were flashed on the screen apparentl.v
showed a lapse of one year's time, whicli would have
voided even the forged oi)tion. Since the young sympathy juvenile was fatally shot when he stoie and
burned the forged option, it is important that the
letters in question be immediately changed so that they
vwill be dated 1900 instead of 11)01.
We get an excellent kick out of the finish of th
uVction from the situation in which the sympatliy
.jJWfiile steals the forged document and is shot, right
down through the bit where his ("hiiiese cook friend
(piietl.v and deliberatel.v slips in on the willun and
tinishes him with a knife.
The cast was a well-balanced one with all of the
important characters very well handled. While the
girl Clara Horton has the name part, she is not really
the star an,y more than any one of the six or eight
leading characters, ("ullen Landis as the sypmpathy
juvenile, ("urly, made hisi part stand out.
In the nicely-balanced
cast were: Ilallam Cooley,
Sidney Ainsworth, Walter McN'amara, Ernest Spencer,
Colin
Kenny,
Wilton
Taylor,
Billie
P.ennett,
Bert
Sprotte and Eouie Cheung.

^f Properly Exploited this Should Bring You Big Business as a Special
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
I would say that this can be considered safely as
. production worth.v of being classed as a very pleasng special. It has the very attractive value of human
!haracterization to guarantee audience interest, and
he combination of comedy, pathos and dramatic acion enables you to promise genuine entertainment.
Rex Beach has a very large following, and I would
particularly suggest that you bill this as one of the
Host human comedy dramas ever visualized from his
stories, with special emphasis upon the fact that they
vill never forget some of these characters.
Reggie Barker has been doing good consistent work
for some years, and I would advise you to call atten-

tion to the fact that this was produced by Mr. Barker,
mentioning some of his other successful productions
wliicli ha\e drawn i)articularly well in your house.
In your general billing for this concentrate upon
the thought "You will never forget the Kex Beach characters that you will learn to love when j'ou see 'The
(rirl From Outside'." That sort of direct appeal advertising hammers home the main asset of this production, which is the fact that the characters ring
true and do human things without running wild into
extravagant
mellerdramer.
You can bill this as a Rex Beach epic of the northland with thrills, laughs and stirring drama that rings
true.

Tait4^ AIUY
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Short Stuff
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven's latest Capitol
Comedy, released through Goldwyn, is a thoroughly entertaining number. The film is full
of quiet laughs and chuckles and often registers
spontaneous laughs. Much of the worth of this
comedy is due to "know-how" direction. The
incidental bits are very fine, and the picture is
thoroughly clean and wholesome. Much of the
fun is had with a Ford, and some of the stufJ
pulled, especially when that Ford "shimmies," is
going to get over with a bang. In the number a
young married couple decide to go to the mountains on their vacation. Through many funny
incidents they learn that the mountains are not
for them.
They end up at the seashore.
*

*

*

In Educational's Library De Luxe there is
numbered "Venice," a reel replete with the beauty
of that most beautiful Italian city. Many of the
shots are most artistic, and clean-cut photography
and natural colors often enhance the effect of
many canal scenes and other quite compellingly
artistic bits. The cameraman succeeded in filming, through his artistry, much of the romantic
atmosphere surrounding the City of Canals.

"The Dentist" is a quite unfunny Mack Sennet
comedy ofifcred by Paramount. Its two
reels contain only a meagre amount of slapstick humor,
and there is much footage that is quite junky.
The only laughs that come are the result of
some of the business in a dentist's office. As in
other comedies of this type, there is not much
of a connected story, nor is there any really fast
action or thrills to help out the dreariness of the
Avhole.
Ben Turpin is seen for a few feet of film, but
he only gets away with a snicker or two. All
in all, the offering is by no means up to the
required comedy standard from any point of view.
The plot merely concerns a stenographer-loving
husband ; a dentist, and the dentist's wife's two
brothers, who are a couple of rough-neck crooks.

The latest Harold Lloyd comedy released by
Pathe is better than the average run of stuff that
this comedian has appeared in and gives him a
chance to get away with a lot of his clean cut
legitimate comedy. Bebe Daniels works with
Lloyd in a real estate office and is the victim of
a cruel employer who insists on forcing his attentions upon her.
A bit wherin Llovd calls Bebe

over the
office is
w hen the
discovers

telephone with both parties in the sam
productive of real laughter, especiall
employer who is seated between the tw
who is talking to his stenographer.

"The Great Handicap" is the title of Happ;
Hooligan's latest animated cartoon to be releas&
through Educational. It is a number that com
pares well with recent releases. In this on
Happy tells his nephews how he won the grea
automobile handicap. There is a full quota o
the
film. sort of humor found in these subjects in th'

Mut and J eft' keep right up to their high-wate
laugh mark in their latest release through Fox
titled "Hard Lions." In this animated cartooi
J eft' has some hairbreadth escapes from wile
beasts of the deserts which are sure to brin^
down the house. Mutt also runs into -a few
laughal)le encounters with the King of Beasts
All in all, the number is fine, and has more laughs
than the average two reeler.
*

*

*

M

"Don't Shove" is the title of a Harold Lloyd
comedy released by Pathe that is mostly sad
stuff, and not by any manner of means as good
as the numbers this comedian has been offering
of late. Most of the action in this one takes
place in a roller-skating rink, and it is just a matter of one fall after another. This repetition of
incident is monotonous and unfunny. There is
not a good comedy situation throughout.

Judge Rumhauser, in his latest animated cartoon, released by Educational, and titled "GooC
Night Nurse," tries hard to get into the hospita
where there are pretty nurses. The subject haquite a number of laughs, especially registered b\j]
aforts
"Bullshevist" and the Judge's unsuccessful J"
to get hurt. The number is fully up to snul
*

*

*

"Separate Trails" is a very acceptable Bruce
Scenic, released by Educational. In this one th(
dog that appears with the man in much of Bruce'.'
stuff, gets a little feature part. The man and do^
go to all sorts of beautiful places, and then theii
trails separate. Later, however, they come together again. The film contains very many effec-,
tively-photographed scenic shots — a profusion of
roaring river scenes being especially good. The
number is first class.
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Most Powerful Motion

Picture

Directed by T.HAYES
With an

HUNTER

All-StarCast:

E.K.LINCOLN
Margery Wilson
Arthur Morrison

Eileen Percy
Edward Coxen

mm

Walter Lon^ • Pussell Simpsdf?"'™'
W.LawsonButt
Frank Lannin^ Frank Brownlee
William Bainbridge

W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing' through PATHfi £xchange,Incorporated

We Lnallmge America
JK. .-A'TiaKaBir... ar ^^-r-g^^y^

Desert Gold is more than "the greatest
Zane Grey picture ever produced."
It has the vitality and remarkable
force and imagination of Benjamin B.
Hampton, a new producing genius,
plus the personal supervision of Zane
Grey himself.
Desert Gold has been held back to
match and whip any other "big picture"
that any other producer has in reserve,
or thinks he has.

Any exhibitor who has heard thathis comhas a "great picture" scheduled
has, in petitor
Desert Gold^ a greater one; any
exhibitor with one big one booked, in
Desert Gold, can book one still bigger.

MOST
POWERFUL
MOTION
PICTU RE

With Ihis Production
Desert Gold is courage in the saddle
and romance in the heart of Youth.
It is the story of fighting Dick Gale
who rode into the jaws of Hell for a
girl; a story of loyalty and riches; of
revenge and retribution; of gigantic
action !
It is the most compelling picture of
this year and all the other years you
can remember. It is breath-taking. It
thrills you like an electric battery.
It is built according to a new pattern;
by a new imagination; under a new
of production. It is "not
system
in
the same street with any other
picture."

I

I

I

4
A director who has done his biggest screen
achievement because the producer Mr. Hampton, and the author, Mr. Grey, permitted him
to go the limit in intelHgence and expenditure.
Mr. Hampton says this to you: "I am content
to let this production represent my standards
for the exhibitors of America.
Zane Grey says to you: "The spirit, the action
and truth of Desert Gold have been put on the
^*'

screen.

ZANE GREY
PICTURES
INC.

The picture is my hookas I ivrote it.''''

Ttit^ffe^
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wSurface "Movie" Stuff Makes Very Ordinary Program Offering
Gladys Brockwell in

"Chasing Rainbows"
Fox

DIRECTOR
Frank
Beal
AUTHOR
Karl Harriman
SCENARIO BY
R. A. Baldwin
CAMERAMAN
Friend H. Baker
AS A WHOLE
Surface
"movie"
stuff of little
worth; lacked continuity of interest and sev=
eral other important elements; ordinary program offering.
STORY
Largely a series of incidents; sometimes
had a little plot, but was very disjointedly
arranged.
DIRECTION
Never
lifted matters
out of the
well=worn rut; staged one fairly good fight.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varied from good to fair
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
stuff
CAMERA WORK
Nothing unusual
STAR
Had a role that gave her lots of things to
do; did them well enough without being ex=
ceptional.
SUPPORT
None of the players called on for
much real work; just went through their
parts; cast included William Scott, Walter
Long, Irene Aldwyn, Richard Rosson, Claire
McDowell and Harry Dunkinson.
EXTERIORS
A few desert scenes; none of the
exteriors very special.
INTERIORS
Conventional
and inexpensive
DETAIL
Didn't
figure
very
largely
at any about
time
CHARACTER
OF STORY
. . . Contained
LENGTH

everything
used in "movies."
OF PRODUCTION

4,151

feet

CHAS1N(} RAINBOWS" is very ordinary proi^'raiii
stuff. For the most part tlie picture is made up
of tlie sort of "movie" stuff tliat g(>ts tlie jjo-by from
preseut-day audiences. Follvs aren"t interested in motion pictures any longer just because tlie.v are a novelty, ^nd a picture lias to have some real reason and
some real backbone before it gets by these days. And
"Chasing Rainbows" hasn't got that all-important
backbone. It is a very flimsy affair, loosely constructed, and without any real i-eason to extenuate for
its screening.
In the first place the film lacks continuity of interest. This is mainly due to the fact that those respon-

sible for the production tried to drag in about everything they could think of to siive the day. Extraneous
matters having no actual bearing on the main line
of action often were dragged in by the heels, dropped
when their present usefulness had ceased, and then
jiicked up again when needed.
The story, instead of steadily building up to an.y
certain point, kept shooting off at angles every once
in a while, and then coming back to the miiiu line
whenever it pleased. And despite an early dragginess. a lot of ground was covered — rather skimmed
o\er than covered, though. The i)icture was elemental in the extreme, and leaves no imi)ression whatever.
The direction wasn't anything wonderful, either.
The director tried hard to build up footage with types
and incident, but this was not so cleverly done as to
get it by with any great degree of success. And so
many ends were touched without sufHcient reason that
the film missed fire (piite badly at times. It never
really convinced, and throughout was a surface screening of a (piite mediocre story.
One of the bad features of the film was the fact
that the villain was dropped entirely at the end of the
first reel, •Kverybod.y will think when he crosses the
well-known thresliohl at the end of the first reel that
he's out of the pictui-e. But no. Along about the beginning of the fifth reel the.y needed somebody to help a
fast-slipi)ing yarn, so they went back and brought the
first-reel villain into the plot again. And for all his
breaking of a .voung goil's heart and desertion of his
star^■ing wife and baby the villain gets off easily.
The sliero sees to it that he wins lots of money at a
crooked roulette wheel, and gives him a chance to
catch the train going East.
The story chiefiy is built ai-ound a hash-slinger in a
railroad restaui'ant. Heart-broken when she learns
lier lover is married to the poor woman in whose house
she has a ro((m. shero goes west with hatred for all
men in her hciut. In the small Western town the
friendliness of the open iilaces and of the people restore her faith in men, A slight love interest is built
up between her and the manager of the Western railroad restaui-ant. It developed that the hero had been
shot by the first-reel willun. Init the girl did not learn
Ihat until after she had staked the willun to carfare.
Then she went out on the desert to commune with the
stars, and there found friend hero.
There were one or two saloon fights in the film;
also a titular gold rush; also a different villain than
the first-reel villain, who furnished some of the obstacles during the second, third and fourth reels.

Picture Not Up to Present-Day Standards; Go Very Slowly in Your
Claims
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Don't make much noise about this one. If you do
run it say as little as i)ossible about it. because if you
promise your folks anything good they're liable to
kick. The picture is certainly not >ip to present-day
standards, and can be relied on to get over only with
a crowd that will take almost anything and like it.
If this comes to you on contract and you don't feel
you can afford to pass it by probably the best thing
to do is to build up the rest of your program with the
best short stuff you can find to take off the curse.
The picture is cheap stuff, and shows it. Of course,
if you are after cheap pictures, you ought to get this
one at a reasonable figure.
On that basis it is O. K.
Hut if you are trying to build up a reputation for
showing the better class of pictures, or if you are in
the hal)it ot gi\ing your personal endorsement to the

stuff you run. look before you lejip at this baby. There
are no big scenes or anything else, really, to lift the
l)icture out of the very ordinary class.
Of course, if your particular crowd is very partial
to (iladys Brockwell it is up to .vou to show them the
picture. To her followers the picture might be good
enough because she is much in the foreground and has
lots to do. However, her appearance in "Chasing
Rainbows" certainly is not her best.
If you run the film it might be a good idea to give
your patrons some idea of the story. The title doesn't
mean much as far as the picture's subject matter is
concerned, and may be just a trifle misleading to many
of your people. In any event, it is best to soft-pedal
this one instead of ballyhooing it, because it won't
live up to any extravagant promises.

Real SKowmen- and Wlw^
HIS is the story of a young man with
an IDEA and the subsequent birth of
two of the leading theaters in the
middle West devoted to the silent
art of the activities of a young man
who realized the possibilities of the
silent drama when the day of the big theater was
still in it's infancy.
Thirteen years ago Mark Gates Managing Director of the Dayton Theater, Dayton, Ohio was
Treasurer for the Shuberts at their theater in
Springfield, Mass. By hard work and sheer plugging Gates although only a young man was
pushed
immediately
into the larger Shubert

houses where more responsibility served a sa
reward for his faithfulness. When the time came
for the Shuberts to open the beautiful Murat
Theater in Indianapolis some surprise was evidenced when it was announced that Mark Gates
was to be appointed Secretary and Treasurer of
the new house. Gates was at that time twenty
five years old but had acquired enough experience
to make him well fitted for his new duties. He
served at the Murat for three years and while
at that house was gradually inspired with the
possibilities in the motion picture business if followed on a large scale. It was up to hirn to get in.
So after a careful studv of the situation and after
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laviiig visited some of
[he largest motion picture theaters in this
ountry . Ciates conceived the germ of an
dea, which, when deA'eloped, brought the
creation of the Circle
Theater, Indianapolis
low recognized as one
jf the leading cinema
theaters of the United
States. He succeeded
in interesting some of
Indianapolis'
mostin
prominent citizens
the enterprise after
weeks of persuasion.
Prominent among these
were Isidore Feibleman
and Meyer Efroymson
who later became interested in other theaters that Gates built.
After seeing the Circle
on the road to prosperity Gates transferred
his activities to Toledo,
Ohio, where he obtained the Valentine,
an old K and E house
for use as a motion picture theater. When
Gates assumed the
lease of the Valentine

:sM^
Some
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Gates Sayings

"Live wire methods and modern ideas will
put any business over the top and especially
IS this true of the motion picture business
today."
of "The
man who reaches the top in motion,
picture exhibition in this day of progress
and extension must be one with a vision of
the future as well as a conception of the
"Prcgrcs3 is so rapid that methods of
present.''
today
h.-rdly suffice for the purposes of tomcrrov/ and it takes constant and alert attention to keep pace."
"At the time c; the opening of The Dayten I recognized the need of capable lieutenants to help me in making it a success and
in giving them the needed responsibility to
let them develop to the utmost in their respective lines."
"In addition to my 'hustle like hell' theory
I believe ihat constant PERSONAL attention, careful selection and buying of pictures,
and the thorough exploitation of them together v/ith the best exhibition possible will
make for success 99 times out of a 100."
"Do not overlook the value of "WID'S
DAILY." It has assisted me very materially
in making the proper selection of pictures
possible and I always keep a file within easy
reach. There is no one in this industry who
is a bigger booster for WID'S

DAILY

than

busmc'ss men to organize the operating coml)any. Due to the fact
that the government
opposition for labor and
raw stock was keen the
Dayton theater was delayed over nine months
in opening.
In face of government restrictions and
having luckily obtained
a supply of steel for
l)uilding just one week
before government restrictions went into effect. The Dayton opened May 4, 1918.
From that time on it
has turned out to be
just as big a success as
the Circle, and the new
enterprise met with
prosperity from the
start. Mark Gates once
"more demonstrated
that he could deliver in
big league fashion and
convinced the show
world that he was one
of the most successful
promoters of large theaters in this country.
The name of Mark
(iates and the Dayton
theater has spread nation wide and is a familiar landmark in this

all the "wise
ones"
dicted failure
for prethe
"I give unlimited support to Urlin G. Perrill my publicity director and our national
enterprise. The house
prominence in the show world is due I behad remained idle for a
young industry.
lieve to the liberal advertising policy that
He has conducted
long time and had faldozens
of advertising
len into partial decay
we have I."
adopted through him."
through neglect of the
campaigns for super
owners.
Not
in the
pictures
that asked
have what
commanded nation wide attention.
When
least discouraged Gates set about to tear out
the entire gallery floor and change the house
he considered a good slogan for the success of a
into a two floor proposition. This was done in
picture theater Mark Gates once said, "Early
X few months and the Valentine opened as the
to bed and early to rise," "hustle Hke hell and
nost beautiful theater in Toledo under the manigement of Marcus Loew.
advertise."
(jates is now only 31, and hopes to have a
\\ hileGates
working
Loew's for
Valentine
at
dozen more theaters soon. He promises to be
Foledcj.
was onwith
the lookout
other sites
heard from again with the announcement of a
m surrounding towns and landed a lease in Dayton, Ohio. The location while not directly in the
new theater that will' be even larger than the
center of the downtown section was not over
Circle or the Dayton. His many activities in
three squares from the center of life in Dayton.
the theater field have placed him to the fore in
With even harder work before him than he
exhibitor organizations frequently. At present he
is a member of the executive board of the Miami
encountered in Idianapolis Gates started to or[^anize the Dayton Theater Buidling. He found
\'alley Exhibitor's League with headquarters at
Dayton and which includes the States of Indiana,
that in war times men of money were hard to
reach for an investment especially in a theatrical
West \"irginia. Kentucky and Ohio. This organienterjjrise. This did not daunt Gates however
zation recently combined with the New York
Exhibitors League.
and he finally succeeded with the help of Dayton
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Unreal, Ridiculous Meller with Laughable Errors and Expressionless
Star
Marion Davies in

"The Dark Star"
Cosmopol:tan=Paramount=Artcraft
DIRECTOR
Allan Dwan
AUTHOR
Robert W. Chambers
SCENARIO
BY
Frances Marion
CAMERAMAN
Edward Broening
AS A WHOLE
Ridiculous meller; terribly incon=
sistent and unreal, with star quite blaa as to
emotional ability.
STORY
Mr. Chambers should be ashamed; is
worse than most serials.
DIRECTION
Allowed
bad inconsistencies;
slip=
ped particularly in long boat sequences.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally artistic in long shots,
although frequently off focus and apparently
played for atmosphere rather than facial ex=
pression.
LIGHTINGS
Generally good for sets but poor for
faces.
CAMERA WORK
Varied; not sufficiently clean=
cut in players.
STAR
Frequently made up poorly, and made very
blaa impression generally.
SUPPORT
Norman Kerry good; Matt Moore had
funny
mustache;
others satisfactory
meller
characters.
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory;
not remarkable
INTERIORS
Generally rather good, but players
placed at disadvantage by lighting.
DETAIL
Many laughable errors
CHARACTER OF STORY
Unreal spies and "poi=
pers" meller.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,6oo feet
OH. Mr. Chambers ! When Hari'y Leon Wilson sees
this he should Avrite a public apology to the film
scenario writers for inviting them in the Saturday
Evening- Post to give way to the real authors.
I cannot imagine what happened to Allan Dwan.
unless he got into a state of mind of "I should worrj',"
because he certainly permitted some detail errors in
this one th;it were awful.

From start to finisli this is an unreal meller havhig to do with spies and poipers, which frequently
became as funny as the worst serial, and ended up in a
rough-and-tumble-free-for-all. with a mob in action
that might impress some of the five and ten cent
audiences liut will never register with the real folks
in the real houses.
Marion Davies is undoubtedly a pretty girl, but she
sure failed to register anytliing that resembled emotion. In the long shots she and the other players
were shown at decided disadvantages because all of the
lightings seemed to be arranged for the sets with little
regard for the appearance of the players.
They pulled some very tunny stuff, such as the
sbero firing at a target to prove that she was a dead
shot, with the result that her bullet cut the hero's
pi]ie off at his mouth and he walked nonchalantly
over anil spoke pleasantly to the mysterious gun woman without the least sign of resentment over liaving
l)een almost mvu'dered.
Then the plot sickened a little while a willunous
boarder made Marion run away to the city with him,
where she was rescueel by the willun's wife looming up.
Then the spies got l)usy with Marion because as a
chilel she had copied some Turkish fortiticatiem plans,
which, according to the titles, would have much to elo
with the Germans winning the war.
The.v tried to make us lielieve that because Marion,
as a kid. had copied these plans that now. as a yoving
lady, she remembereel every detail of them. Then Dorothy (ireen anil Matt Moore, as the spies, after getting
the poipers from Marion, decided that she knew too
much and must be taken abroad with them. Incidentally. Matt, who is a good blonde Irishman, was cast
:!S a Oerman spy masquerading as a Russian nobleman,
with a funny black mustache. Fans who like his work
should get a laugh out of that.
At the end they pulled a rough house in a restaurant freijuented by Germans where the hero and his
friends in the final mix-up saved little Marion from
the clutches of the wicked wuns.
Taken all in all this is about as bad as anything
off(>rrd in a long time where those presenting it claimed
it to be a wonderfid production stor.v. Even the titles
that j-an through the film were painfully stilted, and
the production as screened lacks most of the elements
necessary to make good with an intelligent audience.

Don't Let Anyone Better
Kid You
SideAbout
TrackThis
It Being a Special :
Box

Office

Analysis

My personal advice would be to fight shy of this.
You surely mustn't let anyone hand it to you as a
special.
Since the Hearst publications are l)ack of this they
are offering trememlous advertising in conjunction with
the showing of the film, but I want to emphasise to you
that you are making a serious mistake if you pla.v bad
pictures with a big advertising camjiaign because that
will certainly kick a hole in your future business when
you have reall,v worth-while productions that you want
to advertise in a l)ig way.
If your fans have not sickened of this before they
get to the Mild serial stutf on the boat, they will certainly groan when the shero starts to shooting the
bomb, and the fuse which is about to ruin things,
with the result tliat she starts a small fire and then
shoots a water bottle directly over the fire so that the
water from the bottle put the fire out.

for

the

Exhibitor

To my mind Marion Davies has no value as a star
so far as screen fans are concerned, and Robert W.
Ciiambevs has lost a tremendous lot of his value to
some of the productions which have been made carrying his name. Certainly, after this one he will have
one glorious iilack eye.
Undoubtedly the Hearst publications will go a long
wa.v in offering assistance in putting this over. and.
consequently, it becomes entirely a question of your
])olicy and whether you want to play such rabid serial
junk with promises of presenting a master production,
as the Hearst advertising claims this is.
Since Allan Dwan has done some very good work,
and will undoubtedly elo more good work in the future.
I would suggest, if you decide to play this, that you
soft pedal on his name, because the production is not
going to help his prestige in the least.

:M^
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Bayard Veiller's Famous Melodrama

Filmed with Fair Force

to registering
The early reels largely are devoted
In them
essential matters iu the form of narrative.
are planted some of the important characters, and also
much footage is devoted to showing just what a despicAcme Pict. Corp. — Pathe
able cad was the banker who later was murdered.
Also
suspicion
for
cause
legitimate
a
registered
footage
the
Peret
Leonce
DIRFCTOR
Bayard Veiller ot the young girl who later figured largely in the plot.
AUTHOR
Leonce Peret B"t the real melodrama and mystery began when
BY
SCFNARIO
The murder sequences were
Artlieb the man was murdered.
Alfred
CAMFRAMAN
of
leaving Just the right amount
directed
AS A WHOLE. ■.■.■.■.■.■.■.SuspensefuV and tense murder carefullyas to
who had committed the slaymg. but the
flo"bt
mystery for the last three reels; first three sequences
a
just
gave
killing
s
man
the
to
up
leadmg
reels a trifle slow and sometimes a bit conmanner
bit too much prominence to the "sensational"
points.
fusing in registering essential most
successful ^ ^'hi^h the man endeavored to ravage the woman.
.Adaptation of one of the
STORY
his^ time on the film became quite
^ However, from
melodramas ever produced on the stage.
It was full of suspense and legitimate meloGood when he got into the real ten.se.
DIRECTION
piling up with
melodramatic material; but not so skillful in dramatic si nations, all of which kept
This
ever-incrcasing force until the final denouement.
earlv oassaees
average
to thrill thealive
good to fair Part of the picture is bound
.. .'.Varied fromandvery
with
PHOTOGRAPHY. . Many
artistic effects; Picture audience, and they will bethe keenly
excellent
LIGHTINGS
woman
the
time
from
outcome
the
to
as
interest
variety heloed
c medium makes her appearance in the plot.
willingness to move .^spiritualisti
CAMERA WORK. ..." .Showedang
These seance sequences gave director Peret a chance
les.
around to obtain best
newcomer; >« "se many effective hghtings, which aided the mysDelva a capable
Yvonne
STARS
end of the po
tery and helped make the occultism
Creighton Hale had not so very much to do, convincing.
Enough already has been said of the plot
but did that well
SufSuflficient'all the way through; Marie f the melodrama to make it fairly well known.
SUPPORT
"^f. ^*'''"'
Pi^t"''*^ 'i^^.^^"^ ™"^^a f
in= ^Ft^^ ^", ^^J' "^"i l^^ play
Shotwell led supporting company, whichMayo,
humdinger.
certamly was
^^ t^^ play—and the
Christine
McDermott,
Marc
eluded
Colbert and George Yvonne Delva. who is a newcomer to the films gives
Law, Suzanna
Walter
''^ creditable performance as the girl who up to the
Denenbourjr
and at whom
of one murder
suspected regarding
.^^ directed
^'^^'y. ?"<i is
d shots suspicion
very fair snow=covere
Somedoo
EXTERIORS
the deeply mysterious
rs
out
" chair at
man who sat in the is"thirteenth
and suited atmosphere nicely l^^li^S o^ theCreighton
INTERIORS. . . ..Artistic,
satisfactory as the
Hale also
Often figured largely and was always '' ^^ance.
DETAIL
to her
sticks
who
Ivonne.
with
love
young man in
to the mark
a diswhile
Shotwell.
Marie
Murder mvsterv through her tribulations
CHARACTER OF STORY
who
woman
elderly
the
than
type
iliftei-ent
^1"'-"^
5,598 feet played the clairvoyant part in the stage production,
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
makes her role convincing, as also do George DeneuJUDGEE) alongside of many regular releases, "The bourg, who is seen as Edward Wales; Walter Law. as
Thirteenth Chair" is, considered largely, a good Inspector Donahue; Suzanne Colbert, as Helen Trent,
picture. For the first two and one-half reels or so the and Marc McDermott. as Stephen Lee.
picture runs along in quite ordinary fashion, bringing There are many ramifications to the plot, which was
but very little of real interest to the screen. Then one of the cleverest murder mystery stories ever writthings begin to snap up a bit. and along about the be- ten. and, as legitimate and absorbing mystery, the film
ginning of the third reel a tension is applied that keeps holds up quite well.
steadily tightening to the very end. This suspense and
Issue is taken with the producers of the play in that
tenseness begins when the real melodramatic material they tacked on a "movie" anti-climax in whic^ one sees
contained iii Bayard Veiller's famous play begins to Yvonne and Hale married, and a baby in the "fourtake definite shape.
teenth chair."
Yvonne Delva and Creighton Hale in
>>
/^
rr^
C>«HAIR
1 HIRTEENTH
1 HE

Should Bring Home

the Bacon if Exploited Properly

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Exploited properly, this picture ought to make quite
a bit of money for you. It is easy to advertise, and in
telling fi)lks you have a film version of "The Thirteenth Chair" you will have to overcome little of what
-is technically known as "sales resistance." With the
picturization of a pla.v as famous as this one. half your
admissions already are obtained by mere virtue of the
play's' renown. The play ran for so long in New York
and got -so many notices in papers all over the country
that there is scarcely anyone who follows those matters
wIki don't know about Bayard Veiller's production, and
how good it was.
Therefore it is to you to spill all your ink around
the title. Play the title and the name of the author for
all they are worth — and that's considerable.
lise the "chair" idea in all of your stunt exploitation.
If you are catering to a regular patronage there's an

idea that may help you get admissions and may win
you
the future.
a play on contest
the "chair"
idea.friends
If youfor want
to stageIt ais legitimate
the
trouble might be worth it. Tell your folks that everybody who sits in the thirteenth chair in either the
orchestra or balcony will receive a free ticket for
another night — or any other prize you may want to
ofCer. Make it plain that the counting is liable to
begin on any seat iu any row, and that the count may
go across the row or down the aisle or any other way,
and that the manner of counting is entirely in the
hands of the management. Or, if you think it would
be too expensive to offer a prize for every thirteenth
chair, offer a little bigger prize to the person sitting in
the chair that is the thirteenth in the thirteenth count.
Of course, if you announce such a contest through
letters, it is up to you to get the permission of your
local post-office authorities.
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'T^HE
PURPOSE
of (iUY
CROSWKLL
SMITH,
LTD.. is the .selection of tlie best Aniericaii mo2. tion picture film productions for distribution
in foreign countries only.
Mr. Smith, the President and General
Manager,
has recently
returned from a three years' trip around tlie world.
visiting the Orient.
Russia,
Finland.
France,
Switfierland,
Scandinavia.
Great
Britain
and all of
the South American
countries.
The reason for this tour was to learu first hand the kind of films
of greatest
appeal
in each
territory.
The confidence of foreign
distributors
has often been
impaired
liy receiving from American
exporting agencies films of no use in their countries.
The only
film productions
distributed
by GUY
CROSWELL SMITH.
LTD.. will be such as have been carefully selected with a view of their particular fitness in the various foreign countries.
The personal
knowledge that Mr. Smith brings to this organization will assure a service to foreign distributors
that has not before been extended to this most imimrtant liranch of the American
film industry.
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D. W. GRIFFITH'S LATEST SENSATION
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I"BROKEN BLOSSOMS" |
m

ADAPTED FROM THOMAS BURKE S FAMOUS LIMEHOUSE NIGHT STORIES
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Griffith's devel<)i)meut of the waif heroine in "Brolien Blossoms"
l)eooraes a classic of tlie screen that will live alongside of Dickens'
Little Nell anil Bret Harte's M'liss.
Human nature is the same
the world over and hearts will go out in the same sympathy to
this little girl from Limehouse as they did when Dickens brought
forth his immortal child and Bret Harte touched the kinship of
the world with M'liss' smile and homely philosophy.
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"HKOKEN
BLOSSOMS"
recently
completed
an engagement of over 150 performances at George
M. Cohan's Theatre. New York, at the highest prices ever paid for a motion picture production —
three dollars for orchestra
seats.
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will be
largest dramatic
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
OF
THE
PURCHASE
OF
OTHER
IMPORTANT PRODUCTIONS WILL
BE
MADE
SHORTLY.
(U Y ('KoS^Vl:LL
SMITH.
LTD.. OPERATES
INDEPENDENTLY
AND HAS
NO
AFFILIATIONS
WITH
ANY
PRODUCING
CONCERN.
Therefore,
the selection
of productions will be intiuenced solely l)y their merit and fitness for foreign distribution.
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Mechanical and Jumpy "Movie" Meller of Very Little Worth
John Lowell in

"The Clouded Name"
World

DIRECTOR
Caryle S. Fleming
AUTHOR
L. Case Russell
SCENARIO
BY
L. Case Russell
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Just another one of "them"
things; low=class "movie" stuff of little ap»
peal.
STORY
A lot of mixed up mechanical plot that
never held keen interest; had many
loose
ends.
DIRECTION
Often quite crude; permitted many
incosistencies and never registered anything
much.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
and fair
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
CAMERA WORK
Some fair work in a few snow
scenes.
STAR

Didn't register enough to make him stand
out to any degree.
SUPPORT
Many of the players quite amateurish ;Corene Uzzel and Edgar Keller lead sup=
porting group.
EXTERIORS
All of them "snow stuff" in and
around
Northern
lumber camp.
INTERIORS
Common
cabin scenes
DETAIL hold up.
Quite often very blaa; didn't always

CHARACTER
OF STORY
Big man
clears his
"namelessness" after many complications in
lumber camp; nothing elevating.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,792 feet
HIORE'S another "drammer" of the Frozen North
— only this one hvisn't the extenuating virtue of
)ia\iiiic been well done. "The Clouded Name" is a
poorly-directed, cheaply-produced and often aniateurIshly-acted film of the type that used to get b.v a few
years ago. There is scarcely a feature that lifts the
picture out of the clap-trap class of stuff that has become boresomely passe with present-day fans. The
)>est thing about the picture is that it was staged almost entirely outdoors, and that most of the action
brings to the screen fairly good "snow stuff'."
Out-

the picture is '••movie" mechanscenescaliber.
its snow
ordinary
icssideof ofvery
The film is full of inconsistencies. The continuity
is terribly jumpy and. in a way, looking at the picture
Is much the same as trying to enjoy a book with every
here and there a page torn out or a few important
paragraphs missing. Time and time again the picture suddenly jumps from the main line of action to
something else, and comes shooting back with an
abruptness that jars gratingly. And one or two of
the characters never were planted properly, with the
result that there is a pretty well mixed-up state of
affairs* later on. This puzzlement as to who several
of the story-folks are begets confusion at times instead of being legitimate mystery or suspense.
The manner in which the film has been put together
adds to the jumpiness. also. Apparently much more
footage was exposed in filming the story than was
used in the picture, and much of this was discarded in
the cutting room to bring the subject down to feature
length. The result is that there are a lot of loose
eiuls still flapping around.
And the way some of the action was directed was
almost painful. .Tust like Tiothing at all the hero
knocks down a few men — in the calmest and most
lackadaisical manner possible. The few fights that
are pulled in the picture are farcical affairs, and some
of the "sad" stuff' that was rung in was funny.
The story was all about a ni.in who came to a
lumber camp and wanted to be known merely as
"Bill." Early in the picture it was registered that he
was the son of the lumber king in one of whose
camps "Bill" got a job. There was interest at first
as to "Bill's" virtual namelessness, but when they
began to put all kinds of "movie" obstacles in his
path the interest began to lessen. So obviously did
they make him out to be a big-hearted man, whose
a wrong construcreally altruistic deeds were given
tion, that one knew he was O. K., and a real right
feller after all.
The i>lot had many ramifications, but none of them
would stand up very well under analytical scrutiny.
The plot just wouldn't hold water — it was purely surface stuff" all the way through, with the characters
doing things that were convenient to the story's needs,
rather than things they would do in real-life circumstances. Anyway, it got to the happy ending in due
course of time, but the wise fans are going to think
the picture not so much.

Might Go All Right in the Nickel Houses; Certainly is Not Big-League
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This might go all right in the five and ten-cent
houses, but it wouldn't stand a chance alongside of
big-league stuff'. It is just common "movie" stuff and
is "just a picture" — nothing more. And you will have
to work quite a bit tt) i)ut this one over with any degree of success. Of course, if yours Is the kind of a
crowd that comes to your house every night in the
Aveek just because you have a nightly change, and
don't
demand
show them
this. much of their screen food, you can
But I would say that this is a good one to let the
other fellow have if you can get anything else just
as cheap. Of course, if you are looking for cheap
program stuff this is what you want. But it certainly
can't be classed as good screen entertainment.

Another thing that must be considered is the fact
that none of the players appearing in the film have
any box-oflice value. The star is certainly not very
well known even to the regulars, and if you do run
the film it is best to say nothing about anything but
the title. Spread all your ink on that, but don't claim
the picture is a "powerful drama of the Frozen
North" or anything like that. Just slip it by as softly
as i)()ssible.
This is meller stuff of the well-known brand, and
while there is not very much action to it, there is
plenty of "snow stuff." If you think your folks might
fall for it just because they are going to see some
scenes in the snow-covered woods, all right; but if
they are the sort of crowd that demands a fairly
strong story well presented this will only make them
feel sore at having wasted an hour or so.

KNOWLEDGE
IS POWER

If You Want To Know
About A Certain Production
Who Produced It
Who Was The Star
Who Directed It
What Cameraman Shot It
Who Has It
Or Foreign Production
Or Copyright Laws
Or Censorship
Or First Run Houses
Etc. - Etc.

WID'S 1919 YEAR BOOK
Will Tell You

CLOP
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Moderately Good Program Stuff with Numerous
Latter Reels
Olive Tell in
((

e Trap"
ThUniversal
DIRECTOR
AUTHORS

Frank
Reicher
Richard
Harding Davis and Jules
Eckert Goodman.
SCENARIO BY
Eve Unsell
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Just moderately
good program
stuff; early reels rather slow and full of dia=
logue; latter reels more suspenseful and had
some good situations.
STORY
Adapted
from the stage play; a story
of elemental emotions that reaches from the
Yukon to New York.
DIRECTION
Generally good, but used close=up
padding quite often; held up suspense very
well toward last.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Averaged very good
LIGHTINGS
Nothing
special
CAMERA
WORK
Very fair
STAR
Is not wonderfully emotional, but gave
an adequate enough performance.
SUPPORT
Up to the needs of their parts; in=
eluded Sidney Mason, Jere Austin, Rod La
Rocque,
Tallulah
Bankhead,
Joseph
Burke
and Earl Schenck.
EXTERIORS
Many snow scenes in early reels;
Yukon atmosphere generally held up.
INTERIORS
Fitted the action; numerous
very
fair sets built.
DETAIL
Received a proper amount of attention,
with one or two very slight slips.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Misguided
marriage
in Yukon and later blackmail in New York;
harmless
meller.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,455 feet
THERE is not much really outstauding about "The
Trap." It is a good enough picture, in its way,
but it can't be classed among the big-league stuff. It
is just a moderately good program offering, having
no chiim to designation as a special but its footage —
some of whicli is excess.
As has been the case of many
other stage plays
transferred to the screen, difficulty evidently was en-

b

Fair Situations in

countered with this one in getting enough action
into the early reels to account fully for the large
allotment of screen time given to registering much
dialogue. Scenario writer and director made considerable effort to bring the material up to footage,
but it was not until two reels had been run that
things began to take definite enougli shajie to be really
suspenseful and of more than passing interest.
All of the first two reels — and just a trifle more —
were almost like the first act of a play. True enough,
there were a few fair situations, but none of them
deeply dramatic. The greater part of the early action toolc place inside two cabins, with a few scenes
outside. This caused just a bit of monotony of scene,
. altliougli the time was used in planting facts essential
to that which was to follow.
This early footage was devoted tfi things that occurred five years before the real interesting things
began to happen. The action took place in the Yukon,
where a lonesome j'oung school teacher married a man
during the absence of her father on a prospecting trip.
The bridegroom's brother, who was in love witli the
girl, was also on the trip witli the girl's father.
The husband proved a rotter and the girl l(>ft him.
Then the father returned, followed later by the good
brother, who had struck pay dirt.
Also in the North the girl had met a young New
York broker, and a love interest was developed — the
girl having reason to believe her husband dead. The
girl, her father, and the young broker left the Yukon
for New York.
Then the action shifted to New Y'ork. where the girl
was happily married to the young broker. Things
began to pep up in a dramatic way. and several quite
good situations followed each other with a fair degree of rapidity and interesting plot twists and turns.
It was in these later passages that things l)ecame just
about enough complicated to keep up suspense but
not sufficiently involved to distract interest.
Tlie picture
gets the
its villain
title from
the film's
situation,
in which
is trapped
in thebiggest
office
of the worthy young man who was once the girl's
father's
se(iuencesprospecting
the villain partner.
is killed, Through
but it is well-sustained
not until the
denouement comes, quite a bit later, that the tension
is let down and it is seen that the girl killed the villain
justifiably.
And the ending is happy, as usual.

Make No Claims as to This One Being a Big Special — Just Good
Program Stuff
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In the smaller houses this should get a play because

it will please a crowd that likes elemental stuff" fairly
well done. But the film is not one that could get a
very big response before the more wise and more
critical fans. It is a picture that holds to an average
of middlcuf ss — the sort of a picture that would neither
grtatly please or greatly displease the average patron.
It just holds to a middle line and only once in a while
gets a degree or two above that middle line.
Hut you need not worry about this one if it comes
to you on conlract. It is not a bad picture by auy
means; neither is it a big special to go wild over.
And don't be too extravagant in your claims. Play up
the fact I hat the picture was adapted from the play
Richard Harding Davis and .Tules Eckert Goodman.

Of course, you are the best judge of what kind of
a puller Olive Tell is with your crowd, and on her
>;tanding with the folks in your locality you must
base the amount of featuring she gets in your exploitation. If she is not so very well known the best
thing
to
do is just go strong on the title and Davi.s'
name.
The title is one that lends itself to teaser advertising if you ofgo any
in forgreat
that advertising
sort of stuff', angles.
but is notItoneis
productive
simply an offering that sticks to a fairly good average.
If you ran any of the star's other pictures with any
degree of success you might call attention to them.
She has appeared in Metro's "To Hell with the Kaiser" and "Secret Strings." She also was the star in
"The Girl and the Judge."
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Entertaining Production Helped Decidedly by Personalities
and Little Touches
Vivian Martin in

"The Third Kiss"
Lasky=Paraniount
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
CAMERAMAN

Robert Vignola
Edith Kennedy
Franlc E. Qarbutt

AS A WHOLE
Very pleasing production of slen=
der story that holds; players excellent.
STORY
Not particularly big and fairly obvious
at times, but holds splendidly because of treat=
ment and personalities.
DIRECTION
Registered interesting atmosphere
and many delightful little touches; kept play=
ers human.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally
excellent
LIGHTINGS
Many very good bits; occasionally
ordinary.
CAMERA WORK
Averaged good
STAR

Very pleasing indeed;
terially.

will help her ma-

SUPPORT

Ellis, Ford and Miss Kirkham very
good; many splendid types.
EXTERIORS
Quite satisfactory
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Nothing that jarred
CHARACTER OF STORY
Double romance with
meller touches, but cannot offend.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,700 feet

THIS should please anywhere. Director Bob Vignola
Is deserving of particular credit in keeping the main
situation nicely tied together by little touches that held
the interest, and also, particularly, for keeping all
of the players human throughout.
;\Iiss Martin has been handicapped by some very
weak productions, but her work in this ranks with
anything she has done in the past, and she has done
some very good things, so that I would say she should
prove an excellent bet, properly handled, in the future.
The story is a cross- purpose romance between two
couples with interlocking interests which works out
very logically and satisfactorily when they all come to
their senses.
Bob Ellis is quite pleasing as the husband of Kathleen Kirkham, who registers a nice characterization,
and Harrison Ford puts over some splendid situations,
without overacting, as the friend of Ellis who sacrifices himself by marrying Miss Martin to save Ellis
from scandal, with the net result that he finds, later
on, that he is really very much in love with Miss
Martin.
There is an early plant of a crazed woman who seeks
to burn the granddaughter of a man who owned a box
factory, so that we suspected that Miss Martin would
turn out to be that granddaughter and when she does
and the old lady catches her in a tenement alone we
have a melodramatic finish of hero coming to rescue
Vivian from the fire. This is nicely handled, considering its rather hackneyed plot value, and the director
has given the proper speed to the sequence to put it
over nicely.
Considered as a production, I would say that this is
sure fire as entertainment, because it holds all the
way and has no real weakness from an entertainment
viewpoint.
Included in the cast were: Thomas D. Persse, Edna
Mae Cooper and Jane Keckley.

Miss Martin Excellent, But May Bring More Money Billed
on Title Alone
Box

Office

Analysis

This has a splendid title, and despite the fact that
Hiss Martin is excellent in the production I believe it
ivould be advisable to bill this straight on the title
ivithout mentioning her as the star, because she has
I so many weak productions that some folks might
y away who, if they came to see "The Third Kiss"
lot knowing she was in it, would like her very much in
he production. This is rather a peculiar situation, but
on all know that the star series system with its many
veak sisters has lowered the box ofiice value of some of
>ur stars, and that value can be rebuilt by getting the
ans back into the houses to see these stars give an
xccllent performance in a good production.
'The Third Kiss" is not only a very attractive title,
ait the story has been built along lines which justify
he title, and the title helps hold the interest without
t any time anticipating the finale of the story.
Harrison Ford and Bob Ellis are both excellent in
lis, and could be mentioned in the advertising along
itb Miss Kirkham; but it really seems to me that it
|rould be advisable not to mention Miss Martin, but to

for

the

Exhibitor

go after the film on the basis of an intensely interesting love clash with a special cast. Instead of such
a policy being an injustice to Miss Martin, it strikes
me that it will help her because it will make friends
of many w^ho might be antagonistic now because of the
weaknesses of many of her productions in the past.
I have always felt that Miss Martin is a very capable little personality, because she has done some very
splendid things, beginning as far back as the well-remembered "Wishing Ring," and, of course, if your
fans, as they do in some communities, really like Miss
Martin, then it is good business to play her up strong
and give your assurance that this is a pleasing bit of
entertainment.
The title, "The Third Kiss," naturally lends itself
to splendid teaser campaigns, and you could well afford
to start worrying them with a campaign on this a week
or ten days before you announce the date. In this
campaign do not tell them that it is a film to be
shown at your theater. You might play up particularly
the line which fits into the story: "Was the third kiss
a warning or a promise?"
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Screened Biography of One of World's Most Wonderful Women
Helen

Keller

in

>»

"Deliverance
Presented

by

Edwin

Liebfreed
Miller

and

Francis

Trevelyn

DIRECTOR
Qeorge
Foster Piatt
AUTHOR
Francis Trevelyn Miller
SCENARIO
BY
Francis Trevelyn
Miller
EDITED AND TITLED BY. . Joseph White Farnham
CAMERAMEN. . . Arthur Todd and Lawrence Fowler
AS A WHOLE
Very lengthy screen biography
of the life and accomplishments of one of the
age's most wonderful women; touches many
ends of philospohy and the like, but cannot
be classed as entertainment.
STORY
Most of it taken from the life of Helen
Keller; some narrati\e injected for contrast.
DIRECTION
Not always of the best, considered
from the dramatic angle; material sometimes
caused limitations also.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good all the way through
LIGHTINGS
Conventional
CAMERA WORK. . . Straight stuff for the most part
STAR
Miss Keller herself appears
in only the
latter footage; makes no attempt to be any=
thing other than her real self.
SUPPORT
A big cast of professionals selected
to fit the parts they played, all things con=
sidered.
EXTERIORS
Suited the needs as to locale, etc.
INTERIORS
Nothing
extraordinarily
elaborate,
but had much variety.
DETAIL
The real thing used wherever possible;
passing of time in Miss Keller's life not al=
ways watched carefully.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Visualized
biography
sprinkled with pictured philosophy.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 9,500 feet
"lAELIVERANCE" fsuniot be classofl as entertaiii■'-' inciit. In the popular meauing of the term. Interest attiU-hes to it only in tliat it is the visualized
bio^'raphy to date of one of the world's most wouderful women — a woman who. despite the fact tliat she

is blind and deaf, and who for a long time was dum'o,
has proved to the world the power of the intellij^ence.
Sincerel.y, truthfully, and in sreat detail does the
tilm go into the life of Miss Keller from early ehildhood to the present time. It touches the psychology
of the child's mind when handicapped so greatly early
in life. "and follows that psychology through the days
when light came through knowledge. Also the tilm
has allegorical references to the triumph of Knowledge
over Ignorance as proven in the life of Miss Keller,
and, in a deeper sense, is propaganda against pessimism and against the disbelief in (iod that sometimes
follows when things occur in I.,ife over which mortals
have no ciuitrol. It contains also much of the beautiful idiilosophy that already has been given the worlil
through
dreams. Miss Keller's works, and often visualizes her
The picture is in three act.s — its running tinu' is
about two solid hours. The first act is titled Childhood; .the second. Maidenhood: the third. Womanhood.
It is only in the third act that Miss Keller appears
herself. Also this act shows Miss Keller's life-long
conipani(Mi and teacher. Anne Sullivan (Mrs. Macyi:
Helen's mother; her brother, Philips Brooks Keller,
and Polly Thompson. Miss Keller's secreiary. The
third episode shows Miss Keller in her home doing
many things that have made her famous. The Womanhood act alone contains much of the philosophic
dreams, ambitions, and works of Miss Keller.
Tlie first act shows a little girl playing the part
of ;\Iiss Keller as a child. All of the screened matter
shown is based on Miss Keller's actual life, and tlie
end of the episode brings her to the point where sh(>
has learned many thiugs in a remarkably short time.
The second eiiisode shows how she went through
school and later through college. In this episode Miss
Keller was represented l)y Ann Mason. It was during
this period of her life that ^liss Keller met many of
the world's celebrities. These celebrities are repr(>sented on the screen.
In the film a play was made for the spectacular
once and a while through the medium of mob scenes,
siren songs, fairy-dancers, and the like. And the
film's piirpose is to bring Miss Keller's message of
liope to the world.
The cast is a very big one, and contains a few
names quite well known to picture patrons.

Cannot Be Considered Purely As Entertainment; Shows Life of
Remarkable Individual

re

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In the first place, this picture cannot be considered
purely as a photoplay exactly suited to general circulation as screen entertainment. It is the story of a
wonderful
life strtiggle
and
follows factwoman's
quite closely.
It isagainst
not a darkness,
tremendously
dramatic picture in itself, but rather can be considered
as the life story of a woman whose accomplishments,
despite her physical handicaps, have made her known
around the world.
There is no doubt th.it a great number of persons
will come to see the pictiu-e out of curiosity, Isut the
fact remains that they will not be entertained. There
is much to be said of the educational value of the picture, but the film is too lengthy to hold interest unless the viewer is interested enough in Miss Keller's
life itself to be willing to have it shown in ten reels
or so.
That fact must be considered — also the fact that because of the jiicture's length you will have to figure on

at the very most onl.v three performances
aj iitli
day.
muchj
S
I doutit very much
that you could make
givm
money with this sub.iect unless
.vou could draw patronage from outside the bound.- of your own locality. ile{
It might go all right as a road attraction in a downU
town house, and then only if exphuted in a showman
like manner.
As a five-reeler the offering would bei; ik
good stulf anywhere,' but it's a pretty hard job thesei
days to hold a crowd for ten reels or so.
The film uuduobtedly
will get eudorsements
from
college
of "highbrows."
but, i^
I repeat,professors
you cannotandgetallit sorts
by solely
as entertainmeut,|
to
'"""' '
make ait hit
will notbecause
it merelv
and it
treat folks
of the are
lifeready
of sucti
like
does unless
a wonderful
woman
as Helen Keller.
Those
folks
are sure to ap])laud the piece quite often — giving hom
age more to Miss Keller than the film itself.
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Dramatic Visualization of Labor Unrest Problem Hits Many
High Spots
Dorothy

Phillips in

"The Right to Happiness"
Universal Special
DIRECTOR
Allen Holubar
AUTHOR
Allen Holubar
SCENARIO BY
Olga Linek Scholl
CAMERAMEN
Harry
Harris, Al. Lathem
and
Norman Dawn.
AS A WHOLE
Exceptionally
timely labor un=
rest propaganda
film with some
excellent
dramatic
kicks.
STORY
Covers
coincidences
rather reasonably
and builds to good moments in presenting so=
lution of labor problem.
DIRECTION
Registered excellent tempo in dra=
matic sequences and made characters human
enough to give big moments good kick.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally
soft without
losing
clean=cut value.
LIGHTINGS
Many very effective bits; generally
quite pleasing.
CAMERA
WORK
Generally excellent
STAR
Had exceptional opportunity in dual role
and registered
nice contrast, giving anar=
chist girl splendid characterization.
SUPPORT
Very good types; nicely handled
throughout;
Anderson
particularly
effective.
EXTERIORS
Some very pretty shots; Russian
street sets nicely handled.
INTERIORS
Generally
satisfactory,
although
some of wealthy home sets somewhat over=
dressed.
DETAIL
Good, except inefficient factory too ex=
treme, and mob
attack on country
home
rather artificial.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Will have exceptional
appeal with all employed class.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,886 feet
THIS should certainly be one of the big pictui-es this
year, because Allen Holubar,
who is one of the
most promising of the young directors, has visualized

(luito satisfactorily a very big and timely theme, and
has made the characters in his story sufficiently human to give a good kick to the important moments
whicli develop dramatic climaxes.
Without doubt the labor unrest i)robleni is all imliortant now tliat the war is over, and starting off
with a whirlwind, rapid-fire visualization of the Russian revolutionary activities the director has brought
us quickly to the present situation in this country.
By using a massacre of 1S9S as a basis for the
separation of two American girls, twins of a tender
age. we find Miss Doroth.v Philli|)s. when the main
story liegins. i)laying a dual role of decided contrast.
One sister was rescued and adopted by a Russian
family, with the result that she grew up in a hotbed of revolution and became a leader of the anarchists, while the other sister, brought to America by
her fath(>r. grew up as thousands of .voimg American
girls do whose fathers are devoting most of their time
to a money-mad business career.
The Russian scenes started the production off with
a bang. Etfeetive lighting and good doxible exposure
work which brought in a storm, with one child rescued
from the fire by a Russian wolf hound, and the other
escaping into the ruins of the village carrying a kitten, gave us the ])leasing combination of big melodramatic clashes and little human
touches.
Each girl had a love story, with Robert Anderson,
doing an exceptional bit of work as the right thinking
.voung Russian ver.y much in love with Miss Phillips,
the anai'chist. William Stowell was a good straight
hero, with Stanhope Whe.-itcroft cast as the idler,
(ienei'ally ^Nlr, HoUibar hit on high in registering his
import;int moments, and the stor.y held very .well, except in two points tliat seemed rather v>eak. I believe
the propaganda would have been tremendousl.v stronger
if the inefficient factory of the father had not been
shown to have been quite so extreme. The .greater
weakness Avas in the failure to properly build up to
the attack on the Long Island home of the father.
This came quite suddenly, and as a result was very
much movie- mob -on -location.
Others in the cast were: Henry Barrows. Winter
Hall. Margaret Mann
ami Alma Bennett.

A Sure Fire Special that Will Glean Up If Properly Handled
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Surely this is a special, and if you handle it right
it should be a very big money getter.
The success of Allen Holubar's "Heart of Humanity" is going to help you a lot in presenting this,
and yon certainly realize the importanc-e of being able
to advertise this as a tremendous dramatic visualization
of an intelligent solution of the problem of labor unrest.
The manner in which the Russian revolutionary factors have been brought into the story make it possible
for you to go after this with such lines as, "Are you
going to listen to a Russian Red?" "Do you believe
in revolution or construction','" "What is the answer
to the II. C. L?" — See 'The Right to Happiness'."
Naturally you can understand that this production
gives Dorothy
Phillips a wonderful opportunity,
and
he certainly delivers, particularly in the part of the
Russian anarchist.
I want to suggest to you, how-

over, that while yon should give Miss Pliillips sufficient prominence, and also particularly call attention
to the fact that this is an Allen Holubar production.
I believe you will .get bigger box office results by concentr.-iting to a certain degree upon the propaganda
elements in the story.
Unless you make it very clear as to .iust what the
theme of this is. your title is not going to register.
It will be necessary to plant definitely in the minds of
all your possible cash customers that this is a big
dramatic propaganda special, or they will glance at
the title and have a fleeting impression of something
light and frothy. If you emphasize the character of
the production, however, the title has a real kick in
it. because the main underlying thought back of all
the labor unrest is their demand of the "right to
happiness."
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Just how wise are films fans, anyway?
{Continued from Page 2)

"fewer and better pictures" and proceed very
rapidly to make them.
Mr. Wilson says, and it is undoubtedly true,
that the formula films have been driving real
patrons from the theaters. Every intelligent film
man has known this and the exhibitor who does
not realize this is going to suddenly find himself
in the hands of a receiver, because from now
on the only way to make good with the public
is to give them real entertainment and tell them
the truth in your advertising. The folks who
daily contribute the millions in coin which go
to feed this wonderful industry have become
mighty wise. From now on they are going to
demand value for their money or else seek other
amusement.
This is not a calamity howl, because no one
realizes more clearly than I do that this industry
is changing much more rapidly than most of you
believe. The producers are sincerely and earnestly striving to make better productions. They
are spending more money thati ever before ;
directors are being given more authority where
they have ability to justify it. More attention
is being paid to story material, and from every
viewpoint the next year will certainly be a tremendous step forward, because the open market
will absolutely kill off the picture which lacks
merit. It will also equalize the question of booking returns on a film, because the film which gets
big money as rentals and fails to make good will
slump decidedly after the early runs, while the
film which makes good in the early runs will
continue to be in demand for a long while at
big prices.
When we were flooded with policy announcements this Summer, many exhibitors began to

get uneasy, because they have. a natural distrust
of anything the producers proposes, and with
good reason, because generally they have been
bunked in the past. But the fact remains, and
it cannot be denied, that the only basis upon
which this wonderful industry can ever get to
a sound footing is that of open market and booking on merit. That is the best thing for the exhibitor, and it is certainly the only possible means
of giving the producer the proper incentive, to
make real pictures instead of dishing out junk.
The days of actual trial for open booking are
at hand, and I know that in six months every
intelligent exhibitor who plays ball on the open
market basis is going to be delighted with the
results, because it gives him a chance to get what
he wants at a price he can afford to pay, and
makes it possible for him to laugh with glee
when he sees a bunch of junk that he might have
had to take under the old contract system, because
the best of them will slip, and any of the standard companies are liable to make a mistake in
the seleciion of story, director or star, which will
result in a production that will land with a sickening thud, which wallop generally puts the kibosh
on good old Mr. "B-O-R" (Box office receipts).
Read what Mr. Wilson had to say in that very
widely circulated weekly. The Saturday Evening
Post, and then give some serious thought to the
fact that this year you have to make good to
your public or give way to somebody who knows
how to do it.
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Yes, They Live and Breathe
Mutt

and

Jeff

are

actual

men

who

are

screened

From all parts of the world William Fox has received communications
JEFF are really living persons or FICTITIOUS
characters.

by

y

modesty

asking if MUTT

and

Believing YOU, as a READER of this paper, are entitled to the frank TRUTH regarding Capt.
Fisher's best friends, we will REVEAL a SECRET.
Mr. Mutt in everyday life is Archibald J. Mutt. He is a BOILER MAKER, 43 years old, with
the slight affliction of Rheumatism. He LIVES at 427 Piccolo Avenue, The Bronx. Mr. Mutt is.
employed by the New York Central Railroad, and in the recent strike was spokesman for the Nut
department of the boiler division. Mr. Mutt has TEN children and ONE wife. He pays $17 a month
RENT and takes a Turkish BATH every four calendar WEEKS. Among his FADS are having his
shoes SHINED
and having his hair CUT on each Friday falling on the 13th.
Bud

As for Jeff, he is Edgar Horace Jeff. He is 51 years old, TIMID and BASHFUL, and through
years of faithful SERVICE as a tender of bar, his only physical AFFLICTIONS are small corns and
LARGE
bunions.
In his dancing shoes he measures 4 feet 10 inches.
THE

MEASUREMENTS

MR. MUTT
Height
Weight
Chest
Hat Size

6 ft. 6 in.
118 lbs.
22 inches
67/8

MR.

JEFF

4 ft. 10 in.
ii8i/i lbs.
49 inches
7%

Mr. Jeff, an advocate of the Rooseveltian theory, is directly RESPONSIBLE
children, but, UNFORTUNATELY,
he is a WIDOWER.

for a familv of 12

Iji the best social circles of the Bronx, it is ASSERTED that Mr. Jeff is engaged to marry the
FASCINATING
widow,
Mrs. Katrinka
Kaltenblatz, who is the happy mother of 8 children, all living.
Mrs. Kaltenblatz presides over one of the most ATTRACTIVE delicatessen shops in the Bronx,
the AROMA of which RIVALS that of the CELEBRATED perfume factories of France. Recently
this social leader broke her RIGHT arm while HANGING out the family wash. She fell THREE
stories.
Capt. Fisher advises that Mr. Mutt and Mr. Jeff have both received MEDALS
a film salesman after a DESPERATE encounter.

for having SHOT

Mr. Jeff RESIDES at 1474 Unconscious Avenue, The Bronx, a HOME he selected because it
was near the Pinochle parlor at 2555 Webster Avenue, where nightly he PLAYS for modest stakes
with Mr. Mutt, on which FREQUENT occasions he is usually OUT of luck.
Always they are Captain Fisher's guests.
It is of interest to KNOW that Capt. Bud Fisher first met Mutt and Jeff at the UNITED
FIREMEN'S
BALL, in Canarsie, where they were RIVALS for dancing
HONORS.
We must ADD that Mr. Mutt and Mr. Jeff are BOTH
very SERIOUS men.
They

live their lives QUIETLY

but with SPEED.

They are CAREFUL, saving, and vet generous and none may
ANCE to a needy FRIEND.

say they ever denied ASSIST=

IF YOU, as a reader of THIS newspaper, desire more information regarding these INTER=
ESTING gentlemen, you are invited to see them in their MASTERPIECES of comicosity.
The next releases at Fox Exchanges of Mutt and Jeff cartoons are "Sound Your A," "The Frozen
North," "Hard Lions," "All That Glitters Is Not," "Everybody's Doing It," "Mutt and Jeff in
Spain," "Honest Booking Agents," "New York Night Life," "Bound in Spaghetti," "In the Movies,"
"Window Cleaners," "Confessions of a Telephone Girl," "The Plumbers."

\OU SEE THIS GOLDWYN
-BEFORE
YOU
BOOK

PICTURE IT

MoM>'s Your
Pedigree ?
Was your grandfather a butcher?
Did your great-aunt do washing
for a living? Let 's hope you
aren't burdened with an ancestry
that includes coats of arms and
relation to royalty.
How's your pedigree? Are yo\i
ashamed of it? What do you say
about ii?

By Jerome K. Jerome
Madge Kennedy was never better placed or better played.

This

is the fascinating idea in Goldwyn's own favorite picture.
How's your pedigree? Full house standard? Overflowing boxoffice records? This picture seems to us to be Madge Kennedy's
best, and by far the best picture of its sort of the year.
You decide — see it first.
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Muddle is Clearing

rimes Sq. Theaters

Northwest
Exhibitors
Followed
Wrong Tack — Exchangemen Have
Faith in Clemmer

to Build at B'way and 45th St.
>ver $2,000,000 for Property
lone — Plans Office Building
reus Loew took film circles by
ise Saturday when it became
n that he had engineered one

e b-'ggest deals ever put across
e Times Square theatrical disBy the deal Loew acquires
;rty that will permit of the
ng of one theater on 46th St.
picture house directly opposite
>Iew York theater on 45th St.
; property bought for $2,200,000
itutes the northeast corner of
St. and Broadway. The en)lot has a footage of 120 feet
roadway, 152 feet on 45th St.
03 feet on 46th St. Besides the
ng of two theaters, Loew will
a 16-story office building on
iite.
property
now controlled
by
at present has a number
of
stores on it, facing Broadway.
s necessary to purchase a small
e and
several
small
apartbuildings in order to round
he complete
site.
office building will be built
e corner of Broadway and 45th
One theater will have its en; on 46th St. Nothing defin)uld be learned but this it is
stood, will be used for legitiattractions. _ The 4Sth St. theaill be for pictures.

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
clearing.
Seattle
— The situation here is
At the meeting of the Northwestern Film Board of Trade it was
decided not to take any immediate
action on the "lay off" policy of the
Northwestern Exhibitors Circuit.
It is the general opinion here that
the letter of H. B. Wright, the secretary of the circuit was much
stronger in tone than was originally
planned.
Exchangemen here say they have
confidence in the fairness of any
organization headed by James Q.
Clemmer.

Kathlyn
in "Her

Williams,
Kingdom

one of the all- star cast supporting Anita Stewart
of Dreams," a First National attraction. •Advt.

More from Censors

Battle On

Mayer Substituting
Between
Clemmer
Views of Kansas Board — Serials Bad In Northwest Herberg
for Young Folks
Group and Jensen and Von
H. Mayer has arrived in New
to handle exchange publicity
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
absence of Harry Rice who is
Topeka,
Kan. — In its annual re{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Mayer was in Cincinnati for
Seattle. — The situation in the Paport filed with Governor Capper the
Irsal.
cific Northwest just now looks like
Kansas State Board of Review (Censors) says in part:
a line-up for another battle of giants.
There is nothing before the American peo- Everybody vvho is at all familiai
ple today possessing greater possibilities for with the motion picture situation in
No. 180
usefulness than the film enterprise; hence
it is a matter of regret that all producers different parts of the country knows
and manufacturers do not follow the exam- about the six-year fight for supreple of a few and raise the standard of their
macy in Seattle between James Qproductions to meet tne demand of right- Clemmer and the company headed
By Jack Alicoate
minded people for a cleaner and better exhibition of their art. A majority of the by Jensen and Von Herbert.
ANY times questions arise
films presented for censorship deal directly
with crime, depicting all possible phases of finest
When theaters
the latter
built
about a production — who
in the
Cv ' thee
it, and when we consider that these films
iduced it?— Who was the
do not reach adult audiences exclusively, Liberty and the Coliseum, and gambut that children of all ages view them, the
ed control of two other big downr or director? — What camdisastrous effects upon young, plastic minds
town theaters, it looked as if Clemare readily seen. The strongest possible
;man shot it?— How long
mer, with his 1,000-seat house, was
impression made upon these young minds
S -it? — What exchange has
comes through the eyes, thus greater dam- doie for. But he wasn't. He manage is being done to the children and youth
^— These and thousands of
aged to get Guterson and his Rusof our land by bad pictures than ever came
sian orchestra, which had become
ler questions are answered
from the cheap yellow-back literature of the
Nick Carter variety a generation a^o. We very popular while at the Coliseum,
WID'S 1919 YEAR BOOK
seem to be passing through a similar ex- and he made his house distinctive by
Vs an authentic reference
perience in the picture world today that we
)k it is invaluable — as an
experienced in the literary world yesterday. paying a great deal of attention and
The greatest harm to the young people calling his patrons' attention to the
^ertising medium it is the
doubtless
comes
through
the serials which m. ical program. He advertised his
Jortunity of the year.
{Continued on Page ?)
{Continued on Page 2)

jLittle Ad Talks

Price 5 Cents

H. B. Wright has issued the followmg statement to WID'S DAILY
in
explanation of the circuit's actions:
"The organization has never attempted any boycott whatever and
a ^thorough perusal of report number 4 and the confidential letter will
show proof of the intentions of the
circuit to pay for pictures what they
are worth.
The Northwestern Exhibitors
Circuit is confident that when the
matter is entirely thrashed out it
will be shown that the circuit is
doing business on a 'live and let
live' basis. I deny absolutely that
there is anythin in the circuit's
dealings showing grestraint of trade.
We are working at all times to keep
legitimate competition open and for
the betterment
of the industry."

Abrams Sailing Soon
United Artists Manager May Establish Exchanges in Europe
Hiram Abrams will make his
European trip sometime in September. The exact date has as yet not
been set.
There is a strong possibility that
the Uriited Artists will establish
their own exchanges in Europe in
order to assure foreign exhibitors of
"direct distribution."
Farnum Working in New Studio
Los Angeles — Starting with "The
Honor of the Family" Dustin Farmum will make all his films for
United Pictures at the Astra studio
under general direction of L. J. Gasnier.
_ All tions
other
will beUnited
made Coast
at theproducAstra
studios as well.
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Quotations
Bid. Asked.

Last Sale
Famous Players.. 95
95^
95
Triange
Ill
World Film
—
—
H
Five World Films in Sept.
World Films will release 5 features in September.
They are:
"The Battler," Sept. 1, with Virginia Hammond and Earl Metcalfe.
"His Father's Wife," Sept. 8, with
June Elvidge.
"Forest Rivals," Sept. 15, with Arthur Ashley and Dorothy Green.
"The Oakdale Affair," Sept. 22,
with Evelyn Greeley.
"Miss Crusoe," Sept. 29, with Virginia Hammond.

When
You See
"A Little Brother
of the Rich"
You will know what
Universal can do

An all-star cast —
Frank Mayo
Kathryn Adams
J. Barney Sherry
Lilly Leslie

Big Exchange

PAILV

More from Censors

Building for Omaha to Cost Over
{Continued from Page 1)
are a succession of crime and hold their
$250,000
interest and enthusiasm through the vivid
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
of impossible feats. It is a deOmaha, Neb. — Omaha is to have a portrayal plorable
fact that there has been a surfeit
of
this
kind
productions, and when hope
new ten-story film exchange build- is revived inof the
of right thinking
ing. It is to be erected this fall at people that this classminds
of pictures has reached
Tenth and Harney Sts., and is to its limit through a waning public sentiment, lo! new ones are brought forth and
cost more than $250,000. George
upon young imaginations conWarren Smith, millionaire of Wat- the bad tinueseffect
and the wreckage thus wrought canterton Park, Me., owner of the site,
not be estimated.
Another class of pictures which is a close
will erect the building. On the first
of the serial in its baneful effects is the
floor will be stores for film acces- rival
class dealing with sex relations, and which
sories, and the upper floors will con- .depicts, in every walk of life, the betrayal
tain film ofiices, display rooms and of young girls and unsuspecting women.
producer with whom we remonstrated for
vaults. -There will be one big screen- One
producing this class of films defended hi»
ing room.
course by stating that it was true to life,
Omaha has long felt the need of and simply gave a screen version of things
occurring. This class of pictures,
an exchange building. Exchange actually
to r^lize, is on the increase, and the
managers have been fogged to give sad
alarming increase of sex vice is leading
private screenings of big releases at students of existing conditions to link the
unheard of hours in the big down- two together, making motion pictures which
subjects a cause, and the detown houses. Arrangements could treat of these
moralized condition of young men and women
not be perfected so that outside exhi- of the present day the effect. Pictures that
bitors could be invited to the city deal with vice of the underworld, and are
pres-ented for the purposes of comwith the assurance that they would ofttimes mercial
gain, are no doubt contributing in
get to see the screening.
large measure to this particular immorality.
The exchanges have been scattered Censors are frequently criticised, and unjustly so, by the public for permitting a pichere and there about the city, unable
ture that deals in any sense with this vile
to find satisfactory quarters; forced part of criminal life to be exhibited. They
to put up with second-story rooms in do not realize the magnitude of the manysided responsibility of a censor, as well as
buildings that were not much better the
limitations of the law. In some cases,
than fire traps, and in inaccessible where it is possible to eliminate the objecplaces. Omaha has more than a
tionable features of such films and give to
score of large exchanges, which can the public an otherwise clean picture, it is
rather than reject it outright, which
easily fill the available space in a done
latter action woujd work a very great hardlarge downtown building.
ship with the releasing company.
Another class of films that cause censors
The proposed site is between the
sorrow and vexation of spirit is the socity proper and the main depots, called
comedy of the slap-stick variety. Much
right on the street car line. It is an of it has
been of such disgusting character,
of
vulgar
situations and evil suggestiveness
admirable place for such a building.
that
we
have protested long and loud
William Duke Harrison of Nev^
against the production of it.
York, has been retained as architect
for the film building in Omaha.
Smashing a Record
The idea for a film exchange building here was fostered by the Omaha
Asbury Park, N. J.— Stephen PawFilm exchange and was strengthened ley of the Lyric reports that "The
by the recent visit of a representa- Man Who Stayed At Home" smashtive of the Eastman
Company.
ed a three-day record at his theater.

Wonder what the National A^
tion
is going to do about the i
TODAY,

Jury Buys Metre

Englishman in $2,500,000 . Dei
Entire Output of Compai
Sir William Jury, of Jury.i
one of the largest film men in:
land has purchased the entire
and Screen Classics productiot
two years. The deal is said ij

$2,500,000.
Jury has 200 hundred theat
England and besides them pla'
building of three new picture 1:
to equal anything in this cout;
Films At Academy

The this
features
Fox'sbe Acade
Music
weekat will
as fi
Creighton Hale in "The 13th
and Dorothy Gish in "Nugget
For the end of the week
Keenan in "The World Aflam
Bessie Barriscale in "Her Pu .

Three "U" Plays in Making
Simlee Buys from Pionct
Lustig on Tour
Simlee Film Co. of Pittsbun
Universal has started three produc
Los Angeles.— Harry Lustig, west
City.
They are purchased "Virtuous Sinners/i
coast representative of Metro, has tions at Universal
left his offices for a tour of the Pa- Elmo Lincoln in "The Beach ComPrice."
Sins
of from
the Children"
and 'j
Pioneer Film.
I
cific Coast exchanges. He will be
ber," Frank Mayo in "Lasca"
and ment"
covers
western PensylvaniiJ
gone five weeks.
all"Ambition"
star cast in with
"Betty
Reforms."
Dorothy Phillips West Virginia.
[Vvill be started this week.
Hayakawa in Superior Brand
The Sessue Hayakawa film in SepMonroe Salisbury has finished
tember will mark that star's entrance
into the Superior Brand releases "The Divorced Wife" under direction of Douglas Gerrard.
through Robertson-Cole.

THE

[MPLOY[RS tlElDiHAD NO
COMPENSATION INSURANCE

We Place Insurance for

HUMPHREY
PICTURES
(Watch this space for others)

State Industrial Commission Gets Busy.
Three employers found that the State Industrial Commission is
earnest in its intention to enforce the compensation law when they
were hailed into court and held in $100 bail yesterday morning
by 'Magistrate William Blau in Harlem Court for trial at Special
Sessions on charges of failing to provide insurance under the Workmen's Compensation act. I^ecently John Mitchell, chief of the
State would
Industrial
Commission',unless
issuedthey
a warning
employers
that
they
be prosecuted
secured to
payment
of compensation as the law provides — Journal of Commerce.

UELS
BEN CXM
REUJitFurance
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•
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that larger audience:
attend plays that Ritchey
pesters advertise woulc
seem to indicate tha
the public associat*
great posters with goo<
photo-plays.

RITCHEli
Lll-UO.
CORP.

406W.31<tSt.,N.Y. rhone Chebea {

aM^
Getting In
Quiets

Panic When
Lobby
In — Shows Feature

PICTURE

THAT

{Continued from Page 1)

Caves

theater as the "House of Music," and
gave the musical program a prominent place in his newspaper advertising. In this way he kept steady
Cincinnati. — Panic in the Mars, a
neighborhood house threatened patronage
of the cultured classes of
the city.
when the lobby of that house recentThis did not, however, entirely
ly caved in under the weight of
several score of theatergoers who make up for the fact that he found it
time. to get the best pictures all the
had assembled to see "Daddy Long hard
Legs," was cleverly averted by the
The announcement of the formapresence of mind of Mrs. Louise
Smith, ticket-taker.
tion of the Northwest Exhibitors'
Refusing to allow the thought that Circuit, Inc., which first appeared in
25 persons were helpless in a mass WID'S, was frought with a wide
for the situation in Seattle
of concrete, splintered wood, elec- meaning
and in the entire Pacific Northwest.
tric fixtures and other debris, Mrs.
Smith made a bolt for the inside of Clemmer was announced a^ president of the new circuit, which could
the house as soon as she heard the
offer
to producers and distributors
crash and felt the accompanying
over 200 booking days for their speclatter of crushed cement.
cial productions.
A news weekly was being shown
and Von Herberg had been
when Mrs. Smith arrived inside. letJensen
in on the secret before it was
About 200 of the audience had left
announced but they had been unable
their seats and were crowding each to block the formation of the cirother in an effort to get to the door.
cuit. That did not mean, however,
Risking personal injury Mrs. Smith
that
they
were giving in to the inevblocked the main exit and shouted
itable. J.Von Herberg is not that
in a loud voice:
kind of a man.
He immediately started a circuit of
"Keep your seats," she shouted.
his own, only this was literally his
"There is no' danger."
She then ordered the operator to own, because what he started doing
quash the news weekly and im- was buying up choice locations in
mediately begin "Daddy Lon^ Legs."
of "the leading towns and cities
Sensing the emergency of the occa- some
of the Northwest, besides Portland
sion the operator speeded through and Butte, which are already conwith the introductory scenes knowtrolled by his company. Plans are
ing that once the picture was started now under way for the construction
the audience would become inter- of magnificent theaters on these loested.
cations, while in other key centers of
Mrs. Smith supervised the removal the territory he has gained control
of about twenty-five injured persons of theaters already in operation.
It looks like a fight to the finish.
to hospitals and drug stores, following her order that- the orchestra and In the meantime the people of the
organ should play the merriest music
possible.
{Special to WWS

DAILY)

Vilsonville, Neb. — Suppose you
od so solid in your city that the
cials would not permit another
aibitor to open a show there?
w can it be done? W. B. Hous\ who with O. H. Colling, oper\ the Rainbow Auditorium knows.
I did it.
fifteen pounds of dynamite and
le enterprise were used by Hous■, too, in breaking all records at
' house.
When I proposed going to Wilville I went directly to the city
ncil," said Houston. "I'm going
put up a big theater building in
I little town, with ofhces to rent
1 with space for a public audium," I told them. Wilsonville
!ady had an auditorium, but the
ncil, after seeing my plans, sold
or a store.
I put up a big building. I perall public gatherings there, free
charge, and we have many patri:, political and other meetings,
tell you. I let all men in uniform
free. The town band practices
my theater, heat and light free,
jook the very best of shows. I
lots of billboard space, the newslers, the telephone and teh mails,
I I bring people in from miles
und, including other towns.
Recently when another exhibitor
le to town and proposed starting
how, the council warned him not
do it. They said they would ret to let him have electrical curt. He didn't."
louston was chairman of [the
New Company Formed
irth of July celebration commitin Wilsonville. He booked a
{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
gram of short stufif, but the exAlbany, N. Y.— The Graphilm M.
nge sent him "Les Miserables." P. Corp., of Dover, Delaware, has
he'd have
had short
said, he been authorized by the Secretary of
uld
doubledstuff,
his herecord,
State to engage in business in New
'he program had to start on time
The corporation is capuston went to a hill nearby, and York State.
italized at $50,000 and proposes to
ched off fifteen pounds of dyna- build and to operate motion picture
e. It was heard for miles around, studios and to produce and exhibit
1 everybody started for Wilson- motion picture films. William M.
■;. The races were held in front Aydelotte of 120 Broadway, New
the theater. When they were York, has been designated as the
r and the crowd was wondering
representative. Stockat was next, an orchestra and a companies'
holders are: Samuel B. Howard,
sler started up, inviting them George V. Reilly and Robert K.
3 the show. Tliey came, and the Thistle of New York.
ater broke all records.
New Screen Perfected
New MacLaren Story
A luminous motion picture screen
Clothes of Treachery" written ^vhich is said to give life-like perspecBaroness Mahrah de Meyer has
tive to every scene projected on it
n purchased by Universal. It and to remove distortions is shortly
1 probably be used for Mary Mac- to be marketed by the Motion Pic•en.
ture Prod. Co. of America.
A

Battle On

Nervy Woman

it- Houston Cornered Exhibiting
in His Town
{Special to JVWS DAILY)
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Northwest are seeing the finest
pictures in the finest settings of any
similar large area in the United
States. It is reported that both sides
have something up their sleeves, it
being understood- that at least two
of three big theaters soon to go up
in Seattle have some connection with
this hidden card. One of the theaunions.ters is to be built by the trade
Siegel Puts One Over
Henry Siegel, Select's local manager, suddenly got an idea that there
ought to be some way of successfully
reissuing "Uncle Tom's Cabin" and
make use of the prints which were
rusting in the vaults.
So he rent the "Uncle Tom" print
to John McEvoy, manager of the
Park in Corona, and McEvoy in turn
is booking the prints with other theaters, including in the contract a colored jazz band which he has hired for
the occasion. Wherever he books
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," along goes the
darkey jazz band with it. The jazz
band dispenses sweet jazz music and
the picture goes over with a bang.
Atkinson Having Big Time
Atkinson, Neb.— .A. G. Miller, manager of the Opera House, is the
chairman of a big homecoming celebration here. He arranged for a flying circ«s to visit the city, and he
turned his theater over to the people
as a community hall. He has rented
a tent, twice the capacity of his
theater, and will put on films.
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

Sherrill Film in Ohio
"Once to Every Man" has been
sold for Ohio to George Stockton, of
the Ohio Ivan Film Exchange. Also purchased "The Conquest of Canaan" with Edith Taliaferro.

Famous Hotel Now Theater
Cable advices from London report
that the George Hotel at NorthampMt. Vernon, N. Y. — "Fires of
ton, which was built in 1555 and was
Faith," Paramount, is proving a val- used as a hotel until 4 years ago, has
uable piece of picture property for
been converted into a picture theater.
the exhibitors who go in for extensive exploitation. The latest to utilMoore Takes Over the Leader
ize its possibilities is John F. Lamp
Washington. — Tom Moore has
of Proctor's.
He always plays the feature pic- added the Leader to his chain of
tures above the vaudeville acts pro- theaters. The house has been closed
viding it presents the opportunity, for the past two months.
Moo.re will re-model his Garde%
of Faith"
of "Fires
and
He secured theater. The entire front of the
course.
was thehiscase
such with
window displays in the Woolworth theater will be torn down and restore on the music, a display in a
placed by a front of French platewomen's ware store and another in glass with woodwork of mahogany.
a florist shop. His most attractive An organ will be installed.
was done in connecwork,tionhowever,
with a local bakery that showed
Weil Back from France
a window full of Salvation Army
doughnuts each day, together with
Dallas, Tex. — Nash Weil who was
advertising matter for the picture assistant manager of the Queen, a
and for the theater.
Hulsey house, has returned from
For a week before the picture overseas.
came. Lamp bought up all the unsold doughnuts • each night and
placed them on a table in the spacious foyer of the Mt. Vernon.
Above them was a poster advertising
the picture. The doughnuts were
given away free and every person
that took one could not help but see
the poster, which showed Catherine
Calvert with a large tray full of
doushnuts.
Omaha, Neb.— A. H. Blank of the
Strand scored a- big success with
"The Roaring Road" starring Wallace Rcid because he realized the
possibilities of the automobile theme
possessed by the picture. He secured the co-operation of Guy L. Smith,
the local agent for Hudson SuperSix automobile, and Smith paid for
a double page advertisement in the
Omaha Sunday Bee.
The pages were easily dominated
by the picture although Smith and
his company came in for a good display across the bottom of the pages.
All that Blank was obliged to pay
for were the star and scene cuts
which gave the advertisement an unusually attractive appearance.
The co-operation between Blank
and Smith went even further than
this for the Strand stage contained
two of the latest Hudson cars on
either side of the screen during the
week that "The Roaring Road"
It was an excellent adplayed there. vertisement
for the Hudson people
and yet at the same time the most
appropriate sort of display for the
"The Roaring Road"
theater for
certainly
suggested such a display.
New Device Perfected
W. O. Hurst, production manager
of Famous Player's Educational Department, has perfected a device
which, it is claimed, permits showing
of animated drawings simultaneously
with the usual photographic subjects.
The device has already been used
in several of the numbers of the new
Paramount Magazine.

DAIUY

THE
BIG
FEATURE
PICTURE
1b in a class with the regular theatrical show ami should be exploited as such. We make a lobby
display that individualizes the production and lifts it out of the
picture RUT — "The Red Lantern"
and other
tion in our productions
show roonjs.on exhibiKBAUS
MFG.
CO.
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ew Comedy

Tuesday,

Unit

iJRelease Through Independent
anges and Produce on Coast

[Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Angeles. — A new comedy procompany has been formed
1 as Gaiety Comedies, Inc., to
ce comedies in one reel, to be
ed on a weekly basis through
g independent exchanges,
duction
of comedies
begins
eek, studio space having been
d at the enlarged studios bebuilt on Gower St. and Sunoulevard, in the heart of the
wood
district.
It is underthat Los Angeles capital is
f behind the organization,' coron papers of which have been
and that E. H. Emmick, presijof the Peerless Film Service,
'rancisco, and J. L. Friedman,
lebrated Players Film Corp.,
JO, hold interests in the comand will be prominent on the
of directors.
rge Ovey has been secured as
pal comedian. Craig HutchinOrmer film editor of Sennett
^ies and director of Lehrman,
r and Lyon & Moran Comes chief director.

'ilms from Songs

Publishers to Form Company
I and Produce Successes
[as been the custom lately for
lanufacturers to allow the mutblishers to put songs on the
t titled with the name of some
ir film production. In the last
.onths this custom has proven
popular as welf as profitable.
!ch so in face that the music
hers have turned the tables
low come
forth with the an{Continned on Page 3)
No. 181

Little Ad Talks

By Jack Alicoate
RODUCERS and distributors of scenics,, novelties
1 educational subjects find
WID'S DAILY the i,deal
dJum of presenting at minim cost their story to the
ire industry — Exhibitors evwhere are clamoring for
)rt stuff — a ready market
aits the producers, but get% in touch with the man who
I's is the nut to crack an^
[D'S
is the nut
cker toDAILY
do it with.

August

26, 1919

Price 5 Cents

Agreement Is Reached
Strike Danger
Is Past — "No Fight
With Film People"— Newman
Prospects of a strike of motion
picture operators have past, if films
Broadway.
are
kept out of the dark houses along
As a result
of aJoseph
meeti^o- between
Charles
C. Shay,
iN. Weber
and Frank Gilmore, held last Friday
with representatives of the National
Association,
reached.
an agreement has been

There was an informal meeting of
the producers and distributors held
yesterday morning at which the report of the committee that met the
union representatives was submitted.
The committee reported that it was
discovered that there was no real
cause of difference between the
operators and the film producers.
There has never been any trouble
with the film men as a whole, Shay is
reported as having said to the committee. He sent a telegram yesteroperators' union in Chidaycagoto thethe
content
s of which he would
not divulge. However, it is understood that he told the Chicago men
to hold off on a strike but at the
same time told them to keep any
{Continued on Page 2)

Not Censoring

Thomas Santschi one of. the all-star cast supporting
Anita Stewart
in
of Washington Police Praises
"Her Kingdom of Dreams," a First National attraction.
'Adyt Supt.Exhibi
tors for Their Work
Washington,
D. C. — In denying,
To Handle Series
Specials Only
the report sent broadcast from here
W. W. Hodkinson will not only that he was censoring pictures and
"Flying A," American Film Co.
will make specials only during the distribute "The Blue Bonnett" with printed in WID'S DAILY,
coming season. Release will be Billie Rhodes but will handle all of Police R. W. Pullman says: Supt of
once a month.
the Rhodes features in the future.
"The article printed in WashingAt the present time the company
ton Post that the Police Department
Hodkinson has ^ world's rights on has taken
has a number of William Russel them.
over the censorship of
films and Margarita Fischer is now
The second of the series will be films and photo-drama« is absoluteproducing at the Santa Barbara "Hearts and Masks" by Harold Macly untrue. There is no censorship
studios of the company. In the fu- Grath.
law in the District of Columbia and
ture only big stories will be purthe Police Department is not auchased and no star will be featured.
Universal Men Here
thorized nor has it tried to -do anyRelease will continue as heretothing more than to enforce the laws
E. J, Smith, Cleveland manager,
fore through the Pathe Exchanges.
ations in force for the pubdecency.
and Ralph Abbett, Cincinnati man- and licregul
At
the
present'time
C.
A.
Stinson,
in
ager
of
Universal,
are
in
New
York.
charge of all the sales in Chicago, is
"Happily, the moving picture men
in New York with a print of "Six "The Right to Happiness" has been in Washington are
as high minded
Feet Four" in whicli William Russell Ijooked for the C' ■'" Tjidianapolis. a group of exhibito
rs as I know of,
appears.
Henaberry With Mayer
and they already exercise a censorL.. B. Douglas will have charge of
ship over their own pictures which
New York affairs with headquarters
Joseph Henaberry, who recently
in the Pathe exchange in the Mecca completed "His Majesty, the Ameri- in the last three or four years has
reduced the number of complaints
Building. He has in the past reprecan," with Fairbanks, has been en- to a minimum. Exhibitors have cosented American in Kansas City.
gaged by Louis B. Mayer to direct
operated, with the Police in every
the new series starring Mildred HarButler with Rifkin
ris Chaplin.
way, "not only to prevent violation
of the law against public decency,
Wm. T. Butler, late special representative and assistant to Lloyd
Gladys Leslie has started work on but also to keep out films which,
while not in violation of law, might
Willis of United Picture Theaters,
her next Vitagraph feature "The seem objectionable to some of their
has been engaged by Herman Rif- fiolden Shower" by Marie Eve.
kin, of Boston.
John Noble directing.

patrons."

'
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Quotations

Bid. Asked. Last Sale

Famous Players.. 95K
97^
Triange
Ill
World Film
—
—

Q<

Trade Showing

97^
54

Today

"The Red Viper" produced by Tyrad Pictures and featuring Gareth
Hughes, will have a trade showing
this morning- at the Rialto at 10
o'clock.
Filmart Laboratories Ready
The Filmart Laboratories, Inc.,
have been authorized to do business.
The plant is at 69 W. 90th St. S. D.
Matthews is president. Capacity
500.000 feet a week.

Mildred
Harris Chaplin

Stunts

Planned Agreement Is Reached

Local Paramount Exchange Getting
{Continued from Page 1)
Busy for Annual Drive
I films from going- into former legitiArthur G. Whyte, manager of the [mate
houses.
local Famous Players exchange, has
At the National Association it was
arranged a numbe/ of stunts for the pointed out that the Association as a
Paramount-Artcraft
week beginning l^ody had not taken any stand with
bunday.
j^g theatrical producers.
The resoAmong the big things to be "pul- lution of August 6, it was said, was
led IS the closing of a deal with the merely the act of two of its branches,
Lurtiss airplane people whereby the the producers and distributors. It
latter will fly a machine from their was said that no statement will
be
held at Garden City each day of issued since the Association as a
laramount-Artcraft Week, drop-jwhole did not have any statement to
ping circular cardboard throw- make. It is possible, however, that
aways Tcading, "An Invitation from some individual may make a statethe Skies. These throw-aways are ment to the press in order to clear
passes to various theaters partici^lup the doubt that undoubtedly exists
pating in the big week and each day in the public mind,
the aviator will drop hundreds of | Yesterday afternoon, S. B. Newtheiii near the theaters named.
|nian, secretary of the Stage Hands'
On the lower planes of the ma- Union, said "We have no fight with
chine the names "Paramount" and the picture people. If they persist,
"Artcraft will appear in big letters however, in putting films in the dark
easily discernible at the low alti- theaters along Broadway, we will
tude of which the machine will be have to take action."
flown. Trailers are being made, an-, Que of the results of the Friday
nouncing when the plan will fly over jconference at which Arthur, Friend,
this or that theater. These trailers p. L. Waters, C. C. Pettijohn, W. W.
will- be supplied to the theaters at, Irwin and F. H. Elliott represented
cost.
Definite arrangements have the Association was the statement
been made for a star to fly on the from Shay that he would deal with
opening day and it is possible that a the film producers who put on films
different star will ^y each day.
Ion Broadway as individuals and not
ihe exchange has had several with the 'Association. He realized, it
thousand toy balloons printed, read- is said, that the fight was not one on
ing, National Paramount-Artcraft I ^hich the Association as a unit could
Week August 31st— September 6th. be held responsible
1 hese balloons are sold to exhibi
Regarding the hold of Fox on two
tors at actual cost and can be re Broadway theaters it is claimed that
the top of the theater
leased from
,
,.,-,.,,.
_, i their
Fox entered
upon an agreement for
or some other
high
bmlding.
They
lease
beforethe
strike
had
are designed to carry a certain num-^gt^ptg^
her of passes. In New York City
•Robert W. I'riest did not open
they are to be released from the top
House Without Children" on
of the Times Square Bldg. and also "The
Sunday at the Gaiety.
from the tower at Luna Park, Coney
Island. Arrangements arc also being made to use them at numerous
Wrong
hotels and restaurants giving caba- Operators Decide to Remain on Job
ret entertainments.
—Exhibitors Think N.A.M.P.L
The stunt? were originated by J.
C. Davis, publicity manager of the
exchange.
Over 300 theaters in the
{Special to MAID'S DAILY)
New York territory alone, which Chicago — The motion picture oper
embraces Greater New Y^ork and ators and theater janitors' unions at
northern New Jersey, have booked 'a meeting just held voted ag^ainst
Paramount-Artcraft pictures solid joining the striking actors and stagcfor the big week.
I hands and closing all motion picture

Vote Against Strike

They
say Lewis
J. Selznic^
chummy.
WorLi
Film
are
getting

theaters.
This
news
was
re
considerable gratification by t
theaters showing pictures, as
to the closing of the downtowr'
es, it has thro-wn business thei
The
operators
have voted
fuse all work at theaters whe
strike is in progress.
This fo
a rumor that the Woods the;
Randolph
street and. several
had decided to run motion
while the actors are out.
"No picture operator will v.
a closed theater in Chicago
Frankunion.
Warren, head of the bil
ers'
• Only theaters which use ni
released by corporations at
with the Producing Manager
ciation, will be exempt fro
strike edict it is said.
Many
Chicago
exhibitors
the opinion that a wrong moi
made
when
the
N. A. M;
pledged its support to the Pre
Managers' Protective Asso.
World Buys Another
World Film has bought
5-reel feature entitled "The i
Cat Claw" in which Edith St'^
featured. The film will be '!
as a regular part of the Wo4
gram in September.

THE
ADVERTISIN!

in a new Jewel
Production by Lois Weber

quality of a poster is judyfi
i^

"HOME"
What more does
any Exhibitor want ?

"The Passing of the Crow" — Strand
"An unusually interesting picture." — N. Y. Times.

"Should a Woman

TeU" - at the Rialto

"Silk Hat Harry" in new International Cartoon.

"Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement"
Eighth (September) issue — at Rivoli— Rialto
Educational's Quota of
Run Bookings irr Times

Full -Week
FirstSquare Theatres

by the size of the audien
it gets. By that standa

the RITCHEY

poster

considered the best.

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
406W.31«lSt.,N.Y. Phone CheUea

f
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I. Hoffman,
F. P.-L.
Changes
Studio Manager, Goes

If Your
Froduetion is

{

We Will
Pa>^ the

RIGHT
Prices For
the Foreign

lilGHTS
BROS.

^i;i2Q W,42ncl St., New York

Krows'

Promotion

Europe — Eyton Succeeds At

NATIONAL
September

you.

; FAMOUS PlAYERS-lASKy

and

LIGHT

HUNDREDS

.

5

Jlnd wilh

6

Palmer Photoplay Corporation

Anne

HAS

WITH

12

YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

In active charge of office

DIRECTED

THE

BE OPEN

Can
secure entire company
Address
X Y Z, care WID'S

BIGGEST

STARS

FOR

TO
THE

TO OFFERS

Care PalmerJlddress
Photoplay Corp.
I. W. Hellman BIdg., Lo> Angelo, Calif.

PRODUCER

and •

OF SUCCESSES

Scott

Manager

CORPORATION

COMEDY

Hellman Building
Lo« Angclet, Calif.

are Features
in two reels

PACIFIC
PRODUCING
CO
5100 SUNSET BLVD..
HOLLYWOOD

WILL

2

patrons —
steady ParamountThat's
Artcraft week for

Specials

Bob Reevei
Jeff Osborne
Robert Gray

•

1919
THU,

Money, prestige,

Christie

Jl sensible hut sensational serial

*r

WED.

I. W.

Eileen Sedgwick

FARCE

101 Park Avenue
New York City

WEEK

1

All-star cast

'■

Author's Agent
Brandt and Kirkpatrick, Inc.

Cparamount-^rtcra^t

The RADIUM MYSTERY

Ed. Brady
; Bob Kortland
Gordon McGregor

Bess Meredyth
Affiliated with

TUE.

First SUPER-SERIAL ever made

Returns

Leon Ouimet, head of the Spe(Continued from Page 1)
cialty Film Import, Ltd., controlling
nouncement
that they are to niake the Canadian rights to Pathe feafilm productions
bearing
the idea
tures, has returned to Canada.
and
songs
of
today.title of the popular

to

k.lbert E. Smith and George RanRogers and Mintz Promoted
Iph Chester president and producn editor, of Vitagraph, have made
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
thur Edwin Crows, of the coitChicago. — Frank Rogers has been
ediuity staff,, assistant scenario
succeeding Lucien Hubbard, who made district manager for Pathe,
_ been assigned special work on covering the central west territory,
series of forthcoming super-fea- and M. J. Mintz, exchange manes of that organization.
ager of Exhibitors Mutual, succeeding Max Levey, resigned.

Cleo Madison

Guimet

Hollywood
I
' Milton E. Hoffman, general manager of the I^asky studio at Hollywood, will leave for London shortly
Charles K. Harris, Isidore Whitto assume a similar position at the mark, Edward Marks and Will Von
London studio of Famous Players- Tilzer arc among the men interLasky.
ested. Adeline Leitzbach and Mr.
|
Charles Eyton, manager of the ]Harris will write the stories for the
MoroscO studio on the coast as- new productions.
sumes Hoffman's position. Frank E. I When asked for a statement reGarbutt, son of vice-president Gar- 1
garding the new company Charles
butt of the company, will be made I K. Harris said that the report was
manager of the Morosco plant. 1true Imt that the plan was only the
.'\1 Kaufman
will divide his time
process of formation and that no
between
Engalnd and America.
announcement could be given out at
this time.
In commenting on the new plan a
Teaser Campaign on "Miracle Man" film man said: " 'How You Gonna
Famous Players-Lasky is conducting a unique teaser campaign on Keep 'Em Down on the Farm' and
'Livery Stable Blues' would make
"The Miracle Man."
excellent titles for the films. I
A series of 6 post cards has been
think the plan will be an immense
prepared with a question on each. A
general list has been prepared as
well as a list for brokers, grocers,
Reports Heavy
Bookings
dentists, doctors and barbers. The success."
heavy bookextra
reports
Pathe
entire country will be canvassed in
this way.
Reth
Thirteen
mgs on
scheduled
the picture is notChair."
lease of"The
For example, the card designated
until next Monday, but it is anfor a doctor reads, "Can your medinounced the New York and Chicines cure all ills? 'The Miracle
cago branches already have exceeded
Man' is coming." And for a dentist, their quota of bookings. Other
"Have you heard of the miracles branches also have reported progress
accomplished in dentistry? 'The to the home office.
Miracle Man' is coming.

RIGHT

GILLESPIE

from Songs

BEST

HIS CREDIT
COMPANIES

SEPTEMBER

and studio — Ready
to shoot on
DAILY,
6404 Hollywood
Boulevard,

1st

two weeks'
notice.
Hollywood,
California

afe#fa
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On Broadway
Rialto — Tom

Moore

in

"Hearts-

Rialto
ease." Magazine.
Sunshine
Comedy — "Her
First
."
liss — Dorothy
RivoKi
Gish — "Nobody
Rivoli
Home." Pictorial.
Paramount Drew Comedy.
Mutt and Jeff Cartoon.
Broadway — Houdini — "The Grim
Loane
GeorGageme." M. Cohan — George
Tucker's "The Miracle Man."
Lyric — Helen Keller — "Deliverance."
Park — Beginning
Saturday — Dorothy Phillips— "The Right to Hap44thpiness."
St. — William
Fox
presents
"Evangeline"
and "Kathleen
Maen."
vourne
Centrat — William ' Fox's "Checkers."
Strand — Jack Pickford — "Burglar by
Proxy." Topical Review.
Strand
Educational — "Passing
of the
."
Crow
Universal
Comedy — "The Lion in
the House."
New York — Today — Wm. S. Hart —
"Wagon Tracks."
Wednesday — Ethel Clayton — "The
Sporting Chance."
Thursday — Earle
Metcalfe — "The
Battler."
Friday^ — Louis Bennison — "High
Pockets."
Mabel Normand — -"Mickey."
Saturday — Lila Lee — -"Heart of the
Wolf." — Bryant Washburn— "Love
Sunday
Insurance."

Next Week's Attractions
Features at leading theaters next
week will be:
Strand — Mary Pickford— "The Hoodlum." Billie Burke — "The MisleadRialto—
ing Widow."
Rivoli— Wallace Reid— "The Valley
of the Giants."
Helen
Keller in "DELIVERANCE"
playing at the Lyric Theater will
have a complete lobby display to fit
the two dollar theater all over the
country — This display is bound to
"Draw" as.it individualizes an inspired being and heralds to her many
admirers an exact counterpart of what
the screen will portray.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 W. 42nd St.
New York City

Adler with Realart
Known all over film row for a
couple of weeks, but heretofore denied, the switching of Bert Adler to
Realart was admitted yesterday. Adler is to create some sort of department of special exploitation, with
representatives in various cities.
Adler first handled publicity and
advertising for Thanhouser and then
trade paper advertising for Universal. He went into business for himself in 1917 as aa ad and publicity
consultant, being used on such campaigns as Chaplin's "Son of Democracy," "Manx-Man," "Four Years in
Germany," Educational Film Corporation, "Who'sclients
Your Neighbor?"
and as personal
had H. O.
Davis, Frank Crane, Warner Brothers, Joseph
L. Miles, Paul H. Cromelin and
others.
Also represented many writers as
agent, selling material by Agnes C.
Johnston, H. R. Durant, Cosmo
Hamilton, Joseph Franklin Poland,
Gardner Hunting, Col. Jasper E.
Brady, Raymond Schrock, Nalbro
Bartley and Lawrence Arnold. Latterly he had given his business over
to others to conduct and was giving
his complete time to Inter-Ocean
Film and "The Better 'Ole." Under-

Reasons
You

stood that he will now close up his
office in Candler Building altogether

and now
that behisthe advertising
"clients"
will
Realart specials;
as
they come.
"The Gift of the Desert," adaptation of a Peter B. Kyne story, has
been ' placed in production with
Harry Carey.
Jack Ford, director.

Riesenfeld Writing Score

Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld has fee
time to write the score of a m
musical comedy which Stewart
Morrison will place in rehear:
shortly. The book of the come
is by Harry B. Smith. This is t
second musical comedy for whi
Dr. Riesenfeld has written.
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ioyd Badly Hurt

"Capitulate"
This Is Bioscope's Advice to Opponents of F. P.-L. British Invasion
The Bioscope, one of the leading
English trade papers, in its issue of
July 31, printed a long interview with
Major David Davies, chairman of
the board of Famous Players-Lasky
British Producers, Ltd., in which
some interesting angles were brought
to light regarding the controversy
over the latter company and Picture
Playhouses, Ltd.
Editorially, Bioscope stated that
Davies' replies should clear the atmosphere considerably, and that the
only dignified course open to the
enemy is to capitulate. The editorial
then goes on to say, in part:
"Major Davies' replies sliould clear the
atmosphere considerably. Indeed in the
face of this denial of the principal allegations that have been made by. those who
have p\i!led the strings, tiie only dignified course open to the enemy is to capitulate, to admit that lie has been misled,
and to devote his energies to the developmentflating
of his
industry
of to inliis bubble
with instead
windy oratory
to
bursting point.
"The campaign described by some as
one of calumny, so far as it has been
waged at present has ueeu notorio\is for
the many irrelevant side issues that have
been brought in, and the numberless red
(Continued
on Page 2)

ile Lighting
Cigarette
from
omedy Bomb, It Blew Up

By IFire to WW'S DAILY)
Angeles. — Harold Lloyd, well
n star of comedy fame, was
isly injured Sunday while takills in the Witzel photographic
p, through
the explosion
of a
which was thought to have
a harmless prop. Lloyd was
e act of lighting a cigarette
the fuse when it exploded, badrning his chest and face with
to one eye, TTie seriousness
lich has not yet been
deterand shattering his harrd.
yd was rashed to the hospital
! the thumb and forefinger of
ght hand were amputated. His
:ion is now very good except
t is impossible to determine the
t of the injury to his eyes.
photographer and his assiswho were in the room were
n to the floor but uninjured,
pomb was one of two that had
made for the organization to
JDn a picnic. The other bomb
xploded at the picnic, shatterlarge table, but this one had
placed in the property room of
■udio without the knowledge of
iadly contents.
! bomb looked like a combinaof harmless paper and in apice was the kind generally
[n producing smoke.
3 generally felt that Lloyd will
»le to continue his career in

Fairbanks
Mahlon Hamilton, one of the all-star cast, supporting An.
"Her Kingdom of Dreams."

$1,000,000 in Ads

Kerrigans

Cost $400,000

It is estimated that the first Fair•:gh
banks picture for United Artists
in costs about $400,000 to produce.

lOr
Gaumont
Buys
First c
Pathe
to Inaugurate
a National
Campaign Starting in October
le
England — Rhcides Di.
"A
White
Man's
Cha
An
advertising
campaign
o.f
naI'ies
is much
ved.since
It his
had condition
been feared
on
Kerrigan has be
tionwide scope, upon which $1,000,- Warren
Britain
and
Irela.
y that his injuries might prove 000 is to be expended, will be Great
Co. of London
launched by Pathe, and, between the Gaumont
nore serious than they were.
Gaumo.
latter part of October of this year F. E. Bradford,
and October, 1920, it is expected will can manager.
The Billie Rhodes pic ^ for
No. 182
carry the name and product ' of one year have been sold to the ScanPathe
before
nearly
30,000,000
persons.
dinavian Film Agency for ^"■-'.tinen-f.
Newspapers, the Saturday Even- tal Europe. .The deal was ci- ed
By Jack Alicoate
through
Chester
Beecroft.
ing Post, "fan" publications, electric
signs and billboards will be utilized
EMEMBER
the story told
to arouse public interest in Pathe
Smith
Returns
by the old minstrel of the
features, serials, comedies and other
with antlers twelve feet
Frank Smith, of Kirby and Smith,
short subjects.
le who pranced all day
who are promoting the Edgar Jones
ough the forest of trees
Probably SO of the leading news- prodtictions made in Augusta, Me.,
papers will be used for the exploita- has returned to New York with three
ee feet apart — When asked
tion of serials. The combined cirn it was done he said ,'Oh,
culation of these papers will not be two-reel films. They are all "north
:t^ the elk's business" — It's
woods" stories.
less than 10,000,000.
;y for any publication to
ke extravagant claims of
Wharton to Start
ninance — That's their busiDorothy Dalton to Fly
Theodore Wharton will start work
is — If the advertiser wishes
Dorothy Dalton will, inaugurate on the Jack Norworth serial next
believe it — That's his busithe Paramount Artcraft week from
week. The name is "The Crooked
is— To PROVE that it pays
a Curtiss aeroplane which will fly Dagger." Frances White will play
advertise in WID'S DAILY
over the theater district on Sunday. opposite Norworth. Production will
i'hat's our business.
be in the new studio at Ithaca.
She will drop theater passes.

Little Ad Talks

Film

"Miracle Man" Opening
"Who's Who" in filmdom

at-

tended thethe
opening
of "The
Miracle
Man" at
Cohan
Theater
last
night. Of course all the big executives of Paramount including Adolph
Zukor were on hand, but in addition
practically the roll call of the New
York film crowd were watching
what has been touted as the big picture of the new season.
United Cigar Stores to the number of 1,250, cov;ering the entire
United States, have been enlisted in
a mutual tie-up arrangement by Famous Players to help exploit George
Loane Tucker's production, "The
Miracle Man." This tie-up consists
in the posfing in United Cigar
Store windows of 15,000 posters, 14
by 26^ inches in size and done in
four colors. The posters will be released simultaneously all over the
country on Sept. 8, with the following exceptions
will be
made to where
conformpre-releases
with the
pre-release of the picture: In New
York City, Aug. 25; in Atlantic City,
Washington, D. C, Boston, Portland, Me., and Asbury Park, Aug. 27.
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Aoki Film to Start Season
"The Breath of the Gods" with
Tsuru Aoki will be the first of Universal's fall releases.

"Capitulate"
from Page

Large Theaters Being
Projected

{Continued
herrings that have

{Special tn WID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — Interest in a new motion picture theater to occupy the
old Inter-Ocean building on West
Monroe St., was again revived when
it was announced that William S.
Barbee, a railway contractor, had
formed a company which will operate the theater. It will be known as
Barbee's Loop Theater and will cost
about $150,000. Motion pictures
and
tions. vaudeville will be the attrac-

The theater will have 1,000 seats
all on one floor, and work will be
started on remodeling the InterOcean building as soon as the present lock-out of carpenters is ended.
Barbee is a member of the Hamilton Club where he has had experience putting on many shows. He
will have active charge of the new
picture theater.
Persistent rumors have it that
Balaban & Katz intend to build a
large picture house opposite the new
State-Lake vaudeville theater on
North State St. It is said negotiations have been completed for the
erection of the house by a group of
Chicagoans headed by Morris Roscnwald and the firm of Balaban &
Katz will operate it.
The property is now occupied by
fruit stores and an "L" shaped building occupied by Bullard & Gormley.
hardware and sporting goods. The
frontage which is 68 feet on State
St. is the most valuable in the city
and many doubt if a long term lease
could be secured for this purpose.

Dahme Did Art Titles
F. A. A. Dahme, the screen title
man, was responsible for the art
titles in "Deliverance," the Helen
A. G. Spencer announces that the
Keller picture. Dahme has done a
Playhouse
which is being redecornumber of the recent big producated and made over for a motion
tions.
picture theater, will be opened next
Monday. Spencer nas adopted "The
Cinema Superb" for a slogan and besides a symphony orchestra, will
have organ recitals, vocal numbers,
and instrumental solds.

A Sensationally
Dramatic Picture

been

1)

dragged

"Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd., will produce British stories,
played by British artists amidst British
settings, with the assistance, at first, of
technic:il e.Kperts from the .\nierican Famous riayers-Lnsky studios. Our idea is
to raise the production of films to a higher standard than it has ever reached before in this country."
"Will the control of Famous PlayersLasky British Producers, Ltd., be in
"The hands?"
controlling interests of Famous
British
Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd.,
are entirely in British hands, and the majority of the directors on the Board are
British. I may add that any insinuations
of sinister intentions to control the e.\hibiting company. Picture Playhouses,
I^td., through this producing company
are as baseless as they are beside the
"Will Picture Playhouses, Ltd., be under British Playhouses,
control"
"Picture
Ltd., is an entirely
British concern. Its list of shareholders
is open for inspection ,at any time, and we
m:irk."
can
give an absolute gvuirantee that it is
controlled liy British cnp'tal and British
directors. The suggestion that Famous
Players-Lasky control the management
shares
absolutel.v
"With is what
object \infrue."
was Picture Playhouses, Ltd.,Phiyhouses,
i>ronioted?" Ltd., was pro"Picture
moted with the sincere desire to develop
the cinema-exhibiting business in this
country on higher and better lines."
"Is there any kind of agreement in existence betwen Picture Playhouses, Ltd.,
;ind Famous Players-Lasky Film Service,
Ltd., whereby the former, will secm-e an
exclnsi,ve or preferential supply of Fa"We have no
agreement of any kind or
riKius-Lasky
films?"'
description with the Famous-Lasky Film
Service, Ltd.. nor have we any idea of
attempting
these pictures,
which will beto as"corner"
freely obtainable
by all
other exhibitors as they ever were be"Will Pictiire Playhouse programs consist mainly or entirely of Famous-Lasky
. "Certainly we shall not confine ourselves to the Famous Lasky output. As
we have made no contracts of any kijjd
fore."
at i>resent, it is imp(,ssiT)le to estimate
what
proportion of our programs is likely
Films?"
to consist of Famous-Lasky ])ictures."
"What number of theaters does Picture
Playhouses, Ltd., propose to erect or

Lowell Thomas, formerly a news"We have not yet decided what numpaper man of Chicago and recently
ber of theaters we shall erect or acquire."
a war correspondent, is to exhibit acquire?"
pictures of the Allenby campaign in
Arthur L. Todd, who helped phoAsia Minor at the Auditorium, Sept.
tograph "Desert
shoot
22. Thomas was officially attached the new series
of Gold,"
Kerriganwillpictures
for Hodkinson distribution.
to Allenby's staff as an observer.

From a Sensationally
Realistic Novel —

-A Universal Special Attraction which will set
new standards.

Watch Pathe!
Snapping Up Realart
{Special
WID'S opened
DAILY)
Omaha.
— Theto newly
art exchange, B. A. Lucas, mai
reports of the big towns in low
Nebraska
about 11 closed foi
first Realart release on Oct. 1,
Reynolds Busy at Contest!
Sydney Reynolds of Suprcnvl
tures is being- kept busy as a
in all kinds of contests.
Last ?
he ha,d- to decide about the gi
the Broadway and now the lat
the dance contest of children h
Jersey City.
Cumberland Re-opens
land
and Greene
Ave., ( 'uBo■.
The St.
Ciunberland
theater,
lyn, re-opened on Saturday nig i

ter
a thorough
renovation.
opening
film was Dustin
Farm ."
"A Man's Fight."

"Shooting" in Washington
Seattle. — The Rex Beach Con
is on its way to Bellingham,
the filming of "The Silver H
will begin immediately. Thf
cannery fight described in the;
will take place at a cannery if,
lingham, and there will be s-i
street scenes shot in the dowi
district of Seattle.
!

EXHIBITOR
could easily meet

We

Place

Insurance

for

De Lux Pictures

*'A Little Brother
of the Rich"

across

the trail. ..."
"
•
Major Davies submitted to a number of questions
levied
at
them.
Herewith are given excerpts from
the interview:

the increased cost
of living if they

(Watch this space (or others)

SIMPLY

A MATTER

OF DOLLARS

AND

SENSE

Insurance is tlie foundation of the nindern successful business enterprise— It's as staple as a bond — as necessary as the telephone — We
greet
the opportunity
of talking
"brass
tacks"efficiency,
to the man
who must
be shown.
Our service
embraces
advice,
dispatch
and
economy — and we are growing
every ■ day.
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NEOL.A,
N.
Y. — Twenty-seven
aires start from
Roosevelt
Field
on
t 1,040-mile
aerial
race
from
New
to Toronto and return.
starts
the
ajor-General
Mehober
^ntestants from New York. Lieutenant
p'S^n is first off!
leave
' \t same
time, twelve I'rince
planes Wales
ronto for New York.
I'rince of
of
the oflicial starter.
ergreant Coombs, U. S. A., is first to
ilete flight from Toronto — 520 miles
hrs., 15 min.
>STON,
MASS. — Italian
dreadnougiit
s the country — "Conte
di Cavour,"
()ride of Italy's Navy, arrives here orf
of friendship.
lY city, wash. — A "whale" of a
il Remarkable scenes of whale huntin the Northwest — the harpoon,
lilng 120 pounds, is Ilrec! from a 3-in.
t gun.
IATEAU-THIERRY, I'RANCE.— Honmerica's martyrs — Tlie inhabitants of
iric Chateau-Tliierry join the Boys of
ijrd Division in paying homage to U.
oops fallen in battle.
lEBEC, CANADA. — Guns roar in salto Prince
of Wales — City after city
him a rousing
ovation as he jourthrough the Dominion,
(nspeeting the famous Quebec Bridge,
s longest in the worla.
Umost
the entire city turns out to
set its royal guest.
6AMINGHAM, MASS.— State Guard to
BCt towns in case "cops" strike — ^Mililold frequent drills in view of threatpolice strike.
W YORK CITY — Aesthetic dancing
mes popular at the city's settlement
(n'dON,
ENGLAND.
King
George
(ws
colonial
troops in — triumphal
proon.
Turbanned warriors from India!
K picturesque pageant on the Thames
part of farewell ceremonies to the derting colonials.
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DAILV
New Unit

Putting It Over

Will Feature Two Jap Players —
Crane Wilbur in Company

Here is hoiv a brother exhibitor put his show over. Sendalong your ideas. Let the other
fellow
know how you cleaned
up.

Los Angeles, Cal. — A new picture
cpmpanj' has entered the field. The
organization is officered by Lorimer
Johnston, president and general manager; Crane Wilbur, vi^e president;
Edward Coxen, second vice presiDetroit. — The manager of the Madent, and Judge Lewis R. Works,
jestic, showing Mabel Normand in secretary and treasurer.
The company will exploit two
"When Doctors Disagree," secured
a special window display with the J. players, known as the "Sothern and
F. Hartz Co.
Marlowe of Japan" — Sojin Kamiand Uraaji Yamahawa, recent
An operating table and hospital yama
stars of the Imperial theater at
equipment were placed in the win- Tokio.
dow, together with advertising that
One picture will be made in Los
included mention of the local docand San Francisco, and three
tors and called attention to the Angeles
additional productions in Japan.
comedy. Pictures of Miss Normand
also were displayed in this window.
Los Angeles. — George W. Yates, in
charge of the financial end of the
Rochester, N. Y. — Read what a
combination of film exploitation and B. B. Hampton productions, and inin the Republic Film Labor
a style show put on by the Ladies stories ofterestedNew
York, has settled on
Home Journal did for "The Firing the Coast, and has a fine home in the
Wilshire district.
The original gowns worn by the
star
Line."were displayed in the department store operated by Sibley, LindFlanagan With Famous Players
sey and Curr for a week preceeding
Frederick P. Flanagan has been
I the showing at the Pfcadilly. A
added to the sales force df the Edunumber of copies of the Ladies'
cational Department of Famous
Home Journal were also included in
He has 1)een with the Safe
Players^
the display together, with an an- Cabinet Co. of Marietta, O., for a
nouncement card giving the name of number of years.
the theater and the playing dates.
The theater co-operated to the exShapiro With PatJie
tent of running a trailer advertising
Victor M. Shapiro, at one lime
the July issue of the Ladies' Home assistant advertising manager for
Journal in which appeared a threepage spread of Irene Castle wearing Vitagraph and then advertising
the gowns shown in "The Firing manager for "Parentage," has joined
the Pathc forces undef P. A. ParThere is only one result for showsons. Shapiro will do exploitation.
He has iust returned from France.
manship like this.
Line."

Gilchrist Writes Nat'l Ass'n
Commissioner of Licenses Gilchrist has written the National Association in appreciation of the work
of the Censorship Committee in aiding him prevent the showing of "indecent pictures."
imous Players-Lasky has just
World Releases
;d the press book of George
le Tucker's "The Miracle Man,"
Lawrence Weber's first release
duled. for release Sept. 14. The through World will be "The Blue
c is about 11 in. by 14 in., in- Pearl" featuring Edith Hallor.
ng the front and back covers
They also expect to release "Kismtains 24 pages and is the largmet" as -soon as it is completed.
and most complete ever issued "Kismet" will be made by Waldorf
Film and distributed through World.
he company.
le cover is of the finest coated
e stock and is printed in two
rs, red and black.
The front
r carries the title presentation
a portrait
of George
Loane
ier. The inside front cover coni photographic
reproductions of
the lithograph
posters on the
luction,
including
one
sheets,
\Vs=» CANDLER 6lD'G. 220W:42Sr.,
ky'oS
ROOM^- r-,
TtLEPHONi/
,
e-sheets, a six-sheet,- which have
*-^,\lfl 2003- ZOIl
'a
-BRYANT Iffg,:-:
prepared,
and a twenty-four;
Ban advance slide.

Publicity

f^W TITLE/

NATIONAL

I

NEVER

DISAPPOINT

BP, VAN SICKN & CO.
AS

September
1

WILL

PIAYERS-IASKY

CORPORATION S1I 1

ST.
CITY

PURCHASE

Film Editor
WANTED
Preferably one
with industrial
or educational
experience.
"BOX 135IV ID'S DAILY

Coming
screen — in four days
5: FAMOUS

17

YORK

YOUR FOREIGN RIGHTS

1919

The biggest Motion
Picture Week in
the history of the

EAST

NEW

ount-^rtcra^t
CparamWEEK

George Fitzmaurice has finished
shooting interiors on "Counterfeit,"
Elsie Ferguson's latest production.

'■i-

WE

n

TELEPHONE

^r
INCORPORATED

WEST

/M EVV

4-2 tip STREET
YORK

BRYANT

5576

ALLAN A.LOWNES
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KINOGRAMS

KHINK.— I-ads
FROM
HOMIO
STAKT
who will march with General Pershing
when he readies America start on long
journey from Cologne;
PRINCE (iRKKTS INDIANS. — His
royal highness of Wales arrives at Charlottetown; meets Mismacs; inspects college and goes to the races.
ITALIAN WARSHIP ON VISIT.— Conte di Cavour, on mission of friendship,
drops anchor in Boston liarhor as first of
calls at American ports.
.— GenINSPECT COI>0<JNE POLICEMarshal,
eral Rodgers, British Provost
with German Ofticers, sees force organized
to protect famous city.
VACCINE TO MAKE i'lGS GROW —
Under-sized porliers at Kansas City get
n "Shot of Hop" that makes them want
to fatten up right away.
FAR FROM STRIKES— OH ,IOY !—
Scenes from Aquone,, North Carolina,
where there is no labor unrest and very
little labor to worry about.
PRIZE BOY SCOUTS ENCAMP.— Indiana's crack bands are given annual
Duting at Cedar I^ake as result of showing during: the year.
NAJIE SHIP TEKRE HAUTE.— Big
freighter takes ways at Chester,, Pa., and
is hardly in water before workmen clear
cradle to lay next keel.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

10 From Equity
Four Will Be From Clara Kimball
Engaged
Hughes
Young— Gareth
Within two weeks the first Clara
Kimball Young production will be
completed, the first of 10 productions a year which Equity Pictures
will handle.
Gareth Hughes has been placed
under a three years' contract by
Harry Garson for juvenile leading
roles. Marah Ellis Ryan has contracted to write five big special
plays for Clara Kimball Young.

tMA

OAILV
Keep

Moving Painting

Your Eye On

This Title

Metro claims a new one.
In Viola Dana's first Screen
Classic, "Please Get Married,"
there will appear what is called
"moving painting."
This is some sort of an
original affair by D. Anthony
Tauzky in which an oil painting appears and MOVES.
Let's see!

Eschmann with Pathe
Chicago. — E. A. Eschmann, formerly with World Film, is now manager here for Pathe. He succeeds F.
B. Rogers who is now central west
division manager.

(Registered)

Takes the Ginger Out of All Other Weeklies
1000
FEET

mil make MONEY
%easons Why -YOU
ith
IS),

LEW

CODY

SPECIALS

No. 11

Special Showing of "The Brat"
Hollywood. — Nazimova gave a
special
showing
"Thetheater,
Brat" here
last week
at theof Iris
near
the Metro studios.

The Star's Success
in

£C

"Band Box" Finished
"The Band Box" with Doris Kenyon, has 1)C'. n completed. R. William
Nfill . directed. Release through
Hodkinson.

Dent

Change

Your

Mary Murrillo with Talmadge
Mary Murrillo, . just back from
England, has. joined the Norma Talmadge Film Co. She will commence
work on two stories for the star.
Adler's Last Activity
Just before locAcing up his Candler
Building ofiice to take up Realart
duties Monday, Bert Adler placed
the stage production rights of Nalbro Bartley's "A Woman's Woman,"
just finished running in the Saturday Evening Post. Emma Dunn
will be the star. A film producer
wanted it but will have to wait on
the stage presentation.

TTITLEX
ILLU/TPOTED - HAND

LETtEREDO

Produced by

L.
Harry
Garson's
Production
"The
Hushed
Hour"
starring Blanche Sweet, has the
most unusual cast and the most
unusual lobby rtisplay.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. T.
nth
Floor

Husband '^

J.
GASNIER
Studios : Glendale, California

•"^ PO W E R s;

^BRADSTREET
iFILMDOM
; IX No. 58.

7/cRECOCHIZil

Authority

Price 5 Cents
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iall-Lynch Allies
: Will Handle Hallmark Films
in 15 States
i. Lynch Enterprises, Inc., one
e largest theater owners and
)Utors of picture in the South
andle the distribution of all
lark Picture Corporation's feain the South after Sept. 1.
irrangement as completed
beFrank G. Hall and a repreive of the Lynch Enterprises,
Iso include the distribution in
rritory of all the pictures prey released through Independales Corp. and Film Clearing
, two of the companies which
i in the recent merger of the
nterests.
first Hallmark production to
en the Lynch Enterprises for
ig, will be the Ben Wilson
"The Trail of the Octopus."
serial will be followed closely
ecial features by the Charles
and Hobart Henley companleasing through Hallmark,
states through which the
Enterprises, Inc., operate
lorida, Georgia, Alabama, Mis>i, Louisiana, North and South
na, Tennessee, Oklahoma, Ne, Texas, Kansas, Iowa, Arkand Missouri.

Anna Q. Nilsson, one of the all star cast supporting Anita Stewart in
tuation Among Operators
"Her
Kingdom of Dreams," a First National attraction.
*Advt.
orts reached New York yesthat operators in some of the
((
ngeles studios were threatenReady for Season
Ernie" Back
SSculty and might go on strike.
fer reports also reached the film
After a year's absence in Califor"The Valley of the Giants" with
nia and Western Canada, Ernest Wallace Reid, and "The Witness for
it that Chicago operators were
(to go out in several houses Shipman is back on Broadway. He the Defense" with Elsie Ferguson,
ft.
was located at his 44th St offices yes- are the first two of the new pictures
terday and said:
for release under the Selective Booking plan of Famous Players. They
"During my brief absence from
this village I have put over three will be released Sunday.
I
No. 183
very important deals. One of the
{Continued on Page 2)
tittle Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
Buys Three Stories
Horater in Town
ID'S DAILY is independUniversal has just closed for three
Harvey C. "Doc" Horater, man- more stories.
ent, absolutely so — It is
aging director of the Alhambra theaThey are "The Amiable Charlater, Toledo, Ohio, is in New York
trolled
by
'
no
power,
no
rests, except its own ideals
tan" by E. Phillips Oppenheim,
for a few days to buy equipment for
convictions — When you
his new theater in Toledo. The new "Oats and the Woman" by Fannie
house has been named the Pantheon. Van
Hurst,
and "Undraped" by H. H.
I WID'S reviews you get
Loan.
opinion — a fair, straightHoVater says the house will be ready
The Van Loan story will be the
n-the-shoulder opinion —
to open October 1.
first in which Pfiscilla Dean will apijnay agree or disagree, as
pear under her new contract.
choose, but whatever your
(fiction you are bound to
Contracts for Series
»ect its virile policy —
In addition
to "Kismet,"
D'S DAILY thinks— For
Edith Storey Signs
have
been entered
betweencontracts
World
reason WID'S DAILY is
Edith Storey has signed a contract
Pictures and the Waldorf Film Corp.
laps the most frequently
whereby the former will have the with the Haworth
Pictures
Corp.
ted paper in the industry
distribution rights to a series of pro- The pictures will be released through
Robertson-Cole.
ductions by Waldorf Film.

Row Over Meeting
Herman Denies He Enaorsed Blimienthal's Ideas in Brooklyn
The following statement was sent
out yesterday by William Brandt,
President of Brooklyn Local, Motion Picture Exhibitors of America:
"A meeting was held Saturday
night of the Brooklyn Local at the
Carlton Theater. The first discussion centered about the actors' strike.
"The warning issued by Charles C.
Shay of the I. A. T. S. E. that if
more dark houses where actors are
on strike on Broadway were turned
into picture houses, he would call
out all the motion picture operators,
was the subject of debate. A resolution was adopted requesting the producers not to place their productions
in theaters closed by the strike.
"Another subject that received attention was the tax repeal campaign
for the elimination of the admission,
film rental and seating taxes as conducted by Louis F. Blumenthal in
behalf of the M. P. E. A., Inc. An
advocate of the campaign outlined by
Chairman Blumenthal of the tax
committe was_ Samuel Berman, secretary of the New York State
League. Mr. Berman in urging the.
repeal cited an instance where a city
in Ohio is levying a one cent tax in
addition to the government tax on
admissions and pointed out that
there was a possibility of this example becoming a general practice
throughout the country.
. "Rudolph Sanders, who is acting
state director, added a plea for immediate action. Enthusiasm reached
a pitch where every exIiiDitor present
volunteered to send telegrams to his
representative in Congress and the
Senate. This was done on the spot."
In view of the fact that Samuel
Berman and the New York State
Exhibitors' League had withdrawn
from the M. P. E. A., Inc., and had
been quoted as endorsing the actions
of Louis Blumenthal, he 'was asked
for a verification of the above.
Mr. Berman said: "My minutes
show that the name of Louis Blumenthal was never mentioned at the
Saturday meeting. I also wish to say
that I absolutely did not endorse any
move of Blumenthal's and never will.
. "I cannot see why there was any
statement issued to that effect. It is
true that we are conducting a campaign for the repeal of the film tax
of five per cent, the seat tax and the
admission tax, but we are going after
it in the same way as we conducted
the Sunday opening fight and are not
copying any one else."

DAILV
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(Continued from Page 1
important deals was the promotion
of a six reel photoplay by James
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"This first picture is one of a
series of James Oliver Curwood
stories which will be made in a big
way
ments. upon their natural environ"The second Curwood-Carver production will be 'The Yellowback' and
is now in course of production. The
third production will be '....omads of
the North' which appeared serially
in 'Red Book' magazine and is now
in book form published by Doubleday Page & Co.
"Only three productions per year
will be made."
McGuire

Quotations
Bid. Asked.

Last Sale

Famous Players.. 97
98^
973^
Triangle
Y^
Ya, Y\
World Film
—
—
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Writes

Sherrill

Fox
to Have
Scenario
School
One of the innovations connected
with the opening of the new William
Fox building, now rapidly nearing
completion, is a scenario school, to
be organized and operated in conjunction with the regular Scenario
In his answer Sherrill in one part
Department.
Hamilton Thompson has been se- says :
lected by Fox as supervisor of the
"If your Board stood in a purely
new scenario school.
advisory relationship to the Motion
Picture industry which was its first
conception when organized, it has
branched out dangerously toward

David Belasco
IN

"A

His first time in pictures

Universal, of course —
The Stage Women's War
Relief Series
SOMETHING

YOU

MUST

MISS

NOT

censorship."

Terwilliger to Direct Joyce
George" Terwilliger has been engaged by Vitagraph to direct Alice
Joyce in her next picture, "Pride."

Star Over
Night "

Ben

Wilson

Serial

Sept.

today.

They should be fostered; they should be helped,
not hampered. I believe that
anything the Navy may do to
aiid motion pictures will be
worth while, for it will be aiding a great educational enter"The invention of motion
pictures, I believe, was the
prise.
greatest
invention since the
printing press. And in one way
it was greater, for it reaches
even those unable to read." —
Hon. Josephus Daniels, Secretary of the Navy, in visit to
Lasky Studio, Hollywood.

Heavy Chaplin Dates
Mutual Series Go Into Rialto-Rivoli
— Others
Contract

William D. McGuire, of the National Board of Review, has sent a
letter to William L. Sherrill of the
Frohman Amusement Corp., asking
the latter to what extent the N. A.
M. P. I. resolution adopted at Rochester affected his resignation from
the Association.
In reply, Sherrill stated it was
merely a question of principle and
that he did not object submitting
his picture voluntarily to the Board
of Review for approval but that he
did object to being compelled to do
so.

compulsory

-Greatest Medium — "

"Next to newspapers motion
pictures are the greatest educational medium in the world

There will be a simultaneous presentation of all 12 of the Mutual
Chaplins at the Rivoli and Rialto. A
contract for the 12 to play day and
date at the two houses, has been
signed by Dr. Reisenfeld. The first
release, "The Floorwalker," will be
shown during the week of Sept. 14.
The rest will play at 6 week intervals.
Other bookings include Clemmer's
theater, Seattle; the Clark and Rowland interests in Pittsburgh, Rubin
and Finkelstein in Minneapolis and
St. Paul. Loew has booked the series
in New York for 70 days.
Miss Scott With Fox
Fox has engaged Mabel Juliene
Scott to appear opposite William
Russell under the direction of Harry

title of the Dorothy

soda "hounds."
Wilson Gives Pointers

J. Victor Wilson did most (
talking yesterday when he si
the Brooklyn Strand to a pai
newspaper folks.
An unusual feature of the tl
is the size of the lobby. The
tecture is Pompeiian and the
is supposed to represent the in
of a Roman home at that perio:
is 78 feet long by 75 . wide,
staircases lead to the mezz
From the floor to the dome (
lobby the distance is 60 feet.
The throw from projection
to the screen is unusual in, thj
distance is 185 feet as comparej
\67y2 in the Strand here ii^
York. The stage is so constl
that legitimate shows can be
the theater. Dressing room a
modations provide for 100 peo
There are 1,860 seats in the o
tra and 1,640 in the balcony.
First
National
attractions
been
contracted
for and othc
features.

THE

PTJBLIl

like to see
RITCHEY post-f

Gish

ers, and
exhibitor hkesthe
to see
the

picture originally called "Nobody
Home," has been changed to "Out

interested in the ne'w Capitol theater: .Messmore Kendall is president, E. J. Bowes,, vice-president.
Other directors are R. W. Chambers, the author, and Frank Hitchcock, formerly connected with General Film, Gen. T. C. Du Pont, Geo.
Armsby, of the California Packing
Corp.; G. H. Durran, the publisher,
and William Braden.

cream

has joined tl

Three Goldwyn Writers
Goldwyn has engaged thre<
known men for its studio ed
Rochester, N. Y.— A. X. Wolff,
staff. They are Harvey The.
one of the best best known shovymen here has left the managership gene Mullin and Charles Kt|
of the Rialto theater after 8 years Thew and Kenyon will do co
of service. He will take a rest for ties and Mullin will work un
nent Authors pictures.
several months.

1

of Luck."
Interest Behind Capitol
The following men are financially

John Emerson

•
Millarde. Wolff Leaves Rialto

"The Trail of the Octopus," a
serial featuring Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber, will be released Sept. 1
by the Hallmark Picture Corp.
The

^l^^^ffiQQ^^^D

increased boxoffice receipts
Are

you

going to

—
your share
get waiting
it's
for you

the}^ get.

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
40«W.31itSl.,N.Y. Phone Chebea 83

%
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Jew Pioneer Series

To Start Second King Film
Capitol, Elizabeth Opens Saturday
Cast for "Cup of Fury"
Helen Chadwick and Rockliffe
Molly King will start her second
Elizabeth, N. J.— The Capitol the,onecr has closed for the series Fellowes will appear in Rupevt
production for the American Cinema ate/ ,on Broad St., will open on Sa*MacFadden
Physical
Culture Hughes "The Cup of Fury" now m at their studio in Glendale, next
turday evening with "His Majesty,
production at Culver City.
week, and will be directed by John the American," Douglas Fairbanks
ledies, fifty-two in number. They
— United Artists' release.
be released weekly.
M. Stahl. The title is "WomenHerman Jans is the owner.
Willets Back in Town
ich subject is a complete comedy
Men Forgot." She will be supported
by
Frank
Mills,
Gretchen
Hartman
Gilson
Willets
of
Pathe,
is
back
self showing the value of brawn
and others.
muscle. The cast is composed in New York from Los Angeles.
len possessing classic physiques,
of women who have beauty and sjiiiiKiniiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiMiiMinriiiiTliiriiiiiiiiriiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiliriiiiiiiliMiliilliitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilliniiilliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiliiiriiiiiiininniiiliii
HuiiiitiuiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiuiiiiiioiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiMtMiiiiiiMiiiiittiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiMuiiliiiiiiMiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiriiiiniiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin
ect form. Albert Teital repreed the MacFadden interests
Keep your eye on this title
e M. H. Hoffman, general manof the Pioneer, signed the con11
ts on behalf of his concern.
"IT'S

If Your
Production is

\VeWiir
7 Pay the

^

A

GOLDIVYN

Samuel

PICTURE!'

Goldwyn

Presents

Will Rogers

^

"ALMOSTIN

By Clarence
Opie ReadG. Badger
Directed by
The "funny man" at his funniest

(Itegistered) li

Full of "Pep" and class! You'll say it is.
"WOO Feet Weekly"
:.niuiiiiiiiiuiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiuiimiHUiiiiuiiiiiuiiuiiuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiuiiiuiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiirimiiinMiiiiiiiuiiiii

A

HUSBAND"

II
If

a^a^

For V ^
^ces
tire Foreign

Reasons Why--

RI0HTS

You Will
Make Money

XIILLESPIE: BROS.
220 W» 42nd St. , New York

with

LEW CODY
SPECIALS

Robert McLaughlin's dramatic prouction "The House Without Childn" will have a lobby display that
all stop the passer-by pn account
i- Its very human appeal. We are
jjing our utmost to cooperate with
Jje author and transfer his ideas on
iinvas. Ready very shortly for the
[late Right buyer.
I
KRAUSS
MFG.
CO.*
0 West 42nd St.
New York City

No. 12

ILmiUll
COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipntnet
for STUDIO and THEATRE
ationai
and
Speer
Carbons
MAZDA LAMPS

VRLES F. CAMPBELL, Inc.
IT^T^-lfr 14 W.31stSt.,N.Y.

The Star's Success in —

"FOR

HUSBANDS

ONLY"

Produced by

L.

J.
GASNIER
Studios:
Glendale, California

=

I
111

aM!l
AUTHOR

/f. exhibSend
tt the other
you cleaned
Omaha, Neb.-*-G. F. Thornberg of
the Comfort, introduced the serial,
"The Great Gamble," in a novel way
that packed his theater on the night
of the first episode and assures
splendid patronage during the rest of
the serial. It was hot weather, and
Thornberg realized tlie difficulty of
getting the picture off to a satisfactory start.
He had 500 buttons made at 1 cent
each. On the top of the button, in
a red strip, was the name of the
theater. In the center, on a white
strip ,was a number. At the bottom,
on a blue, strip, was the title "The
Gamble."
Great
He announced repeatedly that on
a certain night buttons would be
given away admitting the wearers to
the show free of charge. On the
night mentioned, the theater was
filled.
The buttons bore a series of
twelve numbers. In many instances
two of the numbers were identical.
Each button wearer was to notice
the buttons worn by others he met
on the street, in an effort to find the
number corresponding to his. When
he found the wearer of the corresponding number, the two could get
a free admission to the first episode
of the serial if they went to the
theater together.
The Comfort is a neighborhood
house. Everybody in the neighborhood, it saemed, was wearing one of
the buttons, and everyone was looking at everybody else's button. "The
Great Gamble" got much advertising in this way, and the serial got
off to an auspicious start.

Markham

Building

Original Stories

2261 St. Francis St.
Hollywood,
Cailf.

Hollywood, Calif.
Telephone 577941

Forthcoming

Pictures Built in the
SCRIPT— Not In the
Cutting Room
.

Releases _

Originals --Titles— Continuities

Carlyle

Now

with Goldwyn
Writing for
Oeraldine Farrar
and
Director Reginald Barker

Blackwell
tions

Produc-

"THE DOUBLE CALL"

Ben

Wilson

Serial

Feature

"THE TRAIL OF THE

H. H. VAN LOAN
Recent Releases:
Norma Talmadire
"THE NEW MOON"
Earle Williams In
•A ROGUE'S ROMANCE"
5220%

In 15 Chapters

'tt^

;

Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

OCTOPUS"
R. CECIL SMITH
Writer
Five years with Thos.
H. Ince

DANIEL F. WHITCOMB
and the screen
Adapting for

Cnrrent Releases:
"APACHE"
•WHAT'S
YOUR

Original

J. ANTHONY

ROACH

William Fox

stories

Permanent Address

HUS-

Productions

Hollywood, Calif.

BAND DOING?"
BUSHER"

"THE

SSSj

REX TAYLOR
Goldwyn Staff
Current Madge
Release Kennedy

HARVEY THEW
Writing Continuity
Booth Xarklnirton'*
-SETTBINTHEN"
"HEARTS
OF MEN"
for George Beban
"DELICIOUS
LITTLE

JACK CUNNINGHAM
Associated with

"THE

WRONG
DOOR"
In Preparation:
"MORAN,
OF THE
'LADY
for TomLBTTY'
Moore "

for Mae Mnrray

George Loane
Tucker
Productions
Hollywood,

Cailf.

DEVIL"

and

LIGHT

HUNDREDS
WILL

)

England

E. RICHARD SCHAYER

San Francisco. — Mayor Rolph, ^,fter viewing "The World Aflame,"
Frank Keenan's special, dealing with
capital and labor problem, sent Keenan a letter of congratulation.
The picture was shown in the St.
Francis Hotel.

HAS

Representing the foremost
Authors nf America and

Dorothy Dalton'e
"HOMEBRHAKEE"

/

CONSIDINE

EDNA SCHLEY

Dorothy Dslton'e
"MARKET OF SOULS"
Enid Bennetf ■
"LAW OF MEN"

I

"AUTHOH
MILDRED

LYNCH

Recent Releases:

Congratulates Keenan

FARCE

AUTHOR

JOHN

Seattle. — During the showing of
"The Firing Line" at the Strand
theafer, Jenson & Von Herberg offered a prize of $50 for the best collective IS to 20-word description of
Irene Castle's pjowns worn in the
picture.
Rolph

DAILV

DIRECTED

WITH

12

COMEDY
YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

and

OF SUCCESSES
THE

BE OPEN

Can secure entire company
Address
X Y Z, care WID'S

BIGGEST

STARS

FOR

TO OFFERS

PRODUCER!

TO HIS CREDIT
THE

BEST

COMPANIES

SEPTEMBER

and studio — Ready
to shoot on
DAILY,
6404 Hollywood
Boulevard,

1st

two weeks'
notice.
Hollywood,
California

^
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Another House

ilelect in England

E. E. Smathers to Rebuild Skating
Rink Near 53rd Street

sh Unit Formed— Milder and
Edith Koch m Charge
:ct has formed a company
as the Select Pictures, Ltd.,
will be operated with MaxMildcT as president and Edith
L. J.'s secretary, as treasurer,
y sail Sept. 17 for England
vill establish temporary headers at the Hotel Savoy, LonWith them will go prints of
ew Selznick output as private
ngs will be given on the other
ces will probably
be opened
in Continental countries.
der was given a dinner at the
uc-Stratford in Philadelphia
onday night at which Selznick
he executive staff were present,
as a regular
party,
wine'n
hing.

R.-G. Prepared

its announcement for the comieason, Robertson-Cole states
it will release 52 features, 12
lis, 52 Strand comedies, and
n Johnson's South Sea Island
'es.
^fakawa will make 8; Barriscale,
ichelena, 2; Warner, 6; Des, 2; Edith Storey, 8; Brent, 3; Haworth will make 4 of the
lecials.
lerior Brand films will be re1 once a week.
louncement will soon be made
new male star and a female

i

No. 184

Little Ad Talks
I

By Jack Alicoate

IHE" dominant reason back of
the success of any publican is reader interest. WID'S
read because it is brief and
the point — It gives more
'ormation in less space than
y industry publication —
ID'S DAILY selects and
esn't leave it to you to flounr about — Most magazines try
give as much as they can —
ID'S DAILY puts each item
its proper prospective, at
; same time giving you all
; news worth reading — You
ver have to v?ade through
ID'S — It is always, crisp,
ncise — You read it from covto cover — because you want

Price 5 Cents

E. E. Smathers, multi-millionaire
and well known as a devotee of fine
horses, is the latest to enter the picture field. It is understood that negotiations are being closed as a result of which Smathers will secure
the old skating rink on Broadway
near 53rd St. and will either remodel
it or tear it down and erect instead
a big picture theater.
Srt)athers could not be reached.

Add 2 More States
Michigan
and
Pennsylvania
Join
with Miami Valley League
{By Wire
DAILY)
Cleveland
, O.to— WW'S
At a meeting just
held here Sam Berman, secretary of
the New York State Exhibitor's League, and A. F. Kinzeler, secretary of
the Miami Valley League, perfected
an arrangement whereby the states
of Michigan and Pennsylvania were
admitted into the combined organizations. King Perry, head of the
Michigan exhibitors, was spokesman for that state and Fred Herrington represented Pennsylvania.
Sam Bullock and Fred Lustig of
the Cleveland Exhibitor's League,
were present and that organization
came into the combine.
Tully Marshall, one of the all star cast supporting
Anita Stewart
in
This is only the beginning of a
"Her
Kingdom
of Dreams,"
a First National attraction. *Advt. nation-wide movement, so the leaders say, and in time the New York
league and The Miami Valley League will have reached practically
Abraham S. Schomcr, producer of every state in the union.
Chicago.— H. J. Reynolds, president of the Renco Film Co., has "Ruling Passions," Select distribution, will soon start the first proStromberg Gets Assistants
taken only world's rights on
duction of the Schomer-Ross Prod.
"Mother-Love and Law," a feature
Hunt Stromberg now in complete
in which Dolly Ledgerwood Masters Co., a new corporation.
The company will make from 4 charge of Select exploitation has enappears.
gaged Harmon Yaffa as assistant.
The film was made, according to to 6 pictures a year. B. S. Man- Yaffa was
in the service department
will handle distribution.
an announcement, by George A. heimer
at Goldwyn.
Siegmann and produced by Crystal
Stromberg has also adtded An^
Theater Help Organizes
Photoplays Corp.
thony Gablik to the art department.
The story revolves around the
The M. P. Workers Union of
court fight of Mrs. Masters for pos- Greater New York has been organsession of her baby.
ized and application has already been
made for a charter from the Amer{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
ican Federation of Labor.
Metro Secures "Old Lady 31"
Birmingham, Ala. — Only 10 legisThe union will go on strike for
Reported yesterday that Metro
lative days remain in which to enact
increased wages after its affiliation important state matters and for that
had
purchased
"Old
Lady
31"
from
with the national body is complete.
Lee Kugel.
reason it is believed that the censorTicket choppers, ushers, door keepship bill introduced on Tuesday will
ers and such help used around the not come up for action.
It is understood that Kugel has
iheater are included in the new
been holding the picture at $30,000. union.
Film men say that the bill actuMoving
ally threatens the industry in the
Strand Opens Tonight
State of Alabama.
The Brooklyn Strand will open
tonight. A number of important
Chicago. — Crcsson E. Smith,
Monday, Sept. 1 being a legal
film people have pledged them- United Artists managers here, will
holiday, there will be no issue
selves to attend the opening. Repre- move his offices from 1202 Consusentatives of the sales forces of the
mers Bldg. to the 4th floor of 17
of WID'S DAILY published.
Xorth Wabash Ave.
larger companies
will attend.

Takes Over Film

New Producer

ExpecTBill to Die

sMI
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Burying
the Hatchet
Buys All Capital Exchanges
Louis F. Blumenthal of the M. P.
Samuel Ludwig, of the Ludwig
E. A., Inc., has written John Sie- Film Exchange, Chicago, has purfert of the Miami Valley League rechased all of the Capital Film Exquesting co-operation in pushing the
changes. The deal gives him exVol. IX No. 59
Friday, Aug. 29, 1919
Price 5 Cents fight for tax repeal. Blumenthal
changes in Milwaukee, Chicago, Inpoints out that exhibitor difference,
dianapolis, Omaha and Seattle.
Ludwig has closed for the Jester
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, in this case, should be forgotten.
Inc. -Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
comedies for the territories served
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
Fox Entertains
FILM FOLKS, INC.
by the exchanges in the above cities.
Also purchased Ebony comedies,
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and TreasOne hundred wounded army offiurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
cers, from hospitals all over Greater Harry Myers westerners and Maciste
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business New York and New Jersey attended Serial.
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, yesterday afternoon's performance
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under of "Evangeline" and "Kathleen Mathe act of March 3, 1879.
vourneen" at the 44th Street theater as guests of William Fox.
Terms (Postage free). United States, Outside
of Greater
New
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Neill to Direct Lincoln
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
R. William Neill will direct E. K.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order

Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood,, California:
•Editorial
Offices:
6404
Hollywood
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood
1062.

Lincoln in "The Crucible" for
American Cinema. Ruby de Remer
will play opposite Lincoln.

Another

Tourneur

Film

"The Life Line," a Maurice Tourneur Production, adapted 1)y Chas.
S. Whittaker from the story by Geo.
R. Simms, will be released by Famous Players as a Paramount-Artcraft Picture.
De

Takacs

RITCHKl
posters are great
enough, to satisfy ^
everybody — the
producer — thedistributor — the
exhibitor — the
pubHc — and

the

RITCHEY

LITHO.
CORI>.
406W.31>tSt.,N.Y.
rhone Ckebca 838

Dead

Andre de Takacs, one of the best
known free lance artists in New
Proctor Returns from Tour
York has died of heart disease.
Ralph O. Proctor of United ArAt a meeting of the A. M. P. A.
tists, has returned to New York afyesterday, Merritt Crawford of Fox,
ter a tour of all "Big Four" exchanges.
was appointed chairman of a committee that will draw up resolutions
of condolence.
Five Fox Films on Broadway
Bid. Asked. Last Sale
Fox Film is boasting of five of its
Famous Players.. 98
99
98
Realart Appointments
Triangle
—
—
?4 films. on Broadway. The list includes
James H. Cunniff has been apWorld Fikn
_
_
^ a Mutt and Jeff cartoon at the Ripointed chief traveling auditor of
voli, a Sunshine Comedy at the Ri- Realart, and David E. Berman, purCleveland Exhibitors in Arms
chasing agent.
alto, "Checkers" at the Central,
Oren F. Woody will have charge
Cleveland exhibitors are up in "Evangeline" and "Kathleen Maof the Los Angeles exchange.
arms over the practice of producers vourneen" at the 44th St.
of introducing songs in productions.
They say that they are thus forced
to submit to music publishers who
compel them to advertise their songs
We Place Insurance io
after they pay a royalty tax.

luotations
Q«

NATIONAL
^Cparamount-^rtcra^
>VEEK

Ready?

Catholic
Art Association

Simmons with Lesser
Sol Lesser has opened his New
York E-xchange and installed Ira H.
Simmons as general salesmanager.

(Watch this space for others)

% FAMOUS

PLA^TRS-LASKY

CORPORATION

AS SURE AS THE SUNRISE
The law nf average is as sure as the sun rising in the morning —
Accidents fires, stolen cars happen every day of the year and they
happen when least expected — You 'never know when your turn is
coming nor need you care if your investments are covered by insurance— Better
see us today — Tomorrow
may
be one
day
too late.

and

WeVe got
the biggest attraction
in the
whole serial world

BESS MEREDHJ
WILFRED LUCAf

»

Phone

- and -

Jo/in

i(4as - 5-*2« - 9*eT

Samuek

Writing and Directing

Australian Featurd

Keep your eye on this title

what's more to the point
— everybody knows it.

JAMES J. CORBETT

^

^

m
Address
Care Snowy Baker
84 Oxford Street

"The Midnight Man"
September First

Sydney, N. S. W. Australia
(Registered)

THE

FEATURE

of animated weeklies
iiiiiuiiniHiiiiiiiiiunihiuuuuiiiiittaHmi«iimii

Cable Address
"Snowing Sydney"

Kay Laurel to Be Featured
ay Laufel, Ziegfeld Follies beaujnd more recently seen in the
urod role of Rex Beach's "The
nd," is to be featured in a series
pecial features by Sheer and Co.,
I J. M. Sheer, of the old Solax
pany, heading the executive
es. Production has been started
be Reliance Studio, Yonkers, unthe personal direction and super)n of Jack O'Brien, recently dior general of the Virginia PearPicture Corp.
Hollywood with Vitagraph
dwin
L. Hollywood
has
just
1 added to the staff of Vitagraph
ctors at Brooklyn
and will diHarry T. Morey.

Two More for
:or e Landy and
have been added
licity staff. Both
select.

Realart
Edna S. Michto the Realart
were formerly

lie RADIUM MYSTERY

Davis Here

sM^

H. M. is
Davis,
manager,
in NewGoldwyn's
York for Boston
a few
days.
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Betty Hale, one of the Ziegfeld
girls, will appear in comedies for the
K. K. K. Picture Corp.

Selznick After Montgomery
Myron Selznick is after James
Montgomery to write original stories
for Owen
Moore.

The

Ralphapolis
Abbett,
Indianmanager, isUniversal's
in New York.

Value
Name

of a

Christie
Film .concern open for medium sized office in Times

For

Square district. Immediate occupation desired. Can furnish
excellent references. Box P .D.

Specials
Comedies

"^POWERS

or

ILLU/TDATED-HAND

LETTERED

irst SUPER-SERIAL ever made
All-star cast
Cleo Madison
Ed. Brady

Eileen Sedgwick
Bob Reevei

Bob^Kortland
Gordon McGregor

Jeff Osborne
Robert Gray

Ji sensible but sensational serial

ACIFIC
100 SUNSET

PRODUCING
BLVD..

CO.

HOLLYWOOD

PRODUCED
BY

"Wl

LJ.GASNIER

I^
" ■

STUDIOS :

GLENDALE
CALIFORNIA

th

J. Frank Hatch's Enterprises will
;lease to state right buyers very'
lortly (Vera Michelena) "The Price
?oman Pays" and Lois Wilson in
Forced to Wed." We have the loby displays in work and will be on
xhibition shortly in our show rooms.
KRAUS MFG. CXD.
;0 W. 42nd St.
New York City

%dsons Why-YOUwrii make MONEY
LEW CODY SPECIALS
No.

13

THE

STAK'S

SUCCESS

"Borrowed 'Clothes"

IN
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Th£original of the) {following 'letter is on file in the office of D.
720 Longacref Building,^ 1480 Broadway, New York City.

'^^
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GRIFFITH

SERVICE,
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"Hearts of the World" (new version),
Fall of Babylon" and "The Mother and the Law" carry thfe prestige
^ "'The performances
of the Griffith Repertory Season of 204 consecutive
at the Geo. M. Cohan Theatre, Broadway and 43rd
^^•
Street, New York City, where they played to capacity business at prices ranging from
^a^ 50c. to $3.
All three productions arc released through D. W. GRIFFITH
Suite, 720 Longacre Building, New York City.
^/X'T'I?
A^V/ 1 £i

SERVICE,

Albert L. Grey, General Manager,

"The Fall of jBabylon" will be ready for early bookings immediately following
itH present tour at $2. prices over the Klaw and Erlanger circuit.
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Gets Morosco Plays

isk for Higher Wages

Famous
Players Will Picturize All
of Producer's
Output — "Cappy
Ricks" First

berators
ConJFer
with
Exhibitors'
League — Early Settlement
Looked for
IWitli all tlie warring that is going
i between the unions and the theamanagers it is interesting to note
i;
w peacefully the recent meetings
it have been held between the

Jesse L. Lasky last night announced that by an arrangement just
completed Famous Players-Lasky
will have exclusive screen rights to
•the entire stage output, both past,
rosco.
present,
and future, of Oliver Mo-

ipresentativcs of the operator's
ion and a committee from the
;w York State Motion Picture Exbitor's League have been conicted.

This deal follows on the announcement a short time ago of the taking
over by Famous Players of Charles
Frohman, Inc.
"Cappy Ricks," the play in which
Thomas Wise appeared last season,
will be the first of the plays. No
one has as yet been selected to play
in this vehicle.
At the hour of going to press it
was impossible to secure any information regarding the number of
plays produced to date by Morosco.
Together with the Frohman , deal,
however. Famous Players will have
an almost unlimited supply from
which to draw.

The operators came to the Exhibi-

^r's League and told them that
(ey wanted ■ to put a new wage
sale before them as well as new
ijrking conditions. Accordingly a
immittee was appointed Wednfisliy at a meeting held at the Hotel
iitor by the exhibitors to meet with
le operators.
flA representative from every Sensorial district in the state was presrt to ^ discuss labor conditions,
lokings*, etc.
liSidney S. Cohen appointed the folwing committee to deal with the
lerators at another meeting held
sterday: - Sam Sheer, Chairman;
!:o Brecher, H. Rachmil, F. A. Goran, David V. Picker, E. Falter, H.
lapiro, C. Martineau and Henry
irn.
After a lengthy discussion it was
;nounced that a decision would be
(Ven by the exhibitors next week.
' favorable reply is looked for.
No. 185

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
YESTERDAY
one of the
most prominent advertisers
in the business and a regular
user of WID'S DAILY said,
"It's a shame they are all commencing to get next to your
daily — it's the best advertising
bet in the industry, but I was
trying to keep it to myself" —
We can't blame him for trying
to keep a good thing to himself for the truth of the matter
is he probably was right — We
dislike to call anything the best
in any line of endeavor
after all it's facts and i.^c
opinion that make that word a
reality, but we can't get away
from the FACT that they are
all "commencing to get next to
the Daily."

Price 5 Cents

Saenger in N. Y.
Gueringer Placed in Charge of Office
— Will Make Purchases Here
The Saenge*- Amusement Co. of
New O"-' . _ has opened a New
York office in Room 1110, Longacre
Robert McKim,
one of the all-star cast, suporting
Anita
Stewart
in Bldg. with W. H. Gueringer assis"Her Kingdom of Dreams."
'Adyt. taiit general manager in charge.
All purchases of films and accessories will be consummated through
this office. Saenger Amusement and
Labor
Organization
in
Southern Qne
of Objectionable
Features
of the Saenger Film and Supply Co.,
California Make Demands on
Alabama
Bill Removed
by
an affiliated company, own and opProducers
erate 75 theaters in 5 southern states.
Committee

Want Men Unionized

Strike Out Measure

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — The Motion Picture
Producers Association of Southern
California has received demands
from the International Alliance of
Theatrical Employees and the Los
Angeles Building Trade Council for
immediate unionization of all laborers in the motion picture industry
in Southern California.
The two unions suggest a schedule
of wages with the proviso that all
studios must have a technical director. Twenty-three studios were represented at the meeting of the Producers sociation when the dem
.ere considered but no acis taken because there was a
on as to just which of the two
labor organizations had authority to
act for t-lie employees.

(liy Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Montgomery, .-Xla. — The youse
committee on the revision of laws
reported favorably yesterday on the
censor bill. In its report, the committee struck out section 6 which
provides for the censor board to approve moral and proper films and
disapprove of those that are sacriligious, indescent, obsence or immoral nature or those which tend to
corrupt public morals.
The measure is now on the calendar of the house and is scheduled to
come up on the 41st calendar day.
The legislature has but 10 days to
run and if the bill comes up it will
require a special resolution to bring
it up out of its order.

All Stars for "Old Lady 31"
Metro officially announces the purSchenck Moves
chase of "Old Lady 31" as reported
Joseph .Schenck is now located in in this morning's issue. .An all star
cast
will
be used.
his new offices, 140 W. 42nd St.

Frayne on Operator's Situation
When asked for a statement regarding the union that had been
formed among the employees of the
New York picture houses Hugh
Frayne of the American Federation
of Labor, stated that the work of
organizing had just begun and that
it was by no means complete. He
also stated that it would be a matter
of time before a complete organization could be aff^ccted and that work
was going on in a satisfactory manner. Frayne did not want to be
quoted at the present time as to
whether or not a demand for more
wages for the theater employees
would be put before the managers.
He will issue a statement later.
Monday, Sept. 1 being a legal
holiday, there will be no issue
of WID'S DAILY published.
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H
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Hanson
comedies.

will

appear

in

S. J. Rollo, director of sales and
exchanges of Exhibitors Mutual, announces the following changes:
Bessie Love is soon to begin work Fred G. Sliter, branch manager at
on "Pegeen," by Eleanor ^Hoyt Pittsburgh, has been made special
fie'd representative covering eastern
Brainerd.
David Smith will di,"cct,.
a.iid central western territory. C. W.
Olive Thomas's third picture for Moore, assistant manager at Pittsburgh, has been appointed acting
Selznick has been named "The Glormanager of that exchange. W. L.
ious Lady."
Parker, formerly on sales force of
"His Majesty, the American," Cincinnati and Washington exFairbanks United Artists release,
changes, has been transferred to the
will be in 8 reels.
executive offices. M. L. Mints has
been appointed manager of the ChiDogy Hobart has been engaged as
cago branch.
film
editor for the Paramount-Brigg
comedies.
Phillips Film Opens Tonight
Corinne Griffith soon will begin
work on a new Vitagraph feature
called "The Tame Wife." Tom Terriss will direct. "The Tame Wife"
will follow Clyde Fitch's "The Climbers" which is nearly completed.

Ben Blumenthal, of Export and
Import and the newly formed Atlantic Cinema Corp., has pust returned
from a trip to the west coast. He
will sail for England in 10 days.

Happiness"

will sweep
the world from
end
to end

Dorothy Phillips in "The Right to
Happiness" will open at the Park
tonight. A number of prominent
film folks will attend.
The Balalaika orchestra and the
Russian Cathedral quartet will render special numbers. The symphony
orchestra will be under direction of
Joseph Klein, by arrangement with
Dr. Hugo Ricscnfcld.
C. B. D. King, president of Lilieria,
will attend the opening.

Results
of "Miracle
Man"
Contest
Convict 66460, Sing Sing, was
awarcled first prize in "The Miracle
Man" essay contest held by Famous
Players. Convict 66157, a man
named Berchman, won second and
Brooklyn Strand Opens
Convict 68607, R. F. Porter, won the
The
Brooklyn Strand opened last
third prize.
The contest was held to determ iie night when a specially invited audience attended a reception followed
who would write the best essay on
by the first performance.
the value of "The Miracle Man."
First National was strongly repreThe judges were the editors of the
sented as were well known fi.gures in
trade papers, and the decision was
the film world. The opening picture
made yesterday.
was "The World and Its Woman"
May Limit Theater Capacity
with Gcraldine Farrar."
St. Paul, Minn.— The State Fire
"Flying
A" Men
Confer
Marshall will ask for a bill limiting

Washington. — George W. Fuller
has jfist signed the Metro service for
1919-1920 over the Harry Crandall
circuit. The contract calls itor 36
Screen Classics and- whatever productions Nazimova makes during the
coming season.
The theaters included in the cir:uit are the Knickcrljocker, Apollo, the sale of theater tickets to seatingcapacity at the special session of the
A'I.eaders, Metropolitan, Avenue legislature which opens Sept. 8.
Grand, and the Crandall.
Blumenthal Back

"The Right To

Field Changes

Allison With

Fox

(Special to irW'S DAILY)
Chicago. — The central field force
of the American Film Co. met last
week
for a general
conference.
Present at the meeting were C. A.
Stimson, Wallace Akin, C. V. Ford,
L. B. Douglas, F. W. Normand,
Henry Fisher, R. L. Honeck. R. E.
Nchls, G. P. .A.utenrieth,.L. F. Bent,
Edwin H Ryan, R. D. Goodman, E.
M. Franklin. C. W. Rosnagle and
W. C. Huey.

George R. Allison has lieen enGreen with Katterjohn
gaged as supervisor of the southern
district for Fox, with headquarters
Los Angeles. — Al Green will direct the first Monte Katterjohn
in Atlanta.
B. S. Bryan will be his
assistant.
special with House
Peters.

Keep your eye on

this title

An epoch-making
production by

Hear
four
Mae Marsh.
Siefert

Buys

companies

are

Majestic,

a:

Dayto

[By IVirc to IVID'S DAILY)
Dayton. — John
Siefert,
presid
of the Miami Valley Exhibitor's Ll
gue and manager of the Ideal th^
tcr, has bought the Majestic, whj|
has been idle for some months.'
At one time the Majestic was
best paying film house in Dayt
W. H. Rudolph, now publicity n
for Harry Garson, managed
house when it was a i)ig' mon
maker aTid was successful. After ]
dolph left larger houses were bi
and the Majestic lost its suprema
.Siefert has been successful w
the Ideal through his unique advl
tising methods and he- will go af
the advertising for the Majestic
much the same way.
Chandler Joins First National
C. F. Chandler
for 5 years
charge of Essanay publicity and
vertising will shortly join First 1
Yearslev.
tional under

supervision

of

"B

Films Only in Capitol
.-\n announcement from the C-^
tol theater states that films wilf
the fundamental source of enterta
ment there. Work is being rus?
to take advantage of the closing:
legitimate shows.

INI ERKI.Y
ARTISTIC
posters like the
violet are "born

The
unseen."
to blushRITCHEY

ALLEN HOLUBAR

posterjikeflower,
thedominates
sunthe
landscape!

with

DOROTHY PHILLIPS

RITCHE-sr

LITHO.
CORP.
40«W.3]tlSt.,N.Y. Pbone Clwlaea 83U

in a marvelous
dual role

II
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Works of 12 Authors
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,I<'A>ST,
Sons of Irp•lebrate IISKI.VXD.—
the formal ratification
of
iCe Treaty by (ireat IJritain. Lord
the the
^■iceroy
Ireland.
1rencli,
Carson,
great ofIrish
leader.Sir
iRIDGE, M.\SS. — Attempt to rival
art — but the bullseyes, not
are targets used by competing art National Tournanient.
i)Nr<), CANADA.— Prince of Wales
I enthusiast! Thousands greet
's royal heir ui>on his arrival to
anadian end of Toronto-New York
5. The Prince gives starting sigColoncl Karker, Canadian ace, in
Ills captured planes. Captain Kindiured when his plane crashed at
. manages to arrive safely at New
Lieutenant Plumb wins the race,
:lng the round trip of 104:2 miles in
. 38 min.
iSELS, BELGIUM— I ranee, Britnerica — soldiers of Allied nations
elgium to take part in a great
I demonstration.
VOUK CITY.— British aviator
IS novel air stunt — Major Orde
rops in parachute from plane at
itude of 250 feet.
)VEKING TREASURES OF THE
—An
animated
drawing
illustratoperation of the Lake Submarine
ng Boat.
By Bert Green.
)lvEN,
N.
.1. — Samuel
Gompers
from Europe — public awaits with
attitude
of noted
leader toward
labor plans.
IRY PARK, N. J. — Picturesuue
and picturesque floats vie in
and originality at Baby Show.
lWA, CANADA.— Canadian capital
Hicial welcome to Prince of Wales
ands of people greet the Prince on
lent Hill.

O

day

NATIONAL
iramount-^rtcra^t
- >VEEK

Ready?
Get Set!
p Go!
?A^^01IS PLAWRS-IASKJ'

CORPORATION JI'll

Smith Moves to Studio
ur V. Smith, brother of Albert
ith, of Vitagraph, who has
)ccupying an executive posit the general offices, 1600
vay, has moved to the Brookdio where he will act as assisthe president.

Secured by Vitagrap
Releaseh— One a Month
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DAILV
In the Courts

Strike at 729

David VVeinstock, owner of the
'."ity Hall Theater in Park Row, has
filed an answer in the Supreme
Court in a suit by Judson Hyatt to
recover damages for false arrest.
The defendant alleges that during
the Liberty Loan drive in May,
1918, the plaintiff demanded to know
whether the defendant intended to
sell Liberty Bonds that day and insisted that they should not be sold
"on his time."
Weinstock said he would sell them
when he saw fit and that he would
exclude the plaintiff from the theater. A crowd collected and the defendant had the plaintiff arrested to
prevent what he thought would be a
breach of the peace.

Vitagraph has just announced that
the rights to a number of storie-s by
big authors have been secured.
The line-up inckides Re.x Beach,
Robert W. Chamljers, Mary Roberts
Rmehart, Rupert Hughes, Irvin S.
Cobl), Booth Tarkington, Richard
Harding Davis, O. Henry, George
Adc, Gouverneur Morris, Amelie
Rives and George Randolph Chester.
The first release will be "The
Vengeance of Durand" by Rex Beach
and the stories will be released one a
month
during the coming season.
Rex Beach, Rupert Hughes, Mary
Roberts Rinehart, and Gouverneur
Morris are all of the Eminent
Authors Pictures, Inc., a Goldwyn
Otto Joachim has filed suit in the
ally. However, their arrangement
with Goldwyn, in a number of cases, Supreme Court against Herman
does not affect previous contracts Katz to recover $5,525 in connection with the sale of stock in the
existing between authors and film
companies.
Paralta Plays. The complaint alleges that in July, 1917, he was induced to buy 50 shares of preferred
New Pioneer Exchange
and
100
shares of common stock in
Pioneer has added the seventh link
the Paralta company on the promise
to its list of co-operative exchanges. of Katz and others that if the stock
It is the Masterpiece Film Attrac- was not retired within two years
tions of Philadelphia, controlling
eastern Pennsylvania and southern they would Imj' it back at what he
paid with 7 per cent, interest, less
New Jersey.
Ben Amsterdam and L. Korson any dividends received. He said he
dividends and that the inare behind the Masterpiece ex- got $175terestinwas $700,
change.
leaving a balance of
$525
due
and
the
defendant has reThe first conference of the manfused to carrv out the agreement.
agers of the Pioneer chain has just
been held. Among those present
The Buffalo Motion Picture Corp.
were Herman Rifkin, of Boston; is defendant in two suits filed in the
Earl Simmons, of Pittsburgh; I. Supreme Court by Stella K. Talbot.
Cobe, of Buffalo, and Floyd Brockell In one suit in which she asks $2,500
of the Greater Stars Productions of she
alleges that she was engaged
Chicago.
May 5, 1918, to encat the leading
role in "The Price of Innocence" at
Contest on Keystone-Triangles
$500 a week and that she acted for
The Keystone comedies will soon 9 weeks until the film was finished
be presented in a novel way. The and earned $4,500, of which only
public will be given an opportunity $2,000 was paid. In her second suit
to suggest ideas for the revival of for $4,500 she alleges she was enthese pictures. H. E. Aitken, presigaged April 30 last to appear in a
dent of Keystone, is ofifering from film, not named, at $500 a week, and
$1,000 to $10,000 in cash for such was ready to perform services but
ideas.
on .^ug. 20 she was notified that
Virtually all of the important pic- someone else had been engaged for
ture comedians of the present day
played originally with the Keystone the part. She sues for 9 weeks' pay.
Company when Sennett was the
In the suit of the Film Advertising
guiding hand.
Co. against Clara Kimball Young the
defendant has filed an answer denyBuys Three Orlando Theaters
ing that the advertising signs were
contracted for by her and alleges
[Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Jacksonville, Fla. — L. D. Joel has that the C. K. Y. Film Corp. was
purchased 3 theaters in Orlando. responsible for them. She asks for
They will all be extensively im- particulars of the alleged agreetnent
by which she was pay pay for the
proved.
Joel recently opened a new theater signs.
in Lakeland.
Because of the alleged premature
"Bill" Is After Blood
explosion of a bomb in the studio of
the Leonce Perret Film Corp. at
"Bill" Yearsley has left on another Great Neck, L. I., a suit has been
of his famous fishing trips. This
time he is out after Ijlood. He is filed against the corporation in the
determined to get back Tuesday Supreme Court by Joseph Gildutis
for $5,000 damages. Gildutis says he
morning with a catch.
Earl Hudson promises himself a was employed as a super.
vacation Monday.
New Columbia Theater
In Control of Greensboro
[Special tn IVID'S DAILY)
Columbia. -S. C. — Plans have been
[Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Greensboro, S. C. — The Virginia- made public for the erection of a
Carolina Amusement Co. is now in new theater to cost $250,000. It will
control of the downtown theater sit- be built by G. C. Warner, and be
uation here.
called the Capitol.

Just when all the picture
magnates were waiting to be
shot to their sumptuous offices
yesterday morning, the elevator men in the Godfrey Bidg.
v/ent on strike.
The operators demanded
more money from the superintendent of the building and
after the latter's consultation
with one important official,
whose name could not be
learned, the men went back to
work
Incijdentally, what was probably a record for a striking
period
minutes! was established — three

"Vita" to Produce Abroad
\''itagraph is the latest of the producing
companies to announce production in Europe.
One company is being organized
now to go abroad. At present, the
star and director are being kept secret. A^itagraph has a large laboratory near Paris where the films taken
in France and England can be developed.

"JVs A Goldwyn

SAMUEL

MADGE

Picture'."

GOLDWYN

KENNEDY

"Strictly Confidential"

From Jerome K. Jerome's comedy
'*Fanny and the Servant Problem'*
Directed by Clarence G. Badger
l^edigrees comedy
play theofleading
mysteryrole in tbii

ltei:^'.-===£^

1I

HET
HERB
ACER
BL
Now directing

■

NAZIMOVA
in

"The Hermit Doctor
m\

of Gaya"
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KINOGRAMS
PLAXKS IX BIG SKY KACE— Men
■who contest in speed flight from New
York to Toronto and return seen arriving and departing
from
Minneola.
(ilANT AIK PlILLMAX FLIES.— Biggest plane ever built for passenger traffic is asseml>led and mattes first trip in
sliy at Milwauliee,
Wis.
DARE DEATH IN AUTO RACE.— Drlv
ers in Elgin road classic send cars around
America's most dangerous course at top
speed setting new records.
PRINCE LEAVES FOR WEST.— His
Royal Highness Prince of Wales entrains
after reception at Toronto for long journey through interior CaTiada.
WELCOME
ITALIAN WARSHIP.—
Rousing ovation is given to men of the
Conte di Cavour in Boston when big ship
arrives on mission from Italy.
CRACK SWIMMERS IN R.4CE— Eugene Bolden of the Great Lakes Naval
Training Station, wins ten mile contest
in Delaware River at Riverton, N. .J.
IN CANADA'S DAISY FIELDS.— A
Tracy Slathewson camera ramble among
the pastoral beauties of the landscape in
the vicinity of Fredricton, N. B.
REMOVE WIRE BARRICADES— Last
of entanglements abou; Cologne are removed by British troops of occupation
following
signing of peace treaty.
.lOUST AT YE OLDEN SPORT— Arschers of the National Association meet in
their annual target competition at Cambridge, Mass.
CLUBS PLAY FOR POLO CUP — Myo
pia defeats Dedham in a vigorously contested game hy a score of 18 to 5Vi at
Dedham, Mass.

jM^t

W. H. Gets Serial

First Aid

Steck Working for MacDon

To

State
of 13" in
United Right
States"Mystery
and Canada
VV. H. i'rod. has closed United
•States and Canadian distrilnition
rigl?'ts on "The Mystery of 13," produced by Louis Burston and featurTheby.
ing "Francis Ford and Rosemary
The film will be state righted,
backed by an extensive campaign.
Kennedy Busy

THEATRE ROYAL
Emporia, Kansas
Dear Wid:
Enclosed find check for another year's subscription to
WID'S DAILY. Your most
valuable paper is a real first
aid to busy people and that
spells a lot.
With best wishes, I am,
Yours truly,

Aubrey M. Kennedy, now in Texas
has made 62 reels of films in the last
R. H. HOLMES.
7 months.
He made "The Masked Rider," a
15-episode serial for $37,000; "Sky
Allen Again Signs with Universal
Eye," a 7 reel production for $10,000, and a dozen two rcelers in ten
Major Jack .'Mien, who already has weeks' time.
produced
a series of wild animal
Efficiency
pictures for Universal, will make a
second series for that company.
Boston. — The film exchange men
are
pointing to what an efficient orLynch in Greenville
ganization will do.
liecently when the New Haven
{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Greenville, S. C. — The Lynch in- railroad strike was on, the entire
terests are now represented here, New England territory was divided
having- purchased the Rialto. G. E. into 20 zones with a distributing
Harbuck of .'\ugusta, has been ap- point in each zone from which an
automobile service was installed.
pointed local representative.

Los{By
Angeles.
— H.
Tipton
Ste]
Wire to
WW'S
DAIli
completed the adaptation of
Three Godfathers" by Peter B.
which appeared in the Saturda;
ning Post. This is being usi
Harry Carey under the title ol
Steck
is now
working on an
Gift
of the
Desert."
tation of "Hotel .\lponette o
Turning Point" 1)y Rober
Chambers, which will be us«
Katherine MacDonald as a Fir!
tional attraction.
Rogers of Select Return
Charles R. Rogers, direct
sales for Select, has returned t
York after a western trip.
He succeeded in booking th(
nick star series in the JensC
Von Herberg houses, the Cal;
and
Cisco. l^ortola theaters in San
Klein Transferred
{Special to— WID'S
Washington.
Fred B.DAILY
Klein
ager
of
I.-oew's
Columbia,
hai
transferred to Cleveland wh(
will manage

the .Stillnian.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
Saenger Takes Another House
New Orleans, La. — The Saenger
Amusement Co. has added the Trianan to its list of theaters. Ryan of
the Globe will be manager.

Helen
Keller in "DELIVERANCE"
playing at the Lyric Theater will
have a complete lobby display to fit
the two dollLr theater all ovef the
country — This display is bound to
"Draw" as it individualizes an inspired being and heralds to her many
admirers an exact counterpart of what
the screen will portray.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 W. 42nd St.
New York City

Film concern open for medium sized office in Times
Square district. Immediate occupation desired. Can furnish
excellent references. Box P .D.
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iking Films Popular

Quinn Challenges

paign Under Way to Introduce
'ictures in Shops, Churches,
Halls and Factories
hat will undoubtedly prove of
endous importance in popular■ films through the medium of
ational subjects has just been
ed in a nation wide campaign by
Bureau of Commercial Ecoics, Washington, D. C, an orsation which has a circulating
ry of 21,000,000 feet covering in•ial
subjects of every conceivnature.

Ba '- from Coast, Says He Will Meet
»»ii> Committee of Producers to
Defend His Stand

le' organization is devoted en;■ to the distribution of educa.1 subjects but questionnaires
low being sent out in order to
•e information that will allow
llation of projection machines in
s, churches, factories, halls and
1 rooms all over the country,
"rancis
director
and A. Holley
Maris is
Boggs,
dean,of the

the trade trenched
papers,
haven't
at all. Ibut
am I ready
at reall
times to meet a committee of producers and prove what I have said.
They think I have dropped a bombshell but what I have said so far is
not even half of what I know.
"They say I speak in generalities
and vague terms. Let's get down to
specific instances, i maintain that
fully 90 per cent, of the films made
today can be cut from 1,000 to 4,000
feet without impairing the dramatic
value. Let any producer take, say
his last 12 releases, and appoint a
{Continued on Page 2)

J. A. Quinn, president of the M.
P. and Theatrical Co-operative Association, isback in New York, with
a challenge to meet a committee of
producers, at any time, in defense
of
stand
thatand
the filled
industry
"90
per his
cent,
bunk
with isrank
"Statements that I have made,"
incompetence."
said
Quinn
garbled
and yesterday,
distorted in"have
severalbeen
of

e organization will supply in■ials free of charge to any thea3r civic organization which will
lit them. It has international
ections, being sponsored by the
. Government as well as 18 forgovernments.
It is the only
which
is allowed
to export
from the country free of duty.
{Continued on Page 2)

»Jew Briggs Series

"Follow the tracks." This is Dal Clawson, cranking a camera at forty
below zero "North of 53" on the unique Special by James Oliver Curwood shortly to be announced by First National.
*Advt.

re Briggs, producer of the Parnt-Briggs. comedies released
gh Famous Players, is about to
on a new series of comedies.
:een pictures have already been
Film
Men
Organized
to
leted. The new series will be Atlanta
on married life.
Combat Measure Coming Before
Legislature
No. 194
{Special to MAID'S DAILY)
Atlanta. — Film men are prepared
to again fight the censor measure
which was kept in the committee
By Jack Alicoate
room during the last session of leg[UPPOSE you have a propoislature due to their efforts. It is exsition that's good — You
pected
that the bill will be revived
ojfj it is good and you know
this fall.
uii^uld sell ifc if you could
Prominent in the battle will be the
ich the men you know would
Atlanta Exchange Managers Associinterested — Suppose you
(uld get all these interested
ation, headed by A. C. Bromberg,
and the Southeastern Theater Manah'*T)ects under one roof for a
ger's Association, headed by Willard
f'.S^inutes every day for a
C. Patterson. These organizations
lek — Don't you think you
state the machinery to oppose the
I'uld hit the bull's eye?— Well
bill is complete.
ts is the opportunity offered
The bill, if passed, would affect all
i WID'S DAILY— To reach
territory supplied from Atlanta, es')UR
man
EVERY
day—
le cost is moderate — The repecially, Alabama, Mississippi and
Florida. Atlanta has a city censorits the proof — Fair enough —
ship which is in accord with the
film> men's attitude.

To Fight Censor Bill

Little Ad Talks

Famous Gets Scenics
Takes
Over
Burlinghame
Pictures
Formerly Handled by Sherry —
Fineman Closed Deal
B. P. Fineman has closed a deal
whereby the series of Burlinghame
scenics, formerly handled through
the William L. Sherry Service will
now go through Famous Players.
Release will start early in November
at a 2-week schedule. As noted, Burlinghame intends making a trip to
the Far East where new material
will be secured. He will also take
a Canadian trip and make a series
there.
Bromberg Buys "Lightning Bryce"
A. C. Bromberg, vice-president of
:he Southeastern Pictures Corp., Atlanta, has purchased "Lightning
Bryce" for Georgia,, Alabama, Florida, Tennessee, Mississippi, Louisiana, North and South Carolina. Also "The Birth of a Race" for South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama
and Tennessee.

Fineman on Way to Coast
B. P. Fineman, president of the
Attractions Distributing Corp., left,
for the Coast yesterday acompanied
by Henry Herzbrun, secretary of the
company. Fineman has just placed
the Burlinghame scenics with Famous Players.
Famous

Announces St. John Comedies
An announcement from Famous
Players verifies the report published
in WID'S DAILY some time ago of
the distribution of the Al St. John
Comedies, financed by Jack Warner
of Warner Bros.
The

First Fox News Oct. 11
first issue of Fox news

will

appear

Oct. 11.
Griffith Due Shortly
D. W. Griffith will arrive in New
York with his staff before Oct. 1.

Industry Closed
The industry was practically
closed yesterday in honor of
General Pershing.
Universal
and however,
some • of kept
the
smaller
offices,
open for business.
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"Movie Salaries"

paggg^mSrite;

Norfolk Paper Blames Producers for
Increased Admissions

[Special to fFID'S DAILY)
Norfolk, Va.— The Ledger Dispatch says edito/ially:
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
"In
the days when the show busiInc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
ness was bad on the road, the proNew York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM FOLKS, INC.
ducers used to ask mournfully,
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- 'What is the matter with the road?'
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Edi- The answer was plain enough: the
tor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business matter with the road was the proManager.
ducers. They, or most of them,
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, were convinced that anything was
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under good enough for the provinces and
the act of March 3, 1879.
when the provinces panned their
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 shows or stayed away from them
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, they lifted their voices and wept over
the ingratitude of the people. They
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
know better now. A good many of
Vol. IX No. 71
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Making Films Popular
(Continued from Page 1)
Financial support is assured from
the government and gratuities from
individuals.
Universal has offered, free of
charge, the distributing facilities of
its 76 branches, both here and
abroad.
The bureau maintains 8 traveling
theaters which have complete equipment for the showing of the films. A
drive is now under way to secure
more industrials.
The campaign will apparently be
important in that pictures will be
introduced everywhere .where there
are workers. The value of the motion picture will no doubt finally be
learned, both from an industrial as
well as an entertainment point of
view.

them still send out 'turkey shows,'
but they don't condemn the road
when these turkeys die.
"Now people will ask, 'Why have
we got to pay more for movies?'
Again the answer is — Decause of the
producers. Of course, the cost of
house operation has increased, but
the principal cause of the increase
in movie admission is — the producers. It is possible to go a step furPiier and say the fault is with the
movie fans themselves, but that fault
has been cultivatea by the picture
producers.
"Picture manufacturing, with consequent exhibition, is a perfectly legitimate business, but in many respects it is conducted along wildcat lines. For one thing, most of the
big concerns seem to have gone mad
on the subject of 'bigness.' It is
true, the cost of this business is
grossly exaggerated in press stuff,
liut still it is costly. But a tremendous item of expense is found in the
absurd salaries paid movie actors —
and that is the fault of the producers.
"Huge salaries paid great artists
are justifiable. These people, whether singers or actors, have some
outstanding talent to begin with, and
then long and expensive study, for
singers, and long arduous experience, for actors, must precede the
earning of big salaries. To many
of the high-paid movie people none
of this applies. In the case of many
of the most widely touted stars,
neither talent, study nor experience
goes
cess. to the makeup of their suc-

DAIUV
Quinn Challenges
(Continued from Page

1)

committee and we'll see if we can't
prove
"Twoit. of the trade papers admitted
to me that they know conditions
were rotten, that they lied about
some of the pictures and that they
'couldn't help it.' They are traitors
to the business.
"Anybody who does not admit that
the film business is full of bimk is
either a hypocrite, a rank liar or
ignorant. About 80 per cent, of these
so-called directors and executive
staffs could be cleaned and fresh
blood be brought in.
"Things in the production end are
measured by the yardstick. The director has to turn out 5,000 feet
when the action can be told in 2,000
Why do sane business men keep out
of the film business, if not for the
highbinder methods used in transactions?
"Producers have been misrepresenting in their ads for 5 years. We
may make a test case of one of them,
charging them
with fraud.
"I
want
to
congratulate
DAILY on its stand in this WID'S
matter.
Your publication has published both
sides of the controversy without any
prejudice in the matter. You have
set an example for the other papers

Jesse Goldburg is just waiting o

J. A. Quinn.
Wages

Up ir^ Springfield

(By Jl'ire to WID'S DAILY)
Springfield, Mass. — Some of h
motion picture operators here v
been granted increases from 2 1
50 per cent.
Samuel Goldstein who owns 5 le
aters here including the Broaca;
and the Plaza has raised adniis.in
5 cents.
,

Nothing has been done as y i
the case of the Fox theater.

Increase in Woonsocket
Quinn has sold the Rialto, at
to
follow." and 8th St., Los Angeles,
Broadway
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Woonsocket,
R. I. — Theater
to Sid Grauman, who takes possession at once.
agers have voluntarily increase!
wage
scale here of operators
A meeting of the organization will musicians.
be held shortly.
A Business Man

Raise Fall River Scale

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — A New York exploiter
of motion pictures who hag been
supplying many standard theaters
with films to bridge gaps between
dramatic and musical comedy bookings in and around Chicago has
asked the striking theatrical unions
for a list of all "unfair" houses. He
says he will keep out of them and
thus avoid any trouble with the operators or musicians' unions.
Now

Comes

a Drug

One

{Special to JVID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — Convinced that the Harrison anti-narcotic law does not
Polite
with Metro
achieve its purpose in suppressing
"Any producer can make a movie traffic in dope. Dr. Wm. H. Sage,
Hollywood. — Sol Polito who pho- favorite
of any man or woman who
tographed "Soldiers of Fortune" for is not too homely and who films for four years chief of the narcotic
Allan Dwan, has been engaged by well. And that is the theory on division of internal revenue department, has resigned to produce a film
Metro to shoot "Tess of the D'Uber- which they have worked. They advilles."
John Ince is directing.
vertise blatantly some newly manu- to wage war against narcotics.
Dr. Sage has purchased the rights
factured favorite; the public falls for
First Jose Picture Finished
it; the favorite becomes an asset, and to "The Drug Terror," a five reel feature and will give a lecture in conThe first Edward Jose film for hooting.
then his or her salary goes skynection with its showing.
Film Specials, Inc., has been com"That's the way movie stars are
pleted. It is "Mothers of Men" and
Third Dalton Film Started
will be given a private showing made, and the producer and ultishortly.
mately the public, have to pay the
Dorothy Dalton has started "Black
wildly exhorbitant price.
Is White" by George Barr McCut"When this silly star business cheon at the S6th St. Famous PlayLaemmle's Arrival Delayed
ers studio. Charles Giblyn is directCarl Laemmle of Universal, will comes to an end, pictures will be
not arrive in New York until Sun- better and the public will get the
day. He is staying over in Chi$100,000 in Anderson, Ind.
cago to attend the opening of "The benefit."
60,000 Ask for Tax Repeal
Anderson,
Ind. — A new motion
Right to Happiness" at the Olympic.
Washington. — More than 60,000 picture theater for McCullough-MusThe first Ernest Truex comedy picture patrons have signed petitions tard, is now being erected at Merithrough Paramount will be released asking for the repeal of Federal den and 12th Sts. at a cost of ,$100,in November.
taxes.
000.
It will open in October.

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Fall River, Mass. — L. M. Bo: o
the Empire has increased admiss
The greatest increase totals 15 c
New

Kansas

City Theater

Kansas City, Mo. — Work liasi
started on a new picture thcati
replace Richards
& $100,000.
Flynn's 12t|
theater.
It will cost
Schomer-Ross
has firs't
been picturf'
about|
Emily Stevens'
completed.

THE
IMPOl^TANl
point about Ritchey
posterssellis more
this,— seats
that
they
than any other kind
The other
points■^
can.
possibly
don't
particularly
matter!
.;

RITCHEY

LITHO.
CORP.
406 W. 31st St;, N.Y. rbone Clicbca 83M

s

sM^
Saenger on War Path

Christie in Law Suit
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DAILV
More on Goldwyn Staff

Culver City. — The publicity department at the Goldwyn Studios is
keeping step with the general expansion there. This week the engagement of Charles Condon follows the
recent acquisition of Helen Starr,
and next Monday Donald Biddle
Keyes, late lieutenant in the photographic division of the Army, comes
with his cameras to record the succession of daily happenings of informal interest at the studio.
id year after, ad infinitum."
Miss Starr is well known as a
writer of scenarios and as a contributor to the better magazines,
having
at
one time been in charge of
England Unsettled"— Roach
wis Roach, general manager of
Universal's literary bureau in New
York. She will give the needed
lirio and Co., has reached New
feminine touch to studio publicity,
; from London. He states that
^ish conditions are very much
paying especial attention to the sartorial splendor of the stars and the
.tied. A number of big theaters
Repertory Players.
(Cing planned but, according to
!;h, legislation will probably be
Charles Condon, recently disd giving the housing question
charged from the Army, Is, as everyone knows, the brother of Mabel
ity over theater building,
Condon, and his familiarity with
rario has 5,000,000 feet of raw
motion pictures comes from long
: to dispose of. The company
Nathan Hirsch is starting an ad- association with the trade and "fan"
also buy rights for foreign tervertising campaign on "The Birth publications. For the time being he
will specialize in the preparation of
of
a
Race."
on Broadway. He has a 75-foot sign the press books.

This office is in receipt of
le following
telegram
renved by W. H. Gueringer
cm E. V. Richards, Saenger
. "^sement Co.:
"^Reply to WID'S with referice to publishing my letters
23rd and 28th, that Richards
not stirred up but Richards
stir''-jg
up and
be
lixing
a)p this
time,hopes
next to
year,

'The

Is

Suing for Unauthorized
Use of
Fay Tincher's Photograph
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — The Christie Film
Co. and Fay Tincher have brought
suit against Henry Jahn, publisher
of a matrimonial paper Issued in St.
Paul, Minn, for alleged unauthorized
i:sc of Miss Tincher's photograph in
connection with a matrimonial advertisement.
Ethel Smith, the woman who was
alleged to have used the photograph
for the purpose of securing a husband, was also named as a defendant
in the action.
Miss Tincher demanded $1500
damages for alleged unauthorized
use of her photograph and the film
company demanded $500 because it
was alleged they were unable to obtain the best work from the star because of nervousness and worry
caused by alleged publication of her
picture in the matrimonial paper.

Brightman with AUgood
Grant L. Brightman, formerly
on the staff of several of the metropolitan dailies, has taken charge of
publicity for the Allgood Pictures
Corp. which will produce serials and
the Schomer-Ross Prod. Inc., starring Emily Stevens.

Mystery
" by
of be13seen
will

It
more people and make
more profits than any
other serial in the past.
Distributed

by

V. H. PRODUCTIONS CO.
1 WEST 23 rd STREET

NEW

YORK

If Your
Production is

RIGHT
We Will
Pay the

RIGHT
l!^ices

For
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The Men WUl Be Tickled
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Another for L. & T.

Capital Exchange in New York
There will be an exchange of Capital Film in New York. A new corporation has been formed, at Albany
capitalized at $25,000. The company
maintains several offices through the
Middle West.

{Special tn JFID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — Lubliner & Trinz, who
control fourteen houses in Chicago
are about to add another to their
chain at Milwaukee and Sawyer Ave.
Th'e firm has just purchased the
property for $65,000 cash and the
Houdini Traveling West
theater will be one of the largest in
Houdini
is now speeding westward
seat
will
the city. The new house
5,000 persons and will embrace a to start his new picture for Famous
playroom for children, a- nursery Players.
with a staff of nurses and other feaCharles Gerrard has left for the
tures for the patrons of the northwest side house.
coast where he will appear in a new
Dorothy Gish play.
Wande Buys Films
purchased
has
Warde
Reginald
foreign rights to the productions of
American Cinema.

AUTHOR

DAILV
Finds

Exhibitors

Unfair

Omaha. — Manager E. C. Blakeman of Triangle, has been having
considerable trouble recently with
unfair exhibitors to whom film is
shipped C. O. D. The exhibitors,
with the local expressman acting as
accomplice, take the film and use it
one night, then rebox it and ship it

Must Play Key Points Firs1
Omaha, Neb. — The office of
mous Players announces that '
Miracle Man" is not being booki
smaller places until it is first pi
in Omaha,, Lincoln and Granc
land and Sioux City, la. "Wethe smaller cities to see what.-'^f
picture
'it is before
said Manager
Peave. they bcri),

back,
markedBlakeman
"refused."has devised a
Manager
seal, stamped with the initials of the
company, which is placed on every
Edith Koch and Maxwell M;e
box. If the seal is broken, he knows
Sailing on the IT'-^.i
there has been criminal work going who will have " Select's new Enjs
venture in charge sail for Englano
on. The seal has prevented the sto- the Aquitania on Sept. 16.
len use of films.

AUTHOR

proRobert McLaughlin's drapiaticChildduction "The House Without
ren" will have a lobby display that
shall stop the passer-by on account
of its very human appeal. We are
e with
doing our utmost to cooperat
the author and transfer his ideas on
canvas. Ready very shortly for the
State Right buyer.
KRAUSS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York City

"AUTHOE
HARVEY

■.■I

THEW

Writing Continuity
Recent Releases :
Norma Talmadgre

ILLU/TDATED-HAND

"THH NEW MOON"
Earle Williams
in
"A ROGUE'S ROMANCE'
5220% Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, CalK.

LETTERED.

m
COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National and Speer Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

CHARLES

Associated with
George Loane
Tucker
Productions
Hollywood,

Booth Tarklncton't
"SEVENTEEN"
"HEARTS
OP
MEN"
for George Beban
"DELICIOUS
LITTLE
for Mae Murray

Cal.
DEVIL"

MILDRED
I :.:M

il

CONSIDINE

Original Stories

EDNA SCHLEY

JOHN
Recent LYNCH
Releases:

Representing the foramost
Authors of America and

Dorothy OF
Dalton's
"MARKET
SOULS"

England

F. CAMPBELL, be.
6621 St. Francis St.

A Charge <P Affairs

Hollywood,
BOY

JACK CUNNINGHAM

Cal.

Markham

Building

Hollywood, Calif.
Telephone 677841

Bnld Bennett's
"LAW
OP MEN"
Dorothy Dalton's
"HOMEBREAEBR"

WANTED

To deliver p- p:;rs- and work
around office. Excellent chance

J. GRUBB ALEXANDER
Forthcoming Releases
Originals --Titles—Continuities
Carlyle Blackwell
Productions

of advancement. W I D ' S
•DAILY, 71 West 44th St., New
York City.

"THEWilson
DOUBLE
Ben
Serial

CALL"
Feature
"THE TRAIL OF THE

OFFICE SPACE WANTED
An established film concern
wants a suite of offices with
projection room and cutting
room, by October 1. Address
Box E. M.

has a 15-episode serial, adventure— western, for female star.
Address, "Serial," c/o WID'S.

J. ANTHONY

ROACH

William Fox
Productions

In 15 Chapters

Writer
Pive years with Thos.
H. Ince
Cnrrent Releases:
"APACHE"
"WHAT'S
TOUR
HUS"THE

BUSHER"
BAND DOING?"

OCTOPUS"

^

A U T H O 1^

R. CECIL SMITH

DANIEL F. WHITCOMB
Adapting for the screen
and
Original stories
Permanent

Address

Hollywood, Calif.

E. RICHARD SCHAYER

REX TAYLOR

Pictures Built in the
SCRIPT— Not in the
Cutting Room
Now with Goldwyn
Writing for
G«raldiiie Farrar
and
Director Reginald Barker

Goldwyn Staff
Current Madge
Release Kennedy
"THE
WRONG
DOOR"
In Preparation:
"MORAN,
OP THE
'LADY
for TomLETTY'
Moore "

I
I

I^BRADSTREET
^ FILMDOM

7/«RECOCHIIi^
AUTHOPIT^
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Smith Joins Neilan

Buys Putnam Bldg.
F.

P.-L.
Will
Erect
Permanent
Home and Theater on Site —
Land Alone Cost $5,000,000
The Putnam Bldg. and the property on the west side of Broadway
between West 43rd and West 44th
Sts, frontage of 200 feet and a depth
of 207 feet, ,was purchased yesterday by Famous Players-Lasky.
.^dolph Zukor, announced that the
purpose of the purchase is to provide a permanent home for the main
offices of the company. A handsome
office
site. building will be erected on the

lives Famous
Players-Lasky
to
Assume Charge of Producer's
Publicity
j
'etc Smith, for some time I'ul)Hcf Manager of the Famous Players, k}' has resigned to oecome special
ilicity representative for Marshall
I'jian Prod. He takes over his new
lies Septemher 15th. Smith will
rke his headquarters in the New
(rk offices of the organization in
t Capitol Theater Bldg., and will
tvt for the West Coast studios in
ew weeks to consult Neilan in
(nection with an extensive pubity campaign.
imith has been associated
with
: Famous
Playcfs-Lasky
and its
liated units for nearly 5 years and
{Continued on Page 2)

Operations will not commence,
until after the expiration of the present leases of the 3 floors occupied by
the company at 485 5th Ave., the
Godfrey Bldg. at 729 7th Ave, the
(Continued on Page 2)

More in League
hith and Proctor Theaters Now
Members
of State Body
am Herman,
secretary of the Exi tor's League
of New York, annctd yesterday that all the Keith
Proctor theaters in New York
rict that showed films had joined
organization.
erman said, "The Keith-Proctor
cutives had been watching the
;ue in a quiet way for some time
: and this move is a result of "Follow the tracks."
After six weeks strenuous work inside the rim of
David Hartford, director of the big First National
:ful investigation
on their part. the Arctic circle.
Special shortly to be announced.
♦Advt.
recent affiliation with the Miami
ley league which includes Ohio,
3t Virginia, Kentucky, Pennsyl:a and Michigan with other local
i.es was the first step m the na- Will Release from S;x to Eight Pro- Fifty-Two
Two
Peelers
Will
Be
al growth of the league. We
Made
by
Raymond
Wells
ductions Made by Louis B. Mayer
(Continued on Page 4)
(By IVire to WW'S DAILY)
First National has closed a conLos Angeles. — Raymond Wells, ditract for distribution rights on the
rector, has announced that the entire
Mildred Harris Chaplin productions, Bil)Ic will be filmed Ijy him in 104
to
be
made
by
Louis
B.
Mayer.
No. 195
The series will include adaptations reels and presented in 52 episodes of
of at least 6 successful books and two reels each. Wells is the man
plays. On the list intended for the awho
few produced
years ago."Julius Caesar" here
By Jack Alicoate
star are the following: "Old Dad,"
The present enterprise is said to
by Eleanor Hallowell Abbott;
be fully financed and to have the perJ^SWS— that's what counts
"Pollyop of the Storm Country," by
sonal liacking of many of the leadGrace Miller White; "Foolish
a newspaper and that's
ing stars of filmdom. Frank P.
hat people buy a paper for —
Youth," by Louise Winter: "They'll Jenal, an attorney, is handling the
Irhe better and snappier
the
All Bear Watching," by Alice Ro- legal details of the organization. J.
ews the better the paper, the
berts; "Danger," by H. H. Van A. McGill, owner of a string of thea.j^r the readers and the
Loan; "Watch Your Wife," by E.
ters in the State of Washington will
jreater the influence — The ba{Continued on Page 4)
Mason Hopper and "The Inferior
sic principle back of WID'S
Sex," by Maxine Elliott.
Mrs. Chaplin will start work on
pAILY is that it gives you
Bimberg to Build Studio
Jiews — news in its news colthe first production in time for Deiimn and news in its advertiscember release. Joseph Henaberry,
A. J. Bimberg, producer of the
as noted, will direct her.
Florence Reed productions for
ing columns — That's why adwill build a studio in the thevertising in WID'S DAILY
Louis Mayer's own exploitation United atrical
district of New York. It will
force will institute a national cammils unusual results — It's
be
equipped
with automatic lighting
paign, supplemented by First Najinappy, it's read, it's NEWS.
tional.
apparatus:

1st Nat'l Signs Harris

Little Ad Talks

Bible To Be Filmed

First National Special
First National on Sept. 29, will release "Back To God's Country,"
adapted from the ritory of "Wapi,
The Walrus." by James Oliver Curwood, famous naturalist and celebrated writer of stories about animal
life. The original story of Wapi was
keeping.
published serially in Good HouseNell Shipman plays the leading
feminine role, supported by Wheeler
Oaknian. Sixteen varieties of wild
animals, ranging from bear to bob
cats, appear in the production.
"Back To God's Country" is the
first of the series of big specials to
be released by First National during
the new season, in addition to the
star series attractions previously announced.
The majority of the scenes for this
production were photographed north
of the fifty-sixth parallel, on the ice
fields and in the frozen forests of the
Lesser Slave Lake region.
The picture was produced by the
Curwood-Carver Productions, Inc.

Gulick Is Elected
Paul Gulick of Universal was elected president of the A. M. P. A. (Admeeting.
vertisers) yesterday at a regular
The slite of nominees drawn up
late in July by the Nominating Committee, as provided for in the bylaws of the organization was also
put into office. They are: Paul
.Lazarus
the "BigC. Four"
vicepresident; of
Treasurer,
L. Yearsley
of First National; secretary, Julian
Solomon, Famous Players; directors,
P. A. Parson, Jerome Beatty, Arthur
James, Vivian Moses, Fred Schaefer.
The term is effective at once.

Friday, September
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Buys Putnam Bldg. .
(Continued from Page 1)
Winfield Bldg. at 469 5th Ave. and
other locations.
Vol. IX No. 72
Friday, Sept. 12, 1919
Price 5 Cents
In addition to the building a motion picture theater will be erected
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, of greater capacity than any at presInc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 4+th St.,
ent on Broadway. It will be devoted
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM FOLKS, INC.
to the exhibition of the best photoplays with indefinite runs and all
P. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- scats reserved.
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; Ben H, Grimm, Associate EdiThis is the property purchased by
tor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Robert E. Simon in July from VinManager.
cent Astor for $5,000,000. Simon at
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under the time announced that a theater
the act of March 3, 1879.
would be built there. He is C. F.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
Zittel's first cousin and the latter is
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, closely identified with Famous Players through the Cosmopolitan Prod.
$15.00.
At present the Putnam Bldg. and
Subscribers should remit with order
Westover Court, which adjoins on
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
the West 44th St. side, returns a
DAILY, 71-74 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
rental in excess of $320,000 annually.
Zukor, will realize an ideal by the
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4SS1-4552-5S58
erection of the theater and adjoining
Hollywood,, California:
Editorial
Offices:
6404
Hollywood
Blvd.
office building in the heart of the
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. theatrical district.
Marcus Loew who occupies two
Phoae, Hollywood
1062.
floors will move to tlie new oiifice
building which he will erect at 45th
St. in conjunction with 2 theaters.
Bid. Asked. Last Sale The rest of the office space is filled
with booking agencies.
Famous Players.. 99
lOOj^
99i^
Triangle
?4
Northwest Combine Reported
World Film
V4

Realart

\

Authorized

Here

Quick Work
[By fVire to IV IDS DAILY)
hours
afterWashington
the last sol'
hadTwo
passed
under
Aj
Albany, N. Y. — Realart Pictures
Corp., a Delaware corporation, has Wednesday, Pathe had prints of 1
been authorized to do business in pictures on the way to 30 theateii
The parade pictures left by ailj
New York State.
plane
for
Washington
yesteif
afternoon where they were si
This
company
is .A.rthur Kane's the Army War College as official
organization.
tures of the parade.
Strand Management

Changes

{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Ottawa. — Harry Pomeroy, manager of the Holman and Tivoli, Montreal, is now manager of the Strand
here. He succeeded Archie Laurie
who becomes manager of the Alhambra, Toronto.
Fritts Back from Vacation
John Pond Fritts, publicity director for Realart, is back on the job
after a three weeks' vacation.
Agnes Ayres, formerly with Vitagraph, supports William Russell in
"Sacred Silence."

Quotations

{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Portland, Ore. — The Jensen and
Von Herberg interests are reported
involved in what is called the largest
(Continued from Page 1)
the news of his change comes as a combine ever attempted in the
Northwest.
surprise.
The theaters included are the
"It is like leaving my family," said
Pete, "but Mr. Neilan has given me Liberty, Columbia, Star, People's all
an opportunity that I could not over- here, the Victory, Rialto, Colonial
look. My relations with everyone at and Strand in Tacoma and the Liberty in Medford.
the Famous Players-Lasky offices
Building plans provide for theaters
have been most pleasant and I am
happy in the thought that I have in Everett, Bremerton, and Yakima,
Wash. The latter house will cost
their good wishes in my new under$200,000 and will seat 2,000.
taking."
His successor at F. P.-L. has not
been named as yet.

Quimby Back
Fred C. Quimby Pathe, is just back
from a long trip and says there is
a greater demand than ever for thrilling serials.
"Broken Blossoms," Oct. 20
"Broken Blossoms" will be releasby United
,on Oct.
In edNew
YorkArtists'
the film
has 20th.
been
booked over the Loew circuit.
Endorsement for "Anne"
The State Board of Education has
placed on its list ot required readings "Anne of Green Gables" the
Mary Miles Minter-Realart picture.
Campbell Directing Farnum
Hollywood. — Colin Campbell will
direct Dustin Farnum in "The Honor of His Family" for United Pictures.
George H. Melford will direct
Jack London's "The Sea Wolf." The
choice for the title role has not as
yet been determined upon.

"BEARCAT

THE
DIFFEREXCE
between posters
that get satisfactory
box-office results
and posters that
don't is the difference between
Ritchey posters and
the other sort!

RITCHEY

LITUO. eoiQ^.
406W.3UlSt.N.Y. Phone adiM S38S

Smith Joins Neilan

A charter was granted in Albany
yesterday for the Marshall Neilan
Prod., Inc., capitalized at $1,000,000.

Godsol Leaves for Coast 1
F. J. Godsol, of the G^^J>Jwyn j
poration left for the Coast yester
He will probably return with Sai|
Goldwyn.

"The Lost Battalion"
Great Selznick Itmcheon yesterdayat the Astor.

Xi>\vliasshowing
the ('ijliaii
litre
a lobby atdisplay
wliii;liTh\
made
and
placed
in position
SIXTY HOURS.
Is service of a!
value in this fa.st moving industi^
KRAI'S MFG. CO.
220 West 42d St.

New

York CI

99

Was my last feature.
Since then I have been writing some
stories yes, and selling them.
You've heard about "WHEN BEAR CAT WENT
DRY." Well quite some folks have hunted me up
and made offers but I thought maybe you want a
good director and will make me a better offer.
Just wire me - Care Motion Picture
Director's Association, Los Angeles.

E. MASON

SCENARIO MANAGERj
Experienced in sele<ting and 1
vamping stories. Also qtialifl
as film editor and studio ma
ager. Will be available within
week. DAILY.
Address BOX S, care
WID'S

HOPPER

I P.S. Oh 'Ves, have been directing seven ysars.
Am rather proud of my record.
If you don't
know it — Ask me !

''^POWERS

^/^ff Su^oj-ro^ FILM
I

L
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DAILV

TITLES!

HOSE

can be printed on

^

POWKR*^'

FII^M

Ve can sell you large quantities of it

^^

J. CIBKARIO

("jj^iith Avenue

NEW

YORK

The value of a
name

Woody

Wenger at Capitol
John Wenger. at present art director of the Rivoli, has been engaged
by E. J. Bowes as art director of the
new Capitol.

Christie
—For Specials
or Comedies

A Realart Theater

Promoted

J. S. Woody, an ardent Kane follower when the latter was at Select
1 and until now sales manager for
1 Realart, has been appointed general
manager
new organization. Hefor
has Kane's
just returned
from a
Western trip.
In Woody's place, J. C. Ragland,
formerly Realart manager at St.
Louis, has beeli named. As noted,
he was given a dinner in St. Louis
before his departure for New York.
Ralph B. Quive has been placed
in charge of the San Francisco
branch of the company. Offices are
in the Hewes Bldg. there.

The first Realart theater has been
established. It is in San Francisco,
and is under the own-ership and
management
of Co.
Kahn and Greenfield Amusement

Back from a long Southern trip
Tom North of the Fox organization,,
said yesterday that he had never seen
better business conditions and more
optimism among exhibitors than he
found down South.

Exporter Helped Get Thieves
A western exporter figured prominently in the rounding up of the
thieves who stole films from the Pioneer exchange a short time ago.
He agreed to meet Morris Cohen,
who was later arrested through evidence obtained by police officials
who hid in a closet while the transaction was beinsf conducted.

George Walsh has finished "From
Now
dios. On" at the Fox Fort Lee stu"Some Wild Oats" will be exploited together with a song of that
name, written by Joe Morris Co.

"Erstwhile Susan" Finished
"Erstwhile Susan," the first Constance Binney production for Realart, has been completed.
The second Lee Kiddies comedy
has been tentative!}^ called "The
Dix'e Kids."

"The

rst SUPER-SERIAL ever made
All-star cast
Cleo Maditon
Ed. Brady
Bob Kortland

North Back

Realart's announcement also contains the news that arrangements
have been concluded with the Kahn
and Greenfield company for showing
Realart productions at the New Mission and New Filmore Theaters.

Walsh Finishes Feature

he RADIUM MYSTERY

Tom

Eileen Sedgwick
Bob Reevei
Jeff Oiborne

Gordon McGregor
Robert Gray
I
Jl sensible but sensational serial

ACIFIC
lOO SUNSET

PRODUCING
BLVD.,

CO.

HOLLYWOOD

Belov Is Cheat
er"
ed

8ESS MEREDHH
f

The

and

ALFRED LUCAS

First

Writing and Directing

L^ustralian Features

idress
Care Snowy Baker
U Oxford Street
Sydney, N. S. W. Australia
Zable Address
'Snowing Sydney"

SPECIALS

ASK

L. J. GASNIER
Studios: Glendale, Cal.
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Saenger's Baseball Score
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New Orleans. — E. V. Richards, of the Saenger Amusement Co. is sending to exhibitors in his territory the above chart.
He says
the chart is prepared from statistics taken from their books showing the standing and future prospects of each exchange and the rela- j
tive value proportions to the number of pictures released; showing the percentage and standing of the players and teams; the runs, hitsand errors.

In a letter accompanying the chart he says: "You now have before you in absolute concrete form what is offered for the coming/
season."
Beall Through
Will Handle Series of Cuckoo ni
Harry Hammond Beall, director
(Continued from Page 1)
[Continued from Page 1)
Produced by Mark M. Dinter
of publicity for the Universal at
'Uiiittd
Picture
Theaters
Universal City, will sever his con- wanted to have the strongest exhi- be president and general manager
nection with the organization today,
bitors league in this country and of the corporation. A site for stu- taken over distribution rights c U
when his present contract expires.
dios has not as yet been chosen bvit series of Cuckoo Comedies no;
have already achieved that goal."
in Jacksonvill
Berman states that many promin- will he in the vicinity of Los An- ing
Mark produced
M. Dintenfass.
ent theaters and circuits have asked
to join the league. The theaters now
The first release will be "St;
The project is announced as enOFFICE SPACE WANTED
members by the Keith-Proctor alli- geles. tirely non-sectarian and to assure Out in Life" featuring Bobby I
ance are: Brooklyn Strand, Brooklyn this, a board of eminent clergymen This
series
marks
United's
cnt
into the
short
suliject
field. jk^
An established film concern
Orpheum,
Brooklyn Prospect, Brook- will scrutinize the films before final
wants a suite of offices with
lyn Greenpoint, Brooklyn Halsey, release. The subtitles will conform
projection room and cutting
$500,000 House for Toledc
Colonial, Alhambra. Royal, River- entirely to the text of the Scriptures.
room, by October 1. Address
Toledo,
O. — Sun & James An;
The
conceptions
of
the
best
painters
side, Keith's Syracuse, Harlem O.
Box E. M.
H., 23rd Street, 58th Street, 125th of Bibl'cal pictures will be follovved ment Co., is erecting a new tl'
Street, 81st Street, Yonkers, Mt. in the staging and an archaeologist building on St. Clair St. 3tt^
Vernon, Porfchester, Albany, Troy, of note will be a member of the and Wm. M. James are inteTO?!
the company. The house wil!i<
producing staff.
Schenectady, all Proctor's houses.
$500,000 and will seat 3,000.
Wells onwillbusiness
leave for
K'ew York
a\e)
shortly
connected
with
the venture.
Abe
Francl,
head
of
the
H
Dayton, O. — John Siefert, of the
Amusement Co., Des Moin
Miami Valley League, states that a
one of the keenest exhibitors
has a 15-episode serial, advennuml)er of applications for memberZittel Through
Vacationing
middle west,, and one of tinture— western, for female star.
ship are coming in from West Virest "Nazimova fans" in the st,
ginia and Indiana. These states
C.
F.
Zittel,
"Zit,"
of
International
the entire output ni
Address, "Serial," c/o WID'S.
were recently admitted at the Char- is back in New York after vacation- booked
'^ix Metro
pictures.
leston, W. Va., meeting.
ing at Schroon Lake, N. Y.

More In League

Bible To Be Filmed

United Gets Gome'C

A HI T H O R

i-t;
esli

jSeHKOCm
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"U" Plans Big Special

le Film Delivered
:h Has Finished First Picture
1 For First National
was
learned
yesterday
from
National that Griffith had finhis first production for that
any and that it was being cut
5 present time. It is said that
Im will be of the rural type
ir to "The Romance of Happy
/" which went out via Famous,
■t Harron and Lillian Gish are
ed. Griffith's contract with
National starts December 15th.
St !Natio;ial is the authority
ie statement
that a minimum
(Continued on Page 2)

Levey to Film Ad Club Convention
—Taking Entire Staff South
Harry Levey, manager of Universal's Industrial Department will leave
next Friday with 4 cameramen, 4 directors and a technical
staff, for
New Orleans where he will make a
big special for his company.
The
production will be of feature length,
with a cast of about 20,000 people
and is believed to be unique in that
the actual filming must be consummated in the 4 days the Associated
{Continued on Page 2)

1,000,000 Hearst Go.

"Winnie" Sheehan and Arthur James
On Month's
to Coast — To
Visit Trip
Exchanges

Off on Trip

ipaper Magnate Reported After
liack Sennett and Another
Producer

Arthur James of the Fox publicity
department, leaves tomorrow night
to visit a number of exchange points
and finally end his visit in Los Angeles. He will look things over in
Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, Denver,
Salt Lake City, San Francisco,
Omaha and other points.
"Winnie" Sheehan will leave on
Tuesday and meet James in Chicago
after which they will make the trip
together. They will return in about
a month.

|e> fFire to fFJD'S DAILY)
> Angeles. — William
Randolph
;t,, millionaire newspaper owner
a $40,000,000 film corporation,
iding to well informed
circles
irst is after Mack Sennett, the
IS comedy producer as one of
oducers to be affiliated with him.
itt's contract with Famous
irs, however, has one year to
s yet.
the same time, Hearst is after
er internationally known proF. Zittel, of International Film,
inot be reached for a statement

Nay.

No.

196

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
UCCESS is apt to make one
careless, to pay less attenn to the smaller details, to
well enough alone — Richard
'?n<oley, in Newspaperdom
'ys, "In lean times, the far5r sows and reaps with su;rlative care
and winnows
ptjy grain.
With
harvests
;fiP* burst his graniers, he is
t to grow careless. But prinles are principles, just the
■ne, should
and every
advertising
liar
be made
to do
je hundred, cent's worth of
'rk, more than ever now that
opportunity is so wonder-

The fighting face of "Wapi, the killer." the hero of James Oliver Curwood's "Back to God's Country," the big special to be released by
First National.
'Advt.

Film Again Switched
"The Miracle Man" will be switched to the Broadway when its run
closes at the Rivoli a week from tomorrow.
The Famous Players offices plan
to run the picture lor at least 4
weeks at the Broadway, where the
film was originally scheduled to
open.
, Last Wednesday the day of the
parade, the picture did $5,800, it is
understood, at the Rivoli.

Goldwyn Gets Walter

Make "Rub
Specialy"ProHas
TerrissWillHad
Play Reported F. P.-L.
duction—First

Vitagraph

Tom Terriss states that he will
Goldwyn has signed Eugene Walter, well known playwright to act,
make a Tom Terriss Special Producfor the present, in a cooperative mantion of "The Great Ruby," the
ner to the staff
members
company's
scenario
on of
thetheCoast.
He Drury Lane melodrama for Vitaleaves today for Culver City, where
It was first reported that Famous
Players
he will merely "look in" on produc- graph.
the
play. had secured screen rights to
tion activities. His Goldwyn arrangement isfor an indefinite period.
Elk Takes Harris Theater

Fox After Big House
of Chicago
Reported Deal on for the "Woods"
It is understood that negotiations

Elk Photoplays which have distributing rights in New York and
O'Brien Traveling West
New Jersey of "Are You Legally
Dennis
O'Brien,
attorney
for Married?" have taken the Harris
Mary Pickford left Thursday after- theater and will show the film benoon for California where
he will
ginning today. Lew Cody is featured
tay for a month.
The nature of the
in theweek.
production which wil' ' for
one
trip was not revealed.

are onater infor
the big
Woods"
Chicago
by "Al
William
Fox.theThe negotiations started when the
actors strike was on, but have been
temporarily tied up.

To Film Play Before Stage Showing
Lynch in San Antonio
Metro has purchased the screen
(By Wire to fVID'S DAILY)
rights to "The Cave Lady" by James
San Antonio. — S. A. Lynch will
Cullen co-author of "Please Get build
a theater here at a cost of
Marj-ied." May Allison will be featured. The picture will be produced $150,000. Site has already been
before the fall showing of the play. bought.

In the absence of John Zanft, who
has charge of the Fox theater operations no one at the Fox offices cared
to discuss the report. Zanft, however, is away on an extensive trip
for the obvious purpose of securing
more theaters for Fox.
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Quotations
Bid. Asked. Last Salt
Famous Players..lOO
103 102
Triangle
54
World Film
V4

Studio in Florida
Elliott-Faversham Team to Produce
There— Form $300,000 Company
With the return yesterday of
Maxine Elliott from England, a
definite announcement was made of
the film activities of the actress in
conjunction with William Faversham.
A $300,000 company was formed to

{Continued from Page 1)
Ad Clubs of the World will be in
convention.
The picture will be based on a
story of the separation of a family
and the final reunion after the passing of a century. A contest is now
under way in New Orleans for selection of the most popular man and
most beautiful woman who will play
the leads. The historical roles such
as Lafayette and Aaron Burr will be
played by regular Universal stock
players. The story will be episodic,
the first part taking place in 1803,
the second in 1860, before the Civil
War and the last in 1919.
Special lighting equipment leaves
with Levey on one of the sections of
the Ad Club special. Most of the
scenes will be shot at night.
Henry Clay Grant, production man
for the Industrial Department is now
in New Orleans making final arrangements for the shooting. Levey
will personally be in direct charge.
Because the pageant is historical,
and has official inunicipal endorsement, there will be about 20.000 people available in costume, all taking
part in the film.
The picture will be released
through Universal exchanges and has
behind it the solid endorsement of
each club unit in the United States
who will support it when it plays
that branches' territory.
At the convention Levey will show
a 3-reeler called "Down Through the
Ages" depicting the evolution of advertising and how it can help the
present, labor situation. He will also
exhibit a film to the Vigilant Committee, exposing quack advertising
methods.
This is in one reel.

DAILV
One Film Delivered
{Continued from Page 1)
of 2 months is provided for between
releases of the Griffith subjects.
Albert L. Grey, , general manager
of the Griffith attractions said yesterday that the new studio to be
built on the Flagler estate at Mamaroneck would cost about $300,000.
The estate was bought by E. E.
Smathers who will turn it over to
Griffith. It is believed that this indicates that Smathers is financially
backing Griffith and that the skating
rink at 53rd St. and Broadway will
be converted into a theater for
Griffith productions.
The new studio will have accommodations equally as large as the
present studio in Los Angeles.
This means that it will be 200x85
feet and about 65 feet in height. It
will be a one-story building.
The real estate cost involved in the
deal totaled $400,000 and the cost of
the studio will be ' $300,000 making
the total expenditure well over $700,000. In addition to the studio Griffith takes over the old Flagler home
which has 40 rooms. This building
will be used for general, offices, rehearsing
taurant,
etc. rooms, dressing rooms, res-

Don't be surprised if you se
Plunkett
buying
travelling
a;ei
series.

Will Settle

Incorporations
-Albany. — Grossman Pictures, Inc.,
Ithaca. Capital $25,000. Incorporators: S. P. Friedman, M. E. Smith,
A. M. Cotter, 2 Rector St.

Reported

Demands

of Los Anfli

Workersthe Will
Be Met
"Closed
Shop"But "
It was reported yesterday th;tli
are ready to meet th i
Albany. — Fair Heltn Corp., New producers
mands of the stage hands, carpe
York. Capital $30,000. Incorpora- and others working in the Loil
tors: P. Hart, M. Ellain, C. L. Kahn,
1451 Broadway.
geles studios but will not agHJ
the "closed shop" principle.
The present contract expires
Albany. — Auger Chatburn, Inc., month.
If the workers insist!
sl.'^t:)" it is likely thai
New York. Capital $20,000. Incor- "closed
porators: J.M. Breunig, J. Manne, producers will fight the orderJ
B. Machinist, 21 E. 105th St.

Sunday Shows and Censorship
Danbury,
Conn. — Councilmen will
produce the starring combination's
pictures. A studio is being erected try to have ordinance permitting
at Daytona, Florida.
Sunday shows amended in order to
As noted, George D. Baker will allow organizations to hold benefit
Albany. — Shanghaii - New York
direct the first two of the- pictures. performances when desired on Sun- Cinema Corp., New York. Capital
It is understood reliably that the picday without theater owner's charging
K. L. Zimtures will be releaseji through Fam- prohibitive prices for the use of their $60,000. Incorporators:
merman, B. Esberg, S. H. Kaufman,
ous Players as Cosmopolitan Prod., theaters.
60 Wall St.
the brand name of the International
Film output for that distributing
New Britain, Conn. — It is expected
Dover, Del. — Square Deal Film
organization.
that the Common Council will legalCorp. Capital $10,000. Incorporaize Sunday shows. Councilman
tors: A. J. Sherman, Leo Polisky, of
Landers is advocating the measure.
Polo Troupe Home Sept. 23
Philadelphia, and M. Butler, of WilThe Eddie Polo troupe of Unimington.
Atlanta, Ga. — At the 1920 session
versal players will arrive in New
York, Sept. 23. They have been of the legislature, Governor Dorsey
will renew his efforts to secure the
Albany. — Adrian Johnson Photo
abroad making "The Thirteenth
Plays System, Inc., New York.
passage
of
a
bill
establishing
a
state
Hour," a serial.
board of censors and requiring all $5,000. Incorporators: E. Small, E.
Mannix, M. Hammerstein, 1493
Broadway.
pictures to be approved by this board J.
Aschers in Cincinnati
before being exhibited in Georgia.
(By fFire to IVID'S DAILY)
Albany. — Titan Attractions, Inc.,
Cincinnati. — Ascher Bros, of ChiNew Haven, Conn. — Serg. Bernard
cago have applied for a permit to P. Reilley has been reappointed mov- New York. $5,000. Incorporators:
N. Nathanson, P. J. Batenall, A. H.
build a theater here at 7th and Vine
ing picture censor in this city.
Goodman, 1482 Broadway.
Sts. The theater planned will cost
Showing Industrials to Bankers
$250,000.
Dover, Del. — Secuta, America
A series of industrials made by
Universal for Firestone tires will be Master Films, Inc. $500,000. IncorMovies for Employees
porators: H. S. Hecheimer, S.
Hastings, N. Y.— The National shown to a group of Wall St. bank- Schammerman, New York Ctty.
Conduit and Cable Co. will install a
ers this morning through arrangement with Harry Levey,, of Unimoving picture machine at its plant
Albany. — Perrett Pictures, Inc.,
for the purpose of showing pictures versal's Industrial Department.
New York. 1,000 shares common
to its employees.
New Orleans, La. — La Place Am- stock, no par value, active capital
usement Co. lease Woodmen Hall for $5,000.
Incorporators: J. Alichael, F.
Manchester, N. H. — Auditorium
way.
pictures; E. H. Alexander, Goodhue. G. E. Tierney, 120 Broadchanged to "New Strand." Harvey moving
manager.
Wilson, manager.

Glucksmann
Max

Buys 4 Jewell

Glucksmann

has purchA.

Jewel Prod, for Argentine and's
They
are:
"Borrowed
Clc
"Husbands
Only,"
"Destiny,*^!
"Paid
in Advance."

line of commercial ij
endeavor

there

is

one "best."
In
the line of postel^ff
the best is thej

RITCHEY.

RITCHEYi
LITHO.
CORP.

J

406 W. 3Ist St., N.Y. Pbone aebca 831 j

I
Putting It Over
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UfsTOX, MASS. — Lawlessness and paICeign in eity as the cops "walk out."
< ?e report at headquarters and then
1 • out on strike.
'Jrooks and hoodlums
take full adntase, g.nd stores are boldly
broken
d. turned into gambling
'ooteare
jjto an<streets
Irhe
leys — crowds
watching
crap games.
iOrder shall be enforced!
The state
jilitia is called out to protect the city
Id establish
order during
strike.
iSW YOBK CITY.— "Brother" Persh'i guest of Elks — the General attends
1lonor
reception
the Elks' Lodge given
of hisatreturn.
IN FRANCISCO, CAL. — Tom Thumb's
I rite plane — "Swallow," smallest flyi: machine in the world, has its base
lijattleship "Mi-ssissippl."
'. PAUL, MINN.— Twin Cities give
I ^on big ovation — thousands cheer
ii President as he takes part in an
rasing military
parade.
bBOKEN,
N.
J. — Belgium's
hero|»t visits America — Cardinal Mercier,
ate of Belgium, arrives here on S.
orthern
raeiflc.
HE REGULAKS, L. S. A.— General
'fihlng, Commander-in-Chief, leads his
1 in the march.
On they come — the gallant First Dision. Regulars
of the U. S. A., in
11 battle array.
Past the reviewing
stand.
: ;Wounded
veterans
have choice seats
'Cardinal
watch their
comrades
go by.
Mercier.
.
Through Victory Arch, 22,000 strong,
e conquerors
sweep!
Pathe
cameraman
takes
remarkable
ews from the air of one of the grreatt triumphal
processions
in history.

rc.

toaay
iigiish Visitors Here
\. party of prominent English film
in is now in New
York.
They
C. A. Clegg, manager
of the
'nous-Lasky Films, Ltd., the Engi^ branch of F. P.-L., Isaac Collins,
dlvcastle-on-Tyne, Victor Sheridan,
Xidon and Thomas Burns, Stockeon-Tees.
They all have exten|s interests in the British cinema

fl

';hey will tripshortly
a trans.ttinental
coveringstart
a number
of
llc" cities and sail from New York
c London on the Mauretania, Oct.

oniri the Courts
lax Spiegel, who conducts Max
egel's Enterprises in the Strand
Idjng, has been sued in the Su!,jI,,Court by the New York Trust
. Tor $5,443 with interest since
,Jy 23 last.
Ii
llara Louise Burnham, authoress,
Isuing Universal in the Supreme
iirt for an accounting of the re|)ts from the film, "Jewel," from
book of that name, alleging that
reports made to her by the deHant are riot correct.

Here is how a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloiu know hoiu you cleaned
up.
Omaha, Neb. — Much has been said
lately about exploitation agents in
the exchange to aid the exhibitor,
Milton L. Overman, publicity man
and exploitation agent with the Select-Sefznick exchange gave an illustration of such an agent in action,
and his activities, largely aiding in
putting
over in"Upstairs
and are
Down"
in big style
the Strand,
the
talk of the town.
Although it was August, mid-summer in Omaha, with the temperature
at times soaring over the 100 mark,
the picture was a big success at the
Strand.
Also, as a result of the exf)loitation, Olive Thomas is a widey known siar in the Omaha territory, and the exchange has a reputation for exploitation aid that has
reached every exhibitor.
Ten days before the showing, at
the instigation of Overman and Manager Harry Watts of the Strand, the
Omaha Daily News started a contest
campaign advertising Olive.
The news was published for three
days, large front i»age pictures of
Miss Thomas, and invited Omaha
women to look into the glass and
eee whether they resembled the star.
If they did, they were invited to go
to any one of the three largest photographers inthe city. There their
picture would be taken in a pose
identical to that adopted by Miss
Thomas, and the photograph would
be turned over to the News for publication alongside that of Miss
Thomas. The contestant was to get
her picture taken free of charge.
The winner was to get a photo
of Miss Thomas and passes to the
show at the Strand. The photographers agreed to take the pictures
for the orders the work would bring
them, and for the advertising they
would get out of the News' front
page publicity.
The Woolworth ten-cent store devoted two large windows to a display of the song, "Upstairs and
Down." The Brandeis department
store, largest in the city, hung a
twenty-four sheet of the picture
above the entrance to its music department, where the song was on
sale. The Schomeuller & Mueller
music store, largest and most conservartive music establishment in the
middle west, devoted one of its elaborate windows to a decorative display of the song. The music at the
song was emphasized as an attraction at the Muse, and was played by
orchestras and bands in parks, restaurants, and other places.

Rate of Exchange Bad
Howells Sees Deterioration of Crown
a Block to Austrian Business
David P. Howells, who recently
spent some time in Vienna, sees the
deterioration in value of the Aus"
trian crown an obstacle to business.
"In Vienna I received SO crowns
for $1,"thewrites
Howells,
"where
as
before
war the
dollar was
worth
about 5 crowns in Austria. That
means that if I sell American pictures for dollars, a $10,000 picture
will cost an Austrian firm somewhere
in the neighborhood of 500,000
crowns, which is of course ridiculous, because if the exchange were
normal the sum would be about
50,000 crowns. The high price of
the dollar is one of the reasons why
Austria is buying German, Italian,
Norwegian and Swedish pictures in
far greater quantities than American
pictures, and until the exchange takes
a big tinue
drop,
probably
conto do they
so. will
Unless
the dollar

Producing in Spokane
Spokane, Wash. — Wellington
Player, has pGrchased the studio
recently occupied by the Washington
"M. P. Corp., and will produce there.
Irving Cummings and Anna Q. Nillson have already been signed.
Reading, Pa. — Pictureland theater
purchased by Alex. Kagon.

value depreciates it is going to be
extremely difficult to do business.
"The difficulties are also increased
by the fact that pictures are considered a luxury by all these governments and at the present time no
money is allowed to be sent out of
theHowells
countrywill
foropen
luxuries."
an office in Berlin to take care of Central European
business.

TITLE

Smoke Nuisance
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Chicago. — Chicagoans were shown
in moving pictures on Thursday,
Sept. 11, how the heart acts when
one is forced to breathe black smoke
into the lungs, at an exhibit given
in Woods Theater. The meeting
was addressed by JJr. John Dill Robertson, Health Commissioner, who
has been appointed by Mayor
Thompson to suppress the smoke
nuisance.
Royal,

Albany,

to

We have large quantities of this stocic for sale

J. CIBRARIO

NEW

YORK

729 Seventh Avenue

"The

Mystery

Open

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Albany. — The Royal, Albany's
newest picture house, will open Monday, under the management of Harry
Hellman. This theater was erected
by Hugo Lerchner and has a seating capacity of 1,000. Thd front is
constructed with tapestried brick
and the floors, concrete.
Rivoli Has a Green Room
Dr. Riesenfeld has converted his
office at the Rivoli into a "green
room" despite that the decorations
are blue. Although he will not be
able to entertain the screen actors in
person he has invited his friends to
pay him a visit every Sunday afternoon and have a chat over a cup of
tea.
InternationalDisplay
Preparing Lobby
International
display which
lease through
play deals with

PRINTING

ON POWERS'
FILM
is an Economical Proposition

is preparing a lobby
will be ready for reUniversal. The disthe News Weekly.

"Upstairs and Down" sandwiches
were
serve'dininthe
the Brandeis
Movie Inn,
big
restaurant
stores,
which was largely patronized. The
George Elwood Jenks wrote the
restaurant was decorated with pictures of Olive Thomas, and sheets scenario for "Pagan Gods." The
advertising the big picture at the credit was erroneously given to F.
McCrew Willis.
Strand.

It will be seen by
more people and make
more profits than any
other serial in the past.
Distributed by

of 13"

W. H. PRODUCTIONS CO.
71 WEST 23rd STREET

NEW YORK

OFFICE SPACE WANTED
An established
wants a suite of
projection room
room,
Box E. byM. October

A UT

film concern
offices with
and cutting
1. Address

HO

R

has a 15-episode serial, adventure— western, for female star.
Address, "Serial," c/o WID'S.

Saturday, September 13, 1919

KINOGRAMS
GEN. PERSHING LEADS BRAVE
FIRST DIVISION IN PARADE.— Cheering: thousands line Fifth Ave. in New
Yorlt as their war hero and his troops
niarcli by in last great home-coming parade.
BOSTON POLICE OUT ON STRIKE.—
Hub city's guardians of the peace quit at
command of their newly formed union
and the burglars rejoice.
CARDINAL MERCIER ARRIVES.—
Belgium's
"Soldier
of in
theNew
Cross"
from Northern
Pacific
York lands
and
is greeted by his delegation.
WALES AT SAULT STE MARIE.— His
Royal Highness takes a look at the locks
of the Canadian Soo Canal and handshakes the local notables.
PRESIDENT AVILSON IN NORTHWEST.— The chief executive's visit to the
Twin Cities, speaking before the Minnesota legislature, a parade in MinneapoUs.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR MARCH. — At
Philadelphia, contest, drills at the great
national conclave.
MOTHERS
DECORATED. — General
Edwards bestows war crosses upon two
women whose sons died in France.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

jMH DAILV
Ask for Receiver

Ibsen Plays Filmed

{Special to WWS DAILY)
Chicago. — The Birth of a Race
Photoplay Corp. ran upon another
snag when a petition for a receiver
was filed in the U. S. court by two
shareholders this week.
Richard. T. Piper, of Chicago, and
his wife, it is claimed bought ninety
shares of the photoplay stock two
years ago on promises that other
pictures would be produced and that
dividends would be paid. Neither
promise was kept. It is also alleged
that salesmen illegally sold stock in
other states. W. H. Burns is president, and H. J. Reynolds, secretary,
of the company. Neither were in the
offices of the company on Wednesday whencalled.
a representative of WID'S
DAILY

Cable advices from Norway state
that the heirs of Ibsen have finally
consented to the filming of the playwright's works. Fifty English players together with Eve Balfour as
star have been engaged to go to Norfilmed.way where the pictures will be
"Peer Gynt" has already been put
on the screen in Germany.

Indispensable

:

BROWNIE & MANRING .
THEATERS
P^iddlesboro, Ky.

J

Gentlemen :
It is useless for us to stat<
that WID'S is absolutely indis
pensable in the operation o:
our theaters.
Yours very truly^

Elsie Ferguson
made "The Doll's
House"
for Famous.

BROWN

Another R. and F. Theater
Minneapolis. — Ruben
and Finkelstein will build a theater on Nicolett
Ave. near 14th St. to cost $175,000.
The theater will be one story.

AMUSEMENT 00^
Charles
O. Brown,Ky
Middlesboro,

"Third Kiss" At Broadway

Vivian
Martin
in "The
Tli
Kiss," will be the feature at
Broadway, beginning tomorrow af
Price's Company Chartered
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
It follows "The Market
Albany.— The U. S. Public Health noon.
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Films, Inc., has been formed with a Souls" with Dorothy Dalton.
Albany. — C. B. Price Co. has been capitalization of $5,000. S., A. and
granted a charter.
The company is
Wallace With Fox
H. Cummins are named as incorchartered at $5,000.
C. R. Wallace,
film editor
porators.
joined Fox Film as editor for |
C. B. Price is handling a series of
This company will handle "Some rector.
mett Flynn, William
Russell's
Mona Darkfeather Indian pictures.
Wild Oats" locally.
Cummins

Forms Company

jS>r*^c>c/Q)/

The time is comihg when the
tTailable copyrighted material will
be more or less exhausted and motion picture producers will be dependent on current literature and original stories and principally the latter.
Demand always creates the supply
and that is why several farseeing
men are training themselves now,
training for a certain big future
when producers will make the labor
worth while to students and recognized writers. — Frank E. Woods,
Paramount.

"THeheIsn 't Wicked
and
He Isn't Goody 'Goody

I
I

Robert McLaughlin's dramatic production "The House Without Children" will have a lobby display that
shall stop the passer-by on account
of its very human appeal. We are
doing our utmost to cooperate with
the author and transfer his ideas on
canvas. Ready very shortly for the
State Right buyer.
KRAUSS MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National and Speer Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

CHARLES
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lunkett with "L. J."
ill Have Charge of European Offi-

In Use in England, Say ExhibitorsBritain Needs Showmanship
Three prominent Enghsh exhibitors and an executive of one of the
largest exchange units in Brita
in
stated on Saturday that fully 90 per
cent, of American films are in use
in England. They also said that Britam is in need of real showmanship
methods to help out over worth
while pictures.
These statements come from Victor Sheridan, who owns 6 theaters
m London and who is managing- director of the Associated Cinemato
grapic Theaters, Ltd.; ThomasBurns, who owns a 3,000 seat house
m Stockton-on-Tees, in the north of
England, and I. CoUins, who owns 8

ces for Select
.oseph L. Plunkett, who has rened from the B. S. Moss and Fa;.us Phiyers organization, will be
ntificd with Select. He will have
' important post relative to the
iPpany's
European
offices. Milder
Cdith Koch
and Maxwell
1 sail for London tomorrow on
ird the Aquitania.

War Is Threatening
auble Brewing in Winnipeg and
the South — Lynch in Houston
leports reaching New York indii that a merry war is on, one
se of it in Winnipeg, and the
er through the southern territory,
nous Players are involved in both
.hem.
II Winnipeg, the Aliens are after
s for several big theaters. At
sent they are building a house on
iforth St.
1. L. Gage,, superintendent
of
struction for the Aliens, is reted in the Winnipeg press as statthat his company
is going to
d several theaters there. .
othing definite can be learned
it is common talk in Winnipeg
"large American
interests" be;ed to he Famous
Players will
d a chain of theaters in Western
ada, starting w'th one in Winnirto cost $300,000.
he .'Miens now control the Doion Province, Gaiety, Bijou, and
{Continued on Page 2)
No.

197

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate
l/f ANY of the foremost com'■" mercial
organiza
of
'he United
States tions
can trace
heir growth
to effective ad■itising and
exploitation —
-ontrary to general opinon adertising does not increase the
ost of any commodity — The
onverse is true for increased
iroduction,
realized
through
iroper exploitation invariably
owers cost. The film industry
s no exception to this rule —
'he
is always
eady opportunity
for the man who
has a
eliable product to succeed if
oupled by efficient exploitaion — The industry is NOT in
s infancy but the opportuniies ARE here.

Price 5 Cents

1,000 to 2,000 seats, located in NewWhitley^'nnn^
""Sing from
Bay,"^'^"^
Josforth,
^O^n°^
'^^fuh Gateshead, NorthAshington
Shields,
The Englishmen are here together
and
with Clamlington.
C. A Clegg, ' of " the FamousLasky Film Service, Ltd.
, th e
British branch of Famous Players
As noted, they will shortly tour the
country and finally visit the production center in Los Angeles.

The bear cub who takes his sugar without cofTee supplies one of the
fdelightful bits in "Back to God's Country," the new First National
Special.
'Advi.

Germans After Trade }
Preparing
to Compete
for WorldWide Hold on Film Market
Cable advices reaching New York
from London tell of conditions in
the film trade of Germany.
The cable states that a film company has purchased the Hagenbeck
Zoological Gardens near Hamburg
where pictures will be made. . The
company will build sets there and
make a number of spectacular animal
films.
An organized campaign is said to
be planned to compete, or at least
attempt to compete with the American market for contr'ol of the foreign
field. Financial resources are said to
be unlimited.
A big film based on the plague in
Florence, Italy, is being made now
which the~ Germans expect to make
an
land.impression in America and EngJacksonville,
for alterations.

Fla. — Rialto

Syd Chaplin Back

' Returns Burton
with 30,000
of FilmHolmesFt.Back
Syd Chaplin returned from Europe
Saturday morning on the Adriatic
from France where he shot JO, 000 ft.
of film for his first comedy to be
released through Famous Players.
After staying in New York until last
night, he and his party left for Los
Angeles where work will be continued on the comedy at his brother
Charlie's studio.
(Continued
nn Page 3)

are allnity
agreed
a They
big opportu
for that'
real there
snappyis
showmanship in England.
It seems
that features like "Birth of a Nation"
and "Intolerance" are never
backed
up by a publicity or advertising campaign with the result that they miss
a percentage of the public;
The English newspapers, unlike
{Continued on Page 3)

Films in Schools
Organization Formed to Co-operate
with Educators — Will Be
Nation Wide

An organization has been formed
for the purpose of co-operating with
educators all over the country in an
effort to make pictures an equal factor with the text book in public education. The name of the organization is the American Educational
Motion Picture Association and has
New Wizard Opens
enlisted the help of such people as
P. P. Claxton, U. S. Commissioner
{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Baltimore, Md. — The New Wizard of Education, Mrs. Fred Schotf, presTheater will be opened tonight by
ident National Congress, Teacher's
Association; Rev. Christian F. Reisthe Parkway Theater Co. with "The ner, of the Methodist Church, and
Miracle Man" as the main attraction.
William
A. Brady, of the N. A. M.
P. L
The amount
of business done at
A number of well known educatheeek.New
Grand
Central, St. Louis,
•w
tors in the city are in support of the
was not $7,000 for the first day. This
movement.
The organization
will
was
the
approximate
receipts
for
the
closed
{Continued on Page 3)
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West Prosperous
Many

Houses Going Up anrd Being
Improved — Business Good

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Vol. IX No. 75
Monday, Sept. 15, 1919
Price 5 Cents
Omaha, Neb. — "The middle west is
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, building up rapidly, in the motion
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
picture business. You see new houses
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and in many of the smaller towns, as
FILM FOLKS, INC.
well as the cities, and there are very
P. C, ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President few theaters that have not been reand Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
painted, redecorated and usually reManager.
equipped, this summer," said ManEntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
ager S. Maclntyre of the Metro exat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
change, when he came home the
the act of March 3, 1879.
other day from an extended trip
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside ihrough eastern Iowa.
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
"Everybody's, happy and entering
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00.
the biggest fall and winter season in
Subscribers should remit with order
said S. A.
motion picture history," for
Metro,
district manager
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S Shirley,
day.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
when he stopped in Omaha the other
York, N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5S58
Hollywood,, California:
Editorial
Offices:
6404
Hollywood
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood
1062.

Quotations
Bid. Asked. Last Sal*
Famous PIayers..l02
102^
lOZj^
Triangle
?4
World Film
%
Re-modeling Leland in Albany
Albany, N. Y.— The old Leland
theater on South Pearl St., one of
Albany's most famous playhouses, is
to be completely remodeled and
made into an up-to-date picture
house.
F. F. Proctor, the owner of the
property, has made the announcement, and the estimated cost of the
improvements will amount to $50,000.

Who Booked

DESERT60LD?
Bulletin 1 :
Sept.

15,

1919.

THE PASTIME
First run in "The Loop"
Chicago, followed by
the two big Chicago circuits
— has booked the tremendous Benjamin B. HamptonEltinge F. Warner ZANE
GREY PICTURE.
"O,

What a picture!"

W.W.HODKINSON
, ,

CORPORATION

527 n/ili Avenue. New torkClr

.

.

motion picture house at Creston, la.
The new house will open November
first.
J. H. McClay has installed new
pipe organs in the Grand and the
Strand, his two houses at Dubuque,
la. The Grand is open and the
Strand will open October 1.
An unverified report among film
circles in Iowa and Nebraska is that
the Adams circuit of southern Iowa,
a leading house in Shenhas bought
andoah, la.
T. B. ^^zzard has bought the
Grand, at Genoa. Neb., front H. A.
Peterson, and has installed new
equipment throughout.

War Is Threatening

[Continued from Page 1)
Rex, and will open a new theater in
Donald St. in December.
.\ Canadian trade paper says that
That's what they say. Here are a
few items- picked up at random about N. L. Nathanson has announced that
Omaha's territory this week:
has been coman amalgamation
pleted between Regals Films and the
theahas opened a new
Gus Holub town
Neb.,
Paramount
company,
and that the
a,
Ravenn
of
the
at
ter
which rather surpasses anything in corporation will build or lease a
chain of theaters extending from
its neighborhood.
The Adams Theater Co., Des Winnipeg to the Pacific coast investing between $1,000,000 and $2,000,000
Moines, has twelve theaters; J. E.
Hostcttler, Waterloo, la., has 5 big in the enterprise. The publication
states that Paramount pictures will
Blank,
A. H. has
houses;
andand Omaha,
8 ofDes_
the Moine's
largest be shown exclusively.
houses in Nebraska and Iowa: A. J.
Ruben and Finkelstein, who control a chain of theaters in St. Paul
Diebold, Cedar Rapids, la., has 5
and
Minneapolis,
will likewise build
MinBicnderup,
G.
C.
houses, and
den. Neb., owns a number of houses. in Winnipeg. This house will be located at Ellice .\ve. ana Garry St.
Yep, syndicating of houses is pros- and will cost $125,000.
pering, all right.
George H. McArdle, proprietor of
In the South, the Lynch enterthe Benson theater, Benson, Neb.,
prises are progressing steadily towas not content with repainting and
ward the securing of more theaters.
remodeling his theater, but he re- hs noted, ,they plan a big theater in
Dallas and have just announced a
"I'm
efforts.
his personal
going to modeled
make
every patron
call me $.300,000 house in Houston, Texas.
'Mac' and I'm going to get to know This will be on Main St. and will
everybody in the county, so when I seat 2,500. Lvnch nas also purchased the Liberty there for $50,000.
say I've got a good show, they'll beEd
A.
Greenblatt, manager of the
lieve me." said Mac. He re-opened
his house on September 1, showing Isis, Houston,, is quoted as saying
that "the distributing company is
"The Auction
Book."
Jake Mitchell ravecr about good
business, from behind his desk as operating
The syndicate
is sending out men
on a bluff."
manager of the United Theater to get these options and leave the
Equipment corporation branch at impression that theaters are going
Omaha. "Our sales of Power ma- to be built, using this means of inducing local theater owners into conchines are phenomenal," he declared.
tractors for films notwithstanding
"Business conditions tnis summer
have passed all records and we are high prices, Greenblatt said.
now entering into an autumn trade
"The plan of operation when
which will keep up the good work. these agents reach Houston," Greenblatt is futhcr quoted, "would be for
Every
prospering."
L. A.exhibitor
Garman, is general
manager them to call on the leading theaters
for the Princess Amusement Com- and in case contracts arc not signed
threaten to open theaters of their
pany of Lincoln, Neb., has re-decor- to
own. This will bt followed by thj
ated the Lyric theater and will reopen early this month,, showing big securing of options on buildings and
lots, with the announced purpose of
productions only. The Liberty the- establishing theaters.
ater, which has been showing pictures all summer, ,will show pictures
"However the agents will have no
and vaudeville this winter. The Ri- real cash to pay for options, and
alto, run by the company, opened the since the plan has been exposed by
season the first of the month, show- the Saenger Amusement company, it
is
probable that any options
willhardly
be taken.
ing "The
The
NewBrat."
Garrick. Burlington. la.,
"The syndicate involved in this
installed a new $20,000 Kimball orplan desires to change the entire sysgan during the summer.
tem of distributing films to theaters
W. F. Matlock has sold a half interest in the Princess theater, Ames, in the different cities, and to charge
la., and announces he and his part- prices that will entail additional burner, Frank Cokoulie, will build a big,
dens placed on the theater patron.
modern motion picture theater near The leading houses in Houston have
the Iowa university place at Ames. refused to accede to the new arrangeAbe Francl of Des Moines. la.,
ment, and theaters in other cities
has let a contract for a new $75,000
have taken the same action."

Guess abroad
there won't
be so much
duction
anyway.

Incorporations
Ohio. —$15,000;
Trustee's L. ];•
tureColumbus,
Co.,
capital
J. Dittmar,
Chas.
II. Bohmer
John Marshall.
Sacremento, Cal. — Pasadena T?
ater Co., capital $150,000; R. C. Kil
dall, Henry C. Jenson, etc., inc-j
porators.
Columbus, Ohio. — Strand Thei
Co.,
Toledo, capital, $25,000; A.,
Connolly.

.\ustin,
Tex. — Galveston
Playho'
Corp.,
Galveston,
capital $30,000j
S. Lindamood, J. E. Stratford,)
Stratford.
Albany. — Capital Film Excha'
New York. $25,000. Incorporatj
A. J. Halprin, T. T. Schwabe„
Blumstein, 41 Park
Row.

1
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t Ochs, according to
spcrsistently reports
;ii signed 2 new stars.
I just as persistently
fi,thing about it.

coast re(Cij?iliuued from Page 1)
that Uni- our own, do not have film sectio
ns.
The local Howev
er, Air. Clegg said that a
refuse to
Northclifife paper, in London, the
Evening News will shortly start a
4-page supplement to be published
' [ary" Building New Home
at least once a week and perhaps
twice. This will mark the first step
•.y Wire to PFID'S DAILY)
of its kind in England.
In discussing the present system
j'Angeles. — -Mary Pickford will
[l, new ., ome in the fashionable
of
gs in England, "it was said
5 re district. The house will be thatbookin
exhibit
ors there, who are tied
tiling structure built along old up in many cases,
a year ahead were
Ih lines.
forced into such a procedure because
of the sinking of vessels duriijg the
war, when the opportunity of booking each attraction was made hazardous by the uncertain arrival of
the films.
Mr. Sheridan is on the executive
To Every Big
board of the Cinematographic Exhibitors Association of Great Britain
Distributor —
and Ireland, Ltd., the only exhibitor
association in England, and which
has about IS per cent, of the showmen enrolled as members. This organization for the present cannot
act because the exhibitors are tied
up in the matter of bookings. Howvcre, they plan an attempted abandoning of this method. The situation is further complicated because
the exchanges, the film men say,
practically dictate terms to the exhibitor, by threatening to sell the film
to the opposition.
There is huge amount of money,
at present, lying dormant for the
building of new theaters. The chief
delay seems to be the labor situahave the financial backing,
tion. The Government at one time
planned to give the housing question
players, the story ideas and
priority over the theater problem
but 1,000,000 craftsmen engaged in
ity to make exceptional two
theater building held a protest meetI comedies. Am now with
ing and the legislation was dropped.
Films in England run usually for
of the biggest organiza3 days and sometimes for a week.
Extended
runs are so scarce as to
is. Have been directing sucbe called rarities. The scale of
sful comedies for seven
prices, generally speaking, is higher
in England than here. Burns who
irs.
operates in northern England gets a
top price of about 54 cents while the
average admissions in this country
for a middle sized town do not reach
want to hear from distributhat level.
s anxious to pay real money
Sheridan said that the probable
trouble with English production is
real comedies. Tell me
in that before a film is even started, a financial limit is set on it. He
\t you can pay for excepthinks that English producers do not
have the technical staffs to equal
lal two reelers and I'll exthe American and in support of this
n what I can deliver,
named a well known English director who made successful films here
■"hen we should do business
but whose English-produced fillms
are only medio(?re.
a hurry.
Clegg said that the sending of a
complete technical staff by F. P.-L.
to England from American was
unique. They will stay there long
enough to educate British producers
in American methods.

et's Get
lown To
rass Tacks!

Address:

^medy Producer
CARE WID'S DAILY
[ywood
California

Jane Allen Leaves Sennett Show
Jane Allen, chief beauty of the
Sennett girls with "Yankee Doodle
in Berlin" on its tour of Brooklyn
theaters, has left the show. She will
go to Lakewood for a rest and then
return tn the Coast. She will be a
member of the 1920 show when it
comes to New York next year.

Syd
Chaplin Back
(Continufd from Page 1)
Most of the scenes were taken in
Paris and the outskirts. While there
Chaplin did a stunt on horseback
and slipped, injurying his right eye.
It was thought for a time that the
eye would be lost.
The company would have remained in France but because of impending winter it was difficult to secure
coal to generate power for the lighting apparatus. The film taken abroad
has not even been seen by Chaplin
as yet as it is being shipped in bond
from the other side. The company
originally iatended going to Persia
but at present there is a revolt there.
The first picture will be delivered
to Famous in about 6 weeks. For
the second
production,
either
zerland or Monte
Carlo will
be Switused.
This has not been decided as yet.
Chaplin's
partyBurton
came Holmes
over on who
the
same
l)oat with
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Reading Wid's

4 Years

VIRGINIA THEATER
Kanawha Amusement
Co.
Charleston, W. Va.

Dear Sir:
Enclosed you will find check
for a year's subscription of our
friend WID'S, and kindly address it to my name on the
Virginia Theater. I have been
reading it for the last four
years, I cannot do without it
as the WID'S is the only paper for the poor exhibitor.
remain,
Thanking you in advance, I
Yours very truly
GEORGE KYRROS.

Kremer Sells More Territory

plans a lecture tour as far west as
Victor Kremer has sold "Stripped
Chicago. It is understood that for a Million" for Calif., Nev., Ariz.,
Holmes did not film any material for Wash., Ore., Mont., Idaho, Neb., and
Famous Players release but purely
northern
New of
Jersey.
AlsoCanada.
world's
for his lecturing tour.
rights outside
U. S. and

Films in Schools

Another Novel for Moore
{Continued from Page 1)
Myron Selznick has purchased
not produce or distribute film but "His Word of Honor" by Edgar
Franklin for Owen Moore. He has
will only act as an information bureau for the "co-operation of ideas also secured "His Wife's Money" by
andThe
wants
of educators."
introduction
of films on a May Tully for Eugene O'Brien.
greater scale in the schools is made
more simple because of the invention
of a Tiew type of projection machine
which can be used without the use of
a regular fire-proof booth.
The association plans to have an
advisory board composed of a number of prominent societies and already has included such bodies as
the American Museum of Natural
History, the Audubon Society, the
Association of Child Welfare Boards,
etc.
It is known that some of the larger film companies are interested in
the movement. It will be recalled
that recently Famous Players organized an educational bureau to
deal with non-theatrical patronage
exclusively. Universal for sometime
has maintained a large industrial department.
Rochester Raises Prices
[By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Rochester, .N. Y. — New scale of admissions isnow in effect here.
The theaters included in the scale
are Victoria, Rialto, Temple and
Strand. The average increase is 5
cents.
Stockton, Cal. — Frank C. Parker
takes over control of Lyric from
Ralph Grunauer.

..-'HANDLETtERlNG
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2329
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Putting It Over
Here is liovj a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fflloiv knoiu how you cleaned
up.
William Fox attracted big busijiess at Central Theater on Broadway, where he was presenting
"Checkers."
Fox for the past two weeks had
had a half-dozen jockeys in various
colors,, mounted on thoroughbreds,
parading the streets of New York.
All the horses were blanketed with
painted banners carrying suitable inscriptions announcing "Checkers" at
the Central. Crowds were attracted by this novel advertising
plan, inasmuch as the horsemen
passed through the most thickly
congested dispopulated
tricts of theandcity.most
Pittsburgh.— An advertising precedent was recently established, it is
believed, when Sam De Fazio, manager of the New Blackstone, used as
much space to advertise a single reel
picture in one of the local dailies as
he used to exploit the 5 reel produc-tion.
The single reel release was Universal's New Screen Magazine.
the advertiseThe original size of
ment is 10 inches over 4 columns.

DAIL.V

on a bond given by the defendanti
for the payment of a note for $2,A Critic Fooled
500 made by the defendants to J. W.
Goldwyn reports that a Pl
Place & Co., payable at the .Metropolitan Bank and because of the failadelphia
critic in review!
"The World
and Its Wom|
ure of the defendants to pay the note
the plaintiff was compelled to do so.
at the Chestnut St. Thea
A second claim alleges that the desaid:
fendants made a note for $9,000 on
"Up to that point, the
which
the
plaintiff
became
surety
gives
little suggestion of e
Omaha, Neb. — Advertising Euthrills that follow ^Vsn nt^
and the plaintiff had to pay $9,005.
gene O'Brien
"A Perfect
Manager
Harryin Watts
of the Lover,"
Strand, The plaintiff states that it has repictures of the leavP^taking
induced the Omaha Daily News to
the Russian troops in the st
only $1,505
ants,ceived
leaving
$10,008 from
due. the defendconduct a contest seeking the best
mer of 1914 introduce the s
answers to the question: "What is
The Petrograd scenes w
your idea of a perfect lover?" Prizes
all sturdio-built sets desigi
FouF judgments amounting to
of $15, $5, and $5 and a framed phoond Hugo
part."Ballin at Culver G
fered.
by
tograph of Eugene O'Brien were of- $6,296 have been filed in the City
Court against tiic I-Cinemacolor
Co. of America in suits by bondWahoo, Neb. — Exhibitor Fred
holders who alleged that they acSmith went up in an airplane and
quired bonds in 1915 which the cor*
distributed free admission tickets to poration agreed to pay in three
"The Amazing Wife" at his theater. years if they asked payment, but
failed to do so. The papers were
served on William A. Dawson, treasurer of Kinemacolor, at 120 Broadway, but the suits were not defended.
The Filmart Corp., Ralph T. Tyner and Edward G. Eibler, have The judgments, which include inter"The director and the story vi |
est due since 1915, are: Edgar D.
been sued in the Supreme Court by
the London & Lancashire Indemnity Pouch, $2,211; J. & S. Ferguson & the dominating factors of the id
Co. for $10,098. The complaint al- Son, $993; Bruno W. Bierbauer, of screen presenta
tion." Toum'
—Maurice
leges that the plaintiff became surety $1,237. and Edmund H. Clear $1,845.
At De Fazio's request the ad was
run on the page containing an announcement of a special sale held by
one of the largest department stores
in Pittsburgh. The copy announcing
the balance of the program was run
in the regular amusement section of
the Pittsburgh Press.

In the Courts

"THE

BELOVED

proRobert McLaughlin's dramaticCliUdduction "The House Without
ren" will have a lobby display that
shall stop the passer-by on account
of its very human appeal. We are
doing our utmost to cooperate with
the author and transfer his ideas on
canvas. Ready very shortly for the
State Right buyer.
KRAUSS MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City

CHEATER"
Sure wins the women

POWERS'
FILM
is just the thing for title

r
He's a Regula Fellow

printing.
You can buy all you need

/rowJ. CIBHARIO
729 Seventh Avenue
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"Tarzan" Film

mbers Go. Formed
Numa

Pictures Formed to Make Burroughs Story — Exhibitor Interested
The Numa Pictures Corp. has been
formed with a capital of $100,000 to

r Secures 44 of Author's Storis — To Make Five a Year
c Wolpcr has just closed an
ant deal whereby he secures
ive screen rights to 43 Robert
lambers stories and one now
ing in Cosmopolitan. A RobChambers Picture Corp. is
eing formed. These are all the
jers' stories not yet sold-,
luction will be in the Paragon
s in Jersey and no more than
ictures will be made a year.
-. is as yet undecided.
;ill be recalled that Chambers
irested in the Capitol theater,
stated quite definitely that a
'in the contract with Wolper
es that the Chambers films
he Capitol theater first. E. J.
;, however, denied this emally yesterday.
iper stated that Chambers will
y issue a signed statement re\g the disposition of certain of
;orics. Wolper likewise said
certain producer advertising a
bers series has only tlie rights
hort stories.

film "The Return of Tarzan" by Edgar Rice Burroughs.
Production will be in California,
Florida and Louisiana. Screen rights
for the story have been secured and
a deal is now under way to secure
the remaining Tarzan stories not yet
filmed.
From the word "numa" will be devised a trade mark with a lion figuring in it. The scenario is being
completed now.
Adolph Weiss, wha owns a large
pictureested theater
on Avenue A is interin the company.
Looks for Early Settlement
S. B. Newman, assistant to Charles
Shea of the I. A. T. S. E., said yesterday th^t he thought the strike of
studio employes would be settled
within the next few days. He stated
that the New York office was not
alarmed, neither were the' executives
of the various film companies concerned.

Big
4" Confab
On
Conference
Is On Distribution

Selection of "Doug's" Stories
By IV ire to IV ID'S DAILY)
Angeles. — Oscar Price, Hiram
is and Denis F. O'Brien, Fairattorney,
have
just arrived

The raccoon who washes his hands — as all good little coons should do —
in "Back to God's Country," the new First National Special.
*Advt.

A Denial

purpose of the conference is
:uss distribution and new storr Fairbanks. Victor Fleming
The publication in yesterday's issue of WID'S DAILY of a reported
eretofore has confined his actiio camera work will direct the move whereby Educational Films
would secure the 17 Triangle ex"Doug's"
changes throughout the country,
;f is
now in productions.
rehearsal and The
was
brought forth a storm of protest
1 by Fairbanks in conjunction from
both Educational Films and
Triangle.
!'om Qeraghty.
■
From both offices it was insisted
No. 200
tliat there was nothing to the report, and one of the firins involved

Little Ad Talks
X

By Jack Alicoate

OU
read WID'S every
morning because it is
jht, crisp, newsy — So do
jsands of others all over the
■Id— WID'S has no waste
;ulation — Practically every
scribcr being directly intered in the film industry and
activity
^I'his meansanda conitrated —circulation
this
why advertisers
in WID'S
iILY
obtain unusual
results
L TEST will TELL.

characterized the report as "absurd."
Indignant denial was made of any
such move.
Rumors with reference to important developments of Educational
have been discussed in film circles
for the past several weeks. President
Earl Hanimons of Educational said
yesterday that Tic cannot discuss rumors, and that when news is actually
news it will be given out for publication.
Berst on Way to Coast
J. A. Berst of United is on his way
to the Coast. It is rumored his trip
will result in signing new stars.

Gar ewe With Pathe
Edwine Carcwe productions will
be released through Pathe. The first
>vill ])e "The Rightful Heir" with
Dolores Cassinelli.
It is understood that Pathe has
made arrangement with Harry Cahane who is known to be in back of
Carewe for release of all the Cahane
output.
This includes Marjorie Rambeau
and Edgar Lewis.
.A.lbert Capellani is now on his way
back to America with the screen
rights to several French plays. His
first picture will be with Marjorie
Rambeau.

Newman explained the action of
the members of the Building Trades
Council in staying at their work on
the Brunton lot. The I. A. T. S. E.
have a working agreement with the-.
Building Trades Council and there
has been a misunderstanding according to Newman. He thinks that this
will be straightened out within a few
days. Among those who have not
signed the .agreement as yet are
Goldwyn, Famous Players, Fox, Metro and Brunton.

Fox in Ganada
Three Branch Manager Appointed to
Handle
Films There
William Fox announces appointment of 3 branch managers to take

care of his company's business in
Canada.
The managers are:
Mitchell, "Mickey" Ross in charge
of the Calgary branch — offices in
Princess Theater Bldg.
R. A. "Bob" Scott at Vancouver,
B. C. — offices in Leigh Spencer Bldg.
Grauman Here
W. S. Jones in Winnipeg — offices
.Sid Grauman of Los Angeles 48 Aikins Bldg.
This move means the extension of
reached New York yesterday. Famous Players will tender him a the Fox distributing system in the
luncheon tomorrow at the Claridge Western part of the Dominion where
at which the trade paper editors will the Amalgamated previously handed
the Fox output.
be present.
In the east. Fox will continue his
Lucille Lee Stewart has been en- 3 branches at St. John's, N. B., Montreal and Toronto where he has
j gaged by Fox to play opposite Willhandled his own product.
i iam Russell in "Eastward Ho!"
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Vidor Resigns

Operators Are Met

Go Up
Toronto Men Get Increases — Prices

Leaves Brentwocd Film to Form
His Own
Company

(By IVire to iVlD'S DAILY)
Toronto. — Operators Local No.
177, has put into effect a new scale
of
givesof them
*90 cents
an prices
hour. which
The rules
the union
forbid a man from working more than
7 hours a day or more than 4 at a
stretch. The former schedule provided for at least $25 weekly for
every afternoon and evening, and $18
for evenings only.
The new scale means a big increase in expense to the small theaters that run at night only but does
not effect downtown houses that
have 2 operators.
Because of the operator increase,
the Regent,
Strand and
Locw's
ters have increased
prices
from thea5 to
10 cents a seat while a number of
suburban theaters are charging 20
cents.

{By IVire to tVWS DAILY)
Los Angeles. — King W. Vidor who
directed several pictures for Brentwood, releasing through RobertsonCole has severed all connections
with that organization.
He will sho.rtly leave for New
York where arrangements will be
completed
for the formation of his
own company.

Montreal Admissions Increased
{By IFire to fVID'S DAILY)
Montreal. — All of the theaters here
have increased admission prices.

Last Sale
99^

Waters Continued in Office
Famous Players.. 99 101
At an annual meeting oh the M P.
Triangle
—
——
'H
^ Business Men's Club, Inc., held
World Film
—
Tuesday, the slate of officers named
at a meeting in June was reaffirmed.
Percy L. Waters will head the orUnited Buys Play
gan'zation for the coming year.
United h&s bought "The House of
Lies" by John P. Ritter f^r picturiLesser Buys Argus Feature
zation. Reported United will buy a
Sol
Lesser and Leon Nctter have
number of stage successes.
bought Ohio rights on "The House
Without
Children."
Five road shows
will
be sent
out.
Olmstead Sells Story to Blackton
Jacobo Glucksman has bought
Stanley Olmstead has sold an origrights for South America West Ininal story to J. Stuart Blackton.
dies, Central America and Mexico.
Brodsky Here
Samuel Brodsky is in. New York
casting for his next Argus picture.

DESERtGOtD?
Bulletin No. 4:
Sept. 18, 1919.

LUBLINER
& TRINZ
Circuit- --Chicago
have booked immediately
for their circuit behind the
Pastime Theatre first run
in "The Loop."
— Benjamin B. Hampton
and
F. Warner's
first Eltinge
ZANE GREY
PICTURE.
*'0, what a picture!"
W.W.HODiaNSON CORPQlMlOhf
527 FiUh Avenue. New York pit .

Deaths
Thomas Meighan lias lost his
mother. She di^d on Monday in
Pittsburgh.
Jay Dwiggins died in Hollywood
on Monday. He had just signed a
contract with Lasky.

"BEARCAT

Earle With Selznick
Has Just Finished G^aum Feature on
Coast for Hodkinson
They're
talking about 300
W. V. S. Earle has arrived in Nev;
York state theaters booking tog
York. He will join the Selznick organization his first picture being Eugene O'Brien in "The Broken
Before coming east, Earle finished a picture for Hodkinson release in
Melody."
which
Louis-e Glaum appeared. It
was "The Lone Wolf's Daughter"
by Louis Joseph Vance and was produced at the Ince plant.
Goldwyn Week a Success
(ioldvvyn annivrrsar}- week, Sept.
8-14, l)rought big results, according
to reports -received at the home
office. The complete figures will not
be tabulated for a number of weeks,
hut the contract' reports on hand,
Goldwyn states, showing bookings
in new territories, return engagements of early releases and full
Goldwyn weeks, to the exclusion of
all other
picturesof are
sure the success
the enough
drive. to asYohalem with Jose
George Yohalem has tcft Famous
Players to become assistant director
to Edward Jose.
The next Jose subject for Film
Specials, Inc., will be "The Way of
a Man" by Thomas Dixon. Natalie
Talmadge will appear in one of the
Lusk Leaves Goldwyn
parts.
Norman Lusk who has been
handling Goldwyn publicity on the
coast has severed his connections
with the organization.

8»58

is the telephone
number of thel
greatesttion organizaof posteri
artists and poster
printers in thei
world.

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.

406W.31ilSt.,N.Y. rhoDe Ciiebn 83,

STAj

THENAHE

GRirriTH

OfEACH QF THESE SPECIAL PRODU^
<~

THE

ff

Was my last feature.
Since then I have been writing some
stories yes, and selling them.
You've heard about "WHEN BEAR CAT WENT
DRY." Well quite some folks have hunted me up
and made offers but I thought maybe you want a
good director
m'e a Picture
better offer.
Just wire and
me will
- Caremake
Motion
Director's

CriELHKA

Association,

E. MASON

Los Angeles.

HOPPER

"

P.S. Oh Yes, have been directing seven years.
Am rather proud of my record.
If you don't
know it — Ask me!

AND THE

HlDTHER
HEARtS
WORLD

Qpiffltb yiepeprory Xfeisom
ZO 4- Performances at Creo
Co^an\s C7rieatre , Neajyork
.
Albepi £.(ar«>r,Geii.Hi
I
y20IontfdLCTa «yueii.n<
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Beck Leases Kalem Studio
Hulsey Buys Films
rthur F. Beck has taken a long
;i lease on the Creation, formerly Takes Full Pioneer List for Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas
1 Kalcm plant at Cliffside, N. J.,
E. H. Hulsey of the First National
3 all of his producing units.
Circuit of Dallas, has just closed a
big deal with Pioneer whereby the
jarrett Returns from Abroad
Texas showman secures distribution
(Incy Garrett of J. Frank Brock- rights in Texas, Oklahoma and Ars, returned from Europe
on the
kansas on the current Pioneer atI|tic Tues sday after being abroad tractions.
The deal includes the following
i:e July..
pictures: "The Boomerang," "The
Long Arm of Mannister," "Atonement," "Virtuous Sinners," "Sins of
the Children," "The Girl from Nowhere," "Wives' of Men" a'nd "Sus-

"The

Mystery
of be13seen" by
will

It
more people and make
more profits than any
other serial in the past.
Distributed

by

W. H. PRODUCTIONS CO.
NEW

71 WEST 23rd STREET

YORK

O'Brien With Fox

Lichtman Makes Two Appointments
Al Lichtman has appointed W. J.
Pratt special representative over the
Charlotte, Atlanta and New Orleans
offices of F. P.-L. Louis L. Dent has
been made special representative in
charge of Dallas and Oklahoma City.

Eugene O'Brien has joined the
Fox organization!
Not the star but a newspaperman
just returned from overseas. He will
be under the direction of Merritt
Crawford.

Pearson in America
John Pearson,
manager
of isVitam
graph's
British
organization,
New
York.
He leaves Oct. 2 for
England.

LABORATORY
work for

The deal may have special signipicion."
ficance in that Hulsey is open in his
declaration of a fight on Famous
Players, and his resolve not to book
Paramount pictures..
"Miracle Man" in Cleveland
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Cleveland. — "The Miracle Man"
will open at three different Loew
theaters in Cleveland. Sept. 29 for a
week's run. The Euclid, Alhambra
and Stillman will all play the film
simultaneously.

and

QUALITY
SERVICE
FOUNDATION
Film Corporation
NEW YORK OFFICE
1600 Broadway
Bryant 4620 LABORATORIES
Hudson Heights, N. J.

lie RADIUM MYSTERY
Irst SUPER-SERIAL ever made
All-star cast
Cleo Madison
Ed. Brady

Eileen Sedgwick
Bob Reevei

^ob Kortland
Gordon McGregor

Jeff Osborne
Robert Gray

^

•

/ intend to continue

CONSIDERING

sensible but sensational serial

'ACIFIC
PRODUCING
CO.
100 SUNSET BLVD.,
HOLLYWOOD

on. the

Lew Cody Specials

If Your

until I am sure

iction IS

EVERY BIG DISTRIBUTOR

RIGHT

has had a fair chance

• We Will
Pay the

RIGHT

•

"^Prices For
the Foreign

RIGHTS

•

L. J. GASNIER
GLENDALE

GILLESPIE BROS.
220 W. 42nd St., New York

OFFERS

CALIFORNIA

•

sMI
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Lynch in Northwest?
Reported Southerner Is After Theaters in Minneapolis
(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Minneapolis. — It is reported in
fihn circles here that S. A. Lynch is
about to enter the picture field in
the Twin Cities.
J. P. Corbett of the Lynch offices,
and at one time Triangle branch
manager here, has been scouting
around for theater sites. He refuses
to discuss his mission, however.
Lynch has no holdings at all in
the Northwest, his activities being
confined exclusively to the South.
New Selznick Department
Selznick has established a reclaiming and processing department under direction of Albert Teitel who
claims an invention that will keep in
perfect conditions prints two years
old.

Schmidt in Town
A. A. ("Art") Schmidt, district
manager of Universal in the middle
west, visited New York yesterday.
His offices are in Cleveland and he
has charge of the Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cincinnati and Indianapolis exchanges.
In a recent contest conducted by
Universal for the exchange that
made the biggest gain in business
for the months of June and July as
compared with April and May,
Schmidt's Pittsburgh office won the
first prize of $1,000. San Francisco
was second with Schmidt's Cleveland
office figuring in on third money.

DAILV

More "Vita" Offices

Capital Increase Granted

{.By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Reader Has Opened Six Branches in
Albany. — The American Cin
Europe for the Company
Corp. has been authorized to incn
its capital from $100,000 to $600,
Ronald Reader, who, as noted, returned last week from France, openThe company recently annoni
ed 6 new offices for Vitagraph while this increase in connection with
on the other side. They are in Ly- expanded activities.
ons, Marseilles, Bordeaux, Toulouse,
and Lille in France, one in Belgium
Directors Hold Dinner
and one in Algiers.
The
M.
P. D. A., the diri^orsl
Vitagraph has renewed its lease on
its Pans building for 21 years. The sociation, had a "get-together"
Arts, Tues
laboratory formerly held by the net at the Beauxs
About
80 attended.
French Government has been turned evening.
gustus Thomas was present.
back to the company.

rr

AUTHOR AUTHOR"

AUTHOB

Mrs. Drew With Pathe
Mrs. Sidney Drew will release from
8 to 10 two reel comedies through
Pathe.
Olive Thomas

HARVEY

on Loew Time

THEW

Writing Continuity

Olive Thomas in "The Spite
Bride" has ben booked on the Loew
circuit
Doing Mayflower Publicity
Karl Krusada is now doing publicity for Emile Chautard pjoductions at Mayflower.

JACK CUNNINGHAM

Recent Releases:
Norma Talmadee
"THB

NEW

Earle

MOON"

Williams

In

."A ROGUE'S
ROMANCE"
5220%
Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

Associated with
George Loane
Tucker
Productions

Booth Tarklneton's
"SEVENTEEN"
"HEARTS
OP
MEN"
for George Beban
"DELICIOUS
LITTLE
for

Mae

Murray

Hollywood, Cal.
THE
BIG
FEATURE
PICTURE
is in a class with the regular theatrical sJiow ami should be ex[iloitHil as such. We make a lobby
ilisplay that individualizes the production and lifts it out of the
picture KUT — "The Red Lantern"
and otlicr prrifiuctions on exhibition ill our show rooms.
KRAVS MFG. CO.
2i0 West 43iul !St. New
York City

DKVIL"

MILDRED

CONSIDINE

Xow adapting

Harold McGrath's Novel

"HEARTS

and MASKS"

F.

CAMPBELL,

U HENDRJCKSON 14 W ^UtSt

A Charge cT Affairs

;f

Inc.
NY

Carlyle

Blackwell
tions

In

LETTERED^

Produc-

CALL"
Feature

Powers' Film is quile suitable
We can sell you large quantities

J . CIBR

or
fARIO

729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

England
Markham

Building

Hollywood, Calif.
Telephone 5T7941

£nld
"LAW

Bennett's
OP MEN"

Dorothy

Dalton's

"HOMEBREAKER"

R. CECIL

SMITH

Writer

J. ANTHONY

ROACH

William Fox
Productions

15 Chapters

DANIELJ^. WHITCOMB

TITLES

Dalton's
OF
80UL.8"

Five years with Thos.
H. Ince
Current

Releases:

"APACHE"
•WHAT'S
TOUR

HUS-

"THB

BAND DOING?"
BUSHER"

REX

TAYLOR

OCTOPUS"

Adapting

MAKING

LYNCH

Recent Releases:

Originals— Titles—Continuities

"THE TRAIL OF THE

liu

Dorothy
"MARKET

J. GRUBB ALEXANDER
Forthcoming
Releases

"THEWilson
DOUBLE
Ben
Serial

ILLUfTDATED-HAND

Representing the foremost
Authors of America and

Current Release

*'Under Suspicion"
A tJniversal t-eature

CHARLES

JOHN

BILLIE RHODES

6621 St. Francis Court
Hollywood,or Cal.

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National and Speer Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

EDNA SCHLEY

for the screen
and

Original
Permanent

stories
Address

Hollywood, Calif.

E. RICHARD SCHAYER
• Pictures
Built In the
SCRIPT— Not in the
Cutting Room
Now

with Goidwyn
Writing for
Geraldine Farrar
and

Director Reginald Barker

Goidwyn Staff
Current Madge
Release Kennedy
"THE

WRONG

DOOR"

In Preparation:
"MORAN,
OP THE
'LADY
for TomLETTT'
Moore "

7/cRECOaHIIU
AUTHOlll?¥

^BRADSTREET

' FILHDOM

^mmm^m
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Price 5 Cent!
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United on Curb

"Big

's Producing Unit Now Listed
osed at $12.75 Yesterday With
?00 Shares Changing Hands
newhat of a flurry was caused
e curb market yesterday when
iock of the United Picture ProDn Corp. was introduced.
e interest over the Hsting was
to the fact that it is the only
•ompany that has been Hsted on
curb or exchange since the
luction of Famous Players.
; contract of United Picture
icing with United Picture Theis a close one.
The latter oration is said to have lined up
theaters and its contract with
)roducing' unit guarantees full
of every film it makes together
a 20% profit in 6 months,
iding in the new stock yesterotaled 2.700 shares, while prices
d as follows: Opening 11, high
low 11, and closing 12^.

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — There is a big move
on between the United Artists— the
"Big 4" — regarding . distribution and
if current reports are to be believed
Goldwyn is angling hard trying to
perfect arrangements whereby the
physical
distribution
the through
"Big 4"
productions
will be of
made
the Goldwyn exchanges.
.
It is impossible to secure any information regarding this from anyone in authority, but conferences
have been held repeatedly in which
the leading factors of both organizations have taken part.
F'. J. Godsol and Samuel Goldwyn
are representing Goldwyn in the
conferences and Hiram Abrams, Oscar A. Price and attorneys of the
"Big 4" Banzhaf, Dennis O'Brien and
others represent the United Artists. ■
If the deal is carried through as
planned Goldwyn will take over the
(Continued on Page 2)

liens Buy Ghaplins
i Aliens have purchased
the
of 12 Chaplins for Canada.
se are the pictures made
for
Star Corp. which were recently
over by Clark and Cornelius.

Haven With F. P.
lous Players v\'ill distribute the
r De Haven comedies formerly
ed by Goldwyn. Release thru
us will start November 1.
dwyn yesterday refused to dishe matter.
No. 201

Little Ad Talks
By Jack Alicoate

is not "how many" but the
:lass of readers a publication
5 that makes its advertising
jes effective — WID'S
read*#elieve in WID'S— They
inifest that belief by paying
) a year for each subscripin and you can buy ALL of
35 other papers in the field
mbined for about the same
• ce — Advertise in the paper
it concentrates
in YOUR
d — It's concentration that
;ngs results — and concentraii that takes your message to
!i)UR man EVERY day at
Smomical cost is our idea of
(ciency.

Four"-Goldwyn

Deal On — Latter May
Handle
the
Physical Distribution of United
Artists

Seattle Men Invade Butt?
*Advt.

Cougars, and Dolores, the swimming girl of the wilds in "Back to God's
Country," by James Oliver Curwood.
Released by First National.

J. J. Allen Sails
Canadian
with

Exhibitor
Will
Arrange
British Producers for
Showings Here
J. J. Allen, of the Allen Theater
Enterprises, left for England on
board the Aquitania yesterday. He
will study film conditions abroad and
remain away for 6 vveeks.
Allen's trip is for the purpose of
conferring with British producers on
their output. For some time he has
been showing English films in Can!ada where patrons have a liking for
those pictures.
Before leaving Allen stated that
he did not intend entering a regular
importing
business.
It is understood that one of his
objects will be to line up some English theaters to add to his chain. He
has 60 in operation or under constructiotV at the present time.

Collier With Schenck
William Collier is making a series
of comedies for Joseph M. Schenck.

a

L. J." Sole Owner

Kohn and Shauer of Famous Players
Resign — Morris
PresidentNow ViceBy the resignation of Morris
Kohn and Emile E. Shauer of Famous Players-Lasky from the board
of directors of Select, Lewis J. Selznick becomes sole owner of Select
Pictures.
Sam E. Morris, general manager,
has ben elected vice-president and
director; Mrs. L. V- Selznick, treasurer and director, and David Selznick, assistant secretary and treasson.
urer. David is Selznick's youngest

To Direct in England
Irving and Neill to Go Abroad for
$5,000,000 British Company
R. William Neill, at present directing a picture for American Cinema,
and George Irving, at present^ with
Arthur F. Beck, will go abroad and
{Continued on Page 2)

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Seattle. — Jensen and Von Herberg,
it develops, have taken over two theaters in Butte, Montana. This marks
ation.
step eastward for that organiza-

Booking Agreement

Exhibitors Will Secure Pictures on
Co-operative Biasis
' As mentioned in WID'S DAILY
last July there is a movement on foot
with the members of the ,New York
State Exhibitor's League to book
pictures collectively. According to
estimate about three hundred theaters will within the next few weeks
book pictures in a bo(}y»
It is in no wise a concerted move
against any individual or filjii, company but merely the carrying out of
an agreement made at the convention held in July at Rochester when
the matter was given consideration.
In explanation
of allied
WilliaiJi
being
mentioned as
withFox's
the
movement it is known th^t^Jie is a
member of the League 41S; iwell as
Frank A. Keeney. That is the only
way in which he figures in the present movement.
■
Almost every large circuit operating in the State of New York is a
member of the League. It is said
that the new method of booking wilf
go into cfifect within the next twcJ>
weeks.
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A. M. P. A. to Hold Dinner
The A. M. P. A. (advertisers) will
hold a dinner at Cafe Boulevard in
honor of retiring and incoming officers on Oct. 10. "Bill" Yearsley is
in charge of the affair.
The following were elected memhers at yesterday's meeting: Al Karpen and Ben Davis of Realart and
A. Jablick of Select.

Wfio Booked

DESERT '
Bulletin No. 5:
Sept. 19, 1919.

ASCHER
BROS.
Circuit" -Chicago

neur Production
physical distribution of the producFamous Players will release 8 pictions of the "Big 4" although the
"Big 4" special representatives will cials. tures in October three of them specontinue to act in their respective
territories.
The specials are Maurice TourThere will, however, be no other neur's "The Life Line": Robert Warmerger of interests.
wick in "In Mizzoura," and Wallace
Reid
in "The Lottery Man." The
Some of the details of the opera- first two are released Oct. 5 and the
tion by Hiram Abrams or the selling latter Oct. 12.
Other releases are: Houdini in
end of the United Artists' plans are
"The Grim Game," Oct. 12; Bryant
being
talked
of
in
view
of
the
conferences.
Washburn in "Why Smith Left
One report has it that Abrams is Home," Oct. 19; Billie Burke in
operating on a 12 or 15 per cent "Sadie Love," Oct. 19; Vivian Martin
basis, meeting all operating costs and in "His Official Fiancee," Oct. 26;
taking his profit from the balance 26.
and "The Teeth of the Tiger," Oct.
remaining.
Report also has it that the gross
of the first Fairbanks picture has- so
Expects Settlement in 24 Hours
far totalled in this country less than
S.
B. Newman, assistant to Charles
$400,000 to date, although it had been
expected that it would gross about Shea, president of the I. A. T. S. E.,
said yesterday that he expected a
$600,000 by Sept. 1.
complete settlement of the Los Angeles and Hollywood strike within
Local OfHces Surprised
24 hours.
Alfred Weiss of Goldwyn said yesNewman was in conference with
terday:
.\rthur Friend of Famous Players
"This is news to mc. If it's true, yesferday as well as Gabriel Hess of
Goldwyn. The refusal of the west
Paul
Lazarus
why
that's
fine." of <Jnitcd Artists coast representatives to sign with
said:
the producers association as a body
"I know nothing about this at all. has been discounted and Newman
What are we going to do with our states that a misunderstanding has
own organization and the long term been corrected.
leases we have on offices throughout
Charles Shea wired James Matthews, west coast representative of
the country?"
the union yesterday, to sign with the
producers as a body.
Newman will go to Los Angeles
Shallenberger
Re-Elected President the last of the week and although
— Dana Now Secretary
he expects the trouble to be "ironed
At an annual meeting of the, Ar- out" by that time he will straighten
out any difficulties that may exist
row Film Corp., W. E. Shallenberger when
he arrives. He states that if
was re-elected President, W. Ray
the affair had been handled right
Johnston, vice-president, and P. B. from the start by union officials who
Dana, who until now handled Arrow
publicity, was elected secretary. were in charge that the strike would
have not been called. This mis-manJohnston was formerly treasurer.
agement was due of course to the
The company contemplates open- misunderstanding.
ing a Paris office to take care of the
foreign business.
------ New Home for F. P.-L.

Arrow Holds Meeting

Laura Jansen With Perrett
{By Wire to tVID'S DAILY)
Laura Jensen has been engaged as
Fall River, Miss. — The Academy
scenario writer for Leonce Perrett of Music will show Paramount-Artwith whom she is now co-operating craft pictures under a new policy.
on
an original story written 'by The theater
mate shows. formerly showed legitiPerrett.

A

JOHNNY

COMBINATION

^

Feature

1476

Aliens coming south — Lyncl(
ing north — Jensen and Von Hej
coming east. — Oh, boy!

To Direct in Engla
{Continued from Page 1)
direct pictures for a new Er:
company capitalized at $S,000,0(j
Irving will go to England in
ruary, but it is not known
Neill will leave. The compai
called the Atlantic Film Corp
has purchased the Harrow V
Park near London covering 64
on which a studio to cost $6(
will be built.
The company is to make a se
attempt to secure for British
"a place in the sun."

Ben Davis with Realart
Ben Davis for a long time ai I
ated with the New York Tribun if
Philadelphia Public Ledger ar
one time editor of "Theater and
tion Picture
Review"
has. joine
\Realart
publicity
department

\

Davis will have charge of the'
ploitation for a Realart star.
"Post" Story for Morey {

Vitagr
Walke
Waldo
r, ,of is
aph'J
makin
tinuit
tment
g ^
y depar
sion of "A Very Righteous
published in the Saturday Ev
Post for Harry T. Morey.

-

RITCHE^

NIGH

|
=

DOOLEY

|

ce won'
redu
yourt ;
posters
taxes— but they
will increases^
your income.

=

RITCHEYI

in

"O, what a picture!"
CORPORATION

"REEL"

DIRECTING

— Benjamin B. Hampton
and Eltinge
F. Warner's
first
ZANE GREY
PICTURE.

527 Filih Aveouf , Sw York Giy

REAL

WILLIAM

have booked immediately
for their circuit behind the
Pastime Theater first run
in "The Loop."

W.W.HODKINSON

8Three
"P.Specials
A.'s"Listed,
in One
October
a Tour-

Two Reel Comedies •

Johnny Dooley Film Comedies

M

Broadway

^

New York' Citv

LITUO.
CORP.
1
406 W. 3UlSk. N.Y. Pbm CMtm IM

Ellis Making Educational

Fighting Lynch

( rlyle Ellis began production yesFlorida Exhibitors' League to
ny oa a 3-reel educational on New
Combat Theater Buying Operations
(S, foot-health and posture for the
I ail of Social Education of the
(Special to fFID'S DAILY)
V. C. A. It is part of a national
Atlanta. — It is learned here that
iJaisn against the high heel and Florida exhibitors have been prompted to form their State organization,
ted" toe. James J. Goebel is at
camera
as noted, to combat the theater buying operations of S. A. Lynch.
This information is gleaned from
issell Film Booked by Loew
one who attended the recent meeting at Lakeland, Fla.
iXV'^^t Four," the new William
sell film, has been booked over
C. E. Kessnich, manager of the
Loew circuit.
S-Ietro exchange, recently invited
Florida exhibitors to view Nazimova
in "The Brat." At that meeting 36
exhibitors gathered and discussed
the activities of the Lynch organization.
The; Florida exhibitors have agreed
To Every Big
to organize into a permanent body
to forestall Lynch as far as possible.
At a meeting to be held in October,
Distributor —
50 men are expected to organize.
These exhibitors control 75 theaters
in Florida.
It is common talk here that Lynch
is out after all the theaters he can
get, regardless of size. In some circles, concern is expressed as to what
other distributors and producers are
going to do about it.
One man who knows, said "If the
distributors and producers in New
York permit them to continue their
activities they will soon control the
business here,, when it will become a
one-man proposition, both from a
rental and exhibiting standpoint.
Then where will the producers be?
They will have to deliver their film
^ I have the financial backing,
to this organization at any price they

DAILV
Realart Bookings

bility to make exceptional two
eel comedies. Am now with
me of the biggest organizaons. Have been directing sucessful comedies for seven
ears.

The Turner and Dahnken circuit
has entered upon a blanket contract
to play all of the Realart star productions in its chain of theaters. The
circuit's
theaters, known as the "T
'Frisco.
and
D" houses are located in Oakland, Sacramento, Stockton, San
Jose, Berkeley and the Tivoli in
Other houses lined up are: AmeriDenver, Loew's
circuit Liberty,
ifi New
York;can,Rialto,
Washington;
Kansas City; Strand, Cincinnati;
Strand, Dayton; Alamo, Louisville;
Liberty, Terre Haute; Modern, Providence; Apollo, Peoria, etc.
J. S. Woody, just back from a trip,
reports that long runs are gaining irij
popularity wherever he went.
The Christie Film Co. is celebrating its* third. anniversary as an independent producing organization.

■hat you can pay for excep-r

Arrow Release Dates

] onal two reelers and I'll exlain what I can deliver.
Then we should do business

and SERVICE

FOUNDATION
FILM CORP.

HEIGHTS. N. J.

CRirnni

jl sensible but sensational serial
6100 SUNSET

STANDS
BACK

Ot£A.CH or THESE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Bookfa^i

Eileen Sedgwick

Ed. Brady
Bob Rcevet
Bob Kortlaod* Jeff Oibonie
Gordon McGregor Robert Gray

PACIFIC

Bryant 4620
NAHG.
THE

First SUPER-SERIAL ever made
Cleo Maditon

LABORATORY
HUDSON

The RADIUM MYSTERY
All-star cast

1600 BROADWAY

(B]f Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Atlanta. — S. A. Lynch has taken
over the Lyric and Savoy theaters at
Anniston, Ala. They are being remodeled.
Branham Leaves Birmingham

rs anxious to pay real money
lit real comedies.
Tell me

I want to hear from distribu-

QUALITY

propose to pay."
Two More for Lynch

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Birmingham, Ala. — Charles G.
Branham has left the management of
the Strand and Colonial theaters
here to join the S. A. Lynch Enterprise in Dallas.
He
mond. is succeeded by Frank Ham-

Ormston With Selznick

Frank J. OrmsTon lias been enTurner and Dahnken Circuit Signed
gaged as technical director for Selz— Number of Other Big Houses
nick Pictures. He has just come on
from
the
coast.
Realart has issued a statement in
which
nounced.some of its first runs are an-

Let's Get
Down To
Srass Tacks!

he players, the story ideas and
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PRODUCING
BLVD..

BESS MEREDYTH
and

WILFRED LUCAS
Writing and DirectingI

Arrow will release "Lightning
Bryce,"
Nov.
Blazed
Trail
Prod.
Oct.15,1.and
The the
serial
has
been half sold in the domestic field.

THE

THE

PALL

HDTHER
AND THE

1 a hurry.

Australian Features

OF

LAVkf
HEARTS

Address:*

I

:omedy Producer
CARE WID'S DAILY
bllwooyd
Califorina

E. H. Emtnick
{San Francisco)
Says :
"Many Exhibitors
have made money
by billing

OF THE

WORLD

Gpi/fird J^epepfory tSeasoa of
*t04'Perfbrmsttces it Oeo-Mi

Christie Comedies
as big as features"

CO.

HOLLYWOOD

\

1

All>eri£.Gr«y,Gen.HcnR

Y20Ioni<^8Mdqijar

Address
Care Snowy Baker
84 Oxford Street
Sydney, N. S. W. Australia
Cable Address
"Snowing Sydney"
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91 Per Gent. Sold
Ninety-one per cent of "Eyes of
Youth" territory has been sold.
Eugene Roth paid $7,500 for the
first run of the picture in the California, San Francisco. The Kinema,
Los Anaeles, paid $6,000; a Pasadena,
Calif., theater $1,000 and the Strand
and Alhambra in Cleveland a total
amount of $4,500. The latter theaters
will play the picture simultaneously.
Herbert K. Somborn of Equity is
due in New York from the coast on
Sunday morning.

"Mickey" 14 Weeks

in Toronto

(Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Toronto. — Mack Sennett's "Mickey" has had an extended run of 14
weeks
at the Grand
Opera
House.
The business of this picture has
been nothing short of sensational in
Toronto, and sets a record for continuous runs. It is said that the
business has averaged $7,000 a week
for the 14 weeks,, with no week going lower than $5,000, even in spite
of a two week street car strike.

Fox News Bi-Weekly
Wednesday
and
Saturday
Release
Dates — Special Edition on Coast
Fox News' will be issued twice
weekly, Wednesday and Saturday.
A special, edition will be published
on the Pacific Coast under direction
of Eugene Castle He has a sepahim. rate* staf? of photographers under

United Press will furnish Fox
News with standard news service
from which can be secured tips fo^
the various cameramen which are
Wood Now a Director
organized in practically every large
Sam Wood, assistant director to center of America and the Old
Cecil B. DeMille, will assume the World. United Press Will also send
"Natalie" First Chambers Story
The first Chambers story to be duties of a full-fledged director at suggestions over the wires to the
Fox News editor over a special apfilmed by the author's new company the Lasky studio.
Wood's initial effort will be dewill be "Natalie." This is the organization in which Isaac Wolper is
voted to the Wallace Reid produc- paratus.
Lewis S. Levin heads a special
interested.
sales force for the short reel feature.
tion, "Speed Carr."
President Wilson has written Fox
Bimberg
Takes
Amsterdam
Opera
New Casting Director
a letter commending his enterprise.
The studio which, as noted, A. J.
Harry
Brentworth
has been
e;iBimberg will erect, will be built from gaged as casting director for both
the old Amsterdam Opera House, the Constance and Norma Talmadge
Desberger in St. Louis
334 W. 44th St. There will be 3
St. Louis. — Joseph Desberger has
studios.
'
studios converted from the property,
been made manager of Realart's
running through from block to block.
Goldwyn will release Oct. 5, "Smil- branch here succeeding J. C. RagBimberg will make his offices here.
ing Bill" Parsons in "Oh Bill, Be- land who is now general sales manFlinn Offering Golf Prize
John C. Flinn of F. F. has offered
a prize to the winner of the golf
contest to be held at tlie Hudson
River Country Club by the N. Y.
Newspaper Golf Club on Tuesday.
Flinn is secretary of the club.
Fight Still on in Indianapolis

Opera'tors and ownlis. — rhood
Indianapo
ers of neighbo
theaters are
still in arms over the demands of the
operators. The theater managers
insist that the operators keep the
agreement ' entered upon with the
Exhibitors League two years ago.
The

Ford

Educational

Carpenter With Schenck
Grant
Carpenter,,
playwright
been engaged to complete the c
nization
of the Norma
Talm ^
scenario department.
He will rlj
adaptations for the screen.
Karpen Added to Staff
C. Alfred Karpen is now a mer
of the Realart publicity staff.
-tti^

LABORATORIES

f

title
making the
best 'stock
POWERS"
FILM.
Wfc
supply as mucli as you want at orn

.T. CIBRA.RIO
729 Seventh Are., New York

ART
HAND

TITLE
LETTERING

\ TsTf (Oie kundred Jttles -.^ Day) -,'-.
H *'ALYNLU
PHONE 2323 BRYANT

ager.
have!"

HaVe You
Checked Up On

Weekly,

"Snapping Siiappers," will be released through Goldwyn on Sept. 28.
THE
BIG
FEATURE
PICTURE
is in a class with the regular theatrical show and should be exploited as such. We make a lobby
display that
duction andindividualizes
lifts it out the
of prothe
picture RUT. Many new large
productions on exhibition at our
salesrooms.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York City
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MAURICE TOURNEUR

heLJFeLine
Founded on the Vo rid Famous

Melodrama

TUIE ROMANY

oF -the Sea -^-'-'

RYE

ByQeor^e K.Zimm^ ^Jldspted'by Charles S, Whi'-Haker

SAVED !

All his hopes, tlie title to liis birtKrigKt, tKe girl lie loved, tke promise
of tne future, lay on that sinking liner. The storm raged off Southhampton sshore. And then- Ccte life line! Through the pounding surf,
mountain high weaves and the terrifying storm he brought his all to safety.
7/5 all in the picture!
btartling scenes of melodrama, never before equalled.
exchange.
*^^"^<'^fcC

1*

*DOLPU

ZUKORr-i'i JESSELLASKYIWr-T!

i::ECILBDEMlLLE5w.-ft"i,.-m.™/

lit????!! 1 |

See it at your

NEARLY

ANNE

OF

EVERYONE

KNOWS

GREEN

GABLES

T^ON'T you believe it pays to pay a premium for public approval—
-*-^ for books the' people have endorsed? That is Realart's idea. And
that is why Realart bought L. M. MONTGOMERY'S /our "Anne" books
and engaged FRANCES MARION to weave them into one photoplay.
"ANNE OF GREEN GABLES" has friends in nearly every home in the land —
friends who will rejoice to know that at last they may really meet her.

MARY

MILES

MINTER

the girl with 40,000 advisers, is visualizing
"Anne," under the direction of
WILLIAM DESMOND TAYLOR. Can you conceive of any thing but profits
from such a combination of star, story, author
40^^
and director?
.^
Realart already has heard the answer
1
— from the stacks of contracts on the
manager's desk.
Doubtless yours is
there,or on the way- 'mos/ everi/io(A/ 5/5/
REALART

PICTURES
ARTHUR

1 1 2 West 42nd Street
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Marshall Neilan secures "Penrod" series.
Sam Zierler
leaves "Big U" to head Commonwealth Corp.
Hobart Henley to release through Pathe.
Moe Mark to build 20 theaters to be known as
"Mark-Strand"
Five years before Famous can occupy Putnam
building, recently pvirchased.
Annette Kellerman Educational Pictures organized in Los Angeles.
Wednesday
800 sludio emplo3'es strike in Hollywood.
David Horsley to produce again.
Famous Players to build
theater in Lewiston, Me.
Thursday
Isaac Wolper forming Robert W. Chambers Picture Corp. to produce works of author.
"Big 4" discussing disitribution plans.
Edwin Carewe productions for release through
Pathe.
Fox extends distributing system to western
Canada.
King W. Vidor severs connection with Brentwood Film Co.
Friday
Reported S. A. Lynch about to invade northwest.
United I'icture Producing listed on curb.
Lone Star Chaplin series for Canabuydisitribution.
Aliens dian
William Collier making scries of comedies for
Jos. M. Schenck.
Goldwyn trying to secure physical distribution

for "Big Four."
R. Wm. Neill and George Irving to direct tor
English firm abroad.
Florida exhibitors combat theater buying operations of Lynch Enterpises.
Saturday
Educational reorganizes and forms $2,500,000
Company with Hudson Bay Co. as backer.
First National expected to distribute pictures of
new $5,000,000 English Company.

*' Pardoning the bad is injuring the good" — Benjamin Franklin.
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How It Can Be Done!
We are in receipt of the following from an exhibitor in New York State :

since one night when playing to capacity and a
crowd standing out in a cold rain. They got my
sympathy.
Dear Wid's :
Say, build a duplex theater with 1000 seats on
Have just read the article on page two of the . main iioor and then with no balconys, — or if one
issue of the 14th — read it and re-read it several
prefers, balconys— have a duplicate of it right
times.
over it— or if ground is cheap right at the side
of it, and start off with the singles, novelties,
It's good dope in a way and for one I would
etc., on the No. 1 theater,^then at the finish of
certainly be pleased to run my little house on
these — and when the feature starts — no one gets
this s,tyle.
into No. 1 theater. Then open No. 2 theater and^
But can it be done — you say it can — I doubt
pass them in there and they will see the short
it very much. I have tried every way to get
films after a few minutes' intermisision. Then after
them to be on hand at the start of the feature
feature is off in No. 1 theater close the doors on
— told them everything except that they could not
No. 2 theater and shoot the feature there and so
get in after the feature started and think I would
on
for the days running.
have told them if I could believe I could afford
to do so.
To my way of thinking this scheme has sevfrom eral
the advantages
start to including
the finish. the 'seeing the feature!
This would be the right dope to do — let no one
in after the feature started. But suppose we
Also it would give a greater seating capacity
have only a couple of hundred in when it starts ?—
than a one 2,000 seat house as the feature would
That would hurt to keep the rest of them out —
be run oftener About 8 times to the ordinary
you state the thing to do would be to sell them
five times.
a ticket for the next show — that would be fine if
As to cost of building — very little greater than
it worked in majority of cases. But I think it a regular 2,000 seater. As to cost of maintenance
would keep many patrons, out.
— a little heavier. If one figures, on running the
For instance — we run about nine reels — a two
show with organs instead of an orchestra — it
reel comedy, a scenic or something similar, and a would mean one man more and also about the
same with operators. That is we have two as
news. Supposing as is usually the case — these
are run off at about 8.45. If we were then to shut
it is and this way it would only require an extra
them out until the start of the next show — what
man full time.
The same with the organists.
would be the result — if we were doing business
As for ushers. — one set with probably one exthere would be a line four deep over a block long
tra— as soon as one theater is closed send them to
— for our capacity about 850. Also if we had this the other leaving just one attendant in charge.
line outside and were figuring there would be all
Same advertising, same cashiers, about same
vacant seats at the next show we would be doping
heat as with balcony, etc., same film bill, .same
wrong. For out of the 200 that were in the
everythingin fact except the musicians and operators.
house at the start of the feature probably there
would be 100 of them that would hold their seats
Cleaning the same as a large house with balfor the next couple single reels.
cony. For the balcony is the hardest place to
clean on account of the step risers.
How can one take care of this overlap? When
they pay their admissiion they are entitled to see
As for a house that desires, orchestras — have the
every film on the program.
regular time set for the de luxe performances —
Also under your scheme, what would you do
same as on the big street.
If they want them '^
with those on the outside on a rainy evening?
this way they will be on hand.
Only one real objection to this and that might
Surely not send them home with vacant seats on
the inside? Even if they did break into the fea- be overcome — it is this — a manager usually likes
ture, middle or any other old place?
to have his house ■s,plit up so he can charge variIt is quite serious now at times under our old
ous prices for certain section, to suit the various
pocketbooks.
It might be overcome by splitting
system of letting them come as they like — when
on a rainy evening the house is full and others, up the seats on the one floor. While not as convenient itcould be worked.
trying to get in or line up for the next show —
they do not enjoy standing out in the rain — or
As to your scheme of "no one in after feature
cold on a winter's night. That would hardly do. starts," — I am going to use it on a couple of picBut, there is a way to do it and I am now contures very soon. "Broken Blossoms" and "Mirtemplating doing this adventure stunt in my next
acle
Man," on these pictures everything is lost if
house.
they see it wrong. But -before I do I am surely
It is this — a Duplex Theater — I have had it going to get a little dope from the old Almanac, .
as to the likelihood of the weather conditions.
running through
my mind
for several years —

iM
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Lavish Production Slow at First; Has Stirring Bolsheviki Melodrama
in Final Reels
Qeraldine Farrar in

"The World and Its Woman

»>

Goldwyn

DIRECTOR
Frank Lloyd
AUTHOR
Thomas
Buchanan
iCENARIO
BY
Edward T. Lowe, Jr.
;AMERAMAN
Percy Hilburn
iS A WHOLE .... Lavish production that takes long
time to get started, but finishes as big Rus=
sian Bolsheviki
melodrama.
sTORY
Not particularly big as to basic idea, but
provides parts for star and husband, giving
them considerable opportunity.
>IRECTION
Registered
pleasingly;
showed ex=
penditure of much money and made final two
or three
reels rather
stirring
elementary
melodrama.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally
very good; fre=
quently decidedly artistic.
LIGHTINGS
Generally
pleasing, although
not
exceptional.
;AMERA
work
.consistently
good
STAR
Didn't really register big until final reels,
when
dramatic
action
became
faster and
more tense.
yUPPORT
Tellegen very posy at first, but reg=
istered quite well in final reels; others very
satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Registered
foreign atmosphere
satisfactorily.
NTERIORS
Many big sets; generally well
handled.
OETAIL
Managed to register rather good Bol=
sheviki atmosphere.
:HARACTER of story
Nothing to offend
.ENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
6,735 feet

rHIS is a big picture if for uo other reasou tliau the
lavish settings, the number of people used and
he prominence of the star. It is unfortunate, however, that so much footage has been devoted to presenting the relative positions of Miss Farrar as the
)Oor American girl who becomes a great singer, and
Hr. Tellegen as the Prince Charming of her youth
vho grows up to be a proud aristocrat of Russia.
In these several reels of more or less preliminary
lOotage Miss Farrar had little opportunity to register
jmy emotional work because the situations were not

big enough, and Mr. Tellegen made rather an unfavorable impression because of liis jiersistent hand-tohip pose.
From the delclaration of war when Tellegen said
good-bye, with the swift following action of the
Bolsheviki regime, the story gathered momentum and
we had a number of very good mehxlramatic climaxes
which not only held tlie attention but stirred in a
ntimber
of instances.
The impression created by Mr. Tellegen in the last
few reels will undoubtedly offset to a great extent
the unfavorable impression
created eai-lier.
The story, briefly, concerns a young American girl,
daughter of an engineer who was befriended by the
fatlier of a young Russian prince. This little girl,
when quite young, met the young prince and informed
him that some day she was going to marry him.
Qlie girl's father died and then the prince's father
died, and it rested with the prince to continue to carry
out his father's charity towards the daughter of his
father's old friend. Then Miss Farrar was chosen
by a committee for an opportunity to sing in grand
opera, and her great success brought the prince to her
feet, although by this time he had married Naomi
Childers. We found that Naomi was false. Then came
the war, with W. Lawson Butts, a peasant who loved
Miss Farrar, prominent among the Bolsheviki element,
and there were many wild mob scenes mixed in be
tween the attempt of Butts to kidnap Miss Farrar,
which was finally frustrated by Tellegen who happened
to return from the front at the right moment to rescue
his lady love from the clutches of the wild "Reds."
There were several fights in the Bolsheviki sequences, one of these being a free-for-all hair pulling
between Miss Farrar and the girl who wanted the
peasant who was trying to kidnap Miss Farrar. This
rough-house between the ladies was varied by a fight
betw^eeu Tellegen and Butts, which ended in IjOu
throwing Butts out of a window, after which he and
his grand opera star escaped by means of an auto
whicii Lou had been able to steal conveniently.
The settings throughout the picture were costly and
generally very pleasing. Tliere was one big exterior
street set in which we had a good many shots with
many hundreds of people working, and the picture
will undoubtedly register because of its size and the
rather effective action of the last two or three reels.
Others in the cast were: Miiy Giraci, Francis Marion,
Arthur Carew, Rose Dioue, Lydia Yeamans Titus, E.
J. Counellv, Alec B. Francis and Hazel Brennon.

Big Star with Big Background Should Get Money as Special
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

(■ You can safely figure on this as a special, but I
i.-Quldn't be too extravagant in my claims, because I
:m afraid that the first hour of the picture will be a
fit too slow with the consequent result that the very
»;ood final reels will not make as much of an impresiion as they should.
There are plenty of big scenes, mauy big sets, and
lashes in which it looks like a thousand or more
'Xtras are used. It has beeu frequently demonstrated
n the past that a picture with a star of Miss Farrar's
)rominence, carrying a background that is really big,
;an be put over without any difficulty as a special
limply because it is big.

The story occurs during the Bolsheviki regime, but
no theme or lesson is registered, except that you can
bill this extensively as a powerful melodrama which
portrays
some of the horrors of Bolshevism.
I don't care particularly for the title i\s a box office
draw, but would say that you should not only play -up
the star but make it very clear that this is a story of
Russia and the blight of the reign of terror under
Bolshevism.
The fact that Mr. Tellegen is
is very naturally of interest and
attention in your advertising,
urally interested in seeing Miss
gen working together.

Miss Farrar's husband
worthy of considerable
because fans are natFarrar and Mr. Telle-
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With
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A bigger and better version of a Broadway play that had a
generation of success. It puts the light on the petty and
hypocriiica} element of the upper crust of society.
It is the siory of a charming and beautiful daughter of the
newly rich. Unseeing his selfish motives, she marries the
svrong man. His caddish caliber is revealed when a financial
crash comes.
Repudiated she reahzes she has made a mistake. A true blue
blood who honestly admires her proves a real friend. Then
comes a smashing climax as the lives are straightened out.
'Directed b)} TOM
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Characterization and Elemental Appeal are Best Things in
Northwoods Meller
Mitchel

Lewis in

"The Faith of the Strong"
Select
DIRECTOR
Robert North Bradbury
AUTHOR
Ethel Hill
SCENARIO
BY
Ethel Hill
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Follows same general lines of
star's previous offerings; a meller with a fair
amount of "audience appeal."
STORY. .. .Builds up contrasting characters through
fairly smooth and often convenient plot.
DIRECTION
Up to the needs of fittingly getting
over story's worth.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fine; especially on exteriors
LIGHTINGS
Suitable
CAMERA WORK
Satisfactory
STAR
Sincerely makes a bid for sympathy in
big=man role.
SUPPORT
Gloria Payton adequate as the girl,
also Frank Whitson as the villain.
EXTERIORS
Many effective shots in the pine=
mountain^lake country; all well photographed
INTERIORS
Conventional
cabin interiors
DETAIL
Fairly good where it counted most, ex=
cept for a few small breaks in continuity.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Elemental meller hav=
ing no offensive matter.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
THIS follows the same general Hues of Mitchel
Lewis' previous starring vehicles. In this he has
the sort of a sympathetic role that again shows him
as a big-hearted, big-bodied woodsman ^Yho is willing
to go to almost any lengths in his efforts to uphold
what he believes to be right and good ; also again does
he struggle against himself in his love for a woman
Avho apparently does not love him. But in this case
the ending is made happy for all concerned when the
self-sacriticing man is rewarded with a return of love
by the Avoman who appreciates his altruistic nobility.
The story used for the star's characterization is elemental in the extreme, and evidently was written
solely as a vehicle for his particular line of work.
Author and director missed no chances to contrast the
good man with the bad : the willun was a willunous

willun. Indeed, and the hero was just as good and noble
at heart as the willun was evil.
One of the really fine points of this are the exteriors. Many of these are very beautiful shots, and all
of them were photographed in a truly scenic pinemonntain-lake region. On its pictorial side the film
carries the atmosphere of the great outdoors. The
locale of the "great North country" is fittingly maintained all the way through.
As in most of this star's other pictures this one.
too, had as the situation led up to by much footage
a fight between the good man and the willun. But
his fight in this is not nearly so thrilling as some that
Lewis has done, and does not quite satisfy after it
has been hinted at so often in matters and situations
that preceded it.
But the stor.v contains enough plot movement to
carry it along at a fairly even rate most of the time,
and there is considerable "audience appeal" to be
found in it. I would say that most of the film fans
who see this will be satisfied with it without being
enthusiastic. Of course, they will often be able to
guess just about what is to happen, but the scenic
Investiture, and a few other ends will buffalo them
into liking it enough not to kick, at least.
In this the star is presented as a woodsman Avho
early registers his characteristics by figuratively taking under his wing a homeless girl waif. There is a
clash in the Northwoods community among those who
attend the new church and those who do not. In
saving the girl waif from the willun Lewis is stabbed
and a little while later is badly burned in rescuing the
pastor's Bible from the church, which had been set
afire by the willun.
Believing he is about to die, Lewis marries the the
girl the willun wronged so that her child would have
a name. But he gets well, and tells the parson he
will believe in God if God only will send back the
willun. Finally the willun does come back — after the
baby is born — and Lewis fights him. As Lewis is
about to kill the willun the girl interferes, and Lewis
proves himself a really big man. But willun is killed
by the pet wolf hound of the girl waif, and the mother
of the baby tells Lewis she loves him.
While the story unfolds smoothly for much of its
length, the continuity at times is just a bit jumpy
and a trifle confusing. This could be remedied by just
a little more time spent in editing, but is not bad
enough to spoil the picture's good points.

Good Enough in Its Glass; But Gan't Keep Gompany
Big Fellows
for the Exhibitor

With the

Box Office Analysis

While this one can't travel in the same company
with the really big fellers, it's a good enough film in
its own way. It's not big or unusual or great or anything like that, but it is my opinion that it would be
a pretty fair proposition to plug up a hole that you

Of course, much of the success of this picture with
your individual crowd will depend on just how great
a following the star has in your locality, and unless
he is a coin-getting bet for you of himself I'd advise
advertising this merely as a filmed story of the North
woods in which a noble character is introduced. You

might have in your booking dates. But don't get the
idea from that that this is worth any extra moneyit's what might be termed a moderately good regular
release.
There are quite a number of folks who enjoy scenic
investiture in their features, and this one will at least
give them that. I would tell them of the pretty shots
that were filmed in making this, in any any advertising.

might do this by using lines along the idea that !"Often
a flannel shirt hides the biggest heart. The proof of
that is to be found in 'The Faith of the Strong,' a
picture showing elemental emotions in the Big North
Country," or words to that effect.
All in all, this can't be classed as a special by any
means, but it is ordinarily good stuff for the majority
of smaller theaters. It is not quite big enough to get
by in a downtown house, nor is it one deserving of
any special exploitation.
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In every theatre where "I'he Westerners"
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High Production Values Don't Overbalance Story-Interest
((

Dorothy

Dalton

in

The Market
of Souls"
Paramoiint=Artcraft

DIRECTOR
Joseph De Qrasse
SUPERVISED
BY
Thomas
H. Ince
AUTHOR
John Lynch
SCENARIO BY . . .
C. Gardiner Sullivan
CAMERAMAN
John S. Stumar
AS A WHOLE
A good picture; well=produced,
welNdirected and capably acted; has a rather
unusual
a:id interesting denouement.
[STORY
Nothing
exceptionally
original, but so
done as to make it hold interest all the way
through.
DIRECTION
Made the characters and situations
seem quite real, and got excellent results in
New Year's Eve party scenes.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Held to an effective artistic
standard.
CAMERA WORK
Very good, especially some
double=exposure dissolves.
STAR
Sincere, sympathetic, and altogether suc=
cesslful in making the lead-character ring true
SUPPORT
A well=blended and capable cast, in=
eluding H. E. Herbert,
Philo McCullough,
Dorcas Matthews and Donald McDonald.
EXTERIORS
Very few
INTERIORS. . . . 1 . . .Lavish
and effective, especially
cabaret sets.
DETAIL
Thoroughly in keeping with high pro=
duction and directorial standards, but a bad
break in having girl come from Albany to
Pennsylvania Station
CHARACTER OF STORY
Strong love interest
with no unwholesome ends.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
5,852 feet
ITERE is a picture of the sort ttiat pleases most fans
l-l in a satisfying degree. It is a good picture, all
in all. It has a story that is fairly good despite its
ise of more or less familiar ideas, it was pretentiously
produced, well-directed and, what helps in no little
measure, it was well edited and titled. The only thing
radically wrong with it is that the main title is absoutely misleading and has no relation whatever to what
s presented on the screen.

Despite many of the familiar elements in it, the story
holds up primarily because it has been unfolded by
craftsmen who know their business, with the result
that interest is maintained throughout and that dramatic qualities often are present in fittingly suspenseful and compelling degree. And the denouement in
tliis is quite unusual and rather original, with all of
the sequences leading up to the final close-up having
tlieir full share of interest.
Director De Grasse and others concerned are to be
complimented on the effectiveness of the cabaret scenes
filmed in the picture, which alone lift the offering
above the average regular release. But despite the appeal to the eye of the scenes, all of which are effctively lighted and photographed, the spectacular was
never allowed to overbalance story-interest nor was
incident allowed to detract from the characters of most
intimate concern. In those scenes of revelry staged
during a New Year's Eve celebration in a palace of
pleasure the director caught the letter and the spirit
of the occasion, and gave lis lots of effective touches.
Dorothy Dalton was sincere, sympathetic and altogether successful in making ring true the character of
the girl who was falsely maligned.
The star is presented as a trained nurse who comes
to visit her married cousin in New York. Her introduction to Broadway is at a revel at a cabaret as a
member of a party that includes lier cousin, his wife
and Philo McCullough. Dorothy insists on going home
when everybody becomes more or less tipsy, but has
aroused the interest of H. E. Herbert, a man who has
lost faith in women. Through logical happenings,
McCullough falsely accuses Dorothy of wrongdoing.
In a fight that ensues Herbert is blinded by a blow
from his brother.
Dorothy is engaged as Herbert's nurse by his doctor,
and nurses Herbert's sight back. As soon as Herbert
is able to see again he reviles Dorothy for permitting
him to believe her someone else than the woman who
was intimate with his brother. Just as Dorothy is
about to leave the house news reaches there that McCullough has been killed fighting overseas. At the
same time Herbert apparently is speaking to McCullough in the former's home. The brother tells
Herbert that what he had said about Dorothy was a
lie. Then it developed that Herbert had apparently
been
his the
brother's
matterscommuning
are clearedwith
up for
happy spirit.
ending. However,

This Should Satisfy Almost Any Audience; Deserving of Effort
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

i'ou need have no qualms at all about the ability of
his one to satisfy your folks. Besides having a story
^ith a strong love interest and enough dramatic clash
3 make it hold up very well, its production values lift
: quite a ways out of the class of the average run of
tuff. In short, it's a pretty darned good picture with'Ut being a big special.
I The one thing wrong with this is the main title,
Fhich I believe to be an unhappy choice for this paricular subject. To my mind the title is one that sug:ests something far different than what is presented
—and something not so very attractive from the box'fflce view as the picture is itself.
This could be done by making capital of the elelent of contrast presented in the picture — that is, the

fact that from the wildest revelry in a most gilded
resort
the story
switches
drama.
can
also stress
the fact
that itto isserious
a picture
with Y^ou
a strong
love interest.
The two highest spots in the picture probably are
the New Year's Eve celebration scenes in the earlier
part of the picture and the quite unusual denouement
leading up to the finish. These two points should be
played up most, not forgetting, of course, to give due
attention to names and to production values.
Particularly partial followers of the star will like
her very much in her latest role; also she will please
those who come merely to see the picture without regard for who is the star. Therefore, you can bill her
name as much as you like in exploiting this, and can
safely say that she is capably supported.

I'VE HAD FOUR WIRES TfflS WEEK
Because I took, a little Ad in Wid's and reminded folks that I made
"WHEN BEAR CAT WENT DRV" and am now ready to get busy directing again.
I realize now that good directors are in demand and so I'm going
to print a few things WID has said about my work so that you can all have
the dope.
NOW I'LL PROBABLY HEAR FROM

YOU
with an offer better than any of the others!
WID has SAID of various features :
1.

"Certainly showed ability to
register pleasing little
touches with slender story
material and injected many
funny incidents."

2.

"Little touches made this".

3.

"This registered with me as
one of the most enjoyable
offerings I have seen recently. "

4.

"We've had an epidemic of crook
plays lately from various
producers and some of them have
been good, but it seems to me
that this has a little the edge
on most of them, because in
addition to having the mysterysuspense stuff nicely developed,
Director "Masse" Hopper has
dressed up many familiar situations effectively by planting
little individual incidents and
some delightful romantic
touches and has given us a real
heart interest wallop."

5.

"We had many very clever touches
all through the offering."

E. MASON

6,

"Director Hopper gave us many
excellent bits of suspense
and surprise twists and the
scenes between Bert and little
Joey were about as pleasingly
done as anything I have seen."
"Kept this snappy and made plo'
development logical. Injected
many excellent touches, provider
a classy atmosphere and several
good bits of suspense."
"Many excellent touches."
"DIRECTOR'S METHODS MADE THIS."'

10.
11.
12.

"Characterizations and detail
made this distinctive."
"Detail - Perfect . "

9.

"Handled situations nicely and]
made it a somewhat different !
mining camp story."
\
"Gave lots of good little

14.

I

touches. "
"Little touches and characterization help weak story."

HOPPER

Wire me Care Motion Picture Directors Association - Los Angeles
I think I'll go to work this week, so— Do it now!
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i Inconsistent Denouement

Tait4!i

wttt

and Unconvincing Dual Role Spoil
Dramatic Effect

Theda Bara in

"La Belle Russe"
Fox
RECTOR
Charles
Brabin
JTHOR
David Belasco
:ENARI0 by
Charles Brabin
VMERAMAN
George Lane
J A WHOLE
Held up dramatically for a cer=
tain length of time, but missed
fire very
badly toward end because of abrupt and in=
consistent
denouement;
was
artistically
staged.
TORY
Had some good, though familiar situa=
tions; falsity of some ends, as screened, hurt
the whole quite a bit; certainly nothing new
or unusual.
IRECTION
Strong on artistic atmosphere and
detail; held players in check fairly well;
staged some fair battle scenes.
HOTOGRAPHY
Averaged very good; some ex=
cellent double=exposure work.
IGHTINGS
All of them up to high artistic
standard.
AMERA
WORK
Satisfactory
FAR
Although the denouement showed she had
played a dual role, nothing much else showed it
UPPORT
Warburton Gamble and others gave
creditable enough performance; cast included
Marian
Stewart,
Alice Wilson,
Robert
Lee
Keeling, William
B. Davidson
and Robert
Vivian.
XTERIORS
Seldom used except in war scenes
■^TERIORS
High class all the way through
ETAIL
Proper and artistic as regards atmos=
phere, but dual role didn't get over.
HARACTER OF STORY
Time=worn tale of the
English
nobleman
who
marries
against
family's wishes.
ENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
About
5,400 feet
JHORN of its artistic stagiug and other productiou
* values,
this ofis itsnotlength,
so much.
It hoitls
dramatlally
for some
weakens
when up
it slips
into
traightaway narrative for a while, and then misses
re very badly by leaping abruptly into a denouement
icousistent with what has gone before.
The crude-

ness ctf tlu' denouement spoils in a considerable degree
mu(di of the better stuff tlnit had been registered
before.
As the climax se(iuences were presented, they gave
the impression that .iust when everybody had gotten
into too deep a dramatic hole and had to find a plug
in a hurry, they dragged into matters from nowhere
at all a twin sister to account for some things that
7ieeded explaining. For more than five reels not the
Slightest hint was given that Theda Bara wasn't playing a single role. Her Avork never showed contrasting enough characteristics to make convincing the dual
role title they pulled in the climax. And even under
cold analysis the impression still remains that the
dancer who had had an affair with husband's friend
and the woman husband nnirried were one and the
same.
The story in itself is old stuff with old situations.
Since the time David Belasco wrote the play almost
every situation in it has been used time and time
again on the screen, and with this one film fans are
going to be able to outguess and anticipate almost
everything that occurs excepting the ending, which is
too unreal, as presented, to be even thought of by
anyone trying to follow a logically constructed plot.
The story starts out with the situation of an English nobleman, the son of a proud old family, marrying a dancer. His family refuses to recognize his wife,
and the two take up life together.
When war comes the husband goes to the colors
despite the fact that Theda tells him there is to be a
baby. Later we see husband in the trenches, where
a captain friend of his tells him of an affair that left
a scar. The woman in the captain's case, to all appearances, was none other than the woman the nobleman later married. In a charge over the top we
apparently leave the husband dead.
Then the picture slips into narrative and shows
Tlieda with her scni. Api)arently. with good reason she
goes to the mother of her husband, who accepts her
and the apparent heir to the title But husband
"comes back" from the dead. This brought the
situation where Theda faced her husband and hisfriend, the captain. She insisted that she was the
nobleman's wife, until, according to the title, there
came walking through the door Theda's twin sister.
Then it was explained that the woman in the captain's
! ;■[!
.case was Theda's twin sister, a tigerish sort of person. Matters therefore were satisfactorily and happily explained.

Will Just About Get By; Is By No Means a Special
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Don't let anybody tell you that this is a great, big
oecial. I doubt very much that it will make a big
it anywhere, but it will probably just about get by.
Everybody concerned tried hard to make something
f this, but nevertheless it is quite weak as far as its
ntertainment value is concerned. The obviousness
f the story is always evident, despite the manner in
^hich most of the dramatic moments were presented,
'here are some good moments in the offering, but they
re not plentiful enough to make up for the weakness
f some other ends.
If you do run this you can safely play up the prouction values.
Director Brabin has injected into the

I

11

film much that is artistic and pleasing to the eye.
Also he has secured a dignified atmosphere, especially
in the scenes in the old English castle.
But soft-pedal the dual role. I would advise not
mentioning at all the fact that the star is to be seen
in a dual role, because giving your folks knowledge of
that will probably make them look for something
that isn't there. Miss Bara's work in that regard is
by no means wonderful.
The safest advertising bet, I believe, is a play on the
fact that the offering is a filming of a stage success
written by David Belasco. Featuring his name and the
title in the billing might get you some admissions.
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Rather Mechanical Movie; Too Slow at First and Too Abrupt
at the End
Enid
((

Bennett

in

body.
murder with the possibility of suspecting most any-

The Virtuous Thief"
Ince=Paramount

DIRECTOR
Fred Niblo
AUTHOR
C. Gardner Sullivan
CAMERAMAN
George Barnes
AS A WHOLE
Rather mechanical weak=brother
puts=sister=in=clutches=of=wicked=willun
meU
ler that failed to register.
STORY
Regulation
plot mechanics that missed
fire in climax and slumped off to nothing.
DIRECTION
Handicapped
by mechanical
con=
struction;
failed to make
characters
more
than chess=board
figures.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Occasionally very good, but
frequently
badly off^focus.
LIGHTINGS. . . .Varied from very good to very poor
CAMERA
WORK
Varied
decidedly
STAR
Quite an appealing personality,
but not
always presented to best advantage.
SUPPORT
Regulation
types who failed to get
out of mechanical
atmosphere.
EXTERIORS
Acceptable
INTERIORS
Satisfactory; one or two not so
good.
DETAIL
Satisfactory
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to really offend
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
About
5,000 feet
AFTER dragging through quite a lot of footagf In
order to place the shero In the willun's clutches
trying to work out money that Avicked brother had
stolen, we finally got to the well-known situation of
willun being nasty because he held a signed confession by brother. After shero tried to steal the
"poipers" and was caught in willun's office not only
bj' him but by willun's wife, we had a mysterious

It had taken entirely too long to get around to this
part of the production, and evidently realizing this they
began to cut it short, with the result that the authorities were entirely too lenient and obliging in releasing
shero and brother, and we saw shero doing a clutch
with hero and the murder problem forgotten, except
that in one flash they suggested that it was probably
the other woman
who had "done de deed."
They started this off with Enid doing a little ingenue flirtation with Niles Welch, who lived just across
the way, and once or twice through the picture we had
short scewes between Mr. Welch and Miss Bennett in
order to justify the finale where they did a clutch, but
really Mr. Welch had little to do except stick around
for the finish.
The plot action was quite mechanical and was so
slow in building to the murder that I am quite sure
that no one will remain interested to a degree that
will make them feel that this is worth while.
The only real touch of characterization in the story
was the bit of the old Southerner who objected to the
hero whistling "Yankee Doodle," and finally consented
to his marrying his daughter when he whistled
"Dixie." But this came at the first and last, with
the major portion of the plot devoted to footage portraying ordinary mechanical meller, so that the general impression was not really a favorable one.
There were a few close-ups of Miss Bennett which
were rather pleasing, but sometimes she was photographed at bad angles, and many of the long shots
were badly off-focus. In these days of better pictures
this is inexcusable.
According to the plot, all of the trouble resulted from
the boy having stolen $1.t>0.00 to gamble on the stock
market, and, apparently he and his sister were very
poor. No explanation was given as to how Miss Bennett acquired the expensive cloak and classy hat which
she wore in some of the sequences, and I have a
hunch that most women will "get" this quick, because they do check up on clothes.
Others in the cast were: Lloyd Hughes, Willis
]Marks.
Young. William Conklin, Dorcas Matthews and Lucille

Nothing to Worry Over; Just About Ordinary Program Caliber
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
I cannot see any particular reason why you should
want to play this unless it is necessary that you
should do so. It is not bad from the viewpoint of
program productions, because the people go through
the motions of dramatic moments with a reasonable
degree of credit, but. certainly, none of your fans
are going to enthuse over this, and it is my advice
now that .vou shoidd make every effort to play only
such productions as will register the proper human
note, avoiding wherever possible the mechanical movie
which fails to get under your shirt.
"The Virtuous Thief" title may pull you a little
business, and it is quite probable that you will have a
better chance to do some business by billing it without mentioning the star, because despite the fact
that Miss Bennett is a very pleasing little personality

she has never had any big successes, and, consequently, has never hit on high a sufficient number of
times to gather a large following. Miss Bennett's
pictures have been good and bad alternately, but
never tremendous, so your fans who have become educated to a certain extent regarding trade conditions,
will know that this is just a program picture.
It is rather unfortunate that they take so long in
getting to the murder mystery and then drop it so
abruptly, because with the title of "The Virtuous :
Thief" and the miu'der mystery to really carry suspense there might have been a good chance of doing
something with this.
If it is necessary for you to play this I believe it
would be better in the long run to let it ride quietly
and figure that it will probably get by without causing any riot one way or the other..

:M^
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Draggy and Unreal, with Preachy Titles and Sad Lack of Action
Wilfiam Desmond in

"Dangerous Waters"
Jesse D. Hampton — Robertson=Cole
DIRECTOR
J. J. Frantz
AUTHOR
George Elwood Jenks
SCENARIO BY
George Elwood Jenks
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Unreal and quite preachy
pic=
ture with little action and lots of symbolically
moral-pointing titles.
STORY
Compares Greek Mythology with pres=
ent=day life through the medium of society
characters.
DIRECTION
Permitted too much "talking" and
"thinking"
instead of "doing";
melo ends
treated quite broadly.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Averaged very fair
LIGHTINGS
Conventional
CAMERA WORK
Straight stuff
STAR
Had little chance in his role to demon=
strate his known ability.
SUPPORT
Marguerite De La Motte pretty and
pleasing;
others
fairly
capable,
including
Walter Perry and Arthur Carewe.
EXTERIORS
Few;
satisfactory
INTERIORS
Average studio sets
DETAIL
Some ends would hardly stand up under
logical analysis.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Idle rich at play;
moral: "don't play with fire."
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
HERE'S a "movie" of the sort that can be relied on
to get the wroug Iviiid of siiielcers from many of
the more intelligent fans who see it — and it will go
absolutely over the heads of the less intelligent. The
story certainly is an unhappy choice for William Desmond, for in it he has little to do for about four
thousand feet but sit around — as do most of the others,
except in the last reel, when a wild melo "dream" situation comes to cure the girl of her desire to taste
"lif(-."
Tlie picture is unrejil and never impresses; it is actionless and filled with preachy titles and constant
visual references to the Gods of mythology and the

had on the lives of the modtroubles
the Gods'
bearing
ern characters
in the
story.
in the picture had a "talking" or
Most everybody
part, and much of the footage of the piece
"thinking"
was merely a series of close-ups of the various characters generally seated somewhere. These scenes were
liroken up constantlyd with long and "deep" titles that
gave the oily-tongue willun a chance to tell the girl
that"they did so-and-so, why not you?" Largely, this
is screened psychology — screened in a draggy and often
dreary manner. If all the pictured scenes were cut out
of this the titles alone would tell the whole story — or
ratlier, what there is of a story.
The film attempts to satirize the pleasures indulged
in by high society, but evidently the author and director forgot that they were supposed to be dealing with
real people in their attempts to moralize and screen a
"Bacchanalian orgy" and to modernize a lot of mythology. This Olympian ban(piet stuff was dragged out for
three times tlie footage it shouhl have been given,
and was not big enough in a spectacular way to make
an impression, nor was it deep or real enough in its
moi-al signiticance to register.
Tlie story opens showing Desmond in his fashionable
home, having come East from the "great, open places"
beciiuse of the one girl — Marguerite de La Motte. But
Marguerite was listening to the luring tongue of Arthur
Carewe, who was endeavoring to persuade her that society's only commandment was that one be not found
out. Then Carewe gave an Olympian party at the
Kitz-Carltt)n. with the ultra-fashionable guests personifying mythical Gods and Goddesses such as Bacchus, Vulcan, Jupiter. Venus and the like. During the
course of the entertainment tableaus were staged, all
of wliich nmde their impression on the girl.
After the party broke up Desmond and his pal
went home, and Marguerite said good night to Carewe.
Then they began the melo stuff. Carewe climbed
into ;\Iai-guerite's boudoir, and was followed there by
Desmond. Desmon<l was shot by Carewe and. after
taking the blame for the shooting on his own shoulders,
in order vo i)rotect INIarguerite, died. When the doctor
started to shake Marguerite she awoke to find it all
a dreiim. Then in reality she saw Desmond and
Carewe having a tight on the lawn. Through the
timely api)earance of the comed.v-relief character. DesUKjiid was sa^ed from a real shooting, and Marguerite,
realizing her narrow escape, came to the cluch witti
Desmond.
Others in the cast were Beatrice La Plante, Walter
I'erry. Ida Lewis and William 1'. De Vaull.

Limited Appeal and Other Features Make This Very Ordinary
Program Picture
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
This is very limited in its appeal, and there is
nothing about it to lift it out of the class of very ordinary program stuff. But even in the cheaper houses I
don't think this will make much of a hit because of its
play on mythology and the unreality of all of it. And
certainly Desmond's
are that
not gives
going him
to be
overpleased
to see himfollowers
in a part
as
little chance for action as this one.
So if this comes to you on a conh-act basis and you
don't
can afford
run itnoise.
it's the Certainly
best bet
to slipfeelit you
by without
anynottooto much
it's not a picture deserving of any extra exploitation,
and it's doubtful even if it won't be productive of
many kicks even if you soft-pedal it through.

I

If you insist on t:ilkiug about it, liowever, you might
make something of the fact that it teaches a moral,
and that it shows the "high jinks" indidged in by
Xew York's ultra-fashionable fast set.
But even this
end of the production won't stand up for much boosting,
and your best plan under the circumstances is merely
to advertise the star and the title.
Hardened fans who are used to better pictures will
certainly not be pleased with this, and even in those
housts will re ratlur wild mellei's usually make a hi*^
this one won't stand up because of its lack of physical
action and because much of it will be too "deep" for
general appreciation.

■ -l^^--''

^Jloffiein ^ncf
Directed by John M.Stahl.

^

American Cinema Corp.

Waltei' Niebuhr, Pres.
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Convenient and Mechanical Movie Meller Doesn't Amount
Dorothy

Green

and

Arthur Ashley

to Much

in

old seenario mill with little bother on (he jiart of
anybody, and belongs to that period when pietures
still were in their swaddlins clothes.
"Forest Rivals"
And the direction didn't help matters at all. Never
oiice did the picture pet out of the rut of mediocrity,
World
beins neithw excellently acted, excellently directed, or
DIRECTOR
Harry O. Hoyt
excellently produced. There wmn't a' really Rood
some of the' meller
the way
situation
AUTHOR
Charles
Sarver
ends
wereall done
just throush.
about as;uk1casually
as possible.
The
comedy
relief,
too.
was
of
the
sort that never
SCENARIO
BY
Not credited
would .net a tumble from any but immature mi'uls.
CAMERAMAN
Eddie
Horn
All the way throu.nh. the picture's subject matter is
punchlfss. unconvincing', and of very little interest.
AS A WHOLE. . . .Convenient and mechanical meller
The story is one of those "primitive-emotions-inwith many familiar ends; very ordinary pro=
the- wilderness" tliinss with two willunous whiskey
gram stuff.
runners trying to net the same Rirl. And every time
STORY
Nothing
much — merely
"ground=out"
plot of a very ordinary sort.
thing's
slii) they This
brou^lit
on the
apuin
to startbefjan
thingsto noin}?.
resulted
in willun"
an "in-andDIRECTION
Got some fairly artistic shots in
out" condition of affairs that didn't make for e\enntss oi' smoothness.
Canadian
woods,
but otherwise
was most
casual.
Dorothy Oreen was cast as the little French-Canadian niri. She is pursued by two men, each of whom
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varied from good to less than
fair.
tries t:) use force to set htr. But she foils them by
•fiinufj; to the cave in the Haunted Rock, from which
LIGHTINGS
Ordinary
superstition keeps men away. One willun betrays the
CAMERA
WORK
Straight stuff
(ither ^^•)llun to the revenue officers, atid alons about
here Arthur Ashley is introduced as a younjc American
STARS
Never called on to exhibit any great
ability.
enjiinfcr. He finds Doroihy at the Haunted Rock, and
immediately falls in love with her.
SUPPORT. . . .John Davidson overacted a bit; others
The willun who had i)eeu sent to jail escapes and
just about got by.
comes back and sets out to kill Ashley. Hut the hitler
EXTERIORS
Many attractive forest and stream
scenes.
is saved from death by I)oi-o!hy's timely appe.-irance.
Soon the other willun robs Dorothy's uncle's s.ore and
INTERIORS
Few; ordinary general store and
plots to jjet Dorothy. As Ashley is troin^' to im et
tent interiors.
i>( rothy at the cave in the Haunted Rock ihe willun
DETAIL
Not alwaj's quite up to snuff; many
follows:
also the other willun is on Arlliur's trail.
incidental matters
never wouid
hold water.
Hut by a mistake the one wilhm kills the otlu r. leaxinj^
CHARACTER OF STORY
Whiskey traders plot
only one for Arthur to deal with. Al,hou.i,'h shot apand fight tor girl, but young engineer gets
l)arently seriously, hero pats up a struj;jile on the cliff
her.
and finally downs the only remaining willun. thertby
having the way < i)en for the clutch.
.ENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,650 feet
I'lu re are many ends touched in the st.ir.-i' that,
with betttr handling, might have scored fa.ny well.
rlllS is n luechaiiical and coincuii'iit mt'ller willi
r>ut. handled as the story has been, it is a pret.y poor
slow action, a ratlier weak and shallow
love inpitce of work.
erest. little suspense,
and some fairly jrood outdoor
'those apiKiiring in support were .lack Druniivr,
Kempton (ireene. Clay Clement. .John Davidson, Fr,i;iK
(hots in tlu' t'orest-and-streaui region of Northeastern
Evelyn Axzel and Madge Lee.
Canada.
The story evidently was ground out of the iiontgomery,

This is Cheap Program Stuff and Can't be Considered Otherwise
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is cheap program stuff and. considered as such
vill just about get by. It is a good enough Him for
he \-cry small houses where the.v are accustomed to
he cheaiier lilms, but it certainly could not stand up
n a regular theater. It's the sort of stuff that's been
oming along regularly under the old program system.
)ut e\en in that class it's no wondei'.
The appeal in this is very elemental and of the
ort made by the usual movie mellers of its type, and
would say that it is all right in those houses that
un (■ a patronage composed of folks who come to a
nightly-cluinge" house no matter wliat the attraction
s. But never would it hold up alongside of the better
lass of pictures.
The main title of this don't mean so ver.v much
rem the box office angle, so you might have 10 do some

explaining in an.v advertising you might do. You can
tell your folks that the picture tells a story of primitive passions and was filmed in the deei)ly woodeil
section of Canada near Quebec.
If you want to build catchlines around the idea of
hardy b.-ickswoodsnu'ii being afraid of ghosts you might
<lo so. A!so you might use lines mentioning how big a
part a fraternit.y pin played in the romance of a .voun.s;
(4igineer in the Canadian wilds. But don't for a minute use su])erlatives on this. It won't stand up to them
at all. and if you ballyhoo it i;' a "drama of primitive
love, full of punch and thrills," or anything like that,
you're trying to kid somebody.
If it comes to you on contract just slip it along making as Hi tie fuss as possible about it, because it certainly won't
stand up to an.v claims other than \'ery.
\'erv mild
ones.

HARD-BOILED

TEARS

Straight from the shoulder talks by
Carl Laemmle, President
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
'VE just had another
new experience!
I've seen old time exhibitors---hard-boiled exhibitors
---Chicago exhibitors, ACTUALLY WEEP WHILE
LOOKING AT A PICT
URE! If it will make hardboiled exhibitors ooze real
tears, what will it do to the
softer public?
It was a crowd of Chicago exhibitors. They were viewing "The
Right to Happiness." And it got
'em by the throat!
Right smack in the presence of all
the Universal salesmen, they cried.
You know darn well they didn't
want to cry, because it's an old habit
with exhibitors not to show emotion of any
kind when they see a great picture IN THE
PRESENCE OF A PRODUCER.
When they see a GREAT picture, they
some times admit that it is "pretty good"
so that the price wont go up. In this case,
their tears did not affect the price a bit because we knew it was a tremendous production before we even showed it to them.
Anyhow, they did their bhimedest to press back
their tears, but they COULDN'T.

And there you are !

The old stage saying
"Make 'em laugh or mal
'em cry and youVe got a h
that'll never die," never aj
plied so well to a picture
it does to "The Right
Happieness.
" It's
and b
seasonthe
of the
pictur

c

only one more proof that the Univc
sal has left all others in the bac
ground when it comes to making li
BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
The Chicago American said, "Cr
YOU IMAGINE ANYTHING MOl
HARD BOILED THAN AN A
DIENCE OF EXHIBITORS DARII
A PRODUCER TO SHOW THE
SOMETHING FOR \YHICH THJ
WILL HAVE TO PAY TOP PRICI
WELL, BEFORE IT WAS HA:
OVER THOSE SAME EXHIBITOl
WERE A C T U A LL Y C RY I N G .
WILL BE ONE OF THE FEW PI(|
URES THE FANS WILL STll
TALK ABOUT A YEAR FRC

E

la

T
I never gave

you

a better

tip than

matter
what
your bookings may
NOW."
THEM
INTERFB:RE
WITH
A

this : —I

be, DON'T
mf^^^
LONG
RUNlad

"THE
RIGHT TO HAPPINESS."
If you've tl ,
careless enough to tie yourself up with bookingi Jmilii
nire
mediocre stuff", undo part of the damage
by rip
your bookings wide open— and then fill the gap
"THE RIGHT TO HAPPINESS" —
the gre;
love storv ever told !

:! ,
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is Pleasingly Presented, But Has Slight Plot
)»

Bessie Love in

"Over the Garden Wall
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN

David Smith
Millicent Evison
Sam Taylor
Clyde De Vinna
Sugary=sweet "glad giH" romance
AS A WHOLE
with very slight plot pleasingly photographed,
but terribly slow as to action.
STORY
Mostly incident padding out the thin
idea of the "lost contract" that makes the
girl poor until the last reel, when she wins
the hero and finds the contract.
DIRECTION
Responsible for quite a number of
droll
bits
"cute"of material
poses of instar;
well with and
the sort
hand.blended
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fine all the way through
LIGHTINGS
Tasteful — especialy on exteriors
CAMERA WORK
Very pleasing
STAR
Skips happily through a role that gives
her plenty of chance to register appeal.
SUPPORT
Sufficiently good; included Allen For=
rest. Myrtle Reeves, Willis Marks and others.
EXTERIORS
Predominate; many pretty garden
shots and other effective outdoor scenes.
INTERIORS
Up to the mark
DETAIL
Good, and generally presented mostly
for light comedy effect.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Thoroughly clean
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,400 feet
BESSIE LOVE'S latest appearance is in another one
of those sugary-sweet and "jnst so" pictures in
which almost everything has been done to make it
pleasing except to put enough plot into it to carry
feature footage. Its story is as light as a cream puff
and just about as satisfying to an appetite that craves
something more substantial. However, there are numerous elements in it that undoubtedly will please
quite a number of fans — especially the younger female
fans who enjoy those pictures in which everything
turns out so nice "and they live happily ever after."

This is filled with what might be termed sweet sentimentality, and has quite a number of droll and
otherwise light comedy moments. Many of these latter
are registered through incident giving the star a chance
to make sonality,
capital
her winsomeness
perthe storyofmeanwhile
dallying and
along"cute"
in a most
leisurely and convenient manner. As far as the actual
story is concerned it could have been told fully in
about fifteen hundred feet, and the rest of the film is
fairly intelligent and often pleasing padding.
Photography and camera work is especially good in
this, and capable direction in this line has aided the
cameraman in filming some really pretty stuff around
a green-clad garden and other wooded spots.
The whole part of this hinges on the fact that an
absent-minded
placed
a "contract"
in a book
and, when it professor
came time
to show
the contract
for
financial reasons, he believed it lost. Of course, that
placed the once-rich little girl in the position of comparative poverty, and the professor and his family had
to move to the gardener's cottage. Everybody will
know just as soon as they see the contract put absentmindedly into the book and then forgotten by the
professor that it's going to be found by one of the
daughters sooner or later, and therefore nobody will
have to indulge in mental acrobatics to guess the outcome. However, the romantic end of the piece has
been pleasingly enough presented to make it of interest, even if one is inclined to smile at its very evident
destination
Anyhow, being poor gives Bessie Love a chance to
wear overalls and sell vegetables. Also it puts her
in the class whereby she may love with impunity the
Tnan next door, whom she believes to be the chauffeur, but who, in reality, is the son of the wealthy
mother who rented Bessie's former home. The romantic end of this is helped by quite a manly leading man.
Near the close of the piece there is some melo stuff
introduced that fits fairly well into the action, and
brings about a final sequence that gets appreciation because of the absence of the actual clutch, and the
manner in which the same idea is gotten over.
The star flits happily through her role, no matter
what trend adverse circumstances take. She has
plenty of opportunity to register her personality, and
is seen in some rather fetching poses. The part is not
one that calls on her for any particular acting ability,
but is a good enough vehicle for her individual talents.

Will Get By in a Mild Way With Program Audiences; Elementary
Sentiment Might Please Many
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
This is pleasing enough in a general sense to get by
mildly with most regulars, but not by any means big
enough to make a howl about. It has in it lots of that
elementary sentiment that is enjoyed especially by the
extremely romantic younger folks, and enough light
and "marshmallowy"
comedy
to get fans.
the mild appreciation of some of the more
hardened
I would classify this as a fairly good program picture. Of course it can't even be considered as a big
picture — it is just one of those light and more or less
pleasing offerings that come along once in a while
as a rather refreshing relief from some of the heavier
dramatic offerings.
In more ways than one the main title of this is a
fairly accurate indication of what you can expect of

the film. In it there is considerable love-making "over
the garden wall" and, in a manner of speaking, it is
that sort of a picture. It is calm enough to show before
any kind of an audience without the least possibility
of anybody making a kick against it on its moral or
ethical side.
The offering is not one that is going to make folks
talk about it — it is just the sort of stuff that they will
be pleased enough with to forget after they have
seen it, and remember only that their time was at least
not wasted in looking at it. The film could never
stand up as anythins' but a very llsht, and harmless
comedy-romance, with lots of the sort of incident in
It that fit in with the ideas of the less sophisticated as
to what is "just too nice for anything."
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Photo-dr^aa.tic Triumph
of the SeeikSon!

This is the feature that will get you big money
and prestige.
This is the photoplay that
will carry over the balance of your
program. Additional advertising
stunt is the new song hit
"Someone WIRE
Must
Pay."

GRAPHIC FILM
CORPORATION
729 Seventh Ave,
New York
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Picture Screams "Sex" in Almost
Unreal and Very Draggy Every
Foot
21

Eugene

O'Brien

in

"The Perfect Lover" .
Selznick
IRECTOR
...,
Ralph Ince
UTHOR
Leila Burton Wells
CENARIO BY
Edmund Goulding
AMERAMAN
William Brock
S A WHOLE. . . .Qushy, unreal and terribly draggy
picture that screams "sex" in almost every
foot; merely a vehicle to exploit the star;
quite lavishly produced.
TORY
Lacks suspense and action and insidu^
ously insults virtue in woman with its in=
ferences; is straight narration and not drama
IRECTION
Kept in the attitude of "the=
women'll=love=him=doing=this"; lost no chan>
ces to get over the sex appeal; obtained
some artistic effects.
HOTOGRAPHY
Very good all the way through
IGHTINGS. . . .Many of them excellent; all pleasing
AMERA WORK
First rate
TAR
His personality and physical charm kept
always in the foreground by direction, which
permitted him to do little but pose.
UPPORT
Played up to star; included such
players as Lucille Lee Stewart, Marguerite
Courtot, Mary Boland, Martha Mansfield, Tom
McRayne and others.
XTERIORS.
Didn't figure much
^TERIORS
High-class, artistic sets
ETAIL
Proper
in maintaining
atmosphere,
but many of the inferences certainly off=color
and not fit for family consumption.
HARACTER
OF STORY
Artist becomes
he=
vamp
to a gang
of love=starved
married
women, but finally reforms.
ENQTH OF PRODUCTION
4,851 *eet
"^HE story they chose for Eugene O'Brien's first starring veliicle is certainly a bUMinier. It is tilled to
7'erflowiug witli the most insidious sex stuff imagiible, and some of its inferences make virtue blusli
arestrained. It makes a hero of a character that
;cepts money and other helps from women who fall

for him, and before he finds his real s(>lf he is thrown
into a "whirlpool of passion" and loose living, in the
end to be redeemed by the love of a sweet, younfi
girl. The story was adapted from Leila . Burton
Wells' novel. "The Naked Truth," and the author
certainly did strip naked a few of the conventions in
her efforts for "realism." The tilni evidences a manful strnjif^le on the part of Ednunid (Joulilinji- to make
something- of it in his adaiitation. but he didn't have
the material to woik with and the tinished pi'oduct is
a mass of artistic buukalornni of a soj-t that never
would be acceiited as family entertainment.
The film lacks suspense and action; it is terribly
draggy and. in general, is merely a vehicle to e.xploil
tlie personality and physical charm of the star. The
direction was kei)t in the attitude of appeaiiuf;- t 1
women who want a "thrill" of a certain sort (and you
know what I mean) in their movies. Well, they'll net
that sort of a "thrill," but the other !>.") per cent of
the audience is liable to be a bit sore after the tilni
has run a few reels.
Through most of the footaue the star is surrounded
by a gang of women, or held captive by one woman,
who belong to a group classified in a title as "leaning
women
weary eyes and insatiable lips" — also as
women with
whose husbands have no time to be lovers.
Often the film slops over in its efforts to show just
what an irresistible fellow the hero was — that he just
couldn't stop all sorts of women from loving him.
The picture opens showing Eugene O'Brien down
and out. He has just hocked a ring to buy food, when
rt detective and a woman enter to arrest him. So he
starts to tell them his story, and from then on the
film is straight and draggy narrative, with every dethe screen, 'in a
shown
of the artist's
few tail
words,
his storycareer
is that
of a on
young
artist of little
means and high ideals. A love-starved niiuried wonum
falls in love with him and it is her "patronage" that
puts him in society. Here he is the rage anih discovered embracing the wife by the husband, starts on a
roimd of studio parties and general-all-around high
living. But he becomes satiated with this and goes
to the country, where he marries a good little girl.
But he can't sell his paintings any longer, and is on
the verge of starvation. It develops that the ring he
was accused of stealing was given him by a former
fiame, and that she tried to frame him, but relented
when she saw that he had become a father.

If You Run it Bill This as O'Brien's First Starring Vehicle
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Unless your crowd is very anxious to see Eugene
Brien in his first starring vehicle, my advice on this
le is to let your competition run it and get the kicks
at are sure to come from some of the folks who see
In the first iilace, this can't be classed as family
itertainment, nor is it a very good picture, as far as
s ability to hold interest as a story is concerned. It's
erely an exploitation of Eugene O'Brien.
This would never get by in high-class neighborhood
leaters, but might just alxiut get over with transient
Jwntown crowds wlio will stand for more of the sort
sex stuff in this than will regulars of a certain class.
There is nothing human about the picture, and its
jpeal is limited. Therefore it's up to you not to make
•o much noise in advertising if you do decide to run
It might be the safest bet in that event to concen-

trate on the name of the star, emphasizing the fact
that this is his first iippearauce in a stellar capacity.
In connection with the star's name the title of this
is a good box-office bet, but the title certainly has
little to do with the film's subject matter. Of course,
that depends a whole lot on your idea of wh.it a "perfect lover" is. If you believe a he-vami) who just
can't make the women stop loving him to be a "perfect
lover." then he's a perfect lovn. But I am inclined
to the belief that most wonii n who want a perfect
lover want him for a husband, and not just for occasional embraces.
In advertising this it will also help. I believe, to
mention the names of some of the members of the
supporting company. Marguerite Courtot and Lucille
Lee Stewart, especially, are quite well-known to fans.

\

Real Showmen- and Wl;^
It is the belief of Marry M. Crandall. owner of
a chain of photoplay hcnises in Washington, D.
L'., that real showmanship d insists of infinitely
more than the mere choice of a lealure film.
While the \alne of a careful selectiori of camera
subjects for each bill has been recognized from
the inception oi the photoplay as a potent element in America's amusement world, Crandall
has adhered steadfastly to the \iew that the
highest degree ui p(ii)ular a])pro\ al is to be obtained only by a systematic and painstaking coordination of all important aspects of photoplay
presentation.
The principal Crandall theater in the l)usiness
section of the National Capital is the Metropolitan, on F Street at 10th in the heart of the
fashionable shopping district, which is recognized
as one of the model houses of the country. It is
in this temple of the cinema that Mr. Crandall's
clearly defined ideas, of what constitutes genuine
showmanship find fullest expression.
In the first place, the Metropolitan and all
others of the chain of seven theaters, must be
ikept as spotlessly clean as the drawing room in
a private home. There is probably three times,
as much money expended annually upon the
mere item of cleanliness in the Crandall houses as
in any other equal number of theaters in Washington. The public is aware of the result, but
not of the fixed organization policy that attains it.
Program and attractiveness of surroundings
provided for, the Crandall policy next require^
invariable and unremitting courtesy and solicitous, but not obtrusive, interest in the patrons'
welfare on the part of every employe in every
theater on the string. Any house attache who
finds it incompatible with his notion of desirable
personal conduct to further this particular part
of the general scheme of showmanship in operation, finds it incumbent to s.eek other tasks as
a reason for his three meals a day and place to
sleep, just as minute attention i.s' paid to music
in
the theaters— not the Metropolitan alone, but
all of the houses operated under the name of Crandall. On this point and on picture exploitation,
Harry Crandall has very decided ideas.
"Music in the photoplay theater."
says, "has
come to be as much a part of whathe the
public
expects with its camera drama as the movement

()'' the figures in the pictured story on the screen
A majority of .\mericans have an abundance o
( rdinary music in the home — the player pianc
and the ]jhonograph have supj)lied tliat. .Perhap;
"urdinar}' is an ill-chosen wtjrd. The music pro
\ided through the mediums mentioned is, o:
course, the best in the world, if records or roll;
are judiciously selected. Hut they become mon
otonous at best. So at our Metropolitan, Knick
erbocker. Savoy and the rest of the chain, we eu
dea\or to combine with the silent portions of th(
bills something of the orchestral charm that con
cert-goers are accustomed to purchase at price;
as high as $5 and $(! a seat during the wintei
season. The synchronization of the complet(
symphonic ensemble with the action of worth)
drama upon the screen I deem one of the mos'
potent influences of the day in the elevation o
American taste in both music and the literatur(
of the stage. There is a marked and appreciativ(
public reaction to this combination of sterling
drama and sterling rnusic that any exhibitor wil
find it fatal not to encourage.
"Quite as important, to my mind, is the clos(
observance of a dignified tone in newspaper am

all printed advertisement. The old 'circus days
of the pictured play are a part of a lurid past ii
the photoplay's development. We in Washingtoi
are perhaps, better able to appraise the type o
citizenship to which the 'movie' has become hab
itual than exhibitors in other communities. W(
can observe nightly at any one of our theater;
the most notable figures in the nation's political
social and business life diverting themselves wit'
the biUs which we take pains to arrange to satsifj
their tastes. Cabinet ot^cers, senators, congress
man, the foremost representatives of the Arm^i
and Navy commissioned personnel, famous Amer
icans whos,e fortunes can only be expressed in ar
appalling number of continuing ciphers, foreigr
diplomats and visiting dignitaries, al! can be notec
in the audiences for whose amusement our house;
and otir programs are built. Will flamboyant
advertising and perpetual resort to superlative;
and hyperbole attract a clientele of such a typei
Not for a minute. And this. I think, is only s
typical example of an analagous condition thai
exists in every community where pictures ar{
shown.
The is
quality
foi
l)resentation
such of
as the'
to product
enlist theavailable
interested
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Some Crandall Ideas
"Music in the photoplay theater has come to bei as much a part of what
the public expects with its comera drama as the movement of the figures^
in the pictured story on the screen."
"We endeavor to combine with the silent portions of the bills something
of the orchestral charm that concert-goers are accustomed to purchase at
prices as high as $5 and $6 a seat during the winter season."
The old 'circus days' of the pictured play are a part of a lurid past
in the photoplay's development."

tention of the best minds and the most disiminating patronage the country can boast.
"Our firsit aim is to provide entertainment that
ill appeal to those who choose their theatrical
version carefully; our next to conduct our
mses in such a manner that they will recognize

in their environment the atmosphere of distinction to which they are accustomed in other pursuits included in their daily round; then we exploit
our offerings in such way that they will know we
have done both.
"We

have found that it pays."

CRANDALL'S
NATIONAL
CAPITAL; ONE OF THE
CHAIN OF EIGHT

HARRY

M. CRANDALL

^4

tM^
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Short Stuff
"Uncle Tom Without The Cabin" is one of the
funniest Mack Sennett comedies that has been
turned out in a long time, because it provides
a running fire combination of burlesque on the
old time melodrama with comedy gags that get
over with a real kick.
The formula of cutting from audience to stage
with no attempt whatever made at carrying out
the suggestion that the players are putting on a
real Uncle Tom show, gives it a free and easy
go-as-you-please style, and, certainly, the laughs
come regularly enough to justify Sennett's
method of handling this.
We get a little bit of Uncle Tom and the well
known race scene in which the saving of the old
homestead depends upon the outcome of the
speed contesit, and this is sandwiched in between
the customary hokum with the wrecking of the
scenery, the activities of the audience and the
w. k. snow efTect which has been used rather too
much recently in slapstick comedies.
Marie Provost has, a chance to show her "figger" in some rather funny poses with Ben Turpin and Charlie Conklin.
There have been other Sennett comedies that
are as, good, but seldom have I seen an audience
warm up any better than they did to this one.
Sid Grauman in Los Angeles featured this comedy over Bryant Washburn's "Love Insurance,"
and there was absolutely no question as to the
opinion of the audience justifying Mr. Grauman
in having done so.
* * *
The latest Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement released by Educational contains matter
that should be of the usual keen interest to
ardent fans. This time the reels show intimate
glimpses, of the Talmadge sisters — Norma, Constance and Natalie — at their summer home on
Long Island, and also gives us a view of the trio's
mother and several well-known friends. Fred
Stone is seen in some Wild West stunts ; there
are views of Allan Dwan at work on "Soldiers,
of Fortune" ; Mary Maclaren gives us a few
pleasing close-ups, and "Wally" Reid comes in
for a bit of footage showing some of the mob
scenes staged for "The Lottery Man."
An index of the contests of Universal's latest
Screen Magazine (No. 31) shows a variety of
subjects of interest. The reel contains two animated cartoon numbers, both of which have a
little worth beside their ability to amuse. One
humorously tells the story of the mosquito. The
other is a fable with a moral. "How to Comb
Your Hair" is a filmarticle by Lillian Russel ; an

introduction to Thermite, the substance whic
plays such a large part in present-day met;
welding, is also given, as are a few other feature

.

*

*

*

*

*

i

"Bound
Gagged" is the title of a ten-ep'
sode serialandreleased
by Pathe, the first thre
episodes of which are fairly promising. Georg
B. Seitz, who directed the picture, is the fej
tured player, the girl being Marguerite Courtou
Frank Leon Smith wrote the story and scenari(
The three episodes shown indicate that th
serial is going to be one with enough action, love
interest, mystery, and the other usual serial ek
ments to make it go over. In this, too, an attemp
at injecting .s.ome lighter moments is eviden
and those fans who are particularly partial tj
this form of entertainment will probably "kee
coming" to see how it's all going to turn out.
There is not an over-abundance of thrills in th
first three episodes, and matters are just a b
slow in getting started. The story concerns,
wealthy youth who, to prove to the girl of h;
choice that he is every inch a man, wagers thj
he can travel around the world, starting out witl
out even a stitch of clothes on. The third cp
sode finds him well on his way, he having reacbe
a South American "republic" and having in h
possessio
"poipers" that will restore a prii
n the
cess
to her
throne.
In the supporting cast are Nellie Burt, Harr
Cuney.
Semels, Frank Redman, Tom Goodwin and Jq
H:

"Count the Votes" is a good one-reel Haro
Lloyd comedy produced by Rolin and release
l)y Pathe.
It is much better than some of hi
recent releases, and has a full .share of funiij
spots.
This one moves around a political figh
and Harold's efiforts to sway a gang of tough nu
who hang out in Harmony
Hall.
Much
goo
comedy business is pulled, and with fitting r
s.ult as far as the laughs are concerned.
Bed
Daniels
and Harry
Pollard are assistant fu
makers.
*
*
*
"Everybody's Doing It," a Mutt and Jeff ad
mated cartoon, released by Fox, is a scream. Th
is another one of those subjects whose comed
\alues are or
multiplied
if they This
are put
wi',
orchestral
other effects!.
latestover
nunibi
is more jazz shimmy stuff, and it's crazily funn
enough to make even the Sphinx smile.
In
Mutt and Jeff conduct a flesh-reducing emporiur
flesh being reduced
through
shimmy
dancin:]
Mutt's
band furnishes the jazz music, and ]v
is
the instructor.
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I am very muoh Interested and deeply gratified
to learn that the Fox Film Company is intending to devote
its Mews Weekly to the promotion of universal and lasting
peace.

It can render the greatest service in this direction. The Moving Picture News Weekly as an educator and

a power for good can be made of the greatest service to the
nation and to observant people everywhere throughotit the
world, and I congratulate the Company upon its publicspirited plana.
Cordially axid sincerely ,
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I Deny Combine

Urges United Action

Rembusch of M. P. E. A. Wants
Aid of Cohen in Tax Fight
Frank Rembusch, secretary of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, has written Sydney Cohen of the
New York State Exhibitors League
asking for a settlement of differences
and a campaign of concerted action
on the repeal of Federal taxes.
Rembusch says: "Your favor of
August 18th at hand and I am very
glad to know that New York State
Exhibitors are well organized and
working successfully. Our every hope
is to see all States organized to the
very last; exhibitors promoting the
best interests of the exhibitor and
the entire industry and it is this wish
that we desire to express in our
reply now.
"Your letter states,. 'We must
once and for all time build up a

»i Sides
Say "Big
Four"-Goldwyn
Alliance
Is Not
True
,[By fVire to fVID'S DAILY)
43 Angeles. — There was a general
1 made here of any sort of an
between United Artists — the
; 1 our" — and the Goldwyn orga;;i<:in. It was reported that the
ij
will have
its films
han! Four"
physically,
through
Goldwyn
:inges.
I)uglas Fairbanks
said, "It's a
■ lie; there is nothing to it."
!nis F. O'Brien, Fairbank's
at;y, stated, "Ther is positively no
dation for such a rumor."
car A. Price, president of Uni.^rtists, said: "We have a deal
up to us every day.
There is
lutely nothing
to this present
)r. It may have originated bee F. J. Godsol,, Hiram Abrams
myself
came west on the same
ft
muel Goldwyn says he knows
ing about it. "Please deny it,"
Goldwj'n.
e purpose of the presence here
O'Brien, Abrams, Price and
doo, expected here thic mornis to attend the first annual
ing of the stockholders. Meetwill be held throughout all of
week at the various homes of
individuals comprising the "Big

Gallagher With Lynch
{Special to fVID'S DAILY)
lanta. — Gerald G. Gallagher, at
time assistant manager to MorCashin at the Broadway Theater,
[ York, is now traveling for the
!_Lynch Enterprises. His duties
[ist of helping exhibitors put
;Ss their shows.
iJurtis Company on Location
)_s Angeles. — The Catherine Cur"ompany
has in
leftnorthern
for the Couer
ene country
Idaho
re exteriors will be shot for the
i^^urtis production,
the cast are Lester Cuneo, Tom
schi and Alfred Allen.

lother Loew

House

■r
es Over Staub Theater in Knoxville, Tenn.

real
representative
organization.'
Every exhibitor
will agree
with this
fact and we are urging that all assist
in bringing this about no matter
what our personal feelings are. The
National Organization is not wedded
to any tion.particular
plan of organizaIf the congressional
plan of
Dolores, the swimming girl, and her bears in "Back to God's Country," representation or any other plan
the James Oliver Garwood First National Special.
*Advt.
should please the majority it will be
adopted.
"Our constitution, by-laws and
basis of representation can be
Glucksman Gets 159 Christie Come- Company Chartered at $5,000— Star
changed
any time
by the ofExecudies and Number of Features
Still Believed With Triangle
tive atCommittee
composed
one
Max Glucksman has bought 4 of
{Continued on Fage 2)
{Bv Wire to WW'S DAILY)
the late 'Triangle releases featuring
Albany. — The Taylor Holmes
Olive Thomas, for South America. Prod., Inc., were chartered here SatInternational Signs Artists
He has also purchased 3 Capellani
urday. The company was chartered
productions featuring June Caprice at $5,000 and the incorporators were
International Film has signed
•and Creighton Hale for Argentine, named as follows: A. H. Walrond, Howard Chandler Christy, ,Penrhyn
Chile, Uruguay and Paraguay.
H. O. Swenson and F. Malone, 465 Stanlaws, George Kerr Baker and
Several days ago a deal was closed Fifth Street, Brooklyn.
Henry B. Eddy to make paintings of
for 1,S9 Christie comedies for Argenthe Cosmopolitan Prod, stars.
tine, Chile, Uruguay and Paraguay.
Christy did all the poster work on
It was impossible to obtain any inThe Christie comedies were obtained
formation from the persons named in the initial Cosmopolitan Prod, as
the above wire.
through Reginald Warde, Inc.
well as a large painting of Marion
The Triangle offices could not be Davies.
"The Long Arm of Mannister" has
been purchased for Argentine, Uru'- reached for a statement although it
It is planned to have oil paintguay, Paraguay, Peru, Bolivia and is believed that Taylor Holmes is
ings of all the Cosmopolitan stars in
Ecuador. Henry B. Walthal is fea- still under contract with the com- the larger theaters throughout the
tured in the film.
pany. His last picture for Triangle country by these well known artists.
These paintings will be photographwas
"Three
Black Eyes."
Monteran With Jose
ed and reproduced in a smaller way
for the less important theaters for
Jacques Monteran has been signed
Comedy Seri''^
With Seven
the acquisitioi.
oi me De use in the lobby.
by Edward Jose to act as staff camera man for the series of Jose spe- Haven comedies, as noted, Famous
cials released through Film Specials, Players now have 7 series of comeInc.
dies on their list.

Makes Big Buy

{hy Wire to tVID'S DAILY)
Second Talmadge Named
noxville, Tenn. — Marcus Loew
taken over the Staub theater here
The second Constance Talmadge
1 Fritz Staub.
production for First National release
he theater passed into Loew's has been permanently dubbed "A
ds on Saturday. The house will Virtuous
Vamp"
instead
of "The
losed and re-modeled. Opening Bachelor."
Conway
Tearle
appears'
will be around Christmas.
opposite the star.

Holmes Go. Formed

Leases Triangle Plant

Dumont Signs With F. P.-L.
Jean Monte Dumont, who played
the role of "The Dope" in George
Loane Tucker's "The Miracle Man,"
has signed a contract with Famous

Players as a member
stock company,

of the Lasky

Famous Now Has Unit In Yonkers
Studio — Fitzmaurice to Use It
Famous Players have taken over
the Triangle studio at Yonkers for
the productions of George Fitzmaurice. The director's first picture there
will be Mae Murray in "On With
the Dance."
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—
H

Special Aid to Exhibitors
Cincinnati. — Harris P. Wolfberg
of Famous Players exchange has
placed at the service of exhibitors in
Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and West
Virginia the use of expert copy writers to prepare heralds for their
shows. This is being done without
charge.

Who Booked

DESERT GOLD?
Bulletin No. 7:
Sept. 22, 1919.

CEDAR RAPIDS
and

WATERLOO, lA.
A. J. Diebold quickly decided there was one big
picture he had to get
quickly for the Strand, Cedar Rapids, and the Palace,
Waterloo.
So he has —
booked
Benjamin
B.
Hampton and Eltinge F.
Warner's
first
Z A N E
GREY PICTURE.
"O, what a picture!"
V.W.HODKINSON CORPCMTION
527 flfihA.ci.uc:lfc,fcrtcaiT

[Continued from Page 1)
member from each State.
We can
vote on a question by mail or wire,
when urgent.
"Therefore let me plead that we
forget all differences and all personalities at this time and give our
entire attention and energies to the
one great problem before us, TAX
REVISION.
"Let us not go before Congress in
broken groups and tach group with
a different idea and angle of what
should be done and all working i{
cross purposes as we have in the
past. If we go' before Congress in
any way except as one National
Body we may just as well stay at
home and save our efforts.
"The very reason why we are burdened with more than our just share
of taxes is because in the past we
have always divided ourselves
against ourselves. There have been
times when Congress wanted to
know and was much annoyed and
displeased because they could not
get the facts for the reason that various groups had various and conflicting requests and suggestions on
the matter of just taxation.
"Therefore it seems to me there
can be only one thing to do and that
is to all work together as one body
in the tax revision work at "this time
and whatever else is to be done to
adjust such difference as soon as possible afterwards.
"I confess that the Convention at
St. Louis did not accomplish all the
things we should but it was mostly
due to the intense heat that our
meetings were cut short. We could
hardly keep the exhibitors in session
on account of the discomfort of the
heat and that goes for officers also.
Next year at Ocean View we will
have a cool spot that will lend itself
to more agreeable meeting conditions and we can have a great 'get
together' meeting at that time.
"In closing let me reiterate again
my appeal to you and all exhibitors
to join in one effort to bring about
tax revision. Let us do everything
possible to the end that there may
be one tax effort on the part of ail
exhibitors in one bodj- so we may be
one in action, one in thought, and
one in organization."

Incorporations
Albany.— K. & L. Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., New York. Proprietors and managers of theatrical and
motion picture enterprises. Capital
$5,000. Directors, Bernard Lohmuller, Roberta K. Tubman and
William K. Tubman, 1493 Broadway,
New York.
Albany. — Hargood Holding Corp.,
Brooklyn. Theatrical and motion
picture business. Capital $5,000.
Pirectors, Harry Goodman, Lena
Goodman and Abraham Fineman, 128
Kent Street, Brooklyn.
Albany. — Filmart Laboratories,
Inc., New York. Capital $300,000.
Directors: Samuel D. Matthews,
George I. Matthews, and Henry E.
Alexander,
69 West 90th St, New
York.
Albany. — Guy Croswell Smith,
Ltd., New York. Capital $150,000.
Directors: Guy C. Smith, J. L. Roth•childs and Harry Wolfe, 43 Cedar
6t, New York.
Albany. — L-H Productions Corp.
Buffalo. Capital $150,000. Directors:
Earl L. Crabb and Thomas H.
Downey of Buffalo, and Silas H.
Bonce, of Boston.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Venus Theater
Co.; Gary; $15,000; picture theater;
Nick Bikos, Andrew J. Obreshi, Walter Wawrukiewicz.
Albany. — Aremby Film Corp., New
York City. Capital $10,000. Incorporators: J.Machson, J. Richmao,
E. Berman, 240 East 5th St.
Dover, Del.— Euclid— 102 Theater
Co. operate theaters for exhibition
of pictures. $500,000. Incorporators: M. E. Scanlon, J. S. McDaniels, of Dover.

and

pictures

make

a

Point Gained in Law Suii
Wire to
WID'S Darmoq
DAILY
Los(By
Angeles.
— Grace
obtained an order in the Su_
Court for a deposition in th^
filed against her for $31,200 dar
by Louis Burston, producer.
The suit was brought by the
for alleged failure on the pa
Miss Darmond to fulfill terms
contract for a serial in whicl
was to have appeared.
On August 11, Burston says,
Darmond informed him that sh
about to go to another studic
this, he claims, held up the pr
tion of the picture.

MacMahon Now With Fame
Albany. — Hertel Theater Corp.,
Buffalo, $100,000. Incorporators, J.
Henry
MacMahon,
at one
F. Gaver, M. J. Bryman and W. R. with Educational
Films, is n^
O'Connell, Buffalo.
charge of scenarios for the e
Albany.— 1286 Bedford Ave. Corp..
Brooklyn. Manage theaters. $10,000.
Incorporators: H. Cooper, J. C. and
N. Palmer, 176 Decatur St., Brook-

Ithaca Has Sunday Shows
{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Ithaca, N. Y. — Picture theaters will
be permitted to show films on Sundays after 8 o'clock in the evening.
The films are already permitted to
be shown in the afternoons.

tie-up.
Furs

lyn.
Albany. — Victoria Theater Corp.,
Lockport. $195,000. Incorporators!
C. E. Shearston, F. E. Mosher, F. D.
Morris, Lockport.
Dover, Del. — Ad — Fhotoscope ol
New York, general film exchange
business. Capital $L00O,0OO. Incorporators! T. L. Croteau, A. M.
Hoovsn, S. E. Dill, of Wilmington.

Dover, Del.— The Continental DI*.
tributors Co. buy, sell and deal in
motion pictures. Capital $2,000. In«
Prodaction has increased enor« Corp.: F. R. Hansell, E. M. Mao
measly to meet the demand, and Farland, of Philadelphia.
more and more stories of good quality must be provided. The old
Albany, N. Y.— Bartley Gushing,
•onrces have failed to yield an ado* Inc., New York City. Capital $S0,qtiate supply. New ones must be 000. Incorp.: H. Spong, J. C. and
B. Gushing.
constantly discovered." — Hugh Ford.

tional department, Famous Pla"'-

W

II E IV I

RITCHEY posters
are used it is a sure ,
indication
that i
they were ordered !
by
who. -,
had some
bothone good
taste and good

RITCHEY
judgment.
LITHO.
eOR^.
406W.31>tSt.,N.Y. Ffaone Chtkca 8388
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DAILV
In the Courts

Putting It Over

promotion of the K. B. ClarComedies is the basis of a suit
Here is hoiu a brother exhiba the Supreme Court by Joseph
itor put his shovj over. Send
icdonald, against the Johnson
along your ideas. Let the other
)pkins Co., brokers, and profelloiv
know hoiv you cleaned
up.
*• of 1482 Broadway and 398
ve. The complaint alleges that
b. 6 last the plaintiflf owned 15,hares of stock in the K. B.
Frank G. Hall, in connection with
idon Comedies which the de- the release of the Ben Wilson serial
to buy for $4,131 to "The Trail of the Octopus," has
id innts52J^Veed
instalments.
formed the Dagger Club for the ben:donald says that on Aug. 20 efit_ of the exhibitors showing this
he defendant notified him that serial.
One phase of the plot deals with
lad ceased to be selling agents
le stock and tendered back to nine hidden daggers essential to the
10,723 shares of stock and re- opening of a secret vault. Harry P.
to pay anything more. He says Diggs, exploitation manager of the
:onsidered the contract cancel- Hallmark Pictures, hit upon the
1 the ground that their selling novel idea of making this phase of
y had ended for reasons be- the serial serve a purpose for the exhibitor in soliciting patronage. The
their control. In alleging that
s not due to reasons beyond plan has been formulated so as to
ontrol of the defendant Mac- inaugurate the campaign one week
i says:
before the showing of the first episode of the serial. Anyone applying
was due to gross mismanageunlawfully raising the selling at the box-office of the theater is
of stock, waste of moneys com- given a card with a cut-out dagger
to the hands of the defendants upon it. Each dagger has a letter
the sale of such stock, and to upon the handle. Similar daggers
if investigation by the authori- with different letters will be given
away on the days that the various
such sales were continued."
:donald asks for $2,916 still due episodes are shown. Those collecting a complete set spelling "Trail the
Octopus" will have the combination
ause of statements made in the to an imaginary secret vault and
me Court that the Color Pro- those presenting complete set at the
1 Corp. has left the State and box-office will receive a reward.
of its ofBcers can be found The reward may be a .certain number of free admissions or some useful
Justice Guy has signed an orirecting that the papers in a article. It is probable that one person will get a number of daggers
ly Ridley's, which owned the
|rty at 345 W. 40th St., former- with duplicate letters thereon. In
upied by the Color Projection this case they can exchange letters
be served on the corporation with their friends and in this way a
liling them to John F. Cuneo, lively competition will be awakened
and a keen interest in the serial will
Etor, in Chicago,
mas M. Healy, attorney for be noticed. There are no strings
aintiff, s^id that the corpora- attached to the plan. The patron has
ccupied the 40th St. property only to apply at the box-office to get
476 Broadway up to April 1 the card with the cut-out dagger and
hen it was dispossessed for the then try to get the set spelling "Trail
tyment of rent and vacated
the Octopus."
"oadway office soon afterward.
Boston. — Because it was found imRotter, who was manager of
fendants office here, said that
practical to make a Corona Typely property is $30 worth of
writer tie-up for Billie Burke in "The
Frederick M. Stewart, who Misleading Widow" during the first
iresident of the corporation, run at the Beacon and Modern, the
exploitation men in the Famous
i got out last January,
corporation was formed to de- Players exchange did not throw up
^dmund H. Lysle's process of the sponge. In going over the stills
photography but it failed to two views were discovered in which
ts contract with him and he Miss Burke was using a fountain
io regain the patents transThe papers in the Ridley
•A dozen of these stills were dug
low that when the Lysle case pen.
up and within 24 hours every firsttiled fof trial in June the at9 for the defendant apologized
ated that the officers of the
ant had refused to come here
hicago for the trial although
" Shades of
to do so.
Ridley suit is brought for
ent and for $1,050 damages
lure to leave the West 40tb
Shakespeare ' '
emises in the condition in
Special Comedy,
they were leased.

class store in Boston handling
Waterman Fountain Pens had at
least one in the window, mounted on
cardboard and bearing the caption
"You Can't Mislead 'The Misleading
Widow.' Billie Burke uses the
Waterman Ideal Fountain Pen. See
'The Misleading Widow' at all leading theaters showing ParamountArtcraft pictures."
Benson, Neb. — Every person here
calls Exhibitor George McArdle, proprietor of the Benson theater,
"Mac." He used to be known as Mr.
MeArdle, but he set about it deliberately to train everyone in Benson
to call him "Mac." When he showed
"Elmo The Mighty" at his house recently he dressed a motorcyclist in
somber garments and sent him
speding about the streets of Benson with the legend, "The Mystery
Man See Me at the Benson Theater." It worked. Big crowds gathered for the opening show. •

Ottumwa, la. — Morris Lince has
just opened the new Circle, seating
Greeley, Neb. — A. L. Hepp will
1,000.
open
his new Opera House, showing
"Checkers."
Lancaster, Pa. — New theater being
erected on Central Ave. Mrs. Robt.
Albert, manager.
Elgin, 111. — I. Cohen may erect
picture theater.
Dallas, Tex.— G. R. Wright to
build theater to cost $35,000.
Paducah, Ky. — Big Feature Rights
Corp. to build picture theater.
Bay City, Mich.— Theodore Bam*
beneck to open Grand Theater Oc»
tober 1.
Baltimore, Md.— Greater Baltimort
Theaters Co. to build picture tbea*
ter.

Cumberland, Md. — The advertising
possibilities of Rex Beach Pictures
in co-operation with book stores
were realized by the manager of the
Brand" was
Liberty,,
played twowhere
days. "The
The Cumberland exhibitor secured
book store window displays of the
novel on which the picture is based.
These stores also used in conspicuous places photographs of Beach and
announcements of the showing of
the photoplay at the local theater.
The exploitation tie-up was so successful that the manager of the Liberty expressed himself as being anxious to get more of this Eminent
Author's
productions as soon as possible.
Special Sets for "Copperhead"
Famous Players have leased a plot
of ground near Elmhurst, LongIsland, on which special sets repre- "WHERE PROMISES ARE SACRED"
senting a city will be built for "The
Copperhead" with Lionel Barrymore. FORMERLY BRODA Sc MEYER INC.
Hamilton With Buffalo

LOUIS

George H. Hamilton is sales manager of the Buffalo M. P. Corp.
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TITLES

LETTERED

- ILLUSTRATED
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ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
PROCESS TITLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS
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BRYANT
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QUALITY
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.SAMPLES

7392
- ROOM

FILM

CORP.

1600 BROADWAY

was the emphatic
hit of the bill.

Who Is This Amazing
Personality

(Rialto Theatre, N.Y.C.)
— Motion Picture News

Ask

LABORATORY
HUDSON

2004

and SERVICE

FOUNDATION

Christie

Moving Day at Pathe
Quimby and the sales force
ng moved up from the 11th to
h floor at the Pathe headquarThere is a general change of
and renovation under way.

New Theaters

HEIGHTS, N. J.

Sidney Reynolds

Bryant 4620
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In

New Wrinkles'

Handling
Exhibitor
From
the
Exchange — Some Good Ideas

(Special to fFID'S DAILY)
Omaha, Neb.— Manager C. E.
Holah of the A. H. Blank Enterprises, First National Exhibitors
League franchise holders for Nebraska, Iowa, and adjacent territory,
has planned an arrangement in his
exchange which holds great promise
as a business getter and keeper. He
is willing to share the idea with
others.
The exchange occupies a small
two-floor building at 314 South
St. It is Holah's plan to
Thirteenth
have
the first floor occupied by the
booker, bookkeeping, poster and
shipping departments. On the second floor will be the manager's,
sales manager's, road men's, and
stenographers' offices..
The duty of those on the first floor
will be to take care of those whose
orders have been secured.
The duty of the department on the
second floor will be to always look
to the future, to get business, and to
THE

BIG
FEATURE
PICTURE
is in a class with the regular theatrical show and should be exploited as such. We make a lobby
individualizes the prodisplay that and
duction lifts it out of the
picture RUT.
Many new large
productions on exhibition at our
salesrooms.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
•l'Z<, West

42nd

St.

New

York

jM^v DAIUV'

what tfiey
other
exhibitors
how
did it,
and what have
means 'done,
they
used to accomplish the best results.
We have found, say, that the threesheets are not good, but that the
one-sheets on the picture pull big.
We advise the exhibitor. We tell
him of stunts practiced elsewhere
and found successful. We outline
to him the advertising campaigns
used to put the picture over in certain cities. We oflfer our help in
"The second floor department, un- writing advertisements. We urge
der my new plan, will do things dif- him to tell us of any local condition
ferently. The salesman, turning in that would aid in advertising "the
the contract, will tell in detail of his picture; to tell us of any development since he booked the picture,
conversation with the exhibitor, what
promises were made, if any, and and we assure him that we are almost
what he thinks we might do to help as much interested as he is in seeing
the exhibitor put over that picture. that the picture goes over big.
We write a personal letter, congratu"Then, on the last day of the piclating the exhibitor upon his good
ture's run, the exhibitor will receive
judgment in buying the picture, as- a letter from us, a personal letter,
suring him of our intention to help asking him what success he had, inhim put it over, and outlining our
viting him to tell us of his success,
version, of his conversation with our or to what he attributes his failure,
salesman.
if he failed. We will expect the
"In a card index system we file exhibitor to be as candid with us as
the card for the show. At the proper we will have been with him, andtime before the show this card turns from what I know of exhibitors, I
up. We write to the exhibitor, asking know we will not be disappointed.
"If the exhibitor makfs a success
him what he is doing about advertising. We have a careful record of of the picture we will use his words

which
might be called the "E
perience."
tor's
good will department'
screening
room of
in the
black-and
will be a feature
departi

That

City

Starring
Everywhere

Exhibitors

ILLU/TRATION/"

LEW

BID'G.
2ZOW.42ST.
_,
TtLEPKONE/
'ej

Holah has already bough
furniture and ordered the fi!
for his second-floor depar

DO YOU
KNOW

TITLE/
ANOLER
!OOM.r
ROOM.r
in^-jOII
2003-2011

to convince other exhibitors j
should book the film. If he foti
an original idea that was a su
we will urge others to adopt his
A salesman's arguments may j
right, but the statement of a j
exhibitor, right over in thw
county or two, is worth a whc
more to any exhibitor who is)
sidering booking a picture. A
petent man to write these lette
meet the exhibitors pers^a'^lly
opportunity offers, and to put o
change at Ihe service of our cu
ers, will make more future bu
in this way than a dozen salesu
"Then, too, in Iowa and Nel
we have the most original bui
motion picture showmen of
where in the country. They
ideas; money-making, enterp
ideas that are practical. The
not stingy with these ideas, b
willing to divide them with
fellow exhibitors. I know fro

get more business from those already
dealing with the exchange.
"At the present time one of my
roadmen comes in with a big contract," said Holah. "What happens?
We return a formal letter, acknowledging the contract. On the proper
date we ship what advertising has
been ordered. We ship the film when
due. We accept the film when it
comes back, and there ends the
story.
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those titles that have got to be made.
Powers'
is the economical film for
this
purpose.
Address your inquiries to
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Spiegel
Buys
House
Mark
and
Levenson
Takes

Sot Enough Stars"

With

j, Says Laemmle, Is Reason for
ligher Rentals in the Business
rl Laenimlc Ijelievcs that the
)n for the high price of fihii
Is is due to the fact that the
try has not a sufficient number
irs.

{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Waterbury, Conn. — Interests connected with the Strand, New York
and the new Strand, Brooklyn, have
taken control of the Rialto theater
here, one of the largest of the local
houses.

le only reason," says Laemmle,
exhibitors have to pay such
mous rental prices for produc, is there are not enough stars
pply the public's demand.
The
nd is greater than the supply.
exhibitors have made the stars,
the producers.
I believe that
should
be more
stars — and
there are more, the price of
will come down.
ne of the reasons why rentals
0 high is that the producers
stars from each other.
Star
ng has cost the exhibitor more
y than any other two elements
e business.
Every time a star
een stolen a higher salary has
the means of the accomplishhe theft.
And every time one
jeen stolen the exhibitor has
the bill.
First they make the
ind then they pay more to run
es he or she appears in."

Boston Organizes
liters Band Together in Assoation— Over 100 Members
iy Wire to fVID'S DAILY)
ton. — The exhil)itors of Boston
organized. The name of the
ization is the vireater Boston
itors Associa>.on and already
lOO members are listed.
officers elected at a meeting
i the Hotel Brunswick are Geo.
les president: Jacob Laurie,
•esidcnt: Victor J. Wilson,
rer, and Ralph L. Ripley, sec.Jacob
The Laurie,
directorsCharles
are: Geo.
A.'
S. HarJ. Coyle and C. A. Warren.
ijan to Film Custer's Fight
ck'ey" Xeilan has arrived back
Angeles and preparations are
finished for tne iiiming of "Bob
ton
of Placer"
for release
the title "The Eternal Three."
►^cf the big moments
in the
; will be the filming of Custer's
'ight,
whichby figures
the story
RandallprominentParrish.
plans the use of a large numextras.for the scenes which
shot in Montana and Wyom. K. Serial Corp. has issued an
ite press book on "The Fatal
•iie."

Over Rialto, Waterbury

Frank Quinlan will be in charge of
it. A subsidiary corporation, known
as the Waterbury Theater Corp., has
been formed to operate the theater.
The theater was closed for a week
during which alterations were made,
and re-opened on Saturday.

•Advt.

Katherine
MacDonald, "The Ameri can Beauty,"
First National's
star, in "The Thunderbolt," her first production for the Circuit.

To Auction Films
Sale

Will

Be

Held Tomorrow
at
Noon
An auction sale for a large lot of
films just released from storage and
U. S. Custom Sales will be held tomorrow, at noon, at the Knickerbocker Sales Rooms,, 49th St. and
7th Ave.
There are over 50 negatives, including 1,2 and 5-reel western, comedies and dramas, also the large lot
of prints which are almost new, containing Chaplins, Drews, Arbuckles,
L-Kos, Alice Bradys and others. .
These films will be soid to the
highest bidder and will be on exhibition tomorrow noon, at the sales
rooiiis.
They are said to be of special value
for the foreign market.

new

Get Increased Pay
Operators

Max Spiegel said yesterday that
Moe Mark, Joseph Levenson and
he had taken over the theater. He
said that it will continue as the
Rialto and made the point that its
acquisition was not on the part of
the Mark Realty Co. but merely a
private venture on the part of himself, Mark and Levenson who are
connected with the Mark Realty Co.
Spiegel also stated yesterday that
together with Sol Brill he is building a theater in Allentown, Pa. to
seat 2,000 and to be known as the
Rivoli.

Reach
Agreement
With
Exhibitors' League
A settlement was reached yesterday between the operators' union and
the N. Y. State Exhibitors' League,
according to Sam Berman, secretaryof the League.
The demands that the operators
presented included a general raise of
from 25 to 33 jjer cent. Conferences
have been on for the last month and
final settlement was made with a
raise of 5>4 per cent given them.
In addition to this important concession the League has managed to
include the right of arbitration for
every member in the state whenever
a dispute arisesbetween an exhibitor
ind the union.

Roma-New

York

Starts Work

in Italy — General Garibaldi Interested
The Roma-New York Pictures
Corp. will start work in the various studios that have lately come
under the control of the Company
in Rome.
The reason that production can be
put under way in Italy without any
loss of time, is that the Italian end of
the Roma-New York does not represent a unit that has to be organized,
but it is the amalgamation of one
very large Company and five smaller
producing companies, whose entire
resources, holdings, studios, talent
etc., have been pooled. .
While, for the time being, the Corporation's chief production will be
of big, spectacular pictures, of historical atmosphere, preparations are
being made for the ordinary run of
pictures, ,that directed by Italians,
and with Italian artists, will be produced under the supervision of experts from Universal City, who will
acquaint the Italian directors with
lic.
the requisites of the Amercan pub-

Holmes Free In October
Percy Waters of Triangle whefi
J'sked the status of the Taylor HolSold for 4 States
mes contract with his company
Joseph Schnitzcr has closed a deal seated yesterday:
"Mr. Holmes' contract with us exfor the sale of the series of Equity
pictures for Minnesota, Wisconsin, r ires early in October and after that
North and South Dakota to Hatfield
and Aiken of the Wisconsin Film Le will be free."
Head of the Italian group, and
Co.
The incorporation of the Taylor Vice-President of the Roma-New
"Eyes of Youth" is the first of the Kolmcs Prod, was reported in yes- York, is General Giuseppe Garibaldi,
series.
who is in Italv.
fi. rdaj^'s issue.
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bM^
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DAILV
New
Theaters

Carnival Time
In

Mid-West — Live Exhibitors
Capitalizing

{Special to fVID'S DAILY)
Omaha, Neb. — This is the season
of state and county fairs and carnivals throughout the middle west,
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., and exhibitors are booking pictures
New York,
FILM
FOLKS,N. Y.,
INC. by WID'S FILMS and iwith the expectation of attracting
their share of the crowds. The fairs
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President and carnivals always mean the gathand Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Ediering of thousands, if not tens of
tor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
Manager.
thousands of people. It is the exEntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
hibitor's rare opportunity. Let it
•t the post office at New York, N. Y., under be said for the middle western exthe act of March 3, 1879.
hibitor that he is taking the front
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside in arranging for such events as a
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, public minded citizen, and as a merchant who realizes the value of such
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
affairs to his community.
F. C. Duncan of the Colonial theAddress
all communications
to WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
ater, Lincoln, Neb., has booked Tom
York, N. Y.
Mix in "Rough Riding Romance" for
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4SS2-5558
state fair week in that city. He is
Hollywood,, California:
Editorial
Offices:
6404
Hollywood
Blvd. planning a big series of advertising
stunts to attract the crowds. The
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. first of his ideas was to arrange his
Phone,
Hollywood
1062.
lobby in true wild-western style,
decorating it with saddles, guns,
belts, sombreros and other characteristics ofthe wild west.
Manager
Duncan of the Plaza,
Bid. Asked. Last Sal*
Vol. IX No. 83
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Price 5 Cents

luotations
Players..
98
98J^
Q« —
—

Famous
Triangle
Unit. Pict. Prod.

14'4

IS'^;

98'/. Sioux City, la., has booked "Auction
Souls," and plans to have a
54 of
dummy thrown from an airplane
15'-2

flying low over the city's crowds
J4 during
the state fair there. Kites
carrying dummies will be flown over
Browne in Act with Girls
the city. Girls dressed in Turkish
Bothwell Browne, playing on the harem attire will parade the streets
horse-back. ,and the front of the theroad with Sennet't's Bathing Girls
ater will be appropriately decorated.
and "Yankee Doodle in Berlin," will
enter vaudeville, playing the B. F.
Keith circuit with an act built around
Cody Film Still Running
himself and the Bathing Girls.
Elk Photoplays have succeeded in
The act, which will lie in the shape
of a revue, will open out pf town obtaining- an extension of time on
on October 27.
the Harris theater and for that reason Lew Cody in "Are You Legally
Married" will be continued there.
Original engagement was for one
week.
World

Film

—

—

Wfio Booked

DESERTGOLD?

Hudson, N. "V. — Rialto opened.
El Paso, Tex.— J. C. Qulnn and
Silvic Lacoma to build $35,000 theater.
Farmington, Mich. — Harry Newcombs and Henry Pauline to theater
building.
Camden, N. J.— Mackler and Fredtrick to erect picture theater.
Johnson City, N. Y. — George F.
Johnson to build picture theater.
Wilson, Okla. — New theater to be
bnilt
Kenton, Wash. — Frank Connolly
building theater to seat 700.
Wapato, Wash. — J. Blaschke's new
theater to seat 500.
"Miracle Man" in Brooklyn
The Brooklyn Strand will have the
first Brooklyn showing of "The Miracle Man." It has been booked for
next week.
Anderson
in from
Coast
Carl
Anderson,
film
cutter
for
Pathc,
is in New
York
from
the
coast.
He will stay about 10 days.
Sennett Comedy

at Two

Houses

The
Mack
Sennett
comedy
"Uncle Tom Without the Cabin" is playing this week simultaneously at the
Strand and Rialto.
Abramson

Showing

Today

Laemmle's

on the war path.

Turning 'Em Away
Ralph Hill, formerly art editq
Boy's Life Magazine, and for]
years with Metro, is now making:
art titles foe the B. A. Rolfe proi
tions to be presented through A
Fischer Features, Inc.

Ivan Abramson will hold a press
Humphrey to Direct Gladys Le
William J. Humphrey has rejo
showing of "Someone Must Pay" at
morning.
Wurlitzer Hall at 11 o'clock this Vitagraph's
staff Leslie
of directors
will direct Gladys
in her
Estabrook Coming Back
picture.
Film Closes Cohan
Run
Howard Estabrook. formerly a di"The Lost Battalion" has cl
rector with Famous I'layers, will
again come back into the game. At its run at the George M. Cohan
present he is with the Standard Oil
ater after a two weeks' engagen
completing war work.

Statement from United Artists
United Artists issued a statement
Marion Davies Back
yesterday denying that any move had
Marion Davies is back in New been made or is being contemplated
York and will soon start work on which would ally that corporation
with Goldwyn in any way.
her new Cosmopolitan Prod.

Vitagraph Director Transferr
"Al" Herm'an,
for more
thai
years
technical
director
at
graph's Brooklj'n studio,, left yr
day . for Hollywood,
where
he
occupy a similar position at the A
Coast studio.
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LEIN
HRNE
KEKI
MA'S
Fresno — California
deferred what has been advertiscid as "the biggest
motion picture ever made"
to play "Desert Gold"
first.
He immediately cleared
the decks to play the first
Benjamin B. Hampton and
Eltinge F. Warner ZANE
GREY PICTURE.
"Oh! what a picture."
VW.HODKINSON

CORPOMnON

527 Hhh *.«««. N«r1tork.aiT

\

CONGRESS
Should not fail to incorporate
in the League
Pact
a provision
that all peoples
concerned

JOHNNY
in his two-reel film

of Nations
should
see

DOOLEY

comedies. Make 'em laugh and nobody'U
want to fight.

m
^=
^=

|
^=
^=

Personally directed by William Nigh m
Johnny

DooleyC.

Longacre Building

Fihii

L. BACH,

Comedies,

Inc. J
M

President
New York

^=

TiieKITCIIK^
LITHO.

CORP.

,

is the one pre- '■
eminent producei^
of powe
one
every posters andrful
of them has the
m a X i m u m of
advertising value!

RITCHEY
LlTHO.
CORP.
406W.3UISI..N.Y. Phone Chelsea 838S

tM\

On Broadway

loducing in Pathe Plant
Ijeorgette Gcorgin Co. is projat the Patlic studio in Jersey
n the cast of the first picture
a Crawford and Walter Mil-

Strand — Anita Stewart — "Her Kingdom of Dreams."
Outing-Chester Scenic.
Comedy
Cartoon.
Strand
Topical
Review.
a
e
mad
he
productions will
i
d state righted. Georgette Rivoli — Marguerite
Clark — "Widow
eared in fil
he
app
ms
Pat
for
[''
Rivoli
Pictures.
by Proxy."
Lunont in France.
"Shocks
of Doom" — O. Henry
stor
Haas with Pathe
J^
;
Sunshine Comedy.
^apoli^ — Norvin
F. Haas, Rialto—
Enid
Bennett — ' "Stepping
Dm' J- ."ance, is now traveling
the Pathe office.
Out."
^
"
Rialto Magazine.
"Uncle Tom Without tne Cabin" —
inkee Doodle" in Boston
Sennett Comedy.
; If'ire to WID'S DAILY)
New York— Today— Olive Thomas—
n. — "Yankee Doodle in Ber"The
Spite Bride."
Pickford
11 play for four weeks at the
Wednesday — Mary
The opening date has not as
"The Hoodlum."
Traverse
1 settled.
Thursday — Madtarne
"The Splendid Sin."
Friday — Virginia
Hammond —
"M;iss
Crusoe"— "The
House
of

VLITY and SERVICE
OUNDATION
FILM

CORP.

1600 BROADWAY

EORATORY

Intrigue." — Sessue
Saturday
Hayakawa —
"The Dragon Painter."
Sunday — Mae
Murray — "Twin
klyn
e TalBroo
Pawns." Strand — Constanc
madge — "A Temperamental Wife."
Central — William
Farnum — "The
Last of the Duanes."
Harris— "Are You Legally Married."
Park— Dorothy Phillips— "The Right
to Happiness."
Broadway — "The Miracle Man."

RE NEGATIVES ARE SAFE

Next Week's Attractions
The attractions at the theaters next
week will be:

UDSON

Brooklyn

HEIGHTS,

N. J.

Bryant 4620

f Your
iroduction is

RIGHT

^e^will
'ay the

RIGHT

For
%es
le Foreign

IGHTS
ILLESPIE BROS.
OW. 42nd St., New York

Strand —

"Tf^he

Miracle

DAILV
Incorporations

{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Albany, N. Y.— The Taylors Productions, Inc., of New York Cfty,
was incorporated with the Secretary
of State here. The corporation is
capitalized at $5,000 and has been
formed to manufacture, produce and
develop motion pictures of every
kind. The stockholders are: Arthur
H. Walrond, Henry O. Swenson and
Franklin Malone, 25 South Oxford
St. Brooklyn.

Tuesday, September

Lesser En Route West
Sol Lesser is en route West.
He
left New York the end of last week.

Other motion picture enterprises
chartered were: Radiosoul Films,
New York City. To produce motion
picture and photoplay films. Capital
$100,000. Directors: Louis E. Miller,
Helen R. Miller and Jacob P. Adler,
1400 Broadway, New York City.
Planet Films Corp., New York
City. Motion pictures and machines.
Capital $15,000. Directors: Edward
K. Lincoln, Fanny Spungin and Edna
Weinberg, 110 West 40th Street,
New York City.
California Producing Co., NewYork City. All branches of the motion picture business. Capital $5,000.
Directors: Joseph F. Lee, Samuel L.
Wai'ner and Bertha Schwartz, 220
West 42nd Street, Klew York City.
Cinema Trading Co., New York
City. A general motion picture business. Capital $20,000. Directors:
Stimuel M. Berg, Isabella ShetTer and
Charles Hollender, 226 West 42nd
Street, New York City.

AMERICA'S FINEST
LABORATORY
Located

Atop The Palisades
To Build in Medford, Ore.

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Rialto— Charles
Ray— "Egg
Crate
Medford,
Ore. — Jensen
and
Von
Man."
Herberg
of Seattle will build a theater
here.
Wallop."— "The
Broadway
Miracle
Man."
Strand — Tom
Moore — "Lord
and
Lady Algy."
New Theater in Fordham
If you've not used Powers' Film
A theater on Fordham RoaiT near
Grand Concourse is being built by
for making
your titles, novv's your
chance
to start.
Grob and Knobel. It will be finished
As much as you need can be had from
Nov. 1 and will scat 2,200. Its ownJ. CIBR.VRIO
ers will call it the Bronx Capitol.
729 Seventh Avenue
NEW YORK
Grob and Knobel own the U. S.
Theater at 196th St. and We'jsier
Ave.. The new theater is opposite
the Keith theater now under construction. The Concourse, also running pictures, is only a oiock away.

Opposite 129th Street

Palisade Film Laboratories
Palisadef, N. J.

Author's Agent
Affiliated with

Brandt and Kirkpatrick, Inc.
Park Avenue
New York Cily

Sale ! !

TO-MORROW.
at

Morsmere 621-2

Bess Meredyth

101

Auction

23, 1919

Jlnd with

SEPT. 23

Palmer Photoplay Corporation

12 NOON

I. W.

Large
Lot Released
from
Storage
and U. S. Custom Sales Sold
to Highest
Bidder

AnneManager
Scott

MOTION PICTURES, NEGATIVES
and PRINTS
L 2, and 5-reel negatives, Westerns,
Comedies and Dramas; also large lot
•^f prints — Chaplins, Drews, Arbuckle, L-Ko, Alice Brady and others
KNICKERBOCKER
SALES
ROOMS
(49th St., 7th Avenue)
Film on exhibition day of Sale.
Good for the Foreign Market.

Hellman Building
Los Angeles, Calif.

What is his name and
fame ?
Ask Sidney Reynolds

In active charge of office

Care Palmerylddress
Photoplay Corp.
I. W. Hellman Bidg., Los Angeles, Calif.

sMI
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Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhibitor put his shoii) over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloio know hoiv you cleaned
up.
An advertising tie-up has been
arranged between Goldwyn and Harper Brothers, publishers of Rupert
Hughes' successful novel, "The Cup
of Fury," now being transformed
into an Eminent Authors picture
Every copy of the novel sold by
any book-dealer in the U. S. will
■contain a bookmark announcing the
photoplay production. When it is
considered that the book :s a bestseller, meaning that hundreds o]
thousands of copies are being placed
in circulation, the value, of this advertising tie-up to exhibitors ii
apparent.
.
,
^
••
One of the obvious advantages is
that it offers a direct Imeans ^ of
bringing the picture to the attention
of Rupert Hughes' reading public.
The attractively designed bookmark will carry wording to this effect:- "See Rupert Hughes great
American- novel, 'The Cup of Fury,
in picture form at your local theater.
Ask your local manager when."
1"

'

nouncement of the showing of the
film, topped by a statement of the
terms of the contest whereby 4 prizes
in seats to the theater might be secured.
Readers were asked to select from
each particular advertisment on the
page an item or items, which each
particular advertiser could contribute
to the regeneration of Tom Moore
from a drunkard and bum to a gentleman of fine appearance and high
ambition.
Replies were graded acOmaha. — Manager K. A. Ballancording to the correctness of the
tync of the Muse, employed Madame
Rhada, a local spiritualistic medium, answers and the originality disto give free advice to patrons of his
played in the work.
theater during the week when he ran
Minneapolis. — A wise manager, a
"The Thirteenth Chair." In his adreal star, an attractive production
vertising he emphasized the spiritu- and
three days of capacity business!
alistic feature of the motion picture,
Stan
Brown, manager of the Metroand, connected
with it of
theMadame
Muse's
offer
of the services
politan, is the manager who made
Rhada.
the engagement of Tom Mix one of
big money for the house.
The following of the star in MinDetroit, Mich. — In connection with
the Detroit Free Press, the manager
neapolis isa big one; and so, when
of the Adams recently put over a he secured the Fox picture, "Rough
contest that brought fine results dur- Riding Romance," Brown used his
ing the engagement of Tom Moore accessories Mo make the lobby
breathe the Mix spirit.
in "The City of Comrades."
Three-sheets and one-sheets, cutSix leading Detroit merchants conouts of the star on his horse, Tony,
tributed to a full page advertisement
in the center of which was the an- a generous
display of the photodie in Berlin" and the Mack Sennett
Bathing Girls.
Qther stunts arranged for the Mt.
Morris included a bathing suit
contest, in which a dozen of the latest model bathing suits were given
away to the ladies whom they fit. An
auto ride was planned through the
district of the theater, and in which
ride the girls wore their bathing
suits.

>3

theater without stopping to s$5,000,000
Dover,
Del. —toThe
Aufiffiiatii
{By Wire
WW'S
DAIL'
rewinding Reel Co. has been]
porated here at $5,000,00. Th
pany will deal in motion p
and theaters. Incorporators
follows: Earl H. Lehr, Mai
Mackinstry, and James Roli
Denver.
Turning 'Em Away
Frank Cooke of the New }
Milwaukee, has sent the foJ
wire to Harry Berman of Unil
"Opened with 'Right to Hap
Sunday. Played to 6,000 peoj
turned about 2,000 away despij
all day long."
Irvin Succeeds Lusk
Culver City. — Clark Irvin hi
ceded Norman Lusk as pt'
representative for Goldwyn h

7

Robert McLaughlin's dramatic production "The House Without Children" will hav« a lobby display that
shall stop the passer-by on account
of its very human appeal. We are
doing our utmost to cooperate with
the author and transfer his ideas on
canvas. Ready very shortly for the
State Right buyer.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National and Speer Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

F. CAMPBELL,

Inc.

1 4 W ^1 cf <if NY
11 " .OISI Ol.,ll. I .

LETTERED.

CODY

IS in

e Tourneur's
ric
Mau
Latest big special
"THE
Have you seen

BELOV
ED
CHE A TER

Watch the EXHIBITORS
advertise him

Wire

f
ILLU/TDATED-HAND

<^X>,'

Did you know

LEW

The department store took advertising space in leading New York
papers and arranged an entire window display featuring "Yankee Doo-

L. HENDRICKSON
A Charge <r Affair.

of "Roughof Riding
Ro \
and the graphslobby
the Metroiil
attracted the eye.
People sp
to look and to read.
They w i
terested, for the display ha
well made, and no one pa^

—

Sol Lesser arranged a stunt in conjunction with "Yankee Doodle in
Berlin" at the Mt. Morris, 116th bt
and Fifth Ave. If was the sale of
autumn millinery held at L. M.
Blumstein's Department Store at W.
125th St., Harlem.
The Mack Sennett Bathing Beauties presided in person at this sale
which was held for two consecutive
just before the matinee perdays,nce.
forma

CHARLES

DAILV

L. J. GASNIER
GLENDALE,

CALIF.

7/^RECOCKIZ

^BRADSTREET
BLMDOM
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United Pictures

Ready for War

Northwest
Anxious

icial Affairs to Be Decided at
Meeting
iming that he does not like the
that the finances of the United
re Theaters of America,, Inc.,
eing handled, Ernest H. Horsti, who says he is tlie second
St stockholder in the corporaas far as actual cash is cond, has called a meeting to be
at the Hotel C'ommodore next
day at 2 P. M. to discuSs ways
neans by which a complete relization can be effected. Horst1 has just arrived from Boston,
states that in addition to hima large number of the stockrs over the entire country are
tisfied with the affairs of the
any. Several prominent exhibisays Horstmann, have written
m saying that they did not like
proach the New York office be: they were always besieged for
-y)rstmann does not agree with
vay that the financial affairs of

^opments," stated Horstman.
I {Continued on Page 4)

anybody's while, particularly as none
of
in business
for Q.hisClemmer,
health."
Thatus isis the
way James
president of the Northwest Exhibitors Circuit, Inc., closed a letter sent
to the Northwest Film Board of
Trade,
Circuit's position.
In adefining
lettertheaccompanying
the
Clemmer letter, H. B. Wright, secretary" says:
".\t no time has it ever been, or
will it be, the intention of the Northwest Exhibitors Circuit, Inc., to operate on anything but a 'live and let
live' policy, with a square deal for
The
lows:

The fear of a husband who denies her the right to motherhood — as registered by Katherine MacDonald, "The American Beauty," in "The
Thunderbolt," her first for First National.
.
*Advt.

Robins Promoted

DeMille Film Arrives
Herman Robins, until now assisale and Female" arrived in New
; yesterday. This is the big
tant general manager, assisting Winlal from the Barrie story pro- field Sheehan has been made general
J by Cecil B. DeMille. Reason sales manager of the Fo.x Film Corp.
11 the smiles around Fifth Ave- He will lie in complete charge of the
Fox exchanges and the leasing of
■'estcrday.
Fox films.
Rollins will attend to his new duTwo Men Replace Zierler
ties in addition to his former activiarks Rosenzweig will handle
ties as assistant to Sheehan.
ewel and special attractions at
'Big U"will
exchange
George
Jffner
hatidle and
serials
and
Enlisting Exhibitors' Aid
: subjects. Th-ese men replace
C. C. Pettijohn, representing the
Zi-erler who is staying over an- National Association, held a conferweek.
ence with Sydney Cohen, Charles
O'Reilly, and Samuel Bcrman of the
Exhibitors League yesterday. Pettijohn is trying to enlist the aid of the
By IV ire to IV ID'S DAILY)
League in fighting the rental tax.
iladelphia. — The Nixon-NirdFox Prices Up
!■ circuit operating nine houses
and theaters in Dover, Del.;
William Fox has increased admister. Pa.; Camden, N. J.; Westsion prices in his circuit of New
er, Pa.; and three theaters in
York theaters, effective Monday, last.
itic City has pooled with Stan"heaters of America,
Exchange Exceeds Quota
e Nixon theaters, by the arWorld Film Ne\v York exchange
?ment, will book through the
ey oircuit. Fr<»d G. Nixon be- exceeded its quota on the 5 Chaplins
s a dirertoi i .lie latter organi- l)eing handled through that office by
n.
50 per cent.

Interests Pooled

However,
Peace

"Of course, if any of the film exchanges insist upon war we shall
most assuredly go right down the
line on that basis, but we cannot see
that that sort of tactics is worth

'ompani' are being conducted at
bresent time and says he holds
prons letters from exhibitors in
iirts of the country who are restihen the company was organized
I in the second largest amount of
hi cash, and I expected to see

Exhibitors
to Preserve

((

Lab" for Goldwyn

Goldwyn has plans under way for
oratory.
the erection of an experimental lab-

Clemmer

letter in full fol-

"It is too bad that any misapprehension of the scope, motives and
purposes of this circuit has arisen in
your minds.- We need not take time
with discussing how this did or may
have come about — we are of course
looking to today and tomorrow as
you are, and the thing now is to
come to a real understanding which
will enable harmonious,, effective
and mutualli"
profitable
relations.
"First, let us emphasize fliat the
scope
of all."
the circuit and its opera{Ctntinued on Page 2)

Two from F. P.-L.
The company was prompted to do
Paramount-.^rtcraft releases foi'
so because of its belief in the further
Sept.
"The Egg Crate WaU
expansion possibilities in motion pic- lop," ■ 28anare Ince
. production with
ture •photography. The laboratory
Charles
Ray
and
"Widow
■oy Proxy,"
will be used exclusively for experi- a Marguerite Clark subject.
• ,
ments in discovering new angles in
camera work.

Offices to Move

The plant will be worked in conjunction with the new studios to be
built near New York and will start Anita Stewart Prod, to Be Located
with First National in 48th St.
operations when the studios are
The .\nita Stewart Prod, will move
completed.
in the next week or two fro-m 2 West
45th St. to 6 West 48th- St., where.
Another Claimant to the Record
First National's executive quarters
First National states that Mary are n'ow located.
>. Some months ago Exhibitors MuPickford in "The Hoodlum" did
tual leased the seventh floor of the
at thi
in business
when
it played
there two
m ks'"-.rand
aj^o. building and intended moving in
$30,000
This is believed to be the high water there from the Mecca Bldg., but the
mark on Broadway.
lease was recently turned over to
First National.
In addition to the Anita Stewart
offices,
the supply department of
World'^ local force recently tendered Norman Moray a beefsteak First National will be switched to
the seventh floor while Exhibitors
dinner at Reisenweber's. The occa- way.
sion was his elevation to manager- Mutual will remain at 1600 Broadship of the exchange."

DAILV
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Ready for War
{Continued from Page 1)
tions is limited to special feature
films. We have nothing to do with
Vol. IX No. 84 Wednesday. Sept. 24, 1919 Price 5 Cents regular service programs. Second,
let us also emphasize that we are
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, looking at your siae of our business
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., relations as well as ours, and it is
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and our desire and purpose to facilitate
FILM FOLKS, INC.
your dealings with us in every pracF. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treastical way. To this end our film reurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Ediview committee is organized so as to
tor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Businesi
meet as promptly and frequently as
Manager.
possible and at times which will be
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y.. under mutually convenient. We apprecithe act of March 3, 1879.
ate that, insomuch as. the members
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside of the circuit are not free to buy speof Greater New
York, $10.00 one year; 6
cial features until these have been remonths,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
leased by the' committee, it is essen$15.00.
tial for both sides that the commitSubscribers should remit with order
tee pass upon them and do any reAddress
all communication!
to WID'S
leasing just as frequently and
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., NewYork, N. Y.
promptly as possible. We have never
liad any other thought nor any other
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
45S1-4S52-5558
Hollywood., California:
course of action, so far as it is posEditorial
Offices:
6404
Hollywood
Blvd.
sible to move promptly and smoothPhone, Hollywood
1603.
ly at the very beginning of any enBusiness Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd.
terprise.
Phone, Hollywood
1062.
"Third, another fundamental point
with the circuit is to treat all film
men alike, fairly, reasonably and of
course
Anything that
Bid. Asked. Last Sale has l)ecncourteousli'.
said or written concerning
Famous
Player.s.. 99
99
99
special films or the special film output of one or another film house was
Triangle
—
—
' ?4
Unit. Pict. Prod.. IS
\6]i
16
not intended to implj' any possible
World Film
—
—
^ criticism of or reflection upon any
output, nor did it do so, we are clear.
Ginsberg with Educational
"We shall assuredly notify the exVice-President E. W. Hammons,
change no less promptly than our
own members of the release of feaof the Educational Films Corp. of tures.
America, announces tlic addition of
Henry Ginsberg to the Educational
"Understand thiit the foregoing
home crffice staff. Ginsberg was for- does not evince an\- change of position or intention on our part, still
merly in charge of the Short-Reel
Department of the International less is it written in the slightest degree apologetically. It is written
Film Service, and leaves tiiai position to join the Educational organi- solely in a spirit of friendliness and
zation.
fairness, and with a desire fully to
co-operate. Our whole policy from
the first has been and to the last will
lie 'live and let live' and play no favorites.

Quotations

Wfio Booked

DESERT GOLD?
Bulletin No. 9;
Sept. 24, 1919.

THE AMERICA
Colorado Springs
Frank Tammen's fine
house has booked for instant showing Benjamin
B. Hampton and Eltinge
F.
Warner's
first ZANE
GREY
PICTURE.
You cannot find or book
a bigger picture than
"Desert Gold" — because
there isn't a bigger one
anywhere.
"O! what a picture!"
W.W.H0DK1NS0N

GORPORATION

527 fifth Avenue. New IforkCiJy

Expedition Starts
F. P.-L. Sending Scientists to Africa
to Film Tribes There
One of the largest expeditions
ever launched by private enterprise
leaves todaj- for British East Africa
and Uganda for Famous PlayersLasky Co. It will have the active
co-operation of the .'\mcrican Museum of Natural History and will be
known as the Vandenhcrgh-Paramount Expedition.
Heading the party, which leaves
here todaj- are Rev. Leonard John
Vandenbergh, LLB., J.D., whose explorations and subsequent writings
on Africa and its peoples have
gained for him an international reputation: George Burbank Shattuck,
Ph.D., scientist, anrl James W.
Morse, chemist and photographer.
Pictures of the tribes will be taken
in intimate detail.
The \'andenherg-Paramount Expedition will go direct to Naples and
from there will proceed via Suez, the
Red Sea and Aden, to Mombas, British East .\frica. From there the
party will go to Uganda where headquarters will be esta])Iished.
.Announcement of the African expedition comes close upon that of
the departure of a party of scientists
and photographers for .A-lberta. Canada, to study and photograph the
flora and fauna of tliat wild region
for the Educational Department of
Famous Players, and it is further intimated that other similar expeditions will in the near future penetrate other distant parts f)f the world
under the same auspices.

More Comedies
Plans for the prrmanenl production of a series of sliort reel features
h;^ve lieen completed by Donn McF.hvaine,
president of the Foundation
Film Corp.

"The Screen Dispatch," a twice-aweek news graphic: "Wlio's Who in
the Day's News." a bi-monthly production featuring the social and busi"We know that this letter will be
received at its full fac£ walue, that
ness
life
of America's
mostof .prominent citizens,
and a series
scenic
we shall hear from you'in kind, and
that both sides will live up to their reels will make up the Foundation
professions so far as is possible with
human nature what it is. Of course program.
The editing and production of the
the circuit must run its own business entire rogram will be under the direction of McElwaine.
as you must run yours. We shall
Several of the short reel features
nevertheless welcome ai any time, as
we know you will, any kindly sug- are nearing completion and the work
gestions and will be glad to profit by of organization in connection with
them. Of course if any of the film the news reel is under way. Arexchanges insist upon war we shall
rangements for distribution are pendmost assuredly go right down the
line on that basis, but we cannot see
Walthall Print Reaches Town
that that sort of tactics is worth anybody's while, particularly as none of
A print
of "Tilereached
Confession,"
with
Henry
Walthall,
New York
us is in business for his health."
yesterday.
Joe Brandt is happy over
Cartoonist With Universal
To Sing at Loew House
Leslie Elton, cartoonist, has been it.
The famous Russian Cathedral
engagedversal tofor
long period
liy New
Unidrawa cartoons
for the
Quartette rememlicred as a feature
-Screen Magazine. Elton claims he with "Redemption," will give a spehas perfected a devrce which allows
cial performance
at Loew's
Avenue
the cartoonist and the cartoon to B Theater
on the East
Side,, tonight,
move at the same time.
as a special feature connected with
His first series will appear in a the Jewish holidays.
forthcoming issue of the magazine.
The Sept. 28 release of tlie Burton
Julius Schwartz, with Fox for five Holmes Travel Pictures is titled
years, has joined the Elk Photo- "Taihoku, the Metropolis of Forjilays. Inc., sales force.

Gee! Stanley's got competj
Spiegel
saysin he's
going t<?
aMax
lot of
theaters
Pennsylvan:

Field Force for Fcl

Representatives Will Be Appcej
by Sheehan and James
The purpose of Arthur Jame-:^
Winfield Sheehan in taking a t t
continental trip is to establish a
force for the Fox Film Corp.
A man who is familiar with tl
cal conditions in his territory ", i
secured.
He will in all ca>>
thorough
newspaper
man
and ,i
act as an intermediary betweci
exhil)itor and the newspaper
scheme will allow these rt prrs t;
tives to write ads for the cxhi i
and see to it that a certain anu
of publicity reaches the news i
umns.
James will appoint a man in
city that has a Fox e.xchange.
Niebuhr and Walton on Trij
Walter Niebi.ihr and H. C. Wi
of -American Cinema, have starl
tour of the country with the fi
of .\w
the advertising
company's pictures.
campaign wi
inaugurated while on the journe
East
manager
tracted
of Fox

St. . Louis. T— Joseph T
of Erber's
theater, exci
has
with
the Chicago
to handle all its first

pictures.
^

A L M O S 1
any times
poster
will
some
succeed
in crowding an
auditorium
— on
the
other hand,
the RITCHEY poster
will always ^nccctd.

RITCHEY

Why experiment.''

LITHO.
eORt*.
406 W. 3Ut St.. N.Y. Phone'ChelMa NSl

Bfei^
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New Film Interests

itkeN e^^s
NO.

78

BIRG.
(JERMAXV.— (iennaii
Kekeeps
order
in cities — Soldiers
iRathaiis
Market,
scene
of recent
with Spartacide forces.
YOR-i CITV. — NC-4 Oack in servile first airplane to fly across tiie
f starts on recruitinR tour around
intry.
OKIA'N, N. Y. — One hundred and
miles an liour!
Remarkable piclowiiig liglitning: rapidit.y at which
ly around track in races at Sheepsay.
'ON, MASS. — Gale sinks naval boat
1, winner of 700-mile submarine
race,
is jammed
into wharf
by
wind and sunk.
,TK 1>E GRAVE, FR.YNCE. —
s testimonial of gratitude to V. S.
nt Poincare
la.vs the cornerstone
inment
America's
)ation in commemorating
war.
SIJl R(;H, P.Y.— Strike invades the
idustry as about j?00,000 men take
1 one of g:reatest national "walkn liistor.y. View of big mills afby strike.
VESTON,
TEX.— Hundreds
perish
f hurricane — First pictures
of the
storms alons: the southern coast
whirl
death
and
destruction
h towns.
IT
WII.ISENATE
I)0 ?— The
world an,\i<>us!.r awaits action of
wliicli is now considering Treaty
n session with amendments and
tions proposed.

o day

It develops that behind the Carlylc Blackwell Prod., Inc. are figures
prominent in poHtical life.
Senator David I. Walsh is president of the company, Mark Eisner,
formerly collector of Internal Revenue, is treasurer, and H. B. Rosen,
of the Harriman National Bank, is a
director.
Tlie country, as noted, will be divided into 12 districts for the sale of
the films and a special sales force
will be used.
New

War

Film

{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — A private showing of
"Through Hell aod Back with the
Men of Illinois," a five-reel special
War Department film assembled under the direction of Capt. James C.
Russell, of the war plans division,
Washi/igton, D. C, was held at the
Logue Story Titled
I'laj-house, last week. The pic"The Red Virgin" has been selecttures will be shown at Chicago theed as the title for the first of a series
aters under the auspices of the Amer- of stories written by Charles A.
ican Lcgio?i and the 86th division Logue for B. A. Rolfe.
Association.
Boisen Advanced
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Joan Boisen who
bas been a mcnil)cr of the Douglas
Fairbanks publicity department has
Ijeeii made* scenario editor.

CH, VAN SICUN & CO.
45 EAST
n ST.
NEW
YORK
CITY

RIGHTS

le You Asked About Powers'
Film for Title - Making ?
If not, send
once to

your

enquiries

I

WE

Mystery

It will smash all boxoffice records on serials. It has more
thrills and will create
more interest than any
other serial in the past.

of 13"

I)istril)UteJ by

W. H. PRODUCTIONS CO.
71 WEST 23rd STREET

NEW

YORK

ART TiTLES

Lusk Here

V:

Xorbert Lusk, who recently resigi^ed as publicity representative
for Goldwyn at Culver City, reached
New York yesterday.

at

Black Building New Theater
Barre, Vt. — The Black Circuit, controlled by Alfred S. Black of Rockland, is having plans prepared for
the erection of a new theater nere.
The proposed house will seat 1,200;
cost about $125,000. A site at Main
and Pearl Sts., is being considered.
Kohn Realart Treasurer
Morris
Kohn, formerly
with Select, is now treasurer of Realart.

IBRARIO
rentk Ave., Hew York

The
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Why are millions
acquainted with him?
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Hudson
On Vacation
Earl J. Hudson, of First National,
leaves today on a 10-day vacation.
Earl will travel around a bit including Chicago Detroit, and several
other points in the trip.
He insists that it is a pleasure trip.

PURCHASE

^UR mim

U

Warde
Firm Increases
Capital
[Ih K^ire to ITID'S DAILY)
Albany. — R«jinal(l Warde, Inc.,
has been granted an increase in capitalization from $100,000 to $200,000.
Richard Willis Here
Richard Willis, of Willis and Inglis, Los Angeles, has reached New
York. Something important said to
be in the wind.

■ILL

Levy Heads Clothiers
Col. Fred Levy, president of the
Edwin Carewe, releasing through First National Circuit of Kentucky
Pathe, will make a trip to Europe and Tennessee, has been elected
of the National Associawhere he will produce "The Girl of president
tion of Retail Clothing Dealers.
the Moulin Rouge" with Dolores
Cassinelli.
Now perhaps he will sell clothing
Accompanying Carewe will be as well as film to southern exhibiWallace W. Fox, assistant director; tors.
Frank Zucker, cameraman; George
"The Brat" Breaks Records
Hommel, assistant, and Jack Schultz,
technical director.
Washington. — Nazimova in "The
Brat" broke house records for attenCohen Reports Sales
dance at Crandall's Knickerbocker
Max Cohen, of Monopol has sold and Metropolitan.
"Crimson Shoals" and "Alma, Where
Howard Selznick is the latest
Do You Live" to Pearce Films for
Louisiana,
Mississippi,
Alabama
and
member
of the family to break into
Florida.
the business. He is assistant to
"Alma, Where Do You Live" has Frank Hampton at the Fort Lee stubeen sold to H. C. Simeral of Pitts- dio.
burgh for Western Pennsylvania,
Ohio and West Virginia.

Garewe Going Abroad

BRYANT

ALLAH A.L0WNE5
GEN, MGR.

PHOTOGRAPHED
NtW
AND
O N S

BRING

SAMPLES

7392
- ROOM

5576

INC.

2004
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KINOGRAMS
AVILSOX IN SAX i KAN CISCO.— The
President visits the metropolis of the Pacific coast and malies some interesting
stops on the way.
BIG STORM AT GALVESTON.— Remarkable pictures made when the West
Indian hurricane swept against the sea
wall that saved the cit.v.
JUNK WAR SHELLS FOR IRON'—
Scenes in a Philadelphia munition plant
yard where millions of war order shells
are going to the nielting pot.
NAVY R.AISES SUNKEN SHIP— In the
Sonth Boston harbor a great naval crane
lifts sub chaser No. 1330 which was
swamped
a't pier in storm.
FEEDING AUSTRIA'S HUNGRY —
Landing supplies at Trieste and the administration of aid to starving in the
war racked regions of nation.
A SHOW FOR SWELL RABBITS— In
Cleveland all the fancy hares of the
country are put on display by fanciers —
Mrs. Guggenheim's favorite pets.
IN 'A CANADIAN MONASTERY— First
motion pictures ever made In the famous
monastery of the Franciscans in old
Qnebec — filmed by Mathewson.
WALES ATTENDS STAMPEDE — Canguest sees
'em ride the wild
horses ada's
at royal
Saskatoon
in Saskatchewan
and
tries a pony for himself.
DUBLIN HORSESHOW— The great
Irish classic is resumed after five years
of suspension because of the world war.
SKIING ON GREASED WAYS— Out in
Illinois a Swedish expert practices his
favorite sport whether there is snow or
not.
CHEVROLET WINS FAST RACE— In
last race of th^ season the nation's fastest
motors compete for honors at Sheepshead
Bay, N. Y.

jM^v

United Pictures

disapproval of the methods that the
United is using at the present time.
In addition to the interest that he
{Continued from Page 1)
holds in United, Horstmann is a
"Alany of my friends have also in- stockholder in 20 New England film
vested,in United," he continued, "and houses and is treasurer of the MoI
don't
want date.
them to lose faith in me
at this late
Inc. tion Pcture Exhibitors of America,
"I am taking this • action because
I want to protect my friends who are
In answer to the foregoing, the
in this enterprise with me. vYpu can
easily see why we have a kick com- following statement was made yesing. Those in authority at United
terday by an official of United Picture Theaters of America, Inc.:
told us they were going to turn out
a new picture every montli. To date
"The United idea has gained such
they have made 7 pictures in 18 headway throughout the United
months.
States that the importance of this
"I am heartily in favor of the company is reco,gnizea everywhere.
United proposition," Horstmann con- With more than 2,700 theaters nowtinued; "in fact I think a co-opera- being served by United, we recognize
tive plan such as theirs is the only the fact that the general sentiment
salvation for the exhibitor today. I throughout the country is so strongly
think the plan can be worked out in in favor of United that its position
an ideal way, but not with the meth- today is better in every way than it
has been at any time since its, incepods they are
usinghisnow."
When
asked
opinion of the tion.
United Pictures Production Co.,
"The announcements which the
Horstmann said he thought it was a company will make shortly regarding
new productions will, we have no
"stock jobbing" proposition.
A meeting was held in Milwaukee doubt, increased our membership to
the 5,000 mark for which we are
Monday, stated Horstmann, called striving.
by Tom Saxe, a prominent stockholder in United. Every exhibitor pres"If there is any dissatisfaction, we
ent, Horstmann says, expressed his have not as yet received anj- notice

of it. Upon the contrary, we
received notice from all directio
the part of exhibi^ors who hav^
our pictures that they are grS
with' the results obtained fri
box office standpoint and that
are
satisfiedforvv''M|
pricesmore
they than
are paying
pi^
released to them.
"The statement whicli^bas
made and which has i^used,
reply from us comes from a gj
man who up to the present ti^
been on the pay roll of this coa

at $25 per week."
Producing in Charlesto
(By Wire to fFID'S DAILY
Charleston, S. C— The Buffai
P. Corp. is here with a large i
pany to take exteriors on a bid
cial production. The compa^
eludes 20 principals and a st8
technical men.
Frederic Thomson is directin

production
which is "The Spc (
Kings" by Arthur Somers Rod
In the cast are Matt Moore,, .
got Kelly, Leo Delaney, and Ri
Lytton. Scenes around a race i|
will be shot.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

COMEDY

SCRIPTS

Have several 2-rre] Coniedy
Scripts on hand. Original ideas
and good plots. Address Box
WD. care. of WID^'S.
GLEN DALE
CAL.

L. J. gasnip:r
THE
BIG
FEATURE
PICTURE
is in a class witli the regular theatrical show and shoulil be exI)loitefl as such. We make a lobby
display that individualizes the production and lifts it out of the
picture RUT. Many new large
productions on exhibition at our
salesrooms.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
22(y West 42nd St. New York City
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That United Deal

Loew Buys 8 Houses

lises Interesting Developments
United
Makes
Statement —
More from Horstmann
i Horstmann- United Picture
:ers. Inc., wrangle lirought some
;sting developments to light
rday.
nest Horstmann added to the
y of things by claiming that ex)r members had paid in approxily $1,000,000 for which "nothing
)een accomplished."
itcd, through its officials, also
d a statement claiming tliat
tmann was only a salaried emand a "disgruntled"
one
at

hibitor memljers of United are
rstood to have had a stormj'
ng in Chicago.
e of the interesting develops of yesterday was the report
the reason that Horstmann had
1 the stockholders meeting was
ad held notes for $10,000 from
ed, and that these notes went
irotest. This occurred several
(Continued on Page 2)

Schiller Has Just Completed Deal —
After 365 Theaters by Janu-

wo More Theaters

(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Memphis, Tenn. — E. A. Schiller,
Marcus
tive,Loew's
announced southern
here that representaLoew had

W
^^K^

^

1»

January
Loew 1.is1920.
building two theaters
here for which $1,200,000 will be

^lM

HH

Schiller stated that within a week
spent.
Loew will have entered Chattanooga
and that options have already been
secured on property there.

i^-^^^HHI^I

Leopold Friedman, attorney for
day:
the Loew Enterprises, said yester-

"There is no limit to the number
of theaters we are after. I really
She loves the man she did not marry. Katherine MacDonald, "The
believe that Schiller mentioned 365
American Beauty" in "The Thunderbolt," her first First National At- in a moment of enthusiasm. There
traction. •Advt.
is no particular reason why he

New World Series

Edythe
Sterling
in Westerners
Through Gradwell's Firm
Leon T. Osborne, of the Baby
Marie Osborne Co., and Charles G.
Husted, formerly of The Virginia
Bv Wire to IVID'S DAILY)
'e, Pa. — The Columbia Realty Pearson Co., are making five-reel
pany will build two theaters, westerns starring EdytTie Sterling.
n Sharon and the other in Oil The brand is releasing through
These theaters will seat 2,000 World Film.
Husted closed the contract with
and will cost $200,000 apiece.
Ricord Gradwell of World last week
e Columbia Realty Company it for a series of six pictures. The first
iably learned, is merely a sub- one will be "The Arizona Cat Claw."
y for Famous Players.
The second will be "The One Way

$650,000 for Los Angeles Thear— Takes Possession
Oct. 1

secured 8 theaters in Texas and
Oklahoma. They are located 'in
Houston, San Antonio,' Waco, Dallas, Fort Worth, Wichita Falls, Oklahoma City and Tulsa. The first
one will open Oct. 15.
Schiller stated that the Loew interests have plans under way to have
365 theaters,, or one for every day
in the year. This, according to
Schiller, is to be accomplished by

f

in Sharon
and
Oil City for
amous
Players — 2,000 Seat
Houses

ally Buys Kinema

ary 1, 1920

^^^Bj^^^^^^^l^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B^^*^^!

S^^^^^^^M

addy Out of Robertson-Cole
nes H. Maddy, wlio has occuan executive position with Rob'n-Cole is no longer connected
that organization.

Price 5 Cent*

Septemlicr 25, 1919

Trail."

Davis Made

Editor

[By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Philadelphia. — H.
O. Davis,
formerly with Triangle and Universal,
has been made editor of the Ladies'
Home Journal.

By Wire to IVID'S DAILY)
; Angeles. — T. L. Tally, viceient of the First National Ex'rs Circuit and owner of Tally's
Iway, has purchased the Kineirand Ave. and Seventh St. The
B. S. Moss is quoted as saying
lase price -was $650,000.
i transaction gives Tally the that t)y this time next yeUr Famous
on the property and possession Players will have 100 theaters either
e building. He will take over in operation or under cbnstruction,
leater Oct. 1.
extending from coast to coast.

100 F. P.-L. Theaters

Pathe Gets Hansen

should

have picked that number."

Another Rivoli

First Production to Start in January
— Contract Covers Long Period
Juanita Hansen will be starred in Project Under Way to Renovate the
a scries of productions which will be
Broadway — Vaudeville in
released through Pathe. At present.
Moss Theaters
Miss Hansen is finishing an animal
serial for William N. Selig and for
A plan is now under way to rethat
Moss's Broadway and make
ary. reason the first Pathe produc- another model
Rivoli of it. The plan origition will not be started until Janunated by B. S. Moss will close the
First film will be "The Red theater for several months after the
Snows" and will be nlmed in the run of "The Miracle Man."
Moss plans to remove the gallery
East.
Don Meaney closed the deal.
and increase the seating capacity.
He will probably make his permanent headquarters there after the re-

Buys Holmes Films

Joseph Friedberg has just closed a
deal whereby he secures control of
world rights exclusive of the United
States on the 5 Taylor Holmes-Triangle pictures.
The pictures are: "Taxi," "Upside
Down," "Three Black Eyes," "A
Regular Fellow," and "It's a Bear."

Beginning Monday, his Regent,
modeling. * will
Jefferson and Hamilton theaters
show vaudeville together with pic-|
tures. The Flatbush in Brooklyn!
has maintained that policy ever sincei
Moss has had it.

Eddie Polo Back
Sales Held Yesterday
Eddie Polo and his company have'
A number of films just released by reached Montreal and will return
the Government, were sold at auc- at once to Universal City. His sertion yesterday, at the Knickerbocker
ial, "The Thirteenth Hour," will be
released shortlv.
.Sales Rooms.
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(Continued from Page 1)
weeks ago. When he visited United
headquarters in an effort to jecure
an understanding regarding the
notes it is said that he agreed to take
$25 weekly on acount, and that from
then on affairs of the corporation
disturbed him to such an extent that
he finally decided to call a meeting
and see how exhibitor stockholders
regarded the situation.
Milton Goldsmith, treasurer of
United, in the presence of Lee Ochs,
vice president of the company, said
that the $25 paid weekly to Horstmann was as salary for services rendered and for nothing else.
An official of Robertson Cole
stated yesterday that an offer for
distribution had been made to them
by United and that it had been rejected.
One of the reasons for exhibitor
dissatisfaction, it is learned, is because United is far behind in the
number ^f production promised for
release.

In a statement United issued in
regard to Horstmann's claims they
said: "The statements alleged to have
been made by Mr. Horstmann are
Bid. Asked. Last Sal* absolutely false and are made either
Famous Players.. 99
99^
99
or through ignorance."
H maliciously
Triangle
—
—
Lee Ochs said personally: "I do
not attach any importance to the
Unit. Pict. Prod.. 16'/,
18^4
18
World Film
—
—
H statements made by Horstmann. I
regard him as a disgruntled salaried
New Speed Camera
It is reported that, weekly salarThe Pathe Review released yester- employe."
ies mentioned by Horstmann as beday contains pictures of the auto
ing wasted are: J. A. Berst, Presirace at Sheepshead speedway with
dent, $1,000; Lee Ochs, vice presithe machines traveling at 120 miles
dent, $500; Milton Goldsmith, treasan hour..
urer, $500, and C. L. Johnson, secreCarl E. Akeley of Akeley Camera,
tary, $500.
Inc„ 244 W. 49th St., is the originator of the device which is said to be
C. R. Seelye, who recently resigned
something uni-quc in its accompUshfrom United, declared yesterday that
ment.
his resignation was in no way to be
construed as having any bearing on
the Horstmann matter. "I did not
approve of the conduct of the officers of the corporation," he said.
"That was my reason for stepping

fuotations
Q«

WfioBookod

DESERT GOLD?
Bulletin No. 10:
Sept. 25, 1919.

NEW CASINO
Jacksonville, Fla.
L. D. Joel's popular first
run theater in Florida's
lajrgest city has booked for
immediate first run —
Benjamin B. Hampton and
Eltinge F. Warner's first
ZANE GREY PICTURE.
"O! what a picture!"

I
I

WW. HODKINSON CORPORATION

.

527 fi((h Avenue. New

The stock of United Picture Prod.
has steadily risen since its introducout."

HERE'S

tion on the Curlj about a week ago.
Yesterday the market cfosed at 18, a
new high level.

DAILJV^

42 New Members Added
United Pictures announce the addition of 42 new theaters to its ejjhibitor chain. These have taken
place within the past ten days.
James Q. Clemmer, of Seattle,
president of the Northwest Exhibitors Circuit, has been added to the
advisory board as has James Beatty
of .San Jose, Cal.
New Ventilating Idea
{Special to fFID'S DAILY)
Omaha, Neb. — F. C. Largen used
to be a motion picture exhibitor in
Creighton, Neb. a small town. He
found he needed a ventilating system
for his theater. He couldn't afford to
install a costly system. He used to
be a ventilation expert wiith the
Western Electric Company. He
madt- a fan which, when placed under the stage with an outlet, afforded
perfect ventilation for his house. He
is now building a factory to make
the fans. Twenty-one small town
theaters have installed them and
many more want them.
"Many of these 21 houses were accustomed to closing during the hot
i
days of summer," said Mr. Largen,
"but this year they all remained
open." He calls his invention "The
Blizzard Fan."

com^ians
bet down

work
out
on that

at the track
thoroughbred

Pollyanna" Start<

{Special to fVID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Mary Pickfort,;
started
expected work
that on it "Pollyanna."
will be fin ai
directing.
about
November 15. Paul Pow
Some delay may be experie:i
because Miss Pickford -may be j
pelled to take a trip to New «
relative to the Cora Wilkenninj II
Frances
Marion,
by arrange!
with Wililam
Randolph
Hear
gation.
doing the script.
Release
will be through
U:
Artists.

has the
maximum
the
poster
whic'
of advertising value
bears the RITCHEY
trade-mark.

Entered in the Film Comedy Handicap

Personally directed by William Nigh

Those two things '
always go together.-,*

RI
TCHE
Y
LITHO.
CORP.

They will get the money

Dooley

n

INVARIABL

TIP

JOHNNY DOOLEY
Johnny

There's lots doin' at World
lots!

Special "Kid" Part Cast
Marshall Ncilan will cast a special
Sixteen Vaults at Studio
"kid" role for Wesley Barry to play
There will be 16 fireproof vl
in "The Eternal Three." Randall installed
at the new Fox studio i
in
it.
Parrish's story has no such character of which will lie fireproof fron
other.
Another Play
Rifkin Buys Abramson Film
Herman Ritkin, of Boston, has purMyron Selznick has pure!
chased New England
rights
on
"The W^oman Game" for E
"Someone
Must
Pay,"
the
Ivan
Hammerstein. Frank Dazey ij
.Abramson film.
author together with Leig
Graves Osmun.
|
Selznick Signs Players
Myron Selznick has engaged AlSpiro With Moss
fred Hickman to support Owen
Gei;ald Spiro, formerly with]
Moore
in
"Picadilly
Jim."
Lumsden Hare has been cast for a Moss.
is now advertising
man for
role in "The Country Cousin."

A STRAIGHT

A man who has watched
the
daily advises
us to have
a

=i

Film

Comedies,

C. L. BACH, President
Longacre Building

New

Inc.
York

406 W. 31<t St., N.Y. none ChelNa 838S

11

jM^ DAILV
Five Arrests Made
The Theft Committee of the National Association has made five arrests in connection with its film
theft campaign.
Willie Feinberg and Moe Goldman
were arrested charged with stealing

September

New

Title

Art

J. W. Aston, of the Photoplay Title
the
Co., of Chicago, has opened a title
ChaplinSpoor.
feature
"Carmen"
in New York, with offices at
George
Kremer
has soldfrom
the plant
729 Seventh Avenue. For the first
film for Ind.,' 111., western Pa., Va., time, it is said, a printed opaque
and Md., Del. N. C, S. C, Dist. of
white on black title is obtainable.
Columbia.

"Christie

King Taking Exteriors
Burton King, director for Wistaria Prod., Inc., has gone to Delaware

Sidney Reynolds

Water Gap to film scenes for "The
Lurking Peril," the 15-episode serial
in which Anne Luther and George
Larkin are co-starred.

(Inc.)

it does title-making cost you?
iaybe you could save some money
y using for
POWERS'
FILM which is
aitable
this purpose.

Next Warwick

Picked

Robert Warwick will appear in
"Jack Straw" by W. Somerset
Maughan.

Comedies

are the only

Single Reel Comedies on
the market in my Judgment and have been
shown at the Merrill
nearly —three
Merrillyears."
Theatre Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

J// enquiries to

J.

CIBRA.RIO

leventh Avenue

The

NEW

YORK

Mystery
of 13"

It will smash all boxoffice records on serials. It has more
thrills and will create
more interest than any
Other serial in the past.
Distributed by

r. H. PRODUCTIONS CO.
NEW YORK

WEST 23rd STREET

JERIGA'S FINEST
LABORATORY
Located

Atop the PalisadTfci.
'Opposite 129th Street

-r

There Can't Be
Any One But

YOU
Left To Make an Offer on the

LEW CODY

SPECIALS

lisade Film Laboratories
lUmt.N. J,

MoMmere 621-2

I*m waiting Mr.

RELIABLE

lotion Picture Photographer
th Bell & Howell
camera
en for engagement,
studio
outdoor.
Phone
Riverside
55.
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Device

n"
"Carme
Buys has
Kremer
Victor
Kremer
bought

a print of "Tarzan of the Apes." It
Houdini Reaches Coast
is alleged they secured the print
Houdini is again in Los Angeles
from a Harlem theater under pretense
where he will start work on a new
of being connected with First National.
picture, probably under direction of
Al Lehrer, Joseph Spreckman, con- James Cruze.
nected with Select, and Barney Alvin, were also arrested. They were
charged with selling Select pictures
without the knowledge of the company.

"^HY DID
ILLIONS
IE HIM?
EME PICTURES

Thursday,

Just Wire
L. J.
GASNIEK
GLENDALE. GAL.
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Fighter in Films
Jack

Johnson
Will
Appear
in
"Strength" — Made in Spain
C. B. Price Co., Inc., has just received from abroad a print of a 12reel film called "Strength" in which
Jack Johnson, former heavyweight
champion, appears. The film was
made by Royal Films of Barcelona,
Spain, and is said to have been exhibited in every country in Europe. It
has never been shown in the United
States or Canada.
It has not ben decided as yet as
to how the picture will be handled
here. It may be cut up and sent out
as a serial.
Sheehan in Los Angeles
(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Winfield R. Sheehan of Fox Film Corp., has arrived
in Los Angeles.

Poli Books "Yankee Doodle"
The Poli Circuit in New England
lias ])ooked "Yankee Doodle in BerBlumenthal in London
Ben Blumenthal, of Export and
Import Film Co., is expected to arlin."
rive in London today.
Fighting in Jersey
The Exhibitors League of N. J.
has already lined up a number of
prominent political figures to support
a bill allowing Sunday shows in the
state.

"AUTHOR

DAIL^r

Ellison of Denver Here
H. E. Ellison of Denver is ii,
C. B. Price Co., Inc., has sold York. He is a member of G
world rights to John D. Tippets and Ellison who own the Pr
and Rialto theaters. He ha
Prod., Ltd., of London, of 20 single signed for the Paramount Ai
reel Novelty comedies and to Inter- service for one year. Elli = a*
national Photoplay Distributors, 10 everything rosy out his way. i
cently his
played
"The forMiracle M,,
single reel Novelty comedies. Fif- both
theaters
one wee
teen two-reel Shorty Hamilton com- records were smashed.
edy dramas were Noia to the Unity
He states that Brown and J
Films of London.
The Mona Darkfeather pictures han until last year held an iij
have been sold to Special Features in his theaters and that t?^ ha
Co., of Knoxville, Tenn., for Ala- out. The latter's deal with F
bama, Tennessee, Florida, Kentucky, no way affected the Princes,
Rialto as had been reported.
Georgia and the Carolinas.

Foreign Sales

AUTHOR'^ "AUTHOl

QUAUTY and SERVICE
HARVEY

FOUNDATION
FILM

CORP.

Recent Releases:
Norma Talmad^e

1600 BROADWAY

•THJD NEW MOON"
Barle WUUama
In
■•A ROQUB'S ROMANCB"

LABORATORY

CONSIDINE

.Vo7(' (tdaptiiig

HEIGHTS, N. J.

Harold McGrath's Novel

"HEARTS

F. CAMPBELL,

L. HENDRICKSON
A Charge JAffairs

6621 St. Francis Court
Hollywood, Cal.

George Loane
Tucker
Productions

Booth Tarkinrton'a
"SEVENTEEN"
"HEARTS
OF
MBN"
for Qeorge Beban
"DELICIOUS
LITTLE
for Mae

Murray

DEVIL"

EDNA SCHLEY
Representing the foremost
Anthors of America and
Hngland
Markham

Building

Hollywood, Calif.

George Elwood Jenks
Continuity and Specials
"A Woman of Pleasure"
Blanche Sweet Special
"The Pagan God"
starring H. B. Warner
"Dangerous
Original
for Wm.Waters"
Desmond
JESSE ProductioDs
D HAMPTON

Telephone 677041

for

R. CECIL

, J. GRUBB ALEXANDER
Forthcoming Releases
Carlyle

Blackwell
tions

Produc-

Ben

In

SMITH

Writer

Originals-Titles-Continuities

"THEWilson
DOUBLE
CALL"
Serial Feature
"THE TRAIL OF THE

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National and Speer Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

CHARLES

anrf MASKS"

BILLIE RHODES
Curroit ReliCic
"Under Suspicion"
A Universal feature

Robert McLaughlin's dramatic production "The House Without Children" will haire a lobby ^display that
shall stop the passer-by on account
of its very human appeal. We are
doing our utmost to cooperate with
the author and transfer his ideas on
canvas. Ready very shortly for the
State Right buyer.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City

Associated with

Hollywood, Cal.

MILDRED

Bryant 4620

JACK CUNNINGHAM

5220 H Snnset Blvd.
Hollrwood, Calif.

WHERE
NEGATIVES ARE SAFE
HUDSON

THEW

Writing Continuity

J. ANTHONY

ROACH

William Fox
Productions

15 Chapters

Five years with Thos.
H.
Current

Ince
Releases:

"APACHE"
•WHAT'S
TOUR

HUS-

"THE

BAND DOING?"
BUSHBR"

REX

TAYLOR

OCTOPUS"

Inc.

M W ^Icf ^f
NY
It " . JlSl Jl.,ll. I .

DANIEL F. WHITCOMB
Adapting

for the screen
and
Original
stories

Permanent

Address

Hollywood, Calif.

E. RICHARD SCHAYER
Pictures
Built In the
SCRIPT— Not In the
Cutting Room
Now

with Goldwyn
Writing for
Geraldine Farrar
and
Director Reginald Barker

Goldwyn

Staff

Current Madge Kennedy
Release
"THE

WRONG

DOOR"

In Preparation:
"MORAN,
OP THE
•LADY
for TomLETTY'
Moore "

aiii,>
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Gradwell Out

inagers Resigning

Of World Film— Milton C. Work in
Charge — Busch
Is Now General
Manager

United Pictures, Says Horstinn — Simon Wires Resignation to Wid's Daily
erday's
developments
in the
nann-United
Pictures
contro-

The Board of Directors of the
W^orld Film Corporation yesterday
confirmed the rumor current for
some time that President Ricord
(Jradwcll had tendered his resignation some time since and that the
same will become effective Sept. 30.
No announcement as to Mr. Gradwell's future activities was made except that he remains a member of
Film. Board of Directors of World
the

itniann made specific charges,
ng claim that a number of
'. managers were resigning
Jnited until a re-organization
effect.
Berst on Coast
reports
he
nothing of Horstmann
fight.
on Simon,
St. Lpuis
branch
■er, wired WID'S DAILY that
resigned
from
United
PicUnited had not received his
ition at the time that the wire

Milton C. Work has been elected
President succeeding Gradwell. Mr.
Work has, ever since the inauguration of the company, been annember
of the Finance Committee and is
thoroughly familiar with the affairs
of the organization. He will assume
the position on Oct. 1.
Briton N. Busch, in addition to his
duties as treasurer of the corporation, a position that' he has held for
a number of years, will become general manager.

d WID'S
DAILY,
and said
new nothing of it.
d officials issue statement that
id not intend to keep up a consy with Horstmann.
St H. Horstmann by long distelephone from Boston yester-'
plied to the statement of the
Picture Theaters, Inc.
Horstmann
said: "Despite
the
at I am a stockholder
in more
3 New England theaters and in
New
York
film companies
lat I advanced
United
more
than any of the present ofifiive one — and he is getting his
rom a $1,000 a week salary — ■
chs and Milton Goldsmith say

Gtorge Meeker remains as gen^eral
sales nTanager; Lee Kugel in charge
of
publicity and S. B. Van Horn of
advertising.
A wife who became a mother in defiance of her husband's wish,
Katherine MacDonald, "The American Beauty," in *'The Thunderbolt."
Her first for First National.
*Advt.

on

Page

2)

)rastic Bills Up
'.Ota Legislature
Considering
asures Which Would Kill
Business There
nuasures
iiavc
been
introinto the special session of the
sota
State
legislature
which
interest
by reason
of the
to which legislators of a cer'pe are prepared to go in ening to obtain control of the
1 picture business,
first kill, a copy of which has
eceived by the National Assowould place all theaters
hont the state under the super^f the Railroad and WareCommission, would give that
Dovver to decide what prices
be charged for admission, and
provide for a system of costly
s.«
second bill would prohibit the
tickets in excess of the seatpacity of any motion picture
her bill is expected to survive.

Frohman

More for Black

y statements arc 'not import{Continued

AUTHORIT'^

Alfred S. Black dropped into
yesterday and quietly announced
he had just acquired eight
houses in New Hampshire and
mont, thus bringing the Black

town
that
more
Verchain

to over 30. "And," said Mr. Black,
"we will have more liefore we have
He is building at Barre, Vermont,
atless."
Bangor an 1,800 seat house and
•Portland, Me., a house with 2,500
scats and at Fair Haven, Vermont.
He

has also acquired the Auditorium and the 'Princess at Brattlel)oro,
the Opera House at Putney, and the
Strand at Randolph, Vt., has secured
a half interest in the Star at Concord,
N. H., and a half interest in The
Strand at* Rockland, Me., Conn's theater, and the Opera at Concord.
"And we still have money in the
bank," said Black.
Although one of the small group
of exhibitors originally interested in
United Picture Theaters, Black refused to discuss the HorstniannUnited controversy.

Activities

One of the first acts of Mr. Busch
as general manager was to issue a
denial of the report circulated recently that Wm. A. Brady would return to World in an executive ca-

William L. Sherrill returned to
pacity.
New York on Monday from a trip to
There have been reports in circulation that Gradwell might. go to one
the coast. Mr. Sherrill will shortly
announce a program of releases. It of the better known producing and
is understood Texas Guinan li^s distributing organizations, among
Selectthat
or Selnick.
J." said,
however,
because "L.
a man
had
been engaged to make a second scr- them
ies of 13 and the Mack Swain Come- lunch with him that it did not indidies will be continued. A serial is
cate that he was to join his organization.
now being produced at the Frohman Amusement Company's studios
and five super-features will be produced and released during 1920.
A contract has been closed with
Sydney Cohan arrived yesterday
Lee S. Goldberg of the Louisville from the Coast, and is stopping at
First National Exhibitors Circuit for the .A.stor. Cohan is interested in
the Texas Guinan two-reel Westerns the sale of the new Lew Cody Speland Mack Swain single reel comedies
cials, and may close for the distribufor the state of Kentucky. This
tion of the features while here.
closes out every state rights territiry in the United States excepting
Clemmer in New York
the west coast and it is understood
James
Q. Clemmer,
president
of
no effort will be made to dispose of
the
Northwest
Exhibitor
Circuit,
this territory until the serial, "The Inc., of Seattle is in New York with
Invisiljle Ray," which is now being
n-ade, is ready for release. Then if his wife.
ti;c productions are not acquired by
StoU Representatives Visiting
an individual state rights concern
the Frohman Amusement Co. will
Jeffrey Bernard and Otis EUery
ritory.
open an exchange to cover this ter- Taylor of the Stoll Film Co., London
are in New York.

Cohan Here

Friday, September 26, 1919

DAII.V
anagers Resigning

even those not interested can understand.
"United today, by reason of its
great strength, which is shortly to be
exercised to the ftill, has naturally
attracted many enemies, who are opposed to an organized exhibitor
movement.
"All charges made against United
:and its officers are unfounded and are
denied in full. This denial has been

[Continued from Page 1)
"1 live in Boston," Horstmann continued. "Ask any film man or bankVol. IX No. 86
Friday, Sept. 26, 1919
Price 5 Cents
er in Boston about my reputation or
financial standing.
"The retorts of the United to my
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
charges
might a'so lead t^ the belief
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM FOLKS, INC.
that I "am alone in my stand. I have
shown representatives of the trade
F. C. ("Wid") ("lunning. President and Treasurer; Joseph Daiineiibcrg, Vice-President papers letters from prominent exhi- made twice and is hereby repeated."
J. A. Berst, seen in Los Angeles by
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Edibitors all over the country who are
tor; J. \V. Alicoate, Secretary and Business
a representative of this paper, said
backing me.
Manager.
he knew nothing of the Horstmann
"A number of United managers
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
«t the post office at New York, N. Y.. under wired me Wednesday that they are controversy, and that if he did he
the act of March 3, 1879.
resigning from United until a re- would jiot discuss the matter for
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
organization was in effect. I have publication, and referred all quesof Greater
New
York, $10.00 one year; 6
to hisSimon,
attorneyof inthe
NewSt.York.
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign, these wires and will produce them .tion's
Milton
Louis
at the meeting. I do not wish to
$15.00.
United
branch,
sent
the
following
mention the names of these men now
Subscribers should remit with order
to WID'S DAILY:
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S because their resgnations will not go ,wre
."Have today wired my resignation
into effect until the end of the week. to
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
United
Picture Theaters of
York, N. Y.
These branch managers tell me that
America.
Have
been with this orTelephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
they have done their part — that they
ganization ever since its inception,
Hollywood,, California:
signed the theaters but that United
Editorial
Offices:
6404
Hollywood
Blvd.
officials could not get the pictures starting as salesman, then promoted
Phone, Hollywood
1605.
Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd
and now their members are so dis- to Indianapolis manager, and then
Phone, Hollywood
1062.
satisfied that they must resign as a promoted to special representative in
territory, a position from which
protest against the incompetency of this
I am .resigning. Appreciate your
the present officers."
"If everythng is as it should be at
Quotations
L'nited officials
this." said they had heard
Bid. Asked. Last Salt United, why do exhibitors whose ac- publishing
nothing from Simon, and the fact
countants went over United's books that he had wired a newspaper of
Famous Players.. 99
99;4
99^
a few months ago refuse to go furth- his resignation before he wired the
Triangle
—
—
%
er in their inventory?
office was sufficien^t in itself to exUnit. Pict. Prod.. 18.'4
IS^H
18-M
everything is lovely why have i jjlairt things.
World Film
—
—
M a "If
number of salary and expense
checks issued to branch offices been
Harrison Ford Coming East
Novelty Cartoon
returned to employes by the liank I
1 Universal has a novelty in its New
Harrison Ford is coming East to marked 'insufficient funds'?
play opposite Marguerite Clark in
"Were the proper officials of the jScreen Magaznc. This feature is the
New York Curb market given an op- I perfected process of cartoon artist
"Easy
to
Get."
Walter
Edwards
will
depicted on the screen. The
direct.
portunty to ascertain the financial action
status of United Picture Theaters artist is Leslie Elton and the new
method makes it possible for the car.\1-bert J. Lena has been made before the stock of the United Picture
toon to move while the cartoonist is
studio manager for Emile CHautard Productions was placed on the curb?
working
it, thus allowing the car?
"If everything has been as it
who is making a Mayflower production to be released through Realart. should be why has Dustin Farnum toon to play, as it were, with the
cartoonist while he is making ihe
been loafing practirally all summer drawing.
;it a salary of $2,000 or $2,500 per
week? Exhibitor members were
Stella K. Talbot With Apex
|)romised eight Farnum pictures exStella
K. Talbot, who starred in
rlusive of 'The Light of Western
"The
Price
Innocence," has signed
Stars' by September, 1919. How a contract ofwith
Apex Photoplays,
many _ will be delivered and how
liers?
much will thev finally cost mem- Inc. She will appear in ingenue
roles and will start work early in
"United should have assets. How November at the New York studio.
Bulletin No. 11.
many pictures does it actally own? Apex was lately incorporated for
On how many of the seven pictures
Sept. 26, 1919.
'released have the future receipts $750,000.
lieen mortgaged to the extent of 7S
Fox Signs Camera Woman
Herbert E. Hancock announces
When these questions were pres- the signing of Louise Lowell, the
ented to United Pictures, an official first camera woman. Miss Lowell
per cent?"
of that corporation said:
will leave for Toronto immediately
"We do not intend to fceep up a trip.
Easton
via airplane to get pictures of the
Penn.
controversy with Mr. Horstmann Prince of Wales and his Canadian
over long distance phones or use the
Harlan E. Woehrle's
newspapers as a medium in which to
institution
that has live
the
discuss matters that are of interest
Returning to Coast
strongest hold on its home
only to the thousands of members of
public, immediately bookGoldwyn reported yesterday that
United. If Mr. Horstmann had the
ed, at the highest price
Madge Kennedy was planning to reinterest
of
United
at
heart
he
would
he has ever paid for a
turn to the Coast and resume work
know better than to be giving out
on the adaptation of a Saturday
interviews
in
serial
form
to
trade
—
picture
Evening Post story. She is expected
Benjamin B. Hampton and
publications.
to leave in a week or so. ,Miss Ken"The
numerous
telegrams
we
have
Eltinge
F. Warner's
first
nedy has been East on a vacation
ZANE GREY
PICTURE.
received from all over the country for some
weeks.
from prominent exhibitors and just
Doubling Up
shown you, clearly indicate where
"Oh!
What a picture!"
the vast majority of stockholders
stand as far as the company and its
Earl Hudson of First National
W.V. HODKINSON CORPORATION
management is concerned.
took a vacatTon. Then he went and
, ,. .527 tijih *.««»«. XmYorkGlr "The attack made at this time is .got married at the same time.
for a purpose
so transparent
that Doubling up, so to speak.

|^^^5ta

Wfio Dookod

DESERT GOLD?
3rd STREET
THEATRE

Wonder

where

Gradwell's

gd

Maxwell Manager of Omaha, R
Melville E. Maxwell, long a
ated with several of the large
tributing coinpanies, /las beei
pointed manager of the 0
branch of Realart.

Two Shifts Busy at Selznick S
Production
is now coming |
so rapidly at the Selznick s
that it has been found necessa
put on a special night shift o
penters and other workmen to,
pace with the directors. With I
Thomas, Owen Moore, Elaine i

merstein
and Eugene two
O'Brien
ing simultaneously,
shifts d
been found necessary.
Thirty
iors have been called for accc
to schedule, within the next tvia
four days, and as delays are ^
in the film business, they mi.

ready on time.
'
Adler Sees Theater Building
"Better pictures mean mor
better theaters. Theater buildi
tivity is unprecedented in the h
of This
the New
is the Ycfrk
word territory."
which Lest
Adler, manager of the New,
branch of Realart brings as a
of
a trip
New the
York'W
as far
norththrough
as Albany,
part Jersey.
of Connecticut and- no;
New

A

OREAl
STAR
lends an added
value to any^
photo-play.'So
does a RITCHEY
poster.
RITCHEY
LITHO.

CORP.

406 W. 31<t St., N.Y. Phone Chelui $3l

.

DAIUV
Prevent Fake Movie Ads
tic, Wash. — Corporation
5I Walter F. Meier has subto the city council of Seattle
iinancc preventing false adig by motion picture theaters,
til proposes to give the board
Iter censors free rein in cutut displays that are morally
onabl^e and that are advertissehoyds.

HY DID
ILLIONS
OCK TO
E HIM?
Sidney

Reynolds

EME PICTURES

(Inc.)

ESS MEREDYTH
and

riLFRED LUCAS
Writing and Directing

istralian Features

ddress
are Snowy Baker
t Oxford Street
•dney, N. S. W. Australia
ible Address
Snowing Sydney"

^ERS' FILM Will Suit You
for any titles you are making.
As large a quantity as you need
can be had from

J.

CIBU.VRIO

;venth Avenue

NEW

YORK

West Prosperous
Big Business
Everywhere — Started
in Tent, Now Building Theater
(Spfctal to 1(^1 D'S DAILY)
Omaha, Nel). — .September has
liroved to middle western exhibitors
that this is going to be the best motion picture year ever seen in Iowa,
Nebraska, Kansas and the Dakotas. Everybody has plenty of money
and every motion picture theater is
making plenty of profit. .
.K year ago the situation was decidedly different from what it is now.
Then the boys were at war, some
liad been killed, and the folks at home
were not going to shows. This year
the boys are at home, and everybody
IS being urged as never before to go
to shows and resume the normal
trend of affairs.
Exhibitors are lengthening the
time of runs and raising the price of
admission. They are booking bigger
pictures, and they are going out on
the open market after them. Any exhibitor in the middle west will say
this fall will mean money for him,
and he is going after the business
with a vim and enthusiasm that
make
his statement
a certainty.
L. K. Furnace started showing pictures in a tent at Tilden, Neb., two
months ago. He made so much
money he is now building a new
motion picture-theater.
Such wonderful business was done
when he showed "The Brat," H. H.
Treffer of the Liberty Amusement
Co., Davenport, la., ran the picture
ten days instead of only one wee1<.
The Sun Theater, Omaha, Neb.,
broke all attendance records, showing, "The Brat." A lobby display
and big newspaper space did it.
John Krauth, Deiiison, la., exhibitor, has Just rcUirned from serving in
France and re-opened his theater.
"Better business than I had when I
left," he said.
The Royal theater, Sioux City, la.,
and the Majestic, Council Bluffs, la.,
are now showing only two pictures a
week instead of three, as in the past.
Their admission prices were raised
when the policy was changed.
A. L. Hepp bought the Gem theater, Greeley, Neb., less than a year
ago, when it was losing money hand
over fist. He has made such a success of it that he is now building a
$10,000 house, which he will name
the the
Idylhour.
booked "Destiny"
for
openingHepicture.
Business is so good in East Des
Moines, la., that patrons at Sam Elman's Grand theater are willing to
sit through falling plaster to watch
his pictures while tlie theater is being rebuilt. A big re-opening of the
Grand will be held November 1.
Although Attica, Neb., has a population of only 95, Moon & Son, exhibitors, are said to be making big
money showing "Elmo The Mighty,"
and the "Spur and Saddle Series."
Editor M. G. Robers of the Universal Weekly, published by the exaginechangeNewin Omaha,
_York ifremarks:
Moon & "ImSon

built a special box office in the main
street intersection of the town, a
block from his theater, and sold
tickets for his show. From the special box office to the theater was a
string of tliree-shects, visible for
blocks during the day, and well
lighted
niglit. *He
at the attheater
and also
the sold
showtickets
was

Friday, September 25, 1919
Roach Here
H. E. Roach, president of The
Rolin Film Co. (Harold Lloyd comedies) reached New York yesterday
from the Coast. Said he was looking
around, and was not even worried
about strike conditions on the Coast.

Mary Miles Minter, director Wilpacked all the time.
liam D. Tylor and tlie entire comManager Fallkenberg of the Majespany which supports the star in her
tic, Lexington, Neb., was in Omaha,
initial
Realart picture, "Anne of
to buy a big picture to be shown Green
York. CJaliles,"have returned to New
when the county fair is in his city.
Paramount-.\rtcraft week in the
middle west was a big success. Fiftyone theaters in the larger cities of
Iowa and Nebraska showed nothing
else during the entire week. Business was forty per cent, above normal with the Famous Playcrs-Lasky
exchange in Omaha,
advertisements were usedNeb.
in theBig'
larger
newspapers of the two states.
C. ter,
W. Rock
Bradley
the Strand
Rapids,of la.,
booked 'theaBill
Hart, Fairbanks and Arbuckle for
the week of September 21, when the
annual round-up is held in his town.
Horseback riders and others from
many
counties visit Rock Rapids for
ley. annual
this
affair, ,and it always

Crrcai

Urayna

ot ike Nnrilr

H'Sde
EACOutsi
Tlie
REXGirl Bfrom

means a harvest for Exhibitor Brad-

d Darker
btj Keatnal
Urrccted unjcr
J^oduced
the direciton
of

GOLDWYN

Mabel Julienne Scott Signed
Mabel Julienne Scott has been enc;aged
leads. liy Famous Players to play

nasters pen expresses iit?cl[ on tkc screen
A masters

arf!|iJl(#%::^te
Looking for a House
Omaha, Neb. — It is hard for an
exhibitor to quit the game. Tom
Crawford was for years an exhibitor "WHERE PROMISES ARE SACRED"
in Broken Bow, Lexington and Gothenberg. Neb., and Red Oak, la. Re- FORMERLY BRODA & MEYER INC.
cently he sold the Scenic theater in
Red Oak and started east for his
health. He is now back in the middle west, inquiring of his friends if
they know of a theater which he I.KI rKKKD - II.l.USlRATED - PHOTOGK APHKD
can secure as his own.
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW

LOUIS

MEYER

TITLES
PROCESS TITLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS

Now In Earnest
Neligh, Neb. — J. C. Jenkins, owner
and manager'
of the
Auditorium
theater, closed his
house
two months
ago and went to Seattle, Wash., for
a rest. When he returned he sold
out his real estate and abstract business and went into the show game
in earnest. Other theaters have tried
to open in Neligh, but Exhibitor Jenkins has the motion picture business
there by the tail and nobody else has
a chance.

A

PHONE

CALL

WILL

BRYANT
220 WEST 42nd ST.

BRING

SAMPLES

7392
- ROOM

I HERBERET
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I BLNowAdirecting

Three Theaters Playing "Checkers"
Cincinnati. — Fox Film has 'Checkers" running at 3 large theaters simultaneously here. They are the New =
Orpheum, Strand and Metrolopitan.
This is claimed as an event without parallel, locally.

VA
in
I NAZIMO

Brabin In»proving
Charles J. Brabin, director, was =
reported as "improving" yesterday
at St. Luke's Hospital, where he
underwent an operation for appendi-

Washburn citis.
Being Congratulated
there!"
were
County
fairs are a boon to exhibitors. M. K. Matthews, of Rock
Bryant Washburn
wired Famous
that he was the
Rapids, Ta., usually reports $200 re- Players yesterday
ceipts in one week. During county father of a bouncing baby boy, and
fair, week
he took in $2,000.
He was making tracks for .home.

B

m

''The Hermit Doctor

of Gaya"

2004
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Coast Brevities

New

Blackton

Story

|

DAILV
Incorporations

1

J. Stuart
Blackton
has
selected \
.Vlbanj-. — Aioving
I'lelure
Title:
"Respectable l)y Proxy" for his next Inc., New
{Spraal to I^ID'S DAILY)
York
City. Capital, $15,Hollj-vvood. — Tlu' Bronx Studio at picture.
000.
Incorporators:
G. O. Dubbs,
1745 Allussaiidro St., has been leased
Jack Martin, Blackton's assistant Ave.
A.
Wolfsohu,
J.
Barr,
2436 Third
for six months to the Arolf Prdduc- has gone to the coast for a vations, inc. This company consists of cation.
Ovid Uoubleday, Lafayette McKee
All)any. — Arcadian Film Corp.,
150 Theaters
Playing
Cartoons
an<i ( has. Mack, and is said to l:>e
Ne\v
York City. .$25,000. IncorporFo.x cjflices report that over 150
ators: L. Friedman. D. Blum, M.
amply financed. !'roduction Ijegaii
last week on one-reel comedies to lie theaters in Ohio have contracted for Hammers.tein, 149.^ Broadway.
the Mutt and Jeff cartoons.
prodnced at the rate of 'one a week
and two-reel westerns, featuring;.Vlljany. — .\rial .'\musement Co.,
Four from World
V'era McGinnis. These westerns will
New
York City. Capital $8,000. Inbe produced at tlie rate of one every
World Film will release the folcorporators: C. G. and C. D. and
M.
D. .Stamatis, 47 Kingston Ave.,
two weeks. Distril^iiting- arrangelowing
films
in
October:
"The
OakBrooklyn.
ments are said to have been comdale Affair" with Evelyn Greeley;
pleted.
"Woman of Lies" with June Elvidge;
Lillian and
Dorothy
Gish,
with
"The Black Circle" with Greighton
.Albanv — Elite Film .'\ss'n. Inc., N.
their mother, are leaving for New ' Hale, and "The Arizona Cat Claw" Y. City. Capital $50,000. W. W. and
York.
They will spend the winter with Edythc Sterling.
V. M. Skinner and Bloch, 106 W.
there, sailing for Europe in the early
163rd St.
=
To Pick From Open Market
"—
spring.
Harlan Tucker, now appearing in
Fox will use .productions not made
Albany — L' Star Lal)oratory, Inc.,
the play "Civilian Clothes" at the by his organization in his four Den- New York. Capital $3,000. Incorp.:
Morosco Theater, Los Angeles, will
ver theaters. The entire Fox output Leopold Friedman, David Blum and
he Marie W'alcanip's leading man for will be shown- but the rest of the Matie Hammerstein, 1493 Broadwav,
her new serial, "Petals of Lao-Tze," open time will be played by selected N. Y. Citv.
which Henry McRae is to produce films of other companies.
for Universal.
Columbus, O. — Pantheon Theater
Ethel Clayton is now at work at
Walter McEwen
appears in "The Co., Toledo) $100,000; J. F. Kumler,
the Morosco studio on her newest Band Box" with Doris Kenyon.
Paramount, "More Deadly Than the
Male."
Robert G. Vignola directing.
Houdini will start work on his new
picture under the direction of James
Cruze.

Clemmer

Books

"Westerne

I Seattle.— Contracts were <
I this week by James Q. Clei
president of the Northwest E
tors Circuit, and P. G. Lynch,
ager for Hodkinson, for a con
circuit-wide booking of "The
erners." This contract coversf
cally every key city in the ter
and will be inaugurated by a
run at the Clemmer, S-.^tTt. 27
lowed by first runs in Portlanc
coma and Spokane.
Hodkinson organization wil
down four or more prints in th
ritory to bill dates.

David P. Howells Expand
David P. Howells has forme tl
Howells Cine Equipment Co. tci
vide for the foreign exhibitor, r
ducer and exchangeman, equip!
of the finest makes. Amongsi
products handled are the Sir.l
machine, for which they have
rights for the entire Orient,
Powers machine for Brazil, J
.\cme Portable Projector for j
tically the entire foreign field,
the accessory business is unde:
supervision of J. C. Hornstein.

Jr.

I HI-; KM,
1 \riiKK
i'lcrii;:::
is in :i (■l;iss uiti t!'t» i-»-;uliU' 1.1. ►■
<!iinil
i lie PN
silricjil • slidw ;;ii
ploiteil ils siKli.
,■ r,.;il:i-';i 1..1>1),\
(lisiiliiy tliiit iii(li\ idiializes the [iro(iiiitidii iiiiil lifts it out of tiip
piitiire KXJT. Many new li>rf;e
priHluction-s on exhibition at our
snlesroom.s.
lvH\(s
S\\(.
( O.
ii> West 4:ii<l St. New York City
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TITLE/
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''I thank you''

Am<-!

Ill Ltj

HAND LETTERING
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WE AKE HAVING A FINE TIME CONSIDERING OFFERS THAT AKE MUCH BETTEK
THAN EVEN THE BIG ONES WE
EXPECTED.
ii

L. J. GASNIER

Glendale, California

jhViKOmiB
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FILMDOM

Price 5 Centt
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orstmann Meeting

Meeting Galled

Attended by Number of WeilKnown Exhibitors
long the exhibitor members of
I'd Picture Theaters who are
;ted to reach here by Tuesday
ttend the meeting called by
St Horsttiiann of Boston are

Distributors'
Delivery
System
Will
Be Discussed and Perfected
Lewis Iiinerarity, chairman of the
committee on organization of F. I.
L. M. Clubs and Exchange Managers
.Associations for the National Association, has issued a call for a meeting to be held on Wednesday, Oct.
29, at 2:30, at the National Associa^

^ Crandall, Washington; "BerDepkin, Baltimore; and Jake
s of Richmond, or his reprctive, Harry Bernstein,
number of other exhibitors
near-liy eastern and southern
s are expected. Horstmarm is
)ack on Monday,
e of the interesting topics which
pectcd to develop at Tuesday's
ing is in reference to the annual
ing of -United Picture Theaters,
e have been a number of coms raised as to why this meeting
not held as scheduled last Feb, relative to which Milton Gold;, treasurer of the corporation,
that inasmuch as the corporadid not start business until last
ber that there would have been
usinoss of importance to transt the February mcetmg and that
ostponement was made with the
consent of a majority of the
{holders.
•xt February, according to Mr.
smith, a report will be made.

tion offices in the Times Building,'
when definite plans will be formulated by the delegates for the organization of an association to be affiliated with the National Association.
This is the organization discussed
sonu' time back for the purpose of
eliminating the reel delivery com-^
panies. It is fi ur"-' 'lat in a large
measure,
film (•t''e'
il becompanies
eliminated if the
r;!ii;tiug

"I married you so as to prevent your becoming a mother." Katherine
MacDonald, "The American Beauty," in "The Thunderbolt," her first for
First National.
*Advt.

Nehls and Freuler Here
in R. Freuler, president and R.
ehls in charge of the American
n Co.'s
New studio
York. at Santa

Barbara,

Kolker With Brentwood

By Wire to fflD'S DAILY)
s Angeles — It is understood that
y Kolker will join the Brentl Film Co. in the capacity fory held by King Vidor.

Arbuckle Ready

Antonio
Studio
Finished — Site
Covers 11 Acres
om San Antonio comes word
the studio of the Maclyn Arle company is ready to shoot on
irst productions.
e studio site covers 11 acres. A
)er of Ijuildings in the old Expo1 Park have been secured and
ferted into a- studio with a modlighting system. A large outstage, 60 by 90 feet has been
:ed.
le Arbuckle features produced
r direction of L. D. Wharton
be comedies. Arrangements
been perfected with Irvin S.
I and George Barr McCutcheon
iriginal stories.

New Circuit

More for Stanley

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Onraha. Xrh. — 'riir Morcland
Amusement Co. has hi'L-n chartered
at Missouri Valley, la., with a capitahzation of $100,000.
The company will operate in Minnesota, Nebraska, Towa and South
Dakota. Officers are: President, Dr.
Horace Warren; firse vice-president
and manager, John .Kemper; and
treasurer, W. A. Smith.
The company will own and operate
23 theaters in the territories named.

(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Philadelphia. — The Stanley Co. of
.America has- taken over the Towers
and Broadway theaters at Camden,
N. J. They are two of the leading
theaters
in town.
day.
.Stanley,' takes possession on Mon-

Baroness
De Witz
Here
Madame Thasia. the Baroness Di
Witz, formerly vyith the Royal Cinema Pictures of Canada, is in Ne\,
York, It is rumored she will In
signed by one of the larger film com
panies.
Still Another Sfory
Mjron .Selznick has purclKl^,e'
"The' Lynch
Magdalene
of Mulville"
John
and Ednuind
Gouldin;b;
for Olive Thomas.
Hope Lf)ring, who has written seV'
eral Universal serials, has arrived iti
New York from Los Angeles.
, .,:

Baumer

Finishes

Industrial

maintain thc'r o^delivery system.
Notice has b. . i sent to all F. I. L.
M. Clubs, Exchange Manager Associations and Film Boards of Trade
suggesting that they should send as
delegates to the convention their
president or secretary, or both, SO;
that in perfecting the plans for the;
new body their experrence and familiarity with local conditions may
be available.
The idea of the contemplated orga-,
nization was presented by Innerarity
in his report read at the third annual
meeting of the Association at Roch{Continued on Page 2)
Dismisses Suit
Supreme Court Justice Lehman
has signed an order discontinuing ^
suit of the American Photo Players
Co. against the Copeca Amusement
Co. and the I. D. Amusement Co.
liecausc the case has been settled.

Plans Changed

Paramount
Interests
Decide
on a.
Baumer Films, Inc., has just finChange of Policy Relative to
Theater Operations
ished a film dealing with pj'Orrhea, a
disease of the teeth. The film was
It is understood that plans- relative
made in collaboration with the Py- to the operation of theaters either
orrhocidr Clinic and is a one-reeler owned, controlled or leased by Paracalled ".\ Mouthful of Wisdom."
mount or by interests
"friendly to"a
this organization
are undergoing
Levy Made Manager
change and that the.^ plan of operation has not definitely been deterWashington-;-M.
.-V. Levy,
formined upon.
I merly
a salesman
with
Exhibitors
I Mutual, has been made
manager of
It will not be surprising, howthe e.xchanpe here.
ever, when these plans are definitely
announced, that existing arrange;lucnts between Famous Players of
No Date for "Peg" Trial
Paramount or Mr. Zukor. personally,
Tlie Hartley Manners-Famous
Players suit over exhiliition rights and the B. S. Moss theaters, may be
changed.
\
on "Peg o' My Heart" appeared on somewhat
the call calendar of the Southern
As noted some time ago Mr. MossDistrict court yesterday.
was given complete charge of theater
No date has as yet been set for operation of the corporation identi-^
fied with Famous Players.
the trial.
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ester last August and was approved
in its entirety. It has long been
felt that some such body, linking
local units as branches with the parent organization in New York would
be of benefit in carrying out the
work of service for the industry
which both the National Association
and the State bodies are chiefly concerned with.
The association reports letters
from individuals and L.xchange Managers' Associations throughout the
country have been coming in since
the Rochester meeting urging that
no time be lost in setting about the
incorporation of the proposed orga.
nization, since it is quite generally
felt that the local branches by keeping in constant touch with the various standing committees of the
National Association, such as censorship, Sunday opening and legislative matters, can materially expedite
the work of these important committees.
As associates on nis committee,
Innerarity. who is secretary of the
Pathe exchange, has Charles C. Pettijohn of Exhibitors' Mutual, Al
LichtiTian of Famous Players, Herman Robins of Fox. Felix Feist of
Goldwyn and William Wright of
Vitagraph, Lie.

Wid's, First Aid
It may be of interest to yoo
to know how photoplay featiires are selected for presentation in the Crandall Theaters
in Washington — the foremost
chain of picture houses in the
Capital.
Of 'Course all subjects submitted for booking are given
preliminary screening before
our censorship committee, consisting of Mr. Morgan, our
general manager, Mr. Payette,
manager of our Metropolitan
Theater, Mr. Bell, director of
publicity, Mr. Heitmuller, general musical director, and myself. We know what we like
and generally succeed in approximating what the public
will enjoy, but the difficulty lies
in choosing for observation
prospective bookings that will
not prove a sheer waste of
time.
Our first aid in sifting the
wheat
from We
the chaff
DAILY.
knowis WID'S
of no
quicker guide to worthwhile
features or any surer index to
ill-judged activity in production.
WID'S DAILY has saved ua
both time and money, for
which we are grateful
Very cordially yours,
HARRY M. CRANDALLw

Hear

about tlie scrap at Rol

son Cole? ■
K. C. Church

Has Movies

{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
K;insas City. — The Linwood E
evard Christian Church introd
something different m the city v
it adopted films for cntertainn,
The first night Dr. Burris Jeni
Burnham Suit Discontinued
pastor of the church, and the r
The suit of Clara Louise Burnham,
aging editor of the Kansas City 1
Philadelphia, Pa. — South Broad St.
novelist, against the Universal Film
booked a Norma Talmadge pic
Theater,
recently
purchased
by
StanMfg. Co. for an accounting of royaland on a following day the N
ley
Co.,
to
show
movies
only.
ties alleged to be due her from the
Victory
parade was used with ,,
Philadelphia, Pa.— Chestnut St.
eral one-reel
comedies.
jl
picturization of a novel, has been
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Opera
House
being
remodelled
and
discontinued by Supreine Court
Omaha,
Neb.
—
Omaha,
Neb.,
took
Dr. Jenkins stated that he w
Justice Lehman on the statement by will show pictures only under per- another step forward as the middle by no means confine the film;
sonal supervision of S. L. Rothapfel.
the attorneys that the case has been
Manchester, N. H. — Queen City western city having the best motion those things sacred and on the o
settled.
theater renamed Strand. E. J. picture theaters, when the Moon, hand has made a ruling that onh
to the minute films will be use
Caron, manager.
new house owned by the World the entertainments. With the
Redlands, Cal. — J. A. Menard by
Realty Co., opened at 1410-12-14 nights as an indication of fu
Orpheum in Riverside.
the experiment is going
Dorchester, Mass. — Codman Sq. Douglas St. This is just east of the business
charge.
Theater reopened with first run pic- Rialto, the big new A. H. Blank Seventeen • cents admission war
tures.
house.
Charleston, S. C. — Majestic to
The Moon is a sister theater to
reopen.
the
Sun, directly through the block in Bohemia" for Fox in Hollyw
Endicott, Wash.— R. R. Hutchison
Peggy Hyland has finished "A
Bulletin No. 12.
to remodel harness shop into picture on Farnam St. It seats 1,600 people
and
was
built
at
a
cost
of
$250,000.
Sept. 27, 1919.
theater.
The picture shown at the opening,
Portland, Me. — Portland theater
IN COLORADO
leased by Wm, J. Gallagher .and when big crowds attended, was "The
Michael J. Meaney.
Gray Horizon," featuring Sessue
Hayakawa. The Moon will show
Behind the big Talbot's AmerMilwaukee,'
Wis.
—
Palace
renamed
ica Theatre first run, other
similar big releases, two or three
, no differences of
Great Palace.
Jack Yeo, manager.
important and immediate first
Anderson, Ind. — Starland remod- pictures a week.
run contracts have been signed
The admission price at the Moon
eled at cost of $8,000. Reopened.
opinion about the
with these Colorado theatres:
RITCHEY poster.
Lansing, Mich. — Gladner reopened. will be different than in any other
Grand
Pueblo
downtown house in Omaha — 15 cents
It is universally
Claude Cady, manager.
America
Colorado
Springs
Majestic
Pueblo
Jacksonville, 111.— W. W. Gillham to any seat in the house.
considered to be
The Sun theater, at the opening of
sold Rialto to Fredk. Lawson.
Lyric
Sterling
Isis ->
liongmont
the
Moon,
changed
its
policy
from
Scrantpn, Pa. — Strand opened for
Kex
Greeley
showing two pictures a week, to
season, Frank Whitbeck, manager.
the greatest movLyric
Fort Collins
Milford, Mass. — Opera House re- showing only one picture, and inBoot O. H .'.....
Laramie,
VVyo.
poster
creasing the admission price five
opened under management of Elm
that ing
it picture
is possible
Lyric
Casper, Wyo.
cents. The Sun entered upon its
to make.
Everybody's booking this Bennew policy, showing Nazimova in
Amusement
Elmira, N.Co.'
Y.— O. S. Hathaway
jamin B. Hampton & Eltinge
"The
Brat."
buys picture house.
F. Warner first ZANE GREY
• LITHO.
CORP.
R. H. Ballantyne, formerly an exPICTUKB.
Philadelphia, Pa. — George Warner
4MW.31>tSt..N.Y.
rhone ClielMt 838S
hibitor out in Nebraska, then manto renovate picture theater on Columbia Ave.
"Ol
What a picture I"
ager of the Mutual exchange in
Hackensack, N. J.— Eureka reOmaha,
manager
of the
"Muse,
will
also
manage
the new
Moon
theater.
opened under new management.
Dexter, Me. — Park sold by Haines "Bailie" is looked upon as one of
& Wyman to Graphic Theater Co., the most capable exhibitors of the
Inc. of Bangor.
middle west.
iii/mi!^^^'

House' Changes

Another Big House

Wfio Booked

DESERT GOLD?

THERE

ARI

RITCHEY

sM^
LtheN ews

No. 79
t,, MASS. — Buy an automobile for
t a ^^rgain sale of Fords, but
ars \vnich are auctioned at prices
5 to ^00.
PCS CHKISTI, TEX.— Southern
3 devastated by the terrific force
id and tide — the death-sVveepins
ne converts towns on Gulf into
f wreckage.
)EAUX, FRANCE. — President
e tours country
to study
reconn — arriving at Bordeaux, whlcn
le of the enibarliation ports for
oldiers.
JFRAN CISCO, CAt. — San Francisco
j its arms open to Wilson — the
jnt completes one-half of tour In
fn for Peace Treaty.
ATOON, CANADA. — Atmosphere
1 and Wooly West appeals to the
of Wales — bucliing steers an«
opers are features of round-up in
)f the Prince.
iLAND, ME. — "Can" the high cost
gt Over four million sardines are
. daily in the huge nets of the
ist fisheries.
>KEN,
N. J.— Their
last dinner.
1 German aliens receive their last
this country
before
being
sent
Germany,
r, IND. — Both sides alert in steel
Strikers and state police in the
of mill towns present state of ezenslon.

oday

HY DID
(LLIONS
<E READ
F HIM?
iidney

Reynolds

WE PICTURES

(Inc.)

DAILV

In the Courts

Training School

The Graphoscope Co. and its
stockholders have been sued in the
Supreme Court by Raymond Guede
Coghlan for $48,333. The complaint
alleges that the corporation was the
owner of many patents for motion
picture machines and accessories
and that Charles Francis Jenkins
also owned American and foreign
rights to patents. He says that in
1907 he made an agreement with
Jenkins representing the Graphocope interests that if he could sell
the property of the corporation he
would' chase
getprice10and
per hecent,
purwasof tothedivide
equally with Jenkins all received ir
excess of $250,000. He says he got
Clark D. Eaton to buy the property
for $300,000 and later the purchase
was taken over from Eaton by the
Graphoscope Development Co. He
alleges that he was entitled to $50,000 and has received only $1,166.

For Managers — Idea of J. W. Adams
of Des Moines

The H. & H. Production has been
sued in the City Court by the John
A. Miller Motor Renting Co. for
$1,242 due for rental of machines to
the corporation. The defendant has
admitted in its assignment to trustees for the benefit of creditors that
it owes $1,060 but alleges that a
bill of $182 is for personal use of
a naachine by Mr. Harvey.

Saturday, September 27, 1919
After Wilbur Plays
Crane Wilbur is meeting with
much- success selling his plays to
Broadway managers. Arthur Hopkins and Cohan & Harris will produce Wilbur's "Haunted Violin,"
John Cort will produce "Fools
Game," A. H. Woods will produce
"Eye for An Eye." He will also produce "Arabian Nights."
Several offers have been received
for the film rights to the above mentioned product ons according to N.
T. Granlund who will handle the motion picture rights to the Wilbur
plays. Myron Selznick is one of the
heavy contenders. Otto Gygi is representing Wilbur with the legitimate
managers. In addition to his work
on the legitimate plays Wilbur is
now writing a story for Norma Talmadge which w'll be screened soon.
Exchange Name Changed
Omaha. — Following instructions
from the New York office. Manager
E. C. Blakeman of the Southern Triangle exchange maae no changes in
the personneUof his exchange force
when the name was changed to Enterprise Distributing "Corp. Mr.
Blakeman anticipates a highly successful season.

(Special to fVID'S DAILY)
Omaha, Neb! — The ordinary, self
trained motion picture theater manager the
doesn'tAdams
satisfyAmusement
J. W. Adams,
head of
Co.,
headquarters, Des Moines, la.,
which owns a string of nearly a score
of theaters throughout southern
Iowa. Mr. Adams nas started a
school for motion picture theater
managers.
For years he managed his own
house. He formed what he believes
to be a solid, money making method
of managing. Recently he has been
acquiring numbers of theaters. He
takes some youngster, between 17
and 20 and puts him in the Adams
managerial training school in Des
Moines, where the student is taught
the theory of Adams management.
When he has had sufficient theoretical training, he is sent to one of
the company's houses, to act as assistant manager. Here he gets practical experience, with someone else
shouldering the responsibility. When
the company needs him, it takes him
away and puts him in as manager of
a theater.
The Adams Company has a b'g Middlesex to Have Sunday Shows
printing plant in Des Moines, where
Middlesex, Conn. — Desp te strong
heralds and other such advertising opposition from the churches, advomatter for the whole string of houses
cates of Sunday pictures here sucis turned out. The Des Moines ofceeded in allowing the films to be
fices, too, act as bookkeeping and shown on the Sabbath.
advertising exchange headquarters
for the circuit. Advertising for a
certain picture is used in one town,
sent to the Des Moines office for inspection and repaired, and then sent
to another town where the company
is showing the same picture.

A judgment by default for $24,821
has been filed in the Supreme Court
against John E. DeWolf and Herman Katz who financed the Paralta
Plays, in a suit of Carl Anderson,
Nat I. Brown and Robert T. Kane.
The plaintiff's alleged that they lent
$41,028 to the defendants on Nov. 9
last and that they agreed to pay on
Nov. 11. When the suit was brought
Caprice to Start
on July last the defendants owed the
June Caprice will begin work next
amount for which judgment has been week on her 4th Capellani producentered.
tion for Pathe releae. The scenario is "Little Mother Hubbard" by
A judgment by default for $1,043
has been entered in the City Court in Oliver D. Bailey from his play "Lizafavor of Samuel Blackman and Isadore Goldstein in a suit against the
Sennett Film Makes a Record
Second Avenue Development Co.
Blackman and Goldstein said they
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
agreed with the defendants to lease a
Omaha, Neb. — "Yankee Doodle in
Ann."
motion picture theatre and roof gar- Berlin," with eight bathing girls apden from the defendant at 35 Secpearingrecords
in person,
broke alltheater,
attendance
at Brandeis
ond Avenue and to give the defendant a share of the profits. The prem- during the week of September 7.
ises were to be ready June 24 but Big newspaper space and lots of
the defendant refused to give the framed posters in windows were
plaintiffs possession and they sued for used.
$1,000 which they deposited as security.
Mintz With Select

Another Brockwell Film
Aubrey M. Kennedy has filed a
ys Brockwell has completed suit in the Supreme Court against
)evirs Riddle" for Fox. Her William Steiner for $50,000 damages. The summons by O'Brien,
cture will be "Flame of the
by Forrest Halsey. Edward Matevinsky & Driscoll does not
it will direct.
show the ground on which the suit
is brought.
iment Campaign With Films
penal to fVID'S DAILY)
iiigton. — The 'army medical
lent has a three-reeler called
Clean" made by Major LeoMitchell which will be circuthe Interior Department and
fovernment agencies to edue people to the necessity of
Sam
Morris, Select — "We
aren't
:are of their teeth.
selling policies — only pictures."

/Qr*>oc/a>/

(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Omaha. — B. A. Mintz, formerly
with the World and Triangle, will
represent the Select-Selznick exchange in the western half of Iowa.
Recently Mintz was with Mutual.
Omaha. — Fred Hunt, for the last 5
years representing Pathe, has accepted a position with the ParamountArtcraft exchange here.
75 Negatives on Roosevelt Film
Foundation Film Laboratories
have turned out the 75th negative on
"In Roosevelt's Country with Roosevelt's Friends," the two-reel special
being handled through Hallmark.

"The

Mystery

It will smash all boxoffice records
serials. It has onmore
thrills and will create
more interest than any
other serial in the past.

13"

of
W. H. PRODUCTIONS
CO.
NEW YORK
Plstributed by

71 WEST 23rd STREET

Saturday, September 27, 1919

KINOGRAMS
THE
PRESIDENT
AT
BERKLEYWllson speaks at Crook Theatre at his
"farthest west" on the trans-continental
tour in behdlf of the peace treaty.
INDIA'S VETERANS VAKADE— Britain's soldiers of the East niarcli about the
grrounds of Hampton Court palace where
they are encamped as guests.
PLANE MEETS ROYAL TRAIN— Aviator flies out from Edmonton, Canada, to
greet Prince of Wales en route to make
the city an official visit.
TROOPS SIT: PEOPLE MARCH— Up
at Southington, Conn., the usual order of
receiving heroes returned from Europe is
reversed — Athletic events.
STEEL WORKERS ON STRIKE— At
East Chicago, Gary, Bethlehem and other
points the progress of the big tie-up is
recorded by Kinograms.
SUMMERTIME & THE GIRLS— Tracy
Mathewson camera story of the goings on
at big summer schools for girls in pictures(iue eastern Canada.
ARMY'S NEW AIR TRANSPORT— Big
passenger carrying aeroplane designed to
carry nav.v men is given an official tryout at Cleveland aerodome.
HOW RAILROAD MOWS WEEDS—
Down at Westlake, La., the Southern Pacific singes the weeds off the right-of-way
with crude oil burners.
BIGGEST
CROP—
InWORLD'S
Santa Clara
County, PRpNE
California,
they
are picking enough prunes to supply the
world- about $35,000,000 worth,

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

Coast Brevities
{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Hollywood. — "Argonne Studio"
will be the name or the new BullsEye studio here, giouiid for which
will shorth' lie broken by Milton L. Cohen, Bulls-Eye president,
who will come to the Coast for the
cTcnt
Tbomiti Sani.t.l:i is making
first trip to Santa Barbara where
will work under the direction
Burton George in a feature to
made bjr the American.

bM^
Putting It Over
Here is /loiu a brother exhibitor put his shoiv over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
up.
felloiv knoiv hoiu you cleaned
Kansas City. — -This city's mayor,
the biggest steamboat on the Missouri, alegitimate musical and dancing troupe of national reputation, the
other theaters and the parks, the
drug stores and cabarets, combined
to give sensational exploitation to
Olive Thomas ,in "Upstairs and
Down" and Eugene O'Brien in "The
Perfect Lover," at the Doric. Milton L. Overman, exploitation expert
with the Select-Selznick exchange in
Omaha, was loaned to Manager Eisner.
The Kansas City Post; for 2 weeks
conducted, in connection with the
Doric, an ^Olive Thomas-Eugene
O'Brien contest. Readers were invited to send in photographs of
themselves. The prettiest girl in
Kansas City was chosen, and was
awarded
an Olive Thomas loving
cup.
J. K. Gorluun, nationally known
theatrical man, was staging a MidSummer Review of pretty girls and
fancy singers in Electric Park, a big
resort. He was induced to re-arranga
and rename his show, "The Upstairs
and Down Frolic." The song "Upstairs and Down" was utilized 17
times for choruses and dances.
Two singers for Waterson, Berlin
& Snyder sang "Upstairs and Down"
at every showing' at the Doric, and
between times in every picture, legitimate and other theaters in town, in
the parks, in the caliarets and else-

1
DAILV

sisted of a drop representing a deep
blue sky on the base of which were
designs distinctly Russian, The
screen was set in the center of the
drop and on each side of the screen
were placed two immense Russian
candle sticks. The pillars of the
proscenium arch were cleverly covered with panels of fantastic Russian
design. The stage setting was arranged by the DeBerri Scenic Co.
Between the- screen and the pillars
of the arch large jeweled peacocks
were hung which added to the Russian atmosphere.
Immediately following the presentation of the short subject, Sei-geant
Thomas F. O'Kelly, who wears decorations for bravery, sang two solos
as an exceptional musical offering. A
special orchestra composed of Chicago's best musicians accompanied
the presentation.

Incorporationsj
Albany — Oscar Hammer?
Grand -Opera Co., New York:
Capital $20,000.. Incorporators:
Bernstein, G. Blumenthal and!
Hammerstein, 949 West End A
Albany — Dalton Entgwij^isdl
New York C:ty. CapitaTV60,OG
corporators: D. S. Elgot, I. J. I,
guez.J. H. Dalton, 36 E. 49th
Albany — The Diamond A

ment Corp.
of Manhattan'.
$50,000.
Incorp.:
Leopold FrieiC
David Blum and Marie Ha.,
stein, 1493 Broadway, N. Y. Gi
Albany — Bergman-Nayan
Si
Inc., New York,
Capital $IO,O0i|
Corp.:
Emilie
Hapgood,
Mar
Kirkpatrick and Robert W. Ber
.564 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
Albany — The Forward Film):
tributors, New York City, ca
$50,000. All branches of the mi
picture business. Directors: J:
Cincinnati. — The Strand reaped a Sameth, Samuel I. Hartman ai
harvest of publicity from the tie-up E. Sparrow, 528 West 111th Si
arrangements made cty the New New York City.
York office of Paramount for Billie
Albany — S. T. M. Lab. Inc., <
York City. Capital $5,000. ](
Burke in "The Misleading Widow."
The exploitation men of the local tors: Fisher Goodhue, G. E. ii
exchange co-operated with the thea- ney and S. B. Mapes, 157 Eas 4
ter in securing 6 or 8 window dis- Street, New York City.
plays that attracted much attention.
Albany — Portsmouth Film
First, the tie-up with the Corona N. Y. City. Cap. $2,500. Diret
typewriter, which Miss Burke uses in Paul Kaiser Jr., John T. Sturci
the picture, was made 100%. The and Pendleton Howard, 140 ^^
typewriter company devoted its jn- Street, New York City.
tire window space to colored photos
of Miss Burke with a card telling of
Alice Joyce on Locatior
the .Strand engagement.
Alice
Joyce and Percy Ma
The tie-up with G. Washington
Coffee was even more successful than are at Glen Cove, L. I., shi
the other. District Manager Davies scenes
on Capt.
Wilmot's
i
arranged window displays in a half there for "Pride," an adaptati.
dozen leading stores — places which "Dombey and Son."
heretofore had never gone in for
such exploitation. Among them was
Robert McLaughlin's dramatic h
the big Government Place grocery
duction "The House Without CUren" will have a lobby display il
store of Peebles & Co., which used
shall stop the passer-by on accci
portraits and stills sTiowing Miss
of its very human appeal. We '■
Burke serving the coffee and cards
doing our utmost to cooperate v i
the author and transfer his ideas
tieing up the theater. Piggly Wiggly
canvas. Ready very shortly for
main stores gave over entire winState Right buyer.
dows and two of the leading departKRAUS MFG. CO.
ment stores adorned their grocery
220 West 42nd St.
New York^
departments
dow displays. with coiniter and win-

hit
be
Window displays
were used. The
ol
wher . *
bt loving cup to be given the most
beautiful girl in the city was on display in the Feld jewelty store window, surrounded by Olive Thomas
Bert Sprotte has gone to Portland
photographs,
and the announcements
where he is engaged for two picthe picture. The windows of the
tures by the American Life-ograph ol
Company. His first picture will be ten-cent stores were filled. A shoe
store exhibited a $30 pair of shoes,
"The
Golden Trail," directed by A. calling them the Olive Thomas
Herschelt.
boots. The Kansas ■ City Liggett's
Shirley Mason has been engaged drug store made a specialty of a
State Righter "Speaks
Up"
by Maurice Tourneur to play the concoction, but other stores special{Special to WW'S DAILY)
ized in the Olive Thomas sundae.
part of "Jim" in the screen version Every suburban theater was sur— "There's
no room
forOmaha,
junk in Neb.
the state
rights game
any
of Robert Louis Stevenson's
book,
rounded
by
drug
stores
specializing
longer. It used to be a state rights
"Treasure Island."
in the Olive Thomas sundae.
exchange could, and did, unload alLillian Biron, who was formerly
most anything on the smaller houses
The steamboat Majestic gave "Upconnected with Sennett Comedies,
stairs and Down" contest dances. — ^but no more," declared Max WinThe boat warehouse aniT tTie stearfier troub, manager or the Fontenelle
has been engaged by Gaiety Comedies, Inc., to play leads with George itself were decorated with huge ban- Feature Fikn Co., pioneer state
ners announcing the dance and the rights exchange.
Ovey.
show at the Doric.
"Exhibitors are willing to pay for
For the first time in the history
Joseph J. Dowling ,who played in
the
right kind of stuff, and they deof Kansas City street cars carried
mand the right kind of stifff. If you
George Loane Tucker's "The Mir- huge banners advertising a motion
haven't got it, there s no use of you
acle Man," has been signed for a part
banners not only ad- wasting your time talking to them.
in J. Warren Kerrigan's latest pro- picture. vertisedThe
the pictures at the Doric, but There are still a few small houses
duction, ''Live Sparks."
the Frolic at Electric Park.
that run western shoot-'em-up stuff,
but these small houses are improvUnique Opening for Realart
Chicago. — Universal's "The Right
Mr. Wintroub annoiuiced he had
opened at the Olympic
Reakirt's
with a lotwith
of to
lastHappiness"
week.
mystery
its surround'ng'
stunts in connection
bought
Maurice
the opening of the executive offices
"Woman"
for Iowa
and Tourneur's
Nebraska;
The lobby of the theater was dec- just
in the Winf^ehl Bklg., 5th Ave. The
orated with American Beauty roses the Gale Henry two-reel comedy reoffices will be ready about Oct. 25. and the opening number was one of
leases; a serial "The Hand of VenBesides a dinner, they're goin' to the famous Stage Women's War Regeance," the Anne Little and Jack
ing."
Richardson
westerns and Marjorie
have tract
a couple
of
splurges
that'll
atbef series of productions, "Tom's
lots of attention.
Eittlc Star."
The stage setting con- Daw in ."The Stmset Princess."

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipmeirj
for STUDIO and THEAT^
National and Speer Carbol
MAZDA
LAMPS

CHARLES
F. CAMPBELL
L. HENDRICKSONl/1
W 11 ef^
ACharge«rAffair«

lITT.OJSli^

ILlU/TPATEDt HAKblETTEl
iJ^iiWiwLiiliiiii'ifii

ECONOMYHS in TITLE-PRINl
is best achieved by using Powei
Him. of which you can have lar
quantities from
.J. C'IBRA.RIO
729 Seventh Avenue
NEW

7/cRECOCHII

I^BRADSTREET
I' FILMDOM
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Statement

rstmann
Says
United
Officials
Should Endorse His Action
rnest Horstmann of Boston, who
/es in New
York this morning
the Tuesday meeting of United
kholdcrs said over long distance
ne last night, "The first thing to
lone at the meeting held Tuesday
the stockholders
of the United
ure Theaters
of America,
Inc.,
be to form a stockholders' comee consisting of exhibitors
who
representatives of their respecdistricts over the United States.
f, as the officials claim there is
fling
wrong
in
United,
they
lid certainly endorse this action
t would vindicate tficm.
If they
looking
for
vindication,
why
1, is Lee Ochs in Chicago trying
eep members from attending this
;ting and why
are they wiring
ich managers trying to get wires
n members expressing confidence
he present officials?
[f everything is all right why do
y not urge members to attend so
a vindication
by a committee
Ce enough to represent members
y where can be obtained?
It seems strange that they do not
it this meeting
held.
I claim
(Continued on Page 2)

Price 5 Cents

29, 1919

"May SoBuild
Theaters"
Declared in Advertise-

Goldwyn

ment— "Only from Necessity"
In an advertisement captioned
"Putting the Cards on the Table,"
Goldwyn says: "We are producers,
I not exhibitors, but inasmuch as various producers are seeking to secure
exclusive representation for their
productions in certain cities, by com' bining with exhibitors even to the
Jpoint of buying a substantial inter^est in their theaters, we ourselves
may be compelleTl to build theaters
in those cities to protect both the
|)nl)lic and ourselves.
"But we wish to make it clear to
'lur friend, the exhibitor, that we
will never build, acquire or lease a
necessity!
I heater from choice, but only from
"We

arc co-operating with the exhibitor, not competing with him,
and we have no intention of en( roaching upon his activities, but we
should be unworthy of our great
reputation as producers if we were
to throw up our hands whenever
monopoly throws down the chal-

The screen's most beautiful actress. Katherine MacDonald, "The American Beauty," First National's new star in "The Thunderbolt," her first
release.
*Advt.

New Rolin Series
Pollard
lenge!" Will Be Featured— Release
Through Pathe

t Fox Buys Novel for Farnum
Hal Roach, president of the Rolin
^illiani Fox has just purchased
Film Co., producers of the Harold
^en rights to "The Lady from Back from Canada with Sid Grauman Number of Big Houses Contract for Lloyd comedies, will inaugurate a
new scries of comedies in which
Igacrc" by Victor Bridges, the
Subject
dish author, for William Farnum.
— Reason for Trip Unknown
Harry Pollard will be featured. PolFox News is being booked for first
Adolph Zukor, together with Sid
fhis will follow "If I Were King"
lard has been Harold Lloyd's chief
If being filmed under direction of Grauman, of Los .Angeles, returned run showings in a number of promi- comedy
foil to date.
nent theaters all over the country.
siordon Edwards who, it is ex- from Canada Saturday morning.
Release will be through Pathe.
Grauman will not speak of the trip The houses lined up include:
'ed, will direct the Bridges story.
The Stanley, Philadelphia; Califormerely saying that it was made in the
nia, San Francisco: Circle, Indianapinterest of Mr. Zukor's business.
First Lewis-Pathe Selected
olis, and Poli, New Haven.
It is rumored that Zukor has plans
he first Edgar Lewis production that are even bigger in scope than
Fox will also show it in his own
Picture Nights' Celebration
Pathe
release will be a screen those announced to tlate.
theaters: Washington, Detroit, and Motion
This Evening and Tomorrow
Isis
and
Strand
in
Denver.
3ion of Andrew
Soutar's
novel,
The New York Lodge of the Elks
Aiken Leaves Select
her
Men's
.Shoes"
Production
will hold its annual motion picture
be at the Solax studio.
New House Organ
(By Wire to WWS DAILY)
reception tonight i and tomorrow
night
in the club rooms on 43rd St.
Chicago. — Fred
C. .A.iken has reFamous Player-, have Itegun pubThe affair is held annually and its
signed as local manager
for Select
lication of a new organ called The
and is succeeded
by Ben
Beadcll. IParamount Screen Educator, edited purpose this year will be two-fold.
:or Can Build His Theater With- The
news
came as somewhat
of a; hy the educational department of the The receipts will be used for the
Disturbing Putnam Bldg. Front surprise here.
I company.
benefit of the tubercular soldiers at'
The first issue of the publication, Red Cross Base Hospital No. 8 at
'espite the existence of leases
New Ascher House
niiig, in some cases, as long as
N. Y., ancf for the vocawhich will appear n ■ '^'v, is in 16 Otisville,tional
education of service men
' years, it is understood that Pa(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
]pages amply illustra 'h scenes
.c Elks' War Relief Comis I'layers will start work on its
from
the
educationa'.
ji.u;jeeLs
re.,
Chicago. — Ascher Bros, will build
iiission.
Iter there without waiting for the
The magazine wiM
a new theater on State St., opposite for distribution.
sent tenants to vacate,
be exploited until the 100,000 mark
The program will consist of picMarshall
Tield.
It
will
seat
2,000.
ukor will be able to build the
in eirculatiort is reached.
tures and other ent«;rtainment features while music will be supplied by
^ter without disturbing the front
New Reading Theater
the Putnam Building. In that
Keith's band. Some picture folks
House for Okmulgee
lit, the entrance will be on 44th
will appear in person.
Reading, Pa. — Carr and Schad
William V. Hart is in charge of
where Westover Court at present have contract for theater to be built
Okmulgee, Okla.— A $100,000 theaids.
ter will be built here.
here at a cost of $80,000.
arrangements.

Zukor Returns

Booking Fox News

Elks to Entertain

No Need to Wait

/

Monday,

iM!

September 29, 1919

^m,

Another

Statement
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Thursday,
tion.

U> reconsider

:
his resigna-

[Continued from Page 1)
The following are reported here as
that in having this meeting called 1 having resigned: — toavid Thomas,
am acting for the best interests of Cincinnati; Ralph Meyerson, Kansas
City; E. C. Leeves, Dallas; E. J.
Vol. IX No. 89
Monday, Sept. 29, 1919
Price 5 Cents everybod
ficials. y, including the present ofLipson, Omaha;
Jack O'Toole,
neapolis; C. W. Bunn,
Chicago; MinE. J.
"If everything is proved all right
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., they will receive better
O'Donncll,division sales manager,
support than
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS «nd in the past because
there has always St. Louis; David Rogers, special repFILM FOLKS, INC.
lieen a certain amount of sentiment
resentative, Kansas City; VVilliam
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- against certain of the officia
ls If .\lexander, west coast division sales
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Edi- exhibitors find that a rc-organizalion manager, Los Angeles; and branch
tor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business is advisab
le, the present officials will manager Bcrtsche, St. Louis.
Manager.
probably be better ofif now, than to
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
•t the post office at New York, N. Y.. under have it done later, 'as every week
Poli Building Two Theaters
the act of March 3, 1879.
adds to the losses of the company.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
"As I understand it the United or
{Special to IV ID'S DAILY)
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 ganiza
Hartford, Conn. — Sylvester Z.
tion costs about $15,000 a
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
week
to maintain. The fact that Poli is going to erect two new thea$15.00.
ters in this city. The houses will be
United officials in one year and a
Subscribers should remit with order
on
the
vacant lot one block north of
half
could
release only 7 pictures
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
means that each picture instead of the Stratfield Hotel and on the same
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
side of the street. The vacant block
York, N. Y.
being cheap to members has cost
takes
in a whole block frontage.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
them not only their rentals but also
Hollywood,, California:
more than the entire amount of the The property was recently acquired
Editorial
Offices;
6404
Hollywood
Blvd.
money paid in for stock by mem- by Poli from Samuel Wheeler.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
bers..
Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Poli's first planning was for a $1,Phone, Hollywood
1062.
000,000 house, but on account of the
"The spending of more than a mil- size of the lot he has decided to erect
Zit says:— "B. S. Moss is to bi
lion dollars worth of stockholder's a double theater building there at a
85 theaters for Famous Players (.
and creditor's money and releasing cost of $1,500,000. There will be a
D-flly 7 pictures and being today with
3/
103^ L ast Salt
or an arcade, beBid. A.sked.
large debts and practically no assets central tweenentrance,
the twin buildings, leading to
1027^
is
proof
enough
to
myself and many both theaters. Both houses will be
Famous
Players. .102
other people of the incompetency of
20
Realart reports
the following
Triangle
—
ready for the season a' year from ditional bookings for its product
the present officials. Many United now.
22
Unit. Pict. Prod.. 20
employes agree with me. For inE. H. Hulsey of Texas for his
World Film
—
When the new Iniilding is comstance, E. C. Leeves, branch mantheatres;
Lubl
pleted Poli will have five theaters in cuit of Southern
accr at Dallas, Texas, has resigned
of Chicago
covering
the city. He now owns the Poli, and Trinz
until the company is re-organized the Plaza and the Lyric.
Reginald Barker Productions
theaters;
Loew's
Orpheum
and wires mc that proxies from
Globe in Boston for first runs; Loe
Goldwyn has decided to term all Texas exhibitors have been forStillman,
Alhambra
and
Euc
of the Reginald Barker pictures for
Model of Studio on Exhibition
warded to me, and that practically
Cleveland, first runs; the Proctor
100 per cent, of Texas exhibitor
in New York, and Merrill, 1
that organization "Reginald Barker members are dissatisfied with the
b'amous Players have in the re- cuit
waukee.
ception room on Fifth Ave. an exact
Productions." This will appear in
reproduction of the Long Island
administr
all the advertising matter sent out present
Horstmann
isation."
authority for the studio now being constructed. The
Bosworth Stars Second Film
in connection with the director's statement that many members of the model is made at a scale of >^-inch
Culver
City. — Hobart
Boswq
films.
United sales organization have en- to a foot.
has started
his second
picture
dorsed his stand even though it cost
them their jobs.
Tom Ince.
It is called "The Os
New Delaware Corporation
and is by Luther Reed.
Ince is supervising the cutting
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Dover, Del. — The Colura Pictures his big special, "Americanism" wlj
has just been completed
Corp.. with a capitalization of $1,United's St. Louis Man Wires Ochs 050,000, has been chartered here.
Has Re-Instated Hiin
The directors are all named as being
Rochester,
N.
Y.— Abraham
Milton Simon, who on Thursday New York men and are as follows; WolfiE resigns from managemen a
wired this office that he had resigned Samuel B. Howard, George V. Reilly Strand.
Bulletin No. 13.
as St. Louis representative for and A. W. Britton.
Sept. 29, 1919.
United Picture Theaters sent WID'S
DAILY another wire on Saturday to
Holrding Company Formed
the efifect that he had been reinstated
Concord, N. H. — The Paramount
by Lee : Ochs. Simon's wire is as Tneater Corp., of Manchester, has
follows
received its papers from the state.
Behind a "Loop" first run ana a
double circuit booking In Chicago
"Misleading statements made mc The capitalization is only $3,000, and
practical age all things
these Important Illinois first
take action tendering my resignation
it
is
believed
to
be
a
holding
comruns have signed for Immediate
to United Picture Theaters of Amerdates:
pany for the new theater organizaica. Proof that these statements
tion in the Queen city.
results they get — judged
Palm
Rockf ord
were misleading was shown me toare judged by the °*
Victor Charas is given as presiCastle
Bloomlngton
day. Lee A.. Ochs vice-president of
by their box-office
Park
Champaign
dent, James A. Broderick as clerk,
LTnited has disregarded my resignaresults, no posters are
Auditorium
South Bend, Ind.
tion and reinstated me. In justice to and the other incorporators arc EdWest
Galesburg
Grand
McComb
ward
Caron
and
J.
Edward
Charmade that begin to
bonneau.
us both, I ask you to publish this."
More than fifty cities In the
compare
to the

Quotat ions

Who Booked

More Bookings

|

Simon Stays On

DESERT GOLD?^
IN ILLINOIS

Chicago territory are now ready
to play

The Benjamin B. Hampton &
Eltinge F. Warner first ZANE
GREY
PICTURE.
"01

What a picture I"

W.W. HODKINSON

CORPOMnON

527 Filth Av«nuc -. New Tfark Cit

IN

Sales Force Quitting

Reid at Loew's Dayton
(By
Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Middle West Men Reported ResignDayton. — For the first time since
ing from United
the opening of the Dayton, May 4,
I'.'IS, Wallace Reid is programmed
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — Lee A. Ochs of United as the star of "The Valley of The
Pictures has arrived here for the al- Giants" for this week. This is the
leged purpose of forestalling the re- first time The Dayton has played
organization of his company. He any of the Reid pictures. Previous
has persuaded Milton Simon, of the
of this star's production al-St. Louis
office, who
resigned
last releases
ways playcfl tlie Strand Iiere.

THIS

RITCHEY

poster,-;!

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.

406 W.31ilSt.,N.Y. Phone CiMbea 8388
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ny New Theaters

Incorporations

Df Realart Finds Four Going
[Special to WW'S DAWY)
Up in Brooklyn Alone
Albany, N. Y.— The Itala of Amer•r W. Afiler, manager of the
ica Photo-Play Corp., of New York,
: New York exchange, reports has been incorporated with the Secretary of State. Its purposes are to
r^f ^rnew theaters either be- engage in the production of motion
lt or planned in the New York pictures and tlie theatrical business.
The corporation is capitalized at
i V. Picker, exhibitor in the $10,000 and has these, directors:
gton Heights section, is Emanuel B.- Cohen, Abraham Solomon and Joseph F. Weinberger, 51
J a new theater at Broadway Chambers
St.
?th St. Jacob Fabian, First
Other new motion picture enteril franchise holder, will shortprises granted charters are:
1 his Branford theater, NewSelznick Studios, New York. Capital $50,000. Directors: Fisher Goodlile William
Fox's Paterson
hue, G. E. Tierney and B. J. Longwill soon■ be added to that
street, 157 E. 34th St., New York;
Arcadia Photoplay Corp., New
irooklyn, four theaters are York. Capital $10,000. Directors:
way. Sedaco, Rothmiel & Monica A. Smith, Anna H. Bogan
rg in the East New York sec- and Beatrice B. Mead, 440 Fifty1 have another house at Stone eighth St., Brooklyn.
kin Aves. Sol Lesslebaum is
Link Film Co., New York. Capital
I a 2,000-seat
theater
at $10,000. Directors: Joseph H. Langand Pitkin Aves.
The Nor- rock, Helen Langrock and Edward
seating 1,500 and located at M. Behrman, 615 W. 162nd St., New
St. and Howard Ave., will be York.
shortly. L. Miller, builder
Castleton Amusement Co,. New
Sheffield and Miller theaters, York. Capital $10,000. Directors:
Isadorc A. Roth, Dover, N. J.; An3ngseata new
1,700. one on St. John's
thony Bienajone and Leon Kauffman,
le and Warde are building a 104 W. 70th St., New York.
use in Astoria to seat 3,500.
Amsterdam Studios, New York.
wn the Alhambra in Ridge- Capital $500. Directors: Abraham.
The new Rialto in White- Gcvirtz, Ida Gevirtz and Alexander
^. I., will be ready soon and J. Bimberg, 1372 Broadway, New
Reilly is building two Long York.
theaters, one in Riverhead
Diamond Amusement Corp., New
other in Astoria,
York. Capital $50,000. Directors:
has
added
to his sales L. Friedman, D. Blum and M. HamR. Schussel and Joseph Ver- mcrstein, 1493 Broadway, New Yqrk.
will work Manhattan; Geo.
s, eastern Brooklyn; Aaron
Goldwyn Managers Shifted
\
alance of Brooklyn and Long
Goldwyn has appointed R. D
Charles Letts, Connecticut,
e Kerman, New Jersey.
Burdge permanent manager at the
Pittsburgh office. Ben Fish, who
has been organizing that branch,
wo Screens at Capitol
takes temporary charge of the Dencreen installation at the ne
ver office.
is under way. To insure
cally correct projection Di""■'■ Carlton Names Film
Jowes has provided for speCarle Carlton, Crest Pictures, has
ipment. Two screens will be
id— one, for topical features, named the first Edith Day subject,
els, short comeaies, etc,, lo- "Somebody's Children." The picture, which is being directed by Paul
59 feet from the operating
Scardon, is for October release.
3 ft. high and 14 ft. wide,
y-two feet to the rear is the
New Lockport Theater
.■een for dramatic subjects,
ylock.
a "throw"
of
181
ft.,
almost
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
This screen is 21 ft.
Lockport, N. Y. — Victoria Theater
d 16 ft. wide. Both screens Association
will built a theater at
special chemically prepared Main and Elm Sts. It will cost about
ail" are stretched in their
n a new and novel manner, $150,000.
a drum head is tightened in
rumcnt of music, or torture
hng to the view. This is the
le that satin has been used
purpose.
Vest, who played in "Somcst season,' has been engaged
will give you satisWayburn as comedienne of
lent stock company that will
faction ifyou use
'the
program
to
supplement
it
for
title-printing.
at the theater.

POWERS' FILM

ipitalization Increased
Wire to WW'S DAILY)
\/— The International Church
>rp. of New York City has
inted an increase in capitalIrom $1,250,000 to $1,500,000.

Address your inquiries to

J. CIBRARIO
729 Seventh Avenue
NEW YORK

Monday, September 29, 1919

New Slow Motion Camera
Universal claims that they have a
slow motion camera that will take
pictures sixteen times slower than
normal. This is just twice as much
as the power of the present Novagraph camera. The new slow motion
pictures are to be released as a part
of the Universal Screen Magazine.
Hal Hodes, editor of the Screen
Magazine, has appointed J. H. Mayer
as publicity manager for that release.

Capellani Film Nov. 12
'i"he .Albert Capellani film, "A
Damsel in Distress" heads the Pathe
program for Nov. 12.
The Blackton feature, "The Moonshine Trail," will lie released Oct. 19.

Shea Theater 100 x 200
iSpfcial to WW'S DAILY)
Buffalo. — The new Shea theater
.planned on Main Street will be built
on a plot 100 by 200 feet. It will
cost about $1,500,000.

Samuel Goldwyn

MADGE KENNEDY
"Strictly Confidential
from Jerome KJmm^sfomJy^
'fanny ani //wr Servant HroUem

Directed ^ CLnrnce CBadjer
role
A cameky wkere pejigrees play tke kaAng

Why did the London
Hippodrome
"THE GREAcall
TESThim

THE

ATTRACTION
AMERICAN

HAS"
Ask
EVILLEReynolds
VAUDSidney
SUPREME PICTURES
(Inc.)

WHERE

SCENES

PROMISES ARE SACRED"

LOUIS
FORMERLY

MEYER

BRODA

&c MEYER

TITLES

LETTERED

PUNCH

of a big picture are not always available for still photography — they are
absolutely essential for lobby displays. We take these scenes from
the film and achieve excellent results
in 40 X 60 paintings. Some on exhiover.
bition at our Salesrooms. Look 'em
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 W. 42nci St.,
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant

a'

- ILLUSTRATED

INC.

WHERE PROMiSES ARE KEPT

- PHOTOGRAPHED

ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
PROCESS TITLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS

a' phone call will bring samples
BRYANT
7392
220 WEST 42nd ST.
- ROOM 2004

f -f TITLE/

\Sl:3
kV'.^

CANDLER
2TELEPHONE/
20 W. 42 ST.
ROOM/- BlD'G.
_.

COMPLETE
"Speaking of

J^ERVICE IN

ADTI/TICIllUfTRATING, UAND lETTERINC

Christie

Comedies, we
them better
each picture.
some people,

like
with
Like
they

— Alice Glenister,
Motion Picture Editor,
Saucy Stories

wear well. "

J

Special Showing for Shipman Film
First National will hold a special
showing of "Back to God's Country"
today
at 2 o'clock. This is for the
trade press.

EKIIeI

I J I eKIi

PU.BIiYANTS?73>.

ART
TITLES
HAND LETTERING
''ALYNLU'

Vjrr (One kundrtd Jitlej .^ Dai/.) v-'r-t
. PHONE

2329

BRYANT

DAILV
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Putting It Over
Here is /loiv a brother exhibitor put his shoiv over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know hoiu you cleaned
up.
Over one million readers of The
Literary Digest were said to have
been attracted to "Topics of the
Day" by Norman Rockwell's front
cover painting on the September 20
ii,fue of the magazine.
The front cover painting depicts a
typical American family group —
father, mother, older daughter, older
son, little daughter and little son,
registering, respectively: appreciation, approval, amusement, delight,
enjoyment and glee — "When 'Topics
of the Day' is Flashed on the
Screen."
The magazine has further co-operated with Timely Films, Inc., the
producers, by publishing a two-column historical sketch of "Topics of
in the main reading secDay"
the
tion.

the bag. tributed
Thesethroughout
liagsGainesville,
were 'then disand
others were placed with 5 of the local
grocers, so that each order of merchandise would go out in a bag bearing "The Red Lantern" ad.
Seattle. — The
tors Circuit put
in great shape.
The campaign
the Chamber of

Northwest Exhibiover "Better Times"
started here where
Commerce and vari-

For

QUALITY and SERVI€E
in doing your

that "Better Times" was a picture.
The slogan stood alone. But on the
day the show was to open at Clemmer's Theater the slogan became
"Better Times — HERE — at Clemmer's Theater."
The day before the picture was
shown a tie-up with local merchants,
was arranged and two "Better
Times" pages were filled with merchant advertising all containing the
slogan in the "Post Intelligencer."
The theater itself used four-column,
full page length, displays.
A complete description of the campaign and the news of its success
was sent to every exhibitor in the
territory and the cities and smaller
places followed the lead of Qemmer
with complete
success.

LABORATORY
work

FOUNDATION
FILM LABORATORY, 1600 B'way - Phone Bryant 462C
LABORATORIES HUDSON HEIGHTS, N. J.
Phone Union 5539
Opposite 42d Street

WHERE PROMISES AND
NEGATIVES
ARE KEPT

Schoi^eld With Ince
Los Angeles. — Paul Schoficld has
signed a two-year contract with
Thomas H. Ince to write for him.

Gibrario & Company, Inc.
FILM

EXPORTERS

AND

DISTRIBUTORS

WILL BUY(OutsideWORLD'S
RIGHTS
U. S. and Canada)
OF

FEATURES
SERIALS

/

Gainesville, Fla.— A novel exploitation idea for "The Red Lantern"
was put into practice recently by A.
W. Blue of the Lyric.
The stunt consisted of paper bags
printed on one side with the twocolumn "Ad" cut for tlie production
furnished by Metro. The bags were
such as grocers use to weigh out coffee and sugar, and through their
practical usage found their way diinto the homes of Gainesville's
picture rectly
patrons.
In hitting upon this clever device.
Blue first interviewed the local grocers, and then he procured a quantity of paper bags. His next move
was to have the Ijags struck off at
the printer's with the Metro Ad cut,
his theater's name and the date at
the bottom, and Buy Your Groceries
At
on the side of

i

'

Joplin. Mo.— Manager Ben Levy,
of the Hippodrome, a house seating
2,000, does not claim anything startling for his display in connection
with his showing of Mabel Normand
in "Upstairs," but submits it as
something simple, effective and inexpensive. It was suffic'cnt to attract attention at the Hippodrome
and draw good bus'ness.
The outstanding feature of the disNorplay was a large head of Misscurtain
mand placed against a dark
and immediately above 3 steps supporting a framed card, reading
"Upstairs."
"Mabel Normand atineither
side of
Palms were placed
the curtain adding to the dignity of
attached to the curthe layout, and scene
stills from the
tain were four
production. The arrangement was
given a harmonious |ippearance.

jM^t

ous other commercial clubs and organizations were interested in making the slogan of the city "Bettei
Times Coming." The slogan appeared on small cards widely distributed,
on 24 sheet stands, on stickers which
merchants used on their stationery,
and on some street cars which be"movingnotbillboards."
Therecame was
a hint of the fact

COMEDIES
SCENICS, etc.

of approved merit and suitability
Your Productions will stand the test imposed by our
buying Organization, with its expert and personally
acquired knowledge of the World's Film Markets'
requirements

Get in touch with us

Gibrario & Company, Inc.
729 SEVENTH

AVENUE

(J^ilm Deparjynent)

NEW

Branches and Agents all over the world

YORK

CITY

?BRADSTREET

Authority
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Jumps Six Points

Smith Going West
te Smith will leave sometime
week for Glacier Park, Mont.,
■e he will watch the filming of
shall Neilan's new production,
ter's Last Fight."
; will be accompanied by Ed1 O'Hara,
newspaTian
whom a heNewhas York
just engaged
is assistant.

Wk"^ ^

^^^^^\,,

Ditors Arriving to Attend UniConference— Slated for 2 P.M.
e meeting
of United
Pictures
holders will be held this afterat 2 o'clock at the Hotel Comire.
est Horstmann, of Boston, who
iding the opposition figlit, arin town yesterday morning,
aid. yesterday that the meeting
be a secret one, but that any
itor who was a United stockr would be welcome to attend,
rstmann stated that he has
t 50 or 60 letters from exhibitors
rious parts of the country enng his stand.
hiliitors are reaching town to
d the meeting today. Harry
stein is here, representing Jake
{Continued on Page 2)

Price 5 Cents
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She separates„^ the village "cut-ups."
Jack Pickfoid "In Wrong," a F'rs- Naticnal picture.

Breaking Ground

New
Stanley
Theater
Will Be
Bach Here
Started in Two Weeks
. A. Bach is in town for the
.-end and will leave tomorrow
IS penal to PFID'S DAILY)
"^oronto. He says that the FaPhiladelphia.
on the new. Players exchanges in Canada Stanley theater— Work
to lie built at 19th
apidly rounding in shape and in- and Market Sts. will be started in
ions for business are excellent. two weeks. The contract has been
awarded to the Keystone Construction Co.
Plunkett Sailing
The
theater is expected to cost
;c" Plunkett, armed wi^h pass:, etc., will sail in a few days to $1,000,000 and will be built on a site
up his duties .abroad for the 143 ft. on Market and 176 ft. on 19th
lick organization.
He is having St. The theater will be built of terra
luncheons every day cotta, art glass and brick and will
e voyage"
.^stor.
have a subway entrance. Seating capacity will be 4,000.
The stage will accommodate 100
musicians while a feature will" be the
inson & Hopkins announce they width of the aisles. A duplex system for heating and ventilation will
'been
madeshares
fiscal ofagents
the be installed. A specially designed
of 50.000
stock for
in the
rican Cinema Corp., which it chair will be used.
offer to the public at $10. a

"Carmen" on B'way

Kremer to Show Chaplin Feature
with a Revue

Big Interests

Reported Seeking Financing of Theater Chains — Millions
Involved
Wall Street interests including
Kuhn, Loeb & Co., and the Du
Pont's (of the Du Pont Powder Co.)
are reported among other financial
powers to be interested in a plan to
finance a chain of theaters, the capital running all the way from $30,000,000 to $100,000,000.
First National Exhibitors are said
to have Hieen apfwoached with a definite plan of financing, and when the
circuit meeting occurs Oct. 6 in New
York, it is understood that the proposed big circuit of theaters will be
the most important topic to be discussed.
Officials of First National refused
yesterday to discuss the matter.
First National today contains in its
roster a nvmiber of the largest theaters of this country, and through its
exchanges is doing business with
many other important exhibitors in
the smaller towns.

Parsons Dead
Comedian
Night

Passed
Away
Sundayin Los Angeles

{By fVire to fVID'S DAILY)
Los sons
.\ngeles.—
Bill" night
Pardied here "Smiling
on Sunday
'after a week's illness. He was 41
Parsons
contracted a cold about a
years
of age.week ago and since that time was
subject to chills and fever. His
death came as a shock to the Hollywood film colony.
him.
Billie Rhodes, his wife, survives

V'xtor Kremer who has taken
over rights on Charle Chaplin's
"Carmen" made for Essanay, will
"Smiling Bill" Parsons as he was
shortly present the film on Broad- familiarly known to the public and
waj'
with a revue and jazz orchestra. the industry, was president of the
r.ow.
A theater is being negotiated for National Film Corp. of America. He
was actively engaged in producing,
Kremer will have a revue with 10 having, at the time of his death, a
Spanish dancing girls while the or- unit working with Henry B. Walchestra will have 12 pieces. It will
thall, one with Billie Rhodes, one
be called "Charlie Chaplin and the with himself at the head maTcing Cap'Carmen' Spanish Dance Revue." A
itol comedies f* Goldwyn, one makspecial song will be written for the
ing Hall Room Boy Comedies and
revue. Kremer will lately send out a another company producing a serial,
number of road compani.es to tour "Lightning Bryce."
the country.
One of Parson's closest friends in
He has taken floor space at 130 W, the east said yesterday that while he
46th St. where he will make hi« New did not know the direct cause of ParYork headquarters. Bert Ennis will
sons' death he believed it was tracehandle the Kremer exploitation.
able to a comedy he made last year
in which Parsons was swathed in
ice and that this, he believed, had
Berlin Song for E3*ploitation
affected his blood circulation.
"The Climbers" in Six Reels
Irving Berlin has just composed a
e .American Cinema Corp. is
It was stated yesterday that while
ucing features with such stars
"The Climbers" with Corinne Grif- song, "Eyes of Youth" which will be Parsons was the head of National
, K. Lincoln. Mollie King and
fith, will be released by Vitagraph in used for exploitation purposes by the Film that the corporation would
se Huff.
six reels.
continue with all its activities.
Equity Pictures Corp.

Stock Offering

Tuesday, September

DASIlV

30, 1919
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Price 5 Cents

(Continued from Paye 1)
Wells of Virginia.
M. Steefen of the
Grand
theater,
Pliiladclphia,
is anuther who reached
Xew York yesterday.

Travelventures

Famous Players Producing Out-door
Films — Party to Go to Alaska
Famous Players will release a
series of pictures to be called the Paramountr Philbrook Travelventures.
Edward H. Philbrook and his party

Last week Horstmann reported
that Tom Sa.\e in Milwaukee had
are about to' leave for Alaska where
hejd a meeting to discuss the alleged si.x of the scries of out-door pictures
incompetency of United officials. Re- will l)e filmed.
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasgarding this Unittd officers issued
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
'The pictures will average 800 feet
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and the following telegram j'esterday, re- in length and will be shot with a
Business
Manager.
view to scientific and artistic values.
ceived by J. A. Berst:
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
"We,
the
United
Members
and
Hitherto unknown regions are exat the post office at New York, N. Y.. under
Stockholders of Milwaukee assemthe act of March 3, 1879.
pected to be reached for scenes.
bled
in
meeting
held
Saturday,
Sept.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
Two Brooklyn Theaters
of Greater New
York, $10.00 one year; 6 27th. 1919, at 3 p.m., have unanimousmonths,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
ly adopted the following resolution
Two more theaters are planned
$15.00.
made by Paul Lan.genrich, Sr. and for Brooklyn.
Subscribers should remit with order
seconded by Tom Saxe:
One of them will be built at ManAddress
all
communications
to
WID'S
" 'Resolved, That we have implicit
hattan and Norman .\ves., to cost
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
and undiv ded confidence- in the ?65,000. The theater will be 25 x 200
York, N. Y.
present officials of United Picture
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5SS8
feet and will be erected hy I. BirnTheaters of America;
baum of 303 Oakland Ave.
Hollywood,,
Editorial
Offices:
6404California:'
Hollywood
Blvd.
" 'Resolved, Further, that any reThe second theater will be built
Phone, Hollywood
160i
port or rumor such as have been
Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. circulated to the effect that the Mil- at St. John's Place and Kingston
Phone, Hollywood
1062.
.-^ve. by the Weber Realty Co. of 520
waukee United members have chargMarks Ave. This house will cost
ed the officials with mismanagement *St.
al)out $21^0,000.
Hear
Horstmann's
gonna ha;
are unfounded and untrue.'
great meeting today.
"Committee on Resolutions,
Goldwyn
Due Friday
Bid. Asked. Last Sale
i!^
"Lou Nahain, Chairman ;" Paul LanSamuel Goldwyn will arrive in
gehnrich, Sr., Wm. J. Fiebrantz, Fred
Danz Building Theaters
Famous Players..l04^i
110
108%
22-M
i
2234
Q
:own Friday morning from Los AnTriangle
Seattle.
— John
Danz,
manage
geles. He has been there for a few the Colonial,
following letter was received
Unit. Pict. Prod. 22
C. The
Seegert."
and his associates,
mojiths.
World Film
at this office yesterday from Miltoi^
purchased the property at 514
M. Goldsmith, treasurer of Unitedi
ond .-\ve. for $100,000 and will 1
The Ballins in Town
Capitol Takes More from Universal
a modern
fire-proof motion
pic
'
Hugo Ballin and Maliel Ballin, his theater there.
Pictures:
"Without commenting on other
Construction wil
The Capitol has 1)Ooked two Uni- articles which have appeared
in your V-ife, arrived in town yesterday from,
versal news reels. One is the Inter/ is
ginended.
as soonThe
as new
the carpenter's
national News and the cither the paper from which fact you need not til' (loldwyn Culver City studios
theater will s
Universal Current Events. Also an deduce that I have no criticism to
a
seating
capacity
of
700.
Smith Assisting Blache
make in regard to them, I desire to
animal comedy called "The Eternal call your attention ta article on the
Hollywood. — Cameron Smith is as- Naulty Forms School of Architec
page of your issue of this
Triangle."
sisting director Herbert Blache in
Previous
Universal
bookings
are second
J. X. Naulty, general manage
date. It is headed as follows:
making
. "Blind Husbands" and "Paid in Ad.\llison. "The Walk Offs" with May the Eastern studio of Famous I
'Sales Force Quitting
ers, has established at the 5T)tti
vance" and the Stage Women's War Middle West men reported resigning
Relief series.
studio a school of instructioi
New Burke Film
charge
of Robert M. Haas
from L'nited.'
At the 56th St. studio of the Fa- Charles Osborn Seessell, of the
"This is given a Chicago date line
and 3'ou report various men as quitmous Players, Billie Burke has com- and Technical Department,
t ng United which couplejd with the
menced work on "Wanted, a Hus- course of study will consist o£
other articles in your paper of today
band," adapted by Clara Beranger elements of architectural drav!
and of previous days is designed to from the story, "Enter D'Arcy," by reading of plans, the drcssin^.
Samuel Hopkins Adams.
sets, the selection »and meaninl
give the impression thcit these men'
have quit on account of various rumors and reports, which have been Marjorie Daw in Initial Neilan Film Period furniture, etc. The classj'
be held one night each week anc*
published by you.
In Marshall Neilan's initial produc- l)e open to all employees of F.-I
tion to be released through First
"The statement therein contained
Bulletin No. 14.
is absolutely and unqualifiedly false.
Sept. 30, 1919.
National, "The Eternal Three," Marjorie Daw will have a big part.
"Dav<d Thomas is still manager of
Cincinnati. Ralp Meyerson is still
De Mille Ranch Burned
manager of Kansas City. E. C.
Leeves is manager of Dallas. E. J.
{Special to fVWS DAILY)
Lipson is manager of Omaha. Jack
Los Angeles.— The $100,000 ranch
O'Toole, formerly manager of Min- of Cecil B. De Mille, film producer, in
neapolis, isDivision Manager. David
Behind the big first runs of
the Twin Cities these importG. Rodgers is still Special Represen- Little Tejunga Canyon was completely burned, seven buildings and
ant first runs have signed for
tative, and as far as we know Mr.
immediate playing dates:
considerable livestock being deBertschy is still connected with the stroyed.
Auditorium. . .£au Claire, Wis.
St. Louis office. C. W. Bunn, forOrpheura
Minot, N. D.
lias many followmerly manager of Chicago, was reColonial
Aberdeen, S. D.
Max Spero is making a portrait of
ers — but not a
Butterfly. .. ..41bert Lea, Minn.
moved last week. E. J. O'Donnell, Constance Talmadge while Rolf
Loyalty,
formerly Division Manager, was dis- .Armstrong is painting Norma.
International Falls, Minn.
charged some weeks ago and Willsingle competitor!
iam Alexander, Western Coast manThe first Benjamin B. HampSarah
Y.
Mason
will
do
continuity
ton & Lltinge F. Warner
ager resigned several months ago. for two Brentwood
stories.
ZAXE
GKEY
PICTURE.
Aside from the removal of Mr. Bunn.
LITHO.
CORP.
the gentlemen who are no longer
406W.3UlSt.,N.Y. Flione aeUc* 838S
"O!
What a picture I"
wi.th us severed their connection Chicago report without giving its
with this orgpanization long prior to authority, that you investigate these
tlie articles in your paper.
various reports in order that the
"I desire to call your attention to good faith of your paper may not be
W;¥.^HODKINSON CORPOR/ff ION
the fact that I think it is extremely challenged by your readers and
. .-■527.*K(*h_Av*nuc.HewYc'-tGiy
-;
wise on your part, instead of print- others who are entitled to know the
ing the article as above stated as a
Copyright 1919,
Inc. Published
New York, N.
FILM FOLKS,

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

fuotations

DESERTiOtD?
Out of
Minneapolis

THE
RITCIIi:^
LIT HO.
C O R P .

RITCHEY

^ix Lists Fourteen
i; r Schedule Announced — RayFair Start List

jM\

Putting It Over

Here is bonu a brother exhibitor put his shoiu over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloiu knoiv hoiv you cleaned

ijiani Fox will release 14 picin October:
;, Lost
Princess,"
Ray-Fair,
up.
Fox News— Oct. 11.
of Duanes" — Farnum, "KathDenver. — A. G. Talbot of the
iavourneen" — Bara,
Oct.
12.
America,put "The Westerners" on
i Silence"— Russell, Oct. 12.
circus style. For a week be: Speed Maniac" — Mix, Oct. in real
fore the opening, the American management had been promising all Denres of Paris" — Traverse, Oct.
ver the biggest surprise in years. It
then came on the eve of the first
.sing
Rainbows" — Brockwell, performance when, from out of one
■e will be four Mutt and Jeff of the suburbs, came a caravan, fully
IS and two Sunshine comedies. two blocks long, bearing a close resemblance to the one Stewart Edward White depicted in his book,
dealing with the rush for gold in the
V Buffalo 'Change Building
alo. — A new building, expected Dakota Black Hills.
When the procession halted at the
ready Feb. 1, is to be erected
inklin and Chippewa Sts. for America, Denver let out more yells
,g the local branch of Metro of surprise and admiration, for Talbot had transformed his lobby into
er with the exchanges of
a caravansary. About 10,000 people
aph and World Film,
three companies have signed crowded in front of or near the
; for a lot on the east side of theater but it was an orderly and
in St. j_ust north of Chippewa good-himiored gathering.
The caravan parade was staged on
ro will occupy the entire sec- Monday and again on Wednesday.
Dor, while the first floor will be Talbot went to larger expense in the
by World and Vitagraph.
exploitation of "The Westerners"
than on any other production since
the opening of the America. FortyFive At Once
six men, the majority of them steel
Fox offices are chuckling over workers made idle by the strike, took
ird they think was established part in the caravan, not to mention
"Evangeline" played five thea- the hiring of 22 wagons and as
many pairs of oxen. F(3r the entire
Union Hill, N. J., last week.
run of "The Westerners" Talbot had
his girl- ushers attired in cowgirl
Gordon appears in the sup- regalia.
jf Norma Talmadgc in "Two
The management made good use
n."
of stills inside the caravansary in the
lobby, the big feature of which was
a large painting of a band of Indians awaiting the word from their
chief to pounce upon the white settlement.
Detroit. — The field offered for
stunts by the Capellani special, "Oh
Boy," usual
was'advertising
productive
of some
features
staged unat
the De Luxe, managed by A. J.
Moeller.
Moeller engaged a jazz orchestra,
and from 11 rn the morning until 11
at night, the players performed in
the foyer of the De Luxe, while patrons of the theater were permitted
to
dance
their cabaret
hearts' numbers
content. and
He
also had to
a few

lY WAS "ALL
"lOWN TALKABOUT HIM"
the Pittsburgh
ispatch Stated.
Sidney Reynolds
EME PICTURES
(Inc.)

3ivd Us Your
SrS Juivk Film
rERSTATE
IREFINING
ij;ommercial St.

SMELTING
COMPANY
NEWARK . N J.

during dances these entertainers
went through their paces.
In one reel of "Oh Boy" there are
several hundred feet showing a cabaret. Just prior to this scene,
Moeller raised the scr^n, and on
the stage there appeared 6 cabaret
girls who gave a real performance.
Then the screen was lowered again
and the picture continued.
Before the picture opened he placarded th^^ entire East Side with 24sheets, which made most attractive
advertising. He took full nage advertisements inthe section*newspapers, and to top off his special exploitation stunts he arranged for "Oh
Boy" drinks at all the soda fountains in the neighborhood of the De
Luxe.
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Lynch Buys House at Temple

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Texas. — The Temple rias been sold
to the Southern Enterprises, controlled by S. A. Lynch, the consideration being $30,000. The theater Will
be remodeled and redecorated, and
opei\ed within a few weeks as a combined motion picture and road show
theater.

St. John Finishes Comedy
Los Angeles. — Al St. John has
finished "Speed," his first comedy for
Famous Players at Glendale.

Territory Sold

[Special to fFID'S DAILY)

Los Angeles. — Gayety comedies,
which are to be sold through independent exchanges, will be handled
in California, Arizona and Nevada by
E. H. Emmick of San Francisco. In
Washington, Oregon, Montana and
Idaho through Greater Features Co.,
Seattle: Massachusetts, New Hamshire, Vermont, Maine, Connecticut
and Rhode Island through American
Feature Film Co.; Missouri, Standard Film Service. J. L. Friedman
who is interested in the company,
will handle 10 middle western states
Corp.
through
his Celebrated Players Film

Johnson Dead
{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Seattle. — H. A. Johnson, owner of
the Johnson Seating Co., the leading
motion picture supply store of the
Pacific
of Bright's
Disease Northwest,
on Tuesday,diedSept.
16. He
was buried on the following Friday,
and out of respect for his memory all
of the exchanges on Film Row were
closed for two hours Friday afternoon. Mr. Johnson was known by
exhibitors and film men in every part
of the Northwest.

Samuel Goldwyn
■presenis

GERALDINEFARRAR
The World and itsWoman
Suvported fif Lou -Tellejen
\ TKe favorite of world-wide popularity/

"The

Mystery

It will smash all boxoffice records on serials. It has more
thrills and will create
more interest than any
other serial in the past.
Distributed by

of 13"

W. H. PRODUCTIONS CO.
71 WEST 23rd STREET

AMERIGA'S FINEST
EABORATORY
Located

NEW YORK

Bess Meredyth
Author's Agent

""tqpThie Palisades

Affiliated with
ppcSitevl 29th Street.

t PalSade lilm Laboratories
Paliiadei, N. J, ''Mprsmere

Brandt and Kirkpatrick, Inc.
101

Park Avenue
New York City

621-2

jind With

Palmer Photoplay Corporation

AH Your Titles
should be printed
exclusively on

POWERS'

Inquire of

FILM.

I. W.

Hellman

Building

Los Aogeles, Calif.

AnneManager
Scott
In active charge

of office

J. CIBRARIO
729 Seventh Avenue
NEW YORK

Care Palmer Photoplay Corp.
jiddress
I. W. Hellman BIdg., Los Angeles, Calif.
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Handled by MacManus
J. L. Barnard has just concluded
the direction of a three reel drama
Broadway — George
Loanc
Tucker's
for the Western Electric Co., a two
"The Miracle Man."
Central — William
Farmim — "The reel scenic for the C & B Transportation of Cleveland, and four short
Last of the Duanes."
Park— Dorothy Phillips— "The Right subjects for. the Willard Storage
Battery Co. of Cleveland, Ohio. The
to Happiness."
Strand — Tom
Moore — "Lord
and subjects made for the last two named
concerns will be distributed through
Lady Algy."
the MacManus
Corporation.
Harold
Lloyd Comedy.
Strand Topical Review.
Analysis of Motion.
Majestic, Dayton, Now Rialto
Rivoli — Maurice Tourneur's — "The
Dayton. — John Siefert, president of
e."
Life LinPictorial
the Miami Valley Exhibitor's League
Rivoli
Review.
and manager of the Ideal Theater
Fatty Arbuckle — "Back Stage."
here, has decided to rename the Majestic theater which he recently
Rialto — 'Charles
Ray ^ "The
Egg
bought. Hereafter the Majestic will
Crate
Wallop."
Rialto Magazine.
be known as the Rialto. It will open
Bruce Scenic — "The Lonesome tomorrow
ment.
unde-r Siefcrt's manage-

On Broadway

Fox
Comedy — "Wild
Pup." Sunshine
Waves and Women."
New York— Today— "The Birth of a
Race."
Wednesday
— Anita Stewart — "The
"
k.
Wrec
Thursday
— Gladys
Brockwell —
"Broken Commandments."
Friday — Robert Anderson — "Common Property."
Saturday — Bessie
Barriscale —
"Kitty Kelley M.D."
Pearson — "LnSunday — Virginia
ine."
Cather
lc
possib
Brooklyn
Strand — George
Loane

Tucker's

OUR

SERVICE
FOR

QUALITY

">ui EFFECTS

IN DOING

YOUR

LABORATORY

WORK

Where Promises and
Negatives
Are Safe

!

Fox Buys Another
William Fox has purchased "The
Official Chaperon" by Natalie Sumner Lincoln for picturization. Star
has not as yet been decided.

Foundation
Film Corporation
1600 BROADWAY,
LABORATORIES:
Phutie,, Union 5339

Edward Jose will produce "The
Dixon's
Thomas
W^ay
h studio,
on
Erbograp
at atheMan,"
novel of
134th St. This is his second for Film
Specials, Inc.

HUDSON

Phone, Bryant ^620
HEIGHTS. N.J.

Opposite 42nd Street

"The Miracle Man."

Next Week's Features
Th.e features at the theaters next
week are:
Rialto— Billie Burke— "Sadie Love."
Rivoli — Wallace Reid — "The Lottery
Kennedy — "Strictly
StrMaandn.—" Madge
Confidential."
Broadway — George
Loanc
Tucker's
"The Miracle Man."
Brooklyn Strand — Elsie Ferguson —
"The Witness for the Defense."

Triple Optical Enlargements
are made by our own patented apparatus which permits us to extract
important scenes from film and make
them into large paintings up to 40x60
inches. Some of these are on exhibition at our salesrooms.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel. 3607 Bryant
17th Floor

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National and Speer Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

CHARLES

DAIIJV^ TRY

COMPLETE

^Ict^

NY

oTERVlGE IN

ADTI/TIC IllU/TRAriNfi,UAHDiKtT£iJrtl(i

I

Robertson-Cole Productions
DISTRIBUTED BY

F. CAMPBELL, Inc.

L. HENDRICKSONl^W

Watch for
Announcement
of

EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

rr

7/ffRECOCHlZI

|*BRADSTREET
FILMDQM
X No. 1

r
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lommittee Named

!orstmann
Meeting to Investite United Picture Theaters,
Inc. Books
meeting
called
by
Ernest
imann of the United stockholdas held yesterday at the Hotel
nodore.
Before the afternoon
)ver it developed into a stormy
)n with one attempt, so it is
to "rush" the place Ijy the "open." At the start of the meetit happened
that one United
Dye was present
and he was
to vacate immediately.
There
about 30 exhibitors present and
of those in attendance
held
es from entire states.
Ar. Seeger from Milwaukee held
es from practically every ex)r in the Wisconsin section, so
id. Eddie Zorn of the Temple
er, Toledo, was present, as well
ector Pasmezoglu who controls
aters in St. Louis.
Pasmezoglu
proxies from about 40 St. Louis
liters and showed these at the
ing.
Joe
Morgan,
representHlarry Crandall of Washington,
y Bernstein, representing Jake
s, M. Steifel,
Grand
theater,
idelphia, C. H. Ross, Lancaster
er, Boston, M. Stern, rcpresentof Lubliner & Trinz, Chicago,
3has. Olson of Barton & Olson,
own 3 theaters in Indianapolis,
among those present.
One exDr from
Texas
was
present.
;ies from 40 others in Texas,
homa, Missouri, Kentucky, Loula, Arkansas
and
Ohio
were
nt.
e meeting was called to order
florstmann and he immediately
«d to fire questions which he
he would like to have answered
le United officials. He said: "I
ot here nor have I acted in this
;r for personal gain nor for the
ose of wrecking United Picture
iters of America, Inc. It is my
ose an* wish to have carried on
business of the corporation
% the lines pronysco us when we
based stock originally. Is Lee
5 paying the expenses of the trip
he just made to the middle west
he using our money to head off
nuine effort to establish the cortion along business lines? Again,
ey are not afraid of an investiin, why was I asked if my notes
: paid would I stop the entire
r? Were I, or any one here,
ucting the affairs of a corporain a legitimate manner, we
!d welcome an investigation. A
factory report signed by such a
esentative group of exhibitors as
{Continued on Page 2)

Centi

Rejected Offer

I United Artists Turned Down Gold- >
wyn's Plan to Build Theaters
for Joint Exhibition
{By IV ire to tVID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — An offer was made
by Samuel Goldwyn to the United
Artists
Corp.—throughout
the "Big the
Four"—
Ijuild theaters
Unitedto
States for the exhibition of the films
of the corporation, giving the four
artists one-half interest in the profits
of the theaters in exchange for the
privilege of showing Goldwyn picI\ tures
at these
theaters.
is a
statement
issued
here by This
Douglas
Fairbanks.

"The proposition," said Fairbanks,
"was turned down because to accept
it would be a reversion to the old
program plan of booking pictures
which the four artists desired to
break away from, so far as their productions were concerned. The report of a merger or a working or
booking or distributing agreement is
Fairbanks
issued this statement in
absolutel
y untrue."
denying that any deal was on whereby Goldwyn and United Artists

•Advt.

"I can't marry you now.'
A First National feature.

Anita

Stewart in "Mind the Paint Girl,"

Ask Powers to Stay

2 Per Gent Dividend

At a quarterly meeting of the
Board of Directofs of the N. A. M.
P. I. yesterday a resolution was
adopted as follows:
"Resolved,
ThatBoard
it is of.the
unanimous wish of the
Directors
of the N. A. M. P. I. that P. A.
Powers remain a member of the
Board; and the Secretary is instructed to so inform Mr. Powers by letter
this afternoon."
William A. BraiTy named the following as nominees for the Executive Committee: W. W. Irwin, Wm.
.\. Brady, A. S. Friend, L. Inncrarity,
W. E. Atkinson, J. C. FHnn, L. J.
Selznick, G. L. Hess, J. E. Brulatour,
J. M. Quinn, P. H. C.romelin and
J. G. Leo.
The resignation of Ricord Gradwell as representing World Film was
accepted.
A number of committee reports
were submitted.

Famous Players will today declarib
a 2 per cent dividend on its stocl;
This is a regular dividend.

Denialbe was
also made by Oscar* A.
would
affiliated.
Price, president of United Artists,
for a second time. Price was backed
up in his stand by Miss Pickford,
Griffith and associates of Chaplin
who could
not be reached personally
^^
at
his studio.
^
Fairbanks stated that the meeting
of the stars and their attorneys was
to discuss increased production.
On Sept.-19, WID'S DAILY stated
that Goldwyn was trying to interest the "Big Four" in a deal wherelinked
by theup.
two organizations would be

Change at Rialto
The Rialto has changed its sched?On Sept. 22 United Artists and
ule for next week. Ii will show Vi>- Goldwyn officials on the coast denied
vian Martin in "His Official Fiancee n the report.
instead
of Billie Burke
in "Sadi
Later the local office of the "Big
Four" issued another denial.

■ Famous Entertains
Forges With Friedberg
Famous Players took a party of
Love."
newspaper folks to Elmhurst, Long
Walter J. Porges who was assistant director of sales at Select is now
Island, yesterday to watch the shooting of mob scenes for "The Copper- sales manager for Joseph Friedberg
head" in which Lionel Barrymore of the Carlyle Blackwell Prod., Inc.
will appear.
He was with Select for two and a
Some of the scenes shot included half years.
as many as 1,000 people. A special
city was erected for the film.
Select Film at Broadway
Goldstein on Trip
"A Scream at the Night," a SeE. H. Goldstein of Universal, is
lect special, will open at the BroadThe new regulations governing now on a trip through the Middle
Sunday.
It replaces
MirMan"
which
will have"The
rounded
shipments of films in cases go into West boosting "The Right to Happi- •acle way
effect today.
out its sixth week on Broadway.
ness" and "Bhnd Husbands."
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[CunlinUed from Page 1)
are gathered here would so change
the value of the proposition that we
would immediately become the prime
him $3,500
worthhave
of exhibitor's
notes
factor in the film ana producing which
he says
not been cashed
business today. Is this not true? as yet. He explained that the $25
If it is, then what right under, the a week that United claimed they
sun has Lee Ochs to travel around
were paying him for salary was bethe country trying to head this meeting paid because they knew they
ing off by saying that it is called by could not pay the $10,000 at this
a disgruntled employe, the recipient time. Horstmann also claimed that
of the magnificent salary of $25 per when the United officials learned
that he was going to -expose the
After this opening statement, affair they came to him and asked
Horstmann took up the matter of him if he would keep quiet if they
the
Florence Reed productions which would pay hyn the amount due and
week."
he said were made by the Tribune he claims he refused.
The fact that the Brunton studios
company. He said that the officers
of the United arc also officers in the at Los Angeles refused to allow the
Tribune company. He stated that Dustin Farnum pictures to be made
when the Reed film, "Her Game" on their lot, Horstmann said, was
was completed, that it was rejected due to the fact that the United owed
by United, and later a syndicate was them for all the work they did on
formed by Ochs, Berst, Dintenfass, the lot. He stated that the Farnum
Johnson and Goldsmith and they films are now bcng made on the
bought the film. They later sold it Gasnier lot.
After many charges had been flung
at a great advance of what the purofficials and after a
chase price amounted to, according at the United
to Horstmann.
high pitch of excitement had been
someone
The story of the $10,000 that Uni- in effect for 15 minutes,
ted owes Horstmann was brought to
[Continued on Page 3)
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EVERY

From

EVERY

BRANCH

Contracts with the leading
first-run factors everywhere have come in so fast
and in such volume that
our clerical departments
are days behind in classifying them.
Tomorrow we shall give
you more names of exhibitors who have signed to
play immediately the first
Benj. B. Hampton & Eltinge F. Warner ZANE
GREY PICTURE.
"O!

What

a picture!"

J

RITCHEY poster I
has a different archaracterbut alltistic
of them
are
alike in this, that
the maxthey get
imum of box-office
results.

RITCHEY

LITHO.
CORP.
406W.31>lSt.,N.Y. Phone OmIh*

S

I am

at
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Kaufman With Select
Phil Kaufman
who
was
general
manager for Allen Bros., is now general manager of Select Pictures, Ltd.
of Canada.
First Bray Oct. 12
The first Bray Pictograph to be
released through Goldwyn Oct. 12,
I. 1^,
will be "Amazon Trails."

Krieger, New Fox ManagAj
light and he said that on the day that |
'Washington.
— Paul
E.
Kr
W
a note came due for that am-ount he I
granted an extension until July 1. At formerly a salesman with F
that time the note went to protest, Cincinnati, is now manager o;
he said, anci as a stay United gave exchange here.

This production will be shown for the first
time Monday, October 6th.

i
I

I
1

Several appointments have been made. You
may arrange yours by 'phoning to me.
I am here to negotiate the sale of the
entire

SERIES OF SIX LEW CODY SPECIALS
Sydney L. Cohan
Astor Hotel

:>WW. HODKINSQN^CORPORATIdN

.
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Committee Named

a .tkeN ews
Ko. 80
bf niEGO, CAL.— President AVilson
rs nervous strain due to strenuous
aign for Treaty — He delivers liis
Idress in 15 days before 50,000 at
Mejjo.

V.S1IIXGTOX, 1). C. — ?5ecretary Baker
Senators go joy-riding in air — Head
ar Department takes trip in huge
on passenger plane.
THE
LIMELIGHT— Britain's
new
to V. S. — Viscount
Grey
arrives
on the S. S. Mauretania to assume
as British
Ambassador.
MONTOX,
CANADA.
— Welcome,
e Edward/
An overwhelming greetwaits the Prince of AValcs upon his
il in Alberta's capital.
ynJUKG,
GERMANY — A
harbor
it ships — Germany's biggest seaport,
1 for four years and then stripped
1 her ships
has changed
from
a
ng port to a dead city.
NT
GERMAIN,
FRANCE. — First
res of the peace
delegates
at the
ig of the
Austrian
Treaty
which
the passing of one of the greatest
rrhies in the world.
[CAGO, ILL. — Golden brown doughfor all — Miss Sheldon, originator of
hnvits
soldiers"
idea,
makes
nuts in for
street
to aid the
Salvation
Fund.
W YORK
CITY'. — New Curtiss pasplane passes trial flight — It is the
three-motored
land
machine
proin this country.
NCETON,
N. J.— Cardinal
Mercler
8 academic
honors — He arrives
at
rsity where
he is awarded
Doctor
nrs degree.

(Continued from Page 2)
called order and il was moved that
Hector Pasmezoglu of St. Louis be
made permanent- chairman of the
meeting.
It was also decided to elect a committee to investigate the. financial
condition of the United. This committee consisted of -Hector Pasmezoglu, M. E. Stern representative of
Lubliner & Trinz, Seeger of Milwaukee, Harry Bernstein, Joe Morgan, and Charles Olson. Much argument ensued before the appointment in order that a fair committee
could be obtained and after many
objections the above men were decided upon as representative exhibitors.
After the battle had subsided it
was learned from the sergeant-atarms that the' opposition had been
storming the doors for admittance
and complaining because they were
ing. allowed to be "in" on the meetnot
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"Show Your Cards," the second
opened with several other men, de- Minta Durfee-Truart Comedy, has
manding admission. As the main been finished in Providence.
business had been transacted he and
his party were admitted and made
the fact that an investigaaware ofcommittee
tion
would call upon them
to sec the books of the United and
inquire about their financial affairs.
He said it would be agreeable to him
and with that the Goldsmith-United
crowd were invited out by Hector
Pasmezoglu, chairman. Before leaving, Goldsmith made the statement
that so much publicity should have
not been given the entire affair and
complained that the business deals
of the United had been aired through
the. press by Horstmann. He also
complained about one individual being present at the meeting who was
not
"stockholder in United" and
then aleft.
There was a meeting of the committee at 11 o'clock last night.

Parson Funeral in Los Angeles
(By Wire to IV IDS DAILY)
Los
Angeles. — The funeral of WilMilton Goldsmith, treasurer of
liam Parsons will be held in Los
United, and C. L. Johnson, secre- Angeles.- The date has not been set
tary, appeared when
the door was as yet.

WE HAVE

IT WILL DO FOR
TITLE - MAKING

SECURED

The World's Rights

POWERS'

TAYLOR HOLMES

For particulars, write

J. CIBRARIO
729 Seventh Avenue
NEW YORK

Successful Features:
All Due Together
car A. Price, Hiram Abrams,
O'Brien and Samuel Goldwyn
U due in New York on Friday.
are coming east on the same

"IT'S A BEAR"
By Nina Wilcox Putnam and
Norman Jacobsen
Directed h\) Lawrence Windom

"3
BLACK
EYES"
Written
and directed
by
Charles Horan
obert McLaughlin's dramatic prodtion "The House Without Childr" will have a lobby display that
s 11 stop the passer-by on account
0 its very human appeal. We are
d ig our utmost to cooperate with
tl author and transfer his ideas on
c. /as. Ready very shortly for the
S e Right buyer.
KRAUS
MFG. CO.
C iVest 42nd St. .
New York City

"A REGULAR FELLOW"
By Daniel Carson Goodman
Directed by Christy Cabanne

mim

"WHERE

Bp George Agnew Chamberlain
'From The Cosmopolitan Magazine)
Directed by Lawrence Windom

IN
FOR

TERRITORIAL

1457 BROADWAY

RIGHTS

JOSEPH

COMMUNICATE

FRIEDBERG

BROKAW

BLDG.

Phone Bryant 3824

WITH

PROMISES ARE SACRED"

LOUIS
FORMERLY
LETTERED

- lU.USTRATED - PHOTOGRAPHED
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
PROCESS TITLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS
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CALL

YORK

WILL

BRYANT
220 WEST 42nd ST.

ART
HAND

NEW

MEYER
&. MEYER INC.

BRODA

TITLES

"UPSIDE DOWN "
From the story in "Harpers Bazaar"
by Qeorge Agnew Chamberlain
Directed by Lawrence Windom

"TAXI"
MPLETE SERVICE

FILM

is just the thing
for this purpose.

(EXCLUSIVE of the U. S., CANADA, AUSTRALIA and SOUTH AMERICA)
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KINOGRAMS
ARMY
& NAVY
BALI.OOX
RACE— Five
hiii baits sail off into tlie sl^y from the
H.vinu field in St. Louis in a contest for
distance.
TOIKING
WEST
AVITH WII.SON—
I'ictiires made by staff pliotoKrapIier on
the I'resident's special ineliidin;; IJenv
Salt Lake and other points.
BIGGEST
riCXIC IN WOKLI>— Tw
ty-live thousand folks of the cash regis
communit.v
at
Dayton,
Ohio,
jvather
biK outing' in i>ark.
ENGLAND'S
NEW
AMB.ASSADO
Viscount
Grey
arrives
on Mauretani
represent his sovernment in official aff;
at nation's capital.
S. S. KOSALIN ON THE ROCKS— Big'
ship of the Red Cross line goes aground
on Cow's Reef off the .Atlantic shore near
to Stamford,
Conn.
H.\KVARD WINS FIRST GAME— Boys
in Crimson romp in with score of fiftythree to zero in gridiron battle with
Bates, first since war.
GRAND
FLEET
M.4KES A CALL—
First battle squadron of the British navy
t«kes a holiday with due ceremonials at
port of Folkstone.
M.AKE PRINCE INTO INDI.AN— His
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales meets
the redskins at Banff In Canadian West
and gets a bonnet.
M.AKns'G F.ABMERS OF A. E. F — Out
at Davis, California where they are
teaching former soldiers what to do with
a farm.
SALV.ATION DOUGHNUT
IN CHICAGO—Margaret Sheldon, the Salvation
Army's original doughnutter, helps in
the "home service" drive.

DISTRIBUTED
BY
PICTURES

Katterjohn Here
Lapidus in New York
Monte Katterjohn who is making
E. Lapidus, business manager of
the Golden Days Picture Plays, Inc., four pictures for Equity is in New
is in New York stopping at the Astor. York stopping at the Knickerbocker.
He iscomedies
here to dispose
of Beck's Bad
Girl
in two reels.

DAIIJV^

Stories

Secured

William
has secured
"'
Hell
Ship" byFox
Denison
Clift for 1«
laine Traverse and "Tin Pan Al
for Albert Ray and Elinor Fair.!

The Industrial Depart]
ment of the Universa:
Film Manufacturing Coml
pany will consider a first
class assistant scenarif
writer who, preferably
knows the advertising
field (although this is no!
absolutely essential) ; an(i
one who is big enough b
grow along with his jol^
Here is a real opportunit
for the right man. Pleas
call
person or addres
Mr. inHarry
Levey, 160^
Broadway, New YoU
Citv.

irector. •
Harry's Latest
Harry Reichenbacli is busy pulling
stunts
Equity. on "Eyes of Youth" for

green glasses with "Eyes of Youth"
written across one lens and "Clara
Kimball Young" on the other.

More

\V A X T K D

Assistants Stay with Henley
Benjamin P. Schoenfein, studio
manager and Warren Fromme, assistant director with Hobart Henley
while the latter was with Hallmark
have gone over to Pathe with the

He has sent broadcast to exhibitors a regulation baggage tag with a
real chestnut attached. The card
reads: "Are you stilli playing chestnuts or" — and "-Have you inquired
about Clara Kimball Young in 'Eyes
Another stunt was to send to 100
of Youth'."
of
the leading exhibitors a pair of

Two

WHY DID HE
HOLD BOX OFFICE
RECORDS IN MORE
THEATRES THAN
HE CAN REMEMBER

— Toledo Daily Blade

Ask

Sidney

SUPREME

Reynolds

PICTURES

(Inc.)

WORLD

BECaVANStGLfiN
& COMPANY, Inc.
45 EAST 17tt STREET
NEWYORKCITY

tit

Produced \

HAWOE

WUI Purcliase
'■ Your Entir^

Si^ign RiglPI
-

For'Cash ?
YOU

thing's\
beet kawa
far the'
* * * * . It is by er"
is Haya
THE
remembered performar
wellPaint
his on
since Drag
done
"The Cheat." in fact it is the opinion of the p tailm
writer that his work in this latest picture sur U
anything he has ever done, and we will go f till
and say the screen has given us nothing vv/e like («
it is a true work of art, a picture that will <
w-me"e i
"sho
n pictur
the veeyesthatofa the
motio
who
redome toin belie
picturefus
a soul." in the Exhibitors Trade /
possessed
HelenofRockTvell
Distnbuted

Hi

by

EXHIBITORS MUTUAL

■
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Price 5 Cents

Loew in Huge Deal

Investigation On
imittee

of United
Stockholders
Completing Arrangements Which
Will Involve $100,000,000
Starts Work
Expansion
of theatrical interests
le investigating
committee
of
involving over $100,000,000 are indied stockliolders appointed at the
cated by the admission by Marcus
modore on Tuesday visited the
Loew that his entire institution is
ed offices yesterday,
undergoing a complete reorganiza'hen the committee arrived, obtion and he is planning a monster
on was made to an attorney repdeal which, if consummated, will renting Texas exhibitors who was
sult in the acquisition of new theaters
he committee.
He was finally
oved.
and complete circuits.
The reason for the enormous exilton Goldsmith of United then
ested Marcus Loew for the compansion and the outpouring of milee as representing
New
York
lions is 'to give Loew a greater
purchasing
power through greater
bitors but he was also rejected,
strength.
acob Hartsall was then proposed
Loew explained, when questioned,
he was also turned down,
nally a committee
of six was
that his theaters yield ample finaned upon.
The committee workcial returns, and are invariably successful because enormous capacity,
ill of yesterday in investigation
le Unit^ed books,
large buying power, and the combinddie Zorn and some of the other
ed strength of an already large circuit enables him to keep on giving
bitors
plan
leaving
town,
at
the shows he does at a very small
;, leaving the investigation in the
Js of the committee,
admission price.
Rumors have been circulated for
uring the investigation on Tues{Continued on Page 2)
E. J. O'Donnell was asked
ther in his opinion United had
Plunkett Sails Today
e money with their productions
said he did not think they had.
"Joe" Plunkett of the Select organization sails today for London. He
;said the Farnum picture "Light
will make his headquarters at the
he Western Stars" had cost UniHotel Savoy.
$125,000, plus $12,000 for addial prints, and at least $2,000 a
for distributing cost. Two
"Happiness" Closes Sunday
iths ago he said he saw a stateShe discovered her boy is a man by whipping him.
Jack Pickford
in
t that the picture had totalled
"The Right to Happiness," Univer"In Wrong," a First National Attraction.
'Advt.
,000.
sal special,
weeks' run
at the
Park closes
Sunday.a five
It immediately
)me
starts over the Loew circuit of thea)ws: of O'Donnell's testimony
ters.
—Isn't it true that the officers of the
5d several times have stated in solicHyman Winik of Western Import
Macauley Photoplays will make a
stock that they could show in their and W. H. Prod., has just purchased series of 6 pictures starring Bernard /<**
Goldwyn Stars Here
_ Pauline Frederick and Tom Moore
s profit! of their pictures that they
a whole block at Southern Boule- Burning, husband of Shirley Mason.
exploited?
f Goldwyn are in New York.
-I have seen a statement and there
vard, Simpson St. and Westchester Durning had an important role in
Ave.,
in
the
Brcrtix,
in
which
a
3,200
'jeen
published
a
statement
in
their
"When Bearcat Went Dry." The
5 that from pictures they have bought
Mix Signs for Five Years
luld make were sold plus all cost and seat theater will be built. In con- new series will be made on the
harges and Mr. Ochs has made a
TomtractMix
has signed a S-j'car conjunction with the theater there will coast and will be distributed through
with Fox.
ment to me in the presence of my be about 38 stores and a number of World Film.
organization in the Middle West
Interocean has secured entire forhigh class apartments. The entertthe
of "Light
$34 800. of Western Stars" had a
prise will cost $4,000,000.
eign rights.
—Do you know of any mismanageThe property secured by Winik is
; by any of the officers of the United/
'eported
PriceLeasefor Is Los
Angeles ^
Theater
$500,000
—I know of nothing that is wrong. 1 now occupied by the Areco and Holr they have not supplied us witn
lywood Courts, apartment houses.
ires and stars as promised. Everj The present
buildings have a facing
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
under my charge was held up two
Sol Lesser has bought domestic
three days for funds which necessi- of 243 ft. on Southern Boulevard, 261
Los Angeles. — The lease of Milour salesmen staying in the offices ft. on Westchester Ave. and 82 ft. on and Canadian rights to "The Sky er's California theater at 8th and
le different branch offices until the
Eye," William Steiner's special. It Main Sts. is reported to have been
iy arrived. I have also been informea Simpson St. The property was held will
be state righted In all territory,
ly branch managers that in the last at $1,000,000 and has a yearly rental
except that handled by Lesser and: purchased bj' Goldwyn. The lease is
lys that their contingency check came income of $130,000.
said to be for 25 years and the purfrom their bank marked "insufficient
Winik will build a theater there his associates.
chase price is reported at $500,000.
s."
Today of
at the
luncheon
1, formerly
PioneerNathan
Film which will have three entrances: one
Harry Leonhardt, managing direcsaid that Goldsmith has bought on each of the streets in which the
tor stated that the deal had not been
elf a limousine and has a chauffeur.
iclosed although negotiations were
faces.
3ld me that Goldsmith -told him that property
He is quite generally known as be
Robertson-Cole has purchased l\n progress. He said that several
ad bouglit a half interest in the FlorReed Productions and was a partner ing closely connected with Eriglisl "The Open Door," a film made by Joffers had been received.
imberg, and that he was selling the capital. When asked wlicther he con- the
Artclass Pictures Corp., and diires to the United at a nifty profit.
rected by Dallas M. Fitzgerald. S-The Goldwyn offices stated yestertemplated a chain . of theaters, h(
-Do
you
think
the
United
can
prosaid:
1 if the same officers remain? What
\that they knew nothing about
Distribution will be through Exhibi- d^
;
tors Mutual.
[Continued on Page 3)
the.. deal.
"I can't tell you that."
\

Winik to Build

Through World Film

/Goldwyn Buys Calif. \

Buys "Sky Eye"

Secures "Open Door"

Thursday,

jMH

October 2, 1919

Loew in Huge Deal
{Continued from Page

1)

DAII.V

45th St. deal recently announced are
being contemplated.

Sennett Film All Sold
Sol Lesser has sold the ent
country on "Yankee Doodle in B
lin." Hyman Winik has fore

some time to the effect that Loew
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
was contemplating going into the
Albanj-. — The Marcus Loew Realty
The rights.
Vol. X No. 2 Thursday, October 2, 1919
Price 5 Cents acquisition of new houses in a man- Corp. was chartered yesterday,
ner never before attempted by any capital stock is $50,000.
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, manager or group of managers, but
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., according to his admissions the conGriffith Due Tuesday
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
templated deal, details of which will
FILM FOLKS, INC.
D. W. Griffith is due in New York
lie announced in a week, looms up as
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President the biggest deal in the history of the next Tuesday from the coast.
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and theater.
"Broken Blossoms" broke a record
posters are made for
Business
Manager.
Loew is at present building 29 the- at Clune's Auditorium last Saturday
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 191S,
aters,
and
buying
others
constantly,
when $2,747 in business was done.
at the post office at New York, N. Y.. under
justsell
oneseats.
purpose;
the act of March 3, 1879.
acquiring them at the rate of about
to
That —is
two
a
week,
yet
he
says
this
is
only
Terms
(Postage
United'
Outside6
Buys French Picture
their sole function,
of Greater
New free)
York,
$10.00States,
one year;
the beginning, and has formed plans
The Foundation Film Corp. has
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, to secure theaters by wholesale,
and they always
$15.00.
making the purchase of but one or purchased "For the Happiness of
Subscribers should remit with order
Others,"
a
5-xeel
picture
made
in
two theaters a matter of small moAddress
all
communications
to WID'S
ment. Entire circuits, groups of France by Albert du Lac. The film
succeed in performDAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
theaters and millions of dollars worth is said to have been made with the
York, N. Y.
of property sites are involved in the American public in mind.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Foundation will state right the
ing it.
new expansion.
Hollywood,, California:
LITHO.
CORP.
Witorial
Offices:
M04
Hollywood
Blvd.
Loew
also
admitted
when
quesPhone, Hollywood 160i
406W.3I>tSt;,N.Y. Phone aeltM 8S8S
tioned that the deal involves co-oper- picture.
Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Joe Brandt Going West
ation with some of the biggest finanPhone, Hollywood
1062.
cial interests in America.
Joe Brandt expects to go west in
The past few months have seen a day or two. While there he is
'
H enormous expansion and acquistion expected to to finish "Lightning
of new theaters for Loew.
Bryce," the serial which is being
Bid. Asked. Last SaU
Several deals along the lines of the handled by Arrow Film.
Famous Players..lll
113^
112
2Sy2
25J4
Qi
Va
Triangle
Unit. Pict. Prod- 25
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTIONS
World Film
—

I

RITCHEY

RITCHEY

uotations

Invited to Trade Conference
The N. A. M. P. I. has been invited by the U. S. Chamber of Commerce to attend the International
Trade Conference to be held at Atlantic City the week of Oct. 20. William A. Brady will appoint a cornmittee to take care of the matter.
The association is considering allying itself in some way with film
organizations in France and England.

un

Who Bobked

DESERTXIOtl)^
Bulletin No. 16.
October 2, 1919.

CASINO
THEATRE
Spokane — Wash.
This important first-run
theatre shifted another picture booked for the week
of October 21 and immediately replaced it with
The first Benjamin B.
Hampton and Eltinge F.
Warner ZANE GREY
PICTURE.
"O!

What a picture!"

^»

Directed by

HOWARD

HICKMAM

Produced
Krfiniir*»r! \>y
nM

B. B. FEATURES

IT offers the biggest exploitation possibilities of any
recent releases.
Kitty Kelly, M. D., can bill your patrons for one
hour of laughs and thrills.
Kitty Kelly, M. D., can prescribe an evening at the
theatre to cure the glooms.
And you can feel like the proud friend who re^
commended the right physician.
Distributed by

W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Ftdh Avenue , New York Gtr
"■i«l./K th,^>.^h PATDI /]

EXHIBITORS MUTUAL

(

jMi
ivestigation On
Continued from Page 1)
personal opinion if the same
emain in the company or not?
Mr. Ochs gave me statements
e not true, which were imparted
chibitors.
Donnell made a trip around the
and came in contact with men
In his management. These men
!ived telegrams from Beret that
Donnell was no longer connecteu
United. "In every instance
an,"
O'Donnell,
me
ft. I said
told them
that I "asked
had ceased
any confidence and that Mr.
vised me that he may get another
he may not. I saw no prospects
any obligations that we incurred
! exhibitor being fulfilled. For
son I did not care to continue
not further
go to Boston."
lell
testified:
t Friday Mr. O'Toole was called
go by Mr: Ochs and was given a
division sales manager of tho
t at an amount twice what lie
siving from me as a manager,
is $70 per week. To instill confiMr. O'Toole
they furnished
ords
and a contingency
fundhimof
This is the amount specified by
)0le. This will apply to a man
logers, of Kansas City, vfho was
f60 per week. He was promoted
Ion and salary double to retain
)u will also find the records will
it to retain every salesman they
tiake promotion and big increase
Seelye's Testimony
Seelye,
formerly a United
testified in part:
you know of any mismanageile you were with the United?
ey paid $125,000 for "Light of
Stars" when J. D. Williams of
it
th National
not more and
than others
$60,000.said'
Theyit
:hey paid this high price because
ct that it was a picture of excepilue, and second, because they
et 8 more Dustin Farnums at a
ice. It is a matter of record that
;ed against this price,
said that I knew Harry Sherman
lew statements he made were unl that I believe his representation
had Dustin Farnum signed for 8
tures should at least be investiMy request for investigation
ided and the contract hurriedly
rithout my consent. It later dehat Sherman did not have Dustin
and the"
to signDustin
him,
iffort
to United
give thehad entire
pictures to the exhibitors for
ich.
i you promise there would be an
s' board of control?
solutely
and
I approached
a
Wire from O'Toole
O'Toole has sent this office
•wing wire:
rt published
in your
daily,
that I have resigned United
nent in Minneapolis is und I would
appreciate
your
the proper announcement
■*
ng same."

FLE- PRINTING

Thursday,

DAILV
"U"

"Berlin" Week

Midnight Shows for Loew
Marcus Loew will hold midnight
Universal has finished a special
performances the night of Oct. 4 at
called
Trembling Hour" with
his Avenue B on the East Side and Kenneth"The
Harlan. George Scigmann
directed.
the Palace theaters, in the Brownsville section of Brooklyn for "The
Right to Happiness." Reserved seats
are being sold for these performances.
In addition to the picture the Russian Cathedral Quartette and the
Russian Balalaika orchestra will ap-

Irving Berlin week will be celebrated next week at all the Loew theaters in the U. S. and Canada.
His hew tosong,
"TheTalmadge,
New. Moon"
dedicated
Normawill
be sung.

pear.

Christie
Comedies are the
most dependable
single reel comedies
on the market.

WHY
THE DID
NEW"ZIT"
YORKOF
JOURNAL GO INTO
ECSTASIES OVER
HIS SUCCESS

—Walter H. Brooks
. Y, M. C. A.
Auditorium. Coatesville, Pa.

Ask Sidney Reynolds
SUPREME PICTURES (Inc.)

I am

at

The

Astor

ARRANGE

(/ nquiries to

J. CIBRARIO
729 Seventh Avenue
,
NEW YORK

2, 1919

Special Finished

Hotel

and

TO SHOW

will

be

gladi to

YOU

The First Print

"THE BELOVED CHEATER"
This production will be shown for the first
time Monday, October 6th.
Several appointments have been made. You
may arrange yours by 'phoning to me.
I am here to negotiate the sale of the
entire
*

SERIES OF SIX LEW CODY SPECIALIS

If you use Powers'
Film for this purpose, you •will find
it suits you.

October

Sydney L. Cohan
Astor Hotel

iMA PAILV

immmmmmm
Thursday, October 2, 1919
Marjorie
Rambeau
has returned
from a vacation in the Adirondacks.

i

«

The

Mystery
of 13"

It will smash all boxoffice records on serials. It has more
thrills and will create
more interest than any
other serial in the past.
Distributed by

W. H. PRODUCTIONS CO.

Parson's Funeral Postpot

Campaign on Mary Minter
The Loew ofifices are getting ready

Mildred Harris Co. Chartered

{By Wire to fVID'S DAILY)
a campaign to introduce Mary, Miles
Albany. — The Chaplin-Mayer Pictures Co. has been chartered for $1,- Minter, Realart star, to their patrons.
It has been a number of years since
000,000.
This is Louis B. Mayer's new unit Miss Minter has played the Loew
featuring Mildred Harris Chaplin.
houses and a special trailer will be
used far enough in advance of her
Prize for Composers
Realart film for the Loew public to
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld has offered a get to know her.
prize of $500 for the best overture
submitted to him by March 31, 1920.
Ten Episodes Finished
Irene Boyle has been engaged to
Hollywood. — William Duncan has
»»,
play in the first Edgar Lewis produc- finished ten episodes of "Smashing
tion for Pathe release.
Barriers," his new Vitagraph serial.

(By Wire to WW'S BAIL
Hollywood, Cal. — Funeral ai
ments for "Smiling Bill" P
have been postponed pendiil
arrival from the east of his :
and Mrs. J. W. Whitten, a sif
A director's meeting to set
ancial.and managerial questii
the National Film Corp. will 1
immediately. A new preside
be elected to take Parson's plal
though the will has not ye
filed for probate it is believec
Rhodes, his widow, and his n
are the principal beneficiaries.

NEW YORK

71 WEST 23rd STREET

AUTHOR"

AUTHOR

"AUTHOl

AMERICA'S FINEST
LABORATORY
Localed
HARVEY THEW
Writing Continuity

Atop The Palisades
Opposite 129th Street

i

Palisade Film Laboratories
Paliiadei, N. J.

Morimere 621-2

Recent Releases:
Norma Talmadse

JACK CUNNINGHAM

"THH NEW MOON"
Earle WUUams
in
"A ROaUB'S ROMANCE"
S220H Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

Associated with
George Loane
Tucker
Productions
Hollywood,

Booth TarUnrten's
"SEVENTEEN"
"HEARTS
OF
MEN"
for George Beban
"DELICIOUS
LITTLE
for Mae Mnrray

Cal.

Triple Optical Enlargements
are made by our own patented apparatus which permits us to extract
important scenes from film and make
them into large paintings up to 40x60
inches. Some of these are on exhibition at our salesrooms.
KRAUS MFG.
CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City
Tel. 3607 Bryant
17th Floor

Send Us Your
St.

NEWARK.

N

J.

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National and Speer Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

CHARLES

F.

CAMPBELL,

Now

adapting

EDNA SCHLEY

Harold McGrath's Novel

"HEARTS
BILLIE

and MASKS"
RHODES

Markham

MI

Bnilding

Hollywood, Calif.
Telephone 5T7041

J. GRUBB ALEXANDER
Forthcoming

Blackwell
tions

Produc-

be.

J. ANTHONY

ROACH

"INNOCENT
Ben
Wilson SerialCHEAT"
Feature

William Fox

"THE TRAIL OF THE*

Productions

OCTOPUS"

IN

Permanent Address

ADTI/TICIllU/TRATING. HAHD lETTERINC
145W455r
PM.BI!yANT8?7i

Hollywood, Calif.

"A

Woman of Pleasure"
Blanche
Sweet Special
**The Pagan
God"

Original for Wm.

Desmond

JESSE D HAMPTON
Productions

Fiye years with Thos.
H. Ince
Current Releases:
"APACHE"
•WHAT'S
TOUR
"THE

HUS-

BUSHER"
BAND DOING?"

•

DANIEL F. WHITCOMB
Originaland stories

Continuity and Specials

R. CECIL SMITH
Writer

Releases

Originals»TitleS"Continuities

Carlyle

George Elwood Jenks

starring
H. B. Warner
^'Dangerous Waters"

England

Current Release
"Under Suspicion"
A Universal feature

Adapting for the screen

oTERVlGE

Representing the foremost
Authors of America and

In 15 Chapters

U HENDRICKSON14U7
01-xC|
MV
it " . JlSl iM.,^. I .
A Charg. cT Affairs

COMPLETE

DEVIL"

CONSIDINE

6621 St. Francis Court
for
Hollywood,
Cal.

Any Quantil})
l-««vl^ ITiItIV
Highest Prices JUIlK
P Ulli
INTERSTATE
SMELTING
®. REFINING
COMPANY
23 Commercial

MILDRED

E. RICHARD SCHAYER
Pictures Built in the
SCRIPT— Not in the
Catting Room
Now with Goldwyn
Writing for
Geraldine Farrar
and
Director Reginald Barker

REX TAYLOR
Goldwyn Staff
Current Madge Kennedy
Release
"THE
WRONG
DOOR"
In Preparation:
"MORAN,
OF THE
'LADY
for TomLETTY'
Moore "

7if(?RECOCHIZ
AUTHORIT

»BRADSTREET

FILHPQM

X No. 3

Price 5 Cents
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mmittee at Work

Southern Line-up

United Amusement
Co. Capitalized
at $250,000—
Operate in
FiveWill
States

ig into United Picture Affairs
ledged to Secrecy — Possible
Developments Today
terday was just one conference
another
for the investigating
ittee of exhibitor members of
i Picture Theaters, Inc. They
early in the morning
and
all ddring the day.
net result of these conferwas hardly noticeable, but as
lit of yesterday's discussion it
iaid some
important
developwith regard
to. the Horst-United controversy may occur

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
New Orleans, La. — Among the organizers of the United Amusement
Co., which as noted will combat S.
.A.. Lynch in Mississippi, Louisiana,
Texas, Arkansas and Oklahoma are
the following:
W. J. Lytle, exhibitor, San Antonio,
Tex.; Theo. Apostolon, exhibitor, San
Antonio Tex.; A. Nicholson, exhibitor,
San Antonio, Tex.; A. P. Barrett, attorney, San Antonio, Tex.; Ike Kempner,
merchant
and banker, tiittle Rock Ark.;
Saul
S.
Harris,
exhibitor,
Rock,
Ark.; T. H. Boland,
exhibitor,Little'
Oklahomm
City. Okla. ; J. H. Langhben, capitalist,
Galveston, Tex.; R. Lee Kempner, cashier Texas Bank and Trust Co., Galveston,
{Continued on Page 2)

special investigating commitas first pledged to secrecy ycs{Continued on Page 2)

After Stories

Rothapfel Forms Company

s. Charlotte Pickford, who is
n New York, came East to sestories for Mary. She is negog for several now.
s. Pickford said yesterday tfig^t
xpected Mary here about Nov.
ause, at that time the Cora Wilig litigation is expected to come
the courts. Mrs. Pickford will
in here until after the action is
;d and then probably return to
oast with Mary.
! dispelled all rumors yesterday
Mary expected to go abroad in
nmediate future,
ary is busy making features for
>e on the coast," she said.

;mands Drawn

Up

e Motion Picture Theater Atnts Union of New York, afifiliwith the American Federation
ibor, has drawn up its demands
resentation to theater owners,
hundred members held a meetate Wednesday night at which
ham Goldman and Benjamin L.
■e were delegated to meet the
2r owners. Moore resigned as
lent of the union to take charge
c demands. Murray Pearl has
eded him.
; men are asking for a minimum
scale of $25 weekly for porushers, and ticket choppers;
)r cashiers, starting work in the
ing and $15 for those starting
I afternoon; $30 for special of, and $42.50 for managers.
I theaters which will be hit by
ke are mainly on the East Side
lome houses in the Williams1 section of Brooklyn owned by
Side men will likewise be hit.
; union is having nightly meetit 125 Rivington St.

{By Wire to WID'S
Dover, Del.— The S.
Corp. has been formed
tal of $550,000. The
Trust Co. acted for the

DAILY)
L. Rothapfel
with a capiCorporation
company.

S. L. Rothapfel, reached at his
home yesterday, stated that he had
formed absolutely no plans at alL
*Advt.

"The world is at my feet."
First Natioitgl attraction.

Anita Stewart in "Mind the Paint Girl," a

Peters Heads Circuit
Elected President of Texas Exhibitors' Organization
[By Wire to fVID'S DAILY)
Dallas, Tex. — The following have
been elected officers of the Texas
Exhibitors Circuit, another organization on the war path against S. A.
Lynch.
E. T. Peters, of Cuero and Yoakum, president.
H. H. Elliott, Corpus Christi, vicepresident.
{
H.
C.Stearns,
Kingsville,
secrt?tary.

Can't
Sew Up Market
So Pearce of New Orleans Says
After Extensive Trip

Hearing on Tuesday
The Ways and Means Committee
of the House of Representatives will
hold a hearing on Tuesday next in
Washington at which time film men
will have an opportunity to air their
grievances on the Federal taxes.
The exhibitors will make headquarters at the Raleigh Hotel, Washington. Louis F. Blumenthal, chairman of the Legislation and Tax
Committee of the M. P. E. A., Inc.;
has interested Congressman Julius
Kahn in the cause of the picture
men and it is expected that he will
appear before the House Committee
urging repeal.
Charles C. Pettijohn is chairman of .
the Legislative and Tax Committee
of the National Association. He
recently returned from Washington
where he conferred with House
members regarding the taxes. At
that time it was reported that repeal
of the measures was rather doubtful.
The Exhibitors League yesterday
issued a report of the work of S. I.
Berman, executive secretary, who
has just returned from Washington
where he was in conference with
lem.
Government
officials on the tax prob-

(Special to WW'S DAILY)
New Orleans. — J. Eugene Pearce,
.of Pearce Films who has just re•kirned from an extensive trip
though the East and North, is
tiuote^, locally, as follows:
",Tlie film business in New York
is flourishing financially, but not
otherwise. It seems that the producers have goi)^ wild over the ease
with which money has been made to
flow into their coffers and refuse to
Directors as follows: E. T. Peters, recognize that there is any limit
O. A. Engelbrecht, of Temple; G. C. to the income.
Sage, Mercedes; Henry O. Calvert,
"Money is the sole consideration,
E. L. Schubeck, El Campo; Sam and, as a result, there is a <rery noticeable indifference to the quality of
Swhrtz, Eagle Pass; H. H. Staacke,
the pictures that are being put out,
Seguin.
Peters states that, to start, there while at the same time there is not
will be a circuit of 40 members.
the least hesitation at putting up the
price on every piece of film that goes
out and demanding that the branch
Breaks Record
managers get the money.
It is quite apparent, judging from
"Naturally there must be a point Berman's report, that the hope of ac"Yankee Doodle in Berlin" broke
at which these conditions will cntion by the Ways and Means Coma house record at Fox's Bedford,
{Continued on Page 3)
mittee isvery remote.
Brooklyn Sunday night.
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M

Brulatour Heads Committee
J. E. Brulatour has been elected
chairman of the Fire' Prevention
Committee of the National Association and Frank Meyer, vice-chairman.
At the meeting it was decided to
have buildings constructed especially for film storage throughout the
country wherever possible.

Who Booked

DESERt^IdLD?
Bulletin No. 17:
October 3, 1919.

IN
CHICAGO
In less than three weeks
since its first run play date
in the City of Chic'ago, 162
theaters have signed contracts antd extra prints
have been issued to serve
them promptly.
The first Benjamin B.
Hampton and Eltinge F.
Warner ZANE GREY
PICTURE.
"O!

What a picture!"

W.W. HODKINSON GORPORATiON
527 Filth Arenut. Ntw fcVClr

(Continued from Page 1)
terday_ and then went into conferences at the Astor.
It is said that earlj' in t-he day the
present United officials offered to resign from the theater end of the
organization if they could continue
control of the production end. It is
also understood that the committee
voiced its complete approval of
Horstmann's desire for an investiVarious rumors spread throughout
gation.
film circles of what might result
from the investigation, but nothing
developed to verify the accuracy of
an}^ of these reports.
The special committee, will, it is
understood, continue its work today.
J. A. Berst, president of United, is
expected
in the city today from the
Coast.
Goldsmith Writes Horstmann
The following letter was sent by
Milton M. Goldsmith,
treasurer of
United, to Horstmann yesterday:
Ernest H. Horstmann,
Hotel Commodore, N. Y.
Sir:
We have been informed that you
have been circulating rumors regarding this corporation. We shall hold
you strictly accountable for same. If
there is any doubt in your mind
about the ability of this company to
pay its just obligations, we will give
you
check'for
your note
of $7,500
the same
is presented
at this
office. if
Although the note is not due until
November 15, we are taking this
method* of satisfying you and all
others to whom your statements have
been made, as they are absolutely
unfounded and so that you and they
may realize that you are being used
as a tool by persons aesigning to
injure this corporation for ulterior
motives.
The thousands of exhibitors of the
United States who are interested in
United and its welfare will have
something to say as soon as the opportunity presents itself regarding
those who are taking part in the
present attempt to besmirch this
corporation and its officers.
Lipson Still with United
E. J. Lipson of Omaha, has sent
the following wire:
"I have copy of WID'S DAILY,
Sept. 25. Contemptible lies disseminated by discharged employees
with attempts to mislead me were
unsuccessful. In fairness to exhibitors in my territory wish to advise
that I am back at my desk stronger
for United than ever."

Prices !
Several out-of-town exhibitors who have been on Exchange Row during the last
week assert that the patrons of
their theaters are taking a vital
interest in the discussion of the
arbitrary advance in film rentals demanded of the local exhibitors and they are outspoken
in their opposition to what
they conceive to be an unwarranted action based upon the
quality of the pictures presented on the current programs.
They fully realize that any advance in rental prices must ultimately come from their
pockets, and while they regard
the motion picture as their dependable means of entertainment, they indicate that dwindling patronage of the theaters
is not beyond a possibility as a
retributive measure. Present
prices are apparently popular.
— New Orleans Times, Picayune, Sept. 21.

What's
United?

all this about

L. J

Mureal Prod. Forr
Company

Capitalized at $100,OOC

The Mureal Prod. Inc., have,
formed with a capital of $100,(
produce pictures.
The compan;
Produce
•
chartered in Delaware. Madamt
real is president and in additii
occupyin.g that office will appe
the productions.
William Baird is treasurer c
[Continued from Page 1)
corporation, Harold W. Jrks \\
Tex.; C. H. Moore, viCe president Gulf & retary and Thomas Bedding isi
Interstate Railway, Galveston Tex., also eral sales manager.
vice president Lock, Moore & Co., Lake
Charles, La. ; George and John Sealy,
Madame Mureal has appear'
Hutchins, Sealy Banking Co.. Galveston, films with L. J. Gasnier and ]
Powell and has had conside
Tex. ; S.curityJ. National
McFarlani*,
vice president
Bank, Dallas,
Tex. ; D. SeE.
Traveling
Waggoner, president Security National stage experience.
Bank, Dallas. Tex. ; Edwin Hobby, vice
president and cashier Security National
Bank, Dallas, Tex.; P. C. Levy, exhibitor.
Fort Worth, Tex.; E. H. Rowley exhibi- . W. E. Atkinson is going ti
tor, San Angplo, Abilene and Hillsboro.
shortly to look over M
Tex. ; E. V. Richards, Jr., secretary and coast
general manager Saenger Amusement Co. production activities. He wi
New Orleans, La., and E. H. Hulsey, Dalgone
a month
on the retun'
stop at
various and
exchanges.
las, Tex.
Carl Laemmle and Harry Bd
The company is 'capitalized at
$250,000 but it is stated that arrange- of Universal will pay a visit t
exchange.
ments are being completed for $1,- Chicago
000,000 to -be paid into the treasury.
Capital increases of the or.ganization
F. P.-L. Showings
Onlyi
will be made as progress is made.
Terre
Haute,
Ind.
—
The
Am
The company will line up theaters
in all towns of 10,000 and up, in the and new Orpheu'm theaters ha|
five states above mentioned. Where ranged with Famous Players to-they cannot secure an interest or that company's product only (
sole ownership in theaters, new ones the coming season.
will be built.
The idea is similar to a chain store
plan. It is stated that already about
10 or 12 theaters have been secured
and contracts for the building of
others let out.
The booking plan, it is said, will
allow exhibitors included in the comto the entire cost of a'l
photo -play production,
pany to secure films at an individual
price below that being paid now.
posters are a small item
— relative to its financial
Darling Returns .

Southern Line-up

Joseph R. Darling, representative
at large for Fox Film Corp.. has reBuys Serial for Abroad
turned to New York after a two-year
E. S. Manheimer has acquired from stay in the Far East.
While abroad he opened offices for
Frank Hall the foreign sales rights
Fox in the Orient.
of his new serial, "The Sign of the
Rat," in which Clara Anderson is
starring.
Pathe to Build
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
New Realart Manager
Los An.gelcs. — Pathe will build a
new
office
building at Olive between
John C. MacMeekin, well known
throughout the Middle West, and Ninth and Tenth Sts., for its exchange headquarters.
formerly with Select at Denver, has
The structure will cost $250,000
been placed in charge of Realart's and will be 50 by 150 feet.
Kansas Citv branch".

RELATIV

success, they are the
most important item of
all. For which reason'
RITCHEY posters pay

ritch:by

406W.3htSt.,N.Y. Phone thelxa 83ft
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Managers Ban Sunday Shows
a, Ohio. — Sunday
picture
will be discontinued here unecision is rendered in the SuCourt of the state as to the
y of Sabbath shows,
ry Kress of the Piqua Amufee"o.andwhotwooperates
May's Opera
other theaters
here
rrested two weeks ago on an
it signed by the members of a
;hurch.
,was fined $100 and costs by the
" for the offense.
e that time, however, the
' have been operated by Kress
ere have been so many threats
;ure arrests that Kress and
[local managers have decided
bnday shows would be disconpending the court decision.
•k has been started in "The
|/'irgin,"
B. A. Rolfe
:tion for the
A. new
H. Fischer.

Can't Sew Up Market

{Continued from Page 1)
counter a crash, but the New York
crowd refuses to recognize this fact.
The only thing that lias impressed
them is the fact that they have been
unable to corner the market as it ha^
been charged they had hoped to do.
They have not improved their pictures, while, on the other hand the
independent producers have been
making better pictures and they have
been finding ready sale for them, too.
"This talk of sewing up the film
supply is all bosh. ^Why I have already purchased enough high-class
productions to keep my own theaters
running and to supply all of the independent exhibitors in this territory
if all of the 'program' stufif should be
cut off right now, and the independent product is better than the 'proit.
gram' stuff any way you look at
"In Cleveland, at the Stillman Theater, the patrons were condemning
without stint one of the widest heralded special features that has recently been released and the general
opinion is that distributors have not
ommenced to make good their claim

I am

at

The
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that they were to issue better pictures.
"Furthermore, the man who talks
or even thinks of cornering the motion picture business of any section
has another think coming. The local
situation affords no better opportunity than any of the . locations in
which the experiment has been tried,
as will be proven in the due course
of events.
"You may say that one of the very
probable surprises of the very near
future will be the erection of one of

the finest motion picture theaters in
the South on a prominent location in
Canal Street. And it will have no
difficulty in securing all of the best
films on the market needed to give
its patrons a show of bigger standard than any that has yet been estab-

lished."

RS'ES FILM
Use forPOWE
TITL

Samuel GoiQwyn

WILL ROGERS

You will find it
answers this pur-

Almost a Husband

All inquiries pose
to w^ell.

J. CIBRARIO

Directed^ Clarence C BaJ^ei
^ (jvie Read

729 Seventh Avenue
NEW YORK

Astor

ARRANGE

Hotel

and

TO SHOW

TKe "funny

will

man at kis funniest

be gladi to

YOU

The First Print

"THE BELOVED CHEATER"
This production will be shown for the first
time Monday, October 6th.
Several appointments have been made. You
may arrange yours by 'phoning to me.
I am here to negotiate the sale of the
entire

SERIES OF SIX LEW CODY SPECIALS
Sydney L. Cohan
Astor Hotel

DAILV
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New Haven Office for Select
Select will oi^en an office in New
Haven. Morris Safier will be in
charge.
David and Phil Selznick and Hyman Fjne leave on Oct. 14 for Australia where a branch for Select will
be opened.

jM^v

Third for "Connie"
Picked
The third First National "Connie"
Talmadge picture will be "At the
Barn" from Anthony Wharton's
play which ran in London for two
seasons. "A Virtuous Vamp," the
second film, has been finished.

"\ fjiiAjDAnME:!.

TITLE/

IkLU/TRATION/-

BESS MEREDYTH
and

Robert McLaughlin's dramatic pnf
duction "The House Without ChlKJi
ren" will hav« a lobby display thij
shall stop the passer-by on accou^l
of its very human appeal. We ui
doing our utmost to cooperate wit||
the author and transfer his ideas o|
canvas. Ready very shortly for tli|
State Right buyer.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York Qjl

Title Changed

June Caprice Day
The title of "The Lady from LongNext Tuesday will be June Caprice acre" by Victor Bridges which has
day in New Rochelle. She will ap- been bought by Fox for William
pear in conjunction with "A Dam- Farnum, has been changed to "The
•house
sel in there.
Distress" and play Loew's Longacre Mystery."
Carmen Phillips will appear in supNevada Company Formed
port of Bert Lytell in "The Right
of Way" for Screen Classics.
(Sptcial to fflD'S DAILY)
Reno, Nev.— The Tri-State M. P.
Co. has been formed with a capital
r- 'M,
of $250,000. Ida May Heitman is interested.
WHERE PROMISES
ARE KEPT
It is stated that a studio will be
built here and 5 reelers made.
Abramson Film Booked
Loew has booked the Ivan Abramson film "Someone Must Pay."

Manheimer Buys Pauline Serial
E. S. Manheimer has purchased
foreign rights on the new Pauline
serial now being produced by Supreme Pictures, Inc.

CANOLER
ROOMy

BID'G.
W. 42 ST.
r-i 220
TtuEPKONe/

2003-2011

'-*

BRYANT 6"6

"WHERE PROMISES ARE SACH

LOUIS
FORMERLY

MEYE
BRODA

& MEYER

TITLE
WAS IT BY ACCIDENT
THAT THE ST. LOUIS
REPUBLIC STATED
-?- COULD FILL THE
PRINCESS THEATRE
NIGHT AFTER NIGHT
FOR AN INDEFINITE
ENGAGEMENT

LETTERED

- ILLUSTRATED

- PHOTOGRi

• ASK TO SEE OUR

NEW

PROCESS TITLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS

A

PHONE

CALL

WILL

BRYANT
220 WEST 42nd ST.

Ask Sidney Reynolds
SUPREME PICTURES (Inc.)

BRING

SAV

7392
- ROOM

ROBERTSON- COLE PRODUCTIONS

WILFRED LUCAS
Writing and Directing

Australian Features
ijy^rthur Stringer
Address
Care Snowy Baker
84 Oxford Street
Sydney, N. S. W. Australia
Cable Address
"Snowing

Sydney"

Produced by

HAWORTH
COMPLETE

oTERVICE

IN

ADTI/TIC ILLUf TRATING, UAND LETTEPING

145W45IT
PH.BRYANT6?73,

AilT
TITLES
HAND LETTERING
'ALYNLU'
PHONE

2329

BRYANT

v^

'T"HE leading daily newspapers of the country are
running this famous story by
Arthur Stringer in serial form
while it is appearing on the
screen.
The two million readers of the
Saturday Evening Post have al'
ready read the story and want
to see the screen version.
The bookstores throughout the
country are anxious to tic'Up
with exhibitors in a mutual campaign of book and picture exploitation.
The cast includes Peggy May,
Minon Anderson and Donald
McDonald.
'istnbuted by

EXHIBITORS MUTU
i i

I
\
Larr.
<^ polic.

^

^BRADSTREET
t FILHDOM

N

SK%0Ml^t^

DAlbY^
Want

Price 5 Cents
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Changes

Fire Crusade

.

imendations
of Investigating
mmittee of United Filed —
United's Idea
hairman of the special investj committee looking into the
i of United Picture Theatres
r M. E. Pasmezoglu yesterday
a statement which, in brief,
les that recommendations be
that the by laws and charter of
Qrporation be amended at the
t moment to provide that the
er of directors be increased to
d apportioned to the respective
nge zones, in acordance
with
respective percentages, and
d annually for a year. That
30 directors shall be bona fide
itor stockholders.
recommendation provides that
30 new directors shall be
d by October 20 and shall hold
first meeting on Nov. 12 in
York city when officers are to
;cted. Pending this meeting of
ew directors the committee relends that no further contracts
ade by present United officials
regard to productions, etc.

Levey to Make Films Dealing with
Prevention — Campaign
to Last
a Year
Harry Levey, of the Industrial Department of Universal, has made arrangements to produce a series of 10
or 12 films dealing with methods of
fire prevention.
Universal is one of three parties
interested in the proposition, another
one being
the "quality
magazines including
Reviewsgroup"
of Jleviews,

official of United when ined of the recommendation of
ommittee said that a plan had
proposed by United to elect 36
ors, 20 from exchange districts
ix nationally. He also said that "You are a worthless loafer."
Jack
ecommendation with regard to tional Picture.
ct production until the new dirs were elected would retard
jrogress of United, and would
)e acceptable.
Between B. S. Moss and Famous
Players-Lasky
Seegert's Letter
d C. Seegert of the investigatThe
following
announcement was
committee yesterday issued a
made
yesterday
from
the offices of
1y letter addressed to the stockSrs committee of Milwaukee, the Famous Players-Lasky.
g that he was a member of the
The negotiations between the Fatigating committee and that as
mous Players PLasky Corp. and the
ult of the investigation he "came B. S. Moss Theatrical Enterprises,
le conclusion that the charges
:rred were so vngue and the which it was rumored had almost
fs offered so inconclusive that been consummated, have been finally
:ommittee on the third day of terminated without an agreement.
tigation, dropped all deliberaThe B. S. Moss Theatrical Enteras regards graft and incomife.
prises, itis now formally announced,
efore the conclusion of the in- will continue as before under the direction of Mr. Moss.
Mr.
Milton
M.
Goldsmith,
urer of United, submitted a pronto the committee whereby the
This announcement was considd of Directors of United should
ered by many as indicating that a
nlarged be 36 members, 30 of definite br-eak had- taken place beh will be exhibitors chosen by
tween Moss and Famous Players.
ranchise Holders of nited on a
which
will give
each
zone
Abrams and Goldwyn Here
Hiram Abrams of United Artists,
jghout the United States pro a
representation on the Board of and Samuel Goldwyn arrived in New
York from the coast yesterday.
(Continued on page2)

Break?

CenturyandHarper's,
Work
Atlantic Scribner's,
Monthly, World's
and the
third, the Fire and Water Engineering Magazine.
The fire prevention campaign will
last one year. Universal is to make
the films for release one a month,
thd six magazines above mentioned
are to inaugurate fire prevention departments which will publish articles
in every issue and the Fire and
Water Engineering Magazine which,
is the oldest established of its kind
in America will line up the fire chiefs
all over the country to push the
campaign.
October 9 is Fire Prevention Day
in practically every section of the
country.
Tally Coming East
Pickford, "In Wrong," a First Na-

Griffith Leaves L. A.
Starts

for New York with Part of
His Staff
(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — D. W. Griffith, accompanied by.Albert Banzhaf, his attorney, F. E. B. Taylor, head of his
scenario department, and Jack
L'oyd, publicity director, are now
en route east.
Terriss to Make Specials
Tom Terriss is now finishing "The
Power of Jewels" with Corinne Griffith for Vitagraph. After that he will
take on Earle Williams and direct
"Mie Fortune Hunter."
Hisers" last!
picture Griffiith
was "The
Climbwith Corinne
which
was
finished in the middle of September.
Beginning with the Williams film,
Terriss will make only Vitagraph super-features.
Warwick Here
Major Robert Warwick is in New
York stopping at the Plaza.

{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — T. L. Tally, vicepresident of First National, has left
for the East to attend a company
conference.
First National Men Here
J. ben
F.and Cubberly,
RuFinkelsteinrepresenting
of Minneapolis,
and manager of the First National
exchange there, is in town. E. B.
Johnson of Turner and Dahnken, San
Francisco, is also here while Fred
Dahnken is expected in a few days.
The First National conference
starts Monday.
Harrison
Goes to Chicago
C. Y. Harrison
left for Chicago
yesterday where he expects to close
a deal relative to Screen Follies, the
new Dahme-Seel cartoon novelty.
Baker Goes to Coast
Tarkington Baker, of Universal,
leaves tomorrow for Universal City
where he will look over production.
He will be gone a month.
Davis Davis
Here
with
Harry
of San "Confession"
Francisco, is
in New York with a print of "The
Confession," the new Henry Walthall
picture.
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New Haven Office for
Select will '"
^
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Directors. I heartily recommend
that this sugested plan should be put
into effect speedily. I am of the firm
belief that this meeting was called
be attended unless called by the regular authorized officials of the cornthrough ulterior motives and I recommend that no further meetings
Style Shows Organized
Chicago — Maurice Salkin, Henry
pany."
'Helmann
and Samuel Hare have
formed an organization to be known
as the Hare, Salkin & Ellman Company for the purpose of putting on
style shows in motion picture theatres. They have engaged Miss Elizabeht Budd who has conducted fashion shojvs in many large cities
throughout the country. Then young
ladies have been engaged as models.
The company has established headquarters at207 South Wabash Ave.

Mureal

RELATIVI

Productions, Inc.
Presents
the

to the entire cost of a
photo -play production,
posters are a small item ;
— relative to its financial
success, they are the
most important item of
all. For which reason
RITCHEY posters pay!

Brightest Stars
on Earth
119

W.

Bryant, 797
45th St., N.

Y.

C.

RITCHEY

LITHO.
406 W. 31«l
St.. N.Y. CORI».
Fbone Chebca (38!

William
A. Baird, Treasurer
Harold W. Jirka, Secretary
and General Counsellor.

Quotations
Famous Players..l07M
Hl^
—
—•
Triangle
ynit. Pict. Prod.. 22
24^
World Film
—
.—
(115 afternoon prices)

113^
—
24)4
—

Columbus, O. — Victory reopened.
Lowell, Mass. — J. Wm. Schaake
buys Lowell Opera House and will
make improvements.
Omaha, Neb. — New Moon reopened.
Patchogue, N. Y.— Nathan Gold•tein to rebuild the Unique.
Americus, Ga. — Strand to be remodelled at cost of $15,000.

ARE WE TREADING

Watch
Us Grow

ON SOMEBODY'S

THE

LARGEST

OF THEATRES
Date

DESERTGOlit
Bulletin No. 1,8.
October 4, 1910.

In
Pennsylvania

ORGANIZATION
IN THE

WORLD

Theatres Served

Sept. 1. 1918

Wfio looked

CORNS?

374 Theatres!

Dec.

1, 1918

600 Theatres

Feb.

1, 1919

1,411 Theatres

Oct.

3, 1919

2,849 Theatres

Behind the big- first runs, in
Philadelphia and Pittsburs
the following: important theatres have boolied the first
Benj. B. Hampton & Cltinge
F. AVarner Z.\NE GREY PICTURE:
3rd
Street
EASTON
Washburn
CHESTER
Globe
McKEESPORT
Jackson
YORK
Star
NEW
C.4STLE
Theatorium
EEB.4NON
Palace
SO. BETHLEHEM
"O! What

United Picture Theatres of America

a picture!"

Everybody's

booking it NOW.

W.W. BODKINSON <X)RPOffiffION

J. A. Berst, President

1600 BR0.4DWAY, New York \
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Imagine New
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No. 81

>( II battle for world series chamII i|i — local "fans" turn out in full
•. ;it first game
between
Cincinnati
liicago.
> IIA, NEB. — One of the most
serireeent riots occurs
here as mob
(. the court-house in eifort to lynch
r prisoner.
SJIIK LIMELIGHT— Judge Elbert
I ry, head of big steel corporation,
I ilvises Senate Committee of refusal
J itrate strike with union
reprcsen1 KAIAK, SCOTL.VND— King George
1 liland chief!
He dons
plaid and
attend the time-honored games in
■art of the Highlands.
Z, LORRAINE.— Strike "epidemic"
lime, too.
Stalled travelers
gather
itions as railwaymen
go out
on
I in cities of Lorraine.
>\1I)ENCE
R. I.— One of his great<|itions in this country is accorded
lal Mercier by this city. The Mayor
■its the "Key to Providence" to the

h.

WOKEN, N. J. — Welcome, rulers of
fiml America extends her heartiest
ings to King Albert and Queen
Deth as they arrive on the George
lington.

od a L

Hyman's
Jazz Band
licago — Arthur S. Hyman has
d a Jazz band to his attractions
is now booking the Santrey N.
ociety Jazz Band to theatres as
as/ films. Many Chicago thcarun dances in connection with
ires and the Santrey organizaplays for both theatre and
es.

York

Moon & Son, exhibitors in
Attica, Neb., write they are
cleaning up with "Elmo the
Mighty," Universal's "Spur
and Saddle Series," and the
Eddie Polo "Cyclone Smith"
series, although their town has
a population of only 95 people.
Says Editor M. G. Rogers in
the Universal Weekly, put out
by the exchange in Omaha,
Neb., "Imagine New York if
Moon & Sons were there!"

New

Theaters

Wenatchee, Wash. — Contracts for
the construction of a $150,000 house
at corner of Mission and Palouse
streets are announced by the Wenatchee Realty and Investment Co.,
owners of the site.
Hamilton, Ohio. — Plans being prepared for house on High St., at a
cost of $100,000, seating capacity of
800. It will be known as the Rialto.
Springfield, Mass. — A new Capitol
theater will be erected on site of the
old Gilmore theater, by Fred T.
Levy Co., for Capitol Theater Co., of

I am

at

The

\

which Hiram Goodside of Portland,
Me., is president. Seating capacity,
2,500.
Eureka," Cal. — Theater to be known
as Hippodrome will be erected at
4th and G Sts. Cost $100,000. Ackerman & Harris, who operate theaters on Coast, will operate it.
Hammond, Ind. — Reported that
two large theaters will be erected in
this city. One by Gumbiner Bros.,
to cost $500,000, seating capacity of
2,500, picture and vaudeville house;
one by Sarros Kontos Gregory syndicate, seating capacity of 3,200. It
is said Chicago capitalists are also
interested.

Mary E. Larr.
Belgian war polic.
dage," is making
h
adaptation
of her
c
"Lies," at the Thomas lot
Culver City.

The Stock for Title Printing
is Powers' Film. It
does serve this purpose and
economical.is Inquire
of
J. GIRARIO
729 Seventh Avenue,
NEW YORK

Astor

ARRANGE

Hotel

and

TO SHOW

will

be

glad

tq

YOU

The First Print

"THE BELOVED CHEATER"
he day of the machine-made
je is past. The public has turnlumbs down. It has shown that
iste has immeasurably improved
now demands fewer and better
in productions." — Richard A.
land, Metro.

'The Mystery
13all" boxIt willof
smash
office records on serials. It has more
thrills and will create
more interest than any
other serial in the past.
Distributed by

V. H. PRODUCTIONS CO.
1 WEST 23rd STREET

NEW YORK

This production will be shown for the first
time Monday, October 6th.
Several appointments have been made. You
may arrange yours by 'phoning to me.
I am here to negotiate the sale of the
entire

SERIES OF SIX LEW CODY SPECIALS
Sydney L. Cohan
Astor Hotel

10

afe*lPAItV

Foaturday, October 4, 1919

Alexander Writes

KINOGRAMS
^

ALBERT OF BELGIUM. IS NAliON'S
GUEST. — King and tjueen of "martyr nation" arrive on U. S. S. Georg:e Washington and are ciieered in New York.
RAISE
CACTUS
TO MAKE
SYRUP
At Janiel, California, tliey malce tlie
desert produce a crop to help reduce the
sugar shortage.
CARDINAL, BIERCIEB SEES LIBERTY' BELL. — Distinguished Belgian prelate
pays visit to Philadelphia and is es(^rted
to Independence Hall.
APPLE HARVEST IN EVANGELINE'S
LAND. — Picking the crops in the beautiful and historic Gasperaux valley in Nora Scotia.
U. S. S. MISSISSIPPI IS DOCKED
FOR REPAIRS.— Big fighter Is given a
scrubbing and a coat of paint at Hunt's
Point, California.
PRINCE OF WALES VISITS CALGARY.— His Royal Highness is greeted
by veterans in far west Canadian city and
presented with an address.
STEEL STRIKERS HOLD BIG MEETING.— Thousands of workers gather in
park at Gary, Indiana, and hear leader's
speeches.
LAUNCH DESTROYER LARDNER.— It
used to take two years to build o_ne but
the Lardner takes ways at Victory yards,
Sqnantam
Mass., in 107 days.
REDS BATTLE SOX FOR WORLD
TITLE. — Chicago Americans and Cincinnati Nationals meet for opener tn series
for world championship while thousands
crowd into ball yard.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
Another

Will Rogers

The Capitol has engaged Will
Crutchfield as entertainer. He is said
to be anotljer Will Rogers and
comes from the same town as Rogers.

The following communication has
been received from William Alexander:
Editor
WID'S DAILY.
Dear Sir:
In your issue of September 29th, under
the heading "Sales Force Quitting," you
published a story to the effect that I had
resigned as West Coast Division Manager
for United Picture Theaters of America,
Inc., inferring that my resignation was
in connection with an effort that is now
being made by certain persons to force
a reorganization of the company.
I resent the use of my resignation in
such a connection. I reigned from United Picture Theaters of America, Inc. on
August 12th to engage in business for
myself, more than five weeks before any
talk of a reorganization was heard.
United Picture Theaters of America is
the most successful exhibitors' organization ever attempted and its present success and strength is due entirely to the
men at the head — started solely with ati
idea and built up a cooperative company
serving several thousand theaters with
high able
class
pictures toat make
pricesa which
enthe exhibitor
handsome
My faith in United Picture Theaters of
profit.
America is just as strong now as it ever
was. I consider it a rank injustice both to
United exhibitors and United oflBcials to
seek to create a false impression that the
company's managers are losing faith in
their organization. I have never met a
those United managers that I have been

affiliated with, nor have I in my long experience with fllra companies ever been
associated with a company whose home
office was conducted more efficiently and 1
more enthusiastically loyal group than
intelligently than that of United Picture
Theaters of America.
As a matter of justice to all concerned,
I request that
publish
Veryyoutruly
yours.this letter.
WILLIAM ALEXANDER.
The Buffalo Moving Picture Corp.
has been sued in the Supreme Court
by Frank L. Talbot for $5,000. He
alleges that he was engaged July 1
last as general manager of the defendant to Jan. 22, 1920, at $250 a
week. He says that he has not been
permitted to render any services for
the defendant since Sept. 15.
Feature Comedy Over Five Reelers
"Uncle Tom Without the Cabin",
a Mack Sennett comedy, was featured over the five-reel attractions
at three of the country's leading playhouses. The theaters were Grauman's Theater, Los Angeles, and the
Rialto and Strand in New York.
This is believed to establish a record for a subject or its kind.
Lloyd Young, president of Argus
Enterprises, Inc., i« In NeW York.

Why was "every
booking agent in
Big City falling
over himself"
in
chase
for this

big
the
all
the
big

box - office magnet?
Tribune Republican,
Scranton, Pa.
Ask Sidney Reynolds
SUPREME PICTURES (Inc.)

Edward A. MacManus is hv!
ducing his second
film, base
story of prison life by Thomt^
Osborne. Basil Dickey wrote
e
nario.

ROBERTSON- COLE PRODUCTIONS

Triple Optical Enlargements
are made by our own patented apparatus which permits us to extract
important scenes from film and make
them into large paintings up to 40x60
inches. Some of these are on exhibition at our salesrooms.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel. 3607 Bryant
17th Floor

COMPLETE J^ERVICE IN

Screen it and you'll book it.
This is the greatest mystery
picture of the year.
Reviewers who have seen it

ARTI/TIC ILLUnPATING, UAJpi^TEPIKG
EKReI

I J I BKR

W.BCYANTa^73.

AUT TITLES
HAND

say that it is "a hundred per

LETTERING

picture." possibilities.
cent, advertising
Big
The most perfect picture I
have ever seen.

'ALYNL
l\l°t BRYANT
U'fX

Garfield Thompson, author.
Dallas Fitzgerald, director.
Under supervision of George
M. Merrick.

Send Us Your

Photography by John K.
Holbrook and James C.
Hutchison.

\^m1 (One iLundjtX MLes ^ Dae/.) ,-■=--

-. PHONE

<<.. Q". Junk Film
INTERSTATE
SMELTING
Highest Prices

®. REFINING

23 Commercial St.

COMPANY
NEWARK,

N J.

Distributed by

■

|

iScitKocm

j^BRADSTREET

AUTHORIT

fPILMDOM
I. X. No. 6

Monday,

•arsons'
Will
Filed
ler Comedian
Leaves Stock

1

|n for two years or more ParJleft $1,000 in stock, par value, $5
lire. To each employee who had
i with the company a year he left
(in stock.
jher bequests were as follows:
i: J. Parsons, Atlantic City, N.

:'0,000;
house Maude
keeper, Johnson,
if she wasthe inParhis
joy at the time of his death, $3,IWilliam Shelton, his valet, if in
mploy at the time of his death,
Wilfred, Muriel and Oliver
;ten of Middleton, N. Y., has
ews and niece, $100 each; BerBarsons, former wife, $1; IsaBernstein, if in employ of cortion, $10,000 in stock; William
'lant if in employ of corporation,
00 in stock; Louis William
jdet director, if in employ of
pany, $5,080 in stock.
) his mother and sister he left
l:ontents of an envelope now in a
iy deposit box, which will be deled to them unopened. The resiiwas left to his wife, Levita Par'fles.
known on the screen as Billie

^■'
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F
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Lewis Through

I

■

to

mployees and Bulk of Estate
to Wife

(By IVire to WIDS DAILY)
s Angeles. — The will of William
»ns has been filed for probate,
iirsons as heau ot tlie National
I Corp. held 40,000 shares of
►; and his estate was valued at
(DOG.
I each employee of the film comI who had been with the organi-

Price 5 CentB

October 6, 1919
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Now Finishing Last Picture for
Select — Denies He Has Signed
New Contract
{By IVire to WIDS DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Mitchell Lewis has
just completed his last picture for
Select and will shortly leave for a
brief vacation.
It was reported here that Lewis
had signed with the Cinema Art.
Prod, of Delaware, a company backed by Philadelphia capital but Lewis
says the deal is off, as far as he is
concerned.
Tyrad Buys Film
Tyrad Pictures, Inc., have pur"It Happened
Paris," ona
film madechased at
the Bruntonin studios
the coast and in which Madame
Yorksa is starred.
Reason for Boston Organization
{Special to fVID'S DAILY)
Boston. — It develops that the reason for the formation of an exhibitor
here is because local exhibitors cannot get a national organization to
fight local battles, such as the operastage tors'
help.question, musicians' union and

^^

\
The nobleman proposes
"Mind the Paint Girl."

to

Anita

Rorke Forms Unit
Producing Company Will Star Otis
Harlan

Layton
of Texas
Here
S. Layton, pioneer Texas ex{Special to W\,D'S DAILY)
or, came to New York for the
Los Angeles. — Sam E. Rorke has
I time Monday to attend the formed a new producing unit to be
ling called by Ernest Horstman. headed by Otis Harlan, well known
■on owns and manages the Grand comedian of the legitimate stage.
ra House and Monogram theain Childers, Texas. He brought
Another Theater for Saenger
g proxies from over forty Texas
liters.
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Vicksburg, Miss.-7-The Walnut St.
Theater here has been taken over
Suit Settled
by the Saenger Amusement Co. of
suit brought by Frederick W. New Orleans. Eugene M. Clarke,
n, a dentist, against the Clinical
representative, closed the
Co., Moses Bijur and Siegfried Sacnger's
deal.
n to recover $1,250 paid for 100
es of stock in the corporation
Writing Another Song
he ground that the defendants
Paul M. Sarazan of First National
esented that the corporation was and Cliff Friend( who writes for Al
ishing where as it was in a con- Jolson are collaborating on a song
n of bankruptcy, has been setand on the application of the to go with Constance Talmadge's
;neys Chief Justice D'Dwyer dis- new picture "A Virtuous Vamp."
inued the action.
The defendHarry Beaumont is to direct Jack
were directed to show their
:s for examination before steps Pickford in his first Goldwyn picture.
■ taken to settle the action.

Stewart in the First National Play,

Not World Rights
Joseph Friedberg says that his
control of the five Taylor Holmes
Triangle specials extends to every
Lesser to Produce
territory except Canada, South
Reported He Will Make Features on America and Australasia.
Coast
^■^

{By fVire to WW'S DAILY)
King Vidor Here
Los Angeles. — It is reported reliKing Vidor, Florence Vidor, his
ably here that Sol Lesser will produce features. He is expected to wife and baby together with William Parker are in New York making
start within the next sixty days.
Harry P. Coxfield will act as his arrangements for the release of his
representative.
pictures. Vidor plans to make pictures that will cost $100,000 each.
Supreme Court Justice Erlanger He will use Florence Vidor in such
has signed an order discontinuing the roles as fit her only. The party is at
suit of the Selig Polyscope Co. the Astot.
against the Mutual Film and American Film which has filed last year
First National Meeting
for an injunction and in which the
First National will hold a directors
lower courts refused the injunction.
The plaintiff had appealed to the meeting today. Matters of unusual
are scheduled to be taken
Court of Appeals T)Ut a settlement importance
up. including a question of extending
las been arranged by whic hthe ap- the theater activities of the circuit.
peal is withdrawn, the bond vacated
md judgments for $188 and $102 for
the Mutual for the costs have been
In a suit by Willard Kent against
narked paid.
the Rolfe Photoplays, Metro Pictures and Quality JPictures to reGeorge Archainbaud is back again
cover for personal injuries, the plainvvith Albert Capellani. He will direct tifif has been directed to give particulars as to where the plaintiff was
a news series of June Caprice films
for Pathe release.
locate dwhen a certain stairway fell.
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More About

Daylight Saving

Cliicago — Notwithstanding the
Daylight saving act will be wiped
out October 26 through the repeal by
Congress of the law, plans to secure
a retention of the daylight saving
system are being formulated by citizens of Chicago and other middle
West cities to have the state legislatures change the time from central
to eastern time. Exhibitors in the
central states have been hard hit by
the daylight saving, as they get but
one show crownd an evening where
under the old system it was dark by
7:30 and they gave two full performances to crowded houses.

DESEITFiObD?
Bulletin No. 19.
October 6, 1919.

To the Best
of
Our Knowledge
Four prints each have
never been required to
supply the natural exhibitor demand for any one
production in either the
Denver or Minneapolis
territories.
But— prints are required to
Four
serve the exhibitor demand in each of these two
territories for
The first Benj. B. Hampton & Eltinge F. Warner
ZANE GREY PICTURE.
"O!
What a picture!"
527 Fifth AvtfniK. New
V>iaiT
W.W. HODKINSON
CORPOR/flTON
"

Here is hoiu a brother exhibitor put his shoiv over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellew
knovi ho<w you cleaned
up.
A book is now being published and
will be sold throughout the country
in the 5 & 10 cent stores, called
"Some Wild Oats."
It is written along the lines of the
production of the same name. The
song "Some Wild Oats" is now being shipped throughout the country
by the publishers, the Joe Morris
Music Publishing Co. This song will
be plugged in 15 of the principal
cities of the country. The book,
which is being arranged by the Phax
Co., will.be a story similar to the
picture, in about 150 pages, and will
be sold for 10 cents a copj'.
Arrangements will also be made to
place the books on the subway news
stands, elevated stations and railroad
trains, the first edition being 100,000
copies.
Ames, la. — Joe Gebracht of the
Twin Star theater is always digging
up new ones. Here's a stunt on
"Sunnyside":
"I made arrangements," said Joe,
"with the local aviator to go up at
noon when all the schools would be
out and people would be going home
for lunch. I inserted an advertisement in the papers one day before
with nothing that would even hint
where it came from. Then I had five
thousand handbills printed and gave
them to him. He flew low over the
city and college, throwing them out
by the handfull.
"The children, and others, chased
these for blocks trying to find out
what they were for. The teachers
told me many of their pupils were
late, but it had the results I was
after.
"The whole town and college were
talking about it and this being the
repeat pected
showing
I exadrop, butof we'Sunnyside'
did three times
the business of the first run. Over
six hundred of the bills were brought
to the theater that night."
Jersey City, N. J.— One stroke of
managerial genius makes the head
of the box office blonde swim.
This isn't exactly the theory of
William Milne, who for five years
has presided over Keith's.
Recently "The Thirteenth Chair"
was the attraction at Keith's. In
spite of the fact that Sept. 8 was the
hottest on record for more than 30
years, it was. one of the biggest
Mondays in the history of the Jersey City theater.
When he booked "The Thirteenth
Chair," Milne remembered he had a
good friend in the advertising deof J. biggest
W. Greene's
ment store,partmentthe
of its departkind in
Hudson County. Furniture is a specialt]^ of Greene's, and "The Thirteenth Chair" savoring of furniture,
Milne decided to hook up his show
with Greene's
came
out with advertising.
4 full columns Greene
in the
Jersey Journal and the Hudson Observer, calling attention in prominent
display type to the fact that "The

deep, dense, dire mystery of "The
Thirteenth Chair" can be solved right
here, and solved correctly, and then
went on to explain the merits of
Greene's furniture.
As a test of whether the advertising was read, Greene's surrounded
the type matter on "The Thirteenth
Chair" with cuts of fourteen chairs.
The edition was hardly on the street
half an hour when Grtene's, Keith's
and the Jersey Journal were swamped with telephone calls from persons
calling attention to the mistake that
had occured in the advertisement.
And still there are those who insist
advertising does not pay.
A room
was tolaid
Greene's
store
similar
thatoutin inwhich
the
clairvoyant staged her seance. A
cut-out of the f»ur-sheet showing the
clairvoyant, formed the background
for the display. A streamer was
stretched across the top of the window giving display to the title. A
wax figure of a man was stretched
on the floor, representing the second
victim of the murderer in "The
Thirteenth Chair." A number of
window cards together with some
most attractive stills from the picture were arranged to give a perfect
display. Then, to make the arrangement most effective from Keith's
viewpoint, a large sign relating that
the picture was playing at that theater held the center of attraction.
To Rembusch

and Makes Several

Suggestions
The following
letter has been sent
Cohen
;
to
Frank
Rembusch
by Sydney
S.
"My dear Frank:
"Thanks for your communication
in which you speak of the need of
united action by the exhibitors. By
reading an account of our activities
in Washington, you will see that we
have been singularly fortunate in anticipating your wishes.
T note with special interest what
you say about the tropical heat at
St. Louis which clouded the deliberations and impeded the action of the
recent meeting at St. Louis and I
also note your hope for a good supply of breezes at Ocean View next
summer, 'though 1 am not as sanguine as you are. I heartily a.gree
with you that exhibitors conventions
should only be held under the very
best climatic conditions. Indeed, I
think it would be a wise step to appoint a committee with yourself as
chairman to get in touch with the
United States Weather Bureau which
no doubt, will give you valuable suggestions.
"I hope you will take the trouble
to read the brief we have submitted
to Chairman Fordney of the Ways
and Means Committee and Representative Kahn relative to our plea
for the screen as an educational medium. Iknow you have always been
an earnest advocate of this idea both
in and out of Shelbyville.
"You will be pleased to learn that
same has received the commendation
of these gentlemen, also Dr. Claxton
Chairman of the Board of Education
for the United States. Sincerely
vours. (signed) SYDNEY S. COHEN.
President.
"MOTION
PICTURE
EXHIBITORS
LEAGUE
OF

NEW

YORK."

CHAPLIN AS "KINO LBA|
(An Artltti't Conception)
Coast wires say Charlie wlU i-jk
Shakespearian prodnetlons fot)|bi
sUge.

Locklear
for is"U"in
Lieut.
Homer Stunts
Locklear
While here he will stage some
plane stunts for Universal at
ton.

f^fn
ip
?;-n
I

The Powers Film Products, lie.
has filed a denial in the Suppf
Court in a suit by Jacques Cib|ri(
for breach of warranty in the flii
of positive raw film. The anvei
denies that the Powers comin)
agreed to sell the plaintiff 3,2883;
feet at $2.38.
Arthur Rosson has about >ni
pleted "The Splendid Hazard," ar
old McGrath's storj- being filmob)
the Mavflower.

The title "Pinto" of the new on
in which Mabel Normand is stajins
for Goldwyn, was written as wi| Ji
bein.g directed by Victor Scprh
zingers.

Coast Brevities
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
[nllvwood. — George
H. Melford
e»'%for San Francesco where he
vork on "The Sea Wolf."
Noah
6v is to play "Wolf"
Larsen.
is by the late Jack London.
ixy Miles Minter is due to arn Los Angeles the early part of
;tber. Arrangements have been
if: for her to produce at the
bscope Studio under the direcof Wm. D. Taylor.
liilliam C. DeMille has completed
i Tree of Knowledge."

hory Johnson will have the leadiole in support of May Allison in
I Walk Offs."
iginald Barker has completed his

afe^
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May
latest Farrar Production and will owners of prominence here, have
leave
tion. in a few days for a 15-day vaca- purchased the Miller interests in the
Alhambra theater. Bosely still retains his interest and will continue
Frank Lloyd and company are to to act as manager.
leave for San Francisco to complete
Herbert
Blache
will direct
scenes for "The Silver Horde."
Dev Jennings, cinematographer for Allison in "The Walk Offs."
the past ZYz years with Fox, has
The Oakley Super-Quality Progone over with the Goldwyn orgaductions, Inc., will begin shortly its
nization.
initial dramatic production in the
Bernard McConville, a scenario Norbig Studios at Edendale, Calif.
writer, is planning the organization J. W. Early, who is vice-president,
will supervise all productions. The
of an individual company.
first story to be filmed will be "The
Valley of Yvonne
the Shadow"
by Frederick
Jack Wells, who directed "The Bennett.
Gardelle
will star.
Strange Case of Cavendish" for Universal, has left for Australia to make
Katharine MacDonald and comsix-reel
features with "Snowy"
Baker.
pany have left Sunday night for a
two weeks visit to Del Monte, CaliAl Russell is directing Kathleen
fornia, where they will film scenes
for her third First National Release,
O'Connor, Universal.
"The Turning Point" by Robert- W.
Carl Ray and Mike Gore, theater Chambers.

October 6, 1919

New Unit Formed
The Forward Film Distributors,
Inc., have been formed to cover the
foreign field. Offices have been
opened at 110 W. 40th St.
Major Maurice Campbell has been
appointed assistant to Cecil B. Dc
Mille at Hollywood.

Samuel Coldvvyn

i WILL ROGERS
Almost a Husoand
py (JvJe Head
Ckreclei&j Clarence C Bai^e-'

Tlie "funny" man ai Kis funniest

ARE WE TREADING

Watch

Us Grow

ON SOMEBODY'S

CORNS?
THE

THE

LARGEST

OF THEATRES

^^

ORGANIZATION
IN THE

WORLD

Theatres Served

Sept. 1. 1918

374 Theatres

Dec. 1, 1918

600 Theatres

Feb. 1, 1919

1,411 Theatres

Oct. 3, 1919

2,849 Theatres

PUNCH

SCENES

of a big picture are not always available for still photography — they are
absolutely essential for lobby displays. We take these scenes from
the film and achieve excellent results
in 40 X 60 paintings. Some on exhiover. bition at our Salesrooms. Look 'em
KBAUS MFG. CO.
230 W. 42nd St.,
17th Floor
Tel. 8607 Bryant

WHERE PROMISES ARE KEPT

TITLE/
\ IkLU/TRATION.
^ ,i-*

CAi^DLER BlOo. 2 20 W. 42 ST

^yt'
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COMPLETE J^RVIGE IN
ADTI/TIf lllUrTRJVriN(l^AHtelErfflJIM(i
kKREI I J lEKIl#«:BmNT6?75

United Picture Theatres of America
J. A. Berst, President

1600 Broadway, New

York

s

TITLE
A •R.T
■'" LYN
LUi
HAND ALETTERING
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Pictures of the Future
In talking of films of the future I believe that books and
plays are due for a long sojourn on the shelf.
If I start out to get a new
suit of clothes, do I go down
to the second-hand store and
ask the tailor to make for me a
new suit out of an old one?
Not that anyone can notice it.
In the future we shall be looking around for original stories
— stories from new cloth — instead of making them over for
the screen from books or stage
plays.
Plot, in my opinion, will be
incidental in connection with
the story. The play will be
built up about a theme — whether constructive or destructive, tragic or humorous — because the advancement of
screen art has arrived at the
point where we must De able
to drive home a great truth,
teach a lesson and become
even more important than being a mere entertainment.
— Douglas Fairbanks.

House Changes
Fort Worth, Tex.— Majestic being
remodeled.
Pueblo, Cal. — Princess closed until Sept. 1 for alterations.
Lawrenceburg, Tenn. — Dr. Wm.
M. Gallaher s -lis Princess.
St. Paul .M. Tin.— Majestic may
change from i.i'".res to burlesque.
Fall Rivf- > -s^ — Strand sold to
Yamins, Yamlns ,.r.l Sherman.
Philadelpii i.— Ui: e-story theater
on Ridge Ave. sj J to B. Storkman
for $13,000.
Lebanon, Tenn. — Lyric to be reopened after alterations.
Aurora, 111. — Fox to reopen. J. J.
Rubens, Manager.
Waterbury, Conn. — Henry Needles
resigns management of Alhambra.
Mason City, Iowa. — Garden theaM'Kinlev.
T. Lyric
ter purchased byN. M.Y.—
Bmghamton,
sold to
Geo. W. King.
Batesville, Ark.— W. L. Landers
sells Gem to Lloyd Moseley.
Saginaw, Mich. — Rex sold to J. B.
Carr and Fred J. Durkee.
Bucyrus, O. — W. P. Newman sells
Hippodrome to Otto C. Hertzer.
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Nelson, Neb. — Geo. Aligaier sells
Lincoln, Neb. — Lyric leased to
Madison, Wis. — La Crosse T
Princess amusement company will Gem to Fred Jones.
ter Co. incorporated to take ovei
open after alterations.
Lindstrom, Minn. — E. A. AkersoD Crosse, Majestic and Bijou.
sells Princess to T. J. Bye.
Waterloo,
la.—
Garden
being
rtmodeled.
Roseau, Minn. — C. Snares sells piclure house to T. B. Holdahl.
Benton, III. — Benton Amusement
Indianola, la. — Earl Combs buys
Co. takes over Auditorium.
Milwaukee, Wis. — Gayety manage- Empress.
Cambridge, Minn. — L. M. Peterson
ment leases Orpheum.
and E. Rathjena sells United to T.
Nashville, Tenn. — Fifth Ave. closes
Bye.
for redecoration.
Buffalo, Minn.— W. P. Rahilly buys
Holyoke, Mass. — Holyoke leased picture show.
by P. F. Shea.
Brooklyn, N. Y. — Grand Oper*
House taken over by A. I. Namm 8t
Co.
Christie Comedies
Biughamton, N. Y. — Amory theaare exceedingly popter being remodeled.
ular in this country
Manchester, N. H. — Auditorium
being remodeled.
and our readers atTopeka, Kan. — A. D. Birch and
ways ask for picWhat did he do to
J. C. McCafiFerv take over Grand.
tures of the leading
make the Chicago
Baltimore, Md. — Gem closes for
alterations.
Examiner
— ?—
players — Fred Danwill turn yoursaycuticle
gerfield, Editor,
Mason City, la. — Regent remodinto creeping gooseeled and reopened under name ol
Pictures," London,
flesh — A huge sucPalace.
cess?
Benson, Minn. — R. W. Johnson,
Ask Sidney Reynolds
manager of Viking, has purchased it
from E. A. Erickson.
SUPREME PICTURES (Inc.)

ex/ue
UPEIXIOR
P 1 C T U «. E ^
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be
Hayakawa's
"rpHE
thins li(Ji:
by far the Lsbest
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done since his well remembered performaiK i
'The Cheat.' In fact it is the opinion of the pr ei
writer that his work in this latest picture surrssi
anything he has ever done, and we will go fvjli'
and say the screen has given us nothing w(}il
more. It is a true work of art, a picture tha|W
elevate picturedom in the eyes of the 'sIkiMib
people who refuse to believe that a motion p "
can he possessed of a soul."
Helen Rockwell in the Exhibitors Trade Rtei
Distnbuted by
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:;riffith arrives

CONFAB

t.

obcrt Harron,
Clarine Seymour
Kate Bruce are expected in New
k to-day from the coast; Lillian
h and her mother will arrive here
Sunday,
while Dororthy
Gish
for the present
remain
on
coast where she is making pics for Paramount release,
obert Edgar Long has just reed from Pittsburg where he atIded the pre-release showing
of
oken
Blossoms,"
at the
Dusne theatre there.
The picture
5 such a big success that the origl engagement was extended from
k week to three.
General release
3ct. 20.
X

PURCHASES
" LINCOLN
HIGHWAYMAN"
The Lincoln
Highwayman,"
the
cessful
stage
sketch
by
Paul
key, has just been secured
by
iliam Fox for the screen,
The bank looters cornered inFirst
the Jack
Pickford picture, "In Wrong," a
National

GOLDWYN

DENIES

ready been made, he said, to secure
the services of five directors other
Fairbanks
Statement
Relative
to than are now with Goldwyn and
i Rice Back at Universal.
within a short time announcement
tapt Harry E. Rice is back in the
Plan for Productions.
Showing "Big Four"
would be definitely made as to the
^versal publicity department after
complete plans to produce abroad.
ifolonged illness.
Samuel Goldwyn on returning With the studio in New York, which,
from the Coast made an emphatic de- he said, would be as large as their
I.
LUST HERE.
nial of the statement from "Doug" California plant, Goldwyn would
Idney B. Lust, of Super Film At- Fairbanks, appearing exclusively in within a year be producing in Lon:tions. Inc., Washington, is in Wid's Daily, to the effect that Golddon, New York and California.
wyn had offered to build theaters
vv York. Lust is busy arranging
throughout the United States for the
the showing of "Yankee Doodle purpose of showing producings made
CLOSES WITH CAPITAL
Berlin" there.
ct.

by the "Big 4."
{By JVire to WID'S DAILY)
"Please make my denial emphatic,"
said Mr. Goldwyn.
Chicago — F. A. A. Dahme and
He said, however, that Goldwyn Charles Y. Harrison have closed
{By Wire to fVID'S DAILY)
dbany — The
1,493
Broadway would build houses wherever it was with Capital Film Co. for distribunecessary to insure showing Goldtion of Screen Follies through its exdty Corp',
been formed The
to deal
realty
and has
construction.
acwyn productions in this country. ihanges. Barnhard and Eckles rep: capital is $5,000.
Incorporators
resented Capital in the transactions.
Adolph Zukor, Jesse Lasky and "We do not want to become exhibitCapital
now controls the subject
ors," said Mr. Goldwyn, "but we inL. Ludvigh of Famous Playerssist that Goldwyn pictures be seen. lor the world. Dahme and Steel, art
sky, New York.
If a condition exists in any city '^itle men in New York, are the prowhere Geldwyn is shut out we will c ucers of the film which is something
HUDSON BACK.
in animated
novelties. Release
build and show our pictures in our lew
> 'ill be
weekly.
Carl Hudson, of First National, reThathouse."
Goldwyn intended to produce
ned to his desk yesterday after a own
Harrison is staying over in Chiicymoon trip through the Middle abroad was also stated by the head lago to close another deal on his
;st.
- .,,,51.,,.,^.. »,-.of Goldwyn.
Arrangements have al- Mwn account.
Zukor Subsidiary Formed.

ON

First
National
Men
Arrive — Real
Business Session To-morrow.
The First National conference
started yesterday, although there
was not much business transacted.
The Northwest is about the only section of the country that is not as yet
represented.
The following are now in New
York for the meeting which is expected to last about four days:
Messrs. Ruben and Finkelstein,
Minneapolis; Willian Sievers, St.
Louis; E. H. Hulsey,. Dallas; T. L.
Tally, Los Angeles; E. V. Richards,
and Julian Saenger, Saenger Amusa
ment Co., New Orleans; Tom Saxe^
Alhambra, Milwaukee; R. D. Graver^
Charlotte, N. C; F. Ferrandini, Rich,mond; Aaron Jones and Nate Ascher of Chicago; Boyd Cunningham
aid Tom Moore, Washington, and
Col. Fred Levy, Louisville.
As noted J. F. Cubberly and E. B.
Johnson are already here.
Among those expected hourly are
Swanson and Nolan, Dever; Fred
Dahnkcn, Turner and Dahnken, San
Francisco; E. A. Mandelbaum, Cleveland; Nate Gordon of Boston; Von
Herberg
of Jensen and Von Herberg,
City.
and Richards and Flynn of Kansas

(ducer Reaches New York — Goes
' At Once to Mamaroneck.
.i\id W. Griffith arrived in New
k yesterday morning from Los
;elcs to make
his production
tdquarters here in the East.
He
BDnce went to Mamaroneck with
Jert Grey, where his studio on the
iry Flagler estate is now being

'he
rights vehicle
were obtained
use picture
as the next
for Wiln Russell.
Emmett J. Flynn will

Price 5 Cents
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Because all of the circuit franchise
holders had not arrived the meeting
did not really get under way. They
expect to get down to brass tacks
by tomorrow.

LYNCH

HERE

S. A. Lynch, of Atlanta, arrived in
New York yesterday. Y. F. Freeman, his general manager, arrived
yesterday afternoon.

TRIAL DATE

SET

The date for the trial of the Cora
Wilkenning suit against Mary Pickford has been set for Oct. 21 in the
Supreme Court.
ROTH COMING

EAST.

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
San Francisco — Eugene H. Roth,
managing director of the California,
Portola and Imperial theaters here,
will make a trip to New York, arriving there? on October 12.
Lehrman Signs Comedians.
Los .Angeles — Henry Lehrman,
now producing his first comedy for
First National, has engaged Harry
Dorety. Harry McCoy and Charles
Todd,
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Famous Players. 109
Triangle
—
Unit. Pict. Prod. 24
World Film ....—

CHANGE

WID'S SUNDAY

EDITION

Effective witl: the i.ssue of Sunday, October 12. the size
(if AVTD'.S Siindav edition Avill be enlarafed to the present size of

Last Sale WID'S
110
112^
—
V&
25
25
—
?4«

WHITE APPOINTED MANAGER
OF FOX CONTRACTS
R. A. White has been promoted to
manager of the Fox Contract Department. J. Voorhies, another
member of the staff will assume the
former duties of White in the office
of Herman Robbins, general sales
manager.

OF SIZE

Bulletin
October

.\o. 20.
7. 1919.

SWEEPING
ILLINOIS
First run exhibitors in IIlinoi.s report that they are
breaking; all patronage records with the first Ben.ianiin B. Hampton and Gltinge F. AVarner ZAIVE
GREV PICTURE. Here are
more important
bookings:
Avoy
Mollne,
III.
Strand
.Clinton.
la.
Spencer
Sq. . .Rock Is],, III.
Strand
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Fox
Aurora,
III.
"O:

What

a picture!"

W.W.HODKINSON GORPCEmON
527 Fitlh Avcniie. No YbrkClr

•^--t.„n,ll„... ■

■ •

The

First Macauley Selected.
first Macauley
feature :r

World__Film
be of
"Thesix Gift
preme."
The will
series
pict iiwill be known as the Bearcat S(
and will be booked under th.it 1 e.

DAILY.'

Information for Advertisers

Type page size
Double pag'e spread
Single page bleed
Double page bleed
Single page overall
Double page overall

7Vx XX 10
I614
10
9 X 12
\7YaX X11^
12
8-K
17 9/16 X IIM

Offering ihc adi'crtiser af no increase in rates an appreciable
increase in space and 0 more readable, biqgcr and better edition of
WID'S DAILY.

WfioBooked

DE$ERiG0lOl

Richards of New Orleans, Hujy
of Texas and Lynch of Atlanta, re
all in town.
Some doings!

THE DIRECTOR
Of Several Acknowledged Successes For One of the
Foremost Producing Organizations During the Past
Two Years
WILL

CONSIDER

Propositions From Responsible Producing Organizations For His Services — He Has Directed the Foremost Stars And Is Now Working Regularly.
Looking for an
Opportunity Rather
Than a Job.

For a Personal
Interview, Address
Box A— Wid's Daily.

Biggest in Two Years,
World Film has placed in proi
tion what it calls its most elabo
picture in two years. It is
Steel
King,"
which will
Mont;
Love and
June inElvidge
api
Oscar Apfel is directing.
ATWELL HAS AN ASSISTAl
Ben Atwell, who writes about
"openings" of the Capitol the;
now has an assistant in Bessie M
who for seven j-ears has been d
press work for the shuberts.

IN COURTS.
Rose Dougan has instituted lit
against Jack Nobel for recover,
commission which she claims is
her. She claims placing Nobel Iti
Vitagraph at $1,750 a picture Si
that although he has been with lal
company
for her
some
ha.^jefused to pay
the time
moneyhe she
;ys
is due her.
;

RELATIVE
to the entire cost of a
photo -play production,
posters are a small item
— relative to its financial
success, they are the
most important item of
all. For which reason
RITCHEY posters pay!

RITOHJSY
406 W. 3IttSt.-,li.Y. Phiiw^ilMa (}U
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On Broadway

Broadway — Select's — A Scream
in
the
Night."
]i— Rialto
Magazine — Rainey's Brooklyn Strand — Elsie Ferguson —
"The -Witness for the Defense."
I the Heart of the Jungle."
ian Martin— "His Official Fi- Broadway — "A Scream in the Night."
Next Week.
:k Sennett Comedy,
The
attractions
at the Broadway
i— Prizma — "Out of the Sea."
oli Pictorial.
houses next week will be:
Strand— Will
Rogers— "Almost
a
Illace
istie Reid—
Comedy."The Lottery Man."
ynd."Strand — T o m Moor e —
oklban
d — Madge
Kennedy — "Strictly BroHus
"Lord and Lady Algy."
fidential."
and Topical Review.
Rialto — Not yet determined
ting-Chester Scenic.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
11 Room Boys Comedy,
Broadway— "A Scream in the Night."
i York— Today— Dorothy
Phil— "The Right to Happiness."
Another $2,000,000 House
dnesday — Peggy Hyland — "The
rry-Go-Round."
_ {By Wire
to WW'SBrothers
DAILYJ i!t is
Chicago
— Ascher
irsday
— Florence
Reed — "Her
ne.
annnouced,'
paid
of Marshall Field the
sumtheof estate
$1,133,000
cash
day — G 1 a d y s Leslie — "Grey for the property at 110-112 State St.,
/vers Mystery — June Elvidge —
upon which it is proposed to build a
le Woman of Lies."
new
motion picture theatre.
urday — William D e s m o n d —
The ground upon which is located
16 Blue Bandana."
iday — June Caprice and CreighHale — "A Damsel in Distress."

«ERICA'S FINEST
LABORATORY
Located

Atop The Palisades
Opposite 129th Street

Jisade Film Laboratories
iiadep, N. J.

Morimere 621-2

a -wholesale drug store and bakery
New Haven,, Conn. — C. B. East*
shop, has a frontage of 91 feet on man buys Madison Alrdronve.
North State and is 90 feet deep. The
new theatre will cost $700,000.
Construction will start May 1, 1920
and it is expected it will beready for
occupancy Sept. 1. Henry L. Newhouse will design the 2,500 seat theatre.
Exhibitors Hold Outing
{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Dayton. — The members of the Miami Valley Exhibitor's League, of
Ohio, held an outing this week at
which most of the film people of
Southern Ohio were present. A
chicken dinner was served in the
evening
For thewith
firstcabaret
time in entertainment.'
Ohio the real
pictures of the Willard-Dempsey
fight were shown. Ninety-five per
cent, of the Cincinnati exchangemen
were present as well as theater owners and managers from all over Ohio.

ARE WE TREADING

Watch

Us Grow

ess Meredyth
Author's Agent
Affiliated with

Indt and Kirkpatrick, Inc.
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Sept. 1. 1918
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600 Theatres
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1, 1919
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101 Park Avenue
New York City

1,411 Theatres
■

■

- 2,849 Theatres
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mer Photoplay Corporation
I. W. Hellman Building
Lo( Angelei, Calif.
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United Picture Theatres of America
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. HeUnua BIdg., Lot Angeles, Calii.
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J. A. Berst, President

1600 Bro.adway, New York
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ing summer for alterations.
Boston, Mass. — Thomas D. Soriero
to portray the rabbit dance of NaziSouth Paris, Me. — M. M.
mova's which is one of the features resigns as manager of ParkHartford,
Conn.- — Harry
Flagg manager of Carrigan & Gray'
of "The Brat." At tne bottom of the
panel, in contrast to this, was shown gives up management of Palace.
Hartford,
Conn. — Anthony
De tureSpokane,
a still from the production that pres- berty.
house.' Wash. — Hippodrot
Lorenz, owner of Crown, buys Li- change from pictures to vaude
ented a tense moment in the story.
Kingston, at N.costY.of
— OneoniJ^
remodeled
$50,000
Bangor, Me. — Bijou to cloje durPhiladelphia, Pa.— It is frequently
said that there is nothing new under
the heavens.
William ^. Gane, manager of the
Locust, proved the contrary.
The Locust was booked to play
"The Knickerbocker Buckaroo." The
thermometer was playing tag with
the 100 mark and the humidity was
engaged in the brave contest to equal
the record of the former. With two
one-sheets tucked under his arm and
an idea in his head, he trundled to
ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTION
the ice house and had the "Knickerbocker Buckaroo" posters frozen in
blocks of ice, which when delivered
were placed one on either side of the
box office window.
To the eternal credit of the
ice company or the Morgan Lithograph Company, or both, be it said
that the colors of the posters did not
The Open Door
run There stretched from cake to
cake was a paper on which appeared
We have an intense dislike
these words: "As cool as a mountain
ing.
cave" The cost was insignificant:
for
the results more than worth while.
superlatives in advertisGane did a worthwhile thing and his
house profited by it.

Putting It Over
Here is how a Brother exhibitor put his slioiu over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned

Los Ant^eles.— The exploitation
A.
campaign carried out by tFred
Miller and Harry Leonhard of the
for "The Brat," was conCalifornia
ducted in a vigorous manner.
The California's lobby display
struck a note of the highest artistry.
It was attractive and yet reserved. A
portrait painter was requisitioned
and instructed to paint several hfesize portrait studies of Nazimova.
Mural paintings were the principal
mediums of display. The paintings
were set into the panels devised tor
ses in the lobby, bearay purpo
displabove
of
or beneath the name
inoThe California's lobby display hit
a high -not of the highest artistry. It
was attractive and yet reserved. Mural paintings were the principal
mediums of of display. A portrait
d and inpainter was requisitione
instructed to paint several life-size
portrait studies of Nazimova.
The paintings were then set into
ay purthe panels nevised for displabove
or
poses in the lobby, bearing
Buffalo — Residents of this city
beneath the - ame of the star. Then were recently treated to the sight of
at the left rf -' e display a smaller a handsome young woman dressed in
panel contalre 1 a novel design of a
figure in a rabb t costume supposed evening clothes (male full-dress regalia) staggering through the streets,
apparently much the worse for imbibing not wisely but too well.
On close observation, however, it
Triple Optical Enlargements
are made by our own patented apwas seen that the young woman was
paratus which permits us to extract
important scenes from film and make
only shamming, and that the lampthem into large paintings up to 40x60
post seemingly lifted from some
inches. Some of these are on exhistreet corner, and being dragged
bition at our salesrooms.
KRATJS MFG. CO.
around by her was made of cardboard.
220 West 42nd St. New York City
17th Floor
It was just a clever stunt of the
Tel. 3607 Bryant
Palace to advertise the coming of
"O'h, You Women."

COMPLETE
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Theater to Be Built There Will Cost
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BKReI
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Send Us Your
Highes'tKi'ces
I* lln\
INTERSTATE«JUI\KSMELTING
(Si REFINING

23 Commercial St.

COMPANY
NEWARK.

N J.

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National and Speer Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

CHARLES

F.

L. HENDRICKSON
A Charge d' Affairs

CAMPBELL,

DAILV

$1,000,000. .
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Denver — Film men here say that a
merry war is brewing by reason of
the announcement of Famous Players to build a $1,0(X),0(X) theater here.
William Fox now owns four: the
Isis, Strand, Violi and Plaza.
Famous Players have purchased £(n
option on the St. James hotel and
also the Rialto theater. The St.
James hotel will be torn down and a
theater built on it while the Rialto is
to be improved.
.
Curtis street already has nine
theaters within a distance of three
blocks. These playhouses have a
totaT seating capacity of 12,000. The
new Paramount house will seat about
3,000.

House Changes
Inc.

I^U; QlctCf
N Y
*^ " .«>lSIOl.,n. I .

Newark, N. J.— Morris Snyder to
remodel
liquor store into picture theater.
Olneyville, R. T.— Addition to be
made to Royal Theater.

But when a picture, is the
greatest mystery play of the
When

it is one of the most

astounding productions in
year. of theme and detail.
point
When all of the critics who
have seen it declare it to be a
100 per cent, success.
Then we must say these
things in advertising.
Garfield Thompson, Author ;
Dallas Fitzgerald, Director;
Under supervision of George
M. Merrick. Photoplay by
John K. Holbrook, and
James C. Hutchison.
Screen it and you will play it.
Produced by Artclass.
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Robertson-Cole

Price 5 Cents
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'

jDistribute Through Their Own
Exchanges — Effective
Immediately
inouncement was made by Rob)n-Cole yesterday that beginning
week all of their pictures will be
ised through Robertson-Cole exiges located in 26 of the princities throughout the country.
only will the current and the
ing releases be marketed through
ertson-Cole's
own
organization
all pictures that have heretofore
issued by the Robertson-Cole
sion of Film.
le step comes as a natural depment of the progress of this
pany which starting only nine
ths ago has already become one
le leading factors in the industry.
)incident with the announcement
he establishment of the RobertCole exchanges it is intimated
a big expansion in the number
iroductions and stars under the
dard of the company is to be
;cted shortly. In the meantime
y efifort is being devoted to the
ection of the system of sellingexploitation of pictures,
mong the pictures that will be
lable for release at the RobertCole Exchanges are the star
i;s of Sessue Hayakawa, Bessie
Hscale, H- B. Warner, William
imond, Billie Rhodes, Henry B.
thall. Alma Rubens, Beatriz
tielena, the Brentwood producS and other specials, as well as
new Superior Picture series of
akawa, Barriscale, Warner and
idhh Storey. The Martin Johnpictures and the new Adventure
lies will also be marketed
ugh Robertson-Cole's own discing unit.
t will be the policj* of RobertCole to give to the exhibitor
ice of the same high standard
3ur pictures," stated an official
:e organization. "We have main^d from the beginning the highstandard of excellence in producand nothing that did not come
o that standard was allowed to
out under the Robertson-Cole
d. Now we intend to create
standard in marketing our own
ires and the exhibitor may rest
red it will be achieved."

PETITION

In Bankruptcy Against United Picture Theatres of America —
United's Statement
A

petition in involuntary bankruptcy was filed yesterday by Allen
R. Memhard in behalf of the Dalton Adding Machine Co., Charles E.
Kimball and Earnest H. Horstmann,
alleging that the corporation was insolvent. The amount of the claims
of the petitions involves several
thousand dollars, according to the
attorney.
When United officials were apprised of the action taken the following statement was issued:
••A certified check for $7,600 was
yesterday given to Mr. Kimball for
Mr. Horstmann. No demand was
ever made upon us for any sums b^
Mr. Kimball and we owe Horstmanni
nothing. The Dalton note is not yet
due, and will not be for some time"We will not only defend the action, but we intend to prosecute
criminally everybody who has any
connection with it. United will be
in business years after they are

D. W. Griffith has completed his first personally directed
"First National," Attraction

First

National

Matters of import were discussed
at length yesterday by First National
directors who were closeted all afternoon at the Astor. All of the important stockholders and directors
were in attendance, although the
meeting was held up a bit pending
the arrival of several who looked
over the Capitol after lunch and
were late.
While no official statement was
furnished regarding the problems
discussed it is understood that the
question of several new production
units were taken up.
Whether or not the Strand will
continue as the franchise holder of
First National in New York may
be settled at the present meeting.
There was considerable talk of the
new Capitol possibly securing this
franchise.
Studio Help to -Organize
It is also understood that it has
1 effort will shortly be made to
nize all studio help in Greater practically been decided that First
York. The Stage Hands' National will not work with the
)n which figured so prominently Loew circuit as had been planned in
lemovement.
actor's strike is in hack of this view of the fact that the tryout given
failed to prove satisfactory.

BIG HALL

DEAL

Includes
Taking
Over
Exhibitors'
• Mutual Exchanges — Also Will
Handle Famous Directors
Pictures

Hector E M. Pasmezoglu of the
investigating committee when apprised of the bankruptcy action late
yesterday expressed surprise. Earlier in the day Pasmezoglu emphatidead."
cally denied the statements made in
a letter by -Fred C. Seegert of Milwaukee that the investigation had
been dropped. He declared that this
was not true, and that United officials knew it to be untrue.
Buys

Frank G. Hall, of Hallmark Pic'River's End"
tures Corp., has closed a double deal
Neilan
Secures
Story by Curwood
whereby he takes over the distribution of the Exhibitors' Mutual prodWill Postpone "Eternal Three" ;
uct, and the Clark-Cornelius Mutual
Marshall Neilan has just purChaplins.
The deal was closed late Monday End'' the
chased screen
rightswork
to "The
latest
by River's
James
night — indeed during the early hours Oliver Curwood. The story will bp
of Tuesday morning. The amount
involved is said to be very large. All placed in production at once. Arrangements- had already been compresent Hallmark products will be
pleted
for
the
filming of "The Etermoved into the former Exhibitors'
nal Three" by Neilan but this will
Mutual exchanges next Monday.
wait
until
the
Curwood
film is made.
In a statement issued yesterday
The
story
was
given
an excellent
Frank G. Hall said that he would
reception"
by
New
York
book critics.
have 26 specials to be released as
Famous Directors Pictures, and that The New York Sun devoted an entire page to the book in last Sunhis second serial would soon be
day's issue.
ready for the market.
Marjorie Daw, Lewis Stone and
Wesley Barry will appear. Release
Grauman Returning
through First National. As with all
Syd Grauman will leave tomorrow the Neilan productions, there will be
a national advertising campaign.
for Los Angeles.

Wednesday,
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No Rej^eal Expected

that the Eastman-Kodak people are
making 90 per cent, of the film used
and that their income tax is comparatively small, and it is intimated
that there will be an investigation on
{By Long Distance Phone)
VoL X No. 8 Wedoesday, October 8. 1919 Price 5 Cents
Washington.— A hearing was held this.
Charles S. Heape, chairman of the
yesterday morning before the Ways
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, and Means Committee on the bill Exhibitors League of New Jersey,,
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
to repeal taxes on motion picture spoke for a short time, in which he
Kew
FILM York,
FOLKS,N. Y.,
INC. by .WID'S FILMS «nd tlieater admissions and the 5 per tried to show by using figures, that
the smaller houses were the sufferF. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- cent, film tax and theater capacity
tax.
ers. But receipts showed there had
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Charles C. Pcttijohn of the Na- l)een a 100 per cent, increase accordBusiness
Manager.
ing to his information.
tional Association spoke for about
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
A representative of the American
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under an liour during which he outlined
ehe act of March 3, 1879.
the injustice of the tax going into Federation spoke for the repeal of
the taxes but the Committee was
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside considerable detail. His
talk ap<ai Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
ready
to adjourn.
parently made an impression as the
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
It is possible that the taxes may
various members put questions 50
$i5.oa
him after his discussion! However, be repealed as affecting houses
Subscribers should remit with order
the committee explained that the •charging 5c, 10c and 15c admissions
Address
all
commumcations
to WTD'S
Government-is two billion dollars in but even this is very improbable.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
debt and that money has to be
raised.
4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt
Telephone:
Claire Du Brei' and Yvonne Pavis
Hollywood,, California:
During the testimony CongressEditorial • Offices;
6404
Hollywood
Blvd.
will
May Allison in "The
man Garner, of Texas, pointed out Walk support
jPh^e, Hollywood
1603.
Ofifs" for Metro.
Blvd.
Government is Twro Billion ShortFilm Men Get Hearing

A

GREAT
STAR

lends an added
value to a n y
photo-p.lay. So
does a RITCHEY

poster.

RITC
LiTHo.

etoiii
406 W. 31it St.. N.Y. Phone thebn S3SI

Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood
1062.
Hollywood
Phone,

ions
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Famous
Triangle
United
World Film ....

Last Sale
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—
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25^
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—
.
Va

110
—
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New and Forthcoming UNITED

Franklin Returns to Direct Connie
Sidney Franklin, who, for the past
few months has been loaned by Jos.
M. Schenck to Mary Fickford, to
direct her in "The Hoodlum" and
"The Heart of The Hills," is now
back in New York, having just been
recalled from the Coast by Schenck,
to direct Constance Talmadge in her

October 19
FLORENCE
"HER

CUCKOO

FLORENCE
"THE

CITY

A splendid new first run
theatre, soon to be opened,
has booked for its premiere attraction.

Soon
^

Picture!"

W.W.HdDKINSON CORPORATION
-527 Fifth Avenue. New TfirktJiy

- .

ETERNAL
MOTHER"
(Now Completed)
DUSTIN

FARNUM

In a Magnificent Presentation of Dumas'
"THE

The first Benjamin B.
Hampton and Eltinge F.
Warner ZANE
GREY
PICTURE.
a

REED

In a Massive Production

THE
NEW
R I A L T O

What

COMEDIES

Two-Reel Featitrettes with Bobby Burns.
Shortly
Plrst Release "STARTING OUT IN LIFE."

Bulletin No. 21.
October 8, 1919.

"O!

GAME"

October 19

Wfto Jlooked

LAKE
UTAH

REED

In a Modern Five-Reel Feature Drama

next picture, "At The Barn."

SALT

Releases

CORSICAN

BROTHERS"

(Now in Course of Production)

UNITED

PICTURE

THEATRES
OF
J, A. Berst, President

• ■

AMERICA,

Inc.

a^
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Exhibitor Plans

under way for some time. While
no definite information is obtainable
Co-Operative Ideas in Which Exhib- regarding the plan it is said that it
itors Are to Be Interested Coming
"is the most complete exhibitor cofrom Pathe and Selznick
operative ideabeing
ever that
advanced"
Within the next few days or a of the features
salaries one
of
week definite plans expected to be no kind will be paid to anyone interested in the idea.
of unusual interest to exhibitors with
regard to booking ideas will be announced by both Pathc and the
Selznick organization.
Seelye With New Exhibitor Body
The Pathe plan, it ii understood,
C. R. Seelye, formerly secretary of
will only take in a certain number
of exhibitors and has been worked United Pictures, will be vice-president, it is understood, of the new
out in complete detail, the work exexhibitor co-operative movement
tending over a period of many which
is being fostered by Lewis J.
months.
Selznick.
The Selznick idea has also been

ISHIXGTOIV, D. C. — Labor, capthe represented
public! The
new Big
■and
are ' all
at industrial
renoe ealled
by the President to
nation's labor problem.
HMD, ARIi. — Twenty-two killed
ian>' \^oiiuded iu rai'e riots— ledroopM restored order as village is
under martial la\v.
W YORK
CITY — Greet
nation's
gruests — the friendship between
am and America is expressed in
me exteufled to the rulers of the
yr kinjidom."
aiS, l<"R V.\CK — Kiddies from Alscc their neAv capital — the3' asthe KilVel To>ver to secure views
entire city of Paris.
. AXGr;i.ES, CAI... — Flames
ravinibcr-land
over
15-mile
fronts
cameraman secures remarkable
of one of the. most
disastrous "WHERE PROMISES ARE SACRED"
fires in this region.
CAGO,
11,1
Forty
thousand
root
\> liite Sox
to victory
in
on home grounds— Chicago cap- FORMERLY BRODA 6c MEYER INC.
tlic third
game
of the world's
fr<»ni Cincinnati.
LOUIS, MO. — Air sports become
ar-^teu free balloons representties of >liddle >Yest take part in
lal championship race.
LETTERED
- ILLUSTRATED - PHOTOGRAPHED
X YORK CITY — "Bloody Monbrings victory . to Freshman—
are fveapons and good-humor the
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
nition in college ''rush."
PROCESS TITLES AND

LOUIS

MEYER

TITLES
PHONE

CALL

WILL

BRYANT
220 WEST 42nd ST.

rnie''
)rnia
that
e but

Fineman Back
Fineman
returned
from
yesterday.
. It is underhe has signed several new
"Bernie" won't talk about

BRING

7392
- ROOM

Dxreciea Cu Kcavnald uarh£r
produced under tns direetion oj

Ready for Business
PHOTO
729

PLAY TITLE CO.,
of New York
Seventh
Ave., 2nd Floor

Bryant 6745-9
Rapid Correct Service
"WHITE
on BLACK'
Our Specialty
Perfect Photo Play Titles
New York

Chicago

2004

Harry's Latest
Harry Reichenljach is sending out
in Chinese writing a slip with reference to Clara Kimball Young in
"Eyes of Youth." • Chinese stamps
are affixed to the envelope, and the
package looks like a real Chinese
communication.
Manchester, N. H. — Queen to be
remodeled and will re open in Au-

BECH^VAN SICLEN
& 0^PANY, Inc.

gust.

THE DIRECTOR
«
Of Several Acknowledged Successes For One of the
Foremost Producing Organizations During the Past
Two Years
WILL

%eCirlfromOutsicle
REX BEACH'S
GOLDWYN

J. W. Ashton
SAMPLES

of ike Norik

A masters pen expresses lUelt on the screen

ILLUSTRATIONS
A

G»-ca^ Urama

45 EAST i7tk STREET
CITY
■'■■ - NEW
" " - -TORK
W .

Will Purchase

CONSIDER

Propositions From Responsible Producing Organizations For His Services — He Has Directed the Foremost Stars And Is Now Working Regularly.

-Your Entire

Foreign Rights
.; For Cash

Looking for an
Opportunity Rather
Than a Job.

you
eye in
?
pnotism

For a Personal
Interview, Address
Box A— Wid's Daily.

A FAIR COMMISSION

iSitlney Reynolds
EME PICTURES (Inc.)

I

.SELL FOR YOU

^n^
WE

NEVER

TELEPHONE

DISAPPOINT^'

BRYANT

LAN /I lOWN
/M EIW

VORK

GEti. MOR.

5576

sM^
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KINOGRAMS
Colleen Moore finds a new and
SHIXK
ia's inslly celefor Californ
novel use
eliniaJe.
brated
COI IMBI V FORM VI.LV O P E \ S
COI.I.K.fiE YEAR — Dignified facnlty
niemliers niareli across campus of bisNew Vork I niversity while students
also march, hut not so formally.
OFFICI.VI.I.Y OPEM OYSTER SEASON— Residents of Colchester, En;;land don't have to guess about it.
There is a rcKular proclamation sayInir Blue
I'oints are ripe.
IN
200 ATHI,ETES COMPETE
MARATHON — San Francisco runners
dash away in Dipsea race over course
that leads over roads and bill paths.
KING AND QUEEN OF BELGICM
IN BOSTON — Rulers of Europe's "Marwarm welcome in
tyr nation"
setts get
Massachu
city.
WELCOME KING ALBERT IN NEAV
YORK — Formal greehng of city Is extended royal pair and Prince Leopold
by Mayor and other ofiicials. Children
greet him at Central Park.
SEEING SIGHTS OF OLD QUEBEC
—A Tracy Mathewson camera ramble
about the streets of Canada's Interesting old city.
MOUNFOREST FIRES SWEEP
TAINS— Blaze near Los Angeles puts
plume of smoke over peaks of rugged
range.
TEN BALI,OONS START IN NATIONAL CLASSIC — For first time
•Ince war big race starts from St.
Louis. Big crowds see gas bags fill
and float away.

ROBERTSON^COLE
Announce
That all Robertson-Cole productions, commencing October 12th
will be sold and released through Robertson-Cole Exchanges located in twenty-six principal cities throughout the United States.
This means all motion pictures issued by Robertson-Cole since
the organization of their Division of Films and all future subjects.
Ready for Immediate Release
SESSUE

DISTRIBUTFD BY WORLD
PICTURES
THE

PUNCH

SCENES

of a big picture are not always available for still photography— they are
absolutely essential for lobby displays. We take these scenes from
the film and achieve excellent results
in 40 X 60 paintings. Some on exhibition at our Salesrooms. Look 'em
over.
KBAUS MFG. CO.
220 W. 42nd St.,
nth Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant

HAYAKAWA in "THE ILLUSTRIOUS PRINCE,"
the famous story by E. Phillips Oppenheim. Produced by Haworth.

H. B. WARNER in "A FUGITIVE FROM MATRIMONY,"
a forceful society drama. Presented by Jesse D.
Hampton.
BESSIE

BARRISCALE in "KITTY KELLY, M. D." a charming story of a young and pretty doctress. Produced
by B. 6. Features and directed by Howard Hickman.

ANOTHER

WHERE PROMISES ARE KEPT
GREAT

f?-^ ILLU/TRATION
TITLE/
I CANDLER
ROOMy

!',(/'. 2003- ZOil

COMPLETE

BLO"G.
220
W 42 ST.
r-j,
TtLEPHONE/

■«

BRYANT IffI

J1ERVICE

IN

ADTI/TIC IllUfTRATINGllpililllJlNC

BRENTWOOD "POOR RELATIONS"— bigger
even than "The Turn in the Road," "The Othfer Half,"
and "Better .Times."

MYSTERY PICTURE "THE OPEN DOOR"— Made
by Artclass and a production you will positively play
if you screen it.

Robertson-Cole productions now under way embrace a new series
with Edith Storey as the star, an important Haworth Superproduction, Supreme Comedies, and among those shortly to be
released are Martin Johnson's new pictures and a series of adventure scenics created by H. IT. Brownell and Jesse G. Sill.
ROBERTSOX-COLE
1600 Broadway

AR.T TITLES
HAND

LETTERING

', (One kundred Jitles ^ Day.) -^^^

lALYNLU''

; PHONE ^2329 BRWiNT

COMPANY.
New

York City

^BRADSTREET
F FILHDOM

Authority
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Wire Denial
en and Von Herberg So Treat
jort Circulated That They Had
Quit First National
telegram was received la^e yesly at First National offices
I Jensen and Von Herberg denyflatly the report circulated that
had sold out their interest in
t National.
ports relative to this move w^ere
irculation throught film circles
erday, as was another report
;h could not be verified that the
1. Lynch Enterprises had com;d negotiations and were taking
the Hulsey theatres in Texas.
1 report was met with a most
hatic denial on the part of First
onal officials, one of whom said
next year it would be found that
sey would be doing even greater
gs in Texas for First National
at present.
though efforts were repeatedly
e to obtain statements from both
Lynch offices and from Mr. Hulit was impossible to locate either
[le parties involved up to late
night.
le Hulsey battle in Texas
nst the Lynch invasion has been
hot during the past few months,
as been noted from time to time
Wid's Daily.
The Orleans,
Saenger
isement
Co., of New
also been in this battle with Henry Lehrman who is now at Attraction.
work directing his initial "First National''
ey. Because of the heated fight
has been waged a number of
men were inclined not to give
Weber Starts
Mayor Entertains
ence to the report which was
First
National
Directors
and
Shows
First Picture for World Will Be
ly circulated yesterday.
Print of "In Old Kentucky"
"The Blue Pearl"
Louis B. Mayer last night enterLawrence Weber has started on
Buys Corbett Film
tained visiting directors of the First
del Cummins
Gets Film With National at dinner at the Astor and his first picture for World release.
It is "The Blue Pearl." Production
later gave them a bigger treat by will
"Gentleman Jim"
be at the World studio in Fort
muel Cummins has purchased showing them the first print of "In Lee. Anthony Paul Kelly did the
negative of "The Other Girl," a Old Kentucky" with Anita Stewart. scenario while George Irving will
ire with James J. Corbett. It is The dinner was not burdened with direct. In the cast will be Fair Binrt reels and is said to have never speeches altho Col. Levy almost ney, Lumsden Hare and Edith
started something when they called
I released.
le film is founded on a play of on him to sing. The Colonel, out Haller.
;ame name by Augustus.Thomas. for a good time, refused to work.
After the picture was shown the
More for Famous
Irwin
Stories for Kennedy party broke up after giving three
Plan
Theatres
in Ohio — Lichtman
le two Madge Kennedy stories cheers for Louis Mayer, Anita Stewand Buxbaum in Cleveland
art, who was present and Marshal
e filmed by Madge Kennedy on
:oast will be Wallace Irwin stor- Neilano.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
both of which appeared in the
Cleveland. — Al Lichtman and H.
Mable Normand Coming East
rday Evening Post. They are,
Mabel Normand will shortly start H. Buxbaum of Famous Playersmmed With Red" and "The
are here relative to the theaeast. Goldwyn will then have three Lasky
tre operations of their organization.
ming Angel."
stars in the East, the other two be- Buxbaum is quoted as follows in the
ing Pauline Frederick and Tom local press:
.3,000 Children As Extras
f^ar Lewis will shoot scenes for Moore.
"We're planning the promotion of
two
new picture houses in Akron
ler
on Sunday
at
Rothacker Here
Mt. Men's
LorettaShoes"
Orphanage
in Staand Youngstown. We are also at
Island. Over .?,000 children will
Watterson
R. Rothacker, of Chi- work on tw-o theatres in Newcastle
sed.
cago is in town at the Biltmore.
and Grecnsburg. Pa."

Price 5 Cents

United Hearing
Scheduled
for This
Morning
in
Federal
District
Court —
Hearing Yesterday
This morning in the U. S. Federal
District Court Judge Knox will give
a hearing on the petition filed against
United Picture Theatres of America,
Inc., for involuntary bankruptcy.
Yesterday there was a brief hearing, counsel for United, Hedges,
Ely & Frankel seeking an immediate argument on the question of the
solvency of the corporation, in answer to the petition filed. Judge
Knox, however, put it off until today.
Bennett With Famous
Players
Hunter Bennett, formerly with
Mutual and World Film is now special representative to Famous Players exchanges. Headquarters will
be in New York.
lowing:
Al Lichtman announces the folG. E. Akers, new manager St,
Kansas
Louis; C.City.
_L. McVey, acting manager,
Leases Old Lincoln Studio
Capt. Ferdinand
F. StoU of the
U. S. Photoplay Corp., Washington,
has leased the old E. K. Lincoln
studio for two years.
"Determination" will be made
there. It is a Whitechapel story and
will be in ten reels. Cost is expected to be $500,000.
Kid Broad and Tod Sloan have
already been cast and efforts are being made to secure Jack Dempsey.
Four big sporting events will be
featured in the picture.
Another Farnum Play
Fo.x has purchased "Pierre le
Grande," by Henry Albert Phillips,
and E. Llloyd Sheldon for William
Farnum.
Al Roscoe has joined Fox and
will first play with Madlaine Traverse in "The Hell Ship."
Mullin Coming East
Eugene Mullin now on the coast
in the Goldwyn scenario department
will shortly come east to head the
eastern scenario department. He
will supervise the reading of all
scripts received by Goldwyn.
Consolidation
The Marshal Neilan Prod, and the
Katherine MacDonald Prod, will
move to the seventh floor of 6. W.
48th St., where the Anita Stewart
Prod, will be housed. First National
executive headquarters are on the
8th floor of the building and thus
three of its producing units will br
al close hand.

jMH
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Snake

DAILV

Second Farrar Announced
Tlic title of the second Geraldine

Story

The New Orleans Times Picayune says:
"The insistent reports that
one or another of the 'interests' are about to buy up or
otherwise secure control of all
the picture theaters in the
South revive the story of the
two snakes. The black snake
protects its little ones by swallowing them in times of danger
— that's affiliation. The moccasin is venomous and swallows

only his enemies — that's protection. A black snake and a
moccasin got into a fight. Each
grabbed the other by the tail
and the battle for extermination was on. They were well
matched and neither expected
more quarter than an independent exhibitor ever gets. The
contest raged with determination until each snake had entirely swallowed the other, thus
wiping his hated enemy ofT the

Farrar series for Goldwyn is "The
Flame of the Desert." A special exploitation campaign may be conducted in conjunction with this.

Guides to Fashion
In addition to posing as Ba
Girls, the Fox Sunshine troupd
"'•ear the latest in gowns in
comedies so as to keep the >
posted on the latest styles.

Pinero
Story for Elsie Ferguson
"His House In Order" by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero will be. Elsie Ferguson's next picture for Famous
Players.
Hugh Ford will direct.
Shipman Gets a Coat
Ernie Shipman now has three
overcoats. The other day he got a
brand new one from someone connected with Vitagraph. A card went
with it saying something about repaying a great kindness. Ernie is
pleased alright but the kick is in the
fact that he bought a brand new one
last week.

Bowles Due Next Week
earth."
George Bowles of the D. W. Griffith offices is expected in New York
the first of next week.

Big Business on "Bearcat"
In one mail received at the World
Russell Leaves for Coast
offices yesterday over $12,000 on conWilliam Russell has completed
tracts for "When Bearcat Went "Eastward Ho" for Fox and
has
Dry" was received. At the end of left for Hollywood.
the first week in Dallas the exchange
quota was exceeded by $1,100 and in
Uptown Office
Minneapolis at the end of the secThe Ritchey Lithographing Corp.
ond week, by $3,826.
has opened an uptown office at 729
Seventh Ave. Oscar J. Lynch is in
charge.

^fto Booked

MOVING
PICTURE
posters made by
the RITCHEY
LITHO. CORP.

DO THESE
EYES SPEAK
OF MYSTERIOUS POWERS
THAT
DEFY
EARTHLY
EXPERIENCES?
Ask Sidney Reynolds
SUPREME

PICTURES

are neither good —
bad — nor indifferent; they
variablyare
great! in-

(Inc.)

RILiTHo.
TCHJ
SY
eoi^T

ANNOUNCEMENT

DESERT COLD?

40S W. 31tlSt.,N.Y. FbbDethdM* Mq

^

^

^

P O L I ' S
THEATRES

STUDIO

WILKES-BARRE. PA.
Leader of the Poll theatres in Eastern Pennsylvania has booked for immediate presentation.
The first Benjamin B.
Hampton and Eltinge F.
Warner ZANE GREY
PICTURE.
"Oh!

What a picture?"

RENT
Modern, fully equippe
20 minutes from Broadwa
Can be bought cheap
leased for term, reasonabl

will be released by

CAPITAL

FILM

CO.

Chicago:

Consumers Bldg.

New

Candler Bldg.

York:

FOR

«

Adress, Room 506
15 E. 40th Street.

a>t«f>^
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ROBERTSON-COLE

PRODUCTION
Superior Pictures

New and Forthcoming
UNITED Releases

THE

OPEN

Those who have
booked it.

October 19
FLORENCE

October

REED

This

-GAME"

We

IN LIFE."

They
said it would
money-maker.

Shortly
FLORENCE

And

REED

In a Massive Production
"THE

asked the leading critics to see
it.
100 per

They said it was the best mystery
story ever.

.Two-Reel Featurettes with Bobby Burns.
OUT

story came to us unheralded.

They told us it was the
cent, picture.

COMEDIES

First Release "STARTING

it have

We looked at it and were amazed.

19
CUCKOO

screened

Those who have booked it have
won with it.

In a Modern Five-Reel Feature Drama
"HER

DOOR

we accepted
exhibitors.

it and

Now
the exhibitors
big money.

ETERNAL
MOTHER"
(Now Completed)

be

are

a

big

told

the

making

That is the simple story of a great
success.
Screen it now and you will play
it immediately.

Soon
DUSTIN

FARNUM

In a Magnificent Presentation of Dumas'
"THE
CORSICAN
BROTHERS"
(Now in Course of Prodiiction)
Available at all

UNITED

PICTURE
OF AMERICA,

THEATRES
Inc.

J. A. Berst, President

"
Produced by
ARTCLASS

ROBERTSON-COLE
Exchanges

Located in the twenty-six principal cities of the United States.

COMPLETE J^ERVICE IN

Send Us Your
HigheJtpJces Junk

ADTI/TIC ILLU/TPATINC. UAHD UTT[RING

INTERSTATE
<a REFINING

KKnEl

23 Commercial St.

III kKIi Pu.bcyant8?75

Film

SMELTING
COMPANY
NEWARK.

N. J.

sM^
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Putting It Over
Here is hoiu a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloiu knoiu hoiv you cleaned
up.

cers in the picture revel in the Palace of the Dawn, won the applause
of big crowds attracted by the announcement ofher appearance.
The notice also attracted the Sandusky police, who, sensing something
sensational, sent a squad of censors

to watch the dancing girl's performance. They decided that Mile. Doreen's exhibition was entirely within
the bounds of propriety. So great
was the demand to see the clever
Sandusky, O.— Many of the biggest exhibitors in this territory have dancer in conjunction with the luxurious Louise Glaum picture that
taken a leaf out of George Schade's Mr. Schade gave a special Saturday
of "Sahara" and morning matinee
book ofit exploitation
that crowded
his
found
immensely profitable.
Schade recently enjoyed a successful week's run at the Schade, during
which, in place of a prologue, he obtained the services of Mile. Violette
Doreen, a professional snake dancer,
and her clever exhibition, given as
the curtain was raised when the dan-

DAILV

spacious playhouse.
Mile. Doreen next made

management
her stand

at Charles H. Miles' big Cleveland
theater, the Miles. The Miles management doubled the Schade theater's time of 6 minutes, allotted the
dancer, after the first performance, a
short comedy subject being shelved
to give Mile. Doreen ample opportunity to give her dancing act. The
Miles executives devoted much of
their advertising space to the special
dancing exhibition.
At Youngstown the dancer duplicated her previous successesses at
the Schade and the Miles, the Strand

AUTHOR"

AUTHOR

finding it necesi

extend
"£
from 3 the
daysengagement
to 5. Theof Str
Akron opened its fall seaso
the production and, foUowii
Schade idea. Mile. Doreen w
gaged to make life-like one
spectacular scenes in the big
kinson release.

Chicago,
Ill.W. of
E. O'Toole,
branch
manager
United
Theaters, Minneapolis, has b(i
pointed
Division
Sales Mana
succeed E. J. O'Donnell.

"AUTHO

'iH

CHRISTIE
Comedies are always
a good drawing card
for any house because with their entertainment value,
the''' h"-/e character
g-r-A

T- :nc'l

HARVEY THEW
Writing Continuity

RialtO

Amu?er-cnt Co., Racine, V.' is.

Recent ReleasM:
Norma Talmadr*

JACK CUNNINGHAM

'VEB mow UOON"
Earle WllUami in
"A ROatJH'S ROMANCH"

Associated with

6220 H Snniet Blvd.
HollTWOod, Calif.

Productions

George Loane
Tucker

Hollywood,

Triple Optical Enl rgements
are made by our own patented apparatus which permits us to extract
important scenes from film and make
them into large paintings up to 40x60
inches. Some of these are on exhibition at our salesrooms.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel. 3607 Bryant
17th Floor

MILDRED
CONSIDINE
.\'(j7t' adafiti)ig
Harold McGrath's Novel

"HEARTS

IE

BILL

and MASKS"
DES

RHO

Current Release
"Under Suspicion"
A Universal feature

6621 St Francis Court
Hollywood, Cal.

^

y

Releases
f<>Originals— Titles— Continuities
Carlyle Blackwell
Productions

"INNOCENT
CHEAT"
Ben
Wilson Serial
Feature
"THE TRAIL OF THE

- X -Atop The Palisades
Opposite 129th Street

l*alisade
Fflm Laboratories
PaliMict^N.-J. MoriQiere 621-2
LINE

OF

F.

CAMPBELL,

Continuity and Specials

Rapresentlng tha foremost
Authors of America and
England

"A Woman of Pleasure"
Blanche Sweet Special
"The Pagan God"
starring H. B. Warner

Markbam

Building

Hollywood, Calif.
Telephone ST7M1

Original

stories

Permanent Address

Inc.

A Charge d'AHafr. "^ ^4 W.31st St.,N.Y.

Original
for Wm.Waters"'
Desmond
"Dangerous
JESSE D HAMPTON
Pr actions

R. CECIL SMITH
Writer

J. ANTHONY ROACH

Five years with Thos.
H. Ince
Current Releases:

William Fox

"WHAT'S"APACHE"
YOUR

HUS-

Productions
"THE

BAND DOING?"
BUSHER"

OCTOPUS"

Adapting for
and the screen

Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National and Speer Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

CHARLES

EDNA SCHLEY

In 15 Chapters

DANIEL F. WHITCOMB
COMPLETE

DEVIL"

George Elwood Jenks

Forthcoming

Located

for Mae Unmtr

Cal.

J. GRUBB ALEXANDER

LABORATORY

Booth TarklngteD's
"SBVHNTBBN"
"HBABTS
OF MBN"
for George Beban
"DBLICIOUS
LITTLH

Hollywood, Calif.

E. RICHARD SCHAYER
Pictures Bnllt In the
SCRIPT— Not In the
Catting Room
Now with Goldwyn
Writing for
Gersldlna Farrar
and
Director Reginald
Barker

REX TAYLOR
Ooldwyn Staff
Current Madge
Release Kennedy
"THE

WRONG

DOOR"

In Preparation:
"MORAN,
or THE
'LADY LETTT "
for Tom Moore

7/cRECOCHI
AUTHORIT

^BRADSTREET
^FILMDOM
X. No. 10
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Won't Talk

Receiver

United Picture Theatres of Amirica, Inc. — Hearing Within
Several Weeks

E. H. Hulsey Refuses to Discus Report That He Has Sold Out to
Lynch
Enterprises
E. H. Hulsey of Texas, yesterday
refused to discuss the report which

irry Zalkin, a well known atiy, and formerly partner of
e Blau, was yesterday appointed
ver of United Picture Theatres
merica, Inc.
official of United said yesterthat the receiver would be in
gc until the hearing on the petifor involuntary bankruptcy was
d, which he expected would be
in a week or two.
nited filed an answer denying all
allegations in the petition.

Bi^ Contract

was
noted ininterests
yesterday's
issue — that
his theatre
in Texas
had
been acquired by the S. JK. Lynch
Enterprises
Mr. Hulsey was located early yesterday at the Hotel Belmont, and
was asked to confirm or deny the report which he was informed had
been widely circulated.
"I have nothing to say," was his
reply.

Closed

•"amous
Will Supply
Catholic
Churches
with Films
ne of the most important conts ever concluded in the field of
;ational, nationalizing
and welpictiires was consumated last
k, when the National Catholic
r Council entered into the agreeit with Famous Players-Lasky,
a large number of films to be
i in the council's nationwide civic
cation campaign. In accordance
1 the plans outlined for this cam',n, the pictures will be exhibit'tl
)arishes and organizations associ1 with the council's work to pro- Marshall Neilan, Now at Work on His First Production for the "First
e better citizenship, a knowledge National."
Advt.
he meaning of democracy, selfinccment.

he contract is for a year's dura, but at any time during the year
council is at liberty to call upon
lous Players-Lasky Corporation
additional
pictures
to
any
unt.
he work is under supervision of
• men. Charl/s A. McMahon,
'alo, N. Y., assistant educational
ctor, National Catholic War
ncil, chairman .of the committee;
hacl Williams of New York, au■, dramatic critic and editor of the
ional Catholic War Council Buli; Frederick A. Sweet of Worer, Mass., expert on educational
ters and the preparation of eduDnal films, who will act as film
or; and Robert C. Drady, of San
icisco well known theatrical
ager of the Pacific Coast, who
be business agent.

Price 5 Cents

Pathe Arrives

Plans

a Month's
Stay Here With
Wifie and Daughter
Charles Pathe, accompanied by
Madame Pathe and his daughter
Maud, arrived this morning for i
month's stay in this country.
Pathe came over on the La France
which reached Quarantine last night.
The boat, however, docked this
morning.
The famous producer was loaded
down with baggage and the only
thing he said yesterday while passing
through the Customs officials, was
that he was very enthusiastic regarding pictures, and the picture business
in general.
Chester Forms $200,000 Company

(By IV ire to WW'S DAILY)
. M. P. A. Blow-out To-night
.Albany
— C. L. Chester, " produce;
he A. M. P. A. will hold a blow- of Outing-Chester
travel picture-,
has
formed
a $200,000 company. Th i
to-night at the Cafe Boulevard,
umber of the men who handle directors named in the incorporatio.i
licity for the companies will do papers are, Katherine Hilliker, Li.
s of their own. Also a surprise H. Caldwell and R. S. Harris, of Ne^v
York City.
L-Store'for one of the members.

It is undcstood that one of the important matters under discussion by
First National directors is the Texas
situation.
An official statement of the action
of the directors with regard to various important matters discussed, will
be made in all probability today or
tomorrow.

Receives Big Car
Directors of First National have
presented Robert Lieber, of Indianapolis, president of the circuit, with
a handsome Pierce-Arrow limousine.
Also they tendered him a hand lettered testimonial of their feelings to
him, as their leader, and Mr. Lieber
insists that he regards the testimonial with greater appreciation than
Conference On
the car. "You can always buy a car,"
Fox Foreign Force in New York for he said, "But the testimonial — that's
General Get-Together
Frederick W. Lange. manager of
Landy a Free Lance
the Fox Foreign Department plans different."
George Landy has left Realart and
a conference with the members of
has opened offices in Room 405, Selhis
foreign stafif, who are wyn Theatre Building, where he will
now company's
in New York.
handle publicity and exploitation for
Joseph Darling, who represented
Fox in the Far East for two years, the trade.
returned to New York a short time
Swickard's New Job
Fox Film announced yesterday
ago.
that Charles Swickard had been ap'Kremer Charters Big Film
pointed director-in-cheif in charge of
(By IFire to IVID'S DAILY)
Albany — The Victor Kremer Film all Western production.
Features, Inc., have been incorporCarrol McComas Signed
ated here with a capital of $500,000.
The directors are, J. Shenfield and E.
Carrol McComas has signed a conand V. Kremer of New York.
tract with Famous Players-Lasky as
leading woman in the forthcoming
Neilan Not to Move
"Jack Straw," in which Robert War"Jimmie" Grainger says that the
wick will star under the direction of
report that the Marshal Neilan of- Willian C. DeMille.
fices were to move to the First National offices in 48th St. is not so.
"We've just spent a lot of money
Hollywood, Calif. — Winfield Sheefixing up," said "Jimmie" "and we are han
has signed with H. H. 'Van Loan
going to stay in the Capital Theatre to deliver six stories exclusively for
Tom Mix for the coming season.

L.uilding.''

iM^
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Universal Signs Gentz
Universal 'has signed William T.
Gentz, formerly with Oscar Hamnierstein to edit and write sub-titles
at Universal City. He leaves for the
coast immediately.

A suit by the City of New
Bitzer, Griffith's chief camernian, is against the Perfection Amus(
Co. to recover a tax on an a
Griffith's
Miss Agnes Mr.
Wiener,
and ment for $1,000 in 1915, has
expected tomorrow.
The second trial of Cora C. \V*il- secretary,
his personal representative, Jack
kening's
against
Mary Pickford
dismissed by Supreme Court J I
to
recover suit
more
than $100,000,
which
Grif- •Lehman on testimony by JSk|
got in earlya this
was set for the first week in October, Lloyd,
fith is rehearsing
new week.
picture, and
in the Supreme Court, has been adto "shoot" at his ant, that the
soon be atready
will studios
corporation
for the'"ii
Mamaroneck.
journed to the first week in Novem- new
Sulzberger, attorney
property but a lease on a film tl
ber,
at
the
request
of
Miss
Pickford's
in Albany which it surrenderej
attorneys. They stated that she is
New Play for Fox
cause the theater did not pay.
Fox
has
purchased
another
story
now engaged on the picture, "Polyfor
one
of
his
women
stars.
It
is
anna," with a large cast, and it would
mean an eS:pense of $25,000 if she
Pagan of the Hills," and was
took time now to come to New York "The
written by Charles Neville Buck,
for the trial. Her presence here is author of "When Bearcat Went
Pre-eminent
necessary, as is also that of her attorney, Denis F. O'Brien, who has
Paramount
been called to the Coast on legal business. George Edwin Joseph, counUnrivalled and
THE UNEXPECTED
sel for Mrs. Wilkening, went with
him.
Chicago. — Oak Park, ChicaBeyond Compare
A Judgment for $1,242 was entered
in the City Court in th.e suit of the
Dry." go's exclusive suburb, won't
these are a few
John A. Miller Motor Renting Co.
words
truthfully
stand for Mack Sennett's "Yanagainst the H. & H. Prod, to recover
kee Doodle in Berlin" although
for automobile hire. The case was
they do approve of the bathing
not answered in court.
descriptiA'e of the
girl chorus that accompanies
Ritchev Poster.
the picture. The Nineteenth
Goldwyn Productions
Goldwyn offices have received a
wire from the coast to the effect that
Century Club, a woman's organization, raised a protest at
UTHO.N.Y. eOTRS'.
406 W. 3IstSt:.
Phone Uelxa 83M
Harry Beaumont, who has been dithe
actions
of the bathing
recting Tom Moore, will direct a
girls in the picture, when disnew Rex Beach picture, "Going
Some." It appeared in play form
played at the Oak Park theaabout 10 years ago.
ter, and the locai censor, Otto
William Parke will direct "Tower
McFeeley, editor for Oak
of Ivory," the first Gertrude Atherton picture for Eminent Authors.
Leaves, stopped the picture's
showing until the objectionable
THE PUNCH SCENES
Jack Pickford start's work on "The
first reel was eliminated.
Littleweek.
Shepard of Kingdom Come"
this
of a big picture are not always ava(
"What about the bathing

RITCHEV

Griffith Players Here
Griffith players are arriving in New
Beatrice Joy has been signed on a York every day from the Coast.
Those at present in the city are,
long termed contract by Goldwyn.
Robert Harron, Richard Barthelmess, Lillian Gish and her mother,
Kate Bruce, George Fawcett, Clarine
Seymour,
Carol Dempster.
"Billy

Who Booked

girls
and their one
Mr. McFeeley
was piece
asked.suits?"
"Why they were simply
great. There was nothing
wrong with them t)ut the picture should be taken ofif. It is

THE BIJOU
THEATRE
Springfield, Mass.
instantly made a full week
of open time and gave play
dates on the spot when its
manager saw and booked
The first Benjamin B.
Hampton and Eltinge F.
Warner ZANE GREY
PICTURE.
"O! What a picture!"

WHERE PROMiSES ARE KEPI
THE

527 Filth Avenue. New TbrkCtr

DIRECTOR

Of Several Acknowledged Successes For One of the
Foremost Producing Organizations During the Past
Two Years
WILL

CONSIDER

Propositions From Responsible Producing Organizations For His Services — He Has Directed the Foreinbst Stars And Is Now Working Regularly.
Looking for an
For a Personal
Opportunity Rather
Interview, Address
Than a Job.

W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION

in 40 X 60 paintings. Some on ex^J
over.
bition at our Salesrooms. Look '(
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 W. 42nd St.,
17th Flo
Xel. 3607 Bryant

silly and indecent."

DESERTGOLD?
Bulletin No. 23.
October 10, 1919.

absolutely
essential
for lobby
able for still
photography
— they dii'
plays.
scenesresu:
fn
the
film We
and take
achievethese
excellent
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Regina Quinn, formerly with Fox,
is now with Vitagraph. She will
appear in an O. Henry story, "The
Church with the Overshot Wheel."

New and Forthcoming
UNITED Releases
ire going to hear about a five
n dollar exhibitor co-operative
n a few days.
All set!

October 19

Allen in town
;s Allen of Allen Bros., Toris in New York for a few days.

FLORENCE

In a Modern Five-Reel Feature Drama

Jungle Beauties
jungle beauties in a dance fanlave been added as a prologue
i- Select picture, ''A Scream in "WHERE PROMISES ARE SACRED"
ight," which B. S. Moss is pre,g at the Broadway.
FORMERLY BRODA & MEYER INC.
Fox Studio Delayed
: Fox studio was expected to
ady for occupancy today, but
se of the trouble in securing
ials, the plant has been delayed. LETTERED - ILLUSTRATED - PHOTOGRAPHED
le present time, the shifts are
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
worked over-time in order to
PROCESS TITLES AND
completion.

LOUIS

"HER

Barrymore in Dual Role

-. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," by
:t Louis Stevenson, is about to
educed for Paramount-Artcraft
► John Barrymore in the stellar
The scenario has been pre-,
by Clara Beranger and the
iction will soon be started unhe direction of John S. Robert.t one of the New. York studios.

nother Big Griffith Booking
:her Brothers of Chicago have
another big booking of a Grifli)roduction, this time, "The Fall
iabylon," the extraction from
lerance," that was shown at the
M. Cohan, at $3.00 prices. The
ers have taken the picture for
ays. Recently they booked two
• Griffith features, "Hearts of
World" and "The Mother and
Law," for an equal number of

BRING

First Release "STARTING
Shortly

FLORENCE

and

WILFRED LUCAS

OUT IN LIFE."

REED

In a Massive Production
'THE

2004

BESS MEREDHH

COMEDIES

Two-Reel Featurettes with Bobby Burns.

SAMPLES

7392
- ROOM

•

CUCKOO

ILLUSTRATIONS

Next Week
A PHONE
CALL WILL
jert Warwick will be seen in
BRYANT
Itfissoura" at the Rialto, next 220 WEST 42nd ST.
the Rivoli next week, Bryant
iburn,
in "Why
Smith
Left

GAME"

October 19

MEYER

TITLES

lary Minter Goes to Coast
ry Miles Minter will leave for
ioast in about two weeks.
She
iroduce pictures there for RealIt is understood she will remain
for about nine months.

REED

ETERNAL
MOTHER"
(Now Completed)

Soon
DUSTIN

FARNUM

In. a Magnificent Presentation of Dumas'
"THE
CORSICAN
BROTHERS"
(Now in Course of Production)

Writing and Directing

Australian Features

UNITED

PICTURE

OF

AMERICA,

THEATRES
Inc.

J. A. Berst^ President

Address
Care Snowy Baker
84 Oxford Street
Sydney, N. S. W, Australia
Cable Address
"Snowing Sydney"

I——
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Putting It Over
Here is ho<w a brother exhibitor put hit thow over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

vM'^

Goes to Australia for Select
general manager in Australia f(
..^
John Corbett Jones, left for Aus- lect Pictures. He will maki
tralia yesterday where he will act as headquarters in Sidney.

top of the amusement page — together with a fine review of the picture and his regular Sunday publicity

ROMANY

stuft'.

WHERE
Birmingham, Ala. — The manner in
which Charles G. Branham handled
"The Miracle Man" at the Strand, is
a striking case in point and illustrates
to what extent those outside the motion picture business are willing to
go to promote the picture once they
are acquainted with its merits. The
first step that Branham took was in
the direction of the office of the
Birmingham Daily News, where he
saw the publisher and told him that
he would book the finest picture ever
■made if he would get behind it and
push with him. And after the preview of "The Miracle Man," the publisher agreed to comply with the request.
The editorial campaign broke at
least 10 days before the first showing
of the picture at the Strand with a
splendid three-quarters erf a column
comment on the picture, written by
the editor of the News, praising it as
the best picture that ever came to the
Birmingham territory.
Branham then arranged for the
News to run the story of "The Miracle Man," l)y Frar.k Packard in serial form. Through this means he
achieved the task of getting on the
front page inasmuch as the serial announcement was run in this position
for several days before the first chapters of the story appeared. This
major portion of his advertising campaign under way, Branham proceeded to tie up the advance publicity so received by running teaser
advertisements in the News and the
other two papers in Birmingham.
The city was plastered with the block
one-sheets provided on the picture
and these together with the streamers completed the ten-day-in-advance
campaign.
One week before the opening of
the picture at the Strand, Branham
took a full page advertisement in the
News and the paper gave in return 8
columns of cuts — a spread across the

TRY

Modern — fully equipped, 20
from Broadway — can be
cheap or leased for term,
able— Address Room 506,
40th St.

minutes
bought
reason15 East

RUNS

OUR

SERVICE

FOR

QUALITY

SUPREME

i6oo BROADWAY,
Phone, Bryant 4
LABORATORIES:
HUDSON HEIGHTS, N. J.
Phone, Union 5539
Oposite 42nd Street

Reynolds

PICTURES

YOUR

LABORATORY
WORK
WHERE PROMISES AND
NEGATIVES ARE SAFE
Foundation Film Corporation

Will he pack
your theatre
for 15 consecutive weeks?
Will he?
Ask Sidney

WILD

and EFFECTS

IN DOING

(Inc.)

^%Mn

ROBERTSON-COLE

PRODUCTIONS

in

Kitty
K«llr M.B
Produced by

Directed by

HOWARD

Studio For Sale or Rent

LOVE

B. B. FEATURES

HICKMAN

A lady doctor in a mining town,
She is young and pretty and dresses well.
Two score miners suddely become very ill.
Heart trouble of some kind is most prevalent.
The wives and widows have their say, and the situations
can be imagined.
Kitty Kelly, M. D. has reached them all.
The young, the old and the in-betweens.
And the box-offices are stormed by patients all eager to
cure the blues with thrills and laughter.

Available at all
ROBERTSON-COLE

EXCHANGES*
'. ■&X-y^.i2:r£=;S£!ZS'.-^^: '

*!W^ar-:5u:;-.£ry,-r
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^'^eking to Wreck

"A Piker's Game"

ays President
Berst,
in
Regarding Receivership.
rst, president of United
.ncatres, yesterday issued a
tiiy statement relative to the
stmann proceedings which have
Ited in receivership of United.
I detail the statement covers
h of the ground regarding which
ous United officials have from
; to time been quoted in this pubion, but include the charge that
f. O'Donnell and C. R. Seelye,
lerly of United, have been adrs to Horstmann; that they also
1 to secure the resignation of
ich managers, and failed in every
ance save one.
he statement says in part:
Ne confidently believe that Mr.
stmann and a few others who inited the present situation in the
rs of United, in no sense reprethe vast majority of theatres
iated with this organization.
The filing of the petition and the
ver of this company denying the
e necessitated of course the trial
he issues involved. This, as exiled by the court, would take
e time.
In order that the afof the company be properly
lucted until the issues involved
t tried, it was necessary that a
jorary receiver be appointed to
net the business.
This is an old picture of Tom Moo
It is apparent that the present D. C. First National's new special
ceedings were not brought for a record run of two weeks here.
ptructive purposes but for the
:king of this organization — no
r purpose can be perceived. We
Meeting Over
glad to say that this attempt can First National
Directors
Complete
0 way be successful."'
Work — Many Leaving Town —
The Southern Situation.
he Heads Theatrical Department
Directors
of First National have
It Levine, formerly with the
about
completed
their work and
V Enterprises has been appointlanager of the theatrical depart- many of them left town yesterday.
will be on their way by Sunt of the L. K. Comstock Co., Others
day.
:rical engineers.
lis is a newly formed branch of
:ompany designed to meet needs
While no statement is obtainable
xhibitors wl' are either build- from First National regarding the
er contemplati-o; new theatres. Lynch-Hulsey situation in Texas, it
Comstock company specializes is understood that the Saenger
iectrical construction.
Amusement Co. will step into the
Texas territory and look after First
New One for Metro's 36.
etro has added another to its National's interests.

"f 36 plays. This time it is "A
sage From Mars, a p\ay witten
'ichard
ew YorkGanthoney
in 1901. which played

Monday, October 13th, Coimbus Day, being a legal holiay, there will be no issue of
^^id's Daily.

Price 5 Cents

Saturday, October 11, 1919.

That's the Way Marcus Loew Talks
About a $100,000,000 Deal.
Marcus Loew calls a $100,000,000
game
piker's
He asaid
this game.
over the telephone
yesterday when speaking about the
huge deal he closed last week for
the expansion of his interests.
"I will have an important announcement to make next week,"
said Loew. "At that time I expect
to announce the Boar I of Directors
"How about the financial interests
of the organization.''
in
of your $100,000,000 deal?" he
v/ashack
asked.
"Oh, that's only a piker's game
alongside
of what's coming," he
said.

Acquire

.■Xcivt.
re's Garden
Theatre,
Washington,
"Back to God's Country," just closed
Censorship Dropped.
I Special to fVID'S DAILY)
Montgomery, Ala. — It is now definitely assured that the drastic cenmeasurekilled.
proposed for Alabama sorship
has been
The legislature has adjourned.

Lynch In Florida

"Theatres
In Tampa — After
More Houses.
(Special to fVID'S DAILY)
Tampa, Fla. — S. A. Lynch Enterprises arc making a determined attempt to round up a considerable
number of theatres in Florida.
Lynch has just closed a deal with
W. H. Carroll for the Prince Theatre here. Carroll has purchased the
Sans .Souci Theatre in Ybor City.
With the Prince, Lynch also has
the Alcazar. It is understood that
he has a new lease on the Grand;
here, and that he has secured the
Spanish Casino, and the National
and Rivoli formerly owned by the
La Belle Amusement Co.
It is understood tliat Lynch is
after theatres in St. Petersburg. The
syndicate is now in control of three
theatres in Orlando, one in Miami,
one in Sanford, two in St. Augustine
and seven in Jacksonville.
A subsidiary company known as
the Tampa Enterprise Amusement
Co. has been formed here to handle
the Florida territory. It is persistently rumored that Lynch will build
several new houses here.

Metro Officials Going West.
Richard A. Rowland and Joseph
Engel leave for the coast Tuesday.
Two More Eminent Authors.
Rowland goes to look over studio
Two more of the Eminent .A.uthors
improvements while Engel will stay
there indefinitely, taking charge of stories will be placed in production
business affairs.
at Culver City, the end of this week.
They are "Dangerous Days," by
Second Hall Room Comedy.
Mary Roberts Rinehart and "Tower
The second Hall Room Boys of
Ivory," by Gertrude Atherton.

Comedy,at "Nearly
Heroes,''
was first
shown
the Strand
this week.
FamousLeases
Players
added
A have i-.„
r\ anxr
Jack and Harry Cohn who handle Famous
other studio to its list in the East.
the series will dispose of 8 of the
{By IV ire to fVID'S DAILY)
A contract has been closed whereby
Dover, Del. — The National Film comedies.
and Service Co. has been formed to
the company will use the .A.msterdam Opera House, 332 W. 44th St.,
deal in advertising films. Capital,
"Jubilo ' Will Rogers Film.
for one year.
$30(3,000. Incorporators: E. F. Wat"Jubilo," by Ben .'Kmes Williams,
Elsie Ferguson and John Barry'■^''n, J. W. Higginbotham, and H. will be the Goldwyn-Will Rogers remore will 1 e the first to occupy it.
Kleth Colliers, of Davenport, la.
lease to follow "Almost a Husband."
New Delaware Company.
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Rubey Elected

McGuire With Selznick
Moore in "Gay Lord Quey."
Tom
Moore's
next
picture
Neil McGuire, formcrlj- with Ince
is "The Gay Lord Qu|
and Famous Players-Lasky on the Goldwyn
Succeeds Parsons as head of NaCoast, is in charge of the art title In the cast are Gloria Hope, Na!
tional Film — Plans.
work for Selznick Picture, working Childcrs and Hazel Daly.
Joe Brandt, general representative
at the Biograph studio in the Bronx.
V«l. X Wt). n Saturday. Oclober 11. 1919 Price 5 Cents of the National Film Corporation,
Fawcett Resting
has just received the following inFilm and Film Folks,
formation from Los Angeles.
Copyright 1919, Wid's
Published Daily at 71-'3 West 44th St
Inc.
George Fawcett of the Griffith orand
FILMS
The National Film Corporation of
ganization is resting, and talking
New York,
INC. by WID'S
FOLKS,N. Y.,
FILM
JUDGED
-America will continue to operate as things over at the Lambs. He has
F C ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- in the past, producing features in received several offers to direct and
urer: Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President which Billie Rhodes will be starred.
also act in a supervisory capacity,
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
by appe a r a n c e,
Business
Manager.
but wants to remain in the East.
"Lightning
Brycc,"
featuring
Anne
1918,
21,
May
matter
ass
second-cl
as
Entered
Little, Jack Hoxie and Paul Hurst is Says he is tired of California.
box-ofor no
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under proceeding along its original lines
fice results
posquality,
the act of March 3, 1879.
ter
made
compares
Zena
Keefe
with
Select.
Outside
States,
United
free)
and
will
soon
be
completed.
"The
Terms (Postage
to the
Zena Keefe will be starred by Selzof Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 Hall Room Boys" comedies, featurnick in 1920. From now until that
ing Flanagan and Edwards will be
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00.
continued and will be distributed time Miss Keefe will be given parts
RITCHEY
Subscribers should remit with order.
through the state right buyers. The in a number of Selznick productions
WID'S exploitation and sales are being conto
communications
all
so as to keep her before the public.
Addre";s
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
tinued through Jack and Harry In the Fall of ne.xt year she will be
York, N. Y.
Cohn.
starred.
4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt
Telephone:
Hollywood, California:
There
arc
a
sufficient
number
of
Blvd.
Hollywood
LITHO.
eORP.
6404
Offices:
Editorial
Phone, Hollywood 1603
Bill Parson's comedies made to com406 W. 31>t St;,poster.
N.Y. Phone Chelw* 8381 ;
plete the schedule for 1920 and 1921.
Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1062.
on the Goldwyn program, and a sufficient number of Carter De Haven
comedies have already been made to
take care of the schedule for the

f^^jjjSl^

RITCHEY

ions
Quotat
Bid Asked

Last Sale
The "Kentuckj' Colonel," a feature
year.
108 110 109^/^ production, has just been started at
Famous Players
Triangle
—
—
5^ the coast studio. This will be diUnited Pict. Prod... 18
21
18
rected by Betram Bracken.
The officers of the company will be
World Film
—
— -H
as follows:
Honeymoons and Divorces.
Harry M. Rubey — President.
Isidore Bernstein will remain as
• John Emerson and Anita Loos
left yesterday on a trip through the Vice-President.
Wm.
La Plante — Secretary.
country's cities where folks go for
R. O. Midlewood of Wyoming will
honeymoons and divorces. They
will investigate conditions, make ob- be elected on the board of directors
servations and when they get back to fill the vacancj'.
incorporate results of their trip in a general manager as in the past. The
series of productions for Constance policy of the company will not be
Isidore Bernstein will continue as
Talmadge and First National release.
changed in anv way.

MADGE KENNEDY
"Strictly Confidential
hrotn Jerome /C JeroTne's cornedy^
fanny ana

ik^ Oerua*ii Hnblinri

Directed Sj Qarence C BadgerA comedy wkere pedigrees play the leading role

!^^
" "■ "■■■v

know,
Why tors
dowho exhibihail him as the

AXNOUNCEMENT

fice magnet
greatest
boxin - the
ofserial field?
Ask Sidney

Bulletin Xo. 24
October
11, 1919.
Exhibitors everywhere

^

^

have not been asking "how
much," but "how quickly
can I get play dates for
my theatre" on
The first Benjamin B.
Hampton & Eltinge F.
Warner ZANE GREY
PICTURE.

Studio For Sale or Re

"Desert Gold" has something that no other picture
made or released this year
contains.

Modern — fully equipped, 20
from
Broadway — can be
cheap or leased for term,
able — Address Room 506,
40th St.

will be released by

CAPITAL

FILM

CO.

"Oh! What a picture!"
W.W.HODKINSON

CORPORATION

517 Fifth Avenue. MwlforkOlT

Reynolds

SUPREME PICTURES line.)

Chicago:

Consumers Bldg.

New

Candler Bldg.

York:

mil
be
re;
15

I

afe^
Incorporations

LtkeN. e^vs

No. S3
MEOIiA,
N. Y. — I. -S. Air St'i-\ !«•<•
jvreatc'st sierial ra«'e in history —
iliiiioN Ntiirt NiiiiiiltaneoiiNly at
1 oriv and San 1^'rauoiseo for
aero.ss tlie continent.
S V\GEI-ES, CAI.. — FolIowiUK
I'resiilont \>"il«ake of arrives
ly iu tlie JolinNon
Sonator
lier*- to
in<l liis > iews u^aiu.st tlie Ijea^iie
itions,
ESXO, CAI^. — Engines in ]iea<I-on
ion! Here's a olianee to see «liat
»ns «lien t>vo trains erasli into
otiier — staged at Ksiir.
tBVIEW OF EVENTS IN GKEAT
AIN — Varnioutli-Deutseliland.
of Germany's Navy, is now ji
relie, visited by tourists.
IGVHA,
N.
Y
Belgian
rulers
one of the world's Seven \\ onuKing Albert
and the Q,ueen don
skins to vietv the famous Ealls.
HII-OOI", CANADA — Hail, Big
I Edward . Head of Slmsivop Inextends greetings of Canjida's
lal natives to the I'rinee.
RV, IN'IJ. — The eity is turned into
nied eanip^as the result of relerioiis riots, federal troops unjler
ral wood are niasse«l in big steel
rs.
TTING TOGETHEK! — An ani1 eartoon by Bert Green.

o day

mamm

Drge Bunny, the late John's
er, has been engaged for a part
iccadilly Jim."

Albany — Riverhead Amusement
Co., Riverhead. Capital $50,000. Incorporators: W, T. and B. F. and
R. E. Riley, Long Island City.
All)any — Summer Film Craft, New
York. Capital $10,000. Incorporators: L. Ogust, A. Gross, H. Seiffert,
256 Broadway.
Albany — Cinemo Finance Corp.,
New York City. Common Stock,
5,000 shares, no par value. Active
stock, $5,000. Incorporators: M.
Eisner, F. Spungin and S. Oertreicher, 108 W. 103rd St.
Hamihon Story Finished.
"The Miracle of Love," by Cosmo
Hamilton has been finished as a Cosmopolitan Production. It will be
released by Famous Players, next
month.
Playing Three Houses at Once.
Detroit — What is said to be the
first time in this city's history is the
simultaneous engagement of "The
Westerners" in three theatres at
once. The houses are the Majestic,
Regent and Orphcum, all owned by
C. H. Miles.
Fox Building on Coast?
Angeles.
— "Winnie''
Sheehan,as
of Los
the Fox
organization,
is quoted
saying that Fox will build a new
house here to be "bigger and better"
than anything now in existence in
Los Angeles. The studios will also
be enlarged.
Sheehan expects to sail for Europe
on November 22.

NEGATIVES
Protected

New and Forthcoming
UNITED Releases
October

19
FLORENCE

In a Modern Five-Reel Feature Drama
"HER

CUCKOO

COMEDIES

Two-Reel Featurettes with Bobby Burns.
First
ShortlyRelease "STARTING OUT IN LIFE.

FLORENCE

REED

In a I^Iassive Production
"THE

ETERNAL
MOTHER"
(Now Completed)
DUSTIN

FARNUM

In a Magnificent Presentation of Dumas'
"THE
CORSICAN
BROTHERS"
(Now in Course of Production)

EXXEL

UNITED

ROMANY
WHERE

GAME"

October 19

PICTURE
OF

''Wr

REED

Soon

By Careful
and Handling
Lowest Laboratory Insurance Rate
In America
Releases
- - - Commercial Work
1457 Broadway
Fort Lee
Bryant 9500
221

K
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DAILV

LOVE

MPLETE J^ERVICE IN

RUXS

Inc.

J. A. Berst^ President
WILD"

Send Us Your

TIC ILlUrTRATING, UAHiUEITERINC

Highes'tPrices JUI\k

lEllJlBKn

23 Commercial St.

PU.BIiYANTS?75.

AMERICA,

THEATRES

INTERSTATE
(Si REFINING

FllRi

SMELTING
COMPANY
NEWARK.

N J.

>
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KINOGRAMS
^B^\ I . S. DBSTHOYKR IS GIVE.V
SI'EEO TEST — The ".Slijirkey" iloes
forty knots an hour in tli«' «"at<'rs of
Msi.ssiK'liii.setts Kay on her trial run.
SOMI'. MORE
OF THAT
C.VI.IFOR.M A (MSIATK — The hathinK Kirls
parade «hich they hold every year
ont at Idora I'ark, near San Kranci.seo
— a ivide ranee
of styles.
I. VnOR
V\n
CAI'ITA1>
AMI.L
TAI,K IT OA'ER — Pictures of the lirst
session of the President's capital and
labor
D.
f. conference held in AV'ashinKton,
THE
CITY OF STEEI. IXDER
MARTIAI, LAW — Soldiers of the
Fourth Division march into Gary,
Ind., under the coniniand of General
re4»nard AA'oofl,
to (*ontrol
situation
at the steel
mills, the strike
CHIEFS OF SHISAVOP CJREET
THE PRI\CE — His Royal Highness,
the Prince of Wales meets a ne"' assortment of Canadian Indians, ornamentsil
trihesmen,
TAKE COI.D WATER
FOR WAR
WOUXDS — Some of the heroic treatment that German.v administers to the
nouuded luen under treatment at a
Duessekdorf
sanatorium,
COM MHIA IXIVERSITY HONORS
CARDIXAI, MERt lER — Beleium's famous cliurchinan is given an honorary
dceree at the hands of .Vichtslas >Iurray Butler of the I iiiversity.
SOCIETY FOMvS SHOW
THEIR
Iil>t)ODED DOGS — All the swells of
fancy Philadelphia's pet dog' colony,
incliiiline' s<»me loviiiu' hull-pups,
AhllEKT OF BEKGIl :»I \ ISITS I\
BVFFAI.O — Kins of the brave little
nation first to fiKlit is received with
dignity and wi itary honors,
ARMY I! A\ES START OCEAN TO
0CF:A.\ R\(E — The planes Ret off
— forty-clKht of < lic;ii from Roosevelt
Hyins field on i.c •■, Island, in start of
the
miles.race across the continent, .■>,400
HEAD-OA' COLLISION I\ MADE TO
ORDER WRECK — Out at the Fresno
fair they pulled an old time thriller
'with excellent results — two Iocom4»tives a tola! !rss, except for the pictures,

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
Hughes
Writes
Second
Continuity.
Rupert Hughes has already written
the continuity for his second Eminent Authors production.

ROBERTSON-COLE

DIRECT

TO

THE

EXHIBITOR

Throughout the United States in the leading film centers the RobertsonCole organization is now in operation and the Direct to Exhibitor move is
under way.

Superior Service with Superior Pictures is the slogan. All
City Robertso
Robertson-Cole productions are now available at the following
nCole exchanges: —

Addresses
773 Broadway
146 Marietta St.
39 Church St.
215 Franklin St.
8th Floor, Consumers Bldg.
224 East 7th St.
750 Prospect Ave.
1807 Main St.
1724 Welton St.
Eliz. & John R. Sts., Film Bldg.
Ill W. Maryland St.
928 Main St.
825 So. Olive St.
301 Enterprise Bldg.
303 Loeb Arcade Bldg.
806 Perdido St.
1600 Broadway, 10th Floor
;7 So. Walker St., Box 978
1306 Farnum St.
1219 Vine St.
121 Fourth Ave.
9th & Davis Sts., Box 72
177 Golden Gate .A.ve.
7623 Washington Ave.
1933 Third Ave.
916 G St., 7th Floor

Branch Managers
Jerome
Safron
R. A. Davis
F. F. Kimmerle
E. J. Levey
Hayes
Max
Chas. Cassinave
W. W. Kulp
R. C. Herman
H. D. Cassidy
G. J. De Bute
C. VV. Tyler
E. McAvoy
A. R. Patton
L. J. Klar
I. F.During
Mantzke
A!
Felix Goldfarb
G. Tilton
J. F.Moore
Gill
Geo.
Theo. Johnson
W. A. Crank
Fred. .\. Keller
L. Winghani
E. L. McShane

Albany
.Atlanta
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas
City
Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New Orleans
New York City
Oklahoma
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
San Francisco
St. Louis
Seattle
Washington

JOE. L. MERRICK— Field Manager

Ready for Business
PHOTO
PLAY
TITLE
COMPANY
of New York
729 Seventh Ave., 2nd Floor
Bryant 6745-9
Rapid Correct Service

"WHITE

ON

FRED.

G. SLITER

ROBERTSON-COLE

Supervisors
O. R. HANSEN

DISTRIBUTING

NEWT.

E. LEVI

CORPORATION,

BLACK"

Our Specialty
Perfect Photo Play Titles

J. W. ASTON

New York
Address, Room

506

Chicago

Vice

Triple Optical Enlargements
are made by our own patented apparatus which permits us to extract
important scenes from film and make
them into large paintings up to 40x60
inches. Some of these are on exhibition at our salesrooms.
^^„ ,,^ KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd ?t.
N'ew York
Tel
>607 liryant
17ih

City
Floor

President and

General

Manager
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Sweet, Vivacious, Winsorrie

Constance Binney^

w\

now touring the country in her New York stage
triumph, "39 East'" soon to be seen in a remarkable photoplay based on MRS. FISI^^S success,

"Erstwhile Su#an"

a homely, happy story of a little Pennsylvania
Dutch girl who rises from virtual slavery to
American queenship. The play is from HELEN
R. MARTIN'S famous novel, "BARNABETTA"
adapted for pictures by KATHRYNE STUART
and made under thfe direction of JOHN S.
ROBERTSON.
*"*

Success of the book and stage play is but incidental history - CONSTANCE BINNEY in this appealing role of a modern Cinderella will win the
good will of audiences everywhere — will justify
the appeal of the catchline

^i*

,7f^\

"Leave Your Heart at Home for Safekeeping."
The stage is set for another great advent
in
'•■ stardom.
You'd better hire an extra cashier!
REALART

PICTURES

CORPORATION

ARTHUR S. KANE, President
112 West 42nd Street New York City

News of the Week
3|(pBBAD$TREET
0^ PILHDOH

xfrilECOCHIZED

Authority

in Headlines
Mond
ay

VOL. X No. 12

Sunday, October^ 12, 1919.

Price 25c

Sam. E. Rorke forms producing company.

Copyright 1919, Wld'» Film »nd Film Folks, Inc.

I

Publlihed

DaHy at 71-7J West 44th St., Hew
York,
WID'S FILMS AKD FILM FOLKS, IRC.

H.

T., by

Reported Sol. Lesser will produce features.with Select.
Mitchell Lewis completes
Tuescontract
day

F. C. ("Wid") (funning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dann«nberg, Vice-President and Editor; Ben H. Grimm, Associate Editor;
J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, at the post office at
New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside of Greater New
York, (10.00 one year; 6 months, fS.OO; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, $15.00
Subscriber* should remit with order,
,
WID'S

Address

all communications

to

D. W. Griffiths arrives in New
quarters here.

York to make head-

Goldwyn denies Fairhank's statement relative to plan
for showing Big Four productions.
ingFirst National directors convene for semi-annual meet-

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St, New York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-2

Wednesday

Hollywood, California: Editorial Offices, 6404 Hollywood Blvd.,
Phone Hollywood 1603. Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd.,
Phone Hollywood 1062.

Robertson-Cole
to distribute through its own
changes.

ex-

Hallmark takes over Exhibitors Mutual exchanges and
will handle Chaplins.

Features Reviewed
Charles Ray in

THE

EGG-CRATE

Petition in bankruptcy filed against United Picture
Theatres..

WALLOP

Paramount
.THE

LIFE

Tourneur-Paramount-Artcraft

Sessue Hayakawa in. . . .THE
Haworth-Roberston-Cole
Vivian Martin in

DRAGON
^

PAINTER*
Page 3

HIS OFFICIAL

WIFE

Jensen and Von Herberg deny they have withdrawn
from First National.
Famous Players plan theatres in Ohio.
Reported that E. H. Hulsey has sold out to Lynch
Enterprises.
Federal
Court hearing in United
Picture Theatres
Friday
bankruptcy proceedings.

Page 5
THE

OAKDALE

AFFAIR

World

Page 21
STRICTLY

CONFIDENTIAL

Goldwyn
Harry Carey in

LINE
Page 18

Paramount

Madge Kennedy in

Thursday

Page 19

' Maurice Tourneur's

Evelyn Greeley in . .

No repeal expected in regard to picture taxes.
Pathe and Selznick to announce co-operative ideas in
which exhibitors are to be interested.

Page 24
THE

RIDER

OF THE

Ur\iversal

LAW

Harry Zalkin, named
Theatres.

as receiver for United Picture

Charles Pathe here from Europe.
Fox foreign force in New York.
C. L. Chester forms $200,000 company.
E. H. Hulsey refuses to discuss report that he has sold
out to S. A. Lynch.

- Saturday

Page 1 1

Richard Bennett and Claire Adams
THE

END

Publ.ic Health— State Rights

in
OF THE

ROAD

'. . .Page 16

J. A. Berst of United issues statement regarding receivership ofcompany.
First National meeting over — directors leave for home.
S. A. Lynch invading Florida on large scale.

MAYFLOWER

PHOTOPLAY
hresenfs

CORPORATION

GEORGE LOME TUGKERS
THE MIRAaE MM
PRODUGTION

ff

FROM THE PLAY BY GEORGE M. COHAN ^ '^ BASED ON THE STORY BY FRANK L.PACKARD

•"

jiCparamount:pirtcraft
Q>icture

Introductory address delivered by Lawrence Grant, during the run of "The Miracle Man" at the
Rivoli Theater, New York :
"From time to time pictures are presented that by r eason of their beauty of theme attract and are worthy
of more than usual notice. SuT;h a one, we believe is 'Th e Miracle Man,' — produced by Mayflower Photoplay Corporation, released by Paramount and directed with infinite taste by George Loanc Tufker.
"'The Miracle Man!' A man who works miracles — • things to wonder at — beyond our comprehension.
'We may
not believe in them — yet every day we are in the midst of them for Life itself is a miracle,
"In the unfolding of the story the picture shows th at from the simple fact of being good we must do good,
ring until it
for Goodness, like a ripple caused by the throwing of a st one into water, spreads in an unbroken
reaches the farthest shore.
"Let those who scoff at miracles remember that 'th ere arc more things in heaven and earth than are dreamt
of in their philosophy' and that every kindly act is as a grain of seed sown for goodness in another person's life."
"I think 'The Miracle Man' is the best picture I've
ever seen." — Mary Pickford.

" 'The Miracle Man' made me play the baby. In my
opinion it is a marvelous picture." — William S. Hart.
"Frankly I cannot say why I liked 'The Miracle Man.'
You wouldn't attempt to analyze the Pyramids.
I can
»*»».-.,

only say 1 was so happy, so exalted during its performance, itwas some hours later before I got back to
!arth."— Clara Kimball Yo-.n?.
"Marvelous, wonderful; it's absolutely superlative.
Mr. Tucker has gotten over on the screen the most lifelikeFairbanks.
portrayal of a story that I have ever seen." — Douglas

r* ADOLPH
FAMOUS
PLAYERS'"NEW-LASKY
CORPORATION
YORIO
ZIIKOR Prey JESSE LlASKYWi^PnEsCECaBDEMniED/recv-CeTOrei
Canadian Distributors:

FAMOUS-LASKY FILM
Headquarters, Toronto

SERVICE,

LTD.

Slender Story and Bad Title Offset Fine Artistry
SESSUE

HAYAKAWA

they will forgixe the lack uf story value and be satislied with the eye feast l)ut when it comes to ISill and

— in —
"THE
DRAGON
PAINTER"
Haworth-Robertson-Cole
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

William
Worthington
Mary McNeil Senollosa
E. Richard Schayer
Frank D. Williams
Decidedly artistic but too slow

and entirely lacking in necessary dramatic incident to sustain interest.
STORY
Entirely too slender to satisfy
DIRECTION
Gave most impressive artistry to
atmosphere but allowed such slow tempo and
silly titles that interest died.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Quite artistic; uniformly

pleasing. •
LIGHTINGS
Many excellent; generally good
CAMERA WORK
Very good although some
painted backgrounds not fuzzed enough.
STAR

Had a wild part that didn't hit proper
sympathetic chord.
SUPPORT
Satisfactory

EXTERIORS
Many very beautiful; some
painted backgrounds noticeably artificial.
INTERIORS
Splendid Japanese atmosphere
DETAIL
Generally very good except titles
which jarred badly.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to Offend
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,500 feet
They sure are having' trouble finding fit stories for
Sessue.
They had an idea here all right and I'ill
Worthington has given a remarkably artistic atmospheric background but they failed to provide enough

Mabel Cieneral Fni)lic the\' arc going to label this one
s<Trt of "out" l)ccause it fails tn get anywhere fast
enougli and the titles are rather all wrong for the
ordinary cash customers.
Tt may be that wlioever wrote the titles was trying
to suggest the romantic touch of the Japanese tongue
in laying out some of the captions but whatever the
reason, they certainly were bad-. As a sample "See
my master eats a pickled plum" is about as bad as T
ever sa\\' and another sample of usle^s waste of footage
was "Wait here good youth and I will see if he expects
The star was presented as a mad painter who roamed
the mountains painting dragons. .\ famous artist desiring a worthy student sought a son-in-law for his
daughter.
Hayakawa, the mad. m;in, was picked out but when
us."
he won the girl he lost his madness and his desire to
paint. Then she \\ent away so he would think she was
dead and get the urge again. He did, painted a masterpic;ce then she came !)ack and everyone was happy.
Director Worthington surely gave us some beautiful shots and they got away with one or two painted
backgrounds very nicely ]n\t tlie painted moon and one
sliot of painted mountains Ijehind Hayakawa's
were painfully artificial.

wife

The production would liave liad a wonderfully better chance except for tlie bad titles because despite
the slowness there is sure to be a certain amount of
interest with any audience in seeing well done Japanese atmosphere presented beautifully;'
In the cast were Tsuri Aoki, Edward
Fujita and others.

I story incident and so it misses.

[

W ith admirers of llayalsaua, it may get by l^ecause

Peil, Toyo
*

Go Very Easy Better Talk About Artistic Atmosphere
The Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
In community houses your best chance of getting It seems a pity that they don't put Hayakawa into
this by will be to concentrate entirely on the idea that some big vital drama where he can play the heavy.

\ it is a Japanese romance most beautifully produced.
Fight shy of the story in your ads and don't make rash
promises about the general merits of this.
The Japanese story and artistry will stop most of

?Iis one great success was "The Cheat."

He is a very

capable actor and with tlie right opportunity could
undoubtedly score a I>igger success as a heavy than he
ever has in a sympathetic character.

your regulars from kicking and wliilc they may not
Handle your advertising carefully
like it, they will probably not kick very much.
will get in wrong.

on

this or you

Hear

Is Another

Lettter

ASGHER BROTHERS
Amusement Enterprises

I

1

1716-1726 CONSUMERS BUILDING
220 SOUTH STATE STREET

CHICAGO
Sept. 23. 1919

Mr. Edward L. Moore,
c/o D. W. GRIFFITH
Morrison Hotel,

Attractions,

Chicago, 111.
Dear Mr. Moore: —
Owing to the tremendous success we have had with "Hearts of
the World" and "The Mother and the Law," on which we have given
you four hundred days, we l^erewith accept your offer for "The Fall
of Babylon," to play two hundred days at the price offered.
We feel sure that this picture also will be a tremendous success,
as our view of the picture is that it is the best of any that Mr. Griffith
ever has made.
With
remain.

kindest regards,

and

wishing

you continued

success, we

Very truly yours,
ASCHER
NA:S

GRIFFITH

(Sighed)

REPERTORY

BROS.,

Nathan Ascher.

SEASON

^

"The Mother and the Law," "The Fall of Babylon," and the new revised version of "Hearts of the World," cili
the prestige of the Grif!ith Repertory Season of 204 performances at the Geo. M. Cohan Theatre, New

Yorki

prices ranging from 50c to $3 a seat.
All three productions are released through D. W. GRIFFITH
720 Longacre Building, New York City.

SERVICE,

Albert L. Grey, General Manj:

Slender Entertainment With Little Novelty or Plot Interest
Vivian Martin in
"HIS OFFICIAL FIANCEE"
Paramount
DIRECTOR
Robert G. Vignola
AUTHOR
Berta Ruck
SCENARIO BY
Edith Kennedy
CAMERAMAN
James C. Van Trees
AS A WHOLE. ..... .Drags most of the way owing
to lack of novelty or real plot substance;
promise of opening scenes is not fulfilled.
STORY ^
Adaptation of novel by Berta Ruck,
genuine screen material is not abundant.
DIRECTION.
Consistently correct, but not
marked by any special inspiration.
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate.
LIGHTINGS
Only conventional effects required
CAMERA WORK
Nothing out of the ordinary
STAR
Pleasing enough in a rather colorless role
role that is easy for an experienced ingenue to
handle.
SUPPORT
Forrest Stanley is clean-cut leading
man, although he hardly suggests a business
executive of the type indicated by the story.
EXTERIORS
Beach scenes are attractive.
INTERIORS
Nothing pretentious.
DETAIL
The atmosphere of the scenes is in
accord with a story of English type.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Light romance
free from any objectionable incidents.
LEIGHT OF PRODUCTION
4,518
For a time during the first reel it seems as though
something a bit out of the ordinary in characterization
and incident would be developed in "The Official Fiances," but the hope is dissipated as tke story, slides
into a conventional groove.
There is a minimum of

Women

action, as the picture advances and the situations are
basicly trite, although the ptemise on which the plot
structure is reared possesses an element of novelty.
Probably in Berta Ruck's novel, which supplied the
inspiration for the picture, considerable emphasis was
placed on the change in the character of "Still Waters,"
as the hero is called on account of his severe reticence,
and on the influence brought to bear by the girl who
becomes "his official fiancee."
Undeniably there are possibilities for a genuine character study, but they are only faintly suggested in the
interpretations given by Forrest Stanley, as the man
who is transformed by love, and Vivian Martin as the
girl who is responsible for his transformation. This
shortcoming -is to be attributed to limitations in the
screen version of the novel, rather than to defects in
the performances, although it must be admittted that
Stanley is hardly the type to suggest a phenomenally
austere business executive.
-You gather from the introductory scenes laid in a
London office that Stanley represents the acme of British coldness, and some humor is extracted from the
fear with which he is regarded by the young women in
his employ, Vivian Martin among them. Then, too, it
is surprising, to the degree of being interesting, to find
the impersonal "Still Waters" requesting Vivian to become his fiance, in name only, for reasons not stated.
The one element of uncertainty concerns Forrest's
motive in making the odd arrangement with his former
employee and the spectator is only mildly interested in
the explanation. In fact he may be excused for walking out before it is forthcoming.
Capable performances are given by a cast including
MoUie McConnell, Vera Sisson, Hugh Huntlye, James
Neill, Bobby Bolder and Tom Ricketts.

Patrons May Accept It, But Don't Expect Much
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

A quaint little picture of this description, without
I distinctive qualities, either in the story of the presenta[ tion, does not ofifer many opportunities for exceptional
exploitation. As a matter of fact, it would be unwise
to build up the expectations of your patrons by extravagant promises which the production would fail
j to fulfill. If the picture is coming your way, however,
don't be discouraged because you haven't got a world
i beater. Sane exploitation never fails to get results. On
the supposition that there is an audience somewhere for
every picture that is not hopelessly bad, your job is
to reach the particular element in your community that

' is pleased by innocuous romance of this description.
Most assuredly it is not a man's story, o the obvious
thing is to go after the women as hard as you can,
along the line that you have a pleasing romance.
Women are never too young or too old to be atI tracted by a mention of love and marriage.
In con-

sideration ofthis fact, "His Official Fiancee" is a good
box office title which may be given quite as much
prominence as the name of the star. Relative to Vivian Martin, you may bear in mind that this is one of
the last of her pictures on the Paramount program
and there is no need of working to build up a following for hef- in the belief that it will help in putting
over more of her photoplays that come to you on a
contract basis.
It probably wouldn't pay to spend much money on a
mail campaign, but you might distribute some cards
reading: "How would you like to be 'hired out' as the
fiancee of a man who didn't even know your first name?
See Vivian Martin in 'His Official Wife,' a charming
romance of youth and love." Always bear in mind
that the picture's best chance is with women and make
them the objective of your advertising.

The Big, Beautiful, New

IT

THEATRE

CHOOSES
for one

of its earliest showings

UNIVERSAL-JEWEL

the

PRODUCTION
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LUXE

''"BLIND
H USBANT>
—AND

'BECAUSE

BECAUSE

S

THIS IS WHY—

the big, beautiful, new CAPITOL
can afford to have ONLY
the finest screen productions
master-directors, embodying the acme of photoplay art, flawlessly acted and staged.
"Blind Husbands,' in the words of Julian Johnson, Editor

of

PHOTOPLAY,

is

"AN

filmed — created

ALMOST

byi

PERFECT'

PHOTOPLAY. ' A story so admirably told that it has fewer subtitles than any other feature ever made.
BECAUSE

"Blind
PER

Husbands," as HARRISON
CENT.

HUMAN
BECAUSE

says in his Reports,

Because, as the Morning

BEINGS

AND

HUMAN

Telegraph

TRAITS

SO

is a masterpiece— as

states:

"IT

FAITHFULLY

IS

entertainment,

SELDOM

THAT

THE

ONE

SCREEN

PICTURED.'

"Blind Husbands' is

THE

MOST

ENTHRALLING

PICTURE

OF MODERN

TIMES

See it immediately at
YOUR

NEAREST
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EXCHANGE
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PRODUCTIONS
Will he available immediately
througK Robertson -Cole ExcKanges located in all of tbe principal cities of the United States

ROBERTSON-COLE

COMPANY

ROBERTSON-COLE

READY

PRODUCTIONS

FOR

RELEASE

Five new pictures of ''a high standard of excellence'*

Sessue
Hayakawa

THE

H. B.
Warner

Apiece.
FUGITIVE

Bessie
Barriscale
Another
Brentwood
A Great
M3?ster9 Play

ILLUSTRIOUS

PRINCE

TKe famous stcJr]? of E. Phillips
OppenKeim on tKe intrigues of London
society* witK Hayakawa in tKe stellar role of
tKe Japanese Prince. A HawortK masterFROM

MATRIMONY

A forceful society comedy-drama witK
Mr. Warner in tKe role of tKe ricK >>oung
man wKo Kelps a burglar. TKe nearest
approacK to Kis wonderful cKaracterization
of "Alias Jimmy Valentine." Produced
bp Jesse D. Hampton.
KITTY KELLY, M.D.
TKe cKarming story of a pretty young
doctress among tKe mining men bf a
Western town. Full of tKrills and laugKs
and all tKe tone and elegance of production
of a B.B. Feature. Directed by Howard
Hickman.
POOR

RELATIONS

A trul)) great portrayal of a story
involving a typical American family witK
all tKe deft cKarm, patKos and cKeer of
"TKe Turn in TKe Road," and "TKe OtKer
Half." AnotKer King W. Vidor creation.
THE OPEN DOOR
Described bj) reviewing critics as tKe
real 100 per cent, motion picture play,
complete in every requirement of a great
picture. Made by Artclass Pictures
Corporation under tKe supervision of George
M. Merrick

ROBERTSOKf-COLE PRODUCTIONS

ANNOUNCING

EDITH

STOREY

The favorite of motion picture audiences before her retirement to
a ysar of unhe'ralded war work returns to the ■ screen. She Will
appaar in a series of Haworth Pictures, the first to be released in
November.
SUPREME

COMEDIES

The}) are far above the ordinary in comedies and will appeal to
even the most exacting and critical audience. They are the kind
that exhibitors have been steadily demanding. Clean pictures of
the merr^; moments of life.
,
MARTIN JOHNSON
On the Borderland of Civilization
First Subject Ready for Release in November
10 One-reel portrayals of the strangest life on earth, the existence
of the savage Cannibals. More startling than the Johnson pictures
that took two continents by storm.

* *
. ADVENTURE 5CENIC5
A series of one-reel adventures set among me wonder spots of the
world. A distinct novelty in scenics because of the inlaid thread
of drama running through each of these extraordinary pictures. First
subject ready for release in November.
A HAWORTH SPECIAL
For Release in December
An English melodrama with a powerful theme and a quality of
production seldom equalled^ This play is a Hav?orth masterpiece
and the story measures up to the super-pxcellence of the mechanical
details.

Other Important
y^nnouricewents Shortly

I

I

ROBERTSON- COLE PRODUCTIONS

NOW

Available

at

all

Robertson-Cole

Exckanges

Following New igig Pictures
)essue

Bessie B arriscaleV

Hayaki awa

All of a Sudden Klorma
A Trick of Fate
Hearts Asleep

His BirtKrigKt
The Temple of DusK

Hon
ABonds
Heartof in
Pawn or
The Courageous CoNward
His Debt
The Man Beneath

*
Josselyn's
Wife
Tangled Threads
The Woman Michael Married
Her Purchase Price

The Gray Horizon
The Dragon Painter ,

William Desmond

H B. Warner

Life's a Funny Proposition
The Prodigal Liar
Whitewashed Walls
The Mints of Hell

The Man Who Turned White
The Pagan God

Barefisted Gallagher
A Sagebrush Hamlet
Dangerous Waters

For a Woman's Honor

Billie RKodes
Hoop-La
The
Lamb and The Lion
The Love Call
In Search of Arcady

Alma Rubens
Diane of the Green Van
A Man's Country

Henry B. WaltKall
And a Still Small Voice

Beatriz MicKelena

The Long Lane's Turning
Modern Husbands

SPECIALS
"Man's Desire" xOitK LevJis
Stone.

Just Squa'o)

"What Every Woman Wants"a
Jessie D. Hampton production.

"Tne Turn
in tKe Road,"
Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of
"Better Times", and "TKe
the South Seas" and "Captured
OtKer Half", the three great
Brentwood pictures.
ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY
by Cannibals."
1600 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

I

Western Meller with Good Story Foundation
"THE

Harry Carey in
RIDER OF THE
Universal

LAW"

DIRECTOR
Jack Ford
AUTHOR
G. B. Lancaster
SCENARIO BY
H. Tipton Steck
CAMERAMAN
John W. Brown
AS A WHOLE
Western picture with thread of
human appeal and enough humorous incidents.
STORY
Hero is confronted with the double
problem of giving up the girl he loves to his
foster brother who he is compelled to arrest
as a thief.
DIRECTION
Made the best of humorous bits
throughout and never failed to put over the
heart interest. .
PHOTOGRAPHY
outdoor scenes.

Very

good,

especially

in

LIGHTINGS
Good all through
CAMERA WORK
Acceptable
SUPPORT
Male members of the supporting
company well cast and Gloria Hope was good
to look at as the "wild flower."
Claire Anderson was there but not much.
EXTERIORS
Usual western settings
INTERIORS
Suitable to the occasion
DETAIL
Watched carefully and succeeds
especially in big moments.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clean story with
human
characterizations
and western
stuff
that will attract.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION......'
5,450 feet
Universal's latest Harry Carey picture, "The Rider
of the Law," is going to appeal to nearly everyone and
especially to those who go in for western stuff. It has

Ijust enough chase stuff and shootin' and not too much.
iSometimes in films of this type there is too much stress
laid on the fact that it is "western" and as such never
Igets away from the mountain and bar-room stuff very
long. However, in this. Director Ford has given us a
glimpse into a log cabin home and generally tried not
to stick the usual western atmosphere on too strongly.

The star's most recent offerings have been handicapped to a certain degree by the lack of a good
]}jdstory^pi^^'^'^
foundation which left the entire responsibility of the
picture on the star and his supporting company. In
"The Rider of the Law" there is a good story to work
with and it is a real human interest story which will
hold the attention all the way through as real entertainment.
Harry Carey, as Jim, a member of the mounted
police of the district, is ordered to capture the thieves
who are robbing the mines, among whom are Jim's
foster brother, Nick, and a youth who has come West
for his health and in whom Jim has assumed a
brotherly interest. After affecting the arrest and imprisonment of the robbers Jim is doubled-crossed by
Roseen, one of the girls of the mining town, who is in
love with him.
When confronted, Roseen admits having freed the
prisoners because she could not have the love of Jim
and because of her jealousy for Betty, played by Gloria
Hope, a little orphan girl whom Jim's mother is bringing up. Carey learns of the whereabouts of the thieves
and gives chase, finding them in one of the neighboring towns. Then comes the usual "quick get-a-way,"
in which two of the four escape. Carey comes upon
the Kid who has fallen from his horse and is slightly
wounded in the arm by the fugitive as he approaches,
while the foster brother, Nick, "hits the last trail" and
dashes off the cliff.
Carey, who has believed Betty in love with Nick,
returns home to convey the news of the tragic death
but she informs him that it is he whom she is in love
with. and not Nick.
There is some honest-to-goodness heart interest now
and then and always at the proper climax. For instance, the moment when Jim tells his aged mother
that her son, Nick, is among those "not straight" and
again when the old lady is accused by her son of having made possible the escape of prisoners.
Others in the cast, not already mentioned, are Vesta
Pegg, Joe Harris, Jack Woods, Duke Lee and Jennie
Lee who played the part of Carey's mother.

Should Please Most Any Audience
BOX

OFFICE

ANALYSIS

You should be able to put this over nicely if you
handle it correctly. If you know your folks like Carey,
then you should have no trouble at all. Just tell them
it is about the best thing he has done in some time and
in it he plays the part of a sheriff who is compelled to
arrest his own brother. You might play upon the
fact that such a thing has often happened in real life.
This will get some folks who are strong for the
"justice for all men" stuff.
If your crowd like western mellers show them some
stills of the big moments in the production — the foster
brother's dash off the cliff', for instance. This will get
a certain element of your patrons. But don't forget
the ladies.
Tell them how hero Harry withholds his

FOR

THE

EXHIBITOR

love for little Betty because he believes she is in love
with his brother. They'll feel sorry for him but they'll
want to see how it works out in the end.
You know the preference of your clientele and my
advice is to act accordingly. If they like westerns, tell
'em it's a western with some good riding stuff and
enough shootin' to satisfy 'em. If you're not so sure
they like the life of the cowboy as depicted on the
screen, play up the fact that you are showing a picture
with a real human story, that of a "Rider of the Law"
who, as an officer of the mounted police, is placed in a
position where he causes the arrest of his brother and
also is ready to sacrifice his love for the girl he wants
because he believes she is in love with another.

1

ROBERTSON- COLE PRODUCTIONS

Produced hv

ARTCLASS

■^'.^ ■'■:■:'■■.

SCREEN IT AND YOU WILL PLA\' [T
Otic of those iinhctalded pictures th:it Is <2pn\<^ to suoep tl\e
coiuiti y on a wave of eathtisiastic motion picture audience.^ Nevet
before has a motion picture been recieved hy a tev'iewing
committee with such unqualified exclamations of piau->e.
You'll appreciate its unprecedented value when you have seen it.
Here are a few rcniarks of the reviewers:
"It is as hear a hutidred per cent picaire as I have ever seen."
"The most origmal mystery story I have ever seen."
"Interest sustaiufd to the very end."
"The story has very fine advertismg possibilities, and, taken
as a whole, is an excellent production."
"This production meets practically all the requirements of a
perfect picture."

,j,...:...y.

"It IS a picture that would interest any audience."
"This is an excellent picaire."
It has an all star cast including Anna Lehr and Walter Miller.
GARFIELD THOMPSON, Author
DALLAS M. FITZGERALD, Director
Supervised by GEORGE M MERRICK
Photography hy JOHN K HOLBROOKandJAMES C HUTCHINSON

.

p I c 1 u n.E^

Available at all

ROBERTSON-COLE
EXCHANGES

\
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Fm willing to bet
one hundred thousand dollars
that I can make

1+1

Lewis J. Selznick

aex JJisease rropaganda
Richard Bennett and Claire Adams
in
"THE END OF THE ROAD."
DIRECTOR
E. H. Griffith
STORY BY
Dr. Katharine Dement Davis
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Sex disease preachment; made
some good points but rambled very badly in
construction; not to be considered as entertainment.
STORY

Presented too many characters, with
construction that made action decidedly
episodic and jumpy.
DIRECTION...
Showed flashes of intelligence,
with generally satisfactory handling, although
occasionally slumped, revealing lack of master hand.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally satisfactory, but
frequently rather off.
LIGHTINGS
A few very fine; some very poor
CAMERA WORK
Varied decidedly
STARS
Bennett quiet and impressive;
Miss
Adams very pretty and quite pleasing.
SUPPORT
Reasonably
good types; nothing
exceptional.
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Some rather nauseating and much
that was inconsequental.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Straiglrt preach-

LENGTH

ment", although length and rambling construction marred effectiveness.
OF PRODUCTION
About 7,600 feet

Considering seriously the fact that most any audience which sees this will almost unanimously comment
on the fact that it is fearfully frank, I would sky it is
absolutely not the sort of production that should be
shown in film theatres as entertainment.
The films have suffered enough in the past few
years because of the attempts of cheap individuals to
profit by extreme sex productions wherein frankness
drew the crowds.
While I am perfectly willing to admit that the
government is surely right in starting propaganda
against venereal disease, I feel that the film industry
is being placed in a false position whenever these pro-

ductions are showiT in regular film theatres, because
the public is not sufficiently informed as to just what
they are paying their money to see before they get into
the theatre. Every time casli customers go into your
Iiouse expecting- entertainment, because they have not
carefully investigated your advertising, and find this
sort of production, the films get another black eye.
Director E. H. Griffith is to be given credit for tlic
fact that his people have been rather well handled, the
general caliber of the production being superior to tlie
ordinary cheap propaganda production. The story
construction, however, is decidedly weak, principally
l:)ecause it rambles very badly, with too many characters introduced, and with too decided a tendency to
leap from ei)isode to episode, making it difficult to follow the maze of the development of the various incidents.
The government apparently- believes in making these
productions so frank that they will shock people into
paying attention to their propaganda, and in some
sequences the detail registered as to the effects of disease is rather too much
for the ordinary stomach.
There were some good titles, and the registering of
tlie fact that many girls go wrong because of the failure of parents to give them proper guidance was done
in a manner to make the argument presented quite
forceful, although, personally, I believe that this sort
of propaganda would be much more effective if they
would devote at least as much attention to explaining
just what should be done as they do to registering
what should not be done.
One of the most important reforms that might be
achieved by this propaganda, if intelligently handled,
would be to force a truly effective law in every State
calling for a genuine physical examination before marriage, with information given more freely in connection with the propaganda as to wliere and Iiow young
people could not only inform themselves but find
proper medical guidance.
Richard Bennett, as he always is. was quiet, forceful
and dignified. Miss Claire Adams is billed as the
prettiest girl on the screen, and I must say that slie
has a decidedly attractive face and a perstinality that
is very pleasing indeed.
Others in the satisfactory cast were : Ray McKee,
Jovce Fair and Maude Hill.

Is Not Entertainment
Box Office Analysis for The Exhibhor
I believe the government is making a mistake in trying to handle propaganda work of this sort through the
medium of the regular lilm tlicatres, whose business it
is to present entertainment. My suggestion should be,
instead of charging prices which indicate that someone is trying to make money out of distributing these
films, that the government should present them in the
largest armories and auditoriums in the cities, with an
admission so small that all could come, and the presentation of the films should be only a part of the
program, which would include lectures and the distribution of literature which would advise everyone

interested as to exactly how to secure the knowledge
they desire, whether it be for the teaching of the
young, the guarding against disease, or tiie curing of
disease.
You may think that everyone who comes into your
theatre knows just what is to be seen, but it is a positive fact that tlicre is still a large percentage of film
fans who drift into a house because they see an attractive title (jr hear that tliere is a 1)eautiful girl or
some
seeing. other personality in the picture who is worth

EMINENT AUTHOR
PRODUCTION

K^t^S

'^rjT^

Cried cutd Applauded
£^i^ thetf ^hOere in

It was Bill Rice, theatre man of Texas
who said it.
"YOU'VE OFTEN NTADE ME
LAUGH BUT NEVER CRY. YOU
DID BOTH IN 'ALMOST A HUSBAND.' BUSINESS VERY BIG
HERE TODAY WITH YOUR PICTURE AND VERY WELL LIKED
BY AUDIENCE WHO LAUGHED.
CRIED AND APPLAUDED LIKE
THEY WERE IN REGULAR

Here's
a comedian and a comedy with
OPERA."
more than just humor slammed all over
the screen . . . Here's humor which
gets deeper because it's the sunnyside
of a real street that also has its shadows 1

Samuel Goldwyn

presents

Almost A HusBAN
By Opie Read
Directed B^ Clarence G. Badger

GOLDWYN

PICTURES

CORPORATION

Samuel Goldwyn

Prendent

Exceptionally Artistic With Exellent Spectacle, But Story Misses Badly
Maurice
THE

Tourneur presents
LIFE

LINE

Paramount-Artcraft Special
DIRECTOR

Maurice Tourneur

FROM THE PLAY
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

"The Romany Rye"
George R. Sims
Charles Whittacher
Not Credited
Distinctive and artistic with

splendid spectaclular moments but fearfully
artificial plot kept action from necessary note
of sincerity and conviction.
STORY

.Very bad, failed utterly to hold incidents together intelligently.
DIRECTION
Achieved most commendable artistic and detail results but failed to grip
interest from lack of human note and failure
to make plot hang together.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally excellent, many
very artistic shots.
LIGHTING
CAMERA
WORK

Unusual and artistic'
Excellent

PLAYERS
Very good types; Beery, Cody, Holt
and Misses Owen and Starke, all splendid.
EXTERIORS
Registered splendid atmosphere
INTERIORS
Distinctive, exceptionally good
DETAIL
Excellent, many great little bits
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,394 feet
Everyone who has watched his work knows that
Maurice Tourneur is an artist. He has demonstrated
"it again, very satisfactorily indeed, in making "The
Life Line." But — friend Tourneur has fallen again
in the bottomless pit so hard to escape from. He has
started with a story which was apparently beyond
hope.

Hammer

If the story of "The Romany Rye" was as screened
in "The Life Line" — tlien the only reason for producing it in England was the theater fire and shipwreck
spectacular bits.
The coincidence of the plot are childish and the
maniK-r in wliich the l-iook containing the "poipers" is
moved about in the course of the action is truly laughable. There is not even a serious attempt to explain
or- alibi the coincidences.
Starting

with .an

introductory

sequence

of

short

flaslies that were too fast and too frequently inter-~'.j
rupted by titles we found the first big scene a rescue |j
from a .theatre fire. -This was well done but did not ■
-.■
impress particularly.
Then the action was all turned to build to the ship-i^
wreck of a big steamer.
It was effectively handled but
didn't carry a real kick because the players had never
ceased to be puppets and the situations didn't really
get to you.
The most entertaining sequence in the film was the
business in the English theater where the title writer
deliberately stood ofif to one side and talked to the
audience about the play on the stage with flashes of
hero, shero and their rough neck friend among "types"
in the gallery, registering expressions to go with the
titles.
Certainly the production was artistic and there were
bits of detail that were splendid, but after all the film
must tell a story and make you believe it.
M. Tourneur has demonstrated before his exceptional talent for visualizing on the screen in an artistic
manner and his care with details is most commendable.
I do hope we will one of these days find him achieving
the perfect combination of artistic production and human, appealing convincing story of tense dramatic
In the very capable cast were Jack Holt, Seena
power.
Owen, Wallace Beery, Pauline Stark, Tully Marshall
and Lew Cody.

On Best Points And It Should Go Over
The Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This has big spots and is very artistic. You can also
herald it as an adaptation of a famous Drury Lane melodrama. Ifyou will handle it carefully from that viewpoint, Ibelieve your crowd will approve.

Certainly it is a special insofar as production is concerned. The story misses bc-idly, but those who kick
will admit that it is "beautifully done."
Although the day of tlirills from fire panics and shipwrecks in films is really over still the success of "Sport-

ing Life" two years ago is something to remember and
you may be agreeably surprised at how your folks take
to this although, of course, "The Life Line" is a very
weak title as compared to "Sp.orting Life," considering
pulling power.
Don't expect too much, don't claim too much and
hammer on Drury Lane melodrama, artistic production
and spectacular efl^ects and this should get over.

Ray's Boob Comedy and Fight Scenes Make Veak Story Entertaining
CHARLES

RAY

in
EGG-CRATE WALLOP
Ince-Paramount

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

Jerome Storm
Julian Josephson
Not credited

BY

Chester Lyons'"
CAMERAMAN
Exceptionally human characterAS A WHOLE
ization nicely planted
in rather ordinary
meller plot.
STORY

Was elementary and had several coincidences but gave star nice opportunities.

DIRECTION

Gave plenty of attention to character development and registered fine tempo

^in fight sequences.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally pleasing; little attempt for unusual effects.
LIGHTINGS
A few very pleasing; generally good
CAMERA WORK
Very good
Is certainly a delight in this sort of
STAR
character.
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS

Some goo(f types
Good small town shots

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very good
Some great little touches
Should please old
STORY

CHARACTER OF
and young.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

ers— bugs that have been reading books about what
movie plots should and should not be.
The important thing in any Charlie Ray film is —
what sort of a part has Charlie. In this he has his
good old boob stuff to do with a new twist given to
th&^'iiero winning the prize fight" situation.
)<; Charlie is shoved into the ring to save a big bet
' and, contrary to the former method of handling this
situation he gets battered to bits. Finally in the last
round he gets over one wallop and the bit which saves
the day is the wonderful expression which Charlie
registers when he is declared winner. He really seems
to be the most surprised individual in the arena.
To provide a reason for Charlie getting to the city
where he serves as substitute in the fight, there is a
robbery and Charlie suspecting the father of his sweet-*
heart runs away; assuming the guilt, to shield him.
The audiene knows all the time who copped the dough
and the title of the film suggests that Charlie is going
to whip the thief when he meets him in the ring. Because of this expected wallop the beating the star gets
in four rounds makes the long expected kick the more
welcome.
There are .some good bool) love making scenes in the
early part of the film, the sequence on the parlor sofa
being a gem that will win a'ny crowd.
The small town atmosphere was well handled and all
through the film there were little touches of detail
that will register big.
The soda drinking contest between Charlie and the
city feller came dangerously near being overdone but

5,314 feet

Certainly this is entertaining. If a crowd can't vote
this quite worth while then they are sure tough
cookies.
The story is rather elementary, that's true but— say
— if the gang stops to worry much about the story in
this, I'd say you're playing to a lot of scenario dream-

they saved it by a timely interruption and a quick
finish.
The principals were all satisfactory and some exceptionally good types were used. In the cast were :
Colleen Moore, Jack Connelly, J. P. Lockney, George
Williams, Fred Moore and others. .

You Can Bank on This Pleasing and Most Folks Do Like Ray
The Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This should please 'em and because of the renewal
of interest in boxing all over the country, I'd say it
should be a very big money getter if you handle it
right.

quiyed that winning punch." You could head a piece
of copy with "What do you do? Will your work give

The title suggests the type of story this is and what
you want to emphasize is the fact that *this gives
' Charlie one of his best chances to do the boob. Everyone loves a fighter and particularly do they love the
who doesn't think and "admit" that he's a
j fighter
fighter.

incidentally don't loom up in the film but it's a good
title and you should worry — and beside the picture

Key your ads to the thought of "How

Charlie ac-

you a wallop for use when you need it?"
Show pictures of Charlie lifting egg crates — which

use the line "Acquiring that Egg Crate Wallop."
Promise them that this is pne of Charlie's most
pleasing boob characterizations. It is. He runs true
to form all the wav.
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Unconvincing Story Mixture in Which the Star Dons Boy's Clothes
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

BY

Evelyn Greeley in
OAKDALE AFFAIR"
World
Oscar Apfel
Edgar Rice Burroughs
Wallace C. Clifton

CAMERAMAN
*
Alfred Gondolfi
AS A WHOLE
Too improbable to be impressive, but has some compensating elements in
the handling of the production.
STORY
Follows the strange experiences of a
runaway girl who gets mixed up with- thugs
and gypsies.
DIRECTION
Taken individually, most of the
scenes are good and reveal care on the part
of the director.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Clear
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA
STAR

A few impressive effects contributed to the film.
WORK
Good
Is handicapped through much of the pic-

ture by being forced to appear in boy's clothes,
although the disguise never for a moment
fools the spectator.
SUPPORT
Characters of thieves are well typed;
Reginald Denny Jias prominent role in large
cast.
EXTERIORS
Lots of country road and woods
stuff that answers the needs of the action.
INTERIORS,
Helped by carefully judged
lighting when an atmosphere of mystery is
desired.
DETAIL

Much of it worthy of a more plausibly contructed picture.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Perfectly harmless;
gets more laughs than thrills.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet
No doubt this was intended to be a frightfully thrilling affair — lost heiress, murdered
man,
shootings,

thefts and mysteries galore — but somehow it doesn't
arrive. After all, no matter what sort of a story you
are trying to put across, whether you are appealing
to a five cent gallery, or a one dollar orchestra, you
have to be fairly reasonable, if you don't want the
Ia^ughs to come at the wrong time. Comedy relief,
obviously, was intended in this production, but an
audience doesn't always wait to be amused by the
director's "funny" scenes.
To begin with, the possibility of even the temporary
illusion required to make a mystery story effective, is
jeopardized by causing such an entirely normal and
well developed young woman as Evelyn Greeley to
masquerade in boy's clothes so successfully that she
deceives all the other characters in the picture. A
choice assortment of thugs (very well portrayed, incidentally) immediately fall for Evelyn when she informs them that she is "The Oskaloosa Kid," and the
tramp who becomes her companon is equally unsuspicious.
Having donned the uniform of a discharged chauffeur and filled her pockets with jewels and banknotes,
she sets out alone and friendless into the unsympathetic world. An unkind storm drives her into a barn
tenanted by a gang of tramps, who are also crooks, and
only after a bitter struggle does she manage to escape
with her life and her jewels.
Scarcely has she hit the highway on this stormy
night when another tramp relieves her loneliness.
Then they find a girl lying unconscious on the road and
all three spend the night in a deserted house, or rather
one that they think is deserted.
Even if the story fails to impress. Director Apfel deserves credit for his handling of a number of crowd
scenes, also there is some good camera work, especially
in securing cloud effects.
The cast includes Eric Mayme, Maude Turner Gordon, Charles Mackay, Eric Dalton, Mona Kingsley,
Reginald Denny and many others.

The Average Fan Crowd Is Likely to Kid the Improbable Situations
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
ing out these two angles of the film. Try to get a picture of the decidedly attractive scene in which the wanderers are shown on a long road with a castle in the
rather than with it. But you may be able to get the "
background.
picture by with a crowd that has not grown beyond the
In order to bring out the mystery of the story, you
old fashioned type of "movie" concoction. The audience at a fifteen-cent New York house, not far from
might use heads of the five crooks that figure in the acBroadway, seemed fairly well satisfied, although there
tion, also utilizing a picture of Evelyn Greeley in boy's
was a tendency to kid some of the incidents that the diclothes and working in the caption, "All are concerned
rector no doubt intended to be taken seriously.
in 'The Oakdale Affair,' the most baffling of mysYour exploitation may be worked along two lines,
teries." A suggestion of the contrasts in the story
might be realibed by showing photographs of the star
giving each about equal emphasis^-one that you have a
story of thrills and mystery, the other that the picture
as a conventionally dressed young woman, then maspresents a pretty romance of Vagabondia.
A judicious
querading inboy's garb, and finally in the attire of a
selection of stills for lobby display will help in bringThis ingenious story is really more adapted to children than to adults, who will be inclined to laugh at it

gypsy.

Picturized from the faynous novel hy

Jiouis Joseph Vance
Action

Suspense

Surprise
Drama

Directed by R.WILLIAM

NEILL

as swift and and vivid as flashes of lightning in a
hard storm. That causes the same surprising emotions as lightning flashes.
as tense as your feeling when you watch a tightrope walker seventy-five feet in mid-air under a
swaying canvas circus tent-top.
and the interest that any normal man or woman
will have in seeing an entrancingly beautiful girl
escaping from tight corners.
that grips like those thrilling old melodramas with
the heroine bound .to rails before an oncoming
train; or a hero bound to the log moving into the
teeth of the saw.

All of this, Good Exhibitors and Good People, is in our newest
Deitrich-Beck winter special "The Bandbox," now ready for release.

W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fi/th Avenue. New York Qty
PMribuUnf through PATH£ bchangf.hcerpomtal
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ENTERTAINMENTS

CTKe picture that a committee of 14 blase film,
men saw with enthusiasm and un a nim o u sly
^ave the highest possible rating, the y^rDys

HODART

HENLEY

PRODUCTION
Revealing

the art of a truly master

director

THE GAY OLD DOG
Adapted

By

frora

MRS

Edna

SIDNEY

Ferbers

DREW

Storx.

The word's HUMAN INTERESThave been done to dGalK.They acquire a
new meaning when, used in connection witti tKis delightful pictures
Directed hy HODART HENLEYT
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Loew on Curb

Levy Sells to United

Opens at 32, Jumps to 33^4 in
le Hour— 33,700 Shares Sold.

Texas

;w's, Marcus
Inc., the Loew
stock Enterprises
of the relized
its first appearance
on the
Saturday.
e stock opened at 32: One hour
or at 11 o'clock, it had reached
while 33,700 shares were sold,
ening price was 32, high level,
closing price, 33J/2.
ill Street information,
usually
)le, has it that the name
of
i's newly amalgamated
organ)n will be Loew's
Theatres,
This corporation will have an
ng of 700,000 shares of stock
no par value. For the present
"urb Association has listed the
: merely as Loew's, Inc.
s financial gossip that the Loew
jany, before reorganization,
1 big earner and a substantial
:nd payer.
e organization, according to a
:ial mafl now' has 71 theatres in
.tion and 29 near completion
n'two years
Loew circuit
include
several thehundred
theaThis man says that the finannterests backing Loew are of
trongest in the country.

(Special to fVID'S DAILY)
Fort Worth, Tex. — Pierre C. Levy,
owner of a number of local theatres
here, has sold out to the United
Amusement Co., the new company
which E. H. Hulsey, Tom Boland
and E. V. Richards are backing.
Levy owned the Byers, Strand and
Hippodrome theatres here. No figures were made public. United also
secured a 60-day option on a piece
of property opposite the Hippodrome, with a 50-foot front of Main
St. and a 75-foot front on Commerce St. Levy originally planned
a $750,000 theatre here. The Byers
is being re-modelcd at a cost of

)'Donnel
l Repl
to Bers
t ies

a statement issued Saturday,
O'Donnell said:
plying- to J. A. Berst's stateof Oct. 10, sent to certain trade
5.
Iton M. Goldsmith, Treasurer of
nited Picture Theatres of AmerIso its counsel, on Wednesday,
, in the United States District
in the presenc of the Court, J.
rst and others stated that E. J.
nell discharged himself from the
y. Two days later Mr. Berst
)'Donnell
)e believed?was discharged. Who
th Mr. Berst and Mr. Goldsmith
I quit United, and both know
5 fact that a receiver has been
ited shows that there was a
to the reasons I considered suffer resigning.
i Statement that I made a trip
1 the country to induce branch
rers to resign is also false.
3er the conditions, I thought it
0 impart to them the reasons
resigned and to tell them that
they and myself had caused
exiiibitors to purchase stock in
lited, it was our duty to advise
sxhibitors to request an investias to whether their investment
be profitable
or not. '
iable
factto that
the United
officials
. against an investigation, the
nat certain employees received
ncreases in salary after reconig their resignation should be
(Continued on Page 2)

Organization
Starts
In Combating Lynch.

Work

Levy continues as a stockholder
$25,000.
in the theatres and at the same tiro.Q
is vice-president
of United Amusement Co.

John H. Kunsky says $3,210 for the first day's run of "Back to God's
could
Detroit, was all the house
Country" at his Madison Theatre,
Advt.
handle at the prices.

Metro in the East
Lease

on

Sixty-First
Studio
Renewed— Dual Production
Promised.
Metro has renewed its lease on the
Sixty-first St. studio, near Central
Park. This indicates a resumption
of production here in the East after
a year's absence in the West.
Out on the coast, numerous additions have been made to the Metro
studios and they are now called the
"million dollar studies." The local
plant has been sub-leased to various
companies since Metro went westward because of Government restrictions on coal and fuel. The Pacific studios will be maintained.
No mention has as yet been made
as to what companies will work in
the East, but it is believed that
Richard Rowland's western trip is
for the purpose of making arrangements for the eastern units.
Williams Expected.
Earle Williams is expected in New
York this week from the coast.

Goldwyn Houses
Reported to Have
Secured
Savoy,
'Frisco, and California, Los
Angeles.
Goldwyn home offices will make
no statement with reference to reports from the West that they have
purchased the Savoy, San Francisco,
and have installed as manager C. W.
Midgcley of the American, Oakland.
It is also reported from the Coast
that
negotiations
for
leasing Goldwyn's
the California,
Los Angeles,
have been closed; Goldwyn securing
the Miller interest in the property.

S. A.are Lynch's
headquarters
Texas
in Dallas.
He is said, for
so
far, to have a total of 35 theatres in
Texas, with three in Waco, a proposed $500,000 theatre in Dallas and
the biggest house in Houston.
The United line-up is said to include 104 theatres with Hulsey having 12; Tom Boland of Oklahoma
City, 3; Saul Harris, of Little Rock,
several more, and others scattered
in San Angelo, Hillsboro, and other
Texan cities.
New Loew Brooklyn Theatre
Marcus Loew will build a new
theatre at Bay Ridge Ave. and 5th
St., Brooklyn. ^The house will seat
2,700 and will cost $500,000. This
will
mark Loew's tenth playhouse in
Brooklyn.
Theatre Chain In Twin Cities.
{By Wire —to AIFID'S
DAILY) has
Minneapolis.
new syndicate
been formed to build a chain of theatres in Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Work has been started on the first
theatre to be called the "Blue
Mouse."
It will cost $250,000 and
will
seat 1,200.
The theatre will be located on
Hennepin Ave., Rubin and FinkelsteinSt.are building at Hennepin and
8th

Picture Theatre at Brighton
The old Brighton Beach Casino,
The interests behind the new comone of the popular beach hotels will
pany are William A. Sobslman,
be replaced by a picture theatre to David P. Feder, William A. Hustard
seat 3,000. The Casino is located at and Oliver A. Rowe.
Ocean Parkway and Casino Ave.,
Coney Island.
Jack Cunningham, well-known loGeorge Robinson, of the Robinson
cal scenariosmith has been engaged
Amusement Co., owner of the New
to write continuity for the J. WarBrighton Theatre and Casino proren Kerrigan productions.
perty, will build the house.
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Two

Stunts Enliven Evening— Big
Crowd Attends.

The

biggest crowd that ever attended an affair given by the A. M.
P. A. (Advertisers) assembled last
Friday night at the Boulevard.
There were a lot of clever stunts,

Jesse D. Hampton as casting director of his Hollywood Studios.

fun of the evening was furnished 'by
a burlesque of the trade press showing reasons why their publications
should receive the silver cup to be

"WHERE

awarded b'y the Advertisers. After
many humorous moments it was decided that the claims for the Advertisers Bulletin were such as to secure the price — a large pasteboard
"cup."
Paul Sfirazan made a hit with his
original song and Tom Wiley made
Caruso weep with his efforts. The
.A.dvertisers presented P. A. Parsons
with a wondrous fishing rod. Harry

Last Sale

C. C. Pettijohn suggested throwing Bernie Fineman out of the me-et110
109^
ing- because he was a producer, but
—
J/& he
was finally allowed to remain on
21
18
H Reichenbach's plea that his fii'st pic*—
ture wasn't a production. "Bill"
Yearsley was master of ceremonies.

Gavin

Young

has been engaged

by

PROMISES ARE SACRED"

LOUIS
FORMERLY

MEYER
BRODA

& MEYER

INC.

TITLES
LETTERED

- ILLUSTRATED

Henry
Kolker
has
been
cnc
by Brentwood Film to direct a
of specially prepared stories.

THE
RITCHEY
poster stands for
advertising
-vahie
— a n d avertising
vahie stands for
crowded auditoriums.

RITCHEY
406W.3IiLITHO.
(Sl.,N.Y. CORt».
Phone aebct 83gl
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Another for Black
Boston.— The Black circuit has
just added another house— the Park
at Barre, Vt. They are also building
at Barre.

reopened.

Dissolved

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Albany. — Certificates of dissolution have been filed with the Secretary of State by the Boulevard
Amusement Co. and the Unity Pictures Corp., both of New York. The
former had a capital of $500 and
the latter was capitalized at $10,000.

Quick Work
Champaign, 111.— Fox exchange in
Chicago furnished a print of "The
Splendid Sin" to the Rialto here by
aeroplane when express failed to deliver.

Topeka,
Kas. — Novelty
Roy Crawford interested.

Companies

and the affair didn't break up until
midnight. Quite a respeectable sum
was realized for the treasury by the
sale of Burton Rice original sketches
of members and others. The real

Reichenbach's presentation speech
was really a masterpiece concerning
rods.

O'Donnell Replies to Berst
(Continued from Page 1)
sufficient answer to these charges.
"If Mr. Berst is so sure of the righteousness of his cause, why didn't he
welcome an investigation, which
strengthwould have immeasuraljly everythin
g
ened the company, had
been found in proper order?
"According to the statements, the
X^nited officials gave the Investigating
•Committee of Exhibitors, United has
received about $600,000 of the Exhibitors' money and ow.ed creditors more
than $400,000, and had in the bank
less than $200. In my judgment.
United assets do not equal $100,000,
showing a loss of $900,000.
"As the first picture was released
only nine months ago, Mr. Berst and
his able assistants with whom I disagreed, has succeeded in losing stockholders and creditors money at the
rate of $100,000 per month.
"It is my opinion that had the present officials of the company been allowed to operate United for ten moi»e
-weeks not one dollar's worth of assets would have remained.
"I am willing that the final judgment as to whether or not I did right
in warning exhibitors of these conditions be based upon the final decision
of tlie court.
"I do not understand why Mr. Berst
does not leave the affairs of the United
In the hands of the receiver instead of
trying to have them tried in the public prints."
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Bess Meredyj
Here is a high class art director
who is not a beginner and who will
NOT
take his hat off to anyone
when it comes to up-to-the-minute
technical knowledge.

Who

is this

Four years with two of the largest producing organizations in the
world.

amazing personality?
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Scenics Released Next Month
"The Invisible Hand," title of the
The first of the Paramount-Bur- next Vitagra
ph serial, in which AnRealart has signed the Saenger lingham Adventure Pictures, protonio Moreno is starred. Albert
duced
by
Frederick
Burlingham,
and
hy. — Castleton Amusement Amusement Co. of New Orleans to
Smith wrote it in colloboration with
w York. Capital, $10,000. Di- play its features. The entire Lynch released every other week by the Cyrus Townsend Brady.
I: I. A. Roth, A. Bienahone string of theatres will also show the Famous Players-Lasky, will be available next month.
Kaufman, 104 W. 70th St., features.
ork.
Brazilian Rights to Fox Pictures
Capital Stock Increased •
ly. — Fine Film Laboratories,
Disposed of
(Special to fVlD'S DAILY)
Zapital, $100,000. Directors:
Albany. — The Better Service Film
A deal has just been closed bem L. Mettler, M. E. Mettler
tween Fox and the Cia. Brazil Cine- Co., of Syracuse, has increased its
F. JVIettler, New York.
matographica for the Brazilian rights capital stock from $25,000 to $75,000.
to 3 Fox features.
From Coast to Coast by Auto
By the terms of the contract, the
orzage to Direct Davies
latter
will
control
the
distribution
s new association as leading
A print of "The Winchester
and exhibition rights of these screen Woman"
with Alice Toyce has just
r of Cosmopolitan
produc- features in Brazil.
reached the coast from Brooklyn,
Frank
Borzage
will direct
The features are Theda Bara in having been taken all the way by
Samuel■p-resenis
Coldwyn
.
Davies in two pictures.
"Cleopatra," William Farnum in auto. C. W. Midgley of the American, Oakland, Calif., carried the picJourneys
to Porto
Rico "Les Miserables," and "Queen of the
ture back with him.
ie has gone to Porto Rico to
The signing of the contract took
local color for use in the pic- place in the branch office of Fox in
WANTED
'. A. Rolfe will put on after Rio
de Janeiro.
Sea."
Scenario
Writer
'ipletion of "The Red Virgin."
n
ed ou Lou
Cj Thmnpfon
LArrcied-ieileae
by hrank. Lloya
SupportDuAannn
on
X in 165 Manila Theaters
The favorite of worla-wicJe popularity
Commercial Films
COMPLETE LINE OF
has a branch office in Manila,
One familiar with' this line of work
Supplies and Equipment
j^^SSE^^
fi which it supplies 165 theapreferred.
for
STUDIO
and
THEATRE
iroughout the Philippine IsAddress,
Box
135—
Wid's
Daily.
irith its latest features.
National and Speer Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS
les on Organization Trip
CHARLES F. CAMPBELL, be.
NEGATIVES
d K. Niles, Famous PlayersL. HENDRICKSON 14 W 71 cf <it NY
left New York yesterday for a
Protected
14 " .OlSlOl.,". 1 •
A Charg. «P Affairs
Washington, Pittsburgh, Chiand
nd other cities in the middle
. By Careful Handlingfhere he will supervise the esLowest Laboratory Insurarkce Rate
tnent of non-theatrical distriIn America
exchanges.
HAND LETTERING
Releases
- - - Commercial Work
Xln'f (One tiundrtJ. Jitles^ Daj/.) riSl
Another Song
1457 Broadway
Fort Lee
Bryant
9500
221
:rt McLaughlin, author 'of
.
PHONE
2329
BRYANT
"
Children
t
House Withou
is being sold on the state
plan through The Film Marie, has made arrangements
/^illiam R. Haskins, Inc., New
to publish the sentimental
earing the same title as the
and sung in conjunction with
CHRISTIE
;sentation of the picture.

Saenger Signed

CERALDINE FARRAR
TKe World and its Woman

ART TITLES
''ALYNLU''

iple Optical Enlargements

maAe hj our own pe.te*ted aplas whick permits ua to sxtract
rtULt scenes from film and make
into large paintings up to 40x60
pt. Some of these are on exhin at our salesrooms.
ESAXTS UFG. CO.
Vest 42nd St.
New York City
3607 Bryant
17th Floor

KWALITY

EXT EL

ANNOUNCEMENT

Comedies are designed for the
smile rather than
the boisterous
laugh.

^

^

ROMANY
"WHERE
1PLETE oTERVICE

LOVE

RUNS

WILD"
will be released by

IN

riCILLU/TRATINGUANDUmPING

Send Us Your
Highes'tPrices JlII^K

INTERSTATE
<a REFINING

23 Commercial St.

T lllXl
SMELTING
COMPANY
NEWARK.

N J.

CAPITAL
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York:
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Putting It Over
Here is hoiv a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fello<w know how you, cleaned
up.

tM\

Coast Brevities

Harry E. Weil has returned from
France where he has been in service
for the past two years and has been
engaged as assistant to Frank Lloyd,
Goldwyn organization.

J. Parker Read, Sr., who was
spending several weeks with his son
Pittsburgh.— Free advertising has J. Parker Read, Jr., is leaving for
been placed in the book departments New York and thence to South
of two of the leading stores here in America. Mr. Read, Sr., is interested
connection with the Goldwyn-Emi- in the foreign rights of a number of
nent Authors Pictures. Over a shelf feature pictures.
containing the works of Rex Beach,
Ruper.t Hughes, Gertrude Atherton,
Thos. H. Ince has engaged Lloyd
Basil King, Mary Roberts Rinehart, Hughes, George Webb, Grace DarGouverneur Morris and Leroy Scott, mond and Gladys George as princithere is a large placard reading:
pals in the second Hobart Bosworth
"THESE FAMOUS STORIES BY
picture, "The Oath."
EQUALLY FAMOUS AUTHORS
Clair McDowell is to play the role
WHICH ARE NOW BEING REPRODUCED INTO FILM PLAYS
of Enid Bennett's mother in her
forthcoming C. Gardner Sullivan
BY GOLDWYN."
Pittsburgh is only_ one of many photoplay, "The Woman in the Suitcities in which exhibitors using the
Eminent Authors productions have
Haworth Company purchased from
arranged for co-operative advertising of this description, with depart- Edna
case."
"TheNothern
Golden Hilliard
Hope,"
ment stores as well as book stores. writtenSchley,
by John
and Grace Sartwell Mason.
St. Louis. — Teaser ads were used
by the manager of the Pershing,
Scott Dunlap has gone to San
introducing Madge Kennedy in Francisco to charter a sailing vessel
"Strictly Contidential." They served for his next production "The Hell
their purpose by arousing curiosity Ship,"
featuring Madlaine Travers.
which resulted in drawing patronage
to the box office. Liberal use was
Jeanie MacPherson, scenario
also made of a doorknob hanger, writer for Cecil B. deMille, is at the
topped by a picture of Madge Ken- Good Samaritan Hospital where she
nedy and bearing this admonition is recuperating.
"Sh'-I It's Strictly Confidential. You
don't want to tell a soul about what
you
are the
reading
be
late for
show.here
Andor ifyou'll
you are

DAILV

New and Forthcoming
UNITED Releases
B

October 19
FLORENCE

In a Modern Five-Reel Feature Drama
"HER
October

GAME"

19
CUCKOO

COMEDIES

Two-Reel Featurettes with Bobby Burns.
First Release "STARTING
Shortly

FLORENCE

Jack Kerrigan, Director Ernest
Warde and Cameraman Arthur L.
Todd have departed to Coronado for
^ week at golf and polo before beginning work on a new picture.

late you'll miss one of the snappiest
photoplays in a decade."
Dallas — Lawrence F. Stuart of the
Brentwood Film has engaged
Old Mill, went out of the conven- Claude H. Mitchell to direct ZaZu
tional rut in preparing a lobby dec- Pitts in a new feature to be released
oration during his showing of Rex by Robertson-Cole.
Jesse Hampton Productions have
Beach's, "The Girl From Outside,"
which played to big business.
purchased from Edna Schley the
To get the proper atmosphere for
Marjorie
a story of the frozen North, Stuart story
Benton"Cinderella
Cooke for Jane"
Blancheby Sweet.
made the box office look like an
A romance of the film world culAlaskan
hut, with
curtains
'on
the windows
and yellow
the light
showing
minated with the marriage of Miss
through. The right side of the lobby Elizabeth Harrison, known on the
was given over to a big ocean scene, screen as Marcia Manon, and Joseph
whereas the left side was occupied L. Frothingham, general manager of
by a snow scene painted from "The the B. B. Features.
Girl From Outside."
A figure representing "The Girl"
Winik
Holding
Co. Chartered.
was designed, thp head being taken
from a 24 sheet on the picture.
{By Wire to fVID'S DAILY)
Altogether it was an unusually inAlbany — The Winik Holding Co.
viting display.
has been chartered here with a capital of $5,000. The company will deal
in real estate.
Bookings on "Six Feet Four."
American Film reports the booking of "Six Feet Four," the William
Hyman Winik, of Western Import,
Russell Film over a number of big
noted, will build a theatre in the
circuits in various sections of the as
Bronx. When asked whether or not
country.
he intended entering the exhibition
field on a large scale, he refused to
Fox Staff to Africa
commit himself.
Bound for Darkest Africa, John C.
Smith, his wife, Louise Tourez, and
her sister, Renee Tourez, have just
"Mr. Potter of Texas," the famous
sailed from New York for Europe. story by Archibald Clavering Gunter
They have been commissioned to has been purchased by the San Antonio Pictures Corp. for Maclyn
make this journey as camera correArbuckle.
spondents of Fox News.

REED

OUT

IN LIFE."

REED

In a Massive Production
"THE

Soon

ETERNAL
MOTHER"
(Now Completed)
DUSTIN

FARNUM

In a Magnificent Presentation of Dumas'
"THE
CORSICAN
BROTHERS"
(Now in Course of Production)

UNITED

PICTURE
OF

AMERICA,

THEATRES
Inc.

J. A. Berst, President
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jhUKOmi
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L. J.'s Right Bower

m J. A. Berst and Ernest HorstrJ.nn Regarding United Picture
Theater Receivership.

Charles C. Pettijohn Joins Selznick
Next Monday in Important
Capacity.

is apparently
1' eerevarious
statementssome
madeconflict
by J.
. erst, president of United Picture
h iters and Ernest H. Horstmaun
ifrding
the company's receiverl;

Charles C. Pettijohn, formerly of
Exhibitors' Mutual, will, beginning
next Monday, become L. J. Selznick's "right bower." In other
words, he will hold a very important
position of an advisory capacity with
both the Select and Selznick organizations. It is understood that the
compensation is commensurate with
the importance of the position.
It is further understood that Pettijohn, who will relinquish his interest
in Exhibitors Mutual, will represent
both the Selznick and Select organizations in the National Association.

the petition filed with Judge
:x of the Federal Court and now
irecord, Ernest H. Horstmann
?ns that the liabilities of the com1/ total $300,000 and the assets
. than $100,000.
orstman claims the following to
;Jnited's assets:
jrniture and fixtures $5,000.
;;n pictures (constituting United's
"Charlie" Pettijohn came to New
Ijase schedule to date), worth $84,I That United is obligated to
York about a year ago with an idea.
licates who supplied the comHe organized Exhibitors in the midy with pictures to extent of $115,dle West, notably from Indiana and
Michigan, into a cooperative organiThat United's weekly average
zation which later took over the old
)me total is between $10,000 and
Mutual Film and a releasing arrange000. That the operating expense
;hes between $10,000 and $12,000
ment was made with Robertson-Cole.
Within the past few weeks, as noted,
that of this sum 75 per cent,
it be paid to syndicates in paying
Robertson-Cole purchased from Expart on
of the
gross
contract. hibitors' Mutual, their unexpired
ts'
■m A.their
Berst
behal
f of receip
Unite
d
;es assets are $2,182,920.33 instead
Pettijohn has played an active part
iierely $100,000. These items insince becoming a member of the National Association, especially with
!,^,/ash in banks and branches.
/bb.53; notes receivable and
regard to the censorship and Sunday
closing battles.
tiey due from stock holders, $80Constance Talmadge, as "A Virtuous Vamp," vamping the man cold
to
her
wiles,
in
the
John
Emerson-Anita
Loos
production,
distributed
by
°''' '"'" deprecia$377"<
;' *^,o
adv.
' ^,f
Xew Interests
'AXX^-'
°'^^'' accounts receiv- "First National."
ndise on
??^' ^""^ mercha
lli'600.
A $24,
d,
Former Public Service Commissioner
In addition, Berst asBlock Promoted
Enters Picture Business
First Xational Meeting
s that the company has $100,000
It trom the foreign market.
Travis H. Whitney, former chairRalph Block, heretofore director of
Members of First National Exhibman of the Public Service Commispublicity
for
Goldwyn,
has
been
eleLoew Evasive
itors' Circuit have concluded their
sion, has announced that he has envated to the directorship of both
tered the picture business and that,
uses to Deny or Confirm That He semi-annual meeting and returned to publicity and advertising.
their home territories after reviewing
Is Backed by J. P. Morgan.
In his new capacity. Block will backed by Baltimore and Cleveland
capital, he would build theaters.
arcus Loew when asked
direct charge of Goldwyn's field
last reports of business and progress dur- have
The first house will be called the
exploitation
force
attached
to
exIt whether it was true as
ing the last six months, and acting
edin a New York daily, thatpub- upon the recommendations of com- 22 men.
changes. This force is composed of Beacon and will be erected at Broad
he
and Rector Sts., Newark. It will
seat 3,50 and cost $600,000.
the
■"
mittees
appointed
^^^early
-^^
f^ Jlast
spring
^
ncin
to
nS'go'f
of his
announced $100 000Associated with Whitney are E. L.
determine the nature of- the extenMastbaum in Baltimore.
Norton, president of the Equitable
ss°np'"'''°"
said: "They
are
sion work to be undertaken by the
Trust Co., Baltimore, and W. J. Nor{Special to fVID'S DAILY)
ton, of South Orange, an engineer
.^^'.C'^^"\^'■"''.^
statement he said- ^°' some:defi- Circuit during the 1919-1920 season
Baltimore — By the recent arrange- who
will have charge of building opRumors and counter rumors ol
erations.
ment with Nixon-Nirdlinger,
^ can't say anything at this time. the purposes and accomplishment;; Stanley Co. of America is now the
Besides the Newark house at least
acare not. I can say that our
tively interested in the Victoria SIX other theaters will be built. Stock
the meeting were ignored by thf here.
of- of
members and the Directors. Th :
will be floated and offered to the
1 statement will probab
ly be only official statement
authorized b<
wiim^ sometime this week First National
executives is to th'
r, t£." announce a board of diHeadin' South.
Robertso
Gets
effect that any announcement o-'
public
. n-Coleducti
on. Tourneur Protale'notTce.'"^'^ ^'^" ^" ''' "P plans now would be nothing mon
S. A. Lynch left New York for AtRobertson-Cole will distribute the
than promises, and that the mid-year
lantic City Saturday where he joined
session will not contain news value- Mrs. Lynch and will later travel
. Heming, Famous' Star.
Maur
south.
ice Tourneur production, "The
until the present intentions of the ex
lolet Hemmg has been
Broken Butterfly," adapte
sig
ned
d from
by
hibitor members have been carrief!
s Players.
She will
Y. B. Freeman, of the Lynch En- }
:d and later on starred. first be
Marc
ene,
out and put into active operation.
"
by
Penelope Knapp.
terpnse, is in New Orleans today.
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World Film

{By IV ire \o tVIDS DAILY)
Toronto — Harold J. Binney is now
here advertising stock of his new
company, which has been formed
here.
Binney operated the Pyramid Pictures, Inc., in New Haven, and last
March the
tached by company's
the sheriff. effects were atMeier, American's Manager, Here.
Jerry Meier, formerly an exhibitor
in Western Canada, is now manager
of American Film Co.'s New York
office. His headquarters are in the
Pathe Exchange.
Companies

Merged
mark.

With

Tom

Capitol Announces Scale of Prices —
$1.50 During Week Days.
The Capitol has announced its
scale of prices.
Throughout the week the matinee
prices will range from 30 cents to 75
and at night from 50 cents to $1.50.
On Saturday, Sunday and holidays
the prices will be $2 top.
Reserved seats will be on sale 8
weeks in advance. The show will
continue from 12.30 to 11.15 at night
with a "de luxe" show in the afternoon and one in the evening, each
performance lasting three hours.
The attendants have pledged themselves not to accept tips.

Hall-

{By Wire to IVID'S DAILY)
Albany. — The merger of the Independent Sales Corp. and the Film
Clearing House, Inc., with the Hallmark Pictures Corp., has been completed, itis announced from the Secretary of State's office.
When Frank Hall reorganized his
enterprises, he stated that the newly
formed Hallmark Pictures Corp.
would include the two above mentioned units.

Lust Leases Garrick.
Washington — Sidney B. Lust has
made arrangements with the Shul:)erts for the lease of the Garrick,
where he will exploit the Sennett
Bathing Girls and "Yankee

He will* use 12 girls with Fatima
as the feature dancer of the attraction. Lust has made arrangements
with
B. S. Moss to have Arthur E.
Berlin."
MacHugh, the Moss press agent,
handle the publicity.

version of "Toby's Bow,'' the
play.
Harr3' Beaumont directed

THE
EXHIBITOR
can meet the increased cost of living by a more freRITC H E quentYuse ofposters.
Tliey are sure to.
get
officemaximum
results.

box-,

RITCHEY
LITHO. eORI?.

40$W.3IttSl.,N.Y. rhoneClieUMnM

FOR SALE
Two Return Tickets t(
Los Angeles,
Calif.
At a Bargain
Phone — Jack Levy

Bryant

PUBLICITY
Writer and executive; proven
ity and originality. Broad M(
Picture experience; wants cor
tions with tirst class organizaj
Salary $75 to start. Address B(
Wids.

Mayer Leaves for Cincinnati.
J. H. Mayer of the Universal piiblicity department, leaves for Cincinnati today where he will spend a
week in exploiting ''The Right to
Happiness."
Another 5 Reeler for World.
"You Never Know Your Luck"
with House Peters and made by Sunset Pictures, Inc., at San Antonio,
has been taken over by World Film
for distribution. Sir Gilbert Parker
wrote the story.

THE

PUNCH

SCENES

:

of a big picture are not always ava
able for still photography— they i
absolutely essential for lobby fi
plays. We take these scenes iij
the film and achieve excellent resu
in 40 X 60 paintings. Some on ex'
over.
bition at our Salesrooms. Look 'iji
KRACS MFG. CO.
220 W. 42nd St.,
17th Fid!
Tel. 3607 Bryant

Russell Leaves for Coast.
William Russell finished "Eastward Ho" yesterday morning at Fort
Lee and left last night for California
where he will make "The Lincoln
Highwayman." for William Fox. He
will stop off at Oklahoma City.

Sunday Sell-Out.
A wire was received yesterday
from Thomas Soriero's Strand at
Lowell, Mass., that on Sunday over
a thousand were turned away and
that the sale of tickets was stopped
at 7 P. M. for Fairbanks' "His Majesty, The American." The picture
will play the Strand all week.

will appear in a &

Doodle in

Fox Special Nov. 9.
Fox will release "Should A Husband Forgive" with Miriam Cooper,

Shoot 10,000 Ft. in South Africa.
Carl Laemmle received a cablegram from George Scott, chief cameraman of the Smithsonian-Universal expedition who is at Johannesburg, South Africa, to the effect that
10,000 ft. of film had been shot of
the Kimberley diamond mines and
the Johannesburg gold mine.

Moore

WHERE PROMISES ARE KEPI

"Jim! — Jiin!
Fm so afraidr
Scene from the gripping human-interest drama,

THE HOUSE
WITHOUT CHILDREN
Robert INIclaughlin, Author.

Argus, Producer.

State Rights Handled by Robert W. Priest, Times Bldg., New York
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Two Select Releases

ews

Booked by Loew.
The Loew Circuit has booked the
Hall Room Boys Comedies through
Jack and Harry Cohn.
Bull Fight on Stage.
When
Victor
Kremcr
presents
"Carmen"
at a Broadway
theater
next month, there will be a comedy
bull fight staged with it.

{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Washington, D. C. — Although
members of the Ways and Means
Committee will not allow their
names to be used it can be stated
almost authoritatively that the effort to reduce the tax, as argued
last week, will fail, and the industry
will be unusually lucky if no additional taxes are imposed. There is
a deficit of two billion dollars to be
met and in view of this the statement
was made that exporters of film are
likely to have a tax imposed, although some
the tax
exports was removed
timeon ago.
Capitalization Increased.
{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Dover, Del. — The Missouri Theater Co. has increased its capital from
$400,000 to $600,000. This company
is a New York cornoration.

"WHERE PROMISES ARE SACRED"

LOUIS

MEYER

TITLES
A

PHONE

CALL

WILL

"Anne of Green Galilcs," the first
BRYANT
Mary Miles Mintcr-Realart, has been
completed.
220 WEST 42nd ST.

C. Chartered in Delaware.
y Wire to WW'S DAILY)
r, Del. — The Robertson Cole
uting Corp. has been charere with a capital of $10,000.

They Hired a Train.
lett Flynn hired a whole train,
ns and all, to shoot train
for "Eastward Ho" with Willasscll. One scene required 8
o shoot.

^n^

BRING

SAMPLES

7392
- ROOM

2004

ACH'S ^

Crcai Drama of ike Norih

REXGirl BE
The
from Outside
Direciea Q Reaxnedd Darker

Produced ^i-ndfr tke direction of

GOLDWYN
A masters pen expresses itselt on tne screen

Mack in New Company.
{Special
to WW'S
DAILY)
Chicago
— Irving
Mack,
formerly
with Universal and Select, is now a
member of the firm of Willis and
Eckels,
producers
of Filmcraft
trailers The
firm name
is now Willis,
Eckels and Mack. They are specialists in advertising work and promotion aids.
Gladys Leslie will appear as a
classic dancer in her next Vitagraph
feature, "The Golden Shower."

BECH, VAN SICLEN
& eOMPANY, Inc.
45 EAST ITthJstREET
NEWYORKCITY

NEGATIVES
Protected
By

15, 1919

Industry Lucky If Additional Taxes
— Exporters'
Impose
Not May
Are Tax
Be d Renewed.

FORMERLY BRODA & MEYER INC.
Kyson with Dwan
Charles H. Kyson has been engaged as art director for the Allan
Dwan Prod, for Realart release.
Eckels Manager of Capital Film.
LETTERED
- ILLUSTRATED - PHOTOGRAPHED
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
Chicago — C. E. "Eddy" Eckels has !
PROCESS
TrrLES
AND
been appointed general manager of
ILLUSTRATIONS
the Capital Film Co.

Forms Distributing Unit.
y Wire to WW'S DAILY)
ly — The Robertson Cole Dis:g Corp. of New
York
City
;n granted a charter here by
;retary of State.
active capital is only $5,000,
X) shares of common stock no
uc are listed.
iirectors are Rufus J. Cole, R
n and A. C. Vandiver.

October

Tax Will Remain

Then
Norma
Talmadge
Will Be
Through — Starts Work for First
National
Norma Talmadge has still two pictures to be released by Select. One
YORK CITY — Harbor strike
ItlautU- Nliiiipiui^ — hundreds of of these is "The Isle of Conquest,"
nd ooastwisf ships lie idle in from a novel by Arthur Hornblow,
!( 100,000 longslioreiiien and and the other is temporarily called
I go out on strilie.
"Two Women," from the story by
WASHIXGTOX, IV. Y. — Hydro
Wilkie Collins.
me tor altitude fliftht — new
of
has ivingspread
I seaplane
Miss Talmadge has commenced
and ean rise to height of
work on her initial picture for First
set.
National. It is a screen version of
'HE LIMELIGHT — Colonel
President's
Paris.
>aek from
"A
Daughter of Two Worlds," by
run do«-n
and
weakened
by Leroy
Scott, one of the authors in
lue to strain
of arduous
serpeace
eonfereuce,
returns
Goldwyn's Eminent Authors unit.
James Young will direct.
ES, FRANCE — Vive le MareIn the cast supporting the star
. proud and happy day for the
of this little toivn as it ac- are: Frank Sheridan, Virginia Lee,
he return of its native son —
and Jack Crosby.

Issiino Foch!
DIX, X. J. — Our Hoys still
)ver" — soldiers of the 50th In^
yhi> fought in Franec have refor guard duty in Silesia.
IGO, ILL. — "Fire battle" on
sary of great Chicago conin — what flame and smoke did
is vividly demonstrated as
!brates decrease in fires.
KEX, X. J. — Did you lose your
a the trenches? Hundreds of
ind parcels found at the front
lught
to
army
piers
to
be
by their owners.
FRANCISCO, CAL. — AVest
Its aviators on their way in
iai derby — Mayor Rolph bids
I tit the Pacific Coast contesttlie transcontinental race.
IMORE,
MD. — The
Grove
of
Mothers
of
America's
ivar
dedicate memorial trees, one
I state, at Druidhill Park.

Wednesday

Carefuland Handling

Lowest

Laboratory Insurance Rate
In America
Releases
- - - Commercial Work
1457 Broadway
Fort Lee
Bryant 9500
221
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ROMANY
'WHERE
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SELL FQR^YOU
WILD"
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KINOGRAMS
FLY FIIOM PACIFIC IX COAST TO
COAST KACF, — Aviators in big round
trip tran^s-continental derby arrive in
for East.
leave
Cal., and
Saeraniento,
HOME — AdCOMES
COL. HOtSE
of
viser of President and member
Feaoe Conference arrives on Northis
illness
of
because
and
ern Pacific
gangplank,
donn
helped
STRIKE — Two
BlILDEHS
SHIP
hundred thousand quit work on great
San Francisco district.
vards in the
CROP —
CRANBERRY
HARVEST
Pieker.s in bogs about Cape Cod
help get In the crop for Thanksgiving cheer.
SOCIETY
AT
BRYN
MAUR
HORSE
SHOAV — Big crowds attends
annual exhibition of equine blue
bloods and sees classy animals In competition.
LOS ANGELES
BIGGEST LXJMBER
PORT — Millions of feet of timber
hauled through city give it distinction in commercial ivorld.
PRINCE
VISITS CANADIAN
LUMBER REGIONS — His Highness of
AVales at Victoria sees big mill in.
operation — at Vancouver he visits the
parliament
bouse.
FIND
A GENL'INE
ZOOLOGICAL
GARDEN — A Tracy Mathewson camera excursion amid wild beasts that
grow
on bushes In Victoria,
B. C.
TROOPS IN STRIKE CITY IN RIOT
DRILLS — Soldiers in steel mill districts at Indiana Harbor and Gary,
Ind., are given strenuous street
nianoenvers.
<iOOI>
SHIP
CASEY
TAKES
THE
"WAYS
Vessel named in linnor of war
work by the Knights of Columbus is
launched at Hog
Island
ship yards.
BIG
VESSEL DOCKED
IN THAMES
The
Coronia,
largest
ship
ever
taken up Vanious river reaches Tilbury docks.
NAME
FLYING FIELD FOR NAVY
AVIATOR-^Rome,
Ga., does honor to
Commander Towers who commanded
the Navys cross Atlantic air fleet.

On Broadway
Rivoli — Bryant
Washburn,
Pictorial
Review.
Smith Left Home.''

Saturday — Brentwood,
"Why

Paramount Briggs Comedy — "SatDe
Haven
urday.'Rialto — Robert

Comedy — "Why
Warwick — In

DAILV

DiMiz-

"Poor

Sunday— Sylvia
Breamer,
"The
lations."
Moonshine
Trail."
Broadway — "A Scream in the Night."
Brooklyn
Strand— Tom
Moore,
"Lord and Lady Algy."
Next Week.
The attractions next week will be:
Strand— D. W. Griffith's, "Broken

vorce." Magazine.
Rialto
— Not yet determined.
ura."
zo
Paramount
Post
Scenic — "Midst Rivoli
Blossoms."
Rialto
— Not yet determined.
Peaceful Scenes."
Brooklyn
Strand — Madge Kennedy,
Semon Comedy — "Dew Drop Inn."
"Strictly Confidential."
Strand — Will
Rogers,
"Almost
a
Strand
Topical Review.
Husband."
New
York — To-day — Gail
Kane,
"Someone Must Pay."
Thursday— Alice
Joyce,
"The
Winchester Woman."
Friday- — Creighton
Hale,
"The
Black Circle."
George
Walsh — "The
Winning

False Note.
Arthur E. MacHugh says

Re-

no
truth asin press
the report
dicated
agentthat
for he'l
tj|
Moss vaudeville and motion I
interests.
Dillon With FamousI
Director Edward Dillon hai
the staff of Famous
Player
first picture will be Irene C
"Miss Antique."

Burlingham Trip Delay
Frederick Burlingham ha|
compelled to postpone his
film adventure scenics for ]
Craver Gets Another.
Players because of the theft {
of his camera equipment wh
R. D. Craver, First National franchise owner, in Richmond, who is just arrived from France.
now in town has purchased the
Strand Theatre of Durham, N. C.
Lucy
Cotton
has
been
This will be added to the Paris and under a long term contract
Productions.
SI
Broadway in that city, which he mopolitan
owns.
play leads for International,^

Stroke."

ROBERTSON- COLE PRODUCTIONS

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
Nehls on Way West.
Chicago — R. R. Mchls, manager of
the "Flying A" studios in Santa Barbara has left here for the coast.

*"

„ecessa«

-rtoTe

^^^„ „eed onVy
Tour«*/-::;ature

There are" *t,uu."ee

Would you miss the
opportunity to show
the most magnetic
man who ever lived?

so TO-;--

genius

ot

•:, his

!»•«

^eat

-

,„asterp.ece,

Ask Sidney
Reynolds
SUPREME PICTURES Unci

f y
HAND

LETTERING

' (One kundred Mies _V Oa^.)

COLE

>^ROBERT50
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Fifteen Millions

Big Studio Planned

lal Picture Theatres, Inc.
led — Thought to be Selznick
Move
By fFire to fflD'S DAILY)
?er, Del. — The National Picture
res, Inc. have been formed here
I capital of $15,000,000. There
inkling as to who the interests
ck of the company are. The
)ration Trust Co. of New York
for the company.

Sultzer's Park in Harlem Bought —
Eight Stages To Be Built.
A deal was closed yesterday mornSultzer's
Park ing,
at whereby
2nd Ave.
and Harlem
129th St.River
will
be converted into a studio with 8
Stages.
The property covers an entire city
block and at present is being used as
a picnic grounds. The property,
however, is easily convertable and it
is figured that in about sixty days the
lights can be installed and the plant

n circles in New York 'rather
lally believed yesterday that this
p new exhibitor
organization
I is being launched by Lewis J.
ick.
enick offices refused to comon the above wire.

perfected.
It was persistently reported yesterday that Goldwyn had secured the
site for its Eastern studio.
No statement could be secured
from the Goldwyn offices regarding
this, however.

VIore F. P. Stock

Backing Loew

iVall Street report has it that
us Players-Lasky will soon
to the public an issue of $10,0 in 8 per cent, first preferred
No mention has been made
e company which will underthe issue.
the offices of Famous Players
formation relative to this re:ould be secured.

/s Suit Is Dropped
■ Wires

Chaplin Has Discontinued Claims for $100,000
)rge K. Spoor has wired from
go that Charlie Chaplin has dislued his suit against Essanay
100,000. This is the suit the
lian brought against Essanay
ling the release of "Carmen."
in claimed that the picture had
padded from 2 to 4 reels,
or also states that the suit of
ompany for $500,000 against
in for alleged breach of conivill shortly come up for trial.

Price 5 Cents

The entire office force falls at the feet of the vamp, Constance Talmadge,
in "A
Vamp," a John Emerson-Anita Loos production,
distributed
by Virtuous
First National.
Advt.

Some

Cast

Mystery

Wall Street Supplying $5,000,000 for
Expansion
James H. Perkins
of Montgomery
& Co., a Wall Street firm, issued the
yesterday:
statement
following
"Mr. Loew has reached a point
where he feels the business warrants
much greater expansion. Montgomery & Co., Van Emburgh & Atterbury, and certain other associates
have arranged to finance his company on a much larger scale, furnishing $5,000,000 addiitional cash
for the acquisition of new theaters
and
ness. general expansion of the busi-

"Of the 700,000 shares to be issued
by the new corporation, 380,000
shares have been purchased and
(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
among a limited group of
Hollywood, Cal. — The Duke of
Dover, Del. — F. B. Warren of New placed
these bankers and associates. The
Sutherland, the world's richest man, York is mentioned as one of the in- remaining 320,000 shares are to go
with his wife, visited Fairbanks Holofthe Inter-Continental with additional cash, to Mr. Loew
lywood Studio, Tuesday, and made a Finance andcorporatorsTrading
Co., a new
special picture from the Duke's own $500,<X)0 corporation just chartered and his associates in exchange for
scenario, with Douglas Fairbanks,
Loew's
other incorporators men- the
The business
stock hasof not
been enterprises.
offered for
Mary Pickford, Admiral R. J. N. here. The
tioned are George E. Joseph and
M. C. Levee Here
Watson, Royal British Navy, General
Joseph L. Greenberg.
public subscription."
C. Levee, vice-president of the J. W. Stewart, director of British
railways
in
France
all
in
the
cast.
t Brunton Studios, Inc., is in
York stopping at the KnickerF. B. Warren is vice-president of
First time in history "Doug" and
Frank Hall has arranged for Canr. He expects to stay until Mary ever appeared in a picture toadian distribution of the Hallmark
y and then return to the Coast.
gether. Millions could not hire such the W. W. Hodkinsoh Corp. He reday.
product
with the Sterling Films, Ltd.
fused
to
discuss
the
matter
yestera cast. Directed by Ted Reed, camof Canada.
Wilson Joins "Griff."
eraman. Bill McCann. Title ''Pearls
Sterlinf will handle the Famous
•id W. Griffith has annexed and Poison." Later the Duke and
Director's
series now being produced
R. Wilson, former publicity party took dinner with Fairbanks,
Hallmark in Mecca BIdg.
for Frank Hall and the Hallmark
of the various Liberty Loan Miss Pickford and Charlie Chaplin
The new Hallmark exchange is serials. Sterling will shortly open
. Wilson's work with Griffith and Mildred Harris Chaplin.
now located in the Mecca Bldg. in two new exchanges in the Dominion.
e as a sort of confidential adHall expects to finally have five
the quarters formerly occupied by
United Pictures
Exhibitors Mutual.
directors producing for the directors'
series which will be composed of 26
Judge Knox, in the District Court
Hall has organized a scenario de- pictures.
Another Story for Olive
To date he has Charles
partment, located at the W. 38th St.
■on Selznick has purchased yesterday granted United Picture
Miller,
Searle
Dawley and Kenean
studio under Leon Britton, formerly
Girl with the Faun's Ear" by Theatres of .A.merica until Oct. 25, of
Buel at work.
Goldwyn.
s Duganne for Olive Thomas. to continue as "going" concern.

Hall Signs Sterling

Thursday, October

16, 1919.

sM^
Titles Must Be Clear
Trade Commission Issues Ruling on
"Ordeal" Case.

DAILV
South Prosperous

Ben

Simpson,
Realart
Manager,
Finds That the Case.

Ben Simpson, field manager for
Realart, has just returned from a
trip through the South, which he
finds enjoying big business.
Pronounced activity was noted
among the larger theater owners.
Mr. Simpson reports E. H. Hulsey
as having extended his holdings in
Texas and that S. A. Lynch is reaching out for more theaters. The Saenger Amusement Co. at New Orleans,
is remodeling several of its properties. The corporation's general manager, E. V. Richards, predicts a bigbusiness for pictures during the winter months and the opening of the
spring season.
Atlanta is to have a new theater.
York, N. Y.
R. H. DeBruler, who is manager of
was taken from the picture, "The Or4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt
Telephone;
Hollywood, California:
deal," produced in 1914. It has is- the Capitol in Macon, reports work
sued an order against The Royal as having started. Plans are made to
Editorial
Offices:
6404
Hollywood
Blvd.
Phone,- Hollywood
1603
Cinema Corp., Monopol Pictures Co. include a symphony orchestra, big
Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. and the Mothers of Liberty Pictures
organ and longer programs. The enPhone, Hollywood 1062.
tire project represents an outlay of
Co., producers and distributors of
the pictures, directing them to:
$750,000.
Jake Wells, of Atlanta, has extend"Cease and desist from directly or
indirectly advertising, selling, leased his string of theaters there, having purchased the Vaudette, and
ing, exploiting and exhibiting to moBid Asked Last Sale
tion picture exhibitors and the motion Strand, adding them to the Forsythe,
Famous Players 108 110% 109^4
picture theatre going public motion Rivoli and Lyric Hugh L. Cardoza
Loew, Inc.
35 35^^ 35^^ picture films under new names or is
string.
general manager of the Wells
Triangle
-K
M
54
United Pict. Prod. 19 19^4 19^ titles which have been composed or
made in whole or in part of films
Sig Samuels and Willard PatterWorld Film
—
—
H theretofore shown- and exhibited to
son have improved the Criteri-on of
the public-unless it is clearly, dis- Atlanta, having installed an organ.
Cabanne with Universal.
Theaters all through the South
tinctly, definitely and unmistakably
Christy Cabanne is directing a pic- shown to the purchasers, lessees or plan to use more money in exploitatuer called "Triflers" by Joseph exhibitors and the motion theatre
tion work the coming season than
Franklin Poland, at Universal City.
ever
before.
going public, both in the motion picture films themselves and in the adFarnum at Work.
vertising and publicity matter sold
Now It's Jungle Beauties.
"Bill" Farnum has started a new and used in connectoin therewith
It remained for Hunt Stromberg,
film for Fox at Fort Lee. Leading that such films have theretofore been
exploitation manager of Select to
woman: Gladys Coburn; Director,
shown, exhibited and exploited in
J. Gordon Edwards.
whole or in part under other names dig up the only original "Jungle
Beauties" for a "personal appearance" with "A Scream in the Night"
Friedberg Leaves for Coast.
The commission recently issued an at the Broadway.
Joseph Friedberg of the Carlyle or titles."
The girls do a dancing act as a
Blackwell Prod., has left New York order against the reshowing of complete old films under new names,
for Los Angeles. He will only re- without clearly showing that they prologue before the feature. The
film is jungle stuff and the stunt is
main in Los Angeles a few days.
were old films retitled.
quite appropriate.
Broadway received some sort of a
Walter McGrail will play opposite
thrill yesterday morning when a big
Elaine Hanimerstein in her second
Jury Sees Negatives.
A jury before Supreme Court Packard car packed with a dozen of
Selznick production.
Justice Grcenbaum, which is hearing
"Jungle Beauties" ata suit of the Torpedo Film Corp., the sprightly
tired the
in their
wee sma' leopard skins
toured
street.
against the L. J. Selznick Enterprises
The car blocked traffic at 48th
to recover $5,575 paid for negatives
brought from Italy of the the film, street while the crowds gazed and incidentally tried to find out if the cold
"Anna Petrovna," is the first jury to
witness a screen exhibition in the winds that were blowing annoyed the
Supreme Court. Torpedo is suing "Jungle Beauties." It evidently did
on the ground that the negatives not for they did not flinch in their
could not be used because they were meager costumes.
defective and the defense is that the
plaintiff knew the negatives were not
Seigmann With Dwan.
George Seigman, formerly with
entirely perfect, but agreed tO take
them as they were. The negatives D. W. Griffith, has joined the- directorial forces of the Allen Dwan Comwere shown in court by hooking up
pany. He has done some work for
a projector to the electric light on
Universal.
the Judge's desk and flashing the
negative on the wall of the courtro m. •
Cast for "Connie's Third.
IS HE THE MASConstance Talmadge will be supAnother Cobb Story
TER FIGURE IN A
ported by Conway Tearle, George
SERIAL OF CY"The Adventure of Bill," a story Fawcett and Templar Saxe in "At
by Irvin S Cobb, is being put into the Barn," her third picture for First
CLONIC ACTION?
IS HE?
picture form for Vitagraph by Lucien National.
Hubbard, who has just returned from
a vacation. It will be filmed during
Diana Allen, a Ziegfield girl, is apAsk|Sidney Reynolds
the winter with Harry T. Morey in
SUPREME PICTURES (Inc.)
pearing in "The Red Virgin," a B. A.
the leading role.
Rolfe picture.
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Washington — Exhibiting to the
public, under new names, films con1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Copyright
taining parts of pictures previously
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
and
shown,
without "clearly, distinctly,
FILMS
WID'S
by
Y.,
N.
New York,
FOLKS, INC.
FILM
definitely and unmistakably" showing, both in films themselves and in
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
tlic advertising of them, that they are
and
Secretary
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate,
composed in whole or in part of old
Business
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, films, has been found an unfair
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under method of competition in violation ot
the act of March 3, 1879.
law. The Federal Trade CommisTerms (Postage free) United States, Outside
sion has ordered 3 distributing conof Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
cerns to discontinue the practice.
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
The commission found that the re$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
cently-shown picture, "Mothers of
WID'S
to
communications
Liberty" was composed of 5,000 ft. of
all
Address
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
film, of which approximately 2,200 ft.
7»L X No. 15 Thursday, October 16, 1919

Quotations

Pric» 5 CeMs

Watch

First

National's

rele,^

Lesser Buys Beban Film.
Sol Lesser
has purchased
rights on the George Beban fiii
in production.
Lesser also co
the
first
Beban
film,
"Hearts
oi
for a number of western
states.
Yearsley to Move.
"Bill" Yearsley will give u
cozy little office on the 8th 11
6 West 48th St. and
move
t.
seventh floor which
First Natuh
has taken over.
Theater Company

Chartered

{By fFire to IFID'S DAILY)
Dover, Del.— A $1,000,000 cor
tion to engage
in theater
bti
and exhibition
has been
cha
here.
It is the
Mountain
Theater
Corp.
The
Corpn
Trust
tion. Co. represented the org:.
Weil Back with Goldwyn,
Culver City — Harry B. We
back on the Goldwyn lot as assi
director to Frank Lloyd.. He w
the army for 16 Sionths.
Doris Pawn has been
sign
play leads.
A. H.
Woods
purchased'?
plays
from
Crane has
Wilbur,
the fi
motion picture star.

I

THE
favorite color is that
EXHIBITOR'S
shade of green noticeable on the back of
Uncle Sam's currency.
He sees more of it
on the days he uses
RITCHEY
posters.

406 W. 31(1 St.-, N.Y. Pbooe'CftdM* tU

sMI
$2,000,000 Delaware Co.
(Special to JVID'S DAILY)
the Rat" is the secSignto of
•ial
be released by HallDover, Del.— The K-T Film DisThe first is Ben Wilson in
tributing Corp. has been chartered
with a capital of $2,000,000. The
rail of the Octopus."
United States Corporation Co. acted
for the company.
Nixon Nirdlinger House.

Thursday, October 16, 1919.

DAILV

licond Hall Mark Serial.

'pedal to WW'S DAILY)
ter, Pa. — The Nixon Nirdlinrcuit will shortly start work
;w theater at 19th and Market
: will be the largest here.

The pleasure in seeing

bamuel Lioldwyn

CHRISTIE
COMEDIES

TOM MOORE
Lord and LadyAlgy

comes behind the ears,
not below the neck.

vu K.{^L>arion

LJtredea bu Marru Dcautnoni

A betting story tnats a safe bet lor you
M,i»ii,ii|i^.Ty,,,tiS

ing
The Katherine MacDonald
Pictures Corporation announces
the production of an extraordinary photoplay attraction, starr-

KafheflngilliDonaM
(The American

Beauty)

The
Man
Thou
Gavest
Me!

There is a Man

in Dallas,
A Stirring Reply to

Texas —

"The Woman Thou
who is a successful exchange manager or film salesman —
who possesses initiative, personality
and the desire to accomplish something big—
who realizes the future of a company
that has been financially successful
for five years —
who will only accept a proposition
after he is 100 per cent, sold on its
possibilities —
who will interest himself financially
in the operation of his own organization (although this is not absolutely
necessary).
We offer this man an organization of
his own in Dallas, with unlimited
money making opportunities and an
assured future.
Correspondence will be strictly confidential. Address Boy "A", Wid's
Daily.

By Hall Caine

Gavest Me"

in

which
Miss
MacDonald
achieved such a distinct
personal triumph

Attractions Distributing
Corporation
B. F. Fineman, President
1482 Broadway, N. Y. City
The

Katherine MacDonald
Productions

Are First National Attractions

sM^

Thursday, October 16, 1919.
Battle in Sight.

"Mickey"

Breaking

Western

Rec- ords. I

(Bf IVire to WW'S DAILY)
Loss Angeles — Film circles are
discussing the coming of S. L. Rothapfel here to manage the California
l's standing in the
theatre. Rothapfe
East as a showman is very well
known, but Los Angeles has her own
Sid Grauman. The result will be interesting to watch.

DAILV

First Mureal Prod. Picked.
The
first picture of the newly j ^^FOR^nd
formed Mureal Trod, will be Wall
. ,,

RENT— Fully

e

furnished office ii
^• .
i
loc;
motion picture

Salt aLake
has i
broken
recordCity—
here "Mickey"
having played
Street Fever."
part. Phillipa Mureal has a ! sirable
to 14 consecutive days and 84 per- promment
formances and then repeated
two
Box 145, CO Wid's.
days last week at the same theater.
At Ogden, the Orphcum has played
NEGATIVES
it 4 times and has a repeat engageProtected
ment booked for Oct. 27 and 28.
and
In Denver the lilm played 4 times
By Careful Handling
on Curtis street and showed to 105,Rothapfel left for Caliornia yes- 000 people besides playing every suLowest Laboratory Insurance Rate
terday.
burban theater around that city.
In America
that
week
J.
W.
Burke
of
the
Mid
West
last
reported
It was
Releases
- - - Commercial Work
Goldwyn had secured the California Greater Feat Co. of Denver, wliich
theatre. Not very long ago, Samuel handles the picture is here exploiting
1457 Broadway
Fort Lee
it.
Bryant
9500
221
to
d
journeye
"Roxy"
Goldwyn
together.
coast and
the
June Caprice will shortly start a
tour
of Loew's Southern theatres,
New Film Delivery Firm.
appearing at each one in person.
{Special to If ID'S DAILY)
Albany— The United Film DelivAny Quantity; I «,«vlr ITlIlk
ery Co. has been chartered here with
ny
compa
The
.
$6,000
of
l
capita
a
BOOK—
will conduct a film delivery business.
Highest Prices JUIlK
T IIU
P.
H.
ht,
-Mbrec
H.
Directors are
INTERSTATE
SMELTI
J
Thomas and B. F. Guttman, all of
<a REFINING
COMPAY
New York.

K

EJTEL

Send Us Yor

ROMANY

zm

WHERE

Triple Optical Enlargements

ROBERTSON-COLE

are majie bj our own patented apparatus whick permits us to extract
important scenes from film and make
them into large paintings up to 40x60
inches. Some of these are on exhibition at our salesrooms.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel. 3607 Bryant
17th Floor

COMPLETE

r^serits

J'ERVIGE IN

LOVE

RUNS

WILD"

PRODUCTIONS

23 Commercial St.

T

'#BROKEII

ADTI/TIC lllUnRATING, HAUD ftlllRlNC
ERIIkI

111 EKn^Pa.BfiYANT8?73

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National and Speer Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

CHARLES

F. CAMPBELL, Inc.

I. HENDUCKSONl^lV

qi^aCa

MV

AMERICA'S FINEST
LABbRATORY

ma.

Located

Atop, The Palisades
Opposite 129th Street

.

Palisade Fam Laboratories
Palisades^ N. J,

It represents the combination of certain
success — a great story produced by a
great director. And who can question the
supremacy of Tourneur?

■'

' : .. Available at" all -

Morsmere 621-2

EXGHAlvJGES

::^--

NEWARK,

T

II.
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Lee Leaves

F. P. Report Verified
Dominick and Dominick Will Handle Issue— Details Not Settled
A banker connected with the firm
of Dominick and Dominick, a wellknown financial firm, confirmed the

yer
Organization,
After
Five
Years' Service — Future Plans
Unsettled

rhe usual is happening to a (.■onerable extent in the picture busi;s.
rhe latest to happen was Joseph
Lee's affair with Louis B. Maver.
»e" has been with Mayer for over
; years, back in the days when his
ce was in front of the Strand.
of a sudden "fee" did a walk-off.
is happened early this week. He
1 remain for about 10 days
aightcning out his affairs. His
ure plans have not been deterged.
Vhilc handling the Anita Stewart
jlicity Lee "pulled" some good
;s. He sent a letter" on the R 34
en that airship returned to Engd; sent a cable to President WilI signed by Anita when peace was
:lared and revived the illustrated
ig idea and also worked up an
libitor interest by exploiting "ViriUS Wives" in an unusual manner.
has had charge of the local of:s since Mayer secured Anita
wart.

Ratisbonne
Returns.
ll. Ratisbonne, formerly official
iresentative of the French Govmcnt in this country on all film
ttcrs has reached New York from
ince where he has been for severa'
nths.

Price 5 Cents

Friday, October 17, 1919.

report published in WID'S D.A.ILY
yesterday morning that Famous
Players-Lasky would offer to the
public an issue of $10,000,000 in 8
per cent, cumulative preferred stock.
Dominick and Dominick are now
in conferenf-e with the Famous
Players officials on the details of
the issue. As yet nothing definite
has been arranged.
The syndicate which will underwrite the issue has not been formed,
nor have any of the details regarding the subscription been settled.
Withhas"Big
R. Evans
K. Evans
beenFour"
placed in
charge
of
United
Artists'
Cleveland
office. He is an old hand at the
game.

DeMille

Coming

East.

{By Wire to fVlD'S DAILY)
Los Angeles— Cecil B. DeMille,
when he finishes "Why Change Your
Wife," will go to New York..
DeMille states it will be a three
day visit. The first two days to confer with Adolph Zukor and the third
to look over the big town.
When the office boy catches the ca tches the boss in the clutches of the
vamp. — Constance Talmadge in "A Virtuous Vamp," a John EmersonAnita Loos production,
distributed
by "First National."
Advt.

Henley Takes Studio

ickaway Strand Opens Tuesday
ihe Strand, Far Rockaway, will
|e its premiere performance next
Hobart Henley, releasing through
[sday evening. The theater is lo- Pathe, has leased a studio at 36 W.
Id at Central and Cornage Avcs. 125th St., for one year. He will
make all of his productions there.
Realart Film at Broadway
The second Henley production
he
Mystery
of
the
Yellow
will be "Skin Deep." another of Mrs.
m," an Emile Chautard produc- Drew's adaptations. Beulah Poynrcleased through Realart, opens ter wrote the story.
a three-week's
run at Moss's
He has purchased "The God Pardway, on Sunday.
ents," by Grace Sartwell Mason,
and
a novel by an English author.
is film, which marks
Realart's
public showing, will be shown He will make four productions a
a prologue depicting the mys- year for Pathe release.
'us room in which the murder
committed.
n F. Simpson
will handle the First Realart "Soldiers of Fortune"
"Soldiers of Fortune," an Allen
zing for Realart.
Dwan Production, will be the first
release of Realart.
High and Low
ew. Lie, reached
a new high
Mills With Goldwyn
on the curb yesterday, the clos)rice being 36 with a turnover
Thomas R. Mills, who has directed
,200 shares.
a number of Vitagraph pictures, has
ited Picture Prod, maintained been engaged by Goldwyn. He will
;1 at 19. Very little interest was direct Tom Moore in "Duds" and
lyed in the stock, only 200 has left for the East, where some
scenes will be shot.
s changing hands.

Kirkp'k
Gen'l Manager
-A.. S. Kirkpatrick has been made
manager of the Robertson Cole Distril)uting Corp., the new company
formed to handle the Robertson
Cole exchanges.
Kirkpatrick is very well known in
the film business, having been identified with the industry in both the
producing and distributing end for
some time. He was with the old
Mutual and later with Exhibitors
Mutual. Later he switched to Robertson Cole where he organized their
field force.

Musician's Strike in Toledo
to WID'S
[Bf fFire
Toledo
— Musici
ans in DAILY
five )of the
leading picture theatres here have
gone on strike. They demand that
the theatres use orchestras as they
did before the war.
The houses affected are the Princess, Valentine, Colonial, Alhambra
and Temple.

Chicago 'Changes to Leave "Loop"
{By Wire
to fVID'S
Chicago
.— That
there DAILY)
will be a
general exodus of film exchanges
from the "loop" district of Chicago
on or about May 1, is certain, as the
city has not seen fit to extend the
time beyond that date and the fire
department, it is said, will have the
"Miracle Man"
Over Moss
Time
police department enforce the ordiB. .S. Moss has booked "The Mirnance passed two years ago, folacle Man." It plays the Jefferson,
Pathe fire in the Conlowing
Regent and Hamilton the week of
sumersthebuilding.
Oct. 21, with a week stand at each
Work upon the new film building,
house. The following week it plays
at Wabash Ave. and Ninth St. ,has
the Flatbush in Brooklyn.
as yet not commenced, but Charles
Fifteen Directors
at Work
C. Pyle, who has been busily engaged in securing tenants for the
Universal City — Fifteen, directors
jare at work here, exclusive of twelve proposed building, states same will
be in readiness next spring.
I comedy
directors.

afe^^

DAILV
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M

^^BS0(^^^^
Price 5 Cents

"Beauty Market" Finished
Katherine MacDonald has finished
Film Folks, "The Beauty Market" for First NaWid's Film andWest
44th St.,
Daily at 71-73
tional. It will be released in OcWID'S FILMS and tober.
by
Y.,
INC.

Friday, October 17, 1919
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Sales Man At Studio
Just so as he can sec how they
are made. Universal has placed William K. Howard as sales representative at Universal City.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Business
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
WID'S
to
communications
71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt
Telephone:
Hollywood, California:
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Carroll Forms
Company
Albany — Earl Carroll, the muse
writer, has formed a company known
as the Earl Carroll, Inc., to deal in
motion pictures. The capital is
$50,000.
Cincinnati Prices Up
Cincinnati — Prices have gone up
at the leading theaters here. The
increase averages less than 5 cents.
Managers say that the increase in
their houses is 50 per cent, less than
the increase in other cities.

Smith to Direct Mix
— Cliff Smith, who diLos Angeles
rected a numl)er of William S. Hart
Triangle films, will direct Tom Mix
for Fox. Mix's first film under the
Bid Asked Last Sale new contract will be "Three Gold
Famous Players 108K'
1103/i 109
Loew, Inc
35
36>4 36
Triangle
M
^
^ Coins." Sinel, Art Manager
U. Pict. Prod.
19
19
19
Joseph Sinel, formely with a San
has
company,
printiiigWorld Film
—
—
H Francisco
been placed in charge of First National's art department.
Perrill of Dayton Here.
"Bill" Yearsley is responsible.
Urlin Perrill, publicity manager of
Loew's
Dayton theater, is in New
York.

Quotations

Studio In Florida
Tampa, Fla.— The Superb Filin
Corp. will build a studio adjoining
the Palma Ceia golf links. The
president of the company is a H. A.
Kelly. The studio will have a developing plant 88 by 96 feet, a stage
75
by
150
feet, and a pool 40 by "75
feet.

"Jim — my own brother — my God"
"Florence!

did this happen?"

"One night last Summer, when"

When an Exhibitor
wants to see how
"Has Lawrence ever proposed to you?"
many people he can
crowd into his house
— he

"Yes,

uses Ritchey

posters.

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
40$W.3UtSl.,N.Y. Phone aelM* 8388

a year

By

Carefuland Handling
Lowest Laboratory Insurance Rate
In America
Releases
- - - Commercial Work
1457 Broadway
Fort Lee
Bryant 9500
221

KWALITY
E/XEL

just

now — but

I refused J

"I would not marry him without first telling him
his wife?"
him."
everything."
"Where did you get that idea — out of a book?
Do ILl
you think he would tell you of his affairs?"
"I don't know — I suppose not."

"A girl who has made one mistake is still goodj^i
enough for any man — and if she hasn't, she's too good!"W3
(To be continued.)

NEGATIVES
Protected

ago — and

"Do you mean that you are not good enough to be

Aschers in Minneapolis.
(Sptcial to WID'S DAILY)
Minneapolis — Ascher Bros, it is reported, will build a 3,500 seat theater
here.
The theater will be part of a project to cost $3,000,000. There will be
four buildings constructed in downtown Minneapolis. The theater is
planned between the office building
to be built and a hotel on Seventh
Street and Second Avenue South.

When

Scene and Dialogue from the Gripping Human-Interest

Dr

The House Without Children
Robert McLaughlin, Author
STATE

ROBERT

W.

PRIEST,

RIGHTS

TIMES

HANDLED

BLDG.,

BYArgus, Prodt"!

NEW

YC

Six

sM^

on "Brat"
asive Bookings
Louis. — Naziroova in "The
s playing six theaters here at
TC time. Total bookings a^: 21 days. The theaters are
Shenandoah, Juniatta, Grand:int, Lindale and Pershing's.

Horowitz
to Have
Akron
Theater
Cleveland. — H. E. Horwitz, owner
of the Olympic, Broadway and E.
55th St. here, has closed for the
Rialto now in course of construction at Akron. The theater will
have a $20,000 organ installed. Opening date about Jan. 1, 1920.

)it.— "The Brat," with Naziis playing three of the best
in town at the -same time:
Jestic, Orpheum and Regent,
heater has it for one week.

Prizma Inventor Honored
Pittsburgh. — At a meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers at the William Penn Hotel,
William Van Daren Kelly, inventor
of the Prizma camera was presented
illie Rhodes Drops Part
with a gold medal in appreciation of
special to (FID'S DAILY)
Angeles. — Because of the his scientific accomplishment.
of William
Parsons,
Billie
Reginald Hammerstein has been
will not appear in "Hearts made an assistant director at the
played
be
will
part
Her
iske."
lor Field.
Selznick
plant. He's a cousin of
Elaine.

IT'S

DAILV

Fox Girl Wins Beauty Praise
Edna Nichols, a film inspector for
Fox, has been called one of six most
beautiful women in New York. The
judges in the contest were D. W.
(jriffith, Harrison Fisher and George
M. Cohan.
She still inspects films.
New Theater Planned
{Special to If ID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Claude E. Haskell,
now managing the Garrick here
plans to remodel the theater and
enlarge it so as to include the entire
corner.
Alhambra, Los Angeles Sold.
Los Angeles — The Millers have
sold their interest in the Alhambra
theater here to M. Gore and Ray of
Ray's Garden. The theater will he
renovated.

COMIxNG.

ROMANY
'WHERE

LOVE RUNS

ROBERTSON-COLE

t a doctor
seble Boxes? Watch
"irst Treats.
idney" Reynolds
ME PICTURES (Inc.)

ESS MEREDYTH
i

and

ILFRED LUCAS
Mting and Directing

itralian Features

ress
Snowy Baker
m,)xford Street
'iey, N. S. W. Australia
is Address

d-

Si wing Sydney"

WILD"

PRODUCTIONS

Friday, October 17, 1919.
Truex Comedy in Chicago.
Ernest Truex is in Chicago, where
he will film the second of his comedies for Paramount. He will also appear in "The Bashful Hero," on the
stage while there.

bM^

m
Friday, October 17, 1919.
Near Panic
Sidney Reynolds was responsible
for a near-panic the other day when
scenes for the Pauhe staged some
line serial on board the municipal
ferry boat, Leonia.
The captain of the boat didn't
know what kind of stunts were going to be shot and when Pauline
dived into the river the captain and
passengers received a fright.

Noble to Direct for Selznick
John W. Noble has been engaged
to direct for Myron Selznick. His
O'Brien,
star will
first
od. be Eugene
it
is understo

THE

PUNCH

SCENES

of a big picture are not always available for still photography— they are
absolutely essential for lobby displays. We take these scenes from
the film and achieve excellent results
in 40 X 60 paintings. Some on exhi'em
over. bition at our Salesrooms. Look
KR4TJS MFG. CO.
i ■»> Floor
220 W. 42nd
Tel. St.,
S«07 Bryant

Three Screens in One.
The screen at the Capitol which
will be used for scenics and educational subjects will be composed of
tlirec screens in one. Pillars of silk
will separate the screen on which
actual projection of the subjects
will take place. On each side of
this will be two other screens which
will have special projection and on
which will be shown various color
effects. Thus if a waterfall is being
shown on the principal sheet the
accompanjang screens will show
appropriate colors.

DAILV

Due in Monday

Picture Man Electrocuted
Columbus, O. — John ^Robinson,
owner of a picture theater at Mapleton, la., was electrocuted when
he went to turn on the power in
the projection booth.
Goldwyn Organizes a Band
Culver City. — Goldwyn has organized a brass band all of its ovvn.
Bert Crosland is the leader and Victor Schertzinger who composed musical scores for Tom Ince before
becoming a director, will be director and music composer, Vic can
write music ,too.

AUTHOR AUTHOR"

Tarkington
Baker,
Unive
publicity chief and general mai
and Lowell Cash, his assistant
due back Monday.
Cash will
with his bride.

Camera Photography
Work
Trick
Animated Titles
Leaders
and Trailers
ART
FILM
145 W. 45th St.

AUTHOE
H.

H. H. VAN LOAN
Recent Releases:
Norma TalinAdee
"THH NHW MOON"
Earle Willlami In
•A ROOUB'S

ROMANCH"

5220^
Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

JACK CUNNINGHAM
Associated with
George Loane
Tucker
Productions
Hollywood, Gal.

MILDRED
No'v
"MARY

CONSIDINE

adapthig
MINDS

HER

George BUSINESS"
Weston's, Ladies
Home
Journal
Story for
Billie Rhodes
Current Release
"Under Suspicion"
A Universal feature
6621

St. Francis Court

Hollywood, Gal.

COMPLETE

J^KVaCEJIili

TITLED

ADTI/TIC lllUnRimMG;U)^&;i&rrEPIllG

Prodnc-

"A Woman of Pleasure"
Blanche Sweet Special

Markham

Building

HoUywood,

Calif.

LETTERING

rjx-r (0/ie liundrca Jitles^ Day.) rjg-j

JESSE D HAMPTON
Pr nctioDS

SMITH

Writer

J. ANTHONY

ROACH

"THE TRAIL OF THE

Productions

15 Chapters

Five years with Thos.
H. Ince
Current
"WHAT'S

Releases:

"APACHE"
TOUR

HUS-

"THB

BUSHBR"
BAND DOING?"

REX

TAYLOR

OCTOPUS"

Adapting

HAND

Original
for Wm.Waters",'
Desmond
"Dangerous

R. CECIL

William Fox

DANIEL F. WHITCOMB

ART TITLES

"The Pagan God"
starring H. B. Warner

Telephone S77041

"INNOCENT
CHEAT"
Ben
Wilson
Serial
Feature
In

Starring FRED STONE
First
National
NEY
BUTTE"
Starring
"THE TURNING POINT"
KATHERINE
MacDONALD
First National
Address 1741 N. Cherokee Av.
Hollywood, Calif.
FLY"

Representing the foremost
Anthers nf America and

Releases

Blackwell
tlons

Robertson Cole
DUKE OF CHIM-

"THE

Continuity and Specials

Originals— Titles—Continuities
Carlyle

MAURICE
TOURNEUR'S
•THE
BROKEN
BUTTER-

George Elwood Jenks

J. GRUBB ALEXANDER
Forthcoming

TIPTON
STECK
Coming Releases

EDNA SCHLEY

Bngland

and the screen
for

Original
Permanent

stories
Address

Hollywood, Calif.

E. RICHARD SCHAYER
Pictures
Built in the
SCRIPT— Not in the
Cutting Room
Now

with Goldwyn
Writing for
Oeraldine Farrar
and

Director Reginald Barker

CO.
Bryant

Ooldwyn Staff
Current Madge Kennedy
Release
"THE

WRONG

DOOR"

In Preparation :
"MORAN,
OP THB
'LADY
for TomLHTTT"
Moore "

7/«RECOCHIZ
AUTHORI?
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Moss After Theaters

$1,500,000 Studio

B.

S. Trip
Returns
New
England
— Plansfromat Least
Six
B. S. Moss returned to New York
from New England yesterday
whither he had gone in the interests
of a number of theaters which he
will build there.

)perty

for Selznick
Plant Purchased in Long Island City.
'roperty for the Eastern studio of
znick Pictures, which was aninced some time back has just
n purchased. The land is on what
:alled Thomson Hill, Long Island
y. It is 200 by 600 feet and is
ind by Queens Boulevard, Nott
;., Moore and Honeywell Sts. It
just north of the Packard service
:ion and Queensboro Bridge
za.

De Rosa and Pereira are the Moss
architects. There have been a series of meetings with them in the
past week or so going over plans.
the theaters will all be built like
the Hamilton in New York. They
will seat approximately 3,000. The
cities to be invaded are: Utica N
Y.:
Mass.; Brockton, Mass •
PortQuinc
land,y, Me.;
Bangor, Me.; and
Lewiston, Me. Because of the Poli
arrangement with the United Booking office in Springfield, Moss will
not be able to build there.
Convention in Minneapolis

land wasInc.,
bought
by the Selzc"heStudios,
a subsidiary
of
znick Pictures, formed in Albany
ut two weeks ago for the express
pose of building the studio and
dling its affairs.

'he property was valued at $200,, and the studio complete is exted to cost in the neighborhood of
00,000.

(fiy JVire to fVID'S DAILY)
Minneapolis.— There will be an exhibitors' convention here for three
days, beginning October 27 and lastmg to the 29th.
The exhibitors from all of the
middle west are expected to attend.
The Dyckman Hotel will be head-

dton Organizes New Company
mmett Dalton has sold Ohio for
yond the Law" to Sol. Lesser,
Masterpiece Film Corp. of Clcve-

alton also closed out Illinois and
iana to The Doll-Van Co. of ChiD and Indianapolis to J. F. Cuby of First National of Minnelis, Minnesota, Wiscon.s!n, North
South Dakota and to A. H.
ik of Desmoines, Iowa and Ne;ka.
. H. Hulsey, Dallas, purchased
rights to Texas, Oklahoma and
ansas.
alton has just completed the orzation of The Great Western
ures Corp. with headquarters in
r York, and he will leave for the
t shortly with a company to lake
ries of two and five-reel western
luctions that will be written by
iam A. Lathrop, author of "Love
e in Picardy," "The Man That
er Grew Up."
ilton wlil appear personally in
if the productions.

Powers Special Dividend
)wers Film Products, Inc., of
has deYork and Rochester,
:d a special dividend of 5 per
on its capital stock payable on
30th to the stockholders
of
rd at the close of business Oct.

lis company has entered the secyear of its existence and within
past six months
has declared
dividends.
The factories and
ratories at Rochester,
Nl Y|.,
just been increased. .The comhas doubled its capacity.

Price 5 Cents

Saturday, October 18, 1919.

quarters.
"Bluebird" for Kiddies
At the Rivoli this morning Dr.
The vamp once went a little too far in "A Virtuous Vamp," with
Riesenfe
ld will present Maeterlinck's
Constance Talmadge, a John Emerson-Anita Loos production, distrib- "The Bluebird
" at the special chiluted by "First National."
Advt.
dren's performance conducted by
Mischa Appelbaum. The feature of
the showing will be the organ score,
an original idea of Dr. Riesenfeld.
And Other Lew Cody Features Se- Ziehm Secures Hall Room Boy SeUsually the Applebaum Saturday
ries
for
Foreign
Distribution
cured by Robertson Cole
morning
children'-s showings include
Robertson Cole yesterday closed
Arthur Ziehm, manager of Gold-' a lecture by Applebaum.
contracts with Sydney L. Cohan for wyn's foreign department, has purchased for the foreign market the
six Lew Cody specials, the first of
of Hall Room Boy comedies.
which "The Beloved Cheater" will series
There are 26 in the series which
be released almost immediately.
are
produced by the National Film All Located in Texas and Oklahoma
Five more Cody features will be released during the next year. They Corp. of America, with Flanagan
Part of His Southern Circuit.
will be released as Robertson Cole and Edwards and handled domesti{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
cally by Harry and Jack Cohn.
specials, Gasnier productions.
Dallas, Tex. — Marcus Loew has
bought 8 theatres in Texas and Oklahoma.
Judge to Universal
Horace Judge, who has been diThese theatres are located in
It was reported in film circles last
rector of publicity and advertising Houston, San Antonio, Waco, Fort
with
United
Picture
Theaters
for
night that contracts were being
Worth, Wichita Falls, Oklahomi^
drawn up whereby Lewis J. Sel/.- something over a year, will join the
nick would have a very active part advertising staf? of Universal. Judge City, Tulsa and one here.. They will
came to United from the business be added to Loew's Southern Circuit
in the management of World Film.
managership of Charles Dillingham, and the first one will open Nov. 13,
in Houston under the Loew manageKlaw & Erlanger and George C. ment.
Equity Pictures Authorized
Tyler
companies.
Judge,
who
is
a
{lit! Wire to WIDS DAID)
'
.Albany. — The
Equity
Pictures graduate of London, (Eng.) University, came to this country some
Corp. of Delaware,
has been aaExhibitors' Ball Nov. 3
/
The bal lof the Cinema Exhibitors
thorized
to do business
in New 16 years ago. Theodore Liebler, Jr.,
Association
will
be
held
at
Hunts
York State.
Joseph I. Schnitzer -; will temporarily take up the pub- Pt. Palace, Nov. 3.
licity work at United.
named as representative.

"Beloved Cheater"

Buys 25 Comedies

Loew Buys Eight

Selznick-World

— jaii4^^ME7

Saturday, October 18, 1919.
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Blvd.

Quotations
Bid Asked Last Sale
Famous
Players
106 109 107i/^
Loews,
Inc
36
37 36
Triangle
13/16
7/8 13/16
Un'td Pict. Prod
18
19 18
World Film
—
—
3^
Eastman Kodak Dividend
Rochester. — The .Eastman
Kodak
Company has declared an extra dividend of 2^ per cent.
Another Story for Fox
Fox has purchased "The Last
Straw" by Harold Titus. The story
is now appearing in serial form in
Munsey's. Breaking Records
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — "The Thunderbolt,"
Katherine MacDonald's first release
for First National, opened at Balaban & Katz's Riviera last week, and
broke all existing box office records
for that period.
The Riviera had previously played
Nazimova in "The Brat," Mary
Pickford in "Daddy Long Legs."
Competing With Himself
Detroit. — Showing two Metro pictures in two theatres owned by the
same man is the latest stunt here.
E. C. Bostick booked "Please Get
Married" for the Merrill and "Lombardi, Ltd.," for the New Strand. He
did big business at both theatres.
Another Big House.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Great Falls,. Mont.— A 2,000 seat
capacity motion picture theater will
he built here this winter. House to
be coiTipleted next June. Great
Falls capital is backing the proposition. Le Roy V. Johnson, at present manager of the Alcazar, will be
manager.
.. Ihe
'"^'"^^ Joyce has started work on
Sporting
Duchess"
for Vitagraph.

Incorporations

(Special
Hollywood.
play Co. has
the Hole,"
with Joseph

to WllJ'S DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
— The Alki're PhotoAlbany,
N. Y.—
Who's Who
completed "An Ace in .America, Inc..
incorporated
underin
their first production the laws of Delaware has been auBennett, the star.
thorized to engage in the various
branches of the motion picture business in this state. The company
Bryant Washburn, under the direction of Donald Crisp, has started "•ill be represented by Aleck A.
"Too Much Johnson,''' the famous Smith, 35 W. 39th St., New York.
stage farce by William
Gillette.
.\lbany, N. Y. — The Associated
The Oakley-Super Quality Prod., E.xhibitors. Inc.. of Manhattan, will
Inc., have signed Texas Guiman for manufacture and deal in motion pican indefinite period for a series of
ture films, build and maintain theawestern features to be sold on the
ters. Capital. $100,000. Directors,
state rights basis.
Laurence L. Cassidy. Arthur R.
Walsh and Winfield Bonynge. 1482
Tom Santschi, who is playing lead Broadway, New York City.
in the Catherine Curtis feature, being
produced at Hayden Lake, Oregon,
Albany,
N. Corp.
Y.— The
Gotham
Motion Picture
of Kings
County.
was badly injured by a horse fracturing three of his ribs and breaking Capital, $5,000. Will engage in all
his arm.
branches of the motion picture business. Ignatz Geiger. Sidney Noble
Minnie Noble, 773 Quincy St.,
Al St. John returns from Fresno, and
Brooklyn.
where he has been shooting some
scenes for his second Paramount
Lynch In Little Rock
comedy, using the County Fair for
atmosphere.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Little Rock, Ark. — The Lynch enterprises will build a theatre here at
Gale Henry will act as her own diSixth and Main Sts.
rector in her forthcoming release.
J. Frank Shea has been named as
James Tynan has been engaged by manager for the Palace, now conThos. H. Ince in the publicity detrolled by Lynch. Charles G. Branpartment. Tynan is well known in ham, is also here attending to matters for Lynch.
this capacity, having served with
Chaplin, Arbuckle and Julien Eltinge.
Midnight
Show at California
• Los Angeles. — For the first time
Brentwood Film has signed Betty
Blythe as lead in the big photo in its history, the California theatre
drama which Henry Kolker is about played a midni.ght performance. The
to direct.
feature was "Lombardi. Ltd.," with
Bert Lytell and was held on the last
Little Frankie. Lee has been en- night of the picture's run.
gaged by Goldwyn to plaj' an imNew Detroit House.
portant role in the next picture starring Will Rogers.
(Special
WID'S to DAILY)
Detroit
— A totheater
be called the
La
SalJe
Garden
will
be
erected here
Doris Pawn has been signed by
Goldwyn for an indefinite period. with a seating capacity of 2,500.
The house will be built at 14th
Her latest release will be with Tom
Aloore.
.\venue and Ferry Park. The company behind the project includes
Charles W. Munz, B. R. Williams,
EddiePolo has- returned with hi*
of them
company from Great Britain where and H. E.terested inApplegate,
the Palace ell
theater
here. inv\iork on "The Thirteenth Hour," his
new serial, has been going on for the
Kohn Heads Calgary Managers.
past five months. Production will be
finished at Universal City.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Calgary, Alberta — George Kohn,
W. Christie Cabanne started Sat- of LTniversal Film Co., Ltd., was
urday at the Universal Studio on elected president of the Film Ex"The Triflers," featuring Edith Robchange Managers Association, Calerts, Forrest Stanley and David But- arary Division at the annual meeting
ler.
held last week.
Besides the meeting, the exchange
Harry Franklin, former Metro di- liser.
men held a banquet in the Hotel Palrector, has contracted, to do three
pictures with Harry MacLaren at
Besides Kohn, the following were
Universal and has started on the first elected: Norman Smith, Specialty
Film Co., vice-president: B. Ginsproduction, "Rou,ge and Riches."
berg, secretary.
Jack Ford is now directing Jim
The club will secure permanent
Corbett at Universal. The following
quarters.
cast has been .selected for "The
Hollywood, Calif. — Jack Holt has
Prince of Avenue A."
been signed by J. L. Frothingham to
Thos. H. Inre entertained SO sec- appearas star and head of his own
retaries representing, the various producing company. Frothingham is
Chambers
of Commerce of Cali- interested in the Bessie Barriscale
fornia.
features released by Robertson Cole.

L. J. is surely spreading

out!

First Release December 1.
Screen Follies will be released
Capital Film Co. Dec. 1.
Myron
Selznick
announces
tl
"The Woman
Came" is the title
the story that will be used by Eldi
Hammerstein
for her third
Se^
nick production.
It was written
Frank Dazey and Leighton Osmi
Buys Culver City Studios.
(Special
WID'S
DAILY)Supi
Culver City to
— The
Romayne
film Co. has purchased from tj
Harry H. Culver Co. two picture s
Essanay.
dios known as the Boise City and %
J. E. Kelly is one of the imports
members of the Romayne
Co.
was formerly production manager
Tom Ince.
The studios will be i
prpved"Bill'
upon.
s" Last Fishing Trip
"Bill" Yearsley
is now away
his last fishing trip of the year.

POOR
HOUSES
result from
weather

rainy

— unless

RITCHEY posters
are on display.

RITCHEY

LITHO.
CORP.
40$W.3UlSt.,N.Y. rhone OidN* nsS

aM^
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Theater Burns

House Changes

e^v^s

No. 85
rUM,
MASS.
— New
World'sto
made as warship
is added
r. Destroyer "Keid" is launclied
fter laying ol keel.
[A, KY. — $.50,000 to the winners.
1 of enthusiastic race fans
im all parts of the country to
nous derby.
V, KNGLAND — First pictures
ional railway strike in Britain
alyzed the transportation syst entire kingdom.
I C.AL- — Battle with birds on
plane — unique and exclusive
if an air patrol covering rice
combat
thousands
of invading

AM, M.4SS. — Spectacular blaze
mber yard — city's fire fighters
in combating one of the worst
i on record.
E I>IMELIGHT— "Hello, New
ies MicBael Gilhooley, age 14,
pion
stowaway
of five contlhis fate is being decided by
>n head.
lilFORNIA — Belgium's rulers
grandeur of Kocky Mountains,
•ty views
majestic
scenery
of
Canyon.
VGTON, n. C. — Wonder will
sel A fast-flying seaplane is
at which
couple
is united
in
of matrimony.
— D'Annunzio in Fiume!
Ftw*
iisive
pictures
of
entry
of
o and Ills troops
into Flnme,
claimed
by
Italy
and
Jugo-

11 Buys "High Speed"
Hall has purchased "High
:he racing story written by
H. Stagg.
3 Miller will start produc!t Monday in the Hallmark
8th St. Edward Earle and
iulette will be the princi-

isy Week for Realart
t air fussed over following
gs in past week:
;rs
Allan
rod., of
first Fortune,"
release.

of Green Gables" finished.
c sign atop Hotel Herrhitto work,
lent home in Winfield Bldg.
1. ■
)v.
Kniskern
reports greatest
of new
contracts
in one
date.
Wilkinson tells J. S. Woody
usiness in Buffalo.

$750,000 Company.
Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Del. ^Summit Photoplays,
,ew film company has been
lere with a capitalization of
A. W. Britton, Samuel B.
and George
V. Reilly of
•k were named as incorporahey are representatives
of
'•>. Corporation Co., of New

Topeka,
Kan. — Grand
leased
McCaflFery and A. D. Birch.

by

Quick Work
Thirty reached
minutes aafter
WID'S
DAILY
certain
office a one-inch ad offering two
railroad tickets to Los Angeles was read and the phone
was used with the result that
five minutes later the tickets
were sold. The advertiser was
happy; so, was the purchaser,
who saved $80.

Boston, Mass. — Park to run long
en^gement pictures.
Jackson, Tena. — ^Jackson Ente»^
prise Co. take over Lyric and road
■hows of Marlowe.

Cdlumbua, Ga. — Springer Open
Hoase being re-roodeled. ImproT*'
menu will co*t $10,000.
Boston, Mass. — Shawmut Investment Co., buys Beacon theater on
Tremont St.

Milford, Mass. — Milford Opera
House to be taken over by Elm
Amusement Co.
Minneapolis, Minn. — Twin City
Amusement Trust Estate takes over
Lyndale.
Bradentown,
Fla. — D. B.
acquires the New Wallace.

Sutton

Elmira,
N. Y. — Manager
Walter
"To the author with a moving, liv- to build stage in Amusu.
ing story, which is capable of visualization, the screen offers a treChsdron, Neb. — North and Blanmendous medium and the greatest chard
of Denver, leai« Rex.
audience
the
world
has
ever
seen."
Alma,
Neb. — F. D. Grenne boys
— Rex Beach.
RlaltQ.

ROBERTSON- COLE SPECIAL

Riverside. — TheLoring was completely destroyed by fire. Total loss
was approximately $75,000. Howe
& Merrill were the owners. It was
one of the most up-to-date small
theaters in the southwest.
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Putting It Over

KINOGRAMS
A GT.IJIPSE INTO THE FIREMA"N"S
Ql'IET LIFE — St. Louis department
stages thrilling stunt as an object lesson for fire preventions.
ISV.VXCOUVEB
TOURS
PRINCE
L.VNI) — His HisUness of AVales visits
many small towns in British Columbia
anrt is given a warm welcome by the
people.
DEFE.\TS BROWN — UnCOLGATE
usual pictures of the gridiron battle at
Hamilton, New York, in which Colgate
eleven rolls up a 14-0 score.
<;RAPE festival FOR ORHOLD
PHANS— Society folic gather at San Anto raise funds to make little
Cal.,
selmo,
folk happy and incidentally have a good
time themselves.
CAINSPECTS
GORGAS
DOCTOR
XAL — Surgeon (ieneral of army who has
Central
of
tour
just returned from
America in his fight against disease is
railroad.
inspecting the Panama
seen
BULL
OF THE
TRAIL
THE
ON
a hunting
of
pictures
Unusual
MOOSE —
expedition in New Brunswick, Canada,
in which the hunters successfully stalk
their quarry.
AVINS LATONIA
HATTER
MAD
STAKE — Great crowd gathers in rain
to see horses in battle over muddy course
for the .$50 000 stake.
IN
RECORD
SPEED
NEW
SET
DESTROYER— The Reid is
BUILDING
launched at Sijuahtum, Mass. just thirty
is laid
plate
first keel
the
after
days

Here is hoiu a b rother
iior put his shoiv over.
Send
Let the other
along your ideas.
exhibcleaned
fellow
k noiv ho<w
up.
Marcus

Loew

In the Courts

Seattle Note

"

World Film has been sued in the
Supreme Court for an injunction and

accounting over the film "The
\ American Way." by Francis P. Cronin and Minnie Robinson, who sue
as owners of the vaudeville playlet
of the same name, written in 1917.

went into extensive

Herman Katz and John E. Deexploitation on "The Right to Hap- Wolf have filed an answer in the
Supmere Court to a suit by William
piness," with Dorothy Phillips.
u
One week in advance ofyo the show- C. Potter to recover damages because the defendants agreed to buy
ing of the picture the orchestra in all
of the Loew theaters played "The from him $5,000 of stock in Paralta
Rachmaninofif," a selection synibolic Plays and have refused to do so.
of the picture. A card on the stage The defendants make a denial.
announced what it was.
In the Avenue B. house and the
As the result of a quarrel between
Palace, in a thickly populated sec- Jerome and Walter R. Rosenberg
tion of Brooklyn, special midnight
who conduct the Savoy Theater,
performances were given. In con- 34th St., Supreme Court Justice
junction with the picture appeared
the Russian Balalaika Orchestra and Wagner has appointed Saul J. Baron
the Russian Cathedral Quartette as receiver of the theater with a bond
$15,000 pending an action by Jethey appeared at the Park, where the of
nership.
film ran for five weeks.
rome Rosenberg to dissolve the partLoew varied from his usual method
in that seats were reserved for these
performances.
The jury before Supreme Court
' "how NO MAN'S LAND
APPEARS
AT NIGHT — Kemiirkable night pictures
Justice Greenbaum, which heard the
in
of \v!>r's pyr.iteclinics photographed
suit of the Torpedo Film Corp.
Chicago.
-San Francisco — An elaborate proSO' 'fF"'
'--^ ' ' SHTI'S DURING
logue was staged at the Tivoli in against the Lewis J. Selznick EnSTRIKE—^"'*"" T n-s'^orenipn walk out
terprises torecover money paid for
army offiri '
' •"• •>--ken, N. .1., find a connection with the showing of "The
way to n"-r' »--n«ports.
Girl From Outside." The curtain negatives of the film, "Anna Pe> nv WORL went up on a semi-dark stage while trovna," and who saw the negatives
DI ST I
on a screen in the darkofif-stage music was supplied by a displayed
ened courtroom, failed to agree.
I
male quartet.
Standing on the stage, at the left,
was a local actress, dressed in furs.
Supreme Court Justice Hendrick
GsrtruJe!• Sdby Engaged
At the conclusion of the quartette has signed an order discontinuing a
number, she recited Robert W. Ser- suit by Benjamin H. Freedman
{Sitecial to ir/D'.S DAILY)
Chicago.— The ergagement of
against Jacques Cibrario for the apvice's "The Spell of the Yukon."
The backdrop represented the
pointment of a receiver of a partGertrude •Selby, the Robertson Cole
nership between them and for an
Strand comedy star, to Townsend northern seas with icebergs in the
Netcher, son of Mrs. Mollie Netcher near distance. The Northern Lights accounting of the profits. Freedman alleged that the firm had made
•Newbury, owner of the Boston store, were flashed across the skies, a dumhas been announced. Miss Selby is
my Eskimo was seen paddling a na- profits of more than $300,000 to date
now in California.
tive canoe and there were two other but that Cibraro has the funds under his control and refuses to share
canoes in the foreground. Above the
water there appeared the heads of the profits.
two walruses. Snowshoes and other
Triple Optiqal Enlargements
articles appropriate to an Alaskan
When the application of the Piedare maie by our own pate>ted apsetting also were included in the
mont Pictures Corp. f(3r an injiincparatus whicfc permits us to extract
scene,
all
having
been
secured
from
important tcenes from film and make
tion against the Tyrad Pictures rea
local
furrier
without
cost.
tiaem into large paintings up to Mx60
straining the defendant from selling
inches. Some oi these are on exhibition at our salesrooms.
ERAUS MFO. CO.
220 West 42nd St.
New York City
Tel. 3607 Bryant
17th Floor

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National and Speer Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

CHARLES

F.

CAMPBELL,

Inc.

A'-ch".S:'5?i^°'' 14 W.31rtSt.,N.Y.

negatives of "And the Children
Pay" to anyone but the plaintif? for
Charged
With
Swindle
exhibition outside of the United
{Sptidal to WW'S DAILY)
States and Canada came before SuChicago. — Alfred Tanzer, manager
preme Court Justice Gavegan ,the
of the Milwaukee branch of a big parties did not appear and it was
producing company, John DeLo- marked ofif.
renzo, film salesman, and Frank M.
DeLorenzo, film salesman of MilRapf Going West
waukee ,have been arrested in connection with an alleged swindle of
Harr Rapf leaves for California
$75,000 from the Chicago, North this week. He will stay on the coast
•Shore & Milwaukee electric road. busy.
indefinitely with the, Selznick coast
Edgar Weisner, of Omaha, Neb., production activities to keep him
said to be the promoter of a film
producing concern, and two conIt has not yet been decided what
ductors of the road were also taken stars will go west to produce.
into custody following disclosures of
the Burns detective agency.
Ross With Realart
Frank Ross, who hails from Kansas, whence come Arthur Kane and
John Pond Fritts, will handle the
trade paper publicity for Realart.
Ross was formerly with the Evening World.

Seattle
— Al.to Rosenberg,
{Special
WID'S DAI,
manager
the returned
De Luxe- f
Film Co.of has
honeymoon in California.
Mike Rosenberg has left
iness trip to San Francisco
Angeles, where he will cot
Sol Lesser.
Fred W. Norman is the ri
ager of American Films inj
cific Northwest. He arri\(
Detroit last week.
Al Bloom, former assist
i
1 ager of the Seattle Metro q
severed
connection
company his
to become
managj■«
jSeattle branch of the West
ter Co.
New Speed Camera
The
first pictures,
it is
ever taken by a motion pict
era at the rate of one fifte<
andth
of a second
will
shortly
by Earle
Emlay
newly invented Stereospeed
The new machine can
separate photographs a sect
finishing touches to the ca;
now being made in the
laboratory. Motion Picture
ing Co. of America cont
manufacture of the new car
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)ldwyn Studio

Binney in Canada

letails— $50,000 to Be Spent
on Improvements.
gh Goldwyn officials refuse
n that Goldwyn has secured
t Sulzer's Park, Second Ave.
1 St., for a siudio, it is unthat the transaction preoted last week for the propmade in behalf of Goldwyn.
IS of the lease which was
the Harlem River Park
:nt Co. with one Hotchkiss,
ing Goldwyn, call for a ren,000 a year for the first five

Promoting
Canadian
Photo-Play
Prod.'s Ltd. with Half Million
Capital.

■ and
$28,000
annually a year
for the
for $33,000
for
ining seven years. Approx>50,000 will be spent in al-

astbaum in Chicago
cial to WW'S DAILY)
3 — Jules Mastbaum and
: D. Boggs of the Stanley
imerica were here on the
in their trip through the
ley are taking a six weeks'
the purpose of spreading
zy idea in theater operation
possible extension of the
nterests.
kowski with Carewe.
Jerkowski, studio manager
rt Capellani, left Saturday
)rnia, where he will hold a
Dsition with the Edwin Cad.. Inc.
Her on Another Trip.
Schiller,
Marcus
Loew's
representative,
left New
end of last week on a trip
uthern territory. He makes
luarters in Atlanta.

iirray With International.
urray has been placed unig term contract with Inil Film. She will play feds in Cosmopolitan Prod.
)us Players release. Robird, her husband, will prob;t some of her pictures.

Price 5 Cents

Bathing with her clothes on is nothing to Mary Pickford in the First
National Special Feature, "Heart O' The Hills," adapted from the story
by John Fox, Jr.
Advt.

Fisher Wins Suit

New Space Leased

Appellate Division Upholds Court of
Appeals Decisions on Publication
Rights.
The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court has upheld the decision of the Court of Appeals regarding publication rights of the
"Mutt
and
Bud Fisher. Jeff" cartoons, drawn by

Famous
Educational
Department
Takes Part of Moss Offices.
The Educational Department of
Famous Players, under direction of
Nathan H. Friend, has leased part
of the office room occupied by B. S.
Moss at 110 West 42d Street. Moss
occupies
on but
the
Sixth
Ave.allsideof ofthethe" floor
building,
Famous Players have part of the
second floor. The art and scenario
departments
of Paramount
Magazine will be housed
here.

The Court of Appeals originally
issued an injunction restraining the
Star. Co. (William R. Hearst) from
These staffs were formerly at 120
using
the words
"Mutt
and Jeff"
connection
with any
mention
or usein ^Vest 41st St., but the directors and
actual production forces are now
of the cartoons.
'
Hearst tried to prove that the in- tiiere.
junction
invalidated
the
copyright
}riffith for P.-A. Ready.
Fighting Sunday Shows.
t D. W. Griffiith picture for la\y and that the author can only be
Mt. Vernon — Local minisiers
protected for a certain length of
it-.\rtcraft will be "Scarlet time, after which period his works have organized the City Minister's
story of California and the
fight proposed Sunday picwere public property. The court /- sso. to tures.
There will be a special
refused to recognize this.
^ Seymour and Ralph
nieeting to-morrow, at which time
re in the cast. Famous
Fox handles the cartoons on the tie. vote will be taken on the measnil release it November 30. screen.

Toronto — Harold J. Binney is proY'
WW'S DAIL
ialthe to
{Specmoting
Canadian
Photo-Plays
Productions, Ltd., and is using big
newspaper space here regarding the
enterprise. A page ad. in the Toronto Sunday World said, in part:
"Shake hands with a Wonderful
Opportunity — Fortunes Have Been
Made in the Picture Industry — Anything Connected with the Film Business That Has Real Merit and Good
Management is Reasonably Certain
to Meet with Success — The Film
Production Business is One of Proven Great Possibilities and One That
Has Shown Enormous Returns on
the Capital Invested — Canadian Photo-Play Productions, Limited, is the
Pioneer Company in Canada and
May Amount to a Monopoly, With
No Competition — That There is a.
Real Demand for Canadian-Made
Films is Unquestioned, and it is reasonable to Expect That Canadian
Photo-Play Productions, Should
Prove a Tremendous Success."
Following this was a reproduction
of the proposed front elevation of the
studio after wlrch followed a photo
of Binney, saying in part:
"Mr. Binney is one of the pioneers
in the moving picture world. He began some fourteen years ago, and
since that time has been identified
with some of the largest producing

companies, such as "Biograph," the
old "I. M. P.," "Universal," and "Keystone." During this time he made
pictures of Mary Pickford, King
Baggot, Ford Sterling, Sydney Chaplin, Roscoe Arbuckle, Raymond
Hitchcock, Weber and Fields, Eddie
Foy and Mabel Normand
"Most picture fans will recall the
Josh Binney comedies, featuring
"Funny Fatty Filbert." This was
one of the most successful brands of
comedies ever put on the market.
"Mr. Binney has ceased all other
picture activities to become DirectorGeneral of Canadian Photo-Play
Productions, Ltd., and with him at
theIn helm
successof istheassured.
the center
page "was a big
black 7 showing seven reasons why
the company would make money.
The reasons, %et forth in black type,
are:
"1— The proven ab'Iity of Harold
J. Binney as a producer.
"2 — The permanent
Board of Directors will be elected by the shareholders themselves, who
will be
(Continued on Page 2)
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Binney in Canada
(Continued from Page

1)

ers'
sharehold
a general
called to
has been
as $100,000
as soon
meeting
subscribed by the general public.
9aL I No. 19 Monday, October 20. 1919 Price 5 Cents Present subscribers include some of
the biggest and most influential men
Film and Film Folks,
Copyright 1919, Wid's at
71-73 West 44th St
Published Daily
Inc.
of the city, which assures a board of
and directors that will safeguard the
New- York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS
FILM -FOLKS, INC.
ders' interests and conduct
F C ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- sharehol
urer- Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President an energetic and businesslike adminand Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
istration of the company's affairs.
Business Manager.
"3 — Marketing facilities under a
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, five-year coiitract with a New York
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
agency, one of the largest distributTerms (Postage free) United States, Outside
ing agencies of the world, guaranteeof Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
ing distribution of all films made and
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, approved by Harold J. Binney.
$15.00.
"4- — -The one vital thing needed in
Subscribers should remit with order.
Canada's
list of industries to place
Add'-'--;'!
all
communications
to
WID'S Canada before
the world.
DAILV, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
"5 — The wonderful popularity and
4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt
Telephone:
success of Vangie Valentine, Pauline
Hollywood, California:
Editorial
Offices:
6404
Hollywood
Blvd. Curley, and other stars, under contract to the company.
Phone, Hollywood 1603
Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd.
"6 — The constantly-increasing dePhone, Hollywood 106Z
mand for good pictures, as is evidenced by the increasing number of
theatres all over the world, and the
increasing popularity of the movies.
"7— The experimental period of the
Bid Asked Last Sale picture
industrv has passed. There
•famous Players ....107
1073^ 107/^ no longer remains a doubt, as its advantages are conceded. The growth
Loews,
Inc
363/i 37y2 37y,
Triangle
-13/16
7/8 13/16 of the industry has been by leaps and
bounds. It now ranks as the third
Utid. Pic. Prod
18
19
19
largest industry of the world, and is
"World Film
—
—
54 destined
to become the first. No
other industry can show as creditable
League Endorses "Evangeline."
The National Juvenile M. P. a record, or can off er _a more promLeague has written William Fox in
In ising
"A future."
Word About the Studio,"
the ad. said:
praise of "Evangeline."
"The studio will consist of all modern facilities, inclijding a large stage
350 Features in 5 Months.
The Non-Theatrical Department — 65 ft X 120 ft. — a laboratory for developing, printing, and finishing
of Famous Players has produced
over 350 features in the five months films, a modern carpenter shop,
of its existence. These films are be- scene docks, property rooms, inodern
ing prepared at the rate of 40 dressing rooms and general offices;
also a projecting room or miniature
weekly.
theatre, accommodating 350 people.
There will also be a kitchen and dinArgus Film as Road Show.
ing room to accommodate 150 peoCleveland. — Leon Netter, who
ple. The general offices include offices for the various departments,
•controls "The House Without Chil-dren," in Ohio, is sending the pic- such as bookecping, casting, scenario
ture out as a road show.
and publicity, with private offices for
He has employed a company of the heads of the various departments,
and also for the Director General.
sctors to play two of the big scenes
.and 'a. singer for the song in the There will be a garage, also an indelast act.
The picture opens at the Grand
Opera house to-day.

Quotations

pendent power house, which will supply the electricity used for artificial
lighting.
"The studio stage will be equipped
with Cooper-Hewitt, Wohl & Kleigle
lighting equipment, to make possible
the photographing of as many as five
sets at once.
"The labc^-atory will be equipped
with the latest and most modern appliances for perforating, printing, developing, cutting, assembling and
The ad. went on.
"What others have done. Famous
Players-Lasky.
Metro, Pathe, World,
titling."
Goldwyn, Universal, Vitagraph. All
producing companies are all worth
millions today, and not one of thfem
started with more than a comparatively few thousand dollars.
Profits on Single Picture
" 'The Spoilers' earned in the first
two years, S2,0O0,O0O: 'Ramona'
earned in 18 months, $3,000,000; 'The
Birth of a Nation' up to 1917 had
earned $13,000,000; 'Intolerance' (the
most expensive picture ever made)
earned at one theatre alone more
than the production cost, viz., $2,000,000.
'"You can do it. What will your
decision be? We ask this question,
not doubting your decision, but to
bring to your mind the importance of
immediate decision — then action.
Many a good investment has been a
lost opportunity by indecision until
it was too late. This investment is
a real opportunity. When you weigh
tlie facts as outlined in this advertisement, your, decision will be to
In the all
same
purchase
you issue
can." was a lengthy
article about Binney and the great
strides made by the industry.
There was a second full page ad. in
the same paper offering the stock at
$10 a share.
"Saturday Night," another Toronto
paper, has this to say of the Binney
enterprise :
Mr. Binney arid His Wonderful
Opportunity.
".Shake hands with a wonderful opportuniy.
"This opportunity is offered by
Mr. Harold J. Binney.
"Mr. Binney is Direc^or-General of
Canadian Photo Play Productions,
Ltd.
{Continued
on tage 3)

(E

Showing

Curtis Film To-day.

There will be a showing of "Who's
Your Brother?" at the Assembly
Hall, Metropolitan Life Building,
Madison Ave. and 25d St., at 2:30
to-day.
The film was produced by the
Curtis Pictures Corp., of which L.
"Roy ures
Curtis
is president, and featEdith Taliaferro.
The invitations are being sent out
by the Executive Secretary of the
J^ew York Federation of Churches.

up his sleeve?

LATE NEVi
Man

wants

but litti

here

below, but

t.

wants that little a
dolled up.

\?

New Stage at Ince Pla
Culver
City. — The
Thoni: i
studio has added a new darsi

to its equipment.
Charles P '
ducted an old-fashioned ba
at the dedication.
Want

Stronger Censors!

Seattle.
— The
newly
or]
BAIL
to WID'S
{Special
Minute Women of Seattle
plied to the mayor to have,]
their number appointed asj
the
presentboard.
board They
is nq
the censor
h'
enough in its duties.

shall Icnow them,

For
Release

and the fruits of th
Ritchey poster ar

WHO'S WHO in th
DAILY NEWS
Produced by
Foundation Film Corp.,
1600 Broadway.
Arrangements
for Distribution
Pending.

what Jules Mastbail

"By their fruits y

Ready

Rapf Leaves the 25th.
Harry Rapf will leave for Califor_nia on the 2Sth, it is now definitely
"decided. He will take charge of
Selznick's studio there, as noted.

Wonder

FIRST RELEASE
SHOWING 1920
PRESIDENTIAL
POSSIBILITIES

increased box-offic
receipts.

RITCHEl

LITHO. eoioE».
406W.3I>tSt;,N.Y. rboneCMMt i

p^f:^aO0S'
Guts and

lij-m,
Flashes
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Change Title of Ince Special
Big Ad Splurge for Chautard Film
The title of the Thomas Ince spe"The Mystery of the Yellow
cial, formerly called Americanism,
Joe King, who has appeared in a
{Continued from Page 2)
Room,"
the
Emile
Chautard
picture,
has been changed to "Dangerous
number of Triangle pictures made
e has come to Toronto with his in California, will appear opposite will be backed by a $15,000 advertisElsie Janis in "The Imp," her sec- lies. ing campaign in the New York daiis out to sell stock,
epaiiy."
ond picture for Selznick.
in
Some elaborate stunts are being
ised
advert
has"
le company
and in
planned in connection with the Hours."
rorontd 'Star Weekly," not
Billie'
Burke
will
shortly
start
too
newspapers that are
on "Caesar's Wife," by Som- showing at the Broadway. The
ul what they put before their work erset
lobby will be decorated jvith yellow
Maughm.
rs.
as
the predominating color. Men
do not know what date Mr.
dressed in yellow will parade up
Ouida Bergere has scenarized and
down the Rialto while the
;y reached Toronto, but whatBroken Melody" for Famous Broadway stage will have on it a
it was, I imagine his reputation "The
Players. It will be produced
him shortly.
world preceded
le movie
replica murder
of the was
i-oomcommitted.
in which the
cinema
which
papers
t .any rate, I have
Bert Adlcr, who handles the exthat Mr. Binney has attempted
ploitation ofall Realart special, is in
"The
Women
in
the
Suitcase,"
art motion picture corporations with Enid Bennett, is nearing com- Broadway.
charge of the exploitation at the
nited States cities without suc- pletion.
ne note says he tried this in
;ton, Texas, stayed there sevLOOK FOR
months, closed up, and left for
da.
rior to that he had been in Los
;les, Cal., where it is said he had
playing 'extra' for a producing
)any.
"WHERE LOVE RUNS WILD"
-om Jacksonville, Florida, comes
lort which says that Mr. Banney
there making motion pictures
ROBERTSON-COLE SPECIAL
commercial purposes. All of
retouches
little
! reports add
:ing Mr. Binney. which are quite
linating, but which need not be
into here.
1 the Toronto advertisement of
,dian Photo Play Productions,
ted, I would assume that the
truction of the page display in
Star Weekly' constitutes a dibreach of the Ontario CompanLCt. Whether this is so or not is

Jinney in Canada

DAIIA^

ROMANY

AVAIIPICE

» the Attorney-General's D.epart: to decide. That department
been asked to give a ruling on
point.
t any rate, Toronto has already
several motion picture producfiascos, and if this city is to en)nce more into this business, it
; be under auspices other than
: offered by Mr. Harold J. Binwho has less chance to make a
;ss of this business here than in
of the places he briefly visited
departed from."
In Courts

preme Court Justice Greenbaum
directed a verdict for $311
ist Theodore Broadhead in a
by the Fairmount Film Corp.
;cover $280 paid him to release
ttachment against the negative
he film, "Hate." The attach: was issued in a suit by WalR". Stahl for two weeks' salary
inting to $240, and the Fairtit won the suit but was unable
;t the money back from Broad, who represented that he was
ty Marshal.

10UPMM

A wonderfully sympathetic study of budding womanhood wrought into a masterly picture with the genius of
Maurice Tourneur. It will
take its place with the few
really great pictures of the
Cast, story, direction and
box -office value t5^ically
year.
Tourneur.

ctor Schertzinger has completed
last scene of Mabel Normand's
ent feature and as soon as com:d Mabel will visit New York for
It three weeks.
iginald Barker
is spending
tion at Catalina Islands.

his

laUeatall ROBERTSON -COLE

EXCHANGES

\
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Putting It Over
Here is hoiu a brother exhibitor put his shoiu over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloiu kneiu how you cleaned
up.

Milwaukee. — "Twenty Minutes in
the Nickelodeon," is the title of a
unique feature that George Fischer,
manager, recently presented at the
Alhambra theater with fine results.
It is a feature that can be put on by
any manager and onei tnat is inexpensive.
The setting is most inexpensive, a
plain white screen hung in one, two
booths, one on each side of the screen
for the lecturer and the illustrated
song singer, a piano and drum, a
lecturer and a singer. This with the
slides and films complete the outfit.
The opening is a trailer showing
the calendar being turned back by
successive years from 1919 to 1909.
Then a trailer goes into a title which
reads, "Taking you back to the old
days."
The performance

is given in all

seriousness. No attempt' is made to
burlesque. It is not necessary. Think
times don't chinge — This .s how they
did it ten ye r : go. Then comes the
following '■' 'i £. a i o:>i ones, resurrected from f rg nt '•! corners — Gentlemen, Pleasr l.j .icve Your Hats —
No Smoking A Ijwed— Do Not Spit
on the Floor — Remember the Johnstown Flood — Children Occupying
Seats Must Pay For Same — Our
Moving Pictures and Illustrated
Songs Are the Latest and Best — Our
Patrons Will Oblige Us By Not Remaining for More Than One Show
During the Rush — Matinee Daily 5c,
Excepting Sundays and Holidays —
Then the feature goes on, a one-reel
Imp, "The Story of the Rose," with
Mary Pickford. As a drama the production proves a good comedy.

All during the presentation a lecturer explains the scenes and reads
the titles, much to the amusement of
the audience. In about the middle
of the production their is a flash of
light on the screen as the film breaks

DAILV

more for admissions then they did in
the old days. I will be glad to answer any questions any manager may
ask me about this production and be
delighted to have them use the idea."

Boston. — The campaign for the
showing of "The World and Its
Woman" at the Strand was conducted along effective lines.
the Machine," and the piano and
A one-sheet, placed in the window
drums
"Bedelia."
Then play
the feature
is run to tne end of Boston's leading music ' store,
though with much framing. The il- read: "Lou Tellegen, the Great Actor, Elopes with Opera Singer. Who
lustrated song is next and is entitled,
is She? Ten Pairs of Seats Given
"My Little Kangaroo." A few slides
run upside down add to the interest
Away for Monda-y Night to See 'The
of this presentation. This is fol- World and Its Woman' at the
Strand Theater for the First T<en
lowed by the Pathe comedy, "The
A door-to-door
Answers."
Correct was
Runaway Leopard," and then the canvas
conducted, distributing
final slide goes on — Program
3,000 heralds in doorways. Also an
Changed
Those'
Who PerforHave
Not
Not Daily
Seen — the
Entire
automobile, carrying large announcements of the picture, was driven
mance May Remain for the Next.
Manager Fischer used very good
through the streets. The chief feashowmanship in this presentation, as
ture of the lobby display was 6he followed this with Mary Pickford sheet cut-outs, mounted on boards
in "The Hoodlum" and the differ- and raised on either side of the enence in the productions, as given ten tranceway where lights were played
years ago at 5 cents and today at on them. In addition to these, onetwenty-fice cents, will not be lost on sheet cut-outs • were given prominence.
his patrons.
Fischer states that in his opinion
a presentation such as this should be
Colorado concern organized to
made by every manager as the comparison is a splendid boost for the make feature pictures. Englewood
business.
Feature Picture Company of Denver,
"I feel," said Fischer, "that every Col. -Capitalization $500,000.00.
manager should present a feature
such as I am doing this week. It is
not only a novelty, but a splendid
Triple Optical EnlarfCMents
propaganda. It will set your patrons
•re mMe by our owa p«M»tcd apthinking and feel safe in saying that
paiatas whick permits ua to axtrmct
importaat aceac* from film aAd mkke
instead of being odious the comparithem into large paintiaf* up to 40x60
son will rebound to the favor of the
inches. Some oi theae are on exhibition at our aalearooma.
theater and more than justify in the
KKAUS mo. CO.
minds of your patrons the fact that
230 West 42nd St
New York City
the photoplay houses are now chargTel. 3«)7 Bryant
17th Floor
ing five and six hundred per cent.

and a slide is showing, "One Moment
Please, While the Operator Adjusts

"Protected
NEGATIVES
and
By Careful Handling

OPPORTUNITY
BY

WANTED

First-class film man, experienced as exchange manager,
state right sales and manufacturing end. Open for good
proposition in any line of motion pictures. Address B 2,
Care of WIDS.

Poll Poli
Books
"Six has
Feetbooked
Four.',
The
Circuit
Feet
Four,"
the
William
Ru5
Flying A picture.

Laboratory Insurance Rate
In America
Releases
- - - Commercial Work
1457 Broadway
Fort Lee
Bryant 9500
221

DO

YOU

LOVE

INOVELTY.-ORG I N A L I T Y
THRILLS
IN
YOUR
RIALS?
Ask Sidney

S E-

M

Reynolds

SUPItEME PICTURES (Ik.)

"WHERE PROMISES ARE SACK

LOUIS
FORMERLY

MEYEI
BRODA

Si MEYER

TITLEI
LETTERED

- ILLUSTRATED

IC

- PHOTOGRA

I

ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
PROCESS TITLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS

A PHONE

CALL WILL
BRYANT

220 WEST

BRING
7392

42nd ST.

-

SAMl

ROOM

I

IB
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i
WHERE
ARE KEN

Lowest

K

EXXEL

f':^ title;
-\V:-i

ROOMr
CANOLER
alD'G. 2?0Wi

2003-2011

COMPLETE J'ERVICE^
CHRISTIE
COMEDIES

FOR

RENT

Modern and Fully Equipped

LABORATORY

are the highest class
and the cleanest comedies which I can book.

Capacity: 450,000 Feet Weekly
25 Minutes from Broadway

— M. Rice, State Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

Address, Box B, Care of Wids
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Strike Averted

Special Meeting

ter Attendants'
Union
Settles
h M. and S. Circuit — 40 per
cent. Wage
Increase
e threatened strike of theater
dants on the East Side and
klyn has been settled in favor
: union after an eight-hour conce lasting into the early hours
sterday morning.
s settlement was entered upon
imuel Tullman, counsel of the
ng Picture Theater Attendants'
1, Local 16,920, and the Mayer
Sneider Circuit controlling 15
?rs on the East Side and in
<lyn.
; conference was held in the
5 of the M. and S. Circuit at
;cond Ave. and for a time it
d as if a deadlock had been
ed. The matter was finally
d early> yesterday morning with
nion winning at all points, it is
1. The circuit employs 250
IS attendants.
the agreement, the following
ires will be observed: recogniDf the union, closed shop, in! in wage scale aggregating 40
int., right to arbitrate and one
fF in a specified period,
er theater owners are expected
low <he action of the M. and
•cuit. The union has been in
nee only eight weeks.
East Side people were able to
3me sleep about four o'clock
; morning. The noise and devere so great in the hall that
rest was possible before that

cashier of a picture
i in the excitement.

house

oth's New House
, Seat 3,500 — Some Ideas on
Pictures and Prices
ene H. Roth of the California
;r, San Francisco, looking over
:s and theaters here, has some
iting ideas on pictures and
He is a firm believer in

•uns for big features and at
nperial, which he has just
over, he is framing a policy
jy only long runs will be given
house. "The Miracle Man"
ing after a six weeks' run and
ays that the business has held
larkably
Fewill be well.
shown "Male
for and
several

Of

First

National
Special Committee Portends Important
Happenings
Lots of big men of First National
in town yesterday. Gordon of Boston, Moore of Washington, Kunsky
of Detroit, Blank of Omaha and
others were around town, and it was
said that doings of importance are
scheduled to happen within the next
24 hours.
Naturally First National officials
have nothing to say.
J3ut, oh, there was a lot of talk
around the Astor as to what was
going
happen. And it isn't a small
niatter, to either.
Capitol Opening Friday
The Capitol Theater will have its
premiere
on Friday evening, witb
Douglas Fairbanks in "His Majesty,,
the American," as the feature.
Adler Goes to Washington
Bert Adler left for Washington;
last night where he will arrange for
the showing of two of the Realart
specials, "Soldiers of Fortune" and!
"The Mystery of the Yellow Room."
She vamps the whole office force — Constance Talmrfjge in the First
National picture, "A Virtuous Vamp," a John Emerson-Anita Loos
production.
Advt.

Two New Fox Stars
Shirley

Mason
and
Buck
Jones
Signed — More Additions
William Fox has signed Shirley
Mason and Buck Jones to star for
his organization. The deal was
closed in the west.
Arthur James returned to New
York yesterday from his western
trip with considerable news of what
his organization
had done.
H. H. Van Loan has been signed
to write a series of six western features for Tom Mix. Josie Sedgwick will play leads with Jones and
H. E. Herbert the heavy. Madlaine
Traverse and Gladys Brockwell have
renewed
their contracts
with Fox.

Singer's Midgets, 35 in all, will
and "Eyes of Youth" is ex- hereatter appear in Sunshine Cometo have a long run there.
dies as will Clyde Cooke, an English
only need about 15 big pic- comedian.
The New York studio will be com1 year," said Roth, "and the
{Continued on Page 4)
pleted December 1.

Bray Gets Cartoons
Signs for Hearst-International Output— Goldwyn
Release
The Bray Pictures Corp. has secured the International Film Cartoons, the originals of which appear
in the Hearst syndicate of newspa-

Interstate Buys Serial
Interstate Films, Inc., have purchased New York
and
Northern
New
Jersey
rights
Bryce," a serial.

to

"Lightning.

Realart Entertains
Realart entertained reviewers of
the
press
at the was
Friar'sgiven.
last night
where
a dinner
The
newspaper folk then went to the
Broadway where they saw the Emile
Chautard special, "The Mystery of
the
Yellow
Room," the first of the
Realart
specials.

The cartoons which will now be
released through Goldwyn are Judge
Breaks Strand Record
pers.
Rumhauser,
Happy Holligan, Krazy
"Broken Blossoms" broke all recKat, Jerry on the Job and the Sheords at the Strand Sunday for any
nannigan
Kids.
Some of the series were formerly attraction ever shown at that house.
The reserves were called out at
handled
by Educational.
times to handle the crowds. 'This is
the first time in the history of the
Third Pickford-First National
Strand that any picture ever shown
The third Mary Pickford subject elsewhere on Broadway was put on
for First National, "Heart of the — "Broken Blossoms" having run 10
Hills," from the story by John Fox, weeks at the Cohan Theater when
Jr., 4ias been completed.
it was first shown.
S dney A. Franklin who made
Yesterday Moe Mark of 'the
"The Hoodlum" directed and in the Strand called on Hiram Abrams and
cast are Harold Goodwin, Allen ords.
congratulated him on having a picture that would break Strand recSears, Sam De Grasse and Jack Gilbert.

iMl
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Worsley
Directing
Pickford
Los Angeles. — Wallace Worsley
is directing- Jack Pickford in 'iThe
Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come"
for Goldwyn. The company is now
on
location.
Price 5 Cents

DAI&.V

Two Cohen Stories Ready
Octavus Roy Cohen, who writes
stories of negro society life in Alabama, for the Saturday Evening
Post, has completed his first two
stories for Goldwyn.

LATE NEWS

Windom With Vitagraph
Briggs
Moves
to Jacksonville
Lawrence Wmdom, who has just
Briggs
Pictures,
Inc., have moved
finished a picture with Billie Burke,
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- has joined Vitagraph. He will di- production headquarters to Jacksonville, Fla. Alex Yokel has leased a
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
rect Corinne Griffith in "The Bride
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Manager.
Business
large ville
studio
Board ofthrough
Trade. the JacksonEntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, in Bond."
N. Y., under

with his first wife show

ToLXNo. 20
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Copyright 1919,
Inc. Published
New York,
FOLKS,N.
FILM

Folks,
Wid's Film and Film44th
St..
Daily at 71-73 West
FILMS and
WID'S
by
Y..
INC.

at the post office at New York,
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00.
Subsribers should remit with order.
Addi'

If

- all
DAILY,

FILM

the

dirt

you i

she

ii

left

under the rugs.

\P
Farrar Print Arrives

— who realizes the importance of the exceptional in
short subjects and who can edit and title pictures of
that calibre

ions
Quotat
Bid Asked

— To such a man we offer a permanent position with
prospects of a worth-while future.

Who's Who in the Day's News
An error was inadvertently made
in yesterday's issue in the advertisement o'f the Foundation Fi!;a
Corporation. The series now being
prccUiced by that company should
have been called "Who's Who in the
Day's News" and not "Who's Who
in the Daily News."

him

compares

EDITOR

communications
to
WID'S
71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood, California:
Editorial
Offices:
6404
Hollywood
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603
Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 106Z

Last Sale
Famous
Players 106^4
109->^ 108
Loew's, Inc
37i^
38^
38^
Triangle
13/16
3/4
13/16
Ut'd Pict. Prod. 19
193/i
19^
World Film
—
—
H

he

— whose experience particularly adapts him to subjects
of a scenic and educational nature.

Educational Films Corporation of America
729 Seventh Avenue, Nev^ York

NEGATIVE

WANTED

A print of "The Flame of li
Desert," the new Geraldine Fa a
picture, seven reels, has arr;
from the coast.
Four

From

Vitagraph

Vitagraph will release four (
turcs in November. They are El
Williams in "The Black Gate"; i
ta Stewart in "The Combat"; <il;
Leslie in "The Golden Shower" \
Alice Joyce in "The Vengeance
After $50,000 Damages
Carl
is suing
Durand."L. Wetting
square
Pictures,
Inc., for $S
charging misrepresentation in
ture which, he says, shows him
conspirator
with
German
si
whereas, he says, he was instrun
tal in sending them to prison.
L. J. Gasnier has engaged Lo
Lovely for
as "The
Lew Butterfly
Cody's leas
woman
Mj
Ida May Park is to direct.

of
THE

1. Armistice Day Celebration in Paris.
2. Sprint at Yale or Harvard, including start and finish.

MAIN

CAUSE

3. Exterior large Steel Plant, and Interior showing convert-

for the. development

ing of steel, a big lathe, and machine rooms with their
workmen.

in the poster advertising art is

MUST

HAVE

THIS

FILM

IMMEDIATELY

Mysterious Mr.IfiP
See kiwj'in the

DOllSKMYON
THE BANDBOX
h

RITCHEY
UTHO.
CORP.
406W.31itSt..N.Y. riioneClielM* nSS

Paul Bern, 251 West 19th Street; Telephone, Chelsea 61.

production

Louis Joseph Vance
WHODKINSON CXDRPORATION
.,

'^527 Fifth Aveiiije. Ne^ Yorltarr

CameraPhotography
Work
Trick

IT'S A WHALE

ROMANY
"WHERE

LOVE

RUNS

WILD"

Animated Titles
Leaders
and Trailers
ARTFILM
CO.
|
145 W. 45th St.
Bryant 5|

afe^i

AIUNT
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In the Courts

George Beban has engaged Helen
other sources and were not being
Eddy to play the lead in his
Jerome
used to produce pictures. Mr. next production
.
Benscher
says
that
the
firm
refused
The
Tyrad
Pictures,
Inc.,
has
filed
— Charles.. Ray — "Crooked a
summons in the Supreme Court to take any more stock until the
a — "The Last of the Semi- in a suit against Alexander J. Bim- matter could be investigated.
berg to recover $50,000 damages. The Through an inadvertence the anpapers served on the defendant at
pictorial.
swer to the plaintiff's suit was not
340
St.. do not show the filed in
time. J. Robert Rubin for
i_Griffith's
"Broken
Blos- causeW.of 44th
action.
the defendant stated that if the default were not opened the defendiy cartoon — "Out • of the
Supreme Court Justice Gavegan
ants might have to pay $63,000 for
has granted an. application by Alfred the balance of the stock involved in
i Topical Review.
I— Enid
Bennett — "What Benacher & Co. to ^pen their default the contract.
in a suit by Adolf Philipp to recover
Vonian Learns."
$22,500 damages for failure of the
ince Grossmith
Comedy.
William Parke, who has just comdefendants to take 1,500 shares of
Magazine.
pleted Pauline Frederick's latest picture has just started on Eminent
York — Today — Sylvia Brea- stock in the Adolf Philipp Film
Corp.
of
11
E.
14th
street,
at
$15
a
'he Moonshine Trail."
share. The defendants say that they Authors production, "Tower of
Lytell — "Lom- were ready to buy 7,990 shares in
esday — Bert
,td."'
Jack Holt has been engaged by
day — Eleanor
Fair and Al- blocks of 1,500 shares each. They
Ivory." to pl?y the leading role in
had taken 2,250 shares up to July Metro
y — "The Lost Princess."
1st last and had paid $33,750 with the
Best of Luck." Ray SmallMacLaren — "Bon- understanding that the proceeds of "The
T— Mary
wood directing.
inie, Lassie"; Edythe
Ster- the stock would be used to produce
Lrizona Catclaw."
motion pictures when, as Mr. BensBessie Barriscale starting the feaGriffith — "The cher states in an affidavit, he learned
iays."— Corinne
ture, "Beckoning Roads," to be dithat the funds were being diverted to
rected by Howard Hickman. ■
Talmadge — "The
y— Norma
Conquest."
way — "The Mystery
of the
Room."
Kennelyn Strand — Madge
•ictly Confidential."
Next Week
itions at the theaters next
11 be:
Farr.ar — "The
I— Geraldine
if the Desert."
Talmadge— "The
— Norma
."
Conquest
— Not yet determined.

3n Broadway

i>

ROBERTSON -COLE SPECIAL

lyn Strand — Will Rogers —
a Husband."
way — "The Mystery
of the
Room."
iwift" will be made by Vita-

\Y OUR

SERVICE

FOR
;LITY and EFFECTS
N DOING

YOUR

JORATORY
HERE

WORK

We repeat, screen it and you
will book it.

PROMISES

ND NEGATIVES

Garfield Thompson, author;
Dallas Fitzgerald, director;
under supervision of George
M. Merrick.

ARE SAFE
ndation
600

Film

Hundreds of exhibitors who
screened this picture on our
advice booked it immediately
and they are satisfied with
the results.

Corp.

■

Photography by John K. Holbrook
and James C. Hutchinson.

BROADWAY

Phone, Bryant 4620
Laboratories:
|0N
HEIGHTS,
N.
ipposite 42nd Street
•Phone, L'nion 5539

J.

Available at all ROBERTSON -COLE
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»
Sam

E. Morris announces 5 additions to Select's exploitation force:
Lindsay McKenna, in Canada; Paul
{Continued from Paye 1)
Gray, Greater New York; James
Imperial will have all the shows it Carrier, Cincinnati, and C. W. Finney, Dallas and New Orleans.
needs."
Then Roth went on to explain how Charles McClintock will act as special exploitation representative with
the long-run house would work out general supervision of the field force.
its program against the week-run
houses, the California, the Portola
Katherine MacDonald's leading
and the new house he will have in man for "The Beauty Market," her
second First National production,
operation next fall. "There are will be Roy Stewart, who was
many pictures," he said, "that are starred for a long time in Triangle
only good for a week's run. We have
ample room for them. When the pictures.
Beauty Market" is founded
new house is up we will handle 250 on "The
a novel by Marjorie May and
productions a year and no one producer could begin to supply us with called I'The Bleeders." The story
zine.
was also published in Young's MagathatAs many
to hisfeatures."
new house regarding
which Roth is here seeking ideas, he
declared it would be one of the show
places of the city. It will seat 3,500
and be of the Spanish Renaissance
style ,full of color and containing
every idea of modern theater construction. "It will be entirely different from the California," he said,
"although that is one of the most
Affiliated with
beautiful houses of this country."
•■Jack" Partmgton is aiding Roth
in the management of all of his
Brandt and Kirkpatrick, inc.
houses.

Roth's New House

Bess Meredyth
Author's Agent

101

Park Avenue
New York City

Triple Optical Er^Erpptitits

LINE

CHARLES

F.

;/ Atop The Palisades
: .-Opposite 129th Street

Palisade FOm Laboratories
Palifaa«f,VN. J.

: Monmere 621-2

WHO

^"^^""" Junk Film
Send Us Your

IS

THIS

AMAZING

PER-

SONALITY?
Highest Prices

INTERSTATE
(Ei REFINING
23 Commercial

St.

Ask Sidney

SMELTING
COMPANY
NEWARK.

SUPREME

N J.

Reynolds

PICTURES

iIbc.)

i

Palmer Photoplay Corporation
I. W.

Hellman

Building

Lot Aogelet, Calif.

Anne

Scott

Manager

OF

Suppiios
and Lmiipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE

National and
MAZDA

Located

Jlnd with

are na^e by eor own {patented apparatus which pcrHiiti us to extract
important scenes from fil'n and make
them into large p.iintinR> up to 40x60
inchea. Some uf the»' .ire uii exhibition at our aalesrnoiii,
KRAUS
MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel .1607 Bryant
17th Floor

COMPLETli

AiWERlGA'S FINEST
lEABORATG^

In active charge

Speer Carbons
LAMPS

CAMPBELL,

of office

jiddress

Inc.

Care Palmer Photoplay Corp.
I. W. Hellman BIdg., Los AngeJet, Calif.

A^dh'L^e^/l^i?" 14 W.31stSl..N.Y.

THE PLAY

OF THE YEAR—

"THE
SACRED
An Abraham
S. Schomer FLAME"
Production
NEGATIVES
Piotected
By

Careful
and Handling

Lowest

Laboratory Insurance Rate
In America
jReleases - - - Commercial Work
1457 Broadway
Fort Lee
221
Bryant 9500

KWALITY

"You cannot marry her—Jo you hear?"
"The He]l I can't; who's going to stop me?"
"Jim, all your life you have lived off me, and if youji
against me in this one thng, you will leave here — to starvej
"Well, Flo, I guess the jig's up — the pipe's out!"
"Wait — I am desperate and I mean what I say — eitherl
is going to keep his word and marry me before noon tomori|
orwork
I ."
am going to kill him!"
(To be continued.)
*
*
*
Scene and Dialogue from the Gripping Human-Interest Drii

The House Witliout Childrt
Robert McLaughlin, Author.
STATE

ROBERT

W.

RKiHTS

PRIEST,

HANDI.EI)

TIMES

BLDG.,

Argus, Prodi
BY

NEW

YORI

7if^RECOCHIZ
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Takes World Film

St Nat'l Gets Vidor

Selznick Secures Control and Forms
Republic Distributing Corp.

sctor Signs for Term of Years —
eft Yesterday for Los Angeles
ing W. Vidor, who left Brentid Film a short while bacl^ and
e to New York to establish his
producing unit has been signed
First National to produce a seof pictures for the Circuit,
he pictures will be known as the
g W. Vidor Productions. The
:ract entered upon by Vidor is
' much similar to the Marshall
an contract. Vidor will produce
ures with the production cost in
neighborhood of $100,000. There
be no restrictions, however, on
time required for productions,
'liliam Parker, formerly with
e Hampton, will associate with
Dr who will make his pictures
1 the story and not star uppett.
idor left yesterday for Los Ans together with his wife, Flor; Vidor and baby.

Lewis
J. Selznick
has' that
taken
control of World
Film and
organization's 22 exchanges throughout the
country. With this as a nucleus he
has formed the Republic Distributing Corp. with Britton M. Busch,
treasurer of World Film, as president of the new company and himself as advisory director. Selznick
assumes
full control.
Republic will have absolutely no
connection with Select and will handle its own line of releases from offices in the Leavitt Bldg.
Mr. Busch, in a statement issued
yesterday, said:
"Our p^an is to distribute the
highest grade independent productions we can secure. We are in the
market for the best.
"One element
which we will de{Continued on Page 2)

Sunday Fight

Think It Over
ibitors

Should

Give

Public

Price 5 Centa

Its

honey's
Worth,
Abrams are
am afraid
thatSays
exhibitors
)nsciously misleading their pat1," said Hiram Abrams of United
sts Corp. in a discussion yesay regarding rentals and admisprices, "and if they don't begin
Constance Talmadge as "A Virtuous Vamp," caught in the mesh
• quickly to realize that they
of her own vamping, in the John Emerson-Anita Loos production —
t give full value for high admisa
First
National feature.
Advt.
prices, there is going to be a
strous back-fire in the form of
itisfied audiences.
Ve are living in a day that finds
)le willing to pay for quality, but
n they pay quality prices, they Old Keystone Comedies Being Cut Judge Knox
Dismisses
Bankruptcy
Proceedings
Against
United
and Edited— Will Have All Stars
t quality pictuies.
\.n exhibitor should not try to
Judge Knox in the District Court
A large-sized advertisement apon a two or three hundred
yesterday dismissed the petition on
peared
in
some
of
the
New
York
sand dollar production that cost
bankruptcy filed against United
(Continued on Page 2)
dailies yesterday morning announc- Picture Theaters.
ing a new serial in which Charlie
The petition was filed on OctoRothstein With Equity
ber 7 by Ernest Hortsmann, Charles
Chaplin,
Fatty
Arbuckle
and
ChesIt Rothstein, until now adverKimball
chine Co.and the Dalton Adding Mater Conklin will appear.
g manager
for Universal,
has
The serial is being marketed by
pted a like post with Equity
ures.
Votes for Sunday Shows
the K. T. Dist. Corp., with offices in
5 is succeeded at Universal by the Brokaw Building.
Mt. Vernon. — By a majority vote
ard Moffett.
Harry Aitken, of Triangle, stated of 411, it was voted here to allow
picture shows on Sunday.
yesterday that there was nothing to
Meighan to Be Starred
The special election was an exlomas Meighan is to be starr.ed say about the serial outside of the
citing one with the church lined up
fact that he believed it would mark against Sunday pictures and labor
"amousthe Players-Lasky.
ider
new contract he will something new in pictures.
bodies for the shows. The people
inue for six months
as a feaHowever, it is understood thr.t of the town voted for the measure.
1 player before starring.
about 50 of the old Keystone comeTrial Date Nov. 3
dies made during and before the
Mack Sennett-Triangle regime a; e
The trial for the Mary PickfordMetro Buys "Jimmy"
Cora Wilkenning suit has been set
Etro has purchased "Alias Jim- being cut and assembled .
Distribution arrangements un- for Nov. 3, so the Court decided
Valentine" for Bert Lytell. This known.
le of the famous "36."
yesterday.

Re-issues in Serial

Receiver Out

Stirs Indiana— Dolly Spurr Arrested
—Nat'l Asso. Enters Race
C. C. Pettijohn, of the Selznick
organization, in charge of the Sunday
fights for the Nat'l
Asso. hasshowing
written Miss Dolly
Spurr
of Marion, Ind., that the Association will do all in its power to aid
the fight she is making to show pictures in Marion on Sunday.
Miss Dolly is fighting and fighting
hard. On Oct. 12 she opened her
house despite the anti-Sunday law
and as a result when the crowd developed there was almost a riot whert,
the police refused to allow the show
to go on. Miss Dolly and Howard
Spurr were arrested 3 times and held
in jail over 5 hours before the Mayor
granted them bail.
The local papers took it up and
Dolly decided to leave Sunday shows
alone until the talk of riots subsided. However, she sent out a
strong letter to exhibitors in the
state seeking suggestions of how to
fight the situation and then took
the entire first page of the Marion
Chronicle and told h( r own story of
the affair. The page had a streamer
across, "In Again, Out Again," and
Dolly asked city officials a number
of pointed questions. She denied
the charges of the city officials that
she was the cause of a near riot and
also asked a few pertinent questions.
Her photograph occupied a prominent position at the top of the page.
The paper editorially commented
on the situation.
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Rubey Here
Harry M. Rubey, newly elected
president of the National Film Corp.,
is in town.
He denies any rumor to the effect
that the Hall Room Boys comedies
are to be discontinued.

Page 1)
him, say $1,000, this week and next
week, at the same admission price,
put on a production that costs maybe $30,000 to make, and perhaps
$200 to rent, and expect his audiences to be satisfied with the cheaper
picture.
"His patrons are not going
like
the cheaper picture as well asto they
do the h\g production and very soon
they will find that they can see the
cheaper picture at lower admission
prices in other houses.
"Let the biggest and best houses
that charge top prices show only
the biggest and best films and put
these films on for long runs. Audiences the country over are indicating by their patronage the kind
of pictures they want their theaters
to show and the biggest houses
must confine themselves to the biggest pictures.
"Let the houses with lower admission prices run the cheaper pictures. The result will be satisfied
audiences, from the standpoint of
values
houses. received, in both classes of

velop especially in our service is
the high-class short subjects. We
will have several interesting announcements to make in this connection in a very few days. By November 1st the organization will be runin full blast."
Mr. ningSelznick
said: —
"The Republic Distributing Corp.
Ls simply another organization for
exhibitors' service. My aim is to
get in closest possible touch with
the theater. For example, instead of
distributing films tlirough the entire tributary territory' near New
York through the New York Exchange, Select has branches in Albany, New Haven and for the New
Jersey business.
"But it >\ould be out of the question for one compmy to try lo distribute all the pictures in the business. Isaw the opening for another
company operating along the same
general lines of co-operation and exploitation as Select, and the Republic Distributing Corp. has been organized to meet that demand."

"On our present basis, many big
houses arc showing strong films and
Buel Completes Film
weak films at the same admission
prices and are surely losing the good
Kenean Buel has finished his first
Anna
will of their patrons every time they production
for
HaUmark
show a weak picture at the same Lehr appears in it.
prices that their audiences are more
than willing to pay for the big productions.
Lee Royal, representing the San
"No one ever expects to buy ster- Antonio Pictures Corp., made a visit
ling silver and plated ware at the to Los Angeles to secure players for
same price. If we are to keep ster- the new company which is operating
Hng quality in the film business, we in that city. Leo D. Wharton is dihave got to discriminate in the rerector-general and Maclyn Arbuckle
tailing and get high class films on is appearing as lead in their productions.
an exclusive basis."

MR, ARTHUR

H. JACOBS

wishes to announce that he has
opened a suite of offices and will
act as the personal manager of
stars and prominent players.
ARTISTS
Call immediately
or Communicate

PRODUCERS
Select your cast
At

Alison Landis, the gem smuggler
ste her in the

LATE NEWS
Remember

the Circus

Folks are wise men —
and they have a daily
— your husband
IPI parade
wants you to look good.

W
**Time and Tide
wait for no man" — well,
maybe so, but— yesterrow—day,in— today,
fact, —anytomortime,

I

is a good time to order
RITCHEY posters.

RITCHEY
LITHO.
GORI».
40$W.31ttSt.,N.Y. Phooe CbelM* S3M ■

BEeH;VAftSlCLE&
i tOM^NY, Inc
45-EASTi7th STREET
NEW;yORKCITY

iiU^Purcliasei

With

ARTHUR

H. JACOBS, INC.

145 West 45th Street

DORIS KENYON

Mildred Considine is now adaptii
"Mary Minds Her Business," Georj
Weston's story, which appeared
the Ladies Home Journal and is
be used by Billie Rhodes.

by

Yopr Entire °

FiSgn^ Rights,

production,

THE BANDBOX
Louis Joseph Vance
W.V.HODiaNSON GORPORfflON
517RfihAriei>|>^.Nnr1lbrk£ilr

'

New York Today Pulsates in

"THE

SACRED

FLAME"

Starring Emily Stevens
Schomer-Ross Productions, Inc.

SELL^OR

YOU

A FAIR COMM^SSIO^

k
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Trade Showing

a tkeN ew5

No. 86
BOIjA, N. Y. — Wins trans-continen' derby. L,ieut. Maynartl is first to
L'te coast-to-coast race, covering
liles in actual flying time of 49 hrs.,

1.

iKI>YN. N. Y. — Saved from flame in
!ean. 355 survivors, rescued from
ig ship "Venezia," arrive here on
"hicago."
.VESTON,
TEX.— Galveston's Rock
raltar. Tlie great six-mile sea-wall
saved the city during the recent
is new being extended
for two

TA BARBARA, CAI..— Royal pair
iviators — the King and Queen of
m talie a little aerial spin in a seaat Esplanade Beach.
tOKEN, X. J. — Senate questions
of sending troops to Germany as
ail to join the Army of Occupation
e ordered to police Silesia during
lite.
' FRANCISCO, CAT..— Taps sound
pioneer. A full military funeral is
ed Major I). H. Crissy. killed dur» trans-continental race.
Y, IND. — Big Red round-up. Fedncials seize radical agitators who
Id responsible fur violence during
trike.
FRANCISCO, CAE.— Columbus
rs America again. After 427 years,
opher," explorer of fame, returns
part in Pageant.
HER
FIELD,
CAE.— Golden Gate
iewed through
the clouds.
Pathe
man flies in army plane 5,000 feet
m Francisco.
A GREAT
EIFE.— But,
Don't
An animated
cartoon by Bert

O

To Show French Film Here
A picture to be shown here shortly
A special press showing of "The
Sacred Flame," the Schomer-Ross is "The Heritage of France," proProductions, Inc., feature, written
duced l)y the American Committee
and directed by Abraham S. Scho- for the Devastated Regions of
mer and in which Emily Stevens is France. The film was shown for
starred, will be given at the Wur- the first time in Paris on Saturday.
litzer Hall, Friday at 2.30 p.m.
It depicts France before the war
E. S. Manheimer, sales represen- and after. Peasants play all the
, ifl
tative, will then announce plans for parts.
the picture's distribution and ' its
Baker Back
projected
Broadway
production.
Tarkington Baker of Universal returned to the Universal offices from
Hall Enlarges
Quarters
the coast this. week.
The space left vacant by the removal of the Hallmark exchange to
the Mecca Building has been renoColin Campbell has been engaged
vated for the publicity offices and
to
direct Dustin Farnum's second
several other departments.
production. This feature will be
i
made at the Astra Studios, Glendale.
Medina,
N. Y. — Charles
Warren Jack Cunningham is author of the
purchases Gem.
cenario.

ROBERTSON- COLE W^ME

da^

Inge

Building
for Cleveland
Planned
erick H. Elliott of the NaAssociation will go to Clevee end of this week in connecith a proposition made the
al Association to build a film
ge building there.
Stephens Here
Stephens, general supervisor
anges for Exhibitors Mutual,
niains with the Clark Cornerp in the same capacity, is in
ork for a conference with S.
o, director of sales and disin. Stephens is one of the
idely known film men in the
States.
. Mintz, who will supervise
s of Clark Cornelius in the
west, has left for Chicago.

It is a worthy addition to the great
Brentwood productions, "The Turn in the
Road/' "Better Times" and "The Other
An entertaining and dramatic presentation of a homely American truth. A production and cast of unsurpassed quality.
Half."

ce MacDonald has signed
iversal to do a special picture
iry MacLaren, entitled "My:ky," to be directed by Harry

WE

NEVER

Available at all ROBERTSON -COLE
TELEPHONE

DISAPPOINT^'
/MEW

YORK

EXCHANGES

BRYANT

Ger/. m/?.

5576
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DAii^r
In the Courts

KINOGRAMS
FEDERAL TROOPS COirE TO ACT
IX PORT STRIKE— Men sent by Sec.
Baker are transferred to Governor's Island pendinff effort to settle difHcultv.
BRING IN SURVIVORS OF VENEZIA
— Passengers and members of crew rescued when ship burned at sea are brought
to New York aboard the S. S. Chicago.
LADS DRILL LIKE MACHINES.—
Children from Readham England, orphanage go through evolutions that look like
figures in geometry.
DECORATE EVANGELINE BOOTH —
Maj. Gen. Shanks pins Distinguished Service Medal on commander of Salvation
Army for relief work during war.
TAB GOBS IN ^IGGEST IDENTIFICATIION BCREAtJ.— Finger prints of all
navy recruits are filed in Washington and
special tag with thumb print etched in is
given men tff wear.
SEARCH CIVILIANS AT GERMAN
BORDER. — English soldiers at Dusseldorf
see that no dutiable article is carried In
free.
PRINCE OF WALES ON LAKE OKANAGAN. — His Royal Highness visits towns
on Canada's famous inland lake.
V. S. SOLDIERS SAIL FOR SILESIA.
— Troops board transport President Grant
to do police duty in old Austrian province.
IMBER TOPPERS IN RACE— Huntingdon Valley Hunt holds meet over its
own course and society turns out to see
contests.
LIEUT. MAYNARD WINS AIR RACE.
— "Flying Parson" arrives at Mineola after a trip to San Francisco and back in
his army plane.
THE BROOKLYN
B.4BIES HOLD
CONVENT
I O N.— Flatbush section's
youngest residents turn out to see who is
the best while mothers and fathers eagerI.v watch judges.
ALBERT OF BELGIUM WELCOMED
IN WEST. — Royal party is heartily welcomed in San Francisco and escorted to
city hall while thousands cheer.

DISTRIBUTFD BY WORLD
PICTURES

Arthur Guy Empey has filed Suit
in the Supreme Court against Vitagraph for an accounting of the
profits of "Over the Top." He alleges that he was to get 50 per cent,
of the net profits for the scenario
and for assisting in the production
and that he has received only $80,000, but he believes the amount due
him is "vastly in excess of that

Albert E. Smith, president of Visum."
tagraph,
issued the following statement concerning Empey's suit: Mr.
Empey seeks an interpretation of
his contract with us by the courts
more favorable to him than any construction which cither he or I have
placed upon the contract up to this
time. During all the months that
we have been paying him royalties
and rendering him statements based
upon our interpretation of the contract he has accepted, both without
complaint, we voluntarily allowed
Arthur Roberts is film editor with
comedies.
his auditors to make a thorough ex- the Lehrman
amination of our books but Mr.
Empey does not even now state
what he objects to or what he
claims. He says simply that he
wants an accounting, which we are
willing to give, and have in fact, already given him, and that while we
have paid him about $80,000, his
share of our net profits is vastly in
excess of this sum. Of course, any
one can make contentions of this
kind. I attach no importance to

IT'S A TEN-STRIKE

NEW

LOVE

RUNS

We can dispose of an unlimited quantity of two reel
comedies for England immediately.
Write, phone or wire to

Company

of America,

Inc.

Lewis Roach, President

Room 502
729 Seventh Avenue
New York City
Tel.

Ery. 1574-1575
Bry. 10452
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Film

WHY

SUPREME

The,.Trans-Atlantic Film Company of America, Inc., is
on the market to purchase WORLD'S RIGHTS of any
productions made in America.

Trans-Atlantic
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Loew Leases Prince for Three Years

{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Houston. — Marcus Loew, who has
taken
over the Prince theater here
Claire DuBrey and Yvonne Pavis
for
three
years, paying $65,000 in
have been engaged by Metro for imrental. The theater was leased
in "Theis Walk
Amusement
Co.
in which portant
Mayroles Allison
starring.Offs," from the Houston

WHERE

Mooney Succeeds Lee
Paul C. Mooney,
for fivd
Kremer Secures Essanay
Comedies with Fox, has succeeded Joe
— Release in February
the Anita Stewart offices.
He is now on tour of Fii
Victor Kremer has bought 4 of
the Essanay Chaplin comedies tional exchangesMystery
in the Midd'i
through George K. Spoor. The pictures are "The Champion," "The
Carl Laemmle and H. M.
Jitney Elopement," "Work" and "By of Universal, left for Pittsbui
Reason unknown.
A new line of advertising and ac- night.
However, they rested up
cessories is being prepared while,
Sea."
the
it is understood, new prints and new lantic City over the week:
titles will be issued. Release will preparation
for this trip.
start about February
1.
Writer Goes Abroad for
Viviane Whittall Adams
"Broken Blossoms" Big Business
Advices received at United Ar- known writer, has gone to t
tists' offices are to the effect that East for Fox News.
"Broken Blossoms" is doing record
breaking business in Washington,
Heavy
Bookings
for daysn:
"Rif
at the Columbia and Palace, and E.
Universal
reports 450
C. Bostick of the Merrill, Milwau- ings on "The Right to Hapii
New York City and over '
kee, wired that the crowds over- in
flowed out to the car tracks from Chicago.
noon on for some time.

Buys 4 More Chaplins

are toAie hj <rar owa iMttaated spparatas whick pemit* u* to axtract
important tcenes front film and mak*
them into large paintings up to 40xA6
inches. Some oi tkese are on exhibition at our salesrooms.
ERAUS KFO. CO.
230 West 42nd St, New York City
TeL 3607 Bryant
17th Floor

NEGATIVES
Protected
By

and
Careful Handling

Lowest Laboratory Insurance Rate
In America
Releases
- - - Commercial Work
1457 Broadway
Fort Lee
Bryant 9500
221
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A. \Valsh Signed

)r Switches from Fox to Mayer—Will Work in the East
. Walsh, probably the best of
ectors with William Fox, has
it organization and switched
flower. Isaac Wolper closed
il.
h will work in the East and
are the Paragon studio with
Ihautard, another of the Maydirectors. He will make a
»f special features. His Maycontract covers a period of

ddition to the Walsh deal,
has closed an exclusive conMth Aaron Hoffman, author
blitsky Says" sayings. The
t covers past and future writthe author.
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pecial to WID'S DAILY)
Angeles. — Sid Grauman, upon
rn from New York, is quoted
:al newspaper as saying that
Players have $300,000,000 to
n the building of studios in
igeles and England, in the
e of a theater chain to cover
tinent, and in production,
man is also credited with
that a large tract of land
illywood has been purchased
ite for a new studio and that
intends going in for the
on of super-excellent
fea-
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The present government was
overwhelmingly defeated and with
its passing goes McGarry who, as
treasurer, had supervision over the
motion picture inspectors and censors in the Province.
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Mary Pickford 'dancing "the mo untain shimmie" in "Heart
O' the
Advt.
Hills," a First National Special ada pted from the story by John Fox,
Jr.

Selznick Features

Harry Rapf, who leaves for Caliquoted as follows:
fornia on the 25th, will build a permanent coast producing unit for
Sukor will spare no expense
laking of super-pictures. On Selznick Pictures.
of prohibition, people are
He will get under way the series
ng amusement, and millions
of
big special productions for Selzig spent everywhere in the
il business. The Paramount
nick which Myron Selznick announced when he returned from
on't mean to be behind hand
California in April.
atter."
The first of the series will be
i-Gray Get New
Theater.
"Just a Wife," the Eugene Walter
Wire to WID'S DAILY)
and "Blind Youth," which Wila, Mass.— W. P.- Gray and play
Gordon,
leading spirits in lard Mack wrote and in which Lou
w Hampshire
and
Maine Tellegen starred. All-star casts will
Co., have taken over the be used in these productions.
theater in Burlington, Vt.
A special advertising and exploiive secured a 20-year lease.
tation campaign will back each of
:cial corporation
known
as
sstic Theater, Inc., has been these special Selznick features. The
by Gray and Gordon.
present stars will go to the coast
Jew Hampshire
and Maine when necessary for local color blit
he largest theater holding the western company will be kept,
tion in New
England.
at work on specials at all times.

Drastic Acts Removed
Anti-American
Discrimination
by
Ontario Gone by McGarry's Defeat
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Toronto — There will be no more
drastic discrimination against American films hereafter because of the
defeat of T. W. McGarry, treasurer
for the Province of Ontario at the
Ontario Provincial Elections, just
held here.

irVi

^^^^^^Mr^

ir James of Fox said yester,t he knew nothing about it.

Million To Spend

Price 5 Ceats
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Waters Out of "T"?

i Rather persistent reports current
in film circles yesterday had it that
Percy L. Waters had resigned from
Triangle. Mr. Waters could not be
teached for a statement.
Kleine Buys "Deliverance"
It is reported that George Kleine
of Chicago has purchased world's
rights on "Deliverance," the Helen
Keller picture, which had a run at
the Lyric.

McGarry is the man who declared that Canada should exhibit
more films of British manufacture
and that there ought be less waving
of the American flag in the 'Dominion. The agitation over the amount
of American war news that appeared in the news weeklies during
the latter period of the war was
because of McGarry.
Recently a ruling was put into
operation requiring every exchangeman, exhibitor and operator whc^
applied for a license to be a British subject. This was an act of
With the advent of the new GovMcGarry's.
ernment, however, there will be a
new minister to succeed McGarry.
It is expected that the objectionable measures will be removed and
that more tolerance will be given
American film men in every way.
It is expected that a new theater
inspector and a new censor board
will be appointed since those now
in office are mere political hirelings.

Sennett Specials
Producer

Known
to Be Considering Regular Output
of Five
Reelers.

Mack Sennett, the comedy producer, is known to be seriously considering a regular output of five and
six reel features.
E. M. Ascher, who has representLane Endorses Films
ed Sennett in New York for the
Secretary of the Interior Frank- past six months, is now en route
lin K. Lane, has placed official en- West where he has gone to confer
c'orsement upon a series of pictures on the Bathing Girl Revue for 1920
being produced by the Educational and the output of feature-length
comedies.
Department of Famous
Players.
When he returns to New York in
The pictures will be one reel in
length, will be released
monthly about a month, Ascher ,who has
and depict the opportunities offered been making his headquarters at
in America
to everybody
for suc- the Astor, will secure permanent
Eastern offices for Sennett.
cess and happiness.
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(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood— It is understood that
Creorge Beban will state right his
second production now being produced by his own company.

DcWitt Hagar, formerly with
Famous Players Lasky, has been
appointed Business Manager for
George
Beban.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Business
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
Mahlon Hamilton has been signed
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
by Brentwood for leading role in
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside a new produc
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 Henry Kolker.tion to be directed by
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Tom Santschi is recoveri
Addrp=s
all
DAILY,

communications
to
WID'S
71-73 West 44th St. New
York. N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood, California:
Editorial
Oflices:
6404
Hollywood
BlvA
Phone, Hollywood
1603
Business
Offices:
6411 Hollywood
Blvd.
Phgne, Hollywood 1062.

Quotations
Bid Asked Last Sale
Famous
Players....l06^ 109^ 107j4
Loews,
Inc
36%
37^
37
Triangle
13/16
3/4
13/16
U'td
Pict. Prod
20
ZZy^
22^
World Film
—
—
^
Head

of Selznick

Scenario

Dept.

John

Lynch has just been appointed scenario editor of Selznick
Pictures. Mr. Lynch has been with
the company for some months, coming from the coast where he was
with the Thomas Ince studios.

Lesser to Finance Producers
Sol Lesser announced yesterday
that he will finance independent

producers.
As noted, • work will be started
shortly in the west on the first production under the new plan.
Shippers to Hold Ball
The examiners and shippers of the
various New York exchatigv,. have
formed an organization kin"^n as
the Film Social Club. Its first ball
will be held at Palm Garden tomorrow night.

Loew

Reported

in Baltimore

LATE NEW!
If you don't look good
to your mate he'll look
around for another sub-

I

P ject.

h

First Story for Shirley Masc
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
ng from
Baltimore. — It is still rumored
The
first story for Shirley M
his recent accident and will- soon
has
been
bought
by Fox.
J
that
be able to complete his scenes for here
as
a
resuJt'o
f the Marcus
Loew financial reorgan
ization a "Her Elephant Man," and is ai:
the Cathrine Curtis Company.
$1,000,000 theater will be built here cus story by Pearl Doles Bell.
for Loew.
Craver to Build in Norfolk.
I^Cenneth
O'Hara
has been idi
Last week, the Loew offices said a studio
Norfolk, Va.— R. D. Craver, First
manager
for
the
/
National franchise holder in this the report was not true.
Studios,was Glendale.
territory, will build a theater here
ment
made
by Tl^'is
L. J. appi
Gaza ■
President.
at 320 Granby St., to be known as
New Theater foa Pasadena
the Broadway.
It will seat 2,400.
A ten year lease on the property
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Pasadena, Cal.— A theater to cost
has been secured at a yearly rental
of $30,000. The property is said to $250,000 will be built here on North
be worth $500,000.
THE
Raymond Ave. facing the Public Library. Seating capacity will be
EXHIBITOR
Tanzer Absolved of Charges.
2,500.
The company is composed of B.
The following wire has been rewill greatly increase
ceived from Alfred Tanzer of Mil- O. Kendall, H. C. Jensen, a^d W.
C. Crowell.
waukee, relative to a Chicago dishis profits and at the
same
time would
patch which appeared in WID'S
Film by 'Plane from Coast
DAILY, Oct. 18. Tanzer was arWhen
Lieut.
E.
H.
Manzelman
avoid
the
charge of
rested on a charge of swindling the
arrived
in
New
York
from
San
Chicago, North Shore and Milprofiteering, by diswaukee electric railroad.
Francisco yesterday afternoon he
'^'anzer's wire says:
carried a can containing film for
playing ^RITCHEY
"Charges against me for conspir- Fox News. The pictures were
acy to defraud were dismissed by showing King Albert and Queen
Judge Page upon motion of Dis- ■Elizabeth of Belgium in California.
posters.
trict Attorney, who in the open
As
he
stepped
from
the
machine
court stated that both he and the
406 W. 31ttSt;, N.Y. KioiietKdtM
letter from Wilrailroad attorney were convinced a congratulatory
liam Fox was handed the aviator.
■
from the evidence brought before
LiTHo. eotm^
them that I had no part whatever
Dover, Del. — Diamond Film Co.
in the alleged conspiracy. In jus- Capital $100,000. Incorporators:
tice to my untainted record, I would F. R. Hansen, E. M. MacFarland,
appreciate your making prominent
and J. Vernon Pimm of Philadelmention of this development."

RITCHEY

phia.
NEGATIVES

Protected

and
By Careful Handling
Lowest

■ Sinister Mr.Ismay
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In America
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- - - Commercial Work
1457 Broadway
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Bryant 9500
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production

louis Joseph Vance
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ONE

BIG BET

ROMANY
WHERE

LOVE

RUNS

WILD"

JSi
Why has he received
more
nawspaplgr
publicity than
performer

any

living?

Ask Sidney Reynolds
SUPREME PICTURES (Ik.)

^M^
Illinois Houses

First Chaplin-Hallmark.

ecial to WIDfS DAILY)
I, 111. — There will be a new
chain operating in Southois by the fall of 1920.
lain will be known as Marippodrome Circuit and will
osed of 15 theaters. • A sum
)00 has been set aside for
ses which will seat about
:h.
iterests in back of the prorcuit are John, George and
larlow and Paul Colombo,
jf the Hipi^drome here,
jsent they have building a
iter at Murpnysboro which
opened Dec. 15.
innex will be opened here
1. It seats 700.

The first Chaplin picture for Hallmark re,lease will be "The Fireman." It will be released Nov. 16.
Butler Studio Supervisor.
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IA^
DAIName

Changed.

Martha Mansfield, Ziegfeld Follies girl, will support John Barry{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Dover — The name of the Quaker more in his version of "Dr. Jekyll
City Feature Film Co. has been and Mr. Hyde" for Famous
Playchanged to the Hatch Film Co. It
operates in Philadelphia.

Preparing Third Reel.
Hollywood— Clifford P. Butler
Dahme
and Seel, producers of
has been made general supervisor Screen Follies,
are now at work on
of Metro's west coast studios. He the third of the series. The art
was formerly business manager.
force has been increased. Capital
David Thompson, formerly super- Film is the distributor.
visor, has been made casting director.
Exhibitor
Fights Union.
Omaha, Neb. — Almyr R. Pramer,
Camionette
Service for Films.
owner of the Alhambra, on N. 28th
The National Catholic War Coun- St., has applied for a permanent injunction in the U. S. Circuit Court
cil has pl^ns under way to spread
motion pictures to the more inac- against the I. A. T. S. E., the opcessible parts of . the country by
erator's union, for interfering with
his business^.
camionettes.
Title Changed.
Pramer
states his operator was
A survey is now being. made of
the
has changed
Carewe
the Penn.sylvania coal mines and influenced to join the union after he
The Rightful Heir" to "The sparsely settled districts as to the had given him the money and that
Lies." It will be released via equipment that will be necessary. the union then demanded him to
November.
Motor trucks will be used with the quit the Alhambra. Pramer also
machines mounted upon them. A claims that pickets annoyed his
Checkers" Held Over.
lecturer will probably accompany patrons and kept them from enterthe William each truck.
;— "Checkers,"
ing the theater.
was held over
ing drama,
:ond week at the Rex here.

Film.
ing Schomer-Ross
Film is state righting a
:alled "The Chamber Mysnth Claire Whitney and
etcalfe. It was produced by
-Ross Prod.

ROBERTSON-COLE

B^.-Afg,^

Hand Pictures of Fiume.
IS Players have been adf cable of the taking of
1 Fiume by James W. Morse
succeeded in securing some
D'Annunzio.
is a member of the Van1 - Paramount expedition
■ft last month for Africa.

RY

SERVICE

OUR

FOR

\LITY

and EFFECTS
YOUR

IN DOING
BORATORY
/HERE

Every man and woman
in the country will appreciate this interesting and
humorous study. They all
have relations and they

WORK

PROMISES

A.ND NEGATIVES
ARE
jundation

SAFE
Film

all have or have not great

Corp.

quantities of the coin of
the realm.

1600 BROADWAY
Phone, Bryant 4620
Laboratories:
vSON HEIGHTS,
N.
Opposite 42nd Street
Phone, Union 5539

J

Available at all ROBERTSON -COLE

EXCHANGES

Thursday,

October

Van

sM^

23, 1919.

and Wilson

New

Here

Wally Van and Ben Wilson are
in New York. Wilson will return
next week to start his second serial
for Hallmark.

to South

Going

Cohen

America

foreign
Metro's
J. Cohen,
Harry
representative, plans a trip to South
America shortly.
He
returned
on Monday
from
a
Europe.
three months' trip through
to
will have
He finds that Europe
75
for
films
an
Americ
depend upon
per cent, of its entertainment in the
next few years.

Arthur H. Jacobs Player Specialist
Arthur H. Jacobs, identified with
'Stry
the producing end of t"he iii>.
for many years, has again engaged
In business for himself and has
opened offices at 145 W. 45th St.
Jacobs announces on his letter heads
that he is a specialist in Motion
Picture Players, Authors, Stars and
Productions. He intends to rnanage stars and players of recognized
ability and to institute a new sort
of, high-class service to producers.
He will also endeavor to discover
talent for the industry.
new

Boston

Exxchange.

Boston — The latest excxhange to
start business here is the Lightning
Bryce Photoplays Service of New
England. H. Hirsch is the manager. Headquarters at 20 Melrose
St.

Selznick

COMPLETE

LINE

National and
MAZDA

CHARLES

Speer Carbons
LAMPS

F. CAMPBELL, Inc.

L. HENDRICKSON
A Chars* cT Affair*

11W11ct<^
NY
1* " . Jl5l01.,n. I .

"THE
n.

SACRED

FLAME"

Starring Emily Stevens
Schomer-Ross Productions, Inc.

Saucy Stories.

Jim."

AUTHOR" "AUTHOl
H.

H. H. VAN LOAN

uooN"
Earl* Nirvr
WUUama
in
"A ROQTJB'S

ROMAMCnD"

6220 H Snnsat Bird.
HoUjwood, Calif.

"MARY

MAURICE
TOURNEUR'S
"THE
BROKEN
BUTTER-

George Lotme
Tucker
Productions

Starring FRED STONE
First
National
Starring
NEY BUTTE"
"THE TURNING POINT"
KATHERINE
MacDONALD
First National
Address 1741 N. Cherokee Av.
Hollywood, Calif.
FLY"

Hollywood, Gal.

CONSIDINE

adaptmg
MINDS

HER

BUSINESS"
George
Weston's,Story
Ladles
Home Journal
for
Billle Rhodes
Current Release
"Under Suspicion"
A Universal heaturc
6621 St Francis Court
Hollywood, Gal.

'""-'

Forthcoming

EDNA SCHLEY

^ ■

Located

c ; Atop rfhe Palisades
,

Opposite 129th Street

"The Pagan God"
starring H. B. Warner

Markham

Building

HoUjrwood, Calif.
Talaphona D77M1

AnyQ...u,,
Highest Prices Junk
Film
SMELTING
INTERSTATE
®.

REFINING

23 Commercial St.

COMPANY
NEWARK,

N J.

"Dangerous
Original
for Wm.Waters",'
Desmond
JESSE Pr D actions
HAMPTON

R. CECIL

SMITH

Writer

J. ANTHONY

ROACH

William Fox

"THE TRAIL OF THE

Productions

15 Chapters

FlTe years with Tbos.
H. Inee
Current

Releases:

"APACHE"
"WHAT'S
TOUR

HUS-

"THE

BUSHER"
BAND DOING?"

REX

TAYLOR

OCTOPUS"
DANIEL F. WHITCOMB

Send Us Your

Continuity and Specials

Bagland

"INNOCENT
CHEAT"
Ben
Wilson Serial
Feature
In

Pajiside^
Laboratories
Paliiades, :N.Film
J.
JAottmm
621-2V

Prodnc-

George Elwood Jenks
"A Woman of Pleasure"
Blanche Sweet Special

Release!

Blackwell
tlons

Robertson Cole
DUKE OF CHIM-

"THE

Raprasanting tha foramost
Anthors of America and

Originals— Titles— Continuities
Carlyle

TIPTON
STECK
Coming Releases

JACK CUNNINGHAM
Associated with

J. GRUBB ALEXANDER

LAB(»ATpRY

— Alice Glenister, M
we"
they wearEditi^
people,
tion
Picture

The Drama of the Heart of New York —

MILDRE
NoTi'

OF

Speaking
of Chrtsiii
C'omedies, we li
them better with et,
picture. Like
sot

entire scene, for use in "Piccadilly

Triple Optical Eolargenents

Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE

Big Set Used
built a set that covered

the entire floor in the Fort Lee studio. A special stand extended outside the studio floor to take in the

Racant Ralaasat:
Narm* TalnMdca
are au^ by cur own yUaated apparatu* whick pemitt ut to extract
im^ittuit ecemea from iUi an4 aiake
them into Urge paintlnfa up to 44x66
inckea. Some ot tkeae are on exhibition at our salcRrooraa.
XRAUS MFO. CO.
2» West 42nd St.
New Ylk City
TeL Ufff Bryant
Vfk Flaor

DAIUV

Adapting

for the acrean \

Lj
^ Originaland stories
Permanent

Address

Hollywood. Calif.

E. RICHARD SCHAYER
Pictures
Built In tha
SCRIPT— Not in the
Cutting Room
Now

with Qoldwyn
Writing for
G«rtUdlii« Farrar

and
Director Reginald
Barker

Ooldwyn

Staff

Current Madge Kennedy
Release
"THE

WRONG

DOOR"

In Preparation:
"MORAN,
OP THE
'LADY LETTT "
for Tom Moore

7/^recochiz^;
Authority

r FILMDOM

DAlbY^
X. No. 23
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Sold Out

^eases Four Stages
ilznick to Produce at Brunton
Plant — Buys Loeb Story
. C. Levee, vice-president of the
art Brunton studios while in
! York last week closed a deal
I Selznick Pictures wherel5y that
pany's
west occupy
coast producing
zation will
four stages orat
Brunton plant in Hollywood.
i order to give Selznick this
■unt of space it will probably be
ssary for the Brunton managet to build additional stages.
story by Sophie Irene Loeb,
:r with the New York Evening
Id, called "The Woriian God
," has been purchased. A very
Drate production for this is bejlanned with an all-star cast. It
be one of the Selznick specials
will be backed by a special exation campaign.
[le of the Selznick stars will leave
|he
coast immediately
but noas ancement
has been made
to
h one.

Capitol Opening Promises to Be Unusual— Many Film Men to Attend
All of the Who's Who in local filmdom are expected in their best Sunday-go-to-dinner attire at the Capitol opening tonight.
Exhibitors are also expected from
out of town in large numbers. Just
where they will be able to see the
housetionand
thetheshow
fromwasis' all
a quesbecause
house
sold
out before the box office opened yes
terday at 11 a.m.
Ever since the big house was
started and it was known that pictures were to be used all of filmdom
has been discussing what will be
done in the way of presentation, etc.
And everybody is on edge to see
what is going to be done.
As before noted top prices will be
$1.50 and there will be- a limited
number of reserved seats.
The fact that the house was sold
out and it seats 5,300 or more, augurs
for a "big night tonight."

World Film Confab

Out of Triangle
tcy L. Waters is out of Triangle
so far as any active interest is
;rned. While no information
ve to this important matter is
nable, either from Triangle or
[Waters, it may be stated that
formation is authoritative.

lubar With Zukor?

Price 5 Cents

Convention Will Be HeJd Today and
Tomorrow — Will Hear About

The vampire smile that lures the victims in the John-EmersonAnita Loos production, "A Virtuous
Vamp,"
starring Constance
Talmadge — a First National Picture.
Advt.

Ill Wire to WW'S DAILY)
1 lywood. — Allen Holubar claims
it/niveVsal has violated its conc A ith him.
He is ntiw negotiatin independent unit.
Sold Yesterday at 107K' — Banking
reported here that he will While Common Issued Without Par
Interests Represented on Financ ial Committee — Interesting Figures
for Adolph Zukor as an inFrom Financial Statement
;it producer.
If Holubar
! niversal, Dorothy
Phillips,
In order to provide for the extenholders' action, holders of record
. will go with him.
sion of its business. Famous Players- Nov. 13, 1919, will have the right to
rsal
claims
Holubar
for Lasky has called a special stockhold- subscriber at par up to Nov. 28 to one
share of the new convertible pre!•- mie to come.
ferred for each two shares of the
ers' meeting to authorize an issue of
$20,000,000 8 per cent, cumulative common held. On or before
IS Players knew nothing of convertible preferred stock, $100 par Nov. 28 payment in full must be
ubar report yesterday.
and an increase in common stock of made to the Empire Trust Co.
The $10,000,000 preferred is being
New Moss Theater
250,000 shares with no par value.
It is the intention to issue at this underwritten by a syndicate headea
Moss has purchased an enby Dominick & Dominick and Hallck bounded
by Tremont, time $10,000,000 of the preferred garten
& Go. acting in conjunction
and Carter Aves. iiud 176th
the Bron.x as the site for a stock. Of the 250,000 shares of addi- with K,uhn, Loeb & Co.
'■ater.
tional common stock approximately
A finance committee has been created on which large banking interests
heater which will ausTment 182,000 shares w;il be set aside to
hst in New York and Brook- provide for the ccu/ersion not only will be represented. H. D. H. Conill cost about $750,000 and of the $10,000,000 preferred stock nick, vice-president of-the American
International Corp., has resigned
'jw both vaudeville and pic- novT to be .issued but also of the that position in order to become an
$10,000,000 authorized but unissued
active executive of Famous Playersjsa and Pereira are the achi- preferred.
{Contintied from Page 4)
Subject to the necessary
stock-

Famous Increases Capital $20,000,000
of Preferred and 250,000 Shares of Common

Republic
A convention of the exchange
managers of World Film whose offices are located east of the Mississippi, will be held today and tomorrow. The two days spent at the
home office will be devoted to the
viewing of the new special features
that will be distributed by the organization during the next 4 months.
At this time a general survey of conditions in the industry as they relate
to the exhibitors will be made. A
general discussion of the. problems
[Continued on Payt 4)
De Mille and Stars Coming East
Cecil B. DeMille,
together
with
Gloria Swanson
and Bebe Daniels,
are en route East.
DeMille is coming for a conference
with Zukor. The Misses Swanson
and Daniels will attend the HallowOct. een
31.Ball at the Hotel' des Artistes,
Mabel Normand Here
Mabel Normand arrived itv New
York yesterday from California.
It is understood that her- present
contract with Goldwyn has j&xpired,
and that Goldwyn expects a renewal.
W. F. Rodgers, of Hallmark, has
placed the' Famous Director's series
in the Imperial, Montreal. There are
26 in the series.

OAILV
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jM^vGuts

In the Courts
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Quotations
Bid Asked Last Sale
Famous Players ....106^ 109^ 107^
Loews, Inc
36^/4 37 36^
Triangle
§^
/4 54
Unit. Pic. Prod
22
24^ 24
World Film
—
—
}i
Release Dates Changed

Peggy Hyland in "The Web of
Chance," has been .set back for release in December
The star will
be seen in "A Girl in Bohemia
in
November.

The Fox Film Corp. has filed suit
in the Supreme Court against Christopher Hannevig, Inc., to recover
$79,128 alleged to be due under a
contract by which the defendant got
the sole right to the Fox "Standard
Productions" and "Sunshine Comedies" for Russia and Finland last December. The complaint allege* that
the defendant agreed to pay $2,000
for
the "Standard''
serieseach
and picture
take oneof every
two weeks,
and make payments of $15,000 by
July 1 last. It is alleged that the defendant has refused to accept films
under the agreement and owes $42,000. The claim for the "Sunshine
Comedies" is for $37,128, based on
the payment of $952 for each picture.

and Flashes

•

Robert Warwick has started "Jack
Straw" for Paramount.

Dorcas
Matthews
has signed
contract with Famous Players.

a

Arrow Film reports a large number of territories sold for "LightCarlning Bryce."
M. Leviness is assisting
"At the
in directing
Franklin
Sidney with
Barn"
Constance
Talmadge.
Huntley

Gordon is supporting
Dorothy Dalton in "The Dark Mir-

Dublin Theater Hit by Fire
Harry Houdini filed suit in the SuDublin, Ga. — Fire in the operator's booth of the Crystal theater
preme Court against the Octagon
Films for $40,000, which he alleges is resulted in a loss of $3,000.
his share of gross profits of $225,000
R. H. Hightower is the owner.
ror."
from "The Master Mystery." In addition to half the profits he was to
Campaign in 400 Newspaper
Charles D. Isaacson, advertising
get $15,000 a week for eight weeks
and the cost of the picture, with ad- manager of Goldwyn, is completing
vertising, was not to exceed $135,000.
a campaign which will emplans for
brace 400 newspapers in behalf of
On the ground of alleged fraud the Goldwyn output.
in the sale of the Boslin theater at
7 W. 110th St., Anthony Sartori and
Hall Buys Another Story
Angelo Ercalino have obtained
purchased
has
G. Hall
Frank
judgment in the Supreme Court
against Frank Marziani for $1,838. "What
from
Do"
Will
Children
It will be one
The plaintififs say that the defend- Charles K. Harris.
ant got them to give him $1,500 in of the Famous
Director's series.
cash and notes for $2,000 for the
lease by representing that he made
Sales Contest at Universal
$50 to $90 a week net. They found
Universal has under way a sales
when they took it that they lost contest with $7,000 the stakes.
$150 a week. They sued for the
Tlie prizes will be divided up with
$1,500 and for $250 they lost while
a $2,000 and $1,000 and a $500 prize
running
the house.
to the exchanges. There will be an
individual award of $1,000 to the
New 'Change in West Penn.
best sa^lesman and various other
Pittsburgh — Jack Grier, formerly sums for publicity and exploitation
with Famous Players, has opened a stunts.
new exchange to serve the western
The contest covers October, November and December.
Pennsylvania and Virginia territories. It is called the Diamond
Film Exchange.
Louise Winter with Selznick
Grier has closed with Arrow Film
Louise Winter, author of "Tlie
of New York for "Lightning Bryce" Spite
has been
staff. added to the
scenario
SelznickBride,"
and "The Chamber Mystery."

Watch for Pathe's exhibitor (
operative idea.
They say it's big

LATE NEWS
Cleopatra Didn't Bead
All Up Just for FunShe Had an Objective.

If

tf

Sailing Tuesday
Milton
Hoffman,
Famous
stii
manager, will sail next Tuesday}
London.
That is, he will sail ii
boat arrives in time.
Cohen Changes His Plans
Harry J. Cohen of the Metro
eign department, originally plar
going to South America. Hei
changed his mind and will go toi
stralia instead. He leaves with
month.
Kansas
City, Mo. — Richards
Flynn will start work on their;
12th Street theater sometime
month.
The house will cost $|
000 and will seat 1,000.
.

"HE

NEW

PRODUCTIONS!!

The Trans-Atlantic Film Company of America, Inc., is
on the market to purchase WORLD'S
productions made in America.

t customs officer
TKe vigilan
See him in the

DORIS KENYON
THE BANDBOX
h
production

louis Joseph Vance
W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkQly
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RIGHTS

HESITATES

of any

is lost." — But the public!
do not hesitate
after

We can dispose of an unlimited quantity of two reel
comedies for England immediately.
Write, phone or wire to
Trans-Atlantic Film

Company

of America,

a RITCHEY
seeing
poster; — they go righl
into the auditorium.

Inc.

RITCHEY

Lewis Roach, President

Room 502
Tel.
.
Bry. 1574-1575
Bry. 10462

WHO

729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

uTuo.
406 W. 3UI
St., N.Y. coia».
Phoat CMm* M
■

jM^

Cohen Goes to Coast
|i Promises Redeemed
'Carl Laemmle, of Universal, issued
L. Cohen, president of Bull's Eye,
for the coast Sunday to look
alitatement yesterday in which he- leaves'
sited that he considered that the over production activities.
Pjimises made by Universal six
Hirsch Buys Re-vamped Serial
n'nths ago regarding forthcoming
p-ductions, had been redeemed.
Nathan Hirsch, of Aywon, has purchased New York and northern New
,'n proof of his statement Laemmle
nined the forthcoming Universal Jersey rights to "The Million Dollar
sjcials as ready: "Blind Husbands," Reward." This has been made into
"iissidy of the Air Line," an aero- a feature from the serial produced by
pne story; Dorothy Phillips in Thanhouser some years ago with
"Ambition," Priscilla Dean in "The Marguerite Snow.
Eiutiful Beggar," Tsurii Ooki, in
Fashion Act for Broadway
"|ne Breath of the Gods," Eric Von
A bevy of 20 girls will be seen at
Sioheim!s second production, "The
V)man in the Plot" and Elmo Lin- Moss' Broadway beginning Nov. 2.
The act was brought over from
en in "The Beach Comber."
Paris by Henri Benoit and is supposed to represent a day in a PaGoldwyn Takes Another Floor
risian's life from the time the lady
tioldwyn, because of its cramped
the inorning until she reqvrters on the eighth floor of the awakestires in
at
night. The girls will be
\nfield Bldg., has taken over the
gowned on the stage.
ti!i floor. Carpenters are now getAt present it has not been decided
ti^ it ready for occupancy.
what the feature will be when the
t'he publicity, advertising and acc nting departments will be h.oused act plays there. There is some indecision between Elsie Janis in "A
tire while the offices of the direct0 and various of^cials of the cor- Regular Girl" and "Soldiers of Forp ation will be on the eighth floor. duction. tune," the Allan Dwan-Realart proEdmimds
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DAILV
Figures

More Prints Needed

Fox pul)licity has it all figured
Because of the demand for "His
out.
Majesty,
the American,"
and found
"BroHere in New York, there have
ken Blossoms,"
United Artists
it
necessary
to
supply
exchanges
been over 700 performances of
with 25 more prints of each subject.
"Checkers."
Over 1,540,000 eyes have seen the
picture. Ince Film at Rialto
Douglas MacLcan and Doris May
will be seen in "Twenty Three and a
Half Hours Leave" at the Rialto
next week. It is the first appearance of new Thomas Ince starring
team.
Pizor Going West
William M. Pizor,. of Capital Film,
leaves within a week on a western
trip which will take him to the
coast, and during which he will inspect the various territories. Pizor
will also dispose of states rights to
[certain Capital productions.
'
Reichenbach Elected
Harry Reichenbach has been
Corp.
elected
an officer of Equity Pictures

Leaves Rialto

alph Edmunds, director of puby for the Rialto, and Rivoli has
that posi.tion to accept a posi1 abroad.
|r. Riesenfeld has appointed MaGeorge G. Shor, who served on
era! Pershing's staff in France,
Edmund's successor.

ROBERTSON-COLE

mi^S^

JESSE D. HAMPTON

Lesser Handling Bebai^ Film
yl Lesser's New York office stated
ftterday that Lesser
will handle
t:ld's rights on the second George
lan production.
A Hollywood rejt printed yesterday
stated that
picture would be state righted.

BESS MEREDHH
and

WILFRED LUCAS
Writing and Directing

Australian Features

WOI FS
Address

Y Care Snowy Baker
84 Oxford Street
•• Sydney, N. S. W. Australia
Cable Address
"Snowing Sydney"

m

Ghosr

A vivid, colorful drama of the Southwest, presenting
Mr. Warner in the type of production in which he is
at his best. It is an adaptation of Bret Harte's stirring book-story, "Maruja."

Availatleatall ROBERTSON -COLE

EXCHANGES

OML^
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World Film Confab
[Continued from Page 1)
of the exchanges will take place and
an interchange of ideas will he given.
Today tlie managers will Ije the
guests of Kinograms and will inspect
the plant of the weekly, after which
they will be given a luncheon at the
Masonic Club.
They will then be taken through
the studio and laboratories of the
Prizma Natural Color Pictures. Following this, the men will repair to
the home ofifice for an hour of discussion on general topics. Afterwards they will be entertained at a
dinner at the Hotel Astor together
with the heads of departments of the
World Corporation.
They will meet at this dinner,
Lewis J. Selznick and Briton N.
Busch of the newly formed Republic
Distributing Corp. who are to take
over the distrilmting end of the
World organization.
Following the dinner the men will
proceed to the Capitol and witness
the premiere.
Tomorrow will be devoted to seeing the new special features of the
World and listening to addresses by
the General Sales Manager, Advertising Manager. Publicity Director,
as well as an exposit on of the policy
of the Republic Dstribnting Corp
by Mr. Busr'i.
The br-iji"'^ ■
r"T°-s "'ho w'll attend thi^ -- i-"'e--tion are: M. A.
Fecke. P"-* v. 1 E. Kimberley,
BuF-'o- ' ■ " '--'I7. Chicago; R.
E. Flar'c- ^' ■"~'
' • r. A. Thompson. Cl'~v'l' ''
F Weaver, Detroit: Ro'"" ' ' " n. Minneapolis;
W. R. Pr^e't P''-:iadeiphi-i; Fred
Falinger,
P'ttsburgh, and H. I. Rosefield,
Atlanta.
A week later a meeting will be
called of the eJcchange managers
whose offices are west of the Mississippi. This will take place in Chicago.
Beulah Livingstone says that Chet
Withey and Grant Carpenter adapted "Two Women," a Norma Talmadge release and not John Emerson and Anita Loos, as stated.

Bfe^*l

Stoll After Maynard
The Board of Directors of the
S. Photoplay Corp. of which F.
Stoll is president, is trying to sec'
Lieut. B. W. Maynard, the "fly'
parson," who was first to cross j
country by aeroplane, for "Dei
mination," the picture which \
embody four sporting events.
\
Stoll says he is willing to j

Increases Capital

cured by film in possession of Famous Players over two and -a half
{Continued from Page 1)
million, negatives completed but not
Lasky where he will be Chairman of released, and raw stock, over three
the Finance Committee. Other mem- and a quarter million, while residual
bers of the Finance Committee will value of negatives is placed at over
be Frederick G. Lee, president of two and a quarter million. Famous
Irving Trust Co.; Gayer G. Dominick owns nearly $400,000 in Liberty
of Dominick & Dominick; Maurice bonds and has over two and a quarter million invested in subsidiary
Wertheim of Hallgarten & Co.; and
companies. Good will is valued at
Adolph Zukor, president of the cor- over seven and one-half million.
poration.
The new preferred stock carries
Second Blue Mouse House
the privilege of conversion, at the
option of the holder, into common
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
stock at $110 per share up to and
Minneapolis. — The second of the
including Nov. 30, 1920; at $115 to Blue
Mouse circuit of theaters
November 30, 1921; and at $120 there- planned for the Twin Cities will be
after, with an •adjustment of divi- erected on Hennepin Ave. between
dends. Provision will be made, also, ?lh and 8th Sts.
for a reduction of the conversion
The house will cost about $500,000
price if additional common stock and will seat 2,000.
is issued at less than $100 per share.
The balance sheet of the corporaFour Stars as Hostesses.
tion as of Sept. 27, 1919, giving effect
Mae Murray, Dorothy Dalton,
to the sale of $10,000,000 of preferred
shows net assets, not including good Ruby de Remer and Dolores Caswill of $22,326,443 or 223 per cent, sinelli will act as hostesses at Ye
of the total amount of preferred to
Hallow's
be issued. Net earnings before taxes Olde
Ball toEnglish
be held All
at the
Hotel Eve
des
for the first 6 months of 1919 Artistes, Friday, Oct. 31. The ball
amounted to $2,439,337, or at the rate
will depict a 12th Century Celebraof nearly $5,000,000 for the year.
tion of Halloween.
In the financial statement also issued by the corporation some inter- - Robert Brunton has about comesting figures are found. It shows
pleted his new home which has
cash on hand and in J:)anks, over been erected on a portion of the
ten million, advances to producers se- Brunton Studio acreage.
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World will release the follow |
pictures in November:
"Me and Capt. Kidd," with ;v
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Nov. 17; Nov.
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News of the Week
in Headlines
Monday

Harold J. Binney promoting
Canadian
Photo-Play
Productions, Ltd., with half million capital.
Mae Murray signs withTu International.
esday

Shirley Mason and Buck Jones signed with Fox.
Bray Pictures Corp. secure International Film cartoon
for Goldwyn release.
Wednesday
First National signs King Vidor.
Nat Rothstein leaves Universal for Equity.
Thomas Meighan to_ be starred by Famous.
Bankruptcy proceedings against United dismissed.
Selznick secures control of World Film.
Organizes
Republic, taking over World Exchanges.
Thursday
R. A. Walsh signed by Mayflower.
Percy L. Waters out of Triangle.
Harry Rapf to build permanent coast organization for
Selznick Pictures.
Friday .
Selznick to produce at Brunton plant in Hollywood.
Reported Allen Holubar to produce independently.
Moss to build in Bronx.
Famous Players increase capital $20,000,000 of preferred and 250,000 shores of common.
Saturday
Capitol Theater, New York, opens with everyone of
importance in the film business in attendance.
Gorgeously beautiful house but program too long.
Alma Rubens signed by Cosmopolitan for release
through Famous Players.
E. H. Hulsey admits alliance with S. A. Lynch Enterprises.

"Pardoning the bad is injuring the good'*— Benjamin Franklin,

The Capitol — A Gorgeous House
Poet Needed to Fitly Describe this $5,000,000 House With Its Wealth of Beauty
— Prominent Film Men Enthuse Over Its Appointments
thelimenum
ng s comp
Amoerou
ntary
expressions voiced
by film executives
of prominence at the
g of the Capiopenin
tol on Friday night,
probably the thought
of Samuel Goldwyn
is more fitting than
any other heard.
Said Goldwyn: "It
is gorgeous. It is an
inspiration to us to
make better, more

cushioned furniture, and artistically^ 'fitted with carpets and hangings, while the murals to be found
throughout the house are also to be seen from some
points on this floor. It also affords an entrance to
part of the balcony and this is' also a big innovation. There are so many entrances to the seats that
there should be no difficulty in placing the big crowds
without difficulty. Even with all the inexperience of
handling a big crowd the attendants did remarkably
well Friday night.
And such attendants ! When the Capitol announced
the staff would be a tipless one and would still give
the maximum of courtesy all the wise ones laughed.
But Friday night proved the wise ones were again
wrong. The ushers were the top notch kind. One volunteered tofind a party of four in the balcony without
knowing where they were seated, offering to use his
flashlight to find them — and this despite that there
were over 2,600 people to be looked over, row after;

beautiful pictures."
And in this expression Goldwyn voiced
th. Because,
the
tru
EDWARD
J. BOWES
if the new $5,000,000
row. And he found them! The boy in the men's i
retiring
room was a marvel of efficiency and politeness.
us
geo
nts
_
e
gor
tme
one mor
house, replete with appoin
Where
did
Bowes find them? They are a rarity in
,
ng
n
tha the next
than the other, one more interesti
New
York
fails to inspire this on the part of the producers, then
Looking down from the last row in the balcony, the
it may well be said that all the time, the money, the
picture
was plamly visible. So also from the last seat i
lavish expenditure has really proven less than worth
in the orchestra. This despite there is a drop of 180
while.
New York has never had anything like it. All of feet from the projection booth to the stage. At times!
the beautiful houses in the West fall short. Just as
the projection seemed faulty, but^ the Fairbanks' fea-i
ture was well shown, proving that after the machines
Syd Grauman said when here : "It is a house — a real
are more thoroughly tested the projection will work
house," so the local film world accepted it. Only praise
perfectly.
could be heard regarding the house. Adolph Zukor,
The Broadway side, devoted to .the grand entrancei
Lewis J. Selznick, Hiram Abrams, J. D. Williams, of
lobby — in itself large enough to house the average first
First National, and scores of men of lesser importclass
theater — is essentially
a separate
structure,
ance, all Iwere enthusiastic. And those exhibitors that
erected as an office building. To preserve the unity of
attended only duplicated the expressions of praise.

Exhibitors generally may well afford to visit the
Capitol for ideas, for inspiration, for aid In their future

architectural design it is of the same height as the'l
theater proper, six stories, and on the 51st street side;i

plans. "Why," said Bernie Depkin of the Parkway,
Baltimore, whose company is planning another big

office building and theater present an unbroken front'j
of conventional monumental design, ornamented by. a

house in Baltimore, "You could put the average theater— certainly a thousand-seat house on this projnename," referring to the foyer effect on the balcony
entrance.
And he was right.
Exhibitors will revamp their ideas of construction
after seeing the Capitol. Some may. say there is a
terrific waste of space. • But when you bear in mind
that even with the luxurious roomy effect there are
still 5,300 seats in the house that should be the answer. This foyer effect is going to be the rendezvous
for many parties.
It is resplendent in .fine heavily

row of stately pilasters, 17 in number — the longest line
of pilasters adorning any similar New York building.
The auditorium occupies the 51st street front, a width
of 175 feet and extends south to the stage, a stretch of >
159 feet. The huge orchestra floor provided in thisii

space seats 2,750 — nearly twice as many as the usual j
theater accommodates in orchestra, balcony, boxes and
gallery combined, and more than any of the theaters of
the Metropolis with four exceptions.
Above guiltless
of the presence of a single supporting column, though ■
{Continued

on Fage 8)
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Another Poor Preachment Against Intemperance
Sylvia Breamcr in
"THE MOONSHINE TRAIL"
Blackton Prod.— Pathe
DIRECTOR
J. Stuart Blackton
ART DIRECTOR
AUTHORS
Olmstead.
CAMERAMAN

Martin Justice
J. Stuart Blackton and Stanley
William S. Adams

AS A WHOLE

Artistically produced preachment against whiskey and intemperance.
Tempo too slow and picture too long.
STORY
Conventional and drawn out. Plot development sacrificed to atmosphere and detail.

DIRECTION

Perspective lost in too close an application todetail and extraneous instances.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR

Extra good
Far above the average
..Pleasing, appealing and pretty

SUPPORT
'. Robert
Swayne
Gordon both
scored. Gordon
Balanceandof Julia
cast excellent
EXTERIORS

Mountain scenes

INTERIORS

Consistent with demands of story

•DETAIL

Overdone in many respects detracting
from development of plot.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Preachment against
intemperance.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,622 feet

Judging from the elaborate manner in which this
was produced it was probably intended for a special
but you had better see it before booking and paying a
big price for it. It is a moral preachment against intemperance and though no expense has been spared
on its production, and although it contains many meritorious features, still you will have to be the judge as
to whether or not it will appeal to your crowd.
The only weakness in the picture, and it is a major '

one, is that the story is too slight to carry it. In order
to make up for this the director has introduced numerous extraneous scenes and incidents which while having a" bearing on the main story serve to slow up the
plot development and result in a picture that is entirely too long for its subject matter.
Now that prohibition seems to be an established fact
it is a question whether or not a picture of this kind
will have the timely appeal that will fill your house.
The story consists of a main plot and two minor
plots so co-mingled that they make one story. Sylvia ,
Breamer is the daughter of a moonshiner in the Kentucky mountains. Her father and two brothers are
killed in a raid by revenue officers. The home broken
up as a result of whiskey the mother and daughter
come to New York.
There Sylvia falls in love with the son of an old
friend of her mother's Robert Gordon. Robert gets her
a position in the ofiice where he works and the bigboss, a Wall Street broker, falls in love with her.
Robert is rapidly promoted and his success goes to
his head. He falls for temptation and on the night of
his engagement to Sylvia gets beautifully drunk and
forges a check for $500.
Simultaneously the broker's only daughter, whom
he idolizes, is given an overdose of sleeping powder
by her companion, so that she can go on a joy ride
with the chauffeur, and is killed.
The broker learns the news when he is trying to
seduce Sylvia. The shock is so great that he renounces
his evil intentions; Robert is not prosecuted and
Sylvia promises to marry him when he proves that he
can stop drinking. The father of the poor family has
been reformed by the aid of a cop and the picture
shows them showered with prosperity.
Sylvia-r Breamer was pretty, pleasing and appealing
at all times, consistently remaining within the bounds
of the character and handling each situation with skill
and capability.

See This Before You Book It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
\\ hether or not you'will be able to put this over will
depend entirely on the character of your audience. It
is a temperance lecture pure and simple, beautifully
and elaborately done, but still a temperance lecture.
By all means see it before you book it. It is one of
those pictures that you will have to use your own
judgment on.
The title is good so play it up big. Use the name

of J. Stuart Blackton if it is valuable to you. Sylvia
Breamer is worth a good strong bally hoo. She will
not disappoint.
If you can get some stills of the early parts of the
picture showing the star in a beautiful background of
mountain scenery use them by all means. Your appeal should be entirely to women and the church crowd
in your community.

*]riple praise from Chicago for the nevwest "Kerrigan
Wc expected the critics of the tiade papers and
ihe photoplay public to like this newest J. Warren
Kerrigan production. From all angles we have not
heen disappointed, as these Chicago notices prove:

CHICAGO TRIBUNE: "Tlie Joyous Liar" is a good picture and J. Warren Kerrigan adds to his undeniably
good looks, sincerity and likeablenes)r. For once we
<-an obey our good mayor's instructions""to kiy down
our hammer and get a horn." A plausible comedydrama, cleverly directed with lots of action, much
ijuiet i'un and well-aimed "punch."
SCREEN OPINIONS: Many there are who are going to
jiiiil real jtloaiure in "The Joyous Liar."
The major-

ity of exhibitors will use it to advantage. Few pictures, unless they bear the label special, exceed this ii»
point of interest and presentation.
A Class A picture.

EXHIBITORS' HERALD: In "The Joyous Liar" J. Warren Kerrigan has one of the most delightful melodramatic comedies that has reached the screen in months.
5,000 feet of clean, entertaining humor that will add to
Kerrigan's popularity.

As the best evidence in the world of the likeability
of this picture we announce the remarkable fact
that without being asked to do so, twenty first run
exhibitors have doubled all their previous Kerrigan
prices for this rollicking, enjoyable production.

W.V. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue . New York Qty
Pistributingr through PATH^ Etchangejncorporated
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Weak and Convenient Story a Drawback to Well Produced and Artistic
Picture
"THE
DIRECTOR

Maurice Tourneur's
BROKEN BUTTERFLY"
Robertson Cole
Maurice Toumeur

AUTHOR

Adaptation of Penelope Knapp's
"Marcene."
SCENARIO BY
H. Tipton Steck
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Subject matter not new but artistic production and atmospheric
setting
compensates.
STORY

Deals with old "innocent goil" idea; too
convenient to be plausible.
DIRECTION
Made the most of material at hand
and handled players to good advantage.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very fine indeed
LIGHTINGS
Some beautiful
CAMERA WORK
Good all through
PLAYERS
Pauline Stark sure to please in role
of the "goil" and Lew Cody is his usual
wicked self; others satisfactory.
EXTERIORS. . . .About the best thing in the picture
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Showed care as a rule
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . ."The 'goil who didn't
know,"
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Again Maurice Tourneur comes forth with a production ofexceptional artistic merit but again M. Tourneur is handicapped by a weak story foundationr— this
time the old story of the little girl and the wicked lover
and all that goes with it. This idea has been worked
overtime and it is a pity that such a wonderful atmospheric setting a.xfd the very fine work of the director
sholud be put into such a frail plot.

As in former Tourneur productions there are some
very good spectacular effects. This time it is a storm
which is well photographed an dthe rain stuff is very
fine indeed.
The action is laid in Canada where shero Pauline
Starke, as Marcene Elliott, is living with a woman
known to her as "Aunt Zebie." The opening reel is
very picturesque, showing the beautiful country for
which Canada is noted and they ring in some very
cute stuff where shero meets Lew Cody, an unsuccessful composer. True to his "rep" Lew isn't on the
screen five minutes until he's up and over the hill
after shero.
Poor Pauline "don't know nothin' " but manages to
fall in love with willun Lew, sincere in his love for the
little bare-^foot girl, who inspires him to write what he
believes will be his masterpiece — a symphony which
he calls "Marcene."
Later Lew; is away trying to become famous little
Marcene arrives but Pauline, filled with a fear that
her lover will never return, decides to drown herself
and baby rather than face eternal shame, so she selects
a stormy night for the end. When Lew finally returns
Aunt Zebie tells him the sad news and also confesses
the identity of Marcene, whom she had stolen, as a
child from the man who had betrayed her, as a means
of her revenge.
Lew travels far and wide, trying to forget and finally
makes the acquaintance of Marcene's sister and as
man and wife they journey to back to Canada, the
home of Marcene. And here's where they ring in the
implausible and unreal by having shero alive but very
ill, her faithful collie 'having saved her and her baby.
Then shero's sister prepares to make the big sacrifie
and give up Lew, but Pauline conveniently dies.

Atmospheric Setting and Director's Name May Get This Over
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
No doubt the fact that this is a Maurice Tourneur
: production, will get it over on account of his acknowledged artistry and technique, which again is displayed
^throughout this production. He has provided an exceptionally beautiful atmospheric setting and some of
the scenic effects are unusual but the whole thing is
terribly handicapped by the lack of story quality.
There is no question about this being a splendid production ifthe weakness of the plot can be forgiven.
It has all the elements of something big, good direction, fine photography and a capable cast. You should
be able to appeal to folks through the use of Lew

Cody's name, which incidentally will be all some will
need to guess at the character of the story. But there
is a certain crowd who are strong for this sort of thing
and notwithstanding the unsavory theme, it will go
over big among this particular clientele.
For catchlines you could use: "Like the butterfly
who didn't realize the dangers of the spider's web, her
heart was broken and her soul crushed in the web of
life." Or, "See Pauline Starke and Lew Cody in Maurice Tourneur's production, 'The Broken Butterfly,' the
story of a little girl who loved and lost, showing at the
blank theater."

Cparcimount^

MACK SENNETl COMEDY
!8ALOME vs SHENANDOAH

Sunday, October 19, 1919.
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Glean and Wholesome Story Contains Nothing Unusual But Will Please
Edith Taliaferro in
"WHO'S
YOUR
BROTHER"
Curtiss Pictures Corp. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
John G. Adolfi
AUTHOR
Robert Bronson Stockbridge
SCENARIO BY
Robert Bronson Stockbridge
CAMERAMAN
Harry Keepers
AS A WHOLE
Wholesome production with
winsome star will please generally.
STORY

Based on Biblical quotation "I Am
My Brother's Keeper";
drifts from theme
toward the end.

jDIRECTION
Consistent; makes good use of
s,
itie
opportun
I
PHOTOGRAPHY
Average
LIGHTINGS
Usually satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR. .Pleasing; seems to play the part with sincerity
SUPPORT. .Capable cast handle respective parts well
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Attention to little bits evidenced
throughout.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Wholesome, clean
offering.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
"Who's Your Brother," endorsed by the New York
Federation of Churches, is supposedly founded on the
Biblical text, "I Am My Brother's Keeper," and
starts off with that idea fairly well in the foreground,
but toward the end the theme develops more on to
the romantic. The story is not abundant in punch and
it is not a new idea but has been given a careful pro-

duction, good direction and a well selected cast which
lifts it above the ordinary program offering.
The story deals with post war conditions the return
of our troops and the return to the ways and habits
of pre war days. Kdith Taliaferro is the daughter of
a wealthy Jew who is noted for his generosity and his
readiness to help his fellow man. Edith and her chum
are fellow workers in a canteen. The chum's brother,
played by Gladden James, returns from France and it
isn't long before he falls in love with Edith, a fact
which is resented by his father, owing to the fact that
Edith is a Jewess.
E.- Cort Albertson is a famous surgeon a life-long
friend of the girl's father and an ardent admirer of
Edith's. He proposes to her but is gently refused.
To drown his sorrow, the physician devotes his entire
time to his work, especially in healing the sick in the
poorer, section sof the town. He is soon called upon
to save the life of his rival. Gladden James, who is injured in an automobile accident.
In view of the fact that the two men were known to
be rivals for the hand of the girl, the doctor refuses
to perform the operation because should it prove unsuuccessful it would place him in an embarrassing position. But when Edith begs him to save the life of
Gladden, he consents and the operation is prono^unced
a surgical miracle and in the end Edith marries the
physician.
The "I am my brother's keeper" idea is presented
mostly thjough the charity and benevolence of Miss
Taliaferro's father and then again through the doctor
who perforrns the operation on his rival. Miss Taliaferro was very pleasing in the part of the young Jewess
and E. Cort Albertson suited the part of the doctor.

Go After this, Bearing in Mind the Preference of Your Audience
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
' If you are out after clean, wholesome pictures, you
rwon't go wrong on showing this because it has a
theme that, although it is now new, is human and
should appeal to the higher class clientele especially,
but has enough of the romantic ingredients to get it
over wfth the majority.
Edith Taliaferro may not be remembered by your
folks specially for her screen work, her stage career
is well known and you can go after fans who want to
see stage favorites in pictures. Should you think well
of it you can say that the story is based on the Biblical
itext : "I am my brother's keeper," explaining the con-

nection. But if you consider that you will do better
by sticking to the romance idea you are safe in saying
that you are showing a romance, with enough flavor
of humor and pathos to please.
Although the title will probably not cause any sensation, you should be able to use catchlines to good advantage from a standpoint of the story. You might
try : "Could you be charitable enough to save the life
of your enemy if you thought he was to marry the girl
you loved? See this sacrifice in 'Who's Your Brother'
at the blank theater." This is only one way of appealing to your patrons but you know best their preference
and should direct your exploitation from that angle.
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Capital— A Gorgeous

(Continued from Page 2)

the most modern application of the cantilever system
rises the balcony with a capacity of practically the
same number of seats. There is no gallery.
As a legacy of the great war the Capitol presents a
number of features hitherto unknown in big construction operations. Primarily it is the first theater, or
large building for that matter, wherein the structural
steel was fabricated on the site.
Not the least remarkable of the structural features is
to be found in the proscenium dividing the stage from
the auditorium. Here again the necessity existed for
a tremendous truss and concrete was called into requisition to minimize the demand on steel. The proscenium opening itself is 61 feet wide and fifty feet high,
and the truss in question spans this vast opening.
Messmore Kendall will be no mere figurehead as
president and member of the board of directors of the
new institution. Every detail of policy and feature of
entertainment, as well as of commercial operation is
the fruit of his suggestion, or that of Edward J. Bowes,
vice-president and managing director, or both working
in unison. Like Mr. Kendall, Mr. Bowes is more
widely knovvn in the world of finance than the theater.
' Prfmarily, the house is in empire style in interior
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architecture, ornamentation and decoration. The entance lobby with its marble walls, is treated in soft
colors, almost pastels, with cafe au lait shades predominating and gold covering the stucco or plaster ornamentation. This gold is glazed with soft green toj
produce an Etruscan effect. Elsewhere it is Roman;
gold and other ornamentation glazed and rubbed into
a cameo effect. The entrance lobby leads to the main
lobby, spreading out luxuriously to right and left and
fronting a wonderful marble staircase. Here massive
walls of dark walnut rise to a beautiful ceiling of rich
ornamentation in Roman gold and cafe au lait tints.
Five great panels enclose murals of unusual interest
and beauty. These murals are the work of an American artist, William Cotton, and add wonderfully to the
i
effectiveness of this spacious section.
Ascending the great while marble stairs the grand'
promenade is encountered — a spacious elongated chamber with an arched ceiling of great beauty and delicate
ornamentation in ivory and gold with cameo panels in
soft colors on splendidly modeled Wedgewood effects.
This is decorated in the same restful shades but softened to harmonize with the ivory tones of the promenade. On the wall is another of Mr. Cotton's murals—
|
a massive creation 72 feet long.
The organ was built at
Brattleboro, Vt., by .the Estey Organ Co. and is the
largest'instrument ever made
by that well-known firm oi
pipe
organ builders.
It is sfii
tremendous
in size that
was delivered in instalments
of carload lots, with delivei^
ies covering an extended pe'
riod. The organ chamber!
are situated over the boxei
just in front of the prosc^
nium arch on either side oj
the theater.
Those who are fond of statistics may find interest in «
few facts concerning thi
amount of material uused ir
the construction of this tona
giant. There were over 15,
000 square feet of lumbei
used in making the wooc
pipes. The smallest pipe i;
about the size of a lead pen
cil, while the largest woulc
easily contain
smaller
pipes. 135,000 of thi
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A LL the splendor of this delicate
creature of God's creation and
tKe glory of its freedom is in the
opening sympatKetic phase of this
pov*)erful story. All tKe soft
contentment of summer and sun
and all tKe sweetness of flower
buds is in tKe deptK of tKe appeal
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A NO all the pathos and pity
^* that would extend to the
fluttering thing of beauty, all the
heart strings that would be touched
by the collapse of its freedom and
the drooping of its gaily colored
wings of life, are stirred and
shaken by the profound depth of
its tragedy. 'This story is one of
the most masterly of emotional
screen masterpieces and its
tenderness, its drama, and its
perfection of production, make it
one of the Supreme achievements
in motion pictures
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Rather Slow Moving Adventure Story. Francis Ford in Triple Characterizaion
Francis Ford in
"CRIMSON SHOALS"
Monopol Pictures Co. — State Rights
DIRECTOR
Francis Ford
i- AUTHOR
Elsie Van Name
SCENARIO BY
Elsie Van Name
CAMERAMAN
Fred G. Hartman
AS A WHOLE
Rather slow adventure story
built around star who offers something novel
in the way of a triple characterization.
STORY
Centered around old southern family
feud with action laid on coral island.
DIRECTION. . . .Might have made more of the' story
and less of the star; supporting
company
poorly handled.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Sometimes blurred ; some
good coast shots.
LIGHTINGS
•
Fair
CAMERA WORK
Double exposure work rather
meritorious.
STAR.

. . .Played triple characterization but not very
appealing in any of them.
PLAYERS
Poor cast that had little to do but

play up to the star.
INTERIORS
Acceptable
EXTERIORS
Appropriate;
some
pretty shots
DETAIL
Nothing that would add to the artistry
of the production.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Slow moving adventure theme.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,400 feet
This is essentially a story written for Francis Ford
and in it he does manage to put over a rather novel
feature in the way of a triple characterization but other
than this the production doesn't count for a great deal.
The story liasn't enough suspense and surprise and
everything is so subordinated to let the star reign su-

preme that the story element is neglected.
The picture opens with a prologue.

Thomas

Kielding, played by Ford, is the owner of Crimson Shoals, an unchartered coral island. With
his son. l''rederick, also played by Ford, he lives
on his estate in the south adjoining that of William
Quinn. Frederick is in love with Quinn's daughter,
and when the youth makes up his mind to go to the
reef and develop its wealth" of coral, he marries the girl
in secret because their respective parents would not
consent to the match because of an old feud over the
boundary line of the two estates. Frederick gives his
wife a signet ring and leaves for his new adventure.
This closes the prologue and twenty-five years later
we find Frederick Fielding the prospero'is owner of
the coral reef which is in charge of Jack Quinn, supposedly the grandson of William Quinn who is living
on the island.
Large quantities of coral are disappearing and Jack
Quinn is suspected of knowing something about the
mystery. The elder Fielding and his son come to the
island and demand the resignation of Quinn who
startles the old man by his strong resemblance to his
own son. Helen, the sweetheart of Quinn, but really
a character of convenience more than anything else,
discovers the real source of the disappearing coral and
clears up the mystery.
Fielding, Jr., observes the familiar signet on the
hand of Quinn and it develops that hero is his son who
had been brought up by his father's enemy and the
father of his secret wife, as an adopted son because the
mother who died, refused to disclose the identity of the
father. They finish up with the happy fade-out.
In one scene particularly the camera work is especially good. They show Francis Ford, as the grandfather, playing checkers with Francis Ford, the father,
while Francis Ford, the son, looks in on the game.

This May Get By if Handled Properly
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You have undoubtedly run some of the Universal serials with Francis Ford and can judge just how much
of a crowd he will pull at your theater. "Crimson
Shoals" was probably written especially for his use
and although the idea isn't anything that warrants
special exploitation from the angle of a new story idea,
it will appeal to certain of your clientele.
Play up the fact that Ford play.s three distinct parts
and appears in his various characters simultaneously

in many of the scenes. Dual roles are not uncommon
but a triple characterization is a novelty and folks who
don't know much about screen photography will probably enjoy this. Tell your folks that it is the story of
an old family feud. There is always a certain crowd
who go in for the adventure stuff.
Catchlines which might aid in exploiting this might
read: "Who stole the coral from the isle of 'Crimson
Shoals?' See how a givl discovered the pirates in Francis Ford's production of love and adventure."
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Darwinian Theory Made Theme of
"A SCREAM

IN THE
Select

relative to men

NIGHT"

DIRECTOR
Burton King
AUTHOR
Charles A. Logue
SCENARIO BY
Leonard De Cordova
CAMERAMEN
A. A. Cadwell and A. Fried
AS A WHOLE
An absurd mixtures of extravagant meller that will get by only with a crowd
that likes the cheaply sensational.
STORY

A lot of nonsense based on a ranatic's
efforts to prove the kinship of men and monkeys.
DIRECTION
Allows the characters to emote all
over the place.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Varies, generally fair
LIGHTINGS
Passable
CAMERA WORK
Ordinary
PLAYERS
Ruth Budd reveals more acrobatic
tan histrionic ability in her portrayal of the
girl who is reared in the wilderness with savages and monkeys as her companions ; Ralph
Kellard, Ed Roseman and others do their best
to make the characters seem real.
EXTERIORS. . . .Scenes in jungle up to requirements
INTERIORS
Conventional
DETAIL. .. .Incongruities
and anachronisms
which
could not well be avoided.
CHARACTER OF STORY
wholesome.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Atmosphere

un-

5,904 feet

This is sure a weird concoction, and what liberties
they have taken with the name of Darwin and the
Darwinian theory, and if you try to take it seriously
it's funny.
Every once in a while a sub-title carries a thought

Meller

and monkeys that is intended to he

weighty and profound, whereas the i)snc(lo-scientific
conclusions arrived at are plain bunk.
A fanatic, to prove his tlieories a1)out tlic essential
similarity of human Ijeings and monkeys, attempts to
make an ape the mate of a girl, kidnapped in her youth
and reared in a South American wilderness where she
never meets a wliitc man, until Ralph Kellard discovers her swinging from tree to tree with all the
agility of a circus acmbat.
Confused and loosely connected as the earlier passages of the picture are, one gathers that Ruth is
marked as a sacrifice to science by the diabolical Professor Silvio, who passes through the story with a
cynical smile on his lips and a quantity of cyptic remarks prepared by the title writer to suit every occasion.
The South American expedition in quest of the longmissing Ruth, who is the daughter of a wealthy senator, seems to present
outing the country.
the travelers. She is
of her one-piece skin

no greater hardships than a day's
The girl is right there to me^-t
togged out in the most becoming
garments and is prepared to con-

verse in perfectly correct English. There's nothing in
the least monkey-like about Ruth, except the ease with
which she swings from tree to tree.
Back in the States, Professor Silvio suffers a frightful shock drives him completely insane.
The big scene of the production comes when Ruth
and an ape (convincingly enough presented) are placed
in adjoining cages and the naimal breaks through the
bars. But using her knowledge of how monkeys only
imitate.
Besides those already mentioned, the cast includes
Edna Britton, John W^ebb Dillion, Stephen Grattan
and Louis Stern.

May Get Money from a Crowd that Graves Sensational Stufi
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There is no denying that stuff of this description has
money-making possibilities, but it is equally certain
that it is not the sort of material to add to the reputation of a theater that is desiged to occupy a dignified
place in a community. Whether or not you want to
take a chance on "A Scream in the Night" depends
upon your policy.
Whatever you do in the way of exploitation can't
be more overwrought and fantastic than the picture, so
you might as well go the limit in getting a startling

lobby display. Let folks know that you have a story
dealing with the mating of a girl and an ape, and then
they can't blame you for misleading them if they don't
care for that kind of a picture.
"A Scream in the Night" is a sufficiently melodramatic itle to suit the needs of sensational advertising
and may be used in a striking way, along with pictures
of the ape breaking through its cage to attack the girl.
From an advertising standpoint the ape is the real star
of this picture.

t^iuKwncU^^

(?)Pathe'

V^^' Distributors

Comedy Every Four M^eks. Begmnmg<i

his newSnedal ^lOOjOOCT
During a period of more than four years, Harold Lloyd has never appeared in an
inferior picture; as much cannot be said of any other screen comedian.
Always original, always creating new "stunts, and always funny, today he stands
as the foremost screen comedian bar none.
The best theatres In every community show his pictures; and their popularity is
shown at the box office.
Today Pathe is proud to announce to exhibitors and public this inimitable comedian
in his supreme achievements, special $100,000.00 two reel comedies of a kind never
before attempted, and of a quality that has never been equalled.

f) Pathe
Distributors
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thepersonaJsupervJs/on
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Narrative Which Teaches Lesson Given Artistic Production
Plimpton Epic Pictures, Inc., present
"THE STREAM
OF LIFE"
Plymouth Film Corp.
DIRECTOR
Horace G. Plimpton
AUTHOR
James K. Shields
CAMERAMAN
Charles E. Gilson
AS A WHOLE
Well produced with force of human appeal and pathos ; runs through entirely
too much footage.
STORY. . . .Realistic narration will please the higher
class clientele ; preaches rather than entertains
DIRECTION
A fine bit of artistry in evidence
throughout.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Some very beautiful
CAMERAWORK
Deserves much credit
PLAYERS
Exceptionally
well selected
cast;
country types impress.
EXTERIORS
Some unusual shots of God's country; water scenes very fine.
INTERIORS
The proper thing
DETAIL
Attention to humor and pathos stand
out noticeably.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clean and wholesome
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 8,000 feet
"The Stream of Life" is the well-selected title of this
production made by Horace G. Plimpton. It is exactly
what the name implies- — a story of the stream of life,
especially of life as our forefathers saw it, out in the
rural districts, long before there was a Broadway or
before the days of "Follies." However, the story, or
to be more accurate, the naration is still true to life as
it is found outside the big cities — the life where spiritual health means as much as the physical.
This is truly a picture from life and has for its main

theme, the consolation of faith. They work in the
story with the use of Tennyson's "To the Brook,"
which is quoted throughout the production, in connection with incidents in the life of the hero "from the
cradle to the grave."
Hero is born and raised amid the home-like and religious surroundings of a small country place where
they give a more or less detailed account of his life up
to the time he decides to go to the city to "make
good." They certainly do show some very appealing
shots of country life during the early reels.
After twenty years we find hero, by virtue of his
mother's teachings, a financial and social leader in the
city but he is no longer attentive to his religious
duties and his poor old mother, when she comes to
visit his home, finds the Bible she had given him when
he was a boy, in his little daughter's playroom, covered
with dust.
However, the prosperity and joy of the family is
clouded with sorrow. The child is taken seriously ill
and dies. The father, filled with remorse, cannot be
reconciled, even by his mother who tries to convince
him that "God's will l)e done." But the death of the
little girl has a different efi^ect upon the society mother.
She attends a litte church near her home and is instrumental in bringing her husl^and to see the light of faith.
The pathos during this sequence is a trifle too severe.
Taken from a standpoint of artistry and technique,
"The Stream of Life" is indeed worth while. The production closes with an exceptionally beautiful sunset
fade-out. Director Plimpton deserves much credit for
the way he has handled a theme which is essentially a
lesson and although it is too long as shown at its premiere, careful cutting and condensing will improve it
greatly.

Tell Your Folks Just What It Is and They Will Have No Come-Back
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Just how this will be handled, has not yet been decided by the producers but it is quite probable that it
will go out as a program offering. It is rather a new
idea in the way of picture entertainment and although
it wouldn't have a chance in the world in the so-called
downtown theaters, its artistry and exceptionally fine
technique should put it over as a high-class offering in
the better houses.
You would do well to tell your folks just what the
production is and what the story consists of and you
will not have to alibi if they kick. The production will,

without a doubt, have the full endorsement of the
clergy in view of its moral teaching and if you figure
this will be an asset in exploiting it, the producers will
most likely be able to furnish you with endorsements
of the various clergymen who attended the premiere.
The production is particularly well adapted for use
in churches. But in spite of its story idea exhibitors
will be safe in telling folks that it is a picture of real
life, with the humor and pathos mingled as we find it
along the way. The realistic bits of child life and
especially the rural settings are bound to please.

Sunday, October 19, 1919.
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Loosely Constructed String of Incidents Fail to Register as Entertainment
"SHOULD

A HUSBAND
Fox

FORGIVE"

DIRECTOR
R. A. Walsh
AUTHOR
R. A. Walsh
SCENARIO BY
R. A. Walsh
CAMERAMAN
J. D. Jennings
AS A WHOLE
One continuous string of plots
with no thought given coherence.
STORY
Goes to a terrible lot of trouble to
prove that a husband should forgive.
DIRECTION
Allowed players to overact and
failed to make the picture interesting.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Acceptable
LIGHTINGS
Poor in some instances
CAMERA WORK
Ordinary
PLAYERS
Evidently worked hard to follow
directions.
INTERIORS
Suitable
EXTERIORS
Good when needed
DETAIL
Conspicuously neglected ; after twenty
years' lapse one character appeared without
the slightest evidence of the passing time.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Badly put together
episodes fail to provide anything that might
• be called "entertainment."
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION.
5,700 feet
It is too bad that anybody's time and Fox finances
should be wasted on such stuff as is offered as entertainment in"Should a Husband Forgive," billed as a
"1920 cinemelodrama." But no matter what they call
They ring in about all the sidelines to the main
theme that they can and as a result it sure does keep
you on the jump to follow them. Continuity certainly
was conspicuous by its absence. The detail throughout was sadly neglected and it's hard to find an excuse
for some of the noticeable slip-ups. For instance, Mrs.
James K. Hackett, as the wife of the husband who

wouldn't forgive, appears after a lapse of twenty years
and looks even younger than she did in the earlier
scenes.
This surely will get a laugh.
After her husband is killed in a duel which he fights
with her admirer, Mary Carroll, played by Mrs.
Hackett, leaves the old southern home and her little
boy, unforgiven in the eyes of her husband's people
for a mistake of her early life. At this point they proceed to drop this end of the story and they introduce
Miriam Cooper as the daughter of a trainer on the
estate of Rex Burleigh^ a well known horseman. Kid
Dugan, a stable boy, is secretly in love with Miriam, all
this to make the "plot" more "intrikut" later on.
Miriam's father dies and she is befriended by Rex
Burleigh, Percy Standing, who establishes her in a
luxurious apartment in his house where he plans to
have her for himself, although the little innocent girl
accepts all his attentions and gifts without the slightest
thought of any wrong until she is confronted by Kid
Dugan, the stable boy who has followed her.
Then they switch back to the original theme and
bring in the grown-up son of Mrs. Hackett by having
him meet shero on top of a Fifth Ave. bus. Incidentally hero's negro companion is riding with him —
not the usual thing on a Fifth Ave. bus. Hero Vincent
Coleman becomes a steady visitor at Miriam's apartment until he is discovered by the girl's provider who
immediately plans a "framed" fight with the stable boy
as the big bet, to get hero's fortune.
Miriam learns the truth about her benefactor's attentions and proceeds to go out and earn her own
living by becoming secretary to Mrs. Hackett and is
very content until she is recognized as the girl conboy.
nected with Rex Burleigh who was killed by the stable
There is no need to go into the rest of the story
because it's all too complicated.

Particular Type of Title May Get This Over in Downtown

Houses

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor.
In "Should a Husband Forgive" you can offer your
folks a picture that touches on about as many varieties
of angles as it is possible to crowd into one production.
There is a duel, a murder, prize fight and a horse race.
Sounds like some real meller but the fact is that the
episodes, or different twists to the plot, are so loosely
connected that the main thread of the story is left
hanging fire most of the time, to be caught up here
and there when the occasion arises.
Don't go out of your way to secure this one and

you probably won't be sorry. It's so improbable and
in a way, so much like "Checkers" as far as the story
is concerned, that your folks won't miss anything
new in the way of a new story idea. The title may get
this over in downtown houses.
Your best bet on this is the title because there will
always be a certain percentage of patrons who go to
see a picture by virtue of its more or less enticing title.
You had better tell your folks just what the film is all
about, and they'll have no comeback
for themselves.

when they see
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Slight Story Put Over by Fine Contrasting Types
Zasu Pitts in

And, by the way, it is very well done.

"POOR RELATIONS"
Robertson Cole
DIRECTOR
King Vidor
AUTHOR
King Vidor
SCENARIO
BY
: . King Vidor
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Good average program picture
STORY
Slight but with interest enough to carry
the picture.
DIRECTION
Close attention to detail and human interest puts picture over.
STAR
Rather overdoes the part of an uncouth
country girl.
SUPPORT
Florence Vidor sweet and pretty at
all times.
Roscoe
Karns
good as country
yokel.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Averaged good throughout
LIGHTING
Nothing to cause unusual comment
CAMERA WORK
Fair
EXTERIORS
Well selected
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Some very beautiful
Exceedingly well hjmdled and practically carried entire picture.
CHARAQTER OF STORY
Clean, wholesome
country comedy drama.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
You can get by nicely with this one. It is not a
great picture by any manner of means but good average program stuff with nothing about it that is in the
least offensive. It is a simple little thing and did not
cost a great deal to produce but it amuses and entertains and that is what you are most interested in.
The entire five reels is devoted to a pictorial contrast
between simple, honest country folk, who say what
they think in good plain English, and superficial, cultured city people, who endeavor to conceal their real
feelings under the polish of culture and snobbery.

Contains Enough Human

Director X'idor has made a sincere atlrnipt to fill
the picture with human interest and has succeeded
most admirably. He has paid close attention to his
detail and it is this feature of the production that practically carries the entire picture.
The stofy is extremely slight. It has to do with the
intimate family life of the Perkins family, simple country folk, Pa Perkins being the proprietor of the village
general store. Dorothy Perkins, the eldest daughter
of the family, is one of those rare blossoms that sometimes bloom in obscurity. She has a decided talent
for architecture and on winning a prize in a competition is thus enabled to go to the city and study. There
her success is immediate.
Monte Rhoades, the son of a wealthy family, falls
in love with her at first sight and against the violent
opposition of his mother, finally marries her. Life between the two is an idyllic song for a short time, but
the snobbish mother-in-law finally gets in her good
work and after repeatedly humiliating Dorothy at last
brings about a separation, Monte accusing his wife of
being uncultured and ill-bred. She leaves him and returns to her parents.
Monte soon finds that life without her is anything
but pleasant and at last being unable to stand the
separation any longer goes to the little country town
in which she lives and finds happiness in the midst of
his poor relations.
Florence Vidor, as Dorothy, gives a capable, pleasing performance and at all times retains the sympathy
of her audience. Zasu Pitts, as Dorothy's more or
less uncuoth younger sister, overacts most of the time
and her attempts at comedy seem rather forced. Roscoe Karns makes a good country yokel while Lillian
Leighton and William Du Vaull are extremely well
cast as Pa and Ma Perkins. Charles Meredith is acceptable as Monte.

Interest to Put It Over

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Lay low on everything connected with this one except the subject matter, as neither the star nor the production isbig enough to back up any elaborate promises. It is a simple, homely little picture, amusing and
entertaining enough to send your crowd away pleased,
but there is nothing about it that will cause comment
of an exaggerated nature cither favorable or unfavorable. In other words it is good average program stuff
and should be handled as such.

It is the director's close attention to detail that is
the making of the picture. Therefore in anything you
say about it you should enlarge on the theme of the
contrast between simple, honest country folks and
their more complex and superficial city cousins. You
might build your advertising about such catch lines as
these: "Can the city and country ever meet?" "How
do your rich city relatives treat you when you go to
visit them?"

"Everybody

your's embarrass you?"

has poor relations. Do
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Mystery With French Bcakground Good Entertainment
Emile Chautard Prod.
"THE

MYSTERY

OF THE
Realart

YELLOW

For that reason alone it should prove a good bet, for
ROOM"

DIRECTOR
Emile Chautard
AUTHOR
Gaston Leroux
CAMERAMAN
Jacques Bizeul
AS A WHOLE
Well produced French mystery
play that succeeds in holding the interest to
the end.
STORY

Adapted from the well-known French
detective story of the same name.
DIRECTION .... Interest well sustained, plot moves
quickly, good French atmosphere.
PHOTOGRAPHY
.In some parts very good and
in others could have been improved upon.
LIGHTINGS
Could have been greatly improved
-upon in many instances.
CAMERA WORK
Conventional
STAR
No one featured
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS

Consistently good
Sufficient to the demands of the

story.
INTERIORS

•
Good

DETAIL

Atmosphere successfully maintained,
clear explanatory titles.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Inoffensive French
detective story.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,200 feet
Emile Chautard has made a good picture of "The
Mystery of the Yellow Room," adapted from the famous French detective story of the same name. The
main requisite of a mystery picture is that it should
hold and sustain the interest to the final scene and he
has admirably succeeded in this.

nearly everyone likes a good detective story. The picture has been well produced in every particular although there is nothing to make it unusual in this respect. The direct-or has just gone ahead and told his
story in pictures and told it well.
Mathilde Stangerson is the daughter and assistant of
a research scientist connected with the Sorbonne. She
has a sleeping apartment ofif from her father's laboratory known as the yellow room, in which there is only
one door and window.
After retiring for the night her father hears her
screaming for help and then two revolver shots. With
assistance he breaks in the door. The room is in great
disorder, Mathilde is laying unconscious on the floor,
the lone window is barred from the inside with iron
shutters. . Mathilde can merely explain that she was
attacked. How the assailant entered and escaped is
the mystery.
Later at the investigation by the examining magistrate it develops that papers containing the results of
years of study on the part of Mathilde and her father
have been stolen. Frederick Larsan, the great French
detective, is called in to solve the mystery. Rouletabille, a reporter on a Paris paper, also takes a hand at
the solution.
After much investigation suspicion is directed by
Larzan toward Robert Darzac, Mathilde's fiance. Because he refuses to explain his actions he is finally arrested and brought to trial. As a result of his delving
Roulatabille makes a hurried trip to the United States.
At the trial sentence is about to be placed on Darzac
when Rouletabille makes a dramatic appearance, and
explains the mystery. Larzan is apprehended and
Mathilde and Darzac married.

Good French Mystery Play that Should Go Over Easily
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You should have no trouble in putting this one over
in good shape as it contains everything essential to a
good picture. The story holds its interest to the last
scene, and the picture is produced in such a manner
that you will have nothing to apologize for. If exploited properly you should get some good money on
this one.
The title is of value as the picture is based on a famous old French detective story that has been translated into nearly every known language.
The fact

that it is a mystery picture gives you a good opportunity for all kinds of teaser advertising.
Work the interest of your crowd up by using such
headlines as: "How did the assailant escape from the
yellow room?" "Have you any detective ability, see
if you can solve the mystery of the Yellow Room."
"Young girl brutally assaulted in mysterious room,
how did it happen?"
There is nothing offensive in the picture. You can
go the limit on your exploitation and get them in, feeling perfectly safe that there will be no kicks.
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Baffling Mystery; Fine Entertainment at First — Then
Becomes Rather Funny
"THE

TEETH OF THE TIGER"
Paramount-Artcraft

DIECTOR
AUTHOR

Chet Withey
Maurice Le Blanc

twist the plot backwards and forwards and start all
over again for about the sixth time, it becomes rather
funny, with the audience laughing at it instead of
with it.

J. Barlatier

In other words, this is very much like a serial mystery condensed into one feature production with all the
wild escapes and mysterious twists to be expected in

AS A WHOLE
Serial mystery condensed into
_
feature; carried suspense nicely until became
too thick and got funny.

a mystery story with the well-known secret stairways,
tunnels, moving panels, mysterious personages, et
cetera.

! STORY

The plot is buifded and centered around a mysterious death, and we find most everyone in the case suspected, with a very farfetched final explanation of some
of the clues which had been planted.
Pave Powell was the active and resourceful hero,
Myrtle Steadman the suspected wife of the dead man,
Charlie Gerard the lover of Miss Steadman, also suspected of being a desperate criminal, a^id Riley Hatch
and Templar Saxe the boob detective. Marguerite
Courtot was the sweetheart of Powell who also was

SCENARIO

BY

Roy Sommerville

I CAMERAMAN

Decidedly twisted mystery plot that
frequently seemed to start all over again.

DIRECTION

Kept things moving with satisfactory atmosphere, but failed to make you
take it seriously.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally satisfactory; not
particularly artistic.
LIGHTINGS
factory.
CAMERA

Some effective; generally satis-

WORK

Good

PLAYERS
EXTERIORS

Quite satisfactory
Good

INTERIORS

Satisfactory; a few rather good

DETAIL.

. .- . . .Titles made action episodic, but atmospheric detail good.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Should not offend
LENGTH

OF

PRODUCTION.

.. .About 5,000 feet
•

They started out here to give us a mystery story,
and they certainly delivered in so far as the mystery
element is concerned. It happens, however, that they
made the darned thing so mysterious that after they

STATE

suspected of the crime because of her actions this having been as a result of the fact that she was working
under orders from her guardian who was the real murderer. Charles McDonald, Joseph Herbert and Frederick Burton were also included in the cast.
The entire cast was satisfactory and played the action through with a snap-and-go tempo that helped
quite a lot. .
Considered technically from the viewpoint of atmosphere, detail and sustained interest, the director is
to be commended, and it is a difficult question to decide
whether anyone could have made such a story much
more convincing.

RIGHT BUYERS ACT
Now Ready

QUICK

Kidnapped in New York
featuring Barney Gilmore and Baby Marie Osborne
a powerful thrilling melodramatic and
superfeature production
Write or Wire. All U. S. and Canada Open
LINK FILM EXCHANGE
729 Seventh Avenue, City
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Will Undoubtedly Get Over if Properly Advertised, and
Has Good Ad. Possibilities
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"THE

TEETH OF THE TIGER"
Paramount-Artcraft
If you will bill it as a baffling mystery and play up
in all your advertising the fact that "This will not only
provide you with plenty of laughs but keep you guessing from start to finish," then there is an excellent
chance of getting this over as very good entertainment.
Certainly, to my mind this sort of production adds
to the case against the stars of the caliber who have
been working in programme productions. It has been
an accepted fact for some time that very big specials
without a star would get more money than any star,

and this has been proven conclusively very recently in
the case of "The Miracle Man." Here, however, we
have what is just a well-made mystery story with a
good title, rather intelligently produced, and I believe
that this will by careful handling prove that it is possible to do more business with such an offering than
could be done with the same offering in case a star of
programme caliber were featured in the production.
Certainly, the results on this film will be an interesting study, and there is no doubt in my mind but that
the producers are considering this as an experiment
along that line.

jy

a

Fox Newsettes
—theLight,
day. humorous comments on the doings of
— A few sparks from the current news wire
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Ralph Spence
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Sensational Action Meller that Never Convinced or Impressed
Evelyn Nesbit in
"A FALLEN IDOL"
Fox
DIRECTOR
SCENARIO

Kenean
BY

Buell

E. Lloyd Sheldon

CAMERAMAN

R. Ruttenberg

AS A WHOLE

Nightmare meller; very wild, artificial and generally unsatisfactory.
STORY
Tried to steal some Bird of Paradise atmosphere with ineffective result, because plot
was wild and w^eird.
DIRECTION
Apparently wanted action more
than anything else, and showed plenty of it.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Only fair
LIGHTINGS
nary.
CAMERA

Occasionally good; generally ordi-

WORK

Not good; sometimes bad

STAR. . . .Pretty in a few shots, but never impressed
SUPPORT
Native extras awful; most all of the
players "actory" and artificial.
EXTERIORS
Acceptable Florida shots; practically no attempt for artistic composition.
INTERIORS
DETAIL

-.
Just fair
Skipped about too much with very involved plot incident.

CHARACTER OF STORY
Very wild with several battles for possession of fair star.
LENGTH OF PROJDUCTION
About 5,000 feet
The plot of this if the story could be dignified by
calling it a plot, was centered around the old-time
thought of the gink who steals the idol from the temple of Buddha and is then pursued by antives from
India until the precious article is recovered.

Of course, Evelyn is the shero, Sidney Mason is the
hero, and Lyster Chambers is the willun.
They opened with Evelyn Nesbit in good society in
America, and we found that she was a princess from
Hawaii. ' The willun was a jewel smuggler and Evelyn
wanted to recover the idol stolen from the secret cove
in Hawaii.
The plot sickened quite a lot when the willun got
Evelyn on his yacht and tried to tempt her with many
jewels and finally pulling the rough stuff, with the
rape scene cut off at its height and finished with shero
hitting on high and the abrupt stopping of this sequence was rather mystifying at the time but a title
towards the last of the film gave us to understand
that the willun had been successful. But when he
told hero about it at the finish hero didn't seem to
mind so we had a clutch at the end anyway.
When the willun followed Evelyn to her home it
was discovered that he was the man who had stolen
the idol, and Evelyn changed her mind about having
him torn limb from limb (that's what the title .said)
and told him that she loved him more than the hero
and went back to the boat with him again to get revenge by securing the "poipers," which were invoices
that would prove that the willun was the jewel smuggler instead of friend hero who had been falsely accused due to the willun's cleverness.
We had another battle over Evelyn on the boat this
time when the willun turned her over to the brutes
who formed the crew, and Evelyn escaped by turning
them against one another in a regular battle royal.
Hero had managed to swim out to the boat to aid in
her rescue, which prolonged the battle, and Evelyn
finally eft'ected a rescue by tooting the whistle of the
yacht long enough to attract the attention of the authorities on shore.

You Know What Star Will do For You; Production Is Poor
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
j Evelyn Nesbit has appeared in enough productions
!to date that you should have a fair fine upon her drawing power in your community.
It is pretty difficult to
Ianalyze what she will be able to do, because certainly,
I cannot feel that her work in pictures had added
anything to her drawing power and it is probably more
jOr less of a question in every community as to whether
{your fans will still turn out because of the fact that
jshe is a much advertised personality.
If you have a downtown house depending upon
transient business that seems to like the cheap and
sensational action stuflF this may do'^very well.

If you

"^^

have a community house where your fans appreciate
the best you can give them, I doubt very much if this
thing would please two per cent, of your audience.
There is little you can say for the production if
you expect to be honest with your possible customers,
because the only merit that can be claimed for it is
that it presents plenty of action of a more or less wild
character with several fights that are comparatively
convincing.
The titles are terrible, they being decidedly in keeping with the cheap, sensational caliber of the entire
offering.
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Short

An imp of Satan and a little Cupid are features of
the Carter DeHaven comedy in "Why Divorce," National-Goldwyn, and made an interesting touch to a
clever light comedy in which the DeHaven's appeared
to advantage. The story tells of an argument between
a young married couple, and the resultant difficulties
encountered, concluding with shots showing their inability to sleep. Finally the imp smashes a flower vase
and the wife, rushes into her husband's arms, where the
argument is forgotten. The child is followed by the
Cupid hurling the imp off the little boat.
Berte B. Moyers wrote the story, and William A.
Seiter directed the comedy. There is no slap-stick in
the offering, which is wholesome and entertaining.
Finely produced, with a delicate touch being added in
the scenes showing cupid and a little imp, whose struggle corresponds to the course of the story, the piece
should fit in well on any program. The young couple
after considerable quarreling, none of it being of a
serious nature, decide to secure a divorce. Hardly do
they leave their home when they hear of the scandal
caused when another duo secured the decree. They
decide to make their divorce a private one, dividing
their home into two sections. Of course there are
numerous little difificulties and bits of comedy which
round out the story, and finally comes the expected
reunion. It is a polite little comedy and should register
laughs almost anywhere. Where they like clean
humor without pie-throwing and breaking of crockery
this will please.
All About Old Irv. Cobb
Cobb, not Ty. but Irvin S., him of the merry mood
and broad front, occupies the screen during a considerable part of the time in a Bray Pictograph, handled by
Goldwyn. The number is divided into three parts, the
first being called "Master Minds of America." This
is entirely devoted to Cobb, and shows him performing his duties as sheriff and then at work writing.
"Gold Mining in the Heart of a Great City" has
selected as a name for the second portion of the
reeler and concerns the making of gold bricks
recovery of lost gold in the American mints. An
mated cartoon by Wallace Carlson completes the

been
oneand
anireel.

Reels

as snapping a number of shots from a moving train
and scenes in a village. In the latter, the grass houses
surrounded by farrri land made a pleasing background
and the natives, of all ages and both sexes, maintained
interest in the foreground.
Fishback Comedy with Joe Martin
Fred Fishback wrote and directed "The Good Ship
Rock'n Rye," a Universal two-reeler which features
Jimmy Austin and Milton the acting ape. The title
suggests that the action takes place aboard a ship, and
so it does. Austin occupies the position of prominence
during the greater part of the time, and a tall fellow,
one of the sailors, does some good work. Joe Martin
has a few opportunities to perform his stunts and:
there is much that is funny and some stuff that is not
so funny. Fishback has introduced some coppers in
the piece, but instead of having them tumble into an
automobile and fall over themselves again and again,
as has been the custom for times immemorial, he has
them shanghaied and subdued by the crew of two, and
that includes the captain. In the end, a battleship
sinks the vessel and everyone gets wet. There is ai
boat chase and a good deal of action. Unfortunately,
tlie ape doesn't get enough to do.
Jap Atmosphere
An artistic and instructive as well as entertainingi
Outing-Chester one-reeler, about- 800 feet in length is;
called "Training Eve." The number takes the spectai
tor to the land of the rising sun, and is built about ai
Japanese wedding ceremony. Some excellent shots ofi
Japanese gardens and a pretty home by the water afj
the finish, add a pleasing touch and round out the!
piece in splendid style. Many maids, in their quaini
Oriental attire are pictured, and included among then^
arc girls of various ages, there being some creditablcj
close-ups. The different incidents connected with thd
matrimonial ceremony make up the greater part o^;
the picture and include all of the steps from the
parental confab to the final blessing.
Up Canada Way
Another Outing-Chester — one of the most beautiful

Panama

Towns

In "Town Tropics." the Ford cameraman has gone
to the Isthmus of Panama, but has saved the spectator
the trouble of seeing the parts of the Panama Canal
for the 'Nth time. Instead, he has wisely chosen the
different towns in the region for his material, as well

of any of the scenics seen in a long time, is "Getting a
New Angle." This one-reeler was photographed on
the Little Tobique and other rivers to be found in
northern New Brunswick, Canada. There are several
lake scenes with shots of small deer and a moose in th(
distance added to vary the production, which has beer
built around a fishing trip. Wooded hills by the river
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Pie Throwing at tma

side, the pines in the distance and the gurgling streams
all form part of an excellent scenic.
Logging with Elephants
Burton Holmes' "Teakwood Logging With Elephants," Paramount, shows some unusually interesting
shots of the big animals working with teak logs in the
Far East. The way the huge, clumsy animals are used
to get the logs through the jungle and into the streams
is quite interesting, and the short reel was received
with more than ordinary interest at the Strand. The
general presentation was a marked improvement over
the usual manner in which travellogues are shown.

"Squabs and Squabbles," a Vitagraph
which stars Jimmy Aubrey is just an orgy of pie thro-^
ing and breaking up of crockery. The comedy is all
of the slap-stick variety, in which all of the characters are tossed about and smeared from head to foot
with all sorts of semi-liquids. What little plot there
is, is of little importance, the production depending
entirely upon the ludicrous effect produced when the
various players are daubed with the "edibles." Most
of the stuff used has been gathered from the countless number of similar pictures and there is a lack of
originality, evident throughout.

"Skinnay" Good and Otherwise
"Saturday," one of the Paramount-Briggs "Skin.nay" reels, shows the youngster in trouble because of
playing hookey from his Saturday chores and going to
the swimming hole. Later he winds up with "When a
Feller Needs a Friend," indicating that he is in for a
lashing. Some of the shots were quite funny^ notably
where Skinnay steals his sister's undergarments to use
as swimming trunks.
"Saturday" was considerably funnier than "Company," also shown during the week at the Strand. The
Carr family worked hard to bring some laughs but
"Company" wasn't there.
Novel Balloon Shots
"Paris From the Sky," is a recent Educational release which couples several views of Paris from a
balloon, some bits showing birds and views from a
Norwegian railroad train. A rather novel effect is secured in the views from the balloon, when the sensation of seeing the earth sink as the vehicle rises is
shown. There are several excellent shots of famous
Parisian landmarks shown nicely. The rest of the
production is interesting.
Ambrose

Full of Action
Harry Pollard is starred in "Start Something,"
Pathe, a one-reeler which has no plot at all but is
jammed just as full of action as it can possibly be.
Pollard is seen first as a traffic cop and then as the
officer whose beat is a slum. Alf Goulding directed
and included in the traffic cop portion several long
shots of a busy street corner in a busy city and then
several shots on the same beat at close range. Pollard
does some fairly good work in the piece and in his
supporting cast is included a colored youngster who
handles a minor role in a clever and original manner.
Another Mutt and Jeff
In "The Chambermaid's Revenge," Mutt and Jeff'
are seen respectively in the roles of the hotel clerk and
bell hop. The latter, also performs the functions of all
of the other hotel employees on occasion and is given
the task of acting as chambermaid. The two engage
in several knockabout stunts and gather some laughs
with their antics. This number is not up to the standard of the best of these Mutt and Jeff animated cartoons, but is funny and will do.

in Mix-Up

Mack Swain has selected a story with a somewhat
hackneyed theme for his latest effort, but has made
up for the shortcomings of the plot by producing the
one reeler in real artistic fashion. Swain in addition
to playing the lead in the picture also directed, while
George R. Allen wrote the story and Tom Buckingham
manipulated the camera. The work of the latter was
particularly good, there being several highly creditable
shots. Two Ambrose families are mixed up in the
story and there is the usual hotel mix-up which is
straightened out at the finish. There is a goodly
amount of action in the film, which does not at any
time degenerate into a wild burlesque.

'

Want

to Know

About Wool?

All of the steps through which the wool goes before
it is made into the garment, are depicted in a Ford
one-reeler called "Little Bo-Peep." From the shearing
of the sheep to the sewing on of the last button, everything that is done to the wool before it is ready for the
consumer has been photographed. There are all of the
processes through which the wool passes in the factory, showing the various machines used. The subject is rather long for a one-reel subject, but is concise
and to the point. For those who are interested in the
wool industry in any way, this will beyond a doubt
prove of interest. Its instructive value is of broad
proportions.
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Story Weak Link of Strong Production
Enid Bennett in
"WHAT
DIRECTOR
SUPERVISED
AUTHOR
CAMERAMAN

EVERY WOMAN
LEARNS"
Paramount- Artcraft
Fred Niblo
BY
Thomas H. Ince
Eugene B. Lewis
. .

AS A WHOLE
Beautifully produced picture of
great interest to women.
STORY . . _
Domestic melodrama based on the
theme of disillusionment.
DIRECTION
Averaged
little overdone.
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

good.

Some

scenes a

Most excellent throughout
Unusually good
Better than usual

STAR
Pretty and appealing
SUPPORT
William Conklin over-acted at times,
balance of cast good.
EXTERIORS
Very few but sufficient
INTERIORS
Elaborately beautiful and artistic
DETAIL
Nothing remarkable, titling fair
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . Clean and inoffensive
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,138 feet
You have got to hand it to Tom Ince for one thing.
He certainly knows how to produce a beautiful picture.
This one is so well produced as to photography lightnings, settings and camera work that it would almost
get by on those features alone.
The story though highly melodramatic, and slight'y
improbable, contains a feature that will excite the interest of every married woman in your town. There
is not one of them that has not been disillusioned in
some respect in regard to the man she married.
Enid Bennett is a wealthy young girl in her own
right.
Her grandfather, a philosopher who laughs at

the world, tells her on his deathbed to marry a man
who can laugh at life.
William Conklin is such a young man, but his buf
foonery is assumed in order to make an impression on
Enid. Milton Sills is the highly estimable young man
of the picture, the lawyer in charge of Enid's fortune,
but most horribly serious.
On a show-down between the rivals for her afifection
Enid chooses William, who has kept her in a gale of
merriment with his assumed buffoonery. The story
then jumps to the period immediately after the honeymoon. William's real character comes to the fr"ont and
he proves to be nothing but a roystering bully, who is
not averse to treating Enid real rough when in his
cups. He speaks disparagingly of Enid at the cluband Milton gives him a beautiful black eye. William
swears vengeance.
One night in company with a friend, both of them
very drunk, he comes home and the two of them invade
Enid's bedroom. A scene follows. William states
that he is going to inveigle Milton there, kill him, and
then give it out to the newspapers that he killed him
because he found him in his wife's bedroom.
Posing as the butler, he calls up Milton, and tells him
to come right over to protect Enid from William.
Milton comes on the run and William shoots him, but
not fatally. Enid thinking he is dead shoots and
kills William. At the trial William's drunken friend
testifies just as it looks pretty black for Enid, the
jury evidently bring in a verdict of justifiable homicide,
although it is not shown, and Enid and Milton find
happiness.
As can be seen the story has many improbabilities
but the theme of disillusionment will probably carry
it over with your women patrons, especially, and it
will probably make the men think some.

Elaborately Produced Picture Contains Strong Appeal to Women
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Here you have a good star in an elaborately produced picture which in addition contains a story with
a strong appeal to women and one that will make men
think. You should get the money with it. You certainly can go the limit with your exploitation and you
have plenty of material to work with. Though it is
an intimate picture of domestic life there is nothing
about it that is either offensive or suggestive.
The title and the star are the two big elements that
will pull the money through the box office window.

Use them both extensively. In all of your advertising
incorporate the element of mystery using catch lines
of this nature: "What is it every woman learns after
she is married." "Did you idolize your husband and
did he have feet of clay?"
In addition you can enlarge on the artistic values
of the production, telling them something about the
beautiful photography, lighting, and the elaborate
manner in which it wa^ staged. Go easy on the details of the story. It is the weakest thing in it,
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FOX ENTERTAINMENTS

NOBODY

IN BUFFALO

BOTHERS ABOUT NIAGARA!
They're too used to it!
But if somebody were to cross it on a lightrope tomorrow they'd get up and take; a look.
And it's the same with the moving picture —
as a noveky it's as dead as a cock in a pit! —
its only salvation is great pictures, great
stories, great artists, great direction and
the guiding hand of a great organization to
weld these elements together.
And Goldwyn has got it!
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Fox Ad Campaign On

^athe Buys Site

ir Block in Long
Island City
Uihased — Dimensions,
200 by
400 Feet
ai8 has purchased a city block
.ca; Island City.
h lot is bounded by Thompson
litt Aves., Moore and Rawson
id is approximately 200 by 400
size.
h purchase price is said to be
vn $125,000 and $175,000.

Twenty-Seven Magazines Start Off
With Full-Pages— Of Nine
Months' Duration
William Fox has opened his national advertising campaign in 27 of
the leading magazines of the country.
The list includes a combined circulation that reaches into the millions.
The Fox offices state that this is
.merely the opening wedge of a huge
program which will eventually include every publication, nation-wide
in circulation.
The periodicals lined up by Fox
with full-page ads are as follows:

h presence of Charles Pathe in
e:a at this time is construed to
ng the rushing through of his

Saturday Evening Post, Collier's,
Ladies' Home Journal, Woman's
Home Companion, Pictorial Review,
Delineator, American, Red Book,
People's, Ainslee's, Detective, Popular, Top-notch,
Adventure,
All-Story,
ShortSmith's,
Stories,
Argosy,
Register, Home Sector, Vogue and
Vanity Fair. Besides this strong aggregation, there are included the following "fan" publications: Picture
Play, Photoplay, Motion Picture,
Photoplay Journal, and Photoplay
World.
The campaign will be in force for
nine months.

ization's plans to actively enter
le manufacture of raw stock.
Another Moss Theater
i. Moss his leased the picture
now under construction at
in and
Meserole
Aves.,
in
eenpoint section of Brooklyn,
^loss arrangement
gives him
sion of the theater for 21 years
reported aggregate rental of
K).
theater is being built on 8 lots
IS a frontage of 150 ft. on Lori)t. and a depth of 100 ft. on
sides. The main entrance of
leater will be on Manhattan
The site is that of the old
point Masonic Hall.
ssoms" Makes Stranid Record
Dken Blossoms," which closed
k's run at the Strand Saturday
broke all records at that theaseveral hundred dollars,
record was previously held by
Pickford
in "The Hoodlum"
jrevious
to that by Charlie
iin in "A Dog's Life."

He minded the rouge on her nose, but there wasn't any paint on her
hose. — Anita Stewart in the First National Picture, "Mind the Paint Advt.
Girl"

Foreign Rights Sold
Hutchison Serial Secured for Abroa^d
by E. S. Manheimer
The foreign rights on the new
Charles Hutchison serial -have been
secured by E. S. Manheimer.
The picture which is being made
by the Allgood Pictures Corp., will
probably be known as "The Whirl-

Heborn Dies Suddenly
.Special to WW'S DAILY)
Manheimer controls foreign rights
any, N. Y. — Max Heborn, 63, of wind."
on
"The Great Gamble," the serial
York City, died suddenly here
in which Hutchison appeared with
y night.
)orn was the assistant manager Ann Luther.
mous Players-Lasky, and was
Y known in motion picture cir- Gordon to Build in New Bedford

was taken ill at the Hotel
)ton and later removed to the
eters hospital where he died.
I was due to heart trouble and
ning of the arteries. Mr. Hewas on his way to the Adironon a hunting trip.' He is surby his wife, Leonora Heborn,
iree daughters. The body has
taken to New York.

{Special to WID'S DAILY)
New Bedford, Mass.— N. H. Gordon, of the Gordon Gray combination, known as the New Hampshire
and Maine Theater Corp., will build
a theater here.
Nothing definite has been stated
as yet regarding the location of the
theater, but it is known that the
house ^vill seat 2,000.

Pryor Plans Amusement

Pier

Arthur Pryor, band master, is planning to build an amusement pier in
Asbury Park at a cost of $500,000
Pryor's project will include a theater for pictures. Plans have already
been submitted to the Mayor of Asbury Park.

Williamson Feature

Ready

"The Girl of the Sea" is the name
of the Williamson under-sea feature
which required six months to produce in the West Indies.
Betty Hilburn plays the leading female role. The scenario is from the
pen of E. Lloyd She-ldon while the
film was directed by J. Winthrop Kelley and photographed by J. Rescher.
J. E. Williamson supervised the entire production.

Hammonds, Selznick Export Mgr.
Guy R. Hammonds, for several
Earl Hurd, well-known newspaper
cartoonist, has been engaged to su- years manager of the Equator Film
pervise the production of animated Co., has been appointed export
cartoonstionalfordepartment.
Famous Players' educa- manager of Selznick.
All of the Selznick output will be
Hurd was connected with the Bray handled in Canada by Select, Ltd.;
studios for some time.
in Europe by Selznick Pictures, Ltd.,
and. in Australia by Selznick Pictures, Ltd. of Australia. Hammonds
Binney Film in Washington
will handle the rest of the world.
Washington. — Constance
Binney's
Mixing it Up
first Realart picture started a week's
run at Tom Moore's Rialto yesterday. It will be followed
by "The
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — Harry . Weiss, of the
Yellow Room,"
which
'Mystery
will have of anthe indefinite
run.
First National exchange held a special trade showing of the D. W.
i "Soldiers of Fortune"
is playing
j Moore's Garden, while Alice Brady, Griffith feature, 'Tlie Fall of Babylon" in the Universal projection
I Realart's star is playing her stage
rooms on Friday, Oct. 24.
show, "Forever After."
Hurd With Famous Players
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Zena Keefe supports Owen Moore
in "Piccadilly Jim."
Francis Ford started on his new
serial, "The Gates of Doom."

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

"Love" is the working title of the
second Elaine Hammerstein
vehicle.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasurer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Business
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Te.rms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00.
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all
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York, N. Y.
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Martin J. Quigley, editor of Exhibitors Herald, has gone to Los Angeles for a month's sojourn.
Elinor Field will drop her comedy
roles to appear in "Ambition" with
Dorothy Phillip
s.

Quotations

Incorporations
Albany, — Ed Wynn Prod. Corp,
New Yojk City. Capital, $5,000. Incorporators: E. and H. K. Wynn,
B. C. Whitney, 214 W. 42d St.
Columbus, Ohio. — Columbus Feature Pictures Co., $25,000. James A.
Gratziano, T. E. Neew, A. A. Millqr,
A. L. Richards, J. W. Baber.
Richmond, Va. — Southern Pines
Film Corp, Hampton. .Capital:
$900,000.
J. L.* Hunter,
J. Boehmer,$20,000;
D .J. Burns,
C. VernonF.
Spratley.

Leatrice Joy has been loaned .by
Wilmington, Del. — Square Deal
George Loane Tucker to Metro. She Film
Corp., Phil^delphiia,. $10,000.
will appear in "The Right of Way" A. J. Sherman, Leo Posilsky, M.
opposite Bert Lytell. Maxwell Kar- Butler.
ger says it took him a month to get
.'list the right type.
Dover, Del. — All American Film
The Pacific Producing Co. of Hollywood has signed a long term contract with Eileen Sedgwick to appear
in serials.

Service, Inc., incorporated with t
capitalization of $200,000. The ln«
corporators are M. C. Kelljr and J.
D. Frock of Wilmington..

The same company has engaged J.
Fox Notes
Bid Asked Last Sale B. McGowan, formerly with Universal, to direct Elmo Lincoln in a new
"Tin Pan Alley." the latest starrFamous Players
106
107
106
serial.
ing vehicle for Albert Ray and EliLoews, Inc
34i^
3Sj4
34^
nor Fair, has been completed at HolTriangle
Vs
%
H
lyood. The picture was directed by
Gourlay Joins First National
U'td Pict. Prod
22
24i^
22
J. P. Gourlay, artist, has joined the Frank Beal.
World Film
—
—
^ art staf? at First
National.
"Auld Lang Syne," a story of rural
Screen Ad Company Wins Suit
Scotland, starring Peggy Hyland,
De Mille's
Latest Shown
has been completed in Hollywood.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Columbus, O.— The Motio
n Picture J. Anthony Roach is the author and
San Francisco. — The first public
Advertising Service Co. has won the Howard M. Mitchell the director.
showing of "Male and Female," the suit
here which it brought against
Cecil De Mille special, adapted from
Charles J. Brabin, whose latest fea"The Admirable Crichton," by Sir the Alhambra. The advertising company stated that Stephen Zoph and
James Barrie, was held at the Impeture was "Kathleen
rial here last Sunday. The house James E. Stewart, owners of the has recovered
from an Mavourneen,"
operation for
theater violated the contract which appendicitis and will start work soon
record for that day was smashed.
they had made to use pictures sup- on a new Fox production.
plied by it only.
Robert Cain, well-known heavy,
An Independent Company
has been signed by Fox to support
The Columbia .Amusement Co. of
Erie, Pa., writes to state that its two William Farnum in the feature temnew theaters which are to be erected
porarily titled "Pierre Le Grand."
in Sharon and Erie will not be FaRoth
Going Abroad
mous Players houses as stated in the
issue of Sept. 25. Columbia shows
Harry Roth, secretary and treasurer of the Forward Film Distributhe product of most of the larger
companies but says it is not financitors, Inc., leaves for Europe tomorrow where he will make an extensive
ally connected with Famous.
trip. His purpose will be to line up
Levev Completes New Film
foreign unrts for whom he can act as
Harry Levey, of Universal's Indus- resident buyer here in New York.
trial Department, has completed a
Forward Film is a new organization recently chartered in Albany.
oicture called "Where East Meets
West," a film dealing with the city The company has secured two picof Omaha and its show places.
tures or foreign distribution, "The
Forfeit," with House Peters and
Spence Working Overtime
"The Unbroken Promise" with Jane
Ralph Spence, who is responsible Miller. Roth expects to be away for
This is the Author
for the humorous sub-titles appear- three months.
ine in Tom Mix. George Walsh Raycfthe
Fair_ and other Fox productions, inInce to Direct O'Brien
cluding Sunshine comedies, is now
Ralph Ince will direct Eugene
writing the "Fox Newsette" feature O'Brien in "His Wife's Money." This
of Fox News semi-weekly. This in will be O'Brien's fourth picture for
produx:tix>n.
addition to his regular work.
Selznick.

DORIS KENYON
THE BANDBOX
the writer of Wts—

louis Joseph Vance
W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
5Z7 fidh A.tmit. New York Oty

IT WILL

SOON

BE HERE

ROMANY
'WHERE

LOVE RUNS WILD"

\

LATE new!
. A shabby dress may result in a new suit — One
for Divorce.

\P

H

Saenger Building In ShrevepJ
{Speri'il If) IVID'S DAILY)\

Shreveport, La. — The Saejl'Amusement Corp. has purchasP*
plot at Louisiana and Crockett]
A picture theatre will be built.
"The Capitol" Finished
Leah
Baird
has
finished
'h
Capitol"
for Hodkinson.
In
tween pictures she is furnishii,.
new apartment.
Joyce-Marmont on LocatiorP'
Alice Joyce and Percy Marif
are on location up near Rye
spot which Marmont says is as ia
anything English as he has ei
since he came to America.
Tom

Wise in Pictures

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — It is reported here la
Tom Wise will appear in a serif o
six pictures to be produced by o
seph C. Lincoln. They will be scei
versions of the Lincoln stories.

Stars Going to Philadelphia
All of the Vitagraph
stars )y
working in the East, which incd'
Alice Joyce, Corinne Griffith, Gl
Leslie, Jean Paige, Earle Will
and Harry Morey will be in P.ja'
delphia today to officiate at th. e
moval of the Philadelphia exch
to new quarters.
The exchan;
said to be one of the best equi
in the Quaker
City.

WHEN

WE

SAY

the RITCHEY poster ^
is the best, we are only
the exexpressinghibitor,what
the producer,
and the distributor
know.

pi

afc^^DAILV

^ouse Changes

Sa'amento,
C a 1 . — Dipenbrock
jl to William Klein.
^6non,
N. H. — Fred J. Cantlin
rk to H. C. Hodgkins.
. . iicster,
Mass.^— Charles
C.
I't leases
Gem
from
Joseph
pclier, Vt. — Clifford Gregory
. i^cd
Idle
Hour
from
Nat
I

111.

Dtroit, Mich. — Majestic
picture
■"' being remodeled
for vaude-

ton, Me. — E. W. Nickerson
he Mystic.
D:t6n, O. — To Build addition to
Idlflory.
Clrlotte, N. Y.— F. L. Brown
■^ City Auditorium
from C9mers.
L.istbn, Idaho. — Rolla Duncan
ruses Theatorium from M. Bin-

Fox November Releases
Fox will release 15 pictures in
Noveml)er, 14 of them regular releases and one special, "Should a
Husljand Forgive?"
The other releases are Peggy Hyland in "A Girl from Bohemia,"
George Walsh in 'From Now On,"
Theda Bara in "Lure of Ambition,"
Albert Ray and EUnor l^air in "Vagabond Luck," William Russell in
"Eastward Ho," William Farnum in
"Wings of the Morning," and Madalaine
Money."
There Traverse
will also inbe "Lost
two Sunshine
Comedies and five Mutt and JefT
cartoons.

Big Theater for Duluth
(Specwl to WID'S DAILY)
Duluth, Minn. — The St. Louis hotel has been purchased by M. S. and
B. J. Cook, of the Cook Amusement
Co. It will be razed and a 2,400
theater will be built there. The house
will cost $400,000.
The theater cannot be built until
Thpa, Fla. — Gasparilla theater to May 1 of next year as at that time
ripened under new management. the Cook company gets possession
.VI dletown, Conn. — Salvatore of the property.
loio negotiating for Grand TheaWestfield, Mass.— Strand Theater
Mlichester, N. H.— Messrs.
Ca- to be remodeled.
n : Caras lease Eagle Theater.

tudio Exterior for Picture
r exterior of the new studio
nious Players-Lasky, now in
nruction at Long Island City,
11 ave its first public shooting on
8 reen in "On With the Dance,"
; reorge Fitzmaurice production
irng Mae Murray and David
ivll. For the picture, FitzmaU'
E'leeded an orphan asylum in
! rocess of construction so he
ci;d he might as well utilize the
miny's own property, which is
\Mp to the third floor.

ROBERTSON-COLE
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Fire Causes Near Panic
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Baltimore. — A panic was narrowly averted in the New theater
here when three reels of film caught
fire in the projection machine. The
film
"A Temperamental
Wife,"
with was
Constance
Talmadge.
The blaze occurred just before 8
o'clock at a time when the theater
was not very crowded. The organ
kept on playing and in that way the
audience was quieted.

De Mille Re-building Ranch
Hollywood. — Cecil De Mille, before leaving for the East, saw the
re-building of his ranch get under
way. Besides replanting vegetation,
five bungalows will be built to replace those destroyed by the forest
fire several weeks ago.

Ethel Clayton at Lasky Studio
Hollywood. — Ethel Clayton' has
finished "The Thirteenth Commandment" at the Morosco studio and
will soon start work at the Lasky
studio in "Young
Mrs. Winthrop."
Fox Opens Studio for News Ree^
William Fox has opened a studife
at 43d St. and the North River wher^
the novelty features which make up
a part of Fox News will be produced.
Don Hancock will have charge of
this department while Eugene
French wil be chief cameraman.
Bluefield,
W.
Va.— Royal
purchases Rex Theater.

Cafe

SPECIAL

C h e>si er
Oxiiin g*s

^^First
in
First
Runs''
Chester
Oxi-tin g 4:

How to Put It Over
Emphasize the woman appeal in this photo»play and
it will go over big. Imagine a situation so powerfully
dramatic that it compelled a woman to voluntarily
give her husband to her sister. It will grip the emotions of every woman patron of your theatre.

Available at all ROBERTSON

- COLE
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Putting It Over
Here it heiv a brother exhibitor put hit thoiv over. Send
along your ideat. Let the ether
felhia knoio h«iu you cleaned
up.
Realart has arranged a tie-up with
Charles Scribner's Sons, the publishing house, to exploit "Soldiers of
Fortune," the Richard Harding Davis novel made into a picture by
Allan Dwan.
The book will be exploited
throughout the country in the bookstores and in window displays.
Seattle — During the showing of
Charles Ray in "The Egg Crate Wallop." at the Liberty theater, th»show
windows of the two leading sporting
goods stores carried a display of
boxing gloves with pictures of Ray
and the announcement of the showing of his film.
Detroit — Working on the theory
that he is catering to a public seeking sensationalism in the downtown
section went the limit in his lobby
display for "The Eternal Magdalene."
The words "Vice" and "Crime"
were considerably larger than the
title of the photoplay, and below
them appeared the melodramatic
line: "What happened to his beloved
daughter."
For most pictures, especially when
they are shown in reasonably conservative commimitief, advertising
of this type is scarcely the thing,
but for the aud 2-iC2 of transients
that ft)rm a large p .rt of the Blackstone's patronago, :t served the purpose.
San Diego, Cal. — There are many
ways of persuading stars not inclined to the personal appearance
idea to become agreeable.
Manager George A. Bush, of the
Broadway Amusement Co., is one
of the regular fellows on the Coast.
He wanted George Beban to make

Motion

a personal appearance in conjunction with Mr. Beb^n's production,
"Hearts of Men." When George
was approached on the subject he
was not able to consider it because
he was very busy with a new production, and so Manager Bush went
away and thought a bit. He made
a few inquiries regarding George
and returned a week or two later for
a friendly visit in Los Angeles and
Hollyweed, and in talking with our
best character star mentioned the
fact that they had wonderful tuna
fishing in San Diego. That got
George. The talk was allowed to
run along for some time regarding
fishing,- and finally Bush presented
a cordial invitation to George to
come along down to San Diego for
a week and get away from production troubles batting with turbulent
tuna that rage in the Pacific.
It was not until later that the
matter was mentioned as a coincidence that "Hearts of Men" was to
play there the same week and, of
course, you can understand by now
that Diplomat Mr. Bush had little
difficulty in persuading George to
appear in conjunction with his picture.
A good time was had by all, and

the showing

of the film with Beban

Still Another for Olive
Myron Selznick has added another
story to his list for Olive Thomas.
The latest is "Out of the Night," by
Josephine Miller.

Triple Optical Enlargements

arc ma4e by our own patented
paratus which permits us to extr,
importaat scenes from film and
them into large paintings up to mt
40:
inches. Some of these are on ex
bition at our salesrooms.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York C
Tel. 3607 Bryant
17th Fit

"WHERE PROMISES ARE SACID

LOUIS
FORMERLY

LETTERED

Quality the Highest
Prices the Lowest

DO

LANOGRAPH
PROCESS

A. phone call at 2931 Bryant
will bring our representative
with catalogue and prices.
Moving Picture Titles, Inc.
260 W. 42nd St.
New York

YOU

BRODA

& MEYER

Ask Sidney
SUPRKME

A

and one-half year's particular
and general experience in wellknown film corporation.
Address, WIDS, Box 90

V %T- ' (O^e liandfLj. Mies . / Day.) -.-j, ,
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2329

STUDIOS
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WILL
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7392

-

SAR

ROOM
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HAND
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- ILLUSTRATED - PHOTOGRiH
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
PROCESS TITLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS

LOVE

NOVELTY-ORIGINALITY
THRILLS
IN
YOUR
S
E
RIALS?

Young man, 21, high school
graduate, seeks connections
with reliable film house. One

IN GREATER

MEYE^

TITLES

Black and White,
Pictorial

Picture

are the most dependable
single-reel comedies on
the market. — Walter |
Brooks, Y. M. C. A. Auditorium, Coatesville, Pa.

providing vacation entertainment
Moss's five in New York and Brookfor their guests.
It is a good hunch.

In Any Language

THE

COMEDIES

Exhibitors seeking stars for personal appearance should look about
and see what natural advantages
their localities of?er in the way of

TITLES
Temporary,

CHRISTIE

appearing proved a tremendous success, and George had luck enough
with the tuna to more than satisfy
him.

BRYANT

TITLE

' '"-.1 CANDLER SlD'6, 220Vv'
IWUU/TRATIOL
^ i7

J.

FOR

RENT

YORK

Two stages with complete scenic equipment more than sufficient to build largest
productions of any nature. Floor space unequalled in Greater New York. Large carpenter shops with power machinery. Electrical equipment in perfect condition. Cooper
Hewitt, Wohl and Kligel lights of latest types. New steam heating system just installed.
Located twenty-five minutes from Times Square.
For further information phone Mr. Career, Flushing, 3142, or address
The Hal Benedict Studios, Inc., College Point, Long Island
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Jets Palmer House?

"Hulsey

Loyal"

So Says J. D. Williams, of First National— "Simply Adds More

jorted $20,000,000 Paid for ItWill Build Immense Theater
and Hotel

Following the announcement of E.
H. Hulsey, of Dallas, tTiat he has
consolidated his
theater interests in
Theaters."
the Southwest with those of S. A.
Lynch in the Southeast, an official
statement is made by First National
which explains its refusal to deny or
affirm rumors of the- amalgamation.
"There was no aspect of the proposition," says J. D. Williams, "that in
the least degree affected Mr. Hulsey's position with First National.
Every member knew that he was absolutely loyal to the organization,
and that whatever affiliation he made
would only serve to strengthen the
Circuit's theater representation in the
territory for which he owns the franchise. Satisfied of this, we saw no
necessity for intruding on Mr. Hulsey's plan planation
with which,
any
exat statement
best, could ofonly

(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
ihicago. — Persistent reports have
hat Famous Players-Lasky have
ed a deal for the purchase of
Palmer House property, at Monand State Sti-eets and the big
ibitors of the city have been per3ed over rumors that the film
ipany intends to erect an imise picture theater and hotel on
site.
he deal is said to involve more
n $20,000,000. The property is reded as one of the most valuable
State street and occupies not only
f a block on Chicagos' main thorhfare but extends to within 100 ft.
Wabash Ave.
hvf_ York parties, it is said, enid into negotiations for the old
ter Palmer property several
iths ago and because there were
new developments of late it was
ught the deal had fallen through,
lore Palmer who with his brother
n heir to the property, left Oct.
or a trip through Europe.

anticipate one of two things — either
that he would consolidate, or that he

amous Players stated yesterday
they knew nothing at all about
matter.

Farkington Signed

Price 5 Centa
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"Why can't the only man I love, love me, Mother?" — Constance Talmadge tional
in "A Virtuous Vamp,"
a J ohn Emerson-Anita Loos FirstAdvt.
Naattraction.

I Write Series of Twelve TwoReel Comedies for Goldwyn
3oth Tarkington has been signed
joldwyn to write a series of 12
Succeeds Bartlett as Head of Select
■reel comedies.
irkington, who is the creator of
Advertising
cmd Exploitation —
Feinman Joins Staff
irod," will create a special char?
r for the screen. The series wilj
Hunt Stromberg, who has been in
cnown as the Edgar comediesj charge of Select and Selznick exploitation has been promoted to director
iington will actually co-operat^
le filming of the series as is done of exploitation and publicity to suche case of the Eminent Authors
ceed Randolph Bartlett, who has re^s of pictures.
joined Photoplay as special Pacific
Coast correspondent.
More National Advertising
Stromberg will have as his main
:lznick Pictures nave added to assistants Ben Grimm and Charles
list of national advertising me- McClintock who is special exploitais Pictorial Review and Amerition representative.
Legion Weekly. Famous PlayA. L. Feinman, formerly with one
lave added Pictorial Review and of the trade papers joins Selznick as
Woman's Home Companion. The associate editor of a forthcoming
lew has an average circulation of house organ. Feinman will also
2,000,000 copies.
write special publicity.
Another addition to the Selznick
Rice Promoted
staff is Richard Weil who will write
arry E. Rice has been appointed press copy.
:tor of publicity for Universal.
«ngton Baker has been acting as
;ral manager and director of pubChas. Ray has completed his laty but he will give up the details
est feature for Thos. H. Ince, "Paris
tie latter position.
Green," directed by Jerry Storm.

Stromberg Promoted

Four Grifl&th Studios
Will Be Located in New York, California, Kentucky and Florida
Lloyd After Sites
Within a year D. W. Griffith will
have 4 studios in as many sections
of the country.
John Lloyd, personal representative for Mr. Griffith, left New York
last night for Jacksonville, Florida,
to look over territory there. While
on this mission, Lloyd also will visit
St. Augustine, Palm Beach and
Miami.
At the Griffith offices in the Longacre Building, yesterday Albert L.
Grey, general manager, stated that
Mr. Griffith will maintain a studio
in California, New York, Florida and
Kentucky, producing features at each
center according to the character of
the production in hand.
Big Business with "Mystery"
At the opening of the second week
of "The Mystery of the Yellow
Room" at the Broadway, the business was holding up very well.

"First National's home office has
the
privilege
not." of accepting or rejectwould
ing, any and all contracts for bookings, and because of this, the Circuit
was amply protected In any contingency, had one arisen. Had there
been any truth in the reports that
Mr. Hulsey was disposing of his
theaters to Mr. Lynch the situation,
so far as First National was concerned, would have remained unchanged.
{Continued from Page 3)

Hearst Takes Park

Moving
Leases
Harlem
River
Open
Air
Grounds for 17 Years — Already
It was reported yesterday that International Film had taken over
Sultzer's Harlem River Park for use
as a studio. International's lease is
reported to run for 17 years.
The International offices stated
that the report was "not authentic as
yet," but it is understood that the
lights used in the Biograph studio in
the Bronx where Cosmopolitan Productions have been filmed until now
are now being transferred to the
park for immediate use.
International's activities will be
considerably augmented with Marion
Davies, Lucy Cotton and Alma Rubens at work. The latter will start
in two weeks. Mae Murray will also
make a series, as noted and it is understood that the new Maxine Elliott-Wililam Faversham productions
will be handled as Cosmopolitan
Productions.
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In the Courts

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Hollywood, Cal. — Raymond Wells,
director of the Historical Film Co.
of America, has returned to Los Angeles and will start shooting Nov. 1
on 52 Bible pictures.
Ernest Trcxler, formerly production manager at Universal City, has
been engaged as Studio Manager for
the Oakley Super-Quality- Productions, Inc. L. Milton Stiiith will be
director of photographj^.

Samuel Fine has filed suit in the
Supreme Court against Ludwig G. B.
Erb to compel him to deliver to the
plaintiff 305 shares of stock of the
Erbograph Co., a moving picture
producing company, to replace la
similar amount of stock which he
says he gave to investors on the
promise of Erb to make good the
stock.

Edmund O. Brcndle, receiver of
the property of the Exhibitors Booking Syndicate, in supplementary proceedings, has been authorized by
Edward Middleton will direct the
first Super-Quality western drama, City Court Justice LaFetra to pay
"Souls of Men," in which the leads out of a bank deposit of $228 a judgwill be Texas Guinan At Staton and
ment for $169 held by the New York
Florence Gray.
Telephone Co.

LATE NEWS

-—

Lag behind your husband and you won't
win anything but your
friends' sympathy — and
his scorn.

\?

I

Goldman Promoted
Chicago. — Sidney J. Gold
manager of the Hodkinson intere
In the suit of Lawrence Marston here since June, has been given
Will Rogers has been granted pe
,^against the Emancipation Film Corp. pervision of the offices in Milwauli
mission to build a kiddies' circus on to recover damages for breach of St. Louis and Indianapolis, thert
the Goldwyn field at Culver City. contract, the defendant has filed an charge.
bringing four offices under
The film star is erecting a big onenswer
in
the
Supreme
Court
denyring circus, ouidoor stunt mast and
Del Goodman has been selected
ng the allegations.
St. Louis Hodkinson manager, s
pole, and wilf eiJtertain his children's
Supreme Court Justice Gavegan ceeding Theodore F. Holland, C
little friends'''
efverj^ has
Saturday
noon. Eae^n child
a horseafterand
as
signed an order discontinuing the McDaniels, formerly, of the Pg
Bid Asked Last Sale' the bovx are learning to rope like
Famous Players ....lOS'^ 106^ 108
eir jdaddy.
injunction suit of the Piedmont Pic- mount organization, has taken o
Hodkinson management in
Loew's, Inc
34
3'
34J4
tures Corp. against the Tyrad Pic- the
dianapolis, succeeding J. C. Ma
Triangle
5^
^
J4
tures,
Inc.,
because
of
alleged
violaBeaumont
ill
/ Harry
Lieaumont
will commenca
tion by the defendant ot the contract W. C. Hickey is the manager of
U'td Pic. Prod
20^
22
22
World Film
—
—
H ((production
at Eminent
the Goldwyn
studio' bv which the plaintiff got the for- Milwaukee office and Goiaman j
soon on the Eminent Authors prosonally heads the Chicago office,
eign rights to "Where Are My ChilOther changes recently made
duction, "Going Some," adapted from
the novel and play of the same name^
elude the appointment of M.
Campbell Directing MacDonald
Millstein in Omaha to succeed R.
by Rex Beach. Among those already,;
Man Fired Revolver in Theater
cast for the picture are Ethel Gre^ ;dren?"
Hollywood. — _Colin Campbell, w
Allan, Ben Blotchy in Kansas C
to succeed P. C. Wreath; Joslf
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Terry, Helen Ferguson, Lillia^
produced
"The
Crisis," "The . St
Chicago. — A scene more thrilling Bloom in Pittsburgh to succeed J
Hall,
Lillian
Langdon,
Cullen
Larpthan that being enacted upon the Mooney.
Alarm,' and "Thunderbolt,' 'the fir
Katharine
MacDonald
productio . dis, Willard Louis, Walter Hiers, ]^. screen occurred at the Bandbox
B. Flynn and Forrest Seabury.
<i
K
Thursday when a man dashed out
for First National, is also directing
from behind the screen and sped up
Chaplin Case Discontinued
In confirmation oi the staterri
Miss MacDonald's
second
vehicle,
the center aisle with another man,
Donald B. Keyes, former lieuten
recently
made in Chicago by . Ei
"The Beauty Market."
^ant in the photographic departmen
at frequent inhand, firing
pistol in tervals
at him. Women screamed nay that the suit of Charles Cha;
of the U. S. air service, and at present on the picture staff at the Gold- and ushers ducked into closets as would be dropped, Supreme C(
Justice Gavegan has signed an oi
wyn Studios, has applied for pass- •they passed out into the street.
discontinuing the case.
pole,a picture
and willtaking
entertain
his children's^
on
expedition
of two*
Uses Ford Weeklies in Church
Detroit. — The Goldwyn exchange
Albany. — National Screen Ser'^
^ years duration. He goes with Franlf
^.Wilton and Curator H. A. Snow m
a signed con- New York City. Capital, $2'0'
he Oakland Public Museum. / here has just received
tract for 52 Ford Educational Week- Incorporators: L. S. K. Revere, T
/
lies from Dr. A. H. Zeimer, pastor of Broadway.
MacMahon, and B. C. Elli«tt,
the Caliborne Ave. Presbyterian
Kenwood,
Chicago,
Sold
Church.
Dr. Zeimer has prepared a large
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — The Kenwood Theater,
thb
at Kimbark Ave. and 47th St., was poster which he placed under anchurch
his
of
front
in
bulletin
sold for $200,000 last week. The
nouncing the subject for the evebuilding is 187 ft. by 14 ft. and conning's sermon. The first Ford picTHE
MAIN
tained a two-story store building beture to be shown under the new arsides the theater.
The Ascher Brothers have leased
Handiwork."
rangementtitle
was "God's
of the sermon dethe theater for some time. Frank This waslivered the
CAUSE
on the same evening.
Wickham bought the property.
Traveling Eastward
for the development in
Beautiful Eleanor Seaiie
Culver City. — Naomi Childers and
Company Chartered Here
Christine Mayo, have left for New
played by
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
York, where they will join Tom
the poster advertising
Albany. — Who's Who in America, Moore to appear In tlie opening
Inc., a Delaware
corporation,
has
by
art is
scenes of "Duds," the picture being
been authorized to do business here. started
under the direction of Tom
in.
Active stock is 10 shares, 1,000 shares Mills. Miss Childers will appear opcommon stock, no par value.
posite the Goldwyn star.
Address
all
DAILY,

communications
to
WID'S
71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood, California:
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollyj
wood
Boulevard.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
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DON'T

FORGET

ROMANY
'WHERE

LOVE RUNS WILD"

4MV.3UiSiu,Hif. PiSne^dm t3M

sMa
Kennedy to Start "Blooming Angel"
Madge Keiii'.edy will .start "'J'he
1— Douglas Fairbanks, "His Bloomin
g Angel," by Wallace IrAmerican."
win, next week. Victor Schertzin1the
News,
ger will direct.
romedy, "The Eternal TriDistributed Ini, "Capitol Color Land Re- "The Confession,"
dependently
Due to the conflicting reports reVayburn's
Demi Tasse Regarding the distribution of "The
Confession," it "is announced that
Broadway — "The Mystery of George
Davis
is now distributing this
ow Room."
picture
independently,
since he sevlyn
Strand— Will
Rogers,
ered
his
connection
with
Sol Lesser's
a Husband."
Midwest "Hearts of the World" Co.
,
ine
ame
Farrar "Fl
1— Gerald
Rialto and Strands Book Lloyd
)esert."
1 Topical Review.
The Rialto, the New
York
and;
j-Chester Review.
Brooklyn
Strand, have booked
th'
ly.
series of Harold Lloyd two-reell
— Douglas
MacLean
and new
comedies.
The Circle, Indianapolis,
has also contracted for the series.
Hours' Leave."
"233^2
ay,
Magazine.
The first one will be "Bumping
nry-Vitagraph story.
Into Broadway" for release Nov. 2.
—Norma
Talmadge,
"The Pathe figures on doiwg ?IO0,000 with
each one of the series and to date it
quest."
ion
Magazine.
is stated that over 2,000 houses have
booked them. Production cost is un, "The Fireman."
n Revival
ind
Jeff cartoon.
derstood to be $40,000 a picture.
Next Week
lyn Strand — Geraldine
imc of the Desert."

Far-

yal"1)
sey fromLoPage
^ul
Continued

IIA^for One Scene
A$35,000
D
For the ship-wreck scene in

"The
Wings of the Morning," $35,000 was
spent by Fox. The publicity staS
claims
entirety.that a boat was built in its

Paul G. Smith has been appointed
by Ben W. Beadell, Select local
manager, to act as exploitation expert for the Chicago district.
Temple,
Texas — Temple
to be remodeled.

Detective Night
Tomorrow night is detective night
at Moss' Broadway when all the famous New York sleuths will attempt
to unravel the mystery in "The Mystery of the Yellow Room." The police departmeflt bomb squad will be
there.
Salesman's Day' for Goldwyn
Goldwyn has designated November
5th, as "Salesmen's Day.' On that
day every salesman connected
inges with
will f
all of Goldwyn's 22 cxcha
f?o out after a record breaki
iing num- I
er of contracts.

Plimpton Narrowly Escapes Death
Gloucester, Mass. — Swept off a
narrow ledge of rock on Salt Island,
Horace Plimpton, comeraman for
Fox, was drawn into a whirlpool in
Bath, Me. — William
De Croteau the midst of jagged rocks yesterday
to manage Strand Theater.
! but swam to safety.
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.'irst National franchise can
sed of, by any member, witht respecting the rules and
Dns controlling it, and these
character that precludes any
ty of changes in our terrirength that would be detri:o the Circuit. Mr. Hulsey's
e is equivalent to a rating of
cent, of First National's tongs.
ontinues as a member of the
if Directors, nnd this fact, in
an obvious indication that
solidation with Mr. Lynch
: bring any change in his oftinection with First National,
t it does not affect in the
: his x)utright and individual
:p oT the Circuit franchise
territory.
imount of rumor that attendfiliation with Mr. Lynch was
^ely to inspired propaganda
id no foundation in truth. In
,.e consolidation has a result
t National almost identical
it which followed the affiliaween N. H. Gordon, our New
I franchise owner, and anrcuit of the theaters in his
It simply
added
more
to the large TTst already
controlled or operated by
ional members."
an King Sees Pathe News
Albert of Belgium sat
four reels of Pathe News
night at the Waldorf Astole- film was pieced together
number of issues of Pathe
wed the King and Queen in
sections of the country,
t was so interested that he
ough the two-reeler twice,
^eopold and the Belgian Amr were present together with
other notables.
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Putting It Over
Here it hew a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.

PAIIJV
Albany.— Gotham
M.
P.
fo^
/ Brooklyn.
Capital, $8,000. It

reports big business
operation even to serving an "Up- manager
this Goldwyn picture.
stairs
Sundae."
He was appealed to along the line
that the more business the theater
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Lafayette
did the more patronage he would purchased Lyric Theater.
have before and after performances.
The lobby of the theater was attractively decorated with pictures of
Miss Normand and scene stills from
the picture.

Co.

rators: L. Geiger, S. and M. :

■ Ann Arbor, Mich.— S. A. Moran, / Atlanta. — In connection with the
manager of the Arcade, used some
^running of "Heartsease," at the
decidedly effective exploitation in f'Strand,
the manager used red hearts
connection with 'Upstairs." In the in the form of tags, carrying the
preparation and carrying out of thei' words, "Tom Moore in Heartsease,"
advertising ideas he was given valu-l the name of the theater and the date
able assistance by Harry R. Guest,[ of the showing.
These tags were distributed among
Gbldwyn's press and service repre-!
sentative at the Detroit exchange.| patrons of the house several days
Moran had a miniature stairway built before the showing of the film and
in the window of a vacant store near were worn by the ushers and others
with the theater.
The
his theater and placed a cut-out of ssociated
Mabel Normand on the top step.
Many one-sheet posters were distributed throughout the neighborhood and photographs and snappy
signs were given a conspicuous display in most of the important shops.
The proprietor of a candy store near
the theater, not only gave a liberal
window layout but extended his co-

AMERICA'S finest!

laHratory
Atop The Palisades
Opposite 129th Street

Palisade Film Laboratories
Paliiadei, N. J.

Morimere 621-2

Triple Optical Enlargements
are ma4e by our own pateated apparatus which permits us to extract
important scenes from film and make
them into large paintings up to 40x60
inches. Some of these are on exhibition at our salesrooms.
ERAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel. 3607 Bryant
17th Floor

TRY

OUR

CHARLES

F. CAJflFBELL, Inc.

L. HENBRICKSeN
A Charge d* Affair.

liW^lctSt
NY
*^ ^ .OlSlOl.,n. I .

Camera Work
Trick Photography
Animated Titles
Leaders and Trailers
ART
FILM
CO.
145 W. 45th St.
Bryant 5858

"That's it— ask Aunt Margaret, she knows!"
wife.

"I have nothing to say except that it is all true."
again."
"Why did you do this thing to me?"

SERVICE

"I did it for your sake, Richard."
"For me! — has it been for my sake that you have been f\

WHERE
AND

i
Bah!"
destroying every chance of our happiness?
"I appeal to you gentlemen — has any woman the right to
a man's love and protection, and deny him the children that 1
Good Reverend Sir, isn't there something in that
craves?
yours that puts God's curse upon this crime with which I cbj

and EFFECTS

IN DOING

YOUR
WORK

PROMISES
NEGATIVES

ARE

"The Bible says 'Thou shalt not kill!'"
(To be continued.)
*
*
*
*
wife?"
Scene amd Dialogue from the Gripping Human-Interest D

SAFE

Foundation

Film

Corp.

W House Widiout CMd

1600 BROADWAY
Phone, Bryant 4620
Laboratories:
HUDSON

"There's your ring! — I shall not need it, for I shall never
I hate you — I hate you all — and I never want to see anj

"Well, Margaret, what have you to say?
Come — speak u)
*
*
*
*
S

FOR
QUALITY

f-

"Margaret, what terrible thing is she saying?"

Ask Sidney
Reynolds
SUPKEME PICTURES (Inc.)

LABORATORY
COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National and Sj»eer Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

"Stop! — that boy up there is my boy — and that man is his

WHY DID ZIT OF
THE NEW YORK
JOURNAL GO INT O
ECSTASIES
OVER HIS SUCCESS?

HEIGHTS,

N.

Opposite 42nd Street
Phone, Union 5539

I>i/ Robert M^cLzu^hlin

J.

Robert McLaughlin, Author.
STATE

ROBERT
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BIGHTS
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Sew Coast Factor

More Bulletins

rman and Harris Out After Picture Theaters — Will Invade
Middle West
{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
n Francisco. — A new factor enthe exhibiting field in the anicement that Ackerman and Harowners of a string of vaudeville
ters ,are out after picture houses
that they will build or lease one
wo large theaters in every coast
and in the Middle West.
C. Blumenthal, real estate opor, has formed two companies to
k in conjunction with Ackerman
Harris. One will be called the
Z. Blumenthal and Co. and will
in the real estate end of theat{Continued on Page 3)

Issued
by
Northwest
Exhibitors'
Circuit Regarding Direct Purchase of Special Features
{By Wire
to WW'S
DAILY)
Seattle.
— Film
men Here
are piuch
interested in copies of two bulletins
issued
the Northwest
Circuit by
of Seattle.
Each ofExhibitors'
the circulars was with regard to the same subject matter, one dated Sept. 27 and
the other Oct. 15.
The
bulletin
reads:Paragraph
'
"To our
members:
10 of
your franchise contract reads as follows:
' 'No rights in any special film feature whatever (meaning thereby any
fi4m feature released outside of a
{Continued on Page 3)

-sks for Annulment
E. Cahn Sees Loss in Triangle
Handling Films to K.-T. Co.
for Distribution
elix E. Cahn, as the owner of 6,shares of preferrea stock in the
mgle Film Corp. worth $31,250,
filed suit in the Supreme Court
Inst the corporation, the Triangle
tributing Corp., the K-T Distribg Corp., Harry E. Aitken and
Ight Macdonald to annul the rc{Continued on Page 3)
F-I-L-M Men Meet Today
here will be a meeting held toin the rooms of the National
ociation of exchange men from
itically every section of the
itry.
ewis Innerarity, chairman of the
mittee on organization of the
L-M Clubs is expected to preside
z there will be about 20 in atance. Plans for the formation
new national organization will
liscussed.
he new body will differ from the
ting National Association in that
/ill have members right in the
and present in any state or city
re a troublesome matter calls for
ement.

Strike Galled
le theater attendants of the M.
S. Circuit, controlling 15 East
and Brooklyn theaters, went out
strike last night because of ald failure on the part of the pro'ors to meet the demands of the
n to which they had given in
it a week ago.
le two theaters prmclpally
hit
the Clinton and Odeon ,both on
[l|ton St.
Police reserves
were
I d out and 12 pickets were ar-

Price 5 Centa

Jose to Direct Anita Stewart
Edward Jose has bene engaged by
Louis Mayer to direct Anita Stewart
in "The Fighting Shepherdess" by
Caroline Lockhart. The production
will be made on the coast.
Jose is affiliated with Joseph
Schenck in. the production of Film
Special's. The Stewart arrangement
is for one picture with the approval
of Mr. Schenck.
Loew Denies Report
Marcus Loew yesterday denied a
Mary Pickford as the little mountain girl, defies the prosecutor to report which appeared in a morning
to the efTect that the
save her lover, in the First National Special, "Heart o' the Hills," adapted newspaper
from the story by John Fox, Jr.
Advt. New York Theater block had been
sold and that a picture company
would remodel the existing structure
into one of the largest theaters in
Charles Miller, former Triangle the world.
The Board of Directors of United
"There is no truth" m it," said Mr.
Pictures will be increased to 30. director under the Thomas Ince re- Loew.
gime
and
later
with
Hallmark,
has
This is acording to the recommendations made by the investigating com- been signed by Isaac Wolper, presi"Select Times" New Organ
dent of Mayflower, to do a series of
mittee of exhibitors headed by HecSelect has in preparation a new
tor M. E. Pasmezeglu of St. Louis, pictures for that company. He will
a number of big outdoor spe- organ to be called the Select Times.
appointed to delve into internal af- make
It will be essentially a service propofairs of United as a result of charges cials.
sition and to that effect an advisory
of Ernest Horstmann of Boston.
The arrangement with Miller is
The committee recommended the like those of the other directors with board composed of 50 of the counelection of 30 directors who shall be Mayflower.
try's leading exhibitors will supply
bona fide stockholders. This was
It is understood that a definite an- material constantly.
Hunt Stromberg, now in complete
nouncement will be made shortly by
supposed to have been completed by
October 20.
Mayflower that release will be charge of all Select exploitation and
Milton M. Goldsmith of United through Realart.
publicity will be editor while A. L.
Feinman will act as associate editor.
was asked yesterday whether this
The publication will be issued
No one could be reached at the
had been done. He stated that the
subsequent bankruptcy proceedirgs Hallmark offices for a statement. semi-monthly, beginning Nov. 15.
had upset the original plan.
Miller is one of the directors proGoldsmith stated that the United ries.
ducing for the Famous Director's se- Hammel Taking "xroupe to Havana
charter called for only 12 directors
John Hammel, formerly with Genand that tlie existing charter would
eral Film leaves tomorrow for Hahave to be amended in order to allow
Albany. — Hope Hampton Producvana where "Yankee Doodle in Bertions. Manhattan. Capital, $5,000.
a board of 30 men. He said ti.at
lin" will play. Twenty girls will be in
this would be done and that in Directors: Fisher Goodhue, G. E. this company which is expected to
about a month the increase would Tierney and B. J. Longstreet, 120 tour for about four months during
Broadway.
be perfected.
the racing season on the island.

More United Directors

Wolper Signs Miller

^
Wednesday,

«
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Comedian Will Produce Two-Reel
Comedies — Riskin Bros. Interested
Stella Mayhew has now in process
of organization a company which
will probably be known as the Stella
IVIayhew Prod., Inc. Two-reel comedies will be produced.
William B. Davidson will not act
as co-director for the company while
a deal is said to be under way for a
well-known director of short sub-

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasarer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Business
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, jects.
A. E. and R. R. Riskin who reat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
cently organized the Victor Moore
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside company .are both interested in the
of Greater
New
York, $10.00 one year; 6 new organization. Offices are in the
months, ' $5.00; 3 months,
J3.00.
Foreign, Candler Bldg.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
McCabe Here
Address
all
DAILY,

communications
to
WID'S
71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood. California:
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood-Boulevard. Phone, Hollywood
1603.

Vincent J. McCabe, Fox's Toronto
manager,
in New
York'onCanadians
a flying
trip.
He issays
prominent
have endorsed Fox News.

Quotations

Los Angeles. — Before starting
work on her first picture for Bessie
Love Prod. Inc., backed by Chicago
capital, the star wil take a vacation.

Bessie Love on Vacation

Bid Asked Last Sale
Famous Players -..106J4 107^ 106i^
"Humoresque" for Marion Davies
Loew.,
Inc
335/s
30
34
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Triangle
J4
Los Angeles.^Frank Borzage, the
Unit. Pic. Prod
21
22
22
new Cosmopolitan director says that
World Film
—
—
^ "Humoresque," by Fannie Hurst,
will probably be the latest Marion
Davies picture to be filmed.
Martin Johnson Series Ready
Mayer Back in New York
Robertson-Cole, t)eginning early
next month will release a series of
Joe Mayer, of Universal, has returned to New York from Ohio
ten single-reel adventure productions where he spent a week exploiting
filmed by Martin Johnson in the
"The Right to Happiness."
South Seas. The first one will be
Record?
"Tulagi,"
Hy Silverman, who is celebrating
his fourth year as manager of the
Public Projection Rooms in the Godfrey Building, recently established
what may be a record, or at any rate,
a near record, when he ran off 395
reels in two days. Silverman kept
two machines going at top speed and
was busilj' occupied from 9 a.m. imtil
almost midnight.
A Tip from Burlingham
Frederick Burlingham, the traveler
has a tip to impart to exporters.
Burlingham states he has received
letters from two Swiss film men who

This is the Author
of the

DORIS KENYON
THE BANDBOX
production.

the writer of hits—

Louis Joseph Vance
W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 fiflh Avenue. Nev York Gty

are "crj'ing for American filrns."
They are Fleury Mathez, of the
World Films office, 2 Rue de Neuchatel and M. Vivante, Select Films
Co., 2 Rue Thalberg, both of Geneva,
Switzerland.
Burlingham states American films
are very popular in Switzerland that
prices are good and that the Swiss
franc is high.

Moore Finishes "Jini"
Owen Moore has finished "Piccadilly Jim" for Selznick. Zena Keefe
appears opposite him.

IT WILL

Additions to Field Force Announced
— Stevens Joins Hallmark
Frank G. Hall, of Hallmark, has
made some changes in the personnel
of his field force.

Rialto Making Screen Tests
Tests are being made at the Rialto
Theater projection room this week
with a variety of concave screens,
which it is thought may make it
more soothing to the eyes of the
spectators who sit at the extreme
sides of the house. Should it be
decided that the concave type of
screen is superior to the flat screen
now in use, a change will promptly
be made.
Educational Dep't Expanding
Famous Players' educational department isexpanding.
W. O. Hurst has been placed in
charge of all of the educational subjects being made by Famous. He
will work directly under Whitman
Bennett who is director of production.
Howard Young will act as editor
of Paramount Magazine while Frank
Walton and Carleton S. King are
two new directors added. A. E. Catlein are new cameramen.
King Albert visited the Goldwyn
Studios. He walked right in and
turned around and walked right out
again.

BE HERE

SOON

ROMANY
LOVE

work shortly on "Dangerous Da)
the Mary Roberts Rinehart story
William Parke is making good ;
gress on "Tower
trude Atherton.

of Ivory," by (

First Subject Picked
The first subject of the new Li
Park company will be "Empty Ar;
with Gail Kane and Thurston tJ
playing
the leads.
Frank
Rei'^j
will direct.

tg through Pkniixchangr I

"WHERE

LATE NEWS'

Silent love won't keep '^.
S. T. Stevens, formerly with Exhibitors Mutual has been named as
field manager and M. J. Mintz, also
a husband ; you've got '
of the old Mutual organization is
now touring the Middle West for
to dress your windows
Hallmark. Stevens is away on a several months' trip.
to keep your trade.
Theodore Holland, formerly with
Hodkinson, is in charge of the Hallmark Indianapolis Exchange; J. E.
Poland, Oklahoma City; F. L. De
Lorenzo; Milwaukee; R. A. Morrow,
Dallas; N. A. Royster, Atlanta.
Chaplin Revue Ready
Hallmark has put into operation
Victor
Kremer and his Chaplin
a profit sharing plan to which all the
vue
on
"Carmen"
are all ready tO]
employes are a part.
The opening of the revue which
have a number of Spanish danq
Norma
Talmadge
Celebrates
Norma Talmadge had a party last girls will take place out of town
week in celebration of the third year will later be brought to New Y(
of her marriage to Joseph Schcnck.
DeMille Film Showrn in IthacE
Irving Berlin was there and had the
Ithaca, N. Y. — A private show
orchestra play "The New Moon,"
dedicated to Norma. Schenck pre- of "Male and Female," the new 0
sented his wife with an ermine cape
DeMille
production,
was held h'
at
the Crescent
theater.
and a gold jewel case.
The audience consisted of inv;
guests and newspaper critics v/hd
Fox Changes in the Field
ceived the production very fovara,
Salt Lake City.— Clyde A. Walker
has been made manager of the Fox
Goldwyn Doings
office here. He was formerly a salesman. B. P. Roden former manager
Culver City. — Jack Pickford anc
rector, Walace
Worsley,
have
is no longer in charge.
turned to the studio after shooi
Detroit. — Miles G. F. Gibbins who exteriors on "The Little Shepher<
has been in charge of the Fox exFrank
Lloyd
change here has been replaced by Kingdom
Come." is busy selcctinl
Harry D. Goldberg, formerly spe- cast for Pauline Frederick's next
cial representative.
ture,
"The Woman
in Room to13.''s
Reginald
Barker expects

RUNS

WILD'

RITCHEY

posters

serve as two salesmen ',
:— they sell the film to
exhibitors and seats to
the patrons !

RITCHEY
HTHp. CORP.
406W.31itSt..N.Y. PhoBeXbelm 838S

'
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Asks for Annulment

\tlieN. e^vs
No.

88

LUiKTH,
PA.— Chevrolet
vs. Curlu' airplane
enters
list of ra«e
et-nts
and
challenf;e$
speed
sula "f "King Auto."
I MIC
CITY,
N.
J.— America
c Itritain, Italy, Belgium — Big I'ive
r resented
in international
tradu
■r oe urging
world
viewpoint
in
; 1(1 industry.
I] KS-BARKE,
PA.— Serious
crisis
U rs' controversy affects all i>liase»
am's
life — workers
at coal mines
l^ strike problem.
,1 AND,
CAL,. — Beware
of
your
Lilcs; no limit to how
high the
B liiiil* — here's an evidence
of this
n ; state of affairs.
liSS
AMERICA. — Belgian
rulers
V ' across
the country
on return
line week
thej' "take in" most
le 'if; Sights of America.
kUlNGTON,
». C— High
officials
lute to Italian ambassador — milid diplomatic
ceremony
at last
r Count
di Celere.
YORK
CITY.— Following
the
around — remarkable
exclusive
of
Cornell- Dartmouth
game
all the close pla.vs.
YORK
CITY.— Roosevelt
memok ends with impressive
ceremo9 nation
joins in a tribute
to
of the great American. .

New Coast Factor
{Continued from Page 1)
le Directing Olive Thomas
rical ventures and the Pacific TheaNoble is to direct Olive
ter and Realty Co. which will act as
s in "Out of the Night," the a holding unit for the purpose of buyacquired story for that star.
ing, leasing and building of theaters
for Ackerman and Harris. This organization has been in existence for
some time but this is the first public
announcement of its activities.
The first theater to come under the
A. and H. management is the Yosemite in Stockton, which has been
leased for 25 years. It will be entirely re-modeled and renovated at a
cost of $150,000. Pictures and vaudeville will be shown.
Transactions are now under way
in Long Branch, Modesto, Turlock
and other coast cities. There will be
a deal involving San Francisco
shortly announced.
New House for Detroit
{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Detroit. — A new company nas been
formed to erect a $200,000 theater in
Highland Park. The theater will be
located at Hamilton Boulevard and
Tuxedo Ave. and will have a frontage of 140 ft. on Hamilton Boulevard and 1'5 ft. on Tuxedo Ave.
J. A. Hagan is interested in the
new company.

does it mean
circle of flame
doomed pres— the hovering
— the sudden
gs to death —
from the un1?

dney Reynolds
IE PICTURES (Inc.)

^sn^
WE

i

'
1^—

More Bulletins
DAIIJV^

{Continued from Paye 1)
{Continued from Page 1)
cent agreement between Triangle ,, regular service program) shall be
Distributing and K-T by which Tri- j bought liy the stockholder on his
angle leases all its property to the I own account, directly or indirectly,
K-T and grants it tbe exclusive right j without the written consent of the
to exploit the Triangle pictures, un- ; circuit; nor shall such consent be
der a 50-50 basis, with a guaranty given until the feature has been subby K-T of a minimum of $15,000. j mitted to and declined by the circuit
K-T. represents in the agreement
that it has $150,000 working capital. i in regular course'."
Cahn alleges in his complaint that 1 New York attorneys interested and
Aitken is chairman of Triangle Dis- I a number of film men regard this cirtributing and Macdonald acting pres. j cular letter as indicative that the cirof Triangle Film, and that Triangle j cuit means to closely watch all speowns $1,000,000 worth of films and J cial features advertised as such with
$5,908,925 stock outstanding.
I the idea of holding prices down on
He contends that tne agreement these specials.
between Triangle DistriTniting and I One iilm man said yesterday that
K-T is "wasteful and grossly inju- the second paragraph of the bulletin
rious to Triangle Film because the clearly, indicated this. The paragraph
latter's only source of revenue is said in part: "Please be advised tliat
from its films which are handed over we intend to ncgotiare ror Hodkinto K-T under the agreement, and i son's 'Desert Goldd," a Zane Grey
that the sole right to exploit them 1 production.
The best offer that we
for years is put in charge of Aitken's j can secure will be forwarded to you
corporation.
! later.
The bulletin dated Oct. 15 carried
It is also alleged that although
K-T has no capital it is obligated for ; the same paragraph of the contract
and concludes
with the statement:
$1,000,000 under the agreement.
"We do not wish you to forget that
The K-T Distributing Corp. reis negotiating for 'Desert
cently announced in advertisements the circuit
and this feature has not as yet
in the New York dailies that a serial II Gold,'
been offered to and declined by the
with all of the old Keystone stars
j circuit.
This for your information.
was about to be released.
I It is essential that from now on the
; members be very careful of the open
The Triangle offices did not care market stuff they book, and be sure
to comment upon the matter.
that same has been released by the

NEVER

These bulletins are signed by H. B,
Wright,
circuit." secretary and general manager of the circuit.
Whether or not they violated the
Clayton act was discussed by several important film men.

Some Business
Bert Adler drops a postal card
from Washington and says on the
back
of itbusiness
that "Soldiers
of Fortune"
did such
on Sunday
that the
management at Moore's Garden was
forced to stop selling tickets three
times.

The record for an opening day was
smashed, says Bert.

BECH,VAN SiaENS
& COMPANY, Ine:
45 EAST 17th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

EQUITY

PICTURES

Aeolian Hall

CORPORATION
New York City

Your Entire

announce to the
trade that they have
a production to be
released shortly
"OUR
carrying the title

Foreign Rights
or Cash
SELL FOR YOU
A FAIR COMMISSION

WIVES"

DISAPPOINT

TELEPHONE

/>4 ENA/^

YORK

BRYANT

6£//. MGR.

5576 '
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KINOGRAMS

Bloomer

Jean Rosen has been appointed
general manager of Select Pictures
in France, Holland, Switzerland, Belgium, Spain and Italy. He sails Saturday for the other side where he is
to open new offices in Paris, Strassburg, Lyons, Bordeaux, Marseilles,
and Lille. He will later open quarters in Brussels, Hague, Berne Geneva and in Spain nd Italy.
Wilson Touring Thea-ters
Ben Wilson, who is starred in the
Hallmark serial, "The Trail of the
Octopus,"
madeof the
personal
appearances at seven
local theaters
last week.

Triple Optical Enlargements

ART TITLES
HAND

Black and

"GriflSth film breaks record ♦ * * 'Broken Blossoms' widel
appreciated by atidiences * * * Mr. Mark of the Strand Theatr
told Mr. Abrams of the United Artists that the police reserves haJ

■*-. PHONE

" 'Broken Blossoms,' which closed a week's run at the Stran
(N. Y.) Saturday night, broke all records at that theatre by sever*
hundred dollars. The record previously was held by Mary Pickfoil

n BIoI
'Broke
spms'
did Griffit
the h's
biggest
business
"»• W.
MILWAUKEE
IN
ever experienced
in the history of the Merrill Theatre.
* *
If
blocked street cars from noon on * * * engagement is all th
I anticipated and more." — E. C. Bostick, Manager, Merrill Theati
Milwaukee, Wis.

LETTERING

23Z9 BRYANT .-'
tllS

"WHERE PROMISES ARE SACRED"

LOUIS

FORMERLY

MEY

BRODA

ER

6c MEYER

TITLES
LETTERED

PHONE

INC.

a^"'"^
wire Washing
to United
stifjj
D. C, caqj
ton, Artists,
WASHINGTON
IN
iiecl
ing that "Broken Blossoms" opened to capacity both at the Pais
and the Columbia theatres.
Crowds were turned away afternoon ?jj
evening, and the records were broken in both houses. (Telegram fr«

CALL

220 WEST

WILL

42nd ST.

BRING

7392

-

ten

SAMPLES

ROOM

tat

Loew's Palace Theatre, Washington.)

- ILLUSTRATED - PHOTOGRAPHED
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
PROCESS TITLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS

BRYANT

s

been called out to handle the crowds." — Morning Telegraph, Oct, 2(

f ALYNLU'f

A

Temporary,

'Broken
*Blossotns
in 'The Hoodlum' and previous to that by Charlie Chaplin in ',
Dog's Uie'."—Wid's Daily. Oct. 27.

are made By our own patemted apparatus which permits us to extract
important scenes from film and make
them into large paintings up to 40x60
inches. Some of these are on exhibition at our salesrooms.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel. 3607 Bryant
17th Floor

Actual Happening in Serial Scene
Newark, N. J.— The Majestic Theater was obtained for service by Supreme Pictures, for the serial being
made by J. Robert Pauline. The
scene represents a,< uicitlent in the
life of Pauline which occurred several years ago at one ,of the Keith
theaters in New York City when
Pauline's act was halted by interruptions from an insulting spectator.
This scerue, together with one of
Pauline's hypnotic feats is reproduced in the serial. Paul Panzer and
Ralph J. Locke played the offending
parties.

TITLES Pictorial
in any "Language

Co.

Rosen Sailing for Select

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES

Bert Lytell and company have
gone to Lake Tahoe, California,
where exteriors for "The Right of
Way" will be shot.

Canadian

L. M. Kirmmse has placed Raymond Bloomer with the Canadian
Photoplays, Ltd. He will play the
lead in "Yellow Back," by Jarnes
Oliver Curwood. The picture will
be made on the coast and will be directed by David Hartford. Bloomer
reached Los Angeles yesterday.

TO THE MEMORY OF ROOSEVELT
—ASrERICAN.— Memorial flag borne by
Boy Scouts is placed on Colonel Raosevelt's grave.
BRITISH SCHOOI. BOYS TRAINED
AS SOLDIERS.— At Marlborough. England, cadets are drilled in military tactics.
SWARTHMORE
QUAKERS HONOR
FOUNDERS DAY. — Students in quaint
garbing 1869 in ceremonials to celebrate
50th birthday.
PRINCE INSPECTS PRINCESS PATS
— British heir sees gallant regiment at
Niagara
Falls, Ontario.
NATIONS PAY TRIBUTE TO COUNT
DI CEELERE. — Funeral of late Italian
Ambassador is an affair of state in TVashirifrton.
BIGGEST DOUGHNUT FOB SALVATIONIST BRIDE. — Chicago marines present reminiscent tribute to Salvation
Army newly weds.
CHICAGO WELCOMES
CARDINAL
MERCIER. — Belgian prelate is received
with high honors.
WHY IS SUGAR SO HARD TO GET?
— Pictures and personalities in the fedat Washington.
eral sugar inquiry
KING ALBERT VISITS PENNSYLruler is guest
Belgian
CAPITAL.—
VANIA
of the city of Harrisburg.
PRESS AGENTS BIDE A HOBBY
HORSE RACE.— Publicity vendors in
put on stunt circus of the AmeriChicago
can Legion.

Goldwyn Fighting Sunday Closing
Goldwyn has issued instructions to
all of its field men to conduct inissionary work on the Sunday closing
question in their particular territories.
Gabriel Hess of Goldwyn heads the
National Association's Censorship
Committee.

With

DAILV

2004
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IN PORTLAND
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J. J. Parker, of the Rialto TheatBicli

ness of "Broken Blossoms" shattered all previous records, and ca
the picture the most wonderful ever produced.

White

24-HOUR
SERVICE
TITLES PHOTOGRAPHED
on Premises
BY EXPERT

CAMERAMAN

Moving Picture Titles, Inc.
260 W. 42d St., N. Y.
29'1 Bryant

Theat
^'^'to Blossoil
o^ :^^^" 'Broken
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TAGOMA
Tacoma,
IN
did more business than any picture ever played to in Tacoma. Tl
production

wonderful

beyond

Ilk

description."
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Control Baltimore

F^viving "T" Output
W:kly Schedule Will be Maintained

Whitehurst's Purchase Parkway Syndicate and Sew Up Town — New
Parkway House Stopped

All Pictures Will Be Re-edited
and Titled
riangle Film will inaugurate a
W'kly schedule of releases beginnir the middle of November. All
ofihe old Griffith, Sennett and Ince
priuctions which were undoubtedly
; of the best pictures made, will
again distributed through the
reiilar Triangle exchanges.
»ior that purpose the country has
bfln divided into four divisions.
Til western division, includes Los
A,'eles, San Francisco, Seattle,
Diver and Salt Lake City, the middl! western, Chicago, slinneapolis,
it Milwaukee the central, Cincinn; , Cleveland and Detroit and Pittsbigh, and the eastern, the Atlan(Continued on Page 2)

^ew Body Planned
bout 40 representatives of F-I-LM;lubs from various sections of the
cfntry met yesterday in the rooms
0 the National Association to disL5 plans for the formation
of a
r national body composed of exnge men.
he discussion became an extended
and as a result, a committee
iposed of seven men was apited to draw up a plan for the
r organization. J. E. Flynn of Det, is chairman while the otlier
(Continued on Page 2)

Loew Directors
he personnel of the board of diors of the reorganized Loew enises which Marcus Loew has
.1 promising for three weeks was
licly announced yesterday,
he financial reorganization of the
ipany has been perfected and by
-oew's Theatrical Enterprises bele known as Loew, Inc., the name
which manipulations on the curb
ket have been conducted,
.oew and his former associates ren in control of the new company.
; directors are as follows:
larcus Loew, David Bernstein,
isurer of Loew-s Theatrical Enriscs; C. E. Danforth of Von
burgh & Atterbury, W. C. Durant
{Continued on Page 3)
Selznick After Normand
is reported that Myron Selznick
rying to annex Mabel Normand
lis list of stars. Miss Normand's
tract with Goldwyn has expired
the star is at the present time
JJew York.

Price 5 Cent!

Thursday, October 30, 1919.

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Baltimore. — The Parkway interests
here which own the Parkway, Strand,
Peabody, Wiz and McKinley, have
been
the Whitehurst's
who purchased
control theby New
Garden and
New Century. This gives the Whitehurst people practically control of
(Continued on Page 2)

Goldwyn

Starts

The first Eminent Authors production to be filmed in the East will be
started in about two days. It will
be "Partners of the Night," by Leroy
Scott.
Space has been leased in the Biograph (Continued
studio for on
this
picture
and'
Page
2)
P?ismezoglu Repudiated
The following telegram was issued
from the United Picture Theaters'
office as coming from the United
franchise owners of St. Louis. •
The telegram was addressed to J.
A. Berst, and reads:
"A meeting of the franchise holders of the United held at Knights of
Columbus Hall by unanimous votes
of the exhibitors assembled to withdraw from Pasmezoglu all proxies
"My face may owe to art a trife or it mayn't," sings Anita Stewart in and his rights to represent them. We
the First National picture, "Mind the Paint Girl."
•
Advt. have instructed your special representative toforward this telegram to
you and assure you of our hearty cooperation in making United a suc-

Selznick Forms Go-Operative Exhibitor Plan
Under Name of National Picture Theatres, Inc.

To Make Independent Productions — L. J. Purchases $100,000 of Common
Stock — Plans of New Organizstion — Statement from Selznick —
Capital, $15,000,000
The mystery surrounding L. J. into a sustaining partnership with
Selznick's "one plus one equals 'fifty-fifty' responsibility and authorithree" has been solved.
ty and, it is said, one hu'-'dred and
Selznick yesterday cleared ii fifty per cent, results."
The officers of the company will
up by announcing the plans of the
National Picture Theatres, Inc., the consist of a president, a first vicenew co-operative exhibitor idea. This president, additional vice-presidents
corporation with $15,000,000 capital, and directors selected solely from exhibitor stockholders, and an execuwas recently formed in Delaware.
tive
committee of the Woard of DiIn a statement issued yesterday by
rectors. No executive salaries are to
the Selznick offices the National was
be paid by National. The officers arc
referred to as "a mutualized organi- to subscribe to a fixed number of
zation with its membership and di- shares of stock.
rectorate consisting of the influential representative exhibitors of
National will make its own proAmerica. 100,000 shares of common
ductions and purchase others. Distribution will be made at fixed
stock have been purchased outright
by Mr. Selznick for $100,000 in cash. charges through Select exchanges.
One share of common stock will be Foreign distribution will go through
included without charge with all pur- Select.
Several innovations in services are
chases of preferred stock."
I The announcement further adds to be announced, and this will inJ that Selznick "takes the exhibitors
{Continued on Page 3)

Pasmezoglu, who headed the exhibitor investigating committee was
in New York yesterday but could
not.be reached for a statement.
cess."
Inter
nat'l Expanding
Le Baron, Johnson and Vignola Engaged— Ruben's First
Hurstannexed
Story
International
Film a has
two magazine writers and one of the
Lasky directors for Cosmopolitan
Productions.
William Le Baron has resigned as
managing
of the
Collier's
Weekly
to become editor
editor of
International
output while Julian Johnson, who
recently resigned from the editorship
of Photoplay will act as associate.
Robert Vignola who directed a
number of pictures for Lasky on the
coast is now en route east to assume
duties with International.
"Humoresque," by Fannie Hurst,
will be Alma Ruben's first picture.
Frank Borzage will direct.

tMA

Thursday, October 30, 1919.
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New Chester Release

Arrows Film Abroad

Will be Called "Screenics" and Issued
Weekly— Foreign Rights Sold
C. L. Chester Prod. Inc., will have
V«L X No. 29 Thursday. October 30, 1919 Price 5 Cents a new release commencing Nov. 23.
The new subject will be called
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, "Screenics" and will be issued
lac.
Published Daily at 71-73 West ■44th St.,
weekly.
It will be one reel in length.
K«w
and
FILM York,
FOLKS,N. Y.,
INC. by WID'S FILMS
Two-thirds of the reel will be devoted to animals and the other third
F. C.'C'Wid") Gunning, President and TreasBrer;
Joseph
Dannenberg,
Vice-President will contain humorous stories by
and Editor; J, W. Alicoate, Secretary
and
well-known wits sueh as Oliver HerBusiness Manager.
*
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, ford, Don Marquis, Alice Duer Miller and Ellis Parker Butler. The
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Oiiting-Chesters will be continued as
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside heretofore.
of Greater
New
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign rights on both the Outings
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
$15.00.
and news Screenics have been seSubscribers should remit with order.
cured for the entire world exclusive
Address
all
DAILY,

communications
to
WID'S
71-73 West +4th St., New
York. N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood, California:
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Boulevard.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.

Quotations
Bid Asked Last Sale
Famous Players ....105
108
1073^
Loew, Inc
34
34
34^4
Triangle
J4
U'td Pict. Prod
22
22%
223/^
World Film
—
—
^
Pioneer Adds Ari-o-Graf To List
The latest addition to the list of
co-operative producers who are making pictures for Pioneer is the Arto-Graf Film Co.
Two new productions have been
completed in the Studios in Denver.
Otis B. Thayer is president of
Art-o-Graf.

of the United States and Canada
the Far East Film Corp.

^

DAIIJV

by

Foreign
Branches
Planned — Deal
Closed with M. Cohen for England
Arrow Film plans a series of offices in foreign cities.
Two of these have already been
established: one at 6 rue Chappal,
Paris and the other at 4 Via Dante,
Milan. Eventually branches will be
opened in Brussels and Geneva, and
from these offices most of Western
Europe will be handled.
W. E. Shallenberger has closed a
deal with Montague Cohen of Film
Rights, Ltd., an English company for
all the short subjects that Arrow
handles. Through this affiliation,
Arrow will be represented in England and several of the Continental
coimtries.

Control Baltimore
{Continued from Page 1)
the more important houses, and all
(Continued from Page 1)
of the first-runs in Baltimore.
from the New York office.
Among other matters figuring in
The Triangle offices have 750 the deal was the purchase of the
negatives in their vaults. It is plot on which the" ParTcway interests
planned to release a Griffith or an were to build a new big house.
Ince picture every three weks, a two- Whether this house will be erected is
reel Sennett comedy every other a question.
week and a one-reel comedy every
"Bernie" Depkin, manager of "the
week, thus assuring at least one pic- Parkway, the largest of the chain
ture every week.
which has just changed hands, will,
it is understood, take an important
Frank Beresforc! and 'SM. A. S.
Do.uglas have been engaged to re- position with one of the big distributing companies of New York.
edit and re-title the pictures. The
production will be brought up to date
in every aspect with new art titles
Dorothy Gish Arrives
and new tinting.
Dorothy Gish, last of the D. W.
The first Irelease will be "The Griffith players leaving the Pacific
Flame of the Yukon," in which Dor- Coast, arrived in New York_ from
othy Dalton appears. This is the
picture which was reported as having Los Angeles yesterday, and will immediately begin work at the new
earned over $500,000. The second
Griffith studios at Mamaroiieck.
will be "Fatty of Greystone" with
Dorothy Gish and Owen Moore, a
Among
t'hose
the station
to welcome Miss
Gishat were
her mother,
Griffith picture. The comedy reMrs. Mae Gish, her sister, Lillian,
leases will be "Other Men's Wives,"
with Mack Swain and Chester Conk- Constance Talmadge and Robert Edgar Long representing Mr. Griffith.
lin, and "The Life of Reilly," with For the present Miss Gish will reside
Ford Sterling. One-reel comedies with
her mother and sister at the
will be "Thirsty, the Magician," with Hotel
Commodore.
Mabel Normand; "Crashing
Through," with Ford Sterling; "Fast
Maigne Going to Coast
Trains and Slow Women," with SidCharles Maigne, when he finishes
ney Chaplin; "A Lunch Room Romance," with Ford Sterling and Fat- "The Copperhead" for Famous Playty Arbuckle.
ers, will go to the coast where he
"Manhattan Madness," one of the will direct two specials. The first
Fairbanks-Triangle picture, will play
one will be "The Fighting Chance,"
the Castle
in thebeen
Chicago
"loop"
trict. It has
secured
for disan one of the Robert Chambers' stories.

Reviving "T" Output

mm

pilayed by

KENTON
by

in

THE BANDBOX
louis Joseph Vance
W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fiflh Avenue. New York Gty
Diuribuling through VfJKt Exchange. Intotporuttd

Goldwyn

Starts

{Continued from Page

1)

Robert B. Mclntyre, production
manager for World Film for three
and a half years, has been engaged in
a like capacity for Goldwyn in the
East.
Paul Scardon, who has a long list
of Vitagraph pictures to his credit,
will direct this production which will
be made on a big scale. Charles
Whittaker adapted the script for the
screen.
Goldwyn states that nothing definite has as yet been done regarding
a permanent site for its Eastern
plant.

Equity Moves
Equity Pictures spent a hard day
yesterday moving from their former
quarters to offices on the 18th floor
of the Aeolian Building.
Bradley, Author of "Empty Arms"
William King Bradley is the author of "Empty Arms," the initial
Lester Park-Edward Whiteside production, starring Gail Kane and
Thurston Hall. In addition to writing the story Bradley will also vvrite
the continuity and assist Frank Reicher in the production.
In Town
Helene
Chadwick,
Goldwyn,
rived in town Tuesday.

THE

DYNAMIC

DRAMA

OF

DOMESTIC
DIFFERENCES

W

W

New{Continued
BodyfromPlannec
Page 1)
members are F. B. Murphy, Bost
R. B. Smeltzer, Washington; Jei

eight-day run.

Beautiful Eleanor Searle

LATE NEWS

ar-

min Friedman, Minneapo'lis; J.
Ezeel, Atlanta; S. Echman, Iv
York City, and R. C. Seery, Chica
All of these men are exchange ma
gers for various companies.
The committee is to meet .1
morning in the association rooms
make a report on its plan. Le
Innerarity, of Pathc, presided at >
terday's meeting. Charles Pettij^
delivered an address that helped
the men together.
Scott Transferred to Coast Studi
Virtiis R. Scott, who has been i
ing as assistant to Myron Selzn;
will leave for the Coast within a i
days to be assistant to Harry R;
who is to have charge of the Si
nick West Coast studios.
Rapf's
life has Deen
insured
$500,000, so Selznick says.
Henderson with Fox
Dell Henderson has joined the P
directorial
forces.
He
will diij
George Walsh in a forthcoming p)
duction.
The

New Moreno Serial
new Antonio Moreno

Vj

graph serial will be called "The.j
visible Hand." It is now in coij
of production.

\

THERE

.IS ONLY

ONE
"Tiffany," there is only
one "Steinway," there
is
oneis "Stetson,"
andonly
there
only one
"RITCHEY!"

RITCHBir
UTHp.
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406W.31<tSl^N.Y. riione'adm nu
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liv Exhibitor Body

of the corporation will Tje vested in
26 vice-presidents to be selected by
Continued from Fage 1)
exhibitors from the various exchange
h members and non-mem- centers. These vice-presidents are to
control the active direction of the
latemcnt issued yesterday, corporation.
C. R. Seelye, formerly with United
b|Znick said: "The motion pictater of today, single-handed, Pictures and Pathe, is interested in
ibility. As matters stand the the National idea.
lijundesirable conditions in the
5f. A theater without pictures
lality. As matters stand the Titles of Two Selznicks Changed
bjir has no definite reliable
Myron Selznick announces the
CI of supply and must continu- changing of two forthcoming Selzfut for pictures. He must take
nick productions, 'The Girl From
I 'ithont having much
to say
Out Yonder," Olive Thomas' fourth
It rice or quality.
Certainly he vehicle,
will hereafter be known as
e mercy of a powerful com- "Out Yonder," and the title of
0
Hammerstein's secli exhibitor has often been told "Love,"ond Elaine
Selznick picture, has been
; the consumer, he should be
Idinant factor in the industry, changed to "Greater" Than Fame."
li has to date neglected his opBreese Engaged by Hall
II y to become so.
Emund
Breese will appear in the
cor
b possibilities of exhibito
a jn have so long been recog- new Hallmark special now under
1,0 many plans have been for- production in the 54th St. studios.
Anna Lehr has the starring role.
it'l and tried out, that no credit
■i iiality can be claimed for calla-ntion to the fact that these
ilitics are almost unlimited.
1 credit will Tje due to the

ho can convert these possiinto actualities, who has sufvision to point the way, and
it personality, Torce and exe to inspire others with conin his guidance,
i the spirit of the undertakt is vital. This spirit is noosent in the plans and experi;hat have been tried or are beint to see the exhibitor with a
se for as many pictures, and
kind of pictures, he wants —
:hise that will give him pichat he will own at a cost
to be moderate because it is
by thousands."
understood tTiat the control

CRY

OUR

CHRISTIE
COMEDIES

Rivoli Record Smashed
Nine thousand and sixty-two persons paid to see the show at the
Rivoli on Sunday, breaking all previous records.

are always a drawing card
for any house because with
their entertainment value,
they have character and
punch — Rialto Amusen^ent
Co., Racine, Wis.

ATTENTION
PRODUCERS
&
DIRECTORS
THE VICTOR STUDIO
(645 West 43rd St.)Will be Available December 18th
MINUTES
FROM
BROADWAY
FORTY-SECOND
STREET

One of the best studios in New
and

f|IALITY

IN DOING

EFFECTS

CAN

YOUR

AND

THREE

SAFE

•"oundation Film Corp.
1600 BROADWAY

IN A FEW

J.

DAYS

LOVE

RUNS

Ask Sidney
SUPREME

Reynolds

PICTURES

(lac.)

HERBERT
I BLACHE
Sr=

Now directing

I
M

MAY AL
in LISON

■

"The Walk-Offs"

NOW

ROMANY
"WHERE

in the greatest serial
ever produced?
WILL THEY!

COMPANIES

Phone, Bryant 4620
Laboratories :
DSON
HEIGHTS,
N.
Opposite 42nd Street
Phone, Union 5539

Will they storm the
box office to see him

York City

Tenanted for last four years by METRO and FOX
A Real Opportunity in the Heart of New York
ACT
QUICK
1493 Broadway
EDWARD SMALL, Inc.
Putnam Building
Exclusive Agent

NEGATIVES

ARE

HANDLE

AND

Overhead trolley system
Cooper-Hewitt and
Wohl Lighting
Cutting and Projection Rooms

ABORATORY
WOR^C
WHERE PROMISES

Today

The first showing of "Eyes of
Youth," the Clara Kimball Young
special for Equity, will be held at 2.30
president General* Motors Corp.; this afternoon in the Grand Ballroom of the Astor.
Harvey D. Gibson, president Liberty
National Bank; Josepn D.' Knapp,
president American Lithograph Co.;
David L. Loew of Loew's Theatrical
Enterprises; James H. Perkins, of
Montgomery & Co.; Daniel E.
Pomery, vice-president Bankers'
Trust Company; N. M. Schenck, secretary of Loew's Theatrical Enterprises; Lee Shubert, president of
Sam S. and Lee Shubert, Inc.
The announcement of the financial
interests represented in the Loew directorate caused an increased business on the curb market yesterday in
the stock. Over 20,000 shares were
sold while closing price was 34^.

Lewis
J. "Selznick
has presented
to
the
Capitol
management
a floral
piece that represents the dome on
the Capitol in Washington. It is
three feet wide and seven high.

FOR

Young Film Showing

{Continued from Page 1)

. Selznick Gives Capitol Gift

FIVE

SERVICE
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, Former Loew Man Joins Moss
Finishes "Treasure Island"
Maurice Tourneur has finished
Raymond Beringer, formerly with
the Marcus Loew theaters in Boston,
"Treasure
Island'
'for
Famous
Players release.
is
now assistant manager at the
Broadway.
Fitzgerald with Hall
Studio Partly Destroyed
Dallas M. Fitzgerald will direct a
picture for Frank Hall. Production
Part of the north wall of the new
will be at the S4th St. studio and William Fox studio was torn down
Marie Shotwell will appear in the last week because of a defect discovcast.
ered in the construction. A fissure
ten feet long was discovered.
Thomson Finishes Roche Story
Frederic A. Thomson has finished
Fort Wayne, Ind. — O. E. Wobrock
"The Sport of Kings" for Buffalo purchased Lyric Theater.
M. P. Corp. In the cast are Matt
Moore and Margot Kelly. The story
is by Arthur Somers Roche.
V.
Tf
%f
Steiner Takes Over Theater
Charles Steiner of the Steiner
Amusement Co., owner of theaters
in lower Manhattan, has taken oyer
the Casino Playhouse, at 2nd Ave.
and 8th St.
Steiner numbers among his theaters the New Fourteenth St., the
American Movie on East 3rd St. and
the Sunshine on East Houston St.
He plans the erection of a 3,500-seat
house on Ave. A somewhere between
1st and 14th St.

More Records
16 Releases Almost Ready
"The Right to Happiness" J
There will be 16 releases of Facts ported as having smashed rec
and Follies ready for distribution
Cleveland.
shortly. The entire series will go the
Orpheum, and the Strand,'
through Pioneer system of co-operative exchanges.
Capital Buys Irish Sub|e
Chicago. — Capital Film Co.
quired world rights to the Iri
New Serial for Arrow
ture, "For the Freedom of Ir
Arrow Film announces acquisition produced b^ Creation Films ,:ft
Arrangem'ents are being ma
the
premiere of the picture atj
of
a
new
serial,
'The
Lurking
Peril,"
with Ann Luther and Ueorge Larkin. Ex-Gove
Dunne
and
rnor
This is an 15 episode serial, 12 epi- other prominent men are expe
sodes of which are now completed.
Already 43 per cent, has been sold. speak on the Irish question.

AUTHOR

"AUTHOll
H.

H. H. VAN LOAN

Send Us Your
feS;^^
Jrr^kSMELTING
Film
INTERSTATK
<a

REFINING

COMPANY
NEWARK.

23 Commercial St.

N

R«c«nt RaUatas:
Norma Tslmadc*
"THH KBW MOON"
Earle William* in
"A ROatnffl'S ROJ1A.NCB"
5220 V4 Sunset Blyd.
Hollywood, Calif.

J.

WllEFE
A'lnv

AMERICA'S FINEST
LABORATORY

"MARY

CONSIDINE
adapting
MINDS

HER

George BUSINESS"
Weston's, Ladies
Home Journal
Story for
Billie Rhodes

Located

Current Rslcase
*' Under Suspicion"
A Universal i'eature
6621 St. Francis Court
Hollywood, Cal.

Atop The Palisades
Opposite 129th Street j_:^-i-

Palisade Fim Laboratories

JACK CUNNINGHAM
Associated with
George Loane
Tucker
Productions
Hollywood, Cal.

EDNA SCHLEY
Rspresenting the foremost
Anthors of America and
England
Markbam

Bnilding

Hollywood, Calif.
Telephone 677041

TIPTON
STECK
Coming Releases

"THE

BROKEN
BUTTERMaurice Tourneur's
Robertson Cole
"THE DUKE OF CHIM-

Starring^Fred Stone
First National
NEY BUTTE"
Starring
"THE TURNING POINT"
Katharine MacDonald
First National
Address 1741 N. Cherokee Av.
Hollywood, Calif.
FLY"

George Elwood Jenks

i

Continuity and Specials
"A Woman of Pleasure"
Blanche Sweet Special
"The Pagan God"
starring H. B. Warner
Original
for Wm.Waters"'
Desmond
"Dangerous
JESSE D HAMPTON
Pr notions

^i?^sr.'5v«->5«^"S

Pali«ade», N. J.

J. GRUBB ALEXANDER

Mortmere 621<2

Forthcoming

Originals— Titles—Continuities
Carlyle

Blackwell
tions

Produc-

"INNOCENT
CHEAT"
Wilson
Serial Feature
"THE TRAIL OF THE

Triple Optical Enlargements

are made by our own pateated apparatus which permits us to extract
important scenes from film and make
them into large paintings up to 40x60
inches. Some of these are on exhibition at our salesrooms.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel. 3607 Bryant
17th Floor

Ben

CHARLES

F.

CAMPBELL,

J. ANTHONY

ROACH

William Fox
Productions

In 15 Chapters

i^
Adapting

for
and the screen

Original
Permanent

^'■tu^^'J'^i^I?'' 14 W.31stSt.,N.Y.

"APACHB"
'JWHAT'S
YOUR
"THE

stories
Address

E. RICHARD SCHAYER
Pictnres
Built in the
SCRIPT— Not in the
Catting Room
Now

with Goldwyn
Writing for
and Farrar
Oeraldlne

Hollywood, Calif.

Inc.

SMITH

Writer
Five years with Thos.
H. Inca
Current Releases:
HUS-

BAND DOING f"
BUSHBR"

OCTOPUS"
DANIEL F. WHITCOMB

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National and Speer Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

R. CECIL

Releases

Director Reginald Barker

REX

TAYLOR

Ooldwyn Btaft
Current Madge Kennedy
Release
"THE
WRONG
DOOR"
In Preparation :
"MORAN,
OF THE
•LADY
for TomLBTTY*
Moor* "

:1=N

REET
IrBRALDHSDTP
M
FI
JX. No. 30
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Brady Returning

Spill Beans

a Again Become Active in Picture
foducing — Has Plays Ready
'e
has it that
A. rumor
Brady grind
will shortly
returnWilto
icture business in the role of an
e producer.
ady, since his resignation from
Id Film has made three p(ictures:
len Orders," "The Whip" and
le Women."
deal is reported
under
way
eby Brady will connect himself
one of the larger distributing
janies. If the deal goes through
ompany will get a number of
5 controlled by Brady.
These
"Way
Down
East," "Forever
," "The Man Who Came Back,"
," "The Shepherd King," "Foxy
dpa," "Too Many Crooks," "At
and "The Things That Count."
ady will probably have his own
io and will make from four to
)ictures a year. Several of these,
expected,
will be made
in
ice.

Theaters

Exchangemen
Attending
gether" In Their
Own "Get-ToWay
Something went wrong over at the
Natl. Asso. at the meeting of the
exchange managers yesterday.
Everything was all set for the delegates of the F-I-L-M clubs to harmonize with a big idea which was
started at the Rochester convention
of the Association and allow themselves to become associate members
of the Association. But when the
big idea started to work out the ex{Continued on Page 3)

Against Censorship

Resolutions opposmg the placing
of political censorship on pictures
were adopted at the close of the annual meeting of the City Officials of
Eastern Cities and the National
Board of Review. The review board
called the meeting to get in touch
with officials and public opinion on
{Continued on Page 3)

Closed

riking attendants of the M. and
ircuit have caused the shut-down
)ur more of the company's theale Newlaw, on Second Ave. and
M. and S.- on Dclancey St. were
down Wednesday night while
Rivington and the Waco have
. closed for two days.
1 told there are about 100 men
Dn strike and to date six theaters
lit. There were 13 men arrested
)icketing but through the efforts
amiiel Tullman, attorney for the
-n, they have been discharged.

Enthusiastic Trade Showing
ndcr the auspices of Harry
L.
henbach, a trade showing of the
Equity Pictures Corp. produc, Clara Kimball Young in "Eyes
iTouth," was held at the Astor
erday.
There was an unusually
a crowd present, and special seats
e reserved for New Jersey and
nsylvania
exhibitors
and
exigemen.
The picture was reed with applause.
Punch
was
ed and "Eyes of Youth," a new
-'■^s.r-idered as w°'l.

Balsly Here
. D. BalsIy, of the First National
lange in Kansas City, is in New
Fourth Chaplin Ready
ollywood.^The fourth Chaplint National comedy is now comsd and in the cutting room. It
\ Day's Pleasure."

Price 5 Ceato

The Vamp, vampmg the Boss, in the First National picture, "A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance Talmadge, a John Emerson-Anita Loos
production.
^^ ^

Important Directors to Combine and Release
Own Pictures when Present Contracts Expire
Thomas

UnitedSecond
A.rtistsfrom
will "Doug."
release its second Douglas Fairbanks production
December 29. The picture is "When
the Clouds Roll By," and is now in
Victor Fleming is directing and
production.
Ted Reed is assisting.
Semon Renews Contract
Larry Semon hag renewed his Vitagraph contract for three years.

Quimby and Pearson Away
Both
F. C. Quimby and Mr. PearH. Ince, Mack Sennett Mar shal Neilan
son of Pathc are on a trip. Reported
Others Reported in
Organization to be Called Associated Produceand
rs Corp.— Existing
away relative to the exhibitor idea
Contracts Call for About
zationa Y6
Canar'sOper
ate Before New OrganiWork
which Pathe is expected to announce
shortly.
;
Special dispatches from the Coast
Releasing plans for the new comreceived in New York yesterday inbination were not reported from the
Gasnier Here
dicate that one of the biggest com- Coast.
L. J. Gasnier is in New York for
binations ever recorded in the film
a few days.
It is understood that he
industry has been effected.
When the reports reached New came
to sign a well-known
According to the reports, most of York yesterday there was tremen- woman eaststar.
which were very meagre, a half
dous interest manifested in film cirdozen of the most important directcles, although the tympanies interors in the business are to work toested in distributing the features of
gether under the name of the Asso- the directors noted had no news of
Returns from Coast Having
•A
ciated Producing Corp.
the, combination.
pleted First Independen
Among those ^reported in the new
At Paramount it was stated that
Production
organization are Thomas H. Ince,
Mr.
Zukor knew nothing of the reCarlyle
Blackwell
and
seph
Mack Sennett, Marshall Neilan,
torted combine.
Friedberg of the Blackwell ProducMaurice
Tourneur
and
several
others'.
Ince and Sennett have contracts
"Jimmy" Grainger of ihe Neilan
tions, returned last night about midnight from the Coast bringing with
with Paramount. Neilan is making organization admitted that there
independent productions for release tnight be some truth to the report, them the print of the first Blackwell
iiut referred all queries to Neilan independent production, "East is
through aFirst
National.
Tourneur biif.
\'$
making
series
for Paramount,
West." Friedberg said that all fujlirect.
ture Blackwell productions would be
can also make independent produc-- ; "A sane and justified ultimatum to
made in the East.
{Continued on Page 3)
tions under his contract.

Blackwell Back

DAILV
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Copyright 1919,
Inc. Published
New York, N.
FILM FOLKS,

Coast Brevities
Price 5 Cents

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS and
INC.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasmrer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
. Business Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address
rU
DAILY,

communications
to
WID'S
71-73 West 44th St, New
York, N. Y.
- telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood, California:
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Boulevard.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.

Quotations
Bid Asked Last Sale
Famous Players ...-105
1073/g 106%
Loew, Inc
34J4
35
34^.
Triangle
/4
Utd. Pict. Prod
22
23^
22
World Film.
_
_
^

{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood. — Winifred Westover
has been engaged by Goldwyn to appear in an all-star cast production.
She will commence work as soon as
she finishes her part with Chas. Ray
in "Watch Out William."

Albany. — The Matty Roubert Pro.,
line, Manhattan. Capital, $500. Directors: William Roubert, Abraham
L. Feinstein and Fannie Raab, 1457
Broadway, N. Y.

Albany. — N. Y. Theatrical Producers Association, Manhattan. Capital,
George Periolat will be seen in
$120,000. Directors: J. J. Kling,
Bessie Barriscale's next production, Standish Chard and B. S. Jones, 45
"Beckoning Roads."
East 62nd Street, New York City.
Dal Clawson and Billy Foster have
just cornpleted the photographing
Albany. — Pinrico Amusements Co.
of Dustin Farnum's latest United Brooklyn. Capital, $25,000. Directfeature. Clawson has taken up his
ors: Angelo Pinto, John De Fato and
position with Lois Weber and wilt Max Brenner, Coney Island, N. Y.
be shooting within a very few days..
Dover, Del. — Midland Theater and
Bryant Washburn and his company
have spent the past week on the Realty Co. Capital, $400,000. Incorporators: T. L. Croteau, H. E. Knox
ocean taking steamboat scenes for a
and S. E. Dill, Wilmington.
picturjzation of William Gillette's
farce, "Too Much Johnson."
Dover, Del. — York Theater Co.
The current George Beban produc- Capital, $170,000. Incorporators: W.
tion is being photographed by Ross M. Kennedy, Edgar S. Kennedy and
Fisher, who recently finished with Reginald W. George, Washington,
George Loane Tucker.
D. C.

Harold Lloyd is recovering finely
Albany. — Frank Amusement Corp.,
from the injuries he suffered from a
New
York City. Capital, $10,000.
bomb explosion several weeks ago,
and together with pretty Mildred Incorporators: R. Tally, H. Hyman,
Davis will resume the making of M. Frank, 883 East 176th St., Bronx.
Lloyd Davis comedies for Pathe this
Shirley Mason Starts Work
month. The comedian's missing
thumb and index finger can easily be
Shirley Mason
has started work
camouflaged.
Press Club Sees "Mystery"
on
"The
Elephant
Man" for Fox.
Washington. — The National Press
Club, for the first time in a long peScott Sidney is starting in to diForte Leaves Goldwyn
rect Fay Tincher, Earl Rodney, Neal
riod held a Ladies' Night Wednesday
at which Alice Brady was present. story.
Burns and Eddie Barry in a new
Detroit. — Joe Ferte has left Goldwyn and joined Famous Players in
A special screening of "The Mystery
the Montreal office. Joe is very well
of the Yellow Room" was shown.
to exhibitors.
Al E. Christie, who is beginning known
the eighth of his new series of Christie Comedy Specials in two reels, has
No Definite Release Dates
announced that within a short time
Realart
has decided on a policy of
Bobby Vernon, who has for a long
its subjects without any defitime been very popular in Christie issuing
nite release date.
one-reel comedies, will head the cast
The order of releases so far is
of a new Christie Special.
"Soldiers of Fortune," "The Mystery^
Marshal Neilan has engaged of the Yellow Room" and the folGrover Jones, director, editor and
lowing productions: "Anne of Green
scenario writer, to cut, edit and sub- Gables' 'and "Erstwhile Susan."
title the 14,000 feet of the Pendelton,
Nazimova at Capitol
Ore., "Round-Up" films.
in "The Brat," will be
William R. Marshall, advertising theNazimova
feature at the Capitol next week.
man and president of the American
Beginning Sunday the theater will
Letter Co. has become associated have
four big concens on Sunday
with the Macauley Master Photo- with each show made up of the
plays as secretary and treasurer and best features of the entire bill. The
has complete charge of the financing performances will run from noon to
of the corporation.
3 o'clock, from 3 to 5; from 6 to 9,
and from 9 to 11.30.
Ferdinand
Pinney
Earle
has
Beautiful Eleanor Searle
formed his own company and will
played by
enter the lists as an indepndent pro"In Search of a Sinner"
ducer. With the assistance of George
by
The
rights to "In Search of a SinRichelavie, recently of the European
ner," Charlotte Thompson's comedy,
diplomatic service, Mr. Earle will be- have been purchased by Joseph M.
in
gin at once upon the presentation of Schenck as a basis lor John Emerfrom three to four pictures annually.
son and Anita Loos' next photoplay
Sydney Chaplin has recently re- for Constance Talmadge.
turned from Europe; has taken over
one of the units of the Hollywood
Studios, Inc., and will produce.
Second Argus Picture Ready
Robert
McLaughlin and Sam BrodHall After Stories
W.¥.HODKINSdK CORPORATION
sky of the Argus company, of Cleve527 Fifth Avenue . New .York Gly
Frank Hall is in the market for
land are in New York with their
Pinrhuiit^lhnii^PKnitTxchangri'KCrpcTau-d
original stories. All he wants is the second production. It is called
idea in brief form.
"Those Endearing Young Charms."

LATE NEWS
HOW

fi^AR

AHEAD

OF YOU

i

IS YOUR
HUSBAND

W
Two Morey Films Ready
Harry Morey has two Vitagr
productions, for release.
He is j
at
work
on
"The
Mightier
Streng
the third.

HI

Davison Film Held Up
With the stage set for the oper
shot on the next Grace Davison J
duction, the star could not b{l
work owing to a heavy cold.
Hart at Rivoli
William
S. Hart in "John Pt
coats," will be the feature at
Rivoli next week.
Famous Players Win Suit
Niagara Falls, Ont. — The Fani
Players Film Service and the M
arch Film Co. have won the cd
suit brought against A. A. Hut
here.
meyer, owner of the Queen's the;
Huttlemen entered upon a cont:
with the two companies for three !
tures a week from the two
changes. Huttlcmeyer broke
contract because one picture failed
arrive on time.
Judge Denton in the County Cc
decided that Huttlemen was resiJJ
sible for all film scheduled for
theater according to the contrac'
Tom Mix's next production,'
Fox
will in
be December.
"The Feud." It wil
released

IT

HAS

TAKEN

a greatasmany
aboutto '
muchyears
learn

DORIS KENYON

posters as we know — ■
you can have the advantage of that knowledge in ten seconds by

THE BANDBOX

calHng Chelsea 8388.

louis Joseph Vance

40$ W. 31itSt^.N.Y. rboiie CktlMa HM

RITCHJSY

I
rectors Combine

Continued from Page \)
-tic ambition that it cannot
.lize, subsidize and stifle in; talent and genius," is the
at J. D. Williams, manager of
si Xational Exhibitors' Circuit,
lie "withdrawal of the producctors from present releasing
.lis and their formation of an
i ion.
IV exhibitor in the country
applaud these men for their
their desire for absolute innce, and their roresight," he
ed.
\e known for some time that
mncd this concerted action,
endorse it most emphatically
nothing that is solely for the
'tcrests of the motion picture
s. If the stars and directors
iL-provide the real quality proctifor the industry permit thembe placed under the dictaVn )ftoWall
Street interests whose
Ivtbought is to steal control of
•'idustry
by subterfuge
depractices,
and then and
squeeze
dry, these people who are
ce of product will go down
i most- colossal wreck in the
. \ of modern business.
"iihout doubt, this new move
'i pendence
will provide
a
-tumbling block to the proonopoly which various interworking night and day now
• t. In short, it will go a long
ard eliminating all delusions
thoughts of capital that has
uptown from Wall Street.
Tnce, Mr. Neilan, Mr. Sen.1. Tourneur and others assoli with them, have by their deli, aligned themselves
solidly
I the other independent producamong
whom
are Louis
B.
r, Charlie Chaplin, Mary PickDouglas Fairbanks, Katherine
Donald, Norma
and Constance
adge, and Charles Ray, who,
n a year will be looked to by
' exhibitor for at least sixty
;ent. of the big special feature
ctions that will have the requijualities of entertainment necesto hold the public's allegiance
,e screen."
anizing American Legion Post
e National
Association
has a
under way for the formation of
;t of the American Legion. All
rvice men would be eligible.

ond Metro Meller, "The Hope"
.illy wood — Maxwell Karger will
tly place in production "The
e," the second of the Drury
; melodramas to be made by
•o. It will have an all-star cast.
Dillon Sick
Dllywood. — Jack Dillon is sick
1 an attack of iodine poisoning
racted when he painted his arm,
h was bruised in a baseball
e'betwen Metro and Brunton.
was directing Bert Lytell in
: Right of Way."

Exchange Moves
liladelphia. — The
Realart
exge has been moved to 1237 Vine
Jay Emanuel is manager.

sM^
Spill Beans
{Continued from Page

1)
changcmen balked. There was a lot
of talk — and. some of it wasn't so
polite, cither. Then the delegates
kindly asked W. A. Brady, President
of the Association, Hess of Goldwyn, Innerarity of Pathe, Secretary
Elliott and a few others to leave the
room, pointing out that they intended to organize themselves without any effort on the part of the
Natl. Asso. And they did. The big
idea of the Association to have the
clubs disband and work through the
Association was rejected and instead
the F-I-L-M men will have their
own headquarters here, appoint a
paid secretary to look after their interests and run their own business.
Clyde Eckhart is president of the
newly-formed body.
Theer will be a final meeting today after which the exchangemen
are expected to return home. As
one of them put it late last night:
"Somebody
triedit was
to put
something
over
on us and
blocked.
We
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' 3t Censorship
AIUV^question.
from Page' I)
D{Continued
censorship

the
; Addresses were made by Rupert
Hughes, Walter W. Irwin, and D.
W. Griffith, on the phases of the
industry with which they were familiar.
The convention took exception to
the present method of advertising as
used by producers, who will be requested to confine cuts and poster
displays to actual scenes of the pro(luctions.
t^amous Players' and Fox studios
were visited where Marguerite Clark
and William Farnum were seen at
work. John Flinn spoke on the nationalization ofadvertising and Paul
Gulick on the activities o fthe Associated Motion Picture Advertisers.

"Jazzing the Classics"
In his screen version of Sir James
M. Barrie's famous play, "The Ad(iiirable Crichton," Cecil B. DeMille has changed the title to "Male
Female." — News note.
can run our own business much bet- andI suggest
the movie makers the
ter than being told how to do it by alluring boxto office
possibilities in
the Natl. Asso. And we intend to
making the following small alterations:
Original Title
Movie Title
Mice in Wonderland
Flic Girl Who Dared
Realart
Preparing
to
Move
do it."
Treasure
Island
The
Lure
of Gold
Doing?
The Realart offices are preparing
to move to new quarters in the Win- Rip Van Winkle What's Your Husband
field Bldg. on Fifth Ave. The offices
Tess
of the D'Urbervill'es
Tlie: Virtuous Sinner
are practically completed.
Les Miserables
Antony and Cleopatra
livangeline
rhe Moon and Six-

The Slums of Paris ■
Coils of the Temptress
flearts Torn Asunder

Bimberg Plans Directors' School
A. J. Bimberg of the Florence
Reed Prod, plans the installation of
a directors' school at the newly converted studios at the Amsterdam
Opera House.

BESS MEREDYTH
and

WILFRED LUCAS

Assistance for the Director
Arthur H. Jacobs has introduced
pence His Only Sin
a novelty in his offices at 145 W. 45th
The Pri(;eiof Pleasure
St. It is a room especially outfitted Hotel Biltmore Menu
RUSS.
Writing and Directing
for directors where castings can be
done.
And "Tristram and Iseult" might
This idea has its advantages because practically all of the local pro- be presented as "An Easy Mark." —
ducing companies have their casting F. P. A.'s column. New York Tribune
done at the studios in Jersey.
Making 'Em Work
Off On Long Trip
Bill Yearsley has decided to make
Earl Hudson, Paul Sarazan, and
Lieut. "Jim" Anderson, First National, leaves today for a long trip Jack Weaver do some real work and
personally escorting Aurora Mardi- so he has set aside only two hours
a day for receiving visitors of the
ganian
"Auction
of Souls" trade press.
through and
the West
and Northwest,
starting in Denver. They will go as
The only time you can see the
•day.
far as Vancouver, and after spending crowd
up at First National is from
Address
about four months on the trip will 12 to 1 and from 4.30 to 5.30. Jack
Care Snowy Baker
Weaver has been delegated as recepleave
for England.
has earned
a vacation. "Jim" says he
tion committee and will take charge
84 Oxford Street
of all visitors at any time during the
Sydney.
N. S. W. Australia
Loses Suit Over Theater
Cable
Address
Lewiston, Ida. — Just after selling
the Theatorium to Rolla Duncan, Ike
"Snowing Sydney"
World will release "The 3teel
Binnard, who has operated the leading picture house heer for years, got King," Nov. 24 instead of "Dad's
a verbal lease on the old Temple a
few yards down the street.
Duncan got wise to what Binnard
PROJECTOR
THE ACME PORTABLE
had done, so he combined with his
other competitor, A. H. Hilton, of
Room
The Cutting
Studio Home,
The Editor
the Paramount, and got a written
pr^n
Girl."
School or Church
The
rUIv
lease on the Temple.
A Demonstration Will Convince You
They proceeded to nail up the
doors, whereupoif Binnard brought
HOWELLS
CINE
EQUIPMENT CO.
suit. He was beaten, and the Tem729 7th Ave.
New York
ple will be operated by Hilton and
Phone, Bryant 1166
Duncan as a motion picture theater,
as soon as it can be remodeled.

Australian Features

Abraharh S. Schomer, SchomerRoss Prod., Inc., is in the Berkshires
completing a! new feature to follow
"The Sacred Flame," starring Emily
Stevens. The cast is now being assembled.
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sleds, with several floats, on which
will be placed some of the more
striking and dramatic features of the
exhibit, and which, also, will be
drawn by the Esquimo dogs, will be
Here it fi»w m brtther exhibused for a daily street parade in each
iUr put his shov! over. Send
town, for a week in advance of the
altng y»ur idemt. Let the »ther
openings.
fell»v> hnttB koto you cleaned
The exhibit is sufficiently large to
mp.
provide an entirely different lobby
display during the run of the production, and more than enough maAtlanta, Ga. — Motion picture exploitation of a kind and magnitude
terials for stage settings of a reasonable
size.
that Southern exhibitors have never
before used will be available to them
The exploitation will be the largas the result of an exchange manaest, in the amount of materials and
ger's idea taken from a big carni- in the length of its use in each town,
val company now touring the South. that the South ever has had for any
This attraction is an exhibit from motion picture attraction.
Prince Albert, Canada, consisting of
A special feature of the plan is the
two sets of dog sleds, seven sleds to extension of maximum playing days
the set, an eight dog team for each in each locality. It is the opinion of
sled, one seven months' old bear, one Mr. Beacham and Mr. Sanges, in
timber wolf, half-breed Indian trap- view of the records established by
per and animal tamer, his squaw, a "Back to God's Country" in other
papoose, a big collection of furs and territories where the exploitation
skins, horns, antler, camping equip- was confined chiefly to display adverment of all descriptions. Esquima
tising in newspapers, and to lobby
clothing and implements, including a displays built up with the materials
big display of bead work.
afforded by the First National publicity department, that the amount of
The possibilities that this outfit
had as an advertising accessory for interest and curiosity that will be
"Back to God's Country," released aroused by the use of the exhibit in
by First National, were first pointed two sections will more than justify
longer runs in every instance where
out by W. A. '^a^ees. special repre- it
is used.
sentative of '■^'' First National exchange in Atlpnta. He conferred
with C. R. Rppc^i-'rn manager of the
Milwaukee. — At the end of a long
Atlanta office, "nd together they
lobby
over the entrance to the theaworked out a plin of exploitation
ter proper, the proprietor of the
which reaches almost the proporMerrill placed a display for advance
tions of a small circus.
The decision was to add still an- advertising of Nazimova in "The
other novelty to the proposed exploi- Brat," consisting of a five-foot oil
tation innovation by dividing the ex- painting of the star, and an electric
hibit into two parts, one to be used sign printing out the name of Nazimova and of the production, all
by exhibitors for advance work, and
against
a black curtain.
the other to "remain with the show."
An interview between Mr. Beach- fective.
The display was exceptionally efam and the manager of the exhibit
led to an arrangement which takes
The portrait, a full-length of Nazithe stellar attraction from the carnimova in the character of "The Brat,"
val company and places it under con- was a cut-out from a poster done
over
in
oils to lend it extra lustre.
tract to the First Natonal exchange.
Telegrams were sent to the mana- A spotlight was thrown on the entire
gers of first run theaters in each of
The words "Nazimova in 'The
the five states served by the Atlanta sign.
Brat' " were an electric display. The
exchange, and in every instance re- words "Starting Sunday, August 1st"
plies were wired back, requesting were on white cardboard cut-outs,
booking contracts to include the ani- thrown in sharp relief against the
mal exhibit.
l^lack background by the white beam
from
the spotlight.
It is Mr. Beacham's intention to
use one set of seven dog sleds and
A special trailer film making much
teams, the Indian driver, his squaw, the same announcement was thrown
paooose, a selection of the furs and on the screen. The figure on the film
skins a part of the collection of was the same as that on the poster,
moose, elk, deer, reindeer and cari- with the words, "The Merrill anbou horns, specimens of the bead
nounces Nazimova in 'The Brat,' the
work, and the typical Esquimo hunt- triumph of her screen career, for
ing and domestic implements, for ad- showing starting August 1."
vance work.
These two advertising stunts were
The inanimate materials in the ex- worked out through collaboration of
hibit will be used for lobby display, the priprietor of the Merrill and the
to be divided between the theater Metro exchange manager.
and choice store window locations
in each city and town. It also is a
Hutchison Does Thrilling Stunt
part of the plan of advance work to
Residents of The Bronx turned out
rent the largest available store window in each town and keep one or in force yesterday to watch Charles
two of the dog teams stabled in it as Hutchison, star of "T"ie Whirlwind,"
a display certain to attract great at- the new All Good Pictures Corp. setention.
rial, jump the Bronx river on a motorcycle. The leap of 40 feet was
The advance- exhibit will be placed
on display in each town one week negotiated successfully. The scene
in one of the early epibefore "Back to God's Country" be- will appear
sodes of the serial.
gins its run.
The dog teams and

Putting It Over

^A^-y
Thanks!
Auditorium Theatre,
Killdeer, No. Dak.
I am attaching our check of
f 10 to cover current subscription to commence with issue
of August ird, and can assure
ing.
you this .s the best money we
have had the pleasure of spend-

Nancy Chase, the young Erl
stage beauty, has arrived in LoJ
geles
begin contract.
work on her i*
motion topicture

Again thanking you and with
best wishes, I am
Very truly yours,
H. H. Ellsworth,
Killdeer Amusement Co.
More for Lasky Stock
Hollywood. — Ruth Ashby, William
Boyd and Allan Connor have been
added to the Lasky stock company.

Thrills?

Mystery?

^^mi

Originality? Express
Kraus Finishes Paintings
Kraus Manufacturing Co. has finished a series of oil paintings to be
used in conjunction with the road
shows of "The House Without Children," the Argus McLaughlin feature.

train action? Heartinterest? All these
and more!
Ask Sidney
[SUPREME

Reynolds

PICTURES

(lac.)

40 From F. P. in-UDvember
Famous Players will release 12
Triple Optical Enlargemenb
are made bjr var owa pet«*ted {
features and 28 reels of short stuff in
jparatvs which permits us to •str
November.
importaoJ scenes from film and ai
The schedule is as follows:
them into large paintings up to M.
inches. Some of. these are on es
"Turning the Tables," Gish and
bition at our salesrooms.
"L'Apache," Dalton, Nov. 2; "Luck
220 West ERAT7S
42nd St.
York C '
MFG.NewCO.
in Pawn," Clark; "Crooked Straight,"
Tel. 3«07 Bryant
17th Fl<
Ray, and "What Every Woman
Learns," Bennett, Nov. 9; "Male and
Female," De Mille production and
"2314 Hours' Leave," MacLean, and
May, Nov. 18; "Invisible Bond,"
Castle; "It Pays to Advertise,"
Washburn
and "Miracle
of Love,"
HAND LETTERING
Cosmopolitan
Prod., Nov.
23;
' (O/ie tiuncLKi Mies ^ Day.)
"Counterfeit," Ferguson, and "Scarlet Days," Griffith production, Nov.
30.
■ALYNLU'
PHONE 2329 BRYANT
.
The short stuff includes two Sennett comedies, one Arbuckle, one
Ernest Truex, three Burlingham adventure pictures, five Briggs come- "WHERE PROMISES ARE SAC
dies, five Paramount Magazines and
two Post Nature scenics.

I

I i I Lt

LOUIS

FORMERLY
LANOGRAPH
TITLE

PROCESS
OF
MAKING

Your Title Expenses Cut in
Half With Quality Guaranteed
Temporary, Black and White
and Pictorial Titles.
Moving Picture Titles, Inc.
260 West 42d Street, N. Y.
Phone, 2931 Bryant

Camera Photography
Work
Trick
Animated Titles
Leaders and Trailers
ART
FILM
CO.
14.5 W. 45th St.
Bryant 5856

MEY

BRODA

I

ec MEYER

TITLE

LETTERED

A

PHONE

- ILLUSTRATED - PHOTOGR,i
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
PROCESS TITLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS

CALL

WILL

BRYANT
220 WEST 42nd ST.

BRING

SM

7392
- ROOM

WHERE PROMISES ARE KEFi

^BRADSTREET

[^LMDOM
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►reign Deal Closed

Binney in Court

Mae Marsh Back

)rew Post to Celebrate
stice Night, Nov. 11, will be
celebrated by the S. Rankin Signs for Two Years with Sidney L.
'ost of the American Legion. Cohan — Release Probably Through
Robertson-Cole
i the well-known performers
lunteered to entertain on that
Sydney L .Cohan announced last
night that he had signed Mae Marsh,
naster of ceremonies will be the former Grifhth and Goldwyn star
WlcCoy, stage manager of the
for two years to play those "quaint
that made her falond Hitchcock, the U. S. little characters"
mous. Work will start Feb. 1 next
and, Roy Atwell, John Cum- and production will be made on the
, U. S. Navy Quartette, an act coast. L. J. Gasnier will be supere N. Y. Hippodrome, Norman
vising director. While definite reving Berlin, U. S. Glee Club
leasing arrangements have not been
te and a motion picture shov/- completed in all probability the pro|v Armistice Day, 1918, was
ductions will be released through
ed in New York will be some Robertson-Cole.
rogram.
will be enough one-half per
Zierler Buys "Virtuous Men"
Iifif to make up a real drink.
Sam Zierler, president of the Commonwealth Film Corp. has purchased
Iw-Zukor Wedding Soon
"Virtuous Men," the E. K. Lincoln
livedding of Mildred Zukor, film made by S-L for Greater New
Ir of Adolph Zukor ,of Fa- York.
Commonwealth has taken part of
I'layers and Arthur Marcus
Ion of Marcus Loew will take the old Mutual offices on the tenth
1 the Ritz-Carlton, January 6. floor of the Mecca Bldg.

! More in Combine
I Now Dwan and Tucker are Reported
I in Associated
Producing
Corp.
j Wires from the Coast yesterday
Iindicated that Allan Dwan and
j George Loane Tucker may be found
I with the new Associated Producing
I Corp. when this organization gets
I down to work. Both are at present
i under Mayflower contracts. Neither
I, yesterday
Tucker or regarding,
Dwan could
be 'reached
the report.
' As noted yesteruay the plans of
' the reported new combination call
' for all existing contracts to be comI pleted. Ince, Sennett, Tourneur, and
j Neilan are included in the new or' ganization, according to report.
Kessel Laboratories Expanding
(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Albany. — An increase in capitalization has been granted to the Nicholas Kessel Laboratories, Inc., of New
York City. The company is now
capitalized at $750,000 while the former capital was $25,000.

Arrested
on Alleged
Violation
Ontario Companies Act

of

{Bij Wire to WID'8 DAIf/Y)
Toronto. — Harold J. Binney, who
is here promoting the Canadian Photoplays Productions, Ltd., has become involved in a legal tangle.
An courts
account
of Binney's
local
appeared
in the affair
Torontoin
Telegram of Thursday. The story
was captioned, "Movie man is fined
$100 — Broke Companies Law — Advertisements did not tell all."
The paper then goes on to say:
"Representing the Canadian Photoplays Prod. Co., Harold J. Binney
appeared before Magistrate Cohen
this morning and was fined $100 and
costs for failing to comply with conditions of the Ontario Companies
Act.
"The charges arise out of an ad(Continued on Page 2)
Strand After "Eyes of Youth"
The Strand is after "Eyes of
Youth," the Clara Kimball Young
production. Nothing definite has aa
yet been done but it is understood
reliably that the Moe Marrk interests want to book for three weeks.
If this is done, it means a departure
from the Strand policy of playing a
particular feature for one week only.

•I

h-American
Co. Will Handle
famous Players Films in
Central Europe
il E. Shauer, in charge of the
n department of Famous Playsterday announced the complef a contract with the Danishcan Film Co., Ltd., of Copen, Denmark, for the distribution
aramount - Artcraft
pictures
hout Central Europe,
contract, said to be one of the
: foreign orders ever entered
She books of a picture company,
Oj.es effective March 1, and calls
aninimum return to the Famous
y s of $2,000,000.
It runs for
; ar and contains provisions for
riewal.
! Danish-American
Film Co.,
..,,vill distribute Paramount picesin Germany, Austria, Poland,
o-Slovakia, Serbia, Croatia, Runi and Bulgaria, a territory conm excess of 200,000,00 people,
distributing
organization
will handle Famous' films has
een
founded
by prominent
;an and Danish capitalists,
on
picture
publications
in
ny, Denmark,
Norway,
Sweolland, France, Italy and other
oring
countries
for
some
1 have been carrying on an acopaganda campaign on behalf
ign films and have aided mathe aeveFirst
of love—
from
"Heart
thestory
Hills,"
in opening the market
for with Trembling
Mary Pickfonord,
Nation a alscene
Special,
adapted
fromo' the
by
pictures throughout
all of John Fox, Jr.
Advt.
Europe.

Fox Convention
Winfield R. Sheehan, general
manager of Fox, after an absence of
nearly two months from the offices
of the company, is now expected to
arrive in New York on Tuesday and
preparations are now under way at
the 46th Street building for his return.
A special mid-season conference
is to be
Sheehan's
return, atheld
whichheretheupon
managers
of the
Fox exchanges throughout the East
and Central West will be present.
The exchanges to be represented are
Buffalo, Boston, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Cleveland, Detroit, Indianapolis Pittsburgh, Washington and Cincinnati.
The exchange men will arrive in
New York on Monday. Clayton
Sheehan, District Manager for William Fox, will also reach New York
on that day, and the conference will
be opened Monday afternoon.
The purpose of this special meeting of the
exchangeandmanagers
with'
the Fox
executives
the advertising and publicity department is understood tobe in behalf of the extensive plans inaugurated by Fox, of
which the national advertising campaign is only the beginning.
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Henley Leases Eltinge for Showing went on strike. They began to picket
The Eltinge Theater has been se- the interior of the playhouse.
Charles Reis, house manager called
cured for Monday afternoon where a
on the' police and one of the ushers
private exhibition of "The Gay Old was
arrested. The men rebelled
Dog," the Hobart Henley production, will be given at three p.m. for against the tipless custom at the
theater.
members of the trade.
Following this, Henley will entertain several newspaper men and
Joe Martin Marries
women
at tea at Murray's Restaurant.
Joe Martin, Universal's human
Pathe is handling the Henley pic- monkey, has taken himself a 'bride.
Topsy
Tree. Joe is now on his
tures.
honeymoon trip, through Universal
City. Then he and his bride will be
Capitol Ushers Strike
starred in comedies.
Entertainment not provided for on
the program was supplied at the
Capitol last night when about 30
Dayton, Ohio.— Old Glory Theaushers took off their uniforms and
ter to be remodeled.
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Quotations
Bid Asked Last Sale
Famous Players ....106
108
107i^
.Loew, Inc
34^
35
347/^
Triangle
I/2
U'td. Pict. Prod.... 22
22^
22?,4
World Film
_
_
^
Cody Finds His "Beautiful Woman"
Hollywood. — Lew Cody has found
another beautiful woman. She is
Christina Pereda and is a Spanish
girl.
She was approved by a committee
composed of L. J. Gasnier, Ida May
Park, and Lew Cody. And Lew is
some picker.

LATE NEV^
DO YOU
STAND

STILL

WHILE
YOUR

HUSBAND

PROGRESSES?

\P

H

•House Changes j
Madame Petrova has started
second
Chicago.vaudeville tour, starting
Butte, Mont.— Picture Theati
be remodeled.

Binney
in Court
(Continued from Page 1)

STUDIO
FOR %ENT

vertisement in a newspaper of'
shares for sale. There were
counts embracing failure to p
the estimated
amountandof addres
prelin'
expenses,
the names
the original incorporators anl
directors and shares held by t|
rectors.
. "The accused pleaded guilf
laid all the blame on his _c<j.
The advertisements, he said,|
prepared
by counsel
his brokers
mitted to his
and O.ancli
him. Since action wast taken |
engaged
new counsel.
" 'We have
nothing whatevB,

Every Modern Innovation

der cover.
Our cards are if
table,' said Mr. Binney, 'and I
as preliminary
expenses
arjl
cerned, they will not be mow

Near New York

"Asssitant
Crown
Attorn^,
Fadden pointed out that the J(|
been broken
and Mr. Binnl
fined $100 on only one count|
$2,000.'

NO OTHER
POSTER
can
compjpc|
to thepossibly
RITCHEY
Sinister Mrlsmay

ter, because every
tist capable of de.sigjj

DOmS KENYON
THE BANDBOX

ing a really great mcl
member
of this
orgaf
ing picture
poster
isl
zation.

See him in the

by

production.

Louis Joseph Vance
W.WIHODKINSON CORPORATION
\

* ■-.'

527 Flfih Avenue. New YorkOty

Box DD, Wid's Daily

406W.3UlSt^.^.

P&'<%i^tbdMiJl

h
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American Cinema

DAILV
In the Courts

The following letter has been received from Walter b'. Niebuhr,
president of the American Cinema
Corp. ;

Saturday, November

1, 1919

"King Cole" Starts
Roy McCardell has been engaged
to write the first of a series of tworeel "King Cole" comedies, in which
the Motion Picture Producing Co.
of America will star Sammy Burns.
Work on the first production is
now under way at the company's
Dongan Hills, S. I., studio. Marion
Warner has arrived from California

1

A confession of judgment for $11,817 was filed in the Supreme Court
by andrew J. Cobe in behalf of Walter W. Irwin as the sum unpaid on
a note made in 1915 for $14,800, for
Editor WID'S DAILY:
Some few weeks ago the trade which 5,000 shares of preferred and
journals received an announcement 9,900 shares of common stock of the
from the firm of Johnson & Hop- Alliance Film Corp. were deposited
kins Co., alleged specialists in mo- as collateral. Mr. Cobe said he gave
tion picture securities, stating that the note because a suit had been roles
to assume
principal comedienne's
in thetheseries.
they had been made the fiscal agent brought by J. Stuart Blackton in beLeonard Smith, camera man on
half of himself and other stockholdfor 50,000 shares of American Cinema
ers of the Manhasset Development General Pershing's personal staff in
stock and would offer it to the public
at $10 per share. Subsequently this Co. against Cobe and the corporation France, will be the chief photofirm put advertisements in a number and the note was given in settlement
of the daily newspapers, announcing of the suit.
grapher.
that the yhad purchased 30,000 shares
Ralph Ince will direct Eugene
of American Cinema stock.
In the suit of Felix E. Cahn as a O'Brien in "His Wife's Money." The
A portion of the company's stock, stockholder of the Triangle Film story was written by May Tully.
not nearly so large as advertised,
Corp. againstandHarry
Aitken, D'wight
was purchased at the time of our re- MacDonald
the Triangle
corpocapitalization bya local broker. The
rations the parties consented to have
company did not then or any time Justice Gavcgan issue an injunction
since contemplate entering the curb pending the suit which will restrain
market nor was it ever contemplated all the defendants from enforcing
that the stock in the corporation any rights or obligations purportipg
lic.
should
be offered to the general pub- to be agreed upon between Triangle
Film, Triangle Distributing and the
Nevertheless the owner of the K-T Film Distributing Corp. wherestock in question entered into a conby the Triangle Distributing leases
tract with the firm or Johnson & its property to K-T.
Hopkins Co. by which the latter firm
began a stock selling campaign announced in the press, in spite of the
Asa B. Kellogg, trustee in bankexpressed and formal protest of the
ruptcy of the General Film Contractofficers of this corporation against
ing Corp., filed suit in the Supreme
the form and character of the pro- Court against William L. Sherry and
posed advertisements. The writer the Parex Film Corp. on the ground
at once sent a communication to the that the Parex owes General Film
newspapers which had accepted the $7,260 and that Sherry agreed to
advertising, a copy of which letter guarantee
ness.
payment of the indebtedI am pleased to attach herewith.
In the meantime the attorneys for
this corporation took the matter in
hand with the result that a considerable portion of the stock in quesBenecia, Cal. — Work is progresstion has been recovered by the coring on $50,000 theater. A $10,000
poration and there will be no further
pipe organ will be one feature.
W.
public offering.
B. Crooks,
manager
of Orpheum,
The American Cinema Corp. is will have charge.
adequately financed by New York,
Monrovia, Cal. — Mrs. Leonora
Boston and London financial inter- Harper will build 600-seat house,
ests and the members of our Board costing $30,000, for Ruth Cassil,
of Directors would not countenance owner of the Colonial, and Fred E.
Noyes of Los Angeles.
any "jobbing' 'of its securities.
Rockford, 111. — A new theater will
be erected on N. Main St., and will
This is a True Story
have 2,500. seating capacity Harry
Arthur Mac Hugh swears the fol- Grampp, manager of the Orpheum,
lowing story is true:
C. O. Breinig, Shell R. Smith, etc.,
To date there have been about are interested.
seven faintings at the Broadway
where "The Mystery of the Yellow
Will Grown-ups as
Buys Coast Theaters
Room" is playing.
Arthur says that the audience gets
San Francisco. — Crestcent Theaall worked up ,in trying to solve the
ters, Inc., have purchased the Verdi
theater in the North Beach district
"kids"
as the
well out
in crowOs
turn
mystery in the "Mystery." Last night The amount
involved is $250,000.
Mac was speaking to Harry Mandell
to see him? YOU
of the Moss offices.
The some company has purchased
Mandell was telling MacHugh the Tokay and Theater Lodi for
SAIL IT!
about the faintings when a man about $60,000 and the Bijou in
Ask Sidney Reynolds
named Edward O'Rourke walked out Fresno, for $50,000.
SUPREME PiaUUS (Ibc.)
and fainted away right in front of
MacHugh. Of course. He thought it
was a plant to bear out Mandell's
THE ACME PORTABLE
PROJECTOR
story but it was a regular faint, after
all.

'•^t drama ia true feeling and
lit be faked."
—Maurice Toumenr.
11

Goldwyn
Buys Williams'
Story
Goldwyn has purchased "The Great
Accident," the story now running
serially in the Saturday Evening
Post. Ben Ames Williams is the
author.
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^I'.NNA, AUSTRIA. — A new era dawns
justria — exclusive
pictures
showing:
[ jpular demonstrations at the ofTicial
t^imation of the Austrian Republic in

BIHE LIMELIGHT.— The first hat is
mI? ring.
Senator M. Poindextcr has
njinced
candidacy
for
Republican
Kiation for President.
i ANGELES,
CAL. — First woman to
from plane — Miss di Villiers, queen
|nale dare-devils, goes up in an airto make a 1,000-foot parachute drop.
Jsive Pictures.
(LKES-BARRE.
PA. — Miners
order
despite
Presidential
plea — 500,000
Ts are affected by call of unions for
lal "walk-out."
•
MA, CAL. — H. C. of L. hits Thanks{ tables — owing to increased price of
JfS, quantities
of ducks
are being
Instead.
SHINGTON, D. C— First official
created by League of Nations meets
gates of International Labor Cone gather at capital. Capital hails
tag of the Belgians. Albert winds
s tour of the country by a visit to
(ngton.
At Whitehouse.

Selznick Needs Extras
e Selznick studios over in Fort
ire in a bad way for extras.
B.
-ens is having a great time gettypes for lorthcoming producHe's so very obliging that it
even necessary to go over to
Lee to try one's luck but to
a photograph,
which will be
away very carefully and used
found necessary.

pi

•ew House to Cost $1,000,000
:ording to plans filed with the
ing Department, tne new Mar-oew theater to be built in the
east corner of Broadway and
St. will cost $1,000,000.
i theater will be a fireproof
ure and besides the actual show
there will be a roof garden,
5 on the first and second floors
fffices from the third to the 16th
The building is to have a
ige of 120 ft. and a depth of
t. whlie the theater will seat
The roof garden
will seat
umbus, Ohio. — A new
known as the Rialto,
!d by the Wm. J. James
road St., adjoining the
at a cost of $500,000.

theater
will be
Co., on
Broad-

Incorporations

17/\U
1 vrlV
A

The Studio
The Editor

Demonstration

The Cutting Room
Home/School or Church

Will

Convince You

HOWELLS
CINE
EQUIPMENT CO.
729 7th Ave.
New York
Phone, Bryant 1166

Saturday, November

1, 1919

Putting It Over

KINOGRAMS
KINO ALBERT VISITS CAPITAI..—
Belgian ruler and the royal party call at
the White House and Capital in WashInnton.
L. S. S. NEW JERSEY WINS SHOOT.
— A contest of naval teams is held at the
Government Rang-e at Wakefield, Mass.
CAEIFONIA'S BLUEBLOOBS RACE.—
Fine horses in running: races held at
the I.os Angeles County fair, thousands
attend.
R.AJAH OF BATTA MAKES TREATY.
— Hoingrs over in the Malay country where
a King is still ai regular guy with authority.
GABY DESI>YS SAILS HOME.— Little
friend of King Manuel and her suitor, according to rumor, sail front New York on
La France.
INAUGURATE
BISHOP BURCH.—
Successor to the late Bishop Greer is installed at the Cathedral of St. John the
Divine
New York CiVy.
NON MAGNETIC SHIP SAILS.— A new
twentieth .century bark of discovery sails
from Washington in quest of scientific
sccfcts
PICKING THE BONES OF WAR.—
Scenes of salvage at a German warpl&ne
hangar near Eberfeldt, with British
planes patrolling the sky.
LONDON'S WOMEN
POLICE.— England tries out an idea new over there,
also a photograph of father after mother
"joined the force."
BABY YACHTS RACE.— At Somerville
in Massachusetts they hold a regatta of
tiny little models on a placid park pond.
MINING CANADA'S ASBESTOS. —
Where the world's supply of the heat Insulator comes from — Thedford Mines.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
Black Not Interested in United
Alfred S. Black, of Rockland, Me.,
writes that he s not interested in
United Picture Theaters' stock.
He says;
"Your stateme-t -f Sept. 26th, as
to an interest in t'-^ United Pictures
Theaters is very misleading. Shortly
after the organization of the United
Pictures I deposited $10,000 in escrow, subject to certain conditions
of operating the corporation. These
conditions were not accepted and I
never became interested in the stock
of the corporation and am not interested in the present controversy.
"This statement is not intended as
causing any reflection upon the corporation."
This
statement
was
originally
made by Alfred S. Black on October 3d.
Ibanez Sees "Evangeline"
Vincente Blasco Ibanez, the Spanish novelist, was a visitor at the Fox
offices yesterday, where he saw
"Evangeline."

Hates to Miss It
Tonopah-Goldfield Amusement
Co., Inc.,
Tonopah, Nev.
WID'S:
I am a good ways out here
but I hate to miss any of your
daily issues, the same as I
would a meal, and I wonder if
you would suggest any other
method of mailing that would
result in a safer delivery.
Thanking
very truly, you, I am yours
J. E. SMITH.

Here is hoiu a brother exhibitor put his shew over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellov} knovt how you cleaned

Paul Gray, exploitation manager

O'Hara, studio publicity; H(
Cronjager, Sam LancJers and Fc
Leonard, cameramen; Howard
(Special to
WW'S B.DAILY)
Hollywood.
— Louis
Mayer, ac- Ewing, electrical expert; Ben C;
art director.
companied by his family, have arrived in Los Angeles.
New Yakima, Wash., iheate
Louise Glaum has started work on
Yakima; Wash. — Frederick Me
her next C. Gardner Sullivan story who controls all the theaters 1
and is just completii.*g a new on
a cost of $225,000, has annour
titled
"Sex."
Ince has completed another stage, his intention of building another r
which at present is being used by
summer on Yakima Ave. oppo'
Chas. Ray.
the present Majestic.
The house now being complete!
Naomi Childers has been selected One of the finest in the entire
It seats 2,200.
"Duds."
to play opposite Tom Moore in cific Northwest.
will be ready early next year.
Mercy's announcement recalls
Harry Beaumont, who is directing statement
that
Jensen
and
"Going Some," a Rex Beach story, Herberg of Seattle would build 1
will leave for Victoryville on a four
Th^ have evidently aband(
weeks' vacation.
their plan, for nothing definite
been accomplished by them
Yakima.
Frank Lloyd is casting "The
Woman in Room Thirteen," the next
New Theater for Chicago
Pauline Frederick picture.

Coast Brevities

for Select's New York office put over
a successful advertising campaign
for "The Perfect Lover" at the Lincoln, Union Hill, New Jersey.
Twenty window displays with big
flashy cards were obtained with the
leading merchants of the town. One
of the best displays was used in two
large windows of the local furniture
store with two big signs reading:
"The Perfect Lover" buys his furniture here — every perfect lover does —
see 'The Perfect Lover' 'at the LinChicago. — Jones, Linick & Sci
coln theater.
Victor Schertzinger will direct fer intend to enlarge their holdg
In the leading clothing store a Madge Kennedy in her next Goldwyn
and
buildState
a new
"loop"
at 308will
South
St. The
new thee
h s
feature, "The Blooming Angel."
large sign was used reading, "The
will
adjoin
the
Maurice
L.
Rothcld
Perfect Lover buys his clothes here
Reginald Barker is casting for his store at Jackson Blvd. and Stat jI
next
production Mary Roberts Rine- and when completed will seat ft
— every perfect lover does — see 'The
hart's
story, "Dangerous Days."
persons. Cost approximately $SC)I1
Perfect Lover' at the Lincoln theaThe new J. L. & S. theater wilbi
Maurice Tourneur has just purknov/n as "The
chased from H. H. Van Loan, a story Newhouse
Displays of a like nature were also
is theUnique."
architect. HenrL
used in the leading jewelry, flower, the working title, "The Great Redeemer." This is rather an unusual
Want National Legislation
haberdashery, shoe and music stores.
type of story for Mr. Tourneur in as
ter."
Detroit, Mich. — -At the meetir oi
In addition to the big window dis- much as it is his first western feature
plays a two-page ad was used in the
triennial general convention
churc.nre.
Van
.
Hudson Dispatch with the following sen
to be toproduced
complete
this Loan
storywasor cho-ac- ^he Protestant Episcopal
count
of
the
number
of
successes
he
passed
a
resolution
asking
foriaheadline over the top' of the entire
tional legislation for the regulion
has had depicting western life.
of moving pictures.
two pages: "A Page For 'Perfect
Lovers'." The leading merchants of
Bert Lytell and members of the
the town were represented on the
Zena Keefe is scheduled to ay
company
that is filming "The Right
page and each ad had "The Perfect
Lover' 'as the most prominent catch of Way," are at Lake Tahoe for opposite Eugene O'Brien, in lii
recting.
line used. A "Perfect Lover" essay about ten days. Jack Dillon is di- Wife's Money."
contest was started and a season pass
The Capitol has booked the lest
was given for the writer of the best
submitted.
They say that some of the best Joe Martin-Universal comedy. :
photography that has ever been put
into a feature will be found in DusVitagraph Film at Broadway
tin Farnum's latest release for
United which was directed ty C.olin
Any Quantity)
lmw^\,lr Jtl\v
B. S. Moss will present "The Ven- Campbell and photographed by Dal
geance of Durand," a Vitagraph SpeF llfl
Highest Prices JUIlK
cial, at the Broadway beginning to- Clawson
and William C. "Billy"
Foster.
morrow afternoon. The film is a picINTERSTATE
SMELTIfJ
turization of Rex Beach's novel, the
<a REFINING
COMPAQ
Miss Charlotte Burton, who sued
screen adaptation made by Mr. and
23 Commercial St.
NEWARK, fl
Essanay for a breach of contract,
Mrs. George Randolph Chester.
was awarded $8,200. The jury was
Alice Joyce will be seen in a dual out only 10 minutes. The actress derole.
riss. The direction is by Tom Terclared she ha*d a verbal contract for
a year with the company at a salary
Triple Optical Enlargement!
of $200 a week. She said the comare made by our own patented •
pany gave her a comedy part for
paratus which permits us to extrl
F. I. L. M. Club -to Hold Dinner
which she was unfitted and, when
The New York F. I. L. M. Club
important
from filmupandto m.-:
them
into scenes
large paintings
40)
was informed her serinches. Some of these are on ej'*.
will give a beefsteak dinner next she objected,
vices were no longer required.
bition at our salesrooms.
KRATJS MFG. CO.
Saturday night at Healy's, 66th &
Broadvvray. This is an annual event,
220
West
42nd St. New York Cl
Marshall Neilan has just anand every efTort is being made to
Tel. 3607 Bryant
17th Fl|
nounced the completion of his
make it the best one ever held by organization plans for his own
this organization.
producing company, and at the same
Tickets can be secured from any time stated that he had just started
COMPLETE LINE OF
of the managers of the various ex- work on his initial production, "The
Supplies
and Equipment)
changes. No speeches will be made. River's End." Neilan has surrounded
for STUDIO and THEATRl
himself wit han exceptional producNational and Speer CarboiJ
ing staff, including Victor Heerman,
MAZDA
LAMPS
Studio Ready About January
director; Tom Held and H. I. PeyThe
Famous
Players
studio on tcm, assistant directors; Marion FairLong
Island will be ready about
F. CAMPBELLJ
fax, scenario editor; Wellington CHARLES
the first of January.
It cost $2,000,- Wales, business manager; Pete AL. HENDRICKSON 1>1U/ 0|-fC»
000.
Smith,
Publicity
director;
Eddie
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Patbe buys property in Long Island.
Fox starts national advertising campaign.
B. S. Moss to build in Brooklyn.
Famous may purchase TuPalmer
esday property in Chicago.

Booth Tarkington signed by Goldwyn to write serials
of two-reel comedies.
Griffith to have four studios.
Reported International taking over Sultzer's Harlem
River. Park for studio.
Wednesday
Reported Ackerman and Harris, vaudeville theater
owners, after picture theaters in West.

Features Reviewed
Elinor Fair and Albert Ray in
THE

LOST

PRINCESS

Fox

Page

Douglas MacLean and Doris May in
TWENTY-THREE AND A HALF

Page

June Elvidge in
World

THE

WOMAN

Page

Gladys Leslie in
THE
Vitagraph

GRAY

Charles Ray in
Paramount-Artcraft

TOWER'S

8

MYSTERY
Page 11

CROOKED
THE

STRAIGHT
Page 13
SACRED FLAME

Productions, Inc

Page 17

Gladys Brockwell in
Fox
Bryant Washburn

5

OF LIES
Page
7

STUFF

Schomer-Ross

3

HOURS'
LEAVE

Ince-Paramount

SHORT

Charles Miller signed by Mayflower for series of outdoor specials.
Stella Mayhew Prod., Inc., to make comedies.
Thursday

.THIEVES
Page 19

in
WHY

SMITH

LEFT

Par.-Artcraft
Lois Wilson and Beatriz Michelena in
THE PRICE WOMAN
J. Frank Hatch Ent.— State Rights

HOME
Page 21
PAYS
Page 23

Triangle to revive old pictures under weeklyn release.
L. J. Selznick forms National Picture Theaters, Inc.
— co-operative exhibitor idea.
C. E. Whitehurst and associates purchase Parkway interests in Baltimore, and control first runs.
Friday
Exchangemen from all over
country meet to organize
in New York.

Coast reports indicate that Thomas H. Ince, Marshall Neilan, Mack Sennett Maurice Tourneur,
George Loane Tucker and Allan Dwan are to combine at end of existing contracts and release under
Corp.
co-operative plan, under name of Assoc. Producing

Exchangemen in meeting spoil plans laid and organize
among themselves, refusing to disband their present
organization to join Natl. Asso.
Wmr A. Brady talking of returning to producing.

Carlyle Blackwell back from Coast with first independent production.
Saturday

■

Mae Marsh signs for two years with Sydney L. Cohan.
Harold J. Binney fined in Toronto for alleged violation of "Companies Act."
Famous Players sell rights to Central European distribution through Danish American Film Co., Ltd.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good'*— Benjamin Franklin,

♦■---. i7

You Never
Think of the
Other Fellow's Sister!
derick
Freaki
nglin—e spe
Pau
ng
isaki
ITspe
across the swift currents

of temptation in London
speaking on the threshold
of luxury and sin — speaking to her million sisters
the world over, who hold
their honor higher than the
luxury of shame — captivating you one minute with
the matchless quality of
her beauty — wringing your
heart the next with the utter *

Samuel Coldwvn

PAULINE

FREDERICK
in

"'Dhe loves of Letly
flt^ Arthur

Wing Pinero

Wrec/ed Ay FRANK LLOYD

hopelessness and helplessness of her struggle — but
re-atfirming at last your be.
lief in the nobility of womanhood, as she cries out in
a voice that seems to break
the silence of the screen
Fm going-^going back
ivhere I belong!

GOLDWYN
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Samuel

Coldwym
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Light, Frothy Comedy Depends on Sub-Titles
Elinor Fair and Albert Ray in
"THE LOST PRINCESS"
Fox
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
sub-titles.

of it is sub-title padding. It starts off with a long,
long string of titles that are supposed to be funny but
they fall very flat.

Scott Dunlap
J. Anthony Roach
George
Schneiderman
Very light with an overdose of

STORY
Slight depending on titles to carry it
DIRECTION
Newspaper office scenes good,
balance fair. Seemed artificial.
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STARS

Consistently good
Nothing unusual
Ordinary
Satisfactory

SUPPORT

Capable

EXTERIORS
of story.
INTERIORS

Hardly any.

Met requirements
Fair

DETAIL

Careless in many
alleged humorous titles.
CHARACTER OF STORY
sive.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"The Lost Princess" is very,
frothy, frivolous little pictures,
were taken away from it would
ing. It amuses and entertains

parts. Overdose of
Clean and inoffenAbout 4,500 feet

very light, one of those
which if the sub-titles
mean absolutely noriito some extent and if

your crowd is easily satisfied you may be able to ge"
away with it. But in any event don't let any one persuade you into paying a big price for it for you won't
get your money's worth.
There is actual material for about two reels. The
rest of the picture is padding and a large percentage

Albert Ray is a farmer's son wtih an ambition to be
a newspaper reporter. He comes to the city and tries
to land on a paper and fails. Then by accident he
meets Elinor Fair, who conducts an "Advice to the
Lovelorn" column on the paper. With Elinor's help
he writes a story that makes an impression on the
managing editor and gets him a job, writing stories
for the Sunday magazine.
The Sunday editor however, is in love with Flinor
and tries to throw a monkey wrench into the machinery by giving Albert a seemingly impossible task,
namely, the writing of the feature story for the next
Sunday's issue. It is at this point that the picture is
obviously padded for much footage is taken up l)y
showing cartoons of the impossible ideas that flash
through Albert's head.
In the end it is Elinor that gives him the idea for a
story. From this point on the story is not entirely
clear, as it goes on to tell of the adventures of a European princess who has run away from home. This
Princess turns out to be Elinor and her uncle the arch
duke comes to get her and take her back to her throne.
Albert is just enabled to rescue her at the last moment
and take her ofif the steamship as it is about to sail.
After all this has been gone through it develops that
Albert has been dreaming it, and the real story that
he has written is something entirely different. This
real story is good enough, however, to land him a
steady job, and he and Elinor find happiness.

Elinor Fair was winsome and appealing in the leading role while Albert Ray handled a rube boy in the
city with good efifect, not overdoing it.

Slight and Frivolous Comedy Drama that Might Get By
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If they try to jazz you into beHeving that this is a
big picture or a side splitting comedy laugh at them
and ask them to tell you another joke. For it is very
light, also very slight, depending almost entirely on its
sub-titles to carry what little action there is.
If your crowd is easily pleased and is satisfied with
the frothy brand of light comedy which this picture
supplies you will be able to get by with it. Otherwise
see

it before

you ' book

it and

judge

for

yourself

whether you can get it over or not. If you can't see
it first you will not miss much if you lay ofif it altoThe main title is rather alluring. Use the names
gether.
and plenty of photographs of the two stars if they
are popular with your bunch. Do not promise too
much it your advertising but play up the fact that
Albert Ray is in a part that suits him all the way
through.

I
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Best Comedy of the Season — Better Than That; Of the Year
Douglas MacLean
TWENTY-THREE

and Doris May in

AND HALF HOURS'
Ince-Paramount

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

LEAVE

Henry King
Mary Roberts Rinehart

SCENARIO
CAMERAMANBY

..l^.^^-.'.

Agnes C. Bert
Johnstone
Kann

AS A WHOLE
Most delightful comedy of season and year.
STORY
Exposure of German spies basis for
goings-on of cantonment life.
DIRECTION
Sure fire handling registered
maximum of laughs.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally excellent
LIGHTINGS
Straight stuff always well done
CAMERA WORK
No tricks; always good
STARS
MacLean had the better part, but Doris
counted at finish.
SUPPORT
Generally splendid.
be overlooked.
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER OF STORY
to please.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Oh, Boy!

Dog shouldn't

Suited the story
Well taken care of
Delightful and sure
4,838 feet

Get to this! If the Paramount

crowd

hasn't been in to see you get on the phone or send a
wire but by all means get this sure fire comedy of
cantonment life. Be grateful if someone hasn't tied
up the series and blocked you out. Because if you
l' don't get this one and the other fellow does you're
going to hear about it for a long time to come.
If ever a production proved that story value was
Agnes Johnstone just went
important this one does.

right ahead and took this Rinehart story from the
Saturday Evening Post and registered one shot after
another, so true to the story, so true to form, that
the result is a constant bubble "of laughetr, except
when the story makes you uncomfortable around the
neighborhood of your Adam's apple, and .^ave when
your eyes grow a bit misty. All she had to do was not
to hurt the story. And she didn't. The result is —
well, if you get another comedy in six months, as good
go down on your knees and thank every producer
you ever heard of and then those who are to come.
Because, boys, this is a sure-fire knockout.
Henry King handled the megaphone, but he didn't
have to break his neck to secure results. So long as
he didn't mufif anything it was all right. And he
didn't. He just kept on shooting and then when Ince
looked it over and added probably a touch here and
there they passed it along and it's coming to you all
wool and a yard wide.
This new pair of stars made their bow in this Ince
production. MacLean, a clean, healthy youngsrer, has
by far the greater part of the work to do, but Doris
May gets in atthe finish. If Ince can only find them
the right kind fo stories they are set. MacLean is
Sergeant Gray, ready to leave for France, and Doris
"the General's General," meaning his daughter. They
fall in love, she sicks him on to expose some spies, and
that's all there is to it except she promises to write
to him daily and pray for him nightly \intil he returns
from France. Doesn't sound much of a story, does it?
But it is. And your crowd will tell it to you.
In the cast was a great dog, name unknown, who
shared honors with the young stars. Thomas Guise
as General Dodge; Maxfield Stanley, who did splendidly with the role of Table Sergeant and others.

Just Get 'Em in. That's All.

The Rest Is Easy

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Just get 'em in. That's all there is to this one.
Get 'em in by fair means if you can. And it should
be easy. But get 'em in. Probably the best way to
do tliis is to center your advertising on the fact tliat
this is a Mary Roberts Rinehart Saturday Evening
Post story with a Thomas H. Ince production. You
can't e.xpect them to know much about this pair of
young stars — yet. But when they come out it will
be different.

TJiey'll know so much it will be hard to

keep them away from their next one. Tell them it's
a story of cantonment life, with a touch of the war,
but only a touch. Not a moment in it when they
won't be either laughing
bv all means get 'em in.
fication that it's the best
stake your reputation on

or feeling choked up. But
You can say without qualicomedy of the season, and
it to the last notch. They

won't be disappointed. Because the man or woman
who likes pictures that won't like this one will need
There's something wrong with them.
an examination.

(_yl{idra§ht matinee
necessary to accomodate
fTrowds!

Metro
Pictures CoiT)oration
Jiiiys Imperial Pictui^es, Ltd., Exclusive Distiibutors thruout
the United Kingdom. Sii'.Mlliam Jury. Managing Dii^ector.
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Mediocre Picture Has Many Complications
"THE
DIRECTOR

June Elvidge in
WOMAN
OF
LIES"
World
Gilbert

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Hamilton

Forrest Halscy
J. Clarkson Miller
Joseph Badaracco

AS A WHOLE
Drawn out society drama with
numerous <omplications ; grim
tale which
lacks semblance of humor.
STORY
Confusing and at times almost baffling
DIRECTION
Failed to make many points clear
and gave scant attention to details.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Averaged fair
LIGHTINGS
lacked variety.
CAMERA WORK

Nothing out of the ordinary;
Little that was unusual

STAR. . . .Made best of role that carries little appeal
SUPPORT
Features Earl Metcalf who handles
male lead in fair style.
Rest of cast up to
mark.
EXTERIORS
extraordinary.

Not

very

INTERIORS
Conventional
house scenes.

many ; nothing
stuff ; customary

DETAIL
Slipped up on numerous occasions
CHARACTER OF STORY
Morbid atmosphere
that is wearisome.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. .. .About 5,000 feet
Built

around a confusing story and starting suddenly, the most recent effort of June Elvidge is deficient in any number of respects and fails to rise
above the commonplace.
A role that is not very
sympathetic has been given the principal who makes

I

the best of it. The atmosphere created is rather depressing and there is certainly very little in the production that is artistic. There are many points in the
picture that fail to explain themselves.

The picture is of the long, drawn-out type, built on
a story that is unreal and grim. It tells of a girl,
wronged by the man she loved, starting on a cam'paign of vengeance and is not satisfied until she has
dragged him down from his high pinnacle. Therefore, she repents. After she is avenged, the theme
changes and mercy and forgiveness is preached, whiio
the villain is seized by officers of the law. A finish
that is effective helps but generally the productionranks with the usual run of program pictures.
Olive Sherman is about to be wed to Tracey Langdon when her father dies. His death follows an attempted burglary, after which Olive had befriended
the would-be thief and given him a start in life. Shortly after Sherman's death, it is discovered that he had
tampered with the books of the company and Tracey
breaks his engagement to Olive, who secures a position in the company of which her father had been an
executive.
«
Langdon's fiance and her mother cause Olive to
lose her position. She takes up with a blackmailer
and eventually ruins Langdon, finally marrying
Jim Waldron, the burglar, who has reformed and become a newspaper reporter.
Toward

the finish, Langdon almost ruins the affair

by attempting to expose Olive before Jimmy's mother,
but at the finish all is forgiven and everything ends
happily. Some effective bits are registered prior to
the conclusion and the end is about the best thing
in the picture.

Hard For This One to Get By
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

There is little in this production to recommend it
and it appears to be destined for rough sailing even
in the smaller houses. It certainly will not go in any
of the bigger theaters where the patrons are at all
' "^^
The picture lacks appeal.
critical.
Aside from the fact that this lacks appeal, it gives
the star a character which is decidedly unsympathetic.
n advertising, it would be unadvisable to play up the

principal too strongly. -The best thing to do would
be to soft-pedal the entire affair and just let it get
along by itself. It may do as a program offering, but
don't announce it as a feature.
The title has some box ofiice value. Do not, however, promise your patrons too much for they will
certainly be disappointed. In exploiting, you might
concentrate on "the fury of a woman scorned" end

of it.
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"The Fireman," Clark Cornelius

If the entire new series of Harold Lloyd two-reelers
stand up as well as the first two they are showing
Pathe may be justified by describing them as "$100,000 features." Certainly they are unusually good.
Lloyd is excellent in each of them, and the productions show considerable care as to detail and lavishness in the sets. Rarely are comedies of this type
presented with the elaborateness of these productions.
Pathe reports the largest houses booking them. They
merit a good run. Lloyd is really funny, and with
Harry Pollard and Bebe Daniels in support some
very good stufjf results.
In "His Royal Slyness" several new ideas are used
for laugh-producing purposes and they register well ;
especially where the mirror is used which gives the
effect of the Princess being in one room and Harold
in another. Harold nearly breaks the glass trying to
get to her. Some of the shots show slap stick ideas,
but taken as a whole the comedies are far ahead of
much of the stufif shown.
Lloyd, a book agent, after being tossed out of numerous rooms in a hotel comes in upon the Prince of
Razmatazz, traveling in America and busily engaged
in saying his farewell to a vamp who has won his
heart. His tutor notifies him that he must return
to his native land where a Princess is to choose between him and a rival. He prefers to stay in the
U. S., however, and when it is noticed that he bears
a startling resemblance to Lloyd, arrangements arc
made to have Lloyd sail for Formosa and impersonate
the Prince. In Formosa Lloyd wins the Princess, but
the genuine Prince, jilted by the vamp, returns and
almost spoils it all. A revolution transpires, however, and Lloyd who accidentally fires the shot that
wins the struggle for the people, is made president
has his royal adversaries tossed into a moat and lands
the Princess.
Some

excellent night shots of Broadway

open

"Bumping Into Broadway," where Lloyd appears as
a struggling composer. His antics in dodging his
landlady are very good. Bebe Daniels as a chorus girl
who loses her job is pretty as usual. His money gone.
Lloyd follows Bebe and a stage-door Johnny into a
club frequented by men of wealth. Lloyd plays number 13 on a roulette wheel, acquiring his capital by
picking it up from the floor where someone hud
dropped it. It is not long before he breaks the bank,
but his good fortune is almost nullified when policemen raid the place. After a long chase through the
many rooms Lloyd and Bebe clutch.

Reels

Charles Chaplin's old comedies are without exception full of fun, for when they were made there was
a wider field from which to choose material with which
to provoke mirth. "The Fireman," which is now being re-issued by the Clark Cornelius Corp., is no exception to the rule, but is not equal to many of his
other works. Undoubtedly it will make them laugh,
for there are many bits in it that are excellent, but it
possesses much that is antiquated and has been done
almost to death. It is Chaplin with his waddle and
inimitable expression that puts this in a class with
the successful comedies of to-day.
In this one, as the title suggests, Charlie is a member of the fire extinguishing force — a driver. • He angers the captain when he ignores the different bells,
sleeping on peacefully when it is time for drill. Many
are the kicks and blows that he receives at the hands
and feet of the Captain, but in the end he squares matters when he rescues the latter's sweetheart from a
burning building.
"His

Friend's

Tip,"

Universal

plots for comedies seem to be few and far between. "His Friend's Tip," a Universal one-reeior
which features Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, is not
one of the few, for it has been built up on an old
theme, and coupled with what is in every other respect, to say the least, an ordinary production, fails to
ri«e obove the mediocre. The story concerns two
New

friend.s who are about to go jon their respective vacation trips. One of them urges the other to invest in f
Florence oil stock. Subsequently their wives learn of j
this "Florence." When the value of their shares be- ]
gins to go down and it is necessary to get more money
to boost the finances of the company, they borrow
some of their personal properties on which to secure
loans. Following a grand mix-up, the stock jumps
one hundred and thirty points and all end merrily.
"Screen Smiles," Screen Smiles, Inc.

Issue R of Screen Smiles, released by Screen
Smiles, Inc., and gathered from the newspapers of
the United States and from some in other countries
where they use the EngUsh language, contains many
remarks that are really clever, although some are not
so funny. Attractive cartoons are appended which
e over similar progives the offering an advantag
ductions. This number is 450 feet long.
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its own salesman.
Screen tKem as they are
released and you >will book
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Some said it was perfectior
itself. At least one critic
said it ^\)as the best motion
picture play sKe Kad ever
seen.

selecting pictures
If you a are
witK
\)iew to pleasing a
discriminating audience^
and not merely filling in
open dates, if you want a
picture that will gi^'e
reputation to y)our house
and dollars to your dox
office, screen this one and
j?ou will book it.

I HE ^jJork of Sessue Ha^'akatOa Kas carried Kim into
the popular fa^'or of audiences in approximately five
thousand theatres in the United States. They have
clamored to see him in something t3)pifying the Oriental
in the Occidental World. As the Prince in this great
storj? Dy E. Phillips Oppenheim he is part of a xOonderful
production of intrigue, mysterp, romance and dramatic
tension. Ha>?akaN>Ja is the one man to perfectly fit this part
and his characterization of it makes the pla^ one of
extraordinary merit and of special appeal to Hayakawa
folloxii?ers.

Again a Hayakawa Masterpiece

by E.PHILUPSOPPENHEIH

ROBERTSON.

COLE i^/l^x^'g^

PICKED
BLIND

PICTURES
vs.
BOOKINGS

THEATRE run by an exhibitor who carefully selects his pictures is a sound commercial proposition, but a house operated by a man
who merely fills his open dates is a gamble. If you
were offered the choice of a gamble or a sure-thing
at this minute which would you take?

A

The most discriminating exhibitors in this country,
the leaders of theatre craft, have selected the pictures of Sessue Hayakawa. In more than five
thousand theatres his photoplays are an important
feature. There is no good reason why you should
gamble when the following eight productions have
been proven sure-thing Box Office winners:

L*

Temple of Dusk
His Birthright
Bonds of Honor
A Heaurt in Pawn

Produced by

HAWORTH

The Courageous Coward
His Debt
The Man Beneath
The Gray Horizon

!t^

Available at all ROBERTSON-COLE
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Good Coast Stuff
Polygamy and Palomitas, Outing-Chester release,
deals with the sea lions to be found on the Peruvian
coast and includes several well-lit coast shots, which
are all the more interesting because they possess animal action. Interesting facts about the animals are to
be found in the titles and numerous attitudes of the sea
lions have been screened. With the surf lashing the
protruding rocks for a background the offering has
another advantage, the foam-ffecked waves having been
photographed nicely.

finale finds goats, "dogs, dog-catchers and a bevy of
damsels all taking part in the big mix-up. Some very
creditable bits are included in the piece, those scenet
showing the hounds in action being especially good.
Turtle Stuff
Turtles are in the foreground in a Bray Pictograph,

Volcano Shots
El Misti, the Peruvian volcano which is practically
extinct, but still has a crater of boiling lava, almost
four miles in height, provided the material for another
Outing-Chester one-reeler which has several beautiful
bits. One with the cone rising in the background is
particularly good. The different scenes, while not
always particularly soothing to the eye, have been photographed well and touches of local color have been
added b}^ including shots of the native Peruvians, a
herd of llamas and the burrows. Right up to the edge
of the bubbling pit at the top of the mountain went
the cameraman who has taken several rather close
shots of the crater. "The Four Mile Smoke
was chosen as a title for this.

is about 1,800 feet in length. Puns on the word "dog"
are much evident in the titles. The film is much like
other Sunshine comedies in that it is elaborate and full
of action. No delicate humor is contained, everything
being, on the slapstick and farcical order. Tfie grand

Stack"

More of Joe Martin
"A Baby Doll Bandit" is a Fred Fishback concoction— written and directed by him — and features the
anthropoid ape, Mrs. Joe Martin, and Jimmy Austin.
It is a rather wild burlesque on some of the modern
westerns, there being parts that arc satirical, but most
of it is just ordinary slapstick stuff which has been
done so often as to render it almost worthless for
laugh-getting. Undoubtedly there are some bits that
register effectively, the ape performing in fine fashion.
Some of the stuff in the school portions are quite
funny. There are several commendable bits, included
in this one, but much that does not measure up a sufficiently high standard. The piece consists of various
bits that have just been hammered together in a haphazard way and depends on the different situations
and incidents to draw forth the giggles.
Dogs, Dogs and More Dogs

Another Fox Sunshine comedy is called "A Yellow
Dog Catcher." The title of the subject is rather harsh,
nor does the matter in the picture explain exactly
whether the dog catcher or some of the canines are
J. T. Blystone directed the production which
yellow.

divided into two portions. The first, called "Three
Men in a Boat and a Turtle," shows the capture of a
two-hundred pound animal and then the hunt for some
turtle eggs. A ride through, the water, clinging to the •
back of the creature, then the landing of it and finally
placing it with others of its kind, in a city, are screened.
Max

Fleisher provided the material for tb" animated

cartoon which makes up the rest of the suoje'^^t.
Atmosphere Not Wholesome
Neal Hart steps out of his usual surroundings in
"Out of the West," Capital, and although there is
enough action to please the wild ones, the atmosphere
is not of the most wholesome kind. The scenes in the
slum resort — the hidden dens and the escorting of the
innocent girl to the secret chambers do not carry with
them soothing thoughts and will probably be ordered
out by some censor boards. Should these be cut out,
the picture would be robbed of a great deal of its
punch. Hart, who is in the foreground almost all of
the time, is a host in himself and mauls his antagonists
as rapidly as they come. He is not enabled to perform
many of his usual stunts in the picture, but there is an
exciting fall from a rope wmch gives way.
Ffaving gone to the city with three of his cowboy
companions. Hart has them all attired in evening
clothes and the crowd goes out to "paint tlfe town."
They are led to a resort prominent in the underworld.
A tricky maid with carefully shaped and pencilled eyebrows attempts to lure the hero, but he beats into submission any number of crooks, and then chases after
the most notorious one in an automobile. Red tape
and the usual waiting methods of police do not hinder
him, for with his little revolver, he manages to run
things his way. The result is obvious. A shot on the
back of a train, with Hart and the heroine in a clinch,
and the boys looking on from behind a window has
been nicely handled.
In the smaller houses, you can probably use this, exploiting iton a small scale as a drama of the underworld.

■^
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out at Imperial Theater, San Francisco, it opened to capacity business in 30
minutes. San Francisco Bulletin says: "Congratulations toDeMille on his superb production." Call and Post: "De Mille adds another
TRIED

M. Barrie's
From J.play,
famous

pearl to film gems." Examiner: "One of the
most spectacular and absorbingly interesting
film productions." Chronicle: "It's a picture
every one should see, no matter what the cost!"
f.m

ii*'FAMOUS PtAYERS-lASRY

ir^Ks '•'iL
"The Admirable Crichton"
Canadian Distributors, Famous-Lasky

CORPORATION^'!'

Film Service, Ltd.

screen
adapted byfor the

Jeanie Macpherson
Headquarters, Toronto.
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Mystery Story Lacks Surprising Solution
Gladys Leslie in
"THE

GRAY

TOWERS
Vitagraph

MYSTERY"

IRECTOR
UTHOR

John W. Noble
Seward W. Hopkins
CENARIO BY
Sam Taylor and John W. Noble
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Poor murder mystery staged in
country villa gets off to a slow start but picks
up somewhat.
STORY
Has weak plot; solution evident almost
immediately after murder takes place.
DIRECTION
Failed to make best of many
situations.
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Several

Averaged
very good
commendable
effects

CAMERA WORK
Capital
STAR
Had much to do and worked hard
SUPPORT
Several characters exaggerated;
some others ludicrous.
EXTERIORS
Number of pretty scenes of material value to production.
INTERIORS
Not up to standard of exteriors
DETAIL
Not very good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Contains nothing
that is offensive.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION. .. .About 5,700 feet
Staged in a pretty country region, "The Gray
Towers Mystery" registers a satisfactory effect upon
the eye. Unfortunately, however, there is little more
to recommend it. The story is, poor and the manner in which it has been screened emphasizes its weaknesses. At the start' the story fails to arouse interest
and it is not until the picture is well under way that
the crime which results in the mystery is committed.
The culprit is kept out of the foreground
so long

after the murder is committed that the suggestion that
he is the criminal is created. Details have been worked
out very carefully in the production which at times is
somewhat lacking in unity.
Glad3's Leslie fits nicely into her surroundings but
does not interpret the character properly at all times
A working girl who has suddenly come into the possession of a large estate and riches, she glides into the
new environment with unnatural ease. The supporting oast includes several characters whose work is
exaggerated and others who are ludicrous. With poor
direction, the weak solution to the story and a cast
that does not measure up to a very high standard,
the film fails_ to rise above the mediocre.
June Wheeler, a working girl, becomes the heiress
to a large country estate. Here she meets Billy Durland who is later elected sheriff. June, innocently,
causes her foreman to fall in love with her. Billy also
learns to love her.
Hardly has June become accustomed to the surroundings when a cousin, Tom McKinnon, appears
with a half claim to the estate and antagonizes June
with his coarse manner. Later Tom tries to smooth
matters over with her. He becomes rather aggressive when the two ride through the woods, after attempting to attend to matters regarding the estate.
She slaps his face and gallops away, dropping her
revolver while leaving him. Upon returning home
she discovers that McKinnon has l)een found shot.
Circumstancial evidence is against June, but in the
end the foreman who is kept out of the foreground for
some time after the murder, proves to be the guilty
man, having committed the murder after he had seen
McKinnon insult June. His mad love for June is
the cause. June after being pursued by a posse leaps
into a gorge rather than be captured alive and of
course June and Durland come to a clutch.

Poor Program Picture Has Little to Recommend

It

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

There is little hope for this one except as a program
picture for the cheaper houses. Where the audiences
are discriminating, the production will have rough
sailing. Even in the smaller houses, it will probably
be solved by 90 per cent, of the spectators long before
the !.;uilt of the culprit is established upon the screen.
^ Therefore, even if your patrons are not a very critical
bunch, you should be careful as to how you spring this..

In advertising, rely on the drawing power of Gladys
Leslie, rather than upon the curiosity that the announcement ofa mystery story will arouse. Be careful to curtail your promises and try to appeal to the
sentiments of your crowd by saying that this is the
story of a poor girl who inherits riches and is obliged
to fight a murder charge. After that, work in the
mystery end, but don't play it up too . strqngly.

Wl
"IT IS ONE OF THE
BEST PICTURES
OF THE SEASON. .
M EXCEPTIONMY
FINE PRODUaiON
TMT REGISTERS
RIGHT THROUGH,
ANfD IT IS CLEAN
Gai4 Laemmle

AND wholesome:

announces

VON STROHEIM^
\VDNDER-PUY
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Ray's Personality Biggest Feature to This One
Charles Ray in
"CROOKED STRAIGHT"
Paramcunt-Artcraft
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SUPERVISED
CAMERAMAN
AS

BY

Jerome
Storm
Julian Josephson
Thomas H. Inct;

Chas. Lyons

A

WHOLE
Depends on star's personality
to put it over.
STORY. .. .Crook melodrama with some weak spots
DIRECTION
Fair as a rule, careless in some

places.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good ; fine storm scene
LIGHTING
Very good especially night scenes
CAMERA WORK
Excellent
STAR

of star.

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
ture.

Some very good character work on part
Could have been bet-fer
Some very beautiful and artistic
In harmony with demands of pic-

DETAIL

One or two improbable scenes, otherwise good.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clean and inoffensive
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,185 feet
Tlie-re is a degree of humaneness al)out a Charlie
Ray picture that puts it over in spite of any other
weaknesses that it may have. Of course, it is needless to say that this humaneness is that which the
star puts into the picture of his own personality and
is not due to any outside feature.
Ray has made better pictures than this one for it has
several weaknesses that shovild not be there, but still
the personality of the star may put it over. Somebody l)lundered most horribly when they made two
high-class crooks lay their detailed plans for looting
a bank in open booth in a public restaurant. There
is no excuse for such stufif.
The picture has been given the usual Ince ])roduction and there are shots that make you sit up and
take notice by the supreme
beauty of photography

and lighting. There are also some night storm scenes
that are ])articularly well done. Likewise there is a
corking good hght on the stairs between Charlie and
one of the other crooks. The regretable thing about
this story is that it does not give Charlie the opportunity lie deserves.
Charlie is a country boy who has saved a thousand
dollars by the sweat of his brow. He decides to try
life in the big city and on the day of his arrival loses
his thousand to a sharp confidence man.
Later he is down and out and starving, lie is befriended bya man wdio turns out to be a safe cracker
and out of gratitude Charlie becomes his partner and
pal. While in a cabaret much frequented by crooks
Charlie runs into the confidence man that trimmed
him and mixes it up with him. Then Charlie and his
pal while sitting in an open booth make their plans
to loot a bank that night. The confidence man overhears them and tips off the police.
In the battle with the "bulls" that follows Charlie's
pal is shot and mortally wounded. As he dies he tells
Charlie of his own kids out on a farm. Charlie goes
there and runs the farm, incidentally falling in lo\ e
with his next door neighbor. He tells her of his past
and she still loves him.
Then the villainous confidence man

appears again

and tries to trim the girl's father. Charlie frustrates
him by robbing the old man's safe. The girl sees him
do it and still she loves him. When Charlie explains
everything is all right and they live happy ever afterwards.

Director Storm has paid a great deal of attention
to character development naturally, that is the best
thing about one of Charlie's pictures. If he had paid
more attention to his detail it would have been a better picture. Vera, the girl, sure had some classy
French negligee for a country girl. Margery Wilson
had this part and was rather colorless. Others in the
cast were Wade Butler, Gordon Mullen and Otto Hoffman.

With GharHe Ray as Star it May Draw Well
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Although this is not as good as several Ray pictures
that have been shown, still I think that you can get it
Ray has a
over by playing up big the star's name.
pretty big following and you want to capitalize on it
So let them know that you have a Ray
to the limit.
picture and tell it to them in big type.
Key your ads and publicity so that they will appeal

to the women.
Use catch lines something like this:
"If you loved a man and he confessed to being a crimi"If you saw the man you
nal, what would you do?"
loved robbing your father's safe could you still love
Use lots of stills showing Charlie as a crimihim?"
This is a new type for him and should excite
nal.
considerable interest.
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in

The Joyous Liar
Directed by Ernest CWarde

By Jack Gunningham

Exhibitor approval of this picture
exceeds that bestowed upon any
other J. Warren Kerrigan picture of
the past year. It has been booked for
much bigger first run theatres than
any recent Kerrigan production.

When

exhibitors voluntarily say:

"This picture is worth more money
than I have been paying you," and
then back this up by paying more
you can be certain of the quality of
the story and the production.

W.V.HODKINSON CORPORATION

€

527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty
Distributing through PATHfi Exchange Incorporated
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Weak Story Fails to Register as Entertainment
"THE SACRED FLAME"
Schomer-Rbss Productions, Inc.
DIRECTOR
Abraham S. Schomer
AUTHOR
Abraham S. Schomer
SCENARIO BY
Abraham S. Schomer
CAMERAMAN
Andre
Barlatier
AS A WHOLE
Ridiculous effort to teach a lesson by use of implausible and artificial means.
STORY.

. . .Weak foundation for subject that doesn't
get over.
DIRECTION
Failed to add to conviction and

handled players to poor advantage at times.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Sometimes not clear
CAMERA

WORK

Ordinary

STAR

Worked hard in role that didn't seem to
match up with her personality.
SUPPORT
Earl Schenk awkward in role of
hero ; remainder
of cast not particularly
notable.

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS.
DETAIL

Acceptable
. . .Sets appropriate but nothing lavish
Title writer must have been a child;

several noticeable slip-ups.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Fails to put over
the object of the author.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,200 feet
They say a great many things may l)e possible l)ut
not probable. Well, this is one of these things. The
blame for this picture idea is based on the "Sacred
Flame" or the fiame of love, and no doubt an act such
as Emily Stevens performs could spring from love
but it's hardly plausible that an ordinary school
teacher would think it her duty to be responsible for
the regeneration of a down-and-outer, in whom
had not even a friendly interest.

she

As far as production and detail are concerned in
this picture, they certainly didn't overburden themselves worrying about it. The titles throughout consisted of a series of notes designating the passing of
time and "That Night" sure was done up brown.
T^ionel Adams, a physician with a motherless little
girl, asks Emily Stevens, a high school teacher, to
become a mother to his little daughter. But she refuses. While out walking she meets Earl Schenk,
scant of funds and poor in spirits. Right then and
there she elects herself as his sa\iour and "that night"
she plans his career.
Just like that.
Earl and Emily fall in love as the natural course
of events and after attending law school during the
day, hero convenes with his benefactress each evening. Then comes the day of his 'examination for
entrance to the bar and right Jiere they pull about
the silliest stuff done in some time. Hero finds out
all the answers by looking at a picture of his sweetheart. A flash of this might get by but it is overdone.
Successful in his exam, Earl opens up a law office
which Emily fits up at considerable cost by borrowing the money from her sister's husband. Here entereth the eternal triangle. Hero falls in love with
the daughter of the president of a large corporation
for which he is attorney. He faces Emily, to whom
he is engaged, with the cold facts and when she becomes prostrated, friend doctor is called in and saves
her life and incidentally proposes a second time and
is accepted.
There is much more like this.
Later the ex-lovers meet in a restatirant and when
someone sings "Good Bye" hero drops dead. All very
sad, but the worst is yet to come. They end it up by
having shero erect a monument to the dead man and
even go so far as to show the cemetery.

Slip This in on a Rainy Day if You Do Use It
Box Office Analysis foj: the Exhibitor

You won't be missing anything if you don't get
this one. Preachment pictures may be all very good
if they really do get over, but this thing of trying to
point a lesson by mixing up a conglameration of sentiments and desires with a grave yard finish will be
more than the average film patron will care to stand.
People don't go to a picttire theater to be preached
to. A picttire which aims at a moral and really does
get over the object is accepted as entertainment, but

when it comes to convincing such iihprobable things
as they call "duty" in this, it is far from entertaining.
Emily Steven's name and her well known stage
career may help you in exploiting this and you nr\'.be able to do something in the way of catchlines with
the title. However, you better tell your folks just
about what they may expect to see and then await
the results.

There's a profit gap between
the producer and exhibitor
through

which

several

hundred thousand dollars are
lost every day. If we can
get together we can get that

money.
Lewis J. Selznick
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Crook Meller Given New Twist Should Please But Won't Thrill
Gladys Brockwell in
"THIEVES"
Fox

I)()Uiitiful" takes Gladys into her home, seemingly to
help her change her way of living but really because
she thinks she can make use of her.

DIRECTOR
Frank Beal
AUTHOR
Will C. Beale
SCENARIO BY
Douglas Bronston
CAMERAMAN
,
Friend F. Baker
AS A WHOLE
Some interesting situations and
contains new twist to familiar theme.
STORY
Crook meller affords something new in
the way of reforming thieves.
DIRECTIION
Handled players to good advantage and generally succeeded in making entertainment out of old stuff.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
A few good effects
CAMERA WORK
Nothing out of the ordinary

Gladys and her pal, William Scott, steal certain
bonds which they turn (jver to iLayward Alack, the big
boss Then they decide to gisc up the (jld life ami

STAR

Well suited to the part and* makes the
most of opportunities.

SUPPORT
William Scott as Gladys' pal was a
little weak ; others suited parts fairly well.
EXTERIORS
Very few
INTERIORS
Some fine sets
DETAIL
Evidences care and consideration especially in following continuity.
CHARACTER OF STORY . . . .Nothing to displease
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
This is about the best opportunity Gladys Brockwell has had fcr some time notwithstanding the fact
that it is not altogether a new role because her parts
usually call for a "hard goil." Crook mellers have been
done time and again and as a rule they manage to get
by but in "Thieves" the author has thought up a novel
way of having the crooks "go straight," partly by accident.
We

have seen some big-hearetd person try to influence athief to reform but in this instance the "lady

Scott secures a job driving a truck, with the unde'star.i'ing that when he has enough money, he and
C'lfulys will be married. But Gladv^ can"; keep away
from it and is caught redhanded when she takes a
package belonging to Jeanne Calhoun, a wealthy girl.
Jeanne refuses to press the charge and takes the girl
to her home where she decides to live straight. One
night Gladys discovrs Hayward Mack persuading
Jeanne to become his wife, but she reftises because she
is engaged to another who at this time is in prison
because bonds intrusted to his care had disappeared.
Gladys tells Jeanne who Mack is but withholds the
fact that he has the bonds although Jeanne suspects it,
and confesses to Gladys that she brought her into her
home because she tought she was the kind of a girl
who could aid her in securing the bonds, whereupon
Gladys goes to the apartment of Mack with the statement that she is willing to give up her pal Scott and
accept an offer made by the big boss sometime before.
Mack sees Gladys through a mirror, searching for
the bonds in desk drawer. They pull a good fight
scene here, giving the star ample opportunity to display her ability as a pugilist. However, hero Scott
comes to the rescue and after locating the bonds the
next scene shows them at the office of the Governor
seeking a pardon for Jeanne's fiance. This is quite
a jump, but perhaps won't cause any worry.
The innocent man is released and there is a happy
reunion of the two couples. Others in the cast are
Spike Robinson, Bobby Starr, John Cossar, Kukio
Aoyama and Marie James

Doesn't Gall for Any Bragging; Deserves Fair Exploitation
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you are looking for something in the way of a
crook meller you won't go far wrong in showing
'Thieves," because it has been given a fairly new twist
and a satisfactory cast with enough crook flavor to
make it fairly reasonable without overdoing it. It
isn't extraordinary as far as production or technique
is concerned so the best way to handle it is from the
angle of its being a crook meller given a new twist.
Gladys Brockwell's name will probably be worth
playing up in exploiting the picture, and if she has

much of a following in your community it might be
well to refer to some of her recent productions. Her
name is usually connected with a part such as she
plays in "Thieves." You would do well to show some
stills of the star in the role of the girl thief going
through some of her chewing gum manoeuvers. If
you go in for the unusual in advertising you mig"ht
secure the co-operation of some chewing gum company to help put the picture over. Throughout the
film Gladys is a devotee of jaw gymnastics.
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Big Disaster Scenes Mixed with Fast Farce and Good Comedy Gags Make
This Entertaining
Bryant Washburn

in

"WHY
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

SMITH LEFT HOME"
Paramount-Artcraft
Donald Crisp
George Broadhurst
BY
Elmer Harris

CAMERAMAN
C. Edgar Schoenbaum
AS A WHOLE
Very pleasing combination of
comedy gags, laughs and thrilly action.
STORY
Farce of honeymoon difficulties, interspersed with wreck, fire and earthquake to
provide thrills and action.
DIRECTION
Kept it moving; used close-ups
to advantage and secured goodly number of
laughs.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally pleasing
LIGHTINGS
A few very effective ; generally
satisfactory.
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR.

. terization.
. . *..Earned scores of laughs by good charac-

SUPPORT
Lois Wilson very pleasing;
many
funny types.
EXTERIORS
A few beautiful; generally good;
always satisfactory.
INTERIORS
Very good
DETAIL
Thrilly action stunts made this impress as bigger than ordinary.
CHTRACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,155 feet
Making good comedies of five reel lengths is some
job, but I believe that this Washburn release certainly
delivers under the heading of good comedy, because
they have given an excellent combination
of good

funny farce and unusual action, including such thrills
as a well-done railroad wreck, hotel fire and earthIf the railroad wreck, the hotel fire and the earthquake.
quake were offered in a serious drama today it would
not be particularly impressive because the days of
such melodramas have more or less passed, but Mack
Sennett has demonstrated beyond question that the
combination of good farce and comedy gags with
reathcr sensational action incident makes excellent
entertainment.
The basis of the story theme in this is simply the
peculiar combination of circumstances which makes
very difficult the efforts of a newly married couple to
enjoy their honeymoon.
The bride and groom are married hirrriedly and
rush away to catch a train, with one interruption after
the other making it impossible for the bridegroom to
get his first kiss. The strenuous days are marred first
by a railroad wreck and then by a hotel fire, with jealousy holding them apart due to a misunderstood situation until an earthquake sets everything topsy-turvy,
with the final result of bringing the two together
through the confession of the servant who
sponsible for the jealous misunderstanding.

was re-

The general atmosphere and settings are very good.
It is quite apparent that plenty of money has been
spent, and the incidents move at the proper speed to
hold the interest perfectly.

The railroad wreck and hotel fire provide an opportunity for weird costumes, and Washburn plays most
of the time in a suit that would probably be too big
for "Fatty" Arbuckle.

Should Surely Please; Has Excellent Advertising Possibilities
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
To begin with, you have a title here that is remembered by most folks who have ever gone to the theater, and when you are able, in presenting this as a
film, to announce that it has been expensively produced with such thrills as a railroad wreck, hotel fire
and earthquake mixed in with fast farce comedy action, it would seem that this should be a very good
bet most anywhere.
Although most of the comedy as rather broad farce
with the star in eccentric costume a good part of the
time, he still has an opportunity to do the sort of
characterization
of bashful,
embarrassed
husband

which has helped him gain his popularity.
You are entirely safe in promising that this is better than the average production in many ways. Emphasize the fact that much money has been spent on
in order to make it really an excepthe production
tional comedy.

Since the theme of the, story centers about the difficulty of the groom in getting his first kiss because
of such interruptions as a railroad wreck, a hotel fire,
an unfortunate misunderstanding which caused jealousy, and other similar thrills, you might build upon
that idea in your advertising.

j^^Unday, November
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Familiar Story Idea Gets Away with a Lot by Passing
Beatriz Michelena and Lois Wilson in
"THE PRICE WOMAN PAYS"
J. Frank Hatch Ent.— State Rights
DIRECTOR
George Terwilleger
AUTHOR
Frank Hatch
SCENARIO BY
Frank Hatch
CAMERAMAN
Robert Carson
AS A WHOLE
Manages to get over moral idea
but goes to too much trouble to do so.
STORY. . . .By means of a dream they get away with
something that may be possible but is rather
far fetched.
DIRECTION
Coudld have made more of the
material at hand ; not a great deal of attention
to little things.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Bad in spots
LIGHTINGS
Fair; often too strong on players'
faces.
CAMERA WORK
Passable
STARS
Lois Wilson rather amateurish and Beatriz Michelena's role scarcely a star part.
SUPPORT
Suitable enough but none worthy of
particular mention.
EXTERIORS
Seldom necessary
INTERIORS
Very cheap looking sets
DETAIL
Titles much too long; whole thing can
stand cutting.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Gives good advice but
is not forceful.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. .. .About 5,800 feet
This is by no means a new idea but for an ordinary
program picture it suffices to say that it is convincing
enough to believe if you are not too critical. It cannot
be called a high-cass production from any standpoint.
There are no elaborate sets and for a current production folks are going to wonder why the players wear
such old-fashioned clothes.

Hardly Suited to Better Glass Theaters.
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It Off as a Dream

They have shero read "Faust" and instead of tellins^
the story in one title they go to all the trouble of presenting the story, which seemed quite unnecessary and
doesn't add anything, to the main story.
Two girls, one with a real good mother and the other
with a pleasure-loving mother, are pals attending high
school. Lois Wilson, the good little girl, has a sweetheart but Frances Burnham, the naughty girl, spends
her time running around with naughty boys (though
the characters are real grown-up men). Frances persuades Lois to go for an auto ride with the boys after
school and after much hesitating she agrees but, sustaken

picious of the boy's intentions, she demands
home.

to be

Lois' guilty conscience prompts her to tell her
mother about the ride and as a lesson the mother gives
her "Faust" to read. This episode might just as well
have been left out but it causes shero to dream and
then starts the main story.
Frances Burnham goes alone with the boys for a ride
and the next thing we know shero receives a letter
asking her to come to the city where the naughty girl
has been without the slightest suspicion and without
verifying the letter, starts for the city and is met by
one of the boys who takes her to his apartment and
willun-like, locks the door.
Shero's sweetheart follows her and meets Frances
who tells of her misfortune since going away with the
boys and directs him to the apartment where Lois is
going through a battle with a wicked wun. She wakes
up fighting, only to find her mother and sweetheart
trying to quiet her. The dream has taught her a wonderful lesson which she passes on to girl friend.
Beatriz Michelena plays the part of Marguerite in
the "Faust" episode.

Will Do in Downtown Houses

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is decidedly for the cheaper picture clientele
not only from a viewpoint of the story but the pro►'duction it has been given. There is no special effort at
1artistry or technique; it has given an unimpressive,
{setting and although the author's idea has been put
(Over convincing enough, there is much lacking in the
way of presentation.
The name of Beatriz Michelena may be worth exploiting but her connection with the story is uniinpon-

ant and, in fact, so unnecessary that to mention her as
a star is misleading. There is not much star material
to work with so you better go to work at catchlines
such as: "Do you believe that a dream could forecast
something that might happen? See how a dream came
as a warning to Lois Wilson in 'The Price Woman
Pays'." "You have heard stories about the good and
the bad girl. See how one saves the other by means
of a dream in 'The Price Woman

Pays'."

"SOMEONE

MUST

PAY"

Ivan Abramson's new screen drama is sweeping cosmopolitan
New York off its feet.
The wonderful advertising possibilities in the title, the great heart
interest of the story and the super-excellent all-star cast including
GAIL

KANE, EDMUND
BREESE and JACKIE SAUNDERS
make this photoplay the sensation of the season
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Real Showmen- and Wlw^
BY TOM

MOORE

.

President Moore's Theatres Corporation,
Washington, D. C.
It was back in 1*)02 with a man by the name of
ColHns, of I^olyoke, Massachusetts, I toured the New
England states with a motion picture show, having at
the suggestion of Meyer Cohen, of the Charles "K.
Harris Music Publishing house, accepted this engagement to offset a lay off over the vaudeville circuits at
that time. I found this successful man, Collins, had
made enough of the long green from his picture shows
to build a row of houses in his home town of Holyoke.
After this valuable experience, which covered several months, I went back over the vaudeville circuits,
winding up at The Avenue, Pittsburgh, a Harry Davis
vaudeville house. After returning home for a brief
stay I journeyed through the Southwest.
I then took engagements under the Miles Brothers
to sing illustrated songs with their picture shows in
Washington at the Bclasco Theatre. I^ater I effected
an arrangement of engaging this whole show, which
consisted of si.x reels of pictures and my songs, and
played weekly stands up the Shenandoah vp.lley. I
cornered about $8,000 in about six months, during
which time many other picture men invaded the field.
1 then found it more profitable to confine my f)usiness
efforts to Washington, starting with a small exchange
l)usiness, buying pictures outright. I graduated from
this start into a full grown film exchange, as the
Washington ofifice of the Imperial Film Exchange,
which became a member of the film service association
that included all the old boys, such as Miles Brothers,
Carl Laemmle, William Fox. Pat Powers, Bill Steiner,
Alf Weiss, Frank Howard, Bill Swanson, and a number of others. The coming of the General Film Company and its activities is history. This Company took
over most every exchange of the film service association. I sold to them in December of 1910. In the
meantime, however, I had begun to build a circuit of
small theatres bv taking them over since the vear of
1<)06.
Then came the passing of the small store show idea,
which I merged into the large theatre idea, the Garden
being my first large house. This theatre, which formerly had played Loew time vaudeville and musical comedy attractions, became a terrific success as a picture
theatre and incidentally, was the first theatre in the
I^ast to employ a symphony orchestra to play the
feature film continuously; the features of those days
were mostly in three or four reels. The various other
theatres of my chain, such as the Strand, Rialto, etc.,
came later.

1 am particularly proud of the music at the Rialto, as
well as the comforts and con\eniences for patrons
available therein. Thirty soloists selected from the
various sympiiony orchestras of the country form, what
is known and recognized in this vicinity as an organization standing without parallel. The presentation at
the Rialto is the l^est according to public and press. It
may be of interest to note that as far back as three
years ago at the Garden Theatre and Strand, which
was before the coming of the Rialto, I inaugurated in
this city the maximum run idea for pictures of extraordinary quality. Distrilmtors of the following will
remember the long runs on "BATTLE CRY OF
PEACE" (3 weeks),' "CABIRIA" (3 weeks— 2 weeks
and repeat), "LES MISERABLES" (3 week.s— 2
weeks and repeat), and "THE WHIP," (2 weeks),
which we staged in a big way, purchasing Joe Hart's
futurity winner set with the revolving scenery and
hve treadmills, engaging five horses from New York
that had been used on the treadmills at the Hippodrome. Running this picture up to the story where
the race began, we suddenly lifted the screen on a
.scene where the five horses with jockeys in colors,
against a background of revolving race track scenery,
were running at lireakneck speed, to the finish of the
race where the heroine nosed out the other horses.
I pay high tribute to Paramount for its "MIRACLE
MAN." Capacity ruled every day during its
run, which proves my confidence in pictures ofentire
this
character and quality. On this point let me include,
.1 am trying to prove my good faith with a profit to all
concerned, producer, director, author, and exhibitor
,
and I believe soundly that all exhibitors should awaken
to the great opportunity that is before them by encouraging the makiug of super-specials and giving
longer runs, which supplies the director, author
and
producer with the i)rpper returns in rentals and prestige that will induce them to further extend themselves.
Any "hard boiled egg" that fails to realize that
a great
production, that comes to him monthly or semi-mon
thly, and which in addition to drawing him capacity business, saves him the nightmare of trying to book a good
picture every day in the week, semi-weekly, or
weekly,
when it will positively show a good profit
properly
presented, is in my humble judgment suffering
a
"batch of mud on his skylight." Nor do
I care a
"tinker's darn" for the argument that
it "keeps your
patrons away too long."
Such theories, in my judgment, only retard progr
ess
in this industry. Nor do I begrudge my competitor
^
getting a crack at my patrons while I am extending the
run of the picture in order to do justic
the director'
and producer, and likewise .satisfy publie c todema
nd. On
(Continued on Page 28)

Edwin Care we Announces:
The following productions for 1920

"Rio Grande"
by Augustus Thomas

"Queen of
the Moulin Rouge"
by Paul M. Potter

"Habit"
by Tom Barry

"What Man Calls Love"
by Augustus Thomas

Current Releases:

"The Right to Lie"
By Jane

By

Distributed
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w^
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*
'*^

rw^ w w
I
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"The Web of Lies"

Murfin

Their Deeds

By Finis Fox

Ye Shall Know

bV^

soul of a woman"
"the SNOWBIRD"
"THE
"THE HOUSE OF TEARS"

Y^M
M^U

"THE SPLENDID SINNER"
"HER GREAT PRICE"
"THE VOICE OF CONSCIENCE"
"GOD'S HALF ACRE"
"PALS FIRST"
"THE TRAIL TO YESTERDAY"
"THE WAY OF THE STRONG"

Them

EMILY STEVENS

MABEL TALIAFERRO
EMILY STEVENS
MARY GARDEN
MABEL TALIAFERRO
FRANCIS X BUSHMAN
and BEVERLY BAYNE
MABEL TALIAFERRO
HAROLD LOCKWOOD
BERT LYTELL
ANNA Q. NILSSON

Mr. Carewe's past achievements will cause exhibitors
to watch for his future productions

EDWIN CAREWE
HARRY

CAHANE,

Treasurer

PRODUCTION, Inc.
Suite 809, Brokaw

BuHding, BROADWAY

^

KUDtiK
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iProduced

''^ARTCLASS

"Put this down as one of the
really meritorious successes of the
year, dramatically and technically
superb. Because it is different the
picture will advertise Itself."
Marion Russell in
"The Billboard."
Garfield Thompson, author
Dallas
M. Fitzgerald,
director
Supervised
by
,
Photography
by M. Merrick
George
John K. Holbrook
and James C. Hutchinson

t

•.J
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Available at all ROBERTSON -COLE

EXCHANGES

(Continued from Page 25)

the contrary, I am broadminded enough to concede that
anything which occurs at the competitor's theatres that
is of value, will be, by my own regular patrons talked
of and contrasted against that which I have to ofifer
and therefore further "sharpen my own M'its," all of
which is "good dope."
First, last and all time I am for the big director and
producer of big quality in film plays. Welcome the
days coming when we can

advertise "Next Attrac-

tion," instead of "Next Week," or "Tomorrow," an(
let the public tell us, through the medium of the box
office, when to take off the current attraction. Fol
lowing in the wake of this may come the two-a-da;
show in the big cities at least, bigger quality of pic
tures and music, when the $2 seat idea will be a sub
stantial realization instead of an advertising catch
word for the distributor.
Summing up, my sentiment, therefore, is more powe|
to the big director and producer of big quality play;

Ghe success Jhmliy for

WILLIAM

FOX

SupervisCc/v of
Hampton del Ruth

Without a parallel
in the field of fun -

if^lone in the comedy
cartoon successes
with the drawing
power of qreat
feature productions

News
FOX

The new , the different . the amque from
all the countries of the world - Sought
for and expected at the best theatres ^
TWICE WEEKLY -- .S"^^ what this woirtd conMtns

ENTERTAINMEKTS

From

the cloud-kissed
top of Old Smoky, in the hi!
to the reek and glare of Broadway
country of Kentucky,
runs the theme of

with Silvia Breamei; Robert Gordon and an all star cast.
Written hy J Stuart Blackton and Stanle/ Olmsted.
6 Parts
D^/U^...
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Northwest Men Unite

Jrge Go-Operation

Exhibitors of Six States Form One
Body — Convention in Minneapolis
results in New Organization

eteen
Newspapers
and
Trade
P ss at Washington
Dinner —
Realart Entertains
By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
ViShington. — Closer co-operation
:t';en the trade press and the
;vpapers was urged by speakers
fdinner given by Tom Moore at
elational Press Club here SatuurlyUght.
Biides a number of local critics
Miewspaper men there were presieveral representatives
of the
press from New York. Among
were Charles Hastings, managditor of the Exhibitors Trade
w; J. L. Bickerson, editor, sersection. Motion Picture News;
, Linz, of the Moving Picture
d and John W. Alicoate, busiWID'S
of New
jmanage
e party rleft
YorkDAILY.
Saturday
lOon and the first incident in
festivities
occurred
Saturday
at the Press Club.
After that,
jarty went to Moore's
Rialto
eiroduction
ConstancewasBinney's
first
viewed.
ItRealwas
twhile Susan."
sterday morning,
there was a
{Continued on Page 3)

Standard in P. A.
ill street circles have it on reauthority that E. T. Bedford,
"Take a kiss, if you can," says Anita Stewart, in the First National
of the controllmg factors of picture, "Mind the Paint Girl."
Advt.
:ard Oil has invested $l,000,00t>
Dck of Famous Players. And
ay down there that he isn't the
big Standard Oil man who has Two Taken Over and One Is to Be Says CaliforniaBuilding
is the Place to Produce Pictures— Has Studio Now
lot of money in Famous.
Built in Toronto — New York
May Be Remodeled
Marcus Loew acquires three new
{By Wire to WID'S DAIfA')
Los
Angeles. — Louis
B. Mayer,
Williams, First National, Dis- theaters through deals just consummated,
two
Ijy
purchase,
and
one
who
has
just
arrived
in
California
cusses Their Importance
which he will build.
from the East is quoted as follows
lat of the exchange manager,
He has bought the Francais Ther-iJ. D. Williams, of First Na"California is the
ter in Montreal, about a mile from in the local press:
I?
We exa lengthy statement just issued, his present Montreal Theater, and place to produce pictures.
iscusses the value of the men the Brevoort, at the corner of Bedpect to make all of our new producford Ave. and Fulton St., in Brooklarge of various branches, and
tions here and have abandoned plans
lyn, close by the Fulton. He starts to use the Anita Stewart unit of the
rd.s the close of .the statement
operating the Brevoort today and
ams observes:
Miss Stewart
here is no branch of the indus- will completely remodel the Fran- company in the East.
hich ofifers more for the future cai ' opening about January 1st. \ill be here within a couple of weeks
ird theater will be built on and will immediately start work o.n
bution, and it is to this departthat the business must look for Yonge Street, about three-quarters
The Fighting Shepherdess.' "
ig work of balancing accounts of a mile from his Yonge Street
Mayer has a new studio in process
;en the theaters and the studios house in Toronto. It will seat 3,600
It is on Mission
at ft^fther the exhibitors nor the people and will be the largest thea- 'if construction.
icers suffer in the evolution that
ter in Canada. Loew bought the
and will'cost about $200,000.
setting precedents
and estab- property last week and will begin ^oad
The first picture for First National
g an entirely new relationship, building at once.
:n which Mildred Harris Chaplin will
le successful manager of the fuLoew also has plans for the New
;
is "The
Inferior
Mary
■ ppear
ecting. and
is one who will produce
his York and Criterion property on Alden
Milton
Sills Sex."
will appear
of rentals for his home office Broadway between 44th St. and 45th
'T support. Joseph Henaberry is di(Continued on Page 2)
St., which will be announced later.

3 New Loew Houses

^change Managers

Price 5 Ceats

Mayer To Stay West

(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Minneapolis,
Minn. — assembled
The exhibitors of the Northwest
in
a three-day convention here last
week have organized and formed the
Exhibitors Protective League of the
Northwest. Included in the new
body are the exhibitors of six states.
For the first time in the exhibiting
history of this territory a convention
was held with every spirit of harmonynouncedprevailing.
There was around
a proair of determination
the Dyckman Hotel where the convention was held to form a real, stable organization. This spirit was evidenced during the entire session.
As a result of the deliberations, the
permanent organization was formed
with C. A. Gates, of Aberdeen, South
Dakota, president; A. L. Robarge,
Wausau, Wisconsin, vice-president;
Frank Nemec, St. Cloud, Minn., secretary; S. G. Latta, Fergus Falls,
Minn., treasurer, and Jay E. Gouldj
Glencoe, Minn., sergeant-at-arms.
Completing the executive board ars
J. C. Colins, Perry, la.; P. W. Myers, North Dakota; Fre'd Larkin,
Anoka, Minn., and A. L. Picker, Irwon Wood, Michigan.
It is the intention of all existing
exhibitor organizations now existing
to affiliate with this new body. The
Film Board of Trade has promised
its co-operation.

Loew Buys A and H?
to —WID'S
San{Special
Fransico.
It is DAILY)
common talk
here that Marcus Loew will shortly
announce the taking over of the entire Ackerman and Harris circuit of
theaters.
Ackerman and Harris control 20'
houses at the present time and only
a few days ago, extensive expansion
plans were announced. The circuit
expects to invade every large city in
the Middle West as well as every
Pacific
Coast city.
'
The purchase
price is reported
at
$5,000,000.
Sam Harris and Irving
are both stopping at the
could not be reached for a
yesterday.
Marcus Loew denied the

Ackerman
Astor but
statement
report.

Tomorrow being a legal holiday, there will be no issue of
WID'S DAILV.
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Exchange Managers

{Continued from Page 1)
and still retain the good will and confidence of his accounts. It is no
small task. Higher production costs,
more elaborate pictures, demand bigger rentals.
"To do this, satisfactorily to all
parties concerned, will require tact
and diplomacy, the 'nth degree of
sales ability, and a thorough knowledge of all phases of distribution and
exploitation.
it is an obvious inference that the
prices paid for this greater ability
must be in proportion to the intensified efficiency that is required. It
will become more apparent than
■ever that a capable manager whose
salary is $300 a week, will be a less
costly executive than an ordinary
manager who is paid but $50 a week."
First Briggs Comedy Started
Jacksonville, Fla. — Work on the
first of the Briggs Comedies to be
produced here has been begun. It
is "The Sticky Six." When the company arrived from New York the
Chamber of Commerce and a delewelcome.gation of citizens extended the city's
Cosmos Pictures Bankrupt
A petition in bankruptcy for the
Cosmos Pictures of 461 Eighth Ave.,
lias been filed. The liabilities total
•$63,407,
the assets
$1,813,
consistingwhile
of stock,
$1,500;areaccounts
due, $200; fixtures, $75, and insurance, $38. Three creditors are named
in the proceedings, the largest being
the Bartlett Orr Press, who claims
$62,439.
Musson, Hart Scenario Editor
Los Angeles. — Bennett Musson is
now scenario editor for William S.
Hart Prod.

Hollywood, Cal. — Jane Novak has
been engaged to play an importanl
part in the first Marshal Ncilan production opposite Lewis Stone.
The Rialto which was
over by the Grauman
be closed two weeks,
preparations may be
grand opening under
banner.

recently taken
interests, will
in order that
made for the
the Grauman

by Robert W. Service, is about to be
put into pictures. Sam E. Rork,
who has just come back from Del
Monte, has been carrying the big
story up his sleeve, so to speak, and
has decided to begin filming it at
once, making it into a super-production with an all-star cast.

READY-MADES
WHILE
YOUR
U
YO
DOSBAND buy
HU
GO'ES
TO THE BEST
TAILORS?
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The members of the American Socity of Cinematographers are arranging the grand ball to be given Jan.
10, 1920, at the Alexandria Hotel,
■Under the direct supervision of Los Angeles. The proceeds of this
James W. Early, the Oakley Super- affair will be used for erecting an exQuality Productions, Inc., has started
perimental laboratory to complete
picturjzing the Early series of so- the ideas of the various members. It
ciety satires under the direction of is estimated the cost of completing
Samwick Application Deni
Clyde McCoy.
this will be about $50,000. From all
Supreme Court Justice Gic
indications the ball will prove a tremendous success from the point of has denied the application of
H. Tipton Steck having completed
the adaptation and continuity of Star and Photoplay attendants.
Samwick for an injunction re:
Priscilla Dean's latest eight-reel feaing the owners of the Godfre
ture, "The Incorrigible," is now Peters Named Permanent President from dispossessing him bccai
starting the adaptation and continuDallas, Tex. — After a series of the raid by the police on an a
ity of Clara Kimball Young's next meetings held here of the newly
in his film exchange >
production which will follow "The formed Texas Exhibitors Cricuit, E. poolroom
seventh floor of 29 7th Avenui
Eyes of nounced
Youth."
Title
to
be
anT. Peters, was continued in office as insisted that there was insut
later.
president. He has been acting in proof that he used the premis
that capacity until now. W'. C. gambling or that he did any
Looking as blooming and beauti- retary.
Gwynn,
of Terrell, was elected sec- ncss except that of a *i!m exc
tiful as though she had never sutHe said that ten of the 19 pcrsc
fered a broken arm or the painful
Plans were discussed for the gath- rested in his exchange offer
operation of resetting it, Lois Weber
ering in of more exhibitors as mem- make affidavits that they were
has taken possession of her studio on
bers. The scale of dues was gradu- on legitimate business. G
Santa Monica Boulevara. Miss
ated as follows:
Backer, agent of the building,
Weber is at work on the production
Towns up to 2,500, $10 per month; an affidavit that a friend of
o.f her first picture for Paramount,
2,500 to 7,500, $15 per month; 7,500 wick's told him if he didn't pre
the working title of which is "The and above, $20 per month.
dispossess proceedings that Sai
Modern Pilgrim's Progress," but the
release name of which is being kept
The following exhibitors were would give a bond not to tc
further gambling. Justice Gie
elected to the board of directors:
a deep, dark secret.
said he believed the defendant
H. H. Hoke, Taylor; Henry Os- davits were more credible than
car, Calvert; W. J. Johnson, Wichita
Charlotte Burton, a motion picture
actress and in private life the wife Falls; O. A. Engelbrecht, Temple;
of the motion picture star, William W. C. Gwynn, Terrell; F. K. Davis,
Russell, is suing Essanay in Federal Eastland and J. C. Chatmas, Marlin. wick's.New Theater for Merideir'
Meriden, Conn. — J. F. Haye?S
Court for breach of contract. Miss
a new theater here.
He has.
Burton claims that she was employed
Scripts Go to Scenario Dept.
over the Bijou from Harry Gol ^
by the company at $200 per week to
All of the scripts submitted to
play leads opposite Henry Walthall, Hallmark for acceptance should be
New Accessory Compana
sent to the scenario department at
but
that
she
was
"kept
on
the
lot"
Nashville,
Tenn. — There is,j
for ten weeks with nothing whatever 230 W. 3'th St., says Joe Kelly.
to do and when she protested that Joe thinks if they go to the executive
company
plannedin to
in Nashville
and engage
thelc'i
her reputation was being injured by offices in the Leavitt Bldg., there will 000,000
being kept ofif the screen they gave be a lot of confusion.
facturing of motion picture ma^
her a part in the "Black Cat" comedies for which she was entirely unTwo New Films from Brentwood
suited. She protested and they disLos Angeles. — Brentwood has two
charged her.
IT IS A
pictures
under way for RobertsonWith the official O. K. of approval Cole release.
by President Walter H. Alkire on his
One Henry
is "TheKolker
Third isGeneration,"
PATRIOTIC duty! I
which
picturizing
organization's first production, "An
"Where There's a Will," which
to
use
RITCHE^Ii
Ace in the Hole," featuring Joseph and
Bennett as a rural aviator, under the Claude H. Mitchell is directing.
Seeling has been engaged
direction of Fred Kohler, production a's Charlie
cameraman.
manager, Philip H. White has started
posters — they e n a b 1
the company on the second of the
the exhibitors to pa}i
series of eight to be made on their
Two More Selznick Stories
contract. It has been titled "ExJi^yron Selznick has purchased two
the government in in
cuse My Dust."
stories. One is "The Prophet's
more
creased income tax!
Paradise," by C. S. Montayne
and
"The Trail of Ninety-Eight," the "Keep Him Guessing," by Idyl Shepfamous romance of the frozen north.
ard Way.
Stars not announced.

w

f

RITCHEYl

DON'T

FILL ALL

DATES,

WAIT

ROMANY

"WHERE

LOVE

RUNS

FOR

WILD"

LITHO.
CORI>.
406 W. 31il St. N.Y. rhm OdiM II

I

sM^
Williamson Story for MacDonald
The Katherine MacDonald company has purchased screen rights to
|e Washington by auto" trip in
ich the interesting landmarks of "The Guest of Hercules,"
by Mrs. A.
M. Williamson. Productron will be
tj C^^ol City were visited. The'ii commenced at once on the coast.
|^ch(*W was held and "Soldiers of
Ertune" seen at the Garden where Release through First National.

Urge
Go-operation
[Continued from Page \)
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"They Went
to See in a
Rickshaw'*

STUDIO

FOR %ENT
Every Modern Innovation
Near New York

Money in the box
office is Money in
the Bank.
Show Goldwyn
Pictures
• i\Ay^s ,\ iTt^i

Julian Johnson Writes
Julian Johnson, editor of Photoplay states that he has no idea of
giving up his magazine work.
Mr. Johnson writes:
"This morning your veracious and
interesting sheet stated that I had
been engaged by the International
Film Corp. No such thing. I have
an editorial contract with the International Magazine Corp. publishers
of the Cosmopolitan, Hearsts', Harpers' Bazaar, etc., but at the personal request of IVlr. Hearst, I am
going to busy myself temporarily
with some of his film interests. I
dont' know just what my connection
will be there and no one else does
until I go over and see where I arh
needed most. I have not thought
of leaving the magazine business per-

manently." Dipson to Build
Batavia, N. Y.— Nikitas O. Dipson,
owner of the Family and Grand
theaters will build a new theater
here to cost $125,000.
He has purchased five pieces of
property
on the north side of Mam
Street.
Dipson will make a trip to New
York with F. H. Homelius, his architect, to look over theaters for
ideas.

Auditorium, Dayton, Opens

f you were a very
»lump lady and got
milingly into a
ickshaw to tour
japan, and the rickihaw man's knees
|aved in and his
ireath gave out —
j/oldn't
it sour
ou on travel?

CHESTER
OUTINGS

3, 1919

Houdini Going Abroad

Houdini is going abroad. He sails
for England aboard the Mauretania
on Dec. 16. He goes to Europe to
meet a contract entered upon with
the Moss Empire circuit. While
there he will make two pictures for
ti picture is now entering its secoil week.
Famous Players.
Carewe En Route West
Last night a dinner was given in
In 1922 he will start a tour of the
h|ior of Emile Chautard, producer
Edwin' Carewe who is producing a world and make a series of mystery
jl "The Mystery of the Yellow series of pictures for Fathe release
in a number of foreign counhas gone to California where he will pictures tries.
RDm."
Famous Players will handle
four
make
will
and
year
a
remain
all of them.
'hautard, later at the Rialto perf(ally supervised the elaborate pro- pictures.
due which Tom Moore put on in
Rights to 'Rio Grande," Augustus
l^nection with the picture. He was
Dr. Brady Wins Suit
(isted by Madame
Chautard
and Thomas' play have 'Deen secured by
Carewe
and
scenes
for
this
producDr.
Cyrus
Townsend Brady has
^Lena, while some of the original
tion will be made on the coast.
been granted an award of $2,000 by
; was used in staging this feature,
t Adler and E. O. Childs, of
the Supreme
Court,
Parker Here
court
from Frank
A. Justice
Munsey.Ford's
The
lart's exploitation staff, acted as
action hinged around a story called
;ial chaperones of the party.
Albert S. Parker, director of "Eyes "A Child of God," which Dr. Brady
of Youth" is in New York. It is sold to Munsey's Magazine for $240.
Big Special from MacDonald
understood that he will shortly make
The Man Thou Gavest Me" will a connection with one of thE larger Munsey's then disposed of the screen
rights while Dr. Brady contended
)ne of the forthcoming spacial atto direct special produc- that the disposition of the screen
tions released by First National producers
tions.
!i starring vehicle for Katherine
rights was vested in him.
;Donald.
is estimated that the production
scenario will require at least five
iths in the studios, which will
e the release date into April or
y May of next year.
All Out on Location
arguerite Clark was loaned the
ate car of President Truesdale
the Lackawanna Railroad for
les in "Easy to Get."
ugh Ford has been granted perlion to use "Glenallen" for scenes
His House in Order," by ArtTiu»
,g Pinero, in which Elsie Ferguwill appear. "Glenallen" is the
te of George Marshall Allen and
>cated at Convent, N. J. It is
to be the most perfect specimen
'udor architecture in America.

Monday, November

Dayton. — The Auditorium, Dayton's newest picture house has
opened. The theater which is under
the management ot Gil Burrows has
a $15,000 organ and a 12-piece orchestra.

Theater Burns; Loss $25,000
Healdsburg, Cal.— The Healdsburg
theater in Cente St. has been destroyed by fire with a loss of $25,000.
It was an old wooden building.

Box DD, Wid's Daily

Jap Fan Magazine
Here you Press Agents, get busy.
Have you ever heard of "Katsudo
Zasshi," the fan moving picture
magazine
of circulatio
Japan? Well, it's a hefty
boy
and its
n runs way up
in six figures. If you can't read a
copy get someone who can and send
them a yarn.

Monday, November

Z^4

3, 1919

On Broadway

Cassinelli Suing Ferret

Nazimova in "The Brat."
Capitol — News.
Capitol
Prizma.
comedy — "The Good
Joe Martin
Ship Rock and Rye."
Tasse ReDemi
vue.Ned Wayburn's
Strand — Pauline
Frederick,
"Bonds of Love."
Strand Topical Review.
Outing
Chester— "They
Went
to
See in a Rickshaw."
Lloyd
Comedy,
"Bumping
Into
Broadway."
Pathe, Analysis of Motion.

DAIUV

Another Realart Theater

Big Catholic Film

Jennie Cassinelli has filed a summons in the Supreme Court in a suit Famous Players Making Film With
Record of Church's Part in War
against the Pathe Exchange and Leonce Ferret. The facts in the suit
The educational department of Faare not made known.
mous Players expects to finish in
about a week a film called "AmeriCarlton Answers Suit
can Catholics in War and Reconstruction," infive sections.
Carle E. Carlton has filed an anion is being made in
product
The
swer in the Supreme Court in a suit
collaboration with the motion picture
by Albert Scowcraft to recover an a
note for $20,000 in which he alleges committee of the National Catholic
War Council and the Knights of Conothing is due and makes a counterclaim for $20,000. He says that in
lumbus Committee on War Activities, There will be five pjeriods
1917 he made an agreement with the
essentially in
plaintiff acting as president of the shown. The film is
h in some
althoug
form
ve
narrati
Ogden Pictures Corp., by which be
bought "The Grain of Dust" and all places cartoons are used. It is exunsold territory for "The Lust of
pected that the picture will be widely
Ages" for $55,000, giving $5,000 cash shown in Catholic churches and
He
each.
$20,000
for
and two notes
schools.
alleges that the notes were to be paid
that
and
proceeds
net
the
of
out
there was no profit from the films to
He alleges furpermit the payment. misrepres
ented
ther that the plaintiff
that the films were free from incumbrances whereas the sale of the films
was embarrassed because of judgments and supplementary proceedings. He alleges finally that Scowcraft tried to dictate the sale of the
territory and caused they loss of
valuable sales in that way.
The defendant says he spent $20,000 in advertising and other expenses
in the unsuccessful venture and
wants the plaintiff to pay it.

Rivoli— William S. Hart, "John Petticoats."
Rivoli Pictorial.
De Haven Comedy, "Moving Day."
Rialto — Dorothy
Gish,
"Turning
Tables."
theRialto
Magazine.
Lloyd
Comedy,
"Bumping
Into
Broadway."
Moss'
Broadway — Alice Joyce,
"The Vengeance of Durand."
FarStrand — Geraldine
Brooklyn
rar, "Flame of the Desert."
New York— To-day, Viola Dana,
"Please Get Married."
Tuesday — John Cumberland, "The
Gay Old Dog."
"The
Love,
Wednesday — Bessie
Colleen."
Fighting
Thursday — Madlaine Traverse,
"The Snares of Paris."
Friday — Louis Bennison, "The Misfit Earl."
June Elvidge, "The Poison Pen."
Saturday — Maurice To u r n e u r ' s
"The Broken Butterfly."
Sunday— Harry Carey, "The Rider "WHERE PROMISES ARE SACRED"
of the Law."
N3xt Week
FORMERLY BRODA &: MEYER INC.
Brooklyn Strand— William S. Hart,
"John Pett'coats."
Strand — Not yet determined.
Rialto^Not yet determined.
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
- ILLUSTRATED - PHOTOGRAPHED
LETTERED

Taconia, Wash.— R. R. Prat|li
owner of the Idle Hour Theate m
South Tacoma, states that his [w
theater now being built at 5415 Scth
Union Ave., is to be name,^if^.ca ;t

Texas Fights Over Status of F
Austin. — The question as to
whether or not picture shows areffected by the Sunday law which cnpels theaters to remain closeiis
causing quite some comment hei
J. J. Hegman of the Queen shobd
a picture on Sunday and was jrested. The case was draged'
through the courts and at presei is
hanging
fire.the
Hegman's
attoeyiw
claims that
amusement
passed in 1887 cannot affect pict;es
for there were no films in exist^ce
at the time of the law's passage. ;
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'Do you mean that you could ever find it in your heart to for^
"It is in my heart now.". . . .
me.' "Who am I that I should sit in judgment?"
"Your clouds have a silver lining. Promise me that I may come

sometime!"
you "What
is sometime— a year?"

"Yes if you love me then, come to me, for I shall be waiting."
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'k and Poli Combine

F.I.L.M. Men Unite

eirted Arrangement is Perfected
1 Keep Famous Players Out
of New England
Hi/ Wire to ]VW',S DAILY)
Viterbury, Conn. — It is reported
li'ily here that Sylvester Z. Poli.
vir of a string of theaters in Con:c;ut and William Fox have perct|l a combination of some nature
die r. to combat the theater operan; of Famous Players in New

As Result of Recent Meeting, They
Form National Organization
wth Eckman as President
As a result of the meetings held
last week by exchange managers a
national organization of F. I. L. M.
clubs has been formed with Samuel
Eckman, Jr.,
Goldwyn's
New York
exchange
manager,
as president.
The Federation has applied for
membership in the National Association as "an autonomous
entity" as
the statement
reads.

nimd.

j'ln
organiza)iihasZanft
been of
in the
New Fox
Haven
quite
s(iently lately.
Te report is further credited beui of the fact that New York inire after the Bergin property
ili's theater here,
xpects to start work on his
ise shortly.
The theater will
a-i.lJUO.

The squabble last week developea
(Continued on Page 2)
Ascher Officer of Nat'l Pictures
Nathan Ascher, general manager of
Ascher Brothers Amusement Enterprises of Chicago, has been elected
one of the vice-presidents and directors of National Picture Theaters,
Inc., it was announced by Lewis J.

[in Zanft is out of town and is
I .xpected back until the end of
:\'ck.
His office had no stateto make in his absence.

The election of Ascher as an ^ exeSelznickcutiveyesterday.
officer of the new co-operative
company organized and incorporated
by l!.ewis J. Selznick is the forerunner to other appointments which, according to the founders of National
Picture Theatres, Inc., will include
tors.
some of the nation's leading exhibi-

Record Smashed
B^r the week ending November
ijprevious sales records af Select
'' smashed.
irive was a secret one con■y Sam E. Morris and Charles
tw

"Fautleroy" Bought

The vamp finds she has lost her
own
heart in the John
didn't know a thing a'bout it
hen he got in on Monday
Anita Loos production, "A Virtuous
Vamp," with Constance
noon,
he saw an engraved a First National picture.
n his desk telling of the Spelort and the results attained

Case Held Over

.

I prove to the "boss" that, it
lly a record and not merely
The resumption of the Cora Wilived letter saying so, there
kening
proceedings against Mary
lot of figures which
could
Pickford for $108,839, which she
iisputed.
claims due her because of her alleged
, Wolper Denies Report
placing of Miss Pickford with Fa[jac Wolper" of Mayflower, yesmous Playefs-Lasky, was scheduled
(jy very emphatically denied a refor hearing Monday in Part III of
rj which appeared
in a Western the Supreme Court.
(jpaper to the effect that Famous
Owing to the number of cases on
;rs harl secured the controlling
the calendar, however, the Pickford
^:st in his company.
)lper was
quite determined
in litigation was not reached.
ig that the only people in Mayr are the original investors and
The suit agafinst Selznick Enterno stock had been offered for
prises by the Torpedo Film Corp.
0 anyone.
was also sclicdulcd for hearing but
Famous Players, Adolph Zu- was held over.
t{ secretary reiterated that they
S nothing about it.
Switched from World to United
Sheehan Here
The Cissy Fitzgerald Comedies
'Infield R. Sheehan, Fox's general will be handled by United Pictures,
er, has arrived in New York according to a statement issued yes<the coast. There is an importterday. They are two reelers. Origt:|nnouncement coming from the nally {he series was to be handled
Film.
>3ffices regarding Sheehan's trip. by World

EmersonTalmadge,
Advt.

Plan to Raise Funds

Mrs.

Charlotte Pickford

has se-

cured screen rights to "Little Lord
Fauntleroy" for Mary Pickford. It
will be a United Artists' release.
Mary Pickford is now in New
York to attend the Wilkening proceedings in the Supreme Court. After the termination of the trial, Mary
and her mother will return to the
coast together.

The National Association has under way plans for the raising of a
special fund with which to fight censorship and Sunday Opening as well
as any other problems which may
arise within the next year.
Selznick Insures Pettijohn
The scheme has not been fully
Lewis J. Selznick yesterday inrounded out as yet but it is known
sured Charles C. Pettijohn for $100.that the idea is to have a sufficient 000.
amount of money on hands to comSome broker's doing big business
bat any measures that niay disrupt what with Harry Rapf and Eugene
the industry in whatever section of O'Brien protected against fire, accident, etc.
the "Tar
country the trou' ■<= may o-'-'ir.
k" Baker Ma
Pickford Car Runs Down Girl
Edward Garbrecht, chauffeur, reTarkington Baker, universal s genturning to the garage with Mary
tral manager, maj- be located permalently on the West Coast. He will Pickford's machine after taking Miss
.'hortly return to Universal City and Pickford to the Booth theater last
night, accidentally ran down and
nay stay there indefinitely.
killed Ellen Rogers, who lives in a
furnished room on East 12th St.
Jose Leaves For Coast
Edward Jose and family left for
The accident occurred on Amster-the coast yesterday where he will di- day Ave. between 67th and 68th Sts.
Garbrecht
was
arrested
and hailed
rect the next Anita Stewart production for First National.
into the West Side Police Court on
He will be away for ten weeks.
a charge of homicide.
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To be Made by Mandlebaum, First
National's Ohio Franchise Holder
Cleveland. — E. Mandlebaum,
owner of the First National franchise holder in Ohio has formed a
new company known as the Collins
Studio Co., which will produce pictures for the home and for advertising purposes.
The company has been chartered
under the laws of Ohio with a capitalization of $115,000.
Mandlebaum is president of the
corporation as well as president of
the Atlas Amusement Co., which
controls the Knickerbocker and Metropolitan theaters. B. A. Collins, of
the advertising department of the
Cleveland Plain Dealer has resigned
to become general mapager of the
company while S. A. Lustig, former
laboratory head of the Argus company, will have a similar position
with the new company.

Pioneer Has Sixth Birthday
Pioneer Film is six years old. The
34% l)irthday anniversary happened to fall
Last Sale
on the same time as Halloween and
Famous Players.... 107 109
108;< for that reason the festivities were
Loew, Inc
34% 35
doubly joyous.
Trianp;le
Al Comparte prepared the feast
U'td. Pict. Corp
22 23
H for 50 members of the Pioneer or—
—
World Film
ganization. The usual speeches were
held.
St. John Comedy Arrives
Vignola in New York
The print of the second Al St.has
Up,"
ing
Robert
Vignola who is to direct for
"Clean
,
comedy
John
arrived in New York from the coast. Cosmopolitan Prod, has reached
New York.
Chet Withey in Cleveland
. Kinema Record Smashed
Chester Withey who has just comthe
Lies,"
and
Loves
pleted "She Talmadge production,
latest Norma
Los Angeles.
— "Eyes Sunday
of Youth"
opened
at the Kinema
and
is now in Cleveland on a short va- smashed all Sunday records for that
cation.
theater.

ions
Quotat
Bid Asked

22

Pioneer Allies Screen Art
Pioneer has lined up Screen Art
Pictures with Michael Lessey at the
head as one of its link of co-operaJtive exchanges.
Screen Art includes the District
•of Columbia, Maryland, Delaware
and Virginia in its territory. Present
offices are in Philadelphia, but permanent quarters will be established
in Washington.
Kremer Goes to Los Angeles
Victor Kremer is now en route
West on a sales trip.
Offices have been secured in the
Longacre Bldg. which will be conducted by Bert Ennis. These will
tie headquarters while the exchange
•will be maintained in the Levitt Bldg.
The 40th St. offices will also be kept
up.
Cash in on Dorothy Dalton
It is of interest to exhibitors who
•use the Dorothy Dalton-Thomas H.
Ince productions that Miss Dalton is
about to star in "Aphrodite," the
Morris Gest production which will
open at the Century theater shortly
with a top price of $10.
Miss Dalton is the only woman in
the cast who is or has been in pictures while the $10 limit is the highest box office price ever paid for any
stage attraction anywhere.

Metro to Star Alice Lake
(Bi/ Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — It is reported that
Alice Lake, who until now has been
featured by Metro, will be starred
by that company and that a story
has already been furnished for her.
The local offices stated yesterday
that they had not heard about the report but that Richard A. Rowland,
vi'ho is no won the coast, might have
made plans for Miss Lake.

Twenty Weeks' Run for One Film
Mary Pickford in "Daddy Long
played 20 weeks in Boston at
Legs" top.
$1.50
First National has issued a statement as coming from N. H. Gordon,
the franchise holder in New England
on how it was done.
Gordon says:
"We set about our preparations for
the production in much the same
manner that has marked our advance
work for^other pictures. There was
a generous appropriation for newspaper advertising; we did not stint
on window cards, twenty-four sheet
stands, heralds, slides, and other
usual and conventional forms of advertising. We did not stop our advertising, or reduce it to a couple of
inches, after the opening. We kept
right on using display space, and the
crowds continued to pack the house.
Week after week went by, and the
average of profit kept close to that of
the first week's run. During the five
months, Boston had every form of
weather condition imaginable. It
was stifling hot; it rained; it was
damp and disagreeable uncloudy,
der foot, but even the most adverse
atmospheric conditions had little effect upon the weekly gross.
"We moved the production from
Trcmont to Tremont Temple, and
figured that another two or three
weeks would conclude the engagement. But it didn't. Then we made
an experiment. The last three weeks
of the run we cut down the newspaper advertising to an announcement
card, and for twenty-one days the
production played to capacity on the
momentum our previous display campaign and the word-of-mouth publicity had given to it.
"That is what happened in Boston,
while other exhibitors were limiting
their runs to not more than an average of fifty per -cent, ronger than is
given to their usual programs of
entertainment.
"^Meantime, the thousiands
of dollars that would come to the exhibitors, distributors and producers
of meritorious special features are
remaining in the pocKcts of a public
w.illing to spend them if the exhibitors would play gooa pictures for
enough days to give them the opportunity to patronize their houses on a
Thursday if they cannot arrange to
attend on a Tuesday."

You Shall Know

Them"

During the Past 10 Years We Have Served Practidustry.cally Every Important Film Corporation irr the InWILL

THERE IS A
LURKING MENACE,
TO THE WOMAN
WHO STANDS
,,
STILL WHILE HER
HUSBAND
ON MOVES

w
F.I.L.M. Men UniJ
(Continued from Page 1)
over the fact that tiie Nationall
sociation desired to annex thel
change
managers
who
events
balked and refused to permit
identity to be lost in the affilia
The officers of the new body!
sides Eckman,
are: vice-presidj
J. E. Flynn, Goldwyn Detroit
ger, with supervision
over clulj
the Central West; R. C. Seery,
ger for First National
in Chiol
for the Western territory; Fre'|
Murphy,
in the East; Floyd!
Johns, Select San Francisco manJ
for the Pacific Coast; R. B. Sell
World Washington manager, fo;l
South, and I. E. Chadwick,
|
York, secretary and treasurer.
Sickness
Hollywood — Viola Dana was
uged with building blocks,
dolls week
and all
children's
last
whensorts
she ofhad
the me;
col
Her illness held up productioi
"The Willow Tree" for two w,
Maxwell Karger stubbed his ti
a baseb'all game and was kept o
harness for a week. Richard 3:
land assumed charge of produ'
activities and kept the five
nies on the lot at work.
Robinson With Black
George K. Robinson has beejj
gaged by Alfred S. Black as ge
manager of the Black Circuj
theaters.
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^I^KEGON, MICH. — Twenty drown in
i) ri'ck — swept by a 60-mile gale, the
eiicr "City of Muskegon," crashes into
et nd sinks.
M\ YOKK CITY.— A AVatery Way to
iMin — pajama-clad freshmen receive
ci Imptism in "I'ountain of Knowli; in night hazing at New York CniIHE LIMELIGHT.— "Shantung will
iirned," sa.ys Kijuru Shldehara, new
(se anjbassador to the U. S., as lie
s in San Francisco.
: ANKOO,
RUSSIA— Leader of RusAiiti-Soviet
forces — General
Denircoeives an Italian mission
to dis\llied aid to his army.
KOUMANIA. — Roumania's ruler exHumanity's
helping
hand — Queen
distributes
Red Cross
supplies
to
in villages.
; KELEY, CAL. — .\ monument for
\»lt. Old Glory gathers in the conions from 8,000 students at the Uni\ (if California.
V(.liE. CZECHO-SLOVAKIA.— Solif a New Republic. Teteran Czecho1 troops line up in formation preirv to review b yiJieir president.
; rilBAND, IND. — Seize "coal mounDver 1,000,000 tons of coal piled
iliing the Ohio River are confiscated
!■ (iovernment to ensure fair distri1.

oaay
Fox Managers Here

' ii ge Allison of Atlanta anj
iL E. Krieger of Washington arrt in New York yesterday to atm the
Fox
branch
managers'

iGH,VANSl€LEN
rtOfllPAjiy, inc,
« EAST 17ik STREET
■^NEWVORKaTf

filjj Piirchase
IrtJiir Entire

'g|^|
Rigj^ts
^ For Cash
E3I-FDR?Y0U
IMR

COMMISSION

At California, Los Angeles, —
Owned by Goldwyn
Los Angeles. — Negotiations for
the purchase of the California Theater by Goldwyn Film which were
started while .Samuel Goldwyn was
here about a month ago, have been
completed and the new owners of
the
theater will take possession next
Monday.
S. L. Rothapfel has been engaged
for an indefinite period and is planning to inaugurate the same presentation ideas that made his reputation.
The theater is to be closed for a
period of five days while improvements and changes suggested by
Rothapfel are put into effect. He
will increase the orchestra to forty
pieces. The present leader, Carli D.
Elinor, will continue as conductor.
The opening presentation selected
by Rothapfel is Goldwyn's production of "The Flame of the Desert."
.starring Geraldine Farrar.
It is understood that the new owners of the California are negotiating
with the "Big Four" pictures, but no
information is as yet forthcojning as
to whether the pictures starring
Pickford, Chaplin, Fairbanks and the
Griffith features will continue to be
shown. Fred Miller, Harry Leonhardt and Roy Miller who opened
the California, arc to continue in
their present capacities.

Wednesday, November

Show Ran 3 Days
Curwood
UV^Has Continuous PerDAIFilm

, formance in Author's Home Town
Owosso, Mich. — All records for all
theaters and all productions were
shattered recently when the Strand
ran performances all day and all
night for three days and nights to accommodate the crowds of James
Oliver Curwood's home town that
turned out to see "Back to Gods
Country," distributed by First National.
Before the picture was scheduled
to open, it was noticed that out-oftowners began registering at the few
hotels in Owosso, which is credited
with -a combined population of 10,039

5, 1919

FischerG. at
Workis now
on "Kismet"
David
Fisher
at work on
his
whichscreen
Otis version
Skinner of
will"Kismet,"
be starred.in
A special set representing scenes in
Bagdad has been constructed in
Florida where some of the exteriors
will be shot.
This is of interest in view of the
announcement of Louis Mercanton,
the French poducer, that he secured
world's rights on "Kismet."
A' version. of "Kismet" was made
several years ago and at that time
certain of the foreign territory was
disposed of.

Colfax, Wash. — Mrs. J. S. Nelson
sold the Rose to J. C. Weskel, forThe Strand was in a predicament.
people.
merly an exhibitor of North Powder
The manager had booked "Back to and Union, Ore.
God's Country" for a three-days' run.
He telephoned the First National
Exchange of Detroit and attempted
to extend the run. It was impossible
There was only one thing to do.
The management outlined a plan for
running the picture all night until the
majority of the people could see it.
The theater cleared the biggest
profit in its history and more people
in the district of Owosso saw this
feature than all the other shows
combined, it is estimated.

Long Runs at Grauman's Rialto
Losrun Angeles.
— Grauman's
Rialtoa
will
only about
eight pictures
year, upon re-opening, according to
Coast Brevities
Sid Grauman. In fact, he considers
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
what will probably be his first four
Hollywood. — Bert Apling has just pictures good for at least six months.
signed with the Carver-Curwood
Cecil beDeMille's
"Male attraction,
and Female''to
Prod, to take an important part in will
the opening
production to be started shortly.
run for an undetermined length of
time. Other productions that will
J. Grubb Alexander is preparing be. presented during the next six
the continuity on Sessue Hayakawa's months will be "Everywoman," D.
next production, entitled "The Un- W. Griffith's "Scarlet Days" and the
Camera
Work
Trick Photography
next production of George Loane
dertone."
Animated Titles
Ground will be broken very shortly Tucker, producer of "The Miracle
Leaders
and Trailers
for Grauman's new theater which
will be erected at Sixth & Hill Sts.,
Gansier and Cohan Leave
|
ART
FILM
CO.
Los Angeles.
L. J. Gasnier and Sydney L. Co- i
ban left for California Monday.
145 W. 45th St.
Bryant 5856
William Seiter of the National has
Man."
left with his entire company for ArCohan Company Formed
rowhead Springs where they will take
(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
numerous
scenes
of "Hearts
and
Albany.— The Sydney L. Cohan
Corp. of New York City has been
incorporated bv the Secretary of
Masks."
nTghes'iKices Jui\K r ilm
Paul Weigand has been engaged State with a capital of $50,000. The
INTERSTATE
SMELTING
United
States
Corporation
Co.
acted
for Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa's (Isuri
®. REFINING
COMPANY
Aoki») first production for Universal for Cohan.
23 Commercial St.
NEWARK. N J.
entitled "The Breath of the Gods."
This is the unit which will hanCharlie. Chaplin personally is cut- dle the Mae Marsh productions..
COMPLETE LINE OF
ting his new picture, just finished. It
is titled "A Day's Pleasure."
Supplies and Equipment
PHOTOGRAPHER
for STUDIO and THEATRE
Soon after Arthur H. Rosson comNational and Speer Carbons
with complete Bell Howell
pletes the staging of Harold McMAZDA
LAMPS
equipment, desires immediate
Grath's novel, "The Splendid Hazard," for Mayflower, he will join the
engagement.
CHARLES F. CAMPBELL, Inc.
directorial
forces of Louis B. Mayer's
studios.
Box B.B. care of WID'S

Send Us Your

There seems to be several individuals who are representing themselves as personal representatives of
Allan Holubar and are suubmitting
propositions to various companies
that Mr. Holubar is open for offers.
Holubar announces that he has made
no arrangements with anyone.

^chi^^S^A'S^ 14 W.31stSt.,N.Y.

HOLD

A DATE

FOR

ROMANY
"WHERE

LOVE RUNS WILD"

Wednesday, November

laim
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KINOGRAMS
KING AI^BEBT SAILS FOR HOME.—
BiddiiiK the Kins of Belgium K<>"dbye at
Old l*oint Comfort, Va. Also Ills visit to
Annapolis
Aeademy.
MARAJAH OF PUNJAB'S BIRTHDAY
— A Far East celebration in the regal
style of a Prince of India up at Lahore
in Northern India.
THE jMYSTERY OF THE DEUTSCHLAND SOLVED. — The great German submarine which disappeared in war, turns
up in the river Thames at London.
THE BEGINNING OF A DAILY PAPER.— Cutting timber for the pulp mills
in the great spruce forests of British Columbia.
LOOK OUT BELOW FOR AERO MAII.
— A demonstration at» Cleveland, Ohio, of
a newly, designed plane that delivers mall
without" stopping.
NIPPON'S NEW IT. S. ENVOY.— His
Excellency Kljuro Shldehara arrives at
San Francisco and is welcomed by the
Japanese Legation.
LAST UNIT OF GUARD TROOPS
HOME. — .4t Hoboken, N. J., the Second
Pioneers, formerly the Fourteenth New
York, comes back from overseas.
NEW
COMMANDER
OF EASTERN
DEPARTMENT. — General Bullard, who
led our Second Army in France, gets Important post.
THE WRECK OF THE MUSKEGON.—
Where twenty-one men drowned when
the Str. Muskegon wen t down at her
home port, Muskegon, Mich.
TRYING TO AVERT COAL TIE UP —
A. Mitchell Palmer, U. S. Attorney General, author of strike injunction and
scenes in the coal fields of Pennsylvania.
PAT HE NEWS

DISTRIBUrHD

BY WORLD

PIUTI'KKS
Bagley is a Dad
Bag'ey.
assistant
treasurer
of W.
the W.
Rivoli
and Rialto,
is the
father
of an eight-pound ylrl. The Rivoli
management and employes took
him across the street and drank her
health in one-half of one per cent.

Putting It Over
Here is hoiu a brother exhibitor put hi) shoiu over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloiv knoiu how you cleaned

picture

follows

in its entirety.

i^jl

Battle Creek, Mich.— A. A. Fru.dcnfeld of the Bijou, got the whole
town stirred up by distributing a
booklet labeled, "Fourteen reasons
why we should adopt a Bolshevit
for mof Government." .
The booklet w^as merely a publicity
stunt on "Her Kingdom of Dreams,"
an Anita Stewart production.

EQUIT

PICTURES

CORPORATl31

Aeolian Hall

New York CilJ

ANNOUNCE
^
Elsie Janis, Selznick, will attend
that they have complete
the convention of the American Legion, to be held in Minneapolis on
and ready for release a bi
Nov. 10 She will assist in the drive
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Manager Marfor membership and will serve as a
cus of the Strand booked "The
new production entitled
pivot for an exploitation campaign Right to Happiness" and then
"spread
himself"
in
effective
exploitation.
to be launched by Select's Minneapolis exploitation representative, de"SILK
HUSBANDS
scribing Elsie Janis as "A Regular
One of the big features was "The
and
Dance of Happiness," put on by six
society girls of Fort Wayne, who
Included in the plans lor exploiting Miss Janis in Minneapolis is the represented the city's best talent.
About ten days prior to the redistribution
"Pershing-Janis"
Girl."similar ofto5,000
opening of the house, Marcus started
tags
those
circulated on
CALICO
WIVES"
Fifth Avenue during the recent Per- his advertising campaign. Teasers
shing Parade. The tags are printed were used to good advantage in Fort
in red, white and blue and bear pho- Wayne newspapers.
On the day of the opening Marcus
tos of Pershing and Miss Janis, beneath which appear the wording: splurged and his publicity filled six
columns of the Sunday newspapers. "WHERE PROMISES ARE SACR
"He's A Regular General!" "She's A
Regular Girl!"
Governor Sees Self on Screen
Washington. — When Tom Moore
Governor Smith attended the Capi- FORMERLY BRODA & MEYER
booked "The Mystery of the Yellow
tol Monday evening and saw himself
Room," he decided to depart from in a Universal news weekly. Univerhis usual custom and combine a prosal learned that the Governor would
logue picture. The production is attend the theater and rusTied the
LETTERED
- ILLUSTRATED - PHOTOGRA
having an indefinite run at Moore's print through ahead of the release
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
Garden.
daj:e which is today.
PROCESS TITLES AND
Here is the way it works: Before
ILLUSTRATIONS
the picture is flashed on the screen,
PHONE
CALL
WILL
the rising curtains reveals in the
BR
Y
A
NT
center of the stage the mysterious
Triple Optical Enlargements !
220
WEST
42nd
ST.
"Yellow Room" with the barred
•r« made by o»r own pate»ted apparatus which permits us to axtract
window at one side. The lights are
important scenes from film and make
subdued, an air of mysfery pervades
them into large paintings up to 40x60
inch»s. Some of these arc on exhithe entire scene. A green-hued spot
bition at our salesrooms.
light discloses in an aperture at one
ERAUS MFG. CO.

{

LOUIS

side the cat, whose lingering "m-eo-w" precedes important action in
the film. The green light fades, to
show at the other side in an aperture
the mysterious old woman who hovers near the castle containing the
"Yellow Room", — always near wiicn
trouble occurs. She predicts evil in
carried on by all the exchanges ana her n>uttcring voice. She is intently
the word "Universal" will be the listening
the cat. for the repeated "Meow" of
keynote of the big pimsh._ All of the
In the dim light the skulking figure
municipal and state officials are being lined up in an endeavor to secure is seen. As the dim light sweeps
back and forth across, the stage the
their endorsement of the drive.
One sheets bearing the wording figure each time seen is nearer the
"Universal Holiday Season" have "Yellow Room." A long hand
been printed and to date 240,000 have reaches for the door knob. Then
flashes on the screen the scene from
been turned out.
A series of slogans have been pre- the film of the long arm and clutchpared embracing the idea of a Uni- ing'hand of the mysterious assailant.
versal and, of course the trade name He seizes the girl; she screams,
of the company. Department stores draws back, secures a revolver, and
are being lined up to display the fires. The "kick" comes from a reai
Universal posters while exploitation scream and a revolver shot behind
men are evolving other ideas.
the screen, timed with the film. The

NEVER

lA^rllM™

MEYEI

TITLE

Now It's Universal
Universal its the latest company
to start a national advertising campaign. The campaign will commence
on Nov. 15 and be known as the
"Universal
Holiday
An intensive
salesSeason."
drive will be

WE
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Tew Frohman Star
M Cunard to Appear in Two-Reel
1 Westerns — 26 in Series
Wlliam L. Sherrill, of Frohman
■,ement, has signed Myna
Cusister to Grace to appear in a
of 26 two-reel western dramas.
>vill take the place of Texas
m whose
thirteenth
and last
j'.ction for Frohman Amusement
Bill."
!St
duction will be on the Coast
in connection with the twos there will be an advertising
worked around the initials
S." who will direct the projn.
ihman Amusement will ofTer a
I in cash to anybody in the film
ess who guesses the identity of
irector.
On the first six of ihe
his initials will appear and on
venth his name. He will superhe first half dozen productions
ivill not appear on the- studio
at all.
se Goldburg says he is known
erybody who goes to pictures
nnected with them.

>ne Approval Seal

I Censors
Will Also Release
llms from Pittsburgh — Eliminates Delays
irislnirg, Pa. — Harry L. Knapp.
« appointed chairman of the
;ylvania State Board of Cenhas announced that the Board
nsors will issue only one apI seal instead of two for each
hus saving the state thousands
lars annually.
this plan the board will be able
ue approval
seals and certifiof approval for pictures immeafter they are examined and
I upon favorably.
It will also
the board to issue seals and
cates from the Pittsburgh ofaking it possible to release picfrom the western part of the
vithout the old system of titled
^ After December 1, a numbered
li'ill be used.
1 l)')ard also will issue a monthnietion containing a list of
lies ordered during the precednnth and a list of subjects disi"'t'[. This buTretin will be
1 lo each exhibitor of motion
' s in the state.

Price 5 Ceatf
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Mary Pickford and her old brown Mule in the First National Special,
"Heart o' the Hills," adapted from the story by John Fox, Jr.
Advt.

Five Managers Named

Forty Black Theaters

L. J. has rounded out his Canadian force and to that end has appointed five managers for the territory.

Rockland, Me.— Alfred S. Black
forty.
has just added to his theater chain,
three new houses making the total

Judge
Knox
Refuses
Injunction
Against C. K. Y. Corp. and Select
Equity Pictures has been denied a
motion for a preliminary injunction
against Lewis J. Selznick, Select and
the C. K. Y. Film Corp. by Judg«
Knox in the District Court.
The action was brought by Equity
in an efifort to restrain Select and
C. K. Y. from publishing ads regarding the productions of Miss Young
which would lead the trade to believe that Select still had an interest
in the Young productions.
Konta and Kirchwey, attorneys for
Select produced affidavits in the
court which attempted to prove an
alleged complicity on the part of
Equity with Miss Young to evade
the terms of the agreement entered
upon in June by Miss Voung and the
C. K. Y. Film Corp.
Equity claims that Select by a series of advertisements and letters is
attempting to intimidate its franchise holders who are handling the
new Young pictures.
The agreement entered upon in:
June provided that Miss Young shall
pay the C. K. Y. Corp. $25,000 in
cash for each produuction she makes
between that time and Aug. 31, 1921,
C. K. Y. according to Konta and
Kirchwey, can hold back the release
of each picture until that amount ia
Metro Not After Theaters
A report appearing in one of the
paid.
weekly trade journals that Metrowas out after a chain of theaters is.
denied by that company.

Pathe Suing Evening Mail
A judgment for $10,199 has been
entered in the Supreme Court in a
The new theaters are the Colonial suit
Earl W. Kramer will be in charge
of the Pathe Exchange against
of the Montreal office. James Travis and Opera House in Belfast, Me., the Evening Mail Syndicate for
will be at St. John, New Brunswick; and the Union Hall, Brooks, Me.
breach of an agreement made in 1916
Sidney Taube in Toronto; Dan Freeby which the plaintiff was to have
F. P. Takes Part of World Studio
man in Winnipeg and Ralph Simthe Rube Goldberg animated carmons in Calgary.
J. dio
N. manager,
Naulty, has
Famous
Players'
stutoons until July 1, 1917. The plainobtained
a
short
Phil Kauffman will be in general
tiff alleged payments of $7,199 for
charge.
lease on a part of the World Peer- advertising and asked for $12,500
W. A. V. Mack has been appointed If-ss studio in Fort Lee. The space profits which it alleged it lost.
'cured will allow two companies ♦■o
manager of the Los Angeles ex- svork.
Attach Brenon Property
change succeeding H. E. Lotz.
Dorothy Dalton and Irene Castle
Lewis J. Selznick has obtained an
A>ill be the first stars to work there.
A 400 Per Cent. Increase
Famous has ben unable to take attachment in the Supreme Court
Fox, in a statement on the com- ^.ver the Amsterdam Opera House against the property of Herljert
pany's expansion states that in less because it has been found necessary Brenon for $33,505 on the ground
than a year the business has in- t') lay special cables to secure enough that Mr. Brenon has been in Europe
creased almost 400 per cent.
current for the lights.
the past six months and it is not
Ijigers Suing Famous Players
known when he intends to return.
f'c Klaw & A. L. Erlanger have
Case Again Postponed
Mr. Selznick is suing on five notes
Two Reel Bray Cartoons
] ^iiit in the Supreme Court
The Wilkening-Pickford case was
Players Lasky
'U the Famous
It is reported that Goldwyn
ha^ made in 1917 to the defendant by the
vlf Hayman and the Empire reached on the court calendar yesj j.lans under way for the expansioij Herbert Brenon Film Corporation
^Co.
The cause of the suit is terday but no developments resulteclf
f the Bray cartoons from one re^ which were delivered to the plaintiff
own.
and have not been paid.
to two.
It will be heard again to-morrow.
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Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood, California:
Editorial
and Business Offices:
6411 Hollywood Boulevard.
Phone,
Hollywood
1603.

Quotations
Bid Asked Last Sale
Famous Players ....107
Loew, Inc
34J^
Triangle

109
35

$50,000 a Year

p. B. Arons is now casting director
at the Selznick studios in Fort Lee.

1077/^
34Vs
J4

Earle Williams is now working on
'When a Man Loves."
Ivo Dawsch will appear in "The
Prod.
Miracle of Love," a Cosmopolitan
Stuart Holmes Will appear in the
cast supporting Grace Davison in
her new production for Pioneer.
Ernest Truex is back in New York
from Chicago where he shot scenes
for one of his forthcoming Parramount comedies.
Mae Murray will be starred in Cosmopolitan Productions for International, and not "featured" as reported.
Dolores Cassinelli, with Tayloi
Holmes led the grand march at the
Cinema Exhibitors Association's ball
at Hunt's- Point Palace, on Election
night.

Reported

Hulsey's Salary Through
S. A. Lynch Alliance
Dallas, Tex. — It is common talk
here that E. H. Hulsey's alliance
with the S. A. Lynch Enterprises
gives the former an important post
with Lynch at a salary of $50,000 a
year. Hulsey will act as Texas-Oklahoma division manager.
Both sides state that it will take
a few months to work out the details
of the merger. There will be a
meeting held here shortly at which
the merger will be discussed.
The Motion Picture Journal in discussing the termination of the fight
which has attracted country-wide attention among exhibitors, says:
"Although our Christmas number,
which will be a big issue with holly,
and everything will not be out until
December 25, the time has been
deemed appropriate for announcing:
'Peace on earlh and good will to all

Wingham With R-C
Seattle. — L. M. Wingham, former
Mutual manager, is now handling
Rol)ertson-Cole productions in the
Northwest.

Lawrence Grant has secured the
American and Canadian rights to the
J. S. Nelson, formerly salesman
U'td Pict. Prod
19y2
21
I9y2 sensational playlet, "One of them had
World Film
—
—
^
for Mutual, is now salesman for
a Wife," by Cosmo Hamilton, author
of "Scandal" and will produce it im- Robertson-Cole.
Fox News With Belgian Ruler
mediately as his ne.xt vaudeville offering. ;
Fox News through the Navy DeExhibitors on "Times" Board
partment succeeded in placing every
Selznick has lined up 50 exhibitors
Fox to Entertain Wales
issue of the news weekly in which
to act on the advisory board of "Sethey appeared on board the George
"Billy" Cook, of the Fox publicitj'
lect Times," the new service magaWashington which is taking the Bel- staff, was tremendously excited yeszine which will shortly make its apgian royal family, back to Europe.
terday over the fact that his boss,
pearance. Among them arc:
William Fox, was going to entertain
Jack Eaton, New York Strand;
the Prince of Wales.
Five For Somerville
Harry M. Crandall, Washington;
The Prince has accepted an invita- Tom Furniss, Brunswick Amusement
Roy Somerville, who does scenation to visit the old Academy of Mu- Co., Duluth; W. S. McClaren, Marios and continuities, will shortly
jestic and Colonial, Jackson, Mich;
sic where in 1860 a "Diamond Ball"
have five current productions on the
screen from his pen.
was given in honor of the Prince's N. E. Bernower Alhambra, Canton,
grandfather, later King Edward VH. Ohio; John H. Kunsky, Detroit;
"These are: "Teeth of the Tiger," Much of the original atmosphere will Jake Wells, Richmond; Edward A.
a Paramount special; "The Band- be re-created for the event.
Zorn, Temple, Toledo, Ohio; Ralph
box," with Doris Kenyon; "Sacred
Ruffner, Rialto, San Francisco; HarSilence" and "Eastward Ho," two
Mrs. Hilliker Next to Nature
William Russell pictures for Fox and
old B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome,
an original Texas Guinan western.
Katharine Hilliker, who writes the Buffalo; E. H. Hulsey, Dallas; A. B.
humorous sub-titles for the Chester Cheatham, Ottoway theater, Charlotte; C. W. Bartlett, Fairbury,
Outings is now in western Canada
Dr. Baker on Fox News
where she will study porcupines, Neb.: W. W. Freeman, Imperial,
William Fox has engaged Dr. Jo- grizzly bears, etc., in an endeavor to Great Falls Mont.; Nathan Ascher,
sephine Baker, head of the Bureau learn all of their habits.
Ascher Bros., Chicago; M. E. Comerford. Regent, Scranton, Pa. ; J. H.
orf Child Hygiene, in the Department
Saenger,
New Orleans; Ross D. Rogof
Health,
to
edit
the
"Better
Babies"
GrifHth at Rivoli
section in Fox News.
ers, of Dye, Ford & Rogers Theaters,
Amarillo,
Texas; William Sievers,
Several of the series have already
D. W. Griffith's "Scarlet Days," his New Grand Central, St. Louis; J. J.
been completed. They show how to last
production to be released
through Famous Players will plaj' Farren, Victoria, Rochester, New
take
better
care
of
the
country's
children.
York; H. C. Farley, New Empire,
the Rivoli next week.
The Rialto will show "It Pays to Montgomery, Ala.; G. A. Cross, ReDetails of Selznick Studio
gent, Battle Creek, Mich.; C. D. CooAdvertise," with Bryant Washburn.
ley, Strand, Tampa, Fla.; H. C .HoThe new Selznick studio on Long
rater, Alhambra, Toledo; Edward L.
island will be 332 by 200 ft.
MacDonald at Strand
Hyman, Rivoli and Isis, Denver;
There will be tennis and handball
Katherine MacDonald in "The Chas. Sesonske, New Glove. Gloverscourts, a swimming pool, steam
will be the attraction ville and W. C. Patterson, Criterion,
rooms and lounging rooms. The Thunderbolt"
Atlanta.
at the Strand next week.
<limensions follow: Main lounge, 25
X 68; library 40 x 60; smoking room,
30 X 40; billiard room, 30 x 40; gymALMOST HERE
nasium, 40 X 40; pool, 30 x 60; two
locker rooms, each 20 x 40; barber
shop, 20 x 28; women's lounge, 16 x
.20; turkish bath, 20 x 30; game room,
16 X 44; reading room, 16 x 44, and
.smoking room, 16 x 16.

ROMANY

"WHERE

LOVE

"RUNS WILD"

LATE
NEWi
DID YOU MAkRY

YOUR HUSBAND TC,
LOVE
HONOR
AND OBLIGE,

OR TO

BE HAPPY?!

ff
Incorporations
Albany. — Salm,
Ltd., Film
City.
Capital, $150,000.
Incorporate
DeSacadura,
D. Shappiro,
ai
Kipnick,
42 Cedar
St., New

Albany. — Wonder City Filrr
New York City. Capital, $25,9(i
corporators:
D'OnofricD
ris
J. Medove Ralph
and Frederick
345 East 115th St., New York..
Albany. — Signet Films, New
City. Capital, $10,000. Incor
ors: D. and L. and A. Solomor
tel Ansonia, New York.

ilttr

Dl

Albany. — F. and
V. Amus
Co., Bronx.
Capital, $20,000
porators:
C. and H. Friednia
Pollak, 380 E. 166th St., New
"Vita" News

ls«

From
Hollsrwc

ifiK
stb

Hollywood. — Antonio
Morejfioj
now at work on the seventh e
rial.
I'm
of 'The Invisible Hand," the n- [lore

mlian

f

Montgomery
and Rock
hai
Aubrey.a new comedy as has
ished

h
U

l>Poe
I lie

Three

fundament|^cer.'s

elemental

characterifr

IWer
tics of the RITCnaP*'
|litie
poster are — P o w e|
Force and Vigor

RITCHETT
LITHO. CORC,
406W.31itSt;,N.Y. rboneadiM*

B^^ DAILV
Putting It Over

U-

Hel^Jf* hoiv a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow kn«<w how
you cleaned

Thursday, November

Stewart Made Division Manager

A Hunch
Cincinnati. — H. H. Buxbaum, speWliliam Fox has purchased "A
cial representative for Famous PlayStallion Shod With Fire," by Harold
Titus, for William Russell.
ers, out this way occasionally plays a
horse at Latonia.
Buxbaum is more of a film man
Levy With United
J. R. Levy has been appointed than he is race horse enthusiast and
branch manager for LTnited at Kan- so he picked his horses after some of
sas City.
the Paramount pictures.
Buys Story for Russell

maha. — H. L. Goldberg,
known
Releases Switched
because
"Sunny"
as
jatrons here
dis.operates the Sun Theater, has
Equity
will release This
"Blind
Wives"
early
in December.
is the
first
'(ered that the addition
of a small
ional touch to newspaper adver- vehicle with House Peters, replacing
ments accomplishes perceptible "Love, Honor and Obey."
dts in making friends and buildijup the patronage for his theater,
"Man Tamer" for Production
he tone of this touch is in line
"The Man Tamer" will be shortly
1 that carried on along a na- placed
in production in the Selznick
i
advertisers,
by large
scale
ial
Fort Lee studios. It is by John Barton Oxford.
Joe," "Jim
"Velvet
nny Jim,"
iry," "Pheobe Snow," "Aunt Jela" and a number of others are
Miss Frederick Reaches Coast
l-known exponents of this style
Pauline Frederick has reached Cul|
dvertising which ha^ been so sue
ifully used. Goldberg has adapte
ver City and has started work o^
to his own purposes on a muc
"The Woman in Room 13" for Golc
Her and simpler scale but with^ wvn.
■psponding results,
n example of the way in which
Jacobs Engages Mrs. Burton
^vorked the idea is to be had from
Arthur Jacobs has engaged Mrs. G.
week in whicn He ran "Lom- Marion Burton to take charge of the
s(li, Ltd." Goldberg used a two- scenario work and prepare continuities for producers.
imn newspaper "adv." furnished
Metro. At the top he added,
me Early — Today and All Week." .
Olive Thomas Going West
the bottom: "It's our greatest hit
Los Angeles. — Olive Thomas is rd
e 'The Brat' — Everybody sez so
ported as ccyning west to appear i
sk 'm. Sunny Goldberg."
; is this last line which Goldber
'Out of the Night."
;
lits with efTective pulling powery_
Myron Selznick intends sending
his house. He varies it from day
day
occasionally
but
always one of his stars west but he has not
as yet announced which one.
ages it for a new production.

]

The Moores
Get Together
There will be a reunion of the
ingston. — G. Gildersleeve, of the
gston Opera House, advertised Moore boys on Thanksgiving.
Tom, of Goldwyn, Owen of Selzs "Evangeline" in a dignified
iner.
nick and Matt who freelances, are all
canvass of the churches, schools, in New York and Mother Moore will
ries and societies and clubs was cook the turkey.
m. Forsythe & Davis, proprieMiss Clark Coming East
of the most select box and muViolet Clark, scenario writer, is on
store in Kingston, were apched on the subject of advertis- her way east. Miss Clark belongs to
the screen version of the Long- the West coast staff of Universal.
pi. w poem.
the window of the book store
New Exchange for Triangle
li three factors—theater manager,
The Triangle home office has made
jr,lucer's agent and bookseller ar- Milwaukee a separate exchange of
'a';ed an impressive display of pic- the organization. It was formerly
us from the play, books of all a part of the Chicago branch. E.
'is containing the school edition W. Smith is manager.
3f|Evangeline," a framed portrait of
Liigfellow, and indorsements of the
Next United
Film From
Reed
Mtoplay by societies and clubs.
In
The
next
release
of
LTnited
Piccenter was the announcement of
tures
will
be
"The
Eternal
Mothei"
hjopening date of the picture at the with Florence Reed.
•ra House.
he theater was also dressed by
On November 9 Famous Players
lersleeve in a manner befitting resumes its policy of releasing two
rha^.'nosphere of the play. Boughs and three producutions a week alter>f!ees were brou-ght in ,and a bower
nately and for that date three propfjfoliage and artificial blossoms
ductions are scheduled. They are
iTi!le the Opera House a very attrac- "Luck in
Pawn," with Marguerite
■h theater.
Clark; Charles Ray in "Crooked
ough wooden frames, with the Straight," and Enid Bennett in
Mc still on them, surrounded the "What Every Woman Learns." The
ojiy and entrance to the house, as two last named are Ince productions.
'Vc as the box office, ^scenes from
A suit of Best & Co. against Pathe
were displayed advanlatangeline"
;ously.
Freres has been discontinued.

6, 1919

Jack Stewart, manager of the Cincinnati branch of Triangle has been
made division manager m cnarge of
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit and
Pittsburgh.
A. W. Smith, Jr., formerly with
Pathe in Dallas has been placed in
charge of the Washington office.
Madlaine Traverse has started
work on "What Would You Do?" in
the Fox Coast studios. Edmund
Lawrence will direct.

played
wasFirst
the he
name
of a "Wildfire,"
Marguerite which
Clark
subject and then he played "The
Desert" because Fatty Arbuckle happened to have a picture called "The
Desert
FinallyHero."
he played Lady Mountjoy
because her mother was Lady Para
mount and Buxbaum won $15 to $2.
Looking for Edgar
They are all talking about Edgar
over at the Goldwyn offices. Booth
Trakington is goin gto write the series of comedies which, incidentally,
will be made on the coast and not in
New York.

ey in the box
Mon
office is Money in
the Bank.
Show Goldwyn
Pictures

No* one seems to know just what
age
be. Tarkington's
Penrod was 14,new
and creation
Clarence will
20.

CHRISTIE
COMEDIES
are the most dependable
single-reel comedies
the market.

—

Send Us Your

Any Quantum

on

fwwivlr

ITlllW

Walter
Highest Prices JUIlK I* llm
INTERSTATE
SMELTING
(Si REFINING
COMPANY

Brooks, Y. M. C. A. Auditorium, Coat2sville, Pa.

23 Commercial St.

'wmcH

NEWARK,

N. J.

Triple Optical Enlargements f

are made by eur own pateBted apparatus which permits us to extract
important scenes from film and make
them into large paintings up to 40x60
inches. Some of these are on exhibition at our salesrooms.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel. 3607 Bryant
17th Floor

THEINFERIOI
I ASEX7\

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE
National and Speer Carbons
MAZDA
LAMPS

CHARLES

F. CAMPBELL,

Inc.

^c•Hll|^5^L^^ 14 W.Slst St.,N.Y.
THE

*P/^U
V/l\
A

ACME

PORTABLE

The
Studio
The Editor
Demonstration

PROJECTOR

The Cutting
Room
Home,
School or Church
Will

Convince You

HOWELLS
CINE
EQUIPMENT CO.
729 7th Ave.
New York
Phone, Bryant 1166

Thursday,

November
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"Ernie" Writes
Says Canadian Photoplays, Ltd., Has
No Connection with Harold
Binney's Company
"Ernie" Shipman has sent this olfice the following letter:
' "Your item referring to some court
trouble at Toronto in connection
with a new company starting under
the title of Canadian Photoplays
Ltd., renders necessary the publicity
of the following facts:
"I am in receipt of quite a numbe*
of letters from Canadian sources,
mostly from friends of my schooldays in Toronto, Ottawa and Hamilton, inquiring if I will personally
guarantee the value of the stock now
being offered by the Canadian Photoplay Productions, Ltd., of Toronto;
their impression being that this is nic
company with which Nell Shipman
and myself are connected and which

tM^c

On Location by 'Plane
Los Angeles. — Sydney Chaplin,
who beside appearing in pictures
maintains an aeroplane line, recently
selected a location about 140 miles
from here.

•

He secured one of his machmes,
bundled the supporting company and
technical stafif in it and reached the
scene in about two hours. When he
got through later in the day he
stepped back into the plane and
Wi
reached
Los Angeles in time for dinner.

Kerrigan

Los Angeles. — J. Warren

is the latest film star to enter commercial aeronautics.
He

has

purchased

375

acres

"I know noth'ng regarding the
status or policy of the company now
starting in Toronto under a gomewhat similar name."

The

Canadian Photoplay Productions, Ltd., is the company of which

and
is president
B'nney several
Harold
items have
to which
relative J.
appeared

in

WID'S

DAILY

lately.

Harry's Latest
Harry Reichenbach has sent a
folder to every exhibitor in the country in connection with the campaign
to secure a successor to Clara Kimball Young.
The back side carries a message
to the theater owner and asks him to
post the folder in a conspicuous place
in the lobby of his house.
On the inside is a picture of Miss
Young and a detailed description of
the girl who will be selected as a future screen star. All that is necessary after complying with the ago.
which is 17, the blue eyes, brown or
black hair, high school education, -parental consent and emotional temperament is a slight resemblance to
Miss Young.
Harry is also conducting a contest
in Photoplay wh'ch to date is bringing great results. The contestant
gets $5,000 who suceeds in drawing in
the eyes of Miss Young is an otherwise complete photographs of the
star.

second

for American
Men

MoUie

King

Cinema

Big Theater

for Evansville

den Hare and Edith Hs-^-^.
It
go out as a special in December.l
"Bearcat"

Denver. — The

JACK CUNNINGHAM
Associated with

in

George Loane
Txicker
Productions

SPEED
MANIAC"
West
Eulalia .St.
Glendale,
Calif.

Hollywood, Cal.
CONSIDINE

.Vo7i' adapting
"■i&P^&Y MINDS
HER

BUSINESS"
George
Weston's,StoryLadies
Home
Journal
for
Billie Rhodes
Current Release
"Under Suspicion"
A Universal feature
6621 St. Francis Court
Hollywood, Cal.

^

EDNA SCHLEY

Frances

Produc-

"THE Maurice
BROKENTourneur's
BUTTERRobertson Cole
"THE DUKE OF CHIMStarring Fred Stone
First
National
Starring
NEY BUTTE"
"THE TURNING POINT"
Katherine MacDonald
First National
Address 1741 N. Cherokee Av.
Hollywood, Calif.
FLY"

Ifarkbam

Bnlldlng

HoUrwood. Calif.
Telephone S77M1

"Dangerous
Original
for Wm.Waters",'
Desmond
JESSE D HAMPTON
Pr uctions

\\
R. CECIL SMITH
Writer

J. ANTHONY

ROACH

William

"THE TRAIL OF THE

Productions

Fox

FlTe years with Thos.
H. Ince
Current Releases:
•WHAT'S"APACHE"
TOUR
"THE

15 Chapters

HUS-

BUSHBR"
BAND DOING?"

OCTOPUS"
DANIEL F. WHITCOMB
for the screen
and

Permanent

stories
Address

Hollywood, Calif.

Tk

George Elwood Jenks
"A Woman of Pleasure"
Blanche Sweet Special
'
"The Pagan God"
starring H. B. Warner

"INNOCENT
CHEAT"
Ben
Wilson
Serial
Feature

Adapting

Girl.

TIPTON
STECK
Coming Releases

Continuity and Specials

Releases

Blackwell
tions

In

has been designj
of Nations

Representing the foremost
▲nthors of America and

Originals— Titles—Continuities
Carlyle

Mann

BngUad

J. GRUBB ALEXANDER
Forthcoming

thel

Forget."

MOON"

Totn Mix

MllKE

Week

\f

Recent Releases:
Norma Talmadce

"THE
121

Two

American

as the "League

H.

"THBl NEW

Playing

has booked "When Bearcat Vm
Dry" for a second week becausif
tremendous business.

subject

is "Women

Finished

AUTHOR ' "AUTHOl

yr

Original
Evansville, Ind. — F. H. Gruneberg
has purchased property at Sixth and
Main Sts. on which a 3,000 scat theater will be constructed. It will cost
about $350,000.

of

land, a part of the Candelaria Ranch
between Griffith Park and Glendale.
He will erect a hangar there at a
cost of $10,000 while two machines
have been secured.
The

Pearl"

Lawrence
W^eber
has
compl^
"The Blue Pearl," his first picture
World Film.
In the cast are Lu

Kerrigan

produced James Oliver Curwood's
to God's Country,"
story, "Back played
a record week
which has just
at the Strand Theater, Toronto, and
is hooked at the leading houses_ ^f
the country, including the Capitol
Theater, New York City.

"Through the medium of 'Wid's,'
I would like to state that the cornGod's
pany which produced 'Backan toPhotoCountry' is entitled Canadi
plays, Ltd., and is an Alberta corporation composed almost entirely of
Calgary business me-i, and that none
of its stock is fcr s 'a.

"Blue

in Aeronautics

E. RICHARD SCHAYER

REX TAYLOR

Pictures
BnUt
in the
SCRIPT— Not In the
Cntting Room

Ooldwyn Staff
Current Madge
Release Kennedy

Now

with Goldwyn
Writing for
Oeraldlne Farrar
and
Director Reginald Barker

"THE

WRONG

DOOR"

In Preparation:
"MORAN,
OP THE
'LADY
for TomLlBTTT*
Moer* "

'-'ay, November

BRADSTREET
^ILHDOM
:L. X.
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Price 5 CentNew Reviewing Service Established
— Picture Men on New Committee
A national bureau for the selection
of pictures for churches, colleges,
schools and community centers was
organized yesterday at the Hotel McAlpin under the title of Committee
of Research, Review and Recommendation. This committee will be
affiliated with the American Educational Motion Picture Association of
69 West 90th St.
The latter body was formed recently for the purpose of helping
educators and clergymen in the
proper selection of pictures for exhibition. It^has some prominent
educators as its officers and advisors.
The new reviewing committee will
pass on pictures and compile a list
which will be circulated widely and
from which any clergyman, or educator can pick his subjects.
It has one representative on it
from the American Educational M.
{CantinueJ on Page 2)

^ning World Says Deal is Closed
— No Confirmation
he New
York
Evening
World
'■ied tlie following story yesterThe New York Theater on the
ft. between 44th and 45th Streets,
; side of Longacre Square and
ng Broadway, with a frontage of
[ been sold for a price approxijlng $3,250,000. It was bought by
Seneca Realty Co., understoo(J
be acting on behalf of the Fa^s Players-Lasky.
ichs & Co. were the brokers in
transaction.
The New York Theater, which
the property
the. itNew
kbeen
Theater
Company,"ofsold
for
roximately $1,500,000 more than
»aid for the' playhouse in 1902,
■n it was acquired from Sire
thers after the New York Life
irance Company had foreclosed
lortgage on the property while
er the ownership of the late Os:aHammerstein, who built it as the
3mpia.
The New
York
Theater
Com(Continued on Page 2)

.cw Takes over Western Circuit of
) Theaters — Involves Millions
a reus Loewhas taken over the
i of .A.ckerman and Harris thea'perating on the Pacific slope.
arc 19 theaters included in the
About $5,000,000 involved.
Harris and Irving Ackerman
n New York to close the deal
ley have now returned to San
i eisco.
identally, when tlie announce"f the Loew financial reorganiwas made it was stated that
were pending involving thea11(1 entire circuits of theaters.
IS evidently the first of such

AUTHORITY
Films for Ghurches

% P. Gets New York

\ and H. Deal Closed
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Normand Renews
Despite reports that Mabel Normand had been dickering with Selznick, Goldwyn yesterday announced
that they had renewed contract with
the star.
r

"If you don't keep your distance, I'll cry out for assistance." — Anita
Stewart in the First National picture , "Mind the Paint Girl." Advt.

New Go-operative Body Enters Field;
. Pathe To Act as Releasing Agent

herHerfirstnext
western
releasepicture.
will be This
"Pinto,"'
was
completed before she came east.
Victor Schertzinger wrote and directed it.

Associated Exhibitors, Inc., Will Produce and Buy Independent Productions— Scheme Provides for Division of Country
Into 32 Regional
Districts With a Franchise Holder for Each

Mills and Moore Go West
Tom Alills and Tom Moore whohave been shooting scenes for
"Duds" in the East left for California last night where the productior*
will be completed.

Pathe yesterday announced its long ; ganization "on behalf of a number
awaited exliil)itor co-nijerative move- of motion picture exhibitors located
nicnt.
dififcrent
centers of the United
■ ' at
States
"
The com]jany will be known as the;
The plan of the Associated ExhibAssociated Exhibitors, Inc.
It is a|
itors contemplates the creation of 32
New York corporation and was char regional districts for picture exploitered by the Secretary of .State in
tation. K franchise will be granted
Albany early in -October, as noted. to a pivotal city in each regional disThe papers filed at that time stated
,u„t ,1,
11 u
c
; trict.
Tile holder of this regional
that the conipanv
would
nianufaciV,„„u,-.,
,.,-1, ,„
■ ^
^s.i>-.iiai
will
franchise
1
-.•«*
^f:-.- picture
film
-"'' ■''•"'
turere, and
'.'
'"/^"tf." in
">""'''\ interested
"''" become
i lu;:;:^
<leal '•■in motion
,
T
nution ot any picture exnloited o r
^tro has purchased "The Lights Tl
ms. build and maintain
theaters."
,'^":P^°^;/ -^^HiV^/ S'^'^:f''''
ondon,"
ted
by George
R. Sims,
":.:T%P^?"^'.°':^r!!l!!l'S'",'",.L."V-: distributed through
the Associate,
'ill ',ad a revival in New York in rencc
L.
Cassidy,
Arthur
R.
Walsh,
:
17'
tJ,VK;V^Ve t„^
^- 1 dis
j1 wT c 1 1 D
11 r ,
tLxniDitors
Inc., ;„
in ^u
the particular
trict
covered by the franchise
holder.
■
'
1 and "Judah" by Henry Arthur and Winfield Bonynge all of whom
•is. The latter will probably be are connected with the law firm of
Pathe will be distributing organization and Charles Pathe of Paris,
e for Bert Lytell and the former O'Brien,
Driscoll,
who acted Malevinsky
for Pathe iuand their
entire and several of his associates will fiit an all-star cast.
he initial capitalization
nancially underwrite the activities of
Tese
two plays
were
selected transaction,
was $100,000.
.■Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
' al^out a dozen which Harry J.
The plan involves every phase of
brought back with him from
I'athe states that O'Brien, Male{Continued on Page 3)
vinsky and Driscoll formed the or-

Why the District Attorney?
Why mourwas
SeyMork, Edward
attorney O'Donnel
for thel,United
Picture Producing Co., in Assistant
District Attorney Edward P. Kilroe's office yesterday, and others
connected with the recent investigation into the afifairs of United Pictures?
Mork said something to O'Donnell
and O'Donnell said something to
Mork and then— O'Donnell hit Mork
on the nose, according to the latter's
testimony before Chief City Magistrate William McAdoo. Anyway,
O'Donnell's alleged punch 'cost him
$25 in fines.
Film men, however, were interested in the fact that United's attorney and O'Donnell were closeted
with the Assistant District Attorney
yesterday.
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F. P. Gets New York

DAILV
Films for Churches

{Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)
P. Association and one from each of
the following organizations:
Interchurch World Movement,
Federal Council of Churches, National Child Welfare Association,
National Education Association,
Young Mens' Christian Association,
Young Women's Christian Association, National Catholic War Council,
National Society for the Study and
Education of Exceptional Children,
Reptile Study Society, Girl Scouts,
Inc., National Juvenile Motion Picture League, National Association of
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
"For several years the New York Audubon Societies, Camp Directors
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Association of America, American
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, Theater has been leased by Marcus
Loew, who presents motion picture, Educational Motion Picture Associa$15.00,
.Subscribers should remit with ofder.
features in it. There is a large roof
tion and others.
All of these bodies are affiliated
Addr
''II communications
to
WID'S theater, in which Mr. Loew also preDAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
sents pictures. When the dancing with the American Educational AsYork, N. Y.
sociation in the move.
fad was at the height of its novelty
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
a few years ago, the roof was one of
Hollywood, California:
There is no fee for reviewing picEditorial and Business Offices: 6411 Holly- the largest dancing and cabaret estures of any kind. It is planned to
wood Boulevard.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
tablishments in the city, many not- use pictures that are not only now
able performers appearing there. being produced, but those that have
At 44th Street in the building is the l)een shown in theaters. There will
Criterion Theater, where "On the be no competition in any way with
the picture exhibitor.
Bid Asked Last Sale Firing Line" is running.
To get in close touch with the big
"Famous Players-Lask has not a;iFamous Players ....106
108J4 108
producing organization, A. D. V.
nounccd its plans."
Loew, Inc
33^8 34^ 34
Story, executive secretary, has
Triangle
J^
formed a commercial department of
Marcus
Loew
was
in
Washington
Unit. Pict. Prod
18
20
19
the American Educational M. P.
and his office stated that I
World Film
—
—
^ j'csterday
Ass'n.
It will I)c called the Nonhe was the only one who could say Theatrical
M. P. Board of Trade.
anything about the lease on the New
The organization of this body has
York.
not been completed but to date it has
Arthur Friend, of Famous Players, on its committee David K. Niles,
Fox Sales Convention Terminated —
said; "I don't know anything tbout head of the non-theatrical departRobbins Goes to Chicago
ment of Famous Players; F. DeHarr,
With the close of the mid-season
Nicholas Power Machine Co.; M.
H.
J.
Sachs
and
Co.
are
real
pssales conference called by Winfield tate brokers. When asked whether
Franke, Precision Machine Co.; WellR. SFieehan, of Fox Film, upon his
stood White, Graphoscope Co.; Berreturn from the coast the branch the
report
was
true.'H.
Sachs
of
the
firm stated:
nard DeVry, De Vry Projector Co.,
managers who attended left yesterHenry Bollman, International
"The report is true. I cannot tell and
day to open a big sales drive from
you at this time who is interested Church Film Corp.
their respective offices.
The non-theatrical movement is
in the it."
Seneca Realty Co. outside of
Among the sales managers present
the fact that it is made up of a num- evidently destined to be of importat the conference wfere George Alliance in view of the fact that the
ber of film men. I don't yet know
son, Atlanta; Harry F. Campbell,
Methodist
Church has laid aside $40,Boston: Max H. Greenwald, Buf- whether they plan to use the build- 000,000 which will be devoted to the
falo; Rudolph Knoepfle, Cincinnati;
ing as it is now or tear it down and' installation
of projection
machines
William D. Shapiro, Cleveland; erect a new one."
, Harry D. Goldberg, Detroit; C. E.
Pcnrod, Indianapolis; George B.
Dembovk', Philadelphia; F. J. McCarthy, Pittsburgh, and Paul E.
TCrieger, Washington. Clayton P.
Sheehan, manager of the Eastern
We never know when nor
District for Fox, also was present,
where old man misfortune is
and has returned to his headquarters
going to call on us. He sends
at the Buffalo office.
out no advance notice but he
Herman Robbins, general sales
is calling on someone all the time. Maybe you'll be next
manager, left New York yesterday
and you can beat him to it by being adequately insured.
for Chicago, where he will meet the
If you have ample insurance you don't need us but if not
following Central Western Branch
better give us a ring — then — when the old man turns up
managers in a sales conference: C.
you can smile.
W. Eckhardt, Chicago; G. E. McKean, St. Louis; E. H. Wachter,
Kansas City and Sidney Meyer.
Omaha.

pany then represented interests affiliated with the theatrical syndicate
TA I !»«■ 36 Friday NoTtmWr 7. 1919
Plfai 5 CMt of Klaw and Erlanger. The New
York Theater Company now includes
Copjright 1919, Wid'i Film »nd Film Folic*, the following interests, which share
lac Publiihed Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., in the sale: Marc Klaw, A. L. ErNew
N. Y.,
langer, the Charles Frohman estate,
FILM York,
FOLKS,
INC. by WID',S FILMS and
V P. C. ("W,id") Gunning, Preaident and Treas- the Al. Hayman estate, the. Rich estate, the estate of William Harris,
^ arcr; Joaeph Dannenberg, Vice-Preaident
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and the estate of Henry B. Harris, the
Busineis
Manager.
Entered as aecond-clais matter May 21, 1918, Litt^estate, the Nixon estate, J. Fred
•t the post office at New York, N. Y., under Zimmerman, John J. McNally of
the act of March 3, 1879.
Boston, and Henry Dazian.

Quotations

Confab Over

LATE NEW!
DO YOU
YOUR

SHAREhib'

HUSBAND'S

JOYS,
OR ONLY

I!

HIS

SORROWS?

in Methodist Churches; the Cat)
Church has put aside $10,000
the Presbyterian Church, $35,00C
while the Congregationalists
Baptists are about to place i
certain sums for the same purj
The Luthern Church has spons
a three-reeler dealing with the
den of Eden which is being sh
at this time in Lutheran church
Bowles Sails Tomorrow
George Bowles, general Euro
manager for Guy CroswcU Sr
Ltd., for
sailsParis.
tomorrow
land"
Bowles

has

opened

on the ")
offices

Rue de la Michodi.ere, Paris, an'
Wardour Street, .London, as the
tinental and English branches of
Croswell Smith, Ltd.
As soon as he reaches Europ
will complete arrangements for
ductions
of "Broken
Blossoms'
theaters in Paris and London.
Bowles will also handle the di,
bution for Europe and Asia of I

Lichtman
tolerance."

on Tour of Exchang

Al Lichtman, general managd ,"
distribution of Famous
Players!
New
York yesterday
on a tOc] A
Western and Southern district o|
and branch exchanges.

\

Like a Bad Penny

The expected announcement of
Fox expansion was not made yeslerday.

Day Joins Realart
Harry Day, for four years with
the Famous Players as manager of
the Exhibitors Service Department,
has joined Realart. Day will be associated with Bert Adler in the handling of exploitation of special provductions.

UECELS
MVI
AL
EN 4IN^CAER
UB
FE^H

Jnfurance '
SO Maiden Lane
Phone John
54aS • 5426 - 542 r - 5428

WATCH

SUNDAY

WID'S

ROMANY
"WHERE

LOVE

RUNS

WILD"

a

There is only one pos-»
sible objectioln to the ;
RITCHEY

'i

llr

poster: —

It takes longer to count

the receipts it brings in. J^

Samuek
LITUO. CORP.
40CW.31>tSt,N.Y. rboBtaebMUM

RITCHE^^

1
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Putting It Over

ilsa. Okla.— Just when it ap.,;(1 that all original stunts on ex(ing "Sahara" had been exntcii, up comes Glenn Condon of
Majestic with a new one that
Is with the best of them,
ndon had a Sahara all his own
tract the people— a desert on a
itt expanse adjoining the Majesof Saturday night's
At the close
Condon put his force to
.rmance
on transforming the lot into a
t by strewing it with sand, imi1 sage-brush and cactus, while
le other end a force of carpcnerected a little tent, a reproducof that shown in the. picture,
get them in the manager disted 4,000 folders showing the
cenes from the production, and
over bearing a portrait of Loujlaum. Underneath was the
ana —
r caption, Sec "Sahara" Vdver;s half-page newspaper
ents on Saturday and Sunday
ilajestic used the same caption
lake certain that every man,
m and child in Tulsa was tipped
lat Condon, who is always doing
thing out of the ordinary to atfolks to his big house, had
real sm'art surprise to offer in
;ction with his presentation of
ira."
office inndon placed his ticket
the makeshift tent where
,gh an arrangement with a local
shop, he had installed a piano
quartet of male singers attired
•ab costume to render "Beautiihara."
had paintthe lobby Condon
scene
the
from
reproduced
j" on" Sahara" and these
surluled a life-size portrait of Louise

lap.

F- the four-day engagement the
aisement supplied Aral) costumes
r ts ushers, ticket sellers and
h' I mployes.
11 risburg, Pa.— fo bring in the
"IS at the Victoria where Tom
IS then being featured in "The
plan
a successful
Maniac,"
und to attract attention.
3 uring a racing car, one of the
oij wheels was removed, a numsr^ sign smeared
with gasoline
idbil was spread over the hood,
the automobile wa> pushed
st one of the display frames in
irge lobby.
Pieces of broken
YOU

HEAR

WHAT

SEE-

YOU

/^HY ARE EXHIBITORS CALLING FOR FILMUSIC
SERVICE MORE AND MORE EVERY DAY?

rsLiwiusic-co.
.
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C E L ES
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1729 Highland Ave.
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plate glass and chunks of cement
were scattered about the car, giving
(Continued from Page 1)
a realistic scene of a smash-up. Hundreds of persons stopped to look at picture activity, it being the purpose
the car, saw the posters and quite a of those interested in the combinafew turned back to the ticket window
tion not only to produce pictures
and went in to see how it happened. through different unit organizations,
but to purchase pictures in the open
Dayton, Ohio. — John Seifert, be- market, to exploit and distribute the
sides being president of the Miami pictures, to put under contract stars,
Valley Exhibitors League finds time directors, authors and others.
The regional franchise holders will
to exploit pictures in approved
not only share in the profits of the
showmanship style.
Three-quarter page newspaper ad- particular regional district but in advertising and a big mail campaign
dition, by holding the franchise, "will
that took in all of Dayton is how secure the product of the Associated
company. Nothing but high-class
Seifert felt concerning "A White special features will be marketed, acMan's Chance," distributed by Hodcording to the announcement.
kinson.
•
Paul Brunet, vice-president and
Seifert had 4,000 folders distribu- general manager of Pathc, in discusuted on Saturday, the day before the
sing the project, said:
opening. On the cover of the folder
"Among the large projects engagtlic Rialto management had reproing the attention of Charles Pathc
duced aJove scene from the picture. on this, a second visit to America
Inside were detailecU the big thrills
during the year, the Associated Exhibitors, Inc., is one which, in a genin the picture and some scene "stills"
as illustrations. As a follow-up Seieral way, has been embodied in the
fert had his big spread in the Dayton general plaji, growth and expansion
.Sunday News.
of Pathe. It is a big and efficient
The News used a special three-col- plan of production and exhibition
umn layout on its picture page, fea- perfectly formed and all of the units
turing the star. It the lobby Seifert thus far in it are strong in their eshad an o.xcart resembling the one in
tablished power.
tiic film. In the cart was a figure in
"As it is the plan carefully has
cardboard resembling the star.
been worked out and has received
Around the vehicle and all the way the advice, direction and support of
to the box office was strewn imita- the best brains in the industry. It
tion cacti. Overhead were 100 som- starts upon a solid foundation backed
breros hanging o.ver electric light l)y unlimited capital and based upon
buUis. The Rialto's lady ushers sound business principles. It is a
brought the Mexican atmosphere in- large proposition handled in a large
ros. side the theater by wearing sombre- Way and this will be at once apparent
when the list of franchise holders
During the showing Seifert fur- is announced in the near future.
nished a surprise by having the cur"As has been said, the plan intain raised where the star as a psuedo
volves every phase of the industry
Spanish nobleman is entertaining the and in the production and acquireheroine with his mandolin. The orment of pictures, it is the purpose of
chestra struck up a Spanish number Pathe as the distributing organizaand on the stage came a qiiartet of
tion to secure the very best producSpanish dancers and singers. After
tions. The Pathe releases for the
a ten-minute exhibition the curtain last year,' with a series of notable
was lowered and the picture resumed. successes, will give some idea of the
high mark at which we have been
aiming, but with the formation of
Uptown
Henry Herzbrun, an attorney with the Associated Exhibitors Inc., is
considerable practice in the film the culmination of all of this planning and striving for a higher perbusiness, has moved his offices upfection. It is no vain boast, but a
town to 220 W. 42d St.
proposition that carefully has been
figured out when I make the statcBook Chester Film with "Hoodlum" nient
that if necessary, $500,000 will
Boston. — When Nathan Gordon
looked around for a short subject to be expended upon a single produccomplete his program which had
The Associated Exhibitors will be
Mary Pickford in "The Hoodlum" managed by a Board of Directors
for. the feature, he booked "Getting representing the regional franchise
arceler.
New Angle," a Chester Outing one holders, who in connection with
tion." will pass upon all (juestions
Pathc
The subject has been booked in- arising from the production, purdefinitely.
chase or sale of the pictures, h meeting
of
franchise holders will be
Earle Williams will play the title held in the
New York before the holirole in "Capt. Swift" for Vitagraph. days.

Pathe's Exhibitor Plan

Her* it h»n» m br»th*r txkihifr put hit tk0V) ovtr. Stud
aU' ' »#«r idtMt. Ltt the •ther
k0w f0m dtamtd
fflltvi knw
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Building Addition
Chicago. — Herman Schoenstadt,
who owns and controls a chain of
theaters, has purchased the two-story
brick building, 52 by 72 feet adjoining his Crawford theater property
and will build an addition costing
$75,000. It will increase his theater's seating capacity 700.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter J. Schaefer
have returned to Chicago from a
Ark.
honeymoon trip" to Hot Springs,

BESS MEREDHH
and

WILFRED LUCAS
Writing and Directing

Australian Features
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Care Snowy Baker
84 Oxford Street
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In the Courts

Lew Cody Co. Formed

Wilmot W. Wilmot has obtained
judgment in the Supreme Court
against Donald Carl Thompson for
$750, which he lent the defendant to
make a trip to the Russian battle
front in 1915 to take film scenes, and
which was not repaid,
Mrs. Sidney Drew has filed suit in
the Supreme Court against the V. B.
K. Film Corp. for an accounting of
sums due her as executrix under the
will of her husband from films in
which they appeared under a contract made with Amedee J. Van Beuren and Harry Kelton on July IS,
1918, which was assigned to the defendant corporation. Mrs. Drew contands that the net profit from the
films was more than $100,000 and
that the share due her husband's estate is at least $25,000.
The contract attached to the com•plaint states that the Drews were to
get $1,500 each while the films were
being made and after the first two
had been produced they were to get
30 per cent, of the net profits.
Whittaker on Trip

1
DAILV
Censorship

Lesser Growing

{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Discussed
by A.Taken
M. P.UpA. — Other
Albany, N. Y.— The Lew Cody
Matters
Film Corp. has been formed with a
The A. M. P. A. (Advertisers)
capital of $50,000. The United
States Corporation Co. acted for the weekly luncheon yesterday heard W.
incorporators.
D. Maguire of tTie National Board of
Review with regard to censorship.
Sterling Sole Distributors
Evidently, some distributing com- Maguire asked for the co-operation
pany is claiming releasing rights on of the .Advertisers in issuing inforthe Hallmark output in Canada for
mation which could be used by newsI. Seskin of Sterling Films, Ltd.,
papers to Sffset censorship ideas in
states that he has exclusive releasing localities that thought they desired
privilege.
state boards. He pointed out that
the
situation had grown considerabljMore Exploitation Men
The following have been added
to the .Select exploitation force:
Leon A. Young, at Philadelphia;
Clinton W. Finney, at Cleveland, and
Benjamin Kramer at Albany.
Kathcrine Anne Porter will serve
in the home office as special writer.
She was^ formerly with the Rocky
Mountain News of Denver.
Sidney Delavante has been added
to the art staff.

Sol Lesser has moved his exi
from the Longacre Bldg. to th
frey Bldg., 729 Seventh Ave
Weinberg, formerly with Fo:
act as salesman. -of'"'
In addition to the Pacific Co^
change, Lesser has opened ex'
offices with Harry Caulfield as
ger. These are located in Lol

Work
Trick Photography
geles. Camera

Animated Titles
Leaders
and Trailer
ART
FILM
CO.
in Massachuset'ts.
Bryant
C. H. Robertson, head of the lec- 145 W. 45th St.

ture department of the National
Committee of the Y. M. C. A. with

headquarters in Shainghai, told brief-

"

V. P. Whitaker, Select's general
representative, is now on a countrywide trip. W'ill visit all exchanges.
George Walsh and company have
Hobart Joins Briggs Company
gone to Florida for exteriors. Dell
Doty Ho!iart. scenario writer for Henderson is directing.
Briggs Pictures. Inc., has gone to
Jacksonville wlif-c he will act as
William Farnum and company will
studio m;inat;er for the company.
travel to Quebec for scenes 'in
"Pierre Le Grand."
Free Insurance for Selznick Help
The Selznick employes are now inPrincess Reopens
sured under the group insurance
plan announced by Lewis J. Selznick
Birmingham, Ala.- — The Princess,
last August.
under management of Frank HamThe policies, although just issued,
mond has re-opened after being
closed for repairs.
are dated August 1.

'. Optical EnlargemenI:
Triple

mn a»Ac by otir own patented
^arattis
us to
importantwhich
scenespermits
from film
and<ztb ^||
them into large paintings up to 4
inches. Some of these are on c
bition at our salesrooms.
ERAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York »
Tel. 3607 Bryant
17th F

ly some interesting matters' with
reference to China. He pointed out
that 80 per cent, of the population of
China could not read, indicating that
it would be a great clTance for moving pictures
be used there for educationaltopurposes.
Fox News
The editors of several of the trade
Gladys
Brockwell
is enjoying
a
sliort vacation iri between pictures.
papers discussed the question of a
standard size publication.

it

AllT TITLE

Baumer-Novagraph

HAND

Baumer Films, has eiitered into a
contract with the Novagraph Film
Corp. whereby they are to have the
use of ultra rapid motion pictures
in their industrial subjects.

at
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DeMille Arrives

LOUIS

Cecil DeMille, together with Gloria Swanson and Thomas Meighan
has arrived in New York from the
FORMERLY
coast.
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Lubin Gets $22,000

Stock Assessments

For Negotiating
the Mary
Miles
Minter-Zukor Contract — Reported
Contract
Totals $1,300,000
It is reported in film circles that
Herbert Lubin has settled with the
parties interested for $22,000 for ncT
gotiating the contract between Mary
Miles Minter and Adolph Zukor.
It is said that Lubin was to get 10
per cent, of the gross contract for
his services, and that this sum would
have been $130,000. The contract
calls for something like 20 pictures.
Reports have it that Lubin managed
to get an advance of $400,000 over
the figures first discussed for Miss
Minter's services. He held out som.e
time for the amount he claimed to be
due, but it is understood he finally
settled for $22,000.

New Selznick National Picture
leaters,
Inc. — Directors
and
Vice-Presidents from $10,000
to $25,000
msiderable interest has been
fested among exhibitors — espelarge first run owners — in the
tment or assessment plan of the
Selznick co-operative exhibitor
-the National Picture Theaters,
is understood that vice-presi5 and directors will be assessed
$10,000 to $25,000, and that over
of the 26 vice-presidents to be
ded in the plan have already
ne members.
Their names will
nounced in the early future.
;ording to, the prospectus just
d first run exh/Oitors of Class 1
e allotted $3,500 of stock. These
le types of houses that will pay
ital from one-fifth to one-tent!i
e per cent, of the cost of proon. In other words if a picture
$70,000 — as it is understood the
will cost — an exhibitor would
it on the basis of one-tenth of
er cent, it would cost him $70
/• or $490 for the week's run.
l^National people claim that this
n'l would be way under half of
K such a picture would cost him
Ml.

second
allotment
is $2,000
111 of stock to houses
whith
;i 1 l)c assessed from one-eleventh
i.'_- fifteenth of one per cent., the
ir allotment of $1,000 of stock to
u s renting on a basis of oneU^nth to one-twentieth
of one
r|nt., the fourth class allotment
$i1 to houses renting on basis of
stlif one-twenty-second
to one1 of one per cent.; the fifth of
houses renting on basis of
ty-third to one forty-fifth of
cent., and the la.st sroup of
jiallest houses is allotted $300 of
on rental basis of from one-fifto one one-hundredth of one
nt.

Lubin is out of town and could not
be reached yesterday for a statement.

Palmer Denies Report

"It isn't my fault they all make
madge, as the vamp in "A Virtuous
production for First National.

"Life of Trade"

That's What Some of the Distributors Say Regarding Prices Secured Because of Capitol
Distributors
and
producers
are
cheerful these days over their ability
to secure better prices by far than
they have heretofore managed to obtain from Broadway houses, because/
of Ittheis prices
the L'apitol
offerinc;.
understood
tliat as isa result
of
this that the Strand has recently paid
almost double what it heretofore has
used as a basis for first showings of
Jer this plan it is claimed that one of tlie big distributing companies. Their price for these features
|the revolving producing
fund
produced from the sale of each was from $1,500 to $2,000. The Capitol offered $3,500 for one of these
j:tion will carry all production
features and the Strand met the offer.

preferred slock carries a 7 per
ifjlividend and a share, of commi
^iijt production is now expected
be'Blind Youth."
t . understood over 700 houses

'ejh-eady joined the organization

Zukor's Deposition Taken
Adolph Zukor's deposition in tlie
Cora Wilkening case against Mary
Pickford was taken yesterday afternoon.
Mr. Zukor is expected to leave for
jCalifornia on Monday.

love to me," declares Constance TalVamp," a John Emerson-Anita Advt.
Loos

Industry Not Hit
Eastern Studios Have Enough Coal
on Hand to Tide Them Over
During Strike
There will be no let up in Eastern
production during the present strike
of coal miners.
Inquiries, made at various large
plants in New York and Jersey reveal the fact that producers have apparently realized the situation.
J. N. Naulty in charge of Famous
Players studios in the Kast stated
that his company had enough coal on
hand to supply the power houses and
that the strike would not affect their
production activities in the East.
Tamar Lane, speaking for Selznick,
.st.ited yesterday that the yard in
fr.mt of the studio was full of coal.
Selznick and Famous Players are
at present the two largest producing
urits in the East. Goldwyn lias a
company at the Biograph studio
wliile several independent units are
working there. Famous also has part
of the World studio in Fort Lee.

Chicago.— Potter Palmer, one of
the heirs of the Palmer estate, has
issued a statement in which he denied emphatically that the Palmer
House property is about to be sold
to either Famous Players-Lasky or
Balaban & Katz.
"There have always been rumors
about the property," he announced,
"but they have taken a spurt lately.
It is had
just an
wildoffer
talk,from
that's all. I
never
Famous
Players and I never heard of Balaban and Katz. There is absolutely
UTDthing new in the status of the hotel property."

Warner Buys Serial
Takes Over William N. Selig's Animal Production — Juanita Hansen
Starred
The Warner Bros, have taken over
distribution rights on the big animal
serial which has been under production at the Selig studio in Edendale,
Calif., for some months past.
Juanita Hansen is starred in the
production, while George Cheseboro
is in the support.
It is understood that Export and
Import will handle the foreign rights.
Paul Swan With Bray
Paul Swan, the dancer, will make
a series of three pictures for Brayrelease, titled "The Age of
Goldwyn
Fables,' 'the
first of which will be
"Narcissus," the dance which he
presented on the stage. First release the end of this month.

^
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Guts and Flashes
Peggy
Hyland
will shortly start
work on "The Official Chaperon."
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H
New Walsh Feature
George Walsh, started work yesRawlcy" under the
directionterday onof"Shark
Dell Henderson.
Mary Hall, whose last appearance
was in "Anne of the Green Gables,"
will play opposite George Walsh.
Elaine Hammerstein to Coast
Elaine Hammerstein is expected
to go to California for her next Selznick production. Olive Thomas is
also going but Miss Hammerstein
will leave first.
Shipman Has Talk With Friedberg
Samuel Shipman bunked into Joseph Friedberg the other night and
told Friedberg that Carlyle Blackwelll's first independent production
vwas "East or West."
* Slyrpman was anxious to emphasize
'the point because he owns screen
rights to "East is West,' 'the stage
play in which Fay Bainter is appearing.
Next Owen Moore Selected
The next Owen Moore production
will be an original story now called
"Plans of Men." R. Cecil Smith is
writing the scenario and Wesley
JRuggles will direct.
United Moves Office
United Artists, Pittsburgh distributing depot, of which Carlos E.
Moore is sales manager, has moved
to the second floor of 414 Ferry St.
New Scenario Writer Engaged
Myron Selznick has added Ella
Stewart Carson to his scenario staff.
She is now at work on "Keep Them
Guessing,"
which
will probably be
used
for Olive
Thomas.

this Mr. Smith comments: 'Of course
anyone can make contentions of this
kind. I attach nq importance to the

"Mr. Smith does not, however, include in his comment the fact that
Now L. J. has insured Myron for a
the books of his company show the
million. Who's next?
earnings
of 'Over
Top' toI
Robert B. Phelan has been en- gross
be between
$500,000
and the
$600,000.
think those familiar with the moving
gaged by Metro. Phelan shot "Tilsuit.'
lie's Punctured Romance," with Ma- picture business will be surprised at
the claim made by the Vitagraph
rie Dressier and Charlie Chaplin.
Company that out of between $500,Jane Novak has been engaged to 000 and $600,000 gross receipts there
play one of the leading feminine are only $160,000 net profits to be diroles in "The River's End," a Marvided between the -Vitagraph Comshall Neilan production.
pany and myself.
"Mr. Smith pretends that he attaches no importance to my suit, but
Jay Morely has completed "The 1 feel certain that those who are well
story.
Roads We Take,' 'a new O. Henrj' acquainted with distribution costs
and with the inside facts of the motion picture industry will attach imThe cast in "What Would You
Do?" Fox, starring Madlaine Travportance to it."
erse, will include George McDaniel,
Frank Elliott, Charles K. French,
Lenore Lynard, Bud Gary, Edwin
B. Tilton and Cordelia Callahan.
Educational Plans Expansion of Activities— Hammons Sees Need
Educational plans to enter the nontheatrical field and for that purpose
has plans under way for extensive
An answer was filed in the Su- production in non-thcatrical production.
preme Court in the suit of Felix E.
Kahn to restrain the carrying out of
"The condition that exists today,"
the contract by which the films
said
Hammons, "is unparalleled in
owned by the Triangle Film Corp.
the
history
of education. The cerwere transferred by the Triangle Distain demand for films for non-theattributing to the K-T Films to be
rical purposes is growing larger
exploited, in which the defendants every day, and the market is almost
state that after the contract had been barren of material to meet that demand. It comes from churches,
signed Dwight MacDonald, vicepresident of Triangle Film and presi- schools, associations, institutions and
dent of Triangle Distributing con- industrial organizations all over the
ferred with the plaintiff and his attor- world, and in the past few months
ney, Walter Seligsberg, and informed has been increasing at an unusual
thcni that the contract had been rate. The demand is scattered far and
abandoned and cancelled and gen- wide, and it is this lack of a conceneral releases given. For this reason
tration which has made it impractino action will be taken under the
cable for the average motion picture
contract and the defendants ask that producer to look away from the
the suit be dropped. A temporary quicker and larger profits of the
injunction has already been issued theatrical field.
in the case.
"When the moment arrives, we

Non-Theatrical Field

In the Courts

LATE NEV^
THERE'S
MARRIED
. THAN

MORE
LIFE

TO

DOING

HOUSEWORKARE
YOU
HAPPY?

Marshall

Fairfax
Neilan
Engages
Mi „

At what is reputed to be one <
largest salaries ever paid a sce|
editor, Marion Fairfax, author,
Wright and for the past four ;
writer of many of the best and
successful photoplays produce
Famous Players-Lasky, has bee
gaged on a long term contract
the scripts for all the forthcd
Marshall
Neilan productions
Confusion
Tamar Lane, who press agen
Myron Selznick states that
has purchased a story cj
"Straight Down the Crooked L
or
"All Around
Runkle
wrote it. the Square." B'
Sheehan, Niebuhr's Studio Mj|
American
Cinema
has
s
James R. Sheehan as studio mai
for their studio in Glendale,
Island.
Prepares Film Dealing With C
Harry Levey has completed
called
"The the
Gift origin
of Heaven,"
deals with
of coff(-y
America.
The picture will be shown ^
annual convention of the Niril
Coffee Growers' Association
held in Atlantic
City Nov.
12-'lj
national
advertising
campaigO

will be ready to step forward with
A suit of Stella K. Talbot against extensive non-theatrical production,
the Buffalo Motion Picture Corp. to
and exclusively for edurecover part of the proceeds of the made solely
cational purposes, and laid along
picture, "The Price of Innocence," lines which we have found most sat- probably be launched around^ i'|pi(
has been ordered to trial in the Suisfactory after thorough tests."
preme Court.
Adolph Zukor has been variously
Empey Explains Vitagraph Suit
quoted on the non-theatrical plans of
Famous Players. That company, it
Arthur Guy Empey, author of is known, has big projects under
;•"
THE RITCHEY
"Over the Top" and star in the phothe educational field. Fatoplay of that name which was pro- way for
mous recently announced the estabduced and distributed by Vitagraph,
is interest compelling '
lishment of a series of exchanges deand of wjiich production Empey
POSTER
voted exclusively to churches and
claims to own a half-interest, com- commercial associations.
persuasive,
convincing
ments regarding the statement given
out by President Smith of Vitagraph:
Seadler Replaces Ross
and as a natural resu!
"There has come to my attention
S. F. Seadler replaces Frank Ros5
the statement given out by Mr. AlIt sells seats! i
l)ert E. Smith, president of the Vita- at Realart. Ross has been handling
graph Company, in regard to the suit trade paper publicity but is returning
which I have brought against that to Hutchison, Kansas.
company for an accoimting of my
one-half of the net profits from my
LITHO.
CORP.
1
Brady in "Fear Market"
406 W. 3Ul St.. N.Y. Pbooe Chelm 831
picture, 'Over the Top.'
.Mice Brady has completed "The
"Mr. Smith points out that the Fear Market" for Realart. Kenneth
purpose of my suit is to obtain a sum Webb directed.
in excess of $80,000 which Vitagraph
It is understood quite reliably that
has paid me, representing that this this will be het first Realart release
amount is 50 per cent, of the net
"Sinners" has been comprofits made by the picture.
Upon although
pleted for some time.

RITCHEYf
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Putting It Over

^

tkeN. ews

3
No. 91
;.«"SING, OHIO. — Government
in.iuncoalls to check coal strike — practically
lion-operated mines are rendered idl6
5 walk-out.
j;)OKLYN, N. Y. — "It's apple-time at
I avy Yard."
Apples
of all kinds —
I , red
luscious — are
"free
if you
% "to the sailor-boys.
rJDCN,
FBANCE.— King
Alfonso
I )f Spain visits Veraun — Marshal PeI s the host of the ruler at the blai l>attlefleld of France.
If tTHAMPTON, MASS.— Bay Sate uplli policy of Governor
Coolidge
who
irt Boston police strike, as lie is reed by sweeping majority.
The GovTr at the polls.
») 5 YEAR AGO. — Everyone recalls th»
l( enthusiasm tliat swept the world
i> receipt of tile news that armistic*
aligned — fighting over, an dpeace in
I
'fv'OBOSSTSKA, RUSSIA. — West
iK aid to hunger-stricken East—
iir;in relief ships bringing suppliei
. iiKiiian refugees who have fled from
I'-li atrocities.
S I'ASO, TEXAS.— On the watch— all
; nu- An aerial patrol liovers close
eiiiKKed peaks along tlic Jlexican bor►Jtiontinuously on the alert for anjr
li'bance.
Qi l-RANCISCO, C.VL.— From arctle
d frost with Milady's furs — an Alasiihaling sliip makes port with cargo
ins worth .$250,000.
SIS, FRANCE. — Paris now among
rated." Tlie city wliich served so
ially during the Great War, 1*
led the Croix; de Guerre.

o <^ay
Married at Midnight
llywood. — Jean .A. c k e r who
d Daisy, the model in Metro's
ibardi, Ltd.," married Rodolpho
itino, an actor, at michiight
lesday.
Lombardi Miss Acker was in
ivith a young Italian whom ihe
marries.
eph Engel of Metro, had an aft his home at which Jean and
itino were present when they
ed to get married,
midnight, then, they searched
license clerk and a minister,
.nd Mrs. Maxwell Karger were
sscs to the ceremony.

Making Two-Reelers

was given as the first prize.
Autographed portraits of Eugene Ned Finley Forms
Ovm
Company,
O'Brien were given as the second
Backed by Jacksonville Money
Here is A«ic « brother exhiband third prize and this made the
Jacksonville, Fla. — Ned Finley, one
itor put his shoKU over. Send
event more interesting. In addition
to the waltz contest an essay contest of the members of the original Vitaalong your ideas. Let the other
was started in conjunction with the graph Company, has forme4 a new
fflloiv kno'w hoiv you cleaned
up.
Passaic Daily Herald and a gold company here known as the Ned
wrist watch was given as the first Finley Productions. It is backed by
local capital and has as secretary
Over
essays were sub- Gov. Hutchinson
and as treasurer C.
Flail Claire, Wis. — that the manatjer prize. mitted
in this 1,600
contest.
of the Grand is a live wire when it
Leon Hall. Finley is general manacomes to exploitation was revealed
Loew Friedman
Holds Longof Lease
company
is making
twoLeopold
the Loew ^' The
by his handling of "The Girl From
Outside." Without sacrificing the offices when asked yesterday the sta- ; reelers for the state right market.
appearance of the front or liis house, tus of the Loew lease on the New While
offices are maintained
here,
I production
he displayed the title with a promi- York theater stated:
j
is
at
Esmeralda,
North
nence that could not be overlooked.
^° Carolina, where mountain stories are
"I believe it has several
made.
Then, he secure dthe best sort of coger.
operation from a neighboring ice
Finley made a number of two-reel
cream parlor where a Rex Beach
subjects for Vitagraph and says that
Rosson To Direct for Mayer
sundae was advertised all across the
years
some of them are still playing alLos Angeles. — Art Rosson has
cntranceway and the two windows.
though five and six years old.
The manager of the Grand also made been engaged to direct for Louis B.
liiieral use of tags, one reading, Mayer. He has just completed a picPrizma Authorized
ture with Henry Walthall.
run."
Sold Up
"Tagged by The Girl From Outside"
Albany. — I'rixma, Inc., a Maine
the other "Arrested — your attention
corporation, has been authorized to
do l)usiness in New York State. W.
i sarrestcd to the fact that 'The Girl
It
is
understood
that
practically
all
From Outside' is playing at ths of the United States and Canada has V. D. Ker of 71 W. 23rd St. has been
Gr;ind — Now."
named as representative.
been two
sold territories.
up for "Eyes of Youth,"
save
Baltimore. — Julian B r y 1 a w s k i
Prizma Natural color pictures are
staged a Leah Baird Week at his
reUased through World Film.
Johnson
Scenic
Every
Two
Weeks
Victoria theater last week, presentRobertson Cole will release a new
Ford Returns to California
ing the star in her pictures, "As a
Man Thinks" and "The Volcano" for Martin Johnson adventure producHarrison
Ford, who came East to
the first and last half of the week,
tion every two weeks.
respectively.
play
opposite
series will be known as "On her "Easy to Marguerite Clark in
Ten days in advance of Leali Baird theTheBorderland
Get," has returned
of Civilization" and
where he will resume workto
week the iVctoria management dis- at the same time a number of news- California
at
the
Lasky
studio.
tributed a six-page folder detailing
papers will run the story of Martin
the career of the star, with reproductions of the scenes in "As A Man Johnson's life.
"School Days" in Films
Thinks" and "The Volcano" as illustrations. In his programs the preEdwards' "School Days" will
ceding week Brylawski had inserted be Gus
made into a picture by Famous
small portraits of Miss Baird, 300 of Players.
which were autographed.
Beach Film at Capitol
The bigger
part of was
the devoted
Victoria's
advertising
campaign
to
Rex Beach's "The Girl from Outa liberal use of three-sheets on both
side," aGoldwyn production, will be
productions in choice locations the feature at the Capitol next week.
throughout town, space being allowed betwen them for a large por- It replaces Nazimova in "The Brat."
trait of Leah Baird. The big layouts
CINEMATOGRAPHER!
were topped with the following caption: A Famous Star in Two Famous
Have you had a Static?
Productions by a Famous Authar.
Why not eliminate it altoA successful advertisrng and exWrite now for our inexpensive
gether?
ploitation campaign was put over in
guaranteed
Free Trial Static
the New York territory by Paul
Eliminator.
(iray, New York Exploitation ManaS. E. Co.
ger for Select.
1017 Candler Bldg.
N. Y. C.
"The Perfect Lover" was playing
220 W. 42nd St.
at the Riarlto, Passaic, New Jersey,
under the management of A. P. Wa.xman. A tie up with 25 of the prominent merchants in Passaic was used
thus
giving
the picture extensive advertising.

Altho.ugh the window displays
were one of the big features of the
campaign, a "Perfect Lover Waltz
Contest" that was used at the city's
leading ball room proved to be a
big card. The dance was the leading social event of the year and was
attended by over 2,000 people.
"The Perfect Lover Waltz" came
on next to' closing on the program
for the evening and almost every
couple competed for the prize. Eight
ve Picker is going to call his large lianners were hung in the ball
house at Broadway and 159th room advertising "The Perfect Lover
:it" after C. F. Zittell.
Waltz" and a handsome loving cnp

Money in the box
office is Money in
the Bank.
Show Goldwyn
Pictures

LOOK

IN SUDAY

WID'S

ROMANY
"WHERE
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RUNS
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Coast Brevities

KINOGRaMS
SOUTH HONORS "8TONEWAr,L
JACKSON. — A hundred thousand dollar
memorial statue is unveiled at Richmond
Va.
ST. LOUIS POLICE PARADE.— AU of
oHicial Missouri turns out to see first of
the annual police parade sine* 1911.
STONEY INDIANS AT POW WOW —
Bis Indian encampment with all the
feathers and paint is held among: mountains at Banff, Canada.
MASSACHUSETTS RE-ELECTS COOLIDGE. — Governor is vindicated in a TOte
of Americanism, significant in national
situation.
MRS. CAT'S MOVING DAT.— Out at
Leavenworth in Kansas a house tabby
went to the woods to rear a family and
did.
SOLDIERS IN MINE FIELDS —Members of the First Division are pictured at
Coal River, W. Va., on strike duty.
BA.TAH OF BATTA HAS REGATTA.—
His royal nibs puts on a marine parade
of hand decorated water buffalo in the
royal pond.
FIRST
POLISH
ENVOY
HEBE
In
In Washington, Prince Caainmir Lubomlrsky presents his credentials at State Department.
HERE'S A $15,000 MARE.— At Boston,
Mass., a highbred mare named Rosalind
arrives on ship from Glasgow, Scotland.
MARINES DO SUGAE LOAF BY TELEFERICA. — Down at Rio de Janeiro in
Brazil some American marines go sight
seeing on wire road.

(H/jecial to WlJj'ti DAILY)
Hollywood.— George H. Melfonl
has returned from San Francisco,
where he has been on location with
members of his company filminsz
"The Sea Wolf."

Dustin Farniim has completed the
filming of "The Corsican Brothers"
and a new cast is being selected for a
new Farnum picture which will be
started soon at the Gasnier studios
in Glendale.
Tom Mix, his leading woman, Colleen Moore, and the remainder of the
Company have returned from their
extended stay on location in Prescott, Arizona.

William Duncan is working on the
13th episode of "Smashing Barriers"
and sets for the 14th and 15th episodes are now being constructed to
facilitate the early completion of this
serial.

DAILV

David Smith started work this
week on a series of O. Henry stories
each of which will be produuced in
two reels. Jay Morley, who was featured in "The Roads We Take," has
been cast for the current production
and Kate Price will again come under the Vitagraph banner in this picture.

be supported by Theodore Rob^
Herbert Standing, Allen Sears,
zie Ridgeway and little Frankie
who
was
quite prominent
in
"Miracle
Man."
William DesmI

Taylor is directing."
Second King Film Finished
John M. Stall has comp|[(|
"Women Men Forget" for
American Cinema with Mollie KI
Eddie Polo, recently arrived in in the stellar role. He is now |
Los Angeles after an extended tour ting and assembling the picture..
through Europe, will start work beMiss King is now taking a vacall
fore the end of the week on a new
for
10 days on Her
her next
husband's
15-episode serial for Universal. The
pictureesil
title has not been selected. Jacques in Kentucky.
Jaccard will direct. This is Polo's be "The Serpent."
first serial since "The Lure of the
Theater Chain in Columbus, O
"Stronger Than Death" is the title
chosen
Circus." by Mme. Nazimova for her
picturization of the two L A. R. Wylie novels made into scenario form
by Charles Bryant, the photographing of which was recently completed.
Nazimova's latest picture was two
months in production at the Metro
studio and on location at Mme. Nazimova's home and in the Hollywood
foothills.

It looks as though Nancy Chase,
last year's sensation of the London
stage and now supporting J. Warren Kerrigan, at the Brunton studios,
DlSTRIMUrri) BY WORLD is in Hollywood to stay. She has
With Mitchell Lewis resting, genleased a beautiful Swiss chalet in
eral manager Cyrus J. Williams of
Cahuenga Pass.
the Lewis Company, has put a new
producing unit in the field making a
Irene Rich, who has just finished five-reel features of original plays
Hollywood. -R y Stewart, Claire! a star role in Eminent Authors' pro- written by director Robert North
duction of the Basil King novel, Bradbury. The first of these is called
Adams, Roln-i ."■/. i-Kim, Joseph J.
Street Called Straight," has "Hollyhocks" and is being filmed by
Dowling, Mart- Kolibins, Frederick "The
been engaged to play opposite Will
Bradbury's players on locations in
Starr, Violet Schrain, M- rie MessenRogers in "The Strange Border," the historic valley of Temecula, beger and Frank Brownlee are in the from
tween Los Angeles and San Diego.
Will Payne's story.
cast of the latest Benjamin B. Hampton production, a screen edition of
And still the stars come. On very
An imposing array of talent is asone of Zane Grey's novels. 8hc pic- good authority it is said that Buster
sembled in Realart's first "made in
ture will soon be completed. Jack Keaton, member of Fatty Arbuckle's
California"
picture. "Judy of Rogue's
Conway i sdirector, assisted by Nick chuckle staff, is to have a company of
Harbor," from the Grace Miller
Grinde and E. J. Vallego is photo- his own, production to begin some
time in April.
Witc
grapher.
Marybook,
Miles"Barnabetta."
Minter, the star, will

Columbus, plan
O.— the
J. W.erection
and w"^
Dusenbury
o
chain of theaters in this city.
The first house will be located
High St. between 12th and 13th A
It will seat 1,500.
Five Reelers From Sennett
Los Angeles. — E. M. Asher, M
Sennett's personal representative
quoted as saying that the com
producer, contemplates a regular c
put of five-reel comedy specials.

i

This has been rather genen
known in New York.
Sol LesseJ
thought
to have entered upon
agreement to handle the Sennett i
cials.
Telegrams
Washington. — Tom
Moore
4
fairly deluged with telegrams
c ■
gratulating him on the manner |
which he handled the premiere
Allan Dwan's "Soldiers of Fortu:
Moore received messages from
Ian Dwan, Arthur Kane, Isaac
per, Pauline Starke, Norman Ke:
Melbourne
MacDowell,
Anna
Nillson and others interested in
production.
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Triple Cptical Enlargements

Every Modern Innovation
Near New York
Box DD, Wid's Daily

arc made by our own patented appaiatus which permits us to extract
important scenes from film and make
them into large paintings up to 40x£0
inches. Some of these are on exhibition at our salearoems.
i
ERAUS HFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel. 3ti07 Bryant
17th Floor

COMPLETE LINE OF
Supplies and Equipment
for STUDIO and THEATRE
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WHAT EVERY.
WOMAN LEARNS
^yEUGERE
DiPLECTBrr, iyFRED

NIBLO

B.L&\\^IS
—Photogisaphed LyGm'S.Q^Si^S^iS

A THOS, H.INCEr PRODUCTION

What the poets say of Enid Bennett
"A figure like a willow bough." "A
face like the rose in June." "Her smile
like the bloom of the morning.'^ "Her
hair like countless threads of gold."
"As young as Eve with Nature's daybreak in her face."
And THAT'S why folks will crowd
to see her in "What Every Woman
Learns."

^0aramoui]^rteraft picture
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SHORT
STUFF
Corinne Griffith in
Vitagraph
Norma Talmadge in
Select
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'. . .A GIRL IN BOHEMI
Page 13
Geraldine Farrar in. . . .FLAME OF THE DESERT
Goldwyn
Page 17
PeggyFoxHyland in

Gish amount
' Dorothy
Griffith-Par

Viola Dana in
Metro

Reported Loew to buy Ackerman and Harris circuit
of theaters in west.
Wednesday
Reported Poli and Fox circuits have "combined to keep
Famous Players out of New England.
National Association to raise funds to fight censorship
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DORIS
KENYON
present

BANDBOX
Picturized. from the famous novel by

Iiouis Joseph.
Vance
Directed by P.William Neill

- -^^ r _
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^

Proof of the power of "The
Bandbox" is found in the
willingness of exhibitors who
have booked it to use quarter
and half pagds in their local
dailies to let the entire public of their cities know that —
Here is a great melodrauja
of action and suspense, filled
with romance, an interest*
compelling love story and a
beautiful star who herself
will be loved by everyone in
every audience.

W.W. HODKINSON CORPOEmON
Vistrlbutingthroupi
PMHi Bidvmge, bua^iati '
527 Fi/eh Avenue . New Tfork Qtf
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Good Characterizations and Effective Development to Big Situation Make
This Hit
Corinne GrifRth in
"THE

but they certainly know about Clyde Fitch and will
probably come expecting this to be something better
than the average.

CLIMBERS"
Vitagraph

DIRECTOR
Tom Terriss
AUTHOR
Clyde Fitch
SCENARIO BY
Lucien Hubbard
CAMERAMAN
Tom Malloy
AS A WHOLE
Interesting and human visualization of famous play, building effectively to
big. situation, which makes powerful impres-sion.
STORY

Sarcastic expose of society with situations made quite effective by treatment.
DIRECTION
Gave pleasing atmosphere; made
characterization distinctive, taking pains in
development.
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Varied from very fine to
only fair.
LIGHTINGS
Many very effective; some not so
CAMERA

good.
WORK

Varied

STAR

Very beautiful girl; made character decidedly sympathetic.
SUPPORT
Good
types; generally
satisfactory
EXTERIORS. .. .Many effective ; generally pleasing
INTERIORS
Many very good; some just fair
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4 644 feet
This is decidedly better than the routine offerings,
because the director has given proper attention to the
development of characters and has builded slowly but
surely to a big dramatic situation which has l)een verv
effectively handled, with the. result that it gives a
sure enough kick to the last part of the film.
The present generation of theater goers may not
know an a:w'ful lot about Clyde Fitch's successful play.

The early reels run a little bit slowly at times, but
there is plenty .of good chatacter development, many
excellent sarcastic slaps at society which will please
the cash customers, and all the way through the interest is held sufiiciently well to carry up nicely to the
big situation where the no-account young husband of
Miss Griffith is forced to confess his thefts in a darkened room which is lighted only by flashes of lightning from the storm outside. This scene was ideal
for photographic purposes, and Director Terriss has
certainly put it over with a real kick by the intelligent
use of closeups and good cutting.
Miss Griffith is a very beautiful girl, and she has
been photographed to splendid advantage. Her personality helps very decidedly in holding the attention.
Percy Marmont as the sympathetic soul who is kept
from winning Corinne early in the story by,, the
young willun lying to him about being engaged to the
shero plays throughout with a quiet dignity and Selfpossession which helps to give balance to the action,
and everyone will be with him. However, I must insist that he did not show enough surprise when beautiful Corinne finally confessed rather unexpectedly
that she loved him very much.
The scene following the funeral which is from the
play and other touches getting over Fitch's sarcasm
were well handled, and I would say that this will not
only hold the attention of any audience but please them
sufficiently that they will mark it very decidedly above
the average offering.
Included in the cast were : Hugh Huntley, Henry
Hallam, Emily Fitzroy, Josephine Whittell, Jane Jennings, George Spotswood, Corinne Barker and Charlie Halton.

Play Up Author, Gatchlines and Star; Your Crowd Should Like This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is certainly sufficiently worth while to justify
^our promising your fans an excellent dramatic offering, and you should of course play up particularly the
fact that this is a screen adaptation of the famous p'ay
by Clyde Fitch.
I would call particular attention to ihe fact that
this was directed by Tom Terriss, mentioning some
of his recent productions, such as "The Third Degree,"
and you can safely say that Corinne Griffith, the
beautiful young star, gets the greatest chance of her

career in this production
In a teaser campaign for this I would play up the
line: "What is society; See Clyde Fitch's 'The
Climbers'." You can vary this by such lines as "What
constitutes a position in society? How is one climber
to know another climber?"
You might make very effective use of Miss Griffith's
photographs in tying up with lines, "Would you consider her a climber, or would you feel that you should
climb to reach her?"

A Dynamic Drama
THE
H. K. SOMBORN,

Pres.
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Star Redeems Otherwise Draggy Production
Norma
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS

ISLE

Talmadge in
OF CONQUEST"
Select
Edward Jose
Arthur Hornblow
John Emerson and Anita Loos
David Abel

A

WHOLE
Well produced society drama
affording star some good opportunities.
STORY
Picturization of the difficulties of love

and romance in high society.
DIRECTION
Could have been greatly improved
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTING . . .'
Good
CAMERA WORK
Capable
STAR
Did her usual capable work
SUPPORT
Generally good; Wyndham Standing
scored in lead.
EXTERIORS
Very good
INTERIORS
All that could be desired
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Modern society
drama, clean and inoffensive.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. .. .About 5,000 feet
This had all the possibilities of a big picture as pictures go, but somehow it does not get over that way.
It is certainly a novel situation to bring a man, who
has gone through the tortures of hell on account of
one woman, and a woman who has gone through a
like experience on account of one man, together on a
desert island, and then work out their regeneration.
This is a good situation but the director has missed

fire on it and failed to bring out in a thoroughly convincing manner the emotional changes that must take
place in a man nd woman under like circumstances.
As it stands it is* a good picture and it probably
will get over but due largely to the popularity and
general attractiveness of the star. Miss Talmadge
gives her usual good performance throughout the entire offering and is ably support'ed by Wyndham
Standing and a good cast.
The picture has been elaborately produced and there
is some beautiful photography and artistic lighting
But while these help bolster up the work of
effects.

Miss Talmadge they do not compensate for the neglect of story possibilities. Whether this is the fault
of the director or the scenario requirements is hard to
say. Possibly the responsibility is equally divided for
an enormous amount of footage is taken up leading up
to the big situation.
Ethel Harmon, Norma Talmadge, is a young girl
just budding into womanhood. She and her sister
Janie, Natalie Talmadge by the way, youngest sister
of the star, are in a convent. Their mother, ,a widow,
is a fashionable society woman about at the end of her
resources. She tries to capture Van Surdam, a wealthy bachelor, and fails.
John Arnold is a young ship builder in love with
Claire Wilson, a shallow, frivolous, young thing, fond
of high life and gaiety, and without great moral
stamina. While Arnold is away on business she and
Van Surdam become infatuated, and she throws Arnold over, and goes to live with the other man.
Arnold goes to pieces and tries to drink himself to
death. Mrs. Harmon realizes that she cannot capture
Van Surdam herself, takes Ethel from the convent
and grooms her for the sacrifice. She is successful and
Ethel and Van are married.
Ethel's experience as the wife of Van Surdam is
such as to make her hate all men. At the end of a year
Van's health is bad and his doctor orders a long sea
voyage. Arnold has sunk so low by this time that he
ships as a stoker. The ship is wrecked and Arnold
and Ethel are thrown together on a desert island.
He hates all women and she hates all men. Gradually they find they are both wrong and they fall in
love with each other. After waiting six months they
come to the conclusion that it is not necessary to wait
any longer. On the night on which they are to perform a marriage rite Ethel's husband and family come
to the rescue.
On the yacht, however, Ethel refuses to permit her
husband to possess her, and in a fit of drunken rage
he dies of heart failure. After a year Arnold and
Ethel are married.
Others in the cast were Charles Gerard. Elder Hopper, Claire Whitney, Gareth Hughes and Joe Smiley.

Will Get By on the Popularity of the Star
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You should get by in good shape with this one
without any great difficulty, for whereas it is not great,
it is good. Women especially like the sort of stuff
that is portrayed in this offering, as it deals with high
sociAy and thus affords many opportunities for beautiful gowns and elaborate settings.

Play up the title good and strong. It has box office

plenty of stills should pull the crowd in. Go strong
on Norma Talmadge.
In your advertising and publicity use the big situation in the picture extensively. Suggestions for catch
lines: "See Norma Talmadge in a ''novel and unusual
situation. A man who hates women, and a woman
who hates men, brought together on a desert island.
Did they fall in love?"

Real SKovmen- and WK^
Shake hands men with E. V. Richards, amiably
known as the gentleman from the South!
But politicians, down South, and more particularly New Orleans, his official habitat say he
doesn't stay there long enough to vote, — which
means, six months out of the year. Outside of
general managing 60 theaters, booking for a few
more, directing the territorial exchange policy for
Metro and the First National Exhibitor's Circuit,
and keeping 464 employee's on their toes in 5
states and 26 cities, Richards, finds time enough
to get a little pleasure out of his periodical business trips to Broadway in the interest of the
Saenger Amusement Co. and affiliated interests.
Richards is a Carolinian, being born in Wilmington 33 years ago.
His dad, it is, related, wanted to make an engineer out of him, as the boy's mind was turning
to things mechanical. With the natural adventure of fearless youth, Richards disappointed him,
and when the aflfair with Spain happened in '98,
he stole down to Charleston, boarded a transport, and stowed-away as a cabinboy — to see
Dewey finish the fracas in Manilla Bay. Incidentally itgave him (Richards') the distinction
of being the youngest un-enlisted youth in the
American Navy.
Growing into manhood he joined the Caravan
of the White Tops, and saw yeomen service with
several of American's biggest carnival ancj circus
organizations, in concession, managerial and contracting departments. In 1907 he opened a "picture show" in Shreveport. However the lure of
the sawdust ring "got" him that summer and
he went back to bis. former calling. But the
hustline commonwealth of Caddo parish, beckoned him return in 1909 and he ioined the
Saengers as manager of their theatrical properties. Except for a brief affiliation with E. H.
Hulsev, at Dallas, Texas., Richards' service with
Saeneers has been uninterrupted.
Once entrenched with Saenger's again he began
tbe march to the front of an organization built
on the careful calculations, the ingenuitv and concise svstem of a man who had made the amusement business a profession and a life study.
Saenper theaters sprang- like maeic throuehout
Louisiana. With their invasion of New Orleans,
where thev built the magnificent Strand, came
the abporntion of the Fichtenbere interests in
Tune, 1917 that took in theaters, in Vicksburg,
Miss., Houston, Tex., and Pensacola, Fla., "We
cover Dixie like the Dew" became a slogan for
Saenp-pfs in a short while.
Richards verv seldom speaks, for publication.
He knows that the public, unintentionally or
by tradition, expect a lot of gaucherie from showmen and for this reason he avoids the spotlight of
publicity.
"Everv man can succeed if he works" has been
his motto.
Richards imparts to his managers

ftir
E. V. RICHARDS
in 'the conduct of Saenger theaters, that personalpublic-contact touch, which immediately makes
the manager the dynamo to energize the city,
town, or theater he represents.
He passes details to a statistical department,
on whicli he can lay his fingers any minute of the
day, and get a "line" on any state, city, or community question aflfecting his own or any other
particular business.
UnaSiSuming to a degree, plain as broad-cloth,
but diplomatic and democratic. as well, tnese attributes are an innate trait of the man's personality. The range of his operations cover towns
from populations of 10,000 to cosmopolitan cities
the size of New Orleans with 450,000, so a marked
diversity of policy and presentation aflfect them.
■ Richards' climb has not been easy, however.
He has felt the stealth hand of failure as frequently as success, but he merely smiles and
says : "Its part of the game."
At 33 years of age he has attained a pre-eminent position in Southern amusements,, probably
the most powerful independent executive in the
business. Withal, he still wears the same size
hat.
Its no wonder the whole South feels mighty
proud of Ernest Vincent Richards.
'
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Weak Vehicle for Star Who Fails to Get Over Characterization
Monroe Salisbury in
"HIS DIVORCED
Universal

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

BY

WIFE"

Douglas
Gerrard
Elmer Elliott Peake
McGrew Willis

CAMERAMAN
Roy
Klaffki
AS A WHOLE
Aims to put over heart interest
stuff but fails noticeably
because
of implausibility and weak character portrayed.
STORY

Adaptation of Elmer Elliott Peake's
"An
Alter on Little Thunder
Mountain"
doesn't make first class screen material.
DIRECTION
Might
have handled
players to
better advantage.
PPHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Usually proper
CTMERA
WORK
Ordinary
STAR
..Hardly suited to the role; was really
funny when he tried to look soulful.
SUPPORT
Good enough J;)ut no one deserves
special mention.
EXTERIORS
Western settings good
INTERIORS
Suitable
DETAIL
Fairly well taken' care of
CHARACTER OF STORY. .. .Theme dealing with
love and sacrifice.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,800 feet
This is indeed a bad pick, especially for Monroe
Salisbury, who emotes all over the place, and his posing will get laughs instead of sympathy more than
once during the picture. In fact, the whole cast is so
terribly "acty" that it almost borders on a burlesque.
The story is weak in heart interest. There is a
certain amount of it to be sure, but implausibility

a matter of course but only to a certain extent, yet
when it comes to asking you 'to believe that a woman
truly in love with her husband would divorce him
in order to secure an education for her child, and then
have the husband a willing party to the agreement —
well, any audience with just ordinary intelligence
won't swallow this.
Monroe Salisbury, as Asa, the village blacksmith, is
in love with Nancy, daughter of a former aristocrat,
but the girl is also sought by Rufus, a young attorney.
However, Monroe wins the fair lady. In accordance
with his creed to help his fellowmen, hero aids a
man named Orr to earn a living by employing him in
his blacksmith shop. Orr is an escaped convict
though this is unknown to his benefactor.
When a son is born to Nance and Asa, a village
bully intimates to Orr that Rufus is the father of the
child whereupon Orr enraged at such slander against
the wife of the man who has helped him, strikes a
blow which kills the accuser. But the charitable Asa
assists Orr to escape and assume*^ he guilt. Then
wicked willun Rufus sees his chance to get back at his
rival by burning the fonfession of the convict which
he finds under the door of his home, and proceeds to
send Asa to prison.
This gives Rufus a chance to resume his attentions
to Nance and finally persuades her to divorce her jailbird husband for the sake of her child's education.
Nance consents and when Asa, a free man, returns to
his home he again makes the big sacrifice and a title
tells us that he will go away in order that his wife
may marry a man who can give their son an education.
Rufus and Asa meet and have lots of fun chasing
one another around a barn with revolvers but the

coupled with portrayals that fail to • get over, and
what human appeal is left gets lost in transit. Folks

kindly hearted Asa cannot bring
willun, so willun shoots him and
escape but is thrown from his horse
Nance discovers the wounded Asa.

are willing to accept things that don't seem real as

the pair are reunited.

himself to shoot
then makes his
and killed, while
He recovers and

Either Forget This or Make as Little Fuss as Possible About It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Forget this one unless you are in a jam. For a
theme supposed to contain heart interest and as a
starring vehicle for Monroe Salisbury this fails to get
"^ver.
This won't get Salisbury any new friends, and unless Universal provides better story material and roles
better adapted to his particular personality, he is
liable to lose what fan friends he has.
Should you be tied up for this, slide it through easy

and the less you say about it before you show it, the
less explaining and alibiing you'll have to do after.
Simply announce the title and the star and trust to
luck to secure an audience that is easily satisfied.
Catchlines could be used perhaps to advantage in
connection with the title: "Would you be willing to
have your w]fe divorce you if you thaught it would
secure an education for your son? Monroe Salisbury
makes this sacrifice in 'His Divorced Wife' at the
blank theater'."

Edwin

Carewe Announces

The following productions for 1920:

o Grande''
"Ri
by Augustus Thomas
"Queen of the Moulin Rouge''
by Paul M. Potter

"Habit"
by Tom Barry

"What Man Calls Love"
by Augustus Thomas
Current Releases:

"The By Right
to Lie"
"The ByWeb
of Lies'
Jane Murfin
Finis Fox
Starring Dolores Cassinelli

'*By
Distributed
1^
*r

ryi J J
H
I
A
<*'^
AAA
A

Their Deeds

Ye Shall Know

of a woman"
soul
SNOWBIRD"
HOUSE OF TEARS"

bv
^

"the
"THE
"THE

Y^
P
M.^

"THE SPLENDID SINNER"
"HER GREAT PRICE"
"THE VOICE OF CONSCIENCE"
"GOD'S HALF ACRE"
"PALS FIRST"
"THE TRAIL TO YESTERDAY"
"THE WAY OF THE STRONG"

Them"

EMILY STEVENS
MABEL TALIAFERRO
EMILY STEVENS
MARY GARDEN
MABEL TALIAFERRO
FRANCIS
X BUSHMAN
and BEVERLY
BAYNE
MABEL TALIAFERRO
,. HAROLD LOCKWOOD
BERT LYTELL
ANNA Q. NILSSON

Mr. Carewe's past achievements will cause. exhibitors
to watch for his future productions

EDWIN CAREWE
HARRY

CAHANE,

Treasurer

PRODUCTION,
Suite 809, Brokaw

Inc.

Building, BROADWAY
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Fine Production Marred by Dime Novel Story
Olive Thomas
"THE

GLORIOUS
Selznick

in
LADY"

DIRECTOR
George Irving
AUTHOR
Edmund
Goulding
CAMERAMAN
i . Lewis Physioc
SCENARIO
George M. Arthur
AS A WHOLE
Extremely artistic production
built around trite story.
STORY
Old-fashioned dime novel of the Laura
Jean Libby type.
DIRECTION
Most excellent; artistic with
careful attention to atmosphere; did best he
could with story material.
■
'— — ««v,.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Some of the best that has
been shown; beautiful soft and artistic effects
LIGHTINGS
Marvelously beautiful
CAMERAWORK
Excellent throughout
STAR
Always pleased ; beautiful closeups
SUPPORT
All that could be desired
EXTERIORS
Well selected
INTERIORS
Elaborate, splendid English atmosphere.
DETAIL
Production detail good; titles trite
CHARACTER OF STORY
Inoffensive, dealing
with intimate family life of English aristocracy.
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

. . . .About 4,539 feet

"Thirty years before moving pictures were ever
thought of there was a grade of popular fiction in
this country known as the dime novel. It was looked
upon as the trashiest kind of trash. This picture has
a story of that kind.
It is a shame that such an enormous lot of money
and brains, and intelligence, and effort, should have
been expended in the picturization of a story of this
kind. For with the exception of the story the picture
is beautiful, and possesses every requisite of a big
special.

The director and ccameraman have done everything **
in their power to make up for this short coming and
as a result have evolved a beautiful production.
The
photography is beautiful, replete with artistic effects.
The direction is everything that could be desired ; the
lightings
show
great
care
and
skillful
technical
knowledge; the star is pretty and appealing.
Yet with
all this the story is so trashy, most of the titles so ^ V
trite, that there is a feeling of disappointment when
/
it is all over.
Ivis Benson is the daughter of a tenant farmer of
the Duke of Doame. One of the annual events on
the estate is a- horse race in which peasant and aristocrats take part. Ivis rides her father's entry. The
Duke, rides his own horse.
Previous to the race the Duke has been sowing his
wild oats in London, and his nerves are not in the
best of condition. He is thrown and his foot catches
in the stirrup. He is in great danger of losing his life
whe.n Ivis, who has been leading, looks back and sees
the accident. She turns back and rescues the Duke.
In doing- so she is badly hurt. When they have both
recovered the Duke visists her frequently. They fall
in love and are married, against the strenuous objections of the Duke's mother, who had decided on an
intimate friend for her future daughter-in-law. Ivis
becomes ill and after a consultation with famous specialists the family physician tells her that it will be
impossible for her ever to have a child, believing that
the Duke will divorce her on receipt of this information and will then marry his sister.
The Duke, howdver, refuses, saying that their love
is all important. It is impressed on Ivis that it is her
duty to force the Duke to divorce her as the main duty
of a duchess is to provide an heir. With this idea in

mind she disgraces her husband by feigning drunkenness in public. This does not avail so she disappears.
After great dif^ficulty the Duke succeeds in finding her,
it is discovered that she can have a child, and the usual
clutch follows.

Cheap, Trite Story Mars Otherwise Beautiful Production
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Play up everything in this one except the story and
lay off that entirely if possible. The picture has every
requisite of a special with the exception of the story.
The title has nothing to do with the picture. Your
big drawing card is Olive Thomas.

She is good all

the way through and in conjunction with the elabora ^
production will probably get it over with your fans,

Use the star's name very extensively.
Also plenty
of her pictures. \^Some of the doseups o£ her are oj
such
great^ beauty^ Build your advertising around
catchlines as: "Olive Thomas called upon to make
momentous decision in 'The Glorious Lady.' Was she

If your crowd likes*01ive Thomas
otherwise go easy.
right?"

bally hoc it good,

READY

NOW!
ROMANY
t<

Where Love Runs Wild''
The picture sensation of the
year. Complete with guaranteed seat-selling and sure-fire
exploitation paper, plan book
and accessories — nothing like
it before — a clean-up for every
theatre — get busy today — write
or wire your nearest World
branch now.
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Adaptation of Musical Comedy Loses in Screen Presentation
Peggy Hyland in
"A GIRL IN BOHEMIA"
Fox
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Howard

M. Mitchell
H. B. Daniel
Dennison Clift
Frank Good

AS A WHOLE
Gets away with a whole lot by
jJassing it off as a dream; contains no new
situations.
STORY

Adaptation of H. B. Daniels' play won't
cause sensation.

DIRECTION

Might have made more of Bohemian atmosphere.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Acceptable
LIGHTINGS
Usually good
CAMERA WORK
Ordinary
STAR
Did a lot of fussing but manages to do
her bit.
SUPPORT

Played their respective parts but

didn't display any exceptional ability.
EXTERIORS
Good enough when needed
INTERIORS
Used the same sets too often and
they weren't up to the standard.
Missed a few opportunities but otherwise not so bad.
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . .Billed as comedy but
misses as such.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. .. .About 4,800 feet
DETAIL

"A Girl in Bohemia," produced in New York as a
musical comedy may have been a success but presented on the screen as a straight comedy offering, it
isn't. There's not a smile in the whole thing, let alone
a laugh and even a monkey failed to register any
capers.
They put poor Peggy through a lot of excitement
after she has generously supported a few of the vil-

lagers. She is swindled and then accused of a murder
but it's only a dream after all and everything comes
out all right. If this is an example of what can be
done with adapting musical comedy for screen entertainment then they had better confine their efforts to
straight comedy stufif for they sure have missed on
this.

However, it may

get by as an ordinary program

ofifering in view of its title. Folks aren't going to be
the least bit surprised when they find out it's a dream
because it is so highly improbable that you can't help
but have a hunch that shero Peggy is going to wake
up somewhere along the last reel.

Peggy writes a book which she calls "A Girl in
Bohemia." but is told by friends and publishers that
she doesn't know a thing about Bohemian Hfe and
of course doesn't get over the proper atmosphere in
her book. So Peg decides to go and live in Greenwich Village and get acquainted with the long haired
men and short-haired women.
Shero falls asleep and the remainder of the picture
shows what she dreams. Her rooming house associates plav on her generosity by continually borrowe her of her ening monev and finally plan to reliev
tire bank account. Then things begin to happen for
by
poor shero. She is without funds and is deserted
kills
ntally
accide
he
her frame-up husband-to-be when
le.
his co-worker in the plot to get Peggy's bankro
is i)ut
and
crime
the
of
cted
Next she is suspe
rescue
through the third degree but hero comes to the
and
by producing the fake bridegroom. Veg wakes
least bit exthey end up with a clutch. Nothingwiththethe
exception
surely
and
this
about
inarv
traord
of what little Miss Hyland has to do. the players supporting won't cause any sensation. In the cast are
Betty Schade. EdJosef Swickard, L. C. Shumway, and
Winter Hall.
ell
McDow
ward Cecil. Melbourne

Title and Greenwich Village Atmosphere May Help

on This

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Should you handle this, your best play will be on
the title and the fact that it was a New York musical
comedy success but let it go at that for the screen
version, although it can pass of¥ with a push, is weak
entertainment lacking that punch and spirit of vi-•iv^acity that is usually expected of musical comedy.
The humorous dialogue is lost of course in its transference to the screen.
The star may have a following in your neighborhood in which case play up her name in connection
with the title and you could name a few of her latest
productions if you have run them. Catchlines might
serve to excite some curiosity. For instance: "Sec
what happened to the country girl who went to live

in New York's Bohemian quarters, Greenwich Village.
Peggy Hyland will show you in her latest Fox picture,
'A Girl in Bohemia'!" Or, "You have heard of New
York's artists' colony called Greenwich Village. See
the life of the villagers as depicted in 'A Girl in Bo-

Most folks, especially out of town peo])le, read about
New York's Bohemian life and the fact that the pichemia'!"
ture deals more or less with the life as seen in this
section, will have a strong appeal to a certain class of
patrons. You might do well, therefore, to exploit the
fact that the action takes place in Greenwich Village
and that the habits and life of these people are a part
of the storv.
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HERE'S HOW!
Lewis J. Selznick

SBVKSTH

AVSNTTE AT FOHTT-NIKTH
TTKW TrORK

STR£ET

To Exhibitors:

I want you to be my partner. I'll pay you for the privilege
of becoming yours.
I've purchased all the common stock of National Picture
Theatres, Inc. Paid $100,000 (or the issue. I'm going to give
you half of it. It's without any present value, but next year by
your decision, it will be worth nothing or millions.
If we work with and for each other, we'll split a fortune.
If we split hairs, I lose a lot of time, a little money, and both of
us lose a big bet on Opportunity.
I'm getting the common stock dirt cheap, but if that sticks
in your craw, just recall that you get half of it for less than
tha:— nothing. I run the business, but you run me with an
exhibitor Board of Directors. Between what I've learned of
picture-making, and what you've learned of profit taking, I'll
land the pictures -you'll land the crowds and we'll both get the
money.
This may be bare knuckle language, but I don't know any
kid glove words. " Camouflage " wasn't explained in my school
dictionary.
This game has got to pay me or I won't play it, and there's
only one way to make it pay — that's by having it pay you. If
the exhibitor isn't a success, I'm a failure.
If I thought I could get the best of you without getting the
worst of it, being just human, I might try for the advantage, but

If we pool resources we can stabilize at both ends, giving;
the public better pictures for the same money, or the sama
pictures for less money.
National Picture Theatres, Inc., is like a mutualized insurance
company— conducted for the benefit of the shareholders. All
savings of administration become common property. Maximums
of overhead are fixed and protected. No magic about the proposition— nothing brilliant or unique— merely cutting out of
wasteful buying and selling operations.
I'm entitled to half the common stock revenue because you
can't get me to go in for less. My time and my experience are
worth it. The things I know to do, and the things I know not
to do are worth millions.
What you get is the money you save by combining for shortcut methods.
It's a case of 50-50 responsibility and authority and 150^°
results! "One plus one equals three." I could promise more,
but I couldn't deliver, so I won't.
I want

you for my partner, but I won't pay more for the

privilege than it's worth.
'Very truly yours.

until 1 find a dead goose selling for more than golden eggs, I'll
continue to believe that the protection of mutual interests is the
one sound principle for a producer
exhibitor success.
You must contract for pictures and 1 must contract for
markets. Under the present system, you constantly create good
will for the producer and the good will you have created is at
t'he mercy of an outbidding competitor
1, on the other hand, have greater selling costs year after
year, because the present system of distribution means a new
selling campaign at a constantly increasing overhead each
seasort.
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SEATS FOR YOU

That's what SELZNICK PICTURES national advertising campaign
is doing. Twenty-four hours a day, every day, seven days a week,
millions of people are being won to SELZNICK PICTURES — your
seats are being sold for you.
When you book SELZNICK PICTURES you are eliminating empty
seats— you are contracting for an audience— not merely for a picture.
SELZNICK PICTURES national advertising campaign is doing it.
The list of media used includes:
Saturday Evening Post
Ladies Home Journal
Pictorial Review
Red Book
Country Gentleman
Photoplay Magazine
Green Book
Motion Picture Magazine

Picture Play Magazine
Blue Book
American Legion Weekly
Theatre Programs
Electric Signs
Painted Boards
24-Sheet Boards

THESE SALESMEN REACH EVERY
[N YOUR CITY

PATRON

S)

\
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Elaborately Produced Farrar Special with Egyptian
Geradline Farrar in
"FLAME

Director, cameraman

OF THE DESERT"
Goldwyn

DIRECTOR
Reginald
Barker
AUTHOR
Charles A. Logue
CAMERAMAN
Percy Hilburn
AS A WHOLE
Elaborately produced picture
with exciting action.
STORY
Improbable but entertaining story of
English politics in Egypt.
DIRECTION
Quick tempo; good action; well
handled.
PHOTOGRAPHY
desert scenes.
I
NG
TI
GH
LI
CAMERA WORK

17

Excellent; many beautiful

Very good throughout
Skillful; excellent double

exposures.
STAR
Nothing remarkable but pleases
SUPPORT
Tellegen scores in male lead; balance of cast good.
EXTERIORS
Desert
scenes remarkably

good.
INTERIORS
Rich and elaborate
DETAIL
Well handled; atmosphere maintained
titles good.
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
.Political intrigue,
adventure and romance.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,900 feet
.; There is no question about this being a special and
it will likely get over as such. Though the stofy is
improbable and has features that v/i!l aft'ord the criti' cal in your audience an opportunity to comment, at
V the same time it possesses snlficicnt entertainment
r value to make up for its deficiencies in realism.
It contains plenty of action and excitement, and after it gets well started moves along with a rapid tempo.
The picture throughout has been beautifully done
• with no expense spared to produce the right and
proper atmosphere. There are three big mob scenes
that are particularly well handled, reaching a climax
when the revolution is nipped in the bud by the
Egyptian troops.

Background
and technical expert deserve

praise. The cameraman especially did some remarkably good work. The opening scene showing the desert at night were wonderously beautiful. There was
also some mighty good double exposure photography
quite out of the ordinary.
The story deals with high life with the locations in
England and E^pt. Lady Isabelle Channing is attracted by Essad Pasha, Lou Tellegen, who is the
head of a visiting Egyptian delegation. He paints
Egypt so beautifully to her that wjien her young
brother, Lord Channing, is appointed attache to the
English Commissioner, she decides to go along.
Aboul Bey is planning a jevolt against the English
and Essad Pasha becomes one of the conspirators.
Aboul Bey gets Lord Channing in his power owing
to his gambling propensities. When his sister becomes aware of his difficulties she visits the leader of
the revolution in his tent. Her brother is thereupon
made a prisoner and Aboul prepares to possess himself of Lady Isabelle.
A strenuous fight between the two follows in which
Isabelle stabs the Egyptian. Her love aflfair with
Essad Pasha, which started in England, has been progressing. Essad rides to her rescue, and comes up
•just as she is apprehended by Aboul's followers, who
demand instant death because she, a Christian, has
de.filed the sacred carpet in Abdul's tent.
He rescues her from the mob and mounting her on
his horse sends her for assitance while he- rescues her
brother.
A really good fight follows reaching its climax when the English troops arrive and quell the incipient revolt.
It then develops that Essad Pasha is not an Arab
at all but a titled English nobleman detailed to the
intelligence department of the Egyptian Government,
and who had just been appointed Sirdar of Egypt.
This feature of the story does not ring true.
Others in the cast not previously mentioned were
.\lec Erancis, Edyth Chapman, Casson Ferguson,

Macy Harlan, Syn De Conde, Milton Ross, Miles Dobson, Tim Mason, Louis Durham, and Ely Stanton.

A Real Special with Plenty of Punch to Put It Over
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Go to it with this one with all the exploitation you
can think of and you should pack them in. It is a
good picture in every way well worthy of the title of
special.
It holds the interests from the opening scene right
down to the final flicker. The title is good and backed
up by the fact that it has two big stars in Farrar and
Tellegen you should get by with it in first-class shape.

V

Farrar in her early pictures was not a big box office
success but she has plenty of good opportunities in
this one and takes good advantage of them. Tellegen
will likewise please your women patrons, for when all
is said and done, he is a handsome individual of the
statuesque proportions that women admire.
Therefore
use those three features, title, Farrar,
Tellegen and in addition, tell them that it is an excit
ing picture that will hold their interest.
/

m^hos. H.Ince
presents

UOHN
a
PETTICOATS
^C. GARDNER SULLIVAN
DiRBCTBB ^ LAMBERT HILLYER.

A TOGS', H ,INCE PRODUCTION

jz/ Cj>aramount:^rtcraftQ>icture
HART

AT

HIGH

Hart-interest, humor

SPEED
and

heart-

interest mixed up with a plentiful supply of thrills in a story that provides
the sort of entertainment the people
love — that's "John Petticoats," thfc
first William S. Hart picure in foureen weeks.
%'^j

"Let's go see Hart — it's sure to be

••i%i<

good." That's what thousands of persons say whenever you bill a William
S. Hart

picture.

They'll say it this time — give 'em a
chance, by booking "John Petticoats"
and billing it big.

_
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Social Meller Makes Good Program Release
Harry T. Morey in
"IN HONOR'S WEB"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR

Paul Scardon

AUTHOR
Perry N. Vekroff
CAMERAMAN
Sam Taylor
AS A WHOLE
Good program picture fairly
well produced.
[STORY
Society melodrama with nothing new;
slight plot.
{DIRECTION
....Capable; tells straight away story
PHOTOGRAPHY
Uniformly pleasing
[lightings
Good throughout
:AMERA work
Nothing oiit of the ordinary
fSTAR
Stayed well within the character at all
times.
[.SUPPORT
Agnes Ayres pleased as did Myrtle
Steadman ; former screens very well.
EXTERIORS
Sufficient to demands of picture
[NTERIORS
Good; gave atmosphere of wealth
[DETAIL

Generally good; titles merely explanatory.

Nothing to offend
[CHARACTER OF STORY
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,542 feet
Though there is nothing startlingly original about
this picture, J should say that it was a good program offering with mjerit enough to get it by without complaint. For a picture of its class it -has
been well done.

The story is based on the theme that honor is the
greatest thing in life and that any sacrifice is justifiable in order that it Ije maintained.
With that theme as a basis a good chain of circumstances has been evolved culminating in a mysterious murder and the hero maintaining silence in

order that a woman's honor may be protected up
to the point of conviction and sentence.
The direction was well handled throughout, Paul
Scardon evolving a picture that left little to be
desired. The detail was good and he maintained
his atmosphere throughout. Many of the interiors
were beautifully constructed and the exteriors were
well selected.

Frank Powell, a wealthy young l)usiness man,
played by the star, has based his whole life on the
premise that honor myst l)e maintained at all costs.
Governor Carson is an elderly man immersed in the
afifairs of state to such an extent that he neglects his
young and pretty wife, played to good effect by .'\gnes Ayres.
Rodney

Foster is a wealthy idler who

is having

a violent afifair with the Governor's wife. Olive
Meade, sister in law to the Governor, is loved by both
Frank and his brother Bert.
Frank calls at the Governor's country estate to see
Olive and finds her in thfe embrace of his brother.
Disappointed he leaves and innocently witnesses a
meeting between the Governor's wife and Foster.
Later he meets Foster who mildly slanders the Governor's lady and Frank knocks him down. That night
at a reception at the gubernatorial mansion he overhears a plot for the elopement of Foster and the lady.
He calls Foster on the telephone and requests him
to come to Frank's hotel, stating that if he is not there
by 1.30 he will come out to Foster's place. He arrives there at five minutes after two and discovers the
Governor's wife.
He takes her home pledging secrecy.
The next morning it is discovered that Foster had
been murdered at two o'clock that morning a bullet
having stopped the clock at that time. F'rank is arrested, tried and convicted on circumstantial evidence.
He refuses to prove an alibi believing that the murder had been committeed by the Governor's wife.
Later it develops that P'oster was murdered and
robbed by his valet, the crime being committed at one
o'clock. The valet had then moved the clock ahead
one hour and stopped it with a bullet as he knew that
Frank had threatened to come there at that time.
In addition there is a love story running thrcjugb
that adds to the interest.

effective all through this oft'ering.
was well.
Ayresvery
SheAgnes
- screens
Myrtle
Stedman,
likewise

brother.
as Frank's
pleased as did Gladden James,
Others in the cast were George Backus, George Majeroni, Bernard Siegal and Robert Gaillard.

Program Picture that Will Get By Without Complaint
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

In putting this one over much depends on the popu- For a teaser campaign you might use somethmg
1 •.. J J
•
c Tj
Tilt -..u
alnnp- the followino- lines : "How
a sacrifice would
t,
j.iuw great
larity and drawmg power of Harry Morey with your aiong ine luuuwiuj, uucs.
of another mans Wile.protect the honor
you make
■ -^
■* is
{ it
.
u- up strong
1
ri J play
• well11 liked
u is
Tr he
crowd. , If
him
for
. to *^
.,.
, .
,^^ ^„^„„v.
Just this sentence on a mailing card is vague enough
-, ,^
^ ^
a good program picture as pictures go. I would not ^^ ^^^^^ interest, especially among your women patadvise spending a great deal of money on this as it is ^^^^ jj^^ plenty of stills in your lobby and it would
not big enough to warrant it.
not hurt to play up Agnes Ayres a trifle.

Robert Brun ton presents

J. Warren KERRIGAN
and H/s OwM Company
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By Jack Cunningham

?i

^

-Directed by Ernest C.Wqrde

This is a melodramatic comedy:
the first comedy Kerrigan has
done in several years. A shout
of appreciation at once has gone
up from exhibitors and the motion
;-ipicture trade press critics.
Quick decision means prompt
accommodation with prints.
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Splendid Characterization Materially Aids Thin Story
Robert

Henley Presents

"THE GAY OLD DOG"
Henley Prod. — Pathe

DIRECTOR
Hobart Henley
ART DIRECTOR
Edward D. Venturini
SCENARIO
BY
Mrs. Sidney Drew from
story by Edna Ferber.
CAMERAMAN
William L. Crolly
AS A WHOLE
Ambitious effort, based on tenuous story; splendid characterization presentation; ends unexpectedly and not satisfying
fying.
STORY

Clever "biographical sketch showing career of man burdened with three sisters
growing too old in supporting them to marry,
with inevitable lonesome future. Handicapped
by lack of action.
DIRECTION
Generally
satisfying.
Character
presentation and development unusually good.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Some good shots
CAMERA WORK
. .•
Averaged fair
STAR
Handled somewhat difficult characterization well — always earnest.
SUPPORT
Generally good; well selected as to
types.
EXTERIORS
Satisfying
INTERIORS.
Rich at times, always good
DETAIL. .. .Carried, out with masterly touch.
One
title harsh and uncalled for.

CHARACTER OF STORY
nothing offensive.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Quite unusual ;
, . .5,130 feet

Hobart Henley's first independent production, " The
Gay Old Dog," shows an ambitious effort to do tlv

unusual. And in general it succeeds- The effort of
the producer-director is commendable in that it open>
a field worth studying — the presentation of a page oin
of life, a Dickens like character portrayal of a man
who in his early days was compelled to .support his
three old maid sisters, passing by marriage, and ending his life lonesome, tired, worn out, a satiric? 1 picture indeed of what his sisters believe him Lo be — "A
Gay Old Dog." It is a character portrayal in vvliicli
John Cumberland does satisfyingly good consisteni:
work. But the end comes so unexpectedly that it-is
going to surprise some and baffle others. The usual
"clutch" is miles away. All that "The Gay Old Dog"
has for his future is that which might have been, a
little dream of possibly having seen his own son on
the way to France.
Trifling, light, with characteristic B.hi.i Ferber
touches, it is thin material indeed for the 'jas:s or a
five-reeler. Perhaps handled in liwo or Lhree reels imight have been a masterpiece. But it takes a lot ot
unnecessary footage to get it up to five, and it is the
kind of footage that could well have been spared.
One title jars particularly — where "The Gay Old
Dosf," then under 30, at his mother's bedside with the
girl he loves, realizes the -burden to come in keepin.^
the promise made to his dying mother — "to look after
the girls until they marry." The title following .nakes
plain that deathbed promises should not be kept; thnt
the conditions under which they are made need not
be taken seriously. This title is sure to ofTend.
Henley deserves special credit for the handling
of the detail. Even in the early sets, a period of 25

years ago, he was very thorough — a trait that distinguished his work back in the early days when he made
•
•
"Parentage."

Don't Ballyhoo This; Title May Mislead
Box Offfce Analysis for the Exhibitor

You'll have to figure on
ning a downtown house,
brows better let it alone.
this sort of a crowd. On

this one. If you're runor one catering to lowThe story is too thin for
the other hand, the more

'wB-telligent your audience is the better they will likely
take to it. Be sure, however, not to allow the title \o
mislead them. Many of your folks are going to believe
from the title, that it's the doings of that middle aged
type of Broadway chicken chaser that will unroll a lot
of fillum of the kind of stuff that Broadway was once
famous for — not since H2-0 became popular. It isn't —

not at all. Tell them this is a humanely presented
story of every day life without fuss or heroics, of the
sacrifice of a man's career to take care of his sisters.
You have some good names here to play ' with —
John Cumberland, whose work in broad farce has
given him a big reputation, and who is now starring
in New York in "The Girl in the Limousine," Hobart
Henley, whose productions for Goldwyn include many
good pictures, including the first Will Rogers screen
presentation ; Edna Ferber, who is one of the acknowledge first line writers of short stories and Mrs.
iSidney Drew.

Carl Laemmle
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Farce Fails to Hold up Through Five Reels ; Becomes Rather Tiresome
Dorothy Gish in
"TURNING THE TABLES"
Griffith-Paramount

DIRECTOR
Elmer CUfton
SCENARIO BY
Louis Zellmar
CAMERAMAN
George William Hill
AS A WHOLE
Choppy, messy farce frequently
unfunny and. forced.
STORY
Started very well but soon became so
[
messy was tiresome.
DIRECTION
Let them run wild too much and
j
^ tried so hard for laughs that it missed fire.
'PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally good; some very
beautiful exterior shots.
LIGHTINGS. .... .Varied from exquisite to ordinary
CAMERA WORK
,
Fine to fair
STAR
Did many cute things, but did so much
of it became tiresome.

SUPPORT....
Fawcett good; others ordinary
EXTERIORS
Generally satisfactory; some very
I
beautiful composition.
TOTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Rather messy in spots, but farce action
will keep audience from worrying.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Soon became youchase-me-and-I'll-chase-you type of farce.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,803 feet

• Again they prove in trying to make a feature comedy
'with
much Dorothy
for them. Gish that the task is a little 'bit too
j The thing starts ofif very well with -a funny introlinto a wild farce. There are spots in this that will
get laughs, but the general efifect will be decidedly
unsatisfactory because we have too many stretches of
tiresome footage.
Miss Gish is mighty cute some times, but too much
of this sort of thing always bores, and I feel sure that

most any audience will be tired out before the end
arrives.
The story, briefly, concerns the attempt of Dorothy's
aunt to place her in a private sanitarium in order to
secure the fortune she inherited, with George Fawcett
as an old skinflint clairvoyant swinging his matrimonial intentiojis from the old lady to Dorothy as soon
as he learned that the money really belonged to the
mischievous little one. Arriving at the sanitarium,
Dorothy pulled a fight with the nurse and managed to
convince the authorities that the nurse was the patient,
with the result that Dorothy ran wild in the sanitarium as a nurse, where the other characters came
through the obliging arrangements of the scenario
writer.
The failure of this five-reel offering to hold up leads
me once more to the thought that Dorothy Gish would
probably go over big in two reelers where she falls
short in attempting to live through a five reel comedy.
In a manner of places we had equisite composition
in the exterior shots, with photography that pleased
the eye, but these bits of artistry were not enough to
lift the ofifering, particularly when a good part of the
action taking place in these beauty shots was very
nonsensical.
At times the comedy bordered dangerously near to
hokum, and the incident where Dorothy was projected
from a window at the end of a long timber and swung
back and forth just out of reach of the maddened
guards was decidedly a la Mack Sennett. Whoever
is chiefly responsible for turning out the Dorothy
Gish productions should know better than to step into
the Mack Sennett field, unless willing to attempt to
go the limit, which generally makes Sennett's broad
whirlwind farces funny, even though they make no
effort to follow a plot.
Included in the cast were : Raymond Qannon, George
Fawcett, Eugene Besserer, Kate Toncray, Fred Warren and others.

If You Must Play This, Be Honest and Tell 'Em It Is Wild
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
I would say that; this is too light to use as a feature
.unless your fans have evidenced their willingness to
ar^^^t these mixed breed Dorothy Gish comedies
which are neither light comedy nor broad farce.
If you are going to play this I would suggest that
you be very frank in your effort to advise your cash
.customers that this is wild and fantastic in spots but
keeps moving and affords Dorothy of the brunette
wig a chance to do many of the funny little tricks

which first won her a place in the comedy field when
Mr. Griffith planted her as the comedy character in
"Hearts of -the World."
It is an interesting fact that the great success on
the New York stage this year, "The Jest," which is a
tragedy, is also based on the idea that when anyone
is accused of being insane it is indeed difficult for them
to prove otherwise. This fact might help you in billing this comedy production.
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Some Short Reels
(Continued from Page 4)
is introduced to him and later. Jennings meets the former's ward, an American girl, whom the bank president would like to swindle. Jennings, whose sympathy
and friendship is enlisted by the girl, holds up the
banker, eludes the latter's henchemen who accidentally shoots the villain and then gets the girl abr-oard a
boat for the United States. The rest is left to the
imagination.
All at Sea," Pathe

role, and Ann Little are featured. Paul Hurst, whc
directed, also plays the part of Powder Solvang. i
heavy role and Jill Woodward is seen as the mvsterj
vvoman.
The story is from the pen of Joe Brandt. I

"Gas," Model, Bulls-Eeye
Gale Henry in the stellar role in "Gas." a tworeeler produced by Model and released by Bulls Eye
handles the various situations so as to get the greatest
possible number of laughs out of them. There are
numerous bits of business included in this that are

"All at Sea" is the title of a one-reeler which stars
Harry Pollard, Pathe. In it he uses a sailor uniform
and the action takes place on a beach and submarine.
Bathing girls seem to have become quite popular, and
they -are seen a-plenty in this one, wearing of course
one-piece apparel. Pollard who after getting into
some trouble with a copper, eludes him, borrows a

mirth provoking and although it lags just slightly before the finish, it will please those who delight in
slapstick comedy. Much of the material is of the
variety that has not yet been done to death and some
is really new. Herman C. Raymaker directed, and
did some commendable work.

sailor's uniform lying about and begins the process
of impressing some girls with his importance. He
tells how he single handed had captured a band oi
pirates, when several of them appear and make off
with the girls. Enlisting the aid of others, a submarine goes out after the pirates and Pollard himself
shoots all of the pirates, after which he is suddenly
dipped into the waves, in the midst of an address to
the admiring gathering. He wakes up in his bathtub.

mobile accessory establishment" in a rural district has
been given the principal. She makes the best of it
from the beginning, when business, in the form of

"Fighting

Bryce,"

National-Interstate

Quite unusual, if not an absolutely new idea, is the
western serial. Usually, the settings for a serial are
laid in some big city where some band of crooks has
its headquarters, but in "Lightning Bryce," produced
by National arid released through Interstate, the organization ofevil-doers is a western band. Of course
the prpduction has its mysterious figure, a veiled
woman who rides about the hills and prairies. Peculiarly, however, the haunting feminine rider whose
identity is not known sides with the heroine and hero,
jflt that makes her none the less interesting.
The lightings employed and camerawork, while
good in places, are rather poor in others, lack of sharp
contrasts and angles, not always wisely chosen, detracting from the value of this. Little that is novel
is to be found in the settings, the usual western stuff"
being employed. There is of course plenty of action.
as in all serials and the endings of the episodes will
make the crowd curious, if the first three episodes are
to be taken as a criterion.
Jack Hoxie in the title

The role of the attendant at a gasoline and auto-

automobiles is "Rushing — Past" according to one of
the titles. A great deal of the comedy is centered
about her efforts to do some work for someone. First
comes an old farmer who thinks that his tattered "ire
is punctured, and then she has to struggle up a hill
with thg gasoline carriage (a few times of cour.se;
for it has to fall after she reaches the top) in search
of a fellow who ran out of the liquid. Upon her^arrival, she finds that his supply has been replenished.
Later she has trouble with her employer who order.s
her to see to it that there is money in the' cash regisj
ter before nightfall, or leave. A horseshoe instead o^
bringing luck is the cause of her undoing, for whiles
tossing it over her shoulder, she breaks a kerosene
keg and is indirectly the cause of the fire. The affa-i
ends in a blaze which destroys everything and intc
which the commedienne dives for the precious luckj*
charm. She emerges smeared with soot, but witti
'
the horseshoe in her possession.
"The Fatal Ride," Universal

i

Not brimful of but overflowing fvith action is the
expression that describes "The Fatal Ride," the third
episode of th^ Universal serial, "The Great Radmrr
Mystery." Regardless of the theme or any othei
angle from which this may be regarded, the actiorj
makes it a really worthwhile offering of its kind. Thcj]
camera work and photography are both up to th(
(Continued on- Page 28)
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Broad Farce Starts Great But Missed Fire Because They Tried Too Hard
Viola Dana in
"PLEASE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

GET MARRIED"
Metro
•

John E. Ince
Lewis Allen Browne
Finis Fox
John Arnold
Farce that started well but

flivved because tried too hard to be funny.
STORY
Centered about young couple being
married by supposed burglar, with farce complications resulting.
DIRECTION
Allowed entire cast to play too
broadly.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally good; some very
fine shots.
LIGHTINGS
Varied from fine to only fair
CAMERA WORK
Varied quite a bit
STAR
Started wonderfully, but kept trying too
hard, which became tiresome.
SUPPORT
A few bits fine, but generally played
too broadly.
!EXTERIORS
A few very pretty shots
INTERIORS
Very good
DETAIL
Quite satisfactory
CHARACTER OF STORY.
Rather rough in
spots with some titles pretty raw.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,800 feet
This got away to a good start, and the first reel not
only held'nicely but had a goodly number of laughs,
but just as has happened in a number of recent efiforts
to make feature comedies we found the players trying
result that they hurriedly grabbed a gink who wan'dered in in ministerial dress, thinking him to be tlie

new minister in the -town, and had him perform the
ceremony. They then beat it for a country hotel with
the family discovering soon that the supposed minister*
was the pal of a burglar. Most of the footage was then
too strenuously to be funny, with the result that it not
only became tiresome but even ofifensive at times.
The plot centered around the idea of parental opposition to a couple of kids being married, with the
taken up with the efiforts of the parents to keep the
youngsters from spending the night in the hotel together, and we had some pretty raw stufif in titles and
situations, with the comedy missing fire because everyone tried too hard to get laughs. Finally, when the
youngsters were rescuc'l, a fire in the hotel having sent
them home, we discovered that the man who had performed the marriage ceremony was really a minister
after all, although he had been wandering about in a
trance.
Miss Dana is a very pleasing personality and photographs very well, but in this she was alloved to act
all the way, as did everyone else, it seeming to be the
thought of the director that the characters could not
be funny unless they played very artificially. Mir"^
Dana was permitted to roll her eyes, assume grotesque
positions and pantomime in a manner that might do
in a Mack Sennett burlesque, but, certainly, does not
fit in what is supposed to be a light farce.
While there are occasional bits of business which
get laughs, there are many stretches of footage that
run a long, long time without a snicker, even though
the players are all trying very, very hard all the time.
Included in the cast were : Antrim Sharp, Margaret
Campbell, Harry Todd, Emmet King, Ralph Bell.
Thos. Ricketts and others.

Not a Real Hit and Rather Rough in Spots
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can probably get this by because the average
fan will not be tremendously critical since they will
undoubtedly feel that even though the thing does not
appeal particularly to them that it may be very fuuny
to others.
A farce comedy of this type has a tremendously better chance of sneaking by than a poor dramatic ofifering, because no one is supposed to take it seriously
enough to fuss particularly. I feel quite certain, however, that none of yoifr fans are going to go out and
hunt up their friends to' urge them to see this, as it
misses fire too generally to arouse any great amount
of enthusiasm.'
Although I am far from being finicky, I know that

there are certain communities where the bedroom type
of farce which has recently been so popular in the
New York stage will irot be accepted without some
complaint, and consequently, I would suggest that if
you have a hunch that your particular fans are a little
averse to seeing the rough stufif that you give this a
careful O-O before taking it. Undeniably, it is rough
at times, with some of the spots even more than spicy.
Probably the best thing to do to play safe if you are
going to run this would be to concentrate upon the
star and the title and take your chances of getting it
over by simply telling them that it is a screen adaptation of the play of the same name which tickled New
York for a time.

From Nr "^ 3n
rm a Liv / Pill!
o'^D^nv

in..

iqqhO

v
..HJLOHifrt

The editor of half a dozen of New York's big magazines recently sent
this mesage to me: "Your stufif is making thousands laugh, but the laugh is
on YOU — simply because you write everything but your name. Take my
advice and ADVERTISE YOURSELF LIKE A LIVER PILL."
While my knowledge of Liver Pills is limited, I have, in my more observing moments, noticed that the average Liver Pill is modest, retiring and taciturn. These are admirable qualities. Twenty-nine years have I stumbled
around on this terrestrial sphere, and I have yet to hear a Liver Pill utter one
word about itself.
I fancy that, should the occasion arise wherein I deemed it advisable to
collaborate with a Liver Pill I should mobilize half a dozen pellets from, a
nearby apothecary, line them up in battahon formation and subject each one to
a rigid inspection. The first pill that uttered one word of self-praise would be
ejected from the premises. I should have nothing to do with a pill that talked
about itself. My confidence would go to those pills that remained silent and
permitted me to judge their qualities.
But a Liver Pill is only human. I have no doubt that, in moments of
keen exhiliration, a liver pill experiences impulses to dash forward and proclaim
to the world that it is a super-pill. However, the Liver Pill shows marked
restraint and self-discipline during these spells of egotistical exuberance. It
crawls into its box and says: "Let Dr. Carter spread the salve!"
I shall follow the example of the lowly, but esteemed Liver Pill. I shall
say nothing of my qualities; but if someone else elects to toss rhetorical bouquets at me,, can I stop them?
I cannot!
Will I try to stop them?
I will not!
On this very page next week there will appear an advertisement about me
— but not by me. The advertisement will be written by Alan Dale of the New
York American, Walter K. Hill of the Moving Picture World, Peter Milne of
the Moving Picture News, Frances Agnew of the New York Telegraph, Agnes
Smith of the Telegraph, Wid Gunning and several others.
RALPH SPENCE,
Special

Writer for William

Fox.
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OutJo^r Stuff and Animal Novelty a Feature of This
Nell b..

r .4. Oakman

"BACi
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

w aoD'S

in

COUNTRY"
Dav!d M. Hartford
'^
^

»

• • • tWiT^-l^'^"^^
^ ''i

Oliver Curwood
, . . . .^JyrJy^/p and David M.
Hartf--d. '
CAMERAM^
n
Uawson and Joe Walker
AS AW
....C ng dra a v.i'b remarka^..^ outciuor scenes makes fine bettings for
story.
BY

STORY

Adaptation of "Wapi, the Walrug","
published in Good Housekeeping Magazine ;"
interesting and easy to follow.
DIRECTION
Handled players well and paid
careful attention to details.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good throughout
LIGHTINGS. .. .Especially good in scenes of north
CAMERA WORK . . . .Vantage points wisely chosen
STARS
Fit nicely into surroundings and do all
that is expected of them.
SUPPORT
Characters suit the story; WelUngton Playter handling heavy role suitably.
EXTERIORS
Many beautiful bits which create
the desired atmosphere at all times.
INTERIORS
Picture does not include very
many; those used suit story.
DETAIL
Minor matters carefully worked out
but toned down so that they do not detract
from interest in the story ; big error was willun's delay of attack on star.
CHARACTER OF STORY
One or two bits
which are rather rough but picture will pass.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,950 feet
The wild animals give this distinct novelty value.
The story carries along smoothly and holds so that it
can surely be figured as pleasing entertainment. Beautiful shots of the north are included in profusion.
Taken at a latitude north of 56 degrees, the scenes of

the territory about the Arctic furnish the true frigid
atmosphere and add to the value of the production
which is a decided novelty.
In the midst of wild animals of various sorts in
pleasant scenes of the wooded territory of the south-"
west portion of Canada, Nell Shipman makes a charming heroine. There are numerous little incidents and
pictures of the animals at play, especially one scene
of a little cub lapping up milk and another of a shot
of Wapi, limping ai6ng after having been shot in the
leg, that are bound to appeal.
The featured players do their work in fine fashion
and the supporting cast is also up to the mark. There
is, however, a slip-i'p which should not have occurred,
that of allowing willun to keep the girl in his power for
months without attacking her and then she makes a
get-away.
This isn't at all true to "willun workin's."
A sort of prologue explains how the breed of dog,
known as the great Dane, is brought to the frozen
northland. Then the scene shifts to the south where
Dolores Le Beau, Nell Shipman, lives with her father
in the midst of wild animals whom she has befriended.
Peter Burke, Wheeler Oakman, a novelist and government investigator, arrives and before long he and
Nell fall in love with each other.
Burke is compelled to leave for the north, and upon
his return is just in time to save Nell's father from the
hands of a fugitive named Rydal, who had attacked
shero. Nell and Burke are married and later the
treacherous Rydal gets the pair in his^ power on a
trading vessel which he commands. Burke is put out
of commission for the time being and after many
months Nell escapes after a thrilling chase over the
frozen Arctic territory. Wapi, a huge dog, descendant of the dog referred to in the prologue, treated with
cruelty by all about him, but befriended by Nell, aids
materially in avoiding the pursuit of Rydal. Rydal is
killed in the end. and the pair are reunited.

Not Tremendous But Will Please and Novelty Affords Great Possibilities
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"Back to God's Country" should appeal to any class
of patrons and should be able to get over in the bigger
and smaller houses alike. You can play it up as an
a4aptation of "Wapi, the Walrus," a story by James
Oliver Curwood published in Good Housekeeping,
which was, no doubt, widely read. In exploiting it,
use Curwood's name and mention the fact that it is
Nell Shipman's first appearance after a considerable
period of inactivity.
There is always an attraction in the adventures of
Ihe northland, the manner of travel in the frozen lands

and other bits should create interest. Announce

the

appearance of wild animals and the thrilling race over
the frozen fields of ice and snow.
You may promise your crowd an artistic production
for this is all of that. Go as far as you like in advance
notices — promise them thrills, romance and adventure.
You might use for catchlines: "Nell Shipman braves
rapids in thrilling rescue. Eskimo women take part
in wild orgy on board sailing vessel. Battle in chase
over frozen fields. All of this in 'Back to God's
Country' at the Blank theater."
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about the stunts oi the educated canine. There is a

mark. A thrilling ride down a steep incline on a
handcar, the hero and heroine being perched upon it,
.closes. Just as it reaches a trestle that is being dynamited, its empetus carrying it onward, with stopping
an impossibility — wait until next week. At least,
that is what the spectator will have to do, for the
end of the episode shows how the two seize a rope
that hangs down, and remain suspended, not very
far above the ground, while the car continues its

theme of small significance running through the picture and a capable comedian helps materially as well
as a woman whose work is quite acceptable. It is the
antics of the dog, however, that hold the eye, for the
plot of the picture could be dealt with in a fraction of
the footage making up this offering. Many of the
incidents have been added just to enable the hound
to do his work, which is good for numerous laughs.
As a whole, this is quite funny.

journey.

They'will have to cut that last bit.

"Trail of the Hold-up Man," Universal
"Making Up With Mother," Kineto
Polite comedy in its most polite form is the ruling
feature in '^Making Up With Mother," starring Lawrence Grossmith, released by Kineto. And that in
spite of the fact that a good deal of the humor centers about the experiences of the leading character
sans trousers. It would have been easy to overdo the
portion alluded to, but intelligent direction and excellent work on the part of Grossmith who is delightfully droll made it possible to prevent the ofifering
from degenerating into the vulgar. P. G. Wodehouse furnished the story and the vehicle is a suitable one for the star.
Reggie Pepper is confronted with the problem of
making a favorable impression on the mother of his
sweetheart. Upon being invited to spend some iime
at the girl's home, he sooh gets into the prospective
mother-in-law's bad graces. To begin with, his dog
causes some trouble and then he himself does one or
two awkward stunts. The climax comes when he
enters a girl's room and after removing his trousers
sees the occupant of the room enter. He crawls under the bed and then comes the interesting situation
which finds him playing solitaire beneath the bed
while the girl reclines comfortable above. It doesn't
come to an end in the usual way, Pepper remaining
undiscovered. After being placed in some embarrassing positions, when he leaves clad in a bathrobe, he
* apprehends his valet, a refromed burgalr, .in the act
of stealing some sweets, explains that the trousers
were' removed during the sti'Uggle and redeems himself in the eyes of everyone. The picture closes v.ith /
Grossmith singing a line parodied on one of Lieutenant Gitz-Rice's song hits and it makes a conclusion
that is fitting and proper. "Oh how I've missed y^ju,
dear old pants of mine" is the bit.
"Brownie's Doggone Tricks," Century Comedies
A dog of average size figures most prominently in
a two-reeler in wTiich all of the incidents are built

Hoot Gibson plays the stellar role in this two-reel
western which has quite a clever theme with a surprise finish almost like that of some of O.Henry's
stories. Like all other productions of its kind, this
one is full of fast action with little footage wasted.
The star does some good work and the rest of the cast
is acceptable. Some fault might "be found with some of
the photography, but the story worked out in fine
style, makes this a commendable oiTering.
Smith, a hotel owner, in the west, wonders how to
popularize his hotel. Bob, a former employe at the
hotel, asks for his position, having returned from the
war, but is refused. He decides to turn hold-up man
and robs the stage which carries Smith's money. The
advertising given the resort by the incident makes the
hotel a popular place for tourists and holdups begin
to occur at regular intervals. Madge, a novelist in
search of atmosphere, encounters Bob after a hold-up
and refuses to be silent in order that he kidnap her.
He obliges and later is shot getting away from' the
sherifif. Of course, in the end he and Madge have a
romance that ends happily, but the climax comes before that. The sheriff is about to capture Bob, wTien
Smith explains that Bob had been employed by him,

~~

X

following the first hold-up to continue robbing the
stage, as part of a publicity scheme.
"Natures Echo'" Ford-Goldwyn

^,

nsurpassed in beauty are some of the shots ui
e scenic portion of a Ford one reeler v^hich has been
tinted with pink and green. The green tints have produced a highly pleasing effect, but the pink, while-^k
adds improvement to some shots, does not produce an
entirely satisfactory result in others. There is another
portion which will interest the youngsters in particular, there being some shots of mechanical dolls, that
merit. The manufacturing of stamps is dealt
of
are
with in the closing section of the production.
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ENTERTAINMENTS

WHEN

YOU

BUY A SINGLE

PICTURE

YOU

GOLDWYN

ARE TAPPING

THE

WORLD'S GREATEST RESERVOIR
MOTION PICTURE TALENT!

WHERE
genius,

can

you

find

stars,

men

and

women

can touch these in magnitude?

who

OF

of splendid

creative

Geraldine

Farrar —

Pauline Frederick — Mabel Normand — Madge Kennedy — Tom

Moore

Will Rogers and Jack Pickford!
What other great organization in existence to-day has such resources to draw
on as are embraced in this tremendous aggregation of Eminent

Authors?

Rex Beach — Rupert Hughes — Gertrude Atherton — Mary Roberts Rinehart —
Basil King — Leroy Scott and Gouverneur Morris, to say nothing of Booth
Tarkington !
Now

to those names add these — and we will leave you with the evidence —

Lee and J. J. Shubert, Selwyn & Company

and A. H. Woods, pre-eminent in

the theatrical world, to whom we bear the relation of "a favored nation,"
and whose greatest successes are first available for picturization at the hands
of Goldwyn!

GOLDWYN

PICTURES

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN,

CORPORATION
President
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Jones Denies Report

Loew in Boston

(Build Theater on Massachusetts
for "Legit."
ve.— Also House
[Bil Wire to WW'S DAILY)
DSton.— Plans have been com1-d for the erection of another
bter for Marcus Loew. The
cjc wil show combination pictures
r: vaudeville and will be built on
isachusetts Ave.
)ew plans another house here and
1 theater will show legitimate atrtions. It is planned to keep
,w's connection with the latter
hitcr quiet and for that reaSon the
(se will be maintained under manpient of a local showman.

A£EiliaSays Rumored
tion Marcus
is a LieLoew

to WID'S DAILY)
{By Wire
Chicago.
— Aaron Jones, of Jones,
Linick and Schaefer, when asked by
of WID'S DAILY
a correspondent
whether
it was true that his organization had entered into some kind
of
an affiliation with Marcus Loew,
stated:
"Please deny it emphatically. I
brand it as a lie."
A weekly amusement publication
issued in New York stated that Marcus Loew had closed a deal with the
Chicago exhibitors.

Marcus Loew has plans under
r for the erection of a theater for
etirnate attractions in Cleveland.
i as noted, plans to build a chain
I 5 such houses all over the counI At the time this story was ceri. in WID'S DAILY, Loew did
L deny the report.
homas Lamb, Loew's architect,
, Nicholas Schenck, of the Loew
lanization, are expected to leave
( the Coast Wednesday to look
IT the Ackermah and Harris
•ng of theaters which Loew has
1 acquired.
oew plans to spend from $100,(^150,000 on each theater if necesMary Pickford has the punch
.v to, make them conform to his
in
the
First National's big special,
ci in theater construction.
the story by Johfi Fox, Jr.

"Roxy's" Ideas

' Nat'l Pictures Authorized
to WID'S DAILY)
i{{By Wire
Music the Most Important
Ubany. — National
Picture Thea- Thinks
Factor in Picture Presentation
I, Inc., a Delaware
corporation,
1 been authorized to dobusiness in
(Special to M'lD'S DAILY)
W York. Sam E. Morris is repreLos
Angeles. — S. L. Rothapfel, now
I ative.
in charge of "the California for Goldwyn, has been rather lengthily'his is Lewis J. Selznick's new quoted in the papers here because of
: ibitor co-operative movement.
the fact that he represents "the acme
of He
picture
presentation
in theAngeles
east."
is quoted
in the Los
■oliseum. Moss' New
Theater
Times as follows:
'• S. Moss' new theater now un"The chief factor in presenting of
! construction at 181st St. and
is music. It is the great
-ladway has been named the Con- pictures
thing. No other measures up with
•m.
it. It is for this reason that I have
he theater represents an invest- enlarged the California orchestra,
Mr of almost $1,000,000 and is and have also made arrangements
?lt on a site embracing 16 city lots. for the organization of a chorus.
will contain a gymnasiuin and a
"I believe that the day will come
'en room, such as Dr. Riesenfeld when all. that is supplied by artificial
1 ntains at the Rivoli.
means in pictures will be taken care
he Coliseum which will be ready of by the music. By this I mean
! the early spring marks Moss' the subtitles. It may hot be possible to completely abolish the writH theater in the building" in New
ten word, but everything will make
|i'k while six are now in opera{Continued on Page 2)

Still Packing Them

In

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Washington. — At the beginning' of
the third week of *th€ run of "Soldiers of Fortune" at Moore's Garday. yesterday,
den
almost as much business was done as on the opening
The sale of tickets was stopped
three times as on the picture's premiere..
Elsie Janis at Broadway

when
it comes
to village "scraps"
"Heart of the Hills," adapted from
Advt.
Hesser with Mayer
Edward
Bower
Hesser
is now
handling
all the publicity for Mildred Harris Chaplin,
for
Louis
Mayer.
More Selznick Advertising
Three additions have been made
to Selznick's national advertising mediums. They are Red Book, Blue
Book and Green Book.
Isaacson Leaves Goldwyn
Samuel Goldwyn has released
Charles D. Isaacson from his contract with that organization. Isaacs(in was manager in the advertising
department .but will now devote
most of his time to contributing articles to magazines.

y;
will
be the
the Broadwa
Girl"''
in "Aat Regular
Janisfeature
Elsie
beginning tonight.
In conjunction with the pictur^
will be the "Parisian Fashion FroHc"
which, as noted, was originally
scheduled for last week.
Arthur MacHugh is very enthusiastic about the act which was
brought over from Fran-ce by Richard Bennett. Mac says the frolic
will be there "with everything
the girls to gowns..'"
Which
a promise.
French isfrom
Hoffman Sails for England
Milton Hoffman, formerly general
manager of the Lasky-Hollywood
studios for
,is ■ now
on where
the high
bound
London,
he 'seas
will
iassume charge of the studio of Fa'ducers, Players-Lasky
Ltd.
pnous
British Pro; Al Kaufman, now in London, will
return to America in a few weeks,
where he is expected to assume an
important post with the company.

Mae Marsh with R.-C.
Hampton Buys English Novel
Robertson - Cole officially announces the distribution rights on the
Jesse Hampton has purchased
new Mae Marsh productions to be screen rights to "Simple Souls," by
niade by L. J. Gasnier and S. L. John Hastings Turner. It will be
Cohan.
used by Blanche Sweet.
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Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc. Publithed Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New
York,
FILMS
and
FILM
FOLKS,N. Y.,
INC. by WID'S
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasorer;
Joseph
Dannenberg,
Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary
and
Business
Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March
3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater
New
York, ^10.00 one year; 6
pionths,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
$1.VOO.
Subsribers should remit with order.
Adiii'"^
"■"
'ommunications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West ♦4th St., New
<■
York, N. Y.
'.. Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
':
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Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Boulevard.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.

Quotations
Bid Asked Last Sale
Famous Players ....105^ 106% 105j4
Loe^, Inc.
33li
33%
33»4
Triangle
%
Unit. Pict. Prod.... 19^
20
20
World Film
—
—
^
Henley Uses Plaza
Hobart Henley the other night
shot scenes for the dinner in "Skin
Deep"
Plaza. in the -Efose Room of the
Pathe Special
. Pathe will release
Lie,' 'with Dolores
special on Nov. 16.
directed.

Nov. 16
"The Right to
Cassinelli as a
Edwin Carewe

Details of Roth House
San
Francisco. — The details of the
{Continued from Page 1)
liew Eugene Roth house have just
way for the idea picture, which is been made public.
the supreme.
The theater will cost $1,000,000
"Furthermore, the future of our and will be built at Market, Jones
presentations must center on keep- and McAllister Sts. The auditorium
ing picture before the minds of the alone will seat over 2,000 while the
audience from the minute they en- entire theater will have a greater
ter the theater. In decorations, in
than any_other playlighting, in settings the picture must seating housecapacity
on the Pacific Coast. be ever amplified and emphasized.
Eugene Roth, together with Jack
The entire scheme shall approximate Partington, will manage the theater
one beautiful pictorial composition, which will be called the Granada.
growing out of harmony of ideas.
It will be constructed in the Span"When certain events are spoken
ish renaissance architecture with
of in the play, they will be flashed the color scheme in harmony.
on a screen as taking place to give
With the completion of the Gragreater reality to the action. Really,
nada there will be 7 first-class pi'-it is impossible to foretell how great
ture houses in the same neighbora function the pictures will have in hood.
the future of the arts.
"In New York some of our preGrauman Forms New Company
sentations reached the quality of
opera. It is by appealing to all the
Los Angeles. — Sid Grauman has
senses that you gain the greatest ef- formed a company known as the Hill
fect, and we sought to charm the St. Fireproof Bldg. Co. The, new
eye ,the ear, and perhaps even to company will take over the property
the finer sense of touch.
at Hill and Sixth Sts., on which
"Much of the future of presenta- Graumto's new $1,500,000 theatetion of pictures will dcp_end on the will be built.
closer relation established between
Sid. Grauman is quoted as saying
the director of pictures and the so- that the new theater will be started
called picture exhibitor. The essen- in 40 days and that it. will seat 4,400.
tial outcome of such a union will
Part of the finances of the new
be a better musical score. Sufficient
company will be provided through
time will be afforded for its prepa-,. a $1,000,000 bond issue which will
be handled locally. Sid Grauman
is president of the new company,
ration."
No Opposition to Famous
D. J. Grauman, vice-president and
It is reported that a recent meet- Neil McCarthy, secretary.
ing of the Cinematograph Exhibi'tors' Association, the exhibitor orAston Opens Local Office
ganization in England failed to reJ. Aston .of the Photo Play
A.
cord any opposition to the so-called
invasion of Famous Players in Great Title Co., Chicago, Tias established
Britain. About 10,000 theaters are a plant in New York with an office
members of the body, but less than at 729 Seventh Ave. Aston is the
inventor of a process of printing
1,000 voted on the measure.
white on black.

LATE NEVI/S
A SHODDY
DRESv'i
IS A
POOR MATE
TO A
DRESS

SUIT

W
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Bail Promoted
Benjamin Bail, protege ofi.
Walsh, has been promoted to |e
sition of first cameraman. If i
start work on a production th
will be directed by R. A. W|h
the near future.
"Realart" Week

for Two MJitl

"Realart Week" in Washini|or.
to.be extended to two month,},
It is expected that Tom o
will
haveGarden
the company's
in his
and Rialtoattritl It
e
for that length of time. "A
Green Gables," the first Mary'
Minter
will follow'
Mystery release,
of the Yellow
Robr!
N«w

A. and H. Theatsi!

San Francisco. — A. C. Blun|itii
and Co. have leased the ne
ter now being built in Turl
The theater is being built
Pacific
Theater
and
Reall| i
in which Blumenthal
is intefst
About a week ago, Blument|l
nounced
his connection
wiij|
Ackerman , and
Harris
cirot
theaters and for that reasoi it
understood
here added
that tothethe "^pl
theater
will be

Screenics
Five Minutes
with
Famous Wits
and
Ten Minutes
of Animal
Antics

Screenics

BIGGER,
United

BETTER,
STRONGER
THAN EVER
Pictures

Are

Your

Cissy Fitzgerald Comedies

J. A. Berst, PreSt
t N C.

Marcus Loew will have co JdI
this theater by virtue of his
over of the Ackerman
and_ f
circuit.

Pictures

Soon
Florence Reed
in
"THE ETERNAL MOTHER"
and
DusTiN
Farnum
in
"THE CORSICAN BROTHERS"
Cuckoo Comedies

H. chain.

IT BUSINESS
ISN'T OUR
to entertain the publir
Ijut it is our businesi
to see that they are en
tertained. We functioi
through our posters
which, wlien seen, in
variably lead to th
purchase
of tickets.
RI
TCHE^
LITHO.
CORP.
I
406W.3IitSt.,N.Y. Phone Chebn It

4
i

J^^ «*«y
Coast Brevities

oUywood — Kenneth Harlan is
,)lay the role of "Captain Donald
Iv" in Rex Beach's story, "Going
.-*■'

|,lanche Sweet has returned from
I North, where she has been makI exteriors for the new Jesse D.
]npton production of Bayard Veildrama, "The Deadlier
e;
1." screen
Mahlon Hamilton is leading

Merritt Crawford Writes
Merritt Crawford of the Fox organization writes as follows: "For
the benefit of the industry and for
the protection' of those who possibly
may have been victimized, will you
kindly give the widest publicity to
the following facts:
"A man giving the name of Victor B. Hedman and bearing a card
as follows:
VICTOR B. HEDMAN
Film Director
Personal Manager Merritt Crawford
Fox, 130 W. 46th St. New York
has been approaching different individuals in the industry requesting
them to entertain propositions of various natures on the basis of his alleged connection with me and with
Fox Film Corporation.
"This man has no connection and
never has had any connection with
Fox Film Corporation, nor has he
ever been under my management or
direction.
extentofofthe
my fact
knowledge
him"The
consists
that whileof

Special
Christie
or the next
,"
Westernnew
"Wild andanother
-^*iedy after
has secured
=i-istie
who
Ij-. .She is Colleen Moore,
iie a hit among the Griffith players
I years ago and has. recently been
Ray.
Charlie
with
, ,ing leads
fetie's will again bring Fay Tinr Western "melout in anothe
"J"li"T supported
by Neal Burns, Eddie
rry, Helen Darling, Gene Corey.
,/|e title of this production will be
he was serving a term at Sing Sing
%e Passing of Peevish Pete."
and Dannemora, this 'man wrote to
me requesting my assistance and
ijrhe fourth annual ball of the Mo- help to get hull upon his feet after
^|n Picture Directors'- Association his release. This help he obtained
ng eve.
sgivifrom
on ntThank
held
'f,l
the from me to the extent of about $50,
comes
nceme
annou
■is be
that he was capiistees. The affair is to take place until I learned
talizing his acquaintance with me
three
For
.
;ithe Hotel Alexandria
and victimizing my friends. Fi^irther
Jijisons this organization, composed than this, Hedman has had no conthe foremost producers of motion
nection nor association with me, or
•.tures, has held an annual ball, and with any organization with which I
''''■;h year has seen former ones out- am associated.
itif.ssed many times over. The diunderstand, however, that I am
«'::tors promise even greater things not"I by
any means the only one,
l«tr the coming event. It will be at- who in a spirit of charity, has eni'lided by the elite of the film indusdeavored to help him. In fact, I bell;i^, including stars, directors, manlieve their names would almost make
«»*ers and well-known figures in the
of the executives of the
i%een world. Many plans have been afilmdirectory
industry.
ii'td for the enjoyment of the gath"I am addressing these facts to
'•ling. A number of surprises are in
"Dre for those who will attend this you with a request that you make
use of them in any way that may
%ra function.
suit you in order that the industry
ma
be in possession of the facts, and
Moving
thus prptect itself from any imposiRealart exchanges are still being
tion or further misrepresentation by
'|ovedoitaround. ch, The latest changes
this man."
eph
n
W-tr
,
om
(De
bra
ro
303 Jos
tack Bldg,
Neil Kingsley, mana^r.
f Philadelphia branch to 253 N. 13th
Erneman camera, in good con'., a new exchange building.
Jay
dition, with or without lens.
nanuel is manager.
Give full details and lowest

' Mary's havin' a hard time bein, a
sal "Pollyanna" with all these court
lelays.

W AIVTKD

price.

Monday, November
Carlton Film ]§eady

Russell Reaches Coast
Carle Carlton will release "After
William Russell has reached Los
the Storm,"
Day directed
on November 17.with
Paul Edith
Scardon
Angeles. Emmett Flynn, his dithis production.
rector, is also there.
The next Russell subject will be
"The Lincoln Highwayman," from
Paul Dickey's vaudeville sketch.
Another Cleveland House
Cleveland. — Deutsch Bros. will
build a theater at a cost of $150,000
at 117th St. and Buckeye Road.
Besides the theater proper which
will seat 1,250, there will be four
stories and offices above them.
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Triple Optical Enlargements

are made by our own patented apparatus which permits us to extract
important scenes from film and make
them into large paintings up to 40x60
inches. Some of these are on exhibition at our salesrooms.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York City
Tel 3607 Bryant
17th Floor

-

LETTERED

A

PHONE

CALL

WILL

BRVANT
220 WEST 42nd ST.

Have you had a Static?
Why not eliminate it alto-

f i TITLE/

\Vtrf«

ACME

PORTABLE

The Studio
The Editor

PROJECTOR

The Cutting Room
Home, School or Church

Demonstration

Will

Convince You

HOWELLS
CINE
EQUIPMENT CO.
729 7th Ave.
New York
Phone, Bryant 1166

YOU

HEAR

WHAT

YOU

SEE-

WHY ARE EXHIBITORS CALLING FOR FILMUSIC
DAY?
SERVICE MORE AND MORE EVERY

o.
usgc-cAve.
riL1729RsaHighland
.

2323

BRYANT

.

.MAKES

.LOS

YOU

2004

CANDLER BlD'6. 220 W. 42 ST.

LETTERING

MLYNLU'*

SAMPLES

7392
- ROOM

A^MJAnME^

Write now for our inexpensive
gether?
guaranteed
Free Trial Static
Eliminator.
S. E. Co.
1017 Candler Bldg.
N. Y. C.
220 W. 42nd St.

A

BRING

WHERE PROMISES ARE KEPT

CINEMATOGRAPHERS !

THE

INC.

- ILLUSTRATED - PHOTOGRAPHED
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
PROCESS TITLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS

York City

ART TITLES
r PHONE

&: MEYER

TITLES

-MAKES

HAND

MEYER

FORMERLY

17 /\U
1 V/l\

729 Seventh

PROMISES ARE SACRED"

LOUIS

Box Z. Y. Z., WID'S.

We buy and sell new and
second - hand
films
and
negatives.
Kelwin
Film Corporation
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LEONCE

PERRET

Offers the Following

FOREIGN
HIS

TERRITORY

LATEST

of

SUCCESSES

The Thirteenth Chair
All-Star Cast
China — Japan — Holland

"TWIN PAWNS"
Mae Murray and Star Cast •
Great

Britain and Ireland — Scandinavia — English Colonies
China — Japan and the Orient — Holland — Mexico — Central and South' America

"A. B. C. OF LOVE"
The World with the exception of
United States — Canada and Australia

ACME

PICTURES CORPORATION

220 West 42nd Street

.

Suite 315 .

New York City

■
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Greene Resigns

[o Star Edith Hallor
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Sees Danger Abroad
Howells
on
Markets

h

■
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New Play for Me
I
motliier play for Metro. This
':• it is "Eliza Come to Stay," for
iTla Dana, by H. V. Esmond the
f^rbsh actor. It has never been
•Iwn in this country.

Showing For War Films
iternational will hold a special
il;wing this morning of official
Jiman war films taken from the
J man 'submarines while in action
iv rng the war.
,.|he piirturcs were brought by
■^ghts of Columbus war workers
cthis country from abroad and
rw the actual sinking of allied
I'S by the sub-sea boats. They
^' he a No.
part of
News
V;kly
46,International
released through
-•.versal.
Iternational claims a clean scoop
't':he films.

nn

gJKM

Lynch Buys Out Wells Wilks Get Life-Grams

Return, Says Foreign
May Be Closed to
Producers

American exhibitors soon will be
obliged to pay higher rentals to make
up the loss of income from foreign
sales unless American producers and
distributors go to the aid of European buyers and assist them in solving the serious problems which determine the future of American productions abroad, according to David
P. Howells, who has just returned
from a six months' trip of investigation in England, France, Ireland,
Scotland, Russia, Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Norway, Sweden and
Existing conditions, he declares,
Spain.
are
compelling foreign producers to
speed up their plans for competition
with American manufacturers, and
unless a certain remedy is found to
relieve the present situation, the for{Continued on Page 3)

^^^H Three

S'snick and Weber Affect Combiation — Work
Started at Once
ewis J. Selznick and Laurence
'!^*
„
IMier, it is understood, have made
^^fUS^M^^^^
lungements for the joint exploitaon of Edith Hallor in a series of
jiures. They will be known as
The First National will shortly
present Mildred Harris Chaplin in
!l Edith Hallor Prod. Work on her mitial picture
for that company.
Advt
! first will be started shortly.
\ rber at present has an agreeTi.it to supply World Film with a
if'es of pictures the firgt of which Secures
Latter's
Theaters
at All Series Will Be State-Righted
^The Blue Pearl."
and
Southern Points But in Virginia
Released Weekly

*f

, ves Famous Players-Lasky — Fufe
Not
Announced — May
Be
With Big A— Close to Abrams
/alter E. Greene, vice-president,
di ctor and managing director of
tl department of distribution of
Fiious Players-Lasky, and one of
tf best known distributors in the
injstry, has resigned from Famous
Piyers. He leaves for the Coast
[ciy. An official statement in beh: of Mr. Greene says that upon his
reirn from the Coast announceinit will be made with regard to his
[vire plans.
liose in the industry kno know
Gene's Jintimate friendship^ with
Ham Abrams of the United Art\i. expect, however, that Greene
IV be found either with the Big 4
nome way, identified with the for»it distribution if nothing else de«)ps.
: was commented
freely yester(Continued on Page 2)

Price 5 eent»

11, 1919
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Stories for F. P.

Famous Players have purchased
three stories for immediate productions. They are "Amos Judd," by
John Ames Mitchell, late editor of
Life; "Lady Rose's Daughter," bj'
Mrs. Humphrey Ward and "Dinner
at Eight," by Samuel Merwin.
"Amos Judd" will be used for Johrt
Daughter"'
"Lady Rose's
Barrymore;
for
Elsie Ferguson,
and "Dinner at
Eight" for Ethel Clayton.
Rosen En Route to Europe
Jean Rosen, general manager of
Select for Continental Europe, left
for Europe on Saturday.

It was reported in New York yesterday that Jake Wells, owning a
string of theaters through the South
had disposed of his interests to S.
A. Lynch of Atlanta. The deal as
reported includes all of the Wells'
chain, with the exception of his holdings in Richmond and Norfolk Va.,
and Lynch agrees not to enter those
cities.

Wilk & Wilk are to handle Life.Prizma to Star Madge Evans"
(irams, the new series of one-reel
By an agreement with World Film
comedy novelties, for , the state Prizma Pictures takes over the contract held with Madge Evans.
I rights market. Alex Yokel and J.
Prizma
will feature little Miss EvStuart Gillespie, heads of Lifeans in a series of two and perhaps
Grams,
Inc., are the producers.
more reels subjects in natural colors.
pictures will have a story
"Life-Grams" is the general name veinTherunning
through them.

This office received yesterday the
following wire from Harry Bernhouses:stein regarding the sale of the Wells'

j for the whole series of subjects,
\/hich probably will be released
weekly after December 1st. Eacn
subject has a separate theme, and
stands alone.

Wells Hawks with Fox
Wells Hawks will shortly jcommence his duties with Fox as special
representative. Hawks is a lieutenant commander in the Navy but has
been placed on the inactive list.

"Mr. Wells has disposed of his
The pictures are the work of Neal
theatrical interests in .A.tlanta, Savannah, Augusta and Knoxville, R. O'Hara, whose writings are a
Unger Leaves Triangle
Tenn., to the Carolina Amusement daily feature of the New York EveJ. J. Unger, general manager of
Co. I will state that he expects to
ning World syndicate, the Boston exchanges, has resigned from Tricommence work next week on the
angle. No reason for the resignaPost,
Life, Judge and other humortion was given. It is rumored he
new 2,000 capacity picture theater
ous
publications. jwill enter the producing field.
in Richmond."
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Bid Asked Last Sale
Famous Players -.102
106^ 102
Loew,
Inc
33
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33y&
Triangle
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20^
20
World Film
—
—
^
Tanguay

Again in Pictures

Eva Tanguay has bought a house
in Hollywood, and comes prepared
to stay and make good. Ed Rosenbaum, Jr., formerly with Fox Films,
announces that Eva will be under
his personal management.
Who's
Who's
serial?

Got the Serial?

got the Col. Selig animal

L. Auerbach, of Export and Import, who handles the Selig interests
in New York stated yesterday that
Warner Bros, did not have the serial but that Louis Mayer had
.bought it for First National release.

day that Greene's resignation from
Famous and his departure for the
Coast immediately following might
have considerable to do with the possible distribution of the product of
the "Big Six" — the Associated Producing Corp., which includes Serinctt, Ince, Tourneur, Neilan, DvA-an
and Tucker.
There is no secret to the fact that
practically every important distriliutor in New York has in some way
tried to reach the directors reported
in the "Big Six" by wire or otherwise, seeking to secure distribution
rights to their productions.
A man well posted said yesterday
that with Greene's resignation from
Famous Players that it left Adolph
Zukor as the only one of the original "Paramount crowd" in the organization.
Adolph Zukor could not be
reached for a statement. He left
for Chicago yesterday en route to
California.
•
The puljlicity department of Famous
claimed they knew nothing of the
resignation and no one could be
found who could say who might follow Greene as director in charge
of distribution, although it was -^aid
that Al Lichtman might succeed to
the post.
Mr. Greene is one of the best
known men in the motion picture industry. Nearly twenty years ago
Greene became interested in motion
pictures when he took a traveling
outfit through the New England
states, the show consisting of a
couple of single and two reelers.
I^ater he established the first exchange in Boston under the name cf
the W. E. Greene Film Exchange,
which was later incorporated. Upon
the appearance of the first five reel
features produced by Famous Players he secured the franchise for the
distribution of these productions for
the New England district, at which
time he became associated with Hiram Abrams, former president of
Paramount.
Greene was one of the organizers
of Paramount and during the early

First National didn't know
the matter.

becamethetheconsolidation
' organizer of
With
of Artcraft.
Famous
Players, Lasky, Morosco, Pallas Pictures and Paramount, Greene was
made a director of Famous PlayersLasky and later elected to the vicepresidency at which tinie he became
the managing director of the department of distribution, which position he has filled for the past two

about

Clever MacHugh
All the girls in the Parisian Frolic
at the Broadway were happy because
none of the dressing rooms was
marked with the famous star.
On Saturday, however, Madelon
who was responsible for the sono;
about being true to the regiment,
arrived from France and was give*i
the Star's dressing
room.
Result: "Bennie" Moss and Arthur
MacHugh running around in a
frcrlZ}^
"I have
Moss.

an idea," said Mac

to

"Impossible, but go ahead ■•.ny
v«?ay," said Moss.
"I'll paint a star on each of the
12 rooms," saicl Mac.
Peace in camp once more.

here was once a man who did not
le was prosperous and happy.
fire with his heavy hand. He was
to rebuild but in the meantime his
ahead. He could not overcome the
working for a small weekly salary.
insurance.
It is YOUR protection.

Peuben
IV^rAL
P
V>

PROGRESS
IF YOU
DON'T
WITH YOUR
HUSBAND
ANOTHER WOMAN
WILL

He Is
Down
and Out

There are two side]
to every question,l)Ut there is no questioij
whatsoever about th
fact that RITCHE^
posters are the greates

believe in insurance,
Along came old man
wiped out. He tried
competitors were far
handicap. Now he is
MORAL: Believe in

posters possible to ex<!
cute !

RITCHirXi
LITUO. CORP.

31itSt.,N.Y. rhoneChebctl

Cj/^MUELS
4INCJ ERVICE

JnrufanKQ
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N
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Regarding his resignation, Greene
years.
said, "Although this action may
come as a surprise to many of my
friends, it has been my intention to
Celebrating
Armistice
Nigl
act, in this manner for over six
The S. Rankin Drew Post o!
months, during which time I have American Legion will celebrate
been perfecting plans for bis
Night at Keen's Chop E
things which will be of greater bene- mistice
Raymond
Hitchcock
fit to exhiljitors, liut which plans are tonight.
Rennold Wolf will stage a deba
not in a state of perfection at this to which is the mightier, the s,
particular time for me to make them or the mimeograph.
public ,and as soon as I return from
• There will be an act from the
California I will make an announce- podrome and a picture program
ment to the trade which will have a
ing the boys of the film and th|
rather
startling
ring, wno
to it."haft been cal
game going from
Broadv^^
France.
H ram
Abrams,
Greene's business associate for over
Ned Wayburn's Demi Tass«
15 years, said: "I'm surprised only
in the fact that it did not happen vue will go Keen's after the rei
performance at the Capitol ancj
long ago. Mr. Greene's absolute a complimentary performance]
knowledge of this industry, his pres- the Capitol there will be a dj
tige among exhilsitors and his stand- of official war documents inclj
ing in financial and business circles
has made him one of the really big the original instructions to |
men in this business. There is no hostilities on Armistice Dayj
doubt in my mind but that his future
William H. Cook, of Fox pu,
plans will be of such a nature that
is
a charter member of the pi
they will be of extreme benefit to
the industry, for he has had in mind
Rice in Chicago
b'g things for a long while and he year.
Harry Rice, director of pulpi
has had to free himself of big organization details to carry forth his for Universal, is in Chicago [d
where he will preside over a e(
ing of Middle Western exploilii
To Film Harris Story
men. There is evidently aii(
Production on the Charles K. scheme in the making for Uniirs
ideals."
a statement when Rilj t
Harris story, "What Children Will promises
Do." recently purchased from the turns to New York.
author, will be commenced at the
The Capitol is using the i|hi
S4th St. studio following the completion of the production now being on black" process perfected ft t
Play Title Co.
directed by Dallas M. Fitzgerald for Photo
Hallmark.

-^y^^-^"^

Louis Mayer's office stated the
deal had not been closed.

LATE NEW!

years of that organization he 'vas
the originator of the Paramount
News Weekly, which later was the
Paramount Pictograph. With the
advancement of the business Greene

'-"^ -60y-*20
Maiden
5-J2y
- 5427-- Lane
y4-2fl

^

j
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ses Danger Abroad

exhibitors in this country to bear the
loss that is certain to come through
{Continued from Page 1)
the closing of the foreign markets
markets will be closed to pic- to our manufacturers. And the time
for action is now, not six months or
5 made in this country,
a year from now. In another 12
ind tiii-s would mean," he con- months production in England and
;s,
the American
American exhibitors
producers France will be to a point that \^\\\
look"that
to the
nake up the deficits by paying come very close to meeting the theer rentals.
ater requirements of the European
countries, and then there will be no
'he situation abroad is a menace
he future of American produc- open time of any character for pictures made here."
5 in Europe," said Howells yesi|ay. "Productions that were red in this country two years asjo,
Janitors Hold Up Show
which were sold in Europe at
Chicago.
— Union motion picture
time for cash, are just now be- operators walked
out in the middle
|released there.
The buyers, or
of
the
show
at
the
Vernon, E. 61st
liers there, who paid their money .St. and Vernon Ave.
and at the
4:hem two years ago have had to Prairie E. S8th St. because of a reuntil now before they could refusal on the part of the management
i any return of what they in- to grant
an increase in wages to the
Ud, and it will be another year janitors of
the theaters.
re the rentals reach the volume
Patrons
demanded
their money
will give them a profit.
European
exhibitors
have their back when the feature was stopped
jams
booked
solidly
for 18 in the middle of a reel and the
ths in advance.
froductions managers of both houses returned
are being sold in Europe today it. The trouble was temporarily
American trade marks, and for adjusted, it is said, between tlie
l:h the manufacturers
here are business agents of the janitors and
[jiving cash, will not be released operators unions and the operator'!
went back to work after an hour's
delay.
there for two years.

'he rates of foreign exchange
had great influence on the acies of foreign producers.
To ilate: An American
production
which the French
rights were
last February for $2,000 cost the
r there 12,000 francs.
Now, for
"same grade of pictures, and for
1 same stars the American
prou'^rs
are
asking
$4/K)0
for
the
rich rights. The rate of exchange
idropped, with the result that toil the French
buyers would
pay
)l)0 francs for the same quality of

Phe danger in this to American
iJjres is that French producers
1 make exceptional pictures for a
e!itive cost of 36,000 francs, and
^French made releases will gro?s
ve the amounts that a renter can
?;ct from an American production
fie same general caliber. To this
Jiideration, the French producer
1 renter can add the revenue to be
i.from the remainder of the Conrfital markets, South America and
'• Orient. If the foreign buyers
fit pay prices for American pic!'• that will earn but a half of
[1' they can get with French made
: ses for an equivalent sum in
eaive cost, it is an absolute cer'•y that productions made in this
Ditry are going to lose a profitable
i;ket.

"he
by Americ
an
-esentaprices
tives asked
of certain
film con- here are from 50 to 300 per
'I'^her than they were a year
'1 this increase, with the low
I exchange,
brings the cost
' Auctions, in terms of foreign
■iuicy^to such a high point that
I becoming prohibitive.
it will behoove American prodncrjto give serious thought to the
rjent condition of the foreign ma*-ttparticularly for the sale of quant| (Hitput, because if they fail to
^;"d definite co-operation
to the
Srs and renters there is going to
reaction which will compclthe
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More Censors

Coast Brevities
{S,,eruil lu IV/D'S DAILY)

Hollywood. — Robert Warwick^ has
left with acting Mayor Boyle Workman a check for $1,000 for two seats
for one of the performances to be
held here on December 5, National
Memorial Day, for the Actor's Fund
of America. Of the $2,000,000 proposed fund, Los Angeles' quota is
$40,000. The general committee to
make arrangements for the observance of National Memorial Day has
meet in the council chamber already.
W. K. Thalhammer, local inventor,
will leave for New York next week
to confer with several men relative
to the marketing of a color film process which he has perfected in his
Los Angeles laboratory. Technical
men, who have seen the new color
pictures, declare that Thalhammer
has at last discovered the secret of
perfect color motion
pictures.

Chicago. — Oak Park motion picture theaters are to be under the
control of nine censors it is announced by Geo. W. Pyott, presrdent of the village censor board.
Four women, each representing a
church or club, four men from the
committee. Mrs. R. W. Crissey, cf
the Nineteenth Century Club; Mrs.
G. W. Hoover, First Methodist
church; Mrs. C. A. Cohan, Neighborhood Civics club; Mrs. H. E.
Krauth, Grace Episcopal church; Arthur W. Jones, G. W. Hales, R. R.
Cuthbertson, F. W. Ritsmunn, and
George
W. Pyott form the board.
Selznick Signs Griffith
New Haven.— Walter Griffith, for
10 years with S. Z. Poli, has resigned
to act as local exploitation man for
Select Pictures.
"Griff" is a live one. He has already put one over by inserting a

I want ad in the Yale News to 'he
I effect that a young man who is a
"perfect lover" can land a good job
hy applying in the Lobby of the
Palace theater. Griffith engage.' i
Mary MacLaren and her company, good-looking girl to humor the "rahrah" boys along at the theater.
appearing
in "Rjuge
and Riches"
for
Universal,
under Harry
FrankThree Charged With Film Thefts
lin's direction, have returned from
the cotton fields of Southern CaliNathan Greenfeld, William BrenUse Operators Room
fornia, and are now making interior nan, and William J. Smith were arrested last night by the police on a
Omaha, Neb. — Pending the erec- scenes at Universal City. In this
tion of the motion picture exchange story of Bohemian life in New York charge of larcency. Films worth
building, exchange men here have the star is supported by Marguerite $5,000 were recovered in a garage in
arranged a schedule for the use of Snow, Wallace MacDonald, Albert W. 38th St. The police state that
the club rooms of the local opera- Lee, Dorothy Abril, Syd de Conde, over $500,000 in films have been stolen in this city recently.
tors' union for the screening of Robert Walker, Lloyd Whitlock and
new releases. The operators have Helen Sullivan.
equipped their rooms with two pro"Upstairs and Down" and Eugene
jection machines and a splendid, big
O'Brien's first picture, "The Perfect
Eros
is
aijout
to
claim
another
screen.
beauty from the Rialto. Gloria Lover," went so good in the middle
Swanson, noted for her attractive- west that an extra print was necesMore Chaplin Releases
sary to supply the demand out of the
ness, is engaged to wed! The young
woman admitted this yesterday, the Omaha, Neb., exchange.
Frank Hall will release "The Vagabond," a Chaplin comedy, on De- happy man being none other than
Herbert Sanborn, wealthy Pasacember
February 8.28. "One A. M.' will go out denan.
Hulsey Building New House

Fort Worth, Tex.— E. H. Hulsey
will erect a 2,500 seat theater here.
He already owns the Hippodrome,
Byers and Strnad here.
Reported Marcus Loew will not
start operations on his new house
here until next year.
Hyman

Incorporates

Detroit. — Arthur S. Hyman Attractions, Inc., of Detroit, have incorporated under the laws of Michigan. The State Securities Commission have approved the stock.
Fire in Crystal Studio
Fire in the studio of the Crystal
Film Co., 430 Claremont Parkway,
The Bronx, Saturday night, destroyed the positives of the first 3
episodes of the new AUgood Pictures serial, "The Whirlwind," starring Charles Hutchison. The negatives of the episodes were saved by
Director Golden. The production
of the picture will be delayed about
10 daj's. The fire was confined to
the cutting room. Total damage was
about $5,000, covered by insurance.

THEimOl
/WHICH
ASEX7\

There

are pictures that

are goodturesand
therenot
are only
picthat are
good, but make money.
BOOK
GOLDWYN
PICTURES

THE

FOR
A

ACME

PORTABLE

The Stud o
The Editor

Demonstration

PROJECTOR

The .Cutting Room
Home, School or Church

Will

Convince

You

HOWELLS
CINE
EQUIPMENT CO
729 7th Ave.
New York
Phone, Bryant 1166

— ^;c{>|
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Territory Sold
Victor Kremer has sold thre<

On Broadway

Karger
Signs Major
League
Stars
Three major league baseball stars
Chaplin re-issues, "The Champion," have been signed by Maxwell KarGirl "By the Sea" and "A Jitney Elope"The
ger, to act before the camera at the
Capitol— Rex Beach's
studios.
de."
from Outsi
ment" to the Bee-Hive exchange of Metro
Capitol News.
Fred McMuUen, third baseman of
Chicago "for Illinois and to Harry
Ke- Crandal for District of Columbia,
Demi-Tasse
Ned Weyburn's
the Chicago White Sox; Carl .SawVirginia, North Carolina, Maryland
yer, former Washington National,
last season with Minneapolis; and
^ Strand — Katherine
MacDonald, and Delaware.
"The Thunderbolt."Review.
"Irish" Meusel, of the Philadelphi.'i
First Release Delayed
Strand Topical
Nationals, are the three who will act
on.
Moti
Analysis of
in Metro productions.
The
first
issue
of
Screenics,
the
Chester Outing.
The trio will also play on the
new Chester release, will be released
23.
rlet
'Sca
December
14
instead
of
November
ith's
Griff
Metro
team in the Southern CaliforW.
Rivoli— D.
nia
winter
baseball league.
"
.
s
y
Pictorial.
DaRivoli
Comedy.
u t td
Sells House
Agnel Off For France
It Fays
urn,
Washb
t
Bryan
o.—
Rialt
Raymond Agnel, cameraman for
Chicago.— The Circle, at 3241 W.
ertise."zine.
Advto
to Rial
C. L. Chester Productions, left for 12th St.. has been sold by Mrs. GurMaga
France on the Chicago yesterday. sie Balaban, mother of Barney BalaMack Sennett's "Salome vs. Shen- After visiting relatives Agnel will ban
of Balaban & Katz, to Louis
andoah." ^ . .1. film a series of special subjects for
A
Nath. The reported consideration
Moss' Broadway.— Elsie Jams,
Chester Outings.
was $85,000 cash.
r Girl."
gulaian
ReParis
c.
broli
ion
Fash
News Weekly.
.
W. GrifNew York— Today-D.^
Blossoms.'
fith's "Broken same
_
as above.
Wednesday—
Thursday.— Blanche Sweet, A
You have been taught to believe that the captains of
Woman of Pleasure." ^
Chas
,
ell
ckw
Bro
ys
GLnd
Finance, Commerce, and Industry have attained the heights
Friday.—
ing Rainbows."
w
Kno
r
Neve
"You
P-^ers,
House
of power by virtue of "Superior Brains." Did you ever stop
Your Luck."
to consider that the railroads continued to run after the
.>tu»
he
1
Saturday.— Sessue Hayakawa,
death of Harriman and Hill? That the banks continued
Illustrious Prince."
r,
Farra
e
Geraldin
Sunday. to function after the elder Morgan departed this life? That
"Flame of the Desert.'

SUPERIOR

Next Week
Fialto.— Not yet determined.
Rivoli.— Not yet determined.
Strand.— Consir.ice Talmadge,
Virtuous Vamp."

'A

Chester Back From Coast
C. L. Chester, p -oducer of Che--.ter
Outings and Screenics, who has beenm
combining bus r.css and pleasure
Los Angeles for the past tlircc
weeks, has returned to New York.
Another House

Organ

Manager C. W. Taylor of the SeIcct-Selznick exchange in Omaha,
Neb., announces that he will soon begin the publication of a house organ
for distribution among his exhibitor
customers. The organ, he says, will
not deal exclusively with his own
general mopictures, but will carry
tion picture information.
WANTED
A SALESMAN who is seeking
an opportunity as well as a position, and who is capable of
becoming sales m.an?ger of an
rrpo tant tivi^.Icn cf an established o-garizat on. The position necessitates travel in every
t;:rif:ry. Qu 'ifications must
incluie know'edge of publ'city,
experience with exhibitors and
a real rjesire to form a permapent association. Applications,
outlining experience, will be
kept in strict confidence. AdDAILY.dress Box NJB, WID'S

DAii;v^

MONEY

operating a Bankers' Corporation, a Banking and Financial
venture that is based on government statistics covering
business history and the basis of our concern is the idea
now agitating the minds of millions (co-operation, instead
of a few men running the whole show), we are inviting the
average man into the venture.

INVESTIGATE
We do not ask you to do anything but investigate. We do
not expect to convince you now, nor do we attempt to convince you by this advertisement. What we do expect to do,
however, is to interest the man who is alive to real business

J. GREEN

CHRISTIE
COMEDIES
are the most dependable
single-reel comedies on
the market. — Wcdter
Brooks, Y. M. C. A. Auditorium, Coatesville, Pa.

Camera
Work
Trick Photography
Animated Titles
Leaders and Trailers
ART
FILM
CO.
145 W. 45th St.
Bryant 5!a

Triple Optical Enlargements

are made by our own patented ap
paratus which permits us to extrac
iinportSnt scenes from film and maki
them into large paintings up to 40x6
inches. Some of these are on exhi
bition at our salesrooms.
ERAUS MFG. CO.
- 220 West 42nd St. New York Cit;
Tel. 3607 Bryant
17th Floo

WORK

Now this is not an oil well scheme, nor land acclamation
project, nor are we floating blue sky mining stock. We are

facts, send for particulars

Metro's reading department frcj
the scenario department proper, a^
is transferring it bodily^rom ti
studios in Hollywood to New Yo|
Jasper Ewing Brady, head of 1
reading department at the stu(
has left California for New Yob

BRAINS

the steel industry did not fall into chaos with the demise
of Frick and Carnegie; and that if as a result of some terrible calamity every capitalist in the country suddenly died,
industry would not cease operations for one day? The
reason the great industrial and financial Magnates of the
past were powerful, and the present crop of money Wizards
are now at the helms, is because they learned one great lesson—: the way to acquire wealth is to

MAKE

Metro Transfers Play-Reading Del
Richard A. Rowland has detach-

Send Us Youi
^S'/.SrS Junk Filn
INTERSTATE
(Si REFINING
23 Commercial St.

SMELTIN.
COMPAN
NEWARK.

N

CINEMATOGRAPHERS!
Have you had a Static?
Why
not
eliminate
it altc
Write now for our inexpensiv
guaranteed
Free Trial Stati|
gether?
Eliminator.
S. E. Co.
1017 Candler Bldg.
N. Y. (
220 W. 42nd St.

it means money to you.

& COMPANY,

Inc.,

110-112 West 40th Street,
New York City.

We buy and sell new an)
second - hand
films
a n
negatives.
Kelwin
Film
729

Seventh

Corporation

Ave,, New

York Ci
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lathe in Combine

Saenger Denies Report

Ji;es with American Cellulose
lo'for Raw Stock Manufacture
a e has affiliated itself with the
e:an Cellulose Co. for the man;ie of raw stock, according to

Says No Interests Are After Southern Theater Chain

j

Rumors that the Saenger Amusement Co. of New Orleans is negotiating with any individual or concern for the sale of its theaters or
exchange interests in the Southeast
are emphatically denied by W. H.
Gueringer, assistant manager in
charge of the .company's New York
headquarters.
"There is not a semblance of truth
in the reports that have been circulated," said Mr. Gueringer yesterday. "The Saenger Amusement Co.
has not been approached nor is there
any thought or intention of its disposing of any of its properties.

e! ral laboratories are planned
•rious sections of the country.
\ recently Pathe
purchased
a
)lock in Long
Island
City
;i it is expected, a laboratory
■ erected.
a,ie, however,
was
very
em»
yesterday in stating that the
was not true.
C Henry Story For Pickford
ij of the O. Henry's stories,
lie-Dyed Deceiver,' 'has been
ised by Goldwyn
for Jack

When the First National convention was held recently in New York
it was very persistently reported
that Saenger had sold out to S. A.

.. yd Gets 25 per cent. Interest
[old Lloyd, by a new arrange1 with Pathe, is said to obtain
iper cent, interest in the new
« of comedies in addition to a
y salary of $1,500.

Lynch.
The about
Hulsey-Lynch
reportit was
talked
and although
was also'
impossible to obtain any confirmation
truth.
at the time, it later proved to be the'

Pioneer Buys Serial
leer has secured "The Lurking
f 'a serial with Ann Luther and
e Larkin for New York City
tate and northern New Jersey.
e and One-Half
Millions
New Company

in

Young Films Sold
The society girl trembling on
MacDonald, the American Beauty,
National early December release.

p Wire to WW'S DAILY)
fer, Del. — A new company has
jjormed here known as the Peoffheater, Inc. It is capitalized Releasing Schedule of National Pictures Announced — To Start Jan. 1
,500,000 and has as its in'corNational Pictures Theaters, Inc.,
-rs W. F. O'Keefe, J. H. Dov/id George F. Steiglcr of Wil)n.
the new Selznick exhibitor-co-operative movement, will release once in
plans of the new organization
two weeks.
TOt been disclosed.
Evidently it is the intention of l!ie
atest Question" .from "Griff"
new organization to release pictures
W. Griffith's first production with all star casts. Harry Rapf is
?h First
National
will
be
in charge of west coast productions
"The Greatest Question" and
with spiritualism.
where "Just a Wife" and "Blind

Two a Month

the verge of real love — Katherine
in "The
Beauty
Market,"
a Advt.
First

36 United Directors
Investigating

Equity Pictures have just closed;
a deal for the sale of the Clara. Kimball Young productions to Clozen-i
berg Bros, of London. The trans-:
action covers Great Britain. Equity also states that the series
has been sold for Australia,
Canada, South Africa and Egypt to
British buyers.
New

Committee's
Recommendations Being Carried

United Pictures will shortly increase the directorship of the organization to 36, thirty of the directors to be selected from the various
exchange centers according to the
respective quotas.
This, as noted from time to time
in WID'S DAILY, is following out
the agreement entered upon by
United and the exhibitor investigating committee heade'd
by Hector M.
jZ. Pasmezoglu
recently.
Youth" the first two productions for
Famous Increases Stock
Besides
the
increase
in directors
National are being made.
there will be a number of United
Sy Wire to WID'S DAILY)
"Just a Wife" will be released on 'Ixhihitors Board of Trades with
any. — Famous
Players-Lasky January
1.
headquarters in the various exincreased their capital stock
Announcement was also made yes- ( lianges. The Cincinnati office has
',500,000.
terday of the first release through ; Iready organized one and is re■ increase provides for
0
jiorted as working in good shape.
5 of preferred stock par200,00
value
md 450,000 shares of common Republic Distributing, L. J.'s other
hobby. The picture is "The AmazRealart Moves
no par value,
ingWoman,"
produced on
by the
Lloyd
Realart has moved from 729 7th
Carleton
Productions
the
coasi
■'company,
in its office
papersat.Millfiled and featuring Ruth Clifford. This Ave.
?ave Its principal
Ave. to the Winfield Bldg., on'' Fifth
, N. Y.
will go out at an early date.

H. B. Warner Company

(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Dover, Del.— The H. B. Warn.r
Photoplay Corp. has been chartered
here with a capitalization of $300,000.
The incorporators'
are Bernard
all Los PotAngeles men as follows:
son. ter, H. B. Wehrle, and A. P. Thomp.H. B. Warner is at present under
contract with Jesse D. Hampton,
who releases the Warner pictures
through Robertson-Cole.
Thethey
latter
stated several
yesterday'
that
areoffices
to receive
of
the Warner productions under their
contract and that delivery dates run
past the first of the year.
f

Normand

Limcheon Today

,

/ Goldwyn will tender a lunched^
today in honor of Mabel Normandi
It will be held at the Ritz and Sam*
Vel Goldwyn will officiate. :
\
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Quotations
Bid Asked Last Sale
Famous Players ....\O2y2 104.>4 10.3
Loew, Inc
Slyi
33
31^
Triangle
J4
Utd. Pict. Prod
19
21
20
World Film
—
—
H
Morris Now Pioneer Manager
Qeveland. — C R. N. Morris
now manager of the Pioneer
change l^ere succeeding Ji
Mooney who entered business
himself.
Select

Branch

Opens

is
exJ.
for

Today

Select's new branch at 19 Portsea
St., New Haven, opens today. Morris Safier is manager.
If Lewis J. Selznick can get away,
he promises to go to New Haven
to shake hands with all the exhibitors.
Another Upit to Florida
The Facts and Follies Co. producing for Pioneer release, has
moved to Jacksonville where the
Dintenfass Studio will be occupied.
The company is making a physical
culture series with the active cooperation of Bernar MacFadden.
A $1,000 prize contest is now under
way for the best script submitted
to the Pioneer offices at 126 W.
46th St. There are no restrictions
placed on the nature of the subject.
Crystal

Action

Ordered

Bruce Returns

Famous Players'
for Paramount
Showing
Week Prize

Dropped

Judge Manton has signed an order discontinuing the action against
the Crystal Film Co. by A. J. Marks

Eight Months'
Trip in the
North — Going
to Cuba
(Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Robert C. Bruce, the traveler
Ballance, and photographer for Educational
Angeles.— Harry
Los
braivch manager for Famous Players- Films, returned to New York on
Lask Corporation, has received the
Monday after an eight months' trip
first prize awarded by the home office in
the Northern Pacific and the interior of Alaska.
ot Parafor the greatest numlier
mount-Artcraft pictures booked dur"We went .in more for sea stuff,"
i-'Hramount-Artcratt said Mr. Bruce, "on this trip. We
ing National
Week, -which extended trom Seot. 1 hired a schooner at Seattle and travto Sept. 8. The pnxe was distrihufor 3,000 miles in it at the ratcutcd among the employes of the locai of sixeledmiles
an hour.
exof twenty-nine
Out
branch.
"From Seattle we went tip north
the I.o« as far as the Skagway and then
changes over the country
Angeles branch had more customers abandoned the boat temporarily to
pro rata and more tlieaters per ter- go into the interior of Alaska. We
ritory covered. "In the face of the then skirted down the coast. All
strike conditions at the time," said told we were gone from Seattle four
out our con- i months. During the trip we -hot
Ballance, "we earned
tracts with exhibitors even into the I 18 pictures or one less than last
and New I
parts of Arizona
remote
by using a fleet of trucks. | Mr. Bruce leaves today for
Mexico
The great success of^Paramount pic- Wilkes-Barre to attend to the astures, in this and other territories ;
sembling of his pictures. About the
has been gained through newspaper, first of January, he plans a trip to
partici- ' Cuba' to shoot some tropical stuff.
advertising
and periodical
The new series, which will be
pated in by Famous Players-Lasky.
known as the Robert C. B^uce
American
Neilan Engages Jane Novak
year." Sccnics will be released
the_
latter part of this month by
Los Angeles. — Marshall Neilan Educational.
has engaged Jane Novak to play one
of the leading roles in his first picture for First National. She w511
Bonus that
for the
"Blossoms"
It$5,000
is reported
Strand paid
play opposite Lewis Stone.
United Artists a $5,000 bonus for the
Ida Park an Independent
privilege of playing "Broken Blossoms" first on Broadway after its
Los Angeles. — Ida May Park, who run at the
Cohan theater.
is at present directing Lew Cody in
George Barr McCutcheon's "The Universal to Film War Document
Universal will film as a feature
Butterfly Man," will produce independently, itis reported.
of a forthcoming issue thfo New
Screen Magazine, the official docuRussell in Dallas for Unite.d
ment ordering cessation of hostiliDallas. — Albert Russell is now
ties by General Pershing which was
branch manager for United Picturec on display in the lobby of the Capihere.
tol yesterday.

THE NEXT

After

RELEASE

of the Largest Organization of Theatres in
the World, Will Be—
FLORENCE REED
in
"THE ETERNAL MOTHER"
A Modern Woman's Answer to Life's
Greatest Question

A Progressive Husband
Cannot Make a Silk
Ear.
Purse Out of a Sow's
Are You Moving
Ahead With Your
Husband?

^
Novelties at the Strand
The Strand is inaugurating
elty arrangement
at the tl
which will be changed every
week.
The new plan will be starteo

week
be the
called
Herbertwhich
week. will
All of
music'^:ti
will be from the pen or Mr. H
who will direct the orchestra j
ten as possible himself durinjh;

"Floradora" week will folio tl
'
period.
Victor
spe '
at
that Herbert
time willWeek.
be theA Floi
sextette with the girls dressed ti
costumes used in the* famous ui
cal play
fantasy,
while
the
will be
sung selections
and play -o.
Bonus System at Triangh
Triangle has inaugurated a w
systemin. which every employjw
share
First runs showings for i\ i
created Triangle output are ;:
arranged in Los Angeles, QtH(
Indianapolis and Cincinnati.
!
In Washington $1,500 in ne
business was done in two day^ai
in one
Denver
in
week. $3,000 by one salimj
"Undercurrent" at Capit'

TO
a

ADVERTISE
photo-play with

than
-throwing
is wor.':>e
poor posters
money away ! Use
RITCHEY posters!
They always pay !

LITHO.

CORP.

406W.3htSt.,N.Y., Phone Chelsea 83(
INC

J. A. Berst, Pres,

K

"The Undercurrent," with . th'
16th.
Guy
Empey, thewill week
be the
feat"I
the Capitol
of Nov

RITCHEY

and N. Brown.

The liabiilties of the company ire
said to be $2,100 while the assets are
$40,000. Amiel Alperstein and Joseph A. Golden have acquired all of
the outstanding stock of the complainants as part of a plan for adjusting the action. Negotiations are
iinder way to take over the remaining outstanding stock.

LATE NE\^

iM^

Gleaning Up

itkeN ews
No. 92

M'H
BROWNSVILLE,
injunction
ag:ainst tlie PA.—
strikeCourt
will
Bprcert — Federal troops are sent to
It centers to be in readiness to up1 1 e judicial ruling.
DiTEMALA,
C. A. — Annual religious
iiny in Central American
Republic
A.ands
accompany
procession
of
taken from the churches.
TTLE,
WASH— Swat
the
Flu
Scientists are experimenting with
Mcine to combat
influenza germ
ok so many lives during last year's
l«ic.

^MOTH SHIPS FOR U. -S — The U.
hping Board is considering the con.cjn of two 1,000-foot steamers.
d:ed JJrawing by Bert Green.
» UKOF, RUSSI.V— Anti-Bolsheviks
hiirkof. Troops of General Kornl'ijold
regiment
H Ukranian
city. parade after seltnre
HJAGO, ILL. — Sophs devise unique
tii of extractini: fresh flaTor from
ijiien. Chariot race on Tin Can Hay
Jcago University.
'JTHROP. MASS— Highest tide in
'J's sweeps Northeast coast — a heavy
Nitunds over the sea-wall and causes
ndous damage to property all along
lore.
ANGELES, GAL. — Prize animals
at one million
dollars
are asd at most successful live stock
ever held in the West.
l!ME. — What
will be Flume's
fate?
! diplomats ponder the question the
[ of Fiume
celebrate one month's
^itlon of the city by Annunzlo.

oday

^ry Hall
dje
Ifox. Walsh

will play
in "Shark

opposite
Rawley"

ECH,VAN SICLEN
; COMPANY, Inc.
' 4S EAST 17tl STREET
S
NEW YORK CITY
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Not a week passes that ^lany
theaters do not set new attendance
A Theater-less Town
Exhibitors in Middle West Making records. This is usually done by
Big Profits
The Town Council across
booking a big feature, with a promithe river in Harrison, N. J.,
nent star ,and exploiting the picture
{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Omaha. — Reports, difificult of veri- in a new and compelling way.
has passed an ordinance which
fication, are going the rouncs of the
will bar any exhibitor from opNews from an Old-Timer
erating there.
middle west regarding the "clean
The measure provides $10,000
ups" made by small city exhibitors.
Veterans in the game will be
One showman in the small city of
yearly for a license fee to conto hear once again of AnNebraska City, Neb., buying his pic- pleased
duct a theater.
drew J. Cobe of the old Alliance Co.
tures on the open market, is said to who is now managing the Rialto in
Harrison has a population
be making at the rate of $12,000 a. Lawrence, Mass.
of about 15,000 and is said to
year, clear, in a house seating l«ss
be the only town of its size in
Cobe is running a series of ads in
than 1,000 people.
America which will not have
the Lawrence papers following the
Anofh-er exhibitor said to be mak- style of the Capitol here in New
its own picture theater.
ing at the rate of $15,000 a year, York.
clear for himself, only smiled when
Here's what he says in talk numasked to verify the report.
ber three:
Fox on Tour
• "I'm going to get out of the ex"The
tin piano age in the proWilliam Fox was on tour of Tijs
change business and get a theater of
duction of motion pictures passed
mthe yown,"
frequently
about long ago. In .its stead came the offices 3'esterday. He delivered a
luncheonis table
where heard
the Omaha
speech because
yesterday was Armistice Day.
Film Board of Trade members presentation of a new art. Screen
dramatizations of the masterpieces
gather each day.
of this new art are shown with a
George Monroe, who has the Jew- musical score written by great musi"Slaves of Pride" will be the forthel, Gilbert and Lyric theaters in the
coming Alice Joyce vehicle. It has
cians expressly for one picture. So
prosperous little city of Beatrice, pictures are shown in the Strand already been finished.
Neb., recently refrained from say- and Rialto Theaters in New York.
ing how much he is making clear,
"You will see them so presented
when asked about it the other day,
in
'The Rialto' for I've engaged an
but announced he has started the elaborate
orchestra and as the work
erection of a new $50,000 motion picture theater in his city. The house of preparing for my opening on November 10 is progressing, I am bookwill seat 1,000 and will be famous
for its music, he says. He is now on
ing the world's greatest pictures."
a tour of larger cities, getting ideas
Trick Luncheons
for his house. A few years ago Mr
Monroe was one of a number of
Every day there is a trick luncheon at the Astor with Sam Morstruggling semi-suburban exhibitors
ris, Charlie Rogers and Dave Selzin Omaha. His old house on Farnam street is now out of existence. nick in the leading roles. If someone happens to drop in, the number
K. Moreland, who for years has is increased.
been .a well-known middle western
After the lunch is completed and
exhibitor in Missouri Valley, la., has
formed the Moreland Amusement the check mounts up to about $8 or
Co., and by November 1 had seven $10 any member of the party writes
large houses throughout western down a letter of the alphabet and
Iowa and Eastern Nebraska. His keeps it covered. Then one of the
company, besides the Majestic, in other boys starts guessing what the
is and so it goes around until
Missouri Valley, and several small letter
someone strikes the letter which is
houses, is reported to be taking
written on the slip or table-cloth and
over houses in Onawa ,and Carroll, whatever
they use.
la., and Nebraska City and Blair,
To date Sam Morris is the best
Neb.
little lunch hound in New York.
Dwight B. Baker of the Circle
Amusement Co., Ottumwa, la., ownTarzan Film Under Way
ers of the Princess and Empire ^ea"The Return of Tarzan" is now
ters in that city has announced
splendid success with a new house, being filmed by the Numa Pictures
the New Circle theater, opened just Corp. under the direction of Harry
Revier and supervision of George
recently.
Increases in the admission prices M. Merrick, who is responsible for
have become quite common among "The Open Door," a Robertsonthe middle western theaters. A big Cole special.
The production will be in 9 reels
picture is booked advertised at increased prices, shown to capacity and is expected to cost several hundred thousand dollars. Louis Weiss
houses, and the prices remain up.
Within the last few weeks the four of the company will shortly start for
California to arrange for coast probig houses in Omaha, Neb., the "key duction.
city" of Nebraska, Iowa and South
Dakota, have increased their prices
of admission.
"What Would You Do," by DeniClift, will be the next Madlaine
The most recent increase was by son
Traverse story.
the big Rialto and Strand theaters,
owned by A. H. Blank, who is rapidly building up a string of leading
THE ACME PORTABLE
PROJECTOR
theaters in all the larger cities of
these three -states. The afternoon
prices at these houses are now 15,
|7/\U
The Studio
The Cutting Room
r v/I\
The Editor
Home, School or Church
25 and v30 cents, and in the evening
the prices are 20, 30 and 40 cents.
A Demonstration Will Convince You
This admission includes the war tax.
HOWELLS
CINE
EQUIPMENT CO.
The big Sun and Muse theaters,
729 7th Ave.
New York
operated by the World Realty Co.,
Omaha, also recently increased their
Phone, Bryant 1166
admission.

r
Wednesday, November

KINOGRAMS
HALF A MILLION FIKE.— Destroys a
macaroni factory in Long Island City,
?>'. Y.
Lots of ornamental smoke.
PKINCETOX CLASS CREWS RACE.—
Juniors win annual fall regatta at Princes'lR THOMAS LIPTON HERE— Celebrated yaclitman arrives full of conversation about boat raclnff.
COMPETE —
COLLEGE RUNNERS
h, Pennsy and Columbia repreDartmout
sented in cross country run.
ORDERS COAL
GOVERNMENT
STRIKE OFF. — Union officials and government folk at courthouse in Indianapolis
ROUGHING IT DE LUXE IN ROYAL
GORGE. — A train made travelogue out in
the Canadia Rockies.
FIRST GERMAN SHIP ARRIVES —
The S. S. Reigerstag docks at Marcus
Hook, Pa., first to come from the late
enemy.
HARVARD & PRINCETON TIE— A
score of 1-10 on the gridiorn at Prince"dEDICATE
WASHINGTON
CHAPEL.
Ceremonies held at completion of Bethton Episcopal
Washing
lehem chapel ofral
.
_ „„__
Cathed
A BRIDGE THAT REALLY CROSSES
THE RIVER. — Picturesque and unique
«
structure at Rio de .Janeiro. Brazil.
—
OCEAN FLOOD ATTACKS COAST.
What a record tide did along the water
and New Hampfront
shire. in Massachusetts

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PIUTUKES
Shoot F're Scenes from 'Plane
Pe'l M 'X
'I Fox News,
secured an acr p ju ' on Sunday, went
aloft and s. (- -. i--^' f'om the sky
of the big h.^. t ihc plant of the
American iVacr.iu Co. in Long Island Citv.
/

Goldwyn
Offers His Services
Samuel Goldwyn has sent a letter
/ to the convention of American Legin Posts assembled in Minneapolis,
offering the producing and distribut-^
ing facilities of his organization tq/
the them.
legion, if they care to make us'e
\ of
Wood

sM^

12, 1919

Directing Reid

Hollywood. — Sam Wood is again
directing Wallace Reid in his new
production. This will be a Dicttirization of a series of Byron Morgyn
stories which appeared in the Saturday Evening Post and will be titled, "The Bear Trap." It is a sequel to "The Roaring Road."
Edward Bower Hesser has been
engaged by Louis B. Mayer to assist
in the exploitation of "In Old Kentucky" with Anita Stewart.
was
erroneously reported that he Itwould
handle the Mildred Harris Chaplin
publicity.

Buck Jones at Work
Buck Jones, the new Fox cowboy

1
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"Yankee

Doodle"

More

in Washington

^

Triple Optical Enlargementi^

BRAINS

MONEY

WHERE PROMISES ARE Kt

f:i TITLE]

I CANDLER
220vJ
ROOMy SID'G.
_;
TILE,";
03-2011

negatives.
Kelwin Film

Now this is not an oil well scheme, nor land acclamation
project, nor are we floating blue sky mining stock. We are
operating a Bankers' Corporation, a Banking and Financial
venture that is based on government statistics covering
business history and the basis of our concern is the idea
now agitating the minds of millions (co-operation, instead
of a few men running the whole show), we are inviting the
average man into the venture.

729 Seventh

& COMPANY,

BRYAKTl

Corporatil.

Ave., New

York C

f •ALYNLU"

Js^

Inc.,

110-112 West 40th Street,
New York City.

f

AllT
TITLE
HAND LETTERING

INVESTIGATE

J. GREEN

"el

We buy and sell new ai
second-hand
films
ail

WORK

We do not ask you to do anything but investigate. We do
not expect to convince you now, nor do we attempt to convince you by this advertisement. What we do expect to do,
however, is to interest the man who is alive to real business
facts, send for particulars
it means money to you.

i

are maie \j oar own patented I'
paratus
us toandtztll'
importantwhich
scenespermits
from film
mw
them into large paintings up to Mi
inches.
Some of these are on ej.
bition at our salesrooms.
KRA¥S MFG. CO.
220 West 42nd St. New York (
Tel. 3607 Bryant
IHh Fl

You have been taught to believe that the captains of
Finance, Commerce, and Industry have attained the heights
of pow^er by virtue of "Superior Brains." Did you ever stop
to consider that the railroads continued to run after the
death of Harriman and Hill? That the banks continued
to function after the elder Morgan departed this life? That
the steel industry did not fall into chaos with the demise
of Frick and Carnegie; and that if as a result of some terrible calamity every capitalist in the country suddenly died,
industry would not cease operations for one day? The
reason the great industrial and financial Magnates of the
past were powerful, and the present crop of money Wizards
are now at the helms, is because they learned one great lesson—: the way to acquire wealth is to

MAKE

Branchq

Vitagraph has established
branch offices in Buffalo and A
and by the holidays there w
three additional offices, ^t thC;
time a number of other offices
found it necessary to secur,
creased space.

Arthur MacHugh yesterday restar is now a.t work on "Camouceived a telegram from Sidney Lust
flaged" under the direction of
Charles Swickard.
in Washington telling of the tremendous business done by "Yankee
Brock Select Export Manager
Poodle in Berlin,"' when it opened
at Moore's Strand on Sunday.
Louis Brock is now export manaPolice reserves were called out,
ger for Select, replacing Guy R.
Hammond,
resigned.
according to the telegram. The picture will probably play three weeks.

SUPERIOR

Vitagraph

PHONE

2323

BRYANT

,

"WHERE PROMISES ARE SA(}ED

LOUIS
FORMERLY

MEYfR
BRODA

ai MEYEIiiNC

T IT L

LETTERED

A

PHONE

- ILLUSTRATED - PHOTOGli'HE
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
PROCESS TITLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS
CALL

WILL

BR Y ANT
220 WEST 42nd ST.
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7392

O
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New Texas Movement

"Zit" Resigns

Exchangemen
Plan
Co-operative
Body of Southwestern Exhibitors

Hearst
OrganLzation — Says
is Reconsidering But Plans
Are Indefinite

(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Dallas,
Tex. — The Motion Picture
— itors
Journal
"The says:
Exhib
Co - operative
Film Co. is being formed here by
Le Roy Bickel, L. L. Pellerin, and
Doak Roberts and a fourth man
whose name is not divulged. The
initial. capital is $25,000.
"All these men arg former members of the sales force of the First
National and Metro exchanges. All
of them have resigned because of
sharp differences in opinion regarding exhibitor policies. Bickel was exchange manager for First National.
"The plan is to financially interest 100 Southwestern exhibitors in
stock so that the new firm will have
that many cash customers to start

F. Zittell, "Zit," who has for
time been actively identified
Wm. R. Hearst in his news's and film enterprises is out of
national Film, and all the other
st film matters. "Zit" said this
ing that he had resigned, and
been asked to reconsider, but
he had not finally determined
his future plans.
ficials at International will not
iss
absence.
It was imble Zittel's
to obtain
any _information
Hearst's offices relative to the
e_ which will doubtless prove a
rise in film circles.

New Producer

Doak Roberts is a former baseball
player and a well-known sportsman
in Dallas.

.he Transatlantic Film Co., heacrhy Lewis Roach and one of the
ijiues Cibrario enterprises has
I's under way for the production
scries of comedies and features,
he comedies will be two reels
!ngth while 26 will be released a
•. Twelve features will be made
all production
will be in the

istribution will be via what is
ed a "new plan," the details of
"In Old Kentucky," a First Na
ch will be revealed later.
Chas. art's greatest picture. Directed by
release.
Harrison
is American
Sales
pager.
;ibrario until the present time has
,1 engaged in the export end of
business.
Foreign .distribution
Frank G. Hall has signed Benny
undoubtedly be through his own
'Lt'onardi, the world's lightweight^,
inization.
champion boxer to appear in a serial for Flallmark distribution.
Pickford Case No. 12
Mr. Hall is associated with Sydney Ascher, an exhibitor with ■ a
'he Wilkening-Pickford case is number of theaters in the Bronx and
ibered 12 on the calendar of
Joseph A. Jacobs in a company
ge Platz
court.
me Court ek's
,for today. Part 14, Su- known as /^ ';cher Enterprises, Inc.
This C0TP^-'"y was chartered early
'he calendar has* been very stiff in the week at Albany with an active
late and at the present time only capitalization of $10,000.
-e or four cases are reached daily.
The serial wil be in 15 episodes
and will be started here in the East
but completed in California. Leonard will appear personally in everj'
episode
and scenes in practically
: is expected that a deal will be
every city in the country will be
ied shortly whereby Raymond taken.
chcock will make at least one
ure for International Film. It is
Hal Roach After Beauties
erstood that negotiations are
.^ under way for the screen rights
Hal Roach, producer of Harold
The Beauty Shop."
Lloyd comedies, is looking for six
■iternational says they know medium-sized beauties to take back
ning about the matter.
to California with him.

Hitchcock in Films

7/^RECOCHIZP>:
AUTHORIf

Hall Signs Leonard

tional special, said to be Anita StewMarshall Neilan. A Mid-December
Advt.

More Mystery
One serial can cause an awful lot
of trouble. .
Ed Bonus telephoned yesterday
and reeled ofif a long story on what
Warner Bros, are going to do with
"The Lost City," Col. Selig's animal serial with Juanita Hansen.
■
The Louis B. Mayer offices sent
out a nicely typed copy of the
"bomb thrown into the film world"
by their purchase of the serial.
Warner s^ys he has it, Mayer offices says they haven't.
Whitehurst Here
C. E. Whitehurst, whose interests
effectually give him control of the
picture situation in Baltimore, was
a visitor in New York yesterday.
Bailey, Hurd's Assistant
H. D. Bailey, formerly of the Bray
studios, has been assistant to Earl
Hurd, in complete charge of all cartoons for the Educational Department of Famous Players.

Mabel Normand Luncheon
Yep,
with." wc were all over at the Ritz
yesterday. All the editors and some
iwho wefen't editors in the fillum
business. Because
Mabel NormanJ
was guest of honor of a luncheon—
they're luncheons at the Ritz— in
celebration of the signing of her new
Goldwyn contract. A good time
was had by all, and Miss Normand
w-as an ideal guest of honor— shh,
didn't make a speech. She leaves
next month for the Coast.
Wainwright of London in New York
J. C. Wainwright, one of the most
prominent of the English film men,
arrived in New York from London
last week. He leaves for California
this afternoon.

Corporate Name Changed
(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Albany.— The Goldwyn Pictures
Corp., of Manhattan, has filed notice
of a change in name to the Goldwyn
Pictures Corp. of New York.
Cahane Buys "Fortune Teller"
Harry Cahane has purchased the
rights
Fortune
Teller" for
Marjoriof
e "The
Rambcau
, from
A. H.
Woods, Arthur Hopkins and Leighton Graves Osman.
"The Fortune Teller" will be an
Albert Capcllani Prod, for Pathe
release.
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Guts and Flashes
Irene Castle has started
'Miss Antique," Famous.
9«L I No. 42 Thunday November 13. 1919 Price 5 Cent!
Copyright 1919,
Inc.
Publiohed
New
York, N.
FILM FOLKS,

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y., by WID'S FILMS
and
INC.

F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas■rer;
Joseph
Dannenberg,
Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary
and
Business
Manager.
Sntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
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York, $10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
$l.S.OO.
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Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
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Quotations
' Bid Asked Last
Famous
Players ....97% 101
Loew,
Inc
28^
31H
Triangle
Unit. Pict. Prod
18^
20
World Film
—
—

Sale
97%
29^4
J4
20
^

Faversham
Film Completed
The final scenes for William Fiversham's "The Man Who Lost Himself," have been made by George D.
Baker, who is now cutting and assembling the negative.
Next Week's Features
The following features will be seen
at the leading theaters next week:
Rialto— Wallace Reid, "Hawthorne of the U. S. A."
Rivoli — Elsie Ferguson; "Counterfeit:"
Brooklyn Strand — Katherine Mac-

work

All Set For Campaign
on

Alrna Rubens has started work on
Fannie Hurst's "Humoresque."
Montagu Love will appear opposite Grace Davison in her next picture for Pioneer.

H. E. Herbert will appear opposite Elsie Ferguson in "His House
in Order."
William G. Cruse has' been made
manager of accounting and purchasdios. ing for the Metro Hollywood stuW. W?. Hodkinson Corporation
will release on December ^th Leah
Baird in "The Capitol."
John Junior, formerly with Essanay, has just returned to America
after a tour of Australia.

Selznick National Advertising
Splurge to Begin Thanksgiving
The opening
fire drive
in Selznick's
national advertising
will begin
Thanksgiving week, when doublepage displays in color will appear in
the Saturday
Home
Journal, Evening
Pictorial Post,'
Review,Ladies
Red

LATE Hm
DO YOU
BREAKS
WHILE

KEEP
ON

you!

YOUR

Book, Country Gentleman, PhotoHUSBAND TRAVELS
play Magazine, Green Book, Motion Picture- Magazine, Picture Pla>
IN HIGH SPEED?
Magazine, Blue Book, American Legion weekly and others.
The foregoing list is supplemented
by advertising media which includes
the programs of theaters in Nuw
York City, electric signs in the
Times Square district and elsewhere,
S. L. K. Serial Corp., prodi
and pi'inted signs and 24-sheet
stands throughout the country.
of "The Fatal Fortune," with I
Holmes,
plans another
serial ,it
the same- star.

/ New S. L. K. Serii

Coast Brevities

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood. — Walter Edwards,
has lic'cn directing Marguerite
M. C. Howard, comptroller for who
Clark in New York will arrive in
Select, has appointed Frances J. Los Angeles the first of next week
Clark as traveling auditor.
and will . immediately start with
The new Allen Holubar
produc- Ethel Clayton on her next Paration, "Ambition," with Dorothy Phil- imount-.A.rtcraft picture, "Young
lips, has been finished.
Mrs. Winthrop."
Douglas Fairbanks has taken hi.i
Keenan Buel has finished his first!
entire company to San Francisco to
production for Frank G. Hall Fa- 1make
the final scenes for his second
mous Directors' Series.
Big Four picture, "When The
Eddie Polo's new serial now on Clouds Roll By."
production on the coast will folWallace Beery is very happy of
low "The 13th Hour," for which the late. Beery«has the role of the Sheik
Polo company made a special Euin Priscilla Dean's forthcorning
ropean trip.
spectacle, "The Virgin of Stamboul."
Henry UpdegrafT, exhibitor operatThe current George Beban proing the two leading theaters in Rock
duction is being photographed by
Rapids, la., is reported to have made Ross Fisher, who recently finished
a fortune speculating in the oil well*
with George Loane Tucker.
of the south.

li

_The new serial which will
15 episodes
will be produce
California
and will be state rig
The story will deal with raU
and the like.
%
The Holmes company whicl
been taking island stuff at Jaci
ville, Florida, will return to i
York today. The last episo^
practically completed.
The railroad serial will be st
in about a month.

Former Ince Men With Selzrl:
Two film editors, Cyril Ga!iie
and Duncan Mansfield, formerlyitl
the Ince staff, are now Vorkit a
the Selznick studio. Gardner ete;
"The Country Cousin," while J ns
field is working on "The Bikei

A judgment for $1,607 has bee en
tered
in the City Court agns
Melody."
Harry A. Sherman, film pronter
Bryant Washburn has started on in a suit by Hugh Hoffman t ro
Albert
Roccardi
who
has
just
fincover $1,000 salary at $100 a eel
Donald, "The Thunderbolt."
"Six Best Cellars," a Paramoimt- and
$477 as the expenses of Mv,
Artcraft,
based
on
the
timely
story
ished a season in "Eyes of Youth"
Sullivan To Tour World
and who has appeared in pictures by Holworthy Hall.
to Los Angeles and elsewhere, iihf
defendant was served at the ill
for Vitagraph is in the support of
"Gardner Sullivan, of the Ince scemore
Hotel and did not answfthi
Dawson, Minn. — T. C. Torgerson
nario staff, will leave New York Selznick.
Elaine Hammerstein in "Love," for
suit.
sold l»is theater for $15,000.
about
IS for a two years'
tour ofJanuary
the world.
^l
The purpose of his tour is that he
may store up a supply of mental
•notes for future scenarios for Thos.
H. Ince productions.
The essential func-

Adversity Respects No One

"U" New Haven Plan Changed
H. M. Herman, of Universal, has
changed the handling of Universal
and Jewel productions in the New
Haven territory. All of the bigger
products will be handled from Uniw^ersal's New Haven office in addition to the short subjects and serials.
Heretofore they were released urs■der the direction of First National
there. The new plan gives the New
York office full charge over the territory. Morris Josephs is in charge
of the New Haven office.

And like lightning, it does not forewarn.
Your star, your director, your studio,
your negative are indispensable to your
success. Insurance costs are comparatively small and they absolutely protect
you. Don't take unnecessary chances.
It is often the difference between success
and failure.

tion of a RITCHEY
poster is to get a crowd
into an auditorium.
it.

RITCHEY
:

Toppenish,
Wash.
— ^^Dr.
H.
Johnson
has taken
over
the Lois
is remodeling for showing road
tractions and big pictures. He
been operating the Lyric here
.some time.

M.
and
athas
for

And they always do!
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LITIIO.

CORP.

406 W. 31>t St.,N.Y., Phone Cheliea 8388
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ii.futting It Over

Day found 18 bookshops eager to
co-operate, the Grosset & Dunlap
bookstore link-up campaign accounthre is /loiv a brother exhibing for that many window displays in
Des Moines. Through an arrange\^t his show over. Send
ment with the superintendent of
\g your ideas. Let the other
schools. Day enjoyed a highly profitttv knoiv hoiv you cleaned
able children's matinee on Saturday
morning.
The school official and
members of his staff were guests of
tciMoines. — Jess Day, managing the Palace at a private showing
and
f r of A. H. Blank's
Palace
It staged and put across one heartily recommended it to principals and teachers as a splendid picth biggest box office attractions turization
of the
r aged at the Palace in spite of book-lovers in Iowa. story known to
f ompetition
in Des
Moines'
ei playhouses.
The
attraction
Grand Rapids, Neb. — J. A. Wool; "he Westerners."
V ig cabin that took in the en- stenholm , owner of the Majestic^ did
obby
was
the prize
stunt. some reasoning before his advertiscijunction with the production
ing of "The Perfect Lover."
n er Day had a force of carpen"Most of my patrons are from the
3 1; work imme4iately after the country, reasoned Mr. Woolsten
"
s( of the previous
week's perpeople come in auc Saturday night until four holm. "Country
tomobiles. Most of the automobiles
Sunday
morning,
while he in this county from which I draw
o, by with a "still" of the cabin are owned by country people. More
)v( in "The Westerners"
in an than eighty per cent, of my patrons
3ij to have his lobby setting as are from families that have automoIfj a reproduction
as his small biles.
flng staff could make it in the
"Therefore, I should advertise to
>!Jtime.
rl big crowds were fairly taken automobile owners."
He did something that was new in
jeir feet by what Day accom(Id on the inside. They stepped Neb/aska: He got the names of all
jdirt floor that stretched from automobile owners in his county, and
litrance to the hut back to the he mailed them an announcement of
d office, a distance of 75 yards.
d saw four well-worn cots, a
crib, a small stove with smoke
g from it. After enjoying to
WANTED— One-reel come\\\\ the unique lobby show there
dies, old or new subjects. Adliiothing left for the crowds to
dress by letter giving full
It take the tip from a post-road
particulars. Titles, subject
jin the center of the hut, readmatter and price. ,Box C-3,
Go in and stake your claim to
le sets for the greatest picture
care of WID'S
1 that ever struck Des Moines.
le Palace carried half-page ads
iays in advance of the opening
jh it has always been the Blank
COMEDY
SCENARIOS
f to bend all advertising efforts
e current attraction. The PalWANTED
ilso had 28 twenty-four sheets
;red in choice locations on "The
We will buy good original
erners."
scenarios for two-reel comedies for immediate production.
Slapstick and custard pie
stories not required.

CHRISTIE
COMEDIES

do

Amateurs and agents please
not communicate.
Submit stories at once to —

re the highest class,
nd the cleanest come-

The

!ies which I can book.

-M. Rice, State Thea-

Trans-Atlantic
Film Co.
of America, Inc.
Lewis Roach, President

729 Seventh Ave.

re, Milwaukee, Wis.

New York

Bryant, 1574-1575—10462

THE

P/^U
rV^lV
A

ACME

PORTABLE

The Studio
The Editor

PROJECTOR

The Cutting Room
Home, School or Church

Demonstration Will

Convince You

HOWELLS
CINE
EQUIPMENT CO.
729 7th Ave.
New York
Phone, Bryant 1186
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the picture, advising them to step
into their cars and to come on to
the show. He showed the picture
for three days, and broke records
every day. He has adopted the plan
as a permanent one.
Stanley Books has"Evangeline"
"Evangeline"
been booked
over the entire circuit of Stanley
theatecs.
Field Managers for Hallmark
Hallmark has appointed three
field managers. They are: S. T. Stephens, M. J. Mintz and M. Harlan
Starr. They will cover the entire
country.
170 Bookings for Kinograms
World Film reports that in the
past week over 170 houses have been
added to the number booking this
service.

SUPERIOR

BRAINS

Yoii have been taught to believe that the captains of
Finance, Commerce, afid Industry have attained the heights
of power by virtue of "Superior Brains." Did you ever stop
to consider that the railroads continued to run after the
death of Harriman and Hill? That the banks continued
to function after the elder Morgan departed this life? That
the steel industry did not fall into chaos with the demise
of Frick and Carnegie; and that if as a result of some terrible calamity every capitalist in the country suddenly died,
industry would not cease operations for one day? The
reason the great industrial and financial Magnates of the
past were powerful, and the present crop of money Wizards
are now at the helms, is because they learned one great lesson—: the way to acquire wealth is to

MAKE

MONEY

WORK

Now this is not an oil well scheme, nor land acclamation
project, nor are we floating blue sky mining stock. We are
operating a Bankers' Corporation, a Banking and Financial
venture that is based on government statistics covering
business history and the basis of our concern is the idea
now agitating the minds of millions (co-operation, instead
of a few men running the whole show), we are inviting the
average man into the venture.

INVESTIGATE
We do not ask you to do anything but investigate. We do
not expect to convince you now, nor do we attempt to convince you by this advertisement. What we do expect to do,
however, is to interest the man who is alive to real business
facts, send for particulars
it means money to you.

J. GREEN

& COMPANY,

Inc.,

110-112 West 40th Street,
New York City.

Thursday, November

13, 1919

Protection
Albany. — Motion Picture Theater
Owners Films, Inc., New York.
Arthur E. MacHugh's latest: —
Capital, $100,000. Incorporators:- S.
Albany. — Asher's Enterprises, Inc. J.
"The necessity for guaranteeing
Briskin, M. H. Schneider and M.
New York City. Capital, $10,000. J. Stone, 1457 Broadway.
the safety of the costumes used in
Incorporators: T. A; JKeppler, j.
Hochman and A. M. Pateracki, 233
the 'Parisian Fashion Frolic,' at
Dover, Del.— Apollo M. P. Pro- Moss' Broadway, has led Moss to
Broadway.
ducing Co. of Arnerica. Capital, take a vault in a trust company near
$100,000. Incorporators: Lawrence the theater, where the gowns, frocks
Albany. — Cinema Classics, Inc., A. Schaenfer, A. R. Nutty, Brook- and lingerie are deposited each nigkt
New York. Capital, $100,000. Incorafter the revue. Boue Soeurs, of
lyn, N. Y.
porators: H. C. K. Mattison, J. F.
Paris, who created the sartorial disSeedoff and M. L. Fulton, 130 W.
play, worth $75,000, also demanded
Pathe will release "The A. B. C. of
47th St.
that the copying of the costumes be
Love," with
Mae
Murray,
on
December 14. Leonce Ferret directed made as difficult as possible. The
Albany. — Dominion Film Co., New this production.
l dresses are therefore brought to the
»r.
Incorporat$10,000.
York. Capital,
ors: G. R. Grant, S. A. Mcintosh
and G. Spencer, 36 W. 112th St.

bank
every
evening,
and
fi
every morning.
"The credulous may dout
those who have seen the go

Incorporations

Albany.— Charlotte Pierce Photo
Players, New York. Capital, $200,000. Incorporators: M. E. CuUen,
H. E. Ringholm and H. F. Rahtigan, 43 Exchange Place.

Albany. — Irish-American
ing Corp., New York City.
$15D,000. Incorporators: G.
her, E. T. and P. Nolan, 169
St.

AUTHOR

AUTHOR

fashion pageant will testifjf-wisdom of Moss' course."
Goldwyn's
Coast
Staff Augir:
Culver City. — Under J. S.
house,
Goldwyn's
publicity («
ment has been reorganized.
It now
includes
Clarke
Helen
Starr, Sue
McNamarl
John Gault.
Another addition
force will be made within th
week.

"AUTHOl!

ProducCapital,
J. KeleE. 11th
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KWALS
^4FG.
CO
N>*
York City
220 Wesi 4.1. . I ^1
17th Floor
Tel
36(17 Hryaiii

We buy and sell new and
and
second - hand films
negatives.
Kelwin Film Corporation
729 Seventh Ave. , New York City

Send Us Your
HighJprices Jui\k Filni
INTERSTATE
(Si. REFINING
23 Commercial

St.

SMELTING
COMPANY
NEWARK.
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Recant RaUaMi:
Norm* Talmsdr*
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Mix

in

SPEED
MANIAC"
West
Eulalia
St.
Glendale,
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jVow adaptiiig

"MARY

MINDS

Address 1741 N. Cherokee
Hollywood, Calif.

^

George
Weston's,Story
Ladles
Home BUSINESS"
Journal
for
Billie Rhodes
Current Release
"Under Suspicion"
A Universal Healurc

6621 St. Francis Court
Hollywood, Cal.

Representing the foremost
Anthers of America and
Bnlldlng

HoUywood. Calif.
Telephone 6T7M1

Carlyle

Blackwell
tions

Produc-

m

Woman of Pleasure"
Blanche Sweet Special
"The Pagan CioA" ii
H. B. Warner

'

Original
for Wm.Waters"'
Desmond
"Dangerous
JESSE D HAMPTON
Pr actioDS

1

R. CECIL SMITH
Writer

Releases

Originals— Titles—Continuities

"A

J. ANTHONY

ROACH

"INNOCENT
Ben
Wilson SerialCHEAT"
Feature

William Fox

"THE TRAIL OF THE

Productions

In 15 Chapters

B^Te years with Thos.
H. Ince
Current Releases:
"WHAT'S "APACHD"
TOUR

HUS-

"THE

BU8HHR"
BAND DOING?"

REX

TAYLOR

OCTOPUS"

Adapting for the screen
and
Original
Permanent

stories
Address

Hollywood, Calif.

E. RICHARD SCHAYER
PiatnrM
BnUt in the
SCKIPT— Not in the
Cutting Room
Now

with Goldwyn
Writing for
Oeraldina
and Farrar
.

Director Reginald Barker

■ .]' -'^ '■'.
iilis
--'■■■ -:|*:-'. ■ .
■^k^^^

George Eiwood Jenks

starring

Markham

J. GRUBB ALEXANDER
Forthcoming

Av.

Continuity and Specials

HER

DANIEL F. WHITCOMB

1 ^«IV

Cal.

'~'
EDNABngland
SCHLEY

Robertson Cole
DUKE OF CHIM-

Starring Fred Stone
First
National
Starring
NEY BUTTE"
"THE TURNING POINT"
Katharine MacDonald
First National

George Loane
Tucker
Productiont
Hollywood,

MUIFE

"THE

Ooldwyn Staff
Current Madge
Release Kennedy
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WRONG
DOOR"
In Preparation :
"MORAN,
OP THB
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for TomLBTTY'
Moera "
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Wells' Report True

"Zit" Back on Job

Atlanta Papers Carry Story of Sale
of Theaters to S. A. Lynch

/ter Three-Hour
Session
With
iearst, Reconsiders Resignation
L. F. Zittel stated this morning
it he had reconsidered his resig:ion from International Film.
'I had a three-hour discussion
th Mr. Hearst last night," said
: Zittel this morning, 'and as a
ult, I have reconsidered my resation. I am back on the job this

{My ]Vire to WID'S DAILY)
Atlanta.— A number of local papers here have carried a story to
the effect that the Jake Wells string
of 11 theaters in Knoxville, Tenn. ;
Savannah, Augusta and Atlanta, have
been purchased by the S. A. Lynch
The exactInc.
consideration is* not
Enterprises,
known but the price figures in the
hundreds of thousands of dollars.
A vaudeville theater and four motion picture theaters in Atlanta pass
into Lynch's hands.
In Knoxville, Lynch secures the
Bijou, and in Augusta, the Wells and
Grand. Lynch gets the controlling
interest in the Bijou, Savannah.

rning."
sMille Film to Play Rialto-Rivoli
Cecil B. DeMiUe's "Male and Feile," based upon "The Admirable
ichton," will open at the Rialto
nday, November 23, for a week'.s
gagement, following which it will
presented for a week at the
voli.
jThis arrangement well shatters a
"oadway
precedent,
Deille production
is the for
firstthe
feature
t play these two picture palaces in
(nsecutive weeks. An elaborate
usical score has been prepared by
i'. Hugo Riesenfeld.

!
Three Plays For Holmes
'Taylor Holmes Prod., it is reTted, have purchased three stage
>ys for production: "Nothing But
e Truth," "Nothing But Lies," and
he Very Idea."
Holmes' contract with Triangle
's practically run out and as noted
has formed his own producing orinization.

This verifies the report carried in
WID'S DAILY of the sale of the
Wells theaters to S. A. Lynch.

Tm through! Marry a man on whose income you can live," — Kathenne MacDonald, the American Be auty, in "The Beauty Market," a
First National
early December rel ease.
Advt.

F. P. Foreign Plans

More W. H. Releases

DeMille Arrives
W. H. Prod, will release a series
Bioscope, the English film publicaCecil B. DeMille, true to promise,
tion in its issue of Oct. 23 discusses of seven Olive Thomas productions
rived in New York yesterday from
lifornia. During his stay here he Famous Players-Lasky British Pro- beginning in January. It is plannei?
ducers, Ltd. plans for productions. to release one a month. The pro11 shoot scenes for "Why Change It says in part:
ductions are those made by Miss
jur Wife?"
"Captain Al. Kaufman, who is in Thomas while she was with Tricharge of the Famous Players-Lasky angle.
British studio arrangements has
Besides
this series, W. H. will
been in France where the exterioi r.
etro Signs Dunn— Will Play Star
issue "The Iron Strain," with Dnstir'
of one of the company's early pro- Farnum,
Enid Markey
and Louise
Role in "Old Lady 31"
ductions will probably be madr. Glaum.
This is one of Ince-Trian•Metro has signed Emma Dunn to The interiors will be done in Lon- I gle subjects made several years ago.
don, but as many of the locations
ay the leading role in "Old Lady
A new series of 18 single reel
require South of France settings, it Keystone comedies have been pre,"
in
which
she
appeared
on
the
age.
is intended to take them there, in
pared for the market. Seven of
Miss Dunn is now en route west accordance with the .intOrnationil these arc Sydney Chaplin comedies.
here the picture will be started in producing policy.
etro's Hollywood studios.
"Captain Kaufifman also made ar
Kenneth Hodkinson on Tour
An*.all-star cast will be used in rangements
with a well-known
Kenneth Hodkinson, assistant to
iss Dunn's support.
Italian producing concern for tbe
future visit of one of the Famou^- .Hiram Abrams and business manaHopper With Gokiwyn
Lasky companies in Italy.
ger of United Artists, is on the W\°st
E. Mason Hopper has been cn"While in Paris, Captain Kaufman Coast, visiting the Seattle, San Franiged by Goldwyn to direct the se- met Ethel Levey, whose • daughter,
;s of Booth Tarkington-Edgar Georgette Cohan, may be Famons- of the ciscocompany.
and Los Angeles branch offices
'medies.
Production on the Coast. Lasky's first British star."

Another

Star

Price 5 Ceat

Dr. Marshall to Edit F.-P. Films
Rev. Dr. Chester C. MarshaH, pastor of St. James Methodist Episcopal church, and Director of the Division of Stereopticans, Motion Pictures and Lectures of the Methodist
Centenary will edit films of the NonTheatrical Distribution Department
of
Famous churches.
Players-Lasky for use in
Protestant
Broadway RceortS Smashed
B. S. Moss reports that Elsie Janis in "A Regular Girl," together
with the Parisian Frolic smashed
Tuesday.
house records at the theater on
Kimsky Plans More Theaters
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Detroit. — John H. Kunsky, owner
of the First National franchise here
and head of the John H. Kunsky
Amusement Enterprises, Inc., plans
several new houses in Detroit.
The Kunsky plans are said to embrace the expenditure of about $2,500,000. The first of the new strin',^
of houses will be built on the North
Sidf in the vicitity of the Ford plant
and will seat 2,800. The theater
will be located on Hamilton Boulevard proper.
Besides this large theater Kunsky
plans two more in the downtown
district and several more in the residential part of town.

1^
New Theaters
'•L I N«. 43
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Quotations

In the Courts

Duluth, Minn.— Frank N. Phelps,
general manager of Cook Bros.,
leased the St. Louis hotel property,
322 West Superior Street, and on
May 1st will begin erecting a $500,000 theater.
Newell, S. D. — -Frank Roughton
purchased two lots south of the
Turner station and corrtemplates
erection of a theater.
Manitowos, Wis. — George Brothers to erect theater liere, at cost
about $150,000. Work to be started
at once. Seating capacity to be from
1,500 to 2,000.
Deer Lodge, Mont. — The inmates
of the Montana
state penitentiary
are building a theater on the prison I
grounds in Deer Lodge.

A judgment by default for $2,056
was file din the City Court against
F"rank G. Hall in a suit of John H.
Havlin. The plaintiff alleged iliat
the defendant guaranteed, payment
for the Grand Opera riouse at Cinc.nnati when it was leased for pictures for the week of July 3 last for
$3,000 and that $1,997 remained due.
The papers were served on Mr. Hall
at 130 West 46th street but he did
not answer the case.
A suit for $10,000 damages has
been filed m the Supreme Court by
Barbara Balling against the B. S.
Moss Amusement Enterprises. The
cause of the suit is not shown.
More

Millions

(Btj Wire to ir/7>'S DAILY)
Dover, Del. — The Bettini Camera
Pipestone, Minn. — L. V. Feldman and Production Corp. has lieen
is to build a new theater iiere. Wih formed here with a capitalization of
$3,300,000. The incorporators named
cost $65,000 and will seat 300.
are as follows: William Lee Mullry,
Thomas B. Hart, Jr.; and Joseph
Burton,
Tex. — W.
Weerin
will Diehl Franckenthal, all of New
build a theater here.
York.

Bid Asked Last Sale
93
99
98'a
28^ 29^ 30
Crowley, La. — Southern Amusement Co. will build theater here to
Gage Reported Out of Famous
^
14
19^ 18
be operated in conjunction with ArIt is reported that Frederick
—
—
^ Charles. cade and Paramount of Lake
Gage,at Walter
man
Famous Greene's
Players, isright-hand
about to
resign
from
that
organization.
Toledo Hit by Strike
Marquette, Mich.— H. S. Gallup,
Gage could not be reached for
Toledo, O. — Theaters have been manager Delft Theater Co., will confirmation because of the fact tb.at
somewhat hit by the street car strike build new 1,400 seat theater here.
he is away on jury duty.
which has practically paralyzed the
entire city.
Serial Arrives
New Brunswick, N. J. — B. A. Levine to build picture theater.
Two episodes of "The Hawks
^Another A. and H. Theater
Trail," a serial with King Baggott
Aldenville,
Mass.—
$15,000
picture
and
Grace Gunard have arrived in
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
house to be erected.
San Francisco. — Ackerman and
New York. Jacobo Glucksmani';
Harris announce the taking over of
controls world's rights with the exa 20-year lease on the Markwcll
Harrison, N. J.— Theater to be I' ception
of the LTnited States, Canabuilt.
da and Alaska.
theater in Long Beach, Calif.
The theater is now being built and
it is estimated that it will be finished
about January 1.
Ackerman and Harris will pay
$450,000 in rental for the 20-year
lease. The theater itself will cost
about $250,000.
Famous Players
Loew, Inc
Triangle
Unit. Pict. Prod
/Vorld Film

GROWING

A New Realart Exchange
Realart has opened a new exchange to take care of Gulf Coast
business. It is at New Orleans aiid
is located at Tulane and Liberty h'ts.
Truly B. Wildma is manager.
This is Realart's 21st exchange.
Pete is a "Papa"
Pete Smith, publicist exti^aordinary, etc., has a new one. A little
bundle of long dresses and rather
red in the face made its appearani;e
at Pete's home on Wednesday and
now he's called "papa."
This isn't a press yarn but the
truth.
Pete was all excited yesterday. He
even
said the baby calls him "dad"
already.

EVERY

DAY

IF YOU

HANG

^

YOUR HUSBAND
WILL OVERTAKE

W

ANOTHER
WOMAN
BACK

"^

Correcting a Wrong ImpressiIll;
Henry C. Rahe, of the Curtiss'i
tures Corp., writes: "There has
a general impression that The
ine
are one
tiss Curtis
PicturesCo. Corp.
and and
The theC^'
concern.
"Henry C. Rahe, of the form(
ganization, wishes it understoo(j
The Curtiss Pictures Corp. is
pendent of any other motion pin;

I

who y,
financeand
d and
Cu '
L. Roy the,
that guided
compan
ducers of 'The Cavell Case,' in <!
Julia
firm.starred, is the -e
of this was
idcnt Arthur
"The Curtiss Pictures )v
makes its headquarters in the ei
lian Building, ii West 42nd Sef
Ne wYork City.
"The latest release of The u
tiss Pictures Corp. is 'Who s ,oi
Brother?' in which Edith Tali;l:n
plays the stellar role, and whiclWi
directed by John G. Adolfi."
Belasco at Capitoi

David Belasco in "A Star -vi
Night" will be one of the filii i
the Capitol next week. This i)nr

of the distributed
Stage Women's
War >Iii
Series
by Universal
Janis Film

Held

Over I

Elsie
Janisover
in for
"A aRegular
|ir
will
be held
second/ee
at
Moss's
Broadway.
The P^ia
Frolic
is also
held over.
[

IN C

J. A. Berst, Pres.

S

Offer as TheirGreatest
Next Release
Picturea Great Star's

THERE

ARE

NOT

very many great pos-,j

FLORENCE
in
"THE

REED

ter artists in America—: And all of them

ETERNAL MOTHER"
To Be Followed By

DUSTIN

Weight, seven pounds, one ounce.
Ellis to Direct O'Brien
Robert Ellis is cutting "The Imp,"
with Elsie Janis.
It is expected that he will next
direct Eugene
O'Brien.

BIGGER

LATE NEWS

"THE
Cuckoo

FARNUM
in
CORSICAN
BROTHERS"

Comedies

Cissy

Fitzgerald

Comedies

are in the RITCHEYl
organization !

RITCHEYl
I.ITIIO.

CORP.

406 W.3ht St.,tiY., Phone Chelsea 831

j
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Cutting

iM!

DAILV

Through the

Because of the exceptionally effective smoke screens put
•1 by those in New York in the employ of the powers that be,
comes quite necessary occasionally to cut through and regi in a close-up some of the real things that have l)een hidden
he wily workers in words who persist in throwing ink so
that it becomes difficult for the average exhibitor to underid just exactly what the true situation is.
New York executives of the type that have made fortunes
ugh the manipulations of the actual workers, and by actual
Djcers I include the individual creator, the actual salesman of
x\ and the exhibitor, have long known the exceptional value
lis wondeful, weird industry of ours of rumors.

(Never in the history of the world has there been an industry
Ir than the film industry in which it has been possible to sway
>,asily by the use of rumors. This is partly due to the fact
li, despite all kidding on the subject, it is an infant industry,
li partly due to the fact that it is a very personal industry,
ttering always about the personalities of the individuals
ijein.

IA production is a success in accordance with the individuality
:!he creators. A theater is a success according to the indi«ality of those controlling the destinies of that theater. Sales

■mizations" are successful chiefly according to the individuV of the individual salesmen who sell the product.
I By the use of word painters and rumor purveyors there has
Eji a wonderful mystery built up and around the problem of
^ing pictures from the fountain head of supply into the film
liiter. By virtue of these weirdly wonderful word pictures,
kh have" been constructed and reconstructed hundreds of
Ks, many men in this little old town of Manhattan are now
csessed of much wealth.
In the past year there has been a notable tendency on the
;t of the actual creator to insist upon cutting through the
s^iouflage in order that he, the creator, might do business
i'ct with the man who runs the theater.
Just remember back, however, to the days al)out a year ago.

I'.hat time the industry was startled by an announcement that
Ecral very prominent individual creators intended to do busi-

<s direct with the exhibitor. Immediately wires were pu'led
tl rumors wore started on their way which tended to connect
\ activities of this new born independent individual organizaii with an older organization.

Of course there were rumors, denials and statements back
] forth, but because of our tendency in this industry to label
I iv.duals and because of our feeling that there are certain
aster minds" here in New York who control and guide all
Ings, there are many exhibitors throughout this country who

1 'e not yet been able to satisfy themselves that this individual
I'cpendent organization is not in some mysterious manner still
tier the guiding hand of the mysterious "master."

Camouflage

Despite the fact that it is clearly known that the individual
independent organization referred to, which you readily understand to be the United Artists, otherwise known as the "Big
Four," has been at all times operating upon a basis of absolute
individuality in production and in sales. I am confident when I
state that no matter what may happen these individual creators
will continue to operate as individual producers and will continue to deal with the exhibitors of this country as individuals.
Recently there have been rumors that other individuals are
considering a sensible method of producing as individuals and
selling direct to exhibitors. Immediately the master makers of
smoke screen camouflage begin to befog the issue. We find in
the daily news and trade press statements of reported activities
on the part of individuals, with the information tagged on at the
finish that "it is understood" a certain "master mind" will finance
the activities of the individuals and look after their distribution
and sales problem.
We are told that a certain prominent distribution executive
of one of the prominent producing-distributing exhibiting organizations has been unhappy for some time. Suddenly he has
now severed his connections, so suddenly in fact, so we are told
that the publicity department of the said org'anization knew nothing about it. Simultaneously the rumor spreaders busily whisper that the reason for this severance of connections is that this
ofificial is journeying West with all speed in order to "take over
the direction of the activities of the various individuals who are
reported to have decided to do business direct with the exhibiIs it not quite a coincidence, when we come to think about
it. Although this gentleman is reported to have been unhappy
for some time in his organization, his departure from that organization has come in a manner which we might call sudden?
tor."
This gentleman is reported to be headed for California.
Certain rumor spreaders are busily and confidentally registering
"that he will surely control the destines of several directors who
are reported to be considering doing business direct with. the
exhibitor. This distribution executive has probably really severed his connection with his organization. He probably has
HOPES of becoming the representative of certain directors.
But, please note that a certain well-known manipulator has
again played his cards skillfully, so as to bring about this gentleman's retirement at such a psychological moment as to make
it possible for a rumor to spread throughout the trade, as it
did when the other retired member of the organization stepped
into the limelight as head of the other individual organization
started last year. In other words, the rumor is spread that once
again a servant of the organization interests is to step out and
take charge of tlie another group of individuals.
The first gentleman to leave the old organization has had
many occasions to deny any affiliation with the old organization.
But, I want to make clear the point that whether he denied it,
{Continued

on

Page
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This Is a Word of Warning
fc»
UTTERED by men who
know the inside of the gigantic fight now going on
under the surface for control of this industry. We advise our fellow exhibitors
to sit tight and watch. The storm will break in two or three months and
when it does exhibitors will need to be prepared for it.

You Are Safe For the Present —
So Long as You Make No False AUiances
FIRST NATIONAL was organized to protect its members. Organized cooperation has placed every one of us in a position of absolute independence.
The First National is a success. It has accomplished all we expected it to
do. The producing-distributing trust that two years ago threatened our very
business picistence is no longer in a dominating position. Exhibitors are no
longer at|j|ie mercy of any one distributor. Directors or producing stars of
genius ca^l^ow find -a ready market for their product and are free to produce
such sto^l^ as suit their talents. First National has revolutionized the
industry ll|g|throwing the door wide open for all stars, directors and individual
producers.<^The result has been that more goo.d independently produced
productions fiave been made in the past year than ever before.

Now a New and Greater Danger Threatens —
BUT we are aware of it— are watching it— and are at present engaged on
plans to defeat it.

We Pledge Ourselves to Bring About —
COMPLETE protection and supply for the individual exhibitor. We hold
that we will more surely protect ourselves by protecting the unorganized
exhibitor who hitherto has been at the mercy of the producing-distributing
combination. No exhibitor is now so powerful that our plan will not make
his position infinitely more secure. No exhibitor is too small to avail himself
of the protection which will make him as independent as the most powerful.

Greater Protection and Support
of the Individual Producer

J^^^

WE HOLD that the bona fide producer and the bona fide exhibitor have an
equal community of interest in this industry. Our new plan will afford the
most equitable working basis yet devised between producer and exhibitor.

14, ])
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Our Advice to Exhibitors Is
DON'T

be bluffed into selling your theatre.
Our plan will make your theater worth twice as much as you can get now.
WHY

DON'T

SELL? Our plan will make every individual theatre owner an independent and free man.

Sign Long-Term Contracts for Film Service.
Our plan will revolutionize the distribution of costs of production and make
for absolute equity in rentals.

Wait Until the Time is Ripe
For a Full Announcement of the Plans of

The Exhibitors^ Defense
Committee
Composed of Members of
THE FIRST NATIONAL

Address

EXHIBITORS

CIRCUIT. Inc.

Inquiries To

Exhibitors' Defense Corfmittee,
Care of First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
6 West 48th Street, New York, N. Y.

bM^
Gutting Through the Camouflage
(Continued from Page 3)

Friday, November

DAILV
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a mystery.
It so happens that many individuals have finally c
through the smoke screen of camouflage and learned that

whether he had occasion to deny it, or whether it was true or
untrue, IS DECIDEDLY OF NO IMPORTANCE, because the

wasn't such"a mystery after all. I predict that a year from tod;
there will be a dozen or more individual creators who will

facts remain, as previously stated, that the independent individual organization is a group of individuals who control their
own destinies and always will. They certainly are going to continue to do business direct with the exhibitor.

producing individually and dealing direct with the exhibitors

In the way they have here in New York of doing things,
the departure for the Coast of the latest official to resign was
made more or less dramatic. Frankly, there have been other
men on the Coast attempting to talk with various individuals
who are reported to have considered doing business direct with
the exhibitor. They were there long before this gentleman even
heard the rumor. There will undoubtedly be many other individuals who will journey to California as a result of there having
been a rumor that certain individuals were going to do business
direct with the exhibitor.
This point I want to make clear to you. Please get it right
this time. So that there will be no need of denials and counterstatements and many wild rumors, whatever may happen in California, and whatever the activities may be of any individual
associated with distribution and sales, if there is an organization in process of development whereby various individuals plan
to deal direct with exhibitors, then certainly those individuals
will rule and govern that organization, and will conduct it for
the best interests of themselves and the exhibitor.. It so hap-

Please understand that I am quite sure that every individi
creator knows quite thoroughly that in order to put his goj
in the theaters of this country it is necessary to employ sail
men, and —
He wants good salesmen, and
He is willing to pay his salesmen well, and
He will pay them well, and
They will be happy, and
and They will make more money than they ever made baft
So will the creator, and
So will the exhibitor,

(^4^

but the fellow who doesn't do anything that is worth
anythg
*™^
^
will no longer sit at a mahogany desk and bank fat percentaiii
THINK

IT OVER!

pens that the great "mystery" of distribution is no longer such

Coast Brevities
{Special to 1VWS

DAILY)

Hollywood. — Mack Seiinett has
just finished making 2 new comedies
at his Allesandro street studio. "His
Last False Step," in which Ford
Sterling, Phyillis Haver, Charlotte
Mineau and Kalla Pasha are the featured players; and "Down on the
Farm."

Zazu Pitts, will become a star in Screen Classics, Inc., A. S. LeVino
his own right in his next picture at is already working upon the script
Universal. He is the son of Fred
Clark W. Thomas, general manaJ.
Butler,
stage director of the Morosco
Theater.
ger of productions, at the Thomas
H. Ince studio, has returned from a
George Hall has been engaged to ten-days' business trip up the coast,
play the Jap heavy opposite Earle stopping principally at 'Frisco.
Williams in his next picture. Title,
"The Loan.
Far East," story by H. H.
Van

feature, "The Incorrigible,", is ow
starting the adaptation and coniuity of Clara Kimball Young's !xl
production which will follow 'he
Eyes of later.
Youth." Title to bejinnounced

J. Warren Kerrigan's latest Emton
'las
beenproduction,
completed "Out
and ofis Court,
readyfor
Irving Cumming's smiling face is titling and cutting. Kerrigar.ijnJ
again seen on the Ince lot, having his director, Ernest C. Warde^SfiH
been borrowed from Lasky's for a take a four-weeks' motor trip tithe
current production.
Grandstarting
Canyon a via
Vallc-ocfore
new Death
film.
i

On account of the shortage of stuThe Culver City Theater, a 400dios here Bulls-Eye will build anseat house, is to be opened for busi- otiier unit adjacent to the new stuJack Cunningham, erstwhile novness within the next few days by
dios in Hollywood.
elist, playwright and New York
Pearl Merrill and Laura Paralta,
newspaperman, is engaged in writwho formerly conducted the Mornlta
Elinor Fair and her co-star, Aling the continuity for J. Warren
at First and St. Louis Aves. These
bert Ray, have begun work on a new Kerrigan's next picture, which will
young ladies have made a success picture with a new director, Frank be
an adaptation of a famous French
classic.
from an exhibiting- standpoint for Beale, at the Fox studio.
the past two years.
. President Milton L. Cohen and
What appears to be a well-authen"Three Gold Coins" is the title of
ticated report is to the effect that
the first of six stories which are to spec'al representative James L. Mendelson, of the Bulls-Eye, have ar- George McDaniel is to he raised to
be completed for Tom Mix within
rived in Los Angeles for a confer- stellar heights by Fox Film, the prothe year by H. H. Van Loan.
motion to be made about the first of
ence
with Nat Spitzer, Studio manaH. H. Van Loan, the author, is
ger, relative to enlarging the Bulls- the new year.
now livig in Glendale, after a resi- Eye scope of activities.
Mack Sennett is producing a spedent of two years in Hollywood.
cial feature that will be released in
Commodore Louis D. Beaumsnt
the early part of December by
Ferdinand Pinney Earle lectured,' president of the aerial commission to Pa ram out- Art craft.
before the American Cinematograph-' arrange the around-the-world aerial
ers Society recently at a meeting in derby, and 16 of his guests were allHedda Nova and Paul C. Hurst,
Markham Hal^V, Hollywood. Mr. day visitors at the Goldwyn studios who is at present directing for the
Earle discussed the relation of mo- in Culver City, being the guest of National Film Corporation have
tion picture photography to the fine vice-president Lehr of the film iust been married.
•
arts, and displayed a reel of film il- company.
lustrating his discourse.
H. Tipton Steck having comDavid Butler, who has been playpleted the adaptation and continuity
"The Hope"
will be the second
ing leads with Mary MacLaren and Drury
Lane melodrama
filmed by
of Priscilla Dean's latest eiglit-ree»

Leonard

Promoted

F. J. Leonard, formerly witl'ijthc
selling end of some of the disti

ing companies, was recently jromoted to the post of Eastern Ipon Sales Manager of American liim
Co. Leonard has headquartei; '"
Philadelphia, and is in charge oie
ritory including Boston, Al' ny,
Buffalo, Pittslnirgh, New York^rd
Washington.
!
Irish Picture Shown

J

Chicago. — "For the Freedoi
Ireland" was shown at the Or
tra Hall last Monday night.
A number of speeches were
by officials. Capital Film is
ling tlie production.
— Cant
Co.Duluth,
to buildMinn.
theater.

.'Kmuse

cut,

November
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Putting It Over
lere is lioiv a brother exhibir put his shoiu over. Send
(<h}f your ideas. Let the other
jlo-.u kno^v how you cleaned

GIdwyn evidently has a sure-firt
ry Girl." Excel"Myste
li in its
s M/ere
iresult
secured recently in.
irljn, Elyria and Elmira, Ohio,
iis is the way the thing was
)Jed in each town:
Te "Mystery Girl" .would enter
w and register at the leading hoL, Naturally, enough, she would
m a ripple of excitement because
;ie mask that covered her face.
Sj; always made it a point of keepglierself in the public eye. Every
ri there was some kind of a beneing given the masked girl would
t d. Small town newspapers it
e ed ate the stuff up. It provided
I leal first page story for them.
yter the people in town had been
;id up to the proper pitch of extlient, the mystery girl would
a; an announcement that she
(Id appear at such-and-such a
itter and reveal her identity and
mioses.
•bldwyn reports that the bait was
ijped up. When she got the
■(I'd at the exhibitior's theater, she
and tell the disapcid unmask
0 ted or otherwise crowd that
ifmerely came to their city to exOutside,"
Girl from
li "The
1 Beach's Goldwyn subject, playij etc., at this theater.

iiarlotte, N. C.— A novel exhibi)|idea of exploitation that made no
;» an institution than the celered Ringling Brothers Circus inijible by direct competition of at■;ting patrons away from it has
1 stirred theater owners of North

Carolina to take a new view of what
can be accomplished with theater
advertising.
It was accomplished by the Broadway, owned by R. D. Craver.
Everything seemed to conspire to
favor Craver during the campaign.
In the first place Ringling Brothers,
strolled in for a couple of days, and
tliis brought many new faces to
town; in the next place the country
fair was just breathing its last and
this kept many folks in the vicinity;
also an Arctic Zone side show wat
about ready to go into bankruptcy
and the Broadway had "Back to
God's Country" booked as the feature.
Craver sensed at once that there
^as a big opportunity before him.
He hired the whole outfit, furs,
sleds, the real Eskimo woman ani
her half-breed Indian husband. They
merely stepped out of the Carnival
grounds and formed in a procession.
Undoubtedly the half-breed and
his Eskimo wife did not know what
they were marching for. Huge signs
headed the procession, and walkmg
along with great dignity, came a
great Dane dog.
More remarkable than the procession was the lobby of the theate:
All of the animal skins, the sleds,
the snow shoes, the guns, spears,
deer antlers and Northland implements had been brought into usf.
Over the entire arrangement a giant
24-shect depicting a villain a bear
and a half-nude girl attracted a
goodly share of attention. The major portion of curiosity was directed
at the proverbial "black horse
Seated within the lobby on a frayed
camp stool, the Eskimo woman was
knitting and chewing a bar of soap.
Within two hours after the lobby
display was on view, book stores
handling the works of James Oliver
Curwood,
designed
windows
advis

BESS MEREDYTH

ing Charlotteltes of the newest novels by Curwood. The Kresge and
Woolworth stores handling the
"Back to God's Country," song published by Waterson, Berlin & Snyder, saw an opportunity to boosi
business and each devoted a v\indow to the musical interpretation of
the popular picture.
The usual prices of the Broadway
were such that the crowds would be
entirely out of proportion to the size
of the' theater. Hence, Craver raised

taken
over
the
entire
"Fro/en
North" exhibit for the use of all ex
hibitors in the territory.

H

A suit
for Paralta
$36,105 Studios
due on tonotes'
made
by the
the
Citizens National Bank of Los Angeles last year and endorsed by Herman Katz has been filed in the .Supreme Court. The ptaintiff is Frank
M. Gunter to whom the claim has
been assigned.

and st'll was un50 cents
satisfy
the throngs.
pricesable toto
The exploitation idea was such a
pronounced success that the First
National
exchange
of •Atlanta h?s

'WHICH'

Ithe imIerio

THE

p/^O
* v/IV
A

ACME

PORTABLE

The Studio
The E3itor
Demonstration

PROJECTOR

The Cutting Room
Home, School or Church
Will

Convince You

HOWELLS
CINE
EQUIPMENT .CO.
729 7th Ave.
New York
Phone, Bryant 1166

^7 UDIO
FOR %ENT

and

.WILFRED LUCAS
Writing and Directing

\ustralian Features

Every Modern Innovation
Near New York
; Address
Care Snowy Baker
84 Oxford Street
Sydney, N. S. W. Australia
Cable Address
] "Snowing Sydney"

1
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House Changes

Indispensable
Gentlemen:
We are enclosing herewith
our check to the amount of $10
as payment of subscription for
most valuable publications and
sincerely trust that v/e will be
in receipt of your Daily,
Weekly and Yearly editions
with regularity and promptness from now on, as we consider them an indisperfsable
adjunct to the conduct of our
business.
Thanking you for the return
of invoice duly receipted and
with sincere best wishes for
your continued success, we are.
Very truly yours,
Ideal and Broadway Theatert..
A. H. Livezey, Booking
Manager.

Rugby, N. D. — Ownership of Lyric passed from L. M. Grant to J. V.
Troyer and G. Torgerson.
Benson, Minn. — G. E. McMicIi'M
has taken management of the Dreamland.
Bhie Earth, Minn.— Bert Hullcti
purchased th^ theater at Blue Earth
Howard Lake, Minn. — Chas.

.out G. G. Luhmau's
Moore bought
interest
in the Triangle.
Great Falls, Mont.— The Liberty, a
frame building, was destroyed by
fire. Loss, $7,000. Partly covered
by insurance.
Willmar, Minn. — Mark Carey sold
Majestic to R. W. Wigley of Mankato.
Waseca, Minn. — V. B. Valleau and
E. P. Nelson disposed of interest in
the Palace at Waseca.
Badger, Minn. — C. S. Peterson remodeled the former Lofgren warehouse into a theater.
Holdingford, Minn. — The Holdingford theater has changed hands.
Mountan Lake, Minn. — Geo. Banan made arrangements to operate
a theater.
Pullman, Wash.— J. W. AUander,
formerly of Spokane, has bought the
Theatorium and the old Bungalow
in Lewiston, Ida.

WANTED— Experienced man
for figure work and lettering •
Splendid opportunity. Apply
City samples. Select Pictures
with
Corp., 729 7th Ave., New York

CLARA

KIMBALL

YOUNG

Once
cent

nuiie dcinonstrates her niagnihart in
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
We have made for this production a
very artistic lobby display together
with reproductions in fac-simile oil
paintings from her latest poses in
various sizes.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42d Street
Tel. 3607 Bryant
17th Floor

Incorporations ,

Albany. — Vincent Dailey and Co.,
New York City. Capital, $25,000.
Incorporators: R. W. Peck, P. Wenrich, and V. aDiley, Hotel Knickerbocker, New York.
Albany. — Kelwin Fil mCorp., New
HAND LETTERING
York. Capital, $25,000. Incorporators: J.M. Rudy, L. R. Schneider and
P. G. Wooster, 33 West 42d St.,
New York City.
._,. PHONE 2329 BRYANT
Albany. — J. G. Pictures, Inc.,
Long Beach. Capital, $25,000. Incorporators: G. Davidson, F. D. and
J. Gracy, Long Beach.
"WHERE PROMISES ARE SACRED"
Albany, — William Devereaux and
Co., New York. Capital, $20,000.
Incorporators: W. Devereaux, J. J. FORMERLY BRODA & MEYER INC.
Mangini, and R. Underhill, 165
Broadway, New York
Albany. — Sloan Pictures Corp.,
Ne wYork. Capital, $500. Incorporators: C. C. Pettijohn, James Lynch LETTERED - ILLUSTRATED - PHOTOGRAPHED
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
and J. G. Ewing, 575 Riverside
PROCESS TITLES AND
Drive, New York.
ILLUSTRATIONS
Albany. — Ramms, Inc., New York.
A
PHONE
CALL
WILL
BRING
SAMPLES
Capital, $50,000. Incorporators: OsBRYANT
7392
car Lewis, John Lewis and Thoni?..=
Lyons, 530 W. 45th St., New York. 220 WEST 42nd ST.
- ROOM 2004

AR.T TITLES
ALYNLU''

LOUIS

MEYER

TITLES

MAKES

YOU

HEAR

WHAT

YOU

SEE

WHY ARE EXHIBITORS CALLING FOR FILMUSIC
SERVICE MORE AND
MORE EVERY DAY?

nLi»iusic-co.
.

.

LOS

ANGELES

YOU

HEAR

WHAT

YOU

1|

In the Courts
The Octagon Films Co. filed an
Hn:5\vti in the S'lpreme Cour< in 'he
suit of Harry Hou'Jini for an icj counting of sums due him from the
exploitation of the serial, "The Master Mystery." The defendant alleges that the total cost of the film,
exclusive of 10 per cent, of the total
to be deducted as overhead, was
$199,082, and the total receipts have
been $213,277, which less 10 per cent,
of that sum shows that there ha?
been no profit to go to the plaintifT.
The Octagon says that it is now arranging to exploit the film in the |
Central Empires and soon there will I
be something for Houdini.

WHERE PROMISES ARE K

We biiy and sell new
second - hand
films
a||
negatives.
Kelwin Film

May .\llison will play the miracle
girl in "Judah," the drama by Henry
Arthur Jones.

Corporatr.

729 Seventh Ave., New York if

SUPERIOR

BRAINS

You have been taught to believe that the captains f
Finance, Commerce, and Industry have attained the heigls
of power by virtue of "Superior Brains." Did you ever slo
to consider that the railroads continued to run after le
death of Harriman and Hill? That the banks contimd
to function after the elder Morgan departed this life? Tit
the steel industry did not fall into chaos with the deme
of Frick and Carnegie ; and that if as a result of some t rible calamity every capitalist in the country suddenly dil,
industry would not cease operations for one day? le
reason the great industrial and financial Magnates of e
past were powerful, and the present crop of money Wizais
are now at the helms, is because they learned one great 1 son :— the way to acquire wealth is to

MAKE
Now

MONEY

WORK

this is not an oil well scheme, nor land acclamatS

project, nor are we floating blue sky mining stock. We jC
operating a Bankers' Corporation, a Banking and Finanjll
venture that is based on government statistics coverig
business history and the basis of our concern is the ica
now agitating the minds of millions (co-operation, inst<3
of a few men running the whole show), we are inviting iC
average man into the venture.

INVESTIGATE
We do not ask you to do anything but investigate. We 0
not expect to convince you now, nor do we attempt to C(ivince you by this advertisement. What we do expect to %
however, is to interest the man who is alive to real busin s
facts, send for particulars

J. GREEN

it means rnoney to you. ~"

& COMPANY,

Inc.,

I

110-112 West 40th Street,

..

1729 Highland Ave.
.MAKES

Friday, November

New
SEE.

York Cik-

7/^RECOCHIZI

|»BRADSTREET
FILMDOM

.'DAlbY^
Saturday, November

Price 5 Cents
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Much Concern

jchs Out of United

|s to Form
Second
National
i:hibitors Circuit — Successor
Undecided

Manifested
Warning

Over
First National's
to
Exhibitors
— Franchise Holders in Town
There was considerable gossip in
film circles yesterday after the appearance ofWID'S DAILY in which
appeared a "warning" advertisement
from First National, suggesting to
exhibitors that they hold on to their

I long statement issued yesterA. Ochs announced Kis res,, a as vice-president of United
:ie Theaters of America.
M Ochs has left United accord; I his statement to take active
rtn the Second National Exhibis Circuit, which will be another
Ivitor owned organization.

houses and not "be bluffed into selling* 'and also the suggestion that

^ Ochs' successor at United has
t'ecn decided upon, according to
i II M. Goldsmith of United.

Bertlinger Here

^icrt F. Brentlingcr, generil
uger of the Bankers & Meris Theatres Co. with headquar■^ in Indianapolis, is in /town,
^tlinger organized the corporawhich controls the largest String
!g theaters in Indiana; the Or«m at Fort Wayne, Liberty,
u Haute; Murette and Murray,
cmond, and is building a 2,500
1 house in Evansville, an 1,800
ihouse in Anderson and an 1,100
ihOuse in Clinton,

'guess we have the largest chain
iirge houses in Indiana," said
• tlinger.
"No; we aren't going
.11 any of our houses, but we
libnild some more. Business was
^r better, and as long as produc:; hold up we will be more and
^, active in the game."
t-ntlinger is a First Natl, booster
iisays he uses their entire pro' He is a firm believer in buypnly what he wants, and 5ays
I only recently he refused the
Itictions of a certain important
because he would have been
celled to take some of the "wouk
rs' 'of that organization. "Buyindependently and what we want
le way we want to work, and
pnly way we will work," he said.
New Coast Producer

D. W. Griffith's initial First Na tional picture, "The Greatest Question," a portentious drama of today, with Lillian Gish. — A late December
release.
Advt.

Alice Lake Signed

Richard A. Rowland has reached
New York from California.
Official announcement was made
yesterday of the signing of Alice
Lake for five years to be featured in
Metro productions. This has been
rather widely circulated on the coast
for the past two weeks.
Her first picture will be "Should
a Woman Tell?"
First Adanac Here
Col. D. F. Pidgeon who controls
the '\. ic Pictures Prod. Co. of
)S Angeles. — The Doubleda-"- CciUcJ.., is in New York with a print
1. Co. has been formed here with
of the first production of this comI Doubleday, president,
pany, "The Great Shadow," in w'nich
ready seven two-reelers have
completed. Some of these are Tyrone Power is featured with Dorothy Bernard, who appeared last in
erns and the othrs comedies,
"Little Women." Harley Knoles diio in Edendale.
rected. The picture as yet has not
of
the
picture
for this co.untry be3rosland to Direct Thomas
been shown. Col. Pidgeon says he
an Crosland will direct OHve is moving slowly regarding the sale
mas in her next production for cause he intends to exploit it in
nick.
Canada.

Hibben
Succeeds
McDonald
Denver. — E. H. Hibben of New
York succeeds H. C. McDonald as
managing
director here.
of Fox's
Strand
and
Plaza theaters
McDonald
has returned to New York.
John Zanft, who is in complete
charge of all William Fox theater
operations
has paid another
visit
t.ere. It is repc^rted that he is about
0 close for another theater in Denters. ver. This would* give Fox five theaAscher's House "The Roosevelt"
Chicago. — Ascher Bros, wil call
'heir new theater at 110 North State
■>t. the "Roosevelt."
This is the property purchased
from the Marshall Field Estate.

Manipulators employing expert camouflage word painters
may fool film folk but they
can't fool the public.

they refrain from signing "long
term contracts for film service."
First National officials refused to
discuss their plans. It is known that
several important franchise holders
and exhibitors who are strong boosters of First' Natl, are now in town,
and that others are expected. Details of the proposed plan are being
laid before them for their endorsement, and it is understood that before the plan is announced that every
important exhibitor in sympathy
with First Natl, will have been told
of the plan with full details.
First National folk' laughed yesterday at a report in a vaudeville
paper that Farrfous FTayers were attempting to secure control of the
Circuit. "Only one thing has giyeS'
us a bigger laugh,' 'said an official,
"and that was Chaplin's newest pic-

To Film Short Subjects
Cinema

Classics
Capitalization

Organized
with
of $100,000

Cinema Classics, Inc., a new comture."pany chartered this week in Albany
with a capitalization of $100,000 is
the latest unit to enter the field of
short subjects.
The company is headed by Capt.
H. C. K. Mattison, president, and
Lieut. Joel F. Seedof?, vice-president.
M. L. Fulton will be in charge of the
scenario department.
Active production plans now under way include the filming of a series of out-door pictures. Two of
these subjects are now ready for release: "Golf" and "Tennis." Arrangements are under way to film
others at Pinehurst, N. C. and Jacksonville, and Palm Beach.
The company states that permission has been secured from the government to film a series of 24 onereel subjects. Just what the scope
of these will be has not been announced. Offices of the company
are at 130 W. 47th St.
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Putting It Over
T«LX No. 44 Saturday November 15. 1919
Copyright 1919,
Inc. Publiihed
New
York, N.
FILM FOLKS,

Price 5 Cents

Here is hoiv a brother exhibitor put his shoiti over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloiv
knoiv how you cleaned
up.

Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y.. by WID'S FILMS
and
INC.

Philadelphia. — Hallowe'en was a
big night for the exploitation of
"Jinx." In the Stanley theaters it
became to all intents and purposes
a "Jinx" festival and the exploitation of the new Mabel Normand oroduction was carried along to the
leading hotels, cafes and dance
halls where the "Jinx" black cathead cut-outs were distributed as
souvenirs.
In all, some 20,000 of the pasteAdcii' ^
■'■
communications
to
WID'S
boards were spread broadcast
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
throughout the Quaker City. At the
York, N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
exclusive Ritz Carlton, the Walton,
Hollywood, California:
Adelphia, Bingham House, Kudler.=,
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 HollyLaignon and Roseland, the managewood Boulevard.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
ments consented to the distribution
of the Mabel Normand souvenirs
among their guests. Also a number
of the liotel orchestras made <'re-.
Bid Asked Last Sale 'SJ3'UiJ0}J3d OM} asnojq^ uiBqSuig aqj
TV" 'Suos ..xuij",, aijj jo asn ;u3nb
Famous Players
93
99
98'/.; a boy and a girl, were engaged to
Triangle
J/j sing the song, the boy being attired
World Film.
—
—
^ in a cat costume wliile the girl was
dressed in imitation of Miss Normand as she appears in the picture.
Tuchman Has a Birthday
On the ballroom floor an easel
Albert Tuchman,
purchasing
was placed with a card reading:
agent for Universal, celebrated
his
"The
Stanley Company of America
50th birthday yesterday.
presents
,JJinx,' courtesy of the
A number of friends tendered him
Preceding the singing of the
a dinner at Mouquin's last night at Goldwyn."
which some of the Universal officials "Jinx" number, a spotlight was
thrown on the announcement. Durwere present.
ing the afternoon and early evening,
a 14-year-old girl, attired in a black
costume on which a number ot
Two Releases From Famous
"Jinx"
heads were pasted, paraded
Famous Players will release two
the principal streets.
productions the week of Nov. 16.
F. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasarer;
Joseph
Dannenberg,
Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary
and
Business
Manager.
Entered as secoiid-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater
New
York, $10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
$1.S,00.
Subs r-bcrs should remit with order.

Quotations

Tli.e first is Cecil DeMille's special,
"Male and Female," and the other,
Douglas MacLean and Doris May
in "23>2 Hours' Leave,' 'the comedy
-which was hailed as one of the best
• of the year.

Guise, house manager of the Majestic, as well as advertising mana
ger for all Miles houses in Detroit.
Miles launched a promotion campaign 10 days before the opening.
in addition to using teaser ads and
special teaser posters in choice locations.

LATE NEWI
FIVE

IS AN ETERNITY
IF IT MEANS THE
TIME YOUR
HUSBAND IS
AHEAD OF YOU

Miles' advertising for three days
before the opening and during the
successful double run consisted of
quarter-page spreads in all the Detroit dailies, illustrated with a strong
scene from the production. He paid
particular attention to the author in
all his advertising copy, quite a bit
of space being given over to announcing Stewart Edward White as
"Michigan's Own Author."
Guise furnished a special window
card for all displays shown in the
big stores and bookshops on the<
thoroughfares.

MINUTES

II

W

dresses were tirrned in, but ii
gation cut the list down to S(
two men and five women.
The two men declared themi
to be absolutely indifferent t
tures. One of the women de
that as soon as she could fine
Cincinnati, Ohio. — The chain of she was going to a show. Cj
Lisbon theaters have an advertising stances had prohibited the oth^
"stunt" which is adaptable to any women from appeasing a des
theater or community with a guaran- see an exhibition. All four
tee of front page newspaper pub- inmates of an old ladies
licity for exhibitors who use it. It Their combined ages total 310
Mas based upon an idea for a method and all were in feeble health.
tliat would discover the names and
Gratifying their desire to see p
addresses of every person in Cin- ture appealed as' a good stuniai
cinnati who had never seen a mo- Haines
made
the ari'angemer.
The advertising
matter on ire
tion picture.
The "stunt" was the outgrowth of First National production wasik
a casual discussion of the general to the old ladies and it was jt
appeal of the screen. R. H. Haines, them to decide which picturAh
manager of the First National Ex- would rather see. For over ave
change, suggested that while there their bewildered efforts to sele o
might be some people who had nev- from the whole list, providetvc
er seen a picture there was no way good readable stories for the ft(
of discovering them. It was this noon paper. The matter was lal
remark that gave the idea to the decided by lot, for the four mebc
motion picture editor of an after- of the special audience 'could r: i
Constance Talmdage
man. noon paper and the Libson publicity cide.
The "stunt" was started with a Temperamental Wife" was t J
traction named on the slip. *
Haines will give a private ijiii
story in the photo-play columns
with an invitation to readers to send tion of the picture in the honjtl
Detroit— Charles H. Miles, of the in the names and addresses of any week. In addition to the foi o
Majestic and Orpheum effectively persons who had never attended a women, the other inmates av v
landed big business on "The West- picture theater.
ployes of'the home will compq; ti
erners," aHodkinson release, when
Afew days later the Libson thea- audience. The Libson theate.tia
he backed the picture with extensive
ters inserted ads asking for the same
a pass, good at any t' b,
newspaper advertising.
information to be left at the box issued
the over-worked woman.
With
the assistance
of Gcorgre
offices.
Nearly 300 names and id-

There is only one pot

Big Boys in
Industry

sible

objection

RITCHEY
Run over in your mind every big producing company in filmland.
Practically every one is an insurance customer or ours. They KNOW
the value of protection and come tt. the most efficient organization
in the field for that protection. Perhaps YOU have some insurance
problems to be worked out. Our advice is yours for the asking —
and — we always answer the phone.

to

tli

poster:-]

It takes longer to coui
the receipts it brings ill

RITCHEYf
I.ITIItt
C«>KI>.
406W.31>I St.N.Y.. Phone Chelsea 83

»

Phone

John

54a S - 5426 - 9*27

Samuek

dAILV

Saturday,

Novembei

Additions to Fox Publicity
Merritt Crawford has added tv/o
Albany, N. Y. — The Distinguished to his publicity stafT at Fox. They
Authors Photoplays, Inc., of M.m- are Elizabeth Hunter who will
hattan. Capital, $1,000. Stockholders: Frederick W. Hotchkiss, Juliet write special stories and Jesse M.
M. Hotchkiss and Michael Kose-, 30 Rosenberg who will attend to part
East 42nd Street, New
York City. of the trade paper publicity.

Incorporations

ew^5

No. 93
International
N. Y. —
llOOKLYN,
alt campaign opens with launching; of
lUnrock IV. craft in which Sir Thonia«
J on hopes" to win America's
Cup.
— War on "Iledfi"
CITY. nda
literature ar»
of propaga
TonsYORK
WjSW
?'d by government agents in raids on
a cal centers.
riUME. — Italian warship* are stale cd in the port of Flume while Its fate
B eins decided by the Supreme CounII >1' the Allies.
IN ENGLAND.
OF EVENTS
EVIEW
-jndon — General Diaz, leader of Italy's
^(les in the war. Is received by General
li; upon his visit to the Kingdom.
ASHINGTON, D. C— Prince of Wales
i|t. S. for first time — lie is welcomed
rice-President Marshall upon his ar-,
I at nation's capital.
PreslMINN.— First
INNEAPOtIS,
Legion — Frankllli
American
; of
tier of Pennsylvania is elected head
lew orjranliatlon of veterans.
OBOKEN, N. J.— Soldiers who died In
soil — Impressive
sla to rest In home
Starv
funeral
is held for 114 tJ. S.
iriiers killed flghtlng on the Archangel
*!it.

a
tod x

. |>'DI.4NAPOI>lS. IND.— Mine strike
'^Ilod. The public anxiously awaited
I decision of mine leaders as they
III comply with court order revokr( (1strjke.

Albany. — J. G. Pictures, Inc., of
Long Beach, N. Y. Capital, $25,000.
Directors: John Sracy, and Grace
Davison, Long Beach, N. Y.
Albany. — The Motion Picture
Renovatijig Machine Corp., New
York. Capital, $500. Directors;
May Jones, Celia Warshaw and Bernard Moos, 777 Macon St., Brooklyn.
Rachel Crothers Entertains
Rachel Crothers spoke on the series of Stage Women's War Relief
pictures at the Belmont yesterday.
A luncheon was tendered to newspaper writers.
Fred Bacr of the Universal exchang;p was chief host.

Grauman

After

Kosloff

Los Angeles. — Sid Grauman is after TheodcTTe Koslofif, the Russian
dancer, for .his Grauman theater. If
Kosloff is secured he may appear
in person at the theater but at any
rate he will stage the dancing* acts.
"Male and Female" will not open
at the Rialto until a week from tomorrow. The opening date has been
postponed until next Sunday in order to get the theater ready for an
elaborate showing.

Mack in New York
Irving Mack of Willis, Eckels and
Mack, Chicago, is "in New York for
the purpose of establishing a' local
branch.

THE

pr^D
* V/I\
A

ACME

PORTABLE

The Studio
The Editor
Demonstration

PROJECTOR

The Cutting Room
Home, School or Church
Will

Convince You

HOWELLS
CINE
EQUIPMENT CO.
729 7th Ave.
New York
Phone, Bryant 1166

Ji

;ix-Up Over "Male and Female"
I'Male and Female," Cecil DeiWt's production will play the
h'oli, the week of November 23
i tead of the Rialto.
\ statement from Famous Player sent out on Thursday stated
tit the picture was to first play the
lilto but the theater states that
t s is not true.

A \yord From Eve Unsell
Eve Unsell sends word back with
fend husband who is Lester Blankfid, that she is very happy in her
iw surroundings. Miss Unsell is
senario head of Famous PlayersIsky British Producers, Ltd.
ivlr. Blankfield returned to this
< intry this week. He states that
1; amusement field in Britain is on
le boom and like others who return
bm the other side, gives further
loof of the popularity of American
ptures over there.
Stuart Paton

STUDIO

WANTED

NEAR NEW

YORK

Must Have Every Modern
Convenience

Here

Stuart Paton, producer of "The
gn of the Rat." a serial released
rough Hallmark, is in New York
om California.
He is arranging for future release
his productions.
Indications are
at they will go through Hallmark.
I Lichtman
in Greene's
Place
,tl is generally understood in film
■cles that Al Lichtman will as'me the distribution post' held by
i alter E. Greene at Famous Playjs
without of
assuming
Greene's title
I director
distribution.

BOX D, WID'S DAILY
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Saturday, November
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KINOGRAMS
WITH THE COAL PEACE ARMT —
At Beckley> W. Va., where the troops are
keepinpr peace at the mines.
WORKING WOMEN'S CONVENTION.
— At Bryn Mawr sees Philadelphia Country Club and Bryn Mawr play hockey.
PRINCE OF AVALES IN WASHINGTON.— At the Perry Belmont house,
makes a call at the White House.
CHICAGO'S ARMISTICE DAY.— Salute to the honor of the soldier dead,
ceremony on lak6 front.
BRING BODIES OF SOLDIER DEAD
HOSIE.— The S. S. Lake Daraca comes
with 113 soldiers
slain at Archang:el.
KADICALS PUT ON TRIAL.— "Jim"
Larkin and Benjamin Gitlow are arraigned in New York before Mas:i8trate
lIcAdoo.
LIPTON SEE TACHT LAUNCHED. —
The Shamrock IV is put in the wat*r
in preparation for America'*
Cup race.
HE MIGHT SLIP— A human fly publicity shunt in Clevaland, O. This chay
won't live lone.
A HIDDEN FAIRYLAND.— Im Dismal
Swamps af Louisiana wh«r« tb* flags ars
in blossom.
GERMANY DEVASTATES SILESIA —
Authentic pictures made by the American Red Cross ■howinfr how Germany is
■sakingr a sseond Bel£iuia sn ths sast•rn front.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
Rice Back

L. J. Suing

4^ New
ii
ja
Equity

Want Contract Terms Carried Out,
Is Claimed Decision Reserved
C. K. Y. Film Corp., Select and L.
J. Selznick have applied for a preliminary injunction in the Federal
Court against Equity Pictures Corp.
Harry Larson, and the Fine Arts
Film Corp. said to be the producing
unit manufacturing
Clara Kimball
Young's productions.
The case was argued before Judge
Learned Hand yesterday morning,
but the Judge reserved decision.
Konta and Kirchwey, Select attorneys, stated yesterday that Select
has brought this counter action in
order to obtain the $25,000 said to be
coming to that company from Mist
Young on every picture that she
makes until '1921. Select states that
this is merely to carry out the agreement entered upon by Miss Young
herself a few months ago, to pay the
amount mentioned before the release
of each picture.
Select claims that the terms of the
contract ' are valid because Misi
Young had ample notice of the various provisions. The injunction ipplied for does not apply to any particular production but to all the
films made by Miss Young. The
first of the Young-Equity series is
"Eyes of Youth."

Harry Rice, Universal's direclot
of publicity, returned to -New York
yesterday after a trip to Chicago
where he hch' a conference with
Famous
"Adam
Eva"
publicity manag"rs for the Universal
Famous Buys
Players
have andpurchased
■in the middle west in regard to the
Universal Holiday .Season Cam- screen rights to "Adam and E"va,"
the comedy now playing at the
paign.
theater.
Governors, mayors, and other city Longacre
and state officials are said to i)e coAnother purchase is "The Fightoperating with Universal in putting bers. ing Chance," by Robert W. Chamover the Universay Holiday Season
idea, the object of which is to make
this year's holiday season one of
special cheerfulness. The nationwide campaign begins today.

Cozine to Build in Brooklyn
C. G. Cozine, owner of a number
of high-class apartments in Brooklyn has purchased an entire block
front at Fulton and Crescent Sts.,
Brooklyn, on which he will buil.i a
3,800 seat picture theater.
The plot is 192 by 120 ft. and
plans are being prepared by R.
Thomas Short. The theater will
cost about $400,000.

HEIMFERIOI

T[WHO
SEX

3.

NEGATIVE
Cotton
cotton.

Baltimore, Md. — Palace opened.
St. Paul, Minn. — Rialto opens.
Dallas, Tex. — Rialto opened.
Patchogue, L. L — Nathan Goldstein to build theater.
Lowell, Mass. — Jewel opened.
Alburquerque, N. Mex. — Gallup to
build theater.
»
Jamestown, N. Y. — Opera house
opened.
Toledo, O. — Kenton Firm to build
three-story theater.
Dover, Del. — Strand opened.
San Francisco, Cal. — Reid Bros, to
build theater.
build
theater. Md.- — Colonial Co. "to
Annapolis,
Albany, N. Y.— Theater
built.

to be

SUPERIOR

Philadelphia. — A new theater J
be built at Fifth and Rockland .i
by Green and Altman.

CHAPLIN
IN CARMEN
The Victor Kremer production which
will shortly have a Broadway pre-1
niiere will have a big special lobby!
display that will embody all the!
high spots as planned by the resource-!
ful BRET
ENNIS.

f--«vlr Youil
Send Us
ITlll

Any Quantify

Highest Prices JUilli r 111
INTERSTATE
SMELT1N<
<a REFINING
COMPAN1
23 Commercial St.

NEWARK,

N.

BRAINS

You have been taught to believe that the captains of
Finance, Commerce, and Industry have attained the heights
of power by virtue of "Superior Brains." Did you ever stop
to consider that the railroads continued to run after the
death of Harriman and Hill? That the banks continued
to function after the elder Morgan departed this life? That
the steel industry did not fall- into chaos with the demise
of Frick and Carnegie; and that if as a result of some terrible calamity every capitalist in the country suddenly died,
industry would, not cease operations for one day? The
reason the great industrial and financial Magnates of the
past were powerful, and the present crop of money Wizards
are now at the helms, is because they learned one great lesson:— the way to acquire wealth is 'to

MAKE

MONEY

I

WORK

Now this is not an oil well scheme, nor land acclamation
project, nor are we floating blue sky mining stock. We are

i

operating a Bankers' Corporation, a Banking and Financial ,
venture that is based on government statistics covering
business history and the basis of our concern is the idea"

now agitating the_ minds of millions (co-operation, instead '
of a few men running the whole show), we are inviting the |
average man into the venture.

J. Barney Sherry has been engaged
by Marshall Neilan for his first production, a First National release

1.

Theaters

I
I

WANTED

of

Field in South, showing negroes picking

Exterior large Steel Plant, and Interior showing
converting of steel, a big lathe, and machine rooms
with their workmen.

Foot race at Yale or Harvard, showing start and
finish, crowd, etc.
IMMEDIATELY
FILM
THIS
HAVE
MUST
Paul Bern, 251 W. 19th Street; Telephone, Chelsea 61 ,

INVESTIGATE

'

We do not ask you to do anything but investigate.
We do i
not expect to convince you now, nor do we attempt to convince you by this advertisement.
What we do expect to do,
J
however, is to interest the man who is alive to real business *f
facts, send for particulars
it means money to you.

J. GREEN

& COMPANY,

Inc.,

110-112 West 40th Street,
New York City.
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CROOKED
STfUlCHT
By Julian Josephson
TTUMAN,

appealing, with a heart-throb in it

— and many a laugh, "Crooked Straight"
is a typical Charles Eay success!
And that iaeai.'- '>ig money for exhibitors,
a Thomas H. luce Production

Directed by
Jerome Storm

it^

Photographed
by
Chester Lyons
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News of the Week
in Headlines
Monday
Loew to build in Boston.
Charles D. Isaacson out of Goldwyn.
New Moss theater at 181st St. and Broadway to be
called Coliseum.
Tuesday

Walter E. Greene, vice-president of Famous PlayersLasky, resigns.
L. J. Selznick and Laurence Weber to star Edith Hallor in series.
S. A. Lynch buys out Jake Wells' interests in South,
excepting in Richmond and Norfolk.
Prizma to star Madge Evans.
Wednesday
Saenger Amusement Co. denies report that interests
are after southern theater chain.
David P. Howells, on return from European trip, sees
possible closing of foreign markets to American
producers.

Thursday

C. F. Zittell reported out of International.
Transatlantic Film Co. to produce.
Raymond Hitchcock to appear in films for International.
Frank G. Hall signs Benny Leonard for serial.
Texas exchangemen planFrco-operative body of Southiday
western Exhibitors.

C. F. Zittel resumes general management of International Film.
Metro signs Emma Dunn to star in "Old Lady 31."
John H. Kunsky plans more houses in Detroit.
First National Exhibitors make first announcement
regarding their plans ; advising exhibitors not to sell
their houses and to be careful in signing up longterm contracts for film service.
Saturday
Lee Ochs resigns from United and will take an active
part in Second National Exhibitors Circuit.
Albert F. Brentlinger, Indiana exhibitor, will build
several large houses for his chain.
Cinema Classics, Inc., to make short subjects.
Alice Lake signed by Metro for five years.

** Pardoning the bad is injuring the good" — Benjamin Franklin,

v$

WIS*-

jj»M#»id

.^

W.F.Mason
Manager
of says;
Booking
Dep't.CO.
HARRY DAVIS
ENTERPRISES
Pittsburgh, pa.

"BLIND HUSBAHDS" takes its place
as one of the Screen's classics.
"Story, star, support and camera
work could not be excelled-.
"Direction, interiors and exteriion. ors make it a wonderful product-

Carl Pacmmic

"Iffe opened to a capacity business
at The Million Dollar Grand Theatre.and look forward to a big
week's business.
"Our patrons, on leaving the theatre.were unstinted in their praise."

Wttda-pb/
Cifte Unfyaval -Jewel
Production de Ou^e

IT'S

TRULY
THE PICTURE YOU»LL NEVER FORGET

DAIUY
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High-Class Production Notably Fine Throughout
fectively than the stage production accomplished.
Clara Kimball Young certainly handled the stellar

Clara Kimball Young in
"EYES

OF

YOUTH"

Harry Garson — Equity Pictures Corp.
DIRECTOR
Albert Parker
AUTHORS
Max Marcin and Charles Guernon
SCENARIO BY
.Albert Parker
CAMERAMAN
Robert Edeson
AS A WHOLE
Excellent presentation of notable drama shows money lavishly spent.
STORY
Adaptation of New York stage success
given wider scope in screen production.
DIRECTION
Visualized the big moments with
distinct artistry and handled players exceedingly well.
PHOTOGRAPHY
In keeping with splendor of
the picture.
LIGHTINGS
Always clear
CAMERA WORK
Good; night scene fine.
STAR
Does about the best work of her career;
registers
different
characters
with
expert
distinctness.
SUPPORT. .... .Long list of well-known players capably support star.
EXTERIORS
Suitable when necessary
INTERIORS
Fitting a high-class production
DETAIL
Evidenced
considerable
care
CHARACTER OF STORY
A girl in doubt
looks into a crystal to see her future.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,947 feet
Equity Pictures Corp. has given all they promised
in their adaptation of the Max Marcin and Charlie
Guernon famous stage play which had such a long and
notable run in New York with Marjorie Rambeau as
the star. By reason of the possibilities afforded in
screen productions, the producers have visualized some
of the ideas of the play even more accurately and ef-

Get This by All Means.

role with honors and her work in "Eyes of Youth"
will probably be conceded to be the best thing she has
done, for many years at least.
The story is well enough known not to go into detail so a brief outline should suffice. The main theme
has three distinct stories within it -Ovhich deal with the
different careers of the star as she sees them through
the crystal — as the wife of rich man, a famous opera
star and as the school-marm-housekeeper for her
father, brother and sister.
Miss Young, as the daughter of Sam Sothern, financially distressed, is confronted with the problem of deciding her future. Shall she marry the wealthy man
to help her father regain his fortune ; shall she satisfy
her ambition to become a great singer or shall she
marry the man she loves?
Through the crystal she first sees herself a victim
of duty, a household drudge for her family. In this
part they put over the school room scene where the
star is the teacher. This made a big hit in the stage
production. Next she sees herself a famous opera star
at the height of a great career but bereft of pride and
honor.
Finally she sees herself the wife of her rich suitor,
unhappy and finally tricked into a situation which allows her husband to secure a divorce and at the end
she is do^n and out, and a dope fiend. Norman Selby,
"Kid" McCoy, appears to advantage in this episode as
a plain clothes man who recognizes the former society
woman.
From what she sees through the crystal Clara solves
the problem of the future and accepts the man she
loves. In the cast were Gareth Hughes, Pauline
Starke, Milton Sills, Ralph Lewis, Edmund Lowe and
Vincent Serrano as the Yogi, the man with the crystal.

It Should Prove a Big Attraction

Box Ofiice Analysis for the Exhibitor
Get this by all means and the rest should be easy.
The producers have already given the production wide
publicity and all you should have to do will be to announce that you are showing "Eyes of Youth." You
have every possible advantage as far as exploitation is
concerned.
Play up the name of Clara Kimball Young, telling
your folks that she does probably the best work of her

screen career in "Eyes of Youth" and in it she is supported by a long list of well-known players including
William Courtleigh, Milton Sills, Vincent Serrano and
Pauline Starke.
You have advertising possibilities galore and if you
can't make this one go, there's something wrong with
you. Display stills of the star in the various characters and play up with catchlines along the line of "See
the 'Eyes of Youth' through the eyes of Young."

^^
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L. Roy Curtis Presents

Edith

Taliaferro

^ho's Vour Brother?'

One of tiie Sv^eeiest LoVe Sfon'es fi^er Screened
Here are some comments

from the "authorities": —

"WID'S," "If you are out after clean, wholesome pictures you
won't go wrong on showing this. — Go after this, bearing in mind the
preference of your audience."
"MOTION PICTURE NEWS," "The initial picture of the Curtiss Pictures Corporation appears to be an earnest endeavor to live
up to the slogan, 'fewer and better' — they will not need to look for a
market — the market will come to them."
"EXHIBITOR'S TRADE REVIEW," "Edith Taliaferro has a
dazzling smile and wistful expression that are as magnetic and as
full of personality as Mary's curls or Dorothy Gish's walk. We hope
she has come to stay."
"MORNING TELEGRAPH," "'Who's Your Brother?' combines
business of making the world better — with pleasure."
Produced by

The

Curtiss
AEOLIAN

Directed by

John G. Adolfi

HALL

Pictures

Corporation
NEW
Story by

YORK

Robert Bronson Stockbridge

Sunday, November
'

16, 1919
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Distinctive Production of Novel Story Perfectly Fitting Popular Star
Lew J. Cody in
"THE BELOVED CHEATER
Gasnier Prod. — Robertson-Cole
DIRECTOR
W. Christy Cabanne
ART
DIRECTOR
Frank
Ormston
CAMERAMAN
J. A. Dubray
AS A WHOLE
Distinctive, classy production of
unusual story with unique situations and good
sympathy character for star.
STORY
Held interest nicely throughout, wavering between pleasing light camedy and good
sympathy moments.
DIRECTION
Registered
class in. ever)' scene
and got over nice shadings in several delicate
situations without vver offending.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally excellent
LIGHTINGS
Some very effective; generally
pleasing.
CAMERA WORK
Very good
STAR
Dominant personality, holds attention
throughout and receives sympathy, yet yields
smilingly to other characters.
SUPPORT
Quite pleasing; more than satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Not many, but were very good
and entirely in keeping with interiors.
INTERIORS
Some of most distinctive sets seen
in some time ; lavish but still in good taste.
Little touches nicely handled; no bad
spots.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Sounds and looks
like might be naughty, but can never offend.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,521 feet
Seldom, if e\ er. has a star started off a career in the
films as a star with such a lavish and entirely pleasing
and satisfying production as this, the first of the h"v
Codv series.
DETAIL

The story is slender and yet entirely adequate, since
it presents very interesting character studies in situations that at times are quite dramatic and always interesting.
Mr. Cody is seen in that interesting characterization
of the fascinating bachelor with much money who
finds that many women are interested to a greater or
lesser degree. A pal, who has serious difficulty in
convincing his fiance when their engugement is decided upon that it is entirely proper to kiss, comes to
Lew for advice, and, finally, in a mad moment persuades Lew to kiss the girl for him in a darkened room
in order to start her to agreeing that kissing is i good
thing, the bashful young man afterwards rushing into
the darkened room and trying to pretend that he has
stolen the kiss.
It happens quite naturally that when the bashful
boy takes his turn at kissing the girl discovers the
difference and other evidence makes this conclusive,
with rather alarming results which lead to complications which keep the action going, with Cody doing
the quiet heroic act of bringing the two together
again while he pursues his happy way as a bachelor.
It is notworthy that the production values are e-xcellent, and there is not a flash in the film that does
not correspond with the elegance and distinctive taste
of the very well-done interior sets.
Close-ups are used intelligently and the titles blend
nicely with the action, carrying it along without any
jolts which so frequently come when the titles are
either too literary or too matter of fact.
Mr. Cody is surrounded by a company of pleasing
players headed by Eileen Percy, and the entire cast
blend nicely into the action, with the incidents moving smoothly up to the finale without any unnecessary
dragginess or any sudden jars or jolts.

Here is a Great Chance to Advertise One Your Fans Will Like
Box OfBce Analysis for the Exhibitor
J To begin with, I would say that "The Beloved
Cljeater" is surely a splendid title to tack to a Lew
Cody starring vehicle, and if you can't think of oodles
of pert phrases that will interest the ladies in presenting this there is something wrong with your imagij nation.
The production should not only please generally,
but because of its rather unusual story it should cause
considerable comment.

Due to the use during the war of the word "Ace"
in connection with aviation, the tagging of Cody as

the Ace of Hearts should be a happy thought in all
of your advertising, because this young man. in a very
short time has stepped right out and made himself
a star by his excellent work in the numerous opportunities given him to portray this individual type of
wealthy young bachelor in a number of big production such as "Don't Change Your Husband," "For
Husbands Only," and "Borrowed Clothes."
You can well afford to cut loose with your advertising appropriation on this, because it has twists that
will tickle and certainly, sufficient class to please.
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How Does Hodkinson
Get So Many
Big Productions?
This is not a question that we ask the exhibitors of the country.
It is the question that hundreds of exhibitors are asking us.
The question they ask other exhibitors and the many Hodkinson,
managers and salesmen.
There was no accident or luck about our getting the Benjamin
B. Hampton productions, "The Westerners," the first of the
Great Authors' Pictures, or " Desert Gold," the first of the Zane
Grey pictures. One year ago Mr. Hampton set out to produce
exactly the big pictures that he has produced and that you are
now playing with such success.
There was no accident about our getting J. Parker Read Jr.'s
wonderful "Sahara." Other distributors with less vision and
with a lesser knowledge of the kind of pictures that exhibitors
want for profit and for popular approval had turned "Sahara"
down. Released in hot July, it has made a fortune for its producer and profits for exhibitors everywhere.
There is no accident about the first Dietrich-Beck production,
"The Bandbox," now just released nationally. It is a great
melodrama and we knew it would be before the scenario was
ever set down on paper.
In the ne'xt six weeks we will release four more big productions,
for which exhibitors will want to save open time.
The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation is getting the big productions
because the producers who are making them know before they
start exactly what they want to make ; how they want to make it
and what it will do for exhibitors after it is made.

ilii

It may interest exhibitors to know that every exhibitor who has
played one of our big productions on percentage because he
thought our prices too high has seen us take more money out of
his house on percentage than we asked as a straight rental —
most of the time twice as much.

¥.¥. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkQty
Distributing: through PATH^iitc/iangr hicarpcrated
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Arthur F. Beclc
presents

BAIRD
in

The Capitol
From the notable stage success fey

The drama of a woman's fight for her honor and
her husband. The story of a fugitive wife who
returned to right the wrongs she had done and
to trap a crafty plotter.

Directed by George Irvinj^

Produced in Washington, D. C. at the ^eat of
government, where ambition brought a beautiful
girl to the brink of disaster.

AUGUSTUS

THOMAS

Third in the series of screened versions of the foremost
American playwright's successes, "The Capitol" has the
basic strength and dramatic punch of "As A Man
Thinks. "

First prints are now being shipped to the branches
for advance screenings or to be available for prerelease engagements.

W.W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New YorkQty
Distributing throuf^ PA1h£ Bxhange htcfrpaWtd
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Typical Theda Bara Production Ludicrous and Fails
Theda Bara in
"LURE

DIRECTOR
AUTHORS
rence.

OF AMBITION"
Fox

Edmund Lawrence
Julia Bumhamand Edmund Law-

SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Julia Bumham
H. Alderson Leach

AS A WHOLE
lavish sets
STORY

Absurd plot dressed up with
and unconvincing royal atmos-

phere.

Ambition idea made ambiguous rather
than defined.

DIRECTION
Failed to cover up the incongruity
of the story.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Always clear
CAMERA
WORK
Acceptable
STAR
Manages to get in a little vamping;
screened badly at times.
SUPPORT
Did all that was expected of them
EXTERIORS
Suitable though seldom necessary
INTERIORS
Showed the usual Theda Bara environment.
DETAIL

tion.

Didn't add perceptibly to the produc-

CHARACTER OF STORY
into royalty hokum.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Poor girl marrying
4,600 feet

If this is the Fox idea of ambition's lure, then better
not be ambitious. Why pick on this particular word
when it's just an excuse for Theda to get in a little of
her vamp stuff. Then they have to ring in the poor
stenog story — the little goil who falls for the rich guy
and in the end is desoited.

16, 1919

Generally

Well, anyhow, folks won't be disappointed because <
it's a regular Theda Bara production, intolerable home
conditions, allurement of riches, final desertion and
then revenge. However, guess Theda herself is getting tired of such stuff. Her facial contortions expressing hate and disgust and then her vamping sure
did lack the pep of former days.
Theda, as Olga Dolan, is a public stenog in a fashionable hotel where she accidentally meets William
Davidson, an Englishman. He falls in love with her
and after viewing the "squaller" of the place Theda
calls "home" he proposes to establish her in an apartment and later marry her. They waste a lot of footage
here having Theda refuse when you know doggone
well she's going to accept finally.
Wicked Willey, however, leaves Theda after refusing to marry her "just
Then shero starts her
ing for England with
her secretary. She is

now" and returns to England.
campaign for revenge by sailLady Constance Bromley, as
shocked to learn that her goal

is right at hand. Her former suitor is her employer's
son. So convenient like.
Theda makes the acquaintance of the Duke of Rutledge and decides right then and there that she always
did want to be a Duchess. She manages to break
Davidson a'nd is well on the way to becoming the
Duchess when she discovers that the Duke's wife,
incurably insane, is living in a secluded part of the
castle. But this is easily overcome by having the unfortunate Duchess escape from her quarters and proceed to attack the Duke, while he sleeps.
Theda intervenes though, saves the life of her lover,
and after wifie dies of heart failure from the excitement, they use the usuarfade-out.

Will Appeal to Lower Glasses Only
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Play up the name of the star.
Her name alone will '
be enough to get it over.
Catchlines will work effectively in connection with S

If you are particular don't bother with this. By
this "time you know pretty well what Theda Bara productions consist of and can judge just what you want
to do about this. If you have a crowd that goes in for
this sensation stuff, the poor goil who becomes a

a story of this character: "Are you ambitious? See
how Theda Bara raised herself from a stenographer

duchess du^ to ambition, then let 'em have this and
they'll like it. On the other hand if you have a highclass clientele and want them to see the better efforts

to a duchess in her latest Fox production, 'The Lure
of Ambition'." Or, "Environment should not be a
drawback to the ambitious. Theda Bara was only

of picture production, don't let this lure you.
The only chance this will have is in the downtown
houses where this sort of hokum i*s a part of their very
existence and it sinks in, they like it, and come again,

a stenographer with a drunken father and a lazy sister
to support but she became a Duchess.
of Ambition'."

See 'The Lure

GASNIER

Presents

ROBERTSON-COLE

SPECIAL

f. i

mm mi/Mm
A man who has loved a ihousand times

Has lived a thousand lives
Fascinating

Unusual

Attractive to AH Sqxzs .
The First Film
of it's Kind
Available at all ROBERTSON -COLE

EXCHANGES

ROBERTSON- COLE PRODUCTION

ADVENTURE

SCENICS

HIS is a Scenic vJitK all tke thrills and entertainment
of a great dramatic performance and it is even more
interesting because it makes tke spectator feel tbat Ke
is part of the adventure. The camera rode along on
a raft down the swirling rapids, and time after time ~
the spray was dashed into the lenses. The man in

Pictures by

JESSE G. SILL
Notes by

'" ^

ihe audience is held spellbound by the feeling that he .
is the man behind the camera as the raft dashes along.

JOCK RAMTZ
i^„.

Available at all ROBERTSON -COLE

EXCHANGES
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Work of Noted Author Made Basis of Elaborate Spectacle
"SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE"
Allan Dwan Prod. — Mayflower — Realart
DIRECTOR
Allan Dwan
AUTHOR
Richard Harding Davis
CAMERAMEN
H. Lyman Broening and Sol
Polite.

opening we are told that it is dedicated to the work of
engineers but after the opening reel where Norman
Kerry, the head of a party of civil engineers, completes
a transcontinental railroad route, the subject is just

AS A

At a reception given to President and Madame Alvarez, of a small South American republic called Olancho, Kerry meets Anna Nilsson, daughetr of his employer. Kerry has been in love with Anna though he
has never seen her before, except in a photograph.
She is interested in the engineer but at the same time
is in love with Ward Crane. Incidentally, the striking

WHOLE

Spectacular production

should

appeal to those who enjoy the "massive" ;
a "special" in every sense of the word.
STORY
Not the best thing Richard Harding.
Davis has written but affords good material
for something big.
DIRECTION
Handled mob
scenes
effectively
and throughout made action thoroughly convincing; allowed one or. two minor implausiibilities which may not be noticed.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very fine
LIGHTINGS
Generally good ; could be a trifle
sharper at times.
CAMERA WORK
Excellent
STARS
Anna Q. Nilsson disappointing; Norman.
Kerry made a good looking engineer.
SUPPORT
Pauline
Starke very pleasing
and
Wallace Beery a good type for Mexican; remainder of company satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Splendid; suitable at all times
INTERIORS
In good taste when required
Might have connected sequences a litDETAIL
tle better; generally well taken care of.
Deahng with the
OF STORY
CHARACTER

work of engineers but biggest feature is Mexican fight.
5,892 feet
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

This is rightly labeled "special" for- it has all the
evidences of such. Plenty of mob stuff, action galore,
"greasers" running wild, American cruiser to the rescue with the stars and stripes on top at the finish with
the lovers coming into their own. But with all that,
thrills, fights 'n everything, it can hardly be termed
"gripping" at any point.
Undeniably "Soldiers of Fortune" is big and will be
However, at the
conceded to be a splendid production.

left off as far as actually dealing with the accomplishments of engineering is concerned.

resemblance between these two may cause some confusion on the part of the spectator.
-:
Kerry goes to Olancho to take charge of the iron
mines for Miss Nilsson's father. From here on the
story takes a new turn an dthe remainder of the production deals with the combat between the President's
party and the opposition lead by Mendoza, head of
the republic's army. Mendoza is anxious to secure
half of the money being received by the little governmen for the privilege of opening the mines and when
he, cannot secure a concession from the President he
plans to overthrow the government.
Kerry plans to subdue the wily general and enlists
the co-operation of the mine hands. The president is

arrested for high treason when he comes forth to
view the troops and the real action starts when
attempt is made to arrest Madame Alvarez. There
some good action from here on and the climax
reached when Kerry, having sent a wireless to
American cruiser lying in the harbor, saves the day

r*ean
is
is
an
by

barrage from the vessel which routs the General's
the
forces.

Pauline Starke, as Miss Nilsson's younger sister,
had by far the stellar honors and it is she who figures
in the final scene with Kerry when the Mendoza army
is flying to safety. Others in a rather prominent cast
are Melbourne MacDowell, Wilfred Lucas, Herald
Lindsay, Wallace Beery, Ward Crane, Frank Wally,
Fred Kohler, Phio McCiillough and Ogden Crane.

Play Up Name of Davis and Bill as Special — ^Will Draw
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Allan Dwan's first production for Realart distribution will probably be classed with the big productions
of the year and deservedly so from a technical and
production standpoint. It has been made on a large
scale and been given a lavish setting.

A very capable cast has been secured and you certainly will have something to exploit in the way of
names for practically the entire cast is well known.

Anna Q. Nilsson has a good many friends and should
be a good box office bet and it won't be long before
Pauline Starke will be recognized as a worthwhile
factor in pictures.
She surely is coming up.
A very big asset in connection with this production,
is the name of the author.
Play up the name of Richard Harding Davis and promise them the usual thrills
with a dash of love and romance for which this authoris noted.
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Good, Glean Gomedy That Will More Than Please
Louis Bennison in
"THE

MISFIT EARL"
Goldwyn

DIRECTOR
Ira Lowry
AUTHOR
Wilson Bagley
CAMERAMAN
David Calcagni
AS A WHOLE
Smashing good comedy
STORY
Western cowpuncher inherits English
Earldom.
DIRECTION

Well done throughout.
Atmosphere admirably sustained; action quick.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTING
Very good
CTMERA WORK
Good throughout
STAR
Has winning personality and is sure
to please.
SUPPORT
Consistenly good
EXTERIORS
Good ; very well selected
INTERIORS
Maintained EngUsh atmosphere
DETAIL
Generally good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clean comedy with
nothing to oflFend.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. .. .About 4,900 feet
Get aboard this one and then step on the gas hard
for it is there with the wallop all the way through.
If your crowd doesn't like it you had better call in
specialists and have their heads examined.
There is nothing high brow about it but good, clean
low comedy with situations broad enough so that
grouchiest grouch will not be able to restrain a hearty
gufifaw of good honest merriment. This is the kind of
stuff that you are always looking for and seldom finding so do not let it get by you or you will weep.

Louis Bennison is a good bet and it is unfortunate
that there are not more of his pictures on the market
the equal of this one. He has an extremely magnetic
personality and a smile that would put an undertaker
in good humor.
The story is more or less foolish but very funny
and that is all you are looking for. Jim Dunn is a
typical western cowpuncher who knows little or nothing about his parentage. But unknown to him his
grandfather is the Earl of Dunhaven.
The old Earl, on his deathbed, tries to break the
entail on the estate and leave everything to his nephew
but the family solicitor refuses to countenance it. He
leaves for America in search of Jim and finds him.
Jim is transported to his castle and there the fun
starts and keeps right on going to the last flicker.
Jim's father left him certain papers proving his right
to the inheritance and the plot centers around the attemps of the nephew, well played by Herbert Standing, to obtain these papers and then throw Jim out.
Naturally the new Earl is exceedingly democratic
and the way he breaks tradition in the staid English
household causes all the fun. Of course, everything
rights itself nicely in the end and the picture closes to
a perfectly logical conclusion, something unusual for
a comedy.
The picture has been very well produced. The photography isfirst class in every respect and the lighting
meets all requirements. In addition it has been well
staged and directed.
Others in the cast not previously mentioned are :
Charles Brandt, Neil Moran, Ida Waterman, Claire
Adams, Barbara Allen ; the latter very pretty and winsome by the way.

Step on it Hard, For It Is There With the Wallop
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If you flivver on this one there is something the
matter with you' and you had better seek another field
of endeavor. For it is there with the wallop and the
punch all the way through.
Louis Bennison is a scream ^nd your crowd will
like him. Play him up good and strong for when they

have seen him in this they will ask you to get some
more just like it.
Use plenty "of his stills, especially the ones showing
his smile.
That smile alone should pull people right
off the street and into your house,

^^^ ^nw^^

AN ADVERTISEMENT
WRITTEN BY
THE CRITICS OF
NEW YORK

The Titles in "This is the Life" are exceedingly happy.
They are humorous and not illiterate. — Alan Dale.

The person who wrote the titles for "On the Jump"
should have his salary raised. — M. P. World.

Titles in "Mr. Logan, U. S. A.," were Great— tVid's

So good are the titles in this production that it is clearly
impossible for the plot and action to meet them half way.
—M. P. World.

The striking things about "Never Say Quit" are George
Walsh's stunts and Ralph Spence's Sub-Titles.— M. P.
News.

In "Married in Haste" the Fox title writer was on the
"On the Jump" is one feature in which witty and up-tothe minute sub-titles overshadow both story and star. —
N. Y. Telegraph.

job. — Wid's.
The

titles in "American

Buds" are tabloid classics. —

Exhibitors' Trade Revieav.
The sub-titles offer an unusual feature of "Never Say
<:iuh:'—Wid's.

The titles in "Lawless Love" are great/ — Wid's.

The sub-titles in "The Yankee Way" are particularly
bright and humorous. — Dramatic Mirror.

Whoever

writes the sub-titles for Tom

The Honors go to Ralph Spence, who titles the feature. —
Exhibitors Trade Review.

The titles are breezy

Mix deserves a

lot of praise. — N. Y. Telegraph.
and clever. — Variety.

The unusually witty sub-titles are the chief sources of
entertainment in "A Camouflaged Kiss." — M. P. World.

The sub-titles in "Smiles" are a riot. — A^. Y. Telegraph.

Being but a few of the hundreds of favorable comments
by

the

New

York

press

on

the

sub-titles

written

ence" Fox
lph forSpWilliam
Rawriter
Special

by
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Intelligent Treatment Keeps This Moving
Alice Joyce in

"THE

WINCHESTER
Vitagraph

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
good lightings
this over.

WOMAN"

Wesley Ruggles
Arthur Edwin Krows
Joseph Shelderfer
Effective use of closeups and
in important
situations
put

STORY
Not big, but holds interest
DIRECTION
Kept it moving; made characters
register; helped by effective Hghtings.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally good, although
sometimes harsh and contrasty.
LIGHTINGS
Many very good; effective night
stuff; sometimes too harsh.
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Impressive personality; really dominates
action.
SUPPORT

Very good, although rube types dangerously close to being overdrawn.
EXTERIORS
A few very pretty shots; night
stuff very good.
INTERIORS
Satisfactory
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Concerns murder
and attempt to ruin girl, but handled so will
hardly offend.
LENGT HOF PRODUCTION
5,490 feet
This cannot be considered big, but it certainly runs
nicely as a program release, because Miss Joyce is a
personality that holds them every minute, and the director by effective closeups and good cutting has kept
the action moving, with a series of night stuff that
grips attention particularly because of good lightings.
Miss Joyce is presented as a woman who has just
been acquitted
of murdering her husband, and she

seeks quiet in a small town but finds that gossip
searches her out, so when she attempts to shield the
daughter of the household where she is boarding by
taking the girl's place in an elopement with a big brute
she only gets herself into a very serious predicament
due to the fact that this man falls to his death just after
Miss Joyce has escaped from the room in a country
hotel where the two had gone.

By a single circumstance Miss Joyce is able to prove
that she was in the lobby trying to escape from the
man when he fell from a window of their room above,
and so she is acquitted at the coroner's inquest.
The father of the girl who is saved by Miss Joyce's
interference in the elopement naturally appreciates
her efforts and so we come to the expected clutch at
the finish with Alice apparently finding peace, love,
and happiness at last.
The scenes having to do with the interference of
Miss Joyce in the atten\-»ted elopement of the young
girl, her ride to the country hotel, and the surprise
twist when she learns that the man in the case has
known all the time that it was she and not the girl

who had joined him keeps this part of the story moving at a rapid rate. The handling by the director has
given it a tenseness that holds. There might be a
question regarding what seemed to be a rather sudden conquest of the brute by Miss Joyce when they
reached the hotel room, but this has been reasonably
enough done to carry, and the struggle and her escape
were rather effective.

Miss Joyce has the ability to convey big emotional
moments without raving and this, combined with her
beauty, helped to make many of the scenes quite effective.
Included in the cast were Percy Marmont, Robert
Middlemass, Jean Armour, Lucy Fox, Joe Burke, and
others.

Play Up Star's Personality and Promise Interesting Suspense Melodrama
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
While this is not what you might call big, it is certainly a very satisfactory offering of the star series
caliber, and you can safely go after it, promising that
it will hold the interest throughout. I would concen^ trate upon the star and promise that this is a fast
action murder story registering the daring of a woman
who sacrifices her reputation to protect the daughter
of the man who has been kind to her when she needed
kindness most.
You might play up such lines as "What will one
woman do for another? Maybe more than you think.
See 'The Winchester Woman'."
Another line which

might attract attention would be "Her freedom depended upon a black cat. The cast spilled the ink at
just the right moment. See 'The Winchester Woman',"
The foregoing can be varied to suit yourself, since
the thoughts expressed above give you some of the
important ideas upon which the story depends.

Miss Joyce has a very large following in this country, since she has appeared in about as many features
as any star now on the screen, she being one of the
old favorites in period of actual years of popularity,
and she has consistently held her place as a star from
the early Kalem days.
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I
Author

and

Producer

of

"The Heart and
of Humanity"

"The Right to Happiness"
Acknowledged Successes and Box Office Attractions
Starring

MISS DOROTHY

PHILLIPS

America's Foremost Emotional Actress

Mr. Holubar's Creations
Will Contain
ARTISTIC

PERFECT
Plus

TREMENDOUS
Title of Next Production
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Well-known Story Given Good Production Will Satisfy
Sessue Hayakawa

in

"THE
ILLUSTRIOUS PRINCE"
Haworth Prod. — Robertson-Cole
DIRECTOR
William Worthington
AUTHOR
E. Phillips Oppenheim
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Frank Williams
AS A WHOLE
Interest well sustained and although atrifle convenient at times, offers good
entertainment.
STORY
Best vehicle star has had in some time
DIRECTION
Might have provided a little more
suspense as t othe identity of the murderer;
otherwise first rate.
PHOTOGRAPHY

Up to the

Haworth

standard

LIGHTINGS
A little too strong on players'
faces in early reels.
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR

Gives a finished performance
but isn't
called upon for unusual display of ability.
SUPPORT
Worked in harmony and suited roles
EXTERIORS
London night scene very good
INTERIORS
A few elaborate; always appropriate.
DETAIL
Given careful attention throughout
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . .Oriental royalty seeking revenge amid London society.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
This is an E. Phillips Oppenheim story and as such
has been given a production worthy of the work of an
author, conceded to be one of the best popular fiction
Avriters of the day. The picture smacks less of the
Orient than any of the star's more recent releases but
provides good material for his talents, bringing him
into London society under the title of a Japanese
Prince.
The love story sequences are rather weak at times
and one convenient bit might have been less pointed,
but these are likely to be overlooked in following up
the mystery idea which is well worked out although

Play Up the Name

they could have enlisted a little more suspense as to
the identity of the murderer.
As it is, folks will guess
who is guilty long before they see for themselves.
Sessue Hayakawa, as Prince Maiyo, is a devoted
friend of the Duke of Devenham but to the guests assembled for the Duke's reception, he is a man of mystery. The Duke's wife is carrying on an affair with
an adventurer named Count De La Mar, recognized
by the Prince as the man who swindled his father in
Japan, sometime previous, and in accord with custom
he plans vengeance.
Later at a party in the Oriental home of Hayakawa.
the Count discovers who the Prince is and realizing
that his life is in danger, plans to leave London af
once and take with him the Duchess who agrees to
go. Having overheard the conversation, the Duke is
surprised and seemingly agitated when he finds out
his wife did not go with the escaping Count.
De La Mar is found murdered in a taxi and a gold
tassel found in the cab leads the Scotland Yard "detekative" to believe that the Jap, known to have a
sword bearing a similar tassel, is the guilty party.
Mabel Ballin, a sister of the countess, and in love with
the prince, begs him to leave the city before the authorities get him, but loyalty forbids such a cowardly
act and he gallantly faces the ordeal.
All the time, however, the suspicious maneouvers
of Soto, Prince Maiyo's Japanese servant, leads one
to think that he knows something of the murder while
at the same time the Duke's apparent nervousness on
the night of the murder, causes his wife to believe that
he may know something about the tragedy.
It all works out satisfactorily when Soto confesses
that he killed the Count because long ago the wily
adventurer had stolen his daughter while carrying on
his crooked deals in Japan. Soto had swallowed poison before making the confession so the principle of
a life for a life is consummated and Hayakawa, realizing the barrier of race in his love for Mabel, bids her
good-by.

of the Author and Give the Star a Fair Chance
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Hayakawa, without a doubt, has a large following
among picture patrons and the fact that "The lillustrious Prince" is his picture will probably be enough
to get it over in communities where he has a large following. You are safe in telling your folks that this is
about the best story he has had in some time. You
won't go wrong in telling them it is a drama of love
and mystery because there is enough of it to please the
average fan audience but don't get extravagant in
your promises because the more critical will solve the
mystery before it is unfolded on the screen.

By all means play up the name of E. Phillips Oppenheim as author of the story for his name is well
known in connection with present day fiction writer,
and there is always a crowd who follow up picturiza<iions of the prominent authors' books.
Should you care to go in for exploitation stunts,
you probably wouldn't have much trouble in securing
the co-operation of your local book store in advertising the picture. You have two fair chances here, a
good star and a prominent author to work with and
with well-known

book given ■ an appropriate screen

presentation, it's up to you to get it over,

jro$epli. jML.Scli.enck presents
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He's Human

'l^HAT'S one reason millions crowd
to see any Fatty Arbuckle picture.
And he's funny! Especially in
"The Hayseed." He's a rural mail
carrier and we'll say he delivers the
goods. He drops a crate of laughs,
tightly packed, same quality all the
way through, at every step.
Get on his mailing list. "The
Hayseed" '11 sprout big money in
your box-office — ^because it's Fatty
Arbuckle and funny!
Produced by Comique Film Corporation
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Mr. Coincidence Figures Strongly in This
Evelyn Greeley in
"ME AND CAPTAIN KIDD"
World
DIRECTOR
Oscar Apfel
AUTHOR
Hamilton Thompson
CAMERAMAN
Alfred Gandolfi
SCENARIO BY
J. Clarkson Miller
AS A WHOLE
Slight plot substance; slow
tempo; trifle draggy.
STORY
Romantic little love story depending
largely on coincidence to make it move.
DIRECTION
Straightaway story telling; nothing unusual.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTING
Hazy in spots
CAMERA WORK
Remarkably good storm
scene; otherwise fair.
STAR
Fairly pleasing in a more or less colorless role.
SUPPORT
Consistent with requirements
of
picture.
EXTERIORS
Well selected but nothing remarkable.
INTERIORS
Good
DETAIL
Atmosphere maintained
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Inoffensive romance
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,900 feet
This is not as good as the last three or four offerings
of this company. It is just an ordinary program pic?ture with little to lift it out of the dull monotony of
the mediocre.
What little movement there is in the story and plot
is largely dependent upon coincidence and this taken
in conjunction with the fact that there is nothing unusual or remarkable in the whole production causes the
picture to fall rather flat.
Given a picture containing a weak story with little
or no action it is frequently possible to bolster it up
to some extent by extraordinary photography, lighting, beautiful exteriors, and incidentals of like description.
Little or no attempt has been made, however, to do
that with this one. Each and every feature falls into

that damning classification of the mediocre.
words, it is just another picture.

In other

Evelyn Greeley is a little motherless girl with an
elderly invalid father. They live in a little cottage
down by the sea and are very poor. In the offering
is an island where, legend states. Captain Kidd buried
part of his pirate treasure.
*
Evelyn spends most of her time reading about Captain Kidd's adventures and dreaming what she would
do if she could find some .of his treasure. Raymond
McKee is the son of the wealthy family in the neighborhood. He meets Evelyn and she interests him in
pirate lore. That night in company with her old colored mammy they go treasure hunting on the island.
The negress becomes scared and makes for the boat
in a panic. She loses the oars and Evelyn and Raymond are left to spend the night on the island. Evelyn's father forces a marriage on the plea that his
daughter's name has been compromised. Raymond's
father is greatly incensed when he hears the news, and
states he will have the marriage annulled. Then Mr.
Coincidence steps in. Evelyn's father dies and a wealthy aunt from New York comes and gets her. Raymond's father likewise dies suddenly and an uncle
conceals the will and casts a shadow on Raymond's
legitimacy.
Two or three years later the two come together in
New York. There are more difficulties, but a convenient storm blows over a tree under which is concealed an iron bound chest containing the missing
papers, stolen and concealed by the villainous uncle,
who had cheated Raymond out of his father's estate,
said uncle being killed by the same storm. The usual
happy ending immediately follows.
Oscar Apfel has made much better pictures than this
one but he did not have a great deal to work with.
Evelyn Greeley is fairly pleasing in a more or less
colorless role, but she put nothing into the picture.
Any other star would have done as well.
Others in the cast not previously mentioned were
Robert Broderick W .T. Carleton, Arthur Donaldson,
and Charles Mackey.
,

Treat It Gently and You Can Get By Without Kicks
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is just ordinary program stuff such as you have
had hundreds of times before, an ordinary mediocre
picture that is not very bad but just as certainly is
not very good. One of the kind that i'f you have to
take it that you let slip by without saying much
about it, safe in the assu^;ance that it will not do much
to help your house but likewise safe that it will not
hurt, provided you do not run too many like it.

The title is good — much better than the picture. The
star does not help it a bit, and I would go very light
on any promises made in regard to her work. In all
your advertising play up the pirate stuff. Many people like anything of that kind. The picture does
not make good on it to any great extent but you will
have to take a chance on kicks in that respect. It is
the only thing in the production that you have a
chance on to try and get some money out of it.
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Popular Story Given Excellent Presentation — Should Go Big
Benjamin B. Hampton

and Eltinge F. Warner present

"DESERT GOLD"
Hodkinspn — Pathe
DIRECTOR
T. Hayes
Hunter
AUTHOR
Zane Grey
SCENARIO BY
Fred Myton
CAMERAMEN . . . .Abraham Scholtz and A. L. Todd
AS

A

WHOLE
Very excellent
production;
holds interest well but a few unnecessary sequences might have been omitted.

STORY

Adaptation of one of Grey's best known
works ; sticks to the text.
DIRECTION
Showed keen understanding of
author's ideals ; potent factor throughout.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Splendid; campfire scenes
well done.

The prologue lays the foundation of the story.
Jonas Warren has wandered into the desert after giving up the search for his daughter and the man she
ran away with. He is about exhausted when he meets
Robert Burton, the man he has been looking for and
sworn to kill, but when the marriage license is produced all is forgiven. A sandstorm sweeps the desert
and before facing the inevitable. Burton, who had
struck gold during his wanderings, makes a will leaving the claim to his daughter.
The two men then die.
The scene switches to the border region where Edward Coxen, of the border cavalry is occupied in rescuing his sweetheart, Margery Wilson, from the hands
of Rojas, an outlaw played by Walter Long, who gives
a splendid character portrayal. With the assistance
of his old friend, E. K. Lincoln, Coxen saves Margery

LIGHTINGS
Always good
CAMERA WORK
A feature of the picture
PLAYERS
Capable and well suited company of
well-known players.
EXTERIORS
A marvel of scenic beauty
INTERIORS
Rarely used
DETAIL
Benefited by attention to small things
CHARACTER OF STORY
Romance of the West
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,785 feet

and then takes her to Jim Belding's ranch.
Coxen goes back to his post, Dick is hired as a rider
on the ranch and Margery makes herself at home in

With a good story to work with the producers of
"Desert Gold" have succeeded in giving one of Zane
Grey's "best sellers" an adequate and truly efficatious
presentation. However, the picture is too long and
could be cut to advantage without spoiling the real
value of the dominant plot. There are unimportant

Margery's sweetheart is captured by Rojas and is
facing a torturing death when he is rescued by the
Yaqui and Eileen who have set out in search of him.
For fear of further attack, Coxen and Margery, accompanied by the men from the ranch make an eflfort to
reach the border but are met by the band and atop a

sequences which have no actual bearing with the completion of the action, that could be omitted without
any serious result.

crater some very good combat stuff is staged. Margery is captured by Rojas but the Yaqui is quick and
comes to the rescue, throwing the bandit ofif the cliff.

the company of Belding's foster child, Eileen Percy.
Then another love story creeps in between Lincoln
and Eileen but is interrupted when Roja's band of outlaws are discovered in the vicinity. Lincoln saves the
life of a Yaqui Indian while riding the range and in the
sequences to follow the Red man's knowledge of the
surrounding country proves valuable.

Use the Name of the Author and Don't Be Stingy with Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Without a doubt this is a box office attraction. You
have about every advertising possibility that you could
wish for. Fine production, well known author, and a
splendid cast. And if you can't get this over on the
strength of all this, then you'd better close up.
Zane Grey's books are widely read and his name
should get them in if nothing else. The book selling
idea in connection with the showing of pictures taken
from famous books, has been done to death but if you

want to take advantage of it you can go ahead but it
would be more advisable to stick to the fact that
"Desert Gold" is conceded to be the most popular of
the Zane Grey stories.
Tell your readers that the producers have stuck to
the text of the original and that they will find all the
action of the story accurately and beautifully visualized. Catchlines can be used to advantage along the
idea that there is desert gold in the lives of all if you
know where to look for it.

INSIDE INFORMATION
on

REX BEACHES
"The Girl From Outside'^
A dynamic drama of double
dealing in which jive crooks
"go straight" for a girl who
wouldn't go wrong!
We're going to let the critics tell you the story in the only way that interests
the box office point of view. Their criticism is your cue. They vindicate the
faith and the judgment of the Capitol Theatre in presentng a Goldwyn production to the biggest motion picture audience in the world!
"The Capitol has secured a prize in Rex Beach's photoplay, 'THE GIRL
PROM OUTSIDE,' for it is one of the most entertaining pictures done
in a long time. It is a photoplay that no movie fan should miss
seeing."

— New York Evening Sun.

"Rex Beach's picture stories by now are of a distinct type — full of action
that is interesting. . . . and of characters varied and vivid. . .
it could not have been more effectively staged." — New

York

Times.

"You will enjoy 'THE GIRL FROM OUTSIDE.' It has the punch of
a story that hits it dry and higli out of plenty of criticism, and sets it
on a shelf where all the good pictures really belong."
— New York American.
"As the title of Rex Beach's story, 'THE GIRL FROM OUTSIDE,'
indicates, she does not really stay there but finds her way inside, into
the hearts of the audience."

— New York Evening Telegram.

"The story telling art of Rex Beach visualized at its best is presented in
'THE GIRL FROM OUTSIDE.'
It bristles with action."
— New York Evening Mail.

GOLDWYN

PICTURES

CORPORATION

Samuel Goldwyn, President
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Slight Entertainment in Story of Slum Life
Bessie Love in
"A FIGHTING COLLEEN"
Vitagraph
DIRECTOR
David Smith
AUTHOR
Gerald
C. Duffey
SCENARIO BY . . Sam Taylor and Gerald C. Duffey
CAMERAMAN
. . .•
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Amusing and slightly entertaining picture of life in slums.
STORY
Made up of character work and detail,
with slight plot.
DIRECTION
Capable
PHOTOGRAPHY
Ordinary
LIGHTING
Nothing remarkable
CAMERA WORK
Average
STAR
Very good
SUPPORT
Sufficient
EXTERIORS
Meet demands of story
INTERIORS
Maintain atmosphere
DETOIL
Very good ; Title good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clean and inoffensive
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
4,471 feet
Bessie Love is the whole works in this program
picture which should get over purely on the merits of
the star alone. The director did not have much of a
story to work with as far as plot was concerned, but
he has managed to knock together a pretty fair offering by paying close attention to his character development and detail work.
The whole picture was written for and around the
star and she makes the most of. her opportunities.
She has a lot of good facial expression and uses it to
good purpose.

In addition she is a mighty good scrap-

per for a kid her size, and in the two fights that are
staged in the offering she covers herself with dirt
and glory.
The person responsible for the titles did a good
piece of work. They go a long ways toward livening
and brightening up the picture. The director also is
responsible for a large part of the merit of the offering. He has produced a good program picture. His
detail was exceedingly good throughout and he has
maintained the atmosphere of "Slum Alley" in good
shap.e.
Gerald Duffey, the author, certainly did not overwork his imagination when he thought up this one.
Shrimpy Malone played by Bessie Love, is a little girl
of the slums with a sick mother.
Besides helping her mother, who
Charity Flats, she also sells papers.
Meehan, a new newsboy, invades
the little star shows her ability as
she does to Jimmy is a caution.

is the janitress of
It is when Jimmy
her territory, that
a scrapper. What

One of Shrimpy's regular customers is a chap that
comes along in a handsome limousine every day. It
later develops that he is the district attorney and that
he has been nominated for mayor on a ticket in opposition to the gang of grafters, who control the city administration. Impressed with Shrimpy's general aptitude he commissions her to try and dig up some evidence against the grafters. In order to do this she
gets a job in a cheap restaurant. There Jimmy works
also. By a set of fortuitous circumstances Shrimpy
gets the evidence, the district attorney is elected mayor
and Shrimpy and Jimmy as a reward are put in charge
of the new municipal eating house.

If Your Crowd Likes Bessie, You Can Get By With It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This picture should go well in the neighborhood
houses and especially, in those houses where a following has been built up for this young star. She is
the beginning, the end and all of the picture. It is
her personality and her clever expressive little face
that puts the picture over. She makes one of the best

as a gutter snipe and tell them above all things ^Bat
she is a mighty good scrapper. Her fight jwithfhe
newsboy is mighty good entertainment.
'->%4;J' '
Use plenty of her stills in your lobby. There should
be some particularly good ones showing her in the
character that should bring in business.

street urchins and gutter snipes that I have ever seen.
Therefore your method of _^xplpitation should be

The title is also good. Use it good and strong especial y ifyou have a house located in the poorer quarter of a city. Everybody likes to see anything having

simple. Just play up the star good and strong. Tell
them that it is one of her best pictures that she is seen

to do with the "fightin' Irish," and there's plenty of
good fightin' in this one.
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Dance Hall Meller with Well-known Action Marred by Title Lapses
ing his mistress and becoming one of the dance hall

Dorothy Phillips in
"PAID IN ADVANCE"
Universal-Jewel
DIRECTOR
SCENARIO

BY

Allan Holubar
Allan Holubar

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

King Gray
Dance hall meller that misses

because of story weaknesses and ancient situations.
STQRY

Had impossible moments and age-old
characters and plot development.

DIRECTION

Gave satisfactory kick to individual moments, but did not overcome story
handicaps.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally
satisfactory;
not
exceptional.
LIGHTINGS
,
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Rather ordinary
STAR
SUPPORT
tory.

Was kept busy with "emotional moments" fighting off attacking men.
Lon Chaney good; others satisfac-

EXTERIORS

Satisfactory Northwest shots, although some studio bits only fair.
INTERIORS
Satisfactory; several old-time big
dance hall "sets."
DETAIL
Titles made action impossible because
of too many lapses of time.
CHARACTER OF STORY
The old dance hall
formula with many attempts to rape shero.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,565 feet
This is one of the old Northwest dance hall mellers
wherein innocent shero is lured into the dance hall by
the proprietor, who offers her the choice between be-

The thing starts off fairly well, with Lon Chaney
girls.
and Priscilla Dean mixed up in the early incidents
which precipitated the journey of shero Dorothy and
her father to the Alaskan dance hall country. But
from the time she arrives in the dance hall alone, due
to father's death en route, the story goes all to pot
because we find willun proprietor calmly allowing her
many, many days to make up her mind as to whether
she would live with him or don the spangled uniform
of the dance hall bevy.
Dorothy's ultimate defiance of the willun resulted
in her mounting a table and offering herself at auction to the highest bidder with the understanding that
she would marry whoever bid the most. Big Bill
Stowell, who had been sitting around in a soused condition, bid his mine against the willun and won Dorothy, it being noted that drunken Bill obligingly carried the deed to his tremendously valuable gold mine
in his pocket. The willun then forged an L O. U. for
a hundred thousand dollars and claimed that the mine
deed had been the security for this, and so took Dorothy away from Big Bill who returns to the dance hall
and holds up a hundred or so rough neck extras
a la Bill Hart, thereby rescuing Dorothy. Then the
two wandered out into the frozen wastes and Dorothy
lost Bill in the snow somehow and peacefully departed to her old home in Montreal to live in luxury
because by virtue of her marriage the deed to the
mine had been transferred to her.
Admiring the ability of the manager of her mine she
later returned to find that aforesaid manager was
friend husband. She was more surprised than any
audience will be.

You Can Get This By If You Do Not Mislead in Your Advertising
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
As a dance hall, meller this is about average, although the lapses of time given in titles during Dorothy's stay in the joint of the willinous dance hall
proprietor are very bad. If your fans are not particularly analytical or critical as to story values (and I
would suggest that you do not kid youself about this,
because most fans are today), then you can probably
-get this over purely on the strength of the action incidents. Iwant to caution you, however, not to go
too strong in boosting this as one of Allan Holubar's
big successes, because Holubar has done some rather
good work lately in "The Heart of Humanity"

and

"The Right to Happiness," and this fails to hit on
high, so you should not lead your fans to expect too
much.
In a downtown house where you depend upon transients this is probably a very safe bet, but in considering the cash customers of a community theater, I would
advise you be careful and do not lead them to expect
too much. It would be my idea in handling a situation
like this to be absolutely honest and explain that this
is a Northwest melodrama of the virile rough house
days of the Alaskan gold rush made by Mr. Holubar
before his recent big successes.

Dorothy Dalton
The Flame
RELEASED

Yukon

the
NOVEMBER

23

A Thomas H. Ince Production

„ he first of the great re-created Triangle plays
is nouy in all Triangle exchanges. It is a story of
lovCj fierce passion^ thrills, drama of the purest sort
--Dorothy Dalton^s best. See it. Compare.

Keystone Triangle Exchanges

WW

Some
"His Own

Short

Medicine," National-Goldwyn

Lack of novelty in the theme will probably prove a
handicap, to what is otherwise a highly creditable
production. Bill Parsons plays the leading role in the
two reeler and fits admirably into his part, while the
rest of the cast is also efficient. The photography is
good, and the interiors which make up practically the
entire picture have been staged nicely. The plot,
however, being thoroughly familiar, will not arouse
undue enthusiasm.
Bill, who is winning heavily at a poker game, has
an appointment with an attractive young lady, but the
boys will not permit him to leave. He tries to smooth
matters over with her and pretends he is ill. The girl
insists that he come over to be doctored, and when he
arrives, gives him a dose of headache powder. Later,
she thinks she poisoned him. Upon going to his home,
she hears sounds of revelry and determines to make
him repent. She calls a doctor. Bill's rival for the
girl's hand, and the two have him installed in a hospital where he is first packed in ice and then steamed.
He balks at the idea of undergoing an operation however, and is pardoned by the girl on condition that he
never deceive her again.

William A. Seiter direct'c'

"Foolish Fish of Sawback," Chester-Outing
Banfif, in the Rocky Mountains, was the scene of the
screening of "The Foolish Fish of Sawback." Wonderful mountain atmosphere was furnished by the territory which was filmed by Chester in his usual expert
style. The reel has any number of shots that will hold
the eye and some fishing scenes that are of interest.
Lake Sawback was the scene of the search for the fish.
The animals unused to human interference and hungry, bit innocently almost everytime the bait was
offered.

»

Reels

proval that has been accorded other Pearl White vehicles. People want to forget the conflict.
This subject has thrills a-plenty. The first three
episodes, if they may be taken as a criterion, speak
well for the ofifering as far as that is concerned. "The
Black Secret" is the title of the first episode as well
of the entire serial, "Marked for Death," the title for
the second episode and "The Gas Chamber," that of
the fourth. Robert W. Chambers is the author of "In
Secret," the novel from which the story was adapted
and Bertram Millhauser wrote the scenario. George
B. Seitz directed the production in which Walter McGrail
roles. and Wallace McCutcheon are seen in prominent
The story concerns a great secret of the Germans
which an American private has learned. The agents
of the imperial government of Germany attempt to
kill the soldier who has escaped from a German prison
and makes his way t oAmerica. How he eludes them
with the aid of Pearl White and finally frustrates the
schemes
of his antagonists makes up the fifteen 'episodes.

"Happy Hooligan," Educational
Happy Hooligan Cartoons, released through Educational, are usually funny, but a recent release is below
the standard usually maintained. It includes several
bits that have no real connection with the main theme
and that in itself lacks novelty and quality. Hooligan,
the great detective, is sent out to quiet two parties who
_are having a battle royal. One of these is a man who
is lustily beating a woman and Hooligan arrives prepared to make an arrest when he discovers that the
man is a great tragedian and merely- practising.'
"Bill's Anniversary," Universal
Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber play the stellar roles

"The Black Secret," Pathe
"The Black Secret," starring Pearl White, in fifteen
episodes of which the first is in three reels with the
remaining fourteen in two reels each, is based on the
struggle here against German secret agents and the
battle with the foe in Europe. Undoubtedly, this reminder of the world war will not meet with the ap-

in "Bill's Anniversary," a one-reeler which is just fair.
It is a light comedy with no slapstick. There are few
incidents of interest, there being no element of suspense at all. The average fan will guess what is coming almost immediately and since there is nothing
unusual about the manner in which this has been
screened to make up for its weaknesses, the subject
seems to be due for use only in some of the smaller
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houses. Briefly, this concerns a young man who on
his third wedding anniversary comes home and sees
his wife together with a man, who is really a jeweler
delivering a present intended for him. He is indignant and seizing a revolver, chases the other fellow
until his wife catches him and tells him of the identity
of the man he is following. Usual finish, with comedy
touch added by youngster who decides, after much
thought, not to use his bean-shooter on the couple.

number 666 to 999. Just as their stuff is moved to the
doorstep of their new abode, after much trouble, the
moving men go on strike. Hubby himself puts everything in place, removing the heavy objects from the
van. New men, however, arrive on the scene and
thinking that a mistake has been made in assigning
them to their work, they move" all of the stuff back
to 666. In the end, the couple agree to reside in the
old apartment. A pleasing little comedy is this and
it should make a satisfactory number almost any-

"The Footlight Maids," Fox
One or two portions included in "The Footlight
Maids," Fox, are rather funny and there is evident in
one section a bevy of dancing maidens, who may hold
the eye, but the rest is just a conglomeration of bits
that have been used so often that they should have
been discarded long ago. There is no real plot and
few situations or incidents that are funny. This should
never have been started, for it is much below the
standard maintained in most of the Sunshine Comedies.

"The Lone Hand," Universal
Somewhat confusing is "The Lone Hand," a Universal two reeler starring Hoot Gibson, due to the
fact that the incidents follow one another so rapidly
that the story is difficult to follow. It is a short western and some of the stufif used is of the sort that is
generally credited with happening only on the screen,
but it has a good finish and enough action to satisfy
those who crave shooting and the other stunts usually
found in a western, in fact, this starts \vith shooting.
Jeflf Powell is an agent of the government trying to
round up a gang of hold-up men who are rather
active in the west. The fact, however, is left for the
finish. Powell meets and falls in love with the daughter of a member of the band which in the end is cap-'
tured by him. The sheriff who had hounded Jeff
accused of being one of the highwaymen, and narrowly
escaping lynching, is found to be one of the thieves.
Jeff captures the gang alone and then his identity is
made known.
He and the girl are seen in the clutch.

"Moving Day," Goldwyn
Moving is a thing with which all families are confronted at different times and "Moving Day," a Goldwyn release, starring the De Havens, will probably
recall many familiar incidents. The offering is full
of light humor and really refreshing, although there is
a bit too much of slapstick. The featured pair give
a creditable performance and the number abounds in
A youthful couple are moving from house
laughs.

where

"Bound and Gagged," Pathe
Romantic thoughts are usually associated with the
brigands of Spain who have ever been an interesting
subject for novelists and in "An Unwilling Princess,"
the fourth episode of "Bound and Gagged," Pathe, they
figure quite prominently. In the production, the ter- „
ritory in which the action occurs is referred to as
Cordilera, which may be an interesting or nice-sounding name, but the characters and everything else are
essentially those of Spain. Much of the material employed is ridiculous and many of the situations will
cause merriment among the spectators. There is
nothing extraordinary about the photography,
work or lightings and nothing of real value in
is the conclusion where the hero and heroine
tured by the bandits as gripping as it might

camerait. Nor
are capbe.

"Kids/' Gale Henry
Scenes in a household in the slums form the background for "Kids," starring Gale Henry. Built around
a thin theme and with a great deal of the production
consisting of the use of semi-fluids for decorative purposes, the various characters being daubed with the
stuff, this one has few real laughs. Gale Henry does
not get many opportunities to provoke giggles, the few
bits with anything resembling a big punch being put
over by the rest of the cast. Much of the material
used in this production seems to have lost its value
for drawing laughter and this will probably find many
rough spots, even in the smaller houses.
Gale Henry, a girl who lives in the slums, is being
abused physically by an admiring swain who is rather
persistent in his efforts to win her heart. A wealthy
young man comes to her rescue and she instantly falls
in love with him. Later, she saves him from the
clutches of some of her jealous admirers and she and
her family go for a ride in his auto, the finish coming
after scenes in her home where a good quantity of
food was destroyed for comedy purposes.
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A gem of a story adapted by a wizard in dramatic values; directed by
a man who is a wonder in bringing ou'; the human interest, Hobart
Henley; the lead a man who plays
the part to the life; the characters
fascinatingly true; full of thrills
and pathos, — a real achievement.
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Franchise Holders

Republic Co. To Start

Selznick Plans to Release in a Week
—Hitch
With World Reported
urday:
Lewis J. Selznick stated on Sat"I will commence releasing
through a Republic Distributing
Corp. in about a week. Whether
this will be done through acquisition
of the World Film Exchanges is an-

ind National
Will
So Divide
Country, Says Lee Ochs
;e A. Ochs was inclined to be
ent regarding the plan of open of the Second National Exors Circuit, which organization
:ft United Pictures to join.
:hs did state, however, on Saturthat there would probably be 21
:hise holders with the country
led up in as many districts,
ithan Burkan is the attorney for
new company and he, together
Ochs were in conference over
week-end rounding out some of
details of the proposed exhibitor
ed body.

other matter."
It is rumored that certain of the
stockholders of World Film objected
to the plan set forth by Selznick
for the taking of the World Film
exchanges and that as a result a
hitch occurred in perfecting the deal.

St Nat'l Lists Eight

Wallingford Series

lases Cover Period from Nov. 17
Jan. 23 — Two Specials Coming
rst National has listed eight attions to be released beginning
ember 17 and ending January 26.
fie first of these is "Heartof the
s"forMary
Pickford'sThelastsecond
produc-is
the Circuit.

berine MacDonald in "The Beautlarket," to be released Decem1, while the others are Anita
rart in "In Old Kentucky," Deber IS; Charlie Chaplin in "A
's Pleasure," December 22; D.
Griffith's, "The Greatest Ques," with Lillian Gish, Robert
ron and George Fawcett, Decem29; Constance Talmadge in "At
Barn," January 5; Mildred Harris
plin in "The Inferior Sex" and
ma Talmadge in "A Daughter of
i Worlds," January 26.
ildred Harris Chaplin, D. W.
iith and Norma
Talmadge
are
acquisitions to the First Nail roster. In addition to the
't it is probable that two indelent productions will be reid.
Al Kaufman on Way Home
ipt. Al Kaufman, of Famous
fcrs is on the way home from
don. He is returning on the Adc.

'Griff" Goes South
. W. Griffith and the members

Price 5 Cents

Will Go Out as Vitagraph Specials
—Chester to Do Screen Versions
h will make a special seVitagrap
ries of J. Rufus Wallingford pictures.
George Randolph Chester who
wrote the orfginal stories, a number
of which appeared in Cosmopohtan
ons towill prepare the screen versi
The stories
gether with his wife.
e
d.
befor
he
never
bl
be new and
to is
.
pu
are said

" I wonder if in your heart you are as mercenary as you would
make me think?" Katherine MacDonald, the American Beauty in "The
Beauty Market," a First National
early December release. Advt.

The Wallingford pictures will be
a part of a series of specials which
Vitagraph will release in the next
New Educational Company

Fox Men Go Abroad I Buys Ibanez Novel
William Fox has appointed Lieut.
Frederick M. Hall, managing director of the Fox Film Co., Ltd., of
London. Lieut. Hall is former
newspaper man having been on the
staff of the New York Herald.
Sidney Abel, assistant general
manager of the Fox organization
sailed for London on the Carmania
on Saturday. He will visit France,
England and several others of the
European countries. Lieut. Hall and
Mr. Abel sailed together.
A. G. Kenyon 111

year.{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
aScientific Educ
Albany.— The been
chartered here
tion Corp. has
Metro has purchased "The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse," by bv the Secretary of State. CapitaliBlasco Ibanez, the Spanish novelist.
zation includes 100 shares of preThe same company has secured an
ferred stock at $100 a share and 30O
share
. s of common stock, no par
option on three others of Ibanez's value
works. These are "Mare Nostrum,"
Incorporators are as follows: A.
"Blood and Sand" and "La BonFeore, C. Fishcer, Colum'
Miller
bus AveJ.and 77th St., New York City
: F. I. L. M. Club to Hold Dinner
The New York F. I. L. M, Club
Leeves With National
will
hold a dinner and dance at one
dega."
to WW'S DAILY)
(Speci
of the Broadway hotels early in DeErnest C. Leeves who has
.— al
Dallas
cember.
The details of the affair have r.ot been with United Pictures as branch
that organileft manage
has local
managerzation tohere
as yet been settled.
r for
become
, Inc.
Theaters
Picture
National
Accident at Studio

Hollywood. — A. G. Kenyon, scenario writer for the Louis B. Mayer
his company leave for Miami,
■ida today where exteriors will studios, was rushed to San Francisco
A balcony being used as part of
5hot"~for a forthcoming produc- Thursday, where he will be operated a Western dance hall set by the
s. Practically all of the mem- on by his father, a well-known surgeon. Kenyon. who is writing the American Cinema company in the
i of the Griffith company are gosouth with the producer. They scenario for Mildred Harris Chap- studio in Glendale, Long Island, collapsed during the filming of the
be away for about four weeks,
lin's second picture, is suffering from
he studios in Mamaroneck are a severe attack of pleurisy. He wa,'- filming of the scene resulting in
slight injuries to several of the cast.
accompanied north by his wife.
:tically completed.

"23^
disco"vered
Who Leave
id
a splend
was that
Hours'
Film?— The Public— Can you
kid them with great camouflage smoke screens? Not
much.
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Broadening the Field
Famous Players To Conduct National Campaign on Value of Films
A campaign will shortly be initiated in every city and village of
Massachusetts by the staff of the
Non-Theatrical Distribution Department of Famous Players-Lasky
for the adequate showing of better
motion pictures in the non-theatrical field.
Church organizations, women's
societies, school boards, commercial
clubs, fraternal organizations and associations ofevery description which
have evidenced a desire to utilize
the motion picture will be visited.
The staff to conduct the campaign
will include: David K. Niles, general manager; Rev. Dr. Chester C.
Marshall, editor of religious films;
Rose Tapley, manager of the club
and social service section; Edward
Lipkin, managing editor, recreational section and Carl H. Carson, managing editor of the pedagogical section.
This will be the first move of a
national campaign along the same
lines.

lighting garb. He held a giant
megaphone in one hand and a box
of circulars in the other.
ho=w a brother
ttor. put his shew over.
Lifting the megaphone to his
Send
other
z'j ideas. Let th e exhibmouth he shouted amid a tense siHere your
along
cleaned
noiu hoiu
lence :
fellonjj
k
up.
"The
Thunderbolt
has
hit the
Queen.
Katherine
MacDonald,
the
Dallas. — Exploit,ation valued at a
world's most beautiful woman,
is
conservative figure of $1,000 was recently secured for $25 byou Herschel appearing in 'The Thunderbolt,' her
Stuart, general manager y of the E. initial attraction for First National.
H. Hulsey Enterprises, when he con- .'The Thunderbolt'
has hit Dallas
ceived an original scheme that set
with
a
mighty
crash
and the beauDallas to talking.
tiful
Mis$'
MacDonald
is the star.
When "The Thunderbolt," witn Get in early.
No damage
to the
Katherine MacDonald, and distribBut 'The Thunderuted by First National was almost Queen as yet.
I bolt' has hit. The doors are now
ready
Queen Theater's
.Stuart for
wasthedetermined
to put screen,
across Iiopen!
thankhe you!"
With I this
climbed
down
the
a novel exploitation stunt.
I ladder.
The fire department chug"What gets more attention with ! ged back to the City Hall and the
the public in relation to a theater
j excited gathering
gave a satisfied
than anything else?" Stuart asked. . chuckle and went on its way.
De Staffano, the house manager,
"It wasn't so hard to arrange,"
Stuart explained. The main thing
"Why, a fire," laughed the latter.
"That's just what we will have," was to get permission from the police commissioner to turn in an
declared Stuart. 'The way to arouse
public interest is to do something alarm. It was nervj' perhaps, but
different.
We will have a fire.
it was novel and it certainly brought
"Saturday morning, before the first the business. All the Dallas papers
show starts and before anyone gets talked aboi/ it on page one and this
inside the house we are going to
publicity was of a kind that can't be
pull a fake fire alarm," explained purchased. It was some businessStuart. "I will arrange with the
city officials to send the fire apparatus to the scene, tearing down Main
Boston. — Gordon's Olympia realSt., raising hell in general. The
ized the possibilities of Geraldine
crowd will follow like it always does
for a fire. Then when eeverybody Farrar
getter." and Lou Tellegen in "The
and Its Woman."
arrives on the scene we will pull the World
The two inside ' lobbies of the
Olympia were liberally decorated
At stunt."
the appointed time the fire- with portrait stills, and signs anbig
fighting apparatus dashed down
nouncing the showing of the producMain St. Policemen cleared the
tion. Equal attention was devoted
streets; behind the fire carts the city to the presentation of the picture.
ambulance, its siren howling, tore At the opening slides were thrown
at record-breaking speed through a announcing the coming of Farrar.
dense traffic.
Simultaneously, youths in civilian Then "La Tosca," as sung by Farrar
was given by a Victrola in the ordress took up a strangely-the-samechestra pit. The courtesy of the
cry. If Dallas had looked closely it music store that supplied the Vfcwould have seen the same boys who trola was acknowledged on the
acted as ushers and office boys in the screen. An effective piece of stagHulsey institutions were doing the
ing was revealed with the raising of
major portion of the yelling.
screen, disclosing a cut-out of
When would the flames burst the
Geraldine Farrar seated on the top
through the roof? The people asked of a circle, indicating the world.
each other. The answer came five
The cut-out was 25 feet high and was
minutes later when there emerged made particularly striking by a play
from apparently nowhere to the edge
on the rich red plush curof the roof a man dressed in fire- of lights
tains that formed a background.

Don't Negject the Details
o£ your business. Of course you're successful and
making money BUT are you PROTECTED in
case of fire, injury, illness or death? Think for a
minute. Your stars, directors, laboratory, negatives, business, home, YOURSELF. Are you
protected? Don't neglect the details. Tomorrow
may be too late. Better get in touch with us
NOW — and — we won't sell you insurance unless
you need it.

Davidson Wins Mutt and Jeff Cup
D. S. Davidson, a salesman attached to Fox's Cleveland office has
won the Mutt and Jeff loving cup
awarded to the salesman who succeeded in landing the greatest number of contracts for the cartoons.
Over 250 salesman competed in the
contest.
New Owen Moore Subject
The next Owen Moore production
will be
"Plans of Men"* by Lewis
Alan
Browne.
Selznick will make a special of it.
Wesley Ruggles will direct.

LATE NEWS
RENO

IS FULL

WERE TOO TIRED
OF WOMEN WHO^
TO KEEP UP

IP WITH

THEIR

PUSBANDS.

To Show Films to Y. M. C. A
What Famous Players are conrl
cring as having an important i
cnce on the future of pictures iY. M.
C. A. Convention
w
opens at the Statler, Detroit, tn ,
Motion pictures will be an off;al
part of the program.
David K. ^c^
will represent Famous
Players
show a series of industrial pict
and out-door scenics.
Over 4,400 representatives of
Y. M. C. A. are expected to at
the conference
at which it is xpected that a plan will be evoed
for the Y. M. C. A. to actively ngage in popularizing pictures.

Master Film Co. Formed

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)]
Dover, Del.— A $500,000 comi
known as the Master Film Co.
been formed here. The Corporal..
Trust Co. acted for the interest tehind the new venture.

Tarbell Made Division Mgr.ifc
{Special to WID'S DAILY) 1^
Chicago. — Some important chaires
in the personnel of the local \tagraph offices have taken place wikin
the last two days. E. F. Tarfll,
the former local manager, has ten
made division manager. Tarbjl's
headquarters will be in Chic^o.
Fred Aiken, recent manager of it
lect, will take the chair vacate liTarbell.

The
LITHO

RITCHEY
CORP. is only

responsible for part of
the entire poster output
of America, — but that
part is far and away
the best part.
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Maiden. Lane
Phone

John
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406 W. 3ht St.,N.Y., Phone Chelsea 8388
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imous Buys Up Studio Land
Dllywood. — By the recent pure of about 10 acres of land, Fas Players-Lasky
acquire
full
to the land occupied by the
:y studio.
le land involved in the recent
sactlon comprises
a portion of
Lasky property and hitherto
been leased by the corporation,
ough no figures were mentioned
he announcement, it is underd that the purchase price tol several hundred thousand doligotiations for the transaction
; carried forward by Neil Mchy, attorney for the Famous
ers-Lasky, and representatives
le Beveridge estate, former ownof the property.

Sales Drive Completed
jbertson-Colc has very quietly
pleted this last week a sales
2, national in scope. It was
)ed
"get of
together
number
theatersweek."
followed the
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you've drug your-

elf up there," said John,
he Cameraman bitterly,
ready to fall over from
ireakness, there ain't noth-

i' to fall into 'cept a peeish looking bottomless
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ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
PROCESS TITLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS
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A

SCENARIOS
WANTED

Slapstick and custard pie
stories not required.
Amateurs and agents please
not communicate.

The

LETTERING

SAMPLES

7392
- ROOM

We will buy good original
scenarios for two-reel comedies for immediate production.

do

HAND

ACME

PORTABLE

The Studio
The Editor
Demonstration

PROJECTOR

The Cutting Room
Home, School or Church
Will

Convince You

HOWELLS
CINE
EQUIPMENT CO.
729 7th Ave.
New York
Phone, Bryant 1166

STUDIO
WANTED
NEAR NEW YORK

Trans-Atlantic
Film Co.
of America, Inc.
Lewis Roach, President

729 Seventh Ave.

New York

Bryant, 1574-1575—10462

Must Have Every Modern
Convenience
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Salt
Lake
City,
Utah — Casino
A Chicago "Capitol"
theater opens.
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Chicago. — Balaban & Katz havi;
CLARA KIMBALL tOUNG
chosen 'The Capitol" as the name of
the new picture theater they intend
Once more deinonstrates her magnificent art in
to
build will
in the
"loop" district.
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
theater
be located
on the The
east
We have made for this production a
side of State Street between Lake
very artistic lobby display together
and Randolph Streets. Building
witli reproductions in fac-simile oil
paintings from her latest poses in
operations will begin early in the
various si^es.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
spring. The proposed theater will
220 West 42d Street
have a seating capacity of 5,000 and
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant
will cost $4,500,000.

1 custom of playing Robertson- A PHONE CALL WILL
I attraction for an entire week
BR Y A NT
e a number of new theaters are
220 WEST 42nd ST.
rted as having signed up for
service.

etty Gray Baker, production edifor Fox delivered a speech on
ingeline" last week at the WilFox Day of the New York
Jter Club.
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Coast Brevities

Suit Against "U" Dismissed

Doggone, Thi. Is Nice

(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Hollywood. — William
C. Dovvlan
and his company have returned from
Santa Barbara where they have been
located for the past ten days.

Carlinville, 111.
Gentlemen:
Inclosed please discover a
check for ten real, honest-togoodness dollars ,for which
senid in return the greatest little publication on earth — as far
as the motion picture game is
concerned.

Phil Rosen has finished "The Sheriff's Oath," a Universal westerner,
featuring Hoot Gibson and Josephine Hill.
Marguerite Snow just finished a
picture with Mary MacLaren, "Mytion. self Beckie," a Universal produc-

r

THE QUESTION

^i

I WHICiH I

luEANJMOHErTOYOU

WHAT

YOU

SEE-

riLRsnusic-co.
YOU

ANGELES

HEAR

comes

behind

the

ears,

not below the neck.

SUPERIOR

BRAINS

You have been taught to believe that the captains of
Finance, Commerce, and Industry have attained the heights
of power by virtue of "Superior Brains." Did you ever stop]
to consider that the railroads continued to run after the
death of Harriman and Hill? That the banks continued
to function after the elder Morgan departed this life? That|
the steel industry did not fall into chaos with the demise!
of Frick and Carnegie; and that if as a result of some ter-j
rible calamity every capitalist in the country suddenly diedi
industry would not cease operations for one day? Thtl
reason the great industrial and financial Magnates of th«|
past were powerful, and the present crop of money Wizards
are now at the helms, is because they learned one great les
son :— the way to acquire wealth is to

i

MAKE

MONEY

WORK

I

Now this is not an oil well scheme^ nor land acclamatioi
Jl!
project, nor are we floating blue sky mining stock. We arj
operating a Bankers' Corporation, a Banking and Financi^
venture that is based on government statistics covering!
business history and the basis of our concern is the ideslj
now agitating the minds of millions (co-operation, insteai?
of a few men running the whole show), we are inviting th<!
average man into the venture.

WHAT

..

YOU

!

We do not ask you to do anything but investigate. We d<j
not expect to convince you now, nor do we attempt to con
vince you by this advertisement. What we do expect to do
however, is to interest the man who is alive to real businesij
facts, send for particulars
it means rtoney to you.

J. GREEN

& COMPANY,

Inc.,

110-112 West 40th Street,
New York City

1729 Highland Ave.
.MAKES

"WoJ

INVESTIGATE

WHY ARE EXHIBITORS CALLING FOR FILMUSIC
SERVICE MORE AND MORE EVERY DAY?
LOS

sold

Cr
Supreme Court Justice Mitchell has ^ Chaplin re-issue to Harry
dismissed
after
a
trial
a
suit
by
John
I
f^^lulZ
^f
^'"^^^
r""*
^^^^^
change
of
Chicago.
rj.
^
.
TT
■
1
1.
territory.
Also
to
the
Bee
Hive
k
T. Gregory against Universal, the
Blue Bird Photo Plays and others to
recover $50,000 damages because an
electric sign fell on him while he
was passing the Mecca Building,
1602 Broadway.
The pleasure in seeing

COMEDIES

Clara S. Beranger, continuity
writer for the Famous Players-Lasky
is spending a short vacation at Nantucket.

.

has

real dope on the "moovie"
shows. Thanking you in idvance, I Yours
am
resp.,

Gardner Hunting, production editor of the Eastern studios of Famous Players, has returned from an
automobile trip in the White Mountains.

.

Kremer

CHRISTIE

R.-C. Takes More Space
Robertson-Cole has taken over the
entire fourth floor of the Mecca
Bldg. with the exception of a few
small rooms. A large part of this
space was formerly occupied by Exhibitors Mutual.

YOTJ HEAR

Victor

Please get me on the "doodle" book as soon as you can
as I am anxious to read some

Madge Kennedy, who was present
at the luncheon tendered the
J. M. Devitt,
Baby Grand Theater,
"Around the World Aerial Derby
Commission" at the Goldwyn studios last week, was made the recipient of a decidedly novel gift while
Grossman Serial Finished
Commodore Beaumont talked with
her about pictures and aviation. The
Harry Grossman, of Grossman
gift was an airplane — and a ■ real
flyer, too, and now Miss Kennedy Pictures has completed "The $1,000,expects to do some great Byln.!; 000 Reward," a serial written by Arthur B. Reeve and John W. Gre>
around the studio. It is a small
machine, and is one of several mil- and starring Lillian Walker. It
lion the commission is giving away will be released December 1.
on its trip around the globe.
State right exchanges will handle
the production and to date territoLeonard to Work in New York
ries disposed of include Awyon,
Benny Leonard will start work on
his Hallmark serial probably at the New York; Celebrated Players Film
54th St. studio when he returns from , Corp., Chicago; Screenart Pictures,
a bout schedrled
to take place in Philadelphia; Eastern Feature Film
Corp., Boston; Regal Films, Ltd.,
Tulusa, Oklahrnia.
Toronto and Export and Import
Film Co. foreign rights.
Double-H-pclT 't Capitol
The C.'ipitol ^• ' ' )■ ve a doubleHaworth Leases Griffith Studio
header this wee' — Guy Empey in
"The Undercurrent " and David KeHollywood. — The Haworth comlasco's first appearance in pictures.
pany has leased the old Griffith studios on Sunset Boulevard.
The
latter,
Star ofQver
discloses
the "A
maker
stars Night,"
in his
Sessue Hayakawa has finished
favorite role in real life.
"The Tong Man" and has already
started work in the Griffith plant on
Another Goldwyn in the East
Gouverneur Morris', "The Penal- "The Beggar Prince."
Edith Storey is finishing "The
ty," will be produced in the East by
Eminent Authors for Goldwyn dis- Golden Hope."
tribution. An all-star cast will be
used.
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Directors Start in 1920

J.'s" Plan Accepted

Official Announcement Issued in Los
Angeles — Big Specials Only
{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — The following statement has been issued regarding the
directors association reports of which
appeared some two weeks ago:
"Confirmation has been given to
the rumor which has been circulated
through the film world for the past
week to the effect that Thos. H. Ince,
Maurice Tourneur, Allan Dwan,
Mack Sennett and Marshall Neilan
had agreed to associate themselves
in the motion picture business upon
the expiration of their present con-

, Film Directors So Decide at
Meeting Last Night
a vote of 9 to 2, the directors
)rld Fihii last night decided to
the Lewis J. Selznick plan
by World becomes a part of
public Distributing Corp. The
tion to the move was headed
lliam A. Brady,
jriginally announced, the first
: will be "The Amazing
n," produced by the Lloyd
)n Prod, and featuring Ruth
d.
Selznick, late last night was
nthusiastic over the developHe said that the new company
work for everybody's good
itside of that he had nothing

This is the first official announcement to come from any of these
widely known producers. They have
announced
that their activities under
tracts."
their new association will begin
about September 1st, 1920, which is
the time when the agreement under
which they are now working will
expire.
It is further announced that while
they had not considered it advisable
at the present time to divulge the
nature of their plans and the method
of distribution, nevertheless, they
feel confident that their purpose and
plan will be unanimously indorsed
by exhibitors through the United
(Continued on Page 2)

lick, as managing director,
t plans under way at once for
nediate increase in the quality
antity of the World Film out-

>lmes With Metro

Taylor Holmes Prod, will rehrough Metro.
nes who has just completed
itract with Triangle has purthree stage plays, as noted,
are "Nothing But the Truth,"
'^ery Idea," and "Nothing But
0 will handle them as specials,
3t one to be released about
y 1.
Celebrates 10th Anniversary
igo. — Nathan Ascher of Asros., celebrated his 10th anni■ in the film business
this
er started with two houses
ay has 16 in operation in Chionc.

Lynch-Hulsey
zation — Hulsey General Manager— Others in List
ipecial to fVID'S DAILY)
,s, Tex. — Line up of the new
-Lynch organization:
. Hulsey is general manager
langes and theaters.
Dent is superintendent of ex3.

chel Stuart is superintendent
ters. Herschel's first act in
r office was to send a printed
et addressed
to members of
(Continued on Page 2)

Price 5 Cent*
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D. W. Griffith's initial First National picture, "The Greatest Question, with Robert Harron.
A late December release.
Advt.

Trial Opens Today

North Resigns

Jury in Wilkening-Pickford
Case Leaves Fox Film Sales Department
to Engage in a Personal Venture
Impanelled — First on Calendar
Tom North, whose acquaintance
Definite progress was made yes- among exhibitors is probably equal
terday in the Cora C. Wilkening- to that of almost anyone in the busiMary Pickford case when the jury
ness, forwarded his resignation yeswas impanelled and the opening for
terday to the executives of Fox Film,
the
trial slated for 10 o'clock this e.nfective the end of this week.
morning.
It is understood that North will
The case will be heard in Judge
engage in a personal venture in pictures, details of which will probably
Platzek's Court, Part 14 of the Supreme Court.
develop during the week.
George Edwin Joseph appeared in
North has been operating una
coui. : \r.iay for Mrs. Wilkening the title of Special Sales Manager,
who Was likewise thtie. Moses L. and his duties have chiefly consisted
Malevinsky, of O'Brien, Malevinsky ol straightening matters out and
and
keeping the mport and exhibitors
ford. Driscoll, appeared for Miss Pick- lined
up for the comedies which Fox
distributes.
Select Takes London Quarters
Horater's Newest
Select Pictures, Ltd., of London,
have leased the three top floors of
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Toledo. — H. C. Horater's new thethe Lloyd's Bank Bldg. in London
ater, the Pantheon, will have its prefor that company's English headViiere tomorrow. Katherine Macquarters.
The entire British Isles business I'onald in "The Thunderbolt" is the
will be conducted from London.
opening attraction.

Go-Operative Plan
Of
Buying
for
Important
State
_Righters— Will Meet This Week
In the^e
of combinations
some
of the days
big 'state
right buyers
are not lagging behind. It is understood that a number of the more important independent buyers including Sam Friedman of Chicago, Rifkin of Boston, Arthur S .Hyman of
(Continued on Page 2)

REMEMBER

WHAT

HAP-

A HELPING HAND SAVED
SOME BADLY BURNED
BACON LAST YEAR. BUT
IT SEEMS THE HAND
HAS BEEN BURNED JUST
AS OTHERS WERE BEFORE, AND THIS TIME IT
WILL BE HARDER TO
"COME BACK."

Wid Gunning

Tuesday, November
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Lynch-Hulsey
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Quotations

(Continued from Page

Guts
t
^
M
j

and Flashes

Ida Darling has been placed with
Lynch-Hulscy
theater depart- Selznick through Arthur H. Jacobs.
ment, asking for co-operation
and
loyalty and promising them a goodly
measure of these virtues.
L. Laurence Barent of Aywon reAllen Morrison, njanager of the
"Birth ofand
a Race"
selling well
in NewportsYork
New Jersey.
legal department.
S. T. McDonald, former manager
of the Queen Theater in Galveston,
William N. Bailey will play in suptreasurer.
L. L. Pellerin was named general
port of Elaine Hammerstein in "The
auditor, but is attempting to resign
Game."
in order to join the states rights ex- Woman
Paul Scardon shot some scenes fpr
change being organized by Bickel
et als.
"Partners of the Night" on the Astor
Herbert Robinson, auditor of Roof and the Commodore last week.
theaters.
Charles G. Branham, manager of
Cliff Hess has written a song
publicity
and exploitation.
ing.
called "Freckles," dedicated to WesWilliam Saalc, in charge of bookley Barry of the Marshall Neilan orth«e

Edward Raymond, vodevil manager for the Loew Interests, which
have effected a tie-up with the
Lynch-Hulsey Interests.

Directors Start in 1920

ganization.
Fawcett

With

Vitagraph

George Fawcett, formerly of the
Griffith organization, has poined the
Vitagraph directorial staff. He will
direct Corinne Griffith in her next
production, "Dead Line at Eleven"
by Ruth Byers.
Selznick After Electric Signs
Selznick is after a number
strategic points on Broadway
electric signs. It is known that
Selznick organization considers
electric sign an excellent method
exploitation.

Your Box Office —

CISSY FITZGERALD

{Continued from Page 1)
X)etroit and Nathan Hirsch of New
'York, which
are
move
1)er of the
■«iperate
on
tions.

the
spiritsa numin a
will leading
seek to have
big state right firms cothe purchase of produc-

If Friedman arrives in town this
>veek a meeting will be held and it
is expected that the new organization will get down to bedrock by
not later than the first of next year.
If present plans do not miscarry
the new organization will either pur' chase outright or buy 53 per cent,
'of the negative and arrange distribution accordingly. The promoters
of the plan expect to be working in
seve nor eight prominent territories
before the organization is completed.

The Girl Who Made the Wink Famous
Is Making a
Series of Two
Reel Gomedies
To Be Released

DO YOU STEP
WHEN
YOUR

HUSBAND

OUT^

DOES

OR YOU
ARE
TOO LAZY?

W
Edna Shipman's Surprise Pal

An informal surprise party*
given to Edna Shipman at here'
dence, 253 W. 100th St. on Satd
night. It was in celebration c ii
eighteenth birthday and many pn
nent in the film industry and pit
sionals of note were in evidenlf
Among the invited guests wej
John Cooper, Col. D. F. Pi
Major J. H. Lyons, Mr. and
D. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Da'
Howells, Mr. and Mrs. Emil
theimer, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. liai
ley, Mr. and Mrs. Harry O. Schil
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Johnsorlii
& Mrs. Harry Cort, James (iv
Curwood, Agnes Egan Cobb, ai

of
for
the
the Green,
Lady Mackenzie,
Mrs. Raymond
L. Ditmars,Mr.a'i
of Grainger, R. L. Giffin, Capt. J
Meade, Charles H. MacFaddeil

"The Sagebrusher" From Hodkinson
"The Sagebrusher" is the name of
the next Benj. B. Hampton-Great
Authors production to be released
through Hodkinson. Ed Sloman directed the production.

To Drive the Blues Away
and the Dollars into

Co-Ooerative Plan

LATE NEV^

1)

Bid Asked Last Sale
(Continued from Page 1)
Famous
Players
94
97^ 97'4
Loew, Inc
32^ 33
32Y^ States and foreign countries for the
f^riangle
reason that the method of distribuUnit. Pict. Prod
16
18^ 17 y^
tion to be followed will be based
World Film
—
—
54 upon the standpoint of what is most
equitable and fair to producers and
exhibitors alike.
The object of this association will
Will Release Catherine Calvert Probe quality rather than quantity of
ductions— W. W. Young President
Films, Inc., is the name of the new production and producers will confine themselves to super production*
producing corporation which will
make a series of feature productions of the type which they feel confident
in which Catherine Calvert will be will meet with the approval of the
starred. William W. Young, who
They announced further thai
produced "Alice in Wonderland," is public.
president and general manager of the they will welcome and appreciate any
corporation. EdwarcJ Marshall, a suggestions which exhibitors may
well-known newspaper man is chair- care to offer between now and the
man of the committee on produc- beginning of their combination actions and J. J. Flannery, secretary tivities.
of the Natl. Security Co of New
York is on the board of directors.
S. Kantrowich, formerly general
manager of the Eskay Harris Feature Film Co., is vice-president and
Joseph J. MacDonald is. treasurer.
They plan to build a studio in the
East. Offices are located in the
Fitzgerald Building. First productcion will be an adventure romance
by Capt. Sabine W. Wood who
wrote "The Quitter" and "The Man
Who Saw Wrong."

New Company

-—

DAIUY

bert
Cormier,
Beecroft,
JamesJames
Hoff,Bcecroft,"r'
Marion In
sell, Louella O. Parsons, T. ( I
tonhead, Paul Sarazan and Im
'■
Telegrams of congratulations
Shipman.
a wealth of flowers and nurr'O
presents were in evidence, one ;ii
a $25,000 life insurance policyroro
"Uncle Ernie."
Among the noted directors;^
Tom Terriss and James Young]
Day sang
to God's
and
Claire "Bock
Whitney
and CoC ta
Meade led the dancing. M

i

v
The RITCHEY

pos-.

ter does

than

attract

more
attention,

itj

sells seats — which isj
much

more

import-

ant.

RITCHEY
LITIIO.
CORP.
ByJ. A. Berst, Pres,

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y., Phone Chelsea 831

Tuesday, November

On Broadway

Coast Brevities

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
iivoli — Elsie Ferguson, "CounterHollywood. — Al
Cohn,
formerly
associated editor of Photoplay MagaLivoli Pictorial.
zine, will enter the producing field.
tmshine Comedy, "A Schoolhouse
ndal."
Edwin Carewe, with his company
lialto— Wallace Reid, "Hawthorne from New York, is located at the
the U. S. A."
Brunton studios, where he is going
Lialto* Magazine.
to
produce Augustus Thomas' play,
Ihristie Comedy, "Fair But False." "Rio
Grande." Prominent' in the
trand — Constance
Talmadge,
"A cast will be Rosemary Theby.
tuous Vamp."
trand Topical Digest.
Samuel L. Barnhard, president of
Comedy.
the Capital Film Co., has arrived in
loss' Broadway — Elsie Janis, "A Los Angeles from Chicago.
l."
jular GirFashion
'arisian
Frolic.
Virginia Lee Corbin has been borlapitol — Arthur Guy Empey, "The
rowed from the Fox Film Co. to play
dercurrent."
the child lead in H. B. Warner's next
)avid
Belasco,
"A
Star
Over picture
to be started next week, a
:ht."
Jesse
D.
Hampton production.
irooklyn Strand — Katherine Macnald, "The Thunderbolt."
Lawrence Weingarten, formerly
publicity
director for Tally's BroadNext Week
way, has been given complete charge
'he attractions next week will be: of explpitation department for First
office.
trand— Anita Stewart, "Mind the National's Los Angeles
."
rl
Gi
nt
McGill Coming East
[ivoli— Cecil DcMille's "Male and
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
nale."
iialto — Not yet decided.
Burbank, Cal. — J. A. McGill, president of the Historical Film Corp. of
Irooklyn Strand — Constance TalAmerica, which is filming the Bible,
ige, "A Virtuous Vamp."
will arrive in New York about Nov.
25.
Two

Hodkinson

Releases

[odkinson Corp. will release a
rrigan and Leah Baird subject in
:embcr. The first is "The Lord
/es the Irish," by Monte Katterlatter, "The Capitol"
and the Thomas.
nAugustus

S. E. Snyder is handling the publicity.

Chicago Tribune Limits Ads
{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Chicago. — The Tribune has notified exhibitors that "after Nov. 12,
and until further notice, advertisements for the Moton Picture Directory will be restricted to a maximum
Weiss Going to Coast
of 50 lines each for the downtown
-ouis Weiss, business manager of
theaters, and 25 lines each for the
Numa Pictures Corp., producers
:he "Return of Tarzan," leaves for outlying
General theaters."
curtailment of advertising
ifornia tomorrow to arrange for
space,
it is explained, is necessary for
St production.
the time being owing to the present
serious shortage of newsprint. The
restrictive policy is being applied
Sennett's Newest Ready
not only to the motion picture page,
{Special to WW'S DAILY)%
but to advertisers of all classes.
/OS Angeles. — Mack Sennctt is
npleting his latest special superaedy production and as soon as it
■eady, which will be in about two
;ks, E. M. Asher, Sennett's repretative, will leave for New York
h a print to arrange for the pre;re showing at one of the large
Dadway theaters. It is probable
t the production will be shown
lultaneously in New York and
s Angeles. This is the fourth
Itiple-reel picture produced by
inett. The new comedy will proby be five reels in length. ^Title
: yet announced.
rle to Direct Elaine Hammerstein
Villiam P. Earle who recently fined directing Eugene O'Brien in
he Broken Melody," will handle
megaphone for the next Elaine
mmerstcin production, "The
3man Game." Miss Hammerin is now completing "Greater
an Crosland.
Fame," under the direction of
in

18, 1919

Sanford Buys Film Specials
The partnership heretofore existing between F. M. Sanford and L.
C. McHenry has been dissolved.
Sanford assumes entire charge of
the New York office, including the
business conducted by them under
the trade name of "Film Specials."
"Earth Bound" Second from King
"Earth Bound" will be the second
of the Basil King-Eminent Authors
productions for Goldwyii.
Selznick Signs Montgomery
Mj-ron Selznick has James Montgomery's name signed to a contract
which gives Selznick first call on all
the works of that author. Montgomery's chief bid for fame is
"Nothing but the Truth," "Going
Up," "The Aviator," and "Ready
Vitagraph to Sue Park, Boston
Money."
John M. Quinn has instructed the
Vitagraph attorneys to bring suit
against the Park theater, Boston, for
alleged breach of contract.
The Vitagraph statement goes on
to say that certain managers break
contracts and that "the proposed action will serve to demonstrate that
the men who invest their time and
money in making motion pictures
have the same rights as the producers of the spoken flrama who always
see that their contracts are lived

EVE

UNSELL

Scenario Writer
Famous
Players-Lasky

Corp.

"Eyes of the Soul"
starring Elsie Ferguson
"Sinners"
starring Alice Brady
written

"Cup of Fury"
by Rupert Hughes

"The Great Shadow"
starring Tyrone Power

SOMETHING
to." Under
up New
THE***SUN

OPEN
FOR
DISTRIBUTION

Fifty Leading Americans in the First
Release

Trade

Who's .1 WKd
m
Day's News

Mark

An Introduction to the World's Foremost
Personalities
Produced by
found.^tion
Film Corp.

Gall Bryant
4-6.2.0 For
Particulars

Tuesday, November

jM^
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Putting It Over
Here is /low a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloiv knoiv ho<w you cleaned
up.

Cedar Rapids, la.— "Is there a perRapids?" adverfect lover in Cedar
tised S. A. Westcott of the Iris. He
asked the girls of his city to answer
the question, and for the best answers prizes of $5, $3 and five $1
prizes were offered, with other prizes
of free admission tickets. The girls
were invited to write a three-hundred-word answer, telling among
what they considered a
things,
other
perfect lover to be. The Iris, seating only 650 people, was crowded to
capacity every night.
Minneapolis.— When A. E. Abelr of the New Lyric, inson, manage
vited the women of the Mill City,
through the columns of the daily
press, to take some lessons in "virtuous vamping" at his theater, there
was a ready response.
Constance Talmadge on the screen
acted as instructor, demonstrating
just how it was done in the First
National production, "The Virtuous
Vamp," in which she is the star.
"The picture ran for a week at the
New Lyric and attracted more
women collectively and individually
than any other p'ctnro ever shown
at the theater " ' ' Al)e1son.
LiT the more reThe results ' ■ >
•^n Abelson, in
'
•ac"
markable,
*'i • print arof the ■',"■-'
view in
rived
Miniie \) i : --t throe days

before the opening of the engagement and that decision to run it was
two days before the
made
not
showing. only

"Male and Female" was shown ll
the inmates at Sing Sing last weeili

Valles Succeeds Griffith

[Special to WID'S DAILY)
Waterbury,
Conn. — Fred
Valles,
formerly assistant to O. C. Edwards
In view of this Abelson and the of the Palace, has succeeded Walter
CHAPLIN
IN
CARMEN
|
The Victor Kremer production
which ,
publicity and advertising department Griffith at the Bijou ,a Poli theater.
will shortly have a Broadway
P?**^!
operated by Ruben & Finkelstein
miere will have a big special lobby I
"Rudy" Off for Coast
had little time in which to plan any
display
that
will
embody
all the I
exploitation for the film.
General Manager Rudolph Camerhigh spots as planned by the resource- I
ful BERT ENNIS.
on, of the Anita Stewart Prod., left
KRAUS
MFG.
CO. •
]
for the coast last week to prepare
Foreign Sales Closed
220 West 42d Street
!
for the shooting of the first Anita
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant j
The Hodkinson foreign depart- Stewart* production of the season,
ment has sold two J. Warren Ker- '"The Fighting Shepherdess," by
rigan-Robert Brunton productions, Caroline Lockhart.
"A White Man's Chance" and "The
New Firm Starts
Joyous Liar," as well as Billie
the
to
Bonnet"
Blue
Rhodes in "The
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
International Variety and TheatriChicago. — Al Rosenthal and Aaron
cal Agency for China, India, Burma,
Saperstein have organized the RoCeylon, Straits Settlements, Dutch
senthal and Saperstein Film Service,
INTERSTATE
SMELTING
Africa.
South
and
Indies
East
with offices in the Film Exchange
<a REFINING
COMPANY
23 Commercial St.
NEWARK, N J.
Bldg., 20 7S. Wabash Ave. Both
All Het Up
well known in Middle West.
The Fox offices are all het up
over the reception to be tendered to
the Prince of Wales at the Academy
of Music
tomorrow.
Arthur James is official publicity
Wales'
the Prince
manager
New Yorkof visit,
having ofbeen
so
You have been taught to believe that the captains of
some
Mission
British
the
by
named
Finance,
Commerce, and Industry have attained the heights
time ago. James is also chairman
of the committee on arrangements.
of power by virtue of "Superior Brains." Did you ever stop

Send Us Your
feSrS Junk Film

SUPERIOR

BRAINS

to consider that the railroads continued to run after the
death of Harriman and Hill? That the banks continued

t

THE QuJItION

%

I WHICH i
tHE INFERIolt
SEX"

I

WANTED— Trick title camera
in good condition — Prestwitch
preferred.
Box

DAii:>r

i

B-4, care of WID'S.

MEANJMOHEYTOYOU

i
i

Ot >t M Mil IIK 11 K I M I I I III tMIIHil^

to function after the elder Morgan departed this life? That
the steel industry did not fall into chaos with the demise
of Frick and Carnegie; and that if as a result of some terrible calamity every capitalist in the country suddenly died,
industry would not cease operations for one day? The
reason the great industrial and financial Magnates of the
past were powerful, and the present crop of money Wizards
are now at the helms, is because they learned one great lesson—: the way to acquire wealth is to

MAKE

MONEY

WORK

Now this is not an oil well scheme, nor land acclamation
project, nor are we floating blue sky mining stock. We are
THE

CAD
* ^I^
A

ACME

PORTABLE

The Studio
The Editor

PROJECTOR

The Cutting Room
Home, School or Church

Demonstration Will

Convince You

HOWELLS
CINE
EQUIPMENT CO.
729 7th Ave.
New York
Phone, Bryant 1166

operating a Bankers' Corporation, a Banking and Financial
venture that is based on government statistics covering
business history and the basis of our concern is the idea
now agitating the minds of millions (co-operation, instead
of a few men running the whole show), we are inviting the
average man into the venture.

INVESTIGATE
1.
2.

3.

NEGATIVE

WANTED

of

Cotton Field in South, showing negroes picking
cotton.

Exterior large Steel Plant, and Interior showing
converting of steel, a big lathe, and machine rooms
with their workmen.

Foot race at Yale or Harvard, showing start and
finish, crowd, etc.
MUST
HAVE
THIS
FILM
IMMEDIATELY
Paul Bern, 251 W. 19th Street; Telephone, Chelsea 61

We do not ask you to do anything but investigate. We do
not expect to convince you now, nor do we attempt to convince you by this advertisement. What we do expect to do,
however, is to interest the man who is alive to real business
facts, send for particulars
it means money to you.

J. GREEN

& COMPANY,

Inc.,

110-112 West 40th Street,
New

York City. •

BRADSTREET

FILMDOM
X. No. 48

AUTHORItW
Wednesday, November

Jixteen Millions

Zukor Warned Mary

I of Associated First National
leaters and Pictures — I'wo
Corporations
y Wire to WW'S DAILY)
iv, Del. — Charters have been
y the regular representatives
Corporation Trust Co. for:
iciated First National Pictures,
nth capital of $6,000,000.
iciated First National Theanc, with capital of $10,000,000.

Said He
Would
Undermine
Her
Reputation
with Exhibitors,
ffes Mrs.
Wilkening TestiAdolph Zukor in 1915 threatened
to undermine
Maryexhibitors
Pickford'sofreputation with the
the
country if she insisted upon leaving
Famous Players, testified Mrs. Cora
C. Wilkening before Judge M. Warley Platzek in the Supreme Court
yesterday.
]V^rs. Wilkening was the first witness in the re-trial of the case for
collection of $108,000 which she
claims is due her for placing Miss
Pickford with Adolph Zukor at a
yearly salary of $1,080,000.
According to Mrs. Wilkening,
Mary came to her in 191^ and complained that she was unhappy with
her husband, Owen Moore, that her
mother was ill and that she thought
Adolph Zukor did not realize her
full value as a star. Mary asked
Mrs. Wilkening to act as her mana-

iwing closely on the announceif First National' warning exs not to -sell their houses, or
on long term film contracts
th the similarity of names the
ncerns to First National there
insiderable speculation in film
whether or not these new
ations were part of the plan
i^ch First Nati'onal liofificials
een working for some time,
as impossible to obtain any
ation at First National offices,
;r, regarding the new corpo-.
, or their relative bearing to
Jationa!.
Production in East
o announces the resumption
luction in the East at the 61st
studios in the spring.
Chcago Bound
Feist of Goldwyn,
left for
3 yesterday.
Nat Levine, of
Comstock and Co., theatrical
;rs, leaves
today
for
the
City.
Robert Andersen Here
rt Andersen, lead for Univcrivcd in New York yesterday,
atest work is opposite Doroillips in "Ambition."

Second National Plans
Ochs says that plans are beiidly completed as a result of
ic expects to announce shortly
of tlie .Second National Excriit, including both franchises
ibitor.s and production
ideas.

Over Censor in Waterbury
;rbury. Conn. — Quite a fuss
.used here by the discovery
,e item calling for a moving
(5e"nsor at an annual salary of
was inserted in the city bud:hont the knowledge of three
commissioners.
stated that the shows at the
: time are under the supervisthe police department.

Price 5 CeaM
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- Mary

said, it was testified,
{Continued on Page 2)

that

Schulberg in Los Angeles
{Special to tVWS DAILY)
Los Angeles. — B. P. Schulberg is
in ger.
Los Angeles.
There is considerable talk in film
"Love! is love pat-amount? What about wealth and position?"— Kath- circles of the arrival of W. E. Greene
erine MacDonald, the American Be auty, in the "Beauty Market,' 'a First while Schulberg is in town. The
National early December release.
.
Advt. presence of both here at the same
t.'me is considered more than a coincidence.

Wales, Fox's Guest

All arrangements being completed
last night, William Fox today en.tertains the Prince of Wales, at the
William Fox Academy of Music at
14th Street and Irving Place.
•
The Prince and his party will arrive at the Fox theater at 2.15, coming directly from the Chamber of
Commerce Luncheon. They will be
received at the entrance by the Navy
Band and a company of Marines selected from the Atlantic Fleet, sent
from the Flagship Pennsylvania.
Tlie Prince's party will be preceded
into the Academy of Music by the
Seventh Regiment, lead by Col.
Wale Hampton Hayes, the regimen;
{Continued on Page 4)

Metro Signs Lewis

{By Wire to WW'S VATfA')
Los Angeles. — Mitchell Lewis, who
has just finished a contract with Select has been signed by Maxwell
Karger to appear in a series of Jack
London stories. These productions
will be released as Metro Screen
Classics.
Lewis will appear in "A Daughter
of the Snows," "Burning Daylight"
and "Smoke Bellew." He may also
appear
Adventure,"
this is in
not"The
definitely
decidedalthough
as yet.

The local Metro offices vertified
the above wire and further amplified
it by stating that the deal was consummated by arrangement with J.
Frank Brockliss and C. E. Shurtlcff
Reaches the Thousand Mark
who ,as noted, have acquired the
A statement from Select Pictures screen rights for all the Jack London
says that membership in the newly ; stories not heretofore screened.
formed
National
Picture Theater, Brockliss, it will be recalled, went
has already reached
the thousand west with Richard A. Rowland sevmark.
eral weeks ago.

Hubbard at Universal City
Captain . Phillip Hubbard, well
known as a playwright and who appeared with Jane Cowl in "Lilac
Time," and "Information Please," is
acting as assistant to William Piggott, supervising director of serial
City.
and salwestern
produuctions at UniverDesmond
{Special
Hollywood.
has returned
after a visit

to
^—
to
to

in Hollywood
WID'S
William DAILY)
Desmond
the Hampton studio
New York.

DO YOU REMEMBER
STOCK QUOTATIONS
LAST JANUARY?

Wid Gunning

Wednesday, November
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[Continued from Page 1)
she was upset because she had heard
that Charlie Chaplin
was drawing
more money than she was.
The witness then stated that she
agreed
ascertain
Mary's
value andtosecure
a contract
for real
her
accordingly. For this, it was stated,
she was to receive 10 per cent, of
the contract terms. Mrs. Wilkening
claimed that she was responsible for
the closing of the contract with Famous Players whereby Mary received $1,080,000 a year.
It was at this point that she testified that when Mary intended dissolving her agreement with Adolph
Zukor that the latter threatened to
injure her reputation with exhibitors.

A Great Help
Darlington,

S.

Car.

LATE NEW!

Gentlemen:
Having sold my theater interests here, I am asking that
render
me bill "Wid's"
to date ana
for
discontinue
you
same. "Wid's" has been a
great help to me, and I would
not think of doing business
without it were I in the amusement field.
With best wishes.
Very respectfully,
Earl L. Baxter,
Liberty Theater.

Kassel's Paintings on 5th Ave.
At this juncture, Moses L. MaleLord & Taylor have placed at the
vinsky interfered and asked whether
disposal of Kassel, the artist, a whole
the witness meant Miss Pickford's window for the display of three life■
^ '■
private or professional reputation. sizo paintings of King George, King
Under cross examination Mrs. Wil- Edward, and Prince of Wales, which
kening admitted that she had not are attracting considerable attention.
specified
at the time that it was
Kassel has also to his credit the
Bid Asked Last Sale
Mary's
business
reputation
Zukor
meant.
Famous
Players
92
96
92?^
lobby display of the "Parisian Fashion Frolic" now showing at the
"I
didn't
think
that
it
was
necesLoew.
Inc
31 /^ 3231 g
Broadway, and is at work on lobby
sary," she said.
She was then asked whether she display paintings for the coming
5nu"^ct:""p^d::::....
im
i7y.
m
^
—
—
Universal feature on Stroheim's
World Fil»
had not supplanted Mary's mother
Husbands," which will be
as manager, but rejoined that she "Blind
shown at the Capitol shortly.
had not known of any such agreeHe has just completed large sets
"Mother Love and the Law" is Ready ment.
ction
produ
new
a
of paintings of Fox stars, for their
has
Aywon
Mary was present in court with exchanges thoughout this country
ready, entitled "Mother Love and
the Law." The offering is based on her mother, Mrs. Charlotte Pickford and Europe.
and her step-father, Edward Hemthe well-known Dolly Matters case mer.
that occurred in Chicago. George
While in Los Angeles Milton L.
It is expected that Mrs. Wilkening
Seigman directed and A. O. C. Lund
will
occupy
the
stand
most
of
the
Cohen .president of the BuU'sEye
prepared the scenario.
day and that Mary will testify either disposed of the state rights by wire
late this afternoon
for sta-tes for the new Holly Comeor tomofrow.
Griffith in Florida
dies.
Floriin
Give Dinner to Florence Reed
D. W. Griffith has arrived
da with a company of 40. The proFlorence Reed, while playing a
The Standard Music Roll Co. has
ducer is shooting scenes for two stage
engag
ement
contracted
for "Back to Gcd's Courtat
Clevel
and,
Ohio,
for
forthcoming productions: one
last week, was tendered a dinner by try" by Paul Sarazan of First NaUnited Artists release and one for more
tional for a January issue. The
than a hundred exhibitors who
First National.
are members of the United Picture tion.
song is now going into another ediTheaters of America. She will return to New York shortly to begin
Setting 'Em Straight
A. G. Talbot of the America thea- work on another feature.
Gene O'Brien, Zena Keefe and a
company of players journeyed to
the followter, Denver, volunteers
Saranac
Lake last week to make
ing:
Kathleen Kirkham has been en"I note by your Daily of Novemsome scenes for "His Wife's Money."*
gaged by Frank Keena
ber 6th that 'When Bearcat Went leading feminine role inn to play the They succeeded in getting a fewhis new pro- shots, but were considerable hamduction
.
Dry' had done tremendous business
pered by a young snow storm.
at the American theater, Denver. _
"You evidently meant the America
theater but the fact is the picture
was not played at this theater and
has not been booked. The picture
played at one. of the Fox houses
(Strand) for four days and did very
If it comes from a recognized and authentic source. Our force are EXPERTS
good business, I understand."
on theoretical and motion picture insurNew Circuit for New England
rnce matters. Years and years of prac(Special to WW'S DAILY)
YOUR to probl'ems
make tical
theirexperience
advice in
invaluable
you and
Springfield, Mass. — A new company is in the formulative stage
this
advice
is*
yours,
FREE
for
the
askhere.
ing. We are as close to you as your
The organization will establish
phone.
theaters in a small number of New
England towns and will include, according to present plans, the following: Huntington, Lee, Haydenville,
iFlorence, Hatfield, South Hadley
Jneurancc '^ ^ 30 Maiden Lane
5-425 - S4Q.6 - 'i4'ZT - t^ZR
Phone John
Falls, Granville and Southwick.
A man named Gilchrist is one of
the backers.

Quotations

Advice Is Valuable

mm

PEUBEN CAMUELS

There's
anothet
Woman Perfectly Will
ling to Step Into Your
Stride
Beside
Yourl
You Lag
Husband the Moment^

w

Dent With Metro
Metro has appointed L. L. h
district manager for that orgji:
tion with headquarters in Dallaa
supervision over Little Rock, k
homa City and Dallas.
.)
A Dallas despatch to WID'S {;
LY printed j^esterday statedtl
Mr. Dent was superintendent < t
changes in the new Hulsey-ln
organization.
"The Great Day" Boughf
Cable from London state th; I
mous Players-Lasky British Pidi
ers, Ltd., have purchased rigls
"The Great Day" now playing t
Drury
Lane.
It will be filml
London.

Eisenhardt to Produce I
William Eisenhardt, formeri.u
tor for the Triangle, and comp.jl
for Hallmark during the pasijjr(
has
organizath "^
enter left
the the
fieldlatter
a^ a producer. 0(
nite inforn.a<io/i about the coim
for which Eisenhardt acts in (

eCulIve capacity and ui which ' \
invested he 'v ly will be fort:o
ing shortly.

Warren Helping Blachej
s," sjrri
Assisting Herbert
Blache
*o
bers
It
at present busily engaged us:| t
megaphone on the members I t
cast
"The isWalk-Offs,
May of
Allison,
Fred Wat

Any photo-play ma;
be a financial success
but it is sure to be
money getter if it is a(
V e r t i s e d wil
RITCHEY

I.ITIIO.

posters.

CORP.

RITCHEIl^

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y., Phone Chelsea K

iM^
■i

PatkeNe^^s

,
No. 94
SYRACUSE. N. Y.— Thirty thousand
srsons, the biggest football throng upate New York ever saw, view victory
I Syracuse over Colgate.
PASSAIC, N. J. — A passenger railroad
ation is wrecked by a violent explosion
gas from broken main.
SAN IKANCISCO,
CAI..— Naval
scouts
> through
co^nplete training
as sailors
loard sub-chaser
387.
SEATXI^E,
WASH.— Nothing is wasted
this age of efficiency — great piles of
rap iron are collected to be used in the
aking of steel.
WASHINGTON,
I). C— The
attention
the country is centered on the conferice attempting to adjust diiferences of
iners and operators.
John L,. Lewis, at the head of the ming' delegation, arrives at the Interior
lilding.
,
Philip H. Penna. Indiana, is the spokesan for the operators.
NE« YORK CITY.— Fly under bridges
airplane, carrying Pathe cameraman,
rforms thrilling and dangerous feat of
■ing under all the bridges spanning
1st Kiver.
NEW YORK CITY.— Knights of the
>ad and their Ladies Fair frolic in
mage to Jeff Davis, Lord of their
>undless Domain.
ANNAPOLIS, MD— Naval officers welme Prince. Britain's royal heir, acmpanied by Secretary Daniels, visits
nerica's Naval Academy,
rhe midshipmen are reviewed by th*
ition's guest,
rhe Prince plants a tree op the grounds
the Naval Academy.

toaay

Hollywood. — Bill Hart has started
)rk on his second picture under his
w Famous Players contract.

45 EAST i7H STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Will Purchase
Your Entire

Foreign Rights
For Gash

Wednesday, November
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A Record

Another Vitagraph Exchange
Keystones Again Released
Vitagraph has established a new
Triangle has prepared a series of
Omaha. — C. W. Taylor, Select's
branch manager here, claims a record exchange in Milwaukee. This ter- Sennett-Keystones which will be
release beginning Nofor contracts. He closed a $4,500 cago. ritory was formerly served by Chi- availablevember for
23.
deal last week in 45 minutes.
-A. two-reeler will be released every
two
weeks and a single-reel comedy
"Blind
Husbands"
Goes
Big
To Build More Houses
in
alternating
weeks, thus maintainMilwauk/ee. — Tom Saxe did big
ing
a
weekly
schedule.
Columbus, O.— J. W. & W. J. Ru- business with Universal's "Blind
senbery will build several houses Husbands" at the Alhambria. It
here with seating capacity of about opened
Sunday
night.
1500.
Mary £. Walter, on Merritt Crawford's staff at Fox, is en route west
bound for the William Fo» studios
V. P. Whitaker,
Select's general at Hollywood, where she will join
sales representative now in tour of the western, branch of the Publicity
the company's
exchanges reports department, now headed by Carl
Downing.
that business is booming.
Whitaker Finds Business Humming

Speedy Work
At 12 o'clock yesterday the Prince
of Wales arrived at the Battery. At
2 o'clock the festivities started.
At
3 .o'clock Kinograms was showing
his arrival at the Battery in the
Broadwaj' houses.
Traccy Matthewson was the cameraman on the job and everybody in
Kinograms office and World Film
said he was a great fellow.

STUDIO
FOR RENT
in YONKERS
Fully

A jury before Supreme Court Justice Ford returned a verdict for Dr.
Cyrus Townsend Brady, novelist, in
a suit against Frank A. Munsey to
recover royalties from his story, "A
Child of God," which he sold to
"Munsey's Magazine for $240 and
which was disposed of by the magazine for film purposes. He had retained the dramatic rights to the
stories and the court ruled that picturization of the story was embraced
ia the dramatic rights.

To Book Goldwyn Pictures is
to Bank-Book a
Profit,

Equipped

Stage Space 60 x 175 feet
MAX

Dr. Brady Wins Suit

3Kft-
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THE ACME
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PROJECTOR
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FOR— The Editor, Home,
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Howells
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KINOGRAMS
FI.KET FOOTED C'OLT>EGIAN RACE.
— At Dorchester, Mass. New England
in cross country contest.
gather
athletes
MINING IN .MANHATTAN.— Hard rock
'operations in the substrata under New
York
tions City, digging for a hotel's foundaTHE PRINCE OF WAliES AT ANNAPOLIS.—His Royal Highness visits
C S. Naval Academy and plants another
tree.
FOOTBALL IN THE SNOW.— At Syracuse, Colgate is defeated by Syracuse in
a spectacular
match
on the gridiron.
PRINCETON DEFEATS YALE.— «0,000
see a last minute football victory at
New Haven.
HE EXPORTS THE REDS. — A personality picture of A. Camlnetti, V. S. Immigration Commissioner.
TAKE AWAY CARS, CITY WALKS.—
At Toledo, Ohio, car company ousted
takes rolling stock across the line into
Michigan.
CUTTING THE YEAR'S DIAMOND
CROP. — With gems at their highest price
in history. New York becomes a big factor in the diamond cutting industry.
START ENGLAND TO AUSTRALIA
FLIGHT. — Capt. Mathews is off on
world's longest aero race.
A RIP TEARING JOB. — Scenes at a
round-up at Saskatoon in Saskatchewan.
THE ARK OF 1919. — A shipload of
monkeys and elephants in Saskatchewan.
VESUVIUS IS AT IT AGAIN.— Famous
Italian volcano, starts eruptions again
after years of peace.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
Syd Chaplin
Chaplin's
Finished
Syd
has*First
finished
his first
comedy for Famous Players. It is
"One Hundred* Million."
Maurer, Pioneer Auditor
The position of auditor for the
Pioneer headquarters in New York
has been given Valentine P. Maurer.
He will assume personal charge of
the bookkeeping department under
the general direction of Wilbur F.
Hurst, comptroller. Maurer's first
task will be to enlarge and reorganize his department.
CLARA

KIMBALL

a!i^DAIUY

19, 1919

Finis Fox has completed the scej
nario of "Alias Jimmy Valentine,
Paul Armstrong's crook drama ii
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
having been selected as a guard of
honor for the occasion.
Hollywood.— C. H. Christie, gen- which Bert Lytell is to be starre'
Inside the Academy music will be
eral manager of the Christie Film by Metro. The screen version o
provided by the New York Police Co., has returned to his studios after the play was turned out by Eqx u
Band, and the two national anthems a seven-weeks' tour of the country. eight days.
will be rendered upon the arrival of
The Christie studios have been enthe Prince. The Prince will be relarged in order to make possible the
Frances Grant is in the cast of th
ceived by 15 debutantes in charge of
plans of the organization which call
Mcs. Julian de S. Trenholm, in the
new June Caprice picture being d
costume of 1860 in commemoration for a larger number of Christie
comedies for next year.
rected by George Archainbaud.
of the ball given the Prince's grandfather, who later became King Edward Vil, on October 12, 1860.
The royal visitor will be greeted
by his host and then be conducted
to the box set aside for him and his
entourage. Here he will occupy the
chair in which his grandfather sat
You have been taught to believe that the captains of
on the occasion of his visit to the
Finance, Commerce, and Industry have attained the heights
Academy of Music 59 years ago.
The feature of the picture program
you ever stop
of power by virtue of "Superior Brains." Did
after the
run
to
will be "Sbould a Husband Forgive"
continued
railroads
the
that
consider
to
while the remainder will consist of
death of Harriman and Hill? That the banks continued
a Fox Sunshine Comedy and the current Fox News containing shots of
to function after the elder Morgan departed this life? That
the Prince on tour.
the steel industry did not fall into chaos with the demise
At the conclusion the Prince will
leave the theater to the music of the
of Frick and Carnegie; and that if as a result of some terHighland Bagpipes, accompanying
rible calamity every capitalist in the country suddenly died,
the representatives of the Scottish
clans of New York. During the
industry would not cease operations for one day? The
time the Prince is in the historic old
reason the great industrial and financial Magnates of the
Academy aviators of the Royal Air
past were powerful, and the present crop, of money Wizards
Forces will fly over and around the
building.
are now at the helms, is because they learned one great lesAmong the guests will be many
son—: the way to acquire wealth is to
notable persons of New York society, representatives of the Army,
Navy and Marines, State and City
Governments and others prominent
in New York life.
The theater will be closed to the
Now this is not an oil well scheme, nor land acclamation
ning.
public until six o'clock in the eveWe are

Wales,
Fox's
Guest
{Continued
from Page
1)

YOUNG

Once

more demonstrates
her magnificent art in
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
We liave made for this production a
very artistic lobliy display together
with reproductions in fac-simile oil
paintings from her latest poses in
various
sizes.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42d Street
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant

Christie Arrives in Hollywood

SUPERIOR

MAKE

STUDIO
SPACE
FOR

RENT

Well Equipped
All Conveniences

WORK

INVESTIGATE
We do hot ask you to do anything but investigate. We do
not expect to convince you now, nor do we attempt to convince you by this advertisement.
What we do expect to do,
♦ however, is to interest the man who is alive to real business ;
facts, send for particulars
it means money to you.

J. GREEN

CALL
COLUMBUS

MONEY

project, nor are we floating blue sky mining stock.
operating a Bankers' Corporation, a Banking and Financial
venture that is based on government statistics covering
business history and the basis of our concern is the idea
now agitating the minds of millions (co-operation, instead
of a few men running the whole show), we are inviting the
average man into the venture.
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Thursday, November

1 — Expected Over
Will Be Reached

Edward
Fox's

30,-

Program
for Prince
Off Without Hitch

Goes

No Written Agreement

Linder Here

Mrs. Wilkening's Arrangement With
Mary Pickford Admitted to Have
Been a Verbal
One
Only
It developed yesterday in the retrial of the Wilkening-Pickford litigation that Mrs. Cora C. Wilkening
had never entered into any agreement in writing with Mary Pickford'
on
question of "remuneration for
her the
services.
"I didn't think anything in writing:
was necessary," said Mrs. Wilkening on the stand. "We had beea
friendly
for years."
She occupied
the witness stand all
of yesterday morning and was examined and cross examined by attor{Continued on Page 3)

ax

Linder
who
has not been
since the Great War
started,
'ed yesterday on La France. He
comedian of note on the other

is understood that Linder's
s are rather indefinite, and
pictures
some
e he may make
it will be decided after he has
ed the field over.

The First National's initial Norma Talmadge picture,
ter of Two Worlds," comitig soon.

Loew in Big Deal
(Special to fVID'S DAILY)
)s Angeles.— Marcus Loew is re- Will Remain in Film Business — Out
ed interested in the purchase of
After Big Productions
: here for $1,155,000 on which a
ing picture theater will be built
Clark-Cornelius Corp., organized
the Ackerman
& Harris inter- by th^ controlling interests of ExliiI)itors Mutual to purchase the 12
Chaplin Mutual comedies, announces
that it will remain actively in the
picture business despite the sale of
the request of Lieut. Corn- Exhibitors Mutual exchanges.
ier C. H. Rollston of the H. M.
Plans are being perfected by WilRenown,
10 Pathe
programs
liam J. Clark, president. An executive organization has been formed
ft. in length will amuse the
ce of Wales on his homeward -^•'d a field force will be maintained
'"I'"'
"
'tinue at the head
..ly, devoting his entire
le features include '"^
^^ .ls affairs.
lis," "A Woman of T.^a. ..
The
Chaplins will be distributed
■ Old Dog," "Dawn," "A Damthrough
Hallmark as noted.
1 Distress," "The Virtuous ModH. C. Cornelius, who was actively
"The 13th Chair," "The Love
t," "Our Bttter Selves" and identified with Exhibitors Mutual, a«
: Right to Lie." Also 10 Harold vice-president, will continue with
d comedies ,one reel in length Clark-Cornelius. His brother, L. A.
excerpts of the Pathe News Cornelius, who was a director and a
'ing the Prince on tour of the large stockholder in Exhibitors Mutry.
(Contimied oti Page 2)

*athes on Renown

Entertained

Wiliam Fox stepped out of the
role of film producer yesterday and
entertained Edward, Prince of Wales
at his Academy of Music.
The Prince arrived at 2.15 and as
he entered the lobby where fifteen
of the city's debutantes waited to
greet him, in the costume of 1860, the
lights flashed up and the news weekly men began to grind away. The
Prince was dressed in mufti.
{Continued on Page 2)

ter months of preparation, durwhich every angle of advertising
jned to benefit the exhibitor has
considered, Goldwyn's national
jpaper advertising campaign will
aunched, December 1. On that
Goldwyn copy will appear in the
ng newspapers thr.ughout th»
tiy, r;arliing an audience conatively estimated at 30,000,000
lie. Every worth-while newsr in the cities and towns en1 will carry the copy.
{Continued on Page 2)

rlinghame Starts on Long Trip
ederick Burlinghame, whose
is will be released by Paramount
left for a long trip. He will first
0 New Orleans, then to Vaner and the Northwest.

♦ -4

Price 5 Cent

20, 1919

joldwyn Ad Drive
ts Dec.
000,000

XfeRECOOQZi

Clark-Cornelius Plans

"A

DaughAdvt.

•Janis Film for Prince

The Prince of Wales will view
Elsie Janis' first Selznick picture,.
Regular Girl," aboard the ReTakes
Over World
Film Quarters "A
nown.
in Leavitt Building
The Prince received a telegram
. Select's New York exchange now from Elsie in which she expressed
located on the 14th floor of the God- her regrets at not being in New
frey Bldg., will be moved on Mon- York during his visit and ofifercd her
day to the ground floor of the Lea- film for his pleasure.
vitt Bldg., 130 W. 46th St. in the
The Prince accepted and sent Miss
cjuarters
formerly occupied by World Janis a note in which he thanked
Film.
her for her courtesy, accepted the
Select reports that the volume of invitation and praised her for her
local business has doubled in the war work.
past few months. The new quarters
have an office space four times that
of the old exchange and is said to be
the largest exchange iyi the country.
THERE HAVE
BEEN
The purchasing department will be
MANY ALARMS,
"OPEN BOOKING"
emoved from the sixth floor of the
FALSE
BUT THE
Godfrey Bldg. back to the fourteenth
while a number of executive branches
KEEP
IT BACK. ITCAN'T
WILL
MANIPULATORS
BE MORE THAN EVER IN
will be given more space.
EVIDENCE NEXT YEAR
AND IN A BIG WAY.
Tourneur at Rialto

Select 'Change Moves

Tourneur's
will
beMaurice
the feature
at the"Victory"
Rialto next
week.

Wid Gunning

Thursday, November

ak^

20, 1919

DAILV

Edward Entertained

Goldwyn Ad Drive

{Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page 1)
The campaign was perfected by
The theater itself was crowded to
Frank Seaman, Inc., one of the leadthe doors with American Army ofing advertising agencies, in co-op?iL I N*. 49 Thursday Narember 20. 1919 iPiin 5 Centi
society figures. Government
eration with Ralph Block, director officials ficers,
and a party of the Royal
of
advertising
and
publicity
of
GoldFlying Corps.
Copyright 1919, Wid'i Film and Film Folks,
Uc Publiihed Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
wyn. The newspaper drive is only
The orchestra played the opening
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
Hie beginning of a widespread na- liars of the British and American
FILM
FOLKS,
INC.
tioi al publici'v campaig.i.
P. C. ("Wid") Gunning, Preiident and Treasanthems and the 7th Regiment,
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
Every advertisement will he di- seated in the orchestra, let out a roar
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
rectly tied up witli a Goldwyn. ex- of welcome.
Business
Manager.
hibitor. Itwill carry the name of a
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
A Mutt and Jeff comedy was
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
theater,
"he
title of a Goldv\vii picthe act of March
3, 1879.
and "A comedy.
Yellow DogAfter
Catcher,"
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
ture being p'-;\?ented and the name shown,
a Sunshine
that
bf Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 of a Goldwyn star. In addition to
came a special edition of ¥oX News
nioiiths. $5,00; 3 months, $3.00, Foreign,
that, there Will be launched an an$15.00.
nouncement relative lo Goldwyn as showing
Subs ribers should remit with order.
New York.the Prince's welcome to
Adfl''-""
-ommunications
to
WID'S
an institution "dedicated to the makWilliam Fox sat in a box with his
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
ing of the finest productions that;
family
and heads ,of departments in
York, N. Y. •
modem art and science can bring
the right side of the theater while
' Telephone:Hollywood,
VanderbiU
4551-4552-5558
California:
forth." .
:
Pfince was on the left. In a litEditorial
and
Business
Offices:
6411 HollyAll of ihe advertisements are de- the tle
wood Boulevard.
Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
room off the theater proper more
signed tor large space, and copy will
scenes
were shot of the Prince shakbe prepared to meet t^e particular
ing hand,s- with Fox.
i.ieeds of the mnment as they exist
After the performance Wales in a
Bid Asked Last Sale for an -^x: ; L ' -. r.
fpw words thanked the .audience for
A fea'jur? of the camp2i;;n is the its enthusiastic reception and left
Famous
Players ....86^4 91
88M
Loew,
Inc
..-30
3U/»
30j/< complete circulation of the advertise- I with his entourage.
Triangle
54
ments. In a city of 150,000 population, for example* with three newsUnit. Pict. Prod
13 ' 16%
IS,
World Film
—
—
^
papers in good standing, every paReichenbach in Chicago'
per will carry Goldwyn copy and the
. {Special to WID'S DAILY)
exhibitor showing the Goldwyn proChicago; — Harry Reichenbach is
duction will profit by advertising
{Continued from Page 1)
that literally covers the cominunity. here looking ■after affairs preliminary
tual, is vice-president
of the new In New York, nine of the leading
to the opening of "Eyes of Youth."
company.
morning and evening newspapers
The former executive organization are on the list.
At Broadway
of Exhibitors Mutual will have
charge of Clark-Cornelius. The perLady du Barry Here
Elsie Janis in "A Regular Girl"
sonnel is as follows:
will
end a on
fortnight's
Moss'
President, William J. Clark; viceBroadway
Sunday run
and atwill
be
Lady du Barry, the great grandpresident, L. A. Cornelius; secretary,
daughter of Madame du Barry, fa- succeeded Monday by Blanche Sweet
mous in French history, arrived in
S. J. Rollo, treasurer, H. C. Corne"Fighting Cressy," from Bret
lius; assistant treasurer, Colvin W. Nev< York from Liverpool yesterday. in
Harte's story. The Parisian Fashnifely.
Brown; general manager, Walter K. It is reported she is going into picion Frolic will be continued indefitures.
Plumb.
Rollo was with Mutual as director
of sales and exchange. Brown was
director of publicity and Plumb was
executive secretary of the National
Tanners' Council.
"Our plans are being very definitely worked out," said Clark. "We expect to handle big productions solely, pictures which have the box office value of the Chaplin series.
"Future releases of the ClarkCornelius Corporation will be handled on the independent market as
well as through regular distributing
channels.
"A state rights department has
been organized with affiliations in
the various territories. An export
department has been established and
international
connections
arranged.
IN
H. C. Cornelius has gone west on
a vacation. Shortly after the first of
the year he will leave for the coast.

Quotations

Clark-Cornelius Plans

A BIG STAR-

PLUS—
A BIG PRODUCTION

EQUALS DOLLARS—
And the Answer is
DusTiN Farnum

"THE

Swift in Charge
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Washington. — Paul J. Swift, who
has been temporarily in charge of
Famous Players exchange here has
been given complete charge, succeeding R. J. Reardon, formerly in
charge of the exchange.
It is understood that Reardon is
•rrelated to Walter E. Greene, for,merly director of sales of Famous.

CORSICAN

BROTHERS"

Soon to be Released by

Now

Bill Fo!

tell his folks ab^
have somethin'
for years to c<^

LATE NEWS
THERE'S A FLAPPER WAITING
AROUND THE
CORNER FOR YOUR
HUSBAND—
learn
to turn the corner
FIRST

W

W
Interesting Postals

PostaJs are being sent througlul
the industry, unsigned, but ralci
evident as to source. One of ;i(
most
interesting,
readj'
1914—
"Book 28 just
reels out,
or nothi:!;.'
1916 — "A year's contract forfc
1918—
"Sell out or we will bui'l'
or 1919—
nothing."
Defense
Cnmittee. Exhibitors'
To Honor R. H. Davis

ll

A dedicatory
performance
wil'
held
at the Capitol
on Satuijay
morning at 10.30, in honor of he
late Richard Harding Davis, au or
and playwright, at which time "d1diers of Fortune," which was ndf
from his book by that name, wil;be
shown.

On this occasion 5,000 boy srits
the Capitol, as a tr'iite
will
late author.
to theattend

When a him ,'^ale^man can say of a picttlre that it is to be
advertised

with

RITCHEY posters,
he has a seUing point
that the exhibitor appreciates.

^

I-ITIIO.«COKl».
406 W. 31st St.,N.Y., Phone Chelsea 8388

J. A. Berst, Pres.
INC.

DAILV

jM^^

) Written Agreement New United Directors
(Continued from Page 1)
>■ for both sides.
er testimony revealed the fact
John R. Freuler had almost
ed a contract for Mary's sers in 1915. She admitted that at
time she did not have an indial license as a theatrical agent
maintained that her corporation
one. Mrs. Wilkening testified
her duties'
among posted
other on
things
listed
of keeping
the
ritics of other artists and in a

iral way
look time
out she
for Mary's
in3ts.
At one
had a talk
, Zukor at which they both re;d that Mary's value was incrcaswith the popularity of the films.
le defendant's attorney attenipt3 prove that Airs. Wilkening had
It 23 other clients at the time she
Mary and for that reason could
devote
all of her time to Mary's
ests.

letter was produced, signed by
Iph
Zukor
and
on* Famous
ers' stationery in which it was
id that Zukor
thought
that 5
cent, would be enough comniisfor- Mrs.
Wilkening.
. She
aed 10 per cent., and the signifie of the letter lies in the fact
it was apparently
understood
Zukor
knew
she was entitled
amething.
lolph Zukor's deposition was
read, Zukor being in Caliia. He denied that he told Mrs.
cening that he would go out of
ness if Mary left him. He
;d that at the time he entered
picture business $500 was the
est salary paid and that Mary
getting that. Zukor said that
raft was specially formed to
He th]e Pickfqrd subjects but
later Douglas'Fairbanks,
George
lohan
and others were included,

said that he thought Mary ind upon $10,000 a week because
)lin was getting that,
ithan Burkan testified that he
■ up the Chaplin-Lone Star conby which the comedian was to
$10,000 weekly,
ek Ludvigh, counsel for Famous

JTUDIO
SPACE

■OR

RENT

Well Equipped
All Conveniences
CALL
COLUMBUS

489

Thursday, November

20, 1910

Warren Chandler is in the lead
with Robert Gordon and Sylvia
Breamer in "My Husband's Other
Wife," a Blackton
production.

Regional Boards of Trade Meet and
Organize
Carrying out the plan for the increase in the board of directors of
Finished prints of "Pegeen," BesUnited Pictures, there have been
sie Love's final film for Vitagraph,
have
reached the offices from the
meetings held in several cities to
Coast.
date and in each case a representative to the directorate has been
named and a local Board of Trade
formed.
ALL AROUND FILM MAN
Resides acting as chairman for his
Recently discharged from the
respective Board of Trade, each
chairman will act as national director
army, wishes a position with a
film concern, where there is a
from his particular territory.
chance of advancement. Knows
In Philadelphia, Frank Hall of
the film industry in all its
Reading was elected; in Pittsburgh,
liranches. A3dress Box B-5,
John P. Harris; in Boston, W. C.
Hartford, of Pawtucket, R. I.; in
care of WID'S.
Chicago, Fred Schaeffer, Crystal
theater, Chicago; in Cincinnati, J.
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
W. Weining, of thg Western Plaza;
in New York, Gustav Kocnigswald,
Once more demonstrates her magnificent art in
of Brooklyn; in Minneapolis, P. W.
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
Meyers, of Minot, N. D.; and in
We have made for tliis prtjduction a
Cleveland, George Schade, Sandusvery artistic lobby display together
with reproductions in fac-simile oil
ky, Ohio.
paintings from her latest poses in
Players, stated that when the contract in dispute was drawn up those
present were Mary Pickford, Mrs.
Charlotte Pickford, Denis O'Brien
and Adolph Zukor. He said Mrs.
Wilkening
was not present.
Mary Pickford is expected to take
the stand today.

17th

si;^es.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42d Street
Floor
Tel. 3607
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various'

Send Us Your
Highes'tpVces Junk
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23 Commercial St.
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COMPANY
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SEX"
MEANS HONEY TO YOU
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CHRISTIE
COMEDIES
are
smile

designed

for

rather

than

boisterous

laugh.
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STATE

RIGHTS

Buyers

Attention

•

M. W. GARSON

PRESENTS

Blind Youth
i

ADAPTED FROM THE
GREAT FRENCH SUCCESS
"The Torrent"
FOUNDATION
FILM
CORPORA
T I ON
1600 Broadway, N. Y.
Bryant 4620

5

/
Thursdny, November

CUNNINGHAM

JACK

Associated with
Geonge
Loane
Tucker
Productions
Hollywood, Cal.

EDNA

SCHLEY

the foremost
Representing
Authors of America and
England
Markham

AILV

20, 1919

FIVE THOUSAND

Novels
and
Plays
by the Famous
Author. Maurice
le Blanc:
*'Arsene Lupin, Gentleman Burglar"
*"Arsene Lupin vs. Herlock Sholmes"
•"The Hollow Needle"
"813"
•"The Crystal Stopper''
"The Frontier"
•"The Woman of Mystery"
.•■'Tlie (Jolden Triangle"
"The_E:xploits
of Arsene Lupin"
"The" Blonde Lady"
•"The Confessions of Arsene Lupin"
"In the Thieves' Den "
*"Arsene Lupin in Prison"

REWARD

Novels and Plays by the Celebrated
Author, E. W. Hornung::

French

"Raffles, The Amateur Cracksman"
""Raffles, A Thief in the Night"
•"A Thief to Catch a Thief"
"JusticeIdesRaffles"
•"The
of March"
•"A Costume Piece"
•"Gentlemen and Players"
*"Le Premier Pas"
•"Wilful Murder"
"Nine Points of the Law"
•"The Gift of the Emperor"
"The Return Match"
"Mysterious Voyager"

We Will Entertain Offers for the Sale of

Building

Hollywood, Calif.

DOLLARS

FOR information
leading to the conviction
of any party or parties infringing on our rights.
We have spent .years of time and much money in gathering live material with splendid action,
drama and punch, by celebrated authors whose names are box office attractions.
We own the following
books, plays and manuscripts:
♦Denotes we own the play rights as well as the motion picture rights.
Will be pleased to entertain stock offers for dramatic production or plays designated *

GEORGE

LOANE

"The Arrest of Arsene Lupin," an

TUCKER'S

PRODUCTION

Arsene Lupin Story by Maurice Le Blemc.

Telephone 577941

"JOHNSTOWN'S
Coiltinuity and

"A

JENKS

ELWOOD

GEORGE

Specials

of Pleasure"
Woman
Blanche Sweet Special

"The
starring

Pagan God"
H. B. Warner

"Dangerous Waters"

Desmond

for Wm.

Original

JESSE

D. HAMPTON
Productions

FLOOD"

Six million people have seen my reproduction of the "Johnstown's Flood" in Afnerica. Fifty
million people have read about same. It has been shown in London in 1908; Stockholm in 1909:
St. Petersburg in 1909; Paris in 1909-1910; Brussels in J910; Berlin, 1911-1912; Provinces of England and Germany in 1912-1913; to more than 100,000,000 people including the crowned heads of
Europe.

"The
Miracle," Prof. Max Reinhardt's wordless mystery play
as presented at Olympia, London, with the rights to use the original score of music by Prof. Englebert Humperdinck, author of "Keonigs Kinder."
Horace Goldin, the great Illusionist's plays:
"Married, Not Mated"
"House of Mystery"
"The Lion's Bride"
"The Line of Life"
"The Hangman's Wife"
By Frank Harvey, author of "The Wages of .
"The Fortune Teller"
Sin," "Shall We Forgive Her," "Brother
Against Brother," etc.
"MY DADDY,"
By John O'Mara and Joseph Menchen, a drama of Heart interest, similar to
"The Music Master."
"THE PROMOTION
OF PETROFF'
"THE BOMB"
Exciting Russian Detective Stories by Max Schotland
'
'The Sword of the Dead"
"The Golden Key"
"Children of Chance" "The Golden Interval'
By C. A. Sond
'
Screen Dramas
by Carol Raven

H. TIPTON
Now

STECK

Writing for

Clara Kimball Young

John

Address:
1741

N.

Cherokee

Hollywood,

H. H. VAN

LOAN

LAURA
JEAN
LIBBEY'S
STORIES
AND
PLAYS
Some of these have exceeded 1,500,000 paid copies, besides appearing in serial form
Family
Story Paper, Fireside Companion
and many other periodicals.
••'Anotlier Man's Treasure"

Mix in

"When a Man Loves"
121 West Eulalia Street

"If it is a 'Van

in "Raffles,A First
The Amateur
Cracksman." by E. W. Hornung.
National Release
"The Teeth of the Tiger,"
an Arsene LupinRelease
Story by Maurice Le Blanc.
A Paramount-Artcraft
Pauline Frederick in
"Shadows of the Rope,"
A Paramount-Artcraft
Release by E. W.

"The Speed Maniac"
Earle Williams in

Glendale,

Barrymore,

California

Recent Releases
Tom

A Fantastic Novelty
"TANGOMANIA"
"BLOSSOM
OF ENOSHIMA"
Showing the Dancing Craze of the Moment
a Japanese Comedy Drama
By Michell Carrie
By Carol Raven
PRODUCTIONS TO WHICH
THE
RIGHTS HAVE BEEN DISPOSED OF

California
Loan

must be good"

"Wlien Love Grows
Cold"
•Ruled His Heart For a Day"
"When True Hearts Meet"
"Do -You Love Me Dear"/"
"111 a Moment of Temptation"
".Marriage It Must Be"
■•Tilly,
"lola's The
Sin" Slave''
"When You Meet tlie Right One"
"A Poor Girl's Love"
•■Tlie Kelle of the Ball"
"Married by Mistake"

•■'Tlie Heiress of Cameron Hall''
*"\\'lien Lovely Woman
Stoops to
•■'Little Leafy"
*'^A Br'soken Betrotlial"
Love Test"
••■Junie
lbiaer'sta, Thesome
auty"
Gi
•"
Hand Be Lover"
•••Del
hal"
en
•"A heSudd
y^ BeLitrttot
llty
Foet
le Flirt"
Pr
••'T
s
y
y'
tt
Honor"
Doroth
■•"Press
*"Ki — and Make Up Again"

Hornung.

The

•"The Abandoned
Bride"
•"Sweethearts Once"
•"Lyndall's
Tempt,{ition"
•"The Love That Won
Her"
•■■A. Master Workman's Oath"
•"Olive's Courtship"
•"Lovers
But Strangers Now"
'"Florabel'sOnce,Lover"
'"Parted by Fate"
•'•The Alphabet of Love"
•"Only a Mechanic's Daughter"

When Love Is True"
We do not propose to have our rights infringed upon as ^e are now showing by the action
already brought by us in the United States Supreme Court through our attorneys, Rogers &
Rogers, Esqrs., 66 Broadway,
New York City.

JOSEPH

story it
Celebrated
Columbia Theater Bldg.,

Authors

MENCHEN

Society — President
Societe
701 SEVENTH AVENUE
Suite 803-5

des Film Menchen
Phone Bryant, 1511—1984

-^AiV.'"'-^ -■• i-

I^BftADSTREET
r FILMDOM
L. X.

No. 50
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Wanted to Leave Zukor

$501,980 a Week

ins Average of Business in First
Two November Weeks for
Famous Players
aiT'Ouy; Pla\ ers-Lasky, in a firicinstatement report a gross income
n film rentals and sales of acceses of !f!501,y80 ;!s an average figfor the first' two weeks in Noiber.

Mary
Was
Afraid
Court
Action
Would Go Against Her — High
Offers Were Made
Mary Pickford was on the witness
stand most of yesterday in the suit
brought
her for Her
$108,000
byMrs. Coraagainst
Wilkening.
mother,
who is on the court record as Mrs.
Charlotte Smith, also testified for
about an huor.
Mary's testimony brought forth
the interesting fact that she was anxious to leave Zukor in 1915, but
that her lawyers told her Zukor
would probably win a breach of contract suit if she left his organization.
The case was practically finished
yesterday. Miss Pickford testified
on direct examination that she was
angry when she saw an interview
in an evening paper in 1916, stating
that she had no contract with Artcraft, that she intended to rest andl
that she had been working for several months without a contract.

he corporation places its gross
(tne for the three months ending
. 31 at $5,083,792 and in the first
weeks of November at $1,003,961.
s makes a combined total from
fust 1 to the middle of Novemof $6,987,753.
1 August the weekly average agSated $418,834; in September,
1,768 and in October $496,257.
will be noted that, according to
figures, Famous Players' busii has increased from a weekly avfe in August of $418,834 to a
kly average for the first half of
■ember of $501,980.

Far, Far Away

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
iris. — Joe Plunkett is far, far
y from his native haunts.
He
recently in Paris en route to
to-Slovakia where he will arte for distribution of the Selzpictures.
unkett informed your corresient that this traveling business
all very fine but that good old
idway would be worth seeing
imc. Just when he will get back
our side is a question. But he
ted his regards sent to all his
ds, through
WTD'S,
"which,"
Joe, "saves me a lot of postal
money."
n Censors Chosen in St. Paul
, Paul, Minn.,' Nov. 20. — A comic of 100 to censor motion pici and legitimate stage produc! has been appointed here by
or Hodgson. Bed-room and sex
las are banned.

Y'See It's This

Way

aid Harry Crandall of Washgton, "They want me to sell
-and they offer me a million,
hen somebody else tells me
3t to sell, that I can make
ore than a million staying in
le game. So, what's a fellow

1 do?"

Price 5 Cent*

Friday, November 21, 1919

Miss Pickford claimed Mrs. Wilkening had instigated the interview
and declared that she saw no newsherself and
blamed paper
Mr.man Wilkening
for thereforegiving it
out.
The first tribute of wealth to b eauty — Katherine MacDonald, in the
"Beauty Market," a First National
early December release. Advt.

Counsel and Advice
To Producers, Part of Plan of Producers Security Corp.
Ricord
Gradwell's
New
Organization
When Richard Gradw.ell stepped
out of World Film there was considerable interest as to his future plans.
Yesterday it developed that lie has
completed his plans. He is pr'esident of the I'roducers Security Corp.
which plans to t;iko a place in the
picture world in an unusual way.
While Gradwell was not over anxious to disclose his idea yesterday,
he admitted that it was sufficiently
set to explain some of its plans. In
tlie personnel of his organization arc,
F. J. Hawkms, who organized the
Haw-orth Pictures Corp. of which
Hayakawa is the star, as secretaryj
Nathan Vidaver
is general
counsel";
Campbell
McCulloch,
formerly
with
Triangle, is director of publicity and
advertising; while John^ Maynard
Harlan, the noted corporation counj(Continued on Page 3)

i

Sues for $650,000

Broker Wants Damages from United
Pictures Prod. — "Nothing to It,"
Says Goldsmith
The United Picture Productions,
Inc., is defendant in two suits filed
in the Supreme Court by Edward F.
Wells. In one the plaintiff asks an
injunction restraining the 4efendant
from transferring or negotiating a
note for_ $300,000 and in the other he
asks $650,000 damages.
In the latter action Wells alleges
that the United Pictures Prod,
agreed to sell him 30,000 shares of
preferred stock and give him 15,000
shares of common as a honus, for a
{Continued on Page 2)

. 'Doug" at Rivoli and Rialto
"Doug's" second United Artists'
production, "When the Clouds Roll
By," will play at both the Rivoli and
Rialto with a week stand at each
theater. The play dates are Decemlier 29 and January 5.

Mrs. Wilkening said, according tO'
Mary, "You can't believe everything
you see in the papers,' 'and Mary replied: "I have reached a position ire
life where I don't have to be interviewed on such subjects. The whole
trade know^ that I get offers and I
{Continued on Page 2)

•

Graphic Signs Pearson
Ivan Al)ramson, of the Graphic
Film Corp.. has signed Virginia
Virginia Pearson to appear in a series of six productions. Sheldon:
Lewis will be co-starred.
Abramson has in mind big specials;
only and plans to spend about $100,000 on each production. Release
will be via the independent market.

THE

DAY OF THE INDIVIDUALHAS
•
COME TO
HIGH NOON. IF YOU
SIGN YOUR LIFE AWAY
NOW— YOU DESERVE
YOUR
FATE
— AND
YOU'LL GET IT.

Wid Gunning

Friday, November

21, 1919

with her. For that reason she de- would win if he sued her. She said
cided to sign again with Zukor al- because of certain matters between
though she preferred to leave.
Paramount and Artcraft she couldn't
Miss Pickford stated that in the sign
a contract for $4,000 a week
spring of 1916 Mrs. Wilkening said Vvhich Zukor agreed verbally to give
f«LX No.SO
Friday November 21, 1919 Prlte 5 Cents to her, "Mr. Zukor is very angry
Mrs. Pickford then took the stand
with you and intends to take you to her.
and testified that Mary had worked
court
if
you
persist'
in
leaving
him.
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, He ,will make your name so vile that since she was five years old and that
Inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
»few York, N. Y., by WID'S
FILMS
and no exhibitor in the U. S. would dare her father had been dead since she
PILM FOLKS, INC.
wa^ three years and ten months old.
P. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- to show your pictures."
Vice-President
Dannenberg,
,. She sard, "I ha-ve not only been
Joseph
arer;
Mary
had
replied,
she
said,
"How
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary
and could he do that? I have ever done her mother, but her companion, adBusiness
Manager.
visor, manager and everything. I
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918; anything in my life that would wargo to work with her and come home
at the- post office at New York, N. Y., under

ahe act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Posta.ge free) United States, Outside
Andrant 'it?"
Mrs. Wilkening replied, "He
of Greater
New
York, $10.00 one year; 6 doesn't have to tell the truth, he
uiionths,
$5.00:
3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
can make up lies."
$15.0*).
Miss Pickford said the contract
■ 1 .. . ! . ■- should remit w'.th order.
ft,.J
ri.iimiinications
to
WID'S
with Zukor was attended to by her
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
attorney, Dennis O'Brien, and that
he attended to all her contracts retelephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood, California:
garding the use of her name for perEditorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Boulevard.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.
fumery, etc. Mrs. Wilkening adm.it-

ted that she 'knew nothing about
these contracts, whereupon Miss
Pickford tried to prove that were
Mrs. Wilkening her financial advisor
Bid Asked Last Sale she would know of these contracts.
Famous
Players
88
93
92
Mary stated that when she made
T.oew,
Inc
.30
31
30-)4 the contract with Benj. Hampton
Triangle
54 which was brought aliout through
Unit. Pict. Prod
11
15>4 14
World Film
_
_
^ Mrs. Wilkening,' that her attorney.
O'Brien, refused to approve it and
subsequently Hampton failed to exercise his option, agreed to cancel it
and the $1,000 paid by him finally
returned.
(Continued from Page 1)

Quotations

Wanted to Leave Zukor

don't want myself peddled about
the industry."
She said she coud remember positively whether she had seen a reporter at that time (Mar., 1916) because she was sought for interviews
almost every day. She denied that
she ever stated Mrs. Wilkening was
her financial representative.
She said Mrs. Wilkening agreed
to have her brother, a Mr. Carring-*
ton, deny that the interview was
true.
Miss Pickford was asked if she
ever met John R. Freuler of Mutual and said she had met him with
Mrs. Wilkening. She 'remembered
that offers made to her in 1916 were
one for $8,500 a week, another for
$10,000 a week and the day before
she signed with Zukor she had one
for $15,000 a week.
Mrs. Wilkening claims that she
negotiated the contract with Freuler
for $10,000 and Benjamin B. Hampton for $7,000, Mary stated. She
said Universal ofTered $10,000 a week
and 50 per cent, of the income from
five of its companies, including her
'Own, which would net $20,000 a week.
Mary said she reported this to Mr.
Zukor before she signed^ the contract. She said P. A. Powers offered
her $15,000 a week but she couldn't
recall any other offers and didn't
remember that she told Mrs. Wilkening soQie of these offers, except
those of two Chicago l:)ankcrs,- who

Jiavc
be taken up then
by Mr.said
O'Brien.
Mrs. toWilkening
Mr.
CBrie .was dishonest and "chased
j?veryone away but Zukor." Mrs.
■fickford said she resented this remark and refused to listen any further to Freuler's proposals, without
consulting Mr. O'Brien.
When Mrs. W^ilkening called Mrs.
Pickford up regarding the Hampton
.^sk'cd if she had not become very contract the latter alleges the plainaffectionate toward Mrs. Wilkening
tiff said, "My dear, I don't want
Miss Pickford said she used to like
in the world but the presher and believed she was her friend. anything'
tige it would give to have Miss PickWhen asked what Zukor referred
ford sign the contract in my office.
to in a letter regarding 10 per cet. of Besides, I get commissions from the

the proceeds of Miss Pickford's contract, Mrs.' Wilkening claimed she
had not told Mr. Zukor about that.
Miss Pickford claimed, however, that
there was no such understanding.
Miss Pickford insisted, upon cross
examination, that Mr. O'Brien attended to every detail of her business at a yearly sum, not alone her
legal business, but all other matters'
as well and he would have taken
charge of any such contract as the
plaintiff alleges she caused to be
made.
Miss Pickford said she signed with
Mr. Zukor because her attorney told
her there was
danger
that Zukor

istories
supply." became interested
Mrs. IPickford
in the Hampton contract because
Mrs. Wilkening told her Hampton
was vice-president of the American
Tobacco Co. and that he had a fortime to invest; that if Mary went
with him she would have as much
advertising as the United Cigar
stores get.
Mrs. Pickford testified that she
finally agreed to sign the Hampton
contract because the latter told her

MAKE HIM
BEHAVE JUST AS
HE DID BEFORE
HIM
YOU MARRIED
HE'LL LOVE THE
TREATMENT

If

hP

O'Brien was then put on the stn
He testified that he personallj'd
all of the work attendant upon
signing of the contract.

Another Suit

Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, Mn
mother, is the defendant in a }i

action for $50,000 brought by '!
Elizabeth Duchelle, administral
the estate of Ellen Reynolds \-\
was killed by the Pickford autb
bile after the chauffeur had jk
Mary to the Booth theater abouh
weeks ago.
It is alleged that the car beldg
to Mrs. Pickford.

Sues for $650,000
(Continued from Page 1)

total of $300,000 for which hejw
to give his promissory note t;o
Nov. 18. He alleges that he oi
plied but that United Picture: h
refused to deliver the st(ic
agreed.
Milton Goldsmith, of United^sa

''■"

yesterday
Wells' suit.there "was nothing ti
"And," he added, "$650,000 is 1
of money even if Wells doesi g

I

Wells is the broker who ha:handling stock on the Curb.

O'Brien would agree to such a compact. Hampton is alleged to have
said that O'Brien was a warm, personal friend of his.

Genius is said to con-;

There
NothingIs

sist of the ability tc

Mysterious

such a standard everj

take infinite pains. Bj

About insurance. It is the keynote of business, the foundation
of the modern successful business enterprise. Insurance covers
every line of endeavor but our particular field is the theater and
motion picture industry. Our service embraces advice, efficiency, dispatch and economy and we will be glad to serve you
as we are now serving the leaders in the field.

RITCHEY poster is
■work o£ genius.

'*»»

I

i

-offered
her wanted
$10,000."toAsked
the
lime
if she
leave at
Zukor
"M-ary said she did, but that she was
afraid to go because he threateend
to sue for breach of contract on the
: ground that he had not given re"Jeas.e to the verbal contract he had

She said when the contract with
iivith her."
Freuler was first suggested by the
plaintiff that Mrs. Wilkening phoned
her to come to the office, stating that
it was very important and told her
''something wonderful" had hap|)ened. When she got to the office
;Mr. Freuler was there and wanted
to engage Mary at a large salary.
|\'Irs. Pickford told him she was not
interested. Freuler asked her to
take up the matter of contract but
Mrs. Pickford said the matter would

LATE NEWS

Samuek
Phone

John

54aS

- S426
f

inc

I
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ft)RK.
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406 W. 31st St.,N.Y.. Phone Chelsea 838

Friday, November

[]Iounsel and Advice

led where the producer could secure the full benefit of the value of

_ '^Continued from Page 1)
,i"s a member of the directorate.
The purpose of the organization,"
i Gradwcll, "is to act as counsel
I advisor, and in a general service
y not unlike the manner in whiclj
h class advertising and business
msels ^operate, to furnish service
«ring the sales, distribution, pubty, advertising and legal matters
ftfcll as financing productions. One
the features of our organization
I be to check up distribution after
releasing company takes over the
(luction. This has been abso;ly perfected. In this manner the
ependcnt producer will be ased that his production is being
sn care of. Our accounting sysi compares to that of Price, Watousc & Co.
At present we are liandling the
Idorf Photo Plays, Ltd., and C.
Macauley Productions. Waldorf
just completed 'Dad's Girl' with
kie Saunders, and has just pursed for its next produuction
ler of the King Log,' by Hol1 Day. 'Kismet' with Otis Skinis to be picturized as soon as the
jdad village is built in Florida.
Idorf has its studio in Boston for
David C. Fischer productions,
acauley has just finished 'The
t Supreme,' by Edgar Allen Engi, with the same strong cast
ch made 'When Bear Cat Went
r,' which World is distributing,
,' 'Whom the Gods Would De)y,'
which First National is hand."

the organization. "We do not intend
to take on pictures just because
someone has something," he said.
"Only last week we were called in
to look over a series of 26 tworeel comedies. 1 spent, two days on
the work, and then advised the company not to bother, but to get out
of the game.
And they did."

WHERE PROMISES ARE KEPT

ILLU/TRATION^"

CANDLER BID'G. 2ZOW.42ST.

STUDIO
FOR RENT
in YONKERS
. Fully Equipped

Second

'^..i.rm'uiua

r

THE QUESTION

^

I WHICH i
tHE INFERIOR
r SEX
i

1476 B'way

Bryant 4416

STATE

THE ACME
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR
FOR—Studio, The Cutting
The
Room, The Editor, Home,
School or Church.

A demonstration Will Convince You.
Howells

Cine Equipment
Company

729 7th Ave.

New York

Phone, Bryant 1166
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Hand
Negatives
Wanted

VL. Kleinerman Exhibitor's
Film Exchange
130 West 46th Street

PROMISES ARE SACRED"

LOUIS

A

r MEANS MONEY TO YOU

Stage Space 60 x 175 feet
MAX WEISS
Roon\ 524

"WHERE

ASK TO SEE OUR NKW
PROCESS TITLES AND
I L L U STR AT 10 N S
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V^hile Gradwell would not say
■ how many productions his confi would handle he made it clear
t only that many would be hand-

To Book Goldwyn Pictures is
to Bank-Book a
Profit.

"Blossoms" on Fox Circuit
'"Broken Blossoms" will play the
William
Fox Circuit in New
York
first part of December.

TITLE/

21, 1919

Presents
For
RIGHT DISTRIBUTION

"BLINDNESS of YOUTH''
Adapted from the
Great French Success

( (

TORRENT"
THE
A regrettable error was made
when this production was advertised as"BLIND YOUTH."
FOUNDATION
FILM
CORPORATION
1600 Broadway
New York
Bryant 4620

2004

Friday, November

DAILY

21, 1OT9

on "P ake" Schools
Ban
California Authorities Rounding Up

Film Employment Agencies
(Special to fFID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles.— H. A. Cable, deputy labor commissioner has maugurated a campaign to weed out the
undesirable moving picture school.
The commissioner is acting under
a statute which came into effect July
21. 1919, and which provides that all
agencies which purport to secure
employment in studios, or to give
instruction in acting, must qualify
as employment agencies under State
supervision.
This will necessitate the posting
of a surety bond of $2,000, an investigation of the personal character of
the members of the firm and the issuing of a license by the State, which
can be revoked by the labor commissioner for any irregularity in the
of the business which may
conduct
develop.
The roundup began last week
when a number of persons conducting theatrical schools and agencies
were summoned before Cable and
told they must make appHcation at
once for a hcense or discontinue
their business. Several of them
asked for the blank which must be
filled out, preparatory to the granting of the license, but a number of
others indicated their intention to
go out of business.
Cable's decision to make an investigation of all tlv se "schools" in
Southern Californ.n is a result of
numerous complair.ts. A few of the
complainants stated they had been
victimized, financially, by persons
who professed to be able to get them
employment at the studios, but the
majority dealt with alleged immorality for which it was claimed the
"school" was a mask.
One young girl who answered an
offer of employment was asked, the
first time she appeared at the office
in a downtown office building, to remove her clothing in order that the
"manager" might judge her fitness
to pose for films. She refused, left
the office and informed her parents.
Another "teacher" revealed that in
reality he was a sculptor and wanted
subjects to pose for him in a light
and airy garb, while another said he
rould not accept the applicant until
her "nerve" had been tested. The
test consisted of a kiss admin'stered
by the "interviewer" and an inquiry
if that frighteed her. It ^ did, and
do for
she was told she wouldn't
ihe "job." .
. .
be instiCriminal prosecution will
tuted when evidence of illegal acts
can be secured.

McDowell Leases Lexington
Henry Burden McDowell has
leased the Lexington Theater from
G. P.. Grundy until September, 1920.
McDoweH intends to devote the
hov.sc to community rallies and educational pictures excepting from
y
which the
March,
Januar
the
will occupy
Co. dur'ng
Opera
Chicago to
theater.

jM^^

each entrant has to do is to mail
Wales
"Doug"
Film a s
When
the Sees
Prince
of Wales
photographs of themselves to the
Katherine MacDonald Contest Edi- at White Sulphur Spring, Va., bef c
Here is hoiv a brother exhibtor of the paper. Theer is no en- coming to New York, he decuTedc
itor put his show over. Send
trance fee. There is no pecuniary take a rest. During that period i|
along your ideas. Let the other
recreation he viewed Douglas F:
consideration
office
rulings. to run counter. to post-" banks in "His Majesty, the Ami
felloiv
ktio'm how you cleaned
up.
"The net result of such a contest can."
\.
is a direct benefit to the newspaper,
They
say the Prince thought^
Grand Rapids, Mich.— A publicity a phenomenal amount of publicity was great.
stunt for exhibitors, stars and dis- for the star, and a degree of publicity
tributors which costs nothing for for the exhibitor or theater that
the full page stories and pictorial
be purchased
price."
The not
Herald
contest at
willanycontinue
layouts required to conduct it, has could
just been launched by Carl M. Saun- for six weeks. The Sunday issue of
We offer a new service in j
ders, photoplay editor of the Grand the Photoplay Department each
Rapids Herald to discover what girl week will contain a full page layout
thoroughly modern Studio—
the efficient service of a corps
in Michigan most closely resembles and story about the competition. A
of expert technical men, posKatherine MacDonald, of First Na- photo of Miss MacDonald will be
tional.
sessing the advantage of lonj
published in each edition, and surworking association together
Saunders seized- the opportunity
rounding it, for comparative purYour production, great 01
presented by the inauguration of a
poses by the readers, will be the
small,
circulation campaign by the Herald photos of the various entrants.
shoot! on our floor ready t(
to undertake what he termed the
Let us estimate productioi
most ambitious project of his photoHerbert K. Somborn .president of
play department.
cost on your script. You'll hi
A prize of $25 will be awarded to Equity Pictures, is to marry Gloria
surprised
— bu
we'll
take —the agreeably
risk.
th? girl who i.s chosen as winner of Swanson, the dainty DeMille star,
the contest by a board of judges conin "Male and Fesisting of Saunders, Grover Rauck, who is featured
male." Mr. Somborn sponsored
manager of the Majestic Gardens,
of Youth" and other big proand Heffernan of the First National "Eyes
ductions.
Detroit exchange. A personal phoCOLLEGE POINT, L. L
tograph, autographed by Miss MacDonald will be presented to each of
Phone, Flushing 3142
CAMERAMAN WANTED
15 other entrants who rank next in
resemblance to the star.
Thoroughly experienced in
Motion Picture Work in tropi"For exliil)itors who want to use
this or. a similar idea in behalf of
al climate with full understanding of developing and
Miss MacDonald or any other femiprinting
on
the spot. Apply to
nine star," declares Harry Scott,
HARRY
LEVEY
manager of the Circuit's exchange in
X
Universal Industr. Dept.
Detroit, "the chief argument to use
with the newspaper selected is the
7th Floor
1600 Broadway
and
New York City
big circulation possibilities to the
publication. With the precedent now
established by the Herald it is not
difficult to prove that there is great
circulation value in such a contest.
Writing and Directing
"The rules are simple.
All that

Putting It Over

Ready to Shoot!

The Hal Benedic
Studios

BESS MEREDYTH

WILFRED LUCAS

STUDIO
SPACE

SCENARIO
WRITER
WANTED
Must be trained in preparing
script for Educational and Industrial Films. Do not apply
unless you have had experience
HARRY LEVEY
Universal Indus. Dpt.
7th Floor
1600 Broadway
New York City

CLARA

KIMBALL

FOR

RENT

Well Equipped
Address

All Conveniences

Care Snowy Baker
84 Oxford Street

YOUNG

(.)nce

r.iore demonstrates her magnificent art in
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
We hava made for this production a
very artistic lobby display together
witli reproductions in fac-simile oil
paintings- from her latest poses in
various sizes.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42d Street
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant

Sydney, N. S. W. Australia

CALL
COLUMBUS

Cable Address
"Snowing Sydney"
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Big Canadian Deal

Mary Pickford Wins

nbination of Legitimate Houses
Will Probably Book Pictures
{Special to WWS DAILY)

Jury Deliberates
for Hour
and a
Half — ^Mrs. Wilkening to Appeal
A verdict in favor of Mary Pickford was returned yesterday by the

"oroiito.— A $4,000,000 deal has
n consummated here between
)rge Driscoll, manager of His
jcsty's
Theater of
in the
Montreal,
Al
mant, member
Canadian
liament and A. J. Small, owner of
all's Ontario Circuit of Theaters,
mall has sold dout completely for
00,000, said to have been paid in
d. Besides this purchase an aftion has been perfected which
udes C. P. Walker, owner of
Iker's Circuit operating from
{Continued on Page 2)

jury in Judge Platzek's court after
an hour and a half's deliberation.
Mrs. Cora C. Wilkening, who instituted action for collection of $108,000 will appeal the case.
Early in the day M. L. Malevinsky
counsel for Mary Pickford, argued
that Mrs. Cora C. Wilkening's reputation in the picture field was bad
and that Mary had come here from
the coast to defend the case although it would cost her more to
come here than the money involved
in the suit because "she is a representative American girl and we are

few Internat'l Series

here
askingEdwin
for justice
for her."
George
Joseph,
attorney
for the plaintifif, said that he expected that the evidence would be
{Continued on Page 3)

nternational Film is preparing a
r series of releases,

'hey will be the George McManus
icons but will be filmed by real
i^ers. Johnny Ray will appear in
leading role.
iternational has perfected an arg'ement with AT Christie producer
Christie comedies, to supervise
ie productions.
/ork will be started in New York
ut December 1, while the initial
ledy will be ready about Febru1. Distribution has not been
ded upon as yet.

•win- Weiss Switch?
ort Executives
Leave
Present

"Fine Feathers" Bought
Metro has purchased "Fine Feathers," by Eugene Walter. This is the
play which appeared at the Astor
theater in 1913 with an all-star cast.
May Allison will step out of light
comedy to play the lead in this.
"I cannot accept money from you," declares Katherine MacDonald,
the
American
Beauty, in "The Beauty Market," a First National Advt.
early
December release.

Building Abroad

Lease London Studio

F.-P.
British
Unit
Remodeling
Building into Modem
Plant
Famous Players-Lasky British
Producers, Ltd., have taken a 28ycar lease on two large glass-roofed
buildings, in Poole Street, near
Of Big 4 to be Determined After North Road, Islington, London, and
First of Year — Abrams Has Ideas
are now remodeling them under the
Hiram Abrams said yesterday that supervision of John Cecil Graham,
he would not determine the foreign managing director of the organization, into studios in which all their
policy of distribution of the Big 4
{Ctntinuid tn Page 2)
I until after the first of next year.
JIutchinson Leaves for Coast
He admitted that he had some definite plans of an unusual nature with
Samuel S. Hutchinson, president
regard to this matter, but will not of the American Film Co., is en
route for Santa Barbara, where he
discuss them until the nited Artists will reamin at the studios until the
have a definite number of pictures on early part of next year.
hand.

. Foreign Plans

filiations Unconfirmed! — "Both
Out of Offices"
was rcparted yesterday, but not
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
irmed, that Walter W. Irwin had Jay Allen in Paris — Has Been
in
?ned from Famous Players and
London
Looking
Ofrer Sites
Alfred Weiss of Goldwyn had
Paris — Jay Allen of the Aliens of
ed Zukor's organization,
Canada is now in Paris looking over
r. Irwin's office stated that "he sites for a theater. He has just been
out of town," while Weiss' sec- in London on the same mission. It
ry stated "he was not in."
is understood that the Aliens, amply
n official of Famous
Players financed, arc preparing to build
;d that several changes
in plan houses over here. Allen will not
been made regarding Irwin's talk.
losed trip to Australia but that
lad not known of Irwin's resigAllen Denies Report
3n or any intention of such an
{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Talking of Price
Toronto. — Jules Allen, when
asked whether he and his brothers , Ever since Carter Glass resigned
■thur Zichm, manager of Gold- are to build theaters in Europe ' as Secretary of the Treasury there
^ foreign department has sold stated that the report was not true. 1 has been gossip as to his successor.
ioldwyn output for 1919-1920 for
J. J. Allen, who has been in Eu- Among those mentioned as a possimark, Sweden, Finland and Norrope for three months is now homebility for the important post is Oscar A. Price, president of the United
ward bound. He is expected in To- Artists.
le prints of the f^rst 10 pictures
ronto in about a week.
be shipped shortly.

3ldwyn Output Sold

Price 5 Centt

WHICH
WOULD
YOU
RATHER
HAVE
— A
STOREROOM
WITH
NOTHING TO SELL, OR
SOMETHING TO SELL
AND NO STOREROOM?
CANADIAN
DEAL
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Lease London Studio
{Continued from Page 1)
British productions will be made.
The buildings, which were originally
Metropolithe power station ofthetheend
of 1914
tan Railway, since
have been devoted to manufacture
of war material.
One of the principal alterations
will be the removal of the three
floors in each building, to • give
height to two stages, one 115 feet
by 48 feet; the other 100 feet by 68
feet. Special dressing rooms, heating and lighting system, and other
improvements to cost over $50,000,
are being installed.
The new studios are of easy access
from Head oflfices of the Famous
Players-Lasky British Producers,
Ltd.
"Eyes of Youth" at Rivoli
An Equity official stated yesterday that "Eyes of Youth" will be
shown at the Rivoli the week of November 30.
The Rivoli management stated
that they had nothing to say about

it.

Moffat Wins the Himdred
Fdward

F. Moffat, Universal's advertising manager names his company's pictures as a side line. He
just won the $100 prize for re-naming "Cassidy of the Air Lines,"
"The Great Air Robbery."
Moffat won a prize for selecting
the name "Blind Husbands."
:Sennett Signs Up Kalla Pasha
•Kalla Pasha, comedian wrestler,
has just been signed up by Mack
Sennett for two more years.

DAILV

. Big Canadian Deal

{Continued from Page 1)
Additional Directors elected to
represent territories on the National Winnipeg through to the coast.
Board of Directors of United Pic- Walker owns what are conceded to
be the bsst theaters in Winnipeg and
tures include:
other large towns in the western
From Boston, F. A. Smith of Wal- Canada.
dorf, Lynn, Mass.; and Victor MorIt is understood that a circuit dpris of Loew's Orpheum, Boston; crating in Victoria and Vancouver
from Chicago, George Hines of Au- and other coast cities has been inditorium, So. Bend, Ind., and Fred
cluded although it is impossible to
Seegert of Regent, Milwaukee. From secure confirmation
of that here.
New York, Louis Rosenthal ,of BerThe combined circuits are estigen, Newark, and Riaito, Passaic, H.
mated to control 15 first-class theaters in the Maritime Provinces, 60
Gains boro with theaters in Greenpoint and Flushing, L. I., Harry in Ontario, six on the coast while
Hall, Strand, Troy, and Leo Brecher Walker has about 20.
The significance of the deal for
of
Odeon,From
AnnexPhiladelphia,
and Daly's, J.
NewJ.
York.
the film industry lies in the fact that
Chamberlain of Chamberlain Circuit, these theaters are expected to book
Shamokin, Pa., and Harry Savage of big specials from film producers on
Royal, Atlantic City. From Wash- a percentage basis.
ington, Harry Crandall of Crandall
Circuit, and From St. Louis, Spiro
"Ernie" Shipman who is converSkouras of West End Lyric Theater.
sant with film conditions in Canada,
Elections were held according to stated yesterday that the opportunities for special film attractions there
the- number of stockholders in each
territory. For that reason, some are excellent. He stated that he
cities will have two directors.
handled "Neptune's Daughter" on a
percentage basis in Canada and
made $27,000 clear profit on the production. On the first Wiliamson
Anita Loos to Undergo
Operation
sub-sea picture. Shipman cleared
The output of photoplays from the
prolific John Emerson-Anita Loos $18,000.
mill will cease temporarily this week,
Capitol Books Semon Comedy
when the feminine member of the
Larry Scm'on's new Vitagraph
firm goes to Manhattan Hospital for
"The Headwaiter," has been
a throat operation. During her ab- comedy,
booked by the Capitol and will be
sence Mr. Emerson will go it alone shown at -that house next- week.
in subtitling "In Search of a Sinner," This is a pre-release showing.
the next Constance Talmadge pictuure.
Delia Hayden, for the past three
years in charge of the Still PhotoAndersen Going to Denmark
graph Department of Famous Players, has resigned her position and
Robert Andersen of Universal is
on Sunday will be married in Chisailing for Nyborg, Denmark, to- of
William James Guggenheim
thatcago tocity;
day. He is going to visit his father.
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Theatres Served by United
November

They signed a
awful lot of I.
portant papers.
First

Nat i o

yesterdayr^

LATE NEWS
Alimony comes to
Those Who Gape
Don't Yawn

in Your

Hubby's Presence

\?

hf

Third Metro Series Started
Metro offices state that the o
duction schedule for the third e
ries of Screen Classics wil be staec
at approximately the same tim^ir
Hollywood.
The schedule is:

Bert Lytell in "Alias Jimmy lientine," director, Herbert Blach
Jack
MayDillon.
Allison in "Judah," direorjIViola Dana in "Eliza Come.'tc
Stay," director, Henry Otto.
Emma Dunn in "Old Lady 31,'lirector, John Ince.
Alice Lake and star cast, "Sjl'tf
.'Veres," director, Rex Ingram,
j,
The latter is a new additicJtc

Metro's staff. He comes from jiiversal, where he did "The Bj'cli
Comber" with Elmo Lincoln.
1
n

1, 1918 ,

ary

Janu

1, 1919
923
ch , 919
Mar
1 1
8
8
1 4
June 1, TQ1Q
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Row Over Censors
Ontario System May Be Changed —
Charge Unfit Films are Shown
No. 93

EDUECK, NOVA SCOTIA— An "airje *h1^" — successful tests are ma^
HD-4 unique invention of Dr. Alexer U. Bell. The boat is run by two
ilane I..iberty Motors.
KNTKAMA, WASH. — Kout terrorism
Pacific — the headquarters of suspected
V. W.'s are wrecked by an angry mob
r the shooting of four soldiers durparade.
9NDON, ENGLAND.— Lord AUenby
uest of capital — the Deliverer of Jeilem is received at Guildhall by Prer Lloyd-George.
HOENIX, ARIZ.— A thriU that thrills.
1 your breath and watch closely aa
tor hanging on rope leaps from one
ig plane to other.
lEEPSHEAD BAY, N. Y — Six-day
ers "limber* up." Bicycle riders of
Lgn nations practice daly for the big;
lay race in New York.
ASHINGTON, D. C— Senate rejects
te Treaty. By three overwhelming
a, senators decide against ratification
Versailles document, with or Avithout
rvations.
NEW JEEXICO.— Fall Round-Up of
[e. Stockmen of Southwest gather
sands of heads in herds to be shipped
astern n^arkets.
5W YORK CITY— Welcome, Princ*
i^ales. Father Knickerbocker extends
rdial hand to Britain's royal heir as
;he first time he sets foot on little old
hattan.
:, PASO. TEXAS. — Auto race across
rt roads. Over forty contestants are
red in the 524-mile El Paso-to-Phoeautomobile race.

{Sjjecial to ^VII)^S DAILY)
Toronto. — The following article
appeared in a recent issue of The
Toronto Daily Star:
"The new Government will make
a change in the system of censoring
moving picture films. Complaints
have been, made against the present
methods which hav-C led the Attorney-General, W. E. Rancy, to frame
a plan for its improvement. This
plan Mr. Raney does not wish to
disclose at present, but it probably
involves the aljolition of the appeal
board to which the exchanges are
now privileged to appeal from the
Board of Censors. The complaint
is made that over 60 films which
were condemned by the censors
were passed by the appeal board and
allowed to he shown in the theaters
of Ontario.
"Rev. Dr. McTavish has made
a public protest against the system
under which he says unfit films have
come into use. He exonerates the
Board of Censors as being a conscientious body of men and lays the
blame on the general board, alleging that the censoring by the appeal board has often been done by
an inexperienced clerk in the office
of the Provincial Treasurer.

"Asked by The Star if he thought
there should be an appeal board or
not, Mr. Raney preferred not to express an opinion at the present time.
"The Board of Censors consists of
G. E. Armstrong, J. J. Burns, and R.
Wilson. From this board the appeal
may be taken to a body consisting
of the Provincial Treasurer's secretary, C. Matthews, and O. Elliott,
Sunday Shows in Montrose, Col.
who is also inspector of picture thea{Special to.WWS DAILY)
ters. One suggestion is that the
ontrose, Col. — This city has first named body be enlarged from
d that Sunday pictures be three to five and that the latter appeal be abolished.
led. The question caused quite
e comment and the final vote
"Mr. Raney would not say
204 against and 135 for.
whether he proposed placing the
matter under the Attorney-General's
Department or the Department of
foundation, Distributor Only
Education, but it will probably be
;ne Silz of the firm of Les the latter.
IS Albert Dulac de Paris, of
" 'That's not for me to say,' said
s, France, writes that "The Hap- Mr. Armstrong, when asked in* ress of Others" was produced by
to the truth of the charge that
;ompany and that Madame Ger- films gard
condemned by the censors had
le Dulac was director. She is
to be the only woman director been- passed by the Appeal Board.
He did not wish to pass an opinion
ranee.
either on the question of abolishing
r. Silz states that Foundation
the Appeal Board, but added, 'the
1 Corp. has not purchased this hoard
has been in existence eight or
uction but is merely distribut- nine years, and I think that by our
it here for the Dulac company. training we ought to know what
should pass and what should not."
ftica to Have Sunday Shows
{Special to fVID'S DAILY)
Film Specials Ready Dec. 1
ica, N. Y. — By a majority vote
Dcceniber 1 is the date on which
,179 it was decided to allow
the
first two releases of Film SpeIsy picture shows here. The tocials will be ready. These will be
ote cast was 9,242 for and 8,063 two reel
subjects, under the name
of "Jolly Comedies" and "The Nut
le proposition
now
reverts • to Crackers," featuring Ben Turpin, and
;ommon council for final action, "Neptune's Step Daughter," featurexpected that the measure will
ing Gertrude Selby. They will be
issed.
sold on the State Right market.

More

Than

Bradstreet*
s
Ft. Wayne,. Ind.

My dear Sir:
You have as valuable a paper as there is offered to the
Motion Picture Industry. I
would call it more than the
Bradstreet of Picturedom, it
should be called the encyclopedia of the Motion Picture
field. Much success to you
forever and aye.
Your friend,
Nate Erber,
1122 Ewing st.

European Film for Hallmark
The British American Pictures
Finance Corp. of which Nacibelle W.
Grant is the president, has purchased the world rights to "Carmen
of the North," a five-reel feature production starring Anna Bos, a European actress. The picture will be
distributed by Frank G. Hall, of the
Famous Directors' Series, releasing
in the first of the year.
The star has never before been
seen on the screen in America.

Mary
Pickford Wins
[Continued from Page 1)
discussed before the jury but Mr.
Malevinsky talked of nothing but
Bolshevism, the red flag and Hamlet's bones. He ridiculed the testiof O'Brien
O'Brien
told ofmony the
offers inhewhich
had received
for Mary, one of which was from
two
Chicago
bankers*
whoa were
ing to
give her
$10,000
week gpto
appear in a serial.
Joseph said that Zukor testified he
had never talked about the contract
with Mrs. Wilkening for Mary. The
reason he had to say that was that
he testified that way at the first triand at the first trial "they put him
in a most cruel position." Joseph said
Zukor wanted to sign Mary. The
case was tried on Nov. 26 and after
he had testified, saying that he had
never talked of the contract with
the plaintiff, Mary went and signed
with First National two days after.
For that reason Zukor had to give
the same testimony as he had at the
first trial although it wasn't true.
He said that Mary was eight-ninths
of the Famous Players program and
said if she was getting $4,000 a week
and was suddenly raised to $10,000
a week there must. have been some
tremendous reason and he argued
that the reason was Mrs. Wilkening.
Joseph also claims that Zukor said
there was no question but Freuler
had offered one million. He said
ler.
nobody dared fight Zukor but Freu-
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Hee'rman Productions
to Direct Marshall
Victor Hcerman, the director recently engaged by Marshall Neilan,
will be placed in full charge of various stories to be pr<;scnted under
the Neilan trade-mark.
In a previous announcement the
impression was given that Heerman
was an assistant to Mr. Neilan in
the direction of production when as
a matter of fact Heerman was engaged as a director. ,
Kassel Paintings At Academy
One of the features in the decorative display used in the lobby of
the Academy of Music for the reception of the Prince of Wales,
were three magnificent life-size
paintings of King George, King Edward and Prince of Wales painted by
the well-known artist, Kassel.

I
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KINOGRAMS
R GARVISIT TO MARS FLIVVEpurchas
ed
AGE.— Thousands of motors
for war use take open air cure at Camp
Hollabird,
Md.
A SHIP LOAD OF FAME— Liner La
France docks In New York with five
world famous people on its passenger list
and thev all pose for Kinograms.
SPEED MINES AS SILVER PRICE
SOARS. — Production of precious metals
In Canadian Rockies increased as new
high price is reachedd.
CRIPPLED CHILDREN MAKE HOLIDAY TOYS. — Inmates of h\e Chicago institution use knife saw and paint brush
to help Kris Kringle with Christmas deA

™WAR
TOOLS CLEAR EXPLOSION
SCENE. — Baby tank anti acet.Tlene torch
after blast In big lard packing
used
are
plant in Chicago.
„^..„
THIS IS WHAT BECAME OF YOUR
DRAFT CVRD. — They are sorting over
thousands of them in big census bureau
established by the War Department In
Washington.
„^„,c
CANNED JAZZ GOOD FOR COWS.—
Music hath charms to sooth the gentle
Bovine in Los Angeles dairy and increase
the flow of 18c. a quart milk.
GREAT SKY EXPRESS LOST THEN
WRECKED. — Handley Page machine
making first express trip landing at dusk
in Cleveland race track hits judges'
stand and loses 18 feet of her wings.
SEES SKY
PRINCE OF WALES
SCRAPERS. — After hurried trip through
downtown New York he goes on top of
the Woolworth Building and shivers and
wonders at the view.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
Prizes f-r Directors
meel- t; of the Motion Picthe
At
ture Directors' \ssociation Tuesday
C. Jay Wilnight, George Irv • !• er,
executive
liams and .Ashley M I
officers, agreed upj-i putting into
practice a stunt of their Suday school
days.
To the member attend ng every
first and third Tuesday of the month,
offering a subject of pertinent interest for discussion, with a vi»w to the
general uplift in the making of pictures, a prize will be awarded. It
will be the distinction of leading the
Grand March at the annual M. P. D.
A. Ball, which, to the members of
the. organization is likened to the
Sunday School picnic.
Savannah Shows Barred
(Special to fVID'S,DAILY)
Savannah, Ga. — Apparently Simday shows here are on the l)lacklist.
Some time ago a petition signed
by 2,000 people protesting against
shows on the Sabbath was submitted to the MaycJr after he had suggested having a performance in the
Municipal Auditorium. The Mayor
has done nothing since that time.

jM^
Putting It Over

]

DAIUY

Foreign Visitors at Capitol
Two hundred men, who as individuals and the heads of corporaHere is hoiv a brother exhibtions, are directly responsible, it is
itor put his shoiu over. Send
estimated, for the daily bread and
along your ideas. Let the other
butter of 50,000,000 people, will atfelloiv
knoiv how you cleaned
tend the performance at the Cetpitol
up.
tonight.
The occasion will be the visit to
New
York of the International
Paris, 111. — As an example of the
exploitation possilnlities contained Trade Conference, representing
in "The World and Its Woman," the France, Great Britain, Italy, Belresults obtained by A. E. Metcalfe,
gium and the United States.
manager of the Majestic, are cited.
Metcalfe secured a full page news"Big Four" Sales Conference
A
conference of the executives and
admerchants'
local combined
paper spread ofvertisements,
under the the Sales Managers of the eastern
streamer reading, "A Page of Bar- branch offices of the United Artists
gains for the World and Its
held
ofin Newat the
York"Big
thisFour"
week.home
Hiram
Woman," each advertisement carry- was fice
ing a cut of Gcraldinc Farrar.
Abrams explained some of the important features that will mark the
This page was run for three successive days preceding the opening, future plans of the corporation.
and followed a full-page story deA conference of the remaining
voted to the massive scenes in the
sales
managers will be held in Denfeature, illustrated with four large
ver with Abrams and Ralph Proctor,
cuts showing how one of the most within a few week-s. The sales
sets was constructed.
expensive
managers who attended the conferPrinted announcements were enecc
week were William Jenmailed to a selected list of the best ner of this
Boston, A. C. Berman of Tofamilies, these being a formal inronto, Cresson E. Smith of Chicavitation to attend the screen visit
go, Robert J. Churchill of Detroit,
of the star.
C. S. Trowbridge of Philadelphia,
Carlos Moore of Pittsburgh, and
Salt Lake City.— The first stunt in George F. Lenehan of Washington.
the exploitation of the GoldwynFarrar picture, "The World and Its
Woman" at the Casino, was the distribution of heralds announcing the
play date of the production by an
aviator flying at an altitude of 2,000
feet. As this stunt was new in the
territory, it was featured by the papers as a news story. Both the pilot
and the owner of the plane donated
t eir services for the publicity they
would receiv^ through the papers.
Four music stores gave liberal
window displays, including a card
announcing the showing. Some
other good locations were secured
for the placing of 22 x 28 photos of
Farrar. Threie hundred window
cards were placed in the very best
locations. .

Pickford at Strand

MarywillPickford
"Heartthe o*w;l(le
Hills"
play theinStrand
of December 7.
Brightman Quits Allgood
Grant L. Brightman, until :«
publicity manager with the Allgjc

Whirlwind,"
withproducers"^'
Charles Hutii
Tictures
Corp.,
"«
son, has severed connections itl;
that organization.
His successor is unnamed.
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
Once more demonstrates her magnif
cent art in
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
We have made for this production
very artistic lobby display togetht
with reproductions
in fac-simile opaintings
from her latest poses i
KRAUS
MFG. • CO.
various sizes.
220 West 42cl Street
17th Floor
TeL 3607 Bryai

Send Us Youi
Highe,"Prices JUnK
F llll
INTERSTATE
SMELTIN
®. REFINING
COMPAN
23 Commercial St.

NEWARK,

STUDIO
WANTED
NEAR NEW YORK

Foreign Deals Closed
J. A. Lipman, Sidney, Australia,
has contracted with the American
Film Company for the Australasia
distribution
"Damaged
F. Alland ofand
Brothers,^oods."
Boston,
have secured state rights for the
same film in Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut.

Irving Starting New Film
George Irving, who is president of
the Motion Picture Directors' AsLyons and Moran Here
sociation, has recently finished "The
Edd'e Lyons and Lee Moran wVio Blue Pearl" and expects to start
have had the iol) of turning out a soon on the screen dramatization of
one-reel comedy for Universal the "The Girl in Waiting."
past two years are in New York for
Wallen Sails for Turkey
a three weeks' vacation.
Carl K. Wallen, of the Interna\
Young Going to Coast
tional Film Service, is now on his
James Young leaves for Califor- way to Turkey under the tlirection
nia rext week. He. has just finished
of the Near East , Relief. Wallen's
"A Daughter of Two Worlds" with purpose in going there is t*o secure
Norma Talmadge. It will be Miss accurate photographs of the people,
who arc facing exceptionally hard
Talmadge's
first picture for First times
National.
and starvation.

Must Have Every Modern
Convenience
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MARY MILES MINTER
Green Gables"
Tell your patrons to bring all tkeir smiles
th them when tke;p come to see "ANJNJE
^ OF GREEN GABLES." They'll need 'em!
They'll hold their sides, too, to keep
from splitting o^er the antics of
"orphint" A.nne. RffoUff. she should
haVff been a bo]f!
But then she has a serious side also,
and well did the villagers know it.
Especially the Pie family.
And she has a waj) of snuggling right mto
one's heart, )ust as she did with old
Cuthbert. She certainly won him o^er,
and he didn't want her at all in the begin ing— he Wanted a hojf!
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Features Reviewed
Richard Barthelmess in
Griffith — Par.-Artcraft

SCARLET

THE

WOMAN

Katherine MacDonald in
First National

THE

S. Hart in
Paramount- Artcraft

Frank Mayo in
Universal

Mary Miles Minter in. .ANNE
Realart
SHORT

5

THUNDERBOLT
Page
9

JOHN

BREAKER
Page 13

OF GREEN

HO !
Page 17

GABLES
Page 20
Page 21

Ora Carew and Forrest Stanley in
UNDER
Universal . . . ,

f

Edith Roberts and Frank Mayo in

World Film directors accept L. J. Selznick
plan by
vote of 9 to 2. World to become part of Republic.
Taylor Holmes productions to be released through
^
Wilk
M
ening-Pi
e
t
ckfo
rd case
rfor
o
comm.
ission on contract
begins in New York.
Tom North resigns from Fox Film.
Horater's Pantheon opens at Toledo.
State right buyers planning co-operative buying
organization.
Important directors on Coast officially confirm combination.
Wednesday

Associated First National Pictures incorpor
ates with
$6,000,000 capital. Associated First National Thea
ters incorporates with $10,000,000 capital.
Mitchell Lewis signed for series by Metro.
Thursday

PETTICOATS
Page 11

EASTWARD,

STUFF

Universal

Page

-. . . . .THE BRUTE

William Russell in
Fox

DAYS
Page
3

Second National Exhibitors Circuit to have 21 franchise holders in that many districts of this country.
Metro purchases "Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
Vitagraph
to make a Tu
Wallingfo
esday rd series.

HE CHOSE

Mickey Film Corp. — State Rights

Wm.

News of the Week
in Headlines
Monday

7/^RECOCNIZED
AUTHORITY

39^BRADSTREET
of FILMDOM

SUSPICION
Page 23
LASCA
Page 25

Wm. Fox entertains Prince of Wales at Acad
emy of
Music, New York.
Goldwyn
advertising campaign
to reach 30,000,000
newspaper readers to start
FridayDec. 1.
Max Linder arrives from France to make comedie
s.

Ricord

Gradwell
curity Corp.

announces

plans of Producers

Se-

Broker sues United Picture Theaters for $650,000.
Graphic Films signs Virginia Pearson.
Saturday

Foreign plans of United Artists not to be decided
until after Jan. 1, 1920.
Mary Pickford wins case filed by Cora Wilkening for
commission on contract.

"Pardoning the bad is injuring the good** — Benjamin Franklin,

isji^i
Next Year You

Sunday,

November 23, 1919

Will Deal with Individuals

Many times you have been promised open booki
ng.
There have been false alarms galore.

No one knows better than you exhibitors how
often
you have heard the cry of bigger, better
films to be
sold on their merits, but before you
got through the
nigger in the woodpile stuck his head
out and you
found that things were not just as the
announcements
had proclaimed.
But boys, better days are coming
.
If you think you are a showman
stick in the game
Don't sell your house unless
you can get such a wonderful price that you will have enough
to buy another
just as good and a fat profit besides.

the right kind of sales efifort because with their control of distribution they can pay for this specialized
sales efifort and still be better ofif than ever before.
They will accomplish the big things they are interested in.
They will control exploitation. No longer will their
individually produced films be used to bolster up some
one else's trade mark.

Take it from me, the individual creator is not money |
mad.
He is jealous of his creation and his rights.
■
He wants release prints that are fit to show the public and will pay for them.

He wants individualized, specialized exploitation,

Don't let them kid you
.

for each of his big films.
The air is full of announcement
s

of
rumors of dominating trusts,
of fancy
theories and much noise about
theater
ing itimpossible for you to get good

■ Just sit tight. Watch
points clear in your mind:the corners.

new plans, of
stock jobbing
circuits makfilms.

He wants the chance to co-operate direct with the
exhibitor on matters like music and presentation.

Those are the things the individual creator is really
interested in.

And keep these

Next year there will be more
than thirty capable
creators, directors and stars
selling their product
individually, which will mean
about one hundred
splendid special features to be sold
strictly on their
merits.

Next year will bring those things.

Don't be blufifed by talk of trusts.
Sit tight. Play ball. And don't tie up your house
on long time contracts.
Better times are coming.

These individuals will be cont
rolling distribution
and sharing largely in the profits.
They want each
film to stand or fall on its merits.
The days of one
salesman trying to sell dozen upon doz
en of films all
at one sitting are passing rapidly. Mor
e salesmen
will be needed. Sure, but that will be to ever
yone's
advantage.

This individual sales efifort may cost more;
but the
individual creators will be able to pay much more
for

This time it is not a false alarm.

I say that now because I know

personally. No

longer is it a matter of taking some
word for it.

corporation's

Keep happy and let the old smile work.

(a/xM
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Griff Puts Over

^
f
c
e
f
a
an Old-Fashioned

Richard Barthelmess in
"SCARLET DAYS"
Griffith — Paramount-Artcraft
DIRECTOR
David Wark Griffith
SCENARIO BY
S. E. V. Taylor
CAMERAMAN
G. W. Bitzer
' AS A WHOLE
Exceedingly artistic production
of an old-fashioned western melodrama.
'l STORY

Wild and woolly western of the days
of '49.
DIRECTION
A regular Griffith picture
PHOTOGRAPHY
Super excellent throughout
LIGHTINGS
Good
CAMERA WORK
Excellent
STAR
Not really a star part.
Barthelmess
pleased as usual.
SUPPORT
Exceedingly good.
George Fawcett
Carol Dempster and Clarine Seymour particularly good.
EXTERIORS
Well selected for demands of
story.
INTERIORS
All that could be desired
DETAIL
Used with all of the Griffith effect
CHARACTER OF STORY
Exact depiction of
days when every man was a law unto himself.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION
6,916 feet
There is no question about it, David Wark

Griffith

is an artist. "Scarlet Days" is only another proof of
it. He has taken a simple, crude, little western melodrama and made of it a picture so true to life, so realistic, that for the time it is running on the screen one
is lifted completely out of this life and transported
back to the days of '49, when every man was a law
unto himself, and boldly took that which he desired
provided he had the might to maintain it.
You cannot make a mistake in getting after this one

Western Meller

has been given a Griffith production, and a Griffith
treatment. If your crowd want anything more than
that they are sure hard to satisfy.
There were two little girls in this picture that made
a big hit. One was Clarine Seymour and the other
was Carol .Dempster. They did a lot in putting
the picture over. Richard Barthelmess was a bold,
bad, Mexican bandit with a white heart. He gave
his usual creditable performance holding the sympathy of his audience at all times and never over acting.
It is sure a pleasure to watch him work.
The story hinges largely about the emotions of Rosy
Nell, a habitue of a typical western ^ance hall of the
period. She has a daughter, who has never seen her,
brought up in the prim and proper atmosphere of Boston, by a maiden aunt. The aunt dies and the young,
innocent girl goes west to see her mother.
She is met by Alvarez, a Mexican bandit who, realizing the situation, sees that she cannot go direct to her
mother. He arranges for her to stay at the cabin of
John Randolph and his partner. Nell is prepared for
the visit and the daughter is kept in ignorance of her
mother's real life. Alvarez and Randolph both fall in
love with her.
Then enters the villain in the person of King Bagley, keeper of the dance hall. He sees the girl and resolves to possess himself of her. There follows a
smashing good fight. During the fight the girl learns
of her mother's life and a good scene follows in w
the horror of realization is depicted in a mighty fine
manner without overdoing it.
Alvarez is wanted by the sherifif, and he resolves to
give himself up if the sheriff will come to the relief
of the small group that is defending Nell and her
daughter from the gang of the villain. The sheriff arrives and the fight is over but only after Nell has been

killed by a chance shot.
and booking it quick. It will please and please mightOthers in the cast not previously mentioned were
ily. In the first place it is an old-fashioned western
Eugenie
Behserer,
Ralph
Graves,
Walter
Long,
with plenty of quick moving action, the kind everyGeorge Fawcett, Kate Bruce, Rhea Haines, Adolph
And in the second place it Lestina, Herbert Sutch and J. Wesley Warner.
body, pretty near, likes.

Get After This One Hard— It Means Big Business
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
^it right down to your telephone and book this one,
for it means real, honest to goodness big business to
you. It's a sure enough old-fashioned western, full
of action from beginning to end and treated in Griffith's inimitable manner.
with it.

You ought to clean up big

Naturally play up Griffith. And then tell them all
you can about the picture and the manner in which it
has been treated, ir order to do tl.is inielligeiitly you

ought to see it rirst. Then you will know which particular angle of 't wil, appeal to your crowd most.
Center your efforts on getting them into the theater for it is one of those kind of pictures which sell
themselves after they have once been seen. Your people will sure talk about this to all their friends or else
they do not know what good entertainment is. The
harder you go after things the more business you
will do.

PICTURES

NNOUNCING
"JUST A WIFE"
Adapted from Eugene W^alter's powerful
domestic drama.
Ready January 1, 1920,

"BLIND YOUTH"
Adapted from the play by Lou Tellegen and
Willard Mack.
Ready January 15, 1920.

NATIONAL PICTURES WILL
RELEASED AT INTERVALS
REQUESTED BY THE BOARD
DIRECTORS

BE
AS
OF

The first two are now in production at the West
Coast Studios. Stories, casts, direction and
other production details are up to the highest
present-day standards.

NATIONAL

PICTURE

THEATRES,

Inc.

Sunday,

November

23, 1919

Foreign Made
"THE
Mickey
ijDIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

DAIUV

"
!
^
i
l
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Picture Offers High-Glass

WOMAN
HE CHOSE"
Film Corp.— State Rights
Not credited
•
Selma Lagerlof
Victor Sgostrom

jCAMERAMAN
Hendrik Jaenzon
jAS A WHOLE. . . .High-class entertainment handled
delicate situations in an especially commend'
able manner.
STORY

From "The Girl from the Marshcroft":
treats familiar idea in a new way.
DIRECTION
Presented a Griffith atmosphere;
left nothing to be desired in the way of good
production.
PHOTOGRAPHY
An outstanding feature of
the picture.
LIGHTINGS
Excellent : some beautiful
CAMERA WORK
Very fine
PLAYERS. .. .Well selected cast which showed an
appreciation of character portrayal.
INTERIORS
A study in themselves
EXTERIORS
Some beautiful shots of Sweden
DETAIL
Crude title translations can be improved ;otherwise good.
CHARACTER OF STORY
A study of the right
and wrong as found in the lives of Swedish
country folk.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
"The Woman

He Chose" was made in Sweden un-

der the title of "The Girl from the Marshcroft," by
the Swedish Biograph Co. The National Board of
Motion Picture Review selected this as representative
of the highest advancement in motion pictures of foreign make.
Taken from an artistic standpoint, the production
leaves little to be desired. The home life of the Swedish folk, both peasant and aristocrat, provides unusual interest, especially because it is the real thing.

Entertainment

Throughout, the spectator can find the little peculiarities of these people, all incidental to the story itself.
For instance, a cradle suspended from the ceiling,
quaint receptacles, the two-wheeled carts, odd pieces
of furniture and numerous other things unfamiliar to
the American eye.
The story idea mainly is not new. An unfortunate
girl, though good at heart, is in disgrace and the situation as treated by folks of another country, make up
the remainder of the production. Much of the success
of the film, however, is due to the types of characters
and the keen appreciation of realism of their respective roles, as displayed in their portrayals. The older
characters will probably be more striking because thev
are really old and throughout the picture, it will be
hard to denote any evidences of make-up on any of
the players. This ought to attract particular attention.
Helga, with a fatherless child, is taken into the home
of Gudmund Erlandsson's mother. After a party celel)rating his engagement Gudmund's mother reads of
a murder, a knife blade being found in a man's skull.
Gudmund's recollections of the night before were
vague but in his pocket was his clasp-knife with the
blade broken oi¥. Fearing that he was the murderer,
he throws the knife in the marsh but the act is discovered by his father. However, nothing is said about
the matter until Helga, no longer in Gudmund's home
because his bride-to-be objected to her being there,
comes to wish him happiness. Then (auimund tells
of his suspicions and hastens to Hildur's home where
everything is ready for the wedding.
Helga, through her goodness at heart and desire to
help others, turns out to be the girl Gudmund really
loves and they have the usual happy ending. The
names of others in the cast mean nothing as far as
names go but it is safe enough to say that their work
is all very meritorious.

Shows Keen Sense of Appreciation for the Better Things in Picture
Production
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you are looking for' something dfferent, combined
with the artistic and beautiful, get this. It is a long
time since a story idea of this type has been put over
in s©- thoroughly convincing and interesting a manner.
This is essentially a high-class ofifering and should be
handled as such. To those who appreciate the better
things in picture production, this will be agreeably received.
Make known the fact that it is a truly human story
with an appeal for charity and forgiveness.
It will

be necessary perhaps, to clarify the impression that is
imbedded in the minds of a great many when thev
know a picture is foreign made — that of a lot of action
and customs that they don't understand. There is
nothing in the production that is confusing.
You haven't any cast of note to work with and
folks probably will not have heard of this production
so you'll have to promise them something good and
you can do it without fear of misrepresenting things
you can do it without fear of misrepresentation.

Chains and chicanery
There is absolutely no reason for selling your
theatre while the best films in the market
are being made by independent producers.
There is a panicky feeling evident among theatre owners
today, but bear in mind that a panic can be started by a
mouse.
The cause for the unrest, when you analyze the situation, is
of mouse-like importance. The only danger lies in the
panic itself.
Sit tight and look the thing squarely in the eye. Here is
what confronts us.
Big distributor interests are seeking to tie up your theatres.
WHY?
Because their product is of uneven quality and they dare
not try to sell it exclusively on a basis of merit.
How are they trying to tie up your theatres?
By forcing you to sign long-term and exclusive contracts.
If you sign these contracts, you shut your house to all the
splendid offerings of the independent producers and are
compelled to play a program of uncertain quality in competition with the biggest attractions of the screen. YouVe got
no chance to win.
If you don't sign the contract, these would-be monopolists
offer to buy a controlling interest in your theatre. If you
sell, they run your business. Again you've got no chance
to win.
If you don't sign the contract and won't sell out, what then?
They try to frighten you with threats of building a house
next door to yours, if need be.
Suppose they build. Let them run their programs while
yoq have the pick of the whole independent field and you'll
close them up.
Theatre men, if you will only think a moment, you'll realize
that it is a monumental bluff that is being shown. These
distributor-interests can't control the theatre situation unless they can control productions. Thank Heaven, producers are getting freer every day and the dominant factor
in the rental business today is not the old line monopoly,
but the independent producers.

I repeat — a panic can be started by a mouse. Forget the
mouse; it can do no harm unless you let it throw you into
a panic.
«

There is a remedy for the whole situation — a sure curb to
any attempt at monopoly.
Refuse to sign any contract that ties your hands so that you
cannot at all times go into the open market and buy what
and where you please.
Don't be frightened into selling the control of your theatre.
That's all. There are more than enough good films made
to supply every theatre's needs, and these films can be
rented freely and fairly. No distributor has a monopoly of
good films and you can get all that you want in quality and
quantity.
United Artists Corporation is now booking the DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS' releases, "HIS MAJESTY, THE
AMERICAN" and "WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLL
BY" and D. W. GRIFFITH'S "BROKEN BLOSSOMS"
on a single picture basis. The MARY PICKFORD PICTURES and the CHARLIE CHAPLIN PICTURES
that are to come to us later on will be booked the same
way, each picture on its own merits.
There are many other independent producers making films
of splendid quality. As long as this supply is at your command, you have nothing to fear.
Any distributor who insists on a long term contract for
product that you know nothing about is imposing on you.
You don't need such a contract when the market has plenty
of film of superior quality, that the independent producers
are not afraid to let you have on a single picture basis.
Remember, to control the theatres you must be able to
. control productions.
Look the field over; check-up the
product of all distributors and see if any one company controls all the worth-while product.
Monopoly?

Control?

IT CAN'T

BE DONE!

United Artists Corporation

TRY TO GET IN AND SEE THIS COMEDY
SOME DAY THIS WEEK!

LARRY

SEMON
in

"THE

HE AD WAITER"

ALL THIS WEEK
AT THE

CAPITOL
LARGEST

THEATRE

THE BEST COMEDY

IN THE WORLD

OF THE YEAR!
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Daring Idea Starts Off Well, But Fizzles
Katherine MacDonald
"THE

in

THUNDERBOLT"
First National

DIRECTOR
Colin Campbell
TUTHOR
J. Grubb Alexander
AS A WHOLE
Got off to a strong start but fizzled
at the end and lost its interest.
STORY. . . .Fine, original idea very poorly developed
DIRECTION. . . .Most ably handled; some very fine
effects.
PHOTOGRAPHY
storm scenes.

Most excellent; wonderful

LIGHTINGS
Especially good ; fine use made
of lightning in thunder storm.
CAMERA WORK
Excellent throughout
STAR
Exceedingly beautiful; does not respond
to big emotional situations.
SUPPORT
Most excellent; Thomas Meighan
scores.
EXTERIORS
Very well selected
INTERIORS
Distinctive and generally pleasing
DETAIL
Overlooked entirely the psychological
effect of too many thunderstorms and thereby
made final scenes of picture ridiculous; titles

.
orR
poE
Mostly inoffensive
OF STORY
CHARACT
but one scene that goes the limit.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,600 feet
Somebody blundered most grievously in the production of this one. It started off in corking fine shape
with a new and original idea and then went all to
pieces in the last reel or two, and became utterly ridiculous. Your crowd may snicker and laugh right out
loud in the wrong places. And all because of too many
thunderstorms and the train of thought which they
inspire.
It looks very much as though the whole thing could
be laid at the feet of the author. He got hold of something good and then did not know^what to do with it,
for his story is poorly developed.

For years there had been a feud between the Corbin and Pomeroy families. The picture opens with a
New York banker talking with a Kentucky capitalist.
It develops that the banker is Bruce Corbin the last
of his line and the capitalist is Allan Pomeroy next to
the last of his, the last being a wonderfully beautiful
daughter played by Katherine MacDonald.
Corbin has Pomeroy in his power and can send him
to jail. He demands the daughter for his wife as the
price of his silence. Pomeroy agrees and then dies.
The daughter carries out nis promise.
Bruce Corbin's father had been killed by a Pomeroy
in the midst of an exceedingly severe thunderstorm a
short time before Bruce was born . He is marked by
lightning and is deathly afraid of thunderstorms.
When they occur he goes practically insane and loses
his memory entirely.
Sometime after his marriage such a storm arises.
Bruce goes to his wife's room and brutally tells her.
that she is the last of her line, that he will never treat
her as a real wife, and thus permit her to have a child.
Knowing the effect that thunderstorms have on him
she resolves that he shall not triumph. She therefore
seduces him. Faint glimpses of this scene in which
the seduction takes place are shown by the flashes of
lightning and to the tune of resounding clashes of
thunder from the orchestra.
The next morning he leaves for a trip to South
America to be gone a year, not remembering what has
taken place the night before. At the end of a year's
time he returns and finds a beautiful baby boy. He
accuses her of infidelity but she proves to him that it
is his child.
From this point on the story fizzles. There is another violent thunderstorm in which Bruce loses all
his money. But the audience forgets the story and
its mind goes back to the original idea planted by the
association with the storm. The result is that there
were snickers, laughs and audible comments of a suggestive nature at the Strand in New York, at some of
the showings.

Great Beauty of the Star Will Probably Put This Over for You
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

if they will give her some good stories.
But you had better see this first one yourself before

you to let it slide and wait for her next one for there
is plenty of ground for criticism insofar as the story
is concerned, and in addition there is one scene that is
particularly daring.
If you do play it enlarge on the great beauty of the
star. Anything you can say along these lines will get
over. Lay low on the story, but play up the manner

you book it into your theater, and judge the effect it
will have on your crowd.
It might be just as well for

in which the -picture has been produced and staged.
But above all, see it first.

This is the first Katherine MacDonald picture under
.^ banner of the First National and she certainly is a
wonderfully beautiful woman. She is going to be
worth a lot of money to you as a box office attraction

Sankihis Ship?

f

When you were on the
German U-boat shown m the

BI60EST NEWS
II
sc P OF YEARS
"OIGHT out of the secret archives of the German
Goverriment — something never before shown on
on any screen — authentic moving pictures of the
sinking of merchant vessels by German U-boats,
the pictures having been taken by the German commanders to substantiate their reports to BerHn.
While you are looking at these amazing pictures you
will be yourself, on a German submarine. You will
see the shots fired from your U-boat — see the ship
careen and sink — see Captain and Mate go down
with their vessel.

T^HIS is the greatest scoop ever, scored by any
newspicture organization since the cinema was
invented. Even_ in the newspaper world it has few
equals. Needless to say, only the unbeatable enterprise of the great International organization could
have secured this tremendous attraction for your
theatre. Scoops like this mean extra money in your
pocket. Be sure of them by booking the BIG NEWS
THREE of the screen world right now — today. All
the evidence that you want is right here on this page.
ACT NOW.
Scoop your competitors like we do.

Intepiaational

lsIeNA/3

Universal Current Events
Hearst
Nevs^s
Issci©d by International
Released
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Hart Steps Out in a New Characterization
W. S. Hart in
"JOHN PETTICOATS"
Paramount-Artcraft

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

.-

Lambert
Hillyer
C. Gardner Sullivan

SCENARIO
BY
...C.
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
Good
stuff
done; Hart in new role.
STORY
ment.

Gardner' Sullivan
Joe August
exceedingly
well

Experiences of a Lumberjack, who inherits a fashionable
dressmaking
establish-

DIRECTION
Fine artistic atmosphere; very
weir produced.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Extra. good
LIGHTINGS
Artistic and well worked out
CAMERAWORK
Good throughout
STAR
Looks as well in a dress suit as in his
regular duds!
SUPPORT
Very good throughout; Walt Whitman did a good piece of character work.

They certainly serve to liven and brighten the picture
a whole lot. And Hart makes the most of every opportunity.
The picture has been given the usual Ince production with, excellent photography, lighting effects,
camera work and scenic excellence. C Gardner Sullivan's story contains enough action
through the necessary scenes and
has turned it into an interesting and
ture. But of course when all is said
the whole thing as he is in nearly
which he appears.

to carry the star
Director Hillyer
entertaining picand done. Hart is
every picture in

The opening scenes show Hart as a lumberjack in
a camp in the northwest, uncultured but a real man.
He receives a letter stating that an uncle has died and
left him a modiste shop. No one in the camp knows
what such a shop is, so Hart packs his blanquette role
and goes to New Orleans to find out.
There he is befriended by Judge Meredith, who has a

EXTERIORS . .'
Few but good
INTERIORS
Scenes in dressmaking shop very
well handled.

pretty young daughter, and insufficient money to mamtain his and her position. Hart comes to the rescue
and helps out the financial stringency by taking board
with the Judge and paying two months in advance.
Of course, he falls in love with the pretty young

DETAIL
Maintained throughout
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,049 feet
You should get this one if for no other reason than

daughter played to so good effect by Winifred
over. There is another lover, Wayne Page,
father is very wealthy. Wayne has been a wild
man and has had an affair with Rosalie Andre,

the fact that it will show Hart to your crowd in a ro^e
entirely different from that which thej are accustomed
to look for him.

the girls at the modiste shop. She commits suicide
rather than face the disgrace that she knows is coming. This causes a complication between Hart, Wayne

The main situation evolved by the picture is good.
That is of lifting a rough uncultured lumberjack from
the forests of the northwest and planting him bodily
in the midst of a fashionable dressmaking establishment in New Orleans.

and the Judge's daughter.
But luckily for Hart Rosalie has written a letter
before she died which explains the whole situation.

Without being a comedy you can readily see that
such a situation is bound to provide numerous incidents that will bring a smile and cause a . snicker.

Westwhose
young
one of

This letter is sent to the Judge's home and he takes
the liberty of opening it. Of course. Hart is exonerated and everything ends -happily.
Walt Whitman as Judge Meredith did a fine piece
of character acting. Others in the cast were Ethel
Shannon and Andrew Arbuckle.

Imagine Two-Gun Bill Hart Making Good as the Owner of a Fashionable
Dressmaking Shop
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You should have no trouble in putting this one over
and getting big money with it. You have one of the
most popular stars in the business in a picture in
which he will please. It is also unusual enough tu
give you plenty of exploitation material with which to
get them into your theater.
Tell them
that Hart is in an entirelv new kind

of a picture, something out of his usual run. Play up
the unusual situation of the story very strenuously.
The following line should serve to excite their interest
sufficiently to make them walk boldly up to the box
office, "Imagine two-gun Bill Hart making good as
the owner of a fashionable dressmaking shop. See
him do it in John Petticoats."

c .
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jz/ C/>araniount:^rtcraftQ>icture
By Adele Buffington
A Thomas H. Ince Production.

Directed by Joseph DeGrasse.

r*-

Scenario by R. Cecil Smith

In full bloom again!
PARIS is Paris once more. The Apache have come
out from their hiding places. The "spenders" are
thronging the midnight cafes, the strange halfworld of Hcense and "love" glows like a night-blooming
cereus.

r

That's "L'Apache!" Dorothy Dalton, the incomparable, in a romance of the vivid, vital, verities of
Parisian night-life.
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Speedy Action in Rattling Western Meller
Frank Mayo in
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

BRUTE BREAKER"
Universal
Lynn T. Reynolds
Not credited

CAMERAMAN
Philip E. Rosen
SCENARIO BY
D. Barrett and Lynn T. Reynolds
AS A WHOLE
Smashing good picture full of
action thrills, and fights; moves very fast and
has been well done.
STORY
camp,
time.

Red-blooded out of door story of lumber
that keeps you on your toes all the

DIRECTION
Excellent; atmosphere maintained
and good character development manifested.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fine throughout; great forest fire scene.
LIGHTING
Good
CAMERA WORK
Most excellent; some effects
that required great skill.
STAR
There with the wallop all the time
SUPPORT
All that could be desired; Kathryn
Adams pleases mightily.
EXTERIORS
Of great beauty
INTERIORS
Hardly any
DETAIL
Watched carefully and succeeds in big
moments.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Red-blooded out of
doors stuff; clean and inoffensive.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,785 feet
Irrespective of what kind of theater you have your
crowd cannot help hut like this one. It is the kind
of a story that made Jack London, Rex Beach, William
Allen White, and a score of other well-known authors
famous.
It is a red-blooded story of out of doors.
In the early beginning there is one of the best ca-

noeing scenes that I have ever seen in which Frank
Mayo comes down a series of rapids in a manner that
shows he is a real sportsman. There are likewise
plenty of feats of strength, a dozen or more good fight
scenes that have all the semblance of reality, a forest
fire and the burning of a settlement, and a storm scene
that must have tried the ingenuity of the cameraman
to keep his camera dry and his film from spoiling.
Frank Mayo is a supposed lumber jack, who seems
to be making it his business to travel around the different camps controlled by a Monsieur Pretot and
cleaning up the camp bullies. He has already visited
three when he lands at McKittricks, where he not only
finds the biggest bully of the woods in the person of
Baptiste, but also McKittrick's pretty daughter,
played by Kathryn Adams.
Baptiste learns of our hero's efforts in the other
camps and conspire? with the vanished bullies to put
him out of the way. Frank learns of the conspiracy
and on the night that they try to murder him puts each
out of the way singly, throwing a couple over a cliff
into the stream and driving the third out of the woods.
Not satisfied the bullies get together again in another conspiracy and Frank whips each of them. He
forces them into their canoes and sends them down
the rapids. That is the last of the bullies. Then
comes the big fight with Baptiste, after he has kidnapped McKittrick's daughter and set the settlement
and incidentally the forest on fire.
It is some fight, believe me. Of course, hero wins
and rescues Kathryn and everything ends happily it
then developing that Frank is Monsieur Pretot, the
owner of all the camps.
The supporting cast was good. Those not previously mentioned were Burwell Hamrick, Harry Northrup. Jack Curtis, Frank Brownlee, Bert Sprote, and
Charles Le Moyne.

Go After The Men on This One; They'll Like It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is a good one. By all means get it and go after
big money with it. It appeals particularly to men. as
it is just the kind of a picture that most men like and
enjoy seeing. The women will like it cquall)' well,
for they are great admirers oif virile red blooded
manhood.
Use the title extensively for it is good and contains
a promise of what the picture has to offer. Play up
the various incidents of the storv such as the multi-

plicity ofgood fights, the thrilling descent o*" the rapids
in a canoe, the forest fire scene and the burning of
the settlement. See the picture first by all means if
you possibly can. It will unodubtedly give yju many
cality.
good ideas of the best way to h-indie it in your loGo
with
earlv
as it

after this one hard and I think you will clean up
it. Exert all your endeavors to filling up your
performances. Your patrons should do the rest
is the kind of a picture that will make them talk.

WEYE

GOT TO

For Goldwyn
/^^ N December 1st a Goldwyn advertisement will ap^^ pear in three hundred and eighty-six newspapers.
— a big advertisement —
And there will be one each succeeding week.
Every advertisement will advertise a Goldwyn Picture
that is actually being shown. Not only that — but Goldwyn will advertise Goldwyn exhibitors.
Thus the Goldwyn advertising will directly benefit the
exhibitor, and bring the crowds to the individual theatre
to see a particular picture.
Goldwyn has retained us to prepare this campaign. We
are the people who for years have aided in the conception of the advertising of Colgate & Co., Eastman Kodak
Co., General Electric Co., Studebaker Corporation,
etc., etc.

FRANK

SEAMAN

INCORPORATED

Advertising and Merchandising
470 Fourth Avenue
New York City

MAKE

GOOD!

Pays the Bills
Read the list. This is but a part of it. There's not room to publish it all.
And remember this is simply the first shot in the Goldwyn campaign.
Boston I'ost
Boston Herald
& Traveler
Boston American
Boston Globe
Baltimore News
Baltimore Sun
Baltimore Star & American
Detroit News
Detroit Free Press
Detroit Journal
Los Angeles Times
Los Angeles Herald
Los Angeles Examiner
Los Angeles Express
New York City Journal
New York City Globe
New York City Mail
New York City Sun
New York City World
New York City Times
Chicago Tribune
Chicago News
Chicago American
Chicago Herald-Examiner
Philadelphia Inquirer
Philadelphia Public Ledger
Philadelphia Record
Philadelphia North
American
San Francisco Call Post
San Francisco Bulletin
San Francisco Examiner
San Francisco Chronicle
Jacksonville Times Union
Jacksonville Metropolis
Birmingham News
Birmingham Ledger
Atlanta Journal
Atlanta Georgian
Atlanta^ Constitution
Buffalo News
Buffalo Courier & Enquirer
Buffalo Times
Rochester Times-Union
Rochester Democrat &
Chronicle
Syracuse Journal
Syracuse Post Standard

Syracuse Herald
Davenport Times
Davenport Democrat &
Leader
Dubuque Telegraph
Dubuque Herald
Clinton Advertiser
Clinton Herald
Keokuk Ciate City
Galesburg Republican
Register
Galesburg
Mail
Joliet Herald News
Rockford Register Gazette
Rockford Star
Springfield State Register
Springfield State Journal
Decatur Review
Decatur Herald
Lafayette Journal
Lafayette Courier
Ft. Wayne News & Sentinel
Ft. Wayne Journal Gazette
South Bend Tribune
South Bend News Times
Milwaukee Journal
Milwaukee News
Peoria Star
Peoria Journal-Transcript
Bloomington
Pantagraph
Cincinnati Times Star
Cincinnati Post
Cincinnati Enquirer
Dayton Journal Herald
Dayton News
Springfield News
Springfield Sun
Indianapolis News
Indianapolis Star
Louisville Times
Louisville Herald
Louisville Post
Cleveland Press
Cleveland Plaindealer
Columbus Dispatch
Columbus Citizen
Canton Repository
Canton News
Youngstown Vindicator

FRANK

SEAMAN

Youngs
1 oledo
Toledo
Akron
Akron
Denver
Denver

town Telegram
News-Bee
Blade
Beacon-Journal
Times
Post
Rocky
Mountain

News
Colorado
Springs Gazette
Colorado Springs
Telegraph
Pueblo Star Journal
Pueblo Chieftain
Alberquerone Journal
Santa Fe New Mexican
Fall River Herald
Fall River News
Lowell Sun
Lowell Courier Citizen
Springfield Union
Springfield Republican
Springfield News
Worcester Post
Worcester Telegram
Worcester Gazette
Manchester Union-Leader
Providence Bulletin
Providence Tribune
Portland Express
Portland Press
Omaha News
Omaha World Herald
Omaha Bee
Des Moines Capital
Des Moines Register
Des Moines Tribune
Sioux City Journal
Sioux City Tribune
Lincoln State Journal
Lincoln Star
Seattle Times
Seattle Post Intelligencer
Seattle Star
Spokane
Review Spokesman
Spokane
Portland
Portland
Portland

Chronicle
Oregonian
Oregon-Journal
Telegram

Washington Star
Washington Post
Washington Times
Wilkes-Barre Times Leader
Wilkes-Barre Record
Trenton Times
Pittsburgh
Press
I'ittslnirgh Chronicle-Telegraph
Pittsburgh Post
Pittsburgh Sun
Duluth Herald
Duluth News Tribune
Dallas News
Dallas Times Herald
Brooklyn Standard Union
Brooklyn Eagle
Albany Times-Union
Albany Knickerbocker Press
St. Louis Globe Democrat
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
St. Louis Star
Memphis Commercial Appeal
Memphis News-Scimitar
Lansing State Journal
Grand Rapids Press
City Times-Star
Kansas City
Kansas
Post

New Orleans Times-Picayune
New Orleans Item
Shreveport Times
Jackson News
Jackson Clarion Ledger
Salt Lake City Tribune
Salt Lake City Desert News
Salt Lake City Telegram
Ogden Standard
Examiner
Ogden Capital
Bo'sc
News
Boise Idaho Statesman
Missoula Missoulian Sentinel
Helena Independent
Helena Record-Herald
Great Falls Tribune
Butte Post.
Butte Miner
Billings Gazette
Twin Falls News
Twin Falls Times

INCORPORATED

Advertising and Merchandising
470 Fourth Avenue
New York City

Despite all the efforts of producers, not more than once a
year do you gel such a powerful combination of star, story,
title, author and director as
the immediately forthcoming

lobert Brunton
presentation of

J.Warren

KERRIGAN
The Lord Loves Che
■ ^^

^nd His Own Company in

Directed with, force by Ernest C Warde
From the story that means box-office luck

6y MONTE

M.KATTEPJOHN

Author of "The Flame of the Yukon," "Carmen of the Klondike,"
"Alaska" and a hundred other
great successes of the screen.
POD THE
OPFICE.

Ready for pre-release engagements
throughout America early in December and worth all the exploitation you can give it.

¥.¥.HODKINSON CORPORfflON
527 fifth Avenue. New Tfork City
Datributlng through PATHfi Dxhange, Incorvan ted
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Ordinary Program Offering Proves Unsuitable to Personality of Star
William Russell in
"EASTWARD,
Fox
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN

HO!"
Emmett J. Flynn
William McLeod Raine
Roy

Somerville
George Lane

AS A WHOLE
Rather weak vehicle for personality of star; fails to impress.
STORY

Doesn't hold interest and can't be considered absorbing at any point.
DIRECTION. . . .Gives star every opportunity at the
hero stuff but doesn't convince.
Good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Usually clear
LIGHTINGS
Acceptable
CAMERA WORK
Screened badly at times; tried hard to
STAR
?et over a poor role.
Mary Hav latest acquisition from
SUPPORT
the "Follies," lacked animation ; few types terribly exaggerated; Lucille Lee Stewart not
called on for much effort.
Satisfactory when needed
EXTERIORS

Ordinary looking sets
...*.
INTFRIORS
Some titles may need translating for
DETAIL
refined audiences.
Harmless enough exCHARACTER OF STORY
cept for short white slave sequence which was
a little unsavory.
About 5,000 feet
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The second of Bill Russell's productions for Fox.
isn't much ahead of his first as far as story is concerned. They have shown very poor judgment in the
selection of screen material for their newly acquired
star. Bill seems to try hard enough to act as if he
meant it but somehow he doesn't get it over, being
parhandicapped as he is with a part not suited to his
ticular personality.

Russell is truly the hero type and as such should
make his biggest appeal but it should be done in a legitimate way, for implausibility will spoil the biggest
hero stunt no matter who the hero may be. In order
to give Bill a chance to show what a great fellow he is
they ring a little white §lave bit which isn't at all necessary and only goes to cheapen the picture. A little
girl from out west comes to New York to get a job
on the stage but is roped in by a couple of hard-looking
"extras" in order to give the star a chance to make
the grand rescue and pull ofif a few Bill Hart knock'em-dead's on the side.
The picture- opens with Russell living peacefully on
his ranch, until Robert Cain, a promoter for a New
York syndicate arrives accompanied by his friend
Gasper Whitford (Charles Stevenson) and liis daughter, Lucille Lee Stewart. Cain secures Bill's option
on his cattle but after the party has left for the city,
Bill, together- with other nipped cattle owners, discovers the fraud and starts for New York to get back
the papers.
He goes to the home of Casper Whitford who assures him that he had no idea it was a crooked deal.
Cain is in love with Lucille and when he discovers the
growing intimacy between the star and his lady love,
the wicked wun promptly plans a scheme to make it
appear that Bill is mixed up with another dame. However, the guys he hires to do the job double cross him
and in a raid scene Cain kills a man, though it is not
known at the time who did it.
Lucille has become engaged to Cain during a
fit of pique. Bill is accused of the murder but is
bailed by the girl's father on the. day that Cain is to
deliver the options to the syndicate. He goes to Cain's
apartment to prevent the delivery. The leader of the
to "frame" Russell conpromoter
by the
gang hired
fesses and hero
is free
to win shero.
In the cast were Johnnie Hines, Thomas
and Colin Chase.

Delmar

If You Do Run This Tell the Truth About It and Pray for Results
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is but an ordinary program attraction and you
can't make any more out of it. Be perfectly frank in
your advertising and don't make any rash promises
.either for the picture itself or the star. Bill Russell
can do much better than he has here but it may be due
to the fact that he was aware of the slim chance he
had with a role not suited to his type of portrayal.
Rely on his past eflforts to pull it through if you use
it and play up the fact that Bill fights his way through
most of the play. This will go strong in neighborhoods that like the "wild and woolly" but a better class
clientele won't be enthused.
If you are catering to

family trade, you had better hint of the little girl and
bad men idea if you don't want kicks. It is made more
offensive by the fact that it is uncalled for.
Catchlines may be your best savior in this. Try:
"They say the wealth of the West travels East. See
what happens wheji West meets East in Bill Russell's
latest production, 'Eastward, Ho !' " Or, "You have
read about the Westerner becoming accustomed to the
habits of the East. Bill Russell comes east to get
some important papers, gets accustomed to New York,
then gets a girl, in his Fox production, 'Eastward,

ACOKfTEST

FOR MILLIONS

TKe nation-wide campaign inaugurated by Robertson- Cole on "The Beloved
Ckeater" embraces a love-letter contest backed by ad\)ertising tkat will reach
millions of Motion Picture Fans.
■-iKii^,^i-- ■■J.'>^}v.'j^
The advertisement reproduced on this page ^hich v?ill ...'""
appear in Photoplay Magazine in the January issue
jt\^XXc
^
will be on .the news stands throughout
the United States in

December

exploitation aid to the MOST
PHOTOPLAY

ever produced,

UNUSUAL

Tie Beloved Cheater''
Communicate with the

ROBE]
->-
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>N COLE EXCHANGE
in your territory — do not delay
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By E.PHILLIPS

OPPENHEIM

•' '' fF you 'nave the Hayakawa
following in your theatre
this play will be greeted as one
of his best. If you have not a
Hayakawa following it means
that you have neglected building up one of the strongest
day.
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Humor and Pathos of Child Life Foundation for Pleasing Comedy
Mary Miles Minter in
"AI»tNE OF GREEN
Realart

Gables." Miss Minter appeared much af ease as the
pig-tailed Anne and her humility on her arrival at
Green Gables was really funny. She carried a large

GABLES''

DIRECTOR
William D. Taylor
AUTHOR
L. W. Montgomery
SCENARIO
BY
Frances Marion
CAMERAMAN
Hal YounP'
AS A WHOLE
Pleasing comedy with realistic
kid capers and touch of pathos.
STORY
Lacks plot but humorous incidents and
sympathetic touches cover up frail story.
DIRECTION
Registered small things very effectively all through but permitted the star to
overdo the kid stuff at times.
CD

PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Always clear
CAMERA WORK
Showed good judgment
STAR
Got lots of fun out of the part and will
please as the little orphan girl.
SUPPORT
Child types well chgsen.
Marcia
Harris made an excellent A"unt Marilla.
EXTERIORS
Beautiful farm shots
INTERIORS
Evidenced extreme care
DETAIL

Star's watercolor freckles don't stand
the "close-up" test; no really bad breaks.
CHARACTER OF STORY
The dreams of an
imaginative orphan become a realization.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
As long as life goes on and kiddies continue to be
kiddies, the old interest in the child life will continue,
and so, in "Anne of Gr^en Gables," with the little orphan Anne, imaginative and unconciously funny, there
is afforded a lot of amus.ement in the trials and tribulations of the little girl once her dream comes true and
she finds herself in a real, honest-to-goodness home.
The early reels contain nothing in the way of plot
or story. They are merely a series of incidents in the
life of Anne once she is e.stablished in the comfortable
home of Aunt Marilla and her brother John, "Green

M'tcker basket containing all her "worldly possession"
- consisting mainly of a black and a white chicken.
From the beginning Anne had a friend in the person of Aunt Marilla's brother who took a gr^at fancy
to the little freckled-face girl. On one occasion when
she was locked in her room for punishment with a repast of bread and milk before her, she was surprised to
see a paper bag come dangling in the window, containing more edible food, in the form of chicken. But the
kindly giver was discovered when Aunt Marilla caught
her brother holding the bag up to the window on the
end of a long pole.
On the day of the biggest event in her life — so far
— Anne could not account for the disappearance of
Aunt Marilla's cameo pin which she had used during
one of her imaginative trances when she was "dressed
up" like a lady. For punishment she was told she
could not go to the Sunday school picnic, THE event.
But the thought of ice cream and other goodies was
too much for Anne so she made her exit by way of a
window.
Without knowing where the picnic was being held
she started out and on the road came upon what she
thought to be a cat. However, a title
much more serious and when everyone
Anne comes in contact, runs away from
lieve it was skunk. This bit will be sure
lot of laughs.

tells us it's
with whom
her, we beto afford a

The remaining reels are of a more serious nature.
Anne graduates from high school and is about to go
to college when her benefactors lose the money that
was to be used for the girl's education so she secures
the position of teacher in the village school. The old
man dies and Aunt Marilla is going blind but an
operation saves her sight and the picture is concluded
with the completion of Anne's romance with a lad of
her schooldays.

Especially Suitable for Family Trade; Is Clean and Wholesome
Box Office Analysis for the E^chibitor
You can always be sure to please most any crowd
if you offer them good, clean entertainment that has
comedy value with just enough of pathos to make it
seem real. This is just what you will find in "Anne*
of Green Gables." If you are catering to a family
trade you may rely on this being one of the best bets
you have had in a long time. It is along the line of
characterization that has made Mary Pickford famous and you can assure folks that Mary Miles Minters comes strong in this line of effort.

Catchlines might serve to explain the* nature of the
picture which probably, |o those who are not familiar
with it, may be helpful. "Do you believe that dreams
come true? Anne, the little orphan child dreamed
she found a new home and all the desires of her life
fulfilled. See her dream come true in 'Anne of Green
Gables' at the blank theater." Or, "Anne was only
a homely little freckled-face orphan but she had a wonderful dream — guess what the dream was then see for
yourself in 'Anne of Green Gables'."
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A Powerful Drama With
a Theme as Engrossing as
The Mystery of Life Itself.
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HERES YOUR
LIMK-UP
Booksellers — department stores — public ncM's-stands — libraries and scores of institutions are ready to lend their whole-hearted
cooperation in the exploitation of Guy Empey in "The Undercurrent." The printed works of Guy Empey have found their
way into millions of American homes and these same millions will
rally to rugged romance.
The new national weekly magazine published by INIr. Empey
is enjoying a tre mendous sale in every nook and corner of the
universe. Painted bulletins, half -sheet stands, heralds and novelty posters are blazing a trail that leads straight to your boxoffice.
Supplement'mg the active cooperation of book stores
and other merchants is the personal sevice extended
by

the

Select
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each
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"The Undercurrent" is loaded with money-making possibilities for the alert showmen. Follow the lead of New York's
Capitol and increase your own capital for an extended run that
will clean up — BIG

SELECT PICTURES
CORPORATION
LEWIS J. SELZNICK, President

Millions
Readers
are waiting for YOUR
presentation of Guy
t. in "The Undercurren
Empey
Cash in on the magic of
advance interest by
booking the product on
that carries the popularity
of a great American
personage.
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"Business Is Business," Educational
"A Call for Mr. Cameraman," Pathe
Pollard who recently started starring in one reelers,
Happy Hooligan gets into all sorts of trouble in
"Business Is Business," another animated cartoon,
Pathe, evidently thinks Harry is too common a cogthrough Educational. Gregory La Cava direleased
nomen, or someone else must think so, for in "A Call
rected the one reeler, in which Hooligan tells his three
for Mr. Caveman," a new release, he calls himself
"Snub" Pollard. Quite a clever theme has been se- , little nephews that minding one's business is a wise
policy. He goes on to show how he placed himself
lected for the subject which abounds in burlesqued
in numerous awkward positions by failing to suppress
prehistoric sets and characters. The real punch in the
production is not supplied by Pollard, but the rest of his curiosity or by trying to help people in trouble.
He is swept into a coal chute at the end and the three
the characters handle the comedy ends of the picture
youngsters, taking his advice, refuse to give him aid
nicely and get a good many laughs out of the few
remarking that they mind their business. On the
situations. It's a clever little ofifering which lags just
whole this is a suitable little offering.
a trifle here and there, but for the greater part is satisfactory.
"Great Radium Mystery," Universal
Episodes four and five of "The Great Radium Mystery," Universal, are called "The Swing for Life" and
"The Torture Chamber," respectively. For action few
productions have come up to it. From beginning to
end, the serial, in these two episodes at least is a
rapid succession of fights, falls down inclines, shooting, killing, fights, all kinds of atmosphere — a varied,
assortment of settings, with riots, crooks, schemes,
intrigues. Chinamen, slummerS, bummers and everything else. To attempt to portray what happens and
include the details is next to impossible, but this sure
does contain a thrill a second. Of course there is
nothing in any way realistic about this, but those who
delight in serials will find it all there. Undoubtedly,
the spectacles in the torture chamber are not pleasing. There is nothing elevating al-)Out it, but those
who come to see serials pay scant attention to anything
else but the matter of thrills and this in spite of its
stupidity will make them happy.
"A Howling Success," National-Goldwyn
Percy and Ferdie, H. A. MacGill's cartoon creations,
are impersonated on the screen in "A Howling Success" in which much of the fun centers about a dog
show. There are several clever situations and numerous bits that are of real merit. There are also a few
titles which are good for legitimate laughs and the
ofifering runs quite smoothly throughout. Percy and
"Ferdie, ribbon clerks, escort a dog, the property of
one of their girl friends, to an exhibition of canines
where their hound, a prodigious animal, is thrown out
together with them. Some patrons at the show decide
to buy the dog for their child and invite the Hall
Room Boys to their abode where the dog causes much
confusion and trouble and they are ejected.

"Back to Nature Girls," Fox
Unless this is cut down considerably, it will probably prove boring, for there is much repetition and not
enough in it that is novel or really funny. There are
included entirely too many bits that add nothing to the
picture and could be dropped while the story around
which this is built is little to boast about. Of course,
Fox, as usual, has gone through the process of spending profusely on the production and just like his others, it is lavish and replete with action.

"The Man Getter," Capital
Neal Hart is a member of the mounted police of
northwestern Canada in "The Man Getter," another
of his series of two reelers for the Capital. An interesting story is the foundation upon which this has
been laid and the production is up to a high standard
as to photography, lightings and camera work. One
or two of the shots toward the finish are rather poor
and detract from the meritorious, work that comes
before, but not enough to do damage. Beyond a
doubt, this is one of the best Neal Hart has as yet
done, being full of interesting incidents and based a
storv that is handled in novel fashion.
"The Ghost of a Chance," Vitagraph
An O. Henry picturization that you needn't worry
about if you don't get it. Not up to some of the O.
Henry stuff that Vitagraph has done. Tells how a
bashful scion of a society seeking woman makes the
star catch of the season and marries a rich widow of
the front social line. Kenneth Webb —
Kenneth it looked enough like him to
brother — was the bashful son and handled
right. But story interest lagged. Some
graphy and a few splendid shots."

if it wasn't
be his twin
the part all
good photo-

What Others Write About

"Twenty-Three and One-Half Hours' Leave"

Directed by HENRY
KING
for Thomas H. Ince
Wid's—

"Best comedy of the season — better than- that; of the year . . .
sure-fire handling registered maximum of laughs . . . you can
say without qualification that it's the best comedy of the season. . .
if you get another comedy in six months as good, go down on your
knees
. . . this is a sure-fire knockout."
Agnes Smith in N. Y. Telegraph, Nov. 2, '1919—
"There are no *ifs' and 'huts' about it. 'Twenty-three and a Half
Hours' Leave' is one of the most entertaining pictures of the year. It
was played at the Rialto last week and scored an emphatic success.
The audience laughed continuously and applauded generously at the
end. . . . The director is not given credit but the work of the
unknown is thoroughly commendable.
. .
It's a real hit."
Fred in Variety, Oct. 31, 1919—
"The picture is one that will pull laughs from the most hardboiled audience in the world. .
The director of the production isnot given credit on either the program or the screen, but whoever itwas deserves it."
George T. Pardy in Exhibitor's Trade Review, Nov. 8, 1919 —
"The picture hits a mirth-making stride right from the start and
gallops along through a medley of funny incidents up to a triumphantly comic climax. ... Its entertaining qualities never pall.
. . . There is little doubt of its earning widespread popularity.
". , . With its fast action, keen humor, and capable direction, it
registers as a screen attraction of unusual value to exhibitors."
Louella O. Parsons in N. Y. Telegraph, Nov. 2, 1919—

"Miss New York, unconvinced that there lived such a thing as
real comedy, sat through the picture twice. Miss New York clapped.
Not from a sense of duty but because she was seeing a comedy which,
besides being really funny, didn't have a forced unnatural scene.
. . . Please, Mr. Ince, give us more comedies like this one."

HENRY

KING

Now directing special features for Jesse D. Hampton Productions
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Misleading Title Needs a Little Explaining
Ora Carew and Forrest Stanley in
"UNDER

SUSPICION
Universal

DIRECTOR
William Dowlan
Mildred Considine
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Doris Schroeder
CAMERAMAN
B. F. Reynolds
Pleasing entertainment with
AS A WHOLE
many amusing situations that holds interest
throughout.

STORY

Farce comedy well done given appropriate presentation.
Accounts for much of the success
DIRECTION
of the picture.
PHOTOGRAHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
'
Right all through
Well judged
CAMERA WORK
Worked well together and seemed to
STARS
like their parts.
Charles Clary a good crook and his
SUPPORT
pal a good type.
Good when needed
EXTERIORS
In keeping with the story
INTERIORS
Careful attention throughout
DETAIL
Not to be taken seCHARACTER OF STORY
riously but will please.
4,955 feet
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"Under Suspicion" contains amusement and after
all, but what the public wants — to be amused. The
picture isn't sparkling with rays of a "new idea" and
it isn't at all pretentious but beneath it all, there's
an underlying interest that satisfies the desire to be
entertained.
In itself, the story doesn't amount to a whole lot
and contains conveniences and implausibilities which,
however, are of less concern in a theme of farcical nature. The predominant factor throughout seems to
be the work of the players.
A well-selected cast with

personaHties adapted to the roles assigned them and an
earnest efifort to "get over" their respective characters,
are assets that will add to any production and surely
add to the pleasure of this.
Ora Carew, a wealthy girl, rents a town house, presumably from the owner, in reality butler trying to
clean up a little "honest" money in the absence of his
employer. Forrest Stanley, the owner, returns unexpectedly from a hunting trip to find a lady establis'
in his home. Ora takes him for a burglar and, rather
pleased with the lady and seeing a chance for some
fun, Forrest accepts the situation.
Shero plans to reform her pet burglar and employs
him in the capacity of chaufTeur. Then they ring in
some crook stufif which is well done. Charles Clary,
a man with very "taking" ways, calmly steals a very
valuable necklace from its owner in a crowded theater
lobby and in the excitement which follows the discovery of the loss, shero's aunt with whom she had attended the performance, faints and the slick Clary
ofifers his services as escort for the ladies.
However, when he joins his pal — a very good type,

by the way — he is without the necklace and jumps at
the conclusion that shero and Auntie are crooks and
that the faint was a ruse to get the necklace. He plans
to get back his stolen goods and also a fine string of
pearls that shero wore.
In the meantime Ora has discovered hero Forrest's
identity and plans to humiliate him for his deception
by giving a dinner and having him wait on the table.
At the dinner the climax is reached. Crook Clary is
caught red-handed with a diamond bracelet he has
taken from one of the guests and turned over to the
A youthful pickpocket named Jimmey afifords an
police.
interesting sequence to the story in connection with
the missing necklace and his reappearance at the climax clears up the mystery and they end up by having
shero and hero fall in love.

Glean Comedy Stuff Offers Good Entertainment
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
they'll like it. And the best way to go after patronage

This is not an unusual picture, it isn't a new idea
and it hasn't been given a lavish production, but it
has entertainment value and afifords enough amusement and contains enough interest appeal to satisfy
most folks. Pick it to pieces and no duobt you could
find fault with it from certain angles but its main stay
is the fact that it registers uniformly good right
through.
If you are looking for clean, wholesome stuflf you

way of catchlines. It isn't likely that the stars have
much pulling power in any one community but they
deserve to have their names used in connection with

can safely show 'em this and unless something's wrong

the picture so let them have it.

is to play up the comedy angle plus the idea that it's,
good clean humor.
The title may be misleading and if Universal doesn't
think of anything more appropriate before they send
it out, it would be well to do a little explaining in the
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Picturization of Well-Known Poem Affords Novel Screen Material
Edith Roberts and Frank Mayo in
"LASCA"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Norman Dawn
AUTHOR
Adapted by Percy Heath from poem
by Frank Duprez.
SCENARIO BY
Clifford Howard
CAMERAMAN
Thomas Rea
AS A WHOLE
Beautiful production with a
great deal of attention to atmosphere ; will
satisfy.
STORY

Adapted from the well-known poem of
the same name ; hasn't the tense dramatic grip
to be expected.

DIRECTION
Didn't put enough stress on the
climax but otherwise maintained high standard.
PHOTOGRAPHY

Exceptionally fine

LIGHTINGS
*..... Uniformly good
CAMERA WORK
Shooting points well chosen
Very pretty and appeared well in tne part
STAR
Cast suited roles but didn** have
SUPPORT
much to do.
Some of the most beautiful "een
EXTERIORS
in a long time.
Looked like the real thing
INTERIORS
to be criticized
Hardly
DETAIL
Girl of the wilds
CHARACTER OF STORY
falls in love and finally sacrifices her life aiding sweetheart.
About 5,000 feet
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Universal certainly has succeeded in making a beautiful picture. The shots of California country are sure

When

to uispire and there is nothing lacking in the way of
atmospheric setting for a story, the action of which
is laid in Mexico. There are the stucco houses, misings.

sions, Mexican "greasers" and the rest of the furnish-

"Lasca," the poem, will be remembered for the
tragic death of the girl but somehow, either through
lack of proper approach to the climax or the fact that
one doesn't realize it is the climax, the tragedy end
of it doesn't have the dramatic intensity that is so
much a part of the poem itself.
In the film version they have Lasca living with a
twin brother and an old aunt in a Mexican settlement
near the Rio Grande. Close by is the cattle ranch
owned by Anthony Moreland, played by Frank Mayo,
Edith Roberts makes a very wild, though gentle at
heart Lasca who falls in love with Mayo.
But Lasca's Spanish ire is aroused when she discovers Mayo with Clara Vane, guest at the ranch and in
a fit of jealousy, she stabs him, then begs his forgiveness. Clara is accompanied by her fiance, John Davis,
and he also becomes jealous because Clara is flirting
with Mayo and he plans his little game of revenge.
A terifific "northerner" is approaching and unless the
cattle are herded in safety there will be a stampede.
This is Davis' opportunity. He bribes the cattle
driver to allow the animals to stampede. The storm
comes on and the frightened beasts rush in a frenzy.
Lasca, on her way to Mayo's ranch with a peace ofifering, sees the impending disaster and hastens to tell
Mayo and together the two start out to head oflF the
oncoming panic. True to the lines of the poem,
Lasca and her sweetheart are trampled to earth and
the girl dies.

the

Bloom Film Laboratories
do your laboratory work
" VN id's " won't be able to "pan" it
7520 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California

Hollywood 4015
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Emphasfee the Beauty of the Settings and Promise Them Something Good
To Look At
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Edith Roberts and Frank Mayo in

ise your folks some real action in the way of a cattle

"LASCA"
Universal

stampede. This may have been done before but it's
comparatively new stuff and affords excitement while
it lasts.

This is rather a novelty in the way of story idea

Catchlines could be used effectively. For instance,

and although it isn't big and hasn't any special punch,
it should please and in view of the fact that many peo-

"You have heard the well-known poem 'Lasca', the
tragic tale of the little Spanish girl down by the Rio

ple have heard and will remember the poem "Lasca,"
with its dramatic moments and tragic ending. It will
probably be easy to exploit the picture, basing your
appeal on the strength of the poem.

Grande. See the film version at the blank theater."
"See the story of the girl who stabbed her sweetheart
in a fit of jealousy and then risked her life to aid him

From a standpoint of something new you can prom-

Agnes

in a time of disaster. 'Lasca' is the girl. See her
at the blank theater."

Christine

Johnson

now writing for

Thomas H. Ince Productions
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and
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Horsley Film Laboratories
Ideal Facilities for Samples and Release Prints
Developing and Printing In All Its Branches

Why not have your release prints made at the HORSLEY LABORATORIES, where the finished
product can be approved by the STUDIO EXECUTIVES, DIRECTORS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS who are responsible for the picture. We are at present doing work for the FOREMOST PRODUCING COMPANIES on the COAST.
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Hollywood, California
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Phone No. Hollywood 3693
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r^LARK-CORNELIUS
Corporation, distributers of motion pictures,
announce the opening of a
general brokerage business.
The independent producer is
offered the services of a staff
of specialists in motion picture
distribution — domestic and
foreign.
In connection therewith there
will be maintained a state rights
department. Rights have been
acquired to a series of five reel
features and one reel comedies
which are now available to territorial buyers.
President

CLARK-CORNELIUS
CORPORATION
1600

Broadway,

New

York

State
Right
Buyers
The biggest money-making production ever offered is now nearing completion

The title will be announced next week
This tremendous super production will positively be sold on the
STATE RIGHT MARKET.

WATCH

The TRANS-ATLANTIC

FOR DETAILS

FILM
INC.COMPANY
If

Lewis Roach, President
729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
Bryant 1574-5

of America
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Produced by

HalRRoacK
Distributors

Ihna

Lloyd
Special Ivo Reel
%the

$100,000.00 Comedie!
The comedy is just as essential to the success of your program as the feature.
It offers contrast; it gives relaxation; it brightens everybody up; ii Ws the right kind*
Why devote much time and money to getting the right kind of a feature, and then
take anything in a short length film, provided it's merely labeled "comedy?"
Harold Lloyd Special Two Reel Comedies have a surpassing quality, based on four
years' experience
the making of fine comedies by the best comedy producmg
organization
in the inbusiness.
They are the best that money can buy.
One Two Reel Comedy Every Four Weeks, Beginning Nov. 2.
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ew Chain Planned

Can't Stop Weeklies
Appellate Division Upholds Right to
Film Current
Events

Cobe of Lawrence Rialto One
figures — Real Interests Unkown
[By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
iwrence, Mass. — A new corporaknown as the Rialto Theatrical
rprises
Association
has
been
ed here with the express purof buying a chain of theaters
Iching across the country.
Jidrew J. Cobe of the Rialto is
- of the figures in the new deal.
; new company
has purchased
light the Strand in New Bedford
of the best theaters in that town.

The Appellate Division of the Supreme Court has decided that the
exhibition of moving pictures of current events cannot be suppressed by
court because some person in the
picture objects to the showing of
them.
This important decision as affecting the rights of the news weeklies
is a result a reversal of a decision
given Mrs. Humiston by a lower
court against Universal. The original decision restrained Universal from
showing her pictures in the Universal Animated Weekly and ordered
a jury to assess damages.
The pictures were taken of Mrs.
Humiston when investigating the
murder of Ruth Cruger in 1917.
The Appellate Division now favors
Universal and orders Mrs. Humiston
to pay cost of trial.

Im men stated on Saturday that
' believed Cobe was merely actfor some big interests who are
nd the new organization. Bostheater men were mentioned as
g the real factors.

.yons and Moran Out of "U"
Jdie Lyons and Lee Moran, the
edy team which has been prong one reelers for Universal for
past few years, have left that
inization.
;e Moran stated this morning:
)ur contract with Universal ex1 on November 11. Future plans
as yet undecided but we will
lin in New York for about three
:s."

ive Against Censors
1 Now Organizing Committees
n Every State — Lining Up
F. I. L. M. Clubs

briel L. Hess, chairman of the
orship Committee of the Na1 Association, has begun the
:ampaign against legalized cenlip of films by taking steps to
nize state committees to combat
jrship in every state in the
n.
e various F. L L. M. Clubs
branch managers' associations
ighout the country have been
;sted to assist in the organizaof the proposed state commitThe plan is in line with the
t meeting here of the officials
-•ir
L. M. Clubs and* managers'
iations.
is generally conceded that the
ng winter will see an effort on
lart of some individuals to put
igh bills for censorship of pic, according to a National Astion statement.

Price 5 L^ni*

Weiss Denies Report
Alfred Weiss of Goldwyn relative
to the report that he was about to
leave that organization stated on
Saturday:
"There is absolutely nothing to iti
Please deny and make it as emphatic

Her city mansion was one of the most popular
beauty markets
in
New York— Katherine MacDonald, in "The Beauty Market," a First National 'early December release.
Advt.

as you Al
desire."
Kaufman
Returns
Captain Al Kaufman who was in
charge of studio activities of the Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd. in London and on the Continent returned to this country on
Griffith Will Star Doris Keane In it John Gray arwi Arthur B. Reeve in
the Adriatic yesterday.
— United Artists Release
Control — Have New Serial Idea
John Gray and Arthur B. Reeve
D. W. Griffith at a reported price have
taken over control of Supreme
Another Selznick Star?
of $150,000 has purchased screen Pictures, Inc., who have been makrights to "Romance" in which Doris
At Broadway and 46th St. there
ing a serial with Pauline, the hypnoKeane will appear.
tist.
is a large electric sign which flashes
Although "Broken Blossoms" by a
The old serial will be abandoned the name of Gloria Dawn and with
deal, with Famous Players as noted,
new one started. Gray and
went through the United Artists it and
is coupled the Selznick trade-mark.
Reeve have a brand new serial idea it The
sign is about three stories
was not originally f)lanned as Grif-; on which they are now at work
higli and looks as if it was built
fith's first release for that company. |in the Flushing studios.
to stay there. The Selznick offices
"Romance" however will be the proThe deal whereby they secured refuse to discuss the matter but it
ducer's first picture for the "Big control of Supreme was closed on
ly there is another star to
apparent
sprung.
Four," to be made with that com- Saturday. Sidney Reynolds until be
t
pan
^1 mind.
now
has
Iteen
president
of
the
comF ■ p-iors will be shot in Florida

"Romance" Bought

Takes Over Supreme

wht
he Griffith
while
iteriors
will company
be made isin now'
the, pany.
Another Million
new Mam^ironeck studios.
(Bi/ Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Lichtman
Back
Dover, Del. — Exceptional Pictures
Al Lichtman of Famous Players Corp. with a capital of $1,200,000 has
has returned from a tour of ex- lieen formed here. The Corporation
changes. He found business very Trust Co.'s representatives filed the
incorporation papers.
flourishing.

IF YOU CAN GET THE
RIGHT PRICE — YOUR
OWN PRICE— SELL YOUR
HOUSE— AND BUILD ANOTHER.

Wid Gunning

Monday,

November
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In United States, Arnold Daly Tells
Paris Herald Reporter
{Special to WWS DAILY)
Paris. — "We have run short of
'?«!, X No. 53 Monday November 24. 1919 Price 5 Centt scenery in the United States and
have had to come to France to find
Film and Film Folks,
1919, Wid's
Copyright
Inc.
Publiihed
Daily at 71-73 West +4th St.. it," said Arnold Daly, the American
N«w
York. N. Y., by WID'S FILMS
and actof, to -a Herald correspondent in
FILM FOLKS, INC.
explaining the presence of American
P. C. ("Wid") Gunning. President and Treas- fihn actors on this side of the water.
Vice-President
Dannenberg,
Joseph
arer;
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary
and According to Mr. Daly, every bit of
Business
Manager.
Entered as aecond-class matter May 21, 1918, really interesting scenery in the
at the post oi^ice at New York. N. Y., under United States has been filmed so
tie act of March 3. 1879.
often that now for change and vaTerms (Postage free) United States. Outside
riety the American and European
of Greater
New
York. $10.00 one year; 6
months,
$5.00;
3 months.
$3.00.
Foreign, public is to have a chance of seeing
J15.00.
....
Americans working amid the beauty
Subscribers should remit with order.
spots of France.
Addr^ = ^
•■"
rnniTTiunications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
Mr. Daly is the star feature in a
York. N. Y. •
film by M. Pierre Decourcelle, en. Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood, California:
titled "When We Love," and exEditorial and Business Offices: 6411 Holly1603.
pects
"goUnited
big"
Hollywood
Phone,
wood Boulevard.
when it isthe production
introduced into the
States. Mr. Daly is supported by
Miss Juluia Burns, one of the most
popular of the American film stars,
Quotations
but the remainder of the company is
Bid Asked Last Sale French. The ten "episodes" will re93^ 93
quire many weeks of preparation
Famous Players.... 93
before
completed, and scenes have
31
31
31Inc
Loew,
Triangle
, ,5^ ready been photographed at Etretat,
Acheres, Annecy, Talloire and Paris.
United Pict. Prod.
12
13J^ 13
World Film
—
—
H In one scene last week, Miss Burns
had the doubtful pleasure of being
thrown into ice-cold water, and in
Plamied
Theater
od
Lakewo
dodging the camera on that occasion
Lakewood, N. J. — The Fprber Mr. Daly sustained a serious injury
Amusement Co. will erect a $100,000 to his wrist.
theater here. It will accomodate
about 1,200 people.
New Bronx Theater
Clarence Davies, real estate operator will build a 2,000 seat theater
in the Bronx at Walton and BurnBelvin W. Maynard, "the flying side
Aves.
parson," Charles Dana Gibson, the
It
is understood that Davies is
Nathe
of
Wood
artist, Henry Wise
tional Security League and James merely acting as a blind for other
E. West, Chief Scout Master of the interests.
Boy Scouts were among those who
Moreno to Make Features
addressed the 6.000 boy scouts, marines and soldiers who turned out to
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
pay tribute to the memory of RichHollywood — Antonio Moreno, who
ard Harding Davis at the Capitol on
hitherto has been appearing in VitaSaturday morning.
graph serials, will in the future devote his time to appearing in featNew Majestic for Louisville
ures, for that company. He will
start the new type of work early
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
in February.
Louisville, Ky. — The Majestic
Theater Co. of which Louis J. DittWhyte Stays with Famous
jTiar is managing director has signed
Arthur Whyte will not leave Fan fifty year lease for the property
mous Players as reported in an
v,n which the Majestic theater now amusement publication.
stands.
He will, however, not be in charge
of
the local exchange but will act
It is planned to erect a new Main some capacity, not as yet decided
jestic with a seating capacity of with the corporation.
3,000 but at the present time there
His successor in the exchange has
is a slight delay because of difficulty not been determined upon as yet.
in securing the land on which the
Royce Resigns
Kentucky Dairy Lunch is located.
{Special
to JVID'S DAILY)
This property would give the theaWaterbury,
Conn. — R. B. Royce,
ter a depth of 200 ft. and a frontage
manager
of
Poll's
Strand, has reof 100 ft.
signed to become advertising manager of the Democrat, a newspaper
The new theater will be patterned
here.
Royce will be succeeded by M.
after the Capitol in New York but
will not be started until the Rialto Sellman of Lowell.
is finished. The Rialto is under the
Richard W. Tucker is now a memsame management as the Majestic.
ber of the Goldwyn stock company.
Scouts Honor

In the Courts

Short of Scenery
AlflMOOirY

Davis

In the suit of Felix E. Kahn as
stockholder of the Triangle Film
Corp., for an injunction restraining
the carrying out of an agreement
between Triangle Film, the Triangle
Distributing Corp., and the K-T.
Film Distributing Corp. Supreme
Court Justice Delehanty handed
down a decision stating that although the defendants stated that
the contract objected to, had been
revoked yet the defendants do not
give an assurance that if the injunction is denied they will not make another contract. For this reason the
court grants an injunction to prevent a repetition of the acts complained of.
The answer
filed with the court
stated that the Triangle Distributing
Corp. is not adequately financed and
it was for the purpose of obtaining
maximum returns from the exploitation of the Triangle films that the
directors have been giving thought
to obtaining additional capital.
The defendants say the contract
nient with K-T by which an income
of $780,000 a year was guaranteed
for three years would enable Triangle to pay off $750,000 of deferred
dividends on the stock and accumulures. ate a surplus to produce new pict-

LATE NEW!
YOU'LL

KNOW
YOU ARE ON THE
WANE IF HE
SPENDS HIS
NIGHTS AT
THE CLUB

i-P

Will Remodel Superba

i|

Los{Special
Angeleto
s WID'S
— Arthur
DAILY)W^sel,
\manager of the Superba here ilhe
recipient of a wire from Carl Lm.
mle, president of the Universainstructing him to have the housremodelled. The improvements n\\
be made in the near future.

R. C. December Releases
Robert-son Cole will releaseihe
following in December:
]
"The Beloved Cheater" with lew
Cody to go out as a special.
"Where There's a Will" Bntwood production.
"Beckoning Road" with Bsif
Barriscale.
The defendants say the contract
"The Tong Man" with Snue
objected to was cancelled on October 18 because adequate financial ar- Storey.
"The Golden Hope" with litli
rangements were not made by K-T
to perform the contract. They say
"Tulagi"
Martinwa.
Johnson seer. '
aka
it would be a detriment to Triangle Hay
First of new adventure seen!.
and the Triangle Distributing Corp.
and would interfere with working
Daly's Theater has re-opened.nd
out the financial plans to have the
contract declared wasteful and in- is
now drama.
playing "Checkers" the [ox
racing
jurious.
Hollywood — Harry Rapf, we;rn
Vitagraph has filed answer in the
Supreme Court in the suit of Arthur production manager for SelznicWcGuy Empey for an accounting of tures, has lured Howard Hicftan
sums alleged to be due him, under from the Bessie Barriscale Pr^ to
his contract for the production of direct the first western Selznickro"Over the Top." The defendant al- duction, "Just a Wife," by E-V
leges that net profits of $155,805 have
will on'
direct this Mr.
one Hickman
picture which
w ;be
been made and that the plaintiff has Walter.
had an accountant go over the books a special production.
i!
faand has accepted monthly statements
as to the condition of thee account.
The defendant says that on August
31
tiff.only $471 was unpaid to the plain-

There is only one pos-

The

Collin Armstrong Co., advertising has filed suit in the Supreme Court against S. S. Ruskay &
Co. to recover a balance of $18,809
due on a total of $29,419 payable for
advertisements for stock of the
American Cinema Corp.
Supreme Court Justice Giegericli
has granted an application by Frank
Marziano to set aside a default
judgment for $1,700 obtained against
him by Anthony Sartori and Angelo
Ercolino in a suit to revoke their
agreement to buy the film house
at 7 Cathedral Parkway from the
defendant on the ground that he
made false representations. Marziano denied it and said he paid $4,000
for the place and spent more than
$2,000 on it and sold out for $3,500. J

sible objection to the
RITCHEY

poster: —

It takes longer to count
the receipts it brings in.

UITCIIEY
I.ITIIO.
COKP.
406 W. 31st St.,N.Y., Phone Chelsea 8388

"sM^
DAILV
More Records?
I
Robertson Cole claims a record for
I producing company in that every
■ater on Broadway from 59th St.
IsSth St. uses a Robertson Cole
:)duction at least one day in every
ck of the year.
Lesser Buys "The Spoilers"
■The Spoilers" has been purchased
rethe Sol Lesser exchange for
Lesser
Lie in Greater New York.
0 controls the rights to the Farfor California, Neva111 production
and Arizona, in which states it is
ng presented now.

Monday,
Two

Read Topics to Blintd

Won't Miss An Issue

Radcliffe, Iowa.

Dear Sir:
Hand you herewith check
for six months' extention to
your daily. It i§ very necesbusiness, idon't let
sary to our
us miss
an issue.
Yours very truly,
THE
OPERA
HOUSE,
E. T. Rorem.
New

"Topics of the Day," which numerous theaters throughout the country
use, are now being furnished to institutions for the blind, where the
sayings are read to those who have
lost their sight. The bits were first
supplied to the Red Cross Hospital
for the Blind in Baltimore last week
and since then have been sent to
the other similar places.

New

November
Stories

24,

1919

for Selznick

Afyron Sclznick has purchased two
more
stories;
Point ofa View"
by Edith
Ellis,"The
originally
stage
plaj',
and
"The
Pride
of
Patricia"
by
Elisabeth Redfiekl, an original story.

F. P. Stories

"The Frontier of the Stars," by
Albert Payson Tcrhune, has been selected by Famous Players as a starring vehicle for Thomas Meighan.
The first picture, however, in which
Michigan reaches stardom, will, in
all probability be Edward Peple's
"The Prince Chap."
"Rozanne Ozanne," by Cynthia
Stockley, will be used for Ethel
Clayton.
Change Title of Moore Picture
An unproduced play by Harriet
been
'The Woman Hater" hasMoore
3sen as a title for the Owen
Ford
entitled, "A Lady in Love,"
eduction, Sclznick, hitherto called has also been purchased for the use
Seena Owen has of Miss Clayton.
lans of Men."
1 feminine lead in the piece and
If s a Boy!
esley Ruggles is directing.

Building South Tacoma House
iouth Tacoma, Wash., R. R:itsch, owner of the Idle Hour here
building a new house here to be
own as the Realart. The thea- will have a seating capacity of
) and will cost $32,000.

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Spiegel's Albany Strand Sold
Toronto — A son has been born in
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
the home of W. E. Allan, general
Mbany, N. Y.— Manager W. M. manager of the Canadian Exhibitors
irley of the Palace, Schenectady, Exchange.
Y., has purchased the Palace from
IX Spiegel, owner of the Strand.
Shirley says that the alterations
intends making to the house will
ike it one of the best equipped
TWICE A
jaters in this section of the state.
MONTH
The reconstruction of the theater
cag
seatin
The
00.
$100,0
11 cost
city will be increased from 900 to
The Trans-Atlantic
30 and a $10,000 pipe organ will be
stalled. The name of the house
11 be changed to the New Strand.
Boarding School Girls

WHERE PROMISES ARE KEPT

rtym

TITLE/

/ILLU/TRA
</' CANDLER
Bl0"6. TION
220 W. 42 ST.
ROOM.r

VV

2O0J-2O!!

J-.

^

"WHERE

PROMISES

LOUIS

TEl.E»HQNt/

BR'ANTfTfS

FORMERLY

WILL

LETTERED

BE PAID FOKTHE tHJ.
TO THE WORUOi

PUZZLINO

& MEYER

qUESTIOM^ '^

theinferkI

A

INC.

- ILLtTSTRATED - PHOTOGRAPHBD
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
PROCESS TITLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS

,
<

WHICH i

MOST

MEYER

TITLES

mo
ANSWER

BRODA

ARE SACRED"

PHONE

CALL

BRYANT

WILL

220]WEST 42nd ST.

BRING

7392

-

SAMPLBS

ROOM

In Two Reels of

"Hattie's

Hoodoo"

Unadulterated Mirth

The life story of an elephant who got the peanut
passion

and

wrecked

her

life,
and

"Is Prohibition a
Dry Subject?"
By Don Marquis, first of
a series of droll screenstories by celebrated humorists.

SGREENIGS

Mr. Director:
Can you estimate the cost of
your coming production?
Maybe — but isn't there usaally a great difference between
your estimate and the actual
cost?
Production building, from
YOUR SCRIPT, is our business.
We maintain and operate:
one of the largest and most
completely equipped studios in
New York City. OUR OVERHEAD EXPENSE IS CONTINUAL—YOU PAY ONLY
FOR YOUR
ACTUAL
WORKING DAYS WITHOUT LOSS OR WORRY.
Think it over!
The Hal Benedict Studio,
College Point, L. I.
Phone Fluhsing 3142

THE ACME
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR
The Studio, The Cutting
Room, The Editor, Home,
FOR— or Church.
School
A demonstration
Will Convince You.
Howells

Company
Cine Equipment

729 7th Ave.

New York

Phone, Bryant 1166

2004

Monday,

November

24,

1919

jait4^

86 Pictures Ready.
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
Regal Buys "$1,000,000 Reward"
Canadian rights for the serial,
Once more demonstrates her magnifij \
Universal states that in six mnoths
cent art in
Studios to Be Con- "$1,000,000 Reward," featuring Lil- 86 pictures have been finished and
Hal Benedict
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
ducted Along Robert Brunton Lines
lian
Walker,
have
been
sold
to
ReWe have made for this production :
delivered to exchanges ahead of reThe Hal Benedict studios, said to
gal Films, Ltd., of Toronto.
very artistic lobby display togethe
leased dates.
The 15th episode was completed
with reproductions in fac-simile oi
"be the largest in Greater New York
paintings from her latest poses ii
with the possible exception of sev- last week at the studios at Ithaca.
various
sizes.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
eral of the Fort Lee plants is inaug220 West 42d Street
simidea
service
r
Weeks Touring Western Canada
urating a produce
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryan
ilar to that in vogue at the Robert
Toronto
—
George
Weeks
is
touring
CHRISTIE
Brunton plant in Hollywood.
western Canada for the Famous
Benedict proposes to remove all Players-Lasky, Canadian branch of
COMEDIES
source of worriment from the pro- which he is general manager. Weeks
ducer who is invited to submit his
are the most dependable
is visiting newly-opened exchanges
sets and the like. The for- and making the acquaintance of the
for
ideas
single-reel
comedies
on
mer will give an estimate on it and exhibitors.
assume full responsibility for the
the
market. — Walter
carrying out of the agreement.
HAND LETTERING
Bonneville
Joins
Grossman
at
cer
produ
The independent
Brooks,
Y.M.
C.A.
Audi(One
iwiarc^ JUi.es .. i Day.) , •
T.
D.
Bonneville,
who
was
with
whom the plan is evidently aimed the Division of Films as director of
on
take
to
ary
torium,
Coatesville,
Pa.
necess
will not find it
a technical staff. Benedict maintains pul)licity and advertising, is now in
PHONE
2323 BRYAMT
,
a like capacity as well as New York
his own corps of carpenters and elecso
representative with Grossrnan Pictricians and if necessary will go
tures, Inc. «
far as to supply the producer with
Local
offices have been opened at
for
a cameraman and certain types
MAKES YOU HEAR WHAT YOU SEE
. 110 W. 42d Street.
his cast.
m
d
locate
The studios which are
WHY ARE EXHIBITORS CALLING FOR FILMUSIC
New Blank Theaters
from ManhatCollege Point across five
SERVICE MORE AND MORE EVERY DAY?
ies.
compan
tan can accomodate
Omaha. — A. H. Blank, owner of
There is a large stage which is 80 the First National franchise for
by 100 ft. and a smaller one, 65 by Iowa and Nebraska and parts of
..LOS
ANCELES
40 ft. both one floor. They can be Missouri and Kansas, has purchased
1729 Highland
Ave..'^ ,
consolidated if necessary.
the Swan in Columbus, Neb., from
William Swan,
.MAKES YOU HEAR WHAT YOU SEE«
To Play Realart Pictures
He recently purchased the Prin
Realart has entered into an agree- cess in Sioux City, one of the largest motion picture houses in Iowa,
ment with the Jensen— Von Herberg
chain of theaters in the Northwest, and has placed them both under the
whereby it will have its pictures management of H. M. Thomas, who
shown in first run houses in Seattle, also directs the policies of the new
Portland, Butte and other towns in Rialto and the Strand theaters here,
for Mr. Blank.
Washington, Oregon and Montana.

Producer Service

DAIUV^

A 111

"ALYNLU''^

riLiisnusic-co.

ReadyFamous, Almost
"The Copperhead,"

Saved by Tenant Act

{Special to JVID'S DAILY)
Baltimore. — A local ordinance
which gives tenants 30 days' notice
in which to vacate their quarters was
applied in the case of the owner of
a picture theater on North Howard
Street.
The owner paid $90 a month in
rent and the owner of the property
Going to the Coast
had an opportunity to sell the theaBert Dorris and Faxon M. Dean,
ter building at a considerable adassitant director and cameraman, revance. The estate was willing to
spectively, with Director Charles pay $5,000 in good will and so a
Maigne in the production of "The three-day notice was given.
The theater owner had contracted
Copperhead," will accompany him to
California about the middle of De- for pictures six months in advance
cember, to act in similar capacity for and in some of the contracts advance
the next picture, "The Fighting money had been paid. The city
council granted a 30-day grace.
Chance."

"The Copperhead,:' in which Lionel Barrymore p'ays the stellar role
for the Famous Players — Lasky is
now undergoing tlnv cutting process.
Charles Maigne directed the production which will probably be in eight
reels.

Jeffrey Moves to Toronto.
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Toronto — George Jeffrey, special
sales representative for Famous
Players has made this city his headquarters. Jeffrey opened the St. John
office for Famous.

STUDIO
WANTED
NEAR NEW YORK
Must Have Every Modern
Convenience

Universal Buys Veiller Play
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — "The Primrose
Path" is the title of a play
Universal has purchased from which
Bayard Veiller, author of "Within the
Law" and "The Thirteenth Chair."
The piece will go into ppoduction
within two or three weeks and a cast
and director are now being selected.

Rogers with Universal
Captain V. A. Rogers, formerly
with the Royal Flying Corps, is now
a cameramen for Universal. Rogers
received a decoration for sinking a
In the review of "What Every
German submarine.
Woman Learns" William Conklin
was credited as playing opposite
Clyde DcVinna, cameraman has Enid Bennett. Irving Cummings has
been signed by Fox to turn the crank the leading male role and William
Conklin was in the supporting cast.
on "The Lincoln Highwayman."

I
BOX D, WID'S DAILY
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Kane Resigns

fans Many Houses

President of Realart Cannot Agree
on Proposed
Policy of the
Corporation's Directorate
Arthur S. Kane, president of Realart, forwarded his resignation to the
directorate of the corporation yesterday. It is understood that he will
remain in charge of Realart indefinitely until his successor is appointed.
Kane's resignation followed an important meeting on Monday night at
which he informed the directors that
he could not agree on a certain policy with regard to Realart that they
desired put into effect.
The news that Kane is through
with Realart will come as a surprise
to those who have noted the tremendous strides that Realart has
made since if started business about
the middle of June. It is understood
that following the success that Kane
has made with Realart that he has
received several offers involving
large sums from other companies to
tions.
step in and operate their organiza-

"raternal Organization Reported
jind Move to Use Membership
To Finance Building

[cording to well defined reports
.'.ating in the industry a large
jrnal organization with membertof several hundred thousand has
|in under way to erect a chain
jicture theaters throughout the
jtry, the membership of the oras stockbe include
|:ation
;rs and toboosters
of dthe houses.

te plans have been worked out
etail and it is said that active
ition of the idea has already
carried out in one Eastern state,
lame of the order being hidden,
lose behind the idea believe that
11 not only prove profitable from
ancial viewpoint, but that it will
increase the membership of the
r.
le of the ideas is that where
ay shows are prohibited by local
tate ordinance that nothing in
aw can effect a lodge meeting
f held on Sunday, and at the
ing which will be held in the
er the pictures will be shown,
figured that this will easily probusiness amounting to $25,000
.r that the other houses cannot
ete with.
the various communities the
! will be called upon to aid in
:ing operations, the idea being
he lodge members in each comiy will have sufficient weight
the local banking interests to
e whatever funds are needed
the stock in the company is
taken up by local members
e lodge.

lods Deal Reported

Kane could not be reached yesterday for a statement as to his future
plans.
Childhood Sweethearts— D. W. Gri ffith's
first National
Special Attraction. — Advt.

"Zit" Out

Laves International Definitely This
Time — Effective, December 1.
C. F. Zittel "Zit" has resigned from
International Film again. This
time it will be definite and the resignation will become effective December 1.
Zit's retirement from International
will not affect his connection
with

is confidentially expected that
{Continued on Page 2)
T a short time Al H. Woods,
■ical manager will head a new
)roducing company, to be cap:d at several million dollars,
Pickford En Route West
en Mr. Woods' secretary was
(/J.y
Wire to W1I>\S DAILY)
for a confirmation of the reLos
Angeles
— -Mary Pickford and
which originated in authorita- her mother, Mrs.
Charlotte Pickford
ircles, he said:
are
expected
back
in town from New
e have nothing to say at this
In a short time an official an- York today. They left New York
the end of the last week.
:ement will be made.''
It is understood that Lottie Pickford will again appear in pictures.
It is planned, according to realiable
lursday. Thanksgiving Day,
information to produce one picture
ing a legal holiday, there
and then take it to New York to see
11 be no issue of WID'S
ILY.
how it is received before further production gets under way.

"The

Greatest

J. J. Allen, of Canada who has
a been abroad for several months returned to New York on the Mauretania yester
day.

Question,"

National Censorship
Idea

May Again Be Taken Up
Congress Early Next Year

Fox Takes Biograph Plant
By

I
[Special to WID'S DAILY)
I Washington — National censorship,
I to do away with local censorship
1 throughout the United States, will,
j it was said yesterday, be taken up
j by Congress when it assembles early next year.
While the idea of carrying through
'his measure was knocked out last
Spring, those who believe in it are
reported as having already started in
.10 renew the intended legislation
and have approached several lawyers
with the end in view of having them
-:ake up the work.

Another

Metro

Allen Returns

Play

1'■ cast.
Metro has purchased "The OutIi used
sider"as by
Julie 'Heme.
willwho
be
a vehicle
for Alice It
Lake
j will be surrounded by an all-star

William Fox has leased part of
the Biograph studio. William Farnum will be the first star to work
there.
Balshofer Here
Fred J. Balshofer surprised many
of his local friends yesterday by
dropping into the Astor. He will
be here several weeks. He said that
he had some big plans under way but
that he could not talk about them
at this time. The Astor crowd envied his complexion, which, he said,
was due to California sunshine.
ARE

YOU
A SHOWMAN?
THEN STICK IN THE

GAME TING GOODIT'S
JUSTTHERE
GETAND
WILL BE PLENTY OF
GREAT FILMS SOLD ON
THEIR MERITS.

Wid Gunning

i

Wednesday,

November

26,

sM^
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In the Courts
Supreme Court Justice Davis has
denied an application by Dr. William
E. Shallenberger for judgment on
the pleadings in a suit of Derwent
fail No.SS Wedesda;Ni>vemberZ6. 19191 Price 5 Cents Hall Caine, actor and son of Hall
emm^i - ^ i . .
'
~ Caine, for breach of a contract by
CMTright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, which the plaintiff was to appear in
lac Publithed Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., pictures for thirty-four weeks at $850
N«w
FILM York,
FOLKS,N. Y.,
INC. by WID'S FILMS and a week. The defendant contended
e. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- that the suit should be dismissed because the contract was one-sided and
urer; Joseph Danncnberg, Vice-President
cui4 Editor; J. W. Alicoate, SecreUry and did not require the plantiff to render
Bnsiness
Manager.
.ILntered »s second-class matter May 21, 1918, any services if he didn't wish to do
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under so. Justice Davis decided that the
<Lhe act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside contract protected the defendant as
»f Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 well as the plaintiff and the suit must
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, now be tried.
$15.00 5>ilis rihers should remit with order.
^(i,l
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to
WID'S
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Quotations

Bid
Famous Players ..
Loew, Inc
Triangle
Unit. Pict. Prod...
World Film

Asked Last
923,^ 96
31
32
,^ ^
12
WA
—
—

Sale
923^
31 ^
,^^
14
H

"Zit" Out
{Continued from Page 1)
the Evening Journal. He will in the
future devote all of his time to the
Dramatic Department of the Journal
and American as well as the affairs
of the Campbell studios.
In recounting Zit's activities with
International it is stated that he engineered the deal for the new studios
at 2nd Ave. and 126th St., what was
once the Harlem River Park._ This
-was announced in Wid's Daily exclusively some weeks ago.

For Pathe Release
The series which will feature Johnny Ray in George Mac Manus's
Father" cartoons will
"Bringing Up
te distributed by Pathe, according
to an announcement from International.
Al Christie will supervise production which will be in the East. '
Ike Schlank Leaving
Ike Schlank who has been here
for some weeks arranging an important deal, leaves for Indianpolis toinorrow.

DAII.Y
Incorporations

Albany, N. Y. — The American Picture Associates of Manhattan. Capital, $1,000,000. Formed for the production and distribution of motion
picture films. Stockholders: Joseph
M. Chappie, and William Chappie of
Boston, Mass., and W. McMahill, 35
W. 39th. St., New York City.
Albany, N. Y. — Commodore
Film
' Corp., Manhattan.
Capital, $20,000.
Directors:
Samuel Java, Samuel E.
Mishkind and Harry Vogelstein, 650
Fox St., New York City. «

LATE NEW»
A SLOW SHEEP IS'
THE
FIRST ONE

F?

hP

SHEARED.
LOSE YOUR

Y O U ' I^I
WOOL IF,

YOU DON'T
WITH
YOUR

KEEP UP'
HUBBY.

Summitt Signs Talflt

Albany, N. Y. — Motion Picture
Times, Inc., Manhattan. Newspaper
The British and Colonial Kinemat- publishers and motion pictures. CapStella Talbot has signed sifive
ital, $5,000. Directors: Royal W.
ogTaph Co. was sued in the Supreme
France,
Fisher
Goodhue
and
Grace
Court yesterday by Chandos St. John
year contract with the Sumniitt;'ho.
E. Tierney,
Brenon on a claim for $50,000 as- York
City. 315 W. 24th. St., New to plays, Inc., a $750,000 corpoitioj:
backed by New York capital, irW
signed to him by Herbert Brenon.
orated recently in Delaware.
The complaint alleges that on NoMiss Talbot will make five pnut.
vember 18, 1918, Brenon was enSurprise for the Boss
tions a year for the new cominy,
gaged by the defendant to produce
"L. J.", Sam Morris and the other
certain films and was to get a third
will be inod theto East.;Di's.
Productionis understo
haveeen
of the net profits. It is alleged that "big ones" up at Selznick were sur- tribution
prised yesterday morning when they settled already.
he made the film, "Twelve-Ten" and got news of a Select Week which the
that the defendant sold the rights
Buffalo, Chicago and Dallas offices
for. $250,000 and made $150,000 profits had
Another Palmer with Famo
been conducting very quietly.
but has refused to give Brenon his
Sam
Palmer says a namesal of
The branches cleaned up, it is reshare.
his has joined the -Coast pub:ity
First Morris and Charles Rogers, staff of Famous Players. The IdiPliny P. Craft and the Monopol ported.
sales
director kept the field force go- tion is Kyle D. Palmer former livsFilm Co. have been sued in the Suin order to surprise Lewis J.
Warning
preme Court by Jack Guggenheim Now ingthree
of the offices come back paper man.
to recover possession of a negative
and surprise Morris and everybody
of "The Burning Question," alleged way.
to be the property of the Sterling else. It means good business, anyThe following statement is ide
Film Corp. The plaintiff asks $1,000
by
Jesse D. Hampton through Fne;
if the film cannot be delivered.
"There has been called to m atWilliam H. Bomb, formerly studio
tention a story emanating dih
Marshall Neilan will next week
Washington, D. C. that exhibors
manager
of
the
Famous
Playersmove his headquarters from the Lois Lasky studio in New York, has been are being offered stock in the orniWeber studio in Hollywood to 1723
to act in the same cap- zation alleged to have under con'ict
Allesandro Street, opposite the Mack appointed
Miss Blanche Sweet, who is pw
Sennett factory.
tions. acity for Marshall Neilan producproducing motion pictures undeipy
supervision.
"Miss Sweet has absoluteWno
contract other than the one witlhe
Jesse D. Hampton Prod., Inc.iid
therefore no one is authorized flse
her name in connection with |iy
stock selling proposition." j

FOR

RENT

The

Completely Equipped Studio

i

exhibitor, who

checks up his box-office
receipts against his poster
displaj' is the one who
thoroughly

Laemmle Due Back Today
Carl Laemmle is due back in New
York from French Lick, Indiana, today.

SUITABLE

FOR

TWO

COMPANIES

posters!

RITCHEY

Fire at Bruton Plant
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles— A $20,000 fire occurred at- the Robert Brunton plant
yesterday.
The
fire spread to the plaster
'shops
barns where several
animalsandwerethe killed.

RITCHEY

appreciates

Box B-12, care of Wid's

I^ITIIO.

CORP.

406 W.3Ut St.,N.Y., Phone Chelsea[g388'

joJjjf^DAII.Y
Putting It Over

patkeNe^vs

j
NO. 9fi
aOBOIvEX, N. J. — "Imiierator" goes to
litain — former
German
liner,
used
as
Imy transport
by America,
is awarded
I (irtat Britain
after controversy
with
S.
;?ABIS, FKANCE — Notables
of France
ebrate armistice
anniversary — Marshal
ffre arrives at I'antheon to review pare of "pollus."
VBVV YORK
CITY — Massacre of Jews
Ukraine must stop! Jewish war veter|s hold demonstration to protest out;es in Eastern Europe.
"CAMBRIDGE, MASS.— Harvard "elevdefeats Y'ale — 50,000 persons jam
irvard Stadium to see Crimson triumph
er Blue in their first football game
lice beginning of war.
<EW YORK CITY— "Suicide squadi" is liomel
Secretary Daniels reviews
mine sweepers back from perilous task
clearing North Sea.
iIINEOLA, N. Y— First Aero-Boat
sses test — Navy approves combined
id and water triplane to be used for
mbing from battleships.
iAN DIEGO, CAL.— Golden spike
»rks completion of work on San Diego
d Arizona Railroad, connecting this
y with eastern lines.
VEW YORK CITY— Prince of Wales
[tarts — a whirlwind of activities keep
ward busy during the last days of his
ief visit to America.

today

yman Buys "Brown of Harvard"
Arthur S. Hyman has purchased
e Indiana and Northern Illinois
;hts to "Brown of Harvard," starrX Tom Moore from Film Classics,
lich controls the American and
nadian rights to the Selig produc■n. It is a re-issue.

Here is honu a brother exhibitor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fello-iv knoiu hotu you cleaned
up.

Henshaw with Transatlantic
Dale Henshaw and Jay Strong his
assistant have been engaged to direct the series of Transatlantic
Boarding School Comedies for the
Transatlantic Film Corp. Lewis
Roach, president.

.Louis Lee will support William
Russell in "The Lincoln Highwayman" for Fox.
Colleen Moore will be featured in
a new Christie comedy special.
Eve Unsell, Famous Players —
scenario writer had an interesting
article in Sunday's Brooklyn Eagle.
In it Miss Unsell calls upon directors, star, film cutter and scenarist to
co-operate to the fullest extent so
that the perfect picture can be turned
out.
The

f J TITLE/

Foreign Rights
For Cash
^^SELL FOR YOU
A FAIR COMMISSION

1919

Aston Returns
W. J. Aston of the Photo Play
Title Co. of Chicago has just returned to New York. He has closed
for the title work of Capitol Film
and will remain permanently in New
York.
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will shortly make their bow
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- ILLUSTRATED - PHOrOGRAPHED
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
PROCESS TITLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS

BE PAID FOR THE UST
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Two Reels
Twice a Month
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Your Entire
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WHERE PROMISES ARE KEPT

4S EAST 17th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Will Purehase

November

Aberdeen, Wash.— M. J. Cline, one
Ernest Truex makes his debut as
of the biggest theater owners here
inaugurated a novel publicity and ad- a star in two reel fun-films in "The
vertising stunt in connection wfth Night "of the Dub." John Joseph
the showing of the Hallmark serial Harvey, director.
"The Trail of the Octopus" with
Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber.
Cline interested the various com- 3"rOL
mercial men in town to the extent
of donating various articles to be
given in connection with the showing of the serial in exchange for
advertising their wares would receive on the screen.
Among the articles donated by the
merchants were a victrola, wrist
watch, bicycle and rocker.

to the States Right Market

BECH,VAN SICLEN
& COMPANY, Inc.

Wednesday,

The Hal Benedict studios are
Located at College Point,
Long Island
COLLEGE

POINT!

To some film producers and
directors we might as well say
Hong Kong, China with regards to distance.
Do you know that College
Point is but ten miles by autometer from Times Square?
That it is reached by the Long
Island Railroad from the Penn
Station in 'twenty-two minutes?
The distance is less and more
quickly covered than to Fort
Lee, Yonkers or the Bronx?
Phone, Flushing 3142.

SEX"

THE ACME
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR
The Stuilio, The Cutting
Room, The Editor, Home,
FOR— or Church.
School
A demonstration
Will Convince You.
Howells

Company
Cine Equipment

729 7th Ave.

New York

Phone, Bryant 1166

2004

KINOGRAMS
MINE SWEEPKKS SAIL HOME FROM
warNORTH SEA— Fleet of brave little after
ships steam into port of New York
clearing European waters of submarine
Reviewed by Secretary Daniels.
barrage.
THE GREAT DRY CHIEF— John Kramer, a portrait of the newly appointed
commissioner at his office m
prohibition
Washington.
I'RIXCE OF WALES SAILS HOME—
The nation's royal guest boards his ship
the Renown, going by way of Halifax
from >.'«w Y'ork.
HARVARD WINS FROM YALE— Snappy scenes from the big annual game, at
Cambridge — 50.000 attend.
THERE IS NO BEER IN ZION— Glenn
Wilbur Volina of Zion City, 111. spills
excellent drink into sewer.
PORT
REACHING
YEARS
TWENTY
The
.\lejandrina,
wrecked
many
and
many a year ago in Straits of Magellan
is replaced and brought to Brooklyn dry
dock.
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES RACE—
Harriers from three states run at Van
Cortland Park, New York.
JEWS MARCH IN PROTEST AGAINST
POGRAMS — Thousands parade in protest
against slaying in the Ukraine.
CUNARD LINE TAKES OVER IMPERATOR — Great German liner used as
transport during the war is turned over
for British passenger service.
ROUNDING UP RABBITS— Out on the
plains of Washington the Department of
.Agriculture stages a drive to rid the
range of rodent pests.

DISTRIBUTRDBY

WORLD

jM^c

Chase Succeeds Eisenhardt
P. A. Chase succeeded William
Eisenhardt, resigned, as comptroller
for Hallmark.

. Griffith Joins Vitagraph
Edward Hillaire Griffith has joined
the Vitagraph staf? of directors and
will direct the next O. Henry story
"A Philistine in Bohemia."

Semon Renews with Vitagraph
Larry Semon has renewed his
contract with Vitagraph. It is said
that the contract calls for an outlay
of over three million dollars in the
next three years for production and
salaries.
Spence Writes a Play
Ralph Spence, special writer for
William Fox, has yielded to the call
of the play having written a farce
"Here Lies the Truth," which is to
be produced on Broadway during the
winter.
Mr. Spence says that the motion
picture rights have already been disposed of to William Fox.

Mc Lellan Writing for "World"
Douglas Mc Lellan has replaced
Julian Johnson as editor of "Behind
the Screen," the coluinn of film news
published by the Evening World on
Saturday and Monday.
on Serial

New

Toronto

Theater

(Special to fVID'S DAILY)
Toronto — The Paramount Film
Co. will build a $600,000 combination
pictures and vaudeville theater on
Victoria St.
Myrtle Stedman, who is playing a

leading part in Louise Glaum's latest production "Sex" under the management of J. Parker Read Jr., is
Transatlantic Film Finished
Transatlantic Film has finished its suffering with a bad case of "Kleig
first feature, but nothing has been
said as to the character, of the story,
the director or stars. It will be
PURCHASING AGENT
state-righted.

Strong Line-up en Broadway
It is interesting to note that films
plaj'ing on Broad >vay are from the
pens of several famous authors.
The Rivoli has "Male and Female"
based on "The Admirable Crichton"
by Sir James Barrie"; the Rialto
"Victory" a Maurice Tourneur production based on a story by Joseph
Conrad; the Strand "Mind the Paint
Girl" with Anita Stewart by Sir Arthur Wing Pincro and "Soldiers of
Fortune" at the Capitol by Richard
Harding Davis.
The Broadway has "Fighting Crcssy" with Blanche Sweet. The story
was written by Bret Harte.

Territory

J

DAILV
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Sold

Having seven years experience
Eyes."
with one of the largest film
companies is open for an offer.
Book— B-10— c/o
OFFICES

Wid's

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
nujre demonstrates her magniti
art in
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
We have made for this production ai
very artistic lobby display together,
with reproductions in fac-simile oilj
paintingssizes.
from her latest poses in]j
various
Once
cent

17th

KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42d Street
i
Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant;

A ill
I 1 1 LE5
HAND LETTERING
V "JT ■ <-One tiunarc^i Jitles .'i Day) r-j,
J-,-^ PHONE

WANTED

Seeking larger quarters containing, small projection room,
joining room and vault, if possible. Phone us for bonus confidential tip acceptable location.
L. H. ALLEN
402 Godfrey Bldg.

BIG WORK

Fox Films on Navy's Ships
An arrangement has been c(|
pleted whereby Fox Films are to
shown on every boat of the Un2
States Navy. This means over lj|
vessels will show the pictures.

2.329

BRYANT

fALYNLU-'

WANTED

Cameraman of International experience seeks opportunity where
knowledge and ability will prove
worth while.
Address A. B.

"The Lost City" the Col. Selig
animal serial being handled by Warner Bros, has been sold for New
England to the Arrow Film Corp.
Harry Charnas of the Standard
Film Service has bought the production for Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky.

^n^
WE NEVER

DISAPPOINT

TELEPHONE

/>< Ew

yor;<

BRYANT

GEti. MGR.

5576

JL

7i^REC0CKI
AUTHORIT

li^BRADSTREET

■r PILHDOM
')1. X.

Friday, November
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Ban on Free Ads

Jiibitors Lining Up to Keep Off
,<cens Certain Class of Industrials
Vhat appears to be developing
v a national movement is the lin1 up of some of the important
jibitor organizations to keep free
ertising films from the screens
the theaters.
ydney Cohen of the New York
te Exhibitor League and Sam
lock of the Cleveland Exhibitors
,ociation are chairman and seciry respectively of a temporary
imittee which has the drive in
rge.
)thers who are members include:
n. I. Berman, New York; Charles
ieillv, New York; Fred J. Herjton^ Pennsylvania: W. J. Slimm,
veland; H. H. Lustig, Cleveland;
ig Perry, Michigan; Peter J. Jeup,
:higan.
'hese men represent various ortake in the follizations which
York, .Ohio,
New
,'ing states:
insvlvania. West Virginia, MichSouth
Dakota,
n, Iowa, North
and
Missouri
kota, Wisconsin,
nois. Fred Herrington of Pittsgh is touring the country detailthe plan to exhibitors,
'he above mentioned bodies have
lified their intention of witholdtheir screens to what is termed
"industrial" but which, the organions claim, are nothing more or
than screen advertising for some
lonal company,
number of exhibitors apparentot realizing that the reels offered
Ti were advertising have readily
sented to show them, but now,
"they
jrding to Sydneyact. Cohen
in all activbe enabled to
; independently of the producers."
he exhibitors are lieing circularand the watchword of the camin will be "Protect your screen
Your patronyour patronage.
will be lost if your screen is
iscd."
dvertising will be shown on the
en if the exhibitors are paid
it. In cases where such money
;ceived, it will be pooled into a
mon fund to combat problems
:eneral ejchibitor interest.
t^i Night Shows in Cleveland

{Special to JVID'S DAILY)
eveland — The Princess on Euchvc. and the Wonderland on
t Ninth St. now have all-night
ormances. The former has
itained that policy for about
e months.

Price 5 Cent

28, 1919

Goldwyn on Curb
Reported
Stock
Offering
Will Be
Made on Monday — No Confirmation
It was reported in film circles yesterday that the stock of Goldwyn
Pictures Corp. was about to be offered on the curb.
The same report had it that Harry
Content and Co. well known brokers
had underwritten
the issue.
.\t the offices of Content and Co.
no verification of the report could
be secured while at the Goldwyn
offices it was stated that Mr. Goldwyn could not be reached and that
he was the only one who could affirm or deny the report.
Ochs Going to Califorina
Lee A. Ochs will leave for California on Sunday in the interests of
Second National.
He will not go direct, however,
but make a number of stop-overs on
the way there, explaining the purposes of his new organization.
Denial From

Spiegel

Max Spiegel denies that the Moe
Mark Co. is going to invade the
Middle and Far West.
"You may deny it," said Spiegel
yesterday, "and print it as coming
Charlie and the two little Chaplins off for "A Day's Pleasure," Charlie
Chaplin's latest First National
pic ture. — Advt.

"Revolution Abroad"

Williams

So Characterizes
Conditions Today, Says
Exhibitors
Are "Torch Bearers"
J. D. Williams of First National,
in characterizing
conditions
in the
fihn business today, says:
"Revolution is abroad. Exhibitors
are the torch bearers."
"Within three months," says Williams," the industry will learn the
details of an exhibitor co-operative
plan which, in magnitude, scope,
strength and all-around efifectiveness will far outranjc any similar collective activity by the so-called retail branch of any other business.
"The new greater First National
has gone outside its own exhibitor
membership,
for the first time, to
test the correctness
and soundness
{Continued on Page 2)
%

Black Expanding
Invading Aroostook County, Maine
— Also to Build in Pawtucket, R I.
and Other Points

direct from me."
Three New A. and H. Theaters
San Francisco — Ackerman and
Harris, now controlled by Marcus
Loew will erect three new theaters
in
000.California at a total cost of $400,One will be in Palo Alto another
in Fresno and Marysville.

'{Special to WID'S DAILY)
William De Mille Specials Now
Rockland, Me.— Alfred S. Black
Famous Players will inaugurate a
of the Black Circuit, Inc., is to extend his theater holdings into scries of William
C. De Mille SpeAroostook
County.
"The
Prince
Black has entered into an agree- Chap" cials
with^beginning
Thomaswith Meighan.
ment with Beecher Churchill of
Neill to Direct Norma Talmadge
Houlton whereby three of Churchill's theaters will be operated under
Roy Neill will direct Norma Talthe name of the Aroostook Consolimadge in "Tlie World Gives."
dated Theatres, Inc., on the Black
circuit or the Black-Churchill,
Theaters, Inc.
WHEN
YOU CAN BUY
Churchill owns the Temple at
BIG SPECIALS BOOKED
INDEPENDENTLY, YOU
Houlton, Libby's at Fort Fairfield
SHOULD WORRY ABOUT
and the one in Limestone.
SYNDICATE
HOUSES
Plans have been completed for the
PLAYING
MACHINEerection of new
theaters in Fort
MADE
PRODUCT!
RE
Fairfield
and
Van
Buren
and
eventFrame
Censor
Bill for Bay Statfj
MEMBER, THE PUBLIC
{Continued on Page 2)
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
KNOWS
THE DIFFER.
ENCE.
Boston, Mass. — A number of womSchulberg Expected
en's societies have already framed
"Ben"
a censor bill which will be presented
Schulberg
is expected
in
his office from the coast today.
at the next session of legislature.

Wid Gunning

4
Friday, November
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Cuts and Flashes

Paints Gloomy Picture
Garrett

r*L I N*.S6

Friday November 28. 1919

Price 5 CeoU

CMTncht 1919, Wid'i Film «nd Film Folk*,
lac Fubliihed Daily at 71-73 Weit 44th St.,
N«w
York, N. Y., by WID'S
FILMS
and
FILM FOLKS, INC.
E. C ("Wid") Gunning, Preiident and TreasVice-Preaident
Dannenberg,
Joseph
Orer;
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, SecreUry
and
Basineas Manager.
Xntered aa aecond-clasi matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Poatage free) United States, Outside
.of Greater
New
York, $10.00 one year; 6
fflonths,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
!$15.0O.
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J
Subscribers should remit with order.
•Add
I communications
to
WID'S
■ DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St, New
York, N. Y.
4551-4552-5558
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Hollywood, California:
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Phone, Hollywood
wood Boulevard.
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Complete
Lab.
Biograph
Soon
Stockholm, Sweden— The early
part of January, 1920 will find the
laboratory of the Swedish Biograph
Company at Rasunda, a suburb of
this city complete. Work on the
establishment was begun in May
of- this year, and the building has
been done at a rate that approaches
a record for this country. From
700,000 to 800,000 square feet is the
area the building will take up. There
will be two studio buildings — one
measuring 454 x 284 feet and the
other 340 x 204 feet, each being 26
feet high. Iron and reinforced concrete have been used in erecting
them and all modern appliances
have been installed. The laboratory
itself is a separate building which
■will have a productive capacity of
162,000 feet of film daily. In addition there will be room for offices,
dressing rooms and all of the other
necessary adjuncts. Ebbe Crohne
drew up the plans for the edifices.
Swedish

Theater Not to Blame
The accident which resulted in the
death of three men at Glynne and
Ward's Astoria theater, Steinway
and Grand Aves., Astoria, Long Island on Tuesday was not as a result
of defective construction. The fall
of the scaffold was due to a high
•wind blowing.
Glynne and Ward are owners of
the Alhambra, in Ridgewood and the
Century in Flatbush. Their new
theater will probably be held up because of the falling of part of one
of the walls.
Mrs. Drew
;

to Direct

Mrs. Sidney
Drew,
who
directed
the Drew
comedies
in which
she
{appeared together with her husband
rviiil .-rdiT-ect John
Cumberland
in a
series of comedies.

Sees Foreign
Credit Forcing Merchandise on Producers
in Lieu
of Money

Apparently the foreign situation,
in Europe at least, is causing much
concern among exporters. Sidney
Garrett, although back from Europe
since September has certain definite views secured over there which
certainly paint a gloomy picture.
It is interesting to note that Dav^
id P. Howtlls, who recently returned from Europe stated that he
feared American producers would
find the foreign markets closed tO
them unless some action was taken.
Now comes Mr. Garrett, who
says that the foreign credit situa-lion is such that producers will find
themselves shut out of the Continental market or take merchandise
in return for their product.
"With the rates of exchange steadily growing worse, rather than better; with the gold value of the money
of the new countries of Europe, such
as Czecho-Slovak, almost negligible,
and with the failure of the American
government to bolster up the foreign
money situation, film producers and
distributors in this country -must be
prepared to extend long time credits
to
the European market," declares
Garrett.
"Even then, in some 'territories, it
is not at all unlikely that a new
system of payment will have to be
arranged, a system whereby foreign
merchandise will be accepted in lieu
of cash. This is due to the fact
that financial conditions are so unstaplc and chaotic, that the correspondents of .'\merican hanks in these
territories ■ refuse to guarantee any
credits whatever.

Tom Mix has started "Three Gold
Coins" and Shirley Mason "Her Elephant Man" on the coast.
Godrey Tearle does not support
Marie Doro in "12:10" the Herbert
Brenon production.

LATE new;
If you've been watching the "sqtii"
under the above heading of "St
News" running daily in WID'S
weeks you will have gotten a
on the advertising possibilities eg
Equity's first big special prodncm

HOUSE
PETERS

Augustus Phillips has been added
to the roster of players supporting
Lew

Cody

in "The

Butterfly Man."

"The Veiled Marriage" written by
J. L. Burke, directed by Keanan
Buel and starring Anna Lehr, will
be a Hallmark,
December
release.
Marguerite Livingston is the latest find of Jesse D. Hampton for
ios.
leading roles at his Hollywood stud"Detective Jim" an original story
by Frederick Van Rensselaer Dey
has been selected as Harry Morey's
next picture for Vitagraph.
Pearl White will begin work on
her first feature picture at the Fox
eastern studio in a few days. Casting has already been started.
Clyde Cook, the Welsh dancerclown, now appearing at the Hippodrome, in "Happy Days," will join
the Fox Sunshine Comedy forces
after the first of the year.

a thousand emotionin
^'SiStarlk ofHu
sbands

The

Calico
Wivef ',
and
a dynamic

drama

of domestic i-

ferences,
Here is— brand new entertainnit
with a brilliant star and brill;W
supporting cast in a production lit
offers entirely new angles of expl.
tation that means capacity on [y
length
of run.
A wonderful
tising and
publicity
campaign adi.-bk
has been prepared for exhibitors lit
tops the field for help. WATCH A3
WAIT FOR FURTHER INTERE.;.
ING ANNOUNCEMENTS.

E®UITY PICTURES;
"Revolution Abroal

"Flames of the Flesh" in which
Gladys Brockwell is the star, has
[Continued from Page 1)
been finished at the Fox studio in
Hollywood. Miss Brockwell will
take a short vacation before starting of
its proposals
method c'
lationship
betweenfor a producers
on her next feature. William Scott, theaters, that is equitable,
fair
her leading man also has been given just to everyone concerned.
a
short
rest.
"The proposal to trade merchan"Within
24 hours
after the !l3(t
dise for film was made to me by the
minute
details
of
the
plan
of tht
principals of some of the largest
Theodore C. Deitrich, president of
Defense
Committee
film organizations abroad. It was Deitrich-Beck, Inc., and of De Luxe hibitors'
theaters
that
pointed out that there was ample Pictures, Inc., will move his offices been completed,
value
of more
precedent for such a method of on Dec. 1 from 516 Fifth Ave. to an aggregate
payment, as it has been resorted to 135 W. 44th St. The offices are on $10,000,000 were pledged to it."
in other lines of business frequently the second floor in association with
Lasky Recovers
in crises of the past. These distri- those of Arthur F. Beck, who is
Hollywood — Jesse Lasky
ha^
butors declared that unless co-opera- treasurer of Dietrich-Beck, Inc.
covered from his illness and is
tion of this nature, or of some simat his desk at the studios.
ilar character is extended them by
Cyril Gardner and Duncan MansAmerican film interests, they will
field, formerly with the Ince staff.
have to rely upon European made are now members of the Selnick
studio editorial group. Gardner is
pictures.
"I am not an alarmist, but after responsible for the editing of Elaine
my trip, I have come to appreciate Hammerstcin's first Selznick PicThe R I T C H F. Y!
what the European distributor is up
ture, "The Country Cousin" while
against, and to recognize the grave Mansfield
worked on Eugene
peril to America's present domin- O'Brien's picture, "The Broken MelLITHO. CORP. is the'
ance of the motion picture market
one big factor responsiof the world, if we don't take immediate steps to arrange for such
ble for the great (le\elco-operation by making credit ar(Continued from Page 1)
rangements that will enable foreign
opnient in motion picdistributors to handle our product." ually it is contemplated building in
a number of other towns in the
ture posters.
ody." Options have been secured
county.
Nashville House Boosts Prices
on
property in Presque Isle and
Caribou.
Nashville, Tenn. — An increase in
A 2,000 seat theater will be
prices has been put into effect at
the Knickerbocker here, of which erected in Pawtucket, Rhode Island,
I.ITIIO.
Ct)KI».
Harry Sudekum is manager. The It is believed that this marks a
406 W. 31st St.,N.Y.. Phone Chelsea 8388
rate now prevailing is thirty cents at
new territory ' for Black. While
matinees and fifty cents during eve- nothing definite has been disclosed
ning performances. Sudekum has it is understood that four theaters
worked improvements in the house, in various sections of Vermont have
enlarging the orchestra and house been added to the Black list which
staff to justify the increase.
now aggregates almost
50.

Black Expanding

DAILV

Putting It Over
Here is how a brother exhib
itor put his show over. Send
-along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
up.
nick
Elsie Janis in her first Selz
has
"
Girl
r
•oduction a "A Regula
ay
,st closed a run at the Broadw s
eater Thi^ is what the Selznick
t
iploitation staff headed by Hun
ure
pict
the
,
put
to.
,
did
.
berg
crom
;ross.

Miss Janis' appearance was an)unced by means of large display
le)ace in the newspjapers^ suppets,
ented by over 5,000 half-she
;enty-fours, painted bulletins, elecsigns and other forms of exic
,rior advertising.
The recent campaign in which Ele Janis secured telegrams of wel[jme and gratitude from the promient women's organizations of
imerica for her presentation to Genial Pershing upon his arrival in
Sew York had much to do with
te welcome arranged for the come■tnnt.
^^ , ,
iMembers of the New York chapr of the Federation of Women's
iubs, Daughters of the Revolution,d
^hool Teachers Association, Unite
^ar Workers and Altrusa Clubs
«re solicited with a private mail'g card several days prior to the
l>ening.
The co-operation of the boy scouts
IS secured and every Red Cross
lit which marched during the Red
•OSS parade along the prominent
loroughfares of New York was acmipanied by six boy scouts, each
irrving a large' illuminated banner
lich read: Be "A Regular Girl,"
m the Red Cross with Elsie Janis.
ie Miss Janis at the Broadway
'leater. Selznick camera then were
Jrched on the roof of the Times
liilding at Times Square to "shoot"
1e procession as it swung from 42nd
! for its march up Broadway.
Second was the appearance of a
;i Ave. bus in which was a: brass
1 id engaged for the occasion. The
nch was draped with American
Ij French flags and bore mammoth
!ivas streamers which announced
Regular Girl" at
Janis iny."AThe
:iieBroadwa
k;
bus motored
BiHg Sth Ave.^ each day during the
y in
jvek and
B'roadwa
the evensed
Martial
ts. on
music,
intersper
jvth the strains of the new song,
*' Regular
aroused the attentn
of New Girl"
Yorkers.

\^xt was the appearance of a
Eiestrienne who, mounted on a
\ ck horse attired in white riding
1 lit, carried a banner reading:
<!;" Janis Is a Circus Queen in "A
Isiilar Girl" — at the Broadway
t ater.
■Vliile the Red Cross units were
r 'ailing, a score of uniformed men
Faded along Broadway distributi: the red, white and blue tags on
vieh appeared the photos of Pershii and Elsie.
I |rhe reverse side of the tag bore

the notice of the engagement at the
Broadway. More than 75,000 were
circulated in Greater New York.
Besides these tags, over 200,000
shields were, distributed. They were
gummed on the back and were pasted
on a large number of automobiles.
They were printed in red, white and
blue and told of the picture playing
at the Broadway.
A number of window displays were
arranged in stores along Sth Ave.
and Broadway while the Y.M.C.A.
and K. of C. Huts had streamers announcing the picture. Notice of the
performances wer& posted on the

Branding Broadway
Universal is endeavoring to plaster
Broadway with one sheets boosting
its Universal Holiday Season.
The posters advise the shopping
pubhc to buy early and bear the
Universal slogan. Also a picture of
■*
Priscilla Dean.
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Prizma Increases By 200 P. C.
Prizma Natural Color Pictures have
increased their business 200 per cent.
it is stated, and for the third time
in eight months have increased the
floor space of their laboratories.
The Capitol has booked the subject for every week of the year.

Harmon in "Old Lady 31"
Henry Harmon will play his stage
role in "Old Lady 31" for Metro.
He was in the original cast.

_'
*
board._
bnlletjn
Another"
excellent" stunt
was the
huge streamer strung in mid-air from
side
one
on
the Broadway theater
to the Continental Hotel on the
other side of the street. _ This carried the wording: "Elsie Janis is
'A Regular Girl'. She's a member of
the Red Cross and American Legion,
Join Now." Spotlights were thrown
on this at night to attract attention.
A series of children's performances
were held and American Legion
posts and army posts were invited
to see the picture.
Jeanie MacPherson Here
Jeanie MacPherson is in New
York. She arrived in here just 12
hours too late to see the opening of
"Male and Female."
Insley Managing Arcade
Salisbury, Md. — The Arcade here
is now being managed Iw L. W.
Insley, who formerly managed several houses in Philadelphia.
Republic Handling Prizma
Republic Distributing, the releasing end of World Film will handle
the Prizma
color pictures.
Hughes an Ince Star
{special to WW'S DAILY)
Hollywood — Lloyd Hughes is the
latest graduate of the Ince school
to be promoted to the star class.
Hughes is possibly the youngest
actor on the screen to achieve this
marked honor, which was awarded
him by Thomas H. Ince in recognition of the artistry of his recent
impersonations.
The contract signed, covers a
period of five years, during which
the young star will appear in a number of carefully selected stories by
the leading screen writers of the dav.

Merry Maids in
Mirthful Moments
The Transatlantic Boarding School Girls are going to give the States
Right Market the comedies it n€eds.
Two Reels
Twice a Month
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- ROOM

THE ACME
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR
The Studio, The Cutting
Room,— The Editor, Home,
FOR
School or Church.
A demonstration Will Convince You.
Howells

Company
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Equipment
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New York
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Coast Brevities

when
it became
known
that his
contract had expired.
He will be
either starred or co-starred in every
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Hollywood — The Iris Theatre has picture he makes at Universal, unbooked the Gale Henry comedies
der the new arrangement.
for an indefinite run. This theater
caters to the most severe critics of
Milburn Moranti, one of the best
the film, the players themselves.
known clowns is now making comedies at Long Beach. It is Moranti's
Irving Cummings was loaned J.
Parker Read, Jr., by Lasky to ap- own enterprise. Moranti is under
pear in support of Louise Glaum, in contract with the Bulls-Eye Film
her latest picture, now being filmed Corporation for 26 comedies.
at the Ince Studio. Story is an
GAUSMAN
original one by C. Gardner Sullivan.
OFFICES

William Allen White's latest
novel, "In the Heart of a Fool," has
been selected by Allan Dwan for
his next vehicle to produce for the
Helene

Chadwick

WANTED

from her month's trip to New York. '
She began her first picture of her
five year contract with the Goldwyn
company this week out at that company's studio in Culver City.

Productions

England
Markham

GEORGE

Building

Send Us Your
fJ^&S, Junk Film
23 Commercial St.

NEWARK,

"Dangerous Waters"
Original for Wm. DesmoncJ
JESSE

D. HAMPTON
Productions

N J.

Now

Address:
.

Man

in

"LIFE'S Little Jokes"
SEE

WHY ARE EXHIBITORS CALLING FOR FILMUSIC
SERVICE MORE AND MORE EVERY DAY?
ANGELES

.

1729 Highland Ave.
WHAT

YOU SEE.

Writing for

\K2rdmkrm^MM

"Snowing Sydney"

riLRsnusic-co.

STECK

Clara Kimball Young

Cable Address

YOU

JENI

"The Pagan God"
starring H. B. Warner

SMELTING
COMPANY
'

ELWOOD

H. TIPTON

WHAT

Calif.

Continuity and Specials
"A Woman
of Pleasure
Blanche Sweet Special

They Have It

Sydney, N. S. W. Australia

YOU HEAR

SCHLEY

players — Fred Dangerfield,

INTERSTATE
<a REFINING

Mysterious

.HAKES

Tucker

EDNA

Ask Acme

Australian Features

Wid's

LOS

Loane

Representing
the foremo:
Authors of America and

Writing and Directing

Having seven years experience
with one of the largest film
companies is open for an offer.

.

George

in this country and our
readers always ask for
pictures of the leading

WILFRED LUCAS

AGENT

.

Associated with

Hollywood, Gal.

Address
Care Snowy Baker
84 Oxford Street

HEAR

CUNNINGHAM

Telephone 577941

Frank Mayo, leading man, has
signed again with Universal on a
two-year contract. He received
several offers from other producers

YOU

JACK

Some of the papers here printed
joke.
interviews with clergymen and those
of civic prominence calling for a
censor and pointing out the need
for one.

and

cast of playe"s h'"" left for Bea'r
Valley in the ro 'b^rn part of the
state where the exteriors of "The
River's End" will be filmed. The
picture which is an adaption of
James Oliver Ciirwood's latest novel
of the great outdoors of the Canadian northwest calls for many snow
scenes.

MAKES

(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Watcrbury, Conn. — The item calling for a $2,000 salary for the local
censor, it now develops, was included in the budget as a political

BESS MEREDYTH

Marshall N i.r.n ar.d his all star

The

T

Joke

HoUywood,

Carlyle Robinson is now publicity
man for "Do''.l;" Fairbanks.

Book— B-10— c/o

Political

Editor,
don, Eng."Pictures," Lon-

J. J. Cohn, business manager of
the Goldwyn studio, is leaving
shortly for New York.

PURCHASING

Move,

CHRISTIE COMEDIES
are exceedingly popular

Seeking larger quarters containing, small projection
room, joining room and vault,
if possible. Bonus for confidential tip acceptable location.
L. H. ALLEN
402 Godfrey Bldg.

has returned

Censor

1741
CLARA

KIMBALL

YOUNG

more demonstrates her magnificent art in
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
We have made for this production a
very artistic lobljy display together
with reproductions in fac-simile oil
paintings from her latest poses in
various sizes.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42d Street
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant

N.

Cherokee

Hollywood,

California

Oiue

AKI HAND LETTERING
NlLhli
■., -;7 i (One liundrcj. Mies . / Day) ■,-■

H. H. VAN

LOAN

Recent Releases
Tom

Mix in

"The Speed Maniac"
Earle Williams in
"When a Man Loves"
121 West Eulalia Street
Glendale, California
"If it is a Van Loan story

'S"ALYKLU''lv
J--.. PHONE
2329 B.IYANT
X
must be good"

7/«RECOCHIZ
AUTHORim

i^BRADSTREET

r FILMDOM
X. No. 57

! Big Confab On

(First National Directors at Inanapolis — Schwalbe
on Coast
{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
dianapolis, Ind. — An important
^ing of First National directors,
others interested in First Naal affairs, came to a close here
[Wednesday night at the Claye hotel. Among those present
e J. D. Williams,
manager
of
Circuit; Robert Lieber, presit; Wm.
Sievers of St. Louis;
Fred Levy of Louisville; Nate
don of Boston,
and Clark of
t'land and Clark, Pittsburg.
'hen one of the First National
asked where
H. O. Schwalbe
he said that Schwalbe was on
Coast.
mong those in attejidance at the
(Continued on Page 2)

IHl
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Price 5 Cent;

Selznick in London
Ambitious Plans Include Big House
and Extension
of National
{Special to fflD'S DAILY)
London, England — At this writing
L. J. Selznick looms large on the
English film horizon. He has just
purchased a very large building on
Carpentry St., in the heart of a most
popular district, and it is understood
that the building will be renovated
completely. A theater is to be built
on the property and practically all
the remainder of the building will be
used for ofifice purposes for the vaious Selznick enterprises.
It should
not be surprising: to
of us , over here if Selznick
many
did not extend to this side the Na(Continued on Page 2)

■

Another Injunction

No Successor to Zit
o successor was appointed yeslay to C. F. Zittel "Zit" as genmanager of International Film,
^it's" new offices at Broadway
43d street were being made
ly yesterday and he will occupy
n next Monday when he will rele his duties in charge of the draic department of the Evening
rnal and American, as well as
ing charge of the Campbell stu-

Kohn at Realart

DAlbY4

Judge Decides $25,000 Bond Must be
Put Up for Each Young
Production
Judge
Handa in
the District Learned
Courf returned
decision
in
favor of Select Pictures and the C.
K. Y. Film Corp. over Equity Pictures Corp. yesterday morning
whereby the former is granted a

m
Beauty

battling
tion," a First

with the beast— D.
National
special at

orris Kohn of Famous Players,
erday took charge
of Realart
n Arthur S. Kane stepped out.
English
Film Man
Entertains
at
S. Woody
remains
as general
Astor — Receives Watch
lager:
Harry Ward, well-known English
is understood
that Mr. Kohn film
man, tendered a dinner to his
remain
in charge
indefinitely American friends at the Astor last
1 the new president of Realart is night.
ted.
They werenSt so many present but
they all had a good time. It was
rthur S. Kone said yesterday that
lid not care to discuss his future a representative crowd of filfti men
and members of the press and whan
IS.
they all got together they swapped
some stories and discussed all the
rector Increases Capital Stock
big doings in the film business.
To show their appreciation for Mr.
{Special to JVID'S DAILY)
Ibany, N. Y.— Three of F. F. Ward, the guests presented him with
platinum
and
gold
ctor's theatrical corporations a magnificent
e made large increases in their .Swiss watch together with a chain.
{Continued on Page 2)
tal stock, according to articles
:ertification filed with the SecreNoted Star Coming
' of State by F. F. Proctor,^
rge E. Wallcn and Clarence H.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
lien, officials of the enterprises,
Lohdon, England. — Eva Balfonr,
he Proctor Mount Vernon Realty the noted English film star, who is
has increased its capital from one of the most successful of the
),000 to $300,000. The Proctors film stars here, will sail within a
any Theaters Co. from $1,000 to few weeks for America. She Has
),000 and the Proctors New York not definitely closed a contract ior
atcrs Co. from $1,000 to $700,000. her American made productions.

Ward Dines Friends

preliminary injunction to' restrain
the distribution, releasing or otherW. Griffith's.
"The Greatest Queswise exploiting of Equity Pictures
traction. — Advt.
starring Clara Kimball Young until a bond of $25,000 is guaranteed
for each production.
Thefectinjunction
willis remain
in efReported
Lord
Beaverbrook
Buys
until the case
tried on
its
Stock in Provincial Cinema
merits.' "Eyes of Youth," the first
Considerable interest was manipicture to be restrained, is schedfested in film circles yesterday rela- Rivoli uledtomorrow.
to open a week's run at the
tive to a cable dispatch which apSelect, as noted, claims that $25,peared in a number of afternoon pa- 000 on each production is due it as
agreed upon by Miss Young a few
The cable dealt with an article months ago. The agreement, Select
published in the Daily News of Lon- claims, is to include every Young
pers.
picture made until August 31, 1921.
don,brook,
which
' '.
Beaver-in
one ofsaid
the that
ler
figures

Big English Deal

British financial and. '. c life had
purchased all of the Lon.inon stock
of the Provincial Cinema Theatres
Co. for $2,000,000. The company itis capitalized
owns self35
theaters. atIt $5,000,000'
is reputed and
as
being one of the foremost English
companies in the business.
Make Feature in. Oregon
Portland, Ore. — American

Lifeo-

graph Co. has finished "The Golden
Trail" with Jane Novak. • Jean Hersholt and Lewis H. Moomaw were
co-directors.

WALL
HAVE
THAT

STREET SUCKERS
BEEN INFORMED
WITH THE THEATERS CONTROLLED THE
CREATORS WILL
BE
COMPELLED TO WORK
AT $1,000 A WEEK TOP.
IT IS TO LAUGH. IT
WILL BE THE MANIPULATORS WHO WILL BE
GIVING UP FAT PROFITS
TO
GLADLY TAKE SALARIES.

Wid Gunning

Saturday, November

29, 1919

Big Confab On
{Continued from
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gathering were a number of exhibitors includiilg A. F. Brentlinger, who
operates
a chain
of houses
in Indiana.
While no one would discuss the
purpose of the meeting it was generally understood that it was for
the purpose of solidifying exhibitors
with the big idea of First National.
Considerable comment was also
aroused over the presence at the
meeting of James R. Grainger of
New York, who is the representativeof Marshall Neilan, the only one
of the new directors' combination
who is at present releasing through
First National. Grainger could not
be found for a statement, nor would
any of the members talk either regarding his presence or any other
matter. »
At the New York Offices of First
National no information was obtainable relative to the meeting.

Sale
At the New York offices of First
87
30/ it was stated that Mr. Grainger was
'/> out of town, and that no one had
an yidea of his whereabouts.
14
H
"Eyes of Youth" at Rivoli
Tiic Rialto-Rivoli management has
carried out its original plan and

Ward Dines Friends

(Continiii-d from Page 1)
Those pre-'Mit besides Harry L.
Mr. Ward's business associCundy,
ate were .Walter HofT Scely, B.
Wadsworth, (his Schlesinger and his
brother; A. J. McCosker, John W.
Semler, Messrs. Newgast, Sherman
and McLellan, James Beecroft, Lesley Mason, Harry Ennis, William A.
Johnston, George Blaisdell, J. W.
.\licoate and J. Dannenlterg.
Ward presented his friends with
interesting . souvenirs, but was tremendously surprised when tenderd a
hanclsome diamond and platinum
watch and chain.

booked "Eyes of Youth" for the
Rivoli beginning
to-morrow.
"Male and Female" will be switched to the Rialto for a week's show-

Seizes "Duped" Fi

The Answer

1)

Kosch
Confiscates
Chaplin
I
While Showing
at Philadel]
Theater

"The greatest film success of
today was made by a producer
who forgot everything else
but his ideals in making a big

Philadelphia — Harry
G. Koih
New
York
attorney
acting fo
Victor
Kremer,
who
recentlyp
chased five of the Essanay-Cij.
comedies, secured a writ of sz
and accompanied by a United
s
Marshal
and
a member
ol
State
Censor
Board
named
reii.

photoplay. If he ever made
another film, this one would be
a success. He had the story,
the cast and the facilities. He
forgot about release dates,
there was no such thing. He
never thought of his next picture. He just went off by himself and made the film as he
thought it should be made.
When it was finished, long after the date it was expected,
he turned it over to his distributors. They were thrilled,
amazed. It would do a million
dollars! And more. And there
is the answer to the really oig

inger
a print of "\M
while confiscated
it was
being
shown
ii, tlii
theater
in North
Philadelphia,'
It is charged that the filn
leased to the theater and exh
with the knowledge that it
"duped."
Gene Marcus and Tony Lu'
owners of the 20th Century
Co., who purchased the right
this territory from Victor K
will appear in court againsi
alleged
infringers.

success
shall of
Neilan.the screen.-" — Mar-

Selznick in London
(Continued from Page
tional Picture Theaters

1)
idea.

Of

cours, in view of the difficulties experienced by Famous Players with
English exhibitors some months ago
it m.ay be that English exhibitors
it.
may fight shy of any co-operative
plan which has an American behind
There is hardly a secret to the
fact that Clegg, of Famous Players,
1st out because of the row which
developed among English exhibitors
for which he is held more or less
responisble in not checking it before it reached the dimensions it
achieved.

Terriss Handling Super Featres
Tom Terriss, under his new iareef
ment with the Vitagraph is to-broi
duce only super-features and isio4
at work finishing his version o
feat
Hunter,"
Fortune
"The
Earl Williams, which is -being
super\
under his own personal
This will makdl
and direction.
super-fe
successiv
fifth
ature b '
e
Terriss
has directed,
these

,
^nd the Mouse,"
Lion
"The
Third Degree," "The Climbers.'ind
^^■Fortune Hunter."
"The
now
Vengean
ce of Durand" was the
production playing at the Broa
b>
written
was
and
Theater,
Terriss, being an adaptation fr(
short story by Rex Beach.

Sickle's New Company
(By Wire to WIDS DAILY)
Dallas, Texas — Confirmation obtained that Leroy Bickle and assoFoliar Plays "Tarzan" M
ciates, the Exhibitors Co-operative
Gene Pollar will play "Tarzaiin
Film Co. have purchased name an»
Plunkett is back in LonJoseph
don after a tuor through Europe in- "The
of Tarzan" for Km;
PicturesReturn
the stock of Specialty Film Co. from
Corp.
.\
William G. LTnderwood. The new nick. toHe mentions frequently a desire see the Astor of New York,
Others inFranklin
the cast include
exhibitors company will release their
Romaine,
Coates. Ge'ip
It
if only for a few hours.
Turner and Walter Miller. Ft
product through Specialty Bickle announces the first big film will be
Revier is directing. While Geig
Pearson Returns
asked M. Merrick, who is responsibleto
was
L. J. Selznick
When
Elmer R. Pearson, Pathe feature Emmett Dalton's "Beyond the Law."
-ence to his London plans "The Open Door" for Robeijoi
sales manager, returned to New
Atlanta, Ga. — Mrs. Anna H. Seshe said he had nothing leaves for California next week.
sions is in charge of the World yesterday,
York from a four-weeks' trip yesterto say.
"Don't know a thing about Cole is supervising. The com 'n
day. He visited a number, of points Film's exchange here.
them,"
he said.
in the South and Southwest, and
found business flourishing wherever
he went.

I

Mrs. J. Parker Read Killed
[Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Springfield, Mass.— Mrs. J. Parker
when an autoRead, Jr., was killedwas
returning to
mobile in which she
New York with three others people
ran into a telegraph pole. Adele
Freeman of the "Magic Melody"
company was badly injured and is
now dying.
Mrs. Read lived in New York.
J. Parker Read, Jr.. is in California producing a series of Louis
Glaum
pictures.
All Territory Sold
Equity
Pictures
yesterday
closed
a deal for "Eyes of Youth" for Texas, Arkansas and Missouri, to T. E.
Larson of Tulsa, Okla.
This closed the entire world rights
to the production.

Happy
We Are Both

Motion

picture producers,Bl

distributors, and

exhibi-

tors are unusually intel-

are in business to make money. So are we. You make
pictures, run theaters and produce plays. We insure you against
the loss from any cause of your interests. The public will always
want amusement. The business world will always need insurance. You are here to stay. So are we. You have been here a
long time. So have we. Youi are happy in your work. So are
Why not get acquainted for our mutual benefit.
we.
You

I en ERVICE

I^UBEN C^AtAVS^JS
Jneurance

or

Phone

John

&0 Maiden Lane
542y - S426 - ?42r--5-*28

ligent men.
Tliat is why
RITCHEY

they all like
posters!

UITCIIEY
I.ITIIO.

CORP.

406 W.3hl Sl.,N.Y., Phone Chelsea 8388
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"Romany" at Tivoli, Montreal
against Mitchell Morris for $25,000
damages on .the ground that Morris
Montreal — "Romany"
the special
Supreme Court Justice Newburger made false statements concerning to be distributed by Republic had ai
heard an application by the Standard him which caused Miss Emory to
.Slide for an injunction restraining seVer her partnership with him and week's run at the Tivoli here.
George Appel from being employed then tried to injure his reputation
Eight prints will be used in Canada instead of fivS as originally
by the Broadway or Excelsior Slide with the Zion Film Co. by which
Co., or any other concern except the he was employed.
plaintiff on the ground that he sold
out his business to the Standard last
The Tivoli showing was the first
Daniel Mayer has filed suit in the planned.
year and agreed not to go into com- Supreme Court against Sybil Vane for the picture on this side. It was
petition with it. Appell contends that concert singer and film star, for an
the Stnadard discharged him last accounting under a contract by which produced in Scotland with an American director.
August and that as soon as the pres- she was to pay him 10 per cent, of
ent suit was brought the Broadway
her 25
earnings
s'tage
Slide Co., also dropped him.
and
per cent,onof the
her concert
film earnings,
for five years. Mayer alleges that
Christoffer Hannevig, Inc., has $3,000 is due him.
filed an answer in the Supreme Court
to a suit by the Fox Film Corp.
A suit brought in the Supreme
to recover for breach of contract un- Court Ijy the Equity Pictures against
der which the defendant was to buy the Film Booking Offices (1919 Ltd.)
Fox Films for exhibition in Russia of London, has been settled and the
•and Finland. The defendant alleges action dropped.
that it was a part of the agreement
that the contract would not become
New Reading Theater
effective until the defendant was able
to exhibit the films in those coun{Special to WID'S DAILY)
tries, and that time has not arrived.
Reading,
Pa.
Carr and Schad
have purchased a site at Schuykill
Donald C. Hulette, a scenario writ- Ave. and Greenwich St. on which a,
er, got a verdict in the Supreme new theater will be built.
Court against Joseph Schmidt, owner of the Imperial restaurant in
Brooklyn for $10,000 because he was
knocked
down byin the
auto
in Brooklyn
1917.defendant's
He sued
for $50,000 on the ground that one
leg is an inch and a half shorter
than it should be.

In the Courts

r^atkeN. ews
No.

97

KEEL,' ALSACE. — "Tiger" visits recov(!<! provinces. Premier Clemenceau, beUed by all France, is received with
ual affection and enthusiasm by peo'? of Alsace.
SEW YORK CITY. — Little folks take
peek Into one of Santa Claus' worklopg and see how "grandpas" make
'g for your Christmas frolic.
[N THE LIMELIGHT.— New Italian
voy to U. S. — Baron Komana
Averzzaarrives here to assume duties as amsador at Washington.
JUNSLOW. ENGLAND.— From Lon'■n to Paris via Cloudland. Pathe camiman flies in plane across Channel as
»vy storm gathers overhead.
JOVBB, ENGLAND. — Poincare visits
iitain. The President of France lands
Dover, and is received at the pier by
ince Albert.
(lOBOKEN,
N. J. — Fire wipes
out big
itory.
Firemen
are unable
to check
mes until box plant is completely razed
the ground. .
IrHE 3IEXICAN PROBLEM. — Presijt Carranza of Mexico whose govern:nt has sent ai note to U. S. advising
.billty to comply with demand for the
ease of Consul Jenkins.
JROOKLYN, N. Y. — A specter of days
(le by. A schooner, reefed for 20 years
the Strait of Magellan, is put to use
9 to need for tonnage.
lARE ISLAND, CAL.— Launch Ameris greatest dreadnought — the "Califori," will be run by electricity and carry
I heaviest
armament
of any
warship
the world.

HERBERT
BLACHE

I
I

Louis Machat applied in the City
Court to vacate a judgment for $1,757
obtained against him by Isaac Skurnik on his endorsement of notes of ^
the Feature Film Co. He says the
notes were made in connection with
"Sermonettes" from

Spanuth

plaintiff's plan to lease theaters as
an outlet for the films, and the plaintiff assured him he would not be
held personally responsible on the
notes.

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Chicago— H. A. Spanuth, of the
)mmonwealth Pictures ' Corp. is
Irving B. Rubenstein, who says
eparing a series of "Sermonettes,"
ch to run about 600 ft. The first he is a skilled camera operator, and
went into partnership with Ray
\t will be a picture story of ChristEmory i.n th^ Ray Emory Producis which will be ready about Dections, filed suit in the Supreme Court
Release weekly.
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€00.

Now directing

WILL

I MAY ALLISON
1

BE PAID FOR THE *EST

ANSWER TO THE WORLDS
MOST
PUZZUNG qUESTMN

WHICH

THEINflRIOR

"The Walk-Offs"

Ready to Shoot!
We offer a new service in a
thoroughly modern Studio —
the efficient service of a corps
of expert, technical men, possessing the advantage of longworking association together.
Your production, great or
small, on our floor ready to
shoot!
Let us estimate production
cost on your script. You'll be
surprised — agreeably — but
we 11 take the risk.

SEX"

The Hal Benedict
Studios
COLLEGE POINT, L. L
Phone, Flushing 3142

Wise

State-Right

FILMCLAS

Buyers,

CORP.,

1493

Wire,

Phone or Write

BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK

CITY

Saturday, November
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Putting It Over

KINOGRAMS
I.ATJNCH DREADNOUGHT CALIFORKIA. — Nation's newest, biggest flgliting
sliip talies tlie ways at tlie Mare Island
Navy Yard.
•
EMIGRANTS FLOCK BACK TO EUROPE.— Tliousands of foreigners get
passports to go bacli and leave tlirougli
port of New Yorlt, taking American-made
wealtli with tliem.
SEEK CURES FROM HOOSIER MIRACLE MAN. — Scientists are puzzled over
the strange cures credited to Harry L.
3Iays at New Carlisle, Ind., a curiously
iSfted youth.
CHICAGO JEWS PROTEST PRO'OROMS. — Hold great demonstration on
"Days of Sorrow" as an expression
against the slaying of Hebrews in Europe.
ADMIRAL JELLICOE'S SHIP IN FOR
REPAIR. — H. M. S. New Zealand comes
Into Vancouver to prepare for long voyage to the Atdiantic.
BOY SCOUTS SING BY HAND.— Band
«f twelve deaf and dumb youngsters and
their mute scout master at Berkeley, Cal.,
£ing America.
AND STILL THEY COME. — Manretania steams into New York with opera
stars, ambassadors, prize fighters and all
«orts of notables.
OPEN THE EXMOOB STAG HUNTING SEASON. — Famous hunt clubs of
Devon and Somerset ride in time honored society sporting event at Dulverton,
Eng.
SPEED OVER CHANNEL WATERS —
Slotorboat owners run off a few laps at
Bnrnham on Crouch. Eng., before putling' up their craft for the season.

DISTRIBUTED BY WORLD
PICTURES
FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY
have beautiful lobby displays that
individualize
each particular production and places
such
attractions as "The
Miracle
Man,"
"Male
and
Female"
and
"Everywoman"
on a par with any $3.00
show
now
playing
Broadway.
Thev
were
made
bv the
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 W. 42nd St.
17th Floor
Tel 3607 Bryant

AT LIBERTY
..Technical
director now
employed
desirous
of
changing.
Can
furnish
first class references.
Address
Box— B-15
c/o WID'S

The
Mysterious
Wan

in

(,

LIFE'S Little Book

Send Us Your
HigheslPrices JUTiK

INTERSTATE
(Si REFINING

23 Commercial St.

T lllTl

SMELTING
COMPANY
NEWARK.

N J.

Universal has signed Virginia
Brown, who was one of the winners
of the M. P. Classic beauty' contest.

Here is hoiu a brother
itor put his shou over. ^leaned
e other
along your ideas. Let th exhibfellow
knoiu hoiu
up.

500 window cards were used in the
exploitation of this production.
Despite very bad weather all house
records were broken and there will
be a repeated booking at the Muse
under the same management.

Ada, Minn. — Prunes and motion
pictures have very little in common,
Baltimore — Under the decision of but C. E. Wentzel conveniently used
the judges in the Olive Thomas eight hundred of the former to help
beauty contest staged yby
ou Howard draw elusive dollars to his box office
E. Greene, exploitation representa- during the run of "Daddy LongSend'
tive, of Select's,
Washington
branch,
his New Orpheum. EnVictoria
R. Groom
was declared
the Legs," at
velopes containing fascimiles of the
winner.
check Mary Pickford gave
The contest was conducted in the $40,000
Klaw and Erlanger for the rights to
columns of the Baltimore News by the drama were distributed. That
Norman Clark, dramatic editor, and the advertising stunt bore fruit was
managed by Greene with the help proved by the fact that the picture
the manager of the Parkway where played to capacity for several days,
"The Glorious Lady" was shown.
many being turned away when
The content attracted wide atten- the production opened. Originally
tion, and Miss Groom was declared booked for a two day run, Wentzel
by personal acquaintances of Miss extended its stay for two more days.
Thomas to be almost a perfect por- The prunes that were sent out figtrait "double" for the star. She was
ured in the film Us the cause of an
awarded the Myron Selznick trophy,
orphan
strike.
a handsome silver vanity case of the
newest style, suitably engraved.
from
Famous
in
Miss Groom and her mother, Mrs. "Everywoman" December
Clifford Groom, came up to New
York immediately, and the beauty
"Everywoman" will be released by
contest winner was photographed Famous Players on December 28.
with Miss Thomas at the Selznick
Other releases include: —
Fort Lee studios. She will probably
"An Adventure in Hearts," Robert
be given a trial role in a forthcoming Warwick; "Victory," Maurice TourSelznick production.
neau production and "More Deadly
Than the Male," Ethel Clayton, all
December 7. "The Cinema 'Murder,"
Omaha — "Sunday" Goldberg made Marion Davies; "And Behind the
it his business to tell the world, and Door," Thomas H. Ince special, Depicture fans, that he had booked
cember 14. "His Wife's Friend,"
Dorothy Phillips in "The Right to Dorothy Dalton; "Hawthorne of the
U. S. A.," Wallace Reid and "A Girl
This is what he did and the re- Named Mary," Marguerite Clark, all
Happiness."
sult:
December 21; "Wanted a Husband,"
Billc Burke,
"Red Hot
Dollars,"
The week before the production Charles
Ray, and
Decembe
r 28.
was shown a private screening was
given to the officers of labor unions,
Foreign
Deals Closed
officers of the different womens' organizations and officers of the large
"Sky Eye," sold for United Kingbusiness organizations of Omaha.
dom to Moss" Empires. South America, West Indies, Mexico, Central
At this screening a favorable number of criticisms and comments were America, and Panama, to L. H. Allen. India, Burma, Ceylon, China,
obtained from influential parties.
These were used later as readers in Japan and Strait Settlements, to International Variety and Theatrical
the newspapers.
An old-fashioned landau with a Agency, Ltd. Australasia, to Australasian Films, Ltd.
bride and groom riding and a banner announcing It's yours "The
Error Made
in Laboratory
Right
to streets
Happiness"
drivenA
about the
during was
the run.
"A Howling Success," National's
number of tin cans were tied to the Hall
Room Boy comedy release rerear axles and the noise produced
viewed in last Sunday's issue and
from them together with the un- announced as. a Goldwyn release is
being
handled
in New York by the
usual get up attracted much attention.
Merit exchange. The error was due
In addition to this the lobby was to the fact that a mistake was made
especially decorated. An immense in the laboratory and the words "released through Goldwyn were on a
tin figure of Dorothy Phillips in a
characteristic role was prepared. A
special front depicting the entrance
to a cave was erected and above the
Nashville Firm Chartered
cashier's window was a sign reading caption."
"Enter all ye who seek the Right
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Nashville, Tenn. — The National
to Happiness." All available wall
space and lobby stands were used. Automatic Advertising Machine Co.
Some of these stands contained stills is the name of the company which
and one sheets and two immense will manufacture projection macliines.
photographs of scenes in the production were used, one on each side of
Joseph Higgins, Louis Leftwich,
the lobby.
H. G. Kaln, A. R. Robertson. M. C.
Forty-eight sheets , 10 six sheets, Wood, Ike Stevens and Leo
100 half sheets, 500 one sheets and Schwartz are the incorporators.
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READY
-A mine of Authentic
Information for the
Exhibitor.
-Of Inestimable Value
to the Casting Director, Executive or
.Producer.
-Nearly 400 Pages of
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the Motion Picture
Industry.
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Cecil B.DeMilles
"male
ond
FEMALE"
HERE'S A RECORD THAT
TelegTiiiii

from

Tom

CANWashington,
NEVERI).

Moore,

C.

BE BROKEN

"Delighted to report "Male and Female" yesterday broke the record of the Garden
by fifty dollars and played to absolute capacity, seating and standing, every show"
From J. M. Barrie's famous
play "Tile Admirable Crichton"
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Rialto Theatrical Enterprises Association formed in
Lawrence, Mass., to buy chain of theaters throughout country.
John W. Grey and Arthur B. Reeve take over Supreme Pictures, Inc.
Kirs. Humiston loses in suit against Universal.
National Association toTustart
esdaydrive against censors.

Terms
York,

Features Reviewed
Cecil B. DeMille's
MALE AND FEMALE
Paramount-Artcraft
Page
3
Doris Kenyon in
THE BANDBOX
Hodkinson-Pathe
Page
5
June Elvidge in
THE POISON PEN
World
Page
7
Harry Carey in
THE GUN-FIGHTING GENTLEMAN
Universal
Page 11
Wallace Reid and Lila Lee in
HAWTHORNE
OF THE U. S. A.
Paramount-Artcraft
Anita Stewart in

MIND

THE

Page 13
PAINT GIRL

Anita Stewart Prod. — First National. .. .Page 15
Bryant Washburn in ... .IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE
Paramount-Artcraft
Page 18
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair in. .VAGABOND LUCK
Fox
:
Page 19
Montagu Love and June Elvidge in
THE STEEL KING
World
Page 21
Constance Talmadge in.. THE VIRTUOUS VAMP
Page 23
First National
SNARES OF PARIS
Madlaine Traverse in
Page 25
Fox
A REGULAR GIRL
Elsie Janis in
Page 27
Selznick— Select
COUNTERFEIT
Elsie Ferguson in
Page 29
Paramount-Artcraft
31
Page
SHORT STUFF

First National lining up 5,000 theaters. First move to
secure control in Baltimore and Washington.
Milton Cohen, Bull's-Eye, signs Texas Guinan for series of two reelers.
William Desmond on Pathe program.
Wednesday
Arthur S. Kane resigns from Realart.
Reported large fraternal organization planning to erect
chain of picture theaters.
Reported Al H. Woods to head film producing com-

Friday
pany.
C. F. ("Zit") Zittell resigns from International Dec. 1.

Alfred S. Black of Maine extending theater holdings
in New England.
Important exhibitor organizations lining up to ban
free screen advertising.

Reported Goldwyn stock to be ofifered on New
Curb market.

York

Sidney Garrett, prominent exporter, sees foreign outlook gloomy for producers unless credit system is
alleviated.

Max Spiegel denies Moe Mark Co. is to invade exhibiting circles in Middle and Far West.
Saturday
injuction against CAira
preliminary
Select granted
Kimball Young and Equity Pictures.
First National directors hold important meeting at
Indianapolis.
Kohn takes charge of Realart until Arthur
Morris
Kane's successor is named.
Lewis J. Selznick secures large site in London for
theater and offices.
Lofd Beaverbrook buys large interest in Provincial
MilHon^ involved.
Cinema Theatre* of Englan^i.

* Pardoning the bad is injuring the good**— Benjamin Franklin,

NATIONAL

PICTURES

SOWING
REAPING
AlS[D

%

t^ATIONALPICTURE THEATRES, INC., is the ultimate
harvest of a life-time of sincere service and good will
toward men.
It is the deserved reward of those who have reaped only
as they have sown ; a tribute to the creeds of an industry that
flourishes FOURTH

in the world of Big Business.

From all comers of the Nation come indorsements and felicitations.
Men of sound judgment learn as they live, heed as they need — and
REAP as they SOW.
National Picture Theatres, Inc., offers a new era of prosperity for
you.
"JUST A WIFE," fropi the powerful pen of Eugene
Walter, is the first National Picture release.
"BLIND YOUTH/' adapted from the famous stage
success by Lou Tellegen and Willard Mack, is next.
Other celebrated plays of equal importance will follow at intervals
designated by the Board of Directors.

NATIONAL

PICTURE THEATRES,
Lewis J. Selznick
President

UiLUilX

INC.

Sunday, November 30, 1919
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Very Elaborate But Artificial Production of Unsympathetic Story
Cecil B. DeMille's
We have all seen, times without number, the ship"MALE AND FEMALE"
wrecked-on-the-island story, it having been so much
Paramount-Artcraft
in use that at one time a few years ago there were
DIRECTOR
Cecil B. DeMille three released the same week.
AUTHOR
Sir James M. Barrie In the play, however, the author centered upon the
SCENARIO BY
Jeanie MacPherson problem of class distinction as known in England, and
ART DIRECTOR
Wilfred Buckland its chief success was due to the wonderful lines. In
CAMERAMAN
Alvin Wykoff visualizing this for the screen, however, it seems that
AS A WHOLE. . . .Elaborate but artistical visualiza- more attention has been given to elaborate production
tion of Barrie's play, with vision trimmings. values than to characterization.
Centered about English class distinction In this country where class distinction is a decidedly
in atmosphere that is age-old in films.
unpopular idea, it seems to me that it would have been
DIRECTION
Certainly provided lavish produc- much wiser, if the producer sought popular approval,
tion, but feiiled to make it human, and missed to have made the character of "Tweeney," played by
sympathy in characterizations.
Lila Lee, much more sympathetic, and the character
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally very good, but oc- played by Gloria Swanson, that of the great English
casionally contrasty.
lady, much more superficial.
LIGHTINGS
Many very effective; some not so Knowing that the hero was to eventually marry the
good.
little maid, it would certainly have been tremendously
CAMERA WORK
Varied from very fine to just better from an audience viewpoint to have had him
fair.
•
dazzled by the sudden appeal of the great lady but
STORY

PLAYERS
Did not really make you feel with still appreciative of the little maid's constancy.
them enough; their action marred by arti- The story is opened with very elaborate production
ficiality.
values, but the audience which sat in when I saw it
EXTERIORS
Some very good locations with laughed at the astounding extravagance of Miss Swanelaborate sets to meet story provisions. son's bath, which certainly seemed unnecessarily overINTERIORS
Frequently very elaborate; gen- drawn.
erally pleasing.
The Babylonian vision was elaborate, but the freDETAIL
Some excellent bits, but slipped badly quent reading of the same passage every time a book
in accounting for sailors after wreck.
of poems was opened seemed rather a forced manner
CHARACTER OF STORY
Considerable sexy of dragging in this extra elaboration.
display, but will probably not offend.
There were entirely too many titles, particularly too
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
8,860 feet many long titles that attempted to be literary and
This is a big, beautiful thing to look at, but it never were frequently annoyingly inclined to anticipate or
impresses. The characterizations lack sympathy, and explain the coming action.
considering the fact that the basic story idea has been In the cast were : Thomas Meighan, Theodore Robdone hundreds of times in pictures it is questionable erts, Raymond Hatton, Robert Cain, Bebe Daniels,
whether this will have any great appeal to film fans. Mildred Reardon, Wesley Barry and others*.

Production Values and Beauties Displayed Will Garry This as a Special
.

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
«

The production values alone and the frequent dis- I would steer pretty clear of talking about the story,
play of feminine charms will make this sufficiently m- because it will probably fail to appeal and will be
teresting to justify your putting it over as a. special, rather non-satisfying as to sympathy ending for film
Despite the age of the shipwrecked-on-the-island plot, fans in this country.
Concentrate upon the women,
the elaborate Robinson Crusoe inventions will lift this talk about Tom Meighan as the hejo, and use up your
part of the story, and I believe you can depend upon adjectives in describing the elaborate detail of the proyour fans being decidedly interested, because it is plain duction values.
that much money has been spent on the production I would advise you to advertise this on its own
and the producer has taken every opportunity of letting merits and not make comparisons with other producthe several beautiful young ladies show most all they tions, because those comparisons might cause your
have.
•
fans to expect too much, with unsatisfactory results.
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THE SYMBOL
OF SUCCESS!
PERFORMANCE counts in every
phase of Big Business!
Behind the new symbol— REPUBLIC PICTURES— lies the performance and progress that has stood
the. test of time and comparison.
A symbol of broadened leadership
and perfect organization in which
you get the dollars-and-cents profits
that must come from proved boxoffice attractions and "live- wire"
exploitation.
As SELECT has merited your confidence and esteem,so will Republic.
New in name — but old in the
experience and understanding of
the needs of those who have
gained b}} mutual
trust.

REPUBLIC DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
LEWIS

J. SELZNICK,

130 West

46th Street

Advisory Director

BRITON

N. BUSCH,

New

President

York City

Sunday,

November

30,
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Story of Mystery and Suspense Affords Good Program Offering
Doris Kenyon in

although it may confuse, that all tends to make the

"THE
BANDBOX"
Hodkinson — Pathe

plot more "intrikut" so it probably won't cause any
discussion.

DIRECTOR
R. William Neill
AUTHOR
Louis Joseph Vance
SCENARIO BY
Roy Somerville
CAMERAMEN
Ned Van Buren and Edward
Wynard.
AS A WHOLE
Provides all the mystery and
suspense that could very well be put in one
p
picture; will please.
STORY
Manages to sustain mystery
DIRECTION
Might have handled
players to
better advantage at times
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
.. .;
Nothing unusual
CAMERA WORK
Acceptable
STAR
Screened well and seemed to appreciate
her position of distress but wasn't called upon
for any exceptional display of ability.
SUPPORT
Rather
subordinated
to allow the
star to shine
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory
though
seldom
necessary.
INTERIORS
Suited the action
DETAIL
Jumped at conclusions once or twice
CHARACTER OF STORY
Big fuss over the
disappearance of the famous Cadogan necklace
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
"The Bandbox," adapted fpom the well-known novel
by Louis Joseph Vance, 'may have gotten over big as a
"best seller" and even at that the picturization will
probably get over as far as the mystery stuff is concerned but they take so long to plant the characters
and then they all appear so often, early in the picture
with so little meaning attached to their appearance,
that folks will have to think fast to keep up with the
action.
However, the mystery element is well sustained and

Doris accidentally meets Alexander Gaden aboard
ship returning to America, when he tries to claim a
bandbox belonging to Doris, thinking it is one that
was sent in his care from he didn't know where, but
evidently felt it his duty to protect. And there starteth the hiystery.
Both bandboxes were alike.
Gretchen Hartman, an actress ,also aboard the ship,
meets her old friend Gaden and admits having sent the
box in his name. Gretchen has in her possession the
famous Cadogen collar, known to be an ill omen. In
order to avoid paying custom duty on it, she decides
to smuggle it in and sews it in the band of the hat
which reposes in the bandbox, still in Gaden's stateroom.
Doris is startled by the appearance of a man who
claims to be her father and who she knows to be a
notorious crook. He tells her he is after the Cadogen
collar and demands that she help him secure it. In
the meantime the ship's officers are unsuccessful in an
effort to persuade Gretchen to put the famous collar
in their safe keeping wiith the explanation that they
have discovered the farnous crook named Ismay, on
the ship.
The actress hits on the idea of announcing the theft
of the collar to avoid suspicion when she is greeted
by the custom officers. Ismay is supposed to have
been the thief and the idea is confirmed when, pulling into the harbor, he jumps ovefboard and swims
ashore.
At the pier the bandbox

belonging to Doris is

switched with that of Gaden's and Doris becomes the
possessor of the collar. The remainder of the picture
deals with the efforts of Ismay, who reappears, to secure the collar and of the final disclosure of the crook's
identity and the little romance angle which they ring
in between Gaden and Doris.

Appeal to the Right Crowd and for Outside Business Use Some Ingenious
Exploitation
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you want a mystery story you will be safe enough
in booking this and playing it up for all you are worth
as far as the suspense stuff is concerned. Don't go
beyond this for promises though because it isn't a
special from a production standpoint. Tell your folks

The title and story itself should afford good exploitation material. You could distribute miniature bandboxes, sealed and printed on top a line reading:

"What's inside the bandbox,? ' Or, "Ladies^ get out
it is a story dealing with the disappearance of the famous Cadogen collar. Tiiere is always a certain crowd
,
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get them in by a proper appeal,

Another Endorsement

BRUNTON

SERVICE

Los Angeles, Gal., October 2, 1919.
Mr. Robert Brunton,
Brunton Studios, Inc.,
South Hollywood, Gal.
My Dear Mr. Brunton:
Now that the public has given its verdict on "The
Miracle Man," I should like to tell you how much I value
the co-operation of your organization in the production
of the picture.
I congratulate you on the organization that you have
built up, and you are deserving of the thanks of every
independent producer.
Your very best well wisher.
Sincerely,

Sunday,
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Strong Mystery Story With Quick Action and Good Work by Star
June Elvidge in
"THE POISON PEN"
World
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

BY

Edwin August
Edwin August
J. Clarkson Miller

CAMERAMAN.
■
John Badaracco
AS A WHOLE
Well-produced mystfery play
' that holds interest,
STORY
Plenty of plot and quick action based
on dual personality theme.
DIRECTION
Generally good though not quite
accurate on scientific stuff.'
PHOTOGRAPHY
Averaged good
LIGHTING
Met all requirements
CAMERA WORK
Good but not unusual
STAR
Very good; fine piece of acting
SUPPORT
Capable throughout;
Metcalf not
given much opportunity.
EXTERIORS
Sufficient to demands of story
INTERIORS
All that could be desired
DETAIL
Careless in spots
CHARACTER OF STORY
Inoffensive detectLENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
ive story.

these errors were not of such magnitude as to interfere with the entertainment value of the picture.
One of the outstanding features of the production in
addition to the good strong story was the acting of
June Elvidge. In the hypnotic scene she did a mighty
fine piece of work. In fact all of her work in the role
of the evil character of her personality was impressive.
A small city is thrown into great excitement by a
series of scandalous poisen pen letters. Every effort
is made to detect the sender but failure is the only result. At last it is determined to engage expert detectives.
After working on the case several days they are
fortunate enough to see a figure draped in black placing a poison pen letter under a door sill. They give
chase but lose the quarry. It seems however as though
the mysterious person had disappeared somewhere in
the house of Bishop Filbert.
They decide to spend the night on watch in the
Bishop's home. Later they obtain conclusive evidence
that the writer of the letters is the Bishop's daughter,
Allayne, played by June Elvidge.
They are about to arrest her when Earl Metcalf persuades them that it must be a case of dual personality
and asks them to wait. A celebrated specialist is sent

"The Poison Pen" is not a big picture by any means
but it should please almost any audience. It is a well
worked out mystery story in which the suspense has
been exceedingly well sustained and which contains
enough action ancl intricacy of plot to hold the interest
all of the time.

for and Earl's surmise proves correct.
Then follow some truly dramatic scenes in which
the evil personality is killed by means of hynotism.
This is good stufif and will undoubtedly be well liked.

The basis of the story is that strange phenomena
known in psychological science as dual personality and
the author and director have worked it out in fairly
good shape. There were parts in the scene where the
evil personality was killed by means of hypnotism
that did not impress as being scientifically correct but

ping.
There is incorporated in the picture a Salem witchcraft scene which was entirely unnecessary and was

The plot has been further complicated by a kidnap-

not very well done. The picture would have been better without it. More attention to detail' would have
been an improvement in several places, but taken all
in all it is a good picture and should go well.

Believe Your Crowd Will Like This One First Rate
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Not big enough to spend a lot of money on but a
good quick picture that should hold the interest of
your crowd and send them away pleased.
Use the title and play it up big. It should be a good
business getter as it was only a year or two ago that
the papers of the country were filled with poison pen
cases. Tell them that it is an exciting mystery story
that will hold their interest right up to the last foot
of film.

Use June Elvidge's name prominently. She has a
pretty good following and she does some mighty good
work in this. Plenty of her stills both in natural pose
and in character should be used in the lobby.

Play up in all your advertising and publicity the dual
personality angle of the story. It always excites interest.

5,000 Exhibitors Will Play This!
More than 3,000 theatres already presented "As A Man
Thinks" to their patrons^and
never a one has failed to report:
"This is a great emotional
drama with a punch of the sort
that people like to get from a
screenplay.!'
"The Capitol" is bigger yet and
of the same honest melodramatic make.

It is the biggest and best made
of the Leah Baird — Augustus
Thomas dramas. It has finer
production qualities and a story
tenser, tighter and universal in
its appeal to all the elements
that pay past the front doors of
motion picture theatres.
Prints of "The Capitol'* are now
being shipped to all offices for
your inspection.

W.¥. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York. Gty
Distributing through PATHE Exchange,Itta)rporated

VHe had the luck of the Irish V

J. Warren KERRIGAN
The Lord Loves the Irisli
and his own company in.

'BS MONTE M.
KATTERJOUhT
Directed by
ERNEST C.WARDE

TJie rogue in his eye made quick work
for Cupid. The might in his arms took
him trom a Glengarry farm to the top in
hard-fighting New York.
The story with the wonderful title and
the romance of the shamrocks; with an
Irish-named star and a Scotch-Irish producer. Everybody put their hearts in
the making' of this story.

LUCK /POD THE
BOX /opcicg.

"What the popular exhibitor demand will
be for this production is evidenced by
two score of big first run bookings for
pre-release before a print had been
shipped.
Here is a tempestuous, brilliant romantic
melodrama — what one onlooker calls "a
devil-may-care drama from bare feet to
soup and fish" in five wonderful, rollicking reels of excitement.

¥.¥.HODKINSON CORPORATION
• 527 RAh Avenue . New Kbrk aty
XHstributtngthroufh PATHE [xchange,hxcorporated
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Story Rather Weak but Affords Ample Opportunity for Personality of Star
Harry Carey in
"THE

GUN-FIGHTING GENTLEMAN"
Universal

DIRECTOR
Jack Ford
AUTHORS.
Harry Carey and Jack Ford
SCENARIO
BY
Hal Hoadley
CAMERAMAN
John W. Brown
AS A WHOLE
Lacks the spirit of the West as
usually found in Harry Carey productions ;
first-rate entertainment^ however.
STORY
Suited to the personality of the star;
contains the stone age idea modernized.
DIRECTION
Moved along in rather slow tempo
but handled majority of situations to good advantage.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Clear
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
handled.
STAR

Generally good
Long shots especially well

Evidently a role suited to his own taste;
will please his admirers.

SUPPORT

Kathleen O'Connor adequate as leading lady; others supply fitting characterizations.

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Beautiful western country
Conventional

DETAIL

Straight stuff doesn't require particular attention.
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . .Girl falls in love with
her kidnapper.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
This isn't as good as some of Carey's recent productions but he supplies a good characterization and his

particular personality will please his admirers. The
star is credited as co-author of the story so he must
know what he wants in the way of a part, and at that
he manages to get over the portrayal as far as his
individual role is concerned but there isn't quite the
atmosphere generally to be found in Carey pictures.
The theme isn't new, and there are one or two small
bits of business, not important, however, that may not
get over but they probably won't cause any worry.
Harry Carey is the owner of a ranch which John
Merritt, president of a large packing concern, is anx-^
ions to possess. Carey, however, is unwilling to part
with the land so Merritt sets about to get it in another
way. His men* discover a flaw in the deed to the property and through clever manipulation Merritt gets control.
They bring in a bit of comedy stuff where the star
goes to the city to see if he can't retain his land. He
is a guest at the home of Merritt and at dinner he
shocks the diners by displaying very fine table etiquette when they were prepare for crude entertainment in the way of the awkwardness expected of
ranchmen.
Carey's visit is unsuccessful and he returns west and
turns outlaw, after promising Merritt he will get even.
His first step is to steal the payroll amounting to $20,000 and our old friend Mr. Convenience steps in and
makes it possible for Harry to steal Merritt's daughter
and keep her captive in his mountain top home.
The girl seems to take things much as they come
and appears reconciled to her fate and when at the
conclusion she confesses her love for the wildwest
caveman, no one will be surprised, not even the hero.

Have your release prints made where you make the picture.
Quality higher than eastern work.
Capacity 750,000 a week.

BLOOM

FILM

LABORATORIES

7520 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Hollywood 4015
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Will Please Admirers of Carey; Should Meet Box Office Requirements
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
throughout the west. There is not as much fight stuff
in the film as will perhaps be expected from the title
"THE
but there is enough to keep it in line with the usual
This is a Harry Carey production and as such will run of the star's work.
find its way favorably into houses where the star is a
There is more of an appeal to the women folks in
Harry Carey in
GUN-FIGHTING GENTLEMAN"
Universal

favorite.
"A Gun-Fighting Gentleman" is his picture
all the way through and he does manage to get over
the part he has made for himself.
Tell your folks that the star is co-author of the story
in which he plays the leading character. This may
interest Carey fans. For devotees of the western
drama, Carey has a very loyal following, particularly

this than is generally found in Carey's pictures, and
it might be well to make a play for their patronage
and at the same time get him some more friends among
the ladies. Tell them Harry is such a loveable kidnapper that his victim falls in love with him. You
might refer to some of his more recent productions,
especially if you have played any of them.

s
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YearW Book
1919-1920

Now

Ready

Containing a World of Informative and Statistical Data of Inestimable Value
to Every Producer, Exhibitor and Distributor in the Industry. — Edition
Limited,

Price $1.00
Prepaid Anywhere in U. S. A.
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Utterly Foolish But Amusing and Entertaining Comedy
1?

Wallace Reid and Lila Lee in

he has half an opportunity — and he has that to burn
in this one. He gets his audience right in the first
few hundred feet and holds them. Lila Lee makes a

"HAWTHORNE OF THE U. S. A."
Paramount-Artcraft
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

James Cruze
James B. Pagan
Walter Woods
Frank Urson

AS A WHOLE
Utterly foolish but very amusing and entertaining.
STORY
Burlesque comedy drama in a makebelieve European principality in the days before the war.
DIRECTION
Good fast tempo that amuses and
holds the interest.

good foil for him. She is pretty and appealing. Robert Brower did a fine piece of acting as the bankrupt
monarch of the bankrupt kingdom of Bovinia.
Anthony Hamilton Hawthorne, played by Wallace
Reid, breaks the bank at Monte Carlo and wins two
million francs. Taking his winnings in hard gold he
and his friend Rodney Blake jump in their car and
start for a fashionable watering place to meet Rodney's fiancee.
They are forced to pass through the opera bouflfe
kingdom of Bovinia, w^hich is bankrupt. A gfoup of

■ revolutionists conspire to capture Hawthorne and get
PHOTOGRAPHY
-.
Good
him to use his money to finance a revolution. ForLIGHTING
Usual standard maintained by this
tuitously he meets the Princess Irma and falls madly
company.
in love with her.
CAMERA WORK
Averaged good throughout
From this point on the fun is fast and furious, the
STARS .
Reid carries the picture ; Lila Lee pretty
plot centering around the revolutionists' attempts to
and serves as a good foil.
get his money and Hawthorne's ability to hang on to it.
Tully Marshall and Theodore RobSUPPORT
A revolution is staged and an attempted assassination
erts gave usual good performances, balance of
. made on the life of the monarch. Hawthorne fruscast good.
trates itbut is then captured, charged with the crime,
EXTERIORS
Mostly specially built for this
and condemned to death. The revolutionists think
INTERIORS
All that could be desired
they have obtained his money but find that he has outDETAIL
Very good; titles good
witted them. Hawthorne bribes his way out, gives
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clean and inoffensive
the army its back pay, breaks the revolution and puts
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,780 feet
the king back on his throne.
Then with true American initiative he makes the
Utterly foolish -but mighty amusing and entertaincountry prosperous by popularizing the medical
ing is "Hawthorne of the U. S. A." Not a Mack Sensprings. Still Irma refuses to marry him because he
nett*farce by any manner of means but good clean burlesque comedy drama that is full of snickers, chuckles
is only a citizen but the king finally comes to his resand laughs and with plot enough to hold interest to the
cue by abdicating and declaring the country a revery end.
Director Cruze has done a good piece of work and
The titles were especially good and were respon^ble
public.
the
of
all
moving
keeps
for
many of the laughs. In the cast not previously
that
offering
has supplied an
time. The interest never has a chance to lag. It is mentioned were Harrison Ford, Tully Marshall, Theoburlesque but good, clean burlesque, the kind that the
dore Roberts, Charles Ogle, Guy Oliver, Edwin Stewhole family can see and enjoy.
vens, Clarence Burton, Ruth Renick, Robert Brower
and
Frank
Bonner.
when
do
Wallace Reid — well, you know what he can

Your Crowd Will Like This.

Play Up Wallace Reid ; He Delivers

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Tell them that this is a funny one that they will get

If you have a neighborhood house make your appeal for the whole family, for they will all like this
one. It is good entertainment from start to finish.
It is adapted from a stage success of the same name

plenty of laughs out of: that it is all about a redblooded American full of pep, who after breaking the

that appeared several years ago but it is a much better picture than it was a play.
Boost Wallace Reid to the limit as he is your big
drawing card.

a bankrupt opera bouflfe European principality. Use
as a catch line : "Wallace Reid rebuilds a kingdom.

bank at Monte Carlo uses his winnings to rehabilitate

Come and laugh with him as he does it."

TheQQlTlGSaiid
Says the Wisconsin News:
STROHEIM is a bred-in-the-bone actor,
"V°hON
' e and the rest of the cast bring such finish to
their work that you forget you are looking at a reel
version of a fiction story and readily imagine these are
real people living real lives!
The scenery, most of which is 'shot' in the Swiss Alps,
is lovely beyond anything ever before thrown on the
screen."

Says Saxe's Alhambra: •
"t-DLIND HUSBANDS' opened to capacity, turning hundreds away. Critics proclaim it one hundred per centr entertainment. Indications are for record breaking attendance for the run,"
— George Fisher, Mgr.,
Saxe's Alhambra

Theatre, Milwaukee.

\bn StrotiGiins ^^nder-Play^

UNIVERSALPKODUGTION

JEWEIk

DE KUXE.

"The Picture ybuU Never Fordet "
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Poor Direction Spoils Fair Story Material
Anita Stewart in
"MIND
Anita
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

THE

PAINT

GIRL"

Stewart Prod.— First

BY

Nat'l
Wilfred North
Sir Arthur Wing Pinero
Not credited

Jack Brown
Slow-moving and lacks even ordinary interest; fails to register any dramatic
moments.

been patched then the brown derby goes to the director.
To help matters along, the director let every opportunity he had — and there weren't many of 'cm — slip
by most neglectfully. The titles most of the time
didn't mean much and in one instant without any
reason for so doing and without any evident result,

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

one of shero's suitors asks hero where he lives and is

STORY

told that he (hero) doesn't know and doesn't care.
Miss Stewart was photographed to very poor advantage through most of the picture. There were certain scenes where she screened, fairly well but throughout she had little to do but pose. For a drama the

Keeps the star in the foreground all the

time but doesn't afford a chance for anything
new.
DIRECTION
Much to blame for the failure of
the picture to -get over; missed several fair
opportunities.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Acceptable
LIGHTINGS .... Generally good ; sometimes blurred
CAMERA WORK
Nothing new
STAR .... Screened badly and posed her way through
most of the six reels.

picture lacked a tense moment and th=r- wasn't a moment of suspense in the whole thing even to the conclusion which was unsatisfacti)ry and didn't get poor
hero any further than he was at the end of the first
reel
This can be cut down to a five-reeler as far as the
story goes and thfere won't be anything missed. After
fussing around for six reels refusing her many suitors

SUPPORT
Conway Tearle ill at ease in stupid
role ; remainder of cast only fair.
EXTERIORS
Not necessary
INTERIORS
Usual studio sets

they close up with a most unsatisfactory ending leav-

DETAIL

a 'popular favorite. Conway Tearle had a very weak
part and didn't have a chance to do anything but follow Anita around and listen to her put ofif their marriage and he sure must have been endowed with a
lot of patience to stick out the role for six reels.
In the end they bring in a three-cornered situation
in which Lord Farncombe is proposing to the star
when Conway comes in, and mistaking the idea of
the meeting says some very harsh things which he very
humbly retracts when he finds everything is right.
Then he and the Lord go away together leaving poor

Dragged through a reel of unnecessary
footage and allowed several noticeable breaks

CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl of London's
tenement district becomes famous stage star.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet
This is being put out by First National as a current
production but the entire six reels bear evidence of the
shelf. Anita Stewart in her recent productions for
First National has worn some beautiful gowns but
those worn in most of the scenes in "Mind the Paint
Girl" are not the latest models.
If the picture has not

ing Anita still in a state of "single blessedness."
From the London tenement district she becomes the
star of the Pandora music hall, much sought after and

shefo to her "indecision."

Go Easy on This and Make no Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This certainly won't gain any business for First
National and can't add to Miss Stewart's laurels.
"Mind the Paint Girl" has advertising possibilities,
nevertheless, and by clever exploitation you can probably get by with it but if your folks kick don't blame
them, If it is coming to you, use your ingenuity to get

Paint Girl" as another Anita Stewart production and
secure patronage on that score but be prepared for a
rebound.
Catchlines could read : "Are you looking for an inspiration? Anita Stewart spilled a can of paint and
thereby became famous as the 'Mind the Paint Girl,'
her latest First National attraction playing at the

you through but play fair and don't make promises
vou can't back up. In view of the star's more recent

blank theater." Or, "Her ambition won her fame and
she became a star over night. See Anita Stewart as

productions you will be able to announce "Mind the

the 'Mind tke Paint Girl' at the blank theater."
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Very Light Comedy Depends on Personality of Star to Make it Go.
Bryant Washburn in
"IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE"
Paramount-Artcraft
DIRECTOR
Donald
Crisp
AUTHORS. Roi Cooper Megrue and Walter Hackett
SCENARIO BY
Elmer Harris
AS A WHOLE
Very light little comedy that is
slightly amusing.
STORY
Adapted from stage success of same
name.
DIRECTION
able.
PHOTOGRAPHY

Satisfactory.

Nothing remarkConsistently

good

LIGHTING
.■'
Nothing unusual
CAMERA WORK
Fair throughout
STAR
Personality goes long way to putting
picture over.
SUPPORT
Lois Wilson pretty; balance of cast
good.
EXTERIORS
Satisfactory
INTERIORS
Complied with demands
DETAIL
'
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
It may be that they are trying to put one over on yoii

in this one. At any rate, they didn't overlook a bet
on ringing in some well-known article that is nationally advertised and flashing a close-up on the screen.
They even went so far as to flash a full-page advertisement out of a magazine and a huge electric sign of
Paramount-Artcraft pictures.
Of course these things served to illustrate a point
in the story but the fact remains that the point could
have been made some other way just as easily.
With these points eliminated the picture is a light
frothy little comedy dependent almost entirely upon
the personality of Bryant Washburn to put it over. It
is mildly amusing with some good titles and whereas
you will be free from kicks on it, there is nothing in it
that will cause your crowd to talk much.
It is one of

y
[

,,,

i

His father conspires with his pretty secretary to
get Rodney in her toils and then impress on him the
necessity of working in order to win her. The plan
works all too well for the two young people fall in
love and want to marry.
When the news is broken to father *he disinherits
Rodney. Love holds true, however. Rodney sets up
an office without knowing what his business is going,
to be. Then they decide to advertise a name and af• ter popularizing it, sell it. They pick on a soap and
decide they will sell it to father. The advertising
campaign is well worked out. Father is just about to
buy it for $50,000 when he finds it is all a fake.
Thinking everything all right Rodney has given his
check for $25,000 with no funds in the bank to meet it.
In order to protect this check father conspires with
the bank president to give them a fake order, from a
big Chicago department store. They buy father's
soap and put it in their wrappers. The soap has been
so well advertised, however, that it goes like hot cakes
and the department store comes back with big repeat
orders. Of course, this straightens everything out
and the usual happy ending follows.
In the cast were Frank Currier, Walter Hiers, Clar- ,;
ence Geldart. Julia Fay and Guy Oliver.

Let Bryant Washburn Put This One Over For You
. Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You will have to depend very largely on the personality of Bryant Washburn to put this one over for
you. He is really the whole picture and it is his
work that will undoubtedly please your patrons.
Of course you can bill extensively that it is an adaptation of the well-known comedy drama of the same
name that ran for a season in New York. Use also
the name of the author, Roi Cooper Megrue, it is well

I

those pictures that is entertaining enough while you
are watching it but forget it immediately it is finished, and two hours later cannot remember what it
was all about.
Naturally Bryant Washburn was pleasing. He is
always that and can be depended upon to give a good
performance. Lois Wilson backed him up in good
shape and made an appealing foil to make love to.
Some shots of her were mighty pretty. Walter Hiers
likewise gave a very creditable performance.
The story is the lightest of light comedy.
Rodney
Martin is the son of a wealthy soap manufacturer.
Rodney fails to appreciate either the glory or the necessity for hard work.
He much
prefers running
.
around with the pretty girls.

known enough to have some pulling power.

n

Do not promise your crowd too much in the way
of comedy for it is of a very light nature. The picture will please but it is so light that it will not 'leave
much of an impression. They will forget all about
it the moment they leave the theater. For this reason
be careful what you promise them. They will like it
if they are not lead to expect too much.
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Something Unusual in Horse Race Stuff and Interest Well Sustained
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair in
"VAGABOND LUCK"
Fox
DIRECTOR
Scott Dunlap
AUTHOR
Frank Tinney Jackson
SCENARIO BY
Scott Dunlap and Anthony
J. Roach.
CAMERAMAN
George Schneiderman
AS A WHOLE
Very good oflfering holds interest well and gets over horse race thrills.
STORY
Old-time winner regains laurels on the
track when he is thought to be out of the
game.
r DIRECTION
Kept up the interest and worked
up to an effective climax.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
.♦
Satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Acceptable
STARS .... Best thing they have done in quite a while
SUPPORT
Suited their respective roles
EXTERIORS
In keeping with the story
INTERIORS
Might have used a little more care
in selection of sets.
DETAIL

Black-face
substitute
for real negro
could have been avoided; nothing seriously
wrong.
CHARACTER OF STORY . .Pleasing entertainment
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. .. .About 4,800 feet
This is a typical race horse picture and as such will
please for it adheres to the race track atmosphere witii

with the rest of the production. Neither of these stars
have strong personalities and the aid of good story
material is essential to help them ever and !n tliis
instant they have been furnished an idea particularly
appropriate to tneir abiliti'^?.
Miss Fair is struggling along v.'hh the meagre subsistence left her by her father, Judge Bell, when her
wayward brothel- Harry demands J?oOO to keep out of
some trouble. Albert Ray, ex-jockey, is in love with
Elinor and anxious to help her.
Among the one-time famous Bell racers was one
called Vagabond, now considered to be over his racing
days. As a last' resort the brother begs his sister to
enter the old horse in a race. Harry takes out a mortgage on his share of the old home and places it on
Vagabond at the suggestion of a couple of turf sharks
who plan to frame the race.
Albert and Elinor take Vagabond to the track to
have a trial run but it is found that the horse has nowhere near the speed for the race. However, on the
way home the road leads through a swampy bit of
ground and when Vagabond strikes the wet earth
Albert discovers that she is a "mudder."
He explains to Elinor that if they have a wet track
on the day of the race Vagabond would have a chance.
So the two go into a little church and pray for rain
and by the time they come out the sky is clouded and
they are soon greeted Avith rain. The "framers" discover that Vagabond is a "mudder" and in order to
prevent her winning they get hold of the little colored
jockey scheduled to ride the old timer and threaten his
life is he allows the horse to win.

enough accuracy to make it appear real. .-\ one time
winner is thought to be no longer a candidate for the
ribbon but quite bv acci'.ient it is found that he is a
"mudder" and that on a wet track he has a fair chance
to win.

he changes places with the boy and rides Vagabond to

"Vagabond Luck" is probably the best vehicle A ■
bert Ray and Elinor Fair have had lately and althoni;h

victory, and wins Elinor. There are many convenient situations to be sure but on the whole there is

they aren't called upon for any unusual display of
ability, they get over their respective parts in keeping

nothing objectionable about them and the interest it
worked up to a pleasant conclusion.

Albert is aware of the threat and at the last minute

Give the Stars a Chance and Promise Something Good
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The Fox organization seems to be "picking" on
horse races in their recent productions, notably
"Checkers" and "Should a Husband Forgive" but in
each instance the race was merely incidental to the
story. However, in "Vagabond Luck" they have
tered the entire plot of the story on the race
mixed it well with a pleasant romance between
principals. Interest well maintained throughout
the conclusion reached by logical climax gets it
very well indeed.

cenand
the
and
over

This is especially a man's picture on account of the
technical basis on which the race is won but you can
get the women in by playing up the romance twist.
Use the name of the stars and tell folks that this is
the best chance they have had in quite some time.
You can use catchlines eflfectively. You might try :
"The horse won the race and the jockey won the girl.
See 'Vagabond Luck' at the blank theater, with Elinor
Fair as the girl, and Albert Ray as the jockey."

if.
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What Does It Mean?
When exhibitors throughout the country run to the telegraph offices with messages of congratulation on a motion picture it must be a real_ success.
Here is one of many received by Robertson-Cole:
"Opened today with Broken Butterfly.
All comments indicate it to be incompar- <
able picture.
— Wendland, Strand, Fresno, Cal."
It is incomparable in quality and in box
office value.

Available at all ROBERTSON -COLE

EXCHANGES
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Ordinary Program Society Drama Without Punch
Montagu Love and June Elvidge in
"THE STEEL KING"
World
[
DIRECTOR
Oscar Apfel
AUTHOR
Gilres Warren
SCENARIO BY
Howard Irving Young
CAMERAMAN
J. Badariaco
AS A WHOLE. . . .Ordinary program society drama
STORY
Old stuff poorly developed with illogical ending.
DIRECTION ...»
Fair; nothing unusual
PHOTOGRAPHY
Average
LIGHTINGS
Fair
CAMERA WORK
Ordinary
STARS
Montagu Love strong ; Miss Elvidge
pleasing.
EXTERIORS
Could have been better
SUPPORT
Good
INTERIORS
Sufficient
DETAIL
Fair
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clean
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
This one is just an ordinary mediocre society drama
that has been poorly developed and without a single
solitary punch to lift it for a moment out of its deadly
dull monotony. The story is a lot of foolish claptrap
that not only doesn't amount to anything but drags all
the way through and fails lamentably to hold the interest.
I Even the two stars cannot put any pep or life into
their work but one could hardly expect them to in an
offering of this kind. Of the two Montagu Love has
the greater opportunity and rises to it whenever possible. Miss Elvidge is not called upon for anything
except straight acting and is given practically no opportunity to bring in any of the emotional work for
which she is so well known.
The story leaves much to be desired. John Blake,
Known as the steel king, buys the homestead of the
Then very
; mpoverished but very proud Fairchilds.

brutally he tells them that he did it for the purpose
of putting them out on the street. He recalls a scene
of several years before when his father, then a gardener on the Fairchild .place, was turned out in his old
age.Later it develops that the money which educated
John Blake and which was supposed to come from a
legacy had been supplied by Fairchild. Blake in repentance tries to repay but the elder Fairchild is too
proud to accept.
Then daughter Eleanor steps in and agrees to sacrifice herself in order that her father and aunt mav
benefit. Blake agreeing to settle half a million dollars on her if she will marry him. The wedding takes
place and then the villain puts in an appearance in
the person of Arthur Whipple, an old-time admirer of
Eleanor's, who has not turned out well. When Blake
learns how far the affair has progressed he offers Eleanor her freedom provided she will turn over her marriage settlement to her father. Whipple tempts her to
elope without waiting the formality of a divorce and
thereby keeping her money. Blake intercepts the
elopement and Whipple in an attempt to shoot him
hits Eleanor.
It then suddenly develops that Blake is in love with
his wife and his wife has likewise learned to love him,
that she was not going to elope with Whipple but was
merely going away believing that Blake loved another
woman.
The scene in which Blake discovered the plot of the
elopement and where he dramatically entered and offered Eleanor her freedom was quite the best thing in
the whole picture. The scene in which he intercepted
the elopement and Eleanor was shot in the shoulder
contained good acting. The balance of the picture was
extremely mediocre and had little to hold interest.
Others in the cast were Mrs. Priestly Morrison,
Marion Barney, Charles Sutton, Alexander Shannon,
and Clay Clement.

You Can't Do Much With This One, But Play Up the Two Stars
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Montagu Love and June Elvidge are your two exploitation features in this one. Play them up so that
they stand out above everything else.
If you have got it coming and must play it do not
promise your crowd too much from an entertainment
standpoint as they will probably be disappointed. It
is just a very mediocre picture.
You have had a lot

like it before and will probably get a lot more like it
again. Just soft pedal on it, that's all.
For a catch line use something like this : "Suppose
you had plotted revenge all your life and then suddenly found after you had accomplished it that the man
you thought was your enemy was really your benefactor. See how Montagu Love gets himself out of this
difficulty in 'The Steel King' at the blank theater."

Rex Beach
Bret Harte
Stewart Edward
White
Zane Grey
Never realized in
fiction
characters such as
will
be portrayed by

«

THE GIRL e^ THE GREAT DIVIDE
IN

Twenty-six two reel dramas, breathing, living and vividly portraying
the strength and hazards of the Far West, •,

MISS CUNARD

OUT-HARTS

HART

We pride ourselves in having first produced Western Dramas with
an original female Western character, and the reception these received
justifies our continuing this class of production upon a more extravagant and pretentious scale. Stories of grit, action, pathos, the star
character in which will be portrayed by youth, beauty and daring.
To be released through responsible State Right Exchanges

the frohman

amusement

corporation

William L. Sherrill, President
310 Times Building

New York City
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A Humdinger of a Comedy.
Constance Talmadge in

DIRECTOR

"A VIRTUOUS VAMP"
First National
David Kirkland

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Clyde Fitch
John Emerson and Anita Loos
Oliver Marsh
A humdinger of a comedy

STORY

Adapted from successful play, "The
"
or.
Bachel
DIRECTION
Exceedingly well done
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
.^
Very good
CAMERA WORK
Extra good; some new effects
for getting laughs.
STAR
Super excellent; her work could not be
improved on.
SUPPORT
Very good; Conway Tearle gave
consistently good performance.
EXTERIORS
Very few
INTERIORS
Consistent with the demands
DETAIL

Closeups of star handled with telling
effect; scene with near-sighted man mighty
well done; titles unusually good.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clean light comedy
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Yea, Bo ! This is a humdinger, a screamingly funny
light comedy. If you haven't
right in your little automobile
nearest exchange handling it
is there with bells on and
lyou will not be able to keep

got it on your list jump
and hustle around to the
and grab it up quick. It
after you show it once
the crowd away for the
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A Sure Fire Hit

rest of the week.

They

should

flock in in droves.

The picture was adapted from Clyde Fitch's successful play, "The Bachelor,"' by John Emerson and
Anita Loos and they have certainly done a mighty fine
piece of work. So you have a good story as a basis.
Then David Kirkland has come along and directed a
quick-moving fast tempo production, digging up some
new incidents ^that are sure laugh getters.
Gwendolyn Beaufort-Beaufort Armitage, played by
Miss Talmadge, is descended from one of the noblest
and oldest families of England. The picture opens the
day after the big San Francisco fire and shows the
family consisting of mother, son and daughter amid the
ruins of their once palatial home.
Then there is a jump of several years. Gwendolyn with
her family comes to New York. She gets a job as stenographer in the office of a wealthy young man who believes
in nothing but business, ■ hiding her real identity under an
assumed name.
She is so attractive that all the men lose their heads over
her and Work is disrupted. The young man at the head
of the company reinstates her several times after she has
been discharged on the ground that it is not her fault
because she is so pretty and the men make fools of themselves over her.
At last, in order to maintain the stand he has taken he
is forced to take her as his own stenographer promising
her that she will not be annoj-ed by sentimental foolishness
from him. Then
Gwendolyn falls in love with her boss.
Numerous amusing complications follow, a- scene having
to do with the "shimmy" being particularly well handled.
In the end of course the boss wakes up and the usual
happy ending follows.
This brief sjnopsis cannot possibly do justice to the
numerous funny situations that the play abounds with. The
titles help things out in good shape also but the big outstanding feature of the whole production is Constance Talmadge and the waj^ she handles things.
Others in the cast not previously mentioned were Harda
Daube, Jack Kane, Jeannette Horton, Margaret Linden, and
Wallace McCutcheon.

Do Everything You Can Think of to Get 'Em in. That's All You Have
to Worry About
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

1] Just get 'em in. That's all. Constance Talmadge
and the picture will do all the rest and keep them coming in droves for the rest of the week. It's a regular
bear-cat of a light comedy, screamingly funny from
start to finish.
Play up the fact that the picture is a mighty good
adaptation from one of the late Clyde Fitch's successful plays and that it was seemingly made to order for
Constance Talmadge. She fits the part as though she
was just created for that purpose.

Promise them laughs from start to finish, good clean
hearty humor based on down right cleverness. And
above all go the limit on Miss Talmadge. Spread her
name all Over the place in every way, shape and manner that you can think of. And remember that every
penny you spend will not apply to this picture alone.
The more of a following you can build up for this little girl the better off you will be. If they will give
her a few more pictures like this one she will be one
of the biggest box office attractions in the business.
Go to it hard and you will not be disappainted.

r-

EXHIBITORS
STOP BEING THE GOAT!
Manufacturers of industrial pictures and advertising inserts have
been delivering your screen so long to National Advertisers that
almost all of them are bold enough to come out in print and guarantee to show advertising films and advertising inserts on your screen —
and don't forget they collect a huge sum each year because you
permit it.

It's Time You Woke Up

to the fact that your screen is a more valuable circulation asset to the
National Advertiser than the newspaper and that the national advertiser has been paying real money for the advertising film you have
been running.
This committee has worked out a practical plan whereby the exhibitor will receive direct benefits from the projection of advertising
films and inserts on the screen.
This committee is not controlled by any motion picture manufacturing or film distributing organization. It will be operated for the
entire benefit of the motion picture theatre owners of America.
Don't Sign any contracts that will permit any advertising films or inserts on your screen until you have communicated with this committee.
Sydney S. Cohen, Pres. Motion Picture Exhibitors League, N. Y.
State.
H. H. Lustig, Pres. Cleveland Exhibitors Association.
King Perry, Sec'y Michigan Exhibitors Association.
Samuel I. Berman,
Executive Sec'y Motion
Picture Exhibitors
League, New York State.
,
■ W.
FredJ. J.
Herrington,
Pennsylvania
ExhibitorsExhibitors
Association.Assoc."
Slimm,
ExecutiveSec'y
Board
Member, Cleveland
Chas. L. O'Reilly, Motion Picture Exhibitors League, N. Y. State.
Sam Bullock, Executive Sec'y Cleveland Exhibitors Association.
Peter Jeup, Executive Board Member, Michigan Exhibitors Assoc.
Irving Salyerds, Pres. Rochester Exhibitors Association.
W. H. Linton, Treas. New York State League.

Committee on Organization for the Protection of the Screen
Sydney S. Cohen, Temporary Chairman

Sam Bullock, Temporary Secretary

708 Times Building, New York City
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Some years ago, when the so-called "Westerns"
of the Silent Drama were hard-riding themselves
into oblivion, I ventured the opinion that a rugged, virile, out-o'-doors artist like William S.
Hart, backed by he-man stories, would lasso the
fading popularity of this style of drama, and
bring to the screen a novel characterization.
I had the utmost confidence in my judgment.
After engaging the services of Mr. Hart, providing him with the proper scenarios, and surrounding him with strong support, I laid my case before the exhibitors. "Play these pictures and
you'll make money," I said. You did — and you
made money.
Some time later there came an incessant demand for a new screen type. I had one in mind
— the bashful, unassuming, homespun boy, in roles
of rural a1:mosphere. "Too radical an innovation," said a few of my motion picture friends.
"Not enough appeal," said others. But I was
convinced that the public was interested in character study, that it would learn to love the personality of its delineator, and the cleanness, the
wholesomeness, of his stories. So I introduced
Charles Ray. And again I laid my case before
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the exhibitors. "Play these pictures and you'll
make money," I said. You did — and you made
money.
>•..•

The "American Girl," Dorothy Dalton, was the
next type I introduced to your audiences. Physically beautiful, mentally attractive and possessed
of a magnetic personality, she has more than
borne out my prediction of success. The same
may be said of Enid Bennett, that charming little
actress, whose latest pictures, "The Haunted
Bedroom," "The Virtuous Thief," "What Every
Woman Learns" and "Stepping Out," have
proved her versatility and ability.
I could go on and cite numerous other instances where faith in my judgment — and your
faith in my judgment — has met with rich reward.
But to get down to brass tacks.
The hour is at hand for the presentation of another winner. You know it. So do I. The pulse
of business demands new blood.
You have it in DOUGLAS MAC LEAN and
DORIS MAY, a combination salad of youth, love,
laughter and romance. The brightest, snappiest,
most up-to-the-minutest pair of artists that has
ever graced the Silver Screen.

\ctj,^^^-'^^^-si^'^^

DOUGLAS

MAC

LEAN,

who

so popularly

supported such well-known stars as Mary Pickford, Alaude Adams, Dorothy Dalton, Enid Bennett, Dorothy Gish, Alice Brady, Margaret
Anglin, Marjorie Rambeau and others.
DORIS MAY, who was "the girl" with Charles
Ray in "His Mother's Boy," "The Hired Man,"
"Playing the Game," "The Law of the North,"
"The Girl Dodger,"
and "Hayfoot,
Strawfoot."
Fm offering these stars in up-to-date packages.
Youth will be served. That much you'll admit.
All right, they have youth. They have ability.
They have capable direction. They have the support of unexcelled casts.
Anything else?
Stories!
Scintillating, sparkling stories from the pens of
our greatest authors. Comedy dramas, guaranteed
to work havoc with your funny bone. Love, romance, laughter — delightful entertainment.
Their first production is "Twenty-three and a
Half Hours' Leave," by Mary Roberts Rinehart,
baring the emotions of a boy and a girl, the high
spirits, the rollicking humor, the reckless daredeviltry of our young hero and heroine, bringing
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forth a riotously amusing plot — that's what
"Twenty-three and a Half Hours' Leave" is —
and each succeeding story is going to be as replete with the swish and the dash of Youth and
its mockery of the prosaic Grown-up.
I speak for a new era in motion pictures. The
serious drama has its place, but when the curtain
falls, the lights go up — the fiddlers scrape a merry
tune — the flutes coo laughing lilts of love, and
comedy rules in her painted empire. It is the
hour of Youth — the stress and care fade from the
scene. Harlequin and Columbine lightfootedly
dance through life, while withered Pantaloon
shrinks in the background. Smiling and happy
faces greet them^ — for laughter is better than
tears, and thoughtlessness of Youth is more precious than the wisdom of years.
Therefore, it pleases me to introduce DOUGLAS MAC LEAN and DORIS MAY. I assure
you they were born to entertain. They are destined to delight. As in the case of Mr. Hart and
Mr. Ray, I say to you,
"Play these pictures and
Cordially,
you'll make money."
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It lias al^vays teen 5^
source oP sincere pricle
that, in introducing ne\5v^
artists, rcty selections Kave
Jbeen received ^^itk cordial
and critical appreciation.
During tke present season
X:^o names ^v^ill be added to
tke list oP artists appearing*
under my direct supervision,
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DOUGLAS MAC LEAN
&^ DORIS MAY
I am PaHy a^s^are oPmy
responsibility to the public
and exhibitors, and 1 accept
the hazard oP this ne^v venture
with complete confidence
in iny juoLe^ment.

'"Ctese ^young people possess
attribut
rare and
the
th,
and
intees
charm
llecoFt;j-ou
1 am giving them every aid
I can cominand in good
direction, skilled support and
Sto
s by the hest ijiovn
authrie
ors.
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Elsie Janis' Newest Fails to Register Her Personality
Elsie Janis in
"A REGULAR GIRL"
Selznick-Select
DIRECTOR
James Young
AUTHORS.. Frances Marion and Edmund Goulding
JCENARIO BY
Katharine Kaine
CAMERAMAN
Andre Barlatier
^S A WHOLE
Very weak; personality of star
fails to register.
5TORY
Hodge podge of more or less connected
incidents.
DIRECTION
PHOTOGRAPHY
:AMERA work

Fair,

nothing unusual
Good
Averaged good

LIGHTINGS
sTAR
SUPPORT

'.
Good
■
Fails to put over personality
Matt Moore gave capable performance though not called upon for a great deal;
balance of cast capable.
EXTERIORS
Very few
INTERIORS
Sufficient
DETAIL
CHARACTER

OF STORY

Nothing remarkable
Clean and inoffensive

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION.'
About 5,500 feet
In vaudeville and on the legitimate stage Elsie Janis
is a scream, a regular rip snorter of a star, but it is
1 question whether you or your crowd will like her
in this. Her stage personality, one of the most attractive that there is, fails to register entirely.
They have tried very hard to rhake this a big picture and have spent a lot of money on it and put a lot
of good stufif in it from the standpoint of photography,

lightings, and settings. But neither the story nor the
star make a very big impression. The picture has been
well produced. The direction, photography, lightings,
settings and detail are all capable. The story is rather
weak and the object it tries to put over, that of helping returned soldiers to get good jobs, is somewhat
behind the times. Most of the men who have returned
from overseas have been absorbed into tlic industrial
life of the country by this time.
Elsie is a spoiled daughter of society before the war
with every slightest wish gratified by a doting father.
Then the war comes and she goes overseas as a nurse
and is introduced to an entirely different kind of existence.
When she returns her former life as an idle, annisement seeking society butterfly bores her almost to
death. She discovers a group of boys that she had
nursed in France. They are all having a hard time
to connect up with a pay roll. She starts out first to
amuse them and then to help them.
Considerable footage is taken up with a night at
Coney Island and more footage with a society circus
with Elsie in the star part.
Finally she gets money enough from her wealthy
father to set up an office and devotes her energies in
finding jobs for returned soldiers. There is a slight
love story running through the picture but it has no
real bearing on the action but seems to have been just
rung in because a love story is more or less necessary.
In the cast were Robert Lyton, Robert Ayerton.
Tammany Young, Ernie Adams, Jerry Delaney, Frank
Murdock and Mrs. Jeffrey Lewis.

Better See It Before Paying a Big Price for It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is the first Elsie Janis-Selznick picture and
you had better see it before obligating yourself to
pay a big price for it.
You should have no trouble in doing good business
with it. The name of Elsie Janis is known and should
be of great box office value all over the country. But
you had better watch your crowd closely when you
run it and see how they take to her. That will be the

only way in which you can tell whether you want any
more of them or not.
Do not promise them too much on this one and be
very careful in what you say. Merely play up the
name of Elsie Janis big, tell them that it is her first
Selznick picture and then judge results for yourself.
The mere announcement that Elsie Janis is coming to
your theater should be enough to get you the business
on this.

*

To the Motion Picture Producers
of the World

Mr. Ricord Gradwell, formerly President
of the World Film Corporation
announces the formation
of

THE PRODUCERS SECURITY
CORPORATION
(an

Organization

of

Service)

OBJECTIVE
The object of this new Corporation is to
adequately safeguard and protect the interests of the Motion Picture Producer
by

rendering

him

Guaranteed

STAFF
Fresident and General Manager
RICORD GRADWELL
Secretary

Service.

Ad'-vertising Director
CAMPBELL MacCULLOCH
General (Counsel
NATHAN

F. J. HAWKINS

VIDAVER

SERVICE
DISTRIBUTION
LEGAL SERVICE

PUBLICITY
ADVERTISING

SALES
AUDITING

No more important step than this determination to place upon
a solid commercial basis the relationship of producer and distributor has been taken in the history of the film industry.
A booklet outlining the plan upon which this corporation
operates will be sent on application, and will fully explain the
system of guaranteed audited profits.
THE

PRODUCERS

SECURITY

CORPORATION

General Offices at

516 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Sunday, November

30, 1919
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Personality of Star May Put This Over

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Elsie Ferguson in
"COUNTERFEIT"
Paramount-Artcraft
George Fitzmaurice
Robert Baker

tion. For instance, it is a question whether the United
States Government ever in its history offered a reward of $100,000 for the apprehension of a gang of
counterfeiters, and it is likewise a question as to
whether the United States Secret Service would take

Ouida Bergere
Arthur Miller

on an untrained girl and give her the responsible position such as the story makes out. The story is
merely a vehicle for the star.
The locale of the picture is Newport and this supplies some wonderful settings, and furnishes an excuse for a detailed showing of the manner in which
life goes on among the upper crust. As such it will
undoubtedly be more than interesting to most of your

SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

AS A WHOLE
Society detective play depends
entirely on personality of star to put it over.
STORY
Gang of clever counterfeiters working
in high society put to rout by star.
DIRECTION
Consistently good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Averaged good but could
have been improved in spots.
LIGHTINGS
Good throughout
CAMERA
WORK
Could have been better in
parts.
STAR
SUPPORT

You know what Elsie Ferguson is
Left Uttle to be desired

EXTERIORS
Taken in Newport ; very good
INTERIORS
Elaborate and beautiful
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,622 feet
Because this is an Elsie Ferguson picture you may
get away with it in good shape. It has been given an
efficient and beuatiful production by George Fitzmaurice, the settings are elaborate and the star, in addition to her beauty and good acting, wears some handsome gowns. Others in the cast are also exceedingly
well dressed so that with star, settings and gowns your
crowd should be particularly well pleased.
The story is poor, and its weakness is accentuated
by other elements of the picture. There are one or
two spots that require quite a stretch of the imagina-

patrons.
The interiors were exceedingly well done and had
the appearance of being the real thing. They were
certainly well built and more especially well designed.
Due credit should be given to the technical director
for their great beauty and harmonious scheme of decoration.
Virginia Griswold, played by Miss Ferguson, learns
on the death of her father that she and her mother are
practically penniless. She sees an advertisement in a
newspaper offering $100,000 reward for the apprehension and conviction of a gang of counterfeiters, who
are seemingly disposing of their spurious money
among Newport society.
Virginia goes to Newport and soon becomes a favorite in the most exclusive set. Her suspicions are
turned toward the wife of a well-known banker. Of
course, she falls in love, but in obtaining evidence she
is caught in a compromising situation and her lover
departs in high dungeon. Of course the entire gang is
captured later, and the clutch follows.

Elsie Ferguson is the Whole Show, So Play Her Up
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Tell your folks Elsie Ferguson is in it, and that it
is a picture with a Newport setting, with practically all
of the action taking place in this summer gathering
place of the four hundred. Tell them about the beautiful gowns worn by Miss Ferguson and all of the
other women in the cast and about the handsome

plenty of stills of Miss Ferguson. Center everything

Newport residences.

around her and you may get the money.

There is plenty of exploitation material and good
exploitation material at that. You will know best what
will make

the greatest appeal to your crowd. Use
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Consolidated Film Corp., San Francisco,
Cal.
For California, Arizona and Nevada
Celebrated Players Film Corp., Chicago
For Illinois and Indiana
Quality Film Co., Pittsburg, Penn.
For W. Pennsylvania and W. Virginia

i1

Masterpiece Film Attractions, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
For E. Pennsylvania and S. New Jersey
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MORE
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First National Exhibitors Circuit of N.E.
Boston, Mass.

Merit Film Corporation, New York City
For New York State and N. New Jersey
Standard Film Service, Cleveland, Ohio
For Kentucky, Ohio and Michigan
Exhibitors Film Ex. of Washington, D.C.
For Delaware, Maryland, District of
Columbia, Virginia
Greater Features Inc., Seattle, Wash.
For Washington, Idaho, Montana and
Oregon

Produced by NATIONAL

JACK

IN AMERICA

EEEN
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THAN
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CORP.

For New
England
Premier
Pictures
Corp.,States
Charlotte,' N. C.
For North and South Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, Florida, Alabama
Southwestern Film Corp., Dallas, Texas
For Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas
Standard Film Corporation, Kansas City
and St. Louis, Missouri
For Missouri and Kansas
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Putting Over a Scenic

Neely Edwards, provoke much mirth in "Nothing But
Nerve," National. Arthur McMarkin who directed,
"Scenes of Russia" is an ordinary, much-the-samehandled the various situations excellently, and Robert
kind of a scenic that you have run time and time
Dillon furnished a scenario which, while stretched
again. But the manner in which Dr. Riesenfield put
jit over at the Rialto last week proved a knockout. . somewhat as far as reality goes, enables the le&ding
IWhen the number concluded there was a round of characters to do just what the person who has seen
the cartoons expects. Undoubtedly, the early portion
applause. And all because Riesenfield did the unuof the picture is superior to the latter. Starting off
sual. Instead of using orchestra or organ when the
as a light comedy, it develops into a wild farce which
Jscenic was presented he grouped a quartet of male
is replete wth action toward the finish, but does not
isingers in the orchestra pit, to the right of the stage.
maintain as high an artistic standard as the beginning.
All were, in Russian costume. And throughout the
In spite of that fact, however, this is much above the
iscenic they sang Russian folk songs in a charming
imanner. It was an exceedingly unusual and artistic
average comedy and should go over well almost anywhere.
Itouch.
"Up in Alf s Place," Sennett-Paramount
Lot of pretty girls done up this time in gym. oneipiece suts instead of the Sennett bathing costumes
jadd a touch to this which portrays the difficulties of a
idelicatessen dealer who likes "chickens" and who also
;likes to play with a trick pipe that exposes his
jvictim's cards. Many rough and tumble scenes, some
|of them quite funny. Not the best thing Mack has
jdone by far but good enough to get by better than
jsome of the recent releases. Many of the Sennett
jfavorites in the cast. Alf is an athletic instructor with
his gym over the delicatessen shop. All that, happens
results from the usual Sennett mix up stunts.
Gaumont

Review

A multiplicity of subjects is pictured in a Gaumont
'Pictorial Life issue the first topic dealt with being
[treated under the title, "Making Friends
with the
Sharks."
The
shots made under
the surface
of
the water, the distance below the surface being from
20 to 30 feet, have been made in close proximity to
jthe sharks, which it seems are gentle enough if not
Ibothered — and if not very hungry, probably.
The
;hatching of alligators, in which the infant reptiles are
shown coming out of eggs, makes up the second portion and the reel then goes on to show some character
studes, drawing being made by hand.
Several beautiful shots of a Holland village with the inhabitants in
their quaint attire, tinted, close and make quite a fascinating culmination to the offering.
"Nothing But Nerve," National
Percy and Ferdie, McGill's famous caricature characters, reproduced on the screen by Ed Flanagan and

Pathe Review number 23 contains much that is df
Pathe Review'
merit and is generally up to the standard, but includes
some stuff that will have to be cut. Its opening section, called "In the Land of New Born Waters," colored, contains several beautiful mountain shots, showing the course pursued by a brooklet, until its turbulent journey ceases as it flows into a lake. There is a
cloudy scene that is of merit and then a night bit that is
a brilliant spectacle. In addition, the titles which are
poetic add value to the offering. Grapes are harvested in the second portion and then come some
highly interesting animal studies. Slow motion shots,
running and leaping deer and a buck being shown in
motion at their actual speed and then at one-eighth of
their speed, are followed by some scenes showing the
finishing touches being put on chains used on ships.
Riesenfield-Bray Release
Over at the Rialto they showed an unusual short
reel recently — an animated cartoon idea of Leventhal of the Bray organization showing Dr. Riesenfield
leading his orchestra and directing a waltz. The orchestra was synchronized perfectly and it made a big
hit when run off. Whether or not the Doctor is well
known enough outside of New York to play the reel
is questionable, but if it comes down to that you
needn't run it as a Riesenfield stunt, but put the name
of your own musical director to it and let it ride. At
the Rialto they put it on the program as No. 3 with
a big question mark behind it, and that touch also
added to its being a hit. Because everyone recognized the Doctor the minute they finished it.
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Wiliiamson Sub-Sea Picture

The Submarine Film Corp., 906 T.ongacre Bldg., N. Y. City
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Goldwyn Build
Their Stories
to the Stars !
YOU can crowd a picture with stars,
glorify it with fine settings, entrust it
to the mercies of a directive genius, and
add the glamor of a great author's name,
but it has got to have the saving grace
of a human story to bring the people in.
The point is, the Goldwyn organization
does more than retain great stars, it furnishes stories that give an opportunity lo
show hov^' great their talents are.
' GOLDWY
N PICTURES
CORPORATION
Samuel

Goldwyn
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200
German Producers
Almost Equal Our Output in Quan-

Goal Shortage
Picture
and
Schools
Closes
West
Theaters — Nat'l. Association
Seeking
Information
Advices from Kansas City to the
effect that the schools and theaters
will be closed temporarily by order
of the National Fuel Administration
ha^ caused the National Association
' .
to get busy.
The order was effective yesterday.
Kansas City will go upon practically
the same restrictions as durmg the
war. No public meetings will be
held: office buildings will be open
between 9 and 4 o'clock and street
lighting will be curtailed.
A telegram has been sent from the
offices of the National Association
to F. F. Nine, president of the Film
Board of Trade, Kansas City, requesting information as to the extent and probable duration of the
order. The association is in receipt
of advices from Nebraska reporting
that theaters in 19 towns in the
Omaha district are closed. Predictions are freely made that unless
a radical change for the better occurs in the coal situation the closing

tity, Says W. M. Vogel, Exportter — Europe
Needs Theaters
William M. Vogel, exporter has
just returned from a three months'
trip through
England and the continet.
He

has some interesting information regarding conditions in Europe
but especially so on Germany. He
states that Germany has at the present, time about 200 producers, who •
are turning out almost as milcH
footage as American manufacturers,
but
that the
qualityof ranks
with"
American
standards
two years
Vogel handles the foreign rights
ago.
on the First National — -Chaplins and
is also interested in the Atlantic
Cinema Corp. with Ben Blumenthal
of Export and Import Film Co. The
latter concern has purchased, as
noted, an enormous quantity of
American films with which to flood
the Central Empires.
In speaking of conditions abroad

{Conlinued on Page 4)

Uneasy in Northwest
Small Exhibitor Disturbed by Reports of Circuits Buying Theaters
Portland. Ore. — Road men for the
various exchanges upon returning
here from trips to the small exhibitor state th«t rumors of the big
interests going out after theaters
and whole circuits have caused a
spirit of unrest among the small
showmen of the territory.
Despite the fact that admissions
in most eases were raised some time
ago, the renewed talk of open market booking, the expected deluge of
"big specials" and the resultant
jump in rentals exchanges will
undoubtedly ask arc causing much
speculation and some uneasiness.

Tuanita Hansen, who is being star red in Seng's
Serial "The Lost^ity," Released by Warner Bros.

Grandall Winner
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Washington— Harry Crandall is
laughing these days over the way
in which he secured the new Pathe
theater co-operative franchise over
Tom Moore.. Crandall has the franchise and Moore — well, Moore is
thinking things.
Tom had it all set up and pretty

to have the franchise and then something happened. Just what Tom
doesn't know • yet, but Crandall
stepped in and got it.
Considering that Moore anc
Crandall have just perfected a dea.
Robertson Cole has signed wherebv they control First National
Charles "Chic" Sales to make a num- franchise foi; the Washington-Baltimore territory with Charles E,
ber of productions for that concern.
Work will be started about Jan- WHiitehursf the new deal has cause''
uary 15 in California. The contract a number of smiles here.
covers a long period of time.
Irving Cobb, the Saturday EvenDoris Kenyon at Broadway
ing Post humorist will write some
-of the stories for Sales' use.
Band Box"
in n"The
on inso
release is the
'•* Sales' ability as- a comedian as a Dori
Hodk
W. sW.Keny
in
d
well known. He has appeare
feature at Moss's Broadway this
the Passing Show 1917, the Midnight week.
The Parisian Fashion Frolic
I continues.
^ ')lic and Monte Christo, Jr.

Signs "Chic" Sales

Sensational

Animal

Another Producer Advt.
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Albany — The S. L. Finance Corp.
of Nyack has been formed with a
capitalization of $157,500. The concern, according to the papers filed
will manufacture and act as brokers
in films. Incorporators are Harry
G. Kosch, Mildred Girst and Ivy
Gostrow, 1476 Broadway, New York.

Vogel said:
"Anyone of average film experience
can see that the war has retarded the
development of the natural growth of the
film business on continental Europe from
three to five years. Every country that
I had the opportunity to visit requires
from two to four times as many theaters to meet immediate needs.
"A few theaters are now being built
but it is quite probable that in most
countries from three to five years will
elapse before the theater needs will be
met. Ehibitors everywhere in Europe are
mailing big profits and that though their
seating capacities are usually very limited. Many of the theater* seat only
from 200 to 500 people.
"Germany — The embargo
on importation of films into Germany will probably
be in force for some time to come. Ger-.
{Continued on Page 2)
New

Ohio Censor Named

the
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Columbus, O. — J. S. Kinslow,
been appointed a member of
State Board
of Censors.
He
Harry G. Kosch is a well known
has
ceeds C.
G.
WMlliams,
who
has
reSaturon
stated
He
attorney.
film
signed.
day that because of a delay in signing contracts he could not state
definitely just what the plans of the
SOONER OR LATER YOUR
new company would be. He said,
however, that at least five bi
OUT—
SINS FIND YOU
ures will be made.
BUT UNFORTUNATELY.
THE FILM SINNERS GEN- sucAllen Reaches Toronto
ERALLY LEAVE SUCKERfeatHOLDSTOCKHOLDERS
HOWING THE BAG.
(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
EVER, THE OLD STORY
Toronto — J. -J. Allen together with
SAID "GIVE 'EM ENOUGH
Mrs. Allen has returned to Toronto
trip.
from New York where he stayed
for a few days after his European
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Quotations
Bid
Famous Players ..
Loew, Inc
Triangle
._
Unit. Pict. Prod.
World Film

Asked Last Sale
85j4
87^
86
28^
293^
29
H
_
—
—
—
—
H

F. P. Releases Two

Elsie Ferguson in "Counterfeit"
and D. W. Griffith's Scarlet Days"
are the week's releases from Famous
Players.
Rich Signs with Metro
H. Thompson Rich .is now a member of the scenario staff of Metro,
having resigned from Vitagraph to
join that organziation. He will leave
for the coast in the near future.
Virginia Pearspn Denies Report
WID'S DAILY has received the
following from Virginia Pearson:
"A mistake was made recently by
someone who had been misinformed
regarding Miss Pearson's plans for
the coming season. It was stated
"that she had signed a contract with
Ivan Abramson to appear in 6 pictures a year. No such arrangement
has been made, although Mr. Abramson, Mr. Lewis, and Miss Pearson
"had discussed business matters, and
the advisibility of releasing 4 pictures
a year through their own corporation
which had no connection whatever
with the Graphic. In the event of
_ this new organization they were to
^■^ the
be backed
and
object ofbytheunlimited
firm was capital
to produce
its films through its own releasing
programme, also to buy up special
features made by other individual
• producing companies, and released
through the Abramson-Pearson,
Lewis Company. Each of their own
productions to cost $100,000 or more.
Well known stage plays and novels
were to have been procured for Miss
Pearson and Mr. Lewis.
"Miss Pearson has received several
interesting offers, three of these
would place her at the head of her
own company, but as yet no definite
arrangement has been made."

1)

man producers aro striving hard to bar
importation in order that they may hold
this profitable market for their exclusive
exploitation. When the embargo is
lifted an enormous quantity of film will
be rushed into Germany. Those interests controlling theaters have already secured sufficient quantities to supply their
houses several years. Special feature
films will always find a market but the
great mass of secondary production of
the past few years will go begging and
doubtless die of old age.
"The effect on local production will 1)6
to send many small film producers to
cover. Those producing for a regular
outlet or really big film will survive.
Tliose producing only ordinary film for
open market will probably not weather
the keen competition.
"Germany, except in the case of a few
pictures, shows but little comprehension
of international film tastes. It is estimated that there are fully 200 producing
.units working on all classes of productions. They are turning out nearly as
much footage as tjiat produced in the
United States. Their best productions
compare favorably with those made in
this country about two years ago. The
great mass oif production, however, from
the American viewpoint, is decidedly inferior. Often the subject matter of their
stories is Immoral and has little to recommend it. from the viewpoint of American standards.
"In considering the situation in Germany, one must bear in tiind. in addition to the fact that the local studios
are turning out the great volume of footage that all features manufactured In
the United States during the past four
years and more have not yet had the
opportunity of being released in Germany. It will require several years for
Germany to consume American pictures
alone.
"There will probably be no other market in Europe so glutted with pictures
as this one, though Belgium, Holland and
even France today face somewhat this
same situation in a lesser degree.
"Scandinavia — The business as a whole
in Scandinavia is progressing. Sweden
has been backward up to this lime in accepting certain classes of film such as
Chaplin comedies, but the eensr^r body
has somewhat relaxed its arbitrary rulings and the public- is taking a new interest in this class of film These conditions, together with the building of new
theaters and revived interest in production have benefited the business as n
whole as evidenced by the increased number of copies required to sujiply the needs
of the agencies.
One is quite convinced in viewing the
whole situation that Sweden and Belgium
stand out as making the most rapid progress at this time.
"Belgium — During the war. Oennnn pictures were forced on Belgium.
Immedi-

ately
American
picturesafter
were the
takenarmistice,
in across
the French
iiorder. Most prodljctions are contracted
through Paris.
"Holland — Due to the character of the
people, Holland
slow both
in thefrom
development of itshas
filmbeen
market

One who
will be
by T. theH. Bcidi
ii'lj"
away
has built
secured
and the other will be erectthe exhibitors' and distributors' point of property
ed by Louis G. Brady.
\ iew. American films meet no prefer-

ence to the German product which is used
extensively. This is probably due to the
fact tliat German films were used almost
exclusively in Holland from 1914 to September, 1918. It was then, that our Committee on Public Information began to
get results in introducing American productions. The market is slowly improving, however, and in the course of two
years we ditionsmay
there. see a great change in con"England — In England the striking
situation is the strength of the exhibitors in dictating market conditions. Due
to the large supply of film offered, he is
booking his programs from 12 to 15
months ahead and is paying his own
price for filih rental. This condition will
probably continue until the number of
theaters is very much increased.
"The most alarming situation confronting the American trade Is the acute
decline in the rate of exchange. Except
for vital necessities in food and clothes,
many parts of Europe will not, and cannot afford to part with their limited
credits. Until continental currency strikes
a more normal rate, film will prove chaper
to make in their native studios than to
import into their markets. It is a plain
business proposition, and while the
American dollar soars to unprecedented
heights and while the Yankee film manufacturer most inopportunely increases his
arbitrary price for exclusive rights to
foreign markets. Instead of trying to
graduate them down to a practical basis
and thus protect his own export future,
the Briton, the Frenchman, the Italian,
the German, and the Scandinavian are
finding native film manufacture fostered
for them in a way that they had never
dreamed possible.
"If the American service is displaced
by the local or non-American product,
it will be most diflilcult for us to regain

One of the big men of Wall Street recently said "It is not hard
to make money. It is holding on to it that counts." Your business
and your home NEEDS protection and insurance supplies that
protection. If every branch of your business activity is not covered by insurance do, not wait another minute. Our representative
will gladly call at your convenience.

Jnrufance

John

To Write Continuity for Reed Film
Adeline
Leitzbach,
formerly
of.
ihe Fox Scenario Department, has
been engaged to write the continuity ;
for the next Florence Reed picture ■
for the Unitdd Picture Theatres,

To Release Ray Picture
Triangle
will release on January \
4, "The Clodhopper," an old Thomas
H. Ince production starring Charles
Ray.
It will be released through
the Keystone Triangle Exchanges,
j
United Elects More Directors

TarzanThere
."
is a great deal of
complaint these daysl
about the high cost* of
everything: —
Ani yet, — when the exhibitor counts the box
office receipts that RITCHEY posters bring in he
is tempted to consider
them cheap at any price!

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CORP.
406 W. 31st St.,N.T., Phone Chelsea 838S

Peuben
I VEAL
Phone

To'wn
MajorMajor
Jack Allen
Allen, inwho
has made I
a series of animal hunt pictures for.
Universal is in New York.
Universal's
quota of West Coast*
folks in New
York is growing.

Evelyn Fariss has been engaged
by Weiss Brothers for the leading
Peggy Hj'Iand's next production feminine role in "The
Return of
will be called "Faith." Original title
"Auld Lang Syne.". _, .. ,

Right

■

Rosenberg Now Reade
Walter
Rosenberg,
owner
of the]
Savoy and St. James in Asbury Park!
and the Broadway at Long Branch H
has changed
his name
to Walter;!
Reade.

During the past week, six ad- ,
ditional members have been elected I
to the Board of Directors of the
United Picture Theatres. They are
George Simpson of the Regent
Rochester; L. T. Kester of the
Rivoli and Rialto, Columbia, S. C;
tjie advantage we now hold."'
George Monroe of the Jewel, Beatrice, Neb.; M. H. Gwyn of the
Fox Facts
Lyric, Terrel, Texas; James C. Rit.Tom
Mix in "The Cjxlone" will ter of the Rialto, Detroit, and W. P.
be released early in ^he new year.
Cuff of the Empire, Chillicothev
These exhibitors have been elected
from the Buffalo, Atlanta, Omaha,
Detroit and Kansas City
.. ".The LarSt •Stra\y" ..has been pur- Dallas,
territories respectively.
chased for Buck Jones by Fox.

And He
Was

•

Two New Theaters for Geneva
Geneva, N. Y. — This city will have;
two new theaters.
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j (^special to WID'S DAILAlexa
nder
^>!ywood— J. Grubb
d 'Harvey
Gates have just comthe story for Ben Wilson's
leted
xt serial.
iHoudini is at Catalina Island
prking on submarine scenes for his
Iw Paramount - Artcraft picture
fnsation, "Terror Island."
Monsieur and Madame Hanus of
aris, representatives to America for
le French Government for all of
le textile mills of France
vi^ere
nests at the Ince Studio.
i

! Lillian Webster formerly
/. Griffith, the Universal
athe Companies, has been
y Montgomery and Rock
;ading lady, and is now at
le current comedy.
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"Cash your Checks"
By Ellis Parker Butler, author
of "Pigs Is Pigs." Second of
the Famous Wits series.
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Miller Leaves the California
More Houses for Saenger
New . Qrleans, La. — Saenger
{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Amusement Co. has purchased the
Los Angeles — Roy Miller has left
Edna Schley, who represents auth- Strand, Princess, Alamo and Elite the management of the California
ors of the screen, has been called theaters at Meridian, Miss. They theater to take complete charge of
to New York in conference with the will all be improved.
Miller's theater which he ran sucagent of a British Syndicate of
cessfully before taking over the California.
Iruiianapohs Bans Electric Signs
authors, who are -planning to produce their own stories in England.
(Special to— IVID'S
DAILY) Service
While in New York she will arrange
Indianapolis
The Public
to close releasing contracts for the Commission has placed a ban on
Campbell Comedies, and exploit electric sign advertising in order to
Hollywood talent to the moneyed conserve coal. This measure affects
magnets of Wall Street.
theaters as well as business establishments.
James Kirkwood, who a short time
ago set aside his director's puttees
and megaphone to portray one of
the principal characters in Allan
Dwan's production of "The Luck
of the Irish," has again been signed
by Dwan to play the leading male
role in his new picture, an elaborate
vizualization ' of William Allan
White's story, "In the Heart of a

Arthur H. Jacobs

"Hippety
Hoppety

Monday, December

the Court," and has been engaged to
do a part with Madlaine Traverse,

■Preparations are nearly completed
The west coast is fast waking up
)r the earlji production of Joseph toFool."
the fact that the Bulls-Eye Film
ennett's next feature for the Alkire
Corporation has passed the adoles;o., "Excuse My Dust," the script
cent stage of growth. Besides the
f which manager of productions new studios in Hollywood, where
hilip H. White is revising for the the Gale Henry comedies are made,
tar.
Bulls-Eye has studios at Long
The third Paramount-Al St. John Beach, Edendale, Glendale and 'a
omedy has been given the title of complete plant, where "The Fatal
30" serial is now in the first stages
Ship Ahoy!" The script is from of production. All are within a few
also
who
he pen of Frank C. Griffin,
hours travel from Los Angeles.
andles the megaphone. Besides
GAUSMAN
it. John, Betty Brown, Ingra, "Cup1" Pickett and George Hunckel have
uportant parts.

Clara Lee, who recently arrived
lere from New York City and has
ettled. in the Hollywood Film Colmy, has been particularly busy of
ate, having just completed an engagement with J. Warren Kerrigan
n his latest feature, title "Out of

DAIUV

b

?

m

Bryant 4783'

Mr. Director:
Can you estimate the cost of
your coming production?
Maybe — but isn't there usually a great difference between
your estimate anid the actual
cost?
Production building, from
YOUR SCRIPT, is our business.
We maintain and' operate:
one of the largest and most
completely equipped studios in
New York city. OUR OVERHEAD EXPENSE IS CONTINUAL—YOU PAY ONLY
FOR YOUR
ACTUAL
WORKING
DAYS WITHOUT LOSS OR WORRY.
Think it over!
The Hal Benedict Studio,
College Point, L. I.
Phone Flushing 3142

SEX'

THE ACME
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR
The Studio, The Cutting
Room, The Editor, Home,
FOR— or Church.
School
A demonstration
Will Convince You.
Howells

Company
Cine Equipment

729 7th Ave.

New York

Phone, Bryant 1166

Monday, December
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jMij Goal

In the Courts

WID'S

YEAR
BOOK
1919-1920

N 0\Y

Ready
M
-A mine of Authentic
Information for the
Exhibitor.
-Of Irfestimable Value
to the Casting Director, Executive or
Producer.
-Nearly 400 Pages of
Live, Virile Matter
of the Motion Picture
Industry.

PRICE

$1.00
Prepaid
Anywhere in U. S. A.

The Frohman Amusement Corporation filed 'suit in the Supreme
Court, Saturday against the World
Film Corporation to recover $25,000.
The complaint alleges that in 1915
the two made an agreement by which
the Frohman Company turned over
to the defendant the negatives of
"Body and Soul," "The Woman in
4," "Then I'll Come Back to You,"
and "What Happened in 22." It was
agreed that the defendant would exploit the pictures and give the plaintifif half the gross receipts after half
the cost of the advertising had been
deducted. The plaintiff alleges that
the defendant got $50,000 in excess
of the cost of the advertising and
wants half that sum.

Shortage

{Continued from Page 1)
order will shortly be extended to
cities and towns throughout the middle west.
Jack Connolly, the Washington
representative of the Association has
been instructed to keep in close
touch with the Fuel Administration
so that the New York ofTices may
be informed of any change in the
general situation. If the situation is
not clarified it is probable that President Brady will redesignate a fuel
committee such as was appointed by
him during the coal shortage during
the war. That committee of which
Marcus Loew was chairman, did
much to avoid serious losses in the
former crisis.

Florence —Vidor
with Vidor,
Selzni/"'isr
Hollywood
Florence
to be allowed to vacation, after a
preparatory to going into her hu
band's King Vidor's, first picture 1
be made for the First Naitonal E:
hibitors' Circuit. Instead, she h;
been engaged to play a star role in
Lewis J. Selznick picture, to be mad
at the Bruton studios, according t
word just received from Harry Rap
Selznick's western manager.
Explosion Kills Two
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Mankato,
Mich. — H. E. Hersheif
and Leonard Witter, the former tli
proprietor of the "Uno" theater tj
Morristown
were of killed
a reson"
of.
ah explosion
films inas the
oper]
ator's booth.

Supreme- Court Justice Newburger
has granted an application by the
Mrs. Ralph Winsor is now manag
Lsmch Men Transferred
Box Office Attractions Film Rental
ing the Sunset theater. .
Co., a branch of Fox Film which was
{Special N.
to WID'S
the Fox agent in Michigan and
Charlotte,
C— A. DAILY)
H. Cobb, Jr.,
Ttxas, to redtrce a personal assess- recently with the S. A. Lynch Enment on its property for the year
terprises in Augusta, Ga. has been
1917 from $4,000 to $1,267, which was transferred here where he will have
the net value of the personal prop- charge of the Imperial theater.. CHRISTIE
erty of the corporation.
C. H. Kite, manager of the Imperial has been ordered to report to
COMEDIES
In the suit of Frederick Steelman headquarters at Atlanta for another
Bain, a captain in the United States assignment.
are
designed
for
.^rmy, against Jacob Ginsburg, a film
promoter, to recover $35,000 damages
smile
rather
than
for breach of an agreement, the .ApAndover
in
Shows
Sunday
No
pellate Division of the Spreme Court
boisterous laugh.
decided^ that the defendani must file
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
the •
an answer because the complaint
Lawrence, Mass. — The local sestates a good cause of action. Capt.
lectmen have voted down Sunday
the •
Bain alleged that he wrote a scen- shows here. A petition bearing
VV9
•
•
•
^-^1
ario, "When Bugles Call," to be
used for relief work during the war over 1,000 names was submitted as
and that Ginsburg agreed to ad- being opposed to Sunday performRealart
Pictures
have a special
vance $25,000 necessary to produce ances.
the film. He failed to do so and
lobby tions
display
theirexchanges
producnow readyforinalltheir
throughout
the country
for all
the plaintiff incurred expenses of
their bookings.
Look them over
JfllO.OOO and claims he was damaged
and seecern how
this enterprising
conwill assist
you office.
in getting
■•^^S.OOO to his reputation because fhe
ACME AGENCY
"them'' up
to the box
War Department assigned him to do
KRAUS MFG. Co.
the work which became impossible
220 W. 42nd St.
ITth Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant
Manufacturers' Agents
to perform
through
Ginsburg's
failure to keep the agreement.
2623 Grand Central Term. Bg.
New Chain for Delaware
New York City
The
Georgetown, Del. — Milford capital
'S financing a chain of small theaters
to be built in Greenwood, Selbyville
and this town.
Telephone, Vanderbilt 8225
Mysterious
The general scheme of building
fe'sLittleJokes
"Li
will provide for a theater on the
Ask Acme— They Have It
groutad floor and a dance hall on the
second floor.

J\

Sunday Ban in Roseville, N. J.
Roseville, N. J.— No Sunday shows
will be shown here according to an
order issued by the Department of
Public Safety.
The churches have urged the adoption of the measure.
Jacobs Alone in Henderson Deal
Joseph S. Jacobs states he is not
connected with William Brandt of
Brooklvn in the leasing of Henderson's Music Hall.
Jacbos will maintain the place
ns a music hall and the* balance of
tlie property as stores and a restaurant. The hall went to Jacobs for a
liprind of 24 venrs for which the
rpniPlriirnr
is over
Un'ted
Stores'S2,000.000-.
leased the The
property
to Tacobs.

,„

PURCHASING

Man

AGENT
HAND LETTERING
7 (One kundred Jitles ^ Day)

Having seven years experience
with one of the largest film
companies is open for an offer.

2329 1
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WrfY ARE EXHIBITORS CALLING FOR FILMUSIC
SERVICE MORE AND MORE EVERY DAY?

wiusic-co.
riLi
1729 Highland Ave.
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Must Furnish Bond

Ban Placed on Goal
Put
:ountry
Than
Stringent

on

More
Basis
Times—
War

Judge Hand Issues Order in SelectEquity-Young Litigation.
Judge Learned Hand in the Federal
District Court has issued an order
as a result of which Equity Pictures
Corp. must fur-nish a bond of $25,000
and Select C. K. Y. Film Corp. and
Lewis J. Selznick a $1,000 bond to
cover costs within 48 .hours after
the signing of the order.
Should the bond not be furnished
an injunctio'n will become effective
restraining the further distribution

{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
]
— Fuel Administra( Washington
or Garfield has Issued a statement
i)lacing the country's coal supply
iinder more stringent conditions than
hose prevailing during war times.
■ It is planned to supply coal to the
iirst five classes of the war time
jriority list.
' A committee of film men comjosed of Oscar A. Price Felix Feist
md Frederick H. Elliott, representng the National Association of ihe
Motion Picture Industry is expected
fiere today to confer with members
•
of the Fuel Administration.

There

Associawas a National
{Continued on Page 2)

Hobart with International
Henry Morgan Hobart has been
named as general business manager
of International Film. William Randolph Hearst will look after the executive affairs of the company himC. F. Zittel's successor is
until
self
named.

Schwalbe on Coast
First National Reported After New
Directors Combination— Tally to
Builld

{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Los Angeles— H. O. Schwalbe of
First National,
who
is here, says
he is just taking a vacation.
But
in view of the extended
reports in
c rculation
that First
National
is
flirting with the new directors orIncc, Dwan,
Sennett,
g;anization:
Neilan, and others some
say that
this "vacation" has more than usual
meaning.
T. L. Tally is to erect a new
house in the West. Until ground is
actually broken, however. Tally refuses to talk about the new theater.

A Three-Headed

Octopus

. . "There are ample and unmistakable signs that a film trust
is near at hand — a film trust
combining production, distribution and exhibition — a threeheaded octopus that will
render' the very existence
of independent exhibitors
impossible unless immediate
steps are taken to forestall the
effects of the usual trust methods."—Lee A. Ochs.

*Advt.

andUnder
sales the
of "Eyes
Youth."
court oforder,
the bond
need not be furnished by Equity until
48 hours after the filing of the $1,000
bond by Select Pictures.
An official of Equity stated yesterday that the bond will be furnislied.
The entire action is based on the
Select litigation with Miss Young.
Equity officials, although they state
they have nothing to do with the
litigation between Select and Miss
Young, insist that Select is endeavoringtionto ofhamper
them in
the distributheir newest
production.
The merits of the case will be
heard sometime in Jaunary.

Last Friday when the papers were
filed in court, Mr. Kirchwey of Kontti
animal serial "The
Lost City" re- and Kirchway, attorneys for Select
Scene from Selig's million dollar
leased by Warner Bros
told WID'S DAILY that an injunction had been issued by Judge Hand
in the above proceedings. Equity
insists that there is no injunction and
that there will not be one. They
state that necessary bond will be
rate
Directo
to
ions
-Addit
Shares
speedily furnishel.
0
1,000,00
to
Capital Stock to Be Increased
R. R. M. CarW. Laird
Apparently the involved technicalInclude H. F., and E. E. Dupont,W.
ities of the case are being straightpenter, C. C. Kurtz, E. V. R.Thayer, D. A. Holmes William
ened out. Meanwhile Equity is quite
Topkis, G. T. Bissel ard Other Moneyed Men
of R
a member
g, These
^L WittenlKr
in not
stating
that cannot
"Eyes be
of
be emphatic
Goldwyn
men will
& Co.
,• r d cyes- 1 Content
/officially announce
Youth" will
be and
terday the consummation of a finan- { ^^^.^^^^ identified with the business tion.
affected by the Select-Young litigacial deal which will give that organ- j ^^ ^.j^^ Goldwyn Corporation and will
ization what will undoubtedly prove j^ct on the directorate in addition to
an milimited source of capital and the present board of directors,
field for tremendous expansion. The j The new development will mean
Isaac Wolper of Mayflower has
to an
Dupont interests of Delaware will be an increase of capital stock shares
1,000,000
of
amount
authorized
of
conduct
the
"Aphrodn~'hts
actively en^^a^ed in
pnrcnased
a book screen
published
by to
Small,
Mayto be nard ite"Co.
there is intended
of which
the corporarion's affairs.
tely
approxima
ng
The new interests are represented I presently outstandi
Wolper states that it is the only
'by H F Dupont, Vice-President of ; 450,000 shares.
d
book ever published in America bearthe Dupont Powder Co.; Eugene E.j The Goldwyn Company announce
ing that title which he says is copyDupont- W W. Laird, of Laird ahd.a short time ago that F. J. Goldsol
righted.
with
d
associate
actively
Co of Wilmington; R. R. M. Car-|had become
of the Dupont it. Coupled with this announcepenter Vice-PresCident
Kurtz, Vice-Presi- i ment was the statement that Lee and
Powder Co • C
KEEP YOUR SHIRT ON
J. Shubert and A. H ngWoods.
dent of the' Wilmington Trustof Co.;ij.
more
the theatrical interests controlli
E V R Thayer President
PLAY
AND
TIE UP
FORBALL.
LONG DON'T
CONns
productio
stage
the
of
half
than
'
A.
Duncan
TRACTS. THINGS ARE
Ciiasc National Bank;
behad
States,
United
the
in
made
I
Chase
the
of
Holmes Vice-President
SMOOTHING OUT.
of the company and
Securities Corp.; 'William Topkis, I come officers
fteorge T. Bissel, G. W. Davison, would reserve for Goldwyn pictures
on all of onthePageplays
idcnt of "the Central Union producti
V'ce-Pres
2) which
{Continued
Trust Co.; Masmillan Hoopes, Abbot!

Duponts and Other Interests Back Goldwyn
Assuring Company Unlimited Finances

Buys "Aphrodite"

Wid Gunning
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Incorporations
Albany
— Mentor
'P. Corp.R. New
York
City.
Capital,M. $5,000.
and
Y. Kottler, and P. Bitel, 205 Broome
St., New York. ,
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'1 communications
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Vdd
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St, New
York, N. Y.
4551-45S2-SS58
Vanderbilt
Telephone:
Hollywood, California:
Mitorial and Business Offices: 6411 HollyPhone, Hollywood 1603.
wood BoulevaiM.

Albany — Arthur S Lyons Enterprises, Inc., New York City. Capital,
$10,000. Incorporators S. Kleinman,
J. Becker and A S. Lyons, 1416
Broadway, New York
Albany — The Stella Mayhew
Prod., Inc., New Rochelle. Capital,
$50,000. Will engage in all branches
of the motion picture business. Directors: Stella M. Taylor, William
B. Taylor and Jacob S. Ruskin, Mamaroneck, N. Y.
Abany — Masterpiece Film Distributing Corp. Capital, $1,000. Incorporators: Isaac Schmal, Benjamin Abrams and Sylvia Taubenhaus,
915 StebbiYis Ave., New York.

Other motion picture corporations
granted charters are: Weinberg
Bid Asked Last Sale Theaters Corp., Bronx, N. Y. Cap$10,000. Directors: Louis SusFamous Players .. 85^
873/^ 863^ man, ital,
Samuel Goldstein and Louis
Loew, Inc
28^
30^ 293^ Weinberg, 501 E. 140th St. New
Triangle
H York City.
Unit. Pict. Prod.
12^
13^ 13
World Film
—
—
H
Proctors Automotic Projector Co.,
Manhattan. To manufacture moNew Theater on 145th St.
tion picture projection machines.
There will be a new theater on Capital, $200,000. Directors: Nelson
145th
St. corner 7th
Sil- Ruttcnl)erg, Norbcrt Ruttenberg and
ber Amusement
Coi.Aye.
is toThebuild.
Milton Frank, 165 Broadwav New
York City.
Theater will cost $50,000.

Quotations

Zukor Buys Home on Coast
(Special to fVWS DAILY)
Hollywood- — Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous Players-Lasky
Company, has purchased a beautiful
winter home in Hollywood. He expects to spend about four months
out of every year in Southern California, he said.

Es.sex Theater Corp., Buffalo, N.
Y. Motion pictures and vaudeville.
Capital, $50,000. Directors, J. W.
Morris, A. G. Freidenrich and Wilfalo. liam R. Daniels, 529 Main St., Buf-

Famous Buys Scotch Classic
Famous Players have purchased
screen rights to "Beside the Bonnie
Brier Bush" the famous Scotch story
Another House for Manheimer
by Ian Mac Laren.
John Manheimer has purchased
The sketches were made into a
the site and plans for a theater at stage play by Augustus Thomas and
King's Highway and East 12th St. James Mac Arthur in 1901.
Brooklyn. The property was valued
"Cappy
PeterThomas
Kyne's Wise
sucat $55,000.
cessful Ricks"
novel in which
The theater will be known {as appeared will be placed in producKingsway Theater and will seat
tion in February. George Melford
will direct it.
2,200.
This is the first of the plays to
be filmed under the arrangeinent
Competition in Jamaica
There is a race on in Jamaica to with Oliver Morosco.
see which theater is to be completed
Dawley to Direct Kenyon
first; the Rialto which is being built
by Schwartz or the Long Island
J. Searle Dawley, who has just
Amusement
Co.'s house.
returned from a ten day trip to DenThe Rialto is being built at Fulton
ver will soon start work on a new
and New York Ave. while the other production in which Doris Kenyon
house is being erected at Fulton and will be starred.
Church St., four blocks away.
It is estimated that they will be
Crane of Detro'* Here
finished about March
1.
C. Howard Crane, one of the larA change in plan.s has been made
at the Long Island theater. There construction
gest architects
devotc'd
to arrived
theater
in the
country
will be no balcony but an orchestra in New York yesterday from Detroit.
of 2,400 seats. "
Selznick Play in January
■
Alfred Black in Town
The first Selznick play "Bucking
' Alfred S. Black, head of the Black the Tiger" from the story by May
Circuit of New England theaters is Tully and Achmed Abdullah will
in New York.
have its premiere in January.

Big{Continued
Goldwyn
Deal
from Page 1)
they have produced and intend to
produce in the future.
Goldwyn was formed in 1916 by
Samuel Goldwyn who retired as
Chairman of the Board of Directors
of the Famous Players-Lasky for
that purpose. The company has
under contract the exclusive services
in motion pictures of Geraldine
Farrar, Pauline Frederick, Mabel
Norniand, • Madge Kennedy, Tom
Moore, Will Rogers and Jack Pickford. It also has exclusive long term
contracts for motion picture production of all works by Rex Beach, Gertrude Atherton, Mary Roberts Rinehart, Rupert Hughes, Gouverneur
Morris, Basil King and Leroy Scott,
and has in production some of the
famous juvenile stories of Booth
Tarkington.
The company recently purchased
its present studio property at Culver
City, the largest single studio grouping in the world. Production has
also been started in New York and
definite plans are being completed
for an equally large studio and laboratory near New York.
.
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Hollywood — An important motion
picture and real eytate deal was
closed yesterday by -Abraham Lehr,
vice-president of Goldwyn whereby
the firm will take over a tract of
fifty acres adjoining the present
plant in Culver City from Harry Culver, the founder of the community.
The purchase price was not given
out. The tract extends from west
of the present studios to First Street
and from Washington Boulevard to
the Redondo tracks. The company
will soon fence the tract and erect
buildings that will make possible
a greatly increased production. The
streets and settings will be similar
to those now at "Goldwyn City." The
plant has two miles of walks and
'Irives on its present property and
ten acres of lawn. The Goldwyn
Compan}' einploys 700 persons daily.
It has been using 50,000 feet of lumber monthly and during the last
year erected buildings costing $150,OOO. There are now thirty-five structures on the lot.

New Pickford Suit..

Sherrill

Blow

Results
Death

in

Super*;!

George Ritter, an extra engaged it'
the filming of "The Invisible Ray'
the Frohman Amusement serial a ^
the Lincoln studios in Jersey wa:
buried on Sunday. His death wa:
caused as a result of a blow structhim during the staging of a fight ai
the studios. Sherrill was fighting foui
iTien when Ritter was struck. Aftei
the battle Ritter was unconscious anc
taken to his home. That night he
was removed to Bellevue Hospital
where he died Friday. He was a
member of the Film Player's Club. :
There was some talk current yesterday that Sherrill was ordered to
appear
at the
District
Attorney's
ofiice where
he was
questioned
as to
the accident.
Levine Returns
Nat Levine of L. K. Comstock and
Co., theatrical engineers returned to
New York j'esterday from Chicago
with a bundle of contracts under his
arm.
Dining

the Press

Agents

Members of the publicity and advertising staffs of Famous Players
tendered a dinner last week to Pete
Smith, A. M. Botsford, and Pat
Kearney all three of whom have
had recent additions to the family.
John C. Flinn presided at the party,
was held at the 50-50 Club '
which
on 54th St. A lot of the boys present were dads themselves and so the ■
new fathers were given lots of free
and don'ts."
advice on "do's
party. Thorne was in charge
of J.tfieAlbert

Ban Placed on Goal
tion
office m

{Continued from

Page

I1

eeting
held at
in Marcus
Loew'sa
last night
which
time
Loew.
ttee
composed
of
Marcus
commi
Hayes, Sydney
S. Cohen,
Walter
B. S. Moss, Gabriel L. Hess,
Kohn, Price, William Brandt, Ralph
Oscar
Albert Lowe
and Frederick
Brady.
Elliott
was appointed by William A.
The
committee mentioned in the
above Washington despatch left for
the Ca pitol last night.
Smashing Records of All Sorts
Cecil DeMille's "Male and Female" smashed all sorts of records at
the Rivoli last week. First of all,
taken collectively it broke the Rivoli
record for any week. Then taking
each
ords. day individually it broke recOne of the doors of the theater
was smashed last Thursday evening.

I

Mary Pickford is defendant iiV ai
other law suit brought by Mrs. Cor
C Wilkening. The papers were file,
in the District Court yesterday anask for $112,625 alleged to be dui
Mrs. Wilkening for services rendj
ered as manager.
\
i
Mary Pickford won the recent suij
brought by Mrs. Wilkening in thi|
Supreme Court for $108,000 for com]
mission.

RITCHEY posters improve the appearance of
a lobby because of their
high artistic merit; — they
fill the auditorium because
they have the maximum
of advertising value.

Y.
TCHE
RII>ITHO.
CORP.
406 W. 31st St.,N.Y., Phone Chel«ea 8388

i

tMA

V-

shall Neilan Productions,
is ill at
his home with a touch of influenza.

, ^ Coast Brevities
L, " '^'{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
\] HoUwood — Jack Gilbert, well
xnown juvenile, who has appeared in
I great many special productions of
iate, has been signed on a two year
;ontract by Maurice Tourneur to
)lay leads in Tourneur specials.

"Psychology of Advertising as Apis
Theater"
plied in the Modern
behe subject of an address given
Los
of
Club
sing
i rore the Adverti
r Angeles by S. L. Rothapfel.
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Vignola
May
Direct Davies
Rol)ert
Vignola,
who. is. under
Los Angeles,
Cal. — A tax
proposed
vision of the theater
which re-is contract with International, has arrived from the coast, and is expected
considered here is being fought
Jack Warner, sponsor for the being
by local exhibitors. The proposed to start work soon on a CosmopoliParamount — Al St. John comedies measure would cause an increase of
tan feature. It is probable that Vignola will direct Marion Davies at
is
dickering
with
Babe
Ruth,
world's
from
50
to
300
per
cent.
champion home run hitter, for the
some
time during his International
making of a feature picture. Ruth
connection.
Emporia Strand to Open Feb. 1
may start working in December, as
Emporia, Kan. — February 1 has
tory.
terms are expected to be satisfac- been
set as the date or the opening
Rosson with Mayer
of the Strand here. The house cost
Arthur H. Rosson has finished
GAUSMAN
Exhibitors Fight New Tax

$40,000.
Ellis in Poughkeepsie
Jimmie Bryson's Mother Dies
Carlyle Ellis of Autographed Films
Minneapolis — Jimmie Bryson, executive manager of the Universal
is in Poughkeepsie shooting scenes
j^ Arthur Edmund Carew is leaving for a Public Health Nursing Film. exchange has received many letters
of condolence for the death of his
Carsoon with Edwin
ror Mexico
Augustus It will be a two reeler.
filming
company
' 'we's
mother, who passed away last week.
Thomas play, "Rio Grande."
Book Scenic for Second Time
Gibbons Joins Pathe
•
Pittsburgh — -Mike Gibbons is now
June Mathis, scenario writer for
Louisville, Ky. — "Maids, More
ihe Metro Pictures Corporation, has with Pathe here. He was formerly Maids and Mermaids," a Chester —
to
ion
vacat
h
left for a one mont
Outing travel picture which was prewith Fox in Detroit.
New York.
sented attheater
B. F.
Keith's
Mary
derson
several
weeks
ago Anhas
Barnes
Leaves
Fox
been
booked
there
for
a
second
enr' Harry S. Northrup has been engagement
by
Manager
Harry
S.
CarMacgaged to support Katherine
{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
ter.
Donald in her next picture, which
Minneapolis — Local circles were
"The
novel,
surprised when it was learned that Green to Direct Young Production
will be taken from the
Guests of Hercules."
W. C. Barnes, who has been speAl Green, who recently directed
cial representative for Fox here had
House Peters in "Silk Husl)ands
Clara Kimball Young has begun resigned.
be reand Calico Wives," has signed with
work on a new picture,theto year.
leased about the first of
Harry Garson for next Clara KimNew Fairbanks Film Completed
hall Young film. It has already been
"When the Clouds Roll By," Doug- begun at the Garson studios, Los
The latest addition to the Louis
and will be released through
M.
Frank
is
staff.
las Fairbanks' second production Angeles,
io
scenar
B. Mayor
Equity.
for
the
United
Artists
has
been
comfrom
d
Dazey, who has just arrive
29.
pleted, and will be released on Dec!New York to prepare a number of
Miland
t
iscenarios for Anita Stewar
Starting
lldred Harris Chaplin.
Carbon Prices to Jump
in
It is rumored that Bob Wagner,
It is expected by the "first of tjie
Evening
Saturday
the well known
year that the price of carbons will
January
'Post writer is to be associated with take a decided jump over old figures.
producstarts
he
when
Manufacturers, it is understood,
iChas. Ray,
tion for the First National.
The Transatlantic Boarding
are at the present time selling only
School Girls Will Appear in
such
quantities
as
is
absolutely
necHaving completed the filming of essary.
Delightful Comedies.
his latest United Artists Production.
DougBy,"
"When the Clouds Roll
/las Fairbanks is en route to the
Two Reels
Hopi Indian Reservation, Arizona,
Twice a Month.
where he will be the guest of that
s
beside
week;,
next
tribe for the
spending several days at the Grand
Canyon.

role in
For the leading feminine
ChamW.
Robert
of
zation
the picturi
bers' story, "The Fighting Chance,
Q. Nilsson has been chosen
!Anna
I by Paramount.

Ben

Carre,

art

director

of

FOREIGN
BUSINESS
Film man, about to sail for
England, France, and other
European countries, will
have time to attend to your
business. ..
If there is anything I can
buy or sell for you, or any
other business I can transact for you while there. Address Me —
WID'S— Box 12

Mar-

2, 1919

cutting and titling "The Splendid
Hazard," by Harold MacGrath and
has left Mayflower to become a distudios. rector with the Louis B. Mayer
Rosson will direct Mildred Harris
Chaplin's traction
second
Firstcontract
National with
atunder her
Mayer.

EVE

Scenario Writer
Players-Lasky

Famous

The
Mysterious

"Sinners"
starring
Alice Brady

in e's M
Lif
Litatlen Jokes"

"Cup of Fury"
by Rupert
Hughes

"The Great Shadow"
starring Tyrone Power

for Five Reel Interesting Love
Drama Featuring
a Splendid

Directed

Cast of Colored
People

by: Capt.
Peacocke

Leslie

THE STARCHAiifiiNG

T.

(Picture is endorsed by leading colored financiers,' lawyers,
and prominent men throughout
the U. S. A.)

Address, J. M. care of WID'S

Corp.

"Eyes of the Soul"
starring Elsie Ferguson

written
Foreign Buyers Wanted

UNSELL

WANTS TO KNOW
WHICH
IS

THE INFERIOR
SEX

tjMA

Tuesday, December 2, 1919
-.m^^m

On Broadway

Fair, "Vagabond Luck."
Saturday — Elaine
Hammerstein,
"The Country Cousin."
-Sunday: Nazimova "The Brat."
Brooklyn Strand — Elsie Ferguson
"Counterfeit."

"Male
DeMille's
Rialto — . Cecil
and Female."
Rialto Magazine.
"At the Fountain."
Poem,
Dance
Capitol— Dorothy Phillips "Paid in
Advance."
Next Week
Hy Mayer Country Life in GreenBrooklyn
Strand — Wallace
Reid,
wich Village."
."
"Speed
comedy
Hawthorne
of
the
U.
S.
A."
Al St. John
Rivoli—
Clara Kimball Young
Rialto — Not Yet Determined.
Rivoli — Not Yet Determined.
"Eyes
of
Youth."
'
Rivoli Pictorial.
Strand — Charlie Chaplin "A Day's
Strand— Mary Pickford "Heart o'
Pleasure and Will Rogers in "Juthe Hills."
Strand Topical News.
Harold Lloyd comedy — "Capt.
Capitol — Eric von Strohein's,
Kidd's Kids."
"Blind Hsbands."
bilo."
Moss' Broadway— Doris Kenyon
"The Band
Box."
Beats Terre Haute Coal Shortage
Loew's New York — Today: David
Powell "Teeth of the Tiger."
{Special to JVID'S DAILY)
Terre Haute, Ind. — Due to the
Wednesday: Dorothy Dalton "L'shortage of coal here, a list pf esApache,"
Thursday— Harry Carey "The Gun
sential and non-essential uses of
Fighting Gentleman."
power was drawn up and theaters
Friday: Sessne Hayawaka "Trie were not on the former list. With
Tong Man"; Albert Ray and Elinor no current to operate the projection
-i-t.ASKY
machine, an appeal was made, and
FAMOUS PI>AYK!
permission was granted theaters to
have beautiful lobby displays that
'ise the current on Sunday, but to
individualize each
pi rticular
prortiiction
an(i
cut it off on the following day. A.
attracplaces snch
tions
as
'The
Miracle
Man."
| E. Brentlinger at the Liberty, refused
"Male
and
and
"Every[female"
to be flustered and after playing his
ith
any
.i;3.00
woman"
on a par v
Hroadwav.
show
now
playing
•'ttraction,
Mind the Paint Girl," with
by tl'e
They
were Trtndp
Anita Stewart on Sunday, experiKR-VITS
MFC. . CO.
mented, with a make-shift contriv230 W. 42n«] St.
17th Floor
Tel 8607 Bryant
( -ince on Monday morning, and found
fhat it worked almost to perfection.
They rigged up in a neighboring
garage an old dynamo together with
60 liorse power engine from Stutz.
The power generated was sufficient
to light the house and keep it working. The Liberty being the only
'heater in town that was not dark,
INTERSTATE
SMELTING
ra REFINING
COMPANY
't played to capacity business, while
23 Commercial St.
NEWARK. N J.
other
exhibitors were forced to keep
'''eir doors
shut.

Sei\d Us Your
l^&Z Junk Film

BIG WORK

DAILV
Young

Returns to the Coast

James Young, who directed "A
Daughter
of Two Worlds,"
starring
Norma Talmadge,
has returned
to
the coast.
Switch Kenyon and Baird Vehicles
Deitrich-Beck and Artco have exchanged "Cynthia of the Minute"
and "The Harvest Moon," in which
Doris Kenyon and Leah Baird will
appear, respectively. "Cynthia of
the Minute," from the pen of Louis
Joseph Vance, would have necessitated Doris Kenyon's going to the
coast, while exteriors for "The
Harvest Moon" written by Augustus
Thomas can be made hereabouts.
The change was made so that Miss
Kenyon could continue her engagement in "The Girl in the Limousine."
Another Selznick Subsidiary
{By Wire to WW'S DATLV)
Albany — The Motion Picture
Times, Inc. has been chartered with
a capitalization of $5,000. Royal W.
France is named as one of the incorporators.
The Motion Picture Times is the
name of the new Selznick — Select
house organ which was originally
called the Select Times. Mr. France
a member of the firm of Konta,
Kirchwey, France and Michael, who
handle all of the legal rnatters for
the Selznick Enterprises.
The first issue will be oflf the press
in about a week. It is said to contain a number of innovations in editorial features.
Burglars Busy
{Special
DAILY)bandits
Butte,
Mont. to— fVID'S
Two masked
entered the office of the American
Theater, Friday morning and after
beating cashier and janitor robbed
safe of about $1,000.

WANTED

Cameraman of International experience seeks opportunity where
knowledge and ability will prove
worth while.
Address A. B.
% PTids

WID'S
YEAR
BOOK
1919-1920

Now

READY
— A mine of Authentic
Information for the
Exhibitor.
— Of Inestimable Value
to the Casting Director, Executive or
Producer.
— Nearly 400 Pages of
Live, Virile Matter
of
the Motion Picture
Industry.
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Industry Not Hit

JNo Outside Alliance

Hines
Assures
Committee
No
• National Action Will Be Taken

lirectors Alone in Original OrganI ization— Elect Ince as President
i {By Wire to WID'S DAIIA')
anfollowing
e
Angeles—Th
I Los ment
has been issued by the
ounce
.ssaciated Producers:
the recent announce"Following
of five of
lent of the association
e producpictur
n
motio
he foremost
circulated
been
have
rumors
ers,
''If the connection of other interests
Vith those originally mentioned and
hat certain individuals and organzations are financing the Associated
Producers.
who
Producers,
! "The Associated
ire Thomas H. Ince, Mack Sennett,
Maurice Tourneur, Allan Dwan and
that no
Vlarshall Neilan announce
distributing in)ther producing or way
allied with
erests are in any
nor are they being financed
.hem
Dy any outside or individual capital.
"They want to make this plain to
■he exhibitors throughout the country because of several inaccurate
have found circulareports which
tion. The Associated Producers are
their plans and
Rapidly perfecting
shortly
will
they
that
lannounce
ot
announcement
a complete
make
wideand
deep
In view of the
them
the original Selig's million dollar animal serial
spread interest which
caused, it was not jungles starring Juanita Hansen ani^
i announcement
rumors
further
that
'unexpected
It is these
should be set afloat.
of the new
llrumors which members
and
with Vincent
association wish to put at rest
In Conjunction
The Associated Producers have
Keith Interestsand
Wilmer
Over $1,000,000 Involved
elected Thomas H. Ince president
organ
the
of
ger
and general mana
Jake Wells of Richmond, it is w\ization and Mack Sennett, treas- derst
ood, has under way a plan for
urer.
the development of his theatrical enterprises in Richmond. Norfolk and
other Virginian points that will inGoldwyn Pictures stock has made
volve over $1,000,000. Together m
on the curb market.
its appearance
are Wilmer and Vincent and
The stock is not listed with the New the deal
interests.
Keith
the
but
York Curb Market Association
Wells is in New York now, bat
i is being dealt in as an unlisted issue^
curb
the
on
dure
proce
\\ The usual
rday stated that"
reached yeste
by when ing
'I calls for an approval of the stock
he had to say at this m-)anyth
ot
tee
Commit
e
! the General Welfar
me'nt would be premature. He is
before offering it here looking over things and plans _p
i the Association
Before a stock can bj return to Richmond to-day. On t.ie
t for dealings.
and
articles
incorporation
listed,
way up on Sunday he stopped off it
subbe
must
J' financial statements
paid Tom Moo-e
ngton
It was and
Washi
a visit.
Rialtoand
his
1 mitted and passed upon.
It is understood that Wells has n
il stated at the association offices yes; terday that in the case of Goldwyn mind theaters that will confine tie
to one .^ floor ..with, :.o
y.
ity
on
capac
'• this, as yet, had dnotyester
been.ady at ^8/2 ba
lc
.„
seating
The stock opene
;n
closHe will return to New York
the high level was 29j4 and theshares
were 4,000
ftig 30. There
and is expected to ta-.''
several todays
that changed hands.
Detroit.
a trip

L

Wells in Big Deal

Goldwyn on Curb

{By Long Distance Phone)
Washington — Before leaving for
New York late last night, Oscar A.
Price, president of United Artists
said that he, together with Felix
Feist of Goldwyn, Frederick H.
Elliott, secretary of the National
Association and several Washington
film men had called on Walker D.
Hines, director general of railroads
regarding the coal situation.
The ground was gone over
thoroughly with Mr. Hines who is
in complete control of the problem.
The delegation was told by him that
there is no dangei as far as the
Government was concerned of any
shut-down of theaters or studio production and that wherever difficulties
be encountered of such •;-:
were
extremeto nat.ure as to compel closing,
that these would be handled by the
local authorities as is now being
done in Kansas City and Omaha.
{Continued on Page 4)

Welfare Work in Films
Lost City" of the African
"The
Bros— Advt.
released by Warner

Dr. Norman Bridge gave a dinner
at the Waldorf last night at which
a number of prominent film men

After American Stars

'
t. of the
Childwere
is head
esen
BridgConser
Dr. pre
vation Committee of
hood
Godal, Head of British and Colonial Mexico, Central and South America
in New Yorkand at the dinner last night made
Kinematogr
PlansaphExpansion
public the results of an investigation
Edward Godal, president of the conducted in the countries named.
British and Colonial Kinematograph
ing results of his obFilms show
servations were shown.
Co., Ltd., of London has been very
quietly visiting New York for the
Report
Martin
Denies
Kendall
can stars
se of signing Ameri
purpohim.
with
. to
. ,Londo.un
and directors to take .,back
Messmore Kendall stated yestern
not signed Vivia
day that he had serie
the
or
ial
Colon
The British and
s of pictures,
a
do
to
in
Mart
"B and C." as it is familiarly known
000, as reported m
costt $250,
to emen
paper.
eachamus
oldest an
as being theany
is .reputedestab
in
lished comp
and best
"That is not so," said he, and
amWalth
at
is
studio
The
EnMand.
stow near London. Godal has plans yotf may deny it if you wish."
under way for increasing its facilities
to accommodate three companies.
D— AND
.\ studio is being planned for Pans
IF YOU ARE GOO
ARE WILLING TO STAND
(Continued on Page 3)
OR FALL ON YOUR OWN
MERITS — DON'T SIGN
AWAY THE BEST YEARS
Say Miss Pickford is Califomian
THE FILM BUSINESS HAS
The suit by Mrs. Cora C. WilkenOF —
EVER DREAMED
ing against Mary Pickford was
!
ING
COM
E
Y'R
THE
ict
Distr
ral
Fede
brought into the
Court on the ground that Miss
Pickford is a resident of the State
of California.
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Spitz Opens Studio
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Quotations
Bid Asked Last
Famous Players .. 87
89
Goldwyn
ZSyi .29Y2
Loew, Inc
29i^
29M
Triangle
Unit. Pict. Prod.
12
Uy^
World Film
—
—

Sale
88^
30
29^
J4
13
H

Rosenthal in New York
- L. Rosenthal
of Rosenthal
and
Soperstein
of Chicago, ^ is in town
on what he styles a shopping trip.
Phillips' Film Makes a Record
"Paid in Advance" smashed a Sunday record at the Capitol Sunday.
Dorothy Phillips is starred.
Rambeau Film Started
Marjorie Rambeau has started
work on "The Fortune Teller" at
the "Solax studios, Fort Lee. Designed for Pathe release.
William C. Dowlaru is busy cutting "The Peddler," the feature based
on the Saturday Evening Post story
by Henry C. Rowland, which he recently produced for Universal.

SHOULD
A
WOMAN
TELL?
Ask Metro

Estee Annex
No. 2— Plans
Series of Big Productions
, Eugene Spitz, president of the
Estee Co. ^ owners of the Estee
studio at '361 W. 125th St. has completed another plant at 209 E. 124th
St. which will be called Estee Annex
No. 2.

DAIUY

j Reaching the PubHc
Famous Selznick
Players' Just
Ad Drive
at Peak —
Starting

Producers these 'days are evidently making a determined effort to
reach their public.
Famous Players' national ad campaign is expected to -reach its highest point by the first of year. The
The new plant is between Second following publications are now carryand Third Aves. and covers half
ing full-page ads in every issue: Satof the block. The studios proper
urday Evening Post, Ladies' Home
occupy one entire building and an Journal Country Gentleman, Collier's, (Christian Herald, American
adjoining structure will be used as
dressing rooms, carpenter shops and Magazine, Red Book, M. P. Classic,
property rooms.
Photoplay, Film
Picture'
PJay,
M. P.
Magazine,
Fun,
Photoplay
Spitz, who was responsible for
World, Photo Play Journal. Boy's
the series of Stage Women's War ■Magazine,
St. Nicholas, Boy's Life,
Relief series now being released American Boy
and once a month in
through Universal has a series of Lone Scout.
big productions in mind. ArFamous also carries full page anrangements for the first have been
nouncements in those publications
completed. It is understood that a
which
are
carrying
in current issues
prominent stage star will appear in
it bift the entire matter is being a_ story from which a Paramount
picture is taken.
cloaked with secrecy.
Latest additions include the PicIn addition to the Estee studio
Review and the Woman's
and the new annex Spitz has plans Home torial
Companion giving an estiunder way for another plant which
mated run of 12,000,000 and an estiwill be located in upper New York.
mated reading public of 40.000.000.
S'elznick's drive started last week
with a full page in the Saturday
Films, Inc., Leases Oliver Studio
Evening Post. Its line up includes
Films, Inc., the new company the Ladies Home Journal, Country
which will make a scries of Cath- Gentleman, Pictorial Review, Red,
erine Calvert productions has leased Green and Blue Book, Photothe Oliver studios, next to the Talplay, Picture Play, M. P. Magazine,
madge plant on East 48th St.
Americ
an Legion Weekly and McClures.
Harry O. Hoyt will direct the
first picture which is by Capt. Sabine
W. Wood. Donald Marquis will
Holmes Rounds Out Staff
play the male lead while Max
Taylor Holmes, now producing on
Schneider will photograph the picture.
his own has rounded his company.
Paul Turner, an attorney is vicepresident; H. H. Bruener, treasurer;
Reeve-Grey Serial Started
Thomas A. Persoi.s, supervising diOpening scenes on the new Arthur
rector and Gus Mohmc, director of
B. Reeve — John Grey serial have sales.
been shot at the Flushing studio. It
Bruenner and Persons have jointly been conducting the Bjograph
will be called "The Master Mind"
and will feature J. Robert Pauline.
studios in the Bronx and have a
Two directors are at work at the number of high class productions
same time in order to cut down to their credit. David Kirkland
overhead and actual production time. who is directing the first Holmes
They are William Davis, formerly productions directed Constance Talwith Fox ^nd Metro and Fred W.
Sittenham.
madge in "A Temperamental Wife"
and ".A. Virtuous Vamp."

It Sounds Funny
To hear an insurance man say he will
not sell you insurance unless you NEED
it. However that IS our policy and upon
that foundation we have built a reputation of many years' standing in the theatrical and motion picture industry. Bring
your insurance problems to
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— Nearly 400 Pages of
Live, Virile Matter
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the Motion Picture
Industry.
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When

great posters are

so easUy obtainable, why
use inferior paper?
RITCHEY

posters

Use
al-

ways, for they always pay.

RITCHEY

Sunuek

LITHO.
CORP.
406W.31»t St.,N.Y., Phone CheUea 8388

jsjtj^t

DAILV

PatkeNe^w^s

No. i)«
ZION <"ITV, llAj. — Condemned to death!
iTIiis is the horrible
verdict
passed
on
84,0(M) hottles of beer
accused of traveling through "holy" city.
|- MOW
VORK CITY — Navy triumphs
Uver .\rnj.v in annual Kri<l'ron contest.
jl'"ort.v thousand persons attend West
ifPoint
.Annapolis
t'ootbuU
same.
The
enters the .Arena.
Army
I
HKKK
AND
TUKKIC— Big black opal,
2656.6
carats,
is
discovered,
giving
Jimerica the distinction of possessing the
'largest uncut
gem
in the world.
iSUKESNK.S, FK.ANCE — .Midst falling
snow-fla'kes
which lay
softFrance
carpetpays
on
raves of American
heroes,
rlbute to U. S. dead.
WASHINGTON, 1>. C— The Capitol on
fire? No, but it gets its annual bath as
firemen play their hose on the building
for its winter clean-up.
BALTIMORK. M. D.— .Six million dollar
fire at Johns
Hopkins
University — two
science
I^aboratory
buildings
and
dormitories of famous school are ruined
by
flames.
ll LONDON,
ENGLAND — See
London
Hwith Alcock!
Aviator who made epoclial
* ;flight across Atlantic, makes special flight
Ifor* Pathe News to show world's biggest
cit.v from
air.
Exclusive
pictures
by
Pathe News.

toaay

After American Stars

Gore Bros. Buy Burbank

{Continued from Fajc 1)
and in the Riviera where material
can lie secured when the English climate does not warrant production.
I), and C. which is now making 12
pictures a year will shorily increase
its output to 30 a year.
Godal has under contract Marie
Doro whose "12:10" directed by Herbert Brcnon will be one of the first
releases of Republic Distributing
Corp. It is understood that he has
a (leal under way for the d. reposal of
his entire product through one of the
large releasing organizations here.
An idea of the difficulties that beset British manufacturers may be
gleaned from the fact that because
of the existing system of "block"
booking in effect in England a current production can not be shown
for a year or 18 mor.ths. For that
period of time the manufacturer secures no financial return for his

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — The Gore Bros.,
.\be and Mike have purchased the
Burbank theater. They own a string
of theaters on Main St. and. also in
the suburban sections of the city.

product.
Wonders of Baltimore
Here
Guy L. Wonders of the Wilson
theater, Baltimore is in New York.
He plans to make an addition to the
theater in the spring that will give
the one-floor theater a capacity of
from 1,800 to 2,000 seats.
Emma

Dunn

Reaches

45 EAST 17th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Will Purchase
Your Entire

Foreign Rights
For Cash
SELL FOR YOU
A FAIR COMMISSION

It is reported
wise secured a
n the Alhambra
ters total eight

Sherrill in Stage Play
Jack Sherrill will play the leading
juvenile role in "The Hope of the
House" a stage attraction which will
have its premiere in Chicago.
Frohman Amusement Corp. are the
producers.

that tlieyhave likesubstantial interest
theater. Their theaat the present time.

3^
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CANDLER
BlD'G.
W. 42 ST.
ROOMy
r-, 220
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Coast

{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Emma Dunn has arGarsson Film for Open Market
rived in Los Angeles to play in
"The Blindness of Youth" will be "Old Lady 31" for Metro. Henry
released via the open market by Harmon will appear in the cast.
Foundation
Film Corp.
Murray W. Garsson plans to back
A Rivoli Record.
the production with an extensive ^dThere were 54,665 paid admissions
vei;tising campaign.
at the Rivoli last week to see "Male
A. Dresner of the ExhiVjitors Film and Female," smashing all previous
records by 10.000. A Sunday record
.^crvicc
of Wash'ngtun is in New was established by 9,172 admissions
York.
and a week day record last Monday
when
tion. 7,354 paid to see the produc-
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Famous- Players report that the
picture is doing somewhat similar
performances in a number of cities
throughout the country.
"Everywoman" will be the film at
the Rivoli the week of December 14.

THE ACME
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR

DISTANCE!

The Hal Benedict studios are
Located at College Point,
Long Island

COLLEGE POINT!
To some film producers and
directors we might as well say
Hong Kong, China with regards to distance.
Do you know that College
Point is but ten miles by autometer from Times Square?
That it is reached by the Long
Island Railroad from the Penn
Station in twenty-two minutes?
The distance is less and more
quickly covered than to Fort
Lee, Yonkers or the Bronx?
Phone, Flushing 3142.

The Studio, The Cutting
Room, The Editor, Home,
FOR— or Church.
School
A demonstration
Will Convince You.
Howells

D

Company
Cine Equipment

729 7th Ave.

New York

: jphone^, Bryant .i;6ft
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jM^c

3, 1919

wired the home offices yestcrda;
morning on its course of action dur
[Continued from Page 1)
ing the coal shortage situation. ;
The committee, according to Mr.
reply was sent telling the branch f
Price, was very much relieved after
Milwaukee — .'\pparently Wiscon- wait 24 hours as in that time it i
U. S. BORDER ARMY WAITS THE
sin theaters have no cause for worri- expected some action will resul
WORD— El Paso, Tex., some of tbxf the hearing and prepared to leave
soldiers ready to enforce our demands for New York in a much more cheer- ment for at least one month if coal from the visit of the National As
International
on Mexico. Artillery on the Mexico.
ful frame of mind.
shipments arrive as per schedule. sociation's committee to Washing
The bridge into
railroad.
H. J. Fitzgerald of First National ton.
SHIPS CHINESE WAKV
CANADA
nd
LABORERS HOME— A few thousaare
was
so assured by the State Fuel AdFrance
of
es
trench
the
ministrator.
cooUes from

Industry Not Hit

KINOGRAMS

Balsly but by the end of the present
week it is believed that the present
fuel supply will have been exhausted

DAIIJV^

Mid-West Badly Off

put abroad ship at Vancouver.
ROADS WINS NAVAL
HAMPTON
— Approximately one-third
TITLE— Trainingf school of Omaha
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Stories

for Hampton

Fully

Stars

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Jesse D. Hampton
has purchased the following stories:
"Behind Red Curtains" by Mansfield
Scott; "Felix O'Day," by F. Hopkinson Smith; "The Brass Bottle," by
P. Austey; "Shock," by M/arjorie
Benton Cooke and "Half a Chance"
by Frederick Isham.
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Who Fill
the Movie House

a Splendid Cast of Colored
People

Telephone, Vanderbilt 8225
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Bryant 4416
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DISAPPOINT

/M ENAA

In Triumphant Response to the Anxious
Inquiries of Millions of Movie
Fans
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the
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17tta Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant

Minneapolis^-Theodore L. Hays of
the Ruben and Finkelstein Circuit
1.
states that there is enough coal on
hand to supply theaters until March

Kansas City — Theaters througho'lt Kansas to date have not been
obliged to close, according to L. D.

Gloria Swanson
Returns
Gloria .Swanson is now en route
to California to start on another
DeMille production.
More

Chicago— The situation in Illinois
is becoming serious. A reserve supply of coal has been drawn upon.
This is sufficient to keep theaters
open for two and possibly three
weeks, so reports R. C. Seery of the
First National Exchange.
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States to Shut Down
500

Greene's Company

Theaters
in Minnesota,
Wisconsin and Dakotas Hit — Minneapolis Supplied for 3 Weeks

Minneapolis — Fifteen hundred
leaters in Minnesota, Wisconsin
id North and South Dakota will
e compelled to close when the
■esent supply of coal is exhausted.
This drastic order has been issued
f W. H. Groveman, Fuel Adminisator of the Northwest, upon inructions from the T. W. Proctor,
i Chicago, the Regional Coal Diictor for the Railroad Administraon.
In the classification of those busesses on the preferred list are all
Dvernment and state institutions,
ores, bakers,- laundries and oil releries. Theaters are not mentioni.
Film men have • petitioned the
Dvernment for use of coke of which
rge quantities are stored here.
I. H. Ruben of Ruben' & Finkelein, largest theater owners in the
ty and holders of the First NaDnal franchise estimates that his

' theaters have enough coal to keep
cm going for three weeks. In the
'cnt of closing he figures that the
Jvernment will lose $50,000 in
nusement taxes from Twin City
leatcrs.
Theater owners are considering Lions, tigers, leopards, slain before the camera's eye in Selig's million
serial "The Lost City" starring Juanita Hansen and re;ing kerosene burners and usin^ dollar animal
leased by Warner
Bros. — Advt.
ood iii their theaters to supplement
hatever heat is allowed them.

Kane Going West

Arthur S. K-ane will leave on
iturday or Sunday on a western
ip. He will include in the journey
irtland, Seattle, San Francisco and
Ds Angeles, returning to New
ork about Christmas.
Mr. Kane would not discuss the
ason for the trip but it was
timated by his friends that it is in
mnection
with his new affiliation.

Shield for Exhibitors

Levy Describes Firsir National Plan— Fighting Wail St.
Louisville, Ky. — Col. Fred Levy of
First National, upon his return from
Indianapolis, where, as noted, First
Natonal directors recently held a
The complaint in the suit of Wil- meeting, gave some ideas of the plan
{By Wire tn
liam N. Brewer, as a stockholder which First National is developing.
Los Angeles — A new unit studio
The Colonel declared that First
proposition has been launched here of the New York Motion Picture
by a company known as the Art Corp., in which he alleges that Har- National's plan was such that each
exhibitor will have an absolutely
Unit Studios. The company wjll be
ry E. Aitken, Charles Livingston, impregnable shield of protection
chartered at $7rSO,000.
Walter N. Seligsberg, David C. Har- provided against the threatened inris and Adam Kessel, Jr., as officers
Forty acres of land at $2,000 nn
vasion of their territory by the so{Continued on Page 4)
acre have been purchased in Glen- of the corporation caused it "to sell
dale as a studio site. The buildings or otherwise dispose of certain property to other corporations and conwill be divided into ten groupings
HirshHirsh
Buys has"Blind
Love" world
Nathan
purchased
cerns, for considerations grossly inwhile each group will be able to
adequate," has been filed in the rights on "Blind Love" a six reel
accommodate three producing units Supreme Court.
production in which Lucy Cotton is
or a total of thirty companies for
The transactions complained; of starred. George Le Guere heads the
the entire plant.
include the distri'^ \l Keystone supporting cast.
Local and eastern capital is back
{Continu,.a on Page 3)
of the project. Ofificers have been
elected temporarily _as follows: B.
CAN YOU NAME A SINGLE
S. Young, president and general
GREAT FILM PRODUCmanager; Leon Spinak, formerly
TION EVER MADE BY A
Sydney A. Franklin has been enwith Thomas H. Ince, vice-president
MACHINE
PRODUCING
and art director; G. D. Allewell, an
gaged by Mayflower to direct the
ORGANIZATION? GIVE IT
Robert
W.
Chamber
series
of
storIllinois capitalist, treasurer and
A THOUGHT.
ies. He left for the coast yesterday.
Frank L. Staub, attorney and
Franklin has recently finished
trustee. George McPaniel, well
known leading man will be man- sfeveral of the Mary_ Pickford — First
National subjects.
ager of productions.

Plan Unit Studios

Kansas City — Film men here are
cen-sed over what they term unst discrimination on the part of
e local fuel administrator.
Theaters have been classed as
)n-essential and placed in the same
tegory as pool parlors and dance
ills. At the same time all retail
erchants and all jobbers are alwed to operate under slight reriction^.
The First National
exchange has
ired the home oftice urging action
{Continued on Page 3)

To Distribute — Comment Relative to
His Connection
With
New
Directors'
OrganLzation
Considerable comment has been
caused by a story which appeared in
one of the trade papers last week
in which it was stated that Walter
E. Greene, recently with Famous
Players, had been offered the executiveship of the new organization
which will release the productions
of the "Big Five" — Sennett, Ince,
Tourneur, Dawn and Neilan, but
that he had not definitely acted on
the matter.
The story went on to say that
while Greene would have nothing to
do with the producing end of the
organization that he would head the
distributing firm which will handle
the product.
Those in touch with the new organization which the directors have
organized, are inclined to laugh at
the idea that Greene had been offered the executiveship and had not
definitely acted upon it. One man
in very intimate relationship with
the Directors, commented that not
only was the propaganda without
lias.s, l)ut that in all likelihood it
{Continued on Page 2)
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work.

DAILV
The picture wiH not get un-

der way until January.'
Fay Tincher has taken her mother
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood — Denison Clift, Fox to Riverside for a week's vacation
scenario editor, has temporarily for- between Christie Special pictures.
saken the typevvriter to wield the
megaphone for a special William
The working title of the first FerdFox production starring Madlajne
inand Earle production is "The PrinTraverse. The play is "What Would
cess." The story has been translated into over 20 languages. Eark
You Do?" problem story which was
specially written and put into scen- is writing the continuity. Camera
ario form by Clift.
work begins this week.
He has also purchased H. SherWallace MacDonald has been enidan-Bicker's story, "The Garden ot
gaged to play the lead opposite An- Innocence," for his second producita Stewart in her forthcoming retion. Work has already been begun
lease "The Fighting Shepherdess" on
the script luider Earle's superV sion.
by Carolyn Lockhardt.

J

Subscribers should remit with order.
AddK"'"
nil
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St, New
York, N. Y.
4551-4552-5558
Vanderbilt
Telephone;
Hollywood, California:
6411 HollyOffices:
and Business
Mitorial
wood Boulevard.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.

Claude H. Mitchell, who directed
the latest Zazu Pitts teature, and
Henry Woodward, who played leading man, are busy cutting and arranging the film of "Where There's
a Will." Both Mitchell and Woodward left the Lasky studios.
They wrote the story, continuity and
titles of "Where There's a Will,"
Bid Asked Last Sale
chose the cast, designed tTie costumes and sets and are now cutting
W.
J.
Beckway
has
been
engaged
Pamous Players .. 895/^ 91 90
the
picture.
—
—
—
...".
Goldwyn
by Metro to photograph "Old Lady
G.AUSM.AN
Loew, Inc
29^ 31 31
31," in which Emma Dunn will apTriangle
J4
Unit. Pict. Prod.
12 13 13
Keough Succeeds Shafer
World Film
—
—
H pear.
Detroit — James A. Keough has
The third Sunset-Burrud ;'Legends succeeded
Fred Shafer as manager
of the Wilderness" scenics, being
distributed by Bulls-Eye, was of the Washington. Keough had
Changes Name
of the Pantheon, Chicago at
photographed at Lake Chelan, charge
Norfolk, Va.— Juliet -McCauley, Washingt
on, immediately after the one time.
who has appeared in support of first heavy snow of the season.
Stern Here
Emily Stevens in "The Sacred
Flame," and with Olive Thomas in
Lionel Belmore, who appears with
Herman Stern, Universal's Pitts^'The Glorious Lady," as well as in Will Rogers in the forthcoming
burg manager, and known in that
several other screen productions has
Goldwyn
Picture
"The
Strange
city
as
man for
with
new ideas,"
had her name changed to June Joris in New"theYork
a week
or ten
Boarder," payed on the stage with
dan. She is a native of this state.
the late Henry Irving for over 15 days, where he will be found most
of the time at the Universal office.
Stern had many matters that he
years.
Mayhew Company Chartered
William C. de Mille will shortly wished to take up here. His office
(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
last prize offered by UnAlbany — The Stella Mayhew begin work on his first special pro- won the iversal.
He is far from being a
duction for Paramount-Artcraft,
here
formed
been
have
Prod., Inc.,
which will be a screen version of stranger to New York.
with a capitalization of $50,000. S.
M. and W. B. Taylor and J. S. Ris- Edward Peples' famous stage play,
Drummond of Knoxville Here
"The Prince Chap," with Thomas
kin are the incorporators.
W. E. Drummond of the Special
Meighan and an all-star cast.
Features Co., Knoxville, Tenn. is in
Riskin Bros, recently announced
New York for aliout 10 days.
George H".
Melford collision
is back in
San
a series of productions with Stella Francisco
obtaining
scenes
He' has purchased the Texas GuinMayhew.
an pictures for Tennessee, Alabama,
for "The Sea Wolf."
Georgia, North and South Carolina
Ethel Clayton is working under and Florida. Also the Romaine
the direction of Walter Edwards comedies, the Pendleton Round-up
series and the North Woods dramas
upon
"Young
Winthrop,"
and for the same territory.
Harrison
Ford Mrs.
will have
the leading
Drummond makes his headqarters
male role. This will be Miss Clayton's first work at the Lasky studio at the Arrow Filni offices.
in a good many months and she
Filmclas
Release
Ready
expresses herself as delighted to be
Filmcdlas, with offices at 1493
back "home" once more.
Broadway has "Bred in Old KenJ. Warren Kerrigan will shortly
tucky" ready for release.
be seen in a role totally different
The picture will be sold on the
from anything he has attempted in state right basis and will be sent
his entire career. His forthcoming out with pickanninny band which
Brunton production is an adaptation will be used as an exploitation stunt.
of Honore Balsac's "The Wild Ass's
Skin," and will be tentatively titled Hyman Buys "Penny Philanthropist"
Chicago — Arthur S. Hyman has
"The Dream Cheater." Jack Ciinningham is author of the continuity taken over for general, distribution.
and Ernest C. Warde will direct.
"The Penny Philanthrophist," produced by Wholesome Films, now
Mell Brown, who directed Al St. producing juvenile picture? only.
John in his second Paramount re- About a year ago after being shown
lease, "Cleaning Up," has been se- in a few theaters here it was withlected to prepare the script for the
drawn. Hyman will state right- it
fourth production.
He has started about December 15.

Quotations

SHOULD
A
WOMAN
TELL?
Ask Metro

There has been such 'a demand
"World Aflame"
for Frank
that
it liasKeenan's
been necessary to issue
twenty more prints. Keenan's lat"Brothers Divided"
picture
not be released until Dewill
which est
cember 7, had such a big advance
sale, that ten more prints has been
necessary for this release.

*

Greene's Company
{Continued from Page 1)
might have a serious bearing upol
any chance that Greene might hav|
had to acquire the distribution right
of the Directors' productions.
June Mathis Here
June Mathis, scenario writer fo!
Metro has arrived in New Yorl(|
She has made the trip to do tb
scenario on "The Four Horsemen o
theTheApocalypse"
by Blasco
Spanish author
is nowIbanez
on ;
lecture tour but Miss Mathis wil
meet him at Chicago or Clevelani
and collaborate on the script
Ibanez will later go to the studios
and supervise the actual production
Realart

at

Rialto

The Rialto will have for the fir^
time a Realart production next wee|
when
Constance
Binney
in "Erst
while Susan" will be the attraction!
The Rivoli will feature Ethel Clay^
ton in "More Deadly Than the
Hyman to Manage Brooklyn Strand
Edward L. Hyman succeeds John
Loveridge as manager of the Brook-:
lyn Strand. This confirms the rey
port,
current
in film is
circles.
Hyman
at present
in charge, of '
Male."
the Isis, Rivoli, Strand and Plaza
theaters in Denver, for William Fox.
New Theater on HSth St.
♦
Plans have been filed with the
building department for a two story
theater and garage at 246 to 262
W. 145th St. on a plot 172 by 88 ft.
The builder is the HSth St. Theater
Co. of 120 Broadway and the architect, Thomas W. Lamb. The theater will cost $300,000.
Heights Theater Sold
The theater at 157th St. and Amsterdam Ave. on the northwest corner has been sold for $150,000 to the
Male Realty Co., Max N. Natanson,
president. Former owner was Norman Denzer.

Posters are many, and of
divers kinds — one kind is
the RITCHEY

kind—and

that is the best kind!

Y
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(Continued from Page 1)
)f some
kind.
The wire in part
tated "we are exerting every influ:nce at this end."

Seeks Accounting

i

[Continued from Page 1)
Comedy negatives to the Triangle
Distributing Corporation, the William S. Hart negatives to the W.
S. Hart Productions Co., the leasing
of the Culver City plant to Triangle,
and the granting of credits for unreasonably large amounts and for
unreasonably long terms to the Triangle and Keystone Film coftipanies
"contrary to the established customs
of the trade." Brewer asks an accounting in behalf of the stockholders and wants all the transactions nullified.

Charming Girls
in
Cunning Comedies
In Januaryatlantic
the TransBoarding
School Girls Will
Start Their Series
of
Fun-making Adventures.
Two Reels
Twice
a Month

Harry E. Aitken 'is in Europe
and during his absence, there was
no statement forthcoming from the
Triangle offices.

Go to Theater to Save Coal
New
Stanley Theater
Columbus, Ohio — The local city
(Special
to yVlD'S DAILY)
idministration has urged all people
Philadelphia — Staney Co. of Amero visit the motion picture houses
ica has purchased the Bingham Hotel, at 11th and Market Sts. for
■a'^h evening and thus conserve the
lome stocks of coal. It has been $3,000,000. A 4,000 seat theater will
idvised that shows open earlier so be erected on the site as well as ofhat people may return before elefice buildings the total investment
ven o'clock, the hour when street reaching $5,000,000.
ights are turned off.
Stowell Killed
Universal has received a cable informing them of the death of WiliVon't Be Serious in Small Comliam Stowell and Dr. Joseph R.
munities, Says Weil, if Weather
Armstrong, father of Edith Roberts
Becomes Very Cold
Herb L. Weil, of the Family in a railroad accident in South Afrirheater. Port Huron, Mich.i who is ca.
Pliny Home, cameraman was inn town looking things over, gave a
.rery interesting twist to the coal jured.
lituation yesterday..
Culture Series for F. P.-L.
"If," said Weil, who is a former Physical
Vera Roehm, who has boxed 900
newspaper
man,that
"the
:omes so .cold
the weather
theaters bein rounds with Jim Corbett is to direct
small communities have to shut a series of poise, grace and beauty
lown, it won't be as hurtful as some pictures for Paramount Magazine.
nay think. As a matter of fact in First release December 28.
:ities of 10,000 and under in very
:old weather no one goes out of
ioors anwyay. No more than they
io when it is very hot.' So instead

^

December

of playing to very small business the Preparing Film Dealing with Fur
manager will close down and he
Educational is preparing a film
wont be much worse off, if any, than dealing with the size and importance
if Weil
he hadreturns
tried -toto stay
open." today.
of
the furlife.
industry
in New
Michigan
business
It will
be York's
called
"Treasures
of the Wilderness."

k States to Shut Down

St. Louis Situation Good
St. Louis — It is estimated thiat
heaters in Missouri have a month's
upply of coal on hand.
The big question here is not one
if fuel but of securing power from
uch companies as the Union Elccric which
supplies the entire city
Ml electricity.
So far the theaters are getting \\\
he current they need. An. order, just
ssued compels all confectionery
tores and retail stores to close at
I o'clock in the afternoon but theaers have been exempted.
• Reports received at the First Naional exchange indicate that not a
ingle theater has been closed be.r.u.se of the fuel situation.
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Goal Situation
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Presents

Lucy Cotton
IN

"BLIND LOVE"

FOREIGN
BUSINES
Film man, about to sail for
England, France and other
European countries, will
have time to atend to your
business.
If there is anything I can
buy or sell for you, or any
other business I can transact for you while there. Address Me —
'WID'S— Box 12

A six-part super-feature that will break box office
records.
Impressively produced in a most elaborate manner.
A supporting cast of tried favorites. Scenes of splendor, unusual photography.
A tense story.
A REAL

WINNER

Territory now selling
American and Foreign rights
Studio

1476 Broadway

for

Rent in Yonkers Fully Equipped
Stage Space 60 x 175 ft.
• MAX WEISS
Room
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Putting It Over
Here /j r hoiu a tbrother
ttor put his shoiu over.
Send
other
exhibalong your ideas. Let th ecleaned
notii hoiu
up.
fellovj
k

WID'S

YEAR
BOOK
1919-1920

Now

READY
-A mine of Authentic
Information for the
Exhibitor.
-Of Inestimable Value
to the Casting Director, E xecutive or
Producer.
-Nearly 400 Pages of
Live, Virile Matter
of the Motion Picture
Industry.
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Apfel Directing Cassinelli
Oscar .'\pfel, who for several years
has been director for William Fox
and the World Film has been engaged by Harry Cahane to direct
Dolores Cassinelli in her next picture.
Rosenthal in Hot Springs
W'asjhington — ^Lester Rosenthal
sales manager of the local Famous
Players exchange is in Hot Springs,
\'a., for a few days.

Prepaid
S. A,

Wm.

Elliott in Paris

(Special to fVID'S DAILY)
Paris — William Elliott is in Paris
finishing up a picture he is making
and appearing in, written by Madame Fred de Gressac. They went
to .Africa to make some of the
scenes. It is to be quite a pretentious productio"»i.

H. H. VAN

{Continued from Page 1)
called producer-distributor-exhibitor
film factions which are depending
upon Wall Street interests to finance
its latest monopoly.
"Under the new plan" said Col.
Levy, "the small exhibitor is surrounded by the same protective
forces as those that provide safety
from invasion and unfair competitive
tactics by producer-distributor-exhibitor interests for the large theater
owners.
"The basic theory upon which
rests thf bulwark and structure of
the plan is that every exhibitor in
the industry, whether he is the
owner of a small country theater,
or the owner of a large circuit, is
entitled to contin'ue in business without being compelled to endure the
competitive blows at the very hands
into which he has paid his rental
money. •
"This new alignment provides
financial assistance — from exhibitor
— for owners of small cr large theaters if it is needed for increasing the
size of theater properties, for improvements, and for maintaining the
active house assets into which the
exhibitors have put their own
money,
time, effort and profits.
"Members of the Circuit realize
that the large theater owners can
prosper only when the small exhibitors are successful. The big exhibitors alone cannot support the industry if it is to continue its progress and natural development. In
substance, the new plan is a direct
and thorough affiliation of exhibitor
interests, blended into an orgatiization that will possess a collective
strength equal in every respect to
any form of competition that may
be created by the producer-distributors.
"Within a few days I will be at
liberty to announce the names and
theater holdings of the exhibitora
who are now joining hands in this

Theatrical Pictures Corp. Formed
{Special to IVWS DAILY)
Dover, Del. — The Theatrical Picture Corp. has been formed here with
Black to Build in Bath
a capital of $100,000. Incorporators
Bath, Me.— Alfred S. Black will
are: M. L. Horty, Al. C. Kelly and erect a 2,500 seat theater here. It
S. L. Mackey, ail of Wilmington.
will be at Congress and High Sts.

Pearson on Another Trip
Elmer Pearson of Pathe left yes>.iday for a trip through the boi.tlV
in the interests of the Associated
Exhibitors, Inc. Pathe's new cooperative movement.

$1.00
in U.

St. Louis — An effective teaser campaign was worked in conjunction
with Madge Kennedy in "Strictly
"confidential" when it played the
I'ershing theater.
'A series of cards printed on colored stock, with a different line every
day were tied to door-knobs of stores
and residences. The title of the picture .lendcd itself very readily to
the mystery angle while the words
"strictly confidential" were effectively used in the teasers.

Shield for Exhibitors

Griffith Office in Chicago
Hamilton To Direct Helen Holmes
Gilbert P. Hamilton, one of the old
Chicago— The D. W. Griffith Service haf established an oflice here with
time directors in the business who
has been with World Film for some Reed Rosson in charge.
months past will direct the new
Helen Holmes railroad serial for
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
S. L. K. Serial Corp. He is now
Once
more demonstrates her magnifion his way to California.
cent art in

PRICE

Anywhere

rans, ill. — When Geraldnie Farrai
in 'ihe World and its Woman" played bhoatis Opera House,
you the house
management tound a number of merchants in town willing to tie-up in
an ad in the Jfaris Beacon.
A full page ad was placed with a
bakery, department store, shoe store
and a bank, all boosting the picture.
The center position was the announcement coming from the theater
with the play dates.

DAILV

"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
We have made for this production a
very artistic lobby display together
with reproductions in fac-simile . oil
paintings from her latest poses in
various
sizes.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42d Street
17th Floor
Tel. 3«07 Bryant

Recent Releases
Tom

"When a Man Loves"
121 West Eulalia Street
Glendale,

23 Commercial St.

COMPANY
NEWARK.

N J.

California

"If it is a Van

Loan story it

must be good"
EDNA

SCHLEY

Representing
the foremost
Authors of America and
England
Markham

Building

Hollywood, Calif.
Telephone 577941

GEORGE

ELWOOD

Continuity and
"A

JENKS

Specials

Woman
of Pleasure"
Blanche Sweet Special

"The Pagan God"
starring H. B. Warner
"Dangerous Waters"
Original for Wm. Desmond
JESSE

D. HAMPTON
Productions

H. TIPTON
Now
Clara

STECK

Writing for
Kimball Young
Address:

1741

N.

Hollywood,

JACK

Cherokee
California

CUNNINGHAM

Associated with

Send Us Your
HighJpJ'cf, jui\kSMELTING
Film

Mix in

"The Speed Maniac"
Earle Williams in

George

INTERSTATE
<a REFINING

LOAN

Loane

Tucker
Productions
•

Hollywood, Cal.
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16 Detroit Theaters

Lightless Broadway
Sacrifice by Amusement
Voluntary
Toniglit
Effective
Men
At a meeting of the National Association Fuel Committee in Chairman Marcus Loew's office yesterday,
it was agreed to ask Broadway showmen to voluntarily conserve coal and
cut electric sign display.
Becoming effective to-night signs
will be illuminated ony from 7:30 to
8:30.
It was originally planned to start
last night but because all managers
(Continued on Page 3)

Loew

Plans Chain for That City —
Many More Sites Secured.
Marcus Loew plans a chain of 16
theaters for Detroit alid suburbs.
These will be built with some local
capital but more largely with the
money of the Loew Canadian affiliation .Mr. Loew will operate them on
a 50-50 basis, getting 50 per cent for
operation.
Besides the Detroit deal other sites
secured for Loew theaters are as
follows: Louisville, 2; St. Louis, 1;
Akron, O., 2; Chicago, 4; San Francisco, 1 and Los Angeles, 1. All
these sites are new ones and not
(Continued on Page 3)

Schertzinger Coming East
Victor Schertzinger is coming east
to direct Mabel Normand in "Maggie" for Goldwyn.

Ford of Texas National Official
(Special
to H.
(FID'S
DAILY)
Dallas,
Tex.—
S. Ford,
of Dye,
Ford and Rogers is a Vice-President
of National Picture Theaters, the
new Selznick movement.
Dye, Ford and Rogers have purchased $25,000 worth of stock and
the franchise for Amarillo, Wichita

Gibraltar Pictures
Announcement is made of the
grouping of British financial interests
through Sidney Garrett, president
of J. Frank Brockliss, Inc., and producing units operating under the
control of Arthur F. Beck, in a new
lineup under the name of Gibraltar
Pictures.
Beck's announcement follows
numerous rumors of amalgamation
of British interests with American
(Continued on Page 3)

The

"The Lost City" starring Juanita Hansen. Jammed to the muzzle
with the biggest kind of thrills and excitement from start to finish. Released by Warner
Bros. — Advt.

Lure

of ''Movie

All film men and unfortunately millions of -the public
"beremember the stock selling "movie mushrooms" of
fore the war."
,
.
• •
Some of the film men wear diamonds and maintain
wonderful establishments today because of those operations. They smile as they remember and think how
"clever" they were.
Most of the sincere factors in the industry, principally
, the creators and the exhibithe truly important factors
to the public is mentioned.
selling
stock
when
shudder
tors
Thev have good cause to. The manipulators who sold the
stock ALSO MANIPULATED THE CREATORS
•
AND THE EXHIBITORS.
Where
The public who bought the stock also shudder. of
vast
vision
The
ITS?
are the PROMISED PROF
void.
t
vacan
wealth became a

Profits''

Hansen Officially with Pathe
Pathe officially announces that
Juanita Hansen will appear in serials
for that organization as originally
in these columns some
announce
time ago. d

is a Menace.

Of course it always goes back to the same answer that
need "sucker money."
thing doesn't
a good entrance
of Uncle Sam into the world war, the inThe
selling. fluenza epidemic and similar set backs stopped this stock
But it is hard to kill the sweeping- optimism of this land of
plenty.
The stock selling manipulator is at it again and unfortunately
the suckers continue to be born. It even happens that some of
the millions who have been stung in the past seem— unwilling
to learn the lesson. The word pictures of success are all too

glowing.
But — show me the "outsider," and by outsider 1 mean the
buyer of stock sold the public that has made his fortune.
The advertisements always talk about the success of individuals who are IN the business, the word pictures paint the glorious glamour of pretty girls, association with famous individuals, etc.
(Continued

on Page

4)
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Cofyright 1919, Wid'i Film and Film Folki,
Inc. Publiihed Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
K«w
York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS
and
FILM FOLKS, INC.
P. C. ("Wid") Gunning, Preiident and Treas-orcr;
Joseph
Dannenberg,
Vice-Pretident
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary
and
Business
Manager.
entered at lecond-clasi matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
•f Greater
New
York, $10.00 one year; i
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
$15. ui
Subsiriljers should remit with order.
\tir\
-communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St, New
York, N. Y.
Telephone:
Vanderbilt
4551-4552-5558
Hollywood, California:
Sditorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Boulevard.
Phone, Hollywood
1603.

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood — Robert Warwick will
soon begin a picture for Paramount
called "Thou Art the Man!" under
the direction of Donald Crisp, at the
Lasky studio.
Molly Malone, well known for her
work in film comedy, has been engaged as one of the stars in the new
Supreme Comedies, being released
by Robertson-Cole. Miss Malone
will start work within two weeks
under the direction of Scott Sidney.
Bessie Bird, a member of the Brunton stock company, has just completed an important role with Jack
Kerrigan in his latest feature. This
week Miss Bird will be associated
with Bessie Barriscale.

The fourth annual ball under the
auspices of the Motion Picture l3i9254 923/8 rectors' Association of America was
held at the .A.lexandria Hotel,
Bid Asked 3Last
1H Sale Thanksgiving Eve. Practically all
31
3
K
1
^
Famous Players ... 89
the members of the film colony were
31
Goldwj'n
30
present and praise should be given to
1
2
%
Loew, Inc
30j4
the entertainment committee of the
123/
Triangle
members that were respoiwible for
Unit. Pict. Prod.
12
the splendid success.
World Film
—

Quotations

Wistaria Takes Mirror Plant
Wistaria Prod, have taken over
the Mirror studio in Glendale, Long
Island. The company will use only
part of the plant and sub-lease the
rest of it.
The deal was closed by F. F.
Gallagher, treasurer of Wistaria.
Burton King, director-general has
purchased "Why Women Sin" Dy
Will Murphy. An all-star cast
will be used. Lloyd Lonergan will
do the scenario.

"The Fighting Shepherdess,"
Louis B. Mayer's new First National
attraction, starring Anita Stewart,
has been cast. The list includes
Noah Beery, Wallace MacDonald,
Walter Long and Eugenie Besserer.
Edward Jose will direct.
Many of the famous ball players
of the National and American
leagues have found positions with
the film companies on the Pacific
coast and are appearing in screen
productions incog while they are
playing winter baseball in southern
California.

Lund an Independent
Al Santell expects to spend the
O. A. C. Lund formerly a director
with Fox and Universal is reported next two weeks in cutting the film
about to start his own producing for "Upper Three and Lower Four,"
unit. The first production is ex- a comedy produced at Universal.
GAUSMAN
pected to be "Love and the Woman."

SHOULD
A
WOMAN
TELL?
Ask Metro

Cumberland Signs with Mrs. Drew
John Cumberland has been enIn the suit of Willard Kent against
gaged by Mrs. Sidney Drew to pl^Athe Rolfe Photoplays, Metro and the leading role in a new series o)
Quality Pictures to recover for in- two reel comedies based on "After
juries received when a staircase fell, will
Thirty,"
by Julian Street. Pathe
distribute.
Supreme Court Justice Newburger
has granted an application by the
defendants to dismiss the suit unless
Griffith Got Yonkers Upset
the plantiff complies in 20 days with
an order to file bond to pay the
D. W. Griffith, when out in California used to motor to Santa Ana
costs if he loses the suit.
or San Pedro to watch his pictures
The law firm of Hirsch, Sherman in a local film theater. Now that
& Limburg has filed suit in the he is in New York he has to visit
some other of the subSupreme Court against the Master Yonkersurban and
towns.
Productions, Ltd., to recover a balThe other night the producer sent
ance of $7,300 due for legal services
rendered in December 1917, and in a print of "The Greatest Question"
1918, in passing in film contracts. his first picture for First National
in Yonkers
and
The firm claims that a reasonable to the Hamilton
later went there with Dorothy and
value of the services was $10,000.
Lillian Gish, Clarine Seymour, Rich-,
ard Barthelmess
and others of his
Four New
for four
"U" new staff with him.
A girl in the audi-'
Universal
has Stories
purchased
Griffith and -wenti'
stories which will go into produc- ence recognized
up to him and asked whether
he
tion about the first of the year.
wasn't the famous
director.
Right ij
They are:
"The Forged Bride" by J. G. after that the party had no more n
Hawks. This will be used for Mary
'
• privacy.
McLaren.
Loew's
Buffalo Theater $3,000,000 i.
"The Red Lane" by Francis Holman Day is another and the' other
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
two are "The Primrose Path" by
Buffalo, N. Y.— The cost of site,
Bayard Veiller and "The Way of the and
building
of the new
Marcus
World" by Clyde Fitch.
Loew theater which will be built at
Washington
and Mohawk
Sts. will
Connolly Leaves Hearst
be $3,000,000.
M. J. Connolly of the Interna."Associated with Loew in the entertional Film Service and, for many
prise are R. R. Bongard and W. S.
years, assistant to "Zit" in the dra- Thorburn of Toronto. Construction
matic department of the New York is expected to start in April and
Evening Journal, 'has resigned from completed in about a year.
the Hearst Organization to embark
The plans call for a 4,000 seat
in the motion picture and dramatic house. In order to secure the proper
agency field. He has entered into frontage and depth about a dozen
partnership with Henry Sanger who pieces of property, had to be bought
has, for a long time, successfully costing way up in the hundreds of
conducted an agency of this nature thousands of dollars.
from his offices in tlie Fitzgerald
building. Mr. Connolly enters upon
his new venture on Monday.
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
,.
Albany — Articles of incorporation jl
Hobart Henley, who produced
falo Theaters,
company
do jj
been filed Inc.
herea by
Loew's toBuf"
"The Gay Old Dog," and whose have
general theatrical business.
All of
most recent work, "Skin Deep" is the incorporators were Buffalo men
on a trip which wil bring him to 16
Albert il,
key cities, where- he will confer with and are H. W. Huntington.
leading exhibitors in each territory. E. Jones and James E. Kelh'.

In the Courts

Adversity Respects No One
And like lightning, it does not forewarn.
Your star, your director, your studio,
your negative are indispensable to your
success. Insurance costs are comparatively small and they absolutely protect
you. Don't take unneceseary chances.
It is often the differ-ence between success
and failure.

There is only one way
to judge a poster, and that
is by the box-office results
it gets. So judged the
RITCHEY

poster is in-

fnitely superior to

all

others.

RITCHEY
I>lTHO.

COKP.

406 W. 31st St.,N.Y., Phone Chelsea 8388

mm

Friday,

Lightless Broadway

I 16 Detroit Theaters

1^^
[Continued from Page 1)
leretofore announced. The San
"rancisco theater will be at Market
md Taylor Sts. and will seat about
1,700. The Los Angeles theater will
)e on Broadway running through
irom Spring to Sixth Sts., in the
leart of ihe city.
"It will probably take years," said
^r. Loew," before these are com)leted. We are having trouble in
:ven securing draughtsmen to draw
)lans for the houses."

[Continued from Page 1)
could not be notified, it was deferred
until to-night.
Inquiries made at the Capitol,
Rialto, Rivoli and Strand, as to {he
theaters'
course on affirmative
the move brought
forth a unanimous
answer

to
comply of
to the
committee's
Directors
all the
theaters request.
deemed
a duty to help the Government in
such a situation.
Marcus Loew stated last night that
the committee met as a result of information from Washington. He intimated that drastic action might
have been taken otherwise and sum[Continued from Page 1)
med up the situation by stating, "We
'producing organizations that have
thought
it best to act."
)een in circulation- during the last
ew weeks.
An entire floor of the building
F. P. Buys "Toilers of the Sea"
Famous Players have purchased
opposite the Lamb's
Club at 13335-137 West 44th St., has been re- the internationally known novel
Tiodeled for the purposes
of the "Toilers of the Sea" by Victor Hugo.
3eck interests.
Production will probably be started in the spring. The completed
! The ClifTside studios, recently rehamed the Leah Baird studios, at product will go out as a special.
Zliffside, N. J., are in process of
■emodeling to take care of further
-)roduction.

December
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Realart
Pictures
have a special
lobby tions
display
theirexchanges
producnow readyforin alltheir
throughout
the country
for all
their bookings.
Look them over
and see how this enterprising concern will assist you in getting
"them" up to the box office.
KBAUS
MFG. Co.
320 W. 42nd St.
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant

Gibraltar Pictures

Richards Here
; E. V. Richards of the Saenger
Amusement Co., New Orleans arrived in New York, Wednesday eveling for the first time since his atack of Louisiana malaria.
: He will remain here for several
veeks.

y- ,^^
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PROMISES ARE SACRED"

LOUIS

L CANDLER.
BlD"6.
220
W. 42 ST.
ROOMy
r-,
TILEfKONe/

\ V^r200J-20ll

FORMERLY

MEYER

BRODA

& MEYER

TITLES

The
Transatlantic
Boarding School Girls
Will Make Their Debut.

and

WILFRED LUCAS

THES^IIHIN,

LETTERED

A

WANTS

TO KNOW

INC.

- ILLUSTRATED - PHOTOGRAPHED
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
PROCESS TrPLES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS

PHONE

CALL

WILL

BRYANT
220 WEST 42nd ST.

BRING

SAMPLES
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- ROOM

2004

;,THEWHICH
IS
INFERIOR

Two Reels.
Twice a Month.

Writing and Directing

HAND

1 (One hundred Jitles ^ Day.)

IkLU/TRATION

With the New Year
In New Comedies

BESS MEREDYTH

ART TITLES

WHERE PROMISES ARE KEPT

Australian Features
ACME

AGENCY

Manufacturers'

2623 Grand Central Term. Bg.

Addreaa
Care Snowy Baker
84 Oxford Street
Sydney, N. S. W. Australia
Cable Address

New

•MAKES

York City

Telephone, Vanderbilt 8225
Ask Acme— They Have It

"Snowing Sydney"

YOU

Agents
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WHAT
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SEE-

WHY ARE EXHIBITORS CALLING FOR FILMUSIC
SERVICE MORE AND MORE EVERY DAY?

YOU

HEAR

WHAT

YOU

The Studio, The Cutting
Room,
The Editor, Home,
FOR—
School or Church.
A demonstration
Will Convince You.
Howells

Company
Cine Equipment
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The Lure of ^^Movie Profits'^
(Continued from Page

1)

What about assets? To be sure the manipulators show great
sets of figures — but — 3^ou notice that they try to sell their stock
to those who DO NOT UNDERSTAND those figures, rather
than to men who know the industry.

If figures are so wonderful- why go to the "sucker money" for
finances?
Of course there is plenty of money in the country now.

Most

everyone would like to be in the film business. That's fine. I
have no objections. But — the "outsider" should know fully the
actual ability of the man who is selling the stock to deliver
success.

Wonderful descriptive writers have told of the marvelous creative and inventive taler>ts of the big New York executives who
are really only financial manipulators. To those in the industry
who really know, these word paintings are always funny. But
it has been an accepted custom of condoning these press agent
heraldings and finally by sheer persistent trumpeting some people have come to believe that these manipulators are g;?eat "film
men," that they have had "visions," that they have been personally responsible for the creation of great productions.
Many astute minds have wondered often at the persistent
efforts to establish trade marks in the film industry. It is admitted that you cannot standardize individual artistic effort. Every
attempt has failed — shades of H. O. Davis of Triangle, how well
film men know this and yet they try to .establish trade marks —
why? I would say that maybe we might reasonably suspect the
desire to sell stock.
The public should remember the fate of stock that has been
sold in the past in the film business on the trade mark standardization idea.
It is an indisputable fact that practically ALL the great films
have been the result of individualistic efifort — not the result of
organization or an attempt to standardize.
Some producing distributing organizations have added greatly
to their PRODUCING prestige in the minds of the public by
having managed to arrange to DISTRIBUTE certain big special
films that were NOT PRODUCED by the organization Init by
individuals.
The film industry will be greatly damaged if the public is
milked again by unscrupulous manipulators.
The public should be made aware of the fact that individual
creators are the reaF factors in making successful films.
The public should be informed that the individual creators
always will be the important factors in producing profit bringing
films.
Get this fact and let it sink.
GREy\T theaters showing FAIR films can never successfully
compete with FAIR theaters showing GREAT films.
Furthermore bricks and mortar can be thrown together much
easier than the component parts of a great film. The answer to
that is that individuals capable of making GREAT films will
always automatically find GREAT theaters waiting for exhibition purposes.

A PRESENTATION

is a Menace.

It is said that Wall Street has been promised by a certaii
executive who is now acquiring theaters that once he secure
some theaters he will immediately terminate the present systen
by which the big individual creators, stars and directors are mak
ing so much money. It is said that Wall Street was made t«
believe that once the theaters were tied up then no individua
creator would be allowed to make more than $1,000 a week wit
the difference between the present income of such stars as Chapi
lin and Pickford which runs to millions and the new regime o
the $50,000 a year salary job for them, all to go to Wall Street a:
additional profits.
To anyone who knows the film industry such statements o;
"controlling the creator" are really ridiculous but it is a dangerous condition to have such thoughts put in the minds of Wa
Street to be passed on to "sucker money."
The real factors in the film industry are individual creators oi
production and theater owners.
The manipulators have profited hugely by manipulating bot
the individual producer and the theater owner.
But the important factors are aroused. Both the creators and
exhibitors are in revolt against the "milking manipulator." The
creator in the future will work direct with the exhibitor.
The manipulator seeing this coming now is turning to the good
old system of "milking tlie public" by "sucker money stock."
The public should be warned.
Investors should be advised that the film industry is daneffort. gerous, highly specialized and dependent entirely on individual
Where stock is offered, investors should carefully ascertain
the merit of the individual creator.-; in that company and just
how long they are tied up with that company.
That is the important thing to consider.
The past success of a successful ma
nipulator is surely not a criterion of the future
THE FlLAi

INDUSTRY HAS CHANGED.
Today and for the fut ue 't iL,
in the hands of individual creative producers and individual!} ■
capable theater owners.
It is the duty of every theater owner to guide the stock buyingij
public in the present situation. Use your house program td!
advise them of the facts and take the time to persuade your locall
newspapers to investigate this matter.
Boys, you know "sucker money" is a menace because a "stung
sucker" becomes a "movie knocker." Do your bit. Tell them
the truth. Make them come to you for facts before investing
their money.

And above all save them from putting it back of trade marks." -i
You can readily explain how you buy films by considering INDIVIDUALS not TRADE MARKS.

(aXu'I
WORTH

Ciai**'''^*"^*^

HAVING
??
Production Cost, $300,000.
AND WORTH
EVERY PENNY OF IT.
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Decision Reversed

jecond Lab for Pathe

In Suit for Legjd Services Against
Mary Pickford—
Involved$5,000 Fee

'o Be Built in New Jersey-Expected
to Cost About $1,200,000
To Build
It is understood on unimpeachble authority that Pathe is to build
second laboratory for the manfacture of raw stock. The plant
i being projected in New Jersey alliough at this time, the site has
ot been definitely selected.
The entire enterprise is expected
3 involve the expenditure of $1,200,00.
It is also learned that the Long
sland plant which is to cost in the
eighborhood of $700,000 will not
et under way, so far as actual contruction is concerned until the
pring.
When Paul Brunet of Pathe was
sked regai-ding this report, he said
t was a "false rumor."

Mid-West Hit
>arge and Small Towns in Iowa,
and Nebraska Affected by Coal
Shortage

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
I Omaha — All theaters in Des
*loines, Council Bluffs and other
ities in Iowa, and in Omaha, and
'mailer cities in Nebraska, have
leen closed by order of the local
uel administrations as a result of
he coal strike. No relief for.busiress is seen as it is expected to take
ome time even after the strike is
Jnded before a sufficient supply of
uel will be assured to keep homes
{Continued on Page 4)
Williams

in Los

Angeles

Selig's
Hansen

million dollar
arid released

animal
serial "The
Lost
by Warner Bros.— Advt.

Gov't
Suing General
The defunct General Film is party
to a suit brought against it by the
Government which claims $11,394
with interest at the rate of 1 per
cent, a month from March 31, 1914.
The action is based on a claim
that the net taxable income of

general for 1914 was $1,139,500 in{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
stead of $66,513 as shown by the
Los Angeles — J. D. Williams of
'irst National is in town. H. O. report of the company, filed with
khwalbe is also here, "on a vaca- the Collector of Internal Revenue.
ion."
Louis Weinberger, as attorney
for
the trustee, filed objections to
' Brockliss Returning to England
J. Frank Brockliss, who has been the claim of the United States, conIn this country for several months
tending on behalf of the trustee
eturns to London on the Imperator
that
footage
charge was a deductible
m Wednesday.
He will be back here sometime item under the law, being a part of
Ti February.
the cost of operation and leasing
of films.
DeMille Film at Broadway
The decision in this matter is
Cecil DeMille's "Male and Fe- naturally of importance to the crednale" will be switched from the
itors, as the claim of the Governlialto to Moss' Broadway beginning
ment,
if allowed, is entitled to prioro-morrow.
I In addition \o this the Parisian
ity of payment, and might also he
l-^ashion Frolic will be continued of importance as affecting film corndefinitely.
porations in a similar manner.

Ince

City"

starring

Juanita

Denies Report

The Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court yesterday reversed
the decision of the lower court in
a suit by Samuel M. Field, who
was attorney in 1915 for the Mutual
Film Co. in a suit against Mary
Pickford to recover $5,000 for services in aiding her to make the
contract with Adolph Zukor in 1916
by which she earned $1,080,000 in
two years.
Mr. Field, while acting as attorney for Mutual at time, alleged in
his suit that John R. Freuler, president of Mutual, was then negotiating for Miss Pickford's services at
$15,000 a week and Miss Pickford
was then trying to be relieved of a
verbal contract with Mr. Zukor and
also an optional contract with Benjamin B. Hampton.
Mr. Field alleged that under these
circumstances Miss Pickford and
her mother came to him seeking his
advice as to being relieved of both
these contracts in order to be an
agent to make a new contract. He
testified that as a result of his advice, the new contract with Zukor
was finally made by which Miss
Pickford earned the large sum stated
and he contended that after the arrangements were made with Zukor
and a contract entered into, that
Miss Pickford and her rrtother
brought the contract to him and
finally en"was
contract the
this
when tered
into between
defendant
and
{Continued on Page 4)

The folowing telegram has been
received from Thomas H. Ince, president of Associated Producer-s "The
Big Five" relative to the report published by a .trade paper last week
which said that Walter E. Greene
had been offered the executiveship
Consolidation in Augusta, Ga.
of the releasing company which will
handle the directors' productions.
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
"No truth in report that Walter
.Augusta, Ga. — A consolidation of
E. Greene will head the distributing
theaters has been perfected here becompany. No one to date has been
tween S. A. Lynch of Atlanta and
selected.
the
New
Modjeska
Co.
"Thomas
H. Ince."
Frank J. Miller will assume management of the Wells, Modjeska,
Neilan Coming East
Grand,
Strand,
Rialto and New ModLos Angeles — Marshal Neilan will
go to New York in about two weeks
The only independent theater in
or just as soon as his first produc- jeska.
town is the Dreamland.
tion is completed. The print will
come east with Mr. Neilan. The
picture will play the New Yorkj'
Strand.
Neilan will remain in New York
over the holidays.
Cincinnati House for Famous
Cincinnati — It is reported that
Famous Players have just completed
a deal for the erection of a theater
at Vine and Fifth Sts. in the downtown district of the city.

THE

INDIVIDUAL CREATORS IKNOW ARE NOT
MONEY MAD, BUT THEY
DO RESENT PAYING
HEAVY TAX TO THOSE
WHO DO NOT EARN IT.
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Quotations
Bid
Famous Players....
Goldwyn
Loew, Inc
Triangle
Unit. Pict. Prod...
World Film

Asked Last
90 93%
30 32
313/^ 3l7/s
10
—

Sale
90M
30
31^
%
lO-K 10%
—
J^

{Special to H^ID'S DAILY)
Hollywood — Morris R. Schlank,
producer of the Hank Mann Comedies, has leased a portion of the new
Francis Ford Studio owing to increased activity in his productions.
Edfrid Bingham, of the Goldwyn
scenario department, is author of the
two popular novels "Art Thou the
Man?" and "The Heart of Thunder

Wid- less — Hopeless
Gentlemen :

Hollywood,

Calif.

Am sending check as per enclosed bill for another year's
subscription to WID'S.
To be Widless is to be hopeless as far as real live motion
picture news is concerned,
therefore,
I refuse to be Widless.
' Most sincerely,
GEORGE BEBAN.

Mountain."
Italian Actors
Arrive
Madge Kennedy is appearing in
Three Italian film actors, with
"The Blooming Angel," a new Goldwyn picture, the story written by names that, euphemistically, are
Wallace Irwin, serially in the Satur- knockouts have arrived on board the
"Belvidere" from Italy to appear in
daj- Evening Post.
pictures here. That are Ciofarri AlConway Tearle, has been secured
fonso, Rosfini Archmute and Amilby Harry Garson to play the leading oare Possacantansh.
man role opposite Clara Kimball
Young in her latest picture, "The
One Martin— Gaumont Film
Forbidden Woman."
During her two months' stay in
Douglas Fairbanks has engaged New
York, Vivian Martin made a
Henry Clive, celebrated American
artist, to furnish a series of artistic production for Gaumont. In the supporting cast were H. E. Herbert
paintings to accompany the titles of
his forthcoming production, "When and Hugh Thomspon.
the Clouds Roll By," to be released
through United -A.rtists.
Will Release "ABC of Love" Dec. 14
December 14 has been selected by
Work on "The Strange Boarder," Pathe as the date on • which Mae
the third of the starring vehicles of

Indiana Men Plan House
Columbia City, Ind. — A site for a
motion picture house seating from
1,200 to 1,500 persons is being considered here by Fred Marsches. the cowboy actor. Will Rogers, unThere is no modern theater here at
der the direction of Clarence Badger,
present.
is nearing completion. In this picture Roger's little son Jimmy has a
Maynard to Appear in "Determina- good part and leading roles are filled
tion
by Irene Rich, James Mason, Jack
Richardson and Sidney Dean.
Lieut. B. W. Maynard the "Flying
Parson" has been signed to appear
Bessie Barriscale has just grven
in "Determination" the special production which will be made by the $275 for a purse called "The Bessie
U. S. Photoplay Corp. The picture Barriscale Handicap." The race will
seven and one-half furlongs. J.
•will feature four international sport- be
Warren Kerrigan, who is also a
ing events.
Ted Sloan, the famous jockey is great lover of highbred horseflesh,
has also given a purse for this series
also under contract to do the racing of
races.
stunt in the picture while an endeavor is being made to secure a chamLew
Collins, who starred in Klaw
pion auto racer and Jack Dempsey
to do the pugilistic episode.
and Erlanger's, Chicago' productions
of "The Fortune Hunter" and "Comrnon Clay," has forsaken the footlights and accepted a stock contract at the Brunton studios. He will
play an important role in Bessie
Barriscale's next production.

SHOULD
A
WOMAN
TELL?
Jsk Metro

DAILV
Ford Directing Ferguson
^
Hugh Ford has started work^
"Lady Rose's Daughter" with Elsi
Ferguson. It is being produced a
the Yonkers studios.
Series
Tower
way for
one reel

of Single Reel Chaplins
Film Corp. has plans unde
the release of a series
Chaplin comedies.

Three
New Hallmark Films
Hallmark has three pictures
course of titling and editing. On<It
was directed by Dallas Fitzgeralc
with Anna Lehr, another "HigF
Speed" a Charles Miller productior
and
the third
Veiled Marriage'!
a Kenean
Buel"The
production.
Masters and Clarendon Unite
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Albany — E. Lanning Masters and
K. B. Clarendon together with R,
E. Hickox are mentioned as the itii--,
corporators of the Security Picture!^
Corp. just granted a charter herej
The company will issue 1,250 shards
of preferred stock, $100. par value
and 1,250 common stock, no par
value.
Active capital is $131,250.
Neither
Masters
or
Clarendoa!
could
be reached
yesterday.
ff
is reported, however, that the nel
corporation
will star Arline Prettj
in a series of pictures.

Hutchinson
Near
Death
Murray in "ABC of Love" will be
James
Hutchinson,
one
of tl
let out. Leonce Perret wrote and
cameraman
filming
"The
Returl
directed the production.
Tarzan"
for the
Numa.
Pictures:
Corp. narrowly
esc'aped death oai
New Leah Baird Film
board
a steamer
which
took th|i
company to Jacksonville
for exterLeah Baird has started work' on
iors. He was perched on the outer:
"Cynthia
of the Minute"
by Louis
direct.
Joseph
Vance.
Perry Vekroff will railing of the boat shooting scenes!
along the deck when a wave carried'
the boat and Hutchinson
fell into
A Financial Slump
the sea. rescued
Gene
Pollar,
who
plays
"Tarzan"
him.
An affidavit filed in the Supreme
Court by M. L. Malevinsky, attorLederer with Realart
ney for Mary Pickford, states that
Realart announces the addition to
the cost of the recent trial of Cora
C. Wilkening's unsuccessful suit its exploitation staff of George W.
against Miss Pickford was $758, of Laderer, Jr. Lederer is at present
which $118 was paid to stenograph- in the Buffalo territory working on
ers. Counsel for Mrs. Wilkening has Realart's initial releases.
objected to an item of $35 for Mrs.
Charlotte Pickford, who Mr. Malevinsky said, had to come from Hollywood, Cal., for the trial. The charge
When you sit in a
could be made only for the part of
Mrs. Pickford's journey in New
York
State
and
the
iattorney
asks
Gale Henry is now being directed 8 cents a mile for 438 miles. The
by Tom Gibson.
crowded auditorium it's
charge is disputed by George Edwin
Phil Rosen has begun work on a Joseph for Mrs. Wilkening.
safe to bet that RITnew western melodrama, "The Jay- More
Members
for Texas
Circuit
bird," featuring "Hoot" Gibson and
Dallas, Tex. — The following have
Josephine Hill.
CHEY posters decobeen made members of the Texas
rate the lobby.
S. E. Schlager, is employed by J. Exhibitors' Circuit:
Albert Warren, Acme, Aransas
Parker Read, Jr. in the capacity of
Pass;
M.
K.
Boyett,
Lyric,
Brownexploitation manager.
wood; Boyette Bros., Colonial,
C. Lang Cobb, general manager of Bryan; Phipps & Leyton, MonoLITHO.
CORP.
Artcolor Pictures leaves New York
gram, Childress; Walger Bros., Le406W.31>t St..N.Y.. Pbone CheU«a 83M
to-morrow for Jacksonville to nego- roy, Lampasas; H. F. Lloyd, Colonial, Post; F. M. Palmer, Liberty,
tiate for and install studios for the
producing of Artcolor Photoplays in Ranger; A. W. Lily, Hippodrome,
Natural Colors. Suitable quarters Commerce; Lewis Bros., Electricfor the winter months to accomodate Palace, Tyler; B. C. Ball, Gem, Palestine; D. F. Prall, Rembert, Longthe Artcolor players will also be arview; W. A. Sturkert, Rex, Brenham.
ranged.

RITCHEY

1

»•<
Saturday,

PatlieNews
No.

99

ROME,

ITALY. — Despite internal disturbances, Italy unites as one in celebrating tlie first anniversary of tlie signing
of the Armistice.
CROTON, N. Y. — First winter overflow
In 14 years. Five incii overflow of dam
converts New Y'orli's reservoir into a
"Niagara Falls."
'
FT. BLISS, TEXAS. — Put "pep" in
their push — all is not drill and worry on
the Mexican border as troops enjoy frequent games <if pusliball.
A REVIEW OF EVENTS IN GRE.AT
BRITAIN. — London. — Armistice Day — on
11th hour of nth day of 11th montlf,
Englislimen bare their Iieads for one minute in silent tribute to martyred dead.
PARIS, FRANCE.— French ballots approve Peace Treaty — for weeks preceding
elections, the city was placarded witli
Icanipaign posters.
I IN THE LIMELIGHT.— Second Indusitriai Conference called by President —
Herbert Hoover, Oscar Straus and F. W.
Taussig are among the members.
GROTON. CONN.— United States submarine runs aground — R-6 is swept from
her anchorage by strong windstorm, and
grounded on rock.
: WASHINGTON, D. C— A "leap for Ufe"
'from an airplane. Sergt. Moon of the
Air Service demonstrates use of parachute in one of tlie most remarkable pictures ever taken.

to day

All-Goldwyn Bill in Twin Cities
Minneapolis — The Finkelstein and
Rubin theaters in St. Paul and Minneapolis are featuring an all-Goldwyn
bill this week. Goldwyn Pictures are
showing at the four theaters.
In St. Paul at the Garrick "The
World and Its Woman" is the feature. Rex Beach's "The Girl from
Outside" is at the Liberty. In Minneapolis the Lyric is running "The
World and Its Woman" and at the
Strand, "The Girl from Outside."
New Glaum Film Ready

To Open Christmas.
Chicago — Barbce's Loop Theater,
being erected on the site of the old
Inter-Ocean building on Monroe St.
is rapidly nearing completion. When
finished it will seat 1,000 persons all
on one floor. It is expected to open
about Christmas, with first-run pictures.

December

Herljert Rawlinson has been hanging around the Pennsylvania station
lately helping in the sale of the
Red Cross Christmas
Seals.

Helping the Actor's Fund
Famous flayers and Vitagraph
have each contributed $5,000 toward
"The Lone Wolf's Daughter" a the Actor's Fund while Elsie Fernew Louise Glaum production has
guson has contributed $2,500.
reached New York from the coast.
Released through Hodkinson with
pre-release
dates now
playing.
BELL-HOWELL
CAMERA
Wanted
Immediately
Special Presentation for "Husbands"
For Cash — Fully Equipped
The Capitol will cloak "Blind HusPerfect Condition
bands" with a special presentation
MR. BRESLAUER
.
next week when the production is
shown there. This will involve a speTelephone,
Kenmore
706
cial setting, a prologue and special
music.
Stahl to Direct Anita Stewart
John M. Stahl, who has been engaged by Louis B. Mayer as director for Anita Stewart, left for the
coast this week to begin work on
the Stewart production following
"The
Fighting
Shepherdess."
It is.
not definitely
decided just
what vehicle will be chosen for Miss

Stewart, but it will be either "The
Yellow Typhoon." Harold MacGrath's famous novel, or "We're All
Human." Scenarios and continuities for both these stories are already complete, so that in all probability Director Stahl will start
"The Sultan of Jazz" will be a
forthcoming Cuckoo comedy release shooting within a week or two after
through United.
his arrival at the coast.

Guts and Flashes

THE Sl5l2!AtoG

WANTS

■
TO KNOW

^ WHICH
IS
THE
INFERIOR
SEX

Edward Jose is directing "The
"The Heart
of aLoew
Gypsy"Circuit.
has beenIt Figthing Shepherdess" which is
booked
over the
is a Hallmark release with Florence nearing completion.
Billings.
Chicago police have granted the
film "For the Freedom of Ireland"
a permit to be shown in Chicago.
The picture is in five reels.
Ouida Bergere is up again after
spending several weeks under the
care of Dr. Joseph Nagel, at the
Pennsylvania Hotel for a complication of ailments.
George Romain, remembered for
his recent work in support of Marjorie Rambeau in "Eyes of Youth,"
is playing an important role in Numa
Pictures Corp's production of "The
Return of Tarzan," now being made.
June Caprice having recovered
from a severe attack of the grippe
which stopped work on her latest
picture,
"LittleandMother
Hubbard^'
has
recovered
returned
to the
studio at Fort Lee.
The title, of "At the Barn," Constance Talmadge's third First National picture, from the London comedy of the same name by Anthony
Wharton, has been definitely changed
to "Two Weeks." "Two Weeks"
will be released on January 5.

6, 1919

BIG WORK

WANTED

Cameraman of International experience seeks opportunity where
knowledge and ability will prove
worth while.
Address A. B.
% PTids

Saturday,

December

DAILY

6, 1919

KINOGRAMS
THIS
TIMK
WE
AllK
PREPARED.
— Tliousiinds of motor trucks, airplanes,
rast stores of supplies and a kost of welltrained men wait along the Rio Grande
for service in fevered Mexico.
DIVES 860 FEET INTO SEA.— New apparatus tried out In Massachusetts Bay
takes diver down to record depth by man.
BIGGEST VOLCANO CAVES IN.— A
to
party of scientists makes expedition of
Tlslt the crumbling pit in the crater
Hawaii.
Kilauea,
rreat Mount
WHERE THE BARBELS ALL, GO.—
Since prohibition lias come aU good oak
barrels go to the oil trade where they are
r tli»n cans. Great stores ready
cheape
Id San Francisco.
^
_
TS.- C.
CONVERT ARMY TRANSPOR
in
s
vessel
B. Shipping Board makes over
rs
New York Harbor that carried soldie
BO that they can be put back in passen
'Vw''*t6rKS WATER OVER THE
TOP— Record flow for winter season
and wastes 2,000,000 galfloodslons areservoir
day at Croton. „.__
-^t^ii-p
.MAKING EYES FOB THE NAVY
in Washingwar born plant actur
Scenes in a the
its
es
manuf
navy
ton where
lenses and all <>P"^»> '^fX^'tfA 1.A11K —
WILD DUCKS FLOCK TO /ARK.—
from
Thousands of water fowl migrating
winter at
their arctic nesting grounds
is
no shooting
Cal., where
Lake,
Slow

'ToOM^rN'^NEW OIL FIELD
-Derricks
near Shreveport.
standing like a forest
mark spot where latest prospects
La

of

'"Ix^l^d'fkom'the
world for
al scenes of the Palo Seco

LIFE — Cnusn
colon.y where lepers of Panama
terned

are in-

DISTRIBUTED BY
REPUBLIC DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
Haymarket, Chicago, Sold
Chicago— The Haymarket, in West
Madison St., east of Halsted, has
been sold for $225,000. It will be
remodeled into an up-to-date picture
house.
Hugh Thompson will support Leah
Baird in a new Artec produetion.
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
more demonstrates' her magnificent art in
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
We have made for this production a
very artistic lobhy display together
with reproductions in fac-simile oil
paintings from her latest poses in
various
sizes.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42d Street
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant

Once

Send Us Your
^y^SrS Junk Film
INTERSTATE
<a REFINING
23 Commercial St.

SMELTING
COMPANY
NEWARK.

N J.

STUDIO
WANTED
Fully equipped
First-class Only
Immediate Possession for
Long
Term
MR. BRESLAUER
220 West 42d Street
Room 2005
Bryant 6492

Mid-West Hit

Decision Reversed

(Continued from Page 1)
and essential businesses from suffering. The order closing the theaters
went into effect Monday.
The final week during November
saw the coldest weather this section
has recorded for that time of year
and the first day of December came
with bitter cold weather the thermometer registering far below zero.
Sunday night the last open night
for the theaters saw them crowded.
The Rialto in Omaha had widely advertised Mary Pickford^ in "Heart
of the Hills." The Sun in Omaha
was celebrating its third anniversary. The Strand was showijng'
"Male and Female" after a big advertising campaign. Huge crowds
waited in the lobbies during each
show and thousands were turned
away.

{Continued from Page 1)
Zukor he carefully examined same,
made suggestions with reference to
his provisions and safeguarded the
interests of the defendant." For his
services he alleges that $5,000 was
reasonable.

The Appellate Division in reversing the lower
decision which
dismissed thecourt's
complaint on the
ground that Field was then attorney for Mutual and could not be
employed by another client since the
interests were adverse, says that
while the law is settled that an attorney cannot serve two masters or
represent adverse interests, in this
case he had obtained the free consent of Mr. Freuler to act for Miss
Pickford and that he was actually
also aiding Mutual, and for this reason the Court decides that the issues
Theaters in Columbus, Atkinson must be heard fully by a jury and
the
is likely to be tried again
and O'Neill, Nebraska, were closed in a case
few months.
a week ago because of the fuel
shortage. In Iowa the shows had
been closed in Minden and other
Arizona
Exhibitors
to Expand
small places.
{Special to fVID'S DAILY)
Today it is estimated fifty per
Los Angeles— It is learned here
cent of the theaters throughout Iowa that
Richards and. Nace of Phoenix,
and Nebraska are closed because of
Arizona plan building in Tucson,
the strike.
Prescott and Glendale.
They own the Palatial Strand, the
Situation in Chicago
in Phoenix.
Hip and Lamara
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Crandall Promotes Payette
Chicago — Over four hundred motion picture theaters and thirty le{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
gitimate theaters throughout the
Washington — ^Harry Crandall has
city presented lightless canopies and
d John J. Payette assistant
billboards in compliance with the appointe
general manager of the Crandall
order of the public utilities com- Circuit.
mission issued Tuesday. Although
Payette was at one time manager
the theaters were opened for business, under a new lease of life of Crandall's Metropolitan.
granted by the authorities, which
For the Open
Market
theatened on Monday to close every
theater in the city, managers were
Murray W. Garsson of Foundation
warned that unless the ban on lights Film Corp. states that "The Blindwas complied with they would sufness of Youth" will be released via
fer a complete shutting off of all the state right market* and not
power, light and heat. The coal through one of the large distributing
situation has grown acute and with organizations as reported.
only about fourteen days' supply on
"America" Series Finished
hand for all purposes, it is feared
schools, churches and theaters will
.A.rvid E. Gilstrom diretcor of the
have to follow the closing of many
series of "So This is America" has
other industries now allowed only completed
the series
12, with Jack
enough heat to prevent sprinkler Gardiner featured. of
Paramount release.
systems from freezing.
Victor Goes to Cleveland
Leon Victor has gone to Cleveland and other Central Western
cities to get under way the opening gun in the exploitation for "In
Old Kentucky" the Mayer-Stewart
production.
The picture will open in Detroit
on the 21st. The week following engagements will be started in St/(
Louis, Cleveland, Kansas City,
Minneapolis, St. Paul, and other
cities through
the territory.

Four Capitol Comedies
Goldwyn will release in December
and January four of the Capitol
Comedies: "Darn That Stocking,"
"Two Dollars Please," "Matrimony
Acts," and "One Dollar Down."

Two Reelers Are Popular
Chicago — S. L. Barnhard, president of Capital Film says that he
finds the demand for two reel dramas so great that he has had to
speed up production of his three
Sunday
Outlook
Better in Jersey companies who are turning out two
a month or 24 a year.
.'\dvocates of Sunday shows in
New Jersey are very much encourWilliams 111
aged over the action of the Jersey
C. Jay Williams, treasurer of the
City Chamber of Commerce in going on record as favoring legislation M.P.D.A. is suffering from an attack of mastoiditis. He has so far
which would allow the people to decide whether they wanted Sunday escaped an operation but it may
shows or not.
prove necessary eventually.
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READY
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Producer.
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the
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Jusi Red-blooded Adventure!
Thrilling Book!— A Gripping Picture!

F you want your patrons to forget home cares
and business worries, book "SOLDIERS OF
FORTUNE" for an early two- week run at your
theatre. Thrills? Nothing but — ! Love interest?
Say! Fearless riders and dauntless miners ! American engineers and Central American brigands!
Revolutionary chiefs! Beauteous maidens — in distress! Rescues, raids and love-making! Something
moving all the time, exactly as Richard Harding
Davis imagined it and as Allan Dwan alone can
picture it. If you are eager to give the public that
supports you the best entertainment of its life,
see the nearest Realart Exchi nge today for this
Realart Special!
(Presented by Mayflower Photoplay Corporation)

Realart
469 FIFTH
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Maurice Tourneur's
Paramount-Artcraft

VICTORY
Page
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I Constance Binney in
Realart

ERSTWHILE

Mary Pickford in
First National

HEART

O' THE

Robert Gordon and Sylvia Breamer in
Blackton Prod.— Pathe
Guy Empey
Select

in

THE

Dolores Cassinelli in

DAWN
Page 11

RIGHT

Capellani Prod.— Pathe
LOST

FROM

MONEY

MATRIMONY
Page 21

Florence Billings in . . . .THE HEART
Chas. Miller Prod.— Hallmark
Beatriz Michelena in. .THE
Robertson-Cole

STUFF

LIE

THE

"Chick" Sales to be starred by Robertson-Cole.
Wm. M. Vogel returns from abroad with statement
that there are 200 German
Tuesdayproducers in the field.

Duponts and other financial interests backing Goldwyn. Morgan Hobart made general business manaHenry
ger of International.
Isaac Wolper of Mayflower gets screen rights to
"Aphrodite."
Wednesday
Associated Producers deny any outside affiliation.
Goldwyn Pictures stock on curb market.
Jake Wells to develop theatrical enterprises in Virginia in conjunction with Wilmer and Vincent and
Keith interests.
Edward Godal of British and Colonial Kinematograph
Co. of London here to sign American stars and directors.
Thursday
Theaters in four states closed on account of fuel situation.
Art Unit Studios organized to establish unit studio
proposition.
Sydney A. Franklin to direct Robt. W. Chambers'
stories for Mayflower.
Thomas H. Ince elected Frpresident
of Associated Proiday
ducers.

Page 19

Robertson-Cole

SHORT

TO

Page 18

Madlaine Traverse in

Mary MacLaren in
Universal

HILLS
Page
7

UNDERCURRENT
Page 15

THE

Fox
H. B. Warner in
A FUGITIVE

SUSAN
Page
5

theaters in central West to close temporarily on account of fuel shortage.

HEART

OF A GYPSY
Page 25
OF JUANITA
Page 27

POINTING

FINGER
Page 29
Page 30

Broadway to be dark on account of fuel shortage.
Loew plans chain of 16 theaters in Detroit.
J. Frank Brockliss, Inc., and Arthur F. Beck interests
lined up with Gibraltar Pictures, British producing
unit.
Saturday
Thomas

H. Ince denies Walter E. Greene will lead

Associated Producers' distributing corporation.
Pathe reported about to start $1,200,000 laboratory
for raw stock. One already designed for Long
Island City.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good" — Benjamin Franklin.

^Jhe Jiaintjbr
Measure at
ike 'Bottom of
the Sea !

^Ihe "Race of Death he^
tu)een anJlutomohile
and aDiiotovcijcle I!
^ihe flight hij VHrplaneH!
Ihe 'Duel in the Ocean

Tiepths an

^arejuist afivO of the
hiq ihrills thatfotlou)
in dizzvj swccession in
this hair'^raisinojproduction.

gf LUCK

ithan ALL^STAE

CAST

hv} Cecil ^Raleigh &^ Henrij Tiamiltovi.
directed hij Vlaij C.SmalhOood. Scenario hi^ JtSj^ino.

METRO
PICTURES CORPORATION
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Tourneur Produces First Conrad Book to Be Picturized
Maurice Tourneur's
"VICTORY"
Paramount-Artcraft
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN

Maurice Tourneur

Joseph Conrad
Stephen Fox
Rene Guissart

AS A WHOLE
A thoroughly unusual picture.
An attempt to make brutality artistic.
STORY
Young man tries to isolate himself
from life but finds that nature is the ultimate
victor.
DIRECTION
Much of the strength of story
lost in picture.
Usual Tourneur touches.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Averaged good.
LIGHTINGS
Sufficient
CAMERAWORK
Some unusual shots
STAR
None.
Leads Seena Owen and Jack Holt
SUPPORT
Capable.
Characterization of Lon
Chaney especially good. Bull Montana scores.
EXTERIORS
Beautiful tropic scenes
INTERIORS
Meet requirements of story
DETAIL
Up to Tourneur standard
CHARACTER OF STORY
Artistically brutal
dealing with elemental emotions.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,735 feet
If you are looking- for the vinusual you will find
it in "A'ictory," the first of Joseph Conrad's books to
be put on the screen. It is certainly unusual enough
but it is a question as to whether your crowd is going
to like it. It deals with brutal elemental human emotions and is an attempt to make the brutal artistic.
It is a question whether or not this can be done.
Axel Heyst has adopted the philosophy of his dead
father, a celebrated writer, and has isolated himself
from all participation in life, taking up his residence
on a small island in the South Seas where his only

companion is a Chinese house l:)oy. There he spends
his time reading and studying.
Forced to go to a neighboring island on l)usiness he
falls in with Alma, a violinist in a ladies orchestra,
who is coveted by Schomljcrg, the (ierman owner of
the hotel. Because she is ill treated he pities her. In
the dead of night the two escape and ;i>urnc>- to his
island.
Schoml:)erg in revenge sets three desperadoes on
their trail, Jones, a well bred Englishman gone wrong,
Ricardo, a mixed l)reed of unknown origin, and Pedro
a Venezuelean native. These three are unprincipled
murderers and thieves. They visit the island and are
put up by Heyst. Ricardo finds Alma and falls in love
with her. He plans to kill Jones and Heyst and make
off with her. Jones discovers this and \vhcn lie finds
that Heyst has no treasure joins forces with him. Some
good fighting follows. Heyst kills Ricardo after the
latter has attempted his life and Pedro binds Jones
in a chair, throws him into the fire and calmly stands
and watches him burn. Ail this in revenge because
Jones had treated his brotlier in like fashion years
before.
As a result of all this Heyst finds that his philosophy
is false, that the l)ig thing in life and in nature is love,
the desire of a man for a mate. Although during their
residence on the island together Heyst had treated
Alma coldly he now realizes that he loves, her, the
realization coming because he has fought and killed
for her.
The characterization of Lon Chaney as Ricardo and
that of Bull Montana as Pedro were especially well
handled. Wallace Beery as Shomberg left much to
be desired. Jack Holt as Heyst was never called
upon for much acting and Seena Owen was fair as
Alma. Others in the cast were Laura Winston and
George NichoUs.

Play up Tourneur and Joseph Conrad the Author
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is the first Joseph Conrad book to be adapted
to the screen, and that is the thing that you want to
lay the most emphasis on. Conrad's followers number well up into the hundreds of thousands and his
admirers will naturally be interested in seeing one
of his most successful books in pictures.
Do not use the title extensively — it's real meaning
is too elusive.
Make your appeal for business among

the more intelligent element in your community. Reach
out and try to get the ones who are not regular patrons.
Circularize all the clubs of a literary nature and let
them know that you have a Conrad picture coming.
But before you start any of this and determine for
yourself whether it is suitable for the people patronizing your theater. And be careful of the children at
matinees— it's too red blooded for them.
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Glean Amusement Plus a Finished Production Equals Success
Constance Binney in

laurels considerably by her performance in the role
of the little Dutch girl.

"ERSTWHILE SUSAN"
Realart
DIRECTOR

John S. Robertson

IAUTHOR
Adapted
Helen R. Martin.

from

"Barnabetta"

by

SCENARIO BY
Kathryne Stuart
CAMERAMAN
Roy Overbaugh
AS A WHOLE
Pleasing entertainment afforded
by human characterization and typical atmosphere.
STORY

A depiction of life as found among the
Pennsylvania
Dutch;
effective but a trifle
overdrawn.

DIRECTION
Showed a keen appreciation of the
artistic and technical quality of picture production.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Always good
LIGHTINGS
Well judged
CAMERA WORK
Quite satisfactory
STAR
Vivacious and natural as well as being
mighty good to look at.
SUPPORT
Well selected cast provided capable
support.
EXTERIORS
Admirably suited to the action
INTERIORS
Appeared real
DETAIL
Attention to little things as well as the
big worked out harmoniously.
CHARACTER OF STORY
wholesome amusement.
LENGTH

OF PRODUCTION

Reliably clean and
About 5,000 feet

To start off with the Realart organization had something worth while to work on when they got "Erstwhile Susan." Plus a good foundation they secured
Constance Binney for a leading role, that of Barnabetta, quite a happy selection for the star of one of
last season's successes, '39 East," has added to her

"Erstwhile Susan" hasn't any terribly "big motments," and there isn't much effort at anything big
in fact, but the entire company has contributed finished
performances and the director has used every opportunity to advantage thereby giving to the pictureloving public all that could be desired for an evening's
entertainment.
There is little to criticise unless it might be that the
depiction of life among the Pennsylvania Dutch may
be considered to be a little overdrawn. It is generally
conceded that the women were pretty much occupied
with household duties and perhaps bore the greater
part of the domestic worries, but probably some of
these people would object to being credited with using
the horsewhip on their young.

Miss Binney as "Barnabetta" is the servant of her
father and two brothers until "pop" up and marries
[uliet Miller (Erstwhile Susan). Juliet has money
and being aware that friend husband will have to concede to her wishes if he would keep in her financial
graces, she proceeds to make some changes in the old
home, among them the regeneration of Barnabetta.
Constance graduates from college, valedictorian of
her class and becomes secretary to David Jordan, a
candidate for Governor. Due to her efforts Jordan is
elected and the little romance which has been caused to
lie dormant, comes to life and at the close you find
Barnabetta as the Governor's wife, ready for the inau-

gural ball.
Throughout the production the humorous bits
stand out as really worth while and portions of the dialogue used in the play have been retained and will be
sure to please. Jere Austin gave a very satisfactory

portrayal and Mary Alden as "Erstwhile Susan" will
secure many of the laughs. Others who appeared were
Alfred Hickman, Bradley Barker, George Renavent,
Leslie Hunt and Anders Randolf.

You Can Make Promises and Be Justified
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
To those looking for amusement — clean, wholesome
amusement — this is a little surprise party all by itself.
There is human characterization and a sustained in-

tle lady has an abundance of vivacity and puts genuine enthusiasm into the part of the little Dutch girl.

terest throughout, plus good humor that doesn't smack
of artificiality.
Added to this you have a really delightful personality in Constance Binney who comes to the screen
after a highly successful appearance as the star of

You needn't be afraid to make promises in connecr*'
tion with "Erstwhile Susan" and you have all the advertising and exploiting possibilities that you could
desire. The title should be familiar to most folks on
account of its long run in New York with Mrs. Fiske
in the leading role and later for its presentation in

New York's recent stage success, "39 East."

many cities throughout the country.

The lit-
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OPPORTUNITY
OPPORTUNITY is the loudest knocker in the world, yet
sometimes the most difficult to hear. That's because there
are those who have ears that will not hear and eyes that
refuse to see.

A lot of exhibitors have been howling for some time about somebody or other always trying to get the lion's share of profits by
imderground methods.

ANY

EXHIBITOR
BODY GET AWAY

THERE'S

A WAY

WHO WOULD LET ANYWITH ANYTHING WHEN
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DESERVES

TO LOSE.

NATIONAL PICTURE THEATRES, INC., is opportunity.
It offers the positive way out. It offers you your chance to assure
your profits for yourself now and for all time.
NATIONAL

PICTURE

THEATRES,

INC., offers you the

opportunity — now — either to listen or to refuse to hear; either
to see or purposely to blind yourself.

NATIONAL PICTURE THEATRES," INC.
Lewis J. Selznick
President
729 Seventh Avenue
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A Picture of the Type that Made Mary Famous Excellently Done

DIRECTOR

Mary Pickford in
"HEART
O' THE
HILLS"
First National
S. A. Franklin

[AUTHOR
John Fox, Jr.
SCENARIO
BY
Bernard
McConville
CAMERAMAN
Charles Rosher
AS A WHOLE
A real old-fashioned Pickford
picture, excellently produced.
STORY
Kentucky mountain locale with plenty
of comedy, pathos and melodrama.
DIRECTION
The intricacies of the plot get
lost once or twice — otherwise very fine.
PHOTOGRAPHY
High class
LIGHTING
Most satisfactory
CAMERA WORK
Very good
STAR
Shows all her famous moods and registers every point.
SUPPORT
All commendable; Harold Goodwin
great.
EXTERIORS
Pretty and atmospheric
INTERIORS
Few and sufficient
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Should appeal to all
but brutal action at end is unwarranted.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,329 feet

"Heart o' the Hills" is a great audience picture, being of the exact type which brought Mary Pickford
her present fame. The slapstick of "The Hoodlum"
and "Daddy Long Legs" is relegated quite out of
sight and in its place appear again the cuteisms and
mannerisms that Mary made famous long ago and
which no other screen actress has ever imitated.
The story is laid in the Kentucky mountains and
introduces Mary as Mavis Hawn, a twelve or thirteenyear-old youngster, who says "we-uns" in the subtitles and acts accordingly. Everyone is going
to get the real humor in the scene where
the two youngsters sit by the little pond preparatory
to fishing and Mavis refuses to put the worm on the

hook to the evident disgust of her companion.
Then later there is the regular old-fashioned barn
dance shindig in one of the little cabins. There is a
'ot of good comedy here, good because it is done so
"ell not because it is original by any means. Mary
slaps the city youngster's face when he puts his arm
around her preparatory to dancing and her mountain
swain g-ets terribly jealous.
The melodrama then enters the action in the shape
of a dishonest capitalist from the lowlands who aims
to get control of the land owned by Mavis' mother
because of its coal deposits. Steve, the boy's father,
and planted as the villain because it is supposed he
killed Mavis' father, marries the girl's mother 'and
thus gets control of the property for his dishonest
master. The mountaineers band together at night in
the white robes of the Night Riders and drive the intruders out of the locality, killing the dishonest capitalist. Mavis is arrested and tried in the mountain
court house for the murder. There is some fine pathos
in this sequence and sul:)sequently a bouquet of unexpected laughs when the prosecutor believing he has
convinced the jury of Mavis' guilt, is suddenly astonished to find every man in the box accusing himself
of the crime.
The action then becomes a little anti-climatic in
character when it shows Mavis going off to school and
seeing a railroad train for the first time and picturing
her fright over it. This is good for laughs, however.
and folks may forget the let down. There's a skip of
six years then and Mavis returns home just in time to
rescue her mother from her husband's terrible brutality while the mountain boy, returning at the same
time, finishes his father off with a sure shot. This part
of the film is a trifle brutal, all things considered, and
it would have been considerably better if some of the
flashes of the man maltreating the woman had been
eliminated. Of course, the childhood romance comes
to a happy conclusion and the picture finishes with
a grand laugh.

Promise a Typical Pickford Picture; They'll Like It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Any special stunts or unusual advertising that you
Be sure to let 'em know that the picture contains
do on this will surely be worth while for any crowd
^ lot of comedy and in regard to the juvenile humor in

It might
like it. td;„i
is going
iir.
oc! +u^ to"i-.r^;,.^\
c j •bei a good
"
iidea
,■ ^- to play
• i it
■.
up as the typical Pickford picture
and distinguish it
r
,
■
,.
,
.
m some way from her two immediately previous re-^ ^
leases which contained quite a lot of slapstick action,

°"t ^^^ ^^'^^ ^^^^^ ^* ^^ ^^^ excellent
^^^'^theP°^"*
^'""^ ^""^^ for
children,
*
.
.
.
This certainly is a sure-fire for your matinee crowds,
t-..
j
..• •
i x
i ^i
Direct your advertising appeal to women,
and the
men and children will just naturally be there.
picture

Is the woman crucified
on the cross of gold?
Every woman

will want

to know the answer to

A current
release
and the

this age-old but ever per

topic

tinent question.

of the hour.

VITHEN the human
^^ race dwelt in caves,
man stalked his mate
with the club or stone
hatchet. He clove the
woman of his choice on
the head and dragged
her off to his lair to be
His woman, to fetch and
carry and bear his children.
Woman was the slave to
man, to his desires, his
passions, his brute
strength.

And woman today — Has
her position changed?
Does man still stalk heJ
— not with the club — bu
with the lure of gold anf

position?
Is she yet free to choos^;
her mate, or is she sc
enmeshed in the web ol
social custom that she is
forced to sell herself to

the highest bidder in
The Beauty Market?

Ratherin^rtDonald
The American

in "THE BEAUTY
PRESENTS a startling solution to the
question in a drama of
society for people who
think.

The phenominal success
of this brilliant star in
"the Thunderbolt" will
assure every exhibitor of
tremendous crowds in
her second picture for
First National, "The
Beauty Market."

Beauty

MARKET"
A "First National'

From the story
"The

Bleeders"

By Margery Land May
Produced by the Katherine
MacDonald Pictures Corp'n
Directed by Colin Campbell
By arrangement with
Attractions Distributing Corp'n
B. P. Fineman, President.

HE'S BACK AGAIN

MAX

LINDER

The Famous French Comedian

Max Linder, the famous French comedian, has returned to the land of his former
triumphs.

His future residence will be Beverly Hills, Los Angeles.

Before leaving for America, Mr. Linder received notification from Monsieur
Pichon, French Minister of Foreign Office, that he was proposed for the Knight
of the Legion of Honor Gross, for services he had rendered his country during
the war.

Temporary address — Leonce Ferret's Office, 220 W. 42nd St., New

York City
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Production Artistic, But Is Not Entertainment

Well screened, but rather gruesome with elementary comedy relief and
scarcely any action.
STORY
Adapted from novel of same name;
hardly suited for screen production.
DIRECTION
Handled situations well but had
little material to work on.
PHOTOGRAPHY
First rate

Robert Gordon for the greater part of the time, plays
a blind boy and it is doubtful whether the spectator
will want the hero without sight. Sylvia Breamer in
the feminine lead is pleasing and the production, from
a technical point of view, is creditable.
Keith Burton, who had been refused for the army
because of his eyesight, falls from a tree while at play
and after some time, his vision becomes dimmed. The
fall evidently has had a bad effect upon his eyesight,
for before long he wakes up to find that he is totally
blind. Dorothy Parkman, his childhood chum and
sweetheart, who previously has remarked something
to the effect that she cannot stand blind people has
deeply offended Keith and he totally refuses to see her
when afflicted.

LIGHTINGS
at times.
CAMERA WORK

Meanwhile, Dorothy induces her father, an eye specialist, to operate on Keith, and pretends that she is a
Miss Stewart. Unfortunately, the efforts to restore the

Robert Gordon and Sylvia Breamer in
"DAWN"
Blackton Prod.— Pathe
DIRECTOR
J. Stuart Blackton
AUTHOR
Eleanor H. Porter
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN

Stanley Olmstead
William S. Adams

AS A WHOLE

Very good usually; harsh on faces
Good

STARS

Gordon has role that arouses sympathy ;
Sylvia Breamer handles character well.
SUPPORT
Acceptable; Harry Davenport does
good work as father; Fanny Rice splendid.
EXTERIORS
Excellent
INTERIORS
Well staged
DETAIL
Devoted sufficient time to small matters to round out production nicely. Shot of
blind audience should be omitted.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Constant alluding
to blindness creates morbid atmosphere.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,537 feet
Eleanor H. Porter wrote "Dawn," the novel from
which this picture has been adapted and while the
story may not have been in any way displeasing in its
book form, the screen version, although it arouses sentiment, is not really entertainment, as sought by the
average motion picture fan. The lesson taught in the
production is an uplifting one, but for the person who
seeks amusement, it is not there.

boy's sight prove unsuccessful. Dorothy continues to
nurse him and although he suspects that she is his
sweetheart at first, he soon begins to think that she
cannot be the girl whom he thinks selfish and unkind.
Keith finally returns home and "Miss Stewart" accompanies him. Through the mistake of her sister,
Keith finds out that she is really Dorothy, and thinking that she has been maliciously deceiving him, he is
offended and leaves her.
Dorothy's name later is linked with that of Keith's
father and he begins to think that the two love each
other. He learns one day, however, that the reason
for the meetings of the two is to form a home for
the blind and that Dorothy still loves, him and plans
to become his wife. He sees that there is work ; that
he, too, though blind, can do something in the world.
Included in the support are Harry Davenport, who
plays the boy's father well, and Fanny Rice, Flora
Finch, Gladys Valerie, James Furey, Gus Alexander,
Eddie Dunn and others.

Better Go Easy With This If You Book It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The atmosphere maintained in this makes it extremely doubtful as to whether your crowd will accept
it as entertainment. It has been screened in good
style and possesses much sentiment. That may get
it across with some of your fans, but it is almost certain that the greater portion of your crowd will not
consider it as amusement.
Should you decide to book it, you should of course
play up the fact that it is a J. Stuart Blackton production. Blackton has done some work of a very high
order and if your crowd is familiar with his stuff, his
name is likely to draw.

In exploiting, don't fail to mention Sylvia Breamer,
who gives a commendable performance and you might
also mention Gordon for his character will strike the
hearts of your audience. You

can promise them a

high-class production, but don't play up any suggestion as to what the story is about too strongly.
Eleanor H. Porter's novel from which the story has
been taken is known to many and you will find it to
your advantage to keep them aware of that fact in
advertising.

Arthur F. Beck
presents

lEAH
BAIKD

QUoC^pttol
From the notable stage success bj^

AUGUSTUS

THOMAS

T>irected b^ GeorGfe Irving
Everything in the world that this beautiful woman had she
staked for her husband — his love, her honor, her home and her
happiness !
And he did not know.
A protected, sheltered, guarded good woman
open jaws of danger — and won!

walked into the

All this picture needs from an exhibitor is just a fair or better
t^ ~n fair amount of intelligent newspaper advertising.
See the picture in your nearest exchange.

WV.HODKINSON CORPOMnON
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Qty
JXstributtnf through PAIHE Iia:hange,Irtcorporated.
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Set your mind to thinking of the advertising values — exploitation stunts
— the power of popular appeal — the
money-making power in the title of this
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splendidly-made and directed production by one of the most successful and
highly-paid of all screen authors :

Robert Brunton
presentation of
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N
A
C
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K ERR
J.WARREN
^nd His Own Company in

LOYES THE IRISH
M.KATTERJOHN
6y MONTE
Directed by Ernest C. Warde
And after realizing all these values see a
print of the picture and realize that this
picture more than backs up all thees forecasts. Then book it for a quick play date.
Many first runs have done so already.

¥.\;:hodkinson coppoMioN
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Qty
IHstributitts'(hrou£h PATHE Lahange,Incorporated.
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IRENE

ASTLE
" in f h e

(invisible
^ Bond '

jz/ C/>aramount:^rtcraft Cpidure
A

GOOD, human story, well acted, well presented. "A finely wrought and well thought-out society drama.
Irene Castle's work surpasses anything else of hers It will be well attended and leave 'a good taste'." —
this reviewer has seen."— Virginia Dale in the Chicago Exhibitors Herald.
Evening Journal.
Founded on "The See Saw"
by S'lphic Kerr Underwood

^

I: FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
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Adapted and directed
by Charles Maigne
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Lots of Punch in Anti-Bolshevist Production
"THE

Guy Empey in
UNDERCURRENT"
Select

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO

Wilfred
BY

Guy Empey
William Addison Lathrop

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
ment.
STORY.

North

Jack Brown
Propaganda picture against Bolshevism but full of real punch and entertain-

. . .Fast moving exposition of subtle methods
used by the "Reds" to win converts, and
showing the rottenness of their entire doctrine

DIRECTION
Picture moves quickly and is not
permitted to drag. Big climax scene loses
force by its theatricalness.
PHOTOGRAPHY

Fair, nothing unusual

LIGHTING
CAMERA WORK
handled.

Just fair
and fight scenes well

STAR

Mob

Not a great actor but obtains and holds
sympathy of audience.

SUPPORT
Florence Evelyn Martin has one
very good scene; Betty Blythe has a lure and
appeal that is pleasing.
EXTERIORS .... Conformed
INTERIORS

with demands

of story
Sufficient

CHARACTER OF STORY, Entertaining propaganda
DETAIL
Good in parts but could have been
improved.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,800 feet
This is good stuff and there is no reason why you
should not pack them in with this. Play it as a
big special and go in for a big exploitation campaign, for although the picture in so far as its production value is concerned, does not quite come up to the
mark of special, still the subject matter it contains is
so timely, and the star so well known, and the action

so rapid, that your crowd will forget its minor faults
in its absorption in the timeliness of the story.
It is a propaganda picture against Bolshevism and
the activity of the Reds, but full of punch and entertainment. Because of the timeliness of the subject
and the story it tells, the picture should be played in
every theater in the country. It will do much toward
counteracting the dangerous and destructive doctrine
of the Reds and in addition should be extremely profitable to any exhibitor handling it properly.
There are several minor features that could have
been greatly improved upon. Another point that was
weak was where a series of titles were shown pointing
out exactly what Bolshevism means. These were
shown behind a screen of passing clouds and were exceedingly difficult to read. They were important
enough to have been made to stand out in the clearest
type.
Jack Duncan, played by Guy Empey, is a returned
soldier with a wife and child to look after. He gets
a job in the steel mills. The Reds have adopted a
policy of enlisting as many returned soldiers in their
cause as possible and they want Duncan, because of his
popularity. In order to get him they resort to the
lowest kind of underhand work. He is made to lose
his job just at the time when payments on his house
are coming due. Subtlely they impress on his mind
the injustice of the treatment he has received and
working upon this feeling finally get him to join their
cause.

While openly they are talking law and order secretly
they are planning to let loose horrors worse than those
of Russia if such a thing is possible. Duncan finds out
their real plans just as they are about to be put into
execution and by quick work in getting troops from
a nearby camp manages to frustrate it and capture the
leaders.

Guy Empey in the leading role was acceptable at
all times. He was ably supported by Florence Evelyn
Martin and Betty Blythe.

Loosen Up on Your Bankroll for this One and You Will Pack Them In
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You have two big exploitation features in this that
are so big that there should be no excuse for not being
able to pack them in. One, that it deals with the
activities of the Bolshevists in this country, and the
death and desolation it will cause if not nipped in the
bud.
The second is that Guy Empey

plays the leading

role. You remember the big success of "Over the
Top," and the fact that his book of the same name

went like wildfire.
limit.

You can capitalize on this to the

Get all of the exploitation aids that you can from
your exchange and go to it. Let them know that the
picture is coming and what it is all about. Play up big
the subject matter and do not forget that you have the
front page of every newspaper in the country helping
you every day.

Murray Vr Cdr55orv
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Wild Meller Based on Thaw-Nesbit Murder Trial Theme
Dolores Cassinelli in
"THE

RIGHT

TO LIE"

Capellani

Prod

Pathe

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
sational melodrama.

Edwin
Carewe
Jane Murfin
John Norwood
Lucien Andriot

STORY

Based on the same theme as the Harry
Thaw-Evelyn
Nesbit murder trial.
DIRECTION
Mostly good but too long and
drawn out.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent throughout
LIGHTING
Very good
CAMERAWORK
Some very fine shots
STAR
Beautiful always ; appealing at times ;
pleases throughout.
SUPPORT
Consistently good
EXTERIORS
Very few but beautiful
INTERIORS
Rich and elaborate
DETAIL
Too much; causes picture to drag and
much of it unnecessary.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Lurid sensational
melodrama.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,605 feet
The only fault to find with this is that it is old
stuff done over again. There is nothing new except
that it has been elaborately and beautifully produced
with exceptionally good photography, lighting, camerawork and settings.
If you discount the story which is a lurid and sensational melodrama having the same theme as the notorious murder trail of Harry Thaw and Evelyn Nesbit, you have a good picture, but it is pretty hard to
discount the story.
Of course, Dolores Cassinelli helps things along a
whole lot. She is very beautiful, wears some elaborate
creations and at times shows a semblance of acting.

And it must be said that the director has taken full
advantage of her beauty and does not miss an opportunity to put it over. He has been backed up in this
respect by the cameraman.
Jane Murfin's story is punk and does no credit to
the screen but it may be liked by a lot of people. It
is lurid and sensational enough to appeal to the popular taste. Nevertheless it is not a picture for innocent
young girls to see.
The story is more or less complicated with plot and
counter plot mixing things up in great shape. In his
youth John Drake, at the time the story opens, worth
more millions than he can count, married an Italian
singer. Because of a conspiracy of their parents each
was made to think that the other was dead. By fortuitous circumstances the woman learns of her error
on her death bed. She sends for Drake and tells him
of a daughter Carlotta now twenty years old. Drake
dies but confesses the legitimacy of the girl, Dolores
Cassinelli, to his wife before expiring.
Carlotta develops into a great musician and Curtis,
a westerner, marries her. It was the speediest love
making ever. Crosby Dana has a photograph slightly
compromising which Carlotta does not want her husband to see. Using this as a lever, Dana is with her
so much that they become talked about and friend
husband becomes jealous. At last friend husband gets
drunk and kills Dana.
At the trial Carlotta in order to save him from the
chair perjures herself and says that she had had illicit
relations with both Drake and Dana. The jury brings
in a verdict of not guilty. Then friend husband's
lawyer goes to him and tells him that all of his wife's
testimony was rank perjury. Friend husband goes in
search of her, finds her and the usual happy clutch
follows.
In the cast were Warren Cooke, Joseph King, Grace
Reals, George De Neubourg, Claire Grenville, Frank
Mills, Violet Reed and John A. Boone.

Lurid Sensational Melodrama that You Had Better See First
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Dolores Cassinelli is worthy of much better stuff,
If they would give this woman the right kind of good
clean wholesome stories she could be built into a big
This one will probably go big in a downtov/n house
where you have a more or less transient audience. If
you have a select neighborhood house catering to the
family trade it would be wise to look it over first as
it is not just the kind of a picture for innocent young
girls to get excited over.

box office attraction.

If you do run it, play her up big

lor her beauty alone will get her over.

In addition

^^^ ^^^^s some very beautnul gowns.
Unless you ire positive tl.<ir your cr.>wd is the kind
♦.hat will like -Ke stuff ci-iamed in this picture lay
'ow on the st. ry
go t > ii.

If t'l -y 'o like t''at kind of stuff
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Gave-Man Stuff Done Over Again Barely Satisfies
Madlaine Traverse in
"LOST
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

"Lost Money" is evidently intended to be dramatic
but it lacks suspense throughout and even the bigger
moments couldn't be called tense. And the fault can

MONEY"
Fox
Edmund Lawrence
Denison Clift

Scenario by
CAMERAMAN

Denison Clift
Walter Williams

AS A WHOLE
Mildly interesting but not
gripping; will get by as program offering.
STORY
Not new; familiar idea of kidnapping
the girl in payment of a debt.
DIRECTION
Might have put more snap into
some fair opportunities.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Sometimes out of focus
LIGHTINGS
Only fair
CAMERA WORK
Ordinary
STAR
Played the part rather well but screened
badly at times.
SUPPORT
George
McDaniel
handled
the
heavy very well; others satisfactory.
EXTERIORS
Hardly looked like African country
INTERIORS
Conventionally correct
DETAIL
Nothing noticeably wrong
CHARACTER OF STORY
Not tensely dramatic but contains no offensive elements.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
There is nothing new in Denison Clift's "Lost
Money" except perhaps the locale of the story which i^
laid in South Africa. This is the second release this
month containing the kidnapped girl idea with the kidnapper and his victim falling in love with each other
at the end. In each instance the girl's father swindled
the hero and the girl became the object of revenge, this
time ending up on a desert.

hardly be the director's this time because after the
first reel, folks will know pretty well what to expect
at the end of the picture. The story is weak and the
plot is so old it should be given a comfortable home in
an institution for the aged. Somebody with some
brand new ideas ought to get in touch with the Fox
scenario department.
Ox Lanyon, owner of the Pleiades diamond mines,
starts off with a rescue party to recover some prospectors who have been lost in the jungle. Before departing he deeds his property in trust to Graham Atherstone, Madlaine's father, fearing that he may never
return.
The miner is given up as dead but after some time
returns to find that Atherstone has appropriated his
fortune, whereupon Ox forces the daughter to go away
with him. They lose their way and wander for days
on the desert and are about dying of thirst when hero
discovers some water which he gives to shero, going
without it himself.
The water-hole turns out to be a diamond mine and
by the time their whereabouts is discovered. Ox and
Madlaine have accumulated quite a wealth of diamonds. To save hero's life the girl says she is his wife
but the author wasn't ready for the ending just yet so
he has shero go back to papa and leave the Hubby-byproxy by his lonesome.
Madlaine gets back home just in time for some excitement. The mine workers revolt and attack Athers'tone's home and the place is a mass of flames when
hero, unable to live without his kidnapped love, returns just in time to save the lady.

Don't Promise Much for This and You Won't Go Wrong
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"Lost Money" isn't a big picture, and it won't cause
any particular impression but you might play it and
get away with it. The story is old to be true, but it
may be a coincident that you have never shown anything like it and in that case it will prove fairly interesting to those who like this sort of thing.
You can state that the locale is an African diamond
mine with the hero and shero lost on the desert. This

your audience that like the cave-man stuff you are safe
in saying that hero pulls a daring kidnapping stunt.
If the star's name means anything in your community use it to good advantage and for catchlines try :
"Her father stole his fortune. Hero stole the girl. The
girl stole hero's love. All this in Madlaine Traverse's

may get some of them in but for those who know,

latest Fox production, 'Lost Money'." Or: "Would
you lie to save the life of the man who had kidnapped

don't promise

you?

anything in particular.

For those

of

See 'Lost Money' at the blank theater."

an ExhiMtor-written Ad

VonStitoheims
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Carl Laemmle
UNIVEC/AL
JEWEL
PRODUCTION

Deluxe

I
Here is a reproduction of the first of a series of four teaser newspaper ads
written and run by Saxe's Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee, exploiting "Blind
Husbands." The three other ads were captioned "I Am the Neglectful
Husband"— "I Am Stroheim"— "I Am the One Who Put Him Wise."
THE

RESULT.

"Blind Husbands" opened and played to capacity business turning hundreds
away.
Indications point to record breaking attendances for the run.
GEORGE

FISHER,

Saxe's Alhambra

Mgr.
Theatre.
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H. B. Warner Pleases in Slight Society Drama Based on Unusual Situation
H. B. Warner

in

"A FUGITIVE FROM MATRIMONY"
Robertson-Cole
DIRECTOR
Henry King
AUTHOR
Fred Myton
SCENARIO BY
Fred Myton
CAMERAMAN
Victor Milner
AS A WHOLE
Well produced society drama
STORY
Wealthy young man mistaken for escaped convict and the complications that follow.
DIRECTION
Good straightaway story telling
situations well handled.
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTING
CAMERA WORK
STAR
Obtains
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER OF STORY
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Good throughout
Sufficient
Fair
and

holds

sympathy
Capable
Very well selected
Rich and artistic
Good
Nothing to offend
4,979 feet

This is a good picture as pictures go and will undoubtedly please. The story is slightly unusual somewhat improbable but amusing and entertaining
throughout.
H. B. Warner pleases all the way through and gives
a very creditable performance. His little mannerisms
are such that the attention of the audience becomes
centered on them and they succeed in holding the attention. Seena Owen made a good foil for him and
backed him up in good shape. In addition she wore
some very pretty gowns and played the young society
girl to good effect.
Of course there are parts of the story that are exag erated atrifle and situations that are slightly improbable but that is more or less to be expected in a
picture of this kind.
Mr. and Mrs. Riggs have recently acquired an enormous quantity of money by means of Oklahoma oil

wells and the newly made Mrs. Millionaire has her
heart centered on breaking into New York society.
Her best bet — or hope — is her pretty daughter will
marry some young man of an old Knickerbocker
family; it doesn't make much difference who, as long
as he is in the social register.
Stephen Van Courtlandt, played by the star, is such
a young man. But the trouble is that he is m.ore or
less girl shy.
The locale of the picture is in Ossining. One day
while Stephen is fishing on his estate, a prisoner known
as the Cricket, escapes from Sing Sing. He runs into
Stephen and persuades the latter to change clothes
with him. The Cricket escapes but Stephen is chased
about by the prison guards who think he is the prisoner.
Finally he takes refuge in the Riggs' house and is
discovered by Barabara, the daughter, in her bedroom.
She gets him a suit of clothes and he is just about to
take his departure when Barbara's mother enters. He
tells her his real name and she insists, in order that
her daughter's name be protected, that their engagement be announced at once.
There is the main situation. Barbara thinks he is
a real convict and he can do nothing to dispel that
belief. Several amusing situations follow. The climax
is reached when all of Mrs. Riggs' jewels are stolen.
Suspicion points to Van Courtlandt, but naturally he
didn't take them.
The scene then shifts to a den of thieves on the east
side of New York and a couple of good rough and
tumble fights follow. All of the complications are
finally straightened out and girl shy Stephen finally
finds out that he really and truly loves the oil king's
daughter. So the picture closes with everybody
happy.
The photography is consistently good throughout.
There were one or two long shots that would have been
much better if the cameraman had not tried to get too
much scenic beauty into his pictures and too little
of his characters.

They Will Probably Like This One; Play Up Warner Good and Strong
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Play up H. B. Warner, the star. They will like
him in this one sure, for he handles himself
with a certainty that will surely please. Use the title
also.
It has pulling power.
Promise them a picture just a little different from
the ordinary run of society dramas and tell them
that it has plenty of situations that will cause a smile
and a snicker.

Catch line ideas: "Wealthy young society man is
mistaken for a nescaped convict. See how H. B.
Warner

sets himself out of this hole in 'A Fugitive

From Matrimony'."
Do not splurge too much on this as it is not a big
picture but spend enough to let them know that you
have it coming and tell them that they will like it.
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Ancient Story Idea Affords Star Opportunities Suiting His Virile
William
"WINGS

OF

Farnum
THE
Fox

in

MORNING"

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
STORY

J. Gordon
Edwards
Louis Tracy
Charles Kenyon
John W. Boyle
Probably will hold attention especially in latter, reels.
Rather sentimental stuff that won't im-

press.
DIRECTION
Pirate sequence well handled; puts
force into much of the action.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Usually good
LIGHTINGS
Straight stuff
CAMERA WORK
Composition of scenes very
good.
STAR
Lends force to his part; makes a pretty
"stocky" sailor.
SUPPORT. . . .Louise Lovely took things very easy;
fairly capable cast.
EXTERIORS
Very appropriate background especially scenes on island.
INTERIORS
Conventionally
correct
DETAIL
Some superfluous titles; pirate types
appear artificial; no very bad errors.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Heroic officer faces
shame rather than disgrace the name of his
LENGTH

commander's wife.
OF PRODUCTION

Once more Bill Farnum

About 6,000 feet

pulls the big heroic stuff

and this time sacrifices his military commission to protect a lady's name. All very pretty indeed, but there
isn't the slightest semblance of conviction of such an
act. It's regular "movie" plot.

Personality

The only possible excuse they could offer for making
this is the fact that it suits the personality of the star
and affords him numerous opportunities to display
his skill as a life-saver. Farnum plays the part of the
British officer with dignity and meets t^ie more dramatic moments with his usual force.
Bill is a Captain attached to the British garrison at
Singapore with Hershall Mayal as the Colonel whose
wife, Lady Constabel, is carrying on an affair with
Lord Ventnor, also in the service. When the Colonel
leaves for a short trip, Bill instructs his orderly to
watch the action of Ventnor and the Colonel's wife.
In i)ursuance of these instructions the orderly is killed
by Ventnor's servant.
The Colonel returns unexpectedly and during the
investigation which follows, Ventnor's cap is found in
the woman's boudoir whereupon Ventnor frames up
a story agreeable to his lady friend, whereby they
claim that Bill was annoying Lady Constabel and
Lord Ventnor interfered. Rather than "snitch" on a
lady poor Bill suffers the disgrace of a court-martial.
Under an assumed name hero joins the crew of the
steamship "Sidar" and on one of the trips the vessel is
wrecked and the sole survivors are Farnum and Iris
Deane, daughter of Sir Arthur Deane, owner of the
vessel. They are cast upon a desert island and with
the salvage from the wrecked ship they make themselves at home and everything goes along smoothly
vmtil they discover evidences of Dyak pirates in the
vicinity.
While Iris is alone on the beach the pirates come
upon her and proceed to carry her off but Bill comes
to the rescue. The remainder of the picture consists
of a series of rescues and a battle with the pirates.
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Play Up the Pirate Sequence for Adventure Lovers
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
WilUam
"WINGS

Farnum

OF THE
Fox

in

The star certainly has a loyal and strong follow-

MORNING"

They neveV seem to tire of the shipwreck-man and
woman-survivor idea and in "Wings of the Morning"
they dress it up with a pirate fight on the desert island
This adventure bit is about the best thing in the picture in that it provides a few thrills and gives the star
a chance to display his virile personality to good advantage. The action in the earlier reels is so ludicrous
that instead of gaining sympathy for the hero most
folks will feel like kicking him.

Wm.

ing and you can probably play "Wings of the Morning" and satisfy the majority because outside of the
antiquity of the story, the action on the island affords hero the kind of opportunities that please his
admirers. There is considerable action in the fight
between Bill and the pirates and there is also an encounter with an octopus.
You have an appeal for youthful patronage in the
pirate sequence and you may be sure tliat this part
will please the younger people. There is nothing in
the entire picture which can injure immature minds.
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Conventional Meller Shows Little That is New
Florence Billings in
"THE HEART OF A GYPSY"
Chas. Miller Prod.— Hallmark
DIRECTOR
Harry McRae Webster
AUTHOR
Elizabeth Donaher
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Edward C. Earle
AS A WHOLE
Conventional melodrama with
slightly different angle.
STORY
Usual murder and trial with innocent
heroine nearly convicted on circumstantial evidence.

DIRECTION
Nothing remarkable; one or two
instances of carelessness.
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Average
Sufficient
Nothing to become excited over
Fair
Satisfactory
Sufficient

DETAIL

Careless in some parts
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. .. .About 4,800 feet
This one is just an ordinary program picture, a conventional melodrama containing the much overworked
murder committed in front of the eyes of the audience
and the much overworked trial in which the innocent
heroine is nearly convicted of the crime on circumstantial evidence only to be saved at the last moment by
friend hero obtaining the necessary bit of evidence.
Still there is a large class of theater goers who like
this sort of stuff and the fact that they have seen practically the same thing time after time does not seem
to pall on them. For this reason you will probably
b'' able to get by with this offering without any kicks
coming to you as they go out.

The picture differs from the vast number of its kind
that have gone before in that much of the action
transpires in and around a band of gypsies. The costumes of these people put a bit of life and color into
an offering that would be extremely dead without it.
Rosalind Dane is a wealthy young widow whose husband is supposed to have been lost on a mission to
Russia. A band of gypsies appears in the neighborhood and for some reason which she cannot explain
she is immensely attracted to them.
Traveling with the b^*""" 'S a young man who calls
himself Ben Galli. He and Rosalind fall in love at
first sight and every time th-v see each other their
passion increases.
In the midst of a lawn fete which Rosalind is giving
her husband returns vmexpectedly. It develops that
he was not killed, but turned traitor to his country and
sold out to the Bolsheviki.
Rosalind learns of this and refuses to have anything to do with him. He likewise learns of her infatuation for the gypsy and threatens divorce, stating
that he will retain the custody of the child. Rosalind
says that she will kill him before permitting him to
have her little daughter.
He tries to double cross the Bolsheviki and one of
their agents murders him. With his last dying gasp
he resolves to revenge himself on his wife and starts
to write to her. On this evidence she is arrested and
is just about to be convicted when Ben Galli produces
Mario, another gypsy, who was an eye-witness to the
crime and clears Rosalind.
Of course no one in real life could have been convicted of muider on the slight evidence which was
presented against shero. The handling of this part
of the picture was extremely careless and could have
been much improved upon. More attention to detail in
this respect would have made a more finished offering.

Just an Ordinary Program Meller with a Slightly Different Setting
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There is not a great deal to this one and about all
you can do with it is to let it slip by without saying
much. You certainly cannot promise them much, for
the picture is not strong enough for that and if you
worked them up to think they had something big coming they would sure be disappointed.
Therefore treat it gently and you can probably get
by with your regular business without kicks. It is
nothing on which you want to spend any money, other
than your regular announcement stuff.

There is no profit for you either in popularizing the
star. She is not there. The only thing that you can
do to try and bring in business is to play up the gypsy
angle of the picture. Ever since the theater and the
opera first began there have been plays built around
gypsies. For some unknown reason the public likes
it. Therefore you can tell them that this is a gypsy
picture and play up the romance that the public believes these people are endowed with.

1

Watch
next week's trade papers for
next advertising announcement of
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Wild and Woolly Western Overacted
Beatriz Michelena in
"THE

HEART OF JUANITA"
Robertson-Cole

DIRECTOR
AUTHORS
Earle Snell.

George E. Middleton
Captain Leslie Peacocke and

SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Wild and woolly melodrama of
the old West.

STORY
Typical western dance hall type
DIRECTION
Satisfactory
PHOTOGRAPHY
Mostly good but spoiled in
spots by poor lighting.
LIGHTING
Poor
CAMERA WORK
Averaged good
STAR. . . .Over acts and smokes too many cigarettes
SUPPORT
Satisfactory
EXTERIORS. . . .Well selected; some of great beauty
INTERIORS .... Consistent with demands of picture
DETAIL
Main characters change affections too
readily and audience laughs in wrong places.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Nothing to offend
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,850 feet
This is a wild and woolly western melodrama of the
typical dance hall type, and because it is a western you
can undoubtedly get by with it as an average program
offering.
Owing to the fact that the main characters in the
story change their affections for each other more or
less rapidly causing the audience to laugh in the wrong
places the quality of the picture is appreciably lessened. Itis unfortunate that this mistake should have
been made as otherwise it would have been an ecceptable picture of its kind.
Beatriz Michelena has done much better work than
she shows in this one. She over-acted all the way
through and the cost of production must have been
number of cigarettes she
affected by the countless

smoked.
It seemed as if she was forever lighting a new
one.
Constant repetition of this kind always palls.
The picture was very poorly tinted in parts and
much of the photography would have been excellent if
it had not been spoiled by extremely poor lighting.
Juanita is supposed to be a high cast Mexican girl
of Castilian blood. She falls in love with Jim Ross,
gambler and owner of the dance hall. She dances there
and is a prime favorite with all the boys believing that
Jim is going to marry her.
Then Blondie, a regular dance hall girl, blows in
from Frisco and Jim casts off Juanita for the blond. In
a fit of jealousy Juanita stabs him and then flees. She
takes refuge with Calvert, a hermit trapper, and falls
in love with him. But Calvert is in love with Irene,
the parson's daughter, who, while dallying with him
has become engaged to the Sheriff. There's complication enough for any struggling moving picture play.
In the end of course these complications are satisfactorily straightened out. Calvert as soon as his
eyes are properly opened to Irene's deceitfulness disdainfully hands her the mitten and transfers his affections to Juanita.
There are two corking good fights in the picture,
one between Calvert and Jim and the other immediately
afterwards between Calvert and the Sheriff. While
these fights are going on Juanita is standing off the
entire sheriff's posse with a gun.
In the end she is banished because she had tried
twice to kill Jim. She leaves in company with the
sheriff and is escorted to the border but is almost immediately joined by Calvert who finds that he cannot
live without her. The closing scenes of the picture
were very beautifully done and somewhat

compensate

for the things that have gone before.
Others in the cast not previously mentioned were
Albert Morrison, Andrew Robson, Clarence Arpar,
Irene Outtrim and William Pike.

Western Dance Hall Meller Will Do As a Program Offering
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Because this is a western you can get by with it as hall stuff has been done over and over again but it
an ordinary program picture but do not expect to do ,•,,
^
, ,
,
,
,
^
still seems to get by.
any more than that unless you have a crowd that is

Although
easily pleased and will take anything you hand them. ^'^e the name of the star prominently.
Play up the fact that it is a western dealing with the she is not widely known in pictures still she has done
days of the old romantic west.
Of course, this dance some very good work in the past.
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You Simply Have to Call their Attention to the following Contest

CONDITIONS

OF CONTEST

The Chaplin-Mayer Pictures Co., Inc., who are presenting MILDRED HARRIS CHAPLIN in a
series of motion picture productions, offer a prize of $500 in cash for the best letter answering the
question.

WHICH

The contest Is open to everyone — man,
answer
shall be in a form of a letter

IS " THE INFERIOR
SEX " ?
There is no entry fee. The
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or child.
addressed
to

MILDRED

WILL BE PAID FOR THE BEST
ANSWER TO THE WORLDS
MOST
PUZZLING qUESTION

WHICH

HARRIS
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CHAPLIN

" 6 West" 48th Street, New
York
City
and that the letter shall be not more than
three hundred words in length. The contest
\ . . >,.^o. -L b y. M. on jteoruary 28th, 1920.
The award will be given to the letter which in
the opinion of the judges is the best argument
to upset the time-worn tradition that woman
is man's inferior and proving that woman is
not the inferior of the sexes.
The judges will be Mildred Harris Chaplin,
William H. Leahy, head of the scenario deparment of her company, and a representative
from one of the leading motion picture mag^
azines, appointed
by the editor.
FTTpw^n HAPPIS CH/iPTIN WILL SEND
AN AUTOGRAPHED PHOTO OF HERSELF
TO EACH PERSON ENTERING THE CONTEST IMMEDIATELY UPON RECEIPT OF
HIS OR HER
LETTER.

WHICH
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Poor Production and Story that Proves Unhappy Choice for Star
Mary
"THE

MacLaren

in

POINTING FINGER"
Universal

DIRECTOR
SUPERVISED BY
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN

Edward Morrissey
Tod Browning
Frank R. Adams
Violet Clark
Howard Oswald

AS A WHOLE
Silly affair that overreaches and
fails to arouse even ordinary interest.
STORY
Very regretable choice for the star
DIRECTION
Allowed players, especially the
star, to emote until it became funny.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
CAIVLERA WORK

Nothing wrong
Ordinary

STAR

Didn't succeed very well in a part thoroughly unsuited to her personality.
SUPPORT
No particularly meritorious work.
EXTERIORS
Very few
INTERIORS
Conventional sets
DETAIL
Two reels would have sufficed for all
that transpires in this one.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Oft repeated orphan
child idea mixed up with a bug-hunting old
codger.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 4,800 feet
Universal prol)ably didn't intend this for a comedy
but it's so darned nonsensical all the way through that
folks will feel inclined to laugh at it instead of sympathizing with the poor little orphan girl played by
Mary MacLaren. The part is not at all suited to Miss
MacLaren's personality.
The storv of the little girl who, tired of the orphan-

age drudgery, makes her escape is coupled with another familiar picture idea, that of the eccentric bugcollector. The most important weakness is the lack of
some good comedy incidents to relieve the dull monotony of the dominant theme.
Mary is the oldest orphan in the Home ot orotherly
Love. She has reached the age where pretty clothes
appeal to her, the consequence of which is the author's excuse for writing "The Pointing Finger." Mary
appropriates some of the matron's finery just to see
how she looks but the result is so satisfactory that
she decides to run away.
At the same time the girl disappears a large sum of
money is stolen from the safe in the institution, Ijy one
of the officials. He makes it appear that the girl is
the thief. The scene shifts to the city where Mary
is seeking employment without much
difficulty being that she has had no
She finally sees an advertisement
ence is required and she applies for

success, the main
experience.
where no experithe job. But the

man who is seeking an assistant is an erratic old fellow who studies bugs and other creepy objects. Mary
is too good looking for the place so she goes out and
gets some old clothes, ties her hair up in a knot and
with thick-rimmed specs she goes back to make another try.
This time she is approved of and starts in on her
new life. Then old boy romance steps in and introduces the old man's nephew, David, who, by accident,
discovers Mary is wearing a disguise, and falls in love
with her. They work in a few complications here that
are extremely convenient and don't add a thing to the
value of the production. The girl's name is eventually
cleared up — clutch.

Use Mary MacLaren's Name to Get Them In, But Don't Make Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
After looking at these five reels folks will be compelled to wonder what excuse the producer could pos-

safe side. The title will need some explaining because
it will probably lead folks to expect something en-

sibly have had for making such a picture. There isn't
a redeeming feature in the whole thing. The direction is bad and the story material ridiculous. And the
star certainly should never have been given a part like

tirely foreign to what they'll really get. "The Pointing Finger" sounds as though there was a heaping
good mystery story behind it so go easy.
Catchlines might work in effectively with this. You

this. It doesn't give her a single chance to do anything worth while and her portrayal of the orphan

could use : "Beauty is not always an asset. Mary MacLaren was refused a position because she was too good
looking. See how she remedied the situation in her

girl and later as the bug-chaser's assistant is badly
overdrawn.

You may play this and get away with it at that if
you haven't too critical a crowd. But by all means
let them have an idea what it is all about and be on the

latest picture playing at the Blank theater." Use the
star's name extensively in your exploitation as this
will be vour best bet on this one.

^p^ \M>f\

Some

Short

"The Hawk's Trail," Burstcn— W. H.
Full of plots, action, hidden dens, thugs and all else
that delight the serial enthusiast. Louis Burston's serial, "The Hawk's Trail," which stars King I'aggot
and features Rhea Mitchell and Grace Darmond. will
undoubtedly prove successful. It is on the style of the
usual productions of this sort and as regarded from
th.e point of view of the serial fan, should be a hit.
Burston has wisely taken advantage of the fact that
anything Oriental is devoured with glee now-a-days
and in two episodes, works in the far-east stuff. In
one, the office of a bogus Swami is the scene of action
and in another, a Chinese den sees the hero and heroine in the clutches of the wicked Mongolians. Some
of the endings of the episodes are not as thrilling as
they could have been made.
Xan Blair wrote tlie story and furnished enough of
the hazy and mysterious in her plot to make that satisfactory. \\'. S. Van Dyke directed and William C.
Thompson and Roland C. Price photographed it. Included in the cast are Stanton Beck, Fred Windemere,
Harry Lorraine, George Seigman and others. Louis
Burston supervised. The first four episodes are called
respectively, "False Faces," "The Superman," "Yellow Shadows" and "Stained Hands." King Baggot is
the hero, a criminologist, known as "The Hawk."
His' efforts to thwart "Iron" Dugan and his gang— to
prevent them from depriving two girls of the fortune
is rightfully theirs, makes up the oft'ering. Rhea
that
Mitchell and Grace Darmond are the girls.

"Photoplay

Supplement
Screen
Magazine Educational

No.

9,"

Many screen celebrities of note are shown at ease in
this issue of Educatoinal's Photoplay Magazine Screen
Supplement. There are also included shots of some
of them before the camera and a fair-sized portion
shows Cecil B. DeMille's company at work on "Male
and Female." Others seen are Irving Cummings and
his wife. Thomas Meighan, Eddie Polo, Mrs. Mildred
Harris Chaplin. Bessie Barriscale and Howard Hickman, her husband. Pauline Frederick and her mother,
Loretta Frederick, Jesse L. Lasky and others also
occupy space on the film, also Joe Martin, the Universal ape. There is also a short cartoon by Wallace
Carleton.
"Circus Day," Briggs— Famous Players
in
Several capable youngsters figure prominently
'Circus Day," another of Briggs' comedies in which

Reels

the juvelincs perform in splendid fashion. This is a
sort of follow-up on "Before the Circus," a preceding
Briggs subject, and is replete with humorous Ijits that
will please. The older folks particularly will find it
amusing, and if your audience does not consist entirely
of children, you can probably use this to advantage.

"Paper Making," Ford — Goldwyn
Paper making, taken up in full, is a rather lengthy
subject to deal with in one reel, but this Ford production goes into detail of the Aarious j^rocesses. Well
screened, the different parts of the work in making
paper are not given very much footage, so that it is
rather difficult to follow. The production was excellent, but some of its instructive value was nullified by
the rapidity with which one process was left to depict
another. All of the steps taken before wood and then
rags are made into paper are seen.
"Gowns Venus Would Envy," Prizma
Every woman in your audience, and a great many of
the men also, will enthuse over this Prizma production which deals with gowns made by the new Batik
process. As far as the colored effects are concerned
this is undoubtedly one of the best things yet done by
Prizma. Some of the shots are truly remarkable, the
tints natural and the entire subject splendidly screened.
This should be a valuable addition to any program.
Pathe Review 25, Pathe

Pathe Review number 2~) deals with a variety of
topics and is ciuite interesting.
It starts with a tinted
scenic study and then shows the Weather Bureau at
work.
A botanical study follows and is instructive.
There
are some
shots of the Marabou, an African \'
bird, then a study in the analysis of motion.
In the
latter section the process of diving is seen, slowed up |
The number does "
to one-eighth of its actual speed.
not lag, its variety being a decided asset.
"A Glutton for Punishment," Fox
One of the funniest Mutt and Jeff comedies yet
turned out by Fox is "A Glutton for Punishment."
The oft'ering is full of humorous bits of business, built
about a clever theme and has a finish that is a fitting
Fisher's
climax and rather surprising. In this. Bud
creations are seen as the proprietors of a restaurant
which does no business, while Beefsteak Benny, another restaurant owner nearby, is rushed almost to
death by the steady flow of trade.

What would other-

Some Short Reels
wise be another businessless day is made eventful by
the arrival of a stout patron who eats almost everything in sight. Mutt acts as the waiter and Jeff, the
! chef, the food offered being perfectly fresh and good.
But nobody eats in his own restaurant, and after relieving their customer of several bills, they prepare to
go out to consume some food elsewhere. Before doing so, how^ever, they incjuire as to the identity of their
guest and learn that he is their business rival. Beefsteak Bennv.
"Burglars," Briggs-Famous Players
Briggs, the cartoonist, is providing the material for
a set of comedies in wdiich the mellow humor of the
life of the American boy is the outstanding feature.
"Burglars," one of the Briggs comedies, deals with the
lad in the rural section, and for those who can enjoy
quiet comedy, the sort of fun for which one has to
dig instead of finding it on the surface, it will prove
of considerable interest. The characters do all that
is expected of them and the entire production leads up
to one of Briggs' favorite subjects — the "When a
'feller' needs a friend" scene. The picture deals with
a burglar scare in a village. The youngsters, when
playing, imitate the feats of the burglars. They incur
the displeasure of their parents and in the end Skinnay
one of the leaders of the bunch, faces a spanking. The
subject is just a trifle slow, but will please.
"Giving the Bride Away," Pathe
A fair theme is the basis of the story selected for
a new "Snub" Pollard release, which for th& greater
part, consists of bits of slapstick comedy that are
not unfamiliar to movie fans. The star gives a commendable performance and handles the situations well,
but few of the incidents are really meritorious, so that
even his good work fails to put over the laughs where
they arc necessary. A clever finish, not an entirely
n°\v bit of business, but worked out well and productive of a good effect at the culmination of the oft'ering,
helps materially. A colored youngster who figures in
the story is quite funny. He might have been given
more to do.
"The Great Radium Mystery," Universal
In the sixth episode of "The Great Radium Mystery," called "The Tunnel of Doom." the hero and
heroine go through one perilous adventure after another and the manner in which one side and then the
other has the upper hand will surely thrill. To face
some of the dangers that are encountered by the leading pair and live does not seem possible.
"A Flash in the Dark" is the title of the seventh
section and in it, the plot thickens. There is not as
much
action in this as in some
of the preceeding

WD

im]}^

episodes and it ends somewhat dift'erently from the
others.
Closing it is a gun battle on a large scale in
the home of the heroine.
"Tulagi," Robertson-Cole
Alartin Johnson has explored the islands of the
Southwest in making what he calls his "On the Border
of Civilization" series and "Tulagi" is the first reel
of the set of ten. Johnson has in it some excellent
shots, the photography being of a high standard
throughout and the cannibals, some of them partly
civilized, are shown in various attitudes and plying
some of their trades, as well as displaying some of
their whims and ideas about style. It is a meritorious
educational picture.
Pathe Review No. 27
All of the usual features of the Pathe Reviews are
in issue number 27, which starts with a tinted scenic
portion and then goes into a short and interesting animal study with rhymed and humorous titles, dealing
with the rhinoceros and gnu. After that, comes a
slow motion bit, showing George Bronder and J. S.
Lincoln, amateur stars at thrownig the javelin and
Ralph Runyon, crack pole vaulter. pursuing the forms
of athletics for which they are famous. Closing is a
portion showing the care of babies at a hospital for
that purpose in Newark.
On the whole, a good review.
"A Roman Scandal," Christie — First National
Something novel in the way of farces on stage productions isto be found in a two-reel Christie special,
released through First National exchanges called "A
Roman Scandal." Colleen Moore is featured in the
production which has numerous laughs and has been
screened exceptionally well. The featured player
handles her role splendidly and helps put the offering,
directed by Al E. Christie and written by W. Scott
Darling, over. Almost all of the humor centers about
an opera company wdiich comes to town and presents
"The Fall of Rome." They burlesque it just sHghtly
when depicting the efforts of the original cast, but
slaughter it wdien the actors go on strike and amateurs
take their places. The battle of the gladiators, and
Ursus' throwing the mighty bull (which is a cow)
have been filmed so as to get genuine laughs . You
will make no mistake if you book this.
"Bound and Gagged," Pathe
Back to New York comes George Seitz, and after
him Margaret Courtot followed by Harry Samuels,
villain extraordinary, and others. The heroine barely

has time to greet the American youth, who has practically lost the w^ager that he can go around the w^orld
when
without using his influence and without money,
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she is abducted by Carnero (Samuels) and Seitz
promptly gives chase. He rushes after the automobile in which the girl and her captor are speeding away
when the episode, the seventh and called "A Fatal
Error," ends. This portion of the serial maintains
about the same average as that of the other parts
thus far.

"Slipping and Sliding in Switzerland,"
Educational
Switzerland, the land of mountains is the scene of
this one reeler which combines many beautiful shots
of Swiss territory, photographed from angles wisely
chosen, with scenes showing the natives at play, iceskating, on ski, sleigh-riding and climbing the rocky
peaks. There is plenty of action and enough scenery
included to make this acceptable to almost any audience. It is from Educational's "Library De Luxe"
and fully up to the mark.

"Happy Though Married," Universal
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran are the authors and
stars in a one reel bedroom playlet which for suggestiveness equals anything of this nature seen on
Broadway. Certainly, there are bits of business, titles
and shots in the number that are, to say the least
suggestive. Some portions of it are not even suggestive, the}^ plainly state what is meant. The four
characters parade about in nighties and pajamas, with
ostermoor shots showing the young wives at leisure.
Most of the alleged comedy centers about the question
of where the young men are to sleep. Fritzie Ridgeway and Charlotte Merriam play the leading feminine
roles.

"The Black Secret," Pathe
Pearl White and Walter McGrail abroad a steamer

for Europe face several dangers together in "Below
the water line," the fourth episode of "The Black
Secret." For the first time since the beginning of the
production, Wallace McCutcheon, chief of the American Secret Service Department is not seen and Evelyn
Erith and Kay McKay begin to get along well together. They are in a dangerous position in one of
the flooded bulkheads of the ship, but are rescued
only to have a spy standing behind them threatening
their lives with an automatic.
"Before the Circus," Briggs— Famous Players
City folk regard circuses and all other amusements
rather nonchalantly, but in the rural districts, the
coming of the circus, something that occurs once each
year as a rule, is an important event. The author

of "Before the Circus," has wound

some kid comedy

that is of high order about the much heralded visit
of a tent show to town. The wood-cutting episode,
in which one youngster hires all of his friends to cut
a large number of logs, each at the price of a ticket
to the circus, while he has been offered quite a sum
to do it, will cause the audience to giggle. The closing bit, in which the little girl has cut off a portion of
her dress so that she may resemble the circus star
shown on the posters, is another.

"Through the Isles of the New

Hebrides," Robertson-

Cole
Second in Martin Johnson's series of explorations |
among the cannibals is "Through the Isles of the New :
Hebrides." The number combines some excellent
scenic bits with shots of the natives, there being a
commendable portion showing them fishing with dynamite. There is also a portion devoted to what is
more or less a botanical study, the various fruits
growing there being dealt with. Interesting also is
the manner in which the natives trade quantities of
their home products for the white man's commodities,
in many instances, tobacco.
"A Schoolhouse Scandal," Fox
Certain to score a hit is a new Fox Sunshine comedy
called "A Schoolhouse Scandal." It has funny situations, plenty of action, a good cast which includes
Polly Moran and clever titles which have not been
overdone as they have been on many occasions. Some
good chase stuff and plenty of hokum of the sort
that your crowd will probably enjoy are much in evidence in the offering. A cyclone is depicted in burlesque fashion provides some good comedy material. As
a whole, this is one of the best things turned out by
Fox in the way of comedies for some time.
"Caves and Coquettes," Vitagraph
Although there are several funny bits of business in
"Caves and Coquettes," which features Earle Montgomery and Joe Rock, the story is just a succession of
incidents which have no particular connection with
each other, and have been thrown together in a rather
hap-hazard manner. A burlesque on the life of the
prehistoric man (rapidly becoming a much-used and
abused subject), makes up a considerable portion of
the two reeler. In it, the principals imbibe rather
freely of whiskey that is 20,000 years of age and then
doze off. The ancient whiskey is not without its
effect and they have a vision in which they see themselves living with cave men. Some humorous bits are
included in this portion and the offering will probably
get by.

I
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Famous Players offering preferred stock to exhibitors.
Adolph Zukor persistently rumored as either having
resigned or about to resign from Famous Players.
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Seattle ; acquire 25 more in Northwest.
United Picture officers re-elected.
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Al Kaufman reported out of Famous Players.
Alfred S. Black enters agreement with Universal
whereby exhibitors secure payment for showing industrial subjects.
United Picture stockholders have re-financing plan
under way.
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SELZNICK PICTURE.
Advertising does it
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Get Them In For the First Show and They'll Keep Coming All Week
Will Rogers in
"JUBILO"
Goldwyn

DIRECTOR
Clarence
Badger
AUTHOR
Ben Ames Williams
SCENARIO BY
Robert F. Hill
CAMERAMAN
Marcel Le Picard
AS A WHOLE
Excellent comedy and human
interest picture.
STORY
From Saturday Evening Post — Development of a lovable hobo to a real man.
DIRECTION
Quite the best that the star has had
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Two or three dark foregrounds
CAMERA WORK
Good
STAR
Excellent; gets over fine comedy and
registers human side of character delightfully
SUPPORT
Very good
EXTERIORS
Very pretty rural shots
INTERIORS
Appropriate
DETAIL
Good ; some great comedy subtitles.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Ideal for star
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
With "Jubilo" Goldwyn scores with one of the most
distinctive human and original comedies that have
been produced in the last six months. It's the real
article in the feature comedy line. I'd suggest it as
a Christmas special for any and all classes of houses

Rogers certainly has a way that is original and
highly distinctive. He can put over the plainest sort
of comedy nonsense as if it were the most original bit
of business ever created for the reason that he is always human while he is being funny. Here he is introduced as a tramp called Jubilo by the other knights
of the road. Jubilo's chief aim in life is to gather
to
himself three square meals a day without working
for
them but when he strikes Farmer Hardy for a dinner
he has to work first. He only acquiesces because his
senses take in the pretty face of Hardy's daughter,
Rose, and the delicious odor that assails his nostrils
from the direction of the kitchen.

The dinner reveals some wonderful comedy
all of which Rogers is solely responsible for.

play

Hardy is awaiting the appearance of someone whom
he fears. Jubilo also learns that the sherifif suspects
Hardy of being implicated in a train robbery to which
he (Jubilo) was a witness. Jubilo's love for Rose and
his appreciation for the help he has received from
Hardy lead him to declare himself the guilty one when
the time for the showdown comes. However the real
culprit is apprehended, Hardy is exonerated as is
Jubilo and the last scene shows us the reformed hobo
singing to the girl of his heart in all his happiness and
new-born enthusiasm for life. (Yes, fellows, they have
done away with the time-honored clinch !)

The picture brings out all the good "audience-getting" stufif that Will Rogers has in him. It's no matter
whether your folks liked him in him previous vehicles

Director Badger has handled his story and his players excellently. All the members of the cast, which
includes Josie Sedgwick, Charles French, Willard
Louis and James Mason, are seemingly imbued with
the same spirit that lives in Rogers and all of them
give real-life performances such as they have never

or not, they're going to love him in this.

given before.

for certainly you'll go a long way and waste a lot of
time before you find one that approaches it's all-around
merit.

Here's the Real Article in a Human

Interest Feature

Comedy

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
corporate some catch line or reading notice to amplify
it so that the prospective patrons may gain a good idea

All you have to do with "Jubilo" is to get them in
for the first showing of the picture ; then they'll keep
coming all during the week or for as long as you run
it. The picture is worth any special exploitation stunts
you could dope out for certainly every crowd in the
United States, and then some, is going to appreciate
it from first to last.

of what they're going to see. Tell them that it is a
human interest comedy dealing with the adventures of

The title, of course, doesn't mean much and will
convey little to the average picture goer unless he has
read the story in the Saturday Evening Post. In advertising itin the newspapers you will naturally in-

Goldwyn supplies exhibitors with some of the sayings of Will Rogers. These are excellent for publicity
and advertising purposes on a picture of this kind.

a tramp who reformed and went to work, and try to
work in some of the plain humor and real heart stufif
that is in the picture into your ad copy.

NATIONAL

PICTURES

PROTECTION
4 NY man who

builds a theatre and

then fails to

/—\

insure it against fire is criminally careless. And
the same goes for any man who builds up a business in that theatre and fails to protect that business
against forces far more ruinous than fire.
National Picture Theatres, Inc., offers every exhibitor
the chance to protect his business and to make it grow —
make it grow not only in volume but in the proportion of
profit.
National Picture Theatres, Inc., is, in a sense, a form of
business insurance in which the insured makes money
by being insured.
As an exhibitor who has a business, the least you can do
toward protecting that business is to investigate.

NATIONAL PICTURE THEATRES, Inc.
Lewis J. Selznick
President
729 SEVENTH
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NEW

YORK
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Blanche Sweet Pleases in Bret Harte Classic
Blanche Sweet in

title. It is the various instances in the conduct of this

"FIGHTING
CRESSY"
Jesse D. Hampton — Pathe

feud that supply most of the action.
At the time the picture opens Cressy is still going

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Robert T. Thornby
Bret Harte
Fred Myton
Charles Kaufman
Well-produced adaptation of
Bret Harte's classic story of the days of the
Early West.
STORY. .Dealing with California settlers about 1860
DIRECTION
A realistic picture of the life of
the times.

PHOTOGRAPHY
markable.

Average good, nothing re-

LIGHTING
Fair
CAMERAWORK
Fair; nothing remarkable
STAR
Very good
SUPPORT
Excellent; good character work
EXTERIORS
Well selected
INTERIORS
Sufficient
DETAIL
Well handled
CHARACTER OF STORY
Clean
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,166 feet
The value of a picture of this kind depends almost
entirely on the way it has been produced. Dealing
with the early days in the settlement of California,
about 1860, it must naturally be a realistic picture of
the times it seeks to portray.
On this score this ofifering will get over in good
shape. Director Thornby has turned out a fairly good
picture, one that takes Bret Harte's classic story and
holds interest. Of course it was padded to some extent but not so much that it became wearisome.
The McKinstrys of which Cressy is the pretty
daughter and the Harrisons are engaged in a feud over
a piece of land to which neither of them have legal

to school although she has reached the period of adolescence. The opening scenes show a typical district
school of the period.
Eventually she falls in love with Bob Harrison but
neither of them are disclose their real feelings for
each other on account of the feud between the families.
As a means of stopping the feud Cressy commissions
a friend to buy the piece of property in dispute. A
representative of the legal owners appears and hearing that there is a streak of pay dirt running through
the land tries to take possession of it. In doing so
he wounds Bob Harrison. Cressy sees him fall and
running to his rescue drags him into a barn. The
McKinstrys and Harrisons hearing the shots rush to
the scene to defend their rights.
The San Francisco representative appears with the
Sherifif and it looks as though both the Harrisons and
McKinstrys are going to lose out when Cressy dramatically opens the barn door and claims the property in
her name and Bob's. Her friend appears at that
moment with the deed and everything ends happily.
The detail work throughout was exceptionally good.
Naturally in a picture of this kind lots of the footage
is taken up with purely episodic incidents which were
necessary in order to present a picture realistically
true to the life of the times. This was particularly
well done. The scene in the dance hall was interesting as was likewise the festivities celebrating the opening of a new stage route.
Russell Simpson gave his usual good performance as
old man McKinstry and Frank Lanning was mighty
good as old man Harrison. Others in the cast were
Edward Peil, Pell Trenton, Antrim Short, Billie Bennett and Georgie Stone.

Tell 'Em It's a Bret Harte Story of the Old West
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Pictures of this kind are always interesting and entertaining ithey
f
are well done. This one is well done.
Your crowd will undoubtedly like it.
Tell them it is a picture of the old west, of the
early days of the settlement of California. No gun
shootin' or cattle rustlin' but a good human picture
showing the life of those times in a truly realistic
manner.

Tell them it is adapted from one of Bret Harte's
famous classic stories. Play up Blanche Sweet. She
sure pleases in this one. It looks as though she might
be able to come back to her old time popularity provided they give her some good stories and handle her
right.
Spend enough money to tell your crowd all about
it, and there is no reason why you should not be pleased
with the results.

DAILV
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Weak Story Material Made Into Freak Picture That Doesn't Satisfy
William Desmond

in

"THE PRINCE AND BETTY"
Jesse D. Hampton — Pathe
DIRECTOR
Robert Thornby
AUTHOR
P. G. Wodehouse
SCENARIO BY
Fred Myton
CAMERAMAN
Harry Gerstad
AS A WHOLE
Jumbled up affair called a
romantic comedy drama but isn't even a good
burlesque.

But author Wodehouse didn't want his hero to be
a "sponger" so he thought up a plan to have him try
to earn his own living and for a thrill he decided that
it would be perfectly splendid to have an adventure
story on the side, to end up with the usual desert,

A poor excuse for a picture production; lacks ordinary appeal and seldom

And they do.
"They lived happy, etc."
After hero gets a job as clerk at the cigar stand in

STORY
amuses.
DIRECTION

Strayed away from the romance and ended up in a conglomeration of
farce, drama and what-not.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTINGS
Sometimes poor
CAMERA WORK
Ordinary
STAR

ing piece if the producer hadn't burlesqued the greater
part of it. "The Prince and Betty" started off fairly
well by having Bill Desmond, a poor chap dependent
on a crabby old uncle, fall in love with Mary Thurman,
an heiress. So far so good.

Didn't seem to worry about the part
that has been doled out to him and certainly

didn't try to impress.
SUPPORT
Mary Thurman played along in a
monotonous vein; others average.
EXTERIORS
Take for granted they look like
"Mervo" — wherever that is.
INTERIORS
Conventionally correct
DETAIL
About three reels too many; much
evidence of unskilled cutting.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Inconclusive comedy stuff doesn't reach and probably won't
amuse.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. .. .About 5,000 feet
P. G. Wodehouse may write fine musical comedies
and he has written fine musical comedies, among them
"Oh Boy," but he'll have to come better than this
if he would gain fame as an author of picture plays.
The story foundation was weak
enough
in itself
but might have been made into a trifling more amus-

the "Biltmore," depicted by a set that looks like anything but the Biltmore, they take up the remainder
of the footage with a lot of wild farcical stuff in which
Desmond, as heir to the throne of Mervo, hastens to
the newly formed republic, overthrows the government and becomes head of the principality.
Benjamin Scobell, unknown to hero, has staged the
revolution to put Mervo on the map and through
some more or less incomprehensive proceedings the
thing ends up by having Mary Thurman, as Scobell's
step-daughter, regain her lover, now a Prince.
"The Prince and Betty" is nothing more than a
string of vaguely logical happenings all strung together in a burlesque fashion with a title stuck in here
and there that rarely conveys the meaning of the action
and as for consistentcy of sequence, there is a conspicuous display of neglect on the part of the continuity writer, which the director did not improve.
Whoever handled the scissors for this one sure did
yield a wicked cutting for the finished product is choppy, and even if the continuity was bad and the director
careless, this latter fault can hardly be credited to ,
them. The titles were poorly written and at times confused rather than clarified.
In the cast were Anita Kay, George Swann, Walter Perry, Wilton Taylor, William Levaull and Frank
Lanning.

Don't Bother About This One If You Can Help It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you have to run this one, just slip it in, say nothing and pray hard. And at that you may not have
any trouble. There are folks who like this wild
travesty stuff, and to those who will excuse the lack
of technical and artistic display, the action in the land
of Mervo may be satisfied with this.
Use the name of the star in connection with the
fact that you are going to show the picture and Mr.
Wodehouse's name may be familiar to your audience
in connection with his musical shows and it might

be worth while to use his name. Mary Thurman may
be remembered as one of the Sennett bathing girls.
You could use this if you think it'advisalbe.
Catch lines could be used along the following lines :
"He was only a cigar clerk but turned out to be a
Prince. See William Desmond in 'The Prince and
Betty'." Or "He could not marry her because she
was an heiress and he was poor but see how Bill Desmond gets out of the difficulty in his latest production,
'The Prince and Betty'."
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Dramatic Characterization Study that Hits Some High Spots Quite
Effectively
Alice Joyce in

This is surely a character study as a story and for-

"THE
VENGEANCE
OF DURAND"
tunately the director has realized the necessity
of
_,_,-^^^_^
^ P
making it an appeal to the emotions through characDIRECTOR
Tom Terriss , ^ ,
,
,
t •
,
Vi ^^"^ development rather than to attempt to obtain only
R
R
AUTHOR
.Mr. and Mrs. George Ran- physical acion.
SCENARIO BY
dolph Chester.
Because of the necessity of concentrating upon charCAMERAMAN
Joe Shelderfer acter development, some of the early sequences were a
AS A WHOLE
Dramatic and rather nicely hu- jjjt tedious through the necessity of planting certain
manized exposition of subtle vengeance. ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^-^ characte
rizations of the indvidual
STORY
Character study of exceptional strength
...
,
, .,j.
., ui •
1personalities in the story.
building to big moments in climaxes.
^
characterizations rather The interest is held rather nicely, however, and as
DIRECTION.... Developed
carefully; hit the high spots in climaxes quite the story begins to build towards the climaxes, direceffectively.
tor Terriss has intelligently used close-ups which rePHOTOGRAPHY
Generally pleasing; some ex- ^Uy create a tension that will hold most any audience.
cellent effects.
^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^
stories of jealousy but this Rex
LIGHTINGS
Usually good; some splendid ^
,
r , ,
,
,
u
the best that has been written
of
one
is
varn
Beach
.
r
.• r .
ITTITr^■DT^
r^An/ri^TiA WORK
CAMERA
Very
satisfactory;
frequent
because of the fact that it is entirely a play of emotion
use of close-ups helped decidedly.
Particularly effective in big emotional rather th^in one of violent, continuous, rapid action.
STAR
moments.
A touch of novelty and color is given in a garden
SUPPORT
Very good although some parts not fete which helps register the accepted "old
up to standard of principles.
• ^^^ ^^ ,^ig ^^^^^^ f^^. ^ feature.
EXTERIORS
Well chosen to register atmos- ,..
t
i
^i
. v •
"
Miss Joyce has an exceptional opportunity
phere.
rr
•m

school"

*u i •
the
big
i
rG.
y.
effectivel
very
registers
INTERIORS. . . .Not exceptionally fine but very good dramatic moments and
DETAIL.... Treatment of more important moments V. Seyffertits as "Durand," gives a characterization
that will not be forgotten very soon by those who apmade effective by close-ups.
forceful work on the screen.
preciate
subtle
of
Workings
STORY
OF
CHARACTER
mind bent on vengeance brings big clashes Others in the cast were Percy Marmont, William
Strong, Herbert Pattee and Mark
Bechtel, Eugene
but is not objectionable at any time.
Smith.
feet
6,411
N
LENGTH OF PRODUCTIO

Is Big Enough to Talk About and Has Good Value in Names
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You

are

entirely justified in billing this as a big with the romance of a daughter controlled by an inI just have a hunch that some
picture because it has real dramatic pjwer and you sanely jealous father.
have the names of Rex Beach and Alice Joyce to play ^"^^^^ ^^y ""^ care particularly for Alaskan stuff and
, -.>,
J iU
jj-4.1 i
iu f 1 •
1 1 i ^ 11 maybe they are anxious to see a dramatic Rex Beach
with, and the additional strength of being able to tell -^
^
too full of dog-sleds, fur coats
^lom ^
,
, by
,
, . was produced
,
,
your tans
that
this
iernss story
. , provided
, ,, it is not
^
-^
and dance halls.
who has made such recent successes as "The Third Concentrate particularly upon the fact that
this is
Degree," "The Lion and the Mouse" and "The Spark a dramatic character study and in your advertising
Divine."
say to your fans that the "new school" of photoplay
Since I have a feeling that most people think that production is turning to characterization rather than
Rex Beach has written principally of Alaska, I believe action because the public has placed the stamp of»apit would be advisable to make clear in your advertis- proval upon the human characterization type of film
ing that this is a story of exceptional power dealing in preference to the rather passe physical action story.

Ohe SECOND!

pShOULD a WOMAN
TELL?
^^,
LAKE

Gyyi^^ ALICE

and an exceptional cast, include

'^ing Cfach CMulhall &^ (Franh, Currier.

(S)tory &y scenario hy ^nis *7bx.
Jjivected in 6 absorbing acts hij
Qdhn 8. 9nce.
vp (his hig, tense, hunaun drama,
as gripping and povOevful as it
is appealing, is the storij
of a u)o¥nan confvont
ed ijOith one of life's
greatest prohlenfis.

MAXWELL

ICARGER

director (general

.PICTURES
METR
O >
CORPORATr
gurijs Omperial \pLctwres, Ilmiiedi SxcIusvOe VistrthutoTS
thwughout
the British Smpire. <^-^ Sir'Willioumt gwrvj , cMarutgln^ Virecbor.
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Makes a Better Picture Than It Did a Play
Elaine Hammerstein
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHORS
SCENARIO

BY

in

COUNTRY COUSIN"
Selznick-Select
Allan Crossland
Booth Tarkington and Julian Street
R. Cecil Smith

CAMERAMAN
William Wagner
AS A WHOLE
Well produced drama dealing
with country and city life that is just a trifle
out of the ordinary.
!STORY
Adapted from the play of the same name
and contains good picture material.
DIRECTION
Very good with some very beautiful effects.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTING
Good
CAMERA WORK
handled.

House party scenes ably

STAR

Takes advantage of opportunities ; very
pretty at times.
} SUPPORT
Excellent throughout
I EXTERIORS
Beautiful scenic backgrounds
INTERIORS
Sufficient
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER OF STORY. . . .Clean and inoffensive
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,279 feet
Here is one that is just a trifle out of the ordinary
and in addition you have a new star in the person of
Elaine Hammerstein who, if she is handled right,
should prove valuable to you. The picture is impressive because it is human, and more, interestingly so.
Largely for that reason your crowd will undoubtedly
like it. Furthermore it has been given an elaborate
production with the result that some very pleasing effects have been obtained.
Elaine Hammerstein proves winsome and appealing

throughout the entire offering and at times she is very
pretty. She takes advantage of every opportunity and
rises to the occasion in the big moments. She can be
made into a very good box office attraction.
Nancy Price is a wealthy young girl of the middle
west who owns a large farm and manages it herself
after completing a course in an agricultural college.
Her cousin Eleanor is also wealthy. Eleanor's father
and mother have been divorced and the father has
married a second time. At the time Eleanor comes of
age and enters into control of her fortune her father
appears and persuades her to come to New York and
live with him, where he can introduce her into society.
Eleanor goes and immediately enters into the fast
life of the younger set.
After she has been gone a few months Nancy visits
her and is brutally snubbed by Eleanor's father and
step mother. A young millionaire without much principle gets her in a compromising position and in order
to protect Eleanor she has to accept the circumstances.
Another young millionaire who is falling in love with
Nancy against his will comes to her rescue.
Eleanor sees what a false lot her society acquaintances are and leaves for the country with Nancy where
she finds happiness with the sweetheart of her youth.
The young millionaire follows Nancy and they too
find happiness in their love.
As you can see it is a simple little story but very,
very human and for that reason very appealing. Director Crossland has embellished it to just the proper
degree with scenes that are brilliant from a protographic and lighting standpoint especially those showing two house parties on Long Island country places.
Others in the cast were Genevieve Tobin, Reginald
Sheffield, Bigelow Cooper, Helene Montrose, Lumsden
Hare and Walter McGrail.

New Star Shown to Advantage in Booth Tarkington Picture
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You have three things to play up in this one. Booth
Tarkington, the title of the picture, and Elaine Hammerstein. It is a good picture and one that your
crowd should like. Not a great picture, by any manner
of means, but a good human one dealing with real
folks.

Splurge very hard on the fact that it is adapted from
the stage play of the same name by Booth Tarkington,
and play up his name very extensively. Nearly everybody in the country knows of Tarkington and they
will be more than interested to see one of his plays

made into a picture.
title extensively.

For the same reason use

the

Also play up Elaine Hammerstein. Tell them she
is the grand daughter of the one and only original
Oscar Hammerstein, that she has had a big success on
Broadway and that they will like her now that she is
appearing in pictures. You have plenty of material
here for good exploitation work and you can afford to
spend some money; for though the picture is not a
world beater, it will please.
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Fairy Tale Atmosphere Not to be Taken Seriously
Mae Murray in

latest Leonce Perret vehicle. She sure does display

"THE A. B. C. OF LOVE"
Acme Pictures Corp. — Pathe
DIRECTOR
Leonce
Perret
AUTHOR
Leonce
Perret
SCENARIO BY
Leonce Perret
TECHNICAL
DIRECTOR
John Birkel
CAMERAMAN
Alfred Ortlieb
AS A WHOLE
Foolishment of the fairy tale

remarkable ability in the art of love-making for a
beginner and for the first few reels romps around in

variety that doesn't even bother to put it off
as a dream.
STORY
DIRECTION

It isn't; inconsistent characters and unconvincing action.
Provided
little amusement

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Very fine all through
Clear
Good

STAR

Pouted her way through for the most part
and made a lot of wise cracks for an innocent kid.
SUPPORT
H. E. Herbert an ardent but hardly
adorable lover; others satisfying.
EXTERIORS
Pretty shots
INTERIORS
Rich but overfurnished
DETAIL
Some big jumps in story sequence
CHARACTER
LENGTH

OF

STORY.

pajamas very much after the fashion of the new "bedroom farce" idea. But then Mae is supposed to be a
little innocent girl so it's all right.
This latest effort on the part of Leonce Perret can
hardly be taken seriously, and in fact the fairy tale atmosphere isso pungent that probably the biggest surprise for the spectator will be the fact that the star
doesn't wake up toward the end. Mae rides into the
picture astride her bony old horse, her sole possession.
She is evidently asleep or unconscious when H. E.
Herbert comes upon her in his roadster — a rather
novel introduction.
The production is called a "dramatic romance" but
it is far from dramatic and it is too frivolous to be really romantic. Mae falls asleep and when she awakes
finds herself in new surroundings. She does this twice,
the first time the result isn't so satisfactory but the
second time Miss Innocence is installed in a much
more lucrative berth and starts off in the role of the
baby ingenue.
H. E. Herbert was the playwright who took Mae

.. .Light, fanciful thing

into his home and finally married her. Dorothy Green

may amuse but can't impress.
OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 feet

played the vamp with all that goes with it and came

If this is "The A. B. C. of Love" there's a whole lot
of us that will want to stick around for the X. Y. Z.
after seeing the good start Mae Murray gets in her

near breaking up Mae's pretty romance. Hubby discovers that Dorothy is only playing with him in order to secure the "lead" in his new play so there is the
usual ending and "a year later" flash.

MR. PRODUCER:
On the opposite page are represented the foremost cameramen in the
United States. Ask any of these boys regarding the quality and service of the

J^loom Jf ilm %ahomtovit^
7520 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, California

Telephone — Hollywood 4015

jMi
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Use Names of Author and Star — You Can Safely Make Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Mae Murray in

Mae Murray is good to look at and although her

"THE A. B. C. OF LOVE"
Acme Pictures Corp. — Pathe
This isn't a fine production but it is pretty to look
at and you can probably show "The A. B. C. of Love"
without any serious results. Direct, your biggest appeal to the women, telling them it is a novel love story
with a poor little country kid becoming the wife of a

effort at this kid part isn't best suited to her talents,
there may be those who will like her in the role. Her
name is worth exploiting and should be used in connection with all announcements. Dorothy Green may
be remembered for her vamping so you can mention
her name for the benefit of those admirers of the
Theda Bara art.

successful playwright. Don't go too strong on the
"dramatic romance" stuff because it is too light and
fanciful to come under such a head and folks won't
be long in recognizing this.

Pathe will furnish you with a press sheet which contains many suggestions which might be used to advantage and with good results.

1

AGNES

CHRISTINE
Now

JOHNSTON

Writing for

Thos. H. Ince Productions
Current

Releases

(,(,

Twenty-Three

and One- Half Hours Leave" and
''Daddy -Long-Legs"
IN PREPARATION

A Series of Charles Ray Releases

Wid's DaUy
Binders -

»2.00

Invaluable for reference purposes.
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If You Have Selective Booking Let the Other Fellow Select This One
Ethel Clayton in
"MORE

DEADLY THAN THE
Paramount-Artcraft

MALE"

DIRECTOR
Robert Vignola
AUTHOR
Joseph Gollomb
SCENARIO BY
Julia Crawford Ivers
CAMERAMAN
James C. Van Trees
AS A WHOLE
Impresses one as a series of
illustrated subtitles.
STORY

Adventure
and unsympathetic
ance with surprise finish.

DIRECTION
attempted.
PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Failed to register the thrills
Good
Good

CAMERA WORK
STAR
Has little opportunity with
SUPPORT
Same
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

rom-

Average
material
as above
Suitable

Appropriate
Not much chance for mistakes

CHARACTER

OF STORY
Actress demonstrates to explorer that there are thrills in a
civilized life.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,213 feet

Unless you want to show your patrons a mere illustrated story steer wide of "More Deadly Than the
Male," for an illustrated story is all it is. There is
little action that transpires in the film itself, save for
one or two poorly attempted thrillers. The characters
either talk it all or else you have to take the subtitles
word for it that such and such a character "felt the
gamut of emotions." That character, however, doesn't
show it in facial expressions or any other variety of
action. Either the director, scenarist or film cutter,
or perhaps all of them, thought he was writing a story

instead of picturing it. That's the big fault with
"More Deadly Than the Male."
Ethel Clayton is introduced as Helen O'Hara, an
actress manager, who meets Richard Carlin, an adventuresome wanderer just as he is contemplating another
expedition. After about a reel of conversation she
learns that he has no respect for civilized women and
gets a bigger thrill courting African damsels, who are
guarded by jealous bucks. So Helen decides to hand
him as big a thrill. Whereupon Richards is introduced
to Terry O'Hara, apparently a jealous husband and
right under his nose Helen asks him to come and visit
her at her mountain lodge when her husband is away.
The idea appeals to Richard and he accepts. What
transpires there is all planned. Terry discovers them
in each other's arms and a duel is the result with a
supposed tragic conclusion when Richard believes he
has killed Terry. That night Helen and Richard are
left alone at the lodge. A dam nearby threatens to
burst and Richard goes out to mend it m which task
he is assisted by Helen, so saving the lives of a bunch
of crippled kiddies in the camp below. This was a
poor thrill as pictured and didn't arouse any suspense
at all, while it seemed an extremely obvious way to
plant Richard's strength. The next morning he kidnaps Helen, takes her aboard his friend's yacht, is
pursued by the harbor police, stunned and captured
and later when he comes to in Helen's place he learns
that Terry is really her brother and that the whole
scheme was merely a stage trick of Helen's to make
him stay home and devote himself "to something
worth
Miss while."
Clayton, in a dark wig, plays well enough but
is unable to do anything, with the material in hand
and the same may be said of the rest of the cast, including Edward Coxen, Herbert Heyes, Hallam Cooley and
Peggy Pearce.

If You Have to Play It Offer an Insoluble Mystery as

the Attraction

Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you can really select your pictures, let the other
fellow select this one, for even those who admire the
star are going to be a little sour about il. However
if nothing else is in sight, capitalize on the title and
the "surprise finish" to the story. You can work on
the former line by employing such readers as "Despite
man's strength it still remains that the female
species is more deadly than the male. See
Deadly Than the Male" in which a man with
and nerve of iron goes down to defeat before

of the
"More
muscle
. . ."

The surprise finish could be brought out in the
advertisements by dwelling on the fact that no one
rectly.
will be able to foretell the conclusion of the story corThere is a prologue to the picture showing a harmlessly done "cave man" scene, in which three fellows
in skins battle for Miss Clayton, who stands by, similiarly clad. Some exhibitors may be inclined to make
much of this in their advertising. We wouldn't however, as it is not any too well done and is too short
to merit such attention.
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MAURICE

jd C/>araniouny4rtcraft Cpidure
By Joseph Conrod

Scenario hy Stephen Fox

Proihicfd hy Maurice Touriienr

LOVE and gold! The lure
^ of tropic isles, where
nature laughs and homeless
rakes woo fortune. A dirty
port on a sunny sea, where
rogues have drifted, seeking loot.
The greatest tale of the
greatest living writer of ocean

fiction, painted on the screen
by the masterly direction of
Tourneur and the art of a notable cast, including Jack Holt,
Seena Owen and Lon Chaney.
A tale with a "punch" in
every
film,great
"Victory"
one of foot
the of
really
picturesis
of the year !
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Be Sure to Explain the Story and Play Up Accordingly
Sessue Hayakawa in
"THE TONG MAN"
Haworth Prod. — Robertson-Cole
'biRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

William Worthinglon
Clyde C. Westover
Not credited
Frank D. Williams

AS A WHOLE
Sensational expose of workings
of Chinese secret society ; some highly melodramatic moments.
STORY

An adaptation of Clyde C. Westover's
"The Dragon's Daughter"; a sure winner for
a lover of thrills.

DIRECTION
Provided some rather hair-raising
murders with the action kept at a rapid pace ;
homicide too frequent for the spectator's comfort.
PHOTOGRAPHY
!LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR

Splendid throughout
Night scenes especially fine
Good

The best thing he has done in some time;

gives a forceful portrayal of the "Tong Man."
SUPPORT
Marc Robbins presents the sinister
character of Ming Tai in a truly meritorious
manner; others adequete.
EXTERIORS
All that the story required
INTERIORS
Some striking displays of Oriental
splendor.
DETAIL
One or two breaks in continuity; generally well followed.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Intrigue of the Yellow race perhaps exaggerated but gruesomely
real.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,975 feet

In presenting Clyde C. Westover's "The Dragon's
Daughter" on the screen Sessue Hayakawa has injected all the force and tensity that could possibly be
put in one picture.
And perhaps there is a little too

much of it for the more gentle picture patron to whom
the lurid workings of a Chinese secret society would
prove repulsive rather than interesting, especially

t^

confronted as they are in "The Tong Man" with a
more or less uncanny review of such an avenging
crowd.
The production is action from start to finish. They
start off with a murder and end up with several. To
those with a distaste for Oriental drama the theme of
Sessue Hayakawa's latest effort will probably have
no appeal inasmuch as it deals exclusively with the
machine-like murder process of the dreaded Bo Sing
Tong, one of the most powerful secret societies of San
Francisco's Chinatown.
It is true, however, that the revenge of a Chinaman
is wierdly certain and gruesomely cruel and in his
interpretation of Luk Chan, the hated "hatchet man"
of the Bo Sing Tong, Hayakawa has given an unusually fine portrayal and his disguise as an incense
vendor is hardly believable, so clever is his masquerade.
The producers may have trouble getting the production by the censors on account of the many murders,
some of which are rather horrible.

Louie Toy, father of Sen Chee, is a dealer in Oriental curios in the main but has amassed a fortune
from a traffic in opium. Luk Chan is in love with
Sen Chee, a fact that displeases Ming Tai, ruling power
of the Bo Sing Tong, who had long coveted Louie
Toy's daughter and his fortune.
Having been refused the hand of Sen Chee, Ming
Tai arranges to vent the wrath of the society upon the
merchant and "fixes" the drawing of the tong so that
Luk Chan is elected to kill the father of his sweetheart.
Luk feels bound to carry out the religion of his ancestors but weakens. The remainder of the story consists
of fast-moving dramatic action in the effort of the
society to capture the traitor. The fade-out shows the
lovers aboard ship bound for China.

Splendid Production But a Gruesomely Vivid Depiction of Chinese Underworld
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There's no getting away from it but that "The Tong
Man" is a "thriller." If you're looking for something
that will make 'em hold their breath and sit tight you
won't go wrong in booking Sessue Hayakawa's latest
production. There is action from start to finish ;
tensely dramatic moments, some frightfully tragic.
It is a production, however, that will not appeal to
everyone. For this reason be sure to give your patrons
an idea of the story before you show it. It certainly is

not for very young children. Explain that the action
deals with the workings of a secret society of the
Chinese underworld.
Outside of the tragic moments, "The Tong Man"
contains some splendid character work on the part of
the players and a creditable Oriental atmosphere that
truly looks like the real thing. The star has acquired
quite a following and for those who are interested in
the roles he portrays, play up his name.
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^avAj^d' Directors
who wish to establish themselves as producers, with
the financial and other assistance of

The W. W, Hodkinson Corporation,
which is exclusively a Distributing organization with
the longest and sanest experience in the motion
picture business.
We desire to develop additional

Producing Units to Be Controlled By
The Individual Director
who can demonstrate thru past performances that he
can turn out pictures comparable to the early efforts
of other new producing units operating thru the
Hodkinson organization, namely:

Hodkinson Producers:

Initial Pictures;

GREAT AUTHORS
J. PARKER READ Jr.
ZANE GREY PICTURES
ARTCO-AUGUSTUS THOMAS
DEITRICH-BECK
ROBERT BRUNTON

"The Westerners"
"Sahara"
"Desert Gold"
"As A Man Thinks"
"The Bandbox"
J. Warren Kerrigan Pictures

W. W. Hodkinson is the only executive in this industry
who has continuously from the beginning stood for

Quality From Any Sources and Particularly
From New Sources
He devised the first selective machinery built for this
purpose. The above-listed product from new concerns
and the additional product that this announcement
should bring forth will prove that today he controls —
The

most effective machine for selecting and encouraging worthy producing units.

We solicit inquiries from the best talent in the business
and will treat them in strict confidence while negoti?
ations are pending.

¥.¥. HODKINSON CORPORmON

I

i

527 fifth Avenue, New YorkOty
IHstTibiilin^ through PAIHE ^hange,lncorp<mited.
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^avAedr Exhibitors
to read the opposite page and then question — if
they can — the claim of W. W. Hodkinson that he
alone has built an organization designed to select
pictures for National Distribution in the same
manner that the exhibitor would book them for his
own theatre.
The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation will not commit
itself to inferior product in the present market any
more than the exhibitor will.
It is well known to the exhibitors of the nation that
each and every picture released by our organization is
classified and graded and offered at prices in keeping
with its worth and value to the retail exhibitorbuyers of the industry. In other words, we pick
the pictures we distribute with as great care and
thought as you pick the pictures you book for your
theatre.
The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation has in the past
and will in the future discourage poor product and
encourage new and worthy producers.
A highly capitalized Producer-controlled organization
cannot encourage good product from new producers
without destroying the market for its own inferior
pictures.
Read these pages again. Debate ana «liscuss their
contents. And remember: Until you are able to recognize the peculiar fitness of the Hodkinson machine
for helping you, it will not serve its real and fullest
purpose and that, until then, it must necessarily deal
with you on a competitive basis, the same as other
Producer-Distributors do.
When you recognize that we are different and can help
you solve your problems we stand ready to explain
our position and come to your aid.

¥.¥ HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Qty
Distributing through PAIHE IJcchange,Jncorporatcd

ft^t/it tf^^ff^^/^rrif
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LOUISE GLAUM
WOLF'S
NEHTER
UG
THEDALO
By Louis Joseph Vance
Combining the vjorld-known characters qf__

'rUE LONE WOLF"S'''fALSE faces"
The cotnbiued genius of a great
organization has produced one
of the biggest and most fascinating productions ever made
— "The Lone Wolf's Daughter."
Power, artistry, craftsmanship,
showmanship, exploitation, values— all are present in every
inch and foot of this gorgeously
rich production.

"The
astounding
glamour now
of Louise Glaum
is an element
and
hereafter to be counted on by
exhibitors to make them profits,"
says The Moving Picture fForld.
We, its distributors, say: "This
is the biggest production ever
made at the famous Thos. H.
Ince Studios." See it at your
exchange.

W.V.HODiaNSON CORPOEmON
527 Fi/th Avenue, New YbrkGty
Distributing through PAlHb Exchange, Incorporated

Foreign Distributor ■■ Apollo Iradin^ Corp.
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Parisian Meller Dealing With Seamy Side of Life
Dorothy Dalton in
"L'APACHE"
Paramount-Artcraft

'IRECTOR
Joseph De Grasse
UTHOR
John Lynch
LTPERVISED BY
Thomas H. Ince
CENARIO BY
R. Cecil Smith
AMERAMAN
John Stumar
jS
Parisian melodrama with reali A WHOLE
. .
1
istic settings.
TORY
Highly improbable but holds interest
IRECTION
Ably handled throughout
HOTOGRAPH Y
Very good
IGHTING
Well up to standard
AMERA WORK
Extra good double exposure

j

TAR
UPPORT

Work.

Apache.
;XTERIORS

Handles a dual role most capably
Macy Harlan excellent as an
Balance of cast good.
Realistic and beautiful

NTERIORS
Met requirements
>ETAIL
Exceptionally good
HARACTER OF STORY
Deals with Parisian underworld, but not offensive.
<ENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,625 feet
This picture should go fairly well in the down town
ouses and those in which the audience demands a
lore or less sensational sort of entertainment and
oes not care whether the subject material of the picure deals with the seamy side of life or not.
Tom Ince has given the picture a mighty fine proluction. with plenty of the real Parisian local color
nd atmosphere. There are sequences that one would
.Imost think had really been made in Paris. Likewise
here is some mighty fine settings, beautiful locations,
xcellent photography and lighting well up to the
standard maintained by this company.

The theme for the story is based on a freak of nature.
Two American girls in Paris, in widely separated walks
of life, are so near alike that it is almost impossible
to tell them apart. One, Helen Armstrong, is the
daugther of a college professor. She has come to
Paris to study music and instead has become the mistress of a wealthy American.
The other, Natalie Bourget, has become the wife
of the king of the Apache's in order to save her brother
from prison. By a set of peculiar circumstances the
two are brought together at the moment when Helen's
grandfather is coming to visit her and see how she
is progressing. Her life of dissipation has had its
efifect and she does not dare to see him. She persuades
Natalie to take her place. Natalie leaves late at night.
Immediately afterwards Helen dressed in Natalie's
clothes commits suicide by jumping in the Seine. Jean
Bourget, Natalie's husband, visits the apartment of
Helen and kills Harrison Forbes, the millionaire.
Natalie is having the happiest time of her life at
the chateau of Otis Mayne where her alleged grandfather is stopping. She and Otis fall in love. She is
arrested as Helen Armstrong and charged with the
murder of Forbes. At the trial she refuses to put in
any defense. At the last moment Jean Bourget is captured by the police and in attempting to escape is
shot. Just before he dies he confesses to the murder.
Natalie is discharged and she and Otis clutch.
Dorothy Dalton did a fine and impressive piece of
work handling the dual role of Natalie and Helen. She
diflferentiated sharpely between the two characters

causing each one to stand out as a separate and distinct personality. Macy Harlan was good as Jean
Bourget, the apache, while Robert Elliot pleased as
Otis Mayne. Others in the cast were Austin Webber,
George Furry, Frank Cluxon, Alice Gale and Lewis
Darcley.

Makes a Good Program Feature But Nothing to Get Enthusiastic Over
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
There is a question as to whether a picture of this
<ind is suited to every kind of a house and for that
reason it might be a good idea for you to see it before
you book. \\'hereas there is nothing really offensive
about it still it deals with the seamy side of Parisian
ife and you can be assured that it is not an offering
that would be recommended
ciation.

by the minister's asso-

If you do run it your appeal should l)e made to
that part of your public, who like the sensational in
their entertainment
and
become
enthusiastic
over

melodrama based on the sex theme. They will probably like it.
In that case use the title very extensively. Anything having to do with the Paris Apache has drawing power. Play up Dorothy Dalton in good shape
and tell them that she handles a dual role in a thoroughly convincing and entertaining manner.
But whatever you do tell them the truth in your
advertising and let them know just the kind of a picture they are coming in to see . Otherwise you may
get kicks.

BURSTON FILMS JNC
Jias the ^ovior of Presevitli/ioj

THEFmSTSEKIALDEIJUXE

<4.

Starring

KING
BAGGOT

"A Face as Well
7<HouJ>i as 'ih.e^
iMai/i in tkeMoon'

In a Protean ^ole Suppovted bu

GRACE DARMOND
and RHEA MITCHELL
Ai/id atiAll Star Cast of Principals

A 15 Chapter feature Production
Virected bif lA), S.Van. VvjUa
J^roduced under the Personal Siip^ruisiopi

of LOUIS BURSTON
Distributed

bi/

WH.PRODUCTIONS CO.
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Peculiar Situation Not Really New But Saved by Performance of Star
Charlotte Walker in
"EVE IN EXILE"
American Film Co. — Pathe
RECTOR
Burton George
;SISTANT DIRECTOR
Eugene Lowry
JTHOR
Cosmo Hamilton
lENARIO BY
Lois Zellner
^MERAMAN
Dal Clawson
5 A WHOLE
Slow in getting started but holds
interest fairly well; not gripping but will satisfy.
i'ORY .... Deals with the life of a girl whose father
loses his fortune.

clever

ance which will be appreciated by admirers of this
stage star.

The story, another of Cosmo Hamilton's society situations, is interesting in the main but hardly compelling. There is too much time wasted in getting
into the dominant theme and then along about the
fourth reel, the action is allowed to lag, and creates that
"why don't they do something" feeling.
The settings are well selected. A great many
ups of the players which are unnecessary and
times not pleasing, might be omitted thereby
away with some of the waste footage of which
is considerable.

closesomedoing
there

IRECTION
Handled players very well for the
most part but used too much footage in getting into the story.
HOTOGRAPHY
Good

The supporting cast has been well selected. Thomas
Santschi plays the part of the determined lover in the
rather serious demeanor required by the character in

IGHTINGS
Generally clear
AMERA WORK
Secured some good locations
TAR
Acts with sincerity and displayed considerable agility in a part not wholly suited to
her personality.
UPPORT
Fairly well known cast that bore the
burden of the supporting company capably.
:XTERIORS
Well selected

question.
Miss Walker, the "Eve in Exile," goes to live with a
maiden aunt in New England while her bankrupt
father just evaporates from the story. Eve settles
down to the humdrum existence of the little town of

Only conventional sets required
Careful cutting will help
of story
Not exactly a cheer-

Nina's brother, Tom Santschi, meets his sister's new
found friend and falls in love with her. In the meantime Charlotte has become acquainted with Paul which
starts romance number two. Nina is jealous when

ful subject but won't depress.
OF PRODUCTION
About 6,800 feet

she discovers the devotion of the two and plans to dis-

NTERIORS
)ETAIL
;HARACTER
.ENGTH

Northrup and is not long in making friends with a
Mrs. Nina Carey who is carrying on an afifair with
Paul Armitage, an author.

In playing the part of Eve Ricardo, the London so;iety girl whose father had lavished a fortune on her
:hat she might retain the place she had attained, Charotte Walker has endeavored to make the most of a
3art which would more appropriately have been given

;o a more youthful actress. Miss Walker, notwithstanding, has given a creditable and finished perform-

rupt her friend's faith in her author-lover, at the suggestion of her brother, also enraged because of Eve's
love for Paul. In the end all the difificulties are overcome and Tom is killed while attempting to take the
life of his rival.
In the cast were Wheeler Oakman, Violet Palmer,
Martha Mattox, George Periolat, Harvey Clark, L. C.
Shumway

and Perry Banks.

iUse Charlotte Walker's Name in Announcements But Don't Make a Fuss
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If the picture was cut from seven to five reels, doing
iway with a lot of waste footage that retards rather

and while you can probably play it and get away with
it there are no grounds that warrant special promises.
Miss Walker does very well in the part of Eve and
although she is not adapted to the slapstick comedy
bit that is stuck in at one point, her performance is
satisfying. Her reputation as a successful actress and
a star of the legitimate stage should be your best bet.
Some of your patrons may recall her splendid work in

:han advances the plot, "Eve in Exile" would make a
:airly good program offering.
However, it is not big

"Every Mother's Son," which was the best thing in
the picture.

"Eve in Exile" is perhaps not what you would expect it to be but the fact that a girl accustomed to
:he luxury and splendor becoming a London society
)elle, is forced to go to a small New England town to
)e dependent on a relative should perhaps be considered an exile under the circumstances.

NevlbrkTimes
&fier seeing the
opeiiifi^ at the new

CdpitolTliedffe
'Blind Husbands" is superior
to most of the year's productions. Itis interesting throughout and at times supremely
compelling. The story is developed to its full power by
pictures for which no words
are needed — pictures more eloquent than words can ever be."

?.?,
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Mystery of a Different Sort Given Splendid Production
Louise Glaum

in

"THE LONE WOLF'S DAUGHTER"
J. Parker Read Prod.— Hodkinson-Pathe
DIRECTOR
J. Parker Read, Jr.
AUTHOR
Louis Joseph Vance
SCENARIO BY . .'
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Charles Stumar
AS A WHOLE
Elaborate conception of underworld mystery with serial ingredients; has
spectacular ending.
STORY
After a detailed prologue delves into an
exposure of London's anarchists.
DIRECTION
Provided especially appropriate
atmosphere for the action but permitted interest to lag at times.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent ; some
pleasing
close-ups.
LIGHTINGS
Clear
CAMERA WORK
Creditable
STAR

Adequate in the part
honors with male lead.

but

shares

equal

SUPPORT

Edwin Stevens gives a fine performance ;Bertram Grassby does well, especially
in character of butler.

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
hardly
CHARACTER
LENGTH OF

Those in the prologue accurate
Lavish sets
Production a trifle too long; otherwise
to be criticized.
OF STORY. .Typical Vance mystery
PRODUCTION
6,800 feet

In his "The Lone Wolf's Daughter." Louis Joseph
Vance has given an intimate glimpse into the underworld organizations of England's metropolis. Although
an audience may hesitate to accept the author's conception for a fact, they will probably agree that he has
written a real mystery story with plenty of secret
passages, sliding doors and other "intrikut" things.
From a production standpoint, the story has been

picturized in a big way — lavish sets, y magnificent display of wealth in furnishings and enough of the spectacular to create a dramatic climax. The prologue in
itself is worthy of commendation. The action, supposed to transpire in London thirty years previous,
lays the foundation for the paramount plot. Attention to detail in this sequence is indeed laudable.
Edwin Stevens had by far the stellar role and in the
part of Prince Victor gave an appreciable performance.
Miss Glaum was satisfactory as "The Lone Wolf's
Daughter," but it wasn't until the last reel that she
had a chance to display her ability. Bertram Grassby
was good as the he-vamp in the prologue and later as
Miss Glaum's father disguised as a butler. Thomas
Holding was equally pleasing.
After the prologue which divorced Miss Glaum from
Prince Victor, Edwin Stevens, and made her the wife
of Michael Lanyon, "The Lone Wolf," played by
Grassby, the action opens at the present day amid
the anarchistic organization of London's underworld.
Prince Victor's ambition to become dictator is presented at some length and the workings of his associates and the opposing force, Scotland Yard, consume
the remainder of the footage.
Miss Glaum appears as the daughter of the prologue marriage, although she is not aware of her true
identity. Stevens announces himself as the girl's
father and takes her to his home where she falls in
love with his secretary, Thomas Holding, in reality a
Scotland Yard detective. At a critical moment he discloses to her all that the audience already knows, regarding the conspiracy against the government and
Victor's
Grassby. desire for revenge against her own father,

There is some swift action in here and the spectacular finale, a fire, works up a dramatic climax preceding
the happy ending.

Use Names of Author and Star — You Can Safely Make Promises
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"The Lone Wolf's Daughter" without doubt, is a big
picture. It has all the evidences of a special and surely
must have cost quite a bit to produce. Throughout
there is considerable display of wealth and it contains
some of the best performances on the part of the
players, seen in some time.
You can book this and feel safe from a box office angle for it is that kind of an attraction. It should make
money and will probably stand a long run, profiting by

word-of-mouth advertising. Use the name of the star
in connection with your announcements and give Edwin Stevens his earned share of honors.
Louis Joseph Vance, the author of many mystery
stories, has done something just a little different in
"The Lone W^olf's Daughter" and for the intelligent
folks be sure to use his name for picture patrons have
come to look for the stories of the known writers, to
a great extent. There are numerous possibilities for
financial return in this and you should get your share.
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Woman-With-a-Past Theme Done Interestingly
Francelia Billington in
"THE
DAY
SHE PAID"
Universal
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR

Rex Ingram
Fannie Hurst

SCENARIO BY. . . .Hal Hoadley and Clarkson Miller
CAMERAMAN
Steve Rounds
AS A WHOLE
Has flavor of Cosmopolitan
Magazine; its source.
STORY
Utilizes woman-with-a-past theme
DIRECTION
Commendable
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTING
closeups.
CAMERA
WORK

Star very prettily lighted in
Plain

shots

STAR

A quality of sameness about her emotions
but is pretty and appealing.
SUPPORT
Charles Clary good; Von Meter conventional heavy.
EXTERIORS
Include pretty garden shots
INTERIORS
Entirely suitable
DETAIL
All right
CHARACTER OF STORY
Heroine discloses
her past to save young girl.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
"The Day She Paid" is an interestingly done picture
based on the familiar theme of the woman with a
past who reveals her indiscretion to the man she loves
that a young girl may be saved from a similar fate.
As such it is a generally well-done picture, boasting
nothing unusual to its credit, but at the same time
telling its story interestingly and with more than the
average degree of logic that is found in productions of
a similar character.

Francelia Billington appears as Marion, the prize
model in the clothing establishment operated by Adam
Kessler, a man who pays more attention to the ladies

than he does to his business. Charles Clary as a department store owner urges her to marry him, to return with him to his home and to act as mother to his
two daughters. Marion is loathe to do so at first
because Kessler had betrayed her several years before.
However, on his promise to keep silent, Marion accepts.
What happens afterwards can easily be imagined.
A few happy years go by and then Marion sees her
husband's elder daughter constantly in company with
Kessler. He proposes to marry her, he tells her, but
Marion refuses to believe him and finally goes to her
husband and tells the whole tragic story. Husband
throws her out and forbids his daughter seeing Kessler again. So matters stand until Kessler again endeavors to see the girl when she comes to New York
with her father on a buying trip. In a climax that is
dramatically contrived, Kessler receives a sound
thrashing from the man whose daughter he seeks
while afterwards Marion receives the humble forgiveness of her husband.
The picture is enhanced by a number of introductory
scenes showing Kessler's various pretty models displaying a number of attractive gowns. These scenes
are well handled and provide a strong feminine mterest.
There is also a good heart interest note sounded at
times in the scenes between Marion and her husband's
baby daughter and later by the scenes of the baby
alone praying for Marion's return.
Miss Billington, though certainly not an actress of

stellar drawing power, gives a sympathetic characterization of the most prominent part. Her emotionalism ,
is, however, much the same no matter what point she J

is endeavoring to register and some of her "heaving ]
scenes" could be shortened to good effect. Charles j
Clary gives a likable portrayal of the husband while "
Harry Von Meter's heavy is conventionally villainous and often exaggerated.

This Ought to Give Average Satisfaction
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
in the Miss Billington is not a well-known star but the title
You can't promise any more than is told
and the name of the author, one of the most prominent
linnrllpd
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always must do something With a star you might use
crowds.
There are always interesting ways of hand- pj^^^^^g ^f ^iss Billington without a name in your
ling this theme in advertising, and in this case you advertising copy and publicity, awarding the job to the
might concentrate on the wife's laying bare her own
past, thus risking her happiness, in order to save the
daughter from a fate similar to that which was meted
out to her. This angle can undoubtedly be presented
with dramatic force through catch lines and readers,

readers to guess who she is. This
worked several times in putting over
although Miss Billington has been on
long time, it might be advantageous
case.

stunt has been
a new star and
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Some Amusing Situations Make Fairly Attractive Offering
J. Warren
Robert
DIRECTOR

Kerrigan in

"THE JOYOUS LIAR"
Brunton
Prod. — Hodkinson-Pathe
Ernest C. Warde

AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMAN

Jack Cunningham
Jack Cunningham
Charles
Kaufman

AS A WHOLE. . . .Not unusual but contains enough
interest and runs along smoothly enough.
STORY
Rather hackneyed mistaken identity
situation but works out some fairly amusing
stunts.
DIRECTION
Made the most of opportunities
for comedy bits but allowed the action to drag
badly along about the fourth reel.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good; rain stuff quite well
done.
LIGHTINGS
Usually clear
CAMERA WORK
Uniformly good
STAR
The ladies will like him but perhaps the
men will think him a trifle effeminate,
the part, however.
SUPPORT
Lillian Walker pleasing but not impressive; Joseph J. Dowling gives good performance.
EXTERIORS
Appropriate when necessary
INTERIORS
Suited the story
DETAIL
Nothing terribly wrong; might have
omitted some unnecessary scenes toward the
close.

to the end. There is a time toward the middle of the
picture where the action lags a trifle, but not enough
to cause much discussion.
From an entertainment standpoint, "The Joyous
Liar" contains enough amusing situations and with
the names of the star and his leading woman, it will
probably get by. But there is nothing new about the
story. This is the second time in two weeks that poor
hero has falsely been accused of being a burglar and
then been taken into the home of his supposed victim
to be "cured."
Kerrigan rescues shero Lillian Walker from a band
of auto thieves but for his trouble is arrested as a member of the gang and is charged with stealing automobiles. Lillian's father is a scientific criminologist and
withdraws the charge made aganist hero on condition
that he become a guest at his home and permit him to
make an experiment of his case.
Hero, in reality a wealthy Denver artist, accepts the
situation which seems to promise much amusement
and besides he has already been a victim of the charms
of the fair Lillian. Kerrigan enters into the social life
of his experimenter's home without restraint and his
attentions to Lillian become somewhat of a worry to
the old man and Roth, one of shero's suitors.
The criminologist decides that hero is cured and
tells him he may go but things are just beginning to
get interesting for Warren so he decides to stick
around a little longer. During his stay hero has

CHARACTER OF STORY. .. .Mainly comedy with
a dash of crook meller for a thrill.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,800 feet

painted som every vivid pictures of his supposed career as a criminal, lying very joyously.
Both attempts to arrest hero on the charge that he
has stolen money from the bank and on a murder

"The Joyous Liar" is rather a suitable vehicle for the
personality of J. Warren Kerrigan and although
there is nothing quite new about the plot or its presentation, the interest is fairly well maintained throughout and there are enough amusing situations to hold

theory which he has rigged up from the various l-es
told by Kerrigan. Hero evades his captors and seeks
refuge in the home of his friend, MacDonald, where he
is caught. Explanations follow and the wedding
takes place right there.

Play Up the Name of the Star and You Can Safely Get By On This
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This is by no means unusual and there isn't tremendous amount of punch in it but it does contain some
fairly amusing situations, somewhat hackneyed to be
sure, though done in a pleasing way. The entire cast
seems to work for the success of the picture and the
result is quite satisfactory.
If you want to vary your program you can safely

comedy that register a trifle more than ordinary interest. The action, while it drags at times, keeps the
theme advancing toward the climax which is reached
at an opportune moment.
Use the name of the star to advantage. He has a
large following, among the ladies especially. He is
the matinee idol type that appeals to the fair sex and

play "The Joyous Liar" and probably meet the desires of your audience. The complications developing
from the lies told by hero afford numerous bits of

in the part of "The Joyous Liar" he takes many chances
and does many daring deeds to be near the girl he
loves.

TO BE SUCCESSFUL
You Must Be Well Inf or me d
One Way to Be Well Informed
Is to Read and Digest
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YEAR BOOK
1919-1920

NOW

READY
Price HB
Prepaid Anywhere
U. S. A.
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Nearly 400 Pages of valuable information for the Exhibitor,
Exchange Man, Producer or Executive.

EDITION

LIMITED

RELEASE DATES
From October 1 , 1919, of all Feature Productions
EQUITY

PICTURES

Release
0ate
rov.

2

Turning the Tables
(norothy
Eyes of Youth (Clara Kimball

'^ < FAMOUS
)
Vov.
!^ov.
|\ov.
ISov.
.Vov.
Nov.
Siov.
Nov.
>fov.
Nov.
.Vov.
nee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
bee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Dee.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

!»
!)
IH

IH
23
23
23
30
30
7
{

(

14
14
21
21
21
2.S
28
28
4
4
4
11
11
18
18
IS
25

Jan.

GOLDWYN

CORP.
Length
Keels

Gish)
Young)

PLAYERS-LASKY

7

Reviewed
l]/fl/in
11/16/1!)

12/14/19
11/2/19
10/26/19
11/30/19
11/2/19
11/.30/19

12/7/19
12/14/19

Bennison

11/30/19

Goldwyn

The Road
Called
High
Pockets

I

FOX

FILM

William Farnum
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Tom Mix
Oct. 19
Dec.

METRO

Sept. 21
Dec.

Big

Thieves
(Gladys
Brockw-ell)
The Devil's Riddle
(Gladys
Productions

Oct.

Kathleen
Mavourneen
Should a Husband
Forgive?

.

(Betzwood)
'.

PICTURES

..

5/25/19

CORP.

11/2/19
11/30/19
11/.30/19
12/7/19

PATHE
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

5
12
12
19
2
9
16
23

10/19/19

11/2/19
Brockwell)

10/26/19

CORP.
5/4/19
9/14/19
.'.'.'

EXCHANGE,

W.

.

9/28/19
11/9/19
]] 10/19/19

.

INC.
.
10/19/19
10/26/19
ll/9/l!»
9/14/19
12/7/19

Film Co., Inc.
Yvonne From Paris (Marv Miles Minter)
The
Tiger
Lilv (Marg-irita
Fisher)
This
Hero
Stuff (William
Russell)
Eve in Exile (Charlotte Walker)

Hodkinson

7/6/19
7/20/19
7/27/19
12/14/19

Corp.

The Blue Bonnet
(Billie Rhodes)
A White Man's Chance
(K. Warren Kerrigan)
The Volcano
(Leah
Baird)
The Bandbox
(Doris
Kenyon)
'. . . .
The .Toyous Liar (J. Warren Kerrigan)
The liOrd Loves the Irish (J. Warren Kerrigan)..

REALART
11/23/19

.

Impossible
Catherine
(Virginia
Pearson)
A Damsel in Distress
(.Tune Caprice)
Daddy
Number Two
(Babv M.nrie Osborne)
The Moonshine
Trail (Sylvia
Breamer)
The Gay Old Dog
(John Cumberland)
A Woman
of Pleasure
(Blanche
Sweet)
The Right to Lie (Dolores Cassinelli)
Miss
Gingersnap
(Marie
Osborne)

American

W.
9/21/19
11/16/19

PICTURES

.

Productions
The Red Lantern
The
Brat

Lombardi,
Ltd. (Bert Lytell)
Please Get Married
(Viola Dana)
Fair and Warmer
(May Allison)
Should a Woman Tell (AJiee Lake)
The Walk-Offs
(May
Allison)
The Willow
Tree
(Viola Dana)
The Right of Way
(Bert Lytell)
The Best of Luck (Drury Lane Melodrama)

12/14/19

Series

La Belle Russe
Lure
of Ambition

11/9/19

Stronger Than
Death
Classics, Inc. (Specials)

Screen

9/28/19

Victory Pictures
Oct. 12 Sacred Silence (William Russell)
Oct. 26 Chasing Rainbows
(Gladys Brockwell)
Nov.
The Winning Stroke (George WWalsh)
Eastward Ho (William Russell)
Dec.

11/2.3/19
11/30/19
11/30/19
12/7/19

Series

Theda Bara

10/19/19
9/28/19

A Dangerous
Affair
(Herbert
Rawlinson)
Wit
Wins
(Florence
Billings)
Love. Honor and ? (Stuart Holmes- Ellen Cassidyj
. The Phantom Honeymoon (Margaret Marsh) 6
The Heart of a Gypsy
(Florence Billings)
5....!.
A Woman's Experience (Mary Boland)

7/27/19
10/5/19
12/7/19

The
Speed
Maniac
The Dare Devil

Straight

HALLMARK

Series

Wolves of the Night
The Last of the Duanes
Wings of the Morning

10/19/19

.' 12/14/19

For the Freedom of the East (Lady Tsen Mei)
The Eternal Magdalene

CORP.

Excel Pictures
.5
Oct.
The Lost Princess (Albert Ray-EIinore Fair)
Oct. 19 Snares of Paris (Madlaine Traverse)
Nov
Vagabond
Luck
(Albert Ray-Elinore Fair)
Lost Money
(Madlaine
Traverse)
Dec.
The Web of Chance (Peggy Hyland)
Tin Pan Alley (Albert Ray-Elinore Fair)

^8/31/19
9/14/19
8/24/19
9/21/19
9/7/19
10/12/19

A Misfit Earl
Specials

NATIONAL
5
5
fi
6
6
.5
7
2

Reviewed

.Tubilo
The Gay (Will
Lord Rogers)
Quex
(Tom Moore)
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick)
Flames of the Desert
(Geraldine Farrar)
The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes)
Star Series

11/.30/19
11/23/19

Nazimova

FIRST

LengtJi
Reels

Upstairs
Heartsease (Mabel
(Tom Norman)
Moore)
The Girl From Outside (Rex Beach)
The World and Its Woman
(Geraldine Farrar)
Lord
and Lady Algy
(Tom Moore)
Strictly Confidential
(Madge
Kennedy)
Bonds
of Love
(Pauline
Frederick).
Almos ta Husband
(Will Rogers)
Bonds of Love
(Pauline Frederick)
Almost
a Husband
(Will Rogers)
.Tinx (Mabel
Normand)

Sand With
(William
S. Hart)
.'
On
the Dance
(Special)
Mary Ellen Comes to Town (Dorothy Gish)
Huckleberry
Finn
(Special)
The
Tree of Knowledge
(Robert
Warwick)
What's
Your
Husband
Doing?
(Douglas
MacLeanDoris May)
Dangerous Hours
(Ince Super)

Tho Thunderbolt
(Katherine MacDonald)
Virtuous Vamp (Constance Talmadge)
....
Mind the Paint Girl (Anita Stewart)
Heart O' the Hills (Mary Piekford)
The Beauty Market (Katherine MacDonald)
In Wrong
(.Tack Piekford)
In Old Kentuckv
(Anita Stewart)
A Day's
Pleasure
(Charlie Chaplin)

CORP.

Release
Date
Star Series Productions

CORP.

L'Apache
(Dorothy(Marguerite
Dalton) Clark)
Luck
in Pawn
Crooked
Straight
(Charie.s Ray)
What Every SVoman
Learns
(Enid
Bennett)
Male and Female
(DeMille)
23K' Hours Leave (Douglas MacLean-Doris May) .
The Invisible Bond (Irene Castle)
It Pays to Advertise (Bryant Washburn)
The Miracle of Love
(Cosmopolitan)
Counterfeit
(Elsie Ferguson)
Scarlet
Days
(Griffith)
An Adventure in Hearts (Robert Warwick)...
Victory
(Tourneur)
More Deadly Than the Male
(Ethel Clayton) .
The Cinema Murder (Cosmopolitan)
Beiiinil the Door
(Ince Special)
His Wife's
Friend
(Dorothy
Dalton)
Hawthorne
of the U. S. A. (Wallace Reid) . . .
A Girl Named Mary
(Marguerite Clark)
Wanted— A Husband
(Billie Burke)
Red Hot Dollars (Charles Ray)
Everywoman
(Super-Special)
The Woman
in the Suitcase
(Enid Bennett)
Too Jluch Johnson
(Bryant Washburn)
The Thirteenth Commandment
(Ethel Clayton)....

DISTRIBUTING

PICTURES

8/31/19
8/17/19
8/17/19
11/30/19

CORP.

Soldiers of Fortune (Anna Q. Nilsson),
Pauline
Starke,
Norman
Kerry,
Wallace
Beerv
Anne
of Green
(Mary Binney)
Miles Minter)
Krstwhile
Susan Gables
(Constance
Mystery of the Yellow Room (Lorin Raker,
Ftliel Grey Terry, Geo. Cowl, Edmund
Elton)

7
65

11/16/19
ll/-23/in
12/7/19

6

10/26/19

1,0
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ROBERTSON-COLE

Release
Date
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Pec.
Dee.
Pec.
Pec.
Pec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

5
12
19
26
2
9
16
2,'?
30
T.
12
21
28
28
4
11
18
25

LenRth
Keels

Kitty Kelly, M.D.
(Bessie Barrlscale)
(Artclass)
The Open Door
(Rrontwood)
Relations
Poor
The Gray Wolf's Ghost
(IT. B. Warner)
(Tourneur)
Butterfly
Broken
The
The
Illustrious
Prince
(Sossue
Ilayakawa)
The Blue Bandanna
(William Desmond)
A Fugitive from Matrimony
(H. B. Warner)
Heart of Juanita (Beatriz Michelena)
No Release
HayaUawa)
(Sessue
The Ton? Man
Beckoning
Roads
(Bessie
Barriseale)
Haunting
Shadows
(H. B. Warner)
(Gasnier)
Cheater
Beloved
The
The Third Generation
(Brentwood)
Not selected
The Beggar Prince (Sessue Hayakawa)
The Luck of Geraldine Laird (Bessie Barrlscale)..

SELECT

Oct.
Dec.

20
2

Broken
When

Blossoms
tlie Clouds

UNITED

10/26/19
11/16/19
12/7/19
12/14/19

12/14/19

PICTURE

In Honor's Web
(Harry Morey)
A Fighting Colleen
(Bessie
Love)
The Black
Gate
(Earle
Williams)
The Combat
(Anita
Stewart)
The Golden
Shower
(Gladys
Leslie)
The Tower
of .Tewels
(Corinne
Griffith)
The Darkest Hour
(Harry Morey)
Pegeen
(Bessie
Love)
When a Man Loves
(Earle Williams)
The Sins of the Motliers
(Anita Stewart)
The Midnight Bride
(Gladys Leslie)
Human
Collateral
(Corinne
Griffith)
The Birth of a Soul (Harry Morey)

12/14/19
11/9/19

Special

Productions
The Winchester Woman
(Alice Joyce)
The Climbers
(Corinne Griffith)
The Vengeance
of Durant
(Alice Joyce)
Slaves of Pride
(Alice Joyce)

5/18/19

THEATERS

WORLD
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

FILM MFG. CO.

Jewel Features
Forbidden
(Mildred
Harris)
Paid
in Advance
(Dorothy
Phillips)
The Right to Happiness (Dorothy Phillips)
Blind Husbands
(Eric Stroheim)

Some

9/14/19

11/2.3/19
10/12/19
10/19/19
11/9/19
ll/2.'?/19
ll/2.'?/19
11/30/10
12/7/19

VITAGRAPH

Her Game
(Florence
Reed)
The Eternal Mother (Florence Reed)
The
Corsican
Brothers
(Dustin
Parnum)

UNIVERSAL

Reviewed

11/16/19

ARTISTS' CORP.
(Griffith)
Roll By (Fairbanks)

I^ength
Keels

The Woman
Under
Cover
(Fritzl Brunette)
The Sundown
Trail (Monroe Salisbury)
Common Property (Robt. Anderson-Nell Craig)
Loot
(Ora Carew)
Bonnie, Bonnie Lassie (Mary MacLaren)
The Brute Breaker
(Frank
Mayo)
The Rider of the Law
(Harry Carey)
The Trembling Hour (Helen Eddy)
His Divorced
Wife
(Monroe
Salisbury)
Under
Suspicion
(Forrest
Stanlev-Ora
Carew)
Lasca
(Edith
Roberts-Frank
Mayo)
A Gun Fighting Gentleman
(Harry Carey)
The Pointing Finger
(Mary MacLaren)

10/19/19
10/2G/19

PICTURES

Isle of Conquest (Norma Talmadge)
Oct.
Selznick Pictures
Oct.
The Country Cousin
(Elaine Hammerstein)
Sealed Hearts
(Eugene O'Brien)
The Glorious Lady (Olive Thomas)
Nov.
Piccadilly
Jim
(Owen
Moore)
Out Yonder (Olive Thomas)
The Broken Melody
(Eugene O'Brien)

UNITED

Reviewed

Release
Date
Universal

11/16/19
8/24/19
10/19/19

6
13
20
27

Special
Nov.
3
Nov. 10
Nov. 17
Nov. 24

Another Bray Pictograph, Goldwyn
Three parts, as usual, comprise another Bray, which
is nicely produced and holds interest. "A City of
Kings" is the title of the initial section and in it various views of the places of note in Lima, Peru, are
shown. Much that is pleasing to the eye and is of geographical and historical interest is included in this
portion. "Un-Natural History" is the title of the second part which is rather brief, dealing only with polar
bears and a bird called the Nemu. Titles for this are
in rhyme and have been written in commendable fashion by Oliver Herford. Leighton Bud is the creator
of the animated cartoon which closes. "My, How
Times Have Changed" is its title and the entire afifair
is a satire on conditions today as compared to those of
times gone by.

«

11/16/19
11/9/19
.

PICTURES

The
Oakdale
Affair
(Evelyn
Greeley)
Woman
of Lies (June Elvidge)
The Black Circle (Creighton Hale)
The Arizona
Catclaw
(Edythe
Sterling)
When
Bearcat Went Dry
Me and Captain Kidd
(Evelyn Greeley)
The Poison Pen (June Elvidge)
You Never Know Your Luck (House Peters)
Dad's
Girl (Jackie
Saunders)

Short

11/9/19
11/16/19

10/12/19
11/2/19
10/19/19

11/16/19
11/30/19

Reels
"The Unexpected Shot," Capital

Another link in the chain of Al Jennings' adventures;
is "The Unexpected Shot," as usual, in two reels.;
Those who are acquainted with the Jennings' productions will find that this one has more action and is;
rather more exciting than the stufif he has done hitherto. Undoubtedly, the fact that this has more action in it, will prove of material benefit. There is
plenty of scrappy stufif and the hero, assisted by an
American. girl fights ofif a large band of Mexican insurrectionists. The offering has been produced quite
well and the cast is up to the mark. Like most of the
other pictures in which the ex-outlaw has appeared,
None of the characters are overdrawn.
is realistic.

Some Short Reels
"Imposing

on

Good

Nature,"

Chester-Outing

"Imposing on Good Nature" is the title of a short
Outing — Field and Stream travelogue that brings you
to a Japanese fishing village. Interest attaches to the
number in that views of native fishermen — and fisherwomen — are shown.
in her usual style.

Titles are by Katherine Hilliker,

"The Red Hot Sea," Educational
Some time ago, Educational filmed the volcano at
Kileauea and then Prizma screened it. This one pictures the crater quite well, although not as well as it
has been done before. Those who have not seen the
well-known volcano before will find it interesting.
There is a second portion devoted to the electrolysis of
metals and should prove of benefit to chemical students.

"A Rose by Any Other Name," Fox
Funny and carrying a surprise finish, this Fox Mutt
and Jeff comedy will make them laugh and will hold
their attention until the end. The conclusion is not
very delicate, but the entire affair has been produced
in good style and makes a satisfactory animated cartoon. Bud Fisher's characters have experiences with
some wild animals in the one-reeler, much chase stuff
resulting. In the end, Jeff brings about the salvation
of himself and his companion.

"Islands of the St. Lawrence," Ford-Goldwyn
Numerous small islands are to be found in the St.
Lawrence River and in this Ford one-reeler, they have
been screened from a moving boat. Many of the shots
are beautiful and appeal to the eye, but it would have
been an excellent idea to secure some shots from the
land. As it is, there is too much resemblance between
some of the scenes to make this a first-rate scenic offering. There is a second portion, devoted to the bridges
that span the East River and numerous interesting
facts, known to few New Yorkers, and fewer people
who do not reside in the city.

"Miss Gingersnap," Pathe
Starred in this two-reeler is Baby Marie Osborne,
who does capital work as well. A colored youngster
whose name is not mentioned along with those of the
rest of the cast is also prominent. This consists mainly
of a delicate variety of kid comedy, and while the
story has a rather elementary appeal, and is quite simple, it should be accepted by young and old alike.
L. M. Wells, Margaret Cullington and Ruth Lackaye
are included in the cast. William Bertram directed,
and Alberta Story wrote the story.

1a?0 )Wj<?

"Ambrose's Visit," Frohman Amusement Co.
Vacationers who go out of town are frequently confronted with troubles that they have not bargained for,
and Mack Swain certainly finds himself facing one
very great inconvenience in "Ambrose's Visit." Although the theme is not a new one, it has been worked
out in novel fashion, the difficulty encountered by
Swain, being a mother-in-law. He is foolish enough
to agree to spend some time in the home of his wife's
mother and after spending one day there, during
which time he is given numerous tasks without a
chance to sit down, and then a meal that is, to say the
least scant, he decides to go back to the city. An acceptable comedy that should produce giggles.

"Constantinople," Red Cross-Educational
Constantinople, the historic city which has changed
hands on numerous occasions, and for years the Turkish capital, has been selected by the Red Cross for a
new Educational release. Oriental atmosphere is much
in evidence in the offering which is quite interesting
as a geographic study and which in addition to the
usual shots to be found in a picture of this sort, has
several scenes showing the howling Dervishes, the
peculiar religious fanatics of the far cast. Rather
gruesome are the bits in which these men are shown
using hot irons on their personages, or piercing their
cheeks with pointed instruments, but nevertheless they
are of interest.

"Ain't Nature Wonderful," Universal
Vacation trips and experiences out of town are frequently unpleasant, and this comedy will give many
vacationers an opportunity to laugh. There is practically no story in the production which simply depicts
the various discomforts suffered by a party of four,
two men and their wives, spending a few weeks in a
suburb. Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran wrote the bit
of a story this has and they play the male roles. Charlotte Merriam and Betty Peterson play the feminine
characters.

"Pretty Soft," National — Goldwyn
Everyone goes on strike and girls appear in plentiful numbers in "Pretty Soft," a current Hall Room Boy
comedy release which includes much that is funny.
The humor centering about the various walk-outs is
most timely and the principals do some good work,
characin presenting MacGill's well-known cartoon
quite
is
this
ters, Percy and Ferdie. Taken as a whole,
up to the standard and will get more than a few laughs
although it slows up somewhat in one or two places.
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Some Short Reels

"A Much
Needed
Rest," National — Goldwyn
Novelty is the ruling feature in this Smiling Bill
Parsons two-reeler as far as the titles are concerned.
Mark Goldaine directed and Arno Marsh wrote the
story for the production which technically is up to a
high standard. The photography, lightings and settings are good and the atmosphere is light and pleasing. Numerous youngsters appear in the offering in
which Bill Parsons attempts to win the heart of a
grass widow and succeeds after getting in trouble because of remarks concerning her youngsters. Titles
are doubled, that is, there is always a second title with
a cartoon appended, that joshes the first. Many of
these are funny, and add improvement to the number.

"The Shimmy Gym," Cuckoo— United
Mark M. Dintenfass produced this two-reeler which
is being distributed by United Picture Theaters. No
reason for producing the afifair is evident, there being
no story and the incidents which comprise the film
certainly are not funny enough in themselves to get
more than one or two legitimate laughs. Bobby Burns
and Jobyna Ralston are featured. The latter is quite
charming, but not funny.

"Red Cross Activities in Russia," Red Cross —
Educational
Several beautiful works of architecture are to be
found in Moscow, ancient capital of Russia, and this

"Order in the Court," Pathe
It is the incidents connected with the story, which is
acceptable from every angle, as much as the work of
Snub Pollard that will probably make this a successful
one reel comedy offering. In it, the star occupies, unwillingly, the position of a juror and succeeds in landing another occupant of the box — a member of the fair
sex. His happiness is cut short, however, by his
wife who chases him home. Many clever bits are included in the production.

"Salome vs. Shenandoah,"
Sennett-Paramount
Burlesques on stage productions are not novelties in
pictures. Usually they figure as parts of stories, but
in "Salome vs. Shenandoah," the farce on the war story
and Oriental extravaganza form the entire offering.
In this and the subject used for the satire lie the novelty in this Mack Sennett two-reeler. There is no
plot at all in the piece, but the elaborate manner in
which it has been produced and the splendid work of
the principals places it in the successful class. Ben
Turpin is featured, with Chester Conklin and Phyllis
Haver also occupying featured, but less important
roles. Ford Sterling occupies the center of the screen
for a considerable portion of the time also and fits
admirably. Louis Fazenda is also funny. Billy Bevan has much to do as property man and Charles Murray, Charles Lynn, Harry Gribbon and Marie Prevost
also figure in the production. In addition, there is a
bevv of damsels who add color.

"The Lion Man," Universal
It would have been more appropriate to call the
fifth episode of this "In the Lion's Den," "In the Lion's
Cage," for that is where the heroine and the villain
fall at the finish. This section of the serial is like most
serial offerings in that thrills follow one another in
rapid successsion.

two-reel subject, produced by Red Cross
through Educational, shows them to
tage. One sees the Red Cross at work
some bits, but by far the greater part of it
dealing with the population and some of
be seen in that land.

and released
fine advanin Russia in
is devoted to
the sights to

"Berth of a Nation," Fox
Another Mutt and Jeff comedy which is not up to
the standard usually set in these productions. The
humor centers about the antics of the well-known
pair in a pullman car. It starts well, but after the
first hundred feet or so, rapidly evolves into a meaningless burlesque. Not up to the mark.

U. S. Navy Recruiting Propaganda
The U. S. Navy Recruiting Department has produced and is releasing a three-reel subject that is well
photographed and should make excellent propaganda.
It is a sort of picturization of a letter that a member
of the Navy might write to his mother and depicts
every phase of the routine of a bluejacket. There is
nothing sensational about it, it simply being a complete analysis of life on the war vessels of the United
States. In addition to its merits as propaganda, it
should prove interesting because of its educational
value.
"His Last False Step," Mack Sennett-Famous
Ford Sterling occupies the position of honor for the
greater part of the time in this Sennett two-reeler.
Compared with some of the recent Sennett releases, it
falls short of the mark. It consists mainly of slapstick
comedy, most of which does not possess the novelty
necessary to put stuff of this nature over. The finish,
where Sterling finds that what has come before has
been a dream, has been used frequently before, so that
while it is surprising, it lacks originality. There are
some real laughs in it but most of it is not very funny.

American
Quality Films
Made in Europe
Every Great American Production Organization is Making
Plans to Produce Super-Specials in Europe.

had the courage and the initiative to show the way, and the First American Quahty Production made in Europe is here now and booking fast.
MARIE DORO is the Star
HERBERT BRENON
the Director
"TWELVE-TEN" is the Title
This tremendous picture is the result of the concentrated effort of a
full staff of American Camera men, Technical men, Property men.
Editors and Cutters who were taken abroad, and who are still there
and at work on other American-made Productions. And remember
because they know European producing conditions.
BRITISH

& COLONIAL

SHOWED

THE

WAY

Here is American Quality back of big stories selected for the American market in the full knowledge that America's taste is international
and unprejuduced if the films are right.

will continue to send over American Quality made pictures in foreign
settings. The great show places, the marvellous beauty spots, and all
the wealth of art and nature in Europe are now ready for your
screen, made into real American entertainments.
BRITISH

& COLONIAL

KINEMATOGRAPH

CO., Ltd.

EDWARD GODAL, Managing Director
LONDON, ENGLAND
NOTE: — Mr. Godal, during his visit here, is making his headquarters
at the Hotel Astor, where all communications will reach him.

YOU NEVER THINK OF THE
OTHER FELLOW'S SISTER!
^Ji is^fauluip. Frederick spcaliuig-sficakuig across the swift
currents of iciiifnicihon in londonspcaktncf on ilic tkreskoldof iuxurij and sui - spcdkuiq to lier
millLon Sisters the uJond oOer,
who hold thar honor higher than
the tiiXiim ofslianie - caf:)iiOatincj
i/oii one minute uJith the niatckless qnalitu of her beantij - u'ruiginc) ifOiir heart the next uuth the utter hofjetessness and hcll^iessness of her struggle -but re-affirming at last ^oiir belief in trie nobilitij of iV Oman hood, as sh&
cries out in a Ooice that seems to
break tlie silence of the screen —
^m where
going -Ogoing
betoiiaback

7/cRECOCHIXP
AUTHORIfli

If^BRADSTREET

/ FILHDOM
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Jans a Producer

Griffith Safe

Exchangeman
and
Exhibitor
to
Make
12 Productions
Next Year
Rolfe to Direct

Cle Advises of His Reaching NasI lu With Party — Missing
Four
Days

{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Dover,
Del. — Jans Pictures, Inc.
were chartered here with a capitalization of $360,000.
Incorporators
were Paul Englander, Edward Lamberger
York. and Edward Reitman of New

, cable rereived at the D. W.
Gffith offices at one o'clock this
iirning advijed of the safe arrival
D the producer with his party at
^5sau, the Bahamas after a perilD voyage.
iriffith left Miami on Wednesday
;■: with a party including Richard
E'thelmess, Carol Dempster, Elmer
Lfton and his wife, John Lloyd,
[orge Mac Qnarrie, Anders Ran[!ph,
"Billy"
cameraman
)1 others.
He Bitzer,
shonld have
arrived
) Nassau about 12 hours later but
message from Leigh Smith, of the
liffith organization told of the
pducers' absence.
The Navy Department was im'diately asked for co-operation
d seaplanes sent out.
A number
conflicting reports reached New
)rk yesterday of the reported
i;ht of the boat but it was early
is morning that the news of the
fe arrival was definitely learned.

Herman F. Jans has formed a
company known as the Jans Picture, Inc.
He plans to make a series of 12
picture in 1920 six with a woman
star now appearing in a Broadway
production and six with another

When the news of Mr. Griffith's
isence became known on Satury, Oscar A. Price, president of
e United Artists with whom Grifh is associated immediately com- Forces she could not understand
unicated with Albert L. Grey, Grif- — D. W. Griffith's "The Greatest
attraction. — Advt.
h's general manager and offered
s services if they were needed.
William G. McAdoo, formerly secetary of the treasury and legal adser for the. United Artists wired
(By If ire to ff'lD'S DAILY)
sephus Daniels, secretary of the
vy last night asking for further
Albany — The Cinemaplays, Inc.
sistance from navy "vessels.
have been formed here with a capitalization of$50,000. R. W. Alley, R.
A. Connor and P. S. Voorhees were
"12:10" at Capitol
named as incorporators.
The Capitol has booked "12:10"
e Herbert Brenon production starig Marie Doro for the week beThe new corporation is a special
nning Dec. 21. The picture is unit formed by the Park-Whiteside
ing handled through Republic Co. to produce 'a film with Gail
stributing although made by the Kane and Thurston Hall. Producitish and Colonial in England.
tion is now under way at the BaconThis marks the first picture to play Backer studio.
s Capifcl from one of the Selznick
All of the Park-Whiteside picbsidiaries.
tures will be financed by that com"Back to God's Country" was or na"v hTit a separate corporation will
nlUy slated for the Capitol <h
'
Ted to produce each picture.
but will fol-' I
week
? Christmas
rrst is "Empty Arms" with
Kane.
f/ "12:10."

Park Forms Another

B. A. Rolfe will personally superplayer.
vise all of these productions. Productions will be in the East and for
that purpose the Peerless, studio in
Fort Lee has been leased.
Mr. Jans is the distributor of the
Metro product in New Jersey as
well as the Clara Kimball Young,
Equity productions there. He owns
the Goodwin theater in Newark and
the Capitol in Elizabeth.
DeHoff

to

Manage

Parkway

(Special —to WW'S
Baltimore
Louis DAILY)
A. DcHoff
left the peddler's daughter an orphan manager of the New theater has
Question," a First National special been appointed managing director
of the Parkway, New Garden and
Peabody. He will also have charge
of
tion.the Century now under construc-

New Horsley Unit

The theaters are part of the
{By IVire to WW'S DAILY)
Whitehurst chain.
Albany — David Horsley is named
as one of the incorporators of a company chartered here known as the
Unista Film Manufacturing Co. The
Changing Places
capitalization of the corporation is
About 12 years ago out at
$5,000. The remaining incorporators
Levy's in Los Angeles, Pat
are Charles F. Pope, D. W. BlarPowers, Fred Balshofer, David
mer, of 110 West 48th St. New York.
Horsley and Julius Stern who
were producing were at a table
drinking beer — at the old
None of the above mentioned perfashioned price of 5 cents per
sons could be reach at 110 West
beer. Nearby was a table all
48th St. on Saturday for information
dolled up with flowers, etc.,
relative to the plans of the organization.
and along came one of their
directors with two women. He
ordered "wine" in a grandiloThomson Going to Coast
quent manner and the waiter
Frederick A. Thomson, who diopened two bottles of chamrected "The Sport of Kings" for
Powers looked at the party
Buffalo M. P. Corp'. will shortly
leave for California.
for a moment. Then he turned

Truex Insured
Marguerite
Marsh
in Series
for $200,000
Ernest Truex
has been insured! \*Iarguerite Marsh will be starred
Jimmie Morrison will support
: $200,000 by Amedee
J. Van |in a series of six productions by
iren, president of the Ay Vee Bee Harry Grossman. Production is ex- Elaine Hammerstein in "The Wom)rp.
pected to be in Ithaca.
an Gave."

pagne.
to
his associates. "I guess
we'd better change places," he
said.

Monday,

December

jM^
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Newark,
Amusement

DAIUV

N. J.— The Prospect
Company has been incorporated here, with an authorized
capital stock of $25,000. Herman
Austerman, William H. Richards,
Gottfried Golz and Frederick RieCke
are the incorporators.

Joseph La Rose, who went to
Boston a few days ago to help prepare the light efifects for "Betty, Be
Good," tl\e new Reisenfeld musical
comedy, is back in town.
Hy Silverman, manager of the
Public Projection Rooms in the
Godfrey Building, is back at work,
after having been laid up for a few

Perth Amboy, N. J.— The K. S.
and K. Amusement Company has
been chartered here to promote motion pictures. Fifty shares of stock days with a heavy c'old.
at $100 each, making a total of $50,000 worth will be the amount of / W'yndham Standing has been en'gaged for a prominent part in the
stock. David Snaper, Phillip Klc-j
the
van and Sol R. Kelsey with fourif Goldwyn
filming ofpicture,
which "Earthbound,"
will begin shortly
shares each are the incorporators.
/
at the Culver City studios ■
under• the
direction of T. Hays Hunter.
j
Toledo, O.— The West Toledo
Amuseinent Company has been inOllympic, Amarillo, Texas, Bums
corporated here with a capital of
Amarillo, Tex. — The Olympic
$50,000, of which $30,000 in stock has
been issued. The company will Theater has been burned, causing a
build a motion picture theater at loss of $150,000. No persons have
Sylvania Avenue, east of Lewis Ave- been reported killed or injured, the
nue.
2,000 who were in the house at the
time of the blaze leaving in orderly
Bid Asked Last Sale
fashion.
Famous Players .. 85
86K SS^g
Albany — Rival Film Co.. New
York City. Capital, $15,000. In31
31
30
Goldwyn
corporators: R. H. Osgoodhy. S.
Calvert Company Going South
Loew,- Inc
22.K
23/. 23^2
The Catherine Calvert company
'"ahcn. and A. M. Hansen, 501 West
Triangle
/z 121st St.
ptoducing
Film Inc.' will take
exteriors in for
Florida.
16
16
IS'/i
Unit. Pict. Prod.
•Vorld Film..
—
—
^
McCormick Laid Up With
Rheumatism
New Toledo Theater
Cincinnati,
O. — S. Barrett McCorReport
Famous Players Deny
mick, managing director of the Cir{Special to IV ID'S DAILY)
Cincinn-ati, O.— The Famous PlayToledo, Ohio— There will be a new
cle, is sick-a-bed with rheumatism.
ers-Lasky Corporation, through
theater erected by the Lagrange
Harris Wolfberg, local manager, has Simon to Head National Cincinnati
Amusement Co. on Lagrange St.
theater
new
a
denied the report that
Branch
between Park St. and Central Ave.
is to be erected at Fifth and Vine
■ Cincinnati, O. — Milton Simon has The theater will cost $100,000 and
Streets, here, by that firm.
1,500.
been chosen to manage the local seating capacity.
branch of the National.
Pastime Leases Theater
Kline Suing Universal
Chicago.— The Pastime Photoplay Work Begins on New Moss Theater
Harry Kline, who until a (few
Work will be begun this week on
Co. has leased the theater at 4221
Archer Ave. The building is 100 x the new theater that B. S. Moss is weeks ago was manager of Universal City is suing Universal for
125 and the Pastime company has building to cover the entire block
$33,200 which he claims is due him
taken a lot in the rear on Sacra- bounded by Webster, Tremont and
mento Ave. 70 X 89 ft. upon which Carter Aves., and 174th St. The under a two year contract he entered upon with the company.
they will erect an addition. The playhouse will have a seating caKline
alleges that has contract
lease for the theater is for five years
pacity of 3,500 and will be the larg- runs until May, 1921 anri that he
est
in
the
Bronx.
The
cost
is
estifrom April 1, 1920. The annual
was discharged when the contract
mated at $1,000,000.
rental will be $14,000.
had a long time still to run.

Quotations

Buffalo
Not
Hit
Badly
Buffalo, N. Y.— Bufifalo theaters
have voluntarily limited exterior illumination to one hour each night.
Buffalo not hit badly by coal shortage as yet, and no severe measures
are anticipated.
WARNER
BATES.
Secretary
Motion
Picture
Exchange Managers Association.
Fight Sunday Film Shows
Dallas, Ore. — A movement is on
foot among the local clergy to ban
.Sunday motion picture shows, and
members of the Christian Church,
who attend will be considered in
bad standing. The cainpaign is having little success with the business
men of the city, from all appearances.
Cincinnati — -Work is Ijfing rushed
on the Palace here, so that it may
be opened shortly.

FACTS

COUNT

John

Pittsburgh — Richard S. Joneiu?
purchased the Monongahela Uttd
Presbyterian church, and wilreluodrl
the building
into a th'(cr

Los .•\ngclcs — 'Die Broadwa:h;
been leased hy John H. Taylor;!,
will have it reopened
early in an
\It will be known
as the Li olt

^i^eights.
I Modesto, Cal. — The Modesto ud
^torium here has been purchas' b)
Jay Gardiner of Stockton, Cal.

-Mma, Mich. — -Raymond J \\Laughlin
purchased
the wh
(n's',
here from has
Gilbert
Genesta,
h;:
owned it for over a year. \\
Laughlin is from St. Johns, lei
he owns the Victory,

Casey, 111. — Wm. Coburn will.jn
age the Memorial here, for litl
.ground has already been brok(
Murphysboro, 111. — The Ppo
drome seating capacity of 1,50'wil
be opened on Feb. 15. MWv
Brothers own the house.
Crawfordsville, Ind,— The ?ai
formerly known as the Music i;.
lias been reopened by R, V, B toi
who is now the owner, Tmpvi
ments have been made. The m*
seats 1.200.
To Enlarge Pittsburgh Libiry
Pittsburgh— The Liberty tli.tt
a Rowland and Clark theater at f
and Shady Aves. will be enlgf
to
accommodate
capacity.
Wallace

double its p''(«
With

Proctor

.Mbany — James Wallace ha^oet
appointed treasurer of Hartinv
Bleecker Hall, by F, F. Prto
Mr. Wallace is a world war v :fJ
and is a brother of Joseph Via*
theater. manager
resident

of Proctor?' 'v

If the posters do not at'
tract and interest, the puhi

we

talk insurance

by

lie will never even look a!
the photoplay.

long years of experience In the theatrical

That is the big reason whj]

and

RITCHEY

motion

we talk facts backed

picture industry — and

Peuben
Phone

Wis. —here
ihe by
nevy*';}.
levWatertown,
Ijeing (.Tccted
.Xiqh
will be complete soon, the wnrkroeccding at a rapid rate.

Facts and not theories count — When

our

advice is yours for the asldnc.

m

House Changes

RITCHEV
I>lTHO.

Samuel;
5-485 - 5426 - 5-*2r-^4a»

posters pay!

CORF.

4M W.fllst S».,N.T., Ph»M CI..I.M «S*

sMi

'fm

Coast Brevities

New

Theaters

New London, Conn. — A. E. Badge{Special to IVW'S DAILY)
Hollywood — Ann Little is working ley of Binghampton has been award1 a I'aiainount-Artcraft picture with .ed the contract to hu Id a new theater here for the Walter A. Murphy
Vallacc Reid, entitled, "The
Bear
Amusement Co.
Vap."

^

George H. Melford and his "Sea
Gloversville, N. Y. — The New HipVolf" company have returned from
podrome here will open within a
an Francisco, where they spent
week, according to J. Myer Schine,
everal days filming scenes..
who has completely rebuilt the
house.
James Clemens, formerly assistant
irector of Gayety Comedies, has
Beaumont, Texas — John D. Pittisen to the rank of a film di'rector, man
has closed a lease on a new
nd is now producing one of the
iayety Comedies, which features: theater to be built at Port Arthur
Jeorgc Ovcy, Lillian Biron and the at a cost of $50,000.
Iayety Girls.
•Cleveland, Ohio — The Globe is
Hobart Bosworth and his support- now open under the management of
ng company are now busy filming Horwitz and Israel, who own sevcenes under the direction of Irvin
eral other houses in this city.
Villat for "Below the Surface."
Ontario, Can. — The Steele BrothD'rector Claude H. Mitchell is
ers will open the Grand theater,
Brentwood
tusy cutting his first
Westport, shortly.
a Will,"
There's
licture,he"Where
with
directed
wrote and
vhich
Ontario. Can. — Christmas will
'azu Pitts and Henry Woodward
n the leading roles.
probably see the opening of the new
theater in Sarnia being built by a
A society circus, the original idea comfviny headed by John Meyers.
>f May .Allison, will be staged on
Chester, Pa. — H. Childs Hidgems
he Metro studio grounds for scenes
has completed plans for a new thea•f "The Walk-Offs."
ter building to include six stores,
Final scenes of .\llan Dwan's to be known as the Nixon.

DAI1.Y

Monday, December

Idaho Falls, Idaho — The Colonial
is now in working order, having
been completed at a cost of $150,000. It is l)uilt so as to accommodate
vaudeville roafl shows and motion
James
manager.*
will 1)0Beatty
built isongeneral
the sight
of theIt
pictures. C. H. Lewis is manager
present Liberty theater and will re- of the house which seats 1,400.
tain' that name.
San Jose, Cal. — New
seatby Liberty
ing 2,300 to be built house
Aniusunlent Company hc-rc, of which

Wilmington. Del. — The Wiimington Corp. is to build a motion picture house here, seating two hunSamuel Circcnbanm. president
of the dred.
company.
Huntington,
Ind. — theater
T. C. Perfect's
new
motion picture
here, is
now open. The house is a modern
structure, having been built of brick
with concrete floors.

Ask Acme
They Have It
Exit signs
Empty
reels
Film mendersFilm trimmer
Film waxers and Wax
Frames
LABELS
Measuring machines
Reel Bands
Re-winders
Re-wind tables
Scrap cans
Seals and Sealing Machines
Shipping
Slide boxescases
Slide making outfits

The difference between
moving pictures and
Goldwyn Pictures is the
difference b e t w e e a
and investspeculation
ment.

orthcoming production, "A Splendid
Little Rock, Ark. — -Ike Kempner
iazard," have been made this week
ind the cutting and titling will start. and Saul Harris here have leased a
building now occupied by the Bracy
ACME AGENCY
2623 Grand
Central Terminal
Peggy Pearce is in "Sex" the lat- Brothers Hardware Co., to be used
est C. Gardner Sullivan story, which as a theater. The latter organization
Phone,
Vanderbilt
8225
• resents Louise Glaum in the star- has a lease on the building however,
which
has
three
more
years
to
run.
■ing role. Fred Niblo is directing.
Work has been started by Charles
-MAKES YOU HEAR WHAT YOTT SEEl<ay and his supporting company
n their current production. "Homer
WHY ARE EXHIBITORS CALLING FOR FILMUSIC
"omes Home." which was adapted
SERVICE MORE AND MOKE EVERY DAY?
o the screen by Agnes Christine
^ihnston, from the original story of
he same name by Alexander Hull.
IC-CQ., '
»lUS
riLI
.
. LOS
A N C E L E.S
rhe supporting cast is composed of,
1729 HifhUad Ave.
•riscilla Bonaer, Otto Hoffman,
l^alph McCullough. Walter Higby,
.MAKES
YOU HEAR
WKAT
YGC SEE,
Vrthur Hovt, Tom Guise, Gus Leonird, Joe Hazleton. Bert Woodruff,
-ew Morrison and \Tollie McConiel1.

Harry Rapf annoimces through
'rraiigemefit with George Loane
lucker he has secured the services
»f Leatrice Joy to play one of the
^ole,'!
"Just
a Wife." with Roy
'tewartofand
Kathlyn
Williams in the
Irit west coast production made
•y the Selznick organization under
^t direction of Howard Hickman.

William Fox has engaged Louise
-ovely to again support William
^arnum in all the features he will
^lake on the coast next year. Miss
'.ovely was with the Fox star in the
ive pictures he made in California
during the early part of this year.
■^he is the only leading woman who
^as been with Mr. Farnum 'for a
'un of consecutive pictures. Th«>
iew rontrart begins about Feb. I.
GAUSMAN.
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THE HAL BENEDICT STUDIOS
College Point, Long Island

Monday,
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DAILY
Bealart
Pictures
bave
a special
lobby, display for all their productions now ready iu tiieir exchanges
througliout
the
country
for
all
their bookings.
Look
them
over
and see how this enterprising concern will assist you
in getting
"tlitiii'' up to the box office.
KKAUS
MFG.
Co.
220 W. 42nd St.
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant

,!WID'S

ART
TITLES
HAND LETTERING

YEAR
BOOK

\^1 Wm kundivd Jitlts .-^ Day) • -j.;-;

• X.

PHONt

f''AL
-^YNTLU''

ITLE/

WHERE PflOMISES ARE KEPT

1919-1920

' IkLU/TRATION.
I . CANDLER
BlO'G.
220W.42S.
ROOM/rn.
TeLePKOHe/

Selig's million dollar wild animal serial, "The Lost City," featuring
Juanita Hansen, state rights for sale by Warner Bros, 220 W. 42nd
St., New York City.
\
*Advt.

Now

READY
-A mine of Authentic
Information for the
Exhibitor.
-Of Inestimable Value
to the Casting Director, Executive or
Producer.
-Nearly 400 Pages of
Live, Virile Matter
of the Motion Picture
Industry.

Price $1.00
Prepaid
Anywhere in U. S. A.

2.52.9 BRYANT _J^

Putting It Over
Here is lioiu a brother ex/iihilor put his show over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felluiv
knotv honv you cleaned
up.

graphed photograph and on the
other side the lines "I've been to
see Alice Brady in "Forever After"
at After
the Plymouth."
the performance the children paraded up and down in front of
the theater with the dolls and the

accompanying tag very much in evidence.
Exhibitors will have an excellent
opportunity to capitalize on the publicity given Constance Binney by the
Standing 'Em
Up
Republican National Committee.
Arthur E. MacHugh received a
Albert T. Reid, artist in charge of the wire from Sidney B. Lust Saturday
picture section of the committee
to the effect that "Yankee Doodle
selected Miss Binney to pose as the in
Berlin" broke all records at the
figure of Columbia for his painting Victoria theater, Baltimore, where
symbolizing America's farewell to the picture opened last week.
the Prince of Wales. The reproducIn spite of the rain Arthur said
tions of these will be printed in na- the patrons waited in line to see the
tional publications with an estimated bathing girls.
circulaton
of over 2,000,000 copies
-Arthur Ziehm, manager of GoldHot Springs, S. D. — Having billed
wyn's
foreign department has apNazimova in "Revelation" the manpointed N. A. Reichlin to represent
ager of the Morris Grand announced
the company in Mexico, Central and
that all patrons attending the mat- South America. He is now on his
inee would be allowed to pay when
way to Mexico City.
fhey went out, if they were satisfied they had had their moneyfs
worth. Everyone paid, and the
theater made a clean-up on this darLeumas
Cartoon
Service
ing piece of showmanship.
Films for every purpose.
Producers
of Animated
Boston — While Alice Brady ap17 West 45th St.
peared in "Forever After" at the
Plymouth, the theater staff arrangSI Phone Bryant 6806
ed an exploitation stunt which resulted in oodles of publicity for the
Realart star.
Five hundred Moxie dolls, each
FOR
SALE.— Two
Simplct
pro24 inches high were secured from
jectors, new wide
pulley
attachments,
under
1
year.
the Moxie company AdvertiseOne
Fort
Wayne
Compensare
60
ments were run in the dailies adviscycle, 110 volt.
young grls
500 "orphans"
were ingeager
to be that
adopted.
A Saturday matinee saw a crowd
of girls anxious to secure the dolls
each of which had a card around
the

neck

with

Miss

Brady's

auto-

One B & H Compensare
60 cycle,
110 volt.
Same
read-y for delivery
January
8, 1920.
Best cash offer takes them.
T. H. 1.UNEMAN
Majestic
Theater
Madison,
Wis.

THE ACME
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR
FOR—
The
Studio,
The Cutting -fi
Room, The Editor, Home, j
School or Church.
!

Avince
demonstration
Will Con- J
i
You.
Company
Cine Equipment

Howells

729 7th Ave.

Phone,

New
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York
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Burr with Beck

"Griff"
from
Mo Word
..ocal
Offices Have
Had No Direct

Assistant General Manager of Famous Players Resigns — Much
Surprise
Charles C. Burr, ass-stant general
manager of Famous Players surprised executives of that organization. tion yesterday by filing his resigna-

Message
from the South — Ex'
pected Back by Christmas
While local offices are assured that
iavid Wark Griffith and his party
tre safe at Nassau, the Bahamas
here has been no message direct
rom Griffith to his offices in New
^ork.
The producer expected to be back
n New York by Christmas and it
was not known yesterday whether
production on the two First National pictures which he was making
in Miami will be held up or not.

There have been so many resignations at Famous lately, by request,
that this one came as a complete
shock. Mr. Zukor being out of town
many of the other executives tried,
it is understood, to have Burr change
h's mind. But to no avail. Burr has
been with Famous
over five years.
Within a few weeks Burr will assume an executive position with Arthur F. Beck, who has lately formed
Gibraltar Pictures. It is understood
that he will have a position of importance in the Beck organization.
There are few with Famous more
familiar with the workings of the
l)ig organization than Burr who, in
the past five years, has worked his
way to the front from an unimportant position.

The New York dailies gave conisiderable space to the story of Griffith's experience.
The Times gave it about half a
column on Sunday in a prominent
(Continued on Page 2)
Emily Stevens with Pioneer
Emily Stevens, formerly with Metro, will have the leading role in "The
Place of Honeymoons," from Harold McGrath's novel, to be made by
Atlas Film for release through Pioneer Film. Keciian Buel will direct;
Ida Harrison is preparing the scenario.

Cash Goes to Select
M. Lowell Cash, assistant director of publicity of Universal has reKugel. signed to join Select,' under Lee

Solomon Out of Famous
Julian "King" Solomon, long identified with Famous Players publicity
resigned last week. His future
plans are not known.
!

From
"The

the earth came untold riches such as they had never dreamed in
Greatest
Question,"
a First National Attraction. — Advt.

"Roxy" Plans Program

Buys "Madam X" Rights
Picture rights to the stage play. Says It Will Rival the Stage and
"Madam X" have been
Opera — For Coast Presentation
by Harry Fields who has purchased
made ar{Special to WW'S DAILY)
rangements to have it filmed by one
Los Angeles — S. L. ,Rothai.fel,
of the large producing companies.
A prominent stat, it is reported, will "Roxy" is quoted as saying that he
plans to produce a program that
appear in the screen version.
will rival the spoken drama, the
orchestra. The article intimates
Sea Films for Lesser that Rothapfel is going to France
and that the idea will be gotten
{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
he returns.
Los Angeles — Sol Lesser will dis- under way when
tribute the series of Annette Keller"I shall present to Los Angeles,"
man productions to be made by the he is quoted as saying, "a mo zing
picture which will combine everyfamous swimmer's o ■
)mpany.
thing essential in all forms of ei terA monster production is planned,
intended to excel "The Daughter tainment. There will be an orchestra of 110 pieces; there will be a balof the Gods." and "Neptune's Daughter." Scenes will be shot in Hawaii
let and a chorus of 100 voices. T';ere
and others' in Australia.
will be a trio to play 'jazz' ai d a
Besides a series of entertainment quartet to present the great r umbers of the opera. Then brin jing
subjects a number of physical culture pictures will be handled by Les- back a semblance of the oldv^ninser. Sonie of these have already strel days there will be a ''ierbeen made in the Yosemite.
rot with clever quips and an i:terThe local Lesser offices refused to
comment on the above dispatch.

Sterling to Expand
New

Capital
to

Coming
in — Branches
Be Opened

{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Toronto, Ontario — Sterling Film.
Limited, a Canadian independent exchange with offices in Toronto and
Montreal which has been operating
since June distributing Hallmark
pictures plan wide expansion. L Soskin, general manager, announced
two prominent Toronto business
men, H. Miller and C. Bunkleman
as addition to firm, with big capital
coming in making Sterling one of
the largest independent exchanges
in Canada.
Offices will immediately be opened
in six exchange centers of the Dominion. Negotiations are pending
for distribution.
the acqu'sitionSoskin
of more
products
for
before
form-

ing Sterling was general manager
locutor.."
The new program will be first for the Allen exchanges, and is one
tried here and then in New Yo k.
of the big men in the Canadian field. '

Said Zukor to Moss
Back in the halcyon days —
and that wasn't so long ago —
when Adolph Zukor had some
interests in common with B.
S. Moss, Zukor paid a visit to
the latter's offices on West 42d
Bennie Moss is rather proud
St.
of his organization and his
theaters so he grabbed Zukor
by the arm that signs all the
contracts and steered him
through the suite.
Moss introduced Zukor to all
of his staff and curiously
enough most of them were
Irish.
When they reached Arthur
MacHugh the space — eating press agent Moss saird:
'Mr. Zukor, I want you to
meet Mr. MacHugh, my press
agent. He has been with me
E

forJust
a number
of years."
then Zukor
turned to
Moss and said:
"Say, Ben, haven't we got
any of our own kind over

JMi

Guts and Flashes

Peggy Shanor, who is appearing
in the Pauline serial, is suffering
from a ca.sc of strained eyes.
VAm».74
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Marie .Shotwell will appear in sup-

port of Doris Kenyon in "The Har^pyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
vest Moon" for Deitrich-Beck, Inc.
nc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Sew York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS
and
FILM FOLKS, INC.
Frank Elliott will play the heavy
•". C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasarer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President in "The Hope" one of the Drury
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and Lane melodramas for Metro. HerBusiness
Manager.
bert Blache will direct.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Lillian Hall will remain in Calithe act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
fornia to make another picture. Her
jf Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
there was "Going Some" for
•nonths, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, first
Goldwyn.
}15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
Lieut. Locklear, the aviator, who
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
has done some daring stunts for Universal left the Coast for Australia
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Hollywood,
California
last week.
editorial and Business Offices:
6411 Holly*ood Blvd. Phone, Hollvwood
1603.

Quotations
Bid Asked Last
Famous Players .- 86;.4
893^^
Goldwyn
30
32
Loew,
Inc
28^
29^
Triangle
Unit.
Pict. Prod.
ISj/^
15^
'ATorld Film
—
—

"Skin Deep," the second Hobart Henley Production, soon to be
released through Pathe is now in
the cutting room.

Sale
87j^
Elaine Hammerstein has left for
32
Miami,
Fla., where she will be met
28%
J4 by Director William P. S. Earle
and a company of players. Impor16
tant scenes will be taken for "The
Va
Woman Game," Miss Hammerstein's
third Selznick picture.
"Hidden
Code"
Pioneer
Release
Louis Weinberger, film attorney,
Pioneer
will release
as a states
and
at present representing General
right special the Grace Davison feaFilm in the Federal suit for recovture, "The Hidden Code."
Richard
ery of taxes alleged to be due the
Lestrange directed.
Government wishes it known that
he is not in any way connected or
Beaumont to Do Cohen Story
interested in the affairs of undesirHarry Beaumont will direct the
able aliens who are represented by
first Octavius Roy Cohen story for a lawyer whose name closely resembles that of Weinberger.
Goldwyn. It is "Two Cents Worth
of Humanness" and will star Madge
Kennedy.
Caulfield
Goes
Home
Harry Caulfield of the Sol Lesser
organization is now en route to California. He was in New York for
Foreign
Rights
Only
several weeks.

For Sale

All American Rights Reserved

"EMPTY

Rosenberg Here
Mike Rosenberg of the De Luxe
Features, Inc., Seattle and an associate of Sol Lesser is in New York
looking over open market attractions.

ARM
GAIL
S"KANE
and

16, IftK

No Word from "Griff"

WILLIAM

Edward

Formerly

Whiteside producers of "Empty Arms" will shortly announce
their American plans. They
believe this feature to be one
of the classics of motion picture history.
Inquiries
for foreign
rights
may be addressed to
Photoplay
Libraries,
Inc.,
502 5th Ave., New York
Suite 203

December

English
Unit
Producing
on Co/; '
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
(|
(Continued from Page 1)
Hollywood — G. B. Samuelson, j
position on the first page. The Tele- Samuelson, Prod., Ltd., the largif
of motion
pictures li
graph devoted about a half column producers
to it on the first page as did the England, has brought a company?
American. The Herald ran about a players to America and may est;;. :
column with a picture of the pro- lish on this side a permanent brari
concern.
Wi
ducer. The Sun and World, how- of that flourishing
came
C. M. Halla,
ever, "buried" the story inside with the producer
■(• first named publication giving
Titherage and Campbell G'it about three inches and the latter Madge
lan, all prominent players from 1;
London
stage, who will be featuri.
five. The Evening Telegram in one
of its early Sunday night editions
Monroe
Buying
'lade it the feature story with a
"scare head" running across the full
Omaha — George Monroe, whos
width of the paper.
building a new $50,000 motion p,And the Associated Press carried ture
theatre in Breatrice, Neb., lis
the story.
bought
the opera house in Odl,
.Ml of which
made
many
of the
Neb., and has bought the Rog^
>il)licity sharks weep.
Opera House in DeWitt, Neb., fri
C. V. Nichols. "I can buy pictus
Movical Comedy Ready
more cheaply when I have a strj
houses," said Mr. Monroe. I
Hopp Hadley's first movical com- of
can also feel assured that if biedy is "The Wizard of Oz" in five
reels combined with the "Movie ness is not good in one house.t
certainly is good in another. 1 i
■ In Revue."
the picture are Violet Macmil- my houses are on the same railrd
Girl
ne, with frequent trains, and I (y
lan, Frank Moore, Vivian Reed and
Mae Wells. The revue was special- easily send pictures from one ton
ly written to go with the film proThe Omaha Film Board of Tre
duction.
to
another.
"
recently
heard
a case against an ibitor who was accused of havg
Suing Theda
Theda Bara has been sued in the an insignificant interest in a niber of motion picture theatd,
Supreme Court by Thomas F. Mc- claiming they were owned by hi,
Mahon for $10,000 on the ground and then distributing film amcg
that he rendered services for her
them. It was charged, too, that e
worth at least $15,000. and has re- booked film for two days at (e
-eived only $5,000. The complaint house, held it for four or more diS
alleges that prior to October, 1917,
the defendant assumed the name and showed it at four or more iferent houses in different towii.
Theda Bara and in that month got
The exhibitor denied the charge, it
iudicial permission to take it. He al- at present he is having trouble bo:leges that in May, 1917, he drew
a contract for her with Fox Film
ngHe film.
was not George Monroe, hcwhereby a previous contract of May
ever, for the Beatrice exhibitors
13, 1916, was cancelled and she got a close personal friend of eviy
an increase of $364,000 in salary.
Omaha exchange manager andts
rated as a high class, fair id
Speaking of Records
square exhibitor.
In these days when enterprising
Philadelphia, Pa. — Coane and K>
press agents flaunt records in everyone's faces, Charlie Chaplin's quota man will build a one story the<.tr
on Broadway this week might be building here. Plans are being ;:worthy of note.
pared by H. H. Kline.
His latest First National subject
"A Day's Pleasure" is playing at
the Capitol, the Strand and the
Broadway, and Palace. Also at the
New York today.
The exhibitor's high
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Some Short Reels
"The Hayseed," Arbuckle-Famous Players
Fatty Arbuckle has produced a comedy that wiU
credit any bill in "The Hayseed." He gets in a lot of
original business and his supporting company headed
by Buster Keaton and Molly Malone works like a
smooth machine in helping along the comedy tricks.
There is a plot in which the villainous constable steals
money from the mails and attempts to fasten the crime
on Fatty to disgrace him in the eyes of Molly but Buster, a witness to the constable's crime, clears up the
situation at the last minute. Among the gags that
have all the appearance of newness and wJiich will
surely bring laughs are scenes showing Fativ shying
mail into the boxes as he covers the R. F. D. route,
a bit showing him tearing a large letter to bits when
it won't go in the box whole and a wonderful comedy
sequence when Fatty, accused of the crime, turns to all
his friends for sympathy only to discover that they
turn away from him — because he has been eatingonions. Altogether Arbuckle has turned out a commendable comedy in "The Hayseed."
"A Twilight Baby/' Lehrman — First National
Numerable farm scenes in which domestic animals
are seen, and bits that carry a considerable appeal will
put this slapstick comedy, a three-recler, over. Ordinarily, itwould arouse little enthusiasm but the shots
showing the pups drinking milk directly from the cow,
and then the baby doing the same, will draw "Ahs"
from the women and bring forth smiles from men.
The production has been screened nicely and will fit
in well on your program. Lloyd Hamilton and Virginia Rappe are featured.
Henry Lehrman directed.
"Topics of the Day," Timely Films— Pathe
About a score of witty remarks, gathered from the
press of the United States, as usual, are to be found in
issue number 32 of "Topics of the Day," released this
week. The bits refer lightly to prohibition, the senate,
the Russians, Germans, and various subjects of current interest. One of the big laughs in the reel is the

"The Great Radium Mystery," Universal
Radium — a priceless supply of it— the cause of the
great struggle in this serial, is at last found in episode
eight, called "In the Clutches of a Madman." In it,
the heroine comes upon the mineral and tucks it within
her dress. And there it remains while she goes through
several battles with different antagonists. .-,^h^''Btlzzard, the arch criminal has her placed in the cabin of a
lunatic who assaults her, but Westcott comes to the
rescue. He too is imprisoned however, and the episode
culminates as a huge boulder is rolled down a hill so
that it completely wrecks the cabin. The spectator
is left to wonder as to what will be the result which
it is promised, will be disclosed in the following
episode.

"Dull Care," Vitagraph
"Dull Care," a two-reel comedy produced by Larry
Semon and released by Vitagraph, has a few funny
spots, but also much very dull footage. The best thing
in the number is the broad comedy business in which
a wife hides several men in her apartments, and when
her husband, comedy police chief, comes home. This
is in-and-out-of-hiding-places stuff that gets numerous
laughs — also there is some fair chase stuff. The comedy is of the slapstick order, built around the efforts of
the cops to round up the gang of crooks.
The finishing footage is quite speedy, but of the
usual type of stuff' in which the burlesquers chase each
other all over the top of a speeding trolley car and the
like. The chase stuff contains a few thrills, too, chief
of them being an automobile dashing over a cliff.
"The Black Secret," Pathe
Just as fast as spies are killed off, others appear in

observation that someone ought to "Put an ivory dome
on the Capitol there being plenty of raw material in

"The Black Secret," and in the seventh episode, "The
Betrayal," some more make their appearance. The
leading pair taking the advice offered by Wallace McCutcheon, again fall into the hands of the Germans
and the episode ends with hero and shero facing death

the Senate." The rap at the upper house is drawing a
giggle at one of the Broadway theatres.

at the hands of the Llun troops. This furnishes anothc'twist to the plot, for again Pearl White has cause to

"Daring Danger," Capital
Jumping from a handcar to a fast-moving train,
Helen Gibson injects quite a thrill into what is otherwise a very ordinary two-reeler. The story upon
which this is built leaves several points open to question, but Helen Gibson's work helps. The rest of the
cast is quite acceptable and the offering can fit in if
you run short westerns. Helen Gibson should have
been given more work in it, for as it is. she has scarcelyenough to keep her very busy.

doubt
cause. McCutcheon's sincerity as to his loyalty for the
Pathe Review, 30
Instead of the usual single tinted portion, Pathe Review 30 has two colored parts, and in addition, several
other sections that are of merit. There is the usual
slow-motion bit, illustrating this time, the art of blocking punches. Of the colored stuff, one part deals with
scenes in a part of France and another with birds. An

15, 19Ui
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I Have Just Arrived
From San Antonio
With the First Three of the Series of

MACLYN

ARBUCKLE

COMEDY

NOW

DRAMAS

READY

FOR EXHIBITION
From Novel By

Length

Title

*'Mr. Bingle"
"Squire Phinn"
"Mr. Potter of Texas"

Geo. Barr McGutcheon
Holman Day
A. G. Gunter

5 reels 5 reels 5 reels ■

Mr. Arbuckle's starring characterizations in "TJie Round Up," "The Circus Man' 'and "The Country
Gentleman" will live forever in the minds of the American theater going public.
I WILL BE IN NEW YORK ALL THIS WEEK
AND WILL BE PLEASED TO SCREEN
THESE PICTURES FOR BONAFIDE BUYERS ONLY.

THREE OTHERS
"Welcome

IN PREPARATION

to Our Gity"—
5 Reels, By Geo. V. Hobart
(Releasing in 10 days)

"Red Robin"— 5 Reels, By Fred Jackson
"The High Sheriff"— 5 Reels, By Irving Gobb
Warning: — Negotiations can only be conducted through the undersigned. Any person representing
himself as our agent without the written consent of the San Antonio Pictures Corporation will be
prosecuted.

LEOPOLD

D. WHARTON
General Manager

SAN
v^ ■=.,;-

hotel

ANTONIO

PICTURES

CORPORATION

ASTOK— this week

ONLY

sM^
Coast Brevities
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Hollywood — Nazimova is confined
to her bed with a severe cold.
J. Warren Kerrigan's sixth independent production, an adaptation
of Balzac's "The Magic Skin," has
been completed and is ready for
shipment. Kerrigan, Director Warde
and Frank Gereghty will leave
shortly for a few weeks' vacation
at Monterey. Weather permitting,
they will sail in Kerrigan's new
yacht, "The Sea Rover."
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brunton
have returned from their jaunt to
San Francisco. En route the producer and his wife were guests
at several important social functions,
notably a carnival at Del Monte.
While in San Francisco Mr. Brunton obtained a number of rare tapestries, rugs, keramics and art curios for the property department of
his studio.
Matt Moore, the third member of
the famous moving picture family
has just been engaged by Marshall
Neilan to play the lead opposite
Marjorie Daw in Mr. Neilan's second independent production.

Tuesday December

16, 19

Clarke Irvine is now sole editor
of the Skeleton, the Goldwyn studio
publication.
Harry Hammond Beall is doing
the publicity for the Symphony, Victory and Superba theaters.
Pat O'Malley has joined the Goldwyn players.
Florence Deshon, whom Samuel
Goldwyn recently signed for five
years, has been cast for leading role
in the Eminent Authors' production
of "Dangerous Days," by Mary
Roberts Rhinehart.
The Capital Film Company is very
shortly going into increased production. This was one of the moves
decided upon during the visit of
President S. L. Barnhard who just
returned East after a visit of two
weeks during which time he was in
conference with Carl H. Pafenbach,
manager of the Capital studio in
Hollywood, and some of the directors of the company.
Len Powers, who during
served as official cameraman
American forces in France,
handling the photography
Hank Mann comedies.

the war
for the
is now
for the

"Ten Dollars and Cost" said the
judge to Bert Lytell for stepping on
it on his day to Venice the other
night. You can go out there for
60 cents on the street car and be safe.

Gertrude Claire is in her glory
again playing a lovable old mother
under Robert Bradbury's direction
in his own story "Hollyhocks" for
Bradbury Productions at Brunton
Ruth Stonehouse has been enStudios. Ed Hearn and Patricia
gaged by Metro to appear in the
Palmer have the principal roles.
leading part of the feature entitled,
"The Hope" to be directed by Herbert Blache.
Molly Malone, the latest acquisition to Supreme Comedies, which
are being released through RobertChristie gets, "Bringing Up Fathson-Cole, has started work in her er.
first comedy, her support being
W. H. Clune has purchased the
James Liddy, who has appeared frequently inthe new Supreme releases. California, Arizona and New Mexico
The story is by Frank R. Conklin.
rights to "Woman."

Brentwood announces that the
Allen Watt, formerly a captain in
the U. S. Army and lately returned picture just completed by director
from overseas, has been added to the Claude H. Mitchell under the workproducing forces of Christie Film
ing title of "Where There's a Will"
as assistant director.
is to be released by Robertson-Cole
under the title of " Seeing it
Celebrating the anniversary of her Through."
natal day, November 29, with a dinJimmie Rogers, playing in the
ner at the Chaplin home in the Wilshire district, Mildred Harris Chap- Goldwyn production, "The Strange
lin entertained Mary Pickford, Boarder," featuring Will Rogers, is
four years old, but he'll be a
Kathleen Clifford, Anita Stewart, only
worthy successor to his famous dad,
some
day.
Blanche Sweet, Louise Glaum,
Douglas Fairbanks, J. Parker Read,
Bennie Ziedman, Rudolph Cameron
Ann Forrest, who has an importand Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ince.
ant part in the Reginald Barker production "Dangerous Days," Goldwyn,
Wilton Welch has been engaged says she likes mannish men — such as
eat garlic and break dishes when
by Famous-Players Lasky to act as they try to do housework.
assistant to Donald Crisp.
Will Rogers appeared last week
before the Advertising Men's Club,
has been invited to appear before
the Rotary Club and requested to
put on an act for the benefit of the
poor children at a big Christmas
entertainment.

DAIUV

E. Mason Hopper, who has been
retained to direct the Booth Tarkington "Edgar" stories is having
a hard time finding the typical
American boy. He has made tests
of nearly a hundred youths already.
GATTf^MAM
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Small Towns
ay Be Hit If Picture Parties Visitig Big Cities Materially Develops
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Cincinnatti — The special column
the Enquirer devoted to moving
ctures recently commented:
"Is the day coming when railroads
ill run 'movie excursions' just as
ey used to run
other
nusements.
This'specials'
query isfor
brought
mind by an interesting incident
st week, showing how far real
ovie fans will travel to see photoays they admire. It seems that a
irty of five or six Portsmouth
lomen had been formed to make
>mi-monthly trips to Cincinnati to
liend a day arid evening seeing the
incipal photoplays. The party was
town last week and had a regular
•gy of movie-going. The leader exained that Portsmouth does not
ceive the latest and best producpns until long after Cincinnati has
jiown them and that they watch the
inquirer and when a week's pro•am contains a lot of good pictures
ley make up a party and come to
le city to see them."
Relative to which "Reel facts," of
incinnatti, comments editorially:
"ReadTown
this Exhibitor.
paragraph again,
Mr.
mall
It is more
lan a bit of idle chatter. This indent isn't just a matter of a few
;ople leaving your home town to go
) the big city to see new photoays. If you hear of a few doing
, you can rest assured that scores
■e doing it.
"A thing like this means much
.ore to a small town than merely
epriving the local theater of busless. It also means that while the
Im fans are visiting the big city
ley also are shopping as well a.^
:ovie-going. That means money
iken from the home-town merlants. The whole thing is bad for
le small town!"

Sunday Shows in Caro
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Caro, Mich. — Sunday motion picture shows are now permitted in
this city, the court having dissolved
the temporary injunction secured by
ministers here. The case was contested in the Circuit Court and the
managers of local picture houses
were the victors. The forthcoming
Sunday performances will be the
first here.

Four Rochester Houses Book Chaplin Film

Lebanon,
Pa. —ofJohn
Bachman's
place
as manager
the Hippodrome
is now being filled by A. C. Petteiger of Harrisburg. Bachman resigned recently.

(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Rochester, N. Y. — Four first run
houses, the Victoria, Piccadilly, Rial-

to and Fay's have all booked " .\
Columbus, Ohio — Attorney D. B. Day's
Pleasure," the newest Charles
Ulrey has purchased the Victory here
at a reported cost of $60,000 from Chaplin picture. Fay's and the Victoria will run it for a week, and the
Edward F. Schatzman.
other two, for three days. .W\
Bixoli, La. — The Crown and Big houses are showing it during the
Edelhertz Buys In
Hippodr
ome have been purchased first half of the week.
Bornard Edelhertz, brother of Max
by Victor Howard of New Orleans
who owns five theaters in Brooklyn from Charles
B. and J. R. King,
and Manhattan has purchased the who l)uilt the houses.
interest in the theaters formerl/y^
held by S. Lazarus, who is no longWaitsburg, Wash. — The Play
way.er conectcd with the company in any House here has been purchased by
who formerly manThe Edelhertz brothers own the A. C. agedStewart,
the Empire.
Colonial. Metropolis and Wonderland in New York and the Hamilton
Ontario, Can.— The Temple, Waland Oriole in Brooklyn.
laceburg, has been remodeled by
George Taylor. New machines have
Capitol Program
Changed
been installed and the house generalK complete change of programme
ly, has been improved.
is announced for the Capitol for House
Changes
Christmas week, commencing Sunday. Net Wayburn's revue will be
Omaha, Neb.— E. A. Harris has
withdrawn Saturday to concentrate bought the Apollo, Twenty-eighth
on rehearsal for a new production and Leavenworth Streets, from E. J.
Monaghan.
opening New Year's week.
The principal offering will be "A
Mountain Home, Ark. — W. M. DeChristmas Phantasy," a novelty introducing vocal and instrumenta' Lapp, the Cozy, has purchased the
music, including the Russian Cathed- theater at Cotter and sold a half
ral Quartette and "A Romany Yule- interest in the Cozy.
tide, a divertissement permitting of
a number of vocal features.
City Purchases Theater Building

Serial Territory
Sold
The following
territory
has been '
sold on "The Hawk's Trail," the
Burston cerial with King Baggott
through _W. H. Prod:—
i
Georgia, Florida. Alabama antj
Tennessee to the Special Feature$
Co.. of Knoxville.
North Carolina and South Carolina to the Eltobran Film Exchange
of Charlotte.
1
Washington.
Oregon,
Idaho,
Monj
Rosenzweig
Has a Birthday
tana, California Arizona and NevlI Charles Rosenzweig, sales mana- ada to Sun Films, Inc., Los Angelesl
er of the Big "U" exchange cele- This sale includes both "The Hawk'^
rated his birthday yesterday,
Trail" and "The Mystery of 13, '[
the Burston-Ford serial recently re|
'idn't say which one it was.
leased.
testers Responsible for Continuity
Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph
hester of Vitagraph are rcspons>le for the screen adaptation and
ontinuity of "The Vengeance of
lurand" which Tom Terriss directed
nd in which Alice Joyce appeared

House Changes

The three Canadian rights — East
ern. Central and Western
Canad
were disposed of to one buyer, thd
Regal Films, of Toronto.

Plan Renovation at Broadway
B. S. Moss' lease on the present
quarters at 112 West 42nd St. ex*
iS star.
pires February 1. At that time it \%
understood he will move his headi
quarters to the Broadway theater
Raising Fund
and take over the offices there.
(Special to fVID'S DAILY)
As noted, the original plan wa?
Hollywood — Admirers of William to renovate the entire theater ^
towell, the Universal leading man and make another Rivoli of it but
ho was killed in a railroad wreck whether that will be carried througlj
1 South Africa are raising a fund or not is problematical. Howeverj
> bring his body hack to America it is expected Moss will get the of->
>r internment.
fice quarters in shape and instal
shower baths there.
Newcastle, Pa. — The Sterling
Incidentally, the Broadway will no^
^musement Co. has taken over the show legitimate or burlesque as has
'pera House here and has had the been reported in various circles. The
leater completely remodeled, kn picture policy will be adhered to
inovation to be introduced is a The theater is now reported as aver
fiildren's nursery.
aging about $14,000 weekly.

(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Redlands, Cal.— W. L. Flower,
local city trustee has been appointed
manager of the theater which has
been bought by the city.

EVE
Famous

UNSELL

Scenario Writer
Players-Lasky
Corp.

"Eyes Elsie
of the Ferguson
Soul"
starring

Empey's Next Picture to Be "Oil"
Guy Empey will shortly start
work on "Oil" at the Paragon studio. Fort Lee, N. J., under the direction of Wilfrid North.

"Sinners"
starring Alice Brady
written

Allentown, Pa. — A new house will
be built here by Joseph and Thomas
F. Herrity.
Ready early in April.

"Cup of Fury"
by Ru,iert Hughes

"The Great Shadow"
starring Tyrone
Power

Producers and Directors Looking for Exceptioncd Stories
Can

offer five well

known

books,

namely:

"Cleek of Scotland Yard."
"Cleek

the Master

"Cleek the Man

Detective."

of Forty

Faces."

"The Riddle of the Night."
"The

Riddle

I have

of the Purple Emperor."
Author, Thos. W. Hanshaw

exclusive

rights

to

these

books

and

good offer

JOHN J. LIVINGSTON
1440 Broadway, New

Room

11

York

will

entertain

a

Tuesday December

In the Courts

Ince Special January 25

The British & Colonial Kinematograph Co. filed an answer in the Supreme Court to the suit brought in
l)eha!f of Herbert Brenon in the
name of Chatidos St. John Brenon
to recover sums due under his contract for the production of "TwelveTen." The answer states that upon
the completion of the film in question Brenon refused to make another film as he was required to do
under the agreement.
For a separate defense the answer alleges that in litigation in
London in which Lionel Phillips
was the planitifif and Brenon the defendant an injunction was issued restraining him from continuing to
perform services under the contract.
The British Colonial concern alleges further that there is litigation already pending in which the
claim asserted in the suit brought
here will be determined.
Rose Dugan has been awarded
$500 by the Sixth Municipal Court
in a claim for $650 filed against John
W. Noble. Miss Dugan claimed the
money as salary for managing Noble's afTairs.

16, i

Thomas H. Ince's special "Dalj
ous Hours" will be released thr,
Famous
Players January 25.
Remond

Managing
Altanta
Houses

L

:j .Atlanta,
N. W. DAILY)
Remon
(SpecialGa.—
In lyiD-S
jJacksonville,
Florida, has been
I pointed general manager of thr
cal Lynch
theaters..
These h(,
were formerly
managed
by I-j
Cardoza.
They are the Lyric, |
sythe.

Strand,

R'alto

and

ADVERTISING

Vauci:
MAN

<1 s'.r23 connection
V it'i a dis'.ribut" ng compan
;;i^.rcugl:ly experienced
thcctre advertising — kncM
how to sell the exhibitor — a)
hov/ to he.p the exhibitor B
A

wounded
lion inBros.,
Selig's220 million
leased by Warner
West

On Broadway

dollarSt. serial! "The
42d
Rialto — Not
Rivoli — Not

yet
yet

Lost

City"

determined.
determined.

re-

Capitol — M al)el Normand in
Kellette Leaves Briggs
"Jinx."
John William Kellette has left the
Cecil De Mille's "Male and FeCharles Chaplin, "A Day's Pleamale" has been held over at the
Briggs Pictures organization, as diCapitol Colorland
Review.
Broadway for another week. Thi.s
rector of Paramount-Briggs comeCapitol
News.
mark's its fourth week on Broadway,
dies, and is now in New York, havsure." Band.
Pryor's
ing returned from Jacksonville. Kellette has directed the ParamountSt. Louis — "Male and Female" on view.
Ned Wayburn's Demi-Tasse Reits opening day at the West End
Briggs comedies since May.
Lyric did 60 per cent, more business
Rivoli — Violet Heming, "Everythan any former figure for a day's
receipts.
"Pep" and
Rivoli Pictorial.
woman."
Rialto— Billie Burke, "Wanted a
New Haven, Conn. — "The Miracle
"Punch"
Man" broke all previous high levels
Rialto Magazine.
at the Olympic here last .Sunday. Husjjand."
Over 1,500 people were turned away.
Chaplin
"The Vagaliond."
Mutt andRevival
Jeff cartoon.
Two ingredients in the Transatlantic Boarding School Girl
San Francisco. — The Portola
Moss' Broadway — Cecil DeMille's
Comedies
starting in January.
management has re-booked "Twen- "Male and Female" second week.
Parisian Fashion
Frolic.
ty-Three
and
a
Half
Hours'
Leave"
for a run.
It started yesterday.
Strand — Charlie Chaplin "A Day's Two Reels
Twice a Month
Reed Resigns from British Fox
Pleasure."
Office
Tom
Strand Moore
Topical"Toby's
News. Bow."
Ernest Reed, who has been the
Comedy, "Temple Bells and Waymanaging director located at the
side Shrines."
.. . .
Fox offices in London, announced
Brooklyn Strand — Tom Moore.
his resignation, following his arrival
in New York last week.
"Tol)y's Bow."
Sales Manager Wanted
New York — Charlie Chaplin^ "A
May Build in Winnipeg
Day's Pleasure."
Winnipeg, Canada — A new house,
For a film service which fills
Madlaine Traverse, "Lost Money."
costing $600,000 will l)e begun here
Wednesday: Eugene O'Brien, "The
an actual exhibitor demand.
in March, if permission is granted
Melody." Mabel
Thursday:
Normand.
by the city to build a sort of a Broken
Must be experienced in exbridge over an alley in the rear of
change methods and acquainted
one of the avenues, so that the "Jinx."
Friday: William Desmond, "The
theater could be behind office
with
exhibitors.
Knowledge
Prince and Betty."
buildings. W. P. Nichols, meanBessie Barriscale, "Beckonijig
of modern sales development
while, is negotiating for a lot on
which he intends to build a $250,000
methods
essential. Attractive
Saturday: Olive Thomas. "Out
house to seat 2,000 to be called the Ronds."
permanent, salaried, position
New Garrick. Nichols owns a chain
Sunday: Clara Cliniball Young
Yonder."
of houses in Western
Canada.
with opportunity for growth.
"Eves of "N'outh."

the picture

over.

Address care of Wid's. Box A

More Records

Next Week
Grinnell, Iowa — The placing of a
film against a live switch was the
cause of a fire at the Colonial here,
Capitol— Marie Doro, "12:10."
Strand — Anita
Stewart,
"In Old
the print of "The La ly of the Dugout," being destroyed. J. C. Lang- K( ntucky."
don manages the house, which was
Brooklyn Strand — Charlie Cliav)lin
not badly damaged.

Applications will be held in
ntrict confidence. National
way.
Screen Service, 1476 Broad-

CLARA

KIMBALL

YOUNG

due
cent

more deTiionstrates her m.'ign
art in
"THE
EYES
OF YOUTH"
We have made for this prodviction
very
artistic lolihy display toget!
with
reproductions
in fac-simile
paintings
from
her latest
poses
various si7eSKRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42d Street
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryii

NEGATIVE WANTED
For
America or World Rightsj
Address, Confidential, car
Wid's.

Send
Us
Yoi
Any Quanlily
¥---. K T^tJ*
Highest Prices JUllli
V lU
INTERSTATE
SMELTlJl
(Si REFINING
COMPAV
23 Commercial St.

NEWARK,

FOR
STARS— DIRECTORS
Telephone:
3S05, 6243, 6244 BryiJ
JOHN
J. LIVINGSTON
Motion
Picture
RepresentatiT|
Room 11, Holland Building
1440 Broadway
New Yo |

J.
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Dorothy Dalton

Nice Little Party

May

Switch from Ince to Famous
Players According to Report
Current
Reports have been current for several days that Dorothy Dalton, now
playing
"Aphrodite,"
of
the Thos.in H.
Ince stars and
will, one
at the
expiration of her contract, next Fall,
become a star for Famous Players.
Bert Seibel, who came East for
Ince, and has headquarters in the
studio in wihch Miss Dalton is wojking, would not discuss the matter,
nor could any confirmation be obtained from Famous Players.
Nathan Vidaver, counsel for Ince,
said yesterday he knew nothing
about the reported switch.

staged, Free for All, at Astor, With
Harry Reichenbach and David
Selznick in Featured Roles
There was a nice little party
;taged in the Astor Grill yesterday
iibout 1.30.
j There was a lot of furniture
Inussed up, and excitement galore.
\nd when the wild mob was quieted
md the storm was over the net reult was:
One pair of broken eye-glasses,
ihe property of David Selznick,
One breathless individual named
iarry Reichenbach.
What was it all about? And why?
Veil, there are several stories.
But out of all the incoherence this
is sure:
That Selznick started off towards
leichenbach;
that
Reichenbach
truck him and broke his glasses
nd otherwise mauled
him.
Thah
[Continued on Page 3)

Miss Dalton Ijas been working in
the East at Famous Players studio
for nearly a year. Famous has the
picture
rights that
to "Aphrodite"
and it
is anticipated
she will be starred
in this production.

i June Elvidge in Miller Film
[ June Elvidge will' appear in a
brthcoming Charles Miller Prod.,
Law of the Yukon."
It is understood that Miss El'[The
idge's contract with World Film
as been completed. Arthur H.
Jacobs placed Miss Elvidge with
filler.
More Out?
A report current yesterday that
5 employees of the Famous Playrs-Lasky warehouse, the branch
'hich attends to the printing and
flipping of the organization, were
. t out, brought forth neither denial
jir
l;e. confirmation from the home of-

AUTliORIf¥

Whitman Bennett of Famous
Players, said yesterday that he knew
nothing
of the report.

Calmly smoking his cigar, he fired through the keyhole with yelling
effect. Henry Lehrman's comedy, "A Twilight Baby," a First National
attraction. — Advt.

25 United Features

Output to Be Increased at Once —
New Stars Expected
As
a
result
of the recent meeting
\ Julian Solomon, whose departure of United stockholders
and direclom the Famous was announced
tors, the output of productions will
esterday was in charge of the ware- be increased to 25 yearly. This will
buse branch of the organization.
be .an average release of two a
month.
No definite information could be
IGontract for a Year
secured
as to how many producauline Frederick Is Tied to Goldtions Dustin Farnum or Florence
wyn for That Period
Reed will make during 1920 or what
George
Edwin
Joseph, attorney new stars would be annexed to
>r PaulHne Frederick, stated yes- United as was indicated by that
rday:
office.
It is understood that the com"So far as I know, and I think
am thoroughly posted on the matpany's re-financing plan has been
ir, Miss Frederick has no idea of acccepted
by the various directors
lianging from Goldwyn to some and that encugh cash has been
her organization.
(Continued on Page 2)
."Her contract, I believe, has a
Buxbaum Succeeds Whyte
par to run with the Goldwyn comHarry H. Buxbaum until now spe'iny."
Mr. Joseph made this statement in
cial representative for Famous Players has succeeded Arthur G. Whyte
linial of a report from the coast
at Miss Frederick
would
return
as manager of the New York exthe Paramount banner.
»
change.

McElwain with Robertson Cole
Don McElwain has resigned from
the Foundation Film Corp., to join
the
publicity staff of RobertsonCole.
,
Film ^en to Confer with Lane

(Spfcial to IVID'S DAILY)
Washington — A delegation of film
men is expected here to-day to conNew Distributing Organization Now
fer with Secretary of the Interior
Being Formed
Franklin D. Lane on the possible
John Joseph Harvey, director of use of the screen as a means of coma number of Ernest Truex comedies
bating A.
radicalism.'
William
Brady, Arthur Friend,
is reported negotiating with a group
of prominent film men who are Lewis J. Selznick, Charles C. Pettiabout to, form a new distributing john, Oscar Price and others are
company for the purpose of hana- expected.
ling comedies
solely.
It is understood that the plans ot
the company are hinging around the
Denying $100,000,000
{Continued on Page 2)
The Goldwsm publicity department actually denied
Hawkins Going to Coast
yesterday that the company
had not increased its capital
F. J. Hawkins, of the Producers
000.
from $20,000,000 to $100,000,Securities Corp., leaves for California Friday to spend Christmas at
homecompany.
and to open a coast office for
It all happened when the
his
wires from Dover, DeL, to
He will be gone three weeks and
New York got twisted and
while in the west will keep an eye
instead
of carrsang an anon certain producing units who are
nouncement of an increase in
expected to be lined up with the
stock from 200,000 to 1,000,000
Poducers Securities company. There
shares the story dabbled in
are other important plans pending, it
100 millions.
1is understood.
'
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l-Reeler From '^L. J."

Alexander Film./',Corp Formed — Will
Lewis J. Sezlnick will, make a
Buy Pictures and Produce
weekly release based on the editorial
The Alexander Film Corp. has comment of Herbert Kaufman
been formed with William Alexan- whose articles are syndicated in a
der, formerly with Fox, as presi- number of newspapers throughout
V«l. I No.7S Wednesday December 17. 1919 Price 5 Centi
dent.
the country. It will be called the
The new company will maintain "Hebert
Kaufman
Weekly
Page."
'opyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
;nc.
Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., its own exchange here in New York
The release date for the first is.>}ew York,
N. Y., by WID'S
FILMS
and
sue has not as yet been set but
and for that purpose has leased the
fILM
FOLKS,
INC.
fourth floor of the Leavitt Bldg., 130 the new subject will be inaugurated
•". C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and TreasW. 46th St., now being occupied by in a four page spread in the Satur'Vice-President
Joseph J. Dannenberg,
jrer; Editor;
ind
W.
Alicoate,
Secretary
and Fox.
Business
Manager.
berday27. Evening Post, issue of DecemThe company will release five speEntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
Release
on the Select program.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
cials beginning in February,- the
the act of March 3, 1879.
first of which will be "The Wizard
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
.if Greater
New
York,
$10.00 one
year;
6 of Oz,'.' the "movical" comedy prepared by Hopp Hadley. Besides
nonths,
$5.00;
3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
;i5.oo.
l( nntiniird
jrnm
P'liir
I•
buying outside pictures, Alexander
Subscribers should remit with order
plans
production
of
a
series
of
one
guaranteed
from
the
different
terAddress
all
communications
to
WID'S
reel novelties, designed for weekly
ritories to supply United with
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
release. Release the first year will funds to carry out production plans
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
be
12 features, or at the rate of one as outlined above.
Hollywood,
California
a month and the one reel subjects
editorial
and Business Offices:
6411 HollyAs noted, United Picture Producweekly.
*ood
Blvd.
Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
ing Corp. was formed several
Fox is expected to move to the months ago with a capitalization of
new studio about January 15 at $3,000,000. It is undierstood that to
which time Alexander will take over date that organization has not
Bid Asked Last Sale the offices. He was with Fox for started active operation but that its
and is credited with open- activity will be identified with the
-inous Players .. 87j4
89% 88^ five years
ing
five
exchanges
for the corpora- turning out of the 25 features for
Goldwyn
31
3014 31
tion ill. South .\merica and nine in United I'icture Theaters.
Loew, Inc
28§^
29 28§^ Great Britain.
United states that the number of
Triangle
^
theaters
being served by it reaches
The Alexander companj- will disUnited Pict. Prod. 16
17% 17
tribute its own product in. New almost 3,000 to date.
World Film
—
—
H York State and through a series of
affiliated independent exchanges
Get Word from Grffiith
throughout the country, generally.
The Griffith offices received a cable
L'Estrange
Succeeds
Aarons
late Monday night from John Lloyd
Dick L'Estrange
lias replaced B.
P. Aarons as casting director at the
of the Griffith organization. ■ The
Selznick Fort Lee studios.
message which cailie from Nassau
(Continued from Page 1)
was as follows:
fact
that
one
of
the
largest
distrib"Arrived safe after five-day trip.
Looking
'Em
Over.
uting companies in the business is No food or water for three days on
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Omaha — An agent for the Para- expected to discontinue the handling heavy seas. Pilot thrown overboard
mount theatres has been looking of comedies. The scheme will pro- from wheel. Two swept over rail
vide the taking over of an independ- but rescued. Griffith took - wheel
over prospects in Beatrice, Lincoln
ent exchange in every major city while boat was helpless. Flounand Hastings. Neb., it is understood,
dered for hours. Engine trouble.
with a view toward building houses while each one will probably be
called the Comedy Exchange.
in those cities.
Sponge fishers to rescue. Prayers
When Harvey was reached yes- for us in all churches. Miracl? we
terday he refused to talk about the
got through
a-s trouble
was in Spanish Main called
the graveyard
of
matter outside of the "act that he admitted the general idea as outlined
above was correct.
Foreign
Rights
Only
Leigh R. Smith, the assistant director who directed the search from
For Sale
Landis to Replace Stowell
Miami for the missing party is exUniversal is dickering with Major
ocean." pected in New York to-day.
All American Rights Reserved
Reed Landis, said to be the second
Zena Keefe a Star
American Ace to replace William
Stowell. in the Smithsonian ExpediZena Keefe is -now at work on her
tion now in South Africa. Stowell, first starring vehicle for Selznick.
it will be recalled was recently killed
It is "The
in a railroad accident there.
Sophie
Irene Woman
Locb. God Sent.'-' by

25 United Features

Quotations

Visiting the Exhibitor
Charles Rogers, sales manager \
Select
left yesterday
for a tH
though the Middle West.
Abe Warner, of Warner Bro,
starts on a month's trip to the k^
cities of the country in the interiof "The serial.
Lost City," the new SeJanimal

YEAR BOOl
'S
W1919ID1920

NOW

— A mine of Authentic
Information for the
Exhibitor.
— Of Inestimable Value

Comedy Exchanges

"EMPTY
ARMS"

starring

GAIL

Park

and

KANE

Down

Edward

Whiteside producers of "Empty Arms" will shortly announce
their American plans. They
believe this feature to be one
of the classics of motion picture history.
Inquiries for foreign rights
may be addressed to
Photoplay
Libraries, Inc.,
502 5th Ave., New York
Suite 203

to the Casting Director, E X e c u t i V e or
Producer.
— Nearly 400 Pages of
Live, Virile Matter
of
the Motion Picture
Industry.
PRICE.

$1.00

Prepaid
Anywhere in U.

S. A.

&S

The exhibitor can im-

A Six Part Feature ExtraordiDary

Lester

READY

o^

and Out

Her*' was once a oo
man
who did not believe In insiiranee.
lie was
-Xlon^
came old man
fire with
his heavy
prosperous
and
happ>
liaiid.
He \va
wiped out.
He tried to rebuild
but in tlie meanHe <'onld not (►vereome
tin
time
his competitors
^^ ere far ahead.
weekly
salary.
handieap.
Now
lie is working
for small
_.
,.
>IOKAI<:
Believe
in insuranee.
It is YOVR
proteetion.

Peub
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CXmu
els
IV ^AL
iJWcl ERVICE
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Jns-uranc
60 Maiden Lane
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prove the appearance of
his lobby, increase his
ticket sales, and please
his public, by
R IT C H E Y

using
posters.
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406W.31t» St.,N.Y.. Phont Chelse. 8388
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Nice Little Party

!

No.

102
BUTHERFORD, N. J.— No troubles to
nar Santa's labor — everything to delight
he hearts of liidclies is beins: turned out
at big toy factories.
IN THE
CASCADES— Jacli Frost
sweeps through Cascade Mountain region,
earing deep snow-trail in liis wake —
liuge plows
clear tracl«.
CONSTANTINOPLE, TURKKV— (Jreetngs from Turlicy's firemen — to wliom tlie
tling-klang, greased poles and lightning
■ngines <»f our cvery-day life are a(>par>ntly unknown.
DOOMED I— Associate Justice Urandeis,
iho rendered the opinion for the Suireme Court.
IRKUTSK, SIBEUH— The great scarify of food ill Siijeria necessitates the
areful rationing of all availal>le stores —
aeat, bread, and soup lines are frequent
■ccurrences.
NEW YORK CITY— Army transport
urns — The V. S. S. DcKalh, former Gerlaii raider, is badly damaged I>.v a tire
f unknown origin.
SOrTHKRN CAI.Il'ORM.V— .V "nutr" year for the (iolden West I li.'^.OOU
>ns of walnuts mark the state's record
nnual crop,
sold
for $1.5,000,000.
WASHINGTON, D. C— W ith the scttle«ent of the coal strike Walker D. Hines,
i'irector-General of Railr<iads, assumes
)ntrol ot coiil <listrit>iitioii thronuhout
le nation.

toaay

(Continued from Page IX
Selznick's blow failed to reach and
Reichenbach escaped damage.
Behind all of this is Clara Kimball Young, for whom Reichenbach
is personal representative, as well
as publicity director for Equity Pictures which is releasing the Young
productions. There have been many
wrangles, legal and otherwise, between the Selznick organizations
and Equity,^ and recently a press
story was sent out, supposedly by
Equity,- relative to L. J. Selznick's
business experience, in films and
otherwise. The Selznick organization did not like this story_ which is
said to papers,
have
appearedof in
newsand someone
the"25
Selznick
family called up the Equity offices,
and said he would be at the Astor
daily between 1 and 2, and would
be glad to meet someone. Yesterday he was lunching with Walter E.
GTcene when David Selznick entered the room. Selznick advanced
to Reichenbach's table, words followed, and there was a mess. Selznick and Reichenbach tussled about
of a few moments, then someone
broke in and separated them.
David's
glassesto were
broken,room
and he
was
hustled
the wash
to
see if first aid was needed. Somein the ammonia
excitment tooffered
a bagtilled one with
be used.

Selznick,
David's
father,
wasL. J.
als.o
lunching
in the
grill,who
as
well as many other-s hurried to liim,
but he needed no assistance.
David Selznick said yesterday
Alice Joyce at Ne.w Orleans
Alice Joyce, accompanied Iiy her that Reichenbach had referred to
rector, George Terwilliger, and his father in "a dirty way," and
s assistant; two camera men and Reichenbach's claim was that Selznick offices had been sending out
eir assistants, and a number of
"all
sorts
of stories, false and other:r. supporting company, left for
ew Orleans last week to make
wise, about Clara Kimball Young,"
and he had simply done his duty as
e race track scenes for "The her representative in sending out
)orting' Duchess." which will be the sort of story which he believed
iss Joyce's next special Vitagraph should be printed.
eduction. The party numbers^ 24
■ d among the players who went
George Randolph Chester, produc■luth .are Percy Mannont, G. V.
tion editor of Vitagraph, has gone
Syffertitz, Edith Campbell Walker. to Cincinnati, his former home, to
lltle Dan Comfort, and others, spend -the Christmas and New
leather permitting, it is expected
Year's holicfays. He was accomtit the party will return to the panied
by Mrs. Chester.
looklyn studio before the end of
' month. Frank Loomls, the castMurray W. Garsson
Presents
for
the
State
Rights
i director, preceded the party to
Market a Supreme Picture.
? w Orleans, in addition to the
rplar race track crowd<; and eight
ne horses.

Mational Film has insured the life
dl. Bernstein, production manager,
■ $250,000.

GREAT

I'WO REELS
WICE

A MONTH

Itr^

Georgin
Company in Court Action
The (ieorgctte Cleorgin Film Co.
is being sued by Bauman and Co.
for $301.24. Tlic judgment was filed
on Saturday.
For Commerce Chamber Affiliation
The A. M. P. A.-Advertisers, at
a meeting held last week, voted to
affiliate with the United States
Chamber of Commerce. The resolution was the outcome of the address of a representative of the
Chamber before the advertisers urging them
to co-operate with the national body.
L.. V. Jefferson has been engaged
as chief of the scenario department
of National
Film.

Not ice
1 am going to to quit advertising. WHY? Simply because
there is no reason for it any
more. T have now the cream
of the trade in Art Titles, and
the best "REP." This may
seem conceited to j^ou, but a
Fact remains a Fact.
The object in stopping advertising is just to find out
whether my success was due
to the Ad in "WID'S" or due
to my ability in Pleasing the
Producer.
M}- .Ad will disappear within one week, and therefore
you better make a note of my
address somewhere in your
little note book • now before
you forget about it.
You will find my Ad today
somewhere in this issue. Did
you get it?
Very truly,

F. A. A. Dahme

Sales Manager

Wanted

For a film service which fills
an actual exhibitor -demand.
Must

be experienced in exchange methods and acquainted
with exhibitors. Knowledge
of modern sales development

!"

Is what you'll say when
i you see the Transatlantic
i Boarding School Girl
j Comedies.

Henshaw on Location
Don Marquis Writing for Screenics
C. L. Chester in his new series of
Dale Henshaw, director of the series of Transatlantic Boarding School
one reelers, has remarks on popular subjects, penned by several well Girl comedies is now- on location.
known humorists, and in his first is- Babsing lady.
Butler is the, company's leadsue, includes bits of wit written by
Don Marquis, who conducts the column known as
the Evening
Sun."The Stm Dial," in

methcids essential. ^Attractive
permanent, salaried, position
with opportunity for growth.

. For Territorial Rights
Murray

W.

Garsson,

(ien'l

-M'g'r.

Foundation Film Corporation
1600 Broadway
New
York.
?tione

Bryant

4620.

Applications will be held in
strict confidence. National
way.
Screen Service, 1476 Broad-

Ask Acme
They Have It
Exit
Emptysigns
reels
Film menders
Film trimmer
Frames
Film waxers and Wax
LABELS
Measuring • machines
Reel Bands
Re-winders
Re-wind tables
Scrap cans
Seals and Sealing Machines
Shipping
Slide boxescases
Slide making outfits
ACME AGENCY
2623 Grand
Central Terminal
Phone, Vanderbilt 8225
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KINOGRAMS
LABOR SfEN MEET: NEW PARTY
COMING?— Washincton, D. C— DeleCates frtom all unions g:ather at call of
Samuel Gompers.
PUSH BIG FREIGHTER INTO THE
SEA — A sidewise launch at the shipyards of San Francisco.
GATHERING THE SCALLOPS CROP
—In Buzzard's Bay, Masisaehusetts, where
the bleeest of the scallops come from.
STRIKERS PARADE
TO
KEEP
COURAGE — San Francisco ship worliers
parade on Marliet Street to show that
union men are still out.
A
ANZ.ACS ARE GOING HOME— Liverpool, Eng. — Australian soldiers take ship
lOr home, a lot of English brides arv
eoing: along:.
PAT CROWE TAKES A JOB — New
York, famous kidnapper, becomes a night
watchman at the Salvation Army hut in
Union Square.
TROOPS HOME FROM SIBEBI.A—
San Francisco, the Transport Sheridan
arrives with soldiers home from Bolsheviki war — in time for Cliristmas.
CAPPER—
ARTHUR
SENATOR
Washington — Kansas srtatesman says
that the profiteers, are worse than the
radicals.
TARGET PRACTICE— Fort Wingfleld
Scott, Calif. — Coast artillerymen try out
the big harbor defense mortars.
STARTS HOCKEY
WAVE
COLD
TOURNEY— Concord N. H.— Class teams
at St. Paul's school warm up on the
pond.
SIEMORIAL FOR DOVER PATROL—
a corPrince Arthur of Connaught atlays
Dover in
ner stone for a monument
honor of men who guarded the Channel.
FUR FARMERS HOLD A SHOW— Boston— The fox raisers put on their flrst annual exhibit— a »4,000 black fox.
WOOD CHOPPER SAVES THE POOR—
Joplin Mo. — Volunteers go into the woods
and cut fuel to meet shortage in coal
strike.

Cosmopolitan Prod, at Rial to
Cosmo Hamilton's "The Miracle
of Love," with Lucy Cotton and
Wyndham Standing, will be the feature at the Rialto the week commencing Sunday. In addition, there
will be a Christie comedy and a
musical program appropriate to
Christmas Week.
New $500,000 Firm Chartered
Milwaukee, Wis.— J. H. Marx
heads the Great Northwestern Film
Corp., which has just been granted
a charter. The organization, capitalized at $500,000, will deal in motion pictures.

WE

Leumas
Cartoon
Service
Films for every purpose.
Producers
of Animated
17 West 45th St.
Phone Bryant 6806

■

*

"WHERE

PROMISES ARE SACREf

LOUIS
FORMERLY
Killed attacking one of the players of "The
Lost
City," Selig's
wild animal serial released by the Warner Bros., 220 W. 42nd. St.
"Sky Eye" Not a Serial
Sol Lesser's office wishes to correct an impression which seems to
be circulating in the trade that "Sky
Eye" is a serial. The production
is a feature in six reels.

New $100,000 House for Moline
DISTRIBUTED BY
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Rock Island, III. — George R.
REPUBLIC DISTRIBUTING
Stephenson,
manager of the. Rock
CORPORATION
Island Watch Tower, is the head
of a syndicate that will erect a
Houdini Sails Dec. 30
$100,000 motion picture theater at
Houdini sails for England on the 14th St. and Fifth Ave., Moline. The
Mauretania on December 30. He is property was purchased several
now in New York with his wife.
months ago.
Goldwsm Buys "Branding Iron"
Goldwyn has purchased "The
Branding Iron," by Katherine Newlin Burt. This is the story which
Rex Beach said he wished he had
written.

I

Sennett Signs James Davis
(Special to fflD'S DAILY)
Hollywood. — James Davis ha's
joined Mack Sennett's staff of directors and under the "Comedy
King's" supervision, is making his
first Paramount-Mack Sennett picture. It will be published in January. Louise Fazenda is featured.
New Firm to Film Biblical Pictures
(Special to (FID'S DAILY)
Augusta, Ga. — Plans for a mo.tion
picture corporation which, it is said,
will employ 10,000 persons, have
been received by the Augusta Board
of Commerce. William J. Jossey,
of Macon, is reported as backing
the company which will make Augusta its headquarters and will take
scenes in Richmond county. The
firm will screen two and three reel
biblical pictured.

NEVER

.VylUlA^'

Douglas MacLean and Doris May
are delighted to get Lloyd Ingraham
back again as their director.
Here is the Real Opportunity
Motion Picture House
Seating 600
FOR
SALE
Address Mr. Mitchell,
Room 46
1 East 42nd St.

J

& MEYER

TITLES

LETTERED

- ILLUSTRATED
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- PHOfOGRAPHj]

ASK TO SEE
OUR NEW
PROCESS
TITLES
AND
ILLUSTRATIONS
A

PHONE

CALL

WILL

BRYANT
220 WEST 42nd ST.

BRING

*

SAMPIl

7392
ROOM
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WHO IS THEf
Woman In Grey?

THE ACME
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR

Realart
Pictures
have
?i special
lobby tions
display
for
all
their
producnow ready in their exchanges
throughout
the
country
for
all
their bookings.
Look
them
over
and see how this enterprising concern will assist you
in getting
"them" >ip to the box office.
KRAUS
MFG.
Co.
220 W. 42nd St.
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant

The Studio, The Cutting
Room, The Editor, Home,
FOR— or Church.
School

AllT TITLES

Howells

HAND LETTERING
, • ; i (One twndred JitUs ^ Da(/.) .-j; ;

729 7th Ave.

A demonstration
Will Convince You.
Company
Cine Equipment

.220 WEST
/ME\A/ 42^
YORKSTREET

New York

Phone, Bryant 1166

PHONE 2329 BRYANT
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Hammons

Big Plans

Closes Deal

Interchurch

World
Movement
Affiliated with Educational — Two
Expeditions
Already
Started
Earl W. Hammons of Educational
Fihns Jias completed a deal with the
Interchurch World Movement
whereby that organization, composed of the leading members and
churches of the Protestant faith becomes affiliated with Educational;
The Interchurch movement is concerned with the spreading of the
Protestant doctrine here and
abroad.

f First National's Exhibitor Expansion Announced — Territories
To Have Individual Franchises
The long awaited announcement of
rst National for its expansion was
ade public yesterday. It is vinderood that close to 5,000 theaters are
Ivolved in the plan.
■Important changes in exhibitor
poking and exchange rental niethIs, a standardization of rental valhs and a co-operative plan whereby
eater owners unite their interests
r mutual protection against the
oposed inroads into the exhibitor
i;ld by producer-distributor comhiitions, are a part of the plan of
pansion.
The general plan of organization
lovides the enfranchisement of ex'bitors through the medium of the
|5sociated First National Pictures,
,0.; formed in Delaware recently
th an authorized capital of 60,000
jares, and which will be tlie jnir[Continued on Page 2)

Jans Signs Tell

Jans Pictures. Inc.. lias placed
live Tell under a long term conict.
Miss Tell will probably finish six
btures at the Peerless studio here starting on the road with a
age production and make some
Vamping the woman hater — Constance Talmadge in the First Na3re pictures when she returns to
tional attraction, "Two Weeks."
Advt.
>.w York.
B. A. Rolfe will direct the Jans
pductions. Another star is excted to be signed shortly.
Intimates Government May Officially To Be Built at 83d St. and Broadway—Total Cost Will Reach
Recognize
Part Played by InAbout $1,500,000
dustry in War
Marcus l.oew will erect a theater
(By H'irr to If IDS D.4II.Y)
{By Wire to JFID'S DAILY)
at
the northeast corner of Broadway
Washington^ — .Secretary of the InAlbany — Allyn C. Carrick is
terior Franklin D. Lano outlined and 83(1 .St. at a total estiniat>-fl cost
med as one of the incorporators
1 the American Sensitfilm Co. of yesterday plans for helping the Gov- of $1,500,000.
ernment in its Americanization
The plot wliich is 102 by 189 ft.
:;w York City. The company has
en chartered here with a capital- drive in which the film industry was bought from Julius Tishmlaa and
ition of $500,000.
might aid. Mr. Lane suggested pro- Sons. It is stated that the proposed
ducing films showing the creations theater is the only one which can be
.s. Government along industrial constructed in that district because
.\llyn C. Carrick recently incor- of the
of the zoning law against the estabrated Cine Prod. Inc., a conipan
lishment of businesses. The theater
make scenics abroad. He is calle?
n his talk to the film men he be- ',will seat 2,800.
e general adviser to the Transal,ved .generous praise on the in- \
itic Film Corp.
'.. try. He said in part:
'
R. & F. Expanding
The new company plaii.^ to nian""You can render a greau:" .--ervice :
acture raw stock and has tenla- than can the schools or the press of ;
There an
eight and ;
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
.e plan> decided upon for the the country.
AlinuQapolis. — Rul)ei) and Finkelilding of a labo^;^lor^' near \ew one half million people in the United;
First Xational franchise hold>rk.
States who
cannot
read or write jstein.
ers for the Twin Cities, are to huild
English but the screen is a univer- a $100,000 tlieater in Virginia.
Alice Mann with Transatlantic
sal language all can understand."
| The announcement is interesting
Alice Mann has replaced, Babs
He then reviewed
the industry's j
itler as the female lead in the part
during the war and continued:] in view of the fact that it marks an
ries of Transatlantic P.oarding
invasion, of Duluth and .the so-called
"I had[Continued
hoped thaion there
hool Girl roniedie-.
Page would
3) be' |Iron Range cities.

^lan Raw Stock Lab.

Price 5

1919

Lane Gives Praise

New Loew Theater

Jhe tie-up with Educational will
result in a series of travel pictures
to be taken in hitherto unknown regions of the earth.. Two expeditions have already left this country.
One of them is headed by E. Lloyd
Sheldon who has done a number of
stories for Fox. In that party
which is to tour the world concentrating on countries of the Far East
is Rev. .\. V. Casslenian of the Interchurch movement. The second
expedition which left for England
the end of last week is to be directed
y Willard Price, editor of the World
Outlook Magazine.
Some of the releases will be distributed through Educational exchanges and others for the churches*
and schools of the movement.
Earl W. Hammons sailed with
Willard Price on the Lapland Saturday for London. He will return
to this country shortly.
Dalton with Famous
Famous Player.s yesterday announced that Dorothy Dalton had
signed a long term contract with
Ihat ^ corporation to be starred
in Paramount-.\rtcraft pictures. The
announcement stated that her contract with Thos. H. Ince had been
taken over by Famous. Her first
starring vehicle for Famous Was an-'
iioiuiced as Barrie's "Half an Hour."
the

WID'S D.\1LY yesterday carried
Dalton story exclusivel}'.

Second Round of Serial Bout Staged
The second episode of the David
Selznick-Harry Reichenbach serial
bout was staged yesterday at the
.'\stor .grill. Owing to a previous
engagement the sporting editov of
WID'S DAILY was elsewhere, so
details of the bill are lacking. Conflicting stories of what transpired
were presented by individuals interested. Serial buyers are now considering making the bids for the
production.
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Famous
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H
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—
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89>^
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H
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New Pathe Serial Ready
Pathe has set Dec. 28 as the date
of release of the first episode of
"The Adventures of Ruth," the fifteen episode serial of which Ruth
Roland is producer, author and star.
Work has been completed on the
Arthur F. Beck serial, "The Isle of
Jewels," which will be released
through Paihe. Charles Turner
Dazey, author of "In Old Ken, tucky," wrote the story. Stuart
Holmes and Frances Mann are costarred.

Foreign

Rights
Only
For Sale
AH American Rights Reserved

"EMPTY

ARM
GAIL
S"KANE

starring

Directed by

Frank

I

Reicher

A Six Part Featare ExtraordlDary

Lester Park anid Edward
Whiteside, producers of
"Empty Arms," will shortly announce their American plans. They believe
this feature to be one of
the classics of motion picture history.
Inquiries for foreign rights
may be addressed to
Photoplay Libraries, Inc.,
500 5th Ave., New York
Suite 203

Big Plans

{Continued from Page 1)
chasing
and distributing
organization for the
Under
thisnew
planplan.
there will \n- '■ a
separate Associated First National
Pictures Corporatign formed for
each of the 23 tferritories into which
the country has been divided. In
each of these territories, which, as
a unit, will he assigned an established percentage cost for every
negative price paid by the Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., the
present franchise owners in First
National Exhibitors' Circuit will
dispose of sub-franchises to independent exhibitors. This paPt of
the plan* brings several important
changes into operation.
Each sub-franchise s.ubscriljcd for
by individual exhibitors will immediately establish the rental value the
individual cxhil^itor 'will pay for
each production releast^d by the -Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

Coast Brevities

Blackton Buys "Passers B:^J. Stuart Blackton has purch/ed

{Special to fVlD'S DAILY)
H-oHywood — Mary MacLaren na^ the
the screen
English rights
dramato by"Passers
C. Haon>,"
Chambers.
Stanley
Olmsted
as
completed "Rouge and Riches," her
most recent Universal production, written the scenario and Comodore Blackton is now choosing he
under Harry Franklin's direction.
cast.
Anita Stewart recently returned
from New York with nearly $20,CG0
DeMille's Color Process Aga:
worth of Fifth A^venue's latest crea"Why
Change Your Wife?" C:il
tions in hat- and crowns only to be
B. DeMille's next special proictold that p- eduction would start tion for Famous Players-Lask>|is
immediately on "The Fighting Shepcontain some remark'.le
herdess," in which Miss Stewart is said to
photographic effects. Tint of
starred as a rj.gged exponent of the color
color have been utilized to enhjce
shepherding profession. Her ward- the effect of various night sce-s,
robe in the new picture will cont:'Et chiefly of torn calico waists, important in the production.
The process involved in the kdresses designed from gunny sacks
and festive cowhide boots. Anita ing of these scenes is the spcal
derives some consolation from the property of the producers, haijg
fact that at least she cin sport been perfected at the time of le
seme of her new clothes on Sun- The
production
of "Joan
Worn."le
Lasky studio
fire the
destroyed
days.
camera equipment used on V le
Noah Beery, who is featured in scenes which was not re-perfecd
until the present time.
This willmanent
amount
to
"a
definite,
perthe
titular roie in both "The Sea
percentage of the valuation
and 'The Sagebrusher,"
of each picture in the respective ter- Wolf"
forthcoming special productions,
Regarding Ivan Abramson
ritories.
In Wid's Year Book 1919-1||
has been engaged by Louis B. MayOwnership of a franchise will guarer to take the role of Mormon Joe there appears a list of memberJ
the Assistant Directors Associal
antee an" exhibitor the sole and exclusive right to Associated First in "The Fighting Shepherdess."
of Los Angeles, in which is inclinj
National attractions in his locality.
The Goldwyn Studio band gave its the name of Ivan Abramson.
In the larger cities this will be de- first concert recently at the stuIvan Abramson, a well knownitermined by zones, while in the
rector and official of the Grajic
dio. There were thirty-five pieces
smaller towns it will carry with it
Film Corp. is not a member of le
the band. It was directed" in Assistant Directors Association. )r
as a protective measure the exclu- in
turn
by
Victor
L.
Schertzinger,
disive privilege to exhibit these attracrector, and Bert Crossland, studio is he an honorary member of is
tions in the municipality.
musician
and band director.
organization.
This will make it impossible for
the exchange serving the territory
Two serials are now in course of Harris & Libson with Nat'l Pictus
to book any other theater in any
John f. Harris, who
owns le^
production
here, both from the pen
zone or theater locality where an independent exhibitor previously has of Frederick Chapin. One is "The the
and at
Lyric
m Pittsburgh
Strand
Morgantown,
Pa., I,|"
obtained a franchise for Associated Lost City," the Selig annual serial Grand
Ike Libson who owns the Faql
with
Juanita
Hansen
in
the
leading
First National pictures.
Walnut, Strand and Palace in I
The exhibitors holding franchises role, and the other is "Dead or cinnati and the Colonial in Colun
will pay rentals for attractionis Alive," with Jack Dempsey.
have secured the franchise of
equivalent to the, r franchise pertional ^Picture Theaters
for tj|
After rehearsal of three weeks, the cities.
centage of interest in the main franchise in the respective territories. Douglas MacLcan-Doris May ComIn brief, if a theater holding an Aspany has started work of actual
Universal Going Full Blast]
sociated First National franchise is shooting
on their latest comedy
The lull in production at Un|
rated in that franchise as five per which has been given the working
cent, of the associated theater
City can be considered
sii
of "Playing with Fire." Lloyd sal
passed as it is officially annou*j|
strength of the territory, the rentals title
Ingraham is directing.
that
seven
of
the
bigger
prodi
E"/J3»,
of that theater will be fixed on all
units are now working again.
productions released by the AssoDouglas Fairbanks is now a full
ciated First National Pictures, Inc.,
fledged
Elk. Last week Tommy
at five per cent, of the valuation of
each picture in the territory as a O'Brien, accompanied by a howling
mob of 20 other brawny young Elks,
whole.
Franchise costs are secured to e.x.- descended upon Doug while he was
hibitors in stock in the exchange, pacifically posing at his studio in
An increasing use of RITHollywood. They tied him tight as
against which, as permanent secu- a. tamale, tossed him into an auto
exchange's
rity, is the
franchise
and equity
in all tert-itorial
contracts and hit it up for a Santa Monica
CHEY posters means a
which the national organization has lodge, where he was put through a
with stars and producers, releases lively initiation ceremony. Latest
made and the physical assets of film reports have it that Doug is gunning
corresponding increase in
on hand.
for Mr. O'Brien.
Telegraphed advices from J. D.
box office receipts.
Williams, and N. H. Gordon, chairConsiderable mystery surrounds
man of the Exhibitors' Defense the organization of a new company
Committee of the Circuit, who are
now in the west, state that 80 per of the largest special productions
that has been formed to put on one
CHEY
RIT
the original exhibitor-mem- of the year. All that is known is
cent, bersofof the
I.lTIlt). COUP.
Circuit who are all that
have Ijeen approached, have signed that an all-star cast is to be en406W.3l8t St.,N.Y., Phone Chelsea 838«
the agreements for the new plan ol
gaged,
that
Colin
Campbell
will
direct its artistic destinies and the
operation, and that the same percentage of the corporate capital for stately Kathleen Kirkham is to
the Associated First National Pic- have a leading role. Other details
tures, Inc., has been subscribed. The are not yet forthcoming.
{Continued on Page 3)
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Big Plans

Tom
Moore
of Washington.
The committee retained three
{Continued from Page 2)
firms of attorneys, namely, A. E. and
■emaining 20 per cent, of the mem- S. F. Jacobs, of New York; Morris
Dership will be visited by Gordon Wolff, of Philadelphia, and Lee
Friedman,
of Boston.
■ind
Williams
0 New
York. on their return trip
When the members had finished
The capital stock of $10,400,000 their weeks of continuous work, J.
jor the Associated First National D. Williams and Mr. Gordon were
ifheaters. Inc., is being subscribed selected as the representatives of
ly the exhibitor franchise owners, the Exhib, tors' Defense Committee
nd will constitute an immediately to personally visit every First NavailSble reserve for all of the memtional franchise owner for their signatures to it.
lers of the new Circuit and will be
ised to protect the interests and inestments of the franchise owners
vhenever they are threatened with
{Continued from Page 1)
iiifair competition from producerlistributors. It will be available for some form of testimonial given you
iie construction of, new theaters, or You did not come within my sphere
or the remodeling, improving and of activity during the war but I
nlarging of present theater prop- have the expectation that, since the
rties whenever it is deemed essen- war has not been technically conial and advisable.
cluded there will.be a formal recogAssociated First National Pic- notion made to you of the part you
iircs, as the distributing organiza- have so generously
played."
After the meeting which was conlon will direct exchange operations
cluded at noon the committee was
.nd act as the purchasing body in
legotiations with independent pro- lunched at the Cosmos Club where
jlucers. Its prime function will be Vice President Marshall was intro|o contract with individual stars and duced.
Those present from New York
producers, and supervise the meIhanics of distributing the produc- were: William A. Brady, John C.
Flinn, W. E. Atkinson, Gabriel Hess,
iions it buys on the open market.
' The plan of expansion was first Lewis J. Selznick, Charles C. Petonsidered by the Circuit at a regu- tijohn, Raymond S. Pullman, chief
ar meeting of its members in New of the Washington police, William
t'ork last summer. An almost unani- Wright, P. A. Powers, Oscar A.
iious decision to proceed with it Price, Frederick H. Elliott and Jack
esulted in the creation of the Ex- S. Connelly, local representative of
the National Association.
iiibitors' Defense Committee. The
jaembers of this special body, who
Four Films in Cutting Room
Ivere named at the meeting, are NaFour Sclznjck production' ha;ve
han Gorcion, of Boston,* Chairman;
i. B. Johnson, of Turner and Dahn- been completed and are now in the
:en, San Francisco; John Kunsky, cutting room. They are "Out of
if Detgoit; A. H. Blank, of Des the Night," Olive Thomas" "Greater
ioines; Omaha and Kansas City; Than Fame," Elaine Hammerstein;
acob Fabian
of New
Jersey, and "The Woman Hater," Owen Moore
and "The Broken Melody," with Eugene O'Brien.
Hall's New Releases
Fank G. Hall announces four new
productions for the New Year, three
of which — "High Speed," released
Jan. 17, "Chains of Evidence," Jan.
21, and "A Veiled Marriage," Feb.
14 — are Hallmark productions, releasing on the Famous Directors'
Series. The fourth, "Carmen of the
1919-1920
North," to be released Feb. 28, is
a British American Pictures Finance
Corp. picture, releasing through
Hallmark,

Lane Gives Praise

WID'S

V^EAR BOOK
NOW

READY

— A mine of Authentic
Information for the
Exhibitor.

— Of Inestimable Value
to the Casting Director, Executive or
Producer.
— Nearly 400 Pages of
Live, Virile Matter
of the Motion Picture
Industry.
PRICE. $1.00
Prepaid
Anywhere in U. S. A.

"Prosperity and Freedom"
Hiram Abrams, in a statement issued yesterday, dwelt at length on
the prosperity and freedom which
was to come to the far-sighted producer and exhibitor alike during the
coming year. Mr. Abram's remarks
were singularly pointed throughout
his statement. He said that exhibitors would have freedom "because
they have realized that there is no
reason for them to sell an interest in
their theaters to monopoly-interests, while the best films in the market are being made by independent
producers." He also spoke of the
new day in the film business with
program and star series booking
gone in the discard and with stars
and directors making better pictures
than before on an independent basis.

Peggy Hyland Signs
To Star for Samuelson Prod., Now
Producing on the Coast

(Special to fFID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles. — Peggy Hyland who
has completed her contract with Fox
has signed with Samuelson Prod, of
London, one of the largest of the
English producing companies.
G. B. Samuelson is now here preparing to produce.
Miss Hyland will start work at
once on her first production at the
Brunton studios and hereafter spend
six months producing in America
and the remaining six in London.
It develops that Miss Hyland has
been waiting for her contract with
Fox to expire and that the details
of the Samuelson contract have
been completed for some time.
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18,

Dalton-Desmond Film Jan. 25
'■.'\ Gamble in Souls.' 'a revived
Triangle subject, with William Desmond and Dorothy Dalton, will be
released January 25. This is the
fourth in the new series.

New Trade Paper
I. 'E. Chadwick, of the Ivan Film
Corp. is to start a' local trade paper
some time after the first of the year,
the aim being to cover the territory
.n the State of New York and northern New Jersey. Chadwick is president of the corporation which is
made up of exhibitors and exchangemen. L.hadwick and his associates
lieve there is an opportunity for
a strictly local trade paper of thi.';
sort and point to the prestige enjoyed by Amusements in the northwest to support their claims.
Tom Hamlin, with Motion Picture
News in the editorial and reviewing departments and previously
managing editor of Amusements
will assume the desk on the new
paper.cided Its
upon. name has not been de-
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Douglas D. Hewitt will 'do art
titles for the Selznick subjects. He
will work under Neil MacGuire.
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Producers and Directors Looking for Exceptional Stories
Can offer five well known
books, namely:
"Cleek of Scotland Yard."
"Cleek

the Master

Detective."

"Cleek the Man of Forty Faces."
"The Riddle of the Night."

" The Riddle of the Purple Emperor "
Author, Thos. W. Hanshaw
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good offer.
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Putting It Over

H. H, VAN

LOAN
wg^WJWtf ■■*?■Recent Releases

Here is hoiu a brother exhibitor put his shoiu over. Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow knew how you cleaned

Tom

I

Mix in

"The Speed Maniac"
Earle Williams in
Omaha. — When Manager Harry
Goldberg of the Sun showed "The
Right to Happiness," he admitted
free every mother and father who
brought their twin babies. A dudishly dressed young man and a demure young woman, • dressed in
white, with a wreath of orange blossoms and other wedding decorations, were driven about Omaha in
a dilapidated old hack, strings of
tin cans and old shoes dragging
along behind, and .with the hack
decorated with banners advertising
the show. The lobby of the Sun was
dressed with impressive decorations,
the box oflfice looking like a cave,
over which was the sign, "Enter
Here to Find the Right to Happiness."
Manager J. H. Calvert of the Universal exchange announces that the
picture has been booked in every
house of consequence in Iowa and
Nebraska. In no instance has the
picture been booked without the
exhibitor first seeing it.
Ater a long run at the Sun, the
picture was re-booked by the Muse,
owned by the Sun owners.
Lincoln, Neb. — "Should a husband forgive?" was a one-line
teaser question which was scattered
thickly through the columns of the
local papers by J. C. Duncan of the
Colonial just before he began a
smashing advertising campaign that
made a huge success of his showing
of the picture, "Should a Husband
Forgive?"
1920 a Banner Year
A. S. Kirkpatrick, general manager of Robertson-Cole Dist. Corp.,
predicts that 1-920 will be a banner
year* for films. His observations
are based on a series of reports re<iuested from leading exhibitors in
the field and the opinions of a nutnl)er of the company's
field force.
Judell With Goldwyn
Maxson F. Judell of Chicago has
resigned from Lord and Thomas,
advertising agency, to join the Goldwyn home office staff.

Leumas Cartoon Service
Producers
of Animated
Films for every purpose.
17 W. 45th St. Phone Bry. 6806

"When a Man Loves"
121 West Eulalia Street
Glendale, California
"If it is a Van

must be good"
EDNA SCHLEY
Representing

Wid's.

the

foremost

I?

Authors of America and
England
Markham
Killed during the making of "The Lost City," Selig's wild animal"
serial released by the Warner Bros., 220 W. 42d Street.
To Exhibit New Screen
There will be an exhibition at the
Rivoli at ten o'clock this morning
with J. Grubb Alexander 'in "The of
a new screen which is said to give
Thunderbolt,"
a
Katherine
MacDonald
release for First Natonal. a third-dimension-depth to films as
well as a relief for eye strain.
Adventure Scenics at Capitol
The screen is an invention of ProThe Capitol has contracted for
fessor J.Louis Pech of the University of Montpellier, France.
the first ten of the series of AdvenA number of scientists and picture
ture Scenics, released through Robertson-Cole.
tion.
men will be present at the exhibiDel Ruth Making Feature Comedy
Hollywood. — Hampton Del Ruth
is at wK)rk on a feature comedy. It
will l)e in five reels and will have
Singer's Midgets playing an important part in it.
Pays $1 a Head
Colfax, 111. — H. A. Arnold, manager of the Colonial, recently booked
Elsie Janis in "A Regular Girl" and
paid $100 for it.
Colfax has a total population • of
100 and yet Arnold made money on
the picture.

FOR
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"Dangerous Waters"
Original for Wm. Desmond
JESSE D. HAMPTON
Productions

Vi
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Now Writing for
H. TIPTON STECK
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Goldwyn
of of
Author
OF LOVE"
for
Pauline Frederick

Eight Years dramatic critic New
York <}lobe, contributor American, Metropolitan, Smart Set,
Vanity Fair and other magazines.
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"The Pagan God"
starring H. B. Warner

LOUIS SHERWIN
CLARA

)

Woman
of Pleasure"
Blanche Sweet Special

ANITA

Once more demonstrates her magnificent art in
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
We have made for this production a
very artistic lobby display together
with reproductions in fac-simile oil
paintings from her latest poses in
various sizes.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42d Street
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l^all in New Company

Plan Short Reels

Air-America
Corp.
Formed — Plan
Studios and Laboratories.

Film Men Would Aid Government
— Lane
Heads
Committee

(By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Albany. — Incorporation papers
lied for the Mir-America Corp. captalized at $2,050,000 give G. A. Enight, S. Hopkins Hadley and J. L.
3urke as incorporators.
The company will have Us prinpipal office in New York and will
leal in motion picture studios and
;aboratories.

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Washington. — As a result of conferences between Secretary of the
Interior Franklin K. Lane and a
committee of film men, it is probable that a series of short subjects
and trailers will be specially produced and distributed through existing distributing organizations.
It was felt that the film industry
should be backed by some endorsement of Congress or the Government in order to avoid any criticism
in the industry. It was thought
that some of the producers, distributors and exhibitors, not realizing
the extreme seriousness of the situation, might feel that the dozen or
more men of the film business had
overstepped the bounds in too freely ofifering films, stars and screens.
It was predicted that some day
Congress would thank the industry
officially. However, a resolution
{Continued on Page 2)

It is understood that Frank Hall
|)f Hallmark is in back of the Miri\merica Corp., although no official
bonfirmation was obtainable yester|lay.
The incorporators named above
ire all connected with Hallmark,
J. A. Enright being Head of the
egal department, J. L. Burke temDorarily taking Leon Britton's place
IS production manager, and S. Hoptins or "Hopp" Hadley, in charge
jf advertising.
It is understood that the plans of
he new corporation involve the
irection of studios and laboratories.
Mr. Enright stated yesterday that
;he final details will be completed
n several days at which time a defilite announcement will be made.
Goidwyn to Build in 'Frisco
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
San Francisco — It is understood
that Goidwyn has purchased a site
;or a new theater here.

Zukor Back in
Adolph Zukor has
York from California.
at his desk at Famous
terday morning.
"Save me!
man's comedy,

I am yellow and
don't wanna
fight." — Henry
Lehr"A Twilight Baby," a First National Attraction.— A dvt.

Big Productions

The
local
offices
disclaim
any Planned by Metro for Mme. Bettini
— Director Wanted for Abroad
.nowledge of the transaction.
It is understood that Metro is
looking around for a big league
No Bout Yesterday
director to go to Italy for six
"No Bout Today" was the readmake super feature prong of a hastily made sign over a months and
ductions with Mme. Bettini. It is
liable in the Astor Grill yesterday
JDccupied by Joe Lee. Joe was wait- said they will pay a big price, but
ing for the third round of the Harry the man must be b-'g enough not
to handle the production but
'Reichenbach-David Selznick epi- only
sode but it failed to develop. Joe look after the business end of
had another sign hanging up: things as well. He will have complete charge.
'Sporting Writers Only— Associated
Three productions are to be made,
Press," and he also had a regular
telegraph sender which he was and each is to cost in the neighborhood of $250,000. If a director of
working. It clicked about merrily
until Nick, the head waiter, said sufficient importance cannot be
someone complained about the found, Metro will bring the famous
noise. Joe thought this was funny Italian actress here and work in
in view of the usual clatter and sil- California. But they want to pr:)ver dropping in the room. But he duce abroad if they can find a m«n
shut it off and then posted his last big enough to handle the job.
sign.
Neither Reichenbach nor Selznick
Perret Directing Hope Hampton
appeared in the hunting room. But
Leonce Perret is directing "\
there was a number of plain clothes Modern Salome" the first produ:men in the foyer evidently awaiting tion of the Hope Hampton Pro.1.
trouble.
Inc.
Hope Hampton is starred.

Jans Sold for Abroad
Entire

Output Goes to Export and
Import Co.
E.xport and Import Film Co. has
purchased world's rights to the output of Jans Pictures, Inc. The deal
covers all territory exclusive of the
United States and Canada.
Jans will make 12 productions
yearly, six of these with Olive Tell.
Production has not as yet started.
Universal Publicity Force Coi
There was a conTerence oi

•

Town
reached New
He was back
Players yes-

Day Out of Realart
Harry Day, formerly with Goidwyn and later with Realart has left
the latter organization.
Dwan Film at Broadway
Allan Dwan's "Soldiers of For»
tune" will commence a run at Moss'
Broadway starting Sunday.
The Parisian Fashion Frolic will
start its seventh week.
Clara Young's
Mother
Dies
ing.
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Los
Angeles — Mrs.
Pauline
M.
imball, mother of Clara Kimball Young died last Friday morn-

Universal publicity men of the "EastMiss Young had been in constant
ern district held in Harry Rice's offices yesterday at which time the attendance upon her mother until
future policy of distributing Univer- the time of her death.
sal publicity was discussed.
Those present were C. B. Frost,
Nye, Foreign Man 'or Goidwyn
Pittsburgh: Palmer Slocum, CleveGeoffrey Nye, who recently comland; J. A. Daly, Charlotte, N. C:
pleted a world's tour in the interest
J.
H.
Mayer,
New
York,
and
Harry
Rice.
of the First National-Chaplins, has
been appointed
Far Eastern representative for Goidwyn.
Rich with Metro
He. left for California yesterday
H. Thompson Rich has joined the and from there will go ro Shanghai.
Metro scenario staf? under June His territory will include Japan,
Mathis.
China and Oriental countries.
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Plan Short Reels

Coast Brevities

[Continued from Paje 1)
from the Joint Committee on Education of the Senate and House
adopted a resolution requesting the
V»L I Na.77
Friday December 19. 1919
Price 5 Cents industry to do all in its power to
the doctrine of AmericanizaCopyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, spread tion.
Representative Dallinger of
inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Massachusetts
made a resolution
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM FOLKS, INC.
thanking Secretarj' Lane and the
*. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- film industry.
urer; Joseph Dannenberg, Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Secretary Lane consented to head
Business
Manager.
a committee to put over the plan.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, .\dolph Zukor will represent the
at the post office at New York, N. Y,, under
the act of March 3, 1879.
producers, Lewis J. Selznick, disTerms (Postage free) United States, Outside
tributors. Harry M. Crandall, exhibof Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
itors, and Raymond W. Pullman,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
municipalities.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Hollywood,
California
iditorial and Business Offices:
6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.

Quotations
Bid Asked Last
Famous
Players .. 87
87j^
Goldwyn
29
30^^
Loew, Inc
30
31
Triangle
V&
Vi
United Pict. Prod. 1634 17^
World Film
—
—

Sale
87
29
30
Yt,
17
^

United Sales Force Plays Santa
The sales force of the United Picture Theaters of America has presented President J. A. Berst and
Treasurer Milton M. Goldsmith with
gold, silver and pearl mounted cigarette humidors. Th^ presentation
took place during one of the meetings of the United directors held last
week.
Breese in Transatlantic Film
Edmund Breese and Claire Whitney are featured in "The Empty Triumph," the first feature to be made
by Transatlantic. The production
which is now being completed at the
studios in Glenwood, N. J., is being
directed by Burton King. It will
be in seven reels and released via
the open market in January.
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Yesterday President Brady informed the trade press and newspaper folk of the Washington conference, and dwelt at length on the
importance of the matter. He asked
the support of the trade press and
detailed events of the several conferences with the Vice President
and others in Washington.
W. D. McGuire, secretary of the
National Board of Review, yesterday sent a telegram to Secretary
Lane offering the services of the
Board in any way he may see fit
to use it.
The National Committee for Better Film, attached to the National
Board of Review, has available a list
of films dealing with the .A.mericanization question. This committee
has announced its willingness to aid
exhibitors in meeting the Government's request.

[Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood. — Tom Mix and H. H.
Van Loan, who is writing a series
of stories for the Fox star, spent
three days together at Catalina
Island
last week.
• Joseph J. Dowling has the title
role in "The Kentucky Colonel" and
will be supported by Elinor Field
and Francis McDonald. William
Seiter is directing.
Eddie Barry, who has been in
most of the Christie Special comedies, will head the feature, cast of
a new special which is being produced under the direction of Bill
Beaudine. Barry is to play a cannibal in the featured
role.
Benjamin B .Hampton has purchased the rights to Mr. White's
novel, "A Certain Rich Man," and
the author will remain here for two
weeks at the request of Mr. Hampton to supervise the screening of
the story.
Arrangements arc now being
made for Anita Stewart and her entire supporting cast in "The Fighting Shepherdess." to journey into
the sheep country of Southern California where the company will stay
indefinitely, filming scenes on a
sheep ranch which the last census
quoted at over 14,000.

[Special to WID'S DAILY)
Culver City. Calif. — Herbert Standing although under a two year contract with Goldwjm will not continue with that company.
Nothing is known
Goldwyn offices.

of this

at

the

Read
After
Bushman-Bayne
[Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — It is reported here
that a deal will shortly be closed
whereby Franc's Bushman and Beverly Baync will appear in picures
again, this time under the management of J. Parker Read, Jr.

specials there.
McClintock
in Atlantic
City
Charles McClintock, in charge c
exploitation for Select is now in At
lantic City looking over "Buckin
the Tiger" Selznick's first stage pla
which opens there shortl)'.
Howells Gets Out Catalogue
The Howells Cine Equipment C<1
has prepared a catalogue in threl
languages: French, English anj
Spanish. It covers the accessor!
field and can be secured upon rel

quest.

YEAR BOOK
^WID'S
1 E1919-1920
1NOW
READY
— A mine of Authentic
Information for the
Exhibitor.
— Of Inestimable Value

.\uthors. Big

to the Casting Director, Executive or
Producer.

Stars in Big Pictures" is the 1920
working slogan of the National
Film Corporation of America, according to an announcement by

— Nearly 400 Pages of
Live, Virile Matter
Industry.
of
the Motion Picture

"Big
Standing Leaves Goldwyn

Adler Goes to Richmond
Bert Adler of Rcalart left fo;
Richmond yesterday to arrange fo:
the opening of one of the Realar

Books,

Big

Harry M. Rubey, National's new
president. The first of two of the
"big" stories to be filmed will be
Opie Read's "The Kentucky
Colonel" and "Mafy Minds Her
Business," a Ladies' Home Journal
story by George Weston. The lastnamed story will appear serially in
the Journal until March, 1920, when
it will be marketed in book form,
simultaneously with the appearance
of the film version.
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As the result of our rapidly growing business and
that we may be able to serve YOU more efficiently
we have opened an UPTOWN office, under the personal supervision of Mr. Samuels at
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Exhibitor Move Fails to Develop

Opposing Sunday Shows
-V, Incorporations
Albany, N. Y. — The Catholics pro{Special
to
tVlD'S
DAILY)
pose to register a vigorous protest
Albany — American
Sensitfilni Co.
Dallas, Tex.
— TheCo.,
Exhibitor's'
Co-j against the passage of any ordinance
ew York City.
Capital, $500,000. operative
Film
which waS
icorporators.
Si Klapper,
A. B
formed here recently by Leroy Bick- by the Common Council that has for
arrick and N. H. Pesta, 729 Sev- el, Doak Roberts and L. T. Pellerin its purpose the opening of motion
itli Ave.
theaters on Sunday. The inihas apparently failed to develop.
\ picture
tial step was taken by the members
Bickel took over the Specialty
Albany — K. and M. Amusement
Film Co. from William G. Under-f of the St. Vincent de Paul's parish
orp.
Brooklyn. Capital, $5,0001 wood but was turned back to Un- at a mass meeting held yesterday,
after the receipt of a letter from the
icorporators:
C. Moskowitz,
S.
derwood after certain financial back- Rt.
Rev. Edmund F. Gibbons, bishop
id H. Kaplan, 44 Bay 32nd St.
ers of Bickel had failed to support
of the Albany diocese, in which he
him. The partnership existing beAlbany — Forest and Stream Film
tween Bickel, Roberts and Pellerin urged the Catholics to co-operate in
orp. New York City. Capital, is said to be a rather unsettled af- opposing any Sunday movie measure
be introduced in the Com1,000. Incorporators: S. T. Wood,
fair with a strong possibility of its that may
mon Council.
. A. Read and J. P. Holman, 9 being dissolved.
ast 40th St.
It is reported that an ordinance
It seems that there is a decided
for the opening of the moneed for an independent exchange providing
tion picture houses on Sunday will
Albany— Rilz M. P. Corp. New in this territory such as Bickel's new! be presented at the next meeting of
ork City. Capital $10,000. Incor- company was supposed to be.
the Common
Council.
irators: C. C. Ritz, D. A. SterSeattle Men Incorporate
ig and J. Baker, 140 West
42nd
Advance Increase Capital
(Specinl to WID'K DAILY)
{By Wire
DAILY)in capSeattle — Jensen and Von Herberg
Dover,
Del. —to AnWID'S
increase
italization ofthe Advance Photoplay
lAlbany — Portchester Theater Co. who recently announced extensive
lew York City. Capital, $30,000. plans of expansion have incorporated Corp.,
of Wilmington
has
been
corporators: B. A. Daly, T. F. a $4,000,000 company known as the granted from $250.000 to $500.000.
iacMahon and F. C. Elliott, 1400 Jensen-Von Herberg Co.
Roadway.
!Nat
Finston's
Premiere
Dec.orchestra
28
W. Finston
and his
Jll give its premiere at the Capi11 Sunday, December 28. Pryor's
knd closes the night before.

Has Rights to Melodramas
Samuel Cummins has secured the
i?hts to dispose of picture rights
( 45 melodramas that have Ijeen
a, the American stage for the past
1 years.
Eugene Pallette will play the Y'egg
i "Alias Jimmy Valetnine," with
ifrt Lytell.

mil BUY YOUR THEATRE
Large or .Small
I Have Several Cash Buyers
i Room 716 - 1476 Broadway
I
Phone 5692 Brvant.

Notice
I am going to to quit advertising. WHY? Simply because
there is no reason for it any
more. I have now the cream
of the trade in Art Titles, and
the best "REP." This may
seem conceited to you, but a
Fact remains a Fact.
The object in stopping advertising is just to find out
whether my success was due
to the Ad in "WID'S" or due
to my ability in Pleasing the
Producer.
My Ad will disappear within one week, and therefore
you better make a note of my
address somewhere in your
little note book now before
you forget about it.
You will find my Ad today
somewhere in this issue. Did
you get it?
Very truly,

Friday,
Loew

December

Building

in

19, 1919.

Nothwest

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Seattle — It is learned here that
Marcus Loew intends building theaters in Vancouver, B. C, Spokane
and Portland besides his 3,500 seat
theater here.
The Loew oifices stated yesterday that negotiations for sites in
the above-named cities have been
under way for some time, but no
information as to whether they had
been closed or not has as yet reached
New
York.
Edward Sloman has been engaged
to direct the second of Bessie Barriscale's new series of pictures. For
a long time Miss Barriscale has
been directed by her husband, Howard Hickman. The change was
made at his suggestion in order that
he might keep out of a rut.

Realart
Pictures
have
a special
liibby display for all their productiuns now ready in their exchanges
tliroughout
the country
for all
their bookings.
Look them over
and see how this enterprising concern will assist
you
in getting
"them'' up to the box office.
KRAUS
MFG.
Co.
220 W. 42nd St.
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant

Here is the Real Opportunity
Motion Picture House
Seating 600
FOR
SALE
Address Mr. Mitchell,
Room 46
1 East 42nd St.
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"DELIGHTFUL
DAMSELS"
To appear shortly in
the Transatlantic
Boarding School Girls
Series
of
Comedies.
Two reels
Twice a month

WILFRED LUCAS
Ask Acme
They Have It
Empty reels
Exit signs
Film menders
Film trimmer
Film waxers and Wax
Frames
LABELS
Measuring machines
Reel Bands
Re-winders
Re-wind tables
Scrap cans
Seals and Sealing Machines
Shipping cases
Slide boxes
Slide making outfits
ACME AGENCY
2623 Grand
Central Terminal
Phone, Vanderbilt 8225

Writing and Directing

Australian Features

Address
Care Snowy Baker
84 Oxford Street
Sydney, N. S. W. Aattralia
Cable Address
"Snowing Sydney"
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In the Courts
Interesting testimony has been
filed in the Supreme Court in the
suit of Muriel Oestrich Brady, film
star, against her parents, Abram and
Miriam Oestrich, to recover moneys
she alleges she gave her parents to
SHve for her during the l-me .she
was earning large sums making pictures. The testimony is by Henrietta Brunnes, a childhood friend
of Muriel, who testified before trial
because she is to be married and
will not be in the State when the
case is called.
Miss Efunnes said she otten heard
the pin lilt iff '^ father sav hi. wished
Muriel had not been in the pictures,
and that he said: "If you were not
in the pictures you would not remain out so late because the environment ofthe pictures makes one
stay up late."
Miss Brunnes said she heard Mrs.
Oestrich say: "Muriel will have
lots of money some day. When a
pirl is earning her own money she
thinks she is her own boss."
Miss Brunnes said she considered Mrs. Oestrich was "mercenary
and unfair"
to when
her daunrhter's
piness because
she heard hapshe

More Territory on Chaplins Srfj
Victor Kremer has sold "5
Champion," "Jitney Elopemen
"Work" and "By-the-Sea" to Fi
National Co., Kansas City, for M
souri and Kansas and "A Burlesc
on Carmen" to the F. A. F. Ent
prises, Omaha for Iowa and 1

Leamas Cartoon Service

Producers
of Animated
Films for every purpose.
17 W. 45th St. Phone Bry. 6806

THE ACME
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR

Selig's million dollar wild animal serial, "The Lost City," featuring
Juanita Hansen and released by Warner Bros., 220 W. 42d St., N. Y.

had married Frank Brady the
Ending
in Failure
mother said: "I wonder if Frank Sees Monopoly
has money. Murie* was earning a
In a statement addressed "to the
lot herself »• d -n iM ■ • very inde- exhibitors of the world," Lewis J.
pendent. She (1 ?'i not liave to Selznick states:
marry anyone i i;'( i-s he ;s ric!i."
"To such organizations that attempt to incorporate into one body,
the ownership of theaters with their
Carl Harbaugh, who was engaged manufacturing and distribution there
by Samuel V. Grand to direct twen- can only be one result and that is
ty two-reel films of the William J. failure.
Flynn secret service series, has
"The organization that attempts
filed suit in the Supreme Court this precarious method whereby they
against Grand for $3,500. He al- hope to reap financial returns from
leges that he rendered services in each respective source can result
making seven films and had com- in only one thing — failure. It has
menced work on the eighth when been tried in commercial enterprises
Grand dismissed him without cause where manufacturers of wearing apon Nov. 1. He says he was to get
parel attempted to corporate distributing stores and sell direct to
$350 a week until the sixth picture
and $400 afterward and that the the general trade. They found and
additional $50 was not paid. He still find the undertaking impossible.
asks $1,000 under an agreement that
"No organization, however gigantic, has suiTicient funds nor can they
he was to have an advance of that
sum on his share of 5 per cent of secure enough money to control a
the net profits from the films when sufficient number of theaters to
the sixth picture was made, and make it profitable to produce pictures for such theaters alone. The
wants $2,400 for six weeks' work at great mass of exhibitors, disturbed
$400 which he didn't get.
by an attempt to monopolize their
part of the industry will resent the
Lloyds Film Storage Co. has been invasion of their field by refusing to
sued in the Supreme Court by the accept productions from such comestate cf Thomas L. Gallagher, who
panies.
"The supply of pictures in no way
was run over
by 40th
the defendant's
automobile
on West
Street near meets the demand and there is sufficient profit for the producer and
9th avenue on July 29 ;nid died in distributor
who limits his activities
the hospital. The complaint alleges to that particular brancl^ of the
that the automobile was operated
business and that alone."
carelessly and asks $25,000.
A judgment by default for $1,702
has been entered in the City ('ourt
against the State Healtli Films by
the law firm of Thomn? 'k Friedman
for services in appearing before the
License Commissioner, drawing
contracts and representing the defendant in the Supreme Court in a

"

iaraska.

Brunet Sees Battle Ahead
Paul Brunet of Pathe, in discussing the outlook for the coming year
states:
"The competition for motion picture supremacy during 1920 will be
waged more intensively than ever
in Some
cinemaofhistory."
the New Year releases
for Pathe are:
"My Husband's Other Wife,"
Blackton production with Sylvia

Howells

II

Company
Cine Equipmen

729 7th Ave.

New Yoii

Phone, Bryant 1166

18; and "Other Men's Shoes," Edgar Lewis production,
Feb. 1.

|

Big U Sold Out
As a result of the publicity cam- "WHERE PROMISES ARE SACPf
paign waged in the New York
American and Journal, the Big U
exchange reports the biggest week FORMERLY BRODA & MEYER
CT
in the history of the exchange.
Universal has secured a good deal
ot space on the strength of its contribution of a certain percentage of
LETTERED
- ILLUSTRATED - PHOrOGRAi^
ASK TO SEE OUR NEW
this week's business to the AmeriPROCESS
TITLES
AND
can's Christmas fund.

LOUIS

meye;

TITLE!
ILLUSTRATIONS

Hallmark
Publishing
House
Organ
Hallmark will establish a house
"Hallmark"
theyear.
to be
about
firstcalled
of the
Harry
organ the
P. Diggs will sponsor it.

riLf^usic-co.
.LOS

A demonstration Will Con
vince You.

Bremer, Jan. 4; "Fighting Cressy,"
Blanche Sweet, j;an. 11; "The Web
of Deceit," Edwin Carewe production with Dolores Cassinelli, Jan.

BE SURE AND GET A FILMUSIC CUE SHEET WITH 'MALE AND
FEMALE" AND "EVERYWOMAN." YOU'LL FIND THEM AN HONEST-TO-GOODNESS
HELP.
FILMUSIC CUE SHEETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH THE BEST PICTURES. ASK YOUR
EXCHANGE
FOR THEM.

.

The Studio, The Cutting
Room,— The Editor, Home
FOR or Church.
School

ANCELES

1729 Highland Ave.
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Eve Balfour Here

.sks N. Y. Appraisal
L.

Erlanger
Charges
Theater
Was Sold Below Value
\braham L. Erlanger and the exI'ltors of the estate of William
jirris and Samuel Nirdhnger have
iitd the Supreme Court for the
ipointment of three men to apijiise the property and stock of the
bw York Theater Corp. The thei;r was recently sold to Famous
layers although no official anluncement was ever made of the
tinsaction.
Affidavits filed allege that the
J2ater property was worth $437,500
pre than the sale price agreed
on by the majority stockholders
the corporation which included
re Klaw, Henry Dazian and Alf
flyman, general manager of Chas.
fohman, Inc., which, it will be rellled, was recently taken over by
(mous Players.
It is alleged that Erlanger, Harj; and Nirdlinger were minority
bckholders in the corporation
jiich owned the New York and
iterion theaters and that when
2 sale was approved by them, Klaw
d Hayman either were or were
out to become directors of Fa)us Players-Lasky.

Receives
Many
Offers — Uncertain
as to Plans — 111 from Voyage
Eve Balfour, the noted English
actress, arrived yesterday orj. the
Baltic, much the worse for a difficult voyage. She registered at the
Majestic and immediately went to
bed to recover from the strain of the
voyage.
Her manager, Mr. Duffy, who is
here representing the English interests behind Miss Balfour, said that
her plans were indefinite; that he was;
surprised as the many offers which
were awaiting Miss Balfour from
prominent and financially sound
com.panies, but said it was impossible
at this time to anticipate Miss Balfour's decision. Just how long she
will remain here he said was also
uncertain.
An offer of $2,500 a week was received from Leon Errol, who is now
in London.
It has been reported in film circles
that Metro was much interested in
Miss Balfour's American trip.

United Meeting
'Secretary Charles C. Johnson of
■nited Pictures has called a meeting
One who will miss her-Constance Talmadge in a scene from "Two
all stockholders served from the
Weeks," a First National Attraction.
/, "
Auvt.
2w York Exchange for next Tuesy morning at 11 o'clock in Wurper Hall.
At this meeting will be outlined
I. E. Chadwiek of Merit Film has
Warner Bros., handling the Selig
■ins that have been determined
been elected president of the F I
animal
serial
with
Juanita Hansen, L. M. Club.
bn for the coming year while other
fitters of importance will be taken "The Lost City," have already sold
Other officers elected at a meeting
23 states, covering the entire Atlan- held this week are as follows:
tic seaboard of the country.
Joseph Kleinc, of First National,
Eddie O'Donnell Back
The latest deal to lie closed is first vice-president; William Raynor
teddie O'Donnell, who has been with J. Frank Hatch who has purof Pathe, second vice-pre I^.
a six
weeks'
trip through
the
chased the serial for New Yorlf, L. Behren, of Aywon, sec
iddle
West
in behalf
of National
, h!
cture Theaters, Inc., returned to j«jp..- T<.,.,py^ Pennsylvania, Mary- Siegel of c-'—t treasure ,d I.
aware, West Virginia and
wn yesterday. He reports busiSchmertz oi ^ ox, fergear'
-"•ss booming in the Middle West.
FilmD. ofC. Boston
has the
on,
■
^tion for Maine, New HampTwo
Reelers from Republic
..e, Vermont, Rhode Island, MasRepublic Distributing has taken
sachusetts and Connecticut. First over distribution of the series of
tna Claire has beeNational Exhibitors of Atlanta for two reel secret service pictures writntract by Metr^
.i a Alabama, Georgia, Florida, North
William J. Flynn, former
een versior
.»ith a and South Carolina, Virginia and chief tenofby the
U. S. Secret Service.
Tennessee while the Standard Film
St," whir'
.ipany
has
The
first
series will be composed
it pure!
Service has it for Ohio, Kentucky of eight producti
ons released every
rhe r
will be made
in and Michigan.
second week beginning approximate^ F
xvietro's 61st St. plant.
ly January 7.
wii' je started sometime
in the
ring.
Herbert Rawlinson appears in the
Williams Due Sunday
rhe contract was closed by ArJ. p. Williams and H. O. Schwalbc \films which were directed by Carl
h and scenariozed by Wiliir Butler Graham, representing of First National are due back from Harbaug
son Mizner.
ss Claire.
the Coast to-morrow.

23 States Sold

na Claire in "P

Price 5 Cents

Ghadwick Heads Club

Quimby Coming Home
Fed C. Quimby of Pathe, who has
been touring the country in behalf
of the new Pathe co-operative idea,
is dueMonday.
home today. Probably at
work

Levy Managing-Director
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Waco, Texas — A. Levy formerly
the manager of the Washington, is
now the directing manager for the
Lynch-Hulsey company here. The
houses under his supervision include
the Washington,
Rex and Victory.
Lewis
Making
"Sherry"
Edgar
Lewis
has made
a change
in plans and is now at work on
"Sherry" by George Barr McCutheon instead of "Lahoma" as ori,,nally planned. Production in California.

Koplar In Town
Harry Koplar, of trie Koplar &
Goldman organization, St. Louis, is
in town, stopping at the Astor. He
is accompanied by a Mr. Cornwall
who is associated with him in the big
chain of houses controlled by the
firm.
It is reported that their appearance
here has to do with some important
developments regarding the extention of their plans fn St. Louis.
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AiLIH*"
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PriCT 5 Cents

Guts and Flashes

Coast Brevities

Myron Selznick has engaged
Crawford Kent to play opposite
Olive Thomas in "Glorious Youth."

{Special to IV ID'S DAILY)
Hollywood — Conway
Tearlc
has
been engaged by Harry Garson to
support
Clara
Kimball
Young
in
"The Forbidden Woman."

Arthur

H.

Jacobs,

agent

has

""opyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, placed Templar Saxc and Harry
inc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., Burkhart in the cast of Guy EmNew York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM FOLKS, INC.
pey's new production "Oil."
'. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and TreasVice-President
urer; Joseph Dannenberg,
Lillian Hall will appear in ,\o Edand Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary and
Business
Manager.
gar Lewis production no'v being
in California.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, made
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
J. Searle Dawley is out on locaof Greater New York, $iaOO one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
tion securing scenes for "The Har$15.00.
vest Moon" with Doris
Kenyon.
Subscribers should remit with order
Address
all
communications
to WID'S
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
The title of Olive Thomas' proTelephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
duction, "Out of the Night" has
Hollywood,
California
Sditorial and Business Offices:
6411 Holly- been changed to "Footlights and
wood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
Shadows," according to Myron Selz-

Quotations
Bid Asked Last
Famous
Players .. 86^ 873/^
Goldwyn
29
30
Loew.
Inc
30
30^
Triangle
14
Vs
United Film
Pict.
World
Reilly

Prod.

16^
—

Manager
of
Victory

Sale
87
30
30
%

'171^
16^
—
H

Providence

{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Providence, R. I. — Mathew J. Reilly. who has been associated with
the Keith interests for 30 years has
been appointed manager of the Victorj' here, formerly
Keith's.
■Hominy,

Oklahoma,
Films

Bans

Sunday

(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Honiin}'. Okla. — The local city
council has passed a law which prohibits Sunday motion picture shows
or performances of any other kind.
The action followed the circulation
of many petitions both for and
against. An appeal to a higher
court will probably be made on the
matter.

Murray W. Garsson
Presents
for
the
State
Bights
Market a Snpreme Flctare.

For Territorial Rights
Murray

W.

Garsson,

Foundation

Gen'l

M's'r.

Film Corporation

1600 Broadway
Kew
York.

DAILY

nick. The change of title was necessary due to the fact that "Out of
the
Night"
on the screen.had already been used

The title of the Charles Ray picture, which has been referred to upto-date as "Watch Out, William,"
has been changed to "A Village

Irene Rich, Goldwyn leading
lady, goes with George Beban and
Helen Eddy for one picture. Miss
Rich has been playing opposite Will

just after Mr. Lewis's departure for
Los Angeles, where he is to continue the production of a series of
big specials, which will be released
during the coming year by Pathe.

M. D. "Doc" Howe, owner and
manager of the Beach Models, reports that he is booked solid for
two companies for the next sixty
days through Southern California
and Arizona.

Three
P. A.'s Next
Week
Famous Players will release the
following the week of Dec. 21:
"His Wife's Friend," with Dorothy
Daltoii: "A Girl Named Mary," with
Marguerite Clark, and "Hawthorne
of the U. S. A.," With Wallace Raid.
Clergy

Opposed
to Sunday
Shows
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Spokane, Wash. — A l^ll that would
prohil)it motion picture shows on
the Sabbath is being considered by
the City Council here. Local clergymen are advocating the passage
of the proposed law, claiming that
the shows are a strong counter-attraction to tht church.
Universal's General Staff
Universal has on its pay roll ten
former military attaches representing the armies of as many countries
to collaborate with directors on
scenes involving military technique.
These include Lieut. O. L. Locklear, American; Capt. Philip Hubbard, British; Lieut. A. V. Rogers,
Canadian; Lieut. Rene Guignard,
French; Rudolph Valentine, Italian:
Eric Von Stroheim, Austrian; Capt.
Corley Z. Ito, Japanese; Jakov Freulich, Russian, and Felix Redondo,
Mexican.
Some of these men also serve as
acctors, directors or scenarists.

ing at First N
tional

Pierce Leaves Famous
Carl Pierce long with Famous, a
who recently has oeen working
combating censorship in Canada 1;
severed all relations with that orgs
ization.

Bert Lytell and six members of
Sleuth."
his
company have been at Monterey, Cal., for the past week filming the final scenes of "The Right
of Way, Jack Dillon, director.

Rogers in that star's latest series of
pictures.

Wodehouse
Story
for
Moore
Owen Moore will shortly appear
in "Love Among the Chickens," a
P. G. Wodehouse story. He has already done "Piccadilly
same author
for Selznick.Jim" by the

teresting develo|l

J. Grubb Alexander is preparing
original and continuity for Sessue
Hayakawa's
next picture.

"Other Men's Shoes," Edgar
Lewis' initial production for distribution by Pathe, will be released on
February 1st This date was set

Another

Something

Four

new

directors have

been

added to Metro's art staff. They are
A. H. Webster, Sidney Ullman, A.
W. Alley and A. E. Freudeman. Together with Amos Myers and John
Holden, these men will be associated with M. P. Staulcup, supervisor
of art interiors.
Frank M. Dazy, who wrote the
scenario for "The Fighting Shepherdess," Louis B. Mayer's new
First National picture starring
Anita Stewart, has just finished
"Polly of the Storm Country," from
the famous novel by Grace Miller
White, and has Mildred Harris
Chaplin as the star.
Mack Sennett is completing work
on a new four reel comedy feature,
in which all of the Sennett comedians and bathing girls as well as
the famous Sennett animal actors,
will take part. This is the fourth
multiple reel feature produced by
Mr. Sennett, the others being "Tillie's Punctured Romance," "Mickey"
and "Yankee Doodle in Berlin."

YEAR BOOr
ID'S
W1919-1920

NOW

— A mine of Authentic
Information for the
Exhibitor.
— Of Inestimable Value
to the Casting Director, Executive or
Producer.
— Nearly 400 Pages of
Live, Virile Matter
of
the Motion Picture
Industry.
PRICE.

$1.00 A.
Prepaid

Anyw^here in U. S.

There are only two kinds
of posters: — of these the
RITCHEY

kind

is the

only kind worth

having.

That is the kind that have
dynamic

Selznick has determined

to give

Eugene Walter's play, "Just a
Wife," which was written for Charlotte Walker, an elaborate screen
production with an all-star cast
headed by Kathlyn Williams, Leatrice Joy and Roy Stewart. The
work is well under way. Selznick,
like the Metro company, borrowed
Miss Joy from George Loane
Tucker,
who has her under contract.

READY

force and power,

plus a genuine advertising
value.

RITCHEY
I.ITHO.
CORP.

I

i

406W.3Ut St.,N.Y., Phone Chelie. 8388

DAIUY
In the Courts

LtheN.

No. 103
CEXICO
CITY,
MKXICO— Mexicans
tiong capital as President
Don
Venustjio Carranza
arrives
at CJiamber
of
Jjuties to read message.
IINSDALE,
ILT>. — Ingenious
atliletes
« Great Lalse states demonstrate
novel
g rt as they go "skijoring" l>ehind fastriining automobiles.
iEW
YORK
CITY — Another
superdadnought
for America's
Fleet.
The
IS. IS. Tennessee,
under
course of con«iiiction, is 624 feet long and costs the
Vvy $1.1,000,000.
i!UD.4PEST,
HUNGARY— First
pict es in this country
showing
entry of
fjmanian
troops
into Hungary's
capiti for their short-lived
stay.
OURG-LA-REINE, FR.-VNCE — A heavy
«[\v-storni and extreme cold add to the
rfaster
of a train
collision
in which
n^ny are killed and injured,
■IN THE
MAINE
CO.\ST — Not an exring fleet from the Nortii I'ole — just a
fj' fishing
boats
back
rrom
Ashing
iks with evidences
of an icy spell.
,OS .ANGEI.ES
CAT.. — .lack Dempsey,
ovie" star now
World's
heavyweight
ciinpion acts for serial photoplays while
Baiting next bout.
ONE DRY — Read.v to enforce national
Bhibition — John
F. Kramer,
who
has
n appointed
head
of the government
phibition
agents.
jIVEKYWHERE THE WORLD OVER
J'he Yuletide season finds happy kidqs eagerly listening to the story of
$ita Claus.

A jury before Supreme Court
Justice Guy has returned a verdict
for $3,250 for Arthur Bauch, motion
picture operator, against Charles A.
Schultz, wealth}' Staten Island resident, because his car, run by his
son, struck Bauch on Staten Island
last July and caused permanent injuries to his legs, both of which
were broken, Bauch, who is 42
years old, has a wife and two
children.
The Ezano Film Exchange has
filed suit in the Supreme Court
against Henry Cady and George E,
Dartch, owners of the Glove and
Family theaters at Gloversville, N,
Y., to recover a balance of $674 for
the fifteen episodes of the Harry
Houdini films, on which the defendants paid only $165.
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Irving En Route West
Review Board Lists Xmas Films
George
Irving left for California
The National Board of Review has
Thursday night to take exteriors for
listed the following films as being "Children of Destiny," a Lawrence
Weber production with Edith Halappropriate
for Christmas
exhibi- lor.
"Christmas
Carols," Hepworth, 1 M. P. D. A. Election in January
tion:—
reel, Aug., 1914; "The Chimes,"
The annual election of the MoWorld, 5 reels, Sept., 1914; "Cricket
tion Picture Directors' Association
on the Hearth," American Mutual, will be held on Tuesday, January 6.
2 reels, Feb., 1914; "A Christmas
Two tickets have been drawn up
Carol," Cosmofotofilm 220 West 42 by the nominating committee.
St., 1 reel, Dec, 1914; "Mr. Santa
Claus," Vitagraph, 2 reels, Dec,
1914; "Two Columbines," Cosmofotofilm, 2reels, Nov., 1914; "Sweney's
Christmas Bird," Vitagraph, 1 reel
Nov., 1914; "Christmas Carol," (Dickens), Cosmofotofilm, (Story of
Scrooge), 1 reel, Nov., 1914; "A
Christmas Accident," Educational,
"Santa Claus and the Clubman," Educational; "Buddy's Christmas," Mutual, 2 reels, Nov., 1916; "It's Great
to Be Married," Universal, Domestic
comedy. 1 reel. Nov., 1916; "Fighting Joe," Universal, Western story,
2 reels, Nov,, 1916; "The Right to
Be Happy," Universal, Adapted
from Dickcn's Christmas Carol. 5
reels, Dec,iversal,
1916;
"Beloved
UnChristmas
story,Jim."
6 reels,

John A. Forney was sued in the
Supreme Court yesterdav by Sidney
Reynolds for $5,500. The plaintiff
alleges that he was president, director and general manager of the Supreme Pictures, an(' owner of a
large amount of the stock, and also
owned a story under the temporary
Dec, 1917; "My Little Boy," Universal, Christmas story, 5 reels,
title, "Brewster's Mysterious Millions," and was a director of the Dec. 1917; "The Seven Swans,"
.A.. Harry Moore Co. He says he Famous Players-Lasky tale, 5 reels,
agreed to sell out all his interests
Dec, 1917; "The Cinderella Man,"
and resign from the positions he Goldwyn, Mae Marsh Christmas love
held, for $6,500, and Forney paid story, 5 reels, Dec, 1917.
$1,000 down and was to pay the balance in a week.
He failed to do so.
Realart Has Its Say
Realart
points to the followin.g acName
Changed
complishments inthe six months of
its existence:
HighJpri'ces
JunkSMELTING
Film
(Special to (FID'S DAILY)
INTERSTATE
Ogden, Utah. — Amended articles
Nearly
$2,000,000
in
contracts
(Si. REFINING
COMPANY
of incorporation have been filed in
Incorporations
closed before releasing a single pic23 Commercial St.
NEWARK. N J.
ture.
the
county
clerk's
olifice
here
by
the
Austin, Tex. — Folks Neighborhood K. K. K. Productions, Inc., former^eaters of Dallas. Capital, $40,000,
Opening of 21 exchanges.
ly the Canyon Comedy Co. The
thvard Foy, Sr,, Edward Foy, Jr.,
Signing three stars and two well'i J. D. Bright, incorporators.
capital
stock is $50,000.'
the
organization
are J. C Officers
Robinson,of known directors.
president; Paul Malan. vice-presiAnd speaking of its 1920 policy,
'"oledo, O. — The Lagrange Amusedent, and R. H. Rynax, secretary- the company says:
r;nt Co, has been incorporated here treasurer.
nb a capitjil of $100,000. Walter
"In production^the sign of suI|Grudzinski, Walter Novak, Steven
periority. In distribution — the sign
French
Author
Here
Oudzinski, Attorney Nick WallinM. Valentin Mandelstaum, French of service. To the public — the sign
iv and Mrs, Rose Bialourki arc the
author and candidate for the French of satisfaction. To the exhibitors —
il-orporators.
Academy is in New York. He will the sign of success."
Til Famous Releases for January make a study of the picture business and adapt French detective
'amousten Players
releasefour
in stories for the screen while here.
Jiuary
features,will
of which
FOR
LOOKING
DIRECTORS
AND
PRODUCERS
aj; comedies and ten of the heavier
L
EXCEPTIONA
STORIES
Arrow Officials in Chicago
S't of drama. Of the latter, two
aj.' specials and "Dangerotis Waters"
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Ji, 25, a Thomas H. Ince producChicago. — W. E. Shallenberger
Can offer five well-known books, namely:
tin, is listed as a super-special. and P. B. Dana of Arrow Film, have
arrived
here
from
New
York.
lere are three other Ince produc"Cleek of Scotland Yard."
tns scheduled for release in JanuShallenberger is merely stopping
over
on
his
way
to
California
where
"Cleek the Master Detective."
a.', these being Enid Bennett in
he
expects
to
close
several
deals
and
WomanMcLean
in the and
Suitcase,"
Jan,
"Cleek the Man of Forty Faces."
4jhe
Douglas
Doris May
Dana will go to French Lick Springs.
"The Riddle of the Night."
i["What's Your Husband Doing?"
Smith
Premier
Atlanta
Mgr.
fj' Jan, 25, and William S, Hart in
"THE RIDDLE OF THE PURPLE EMPEROR."
land," for Jan, 11, Other releases
Author, Thos. W. Hanshaw
{Special
to
IFID'S
DAILY)
a; Bryant Washburn in "Too Much
Atlanta, Ga. — B. Lee Smith has
Jimson," Jan, 11; Ethel Clayton in
manager of the loI have exclusive rights to these books and will entertain a
'ihe Thirteenth Commandment," been calappointed
branch
of
Premier
Film,
an
inh. 11; "On With the Dance," a
good offer.
dependent concern with headquar(orge Fitzmaurice picture with
ters in Charlotte, N. C.
lie Murray and David Powell, Tan,
J. LIVINGSTON
JOHN
-' Dorothy Gish in "Mary Ellen
1440 Broadway, New York
Mary
Minter
at
Rivoli
tmes To Town," Jan. 18; "HucklePhone, 3805, 6243, 6244 Bryant
Mary Miles Minter will be seen
bry Finn," Jan. 18, and on the
at
the
Rivoli
next
week
in
"Anne
Sne date, Robert Warwick in "The
of Green
Gables," a Realart.
jee of Knowledge."

bo gay

Send Us Your

sM^
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Does Not Fear Wall St.

KINOGRAMS
FLiOOOS DEVASTATE SOUTHERN
■TATES — Many are drowned, property
I088 reaches millions as rivers overflow
— lire threatens
Montftoniery,
Ala.
A TENTATIVE CANDIDATE— James
W. (Jerard former ambassador to Germany annoiinres he will run for presidential nomination unless Woodrow Wilson enters race.
CALIFORNIA FETES RAILROAD—
Openine of new lines to Imperial Valley is celebrated in San Diego with old
fashioned
circus stunts.
SAVED FOR A CHILLY DAY— Girl
■wimmers in San Francisco splash
through waves while most of the country is sulferinc
from
zero weather.
PROTEST AGAINST POGROMS— Boston Hebrews march to express condemnation of horrors in Ukraine (Boston
special).
COAL LID OFF: RAILROADS RUN—
Full service is restored on great trunk
lines after fuel administrators order to
conserve coal caused
eeneral
suspension.
ARTIST PAINTS GOTHAM GATEWAY
— W. Jean Beauleys specialist in cityscapes sees a picture in New York Municipal building and camera man sees something quite different.
PRINCE OF WALES
WELCOMED
POME — His Royal Highness arrives at
Portsmouth, England, aboard the Battleship Renown, goes ashore and reviews
the guard.
REPUBLICAN
COMMITTEE
ADJOURNS— Members have their picture
taken before leaving Washington after
selecting convention city.
.\ PRESIDENTIAL
HOPE— Gov.
Frank O. Lowden of Illinois, among
"those ipentioned" for the coming nomination poses in Washington ror KINO^
GRAMS.
HARVARD STARTS HOCKEY PRACTICE— Skaters come out when cold
weatlier brings ice and work hard to
make
the 'varsity.
RA>nJLING POST OFFICE PURSUES
PATRONS — Postmaster Chance of Washington sends an office around on wheels
to get holiday packages.
U. S. NAVY'S BABY BATTLE FLEET
■— Model boats that decide lines to be
adopted by giants of the fleet are prepared in Washington.

r"^ DISTRIBUTED IBY
\.^
REPUBLIC DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
Star, Buffalo Has New Manager
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Buffalo, N. Y.— William West,
manager of the Regent here for the
past few years, will manage the
Star.
Form $1,000,000 Company
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Vancouver, Wash. — A. new film
company incorporated here is the
Shadowland Productions Co., with
capital stock of $1,000,000. Walter
Morrison, A. A. Bailey, Jr., C. M.
Idleman, all of Portland and A. L.
Miller of this city.
New Theater for Enid Planned
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Enid, Okla.— W. S. Billings will
build a $125,000 theater here at Independence and Maple Sts.
A^n Occult Serial
John W. Tircy, of Supreme Pictures, announces that his new
"Master Mind" serial will take advantage of the craze for the occult
that is now sweeping the world.
"This vogue for the psychic," says
Mr.
is the aftermath
of the
war Grey,"
in hterature
and the drama.
Why not in pictures which are the

^

In these days when the entrant'
of "Wall Street interests" into tl:
film industry is being characterize
as the beginning of a monopoly in s)
many quarters it is interesting t!
note that Richard A. Rowland (
Metro in a Christmas statcmei
says the step is an inevitable or'
which need cause no alarm especia
ly to the
independent
"And,"
continues
Mr. exhibito'
Rowlani
"there will always be plenty of ii
Rowland also sees need for coi
cessions on the part of America
dependents." in dealings with loreig
distributors
buyers because of the uncertaini
of the foreign exchange situation.

Selig's million-dollar wild animal serial, "The Lost City," featuring
Juanita Hansen and released by Warner Bros., 220 W. 42d St., N. Y.
Industrials

to Have
Featured
Players
Under the new arrangement between Alfred S. Black and Universal's Industrial Department whereby
the latter's subjects will be exhibited in the theaters of the exhibitors'
league well-known players will appear in the new productions. It is
planned to make the industrials an
important part of any program and
not merely fillers as they have been
until now.
Charter New Indianapolis Company
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Indianapolis, Ind. — A new $100,) company has been incorporated
here, to be known as the Star
Amusement Company. R. W. McBride, A. L. Barber and B. E.
Storch are the incorporators.

Four Vitagraph Releases Complete
Four Vitagraph pictures have
been completed and are ready for
release at an early date. They are
Earl Williams in "The Fortune
Hunter," for some time in January, the fifteenth and last episode
of "Smashing Barriers," starring
William Duncan, which has already been let out to some exhibitors, Alice Joyce in "Slaves of
Pride," set for January, and "Human Collateral," in which the
stellar role is played by Corinne
Griffith, to be released during the
same month.
Robert G. Hamilton of Albany has
resigned as a member of the New
York State Police to become a
movie star. Will portray the leading male role in "Blaze the Way."

EQUIPPED

FOR

CLARA

KIMBALL

YOUNG

Once more demonstrates her magnifi
cent art in
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
We have made for this production a ,
very artistic lobby display together
with reproductions
in fac-simile oil
paintings
from her latest poses in
various sizes.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42d Street
17th

Floor

TeL '3607 Bryant

FOR STARS— DIRECTORS
Telephone:
3805, 6243, 6244 Bryant

RENT

For Short Period of Four Weeks
For Immediate Possession Communicate with
B. P. SGHOENFIEN
Morningside 4985

AT LIBERTY
JANUARY
All exhibitor of good reputation and i
standing desires to form a connection |
as manager or general manager of
small or large circuit of motion picture theatres. Also capable of promoting other theatres in touch with
capital. Advertiser commands good
-ompensation for services but earns it.
Address Box B-30, Care of WID'S

JOHN
J. LIVINGSTON
Motion
Picture
Representative
Room 11, Holland Building
1440 Broadway
New York

STUDIO
FULLY

"Big and Unusual Pictures"
"It will be a season for the bi|
and unusual picture," states Ca
Laemmle of Universal in speakin
of the outlook for 1920.
"The tendency for the productio
of bigger and better pictures h
manifested itself in a marked degr(
during the past several months . . ,
Better stories will be secured, r
gardless of the cost; more attentic
will be paid by directors in makin
pictures absolutely
flawless."

WHO IS THE
Woman In Grey?
NEGATIVE

WANTED

America or For
World Rights.
Address, Confidential, care

i
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j^ C/>araniount:0rtcraftQ>iciure
"In proving herself more deadly than'the male Ethel Clayton best finished'''pictures that has appeared here in some time,
marshalls all her talents and attractions with astonishing Her vivacity, u. -deniable good looks and intelligent acting, lift
—N. Y. Tribune
results. The sum total is one of the brightest, smoothest and the picture into the realms of really first class productions."
"More Deadly than the Male" is a good picture and will make you money
'FAMOUS PLAYERS-lASlUf O

- ORATION

"tfie FEAR.
FROM

THE STORY BY AMELIE

MAFLICET

RIVES - DIRECTED

BY KENNETH

WEBB

"j^AlSS BRADY in the character of a plucky girl who is caught in the
* * scandal net her father sets for another woman — the most powerfully dramatic role of her remarkable career on either screen or stage!
"THE FEAR MARKET" is an absorbing story of those who feed on
crumbs snatched from the tables of the rich— a study of human nature,
its pathetic weaknesses and its admirable traits of loyalty and love, as
presented in one of the most exciting stage plays of Broadway's history!
Your patrons v/on't want to miss it, and you can't afford to. It's the
best and biggest ALICE BRADY production yet released. And Realart
offers it as a pledge of what's to come!

REALART PICTURES
CORPORATION
469 Fifth Avenuefi^gSB5^-v New Yoik. City
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D. W. Griffith safe after being lost at sea for twentyfour hours.
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Park-Whiteside forms Cinemaplays, Inc., to feature
Gail Kane and Thurston Hall.
Jans Pictures, Inc., formed by Herman F. jans, Jersey
exhibitor and e.xchangeman.
David Horsley among incorporators of Unista Film
Tuesday
Mfg. Co.
.Sterling;- Film,
to e.xpand.

Tom

Moore in
Goldwyn

Peggy Hyland in
Fox

MEN
Page
3

THE

GAY

LORD

THE

WEB

OF CHANCE

QUEX
Page
5

Page
LUCK

9

IN PAWN
Pao^e 11

Charlie Chaplin in
A DAY'S PLEASURE
Chaplin Prod. — First National
Page 13
Gladys Leslie in
THE GOLDEN SHOWER
Vitagraph
Page 15
Violet Heming, Theodore Roberts and
Wanda
Hawley in
EVERY WOMAN
Par.-Art, Special
Page 17
Mitchell Lewis in ..THE LAST OF HIS PEOPLE
Select
Page 21
Jack Pickford in
First National
Leah Baird in
Artco

IN WRONG
Page 23
THE
CAPITOL

Prod. — Hodkinson-Pathe

independent

exchange

Wednesday

MARKED

Marguerite Clark in
Paramount-Artcraft

Canadian

Charles C. Burr, assistant general manager of Famous
resigns to join Arthur F. Beck organization.
G. B. Samuelson, English producer, at work on coast.

Features Reviewed
Harry Carey in
Universal

Ltd.,

Page 25

United I'icture theaters to increase output to 25 features a year.
Reported John Joseph Harvey negotiating for company to distribute comedies only.
Dorothy Dalton, Ince star, signs long-term contract
with Famous Players.
Thursday

First National announce plans for expansion which include control of 5,000 theaters.
r.'live Tell to be starred in Jans Pictures.
Secretary of the Interior Lane, intimates government
may officially recognize part played by picture industry during war.
Loew to build at 83rd St. and Broadway.
with Interchurch World
Friday
Educational closes deal
Movement.

Frank (i. Hall reported back of new Mir-America Corp.
Metro after director to produce in Italy with Mrs.
Bettini as a star.
Goldwyn

reported to Iniild theater in San Francisco.
Saturday

Sylvia Breamer and Robert Gordon in
MY HUSBAND'S OTHER WIFE
J. Stuart Blackton Prod.— Pathe
Page 29
Billie Burke in
WANTED— A HUSBAND
Paramount-Artcraft
Page 30
SHORT
STUFF
Page 35

Balfour, famous British actress, arrives in NewEve
York.
buys "Polly With a Past"; Ina Claire to be
Metro
starred.

Harry Koplar of St. Louis reported to expand his
theater holdings there.

*Pardoning the bad is injuring the good** — Benjamin Franklin.

Q^ THIRD!

Cpf^ hig IQroad'vOay J)lay
^^ Cohan ^ Jiarris that J^
'^Ydrk, ayidiiences couldnt
get enovigh of .

VIOLA DAN^
Qhe WILLOW TREE
METRO

cv

hij f(J. ^enruno 8p Harrison '/Rhodes
^ cenario bij ^vune JUathis. directed in 6 acts of smperb heouttij hu ^Henru Otto.

(yvLovcuOell 'H-^girger, director general.
ffurifs ffmperial ^Pictwres, limited, SxclusvOe^istrihutors
throvwjhout
the British Sntpire. ^ — =» Sir*Willla;i(vi fffurvj , cMana^ln^ director.
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Artistic Production Especially Appropriate for the Christmas Season
Harry Carey in
"MARKED MEN"
Universal
DIRECTOR
Jack Ford
AUTHOR
Peter Kyne
SCENARIO BY
H. Tipton Steck
CAMERAMAN
John W. Brown
AS A WHOLE
Very fine production with several big moments ; will please admirers of the
star especially.
STORY
Holds interest throughout and contains
The pathos and humaness of life.
DIRECTION
Provided some unusually realistic
bits and gives the story an exceedingly worth
while production.
PHOTOGRAPHY
First class
LIGHTINGS
Some especially fine effects
CAMERA WORK
Very creditable
STAR
Has a role somewhat different from his
more recent productions; is likeable in the
part.
SUPPORT
Joe Harris very good in character
part; others adequate.
EXTERIORS
Some beautiful shots of a desert
INTERIORS
Correct when needed
DETAIL. ... Much care displayed, more particularly
in small things.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Deals with the good
to be found in every human even though it be
a convict.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
"Marked Men," an adaptation of Peter Kyne's Saturday Evening Post Story, "The Three Godfathers,"
has provided admirable material for a photoplay production and Director Jack Ford has given the author's
conception a splendid and exceedingly worth-while
pre.sentation.
One of the best points of the picture is the introduction which starts things going immediately and
while the penitentiary setting may lead you to expect
a dififerent story, the idea is efifective and commands

attention from the start. There is quite a thrill in
the first reel when Harry, an escaping convict, dashes
off the side of a bridge on horseback into the water
below.
Most of the action takes place on the Mojave desert. During this sequence they have secured a very
fine sandstorm effect. They work in a novel bit of
suspense when the three wandering convicts come
upon a seemingly abandoned caravan on the desert
after the sandstorm has subdued. The three men approach the wagon and look in over the tailboard, register astonishment and then walk reverently away leaving the audience extremely curious to know what
they saw, the only clue being a title referring to the
"miracle of the ages before their eyes."
The desert sequence might be shortened effectively
and without any harmful results. They started off at
such a good pace that the slowing up toward the middle is more noticeable than it might otherwise have
been.
Harry and his two pals, Tom and Tony, work a very
daring escape from the prison and when they are
forced to separate they plan to meet at the mining
town of Trade Rat. Harry reaches the rendezvous
some time before his companions and in time falls in
love with Winifred Westover, a girl of clean morals,
who has been forced by circumstances to work in a
dance hall.
When the three men again join forces they rob the
bank in the town and make their get-a-way, wandering ovit to the desert where they lose their way.
Then they discover the caravan and its occupants, a
new-born babe and its dying mother, who begs them
to bring up her child.
The remainder of the picture deals with the efforts
of the ex-convicts to find their way out of the desert.
Tony and Tom die on the desert while Carey reaches
the town of Jerusalem exhausted but with the child
still in his arms and very much a live. Everything
turns out nicely and Winifred and Harry are re-united
and his pardon obtained.

Promise Them a Good Picture and Use Harry Carey's Name
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you are in the habit of playing Harry Carey pictures you will probably secure this in the natural
course of events, but if you haven't used any of his
former productions, this would be a good time to
start.
The story by Peter B. Kyne, which ran in the Saturday Evening Post under the title of "The Three

Godfathers," is pleasingly compared to the Three Wise
Men and Biblical story of the birth of Christ and director Ford has inserted a very artistic tableau of this
particular incident. The production is especially appropriate for this time of year and should work in
nicely with a musical score suitable for the Christmas
time.

To the

Motion

Picture Theater
of America

Owners

Advertising on the screen is a very serious Problem. The exhibitor must,
above all things, consider the rights of his patrons. No doubt there are
pictures in which the advertising and the entertainment value are inseparably bound up. No other kind, under this plan, will be projected
on his screen, because no picture will be offered until after it has been
passed upon by a supervising committee composed of exhibitors.
All industrial and educational films to be shown hereafter must be
controlled and supervised by exhibitors, because they own the screens.
Under no circumstances will the exhibitors delegate their rights to supervise their screens to any producing company whatever.
The burglar who is caught with the goods and offers to surrender part of
his loot in exchange for a license to burglarize in the future is not an
impressive figure morally or from a business standpoint.
Some of the producers who contracted with big advertisers for the use of
our screens without our consent are in the position of the man who has
raised money by putting a mortgage on a piece of property to which
he has no title.
DON'T SIGN ANY CONTRACTS THAT WILL MORTGAGE
YOUR SCREEN TO ANY FILM PRODUCER, GET IN TOUCH
WITH
ANY OF THE
UNDERSIGNED.

Under pressure applied by activities of the Screen Protective Committee,
new propositions and offers, more or less vague and indefinite, are beingmade to the exhibitor to induce him to mortgage his screen in the interest of individuals and film producing corporations.
Under the plan worked out by this committee, all money derived from advertising in the pictures shown in each state go to the state organization for the exhibitors of that state to use as they see fit.
IVe, iJie undersigned, liarc no connecUon ichnlevcr vHh. amj alleged, or ao-ealled
"nai'wnal" exliihilors' organization.
MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS LEAGUE
OF NEW YORK STATE. Sydney S. Cohen,
Pres. ; W. H. Linton, Utica, Treas. ; S. J.
Berman, Sec'y;
Michaels, Buffalo,
Chairman
Executive Jules
Board.
MIAMI

VALLEY EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION. Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia,
Indiana. John Seifert, Pres.; A. W. Kinzler, Treas.

NORTHWEST
EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT.
Washington, Oregon, Montana and Idaho.
J. C. Clemmer, Pres. and Treas.; H. B.
Wright,
Secretary.
CLEVELAND MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION. H. H. Lustig,
Pres.; Sam Bullock, Exec. Sec'y; W. J.
Slimm.
AMERICAN EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION
OF PENNSYLVANIA AND WEST VIRGINIA. Fred J. Herrington.

Committee

KANSAS CITY EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIAberg. TION OF MISSOURI. A. M. Eisner, William Flynn, Jack H. Roth, B. M. AchtenILLINOIS
EXHIBITORS' ALLIANCE,
(ieorge D. Hopkinson, John H. Frundt, F.
W. Hartman, V. R. Langdon, H. Von
Meeteren, M. O. Wells, Chicago; Joseph
Hnpp, Rock Island: D. M. Rubens, Joliet;
(ha lies Lamb, Rockford; W. E. Burford,
Aurora.
MICHIGAN EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION.
J. C. Ritter, George A. Harrison, Harlen P.
Hall, Fred Rumler, John R. Odell, Harry
Oppenhein,
Peter Jeup.
SOUTH
LEAGUE.

CAROLINA
George C. Warner,EXHIBITORS'
Pres.

NORTH CAROLINA
EXHIBITORS'
CIATION. H. B. Varner,
SecretaryASSOand
Treasurer.
A. F. Sams.

ANGELES

(CALIFORNIA)

THEATER

HEADQUARTERS
Buildin-i

New

York

EXHIBITORS'
PROTECTIVE
LEAGUE
OF
MINNE.SOTA,
NORTH
DAKOTA,
SOUTH ]
DAKOTA AND IOWA.
C. W. Gates, South j
Dakota,
Pres.; W.
E. Nemec,
Minnesota, j
Sec'y;
S. S. Picker, Michigan,
Chairman
Executive Board: P. W. Meyers, South Dakota; J. C. Collins, Iowa A. L. Robarge,
Wisconsin;
J. E. Gould, Minnesota;
J. J.
Larkin, Minnesota; S. G. Latta, Minnesota.
MOTION

PICTURE EXHIBITORS' ASSOCIATION OF WISCONSIN. H. }. Stoeger,
Pres.: P. Langheinrich, Sr., Secretary; E.
T-angmalk. F. C. Seegart, S. Bauer, W. A.
Schoen, A. Dietz.
Arrangements with organized exhibitors in
New England, the South, and other territory are now being completed.

Sam Bullock, Cleveland, Temporary Secretary

OF COMMITTEE
City

J

OWNERS' ASSOCIATION.
^
COLORADO
EXHIBITORS'
LEAGUE
AS- i
SOCIATION.
I

on Organization for Protection of the Screen

Sydney S. Cohen, New York, Temporary Chairman
708 Times
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pre-release presentations
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LOUIS JOSEP VANCE
H
Combining thcfamous characters of

'THE lOAffi ¥0IF"£^>ALS£ MCES'^
An astounding star in one of the
•
great productions of all time
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
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Very Weak Story Padded Out by a String of Punning Subtitles
Peggy Hyland in
"THE WEB OF CHANCE"
Fox
DIRECTOR
Alfred E. Green
AUTHOR
Edgar Franklin
SCENARIO
BY
Douglas Bronston
CAMERAMAN
Frank Good
AS A WHOLE

Burlesque detective
sively "kidded" in the subtitles.
STORY
Starts with third reel;
thrills and aims for laughs.
DIRECTION
Ordinary
PHOTOGRAPHY

story extendevelops no
throughout
Rather
flat

LIGHTING
Ordinary
CAMERA
WORK
No special effects
STAR
Vivacious and puts up pretty appearance
SUPPORT. ... Harry Hamm pleasing opposite; rest
of cast average.
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Conventional sets
DETAIL

Majority of subtitles attempt puns
and small humor.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl detective trails
rich business man mistaking him for thief.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
The Fox people have pulled a trick not at all mmsual with them in an effort to bolster up "The Web
of Chance." The story, undeniably weak and lacking
in sufficient material to fill out the required footage,
has been superfluously punctuated with subtitles that
aim to pun and to put over the type of "cleverness"
that is found in the comic strips in the newspapers.
As a fair sample of these is quoted "Let's go out and
listen to the bark of the trees" and "Dorothy has the
blues for Brown." There is also a line spoken by the
hero in which he wishes that he was as full of moonshine as the valley.
If the subtitles had been written previous to the
production of the picture it might be that the director

became infected with their spirit and directed the
action accordingly.
However, no audience in the world is going to remain contented while the two first reels of a feature
are thrown away on all sorts of horseplay and jokes,
the plot meanwhile remaining safely hidden in the
])ackgrounfl. And that's how the first two reels of
"The AVeb of Chance" are treated. When at last the
director plucks at a story thread you are shown Peggy
Hyland, as Dorothy Hale, a detective's secretary,
shadowing one Arthur Brown, suspected of stealing
valuable estimates from the Sarsficld Construction
Co. where he is employed. There is a lot of Inisiness
interpolated in order to shroud Brown's character
with mysteriousness. Dorothy's extensive shadowing
finally leads her to the information that Brown's last
name is Sarsfielcl and that he is none other than the
president of the company. He confesses that he has
known her purpose all the time and that he has merely
been leading her on for the sake of sport. And so they
are married.
Additional comedy is aimed at by t^e introduction
into the action of the detective's office assistant, a nut
on reading cheap detective fiction and attempting disguise. This fellow fits in with the general character
of the action as easily as a peg in a round hole. He
wears clothes too small for him and is constantly
making the most childish blunders. This is burlesque
and of a conventionally low type.
"The AA'eb of Chance" is, all in all, a burlesque, and
as such is never to be taken in the least bit seriously
■— save by the exhibitor who books it. A good-natured
crowd, willing to stand for a lot of horse-play for the
sake of a few subtitle jokes and small humorous bits,
will sit through "The Web of Chance" and let it go
at that.
Harry Hamm is a personable hero while others are
E. B. Tilton, William Machin, George Drumgold and
Sam Appel.

If You Book This Kid it Along in Your Advertising
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
If you want to take a chance on this subject the
best course to follow in yotir advertising will be to
kid the picture along as a burlesque on the detective
mystery picture. If the people come into your theater
'" frame of mind that such advertising will foster,
they won't be able to register any serious kicks if it
- amuse them entirely.

This course should be followed for more reasons
than one inasmuch as the producers have fastened a
luridly melodramatic title to the picture, which, of
course, is misleading.
"The Web of Chance" really has no place in the
better-class houses, but for the downtown transient
house, with the proper sort of advertising it mav
get by.

MORE

BUSINESS

The log-ical and easy way to get more business for your house
is to present pictures for which a demand has been created before
thev are l)Ooked.
In SELZNICK

PICTURES

you get pictures for which a

demand has been created even before they are produced.
This demand is created by Selznick Pictures National Advertising Campaign — and the demand is being met profital)ly l)y the
exhibitor who has foresight enough to realize just how much he
benefits by a steady, consistent advertising- campaign that reaches
virtually every prospective patron in every community.
SELZNICK

PICTURES

advertisements are now

appearing

regularly in the following media :
Motion Pichirc Magdzine

Saturday Evening Post
Ladies Home Journal
Pictorial Review
Red Book

Blue Book
Theatre Programs
Electric Signs

Country Gentleman
Photoplay Magazine
Green Book

Painted Boards
24:-Sheet Boards

PREVENT

FUTURE REGRETS
BOOK SELZNICK PICTURES

NOW

I
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Fine Comedy Idea Developed into Only Fairly Good Picture

DIRECTOR

Marguerite Clark in
" LUCK
IN PAWN "
Paramount-Artcraft
Walter Edwards

AUTHOR
Marvin Taylor
SCENARIO
BY
Alice Eyton
CAMERAMAN
Hal Young
AS A WHOLE
Fairly good comedy with new
basic idea the possibilities of which are not
fully realized.
STORY
Society comedy
with frequent
tiring
lapses.
DIRECTION
Edwards not at his best, handicapped by lack of material.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK
STAR

Nothing

extraordinary
Average

Doesn't realize humorous
her role.

possibilities of

SUPPORT
comedian;
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER
LENGTH

Charles
Meredith fine straight
John Steppling very good.
Attractive summer resort scenes
Few and suitable
OF

Some sub-titles don't fit action
STORY
Harmless plot of

the comedy. Here, for instance, she is unable to let
go of herself with the proper abandon tn Ijring verve
and snap to the role of Annal)el Lee.
Director I'Mwards hasn't gotten the comedy punch
into this one that was so evident in his work on the
Constance Talmadge pictures of a year ago. That
lie did not receive sufficient material for a five reel
comedy is true, but the excellent tempo and careless
abandon which he managed to inject into his previous
series of subjects are elements only to l)e noted by
their absence in tlie present instance.
The performance rendered by Charles Meredith is
the outstanding feature of the picture. Here is a
young actor, quite good looking enough to be a matinee idol, who makes his debut under inauspicious circumstances and who, particularl}-. in his introductory
sequence when his chief emotion is yawning, causes
a number of laughs
to be denied.
The

the heartiness

story introduces Annabel

of which

is not

Lee, a failure at

painting, who attracts the attention of Richard Norton, a guest at a fashionable summer resort hotel,
after a well known artist has informed her that she
will never wield a remunerative
brush.
Richard
speedily makes her acquaintance and introduces her

poor girl's bluff in society.
to his
OF
PRODUCTION
4,462 feet Jack.

mother
as the sister of his
x\rmsberg, the pawn-broker

mythical
friend,
whom Annabel

"Luck in Pawn," with the right sort of treatment has patronized, arrives and is introduced quite propwould have been a comedy success of considerable erly as her "uncle." He agrees to finance Annabel's
]iretentiousness. This for the reason that the basic entrance into the social swim after seeing how nicely
idea is new and contains a number of interestingly the affair between Richard and her is progressing,
amusing possibilities which, however, have not been
fully developed in the picture. The central idea,
that of the heroine pawning her luck when all her
numdane negotiables have gone the way of the threelialls was certainly not a bad one upon which to build
a comedy.

Armsberg's real identity is made known by the
mother who seeks to marry her daughter to Richard,
Armsberg in turn bares the fact that this dowager has
sent her husband to pawn phoney jewels at his shop,
but the lovers manage to stirmount these trifling scandais and all ends happily.

Moreover, "Luck
in Pawn" was not
the proper Leota Lorraine, Richard Wayne, Lillian Langdon,
\ chicle for Marguerite Clark.
This star needs stories Myrtle Richelle, I^ydia Knott and Thomas D. Persse
\\ ilh the emphasis on the romantic element, not on appear in the support.

A Good Title for Exploitation Purposes
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
"Luck in Pawn" is a title around which the exhibitor may contrive a number of unusual exploitation
ideas. The three balls of the pawn-broker and the
pawn-ticket might be used in various types of advertising in order to bring out the novelty of the picture. Stress should also be laid on the fact that the
heroine pawns her luck when all her valuables have

vanished.
A\'omen in particular are fond of Miss Clark, but
it's a question whether they're going to be so keen
about seeing her wdth blonde hair in the present picture while during all her previous pictures it will be
remembered she was a brunette.
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Of Course This Will Draw But Don't Promise Anything Unusual
"A

which includes Edna Purviance as his wife and two

Charles Chaplin in
DAY'S
PLEASURE"
First National

DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Fails

little boys, dressed as junior Chai)lins, getting into

Charles Chaplin
Charles Chaplin
Not credited
to attain the level of

Chaplin's
best as exemplified
in "Shoulder
Arms" and "A Dog's Life."
STORY
Deals with adventures of Chaplin and
his family on an excursion boat and in a
flivver.
DIRECTION

Inclined

to

overwork

comedy

gags.
PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

CAMERA
WORK
Average
LIGHTING
Ordinary
STAR
Funny but shows nothing new
SUPPORT
Headed
by Edna
Purviance;
is
negligible.
EXTERIORS
Include
some
great shots of
Chaplin blocking traffic at busy crossing.
INTERIORS
None
DETAIL
Suitable
CHARACTER OF STORY
Many scenes show
characters in various stages of seasickness.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
1,714 feet
"A Day's Pleasure," Chaplin's latest First National
comedy falls far short of the splendid mark he made
with "Shoulder Arms" and "A Dog's Life." It shows
neither the ingenuity nor the careful elemination of
rc])etitious scenes of the aforementioned subjects, glittering gems of comedy. The star, in his capacity of
director, has overworked the tricks he does use to a
surprising degree.
It is to be hoped that "A Day's Pleasure" merely
marks a temporary let-down in Chaplin's line of pictures. Most audiences are going to be disappointed
with "A Day's Pleasure" even though it does provide
tbem with a certain amount of laughs.
The picture opens
with Chaplin
and his family

their flivver and starting oft" for an outing. Several
times Chaplin cranks the machine, whereupon it shimmies from radiator to tail light only to stop dead
when the comedian puts liis foot on the running
l)oard. This gag can not l)e called original l)y any
means, although Chaplin, of course, gets a good deal
'
it.
from
Next the scene shifts to the excursion boat where
after a little preliminary business the star and everyone else on board get seasick. The possibilities lying
in such gastric discomfort are many and are often
humorous but there are always some wlio will take
offense at tliem.
There is, however, some excellent comedy when
Chaplin gets hold of one of those collapsible steamer
chairs and tries to arrange it to sit in. This is one
of the brightest bits in the picture and no one will
ever begrudge the considerable space that it occupies.
He gets the frame of the chair into all sorts of peculiar
shapes but never succeeds in arranging it so that it
will receive his form without collapsing beneath him.
Finally he tosses it overboard.
The ocean voyage over, Chaplin pilots his flivver to
one of Los Angeles' busiest crossings where he puts
over the best comedy sequence of the entire picture.
When the traffic policeman signals him to come across
his way is blocked with pedestrians and when finally
he manages to get them out of the way he finds that
the officer has given the signal for the traffic going
in the other directions and he is forced to back up and
wait again. The business with the split barrel of tar
then brings some good laughs with Chaplin and two
of the policemen as principals.
The picture ends rather abruptly after this and one
is left speculating that the film must have snapped.
P.ut it is the proper ending after all and the impression
that the whole thing leaves is summed up in the line,

"Well, its a pretty good comedy but not a good one
for Chaplin by any means."

Fairly Diverting Comedy But Below Chaplin's Best
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Of

course

Chaplin's

name,

and

the

fact

that

"A

two, three class. ,

Day's Pleasure" is his latest production, is going to
Go easy on playing up "A Day's Pleasure" in your
draw the
crowds.
This has already been demonstrated advertisements
as the main feature of the bill because
in the theaters where the picture has played.
But it many people are going to be somewhat disappointed
wouldn't be good business to promise a great lot in in it. Let it be billed in the same type size as whatthis as its really only an average comedy and except ever feature you play and he sure to get an extra good
for the name of Chaplin would fail to rank in the one, five reeler to go along with it.
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IS

Broadway Melodrama Concluding in Romance Ought to Satisfy
"THE
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Gladys Leslie in
GOLDEN
SHOWER"
Vitagraph
John W. Noble
Marie
Eve
Marie Eve
Not Credited

STORY

Unusual
Broadway underworld melodrama concluding in strong vein of romance.
AS A WHOLE. . . .Strong body and romantic finish
should interest all audiences.
DIRECTION..
Some rather conventional and
stilted bits but main scenes well handled.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTING
Average
CAMERA WORK
Ordinary
STAR
Presents an appealing character
SUPPORT
Frank Morgan as hero and Robert
Cummings as heavy, both good.
EXTERIORS
Very good
INTERIORS
Include cabaret and lavish banquet
scenes.
DETAIL
Convincing
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl compromised
by will of dying roue; falls in love with
his son.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. .. .About 5,000 feet
Here's a picture that's going to register satisfactorily with almost any audience and owing to the
unusual twists the story takes it will probably please
many to a greater extent than a more expensive picture with a better known star. During the first half
the picture deals with the night life of Broadway and
will certainly hand the out-of-towner many a thrill,
owing to the realistic and ingenious manner in which
it has been handled. Later the story settles down to
romance with a mighty strong vein of sustaining interest due to events which have gone before.
Gladys Leslie takes the role of Mary, a college girl

who is the prime "figer" in a Grecian dance given on
Commencement Day. She is seen dancing by Broadway Alf, a notorious figure of the white lights who
entertains the opinion that every woman has her
price. Alf is taken with the girl and he plays his
cards carefully until he gains an introduction. But
Mary will have none of him.
Believing all she wants is a bigger sum that he has
shown himself willing to offer, he then arranges a
Roman banquet at which she is engaged to dance.
He attacks her and she repulses him, this bringing
on a heart attack which proves fatal. But before Alf
dies he leaves her his entire fortune, terming her his
"little sweetheart" in his will. Thus Mary is made
notorious.
The rest of the picture deals with her romance with
Alfs son, a man the exact antithesis of his father.
She assumes another name and the afifair progresses
happily until the young man discovers her real identity. It then remains for Mary to convince him that
she is altogether innocent and undeserving of the
stigma thrust upon her by Alfs will, and the conclusion leaves the lovers happy.
The picture is so embellished as to catch the interest and hold it. The brutishness of Broadway Alf^
for instance, commands the attention, because of the
realism of it and because the character is so cleverly
drawn by Robert Cummings To engage the eye
there is the sumptuous Roman banquet tendered
Mary by Alf which fascinates through its sheer barbaric splendor. Nor are the scenes showing the college girls performing their Grecian dance to go unnoticed.
Miss Leslie performs her role sincerely and well
realizes the many opportunities for effective work
which are awarded her. Corinne Barker deserves
much credit for her cleverly drawn characterization
of Gabby, the Broadway dancer who realizes that
her day is passing.-

This Will Satisfy Despite Lack of Drawing Power
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You haven't got much to talk about with respect
to this one but at the same time those of your people
who see it ought to be thoroughly satisfied. The
Broadway night-life stuff can doubtless be capitalized
in the advertising to some advantage and the limit can
be gone on this angle, inasmuch as the picture reveals

some very clever plot work and gives a peek behind
the limousine shades after one o'clock in the morning.
The title is a good one to play with in the advertising and Miss Leslie has a certain following. The
display of her name together with the title ought to
draw many people into the theaters.
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Violet

Extravagant and Expert Production of Famous Morality Play

Heming,

Theodore
Roberts
Hawley in

and

Wanda

"EVERYWOMAN"
Paramount-Artcraft
Special
DIRECTOR
George Melford
AUTHOR
Walter Browne
SCENARIO BY
Will M. Ritchey
CAMERAMAN
Paul Perry
AS A WHOLE. .. .Extravagant and careful production of famous morality play.
STORY
Makes up in spectacular interest what
it lacks in personal drama.
DIRECTION
Very good; allegorical characters
handled in expert fashion.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Very good
CAMERA WORK
Good; mass scenes well
handled.
STAR
Beautiful but cold
SUPPORT
Most all of Lasky stock; very good
EXTERIORS
good.
INTERIORS
DETAIL

New

Year's Eve city snow stuff
Appropriate and lavish
Well handled

CHARACTER O FSTORY.
for true love.
LENGTH

. . .Everywoman's

OF PRODUCTION

quest

6,854 feet

Broadly speaking "Everywoman" is a worthy successor to the previous specials that Famous PlayersLasky has placed on the market. And this naturally
means that it's a great picture. The term broadly
is utilized because as "Everywoman" is an allegory
it is deprived of the personal interest generated by
the well-manouvered plqt in which the characters
are not made to represent various emotions, but stand
out as flesh and blood people.
However, such a criticism is beside the point, all
things considered, and in the face of the wonderful

record that "Everywoman" has made and is still making on the speaking stage, it would be folly to insist
that this lack of personal interest injures the film, for
"Everywoman" as a picture certainly surpasses in
beauty and lavishness the stage production inasmuch
as the possibilities of the wider scope of activity permitted in the picture studio have been utilized to their
fullest and richest extent in the production.
Most exhibitors know the story well and it is enough
to relate here that it concerns the search of the character, Everywoman, for true Love. Her quest leads
her on the stage where she meets Passion and Wealth,
to the gambling halls where she encounters only
Tragedy and finally to poverty in which she is deserted by her former companions. Youth and Beauty.
It is only then that she is able to find the real Truth
and she discovers that Truth's son is really the Love
she has been searching for so long.
Everywoman's quest is fraught with a spectacular
interest for the introductory charity bazaar scene, the
banquet tendered Everywoman by Wealth, and the
gambling house scenes, are all handled on a lavish
scale and fairly dazzle the eye in their beauty and
extravagance.
Both Director Melford and Scenarist Ritchey are to
be complimented on the skilful manner in which they
have treated the play. The various allegorical characters constantly retain their separate identities and
even though their actions are at times personal to
meet the requirements of the story, they are never
foreign to their allegorical names.
Violet Heming makes a beautiful but rather cold
Everywoman. Her support includes Clara Horton and
Wanda Hawley respectively as Youth and Beauty,
Margaret Loomis and Mildred Reardon as Modesty
and Conscience, Bebe Daniels as Vice, Theodore Roberts as Wealth, Irving Cummings as Passion, Monte
Blue as Love and James Neill^ in the comedy-satiric
part of Nobody.

Advertise It and They'll Gome to Your Theater in Droves
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This certainly ought to prove a gold mine to all
exhibitors from the box office angle. If it is well advertised theaters should be packed. The action of the
picture itself suggests innumerable special advertising
angles such as the "Mirror of Flattery" advertising
scheme and the banquet scene prologue.
However, exhibitors certainly ought to look at the
picture before playing it as its price and its big advertising possibilities demand special and concentrated
attention along exploitation lines.
Famous Players-

Lasky exchanges supply exhibitors with special threesheets of each important character in the picture for
cut-outs. These will make an excellent theater or
store-window display. The names of the various
members of the cast should also be included in advertising for Miss Heming is well known from her stage
appearances, her latest being in the successful play
"Three Faces East," while all the other members of the
cast are well known.

V^Ql?^

e was a Yankee yeTthey pK^WRiun

to be

I prince. Money put him on his turbulent
throne but money couldn't keep him there.
You see, he found that he couldn't keep his
^hrone and a certain girl's heart also!
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North Woods Melodrama Suffers From Padding and Obviousness
Mitchell Lewis in
"THE

LAST

OF
HIS
Select

actions of the characters below.

PEOPLE"

DIRECTOR
Robert
North
Bradbury
AUTHOR
Robert North Bradbury and Frank
Howard Clark.
SCENARIO
BY
Robert Bradbury and Frank
Howard Clark.
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
Melodrama of north woods
somewhat stagey and obvious.
STORY
Involved and could be shortened to
better effect.
DIRECTION
Is inclined
to hold action to
display beautiful backgrounds.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good generally
LIGHTING
Some scenes too dark
CAMERAWORK. .. .Includes some
unusual woods
scenes.
STAR.

. . .Not very prominent at first but hfs usual

opportunity to "suffer" before the close.
SUPPORT
Average
EXTERIORS
Very beautiful north woods stuff
INTERIORS
Negligible
DETAIL
Good
CHARACTER
OF
STORY
Honest, clean-living
Indian contrasted with superficial whites.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,195 feet
This is melodrama

of the old school of pictures

and altlionoli this type of entertainment still lias a
paying- liandful of followers, "The

Last of His

People" can't quite get into the paying class owing
to its sheer obviousness and padding. Every once in
a while the director evidently thought he'd hand audiences a little scenic stuff on the side with the result
that he often starts his scenes at the tops of high
trees or mountains and then "panorams" down to the

The story is of quite an obvious character and as
soon as Mitchell Lewis as the honest, clean-living
redskin, and the white villain who breaks auto speed
laws and haunts Bohemian (piarters arc introduced,
any one with half a mind knows that they are going
to he contrasted to the ultimate and inglorious detriment of the latter.
Such is the case and the author lias reached his
conclusion only through a string of melodramatic
events that sometimes catch the attention but more
often fail to intrigue because of their obviousness.
Here

is a sequence that should have been pictured with few if any cut backs to parallel action, ye tit is literally cluttered with them and the
actual footage consumed in the chase alone is much
too long. As a consequence when the Indian finally
overtakes his prey on a mountain top and the fight
is on it is merely a matter of waiting until the long
shot when the villain's body is shown hurtling
through the air to the rocks below.
Lewis plays the part of Wolf, who with his sister,
has been adopted by an old white recluse, whose wife
ran away from him with their baby daughter years
before. There comes a Bohemian party to the north
woods in which the daughter, now grown to a fullfledged flirt, and the villain, her suitor, are the principal members. The girl proceeds to break Wolf's
heart by trifling with him and the villain causes the
death of the Indian girl by betrayal.
Wolf comes to the Bohemian lodge to demand justice just as the wedding of the villain to the girl is

being consummated. He l)reaks in just as the minister is formally mumbling, "If there is one among you
who can show just cause
" Then there is the
long pursuit ending with the death of the villain while
the girl, having found her father and thoroughly rereturn.

formed her Bohemian

ways, sits and waits Wolf's

Mitchell Lewis and North Woods Melodrama Are the Attractions
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Mitchell Lewis' great hit was in "The Barrier" and
he has had rather a hard time of it finding a suitable
role for himself ever since. The last part of this picture gives him his usual opportunity to "suffer," but
he is only one of a number of principals through the
greater part of the picture. His name, however, together with the statement that the picture is a melo-

drama of the north woods should be quite an attraction properly displayed in the various means of advertising at the exhibitor's command.
The scenic effects in the picture might be dwelt
upon considerably also, as beyond a doubt they are
very beautiful and moreover no fan, however regular
his attendance at the picture theaters, will recollect
lia\'ing seen them before.
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Human

and Humorous

Picture With Great Characterization by Star

Jack Pickford in
"IN WRONG"
First National
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO
BY
CAMERAMEN
AS A

WHOLE

James
James
James
Antonio Gaudio and

rendered by Jack Pickford, and ably built up by Director Kirkwood with the result that in its realism
and manifold little human details, it easily approaches
Kirkwood
Kirkwood
Kirkwood
Sol Polito

Thoroughly amusing and

hu-

man events in poor country boy's life.
Merely a string of opportunities for star
but interest is retained throughout.
DIRECTION
Shows keen insight into mental
workings of a young boy.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Always
pleasing
LIGHTING. . . .Realistic, particularly in night effects
CAMERA WORK
Commendable
STAR
Registers great characterization of poor
country boy.
SUPPORT
Good ; fine types
EXTERIORS
Realistic country atmosphere
INTERIORS
Typical
STORY

DETAIL

Star's characterization emphasized by
judiciously used close-ups.
CHARACTER
OF STORY
Constant squelching of country boy every way he turns until
climax.
LENGTH
OF PRODUCTION. .. .About 5,000 feet
Paradoxically enough when you book "In Wrong"
you'll surely be in right for here is a picture that's
going to get hold of everyone in your house whether
in the orchestra chair or the gallery seat.
It presents
a wonderful character study of a poor country boy,

some of the best of Booth Tarkington's boy studies.
Johnny Spivins works in the general store and is
desperately in love with Millie Fields, a girl from ;
social circle once or twice removed from his in the
upward direction. And for the best part of the five
reels he is constantly getting in wrong with her and
the best people of the town to boot. The story for the
most part is merely a string of human stiuations devised about the star. But each one of them is wonderfully amusing as well as human and as the action
progresses from one situation to another you are
just naturally drawn along with it.
Johnny's terrible disappointment when the city boy
saves Millie from drowning when he was ready to
play the hero, his drudging work in the general store,
his embarrassing time when his black eye (innocently
enough caused by a piece of chopped wood), he saunters through the town to suffer the jibes and jokes of
the other boys, and his preparation for a fistic encounter with his deadly rival only to be halted by the
appearance of Millie and the president of the bank, are
only some of the delightfully human and humorous
sequences with which Director Kirkwood has filled
the footage of "In Wrong."
The picture reads like a slice of real life and there
isn't a man, woman or child in any audience who isn't
going- to appreciate it for exactly what it's worth.

MR. PRODUCER:
On the opposite page are represented some of the highest salaried
cameramen in the United States. Their efforts cannot be projected on
the screen unless the laboratory work is of the same high grade quality.
See

ploom Jfilm laboratories!
7520 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, California
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Spread Yourself on This, For It's Going to Please
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Jack Pickford in
"IN WRONG"
First National
You can go the limit on advertising and hocjsting
"In Wrong," for there's no one with a drop of n d
blood in his veins who won't find it wonderfully amusing and human. Let them know that the star play;;
the role of a real American country boy of the Booth
Tarkington order and in catch lines and readers driv;
home the meaning of this argument.

^■()U will find that First National carries some fine
pajXT on this subject. One of the three-sheets in i)articular containing three scenes of johnny getting a
whipping with his mother using the usual "This hurts
me more than it does you" line, is going to make the
crowds stop and look — and buy tickets.
It is this type of exploitation that should be striven
for in every line for it truly mirrors the character of
the pitcure.
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Good Material
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j
Badly Spoiled in Course

Leah Baird in
"THE CAPITOL"
Hodkinson-Pathe
DIRECTOR
George
Irving
AUTHOR
Augustus Thomas
SCENARIO BY
Augustus Thomas
CAMERAMAN
Jack Brown
AS A WHOLE.
Involved action, bad subtitles
and poorly contrived climax work havoc here.
STORY
Laid in Washington and deals with a
representative's fight on food profiteers.
DIRECTION
Allowed some very obvious acting and failed to cover story's weak places.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTING
Average
CAMERA WORK
Includes some excellent
double exposure work.
STAR
Works hard in dual role of mother and
daughter.
SUPPORT
Bill Davidson the most human of the
principals.
EXTERIORS
Include interesting shots of the
national capitol.
INTERIORS
Passable but inclined to be gaudy,
DETAIL

specially those in priest's home.
Many loopholes in story;
should be re-written.

subtitles

CHARACTER OF STORY
Congressman's wife
risks her happiness to save her husband's bill.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
*
5,350 feet
Augustus lliunias' play, "The Capitol," suffers just
about as much as any picture could suffer because of
involved action, insufficiently introduced characters
and episodes, bad subtitles and a very poorly contrived climax.
The beginning of the picture travels back several
years and shows Leah Baird as Margaret Kennard
eloping with James Carroll sworn enemy of her husband. She soon discovers that Carroll is as black as
her husband had painted him and that he is in reality

of Production

a fugitive from justice. Kennard follows after them
and attacks Carroll in a cabin. After a fight Carroll
escapes. The . cabin l)urns down and Kennard belie\es that his wife and baby ha\'e perished in the
flames.
A broken man he seeks refuge in the ijriestliood.
The scene then shifts to Washington and again introduces Leah Baird as the Kennard daughter, now
Agnes Blake, the wife of Congressman Blake who is
attacking the food profiteers. The opposition is led
by the same Carroll as before and, of course, there is
a lively time of it. Eventually, however, by the ap])earance of Margaret and her husband, he is forced to
admit himself beaten in his insidious effort to compromise .Agnes before her husband.
The climax is also completely spoiled through poor
judgment. It transpires in the villain's home where he
is attacking Agnes. First the priest enters and there
is a tense recognition scene between him and the villain. Then others arrive and there are a series of closeups showing Kennard recognizing his wife, his wife
recognizing him, the villain recognizing the wife,
.\gnes recognizing her father and mother, and so on.
At about the third of these recognitions most audiences are going to start tittering.
I'he plot of the story as pictured is quite artificial.
There are two or three obvious places during the action that it could be stopped but the loopholes are
ignored and the characters go merrily on their way.
The iMggest thrill is a physical one when Agnes and
Carroll go over the falls in a row-boat. And the way
Blake, the rejjresentative, puts his family affairs before those of the country is too absurd — but then
maybe that's the matter with them down there.
Bill Davidson plays opposite Miss Baird while
others are Robert T. Haines, Alexander Gaden, Downing Clark, Ben Hendricks, Donald McBride in a comedy relief role, and Mildred Rhoads.

Popular Appeal of This Subject Will Draw But Go Easy
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
The popular appeal of this subject, the fight against
food profiteering is going to draw the crowds if advertised properly, but certainly audiences professing
any sort of intelligence are going to notice and be
sour about the many loopholes in the story.
The scenes in the national capitol will interest, and

provide a fine background for the exterior action. It
seems a shame that this good stuff' is not set off to better advantage. The whole thing ought to be re-subtitled and re-edited and then perhaps it would stand
up well but in its present state go very easy with it
for only a very few people will find it to their liking.
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ads with the heading, "LATE NEWS," that have been running
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Gets Over the Author's Idea in Adequate Production
Sylvia Breamer and Robert Gordon in
"MY
HUSBAND'S
OTHER
WIFE"
J. Stuart Blackton Prod.-Pathe
DIRECTOR
J. Stuart Blackton
AUTHOR
Stanley Olmsted
SCENARIO BY
Stanley Olmsted
CAMERAMAN
Wm. S. Adams

"acting." For the
lected but ^Varrcn
seems unnecessarily
facial expression.

AS A WHOLE. . . .Carefully produced and evidenced
several artistic touches; fairly convincing but
hardly forceful.

Blackton has given the story a pleasing presentation but there is a lack of force and precision required
to drive home the main points as intended by the
author. For instance, in the scene where the actress
confronts her husband after he has married the little
country girl.

DIRECTH',)N
cliinax
but
encugh.

Might have made more of the
advanced
the
plot
logically

STORY
A bit far-fetched but gets over its point
PHOTOGRAPHY
Artistic
LIGHTINGS
Clear and pleasing throughout
CAMERA WORK
Well judged for the most part
STAR
Will please but posed a trifle too much
SUPPORT
No very impressive personalities
but filled the requirements of their respective
parts.
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

One or

Rural scenes appropriate
Suitable
two evidences of careless

cutting; nothing really wrong.
CHARACTER OF STORY
A comparison between the lives of a famous actress and that
of a humble little country girl.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. .. .About 4,620 feet
In his story of life as found in the city amid the
bright lights and back in the rural district among
simple country folk, Stanley Olmsted has devised a
rather striking contrast, perhaps a bit far-fetched but
plausible enough to be possible. He has selected
Adelaide Hedlar, a stage favorite, to typify the woman
of the world whose husband divorces her and marries
the innocent country girl, thereby introducing another
sphere of life.
J. Stuart Blackton has provided an artistic production and handled the players to fairly good advantage
though
at times there were
awkward
displays of

most part the cast was well seChandler, as the star's husband,
inanimate and rarely altered his
Robert Gordon was a youthful

author who made an earnest efifort to "get over" his
part but was conspicuously weak especially in his
love-making.

Sylvia Breamer, star of the season's success,
"Dolores," is the wife of Dr. Ridgewell, generally
known as the "husband of the famous actress." From
a well known physician of good repute he has descended to a level of prescribing diets for the rich
who pay large fees for the sake of the publicity gained
by having the husband of the famous star as their
physician.
The doctor tires of the life among his wife's associates and is granted a divorce whereupon he goes
out into the country and marries a very young
country girl. He does much good in the community,
establishing a hospital and looking after the general
welfare of the people and bearing a hardly vinderstandable
and cold afifection toward his wife and little
baby.
The actress has retained her love for her husband
even after the divorce and a realization of the fact that
she has lost a real man prompts her to follow him
to his country home where she forces an acquaintance
with "her husband's other wife" and later confronts
the man who was her husband.
The doctor, believing he still loves his actress-wife,
tells wifie number two of his divorce. The girl, not
knowing the true identity of her new found friend,
goes to the home of wife number one with her story ;
then Sylvia makes the big sacrifice and tells her the
actress is dead, and returns to her gay life.

Use Name of Star and Title to Advantage
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
Except for the unpleasant idea of bringing together
the two wives under peculiar circumstances there is
nothing particularly out of the way in "My Husband's Othe rVVife" which, by the way, tells the whole
story. The author has striven to draw a picture of
the difference in the lives of people as we find them.

The story has been given an adequate and pleasing
production and while it doesn't grip and perhaps
hasn't the dramatic qualities that might have been
contained in it, Director Blackton has succeeded in
driving home the point — that there is good in the
worst of us.

jMi
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Short Length Comedy Plot Stretched to Five Reels
Billie Burke in
"WANTED— A HUSBAND"
Paramount-Artcraft
DIRECTOR
Lawrence C. Windom
AUTHOR
Samuel Hopkins Adams
SCENARIO BY
Clara S. Beranger
CAMERAMAN
Roy Overbaugh
AS A WHOLE. . . .Short reel comedy idea stretched
to feature length.
STORY. . . .Slow tempo and padding kills the interest
DIRECTION
Obvious and mechanical
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTING
Paramount-Artcraft standard
CAMERA WORK . . . .Includes advantageous angles
STAR
Is too listless to inspire general attention
SUPPORT
Suffers from direction
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
Generally good
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl manufactures
sweetheart that eventually becomes a reality.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,596 feet
"Wanted — A Husband" is a one-reel comedy title
and it is also cut from one-reel comedy material. There
is nothing about story or treatment that warrants it
a position in the feature class and although it has some
amusing moments, for the most part it is a crude piece
of work with its twists easily anticipated and much
of its staging of the most obvious type conceivable.
It's something of a shame to put Billie Burke in pictures of this class, inasmuch as she has proven that
she can shine with due brilliancy in comedies of the
drawing-room type.
The story gets away to a very bad start, being handicapped by a volume of excess footage that runs almost
a reel, bringing forth just subtitle talk and a lot of
close-ups of the star. She is planted as a frump, unable to make herself look attractive to men and caring
less about accomplishing the feat. Her room-mates

The Women

become engaged and make a few remarks which she
doesn't relish, about her inability to find the right
man. So she manufactures a fiance of her own, gives
him a title and places him in the British army.
After the young woman has learned to make herself beautiful there comes a series of obviously planted
incidents after which she finds herself supposedly married to a man masking as a burlesque Englishman to
escape a process server. She and the Englishman and
the other two girls and their real husbands are manouvered into the same lodge where each couple
thought it would find seclusion and eventually the
bogus Englishman is found out. After which he defrump. clares himself as really in love with the reformed
There is a sequence in which Miss Burke takes a
few physical exercises from Kid Broad and while there
was a chance of good comedy here, the scenes fall
rather flat owing to the listless attitude of the star.
She seems to have realized that the Kid is far from
a great actor and played in a below-the-average key
herself. This seems to be the star's handicap throughout, however. She undertakes everything in a listless
manner that almost approaches a constant pout which
is no way to win attention.
Toward the end when the three couples find themselves in the hunting lodge there is some pretty lively
comedy between the bogus Englishman and the cook
but this sequence is rather shortlived and only serves
to brighten up the conclusion of the offering which as
a whole drags along rather wearisomely.

James L. Crane appears as Miss Burke's opposite
while others are Margaret Linden, Charles Lane, Edward Lester, Bradley Barker, Helen Greene, Gypsey
O'Brien, Mrs. and Priestly Morrison. Most of the
players are unable to overcome the handicap of mechanical and uninspired direction.

May Like This But Go Easy in Talking About It
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is quite far below the average feature standard even if it is rich in setting and costumes. Miss
Burke, of course, has a big following among the women
and as a result you may be able to get by with this
during the matinee performances. To attract such
patronage the mere display of Miss Burke's name
should be sufficient, with some catch line regarding the
character of the story.

Before audiences that have been educated to expect
the best in pictures, that is, those who look forward
to something substantial even in the comedy line,
"Wanted — A Husband" will be short-weight as it
were. As said before the title supplies the key to the
whole situation. It is one, or at the most, two-reel
stuff.

Independence at last!
The First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc. invites
Exhibitors, great and small to share its
Power, Progress and Prosperity

f
The New Franchise Plan which makes a
i
.
.
[
Motion Picture Theatre a safe thing to own.
Benefits for Exhibitors
The new individual non-competitive franchises for all First
National attractions will give exhibitors big money-making attractions at a fixed, fair, percentage of the valuation of each negative —
thus eliminating the evil of competitive bidding between exhibitors
and guaranteeing complete independence to exhibitor franchise
holders. Under this plan the owner of the small theatre will pay
a definite percentage, as will the big, first run man, while still retaining freedom of action so far as other attractions are concerned.
The holders of First National sub-franchises will have behind
them the combined support of the entire nation-wide organization.
The mighty purchasing power of several thousand theatres will guarantee an even better and more profitable line of attractions than that
so far secured by the pooled buying power of the original First
National franchise holders. And exhibitors know that, release for
release, First National attractions have more than held their own at
the box-office against all comers.

A Gash Business
Conducted by showmen who know the game and have made
a success of it.
The new
holders. This
can pay cash
profits of the
earn it.

plan will be financed by the box-offices of its franchise
is a cash business. The public pays cash, the exhibitor
and the Circuit will pay cash to its producers. The
business will go to the exhibitors and producers who

Benefits to Producers
A non-competitive distributing organization will be placed at
the disposal of worthy producers. Non-competitive because the
Circuit is strictly an Exhibiting organization. Producers can feel
reassured in the existence of this great theatre organization.
The Circuit's policy of buying the best will be continued. Under
the new plan of operation quality, more than ever, will be the
demand made on producers.

Showmen

for the Show Business

First National's phenomenal success has been the result of intelligent co-operation. There is no guess work about the new plan
Its success is already secured.
Experienced showmen, exhibitors
who have won success in the picture business and know its every
angle, are at the helm.
We realize that our success is inextricably tied up with that of
every independent exhibitor, large or small. Justice to all is our
battle cry — Independence, our watchword.
We invite correspondence
Details will be mailed upon request and correspondence dealt
with in the order received.
Write today to

The Exhibitors Defense Committee
Composed of members of
The First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
Address inquiries to
Exhibitors Defense Committee
Care First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.
6 W. 48th St., New^ York, N. Y.

RELEASE DATES
From October 1, 1919, oj all Feature Productions
EQUITY

PICTURES

Release
Date
Eyes of Youth

(Clara

FAMOUS

Kimball

GOLDWYN

CORP.
Length
Keels

Reviewed

7

11/16/19

Young)

PLAYERS-LASKY

CORP.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

2
2
9
9
9
16
16

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

23
23
23
30
30

Turning the Tables
(Dorothy
Gish)
L'Apache
(Dorothy
Dalton)
Luck in Pawn
(Marguerite Clark)
Crooked
Straight
(Charles
Ray)
What Every
Woman
Learns
(Enid Bennett)
Male and Female
(DeMille)
23!/^ Hours
Leave
(Douglas
MacLean-Doris
May)
The Invisible Bond (Irene Castle)
It Pays to Advertise (Bryant Washburn)
The Miracle (Elsie
of Love Ferguson)
(Cosmopolitan)
Counterfeit
Scarlet
Days
(Griffith)

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

7
7
7
14
14
21
21
21
28
28
28

An Adventure in Hearts (Robert Warwick). .5....
Victory
(Tourneur)
5
More Deadly Than the Male
(Ethel Clayton). 5
The Cinema Murder (Cosmopolitan)
5....
Behind
the Door
(Ince Special)
5....
His Wife's
Friend
(Dorothy
Dalton)
.'5
Hawthorne of the U. S. A. (Wallace Reid)...r)
A Girl Named Mary
(Marguerite Clark)
. ....5
Wanted— A Husband
(Billie Burke)
5
Red Hot Dollars (Charles Ray)
T)
Everywoman
(Super-Special)
5....

5
5....
5
5

11/9/19
12/14/19
11/2/19
10/26/19
11/30/19

William

Farnuin

FILM

Tom

Mix

Fox

Feud
Cyclone
Daredevil

Bara Series
La Belle Russe
Lure of Ambition

5....
5

PICTURES

—

■

CORP.

A Dangerous
Affair
(Herbert
Rawlinson). . . .5
Wit
Wins
(Florence
Billings)
5
Love, Honor and ? (Stuart Holmes- Ellen Cassidy)

11/30/19

The Phantom Honeymoon (Margaret Marsh) . . .6.
5 ...
The Heart of a Gypsy
(Florence Billings). .. .3. .. .
A Woman's Experience (Mary Boland)

W. W. HODKINSON

•
•
•

11/23/19
11/30/19
11/30/19
12/7/19

CORP.

Distributing Through Pathe
Hen.i. 15. Hampton — Great
Authors
Pictures,
Inc.
The Westerners
7
The
Sagebrusher
7
Zane Grey Pictures, Inc. — Benj. B. Hampton
and Eltinge F.
Desert
Gold
7
The Desert of Wheat
6
J. Parker Read, .Ir., Productions
Sahara
(Louise Glaum)
7
The Lone Wolf's Doughter (Louise Glaum)
7
Deitrich-Beck,
Inc.
The Batiilbox
(Doris
Kenyon)
6
Tile Harvest
Moon
(Doris
Kenyon)
6....
.4rtco Productions
-\s a Man Thinks (Lea Baird)
The Volcano
(Leah
Baird)
The Capitol (Leah Baird)
Cynthia
on the Minute
(Leah
Robert Brunton Productions

■

12/14/19

•

8/10/19
Warner
11/16/19

3/23/19
12/14/19
11/30/19
•

5....
6
6
Baird)

•
.

■

.\ White Man's Chance (.1. Warren Kerrigan) . .5. .. . 4/20/19
The .Joyous Liar (.1. Warren Kerrigan)
5.... 12/14/19
The Lord Loves the Irish (J. Warren Kerrigan)5
National — Billie Rhodes
Productions
The Blue Bonnet
(Billie Rhodes)
6
8/31/19

CORP.

METRO

PICTURES

CORP.

Nazimova
.-

7
6

Productions
Tlie Red Lantern
The
Brat
Stronger Than Death
Classics, Inc. (Specials)
Lombardi,
Ltd. (Bert Ly tell)
Please Get Married
(Viola Dana)
Fair and Warmer
(May Allison)
Should a Woman Tell (Alice Lake)
The Walk-Offs
(May
Allison)
The Willow
Tree
(Viola Dana)
The Right
of Way
(Bert Lytell)
The Best of Luck (Drury Lane Melodrama)

10/.5/19
12/7/19
Screen

Series
The
The
The

Theda

HALLMARK

■
12/7/19
12/14/19
•
■
•

Series

The Last of the Duanes
Wings
of the Morning
Pleart Strings
The
Adventurer

CORP.

High
Pockets
A Misfit Earl

NATIONAL

The Thunderbolt
(Katherine MacDonald)
5
Virtuous Vamp (Constance Talmadge)
5
Mind the Paint Girl (Anita Stewart)
6
Heart O' the Hills (Mary Pickford)
6
The Beauty Market (Katherine MacDonald) , . . .6. . . .
In Wrong
(Jack
Pickford)
5
In Old Kentucky
(Anita
Stewart)
7
A Day's
Pleasure
(Charlie Chaplin)
2
The Greatest Question (D. W. Griffith's Prod.) .5
A Daugther of Two Worlds (Norma Talmadge) 5
The Inferior Sex (Milfred Harris Chaplin)
5
The Turning
Point
(Katherine
MacDonald) . .5. .. .
The River's End
(Marshall
Neilan Prod.)
5

FOX

■

5....
11/2/19
5....
■
5
11/30/19
.">....
5
11/30/19
5.... 11/23/19

Jan.
4 The Woman
in the Suitcase
(Enid Bennett)
Jan.
4 Too Much Johnson
(Bryant Washburn)
.
"...
.Tan.
4 The Thirteeutli Commandment (Ethel Clayton) 5....
Jan. 11 Sand
(William
S. Hart)
.5
Jan. 11 On With the Dance
(Special)
ft
Jan. 18 Mary Ellen Comes to Town (Dorothy Gish).
.5
Jan. 18 Huckleberry
Finn
(Special)
5....
Jan. 38 The
Tree of Knowledge
(Robert
Warwick). ."5
Jan. 25 What's Your Husband
Doing?
(Douglas MacLeanDoris May)
.T
Jan. 25 Dangerous Hours
(Ince Super)
5....

FIRST

DISTRIBUTING

Release
Length
Date
Keels
Reviewed
Star Series Productions
Upstairs
(Mabel
Norman)
5
8/31/19
Heartsease (Tom Moore)
5
9/14/19
The Girl From Outside (Rex Beach)
7
8/24/19
The World and Its Woman (Geraldine Farrar) 7
9/21/19
Lord and Lady Algy (Tom Moore)
6
9/7/19
Strictly Confidential
(Madge Kennedy)
5
10/12/19
Bonds
of Love
(Pauline
Frederick)
....5
.
Almost a Husband
(Will Rogers)
5
10/19/19
Jinx (Mabel Normand)
5
9/28/19
The Gay Lord Quex
(Tom Moore)
,...5
Jubilo
(Will Rogers)
5
12/14/19
The Loves of Letty (Pauline Frederick) ....... .o.
Flames of the Desert
(Geraldine Farrar)
7.... 11/9/19
The Cup of Fury (Rupert Hughes)
5....
Bennison
Star Series

5
•

5
6
6

9/21/19
11/16/19

The Winning
Stroke
(George
Walsh
5
Eastward Ho (William Russell)
5
Thieves
(Gladys
Brockwell)
5
The Devil's Riddle
(Gladys Brockwell)
5
The Ijincoln Highwayman
(Wni. Russell) ... .5
The Devil's Riddle
((Gladys Brockwell)
5
The
Shark
(George
Walsh)
5
Shod
With
Fire (William
Russell)
5
Flames of the Flesli (Gladys Brockwell)
5
The Square
Shooter
(Buck
Jones)
5
Tin Pan Alley (Ray & Fair)..,
5
Her Elephant
Man
(Shirley Mason)
5
The Hell Ship (Madhune Traverse)
5

•
11/23/19
11/2/19

PATHE

Entertainments

•

.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

5
12
12
19
2
9
16
23
m
7
14
21
4
-i\

EXCHANGE,

7
7
6

5/4/19
9/14/19

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
.. .6

9/28/19
11/9/19
10/19/19

INC.

Impossible
Catherine
(Virginia
Pearson)
A Damsel in Distress
(June Caprice)
Daddv
Number Two
(Baby Marie Osborne)..
The Moonshine
Trail (Sylvia
Breamer)...
The Gay
Old Dog
(John
Cumberland)
A Woman
of Pleasure
(Blanche
Sweet)
The Right to Lie (Dolores Cassinelli)
Miss
Gingersnap
(Marie
Osborne)
Dawn
(Sylvia
Kreamer)
Brothers ■ Divided
(Frank
Keeuan)
The A-B-C
of Love
(Mae Murray)
The
Prince
and Betty
(Wm.
Desmond)
Mv Husbands's Otlier Wife (Sylvia Breamer)..
Figliting
Cressv
(Blanche
Sweet)

5....
5
2
6
6
7
7
6....
6
5
6
o
6
6

10/19/19
10/26/19
11/9/19
9/14/19
12/7/19
12/7/19
•
12/14/lfl
12/14/19
■
•
12/14/19

""*•
American Film Co., Inc.
Yvonne From Paris (Mary Miles Minter)
The Tiger Lily (Margarita
Fisher)
This Hero
Stufif (William
Russell)
Eve In Exile (Charlotte Walker)

REALART

PICTURES

Keels

Beviewed
5....
7/6/19
5
7/20/19
5
7/27/19
7.... 12/14/19

CORP.

Soldiers of Fortune (Anna Q. Nilsson),
Pauline
Starke,
Norman
Kerry,
Wallace

Beery

UNIVERSAL

l^ensth
Reels

Reviewed

Paid
in Advance
(Dorothy
Phillips)
fl
The Right to Happiness
(Dorothy Phillips).. 8
Blind Husbands
(Eric Stroheim)
7
Universal Features

11/16/19
8/24/19
10/19/19

The Woman
Under
Cover
(Fritzi Brunette). 5
The Sundown Trail (Monroe Salisbury)
6
Common Property (Robt. Anderson-Nell Craig) 6
Loot
(Ora Carew)
6
Bonnie, Bonnie Lassie (Mary MacLaren)
6....
The Brute Breaker
(Frank Mayo)
6
The Rider of the Law (Harry Carey)
6....
The Trembling Hour (Helen Eddy)
6
His Divorced
Wife
(Monroe
Salisbury)
5
Under Suspicion (Forrest Stanley-Ora Carew) 5
Lasca
(Edith
Roberts-Frank
Mayo)
5
A Gun Fighting Gentleman
(Harry Carey)... 6
The Pointing Finger
(Mary MacLaren)
5

7. . . . n/ie/io

Anne of Green Gables (Mary Miles Minter).... 6
11/23/19
Erstwhile Susan
(Constance Binney)
5
12/7/19
Mystery of the Yellow Room (Lorin Raker,
Ethel Grey Terry, Geo. Cowl, Edmund
Elton)
6. . . . 10/26/19

ROBERTSON-COLE

Specials
The
The
The

Open
Door
Broken Butterfly
Beloved
Cheater

6
6
5

SUPERIOR
November

January

10/19/19
10/26/19
11/16/19

PICTURES

Seeing
It Tlirough
(Brentwood
Prod.)
IJockoning Roads
(Bessie Barriscale)
The Tong Man
(Sessue Hayakawa)
Releases

5
5
5

LEWIS

12/14/19

SELECT

UNITED

ARTISTS'

CORP.

Broken Blossoms
(Griffith)
When
the Clouds Roll By (Fairbanks)

UNITED

PICTURE

11/30/19
12/14/19
11/9/19

Oct.
6
Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Special
Nov.
3
Nov.
10
Nov. 17
Nov. 24

12/7/19
9/21/19
10/26/19
11/9/19

0....

5/18/19

11/23/19
10/12/19
10/19/19
11/9/19
11/23/19
11/23/19
11/30/19
12/7/19

Krobnian

,...5.... 11/9/19
5
11/16/19
5
5....
5
5
5
5
5....
5....
5....
5
5

Amusement

SHORT
Co,

Famous

11/16/19
11/9/19

PICTURES

SUBJECT

No Coma in Acoma
The People in White
The Simple Life
Jlr. Outing Gets a Pipe Dream
Players-tasky
Corp.
A Lady's Tailor
(Sennett)
After the Circus
(Briggs)
Push Car Trails in Formosa

10/12/19
11/2/19
10/19/19
—11/16/19
11/30/19

RELEASES

Gemini
Ambrose
(Mack
Swain)
All Wrong Ambrose
(Mack Swain)
The Heart of Texas
(Texas Guinam)
Spirit of Cabin Mine (Texas Guinan)
('. r.. Chester

5....

6
6
6....
6

The
Oakdale
Affair
(Evelyn
Greeley)
5
Woman
of Lies (June Elvidge)
5
The Black Circle (Creighton Hale)
5
The Arizona
Catclaw
(Edythe
Sterling)
5
When
Bearcat Went Dry
5
Me and Captain Kidd (Evelyn Greeley)
.....5
The Poison Pen (June Elvidge)
5
You Never Know Your Luck (House Peters). 5
Dad's
Girl (Jackie
Saunders)
5

DECEMBER

6
5
.5
5....

THEATERS

Her Game
(Florence
Reed)
The Eternal Mother (Florence Reed)
The Corsican
Brothers
(Dustin
Faruiim)

Wm.

WORLD

PICTURES

Distributed
by Select Kxchanges.
The
Undercurrent
(Guy
Empey)
Faith of the Strong (Mitchell Lewis)
A Scream
in the Night
(Special)
Isle of Conquest
(Norma Talmadge)
20
2

Special

J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
SELZNICK PICTURES

Distributed
by Select E.vchanges..
A Regular
Girl (Elsie .Tanis)
5
The
Country
Cousin
(Elaine
Hammersteln) . .5
Sealed
Hearts
(Eugene
O'Brien)
5
The
Glorious
Lady
(Olive Thomas)
."5
Piccadlly
Jim
(Owen
Moore)
5
Out Yonder
(Olive Thomas)
5
The Broken Melody
(Eugene O'Brien)
5....

Oct.
Dec.

In Honor's Web
(Harry Morey)
A Fighting Colleen
(Bessie Love)
The Black
Gate
(Earle
Williams)
The Combat
(Anita
Stewart)
The Golden
Shower
(Gladys
Leslie)
The Tower
of Jewels
(Corinne
Griffith)
The Darkest Hour (Harry Morey)
Pegeen
(Bessie Love)
"When a Man Loves (Earle Williams)
The Sins of the Mothers (Anita Stewart)
The Midnight Bride (Gladys Leslie)
Human
Collateral
(Corinne
Griffith)
The Birth of a Soul (Harry Morey)
Prodnctions
The Winchester Woman
(Alice Joyce)
The Climbers
(Corinne Griffith)
The Vengeance of Durant
(Alice Joyce)
Slaves of Pride
(Alice Joyce)

11/16/19
12/7/19

1'he Third
Generation
(Brentwood)
5
The Beggar Prince
(Sessue Hayakawa)
5
The Luck of Geraldine Laird (Bessie Barriscale)5

9/14/19

VITAGRAPH

Releases

The Illustrious Prince (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
A Fugitive from Matrimony
(H. B. Warner).. 5
The Blue Bandanna
(Wm. Desmond)
5
December Releases

FILM MFG. CO.

R^easa
"^*f>
Jewel Features

1....
I....
2....
2
1....
1....
1....
1....

2
1. .. .
(Burton Holmes) 1....

Laboratories

Horsley

Ideal Facilities for Samples and Release Prints
Developing and Printing In All Its Branches
Why not have your release prints made at the HORSLEY LABORATORIES, where the finished
product can be approved by the STUDIO EXECUTIVES, DIRECTORS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS who are responsible for the picture. We are at present doing work for the FOREMOST PRODUCING COMPANIES on the COAST.

PROJECTION

AND

CUTTING

ROOMS

Address: 6060 Sunset Blvd.
IN THE

HEART

FOR USE DAY AND EVENING

Hollywood, California

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED
OF THE STUDIO SECTION OF HOLLYWOOD
Phone No. Hollywood 3693.

■

A

South

American
Niagara
(Paramount
Magazine)
1. . . .
Memory Lane (Paramount Post Nature Picture)....
Speed (St. John)
2....
A Scenic Classic (Burton Holmes)
1....
Clouds and Sunsets (Paramount
Magazine)..!....
Tapping the Radio
Sullivan Cartoon the Adventures of Felix
The Speak Easy (Sennett)
2
Those Di.stant Cousins (Briggs)
1
In Brittany (Burton Holmes)
1
In the Canadian Wilds (Paramount Magazine) 1
Too Good to Be True (Truex)
2
King Rama at the Royal Wat (Burton Holmes)!
Camera Surf Studies No. ! (Paramount Magazine)
1

CAPITAL

FILM

EXCHANGE

Bare Knuckle Gallagher
(Neal Hart)
The Man Beneath
(Neal Hart)
A Fugitive's Life (Al Jennings)
Seeds of Dishonor
(Al Jennings)

GOLDWYN
Capitol

DISTRIBUTING

Comedies
....
The Little Dears (Mr. and
Haven)
Darn That Stocking
Goldwyn-Bray
Pictog:raphs
415, 416, 417, 418
Ford Educationals
Islands of the St. Lawrence
Cutting Up
The Story of Zinc
Meat Again

Mrs.

2
2....
2....
2

Semen
Dull
Dew
The

Comedies
Care
Drop Inn
Head Waiter

Some

V

Special Comedies
Caves and Coquettes (Montgomery and Rock) .2....
Bungs and Bunglars (James Aubrey)
2
R\ibes and Robbers
(Montgomery and Rock) .2
Switches and Sweeties (James Aubrey)
2....
Throlis anil Tlirllls (Montgomery
and Rock) '!....
Dames and Dentists (.lames Aubrey)
2....
Pipe Dreams and Prizes (Harry Mann)
2....
O. Henry Series
The Friendly Call
2
The Dav Resurgent
2....
The Roads We Take
2
Tlie Church
With an Overshot Wheel
2
While the Auto Waits
2
Hall Koom
Boy Comedies
Chicken Hunters
2....
Taming
the West
2
Millionaire
Paupers
2....

UNIVERSAL
Serials

CORP.

Carter

De

Midnight Man, 17 and !8
Great Radium Mystery, !4 to 18
Lion Man, 1
2. . . .
-z
!
1
1....
!
!. . . .

VITAGRAPH
I>arry

liie

2
2..
2

Comedies

2
2....
2....

Tailor Maid (Neva Gerber)
2
A Barnyard Romance (Charlie from the Orient)2
The Iviil and the Cowboy (Art Acord)
2
Woes of a Woman
(Lyons-Moran)
2....
The Mite of Love (Mabel Taliaferro and Robert
Rdeson)
2....
A Luckv Dog's Day
2
The Lone Hand (Hoot Gibson)
2
His Luckv Blunder
(George Ovey)
2....
Tlie Double Hold-Up (Hoot Gibson)
2
In tlie Good Old Days (Lyons-Moran)
!....
Weak Minds and Wild Lions
1
The CotintertVit Trail
2
•
Seeing Things (Mabel Burns)
2.... —
The Line Runners
(Arnold Gregg and Helen
Howard)
2

Short 'Reels

"Cutting Out His Nonsense," Fox
Penniless, Mutt and Jeff think up a plan whereby
they can get some easy money in this Fox animated
cartoon, but things do not work out just as they are
planned. Jeff who is sold by his elongated partner,
for the purpose of being dissected, is made the object
of a life-restoring experiment, which of course, works
out well. A bonus of $1,000 is given him for signing a statement to the effect that the treatment
brought him back to life, but upon stepping out of
the cutting room, Mutt relieves him of the roll and
while the little fellow sees little stars about him, his
companion walks off counting the bills. An entertaining cartoon.
"Making Telephones in Tokyo," Western Electric
Natives of the capital of the land of the rising sun
are shown making 'phones in this subject which will
probably prove of interest. It furnishes close shots
of the men and women in a large plant of the Western Electric Co. in Tokyo and several street scenes.
Some of the girls at work do not look particularly
happy, all of which may be due just to some habit
of the race. At any rate, it would have been advisable to ask them to smile.

"Pick Out Your Husband," Universal
Two couples take part in a grand mix-up in this
Lyons-Moran comedy in which the roles of the young
wives are played by Charlotte Merriam and Alma
Bennett. Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran are the young
husbands and the cause of all of the trouble is the
quarrel between the two members of one little family.
Wifie goes home to her mother, while hubby leases
the house to another couple. Along comes Wifie's
big brother from the west and upon learning the news
he sallies forth to teach her husband a lesson. He
seizes the wrong one and after some knock-about
stunts all ends merrily. Too much slapstick comedy
and not enough of a plot to place this on a par with
the best of the Lyons-Moran productions.
"Considering Posy," Chester-Outing
Llamas, the beasts of burden of South America and
other places some distance from the United States
are dealt with in "Considering Posy," which has been
titled in interesting fashion by Katherine Hilliker.
There is not as much variety in this as there might
be, but it possesses several shots and titles that are
of interest and value. It will serve the purpose as
an educational subject.

DAIUY
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Short Stuff
"Hooping Up," Ford-Goldwyn
Barrel-making is depicted in detail in this Ford onereeler, released through Goldwyn. All of the stages
through which the unfinished barrel passes are clearly
shown in the piece which has been screened in good
fashion and which treats the subjects so as to make it
entertaining as well as valuable for educational purposes.
"The Go-Getter/' Western Electric
Rather lengthy and slow at times, but nicely produced and to a fair extent convincing, is "The GoGetter," a three-reel subject dealing with the advantages of modern appliances on farms. It is in story
form, and slowly, but surely approaches the point.
A bit of a romance is worked in and a fairly good
efifort at sentiment has been made. The photography,
except for one or two shots, is very good. The purpose
of the company is to have this picture shown at theaters in cities and towns in farm communities.
"His Wife's Lover," Universal
Had they not had the conclusion of this explain
what went before was a dream — a much used and
abused way of ending comedies — this Lyons-Moran
subject would be much more creditable. It is quite
funny, except for the conclusion, which comes as a
surprise, but certainly is not novel. The incidents that
make up the greater part of it are for the greater part
clever and in spite of the finish, will enable the ofifering to score. This concerns two young men who
sleep together and love the same girl. On the morrow
one of them is to be married to the girl, who will make
her final choice. Eddie dreams that he has been
chosen and that Lee is attempting in various ways to
steal his bride, disrupting his honeymoon. He wakes
up as he has his arms about the throat of his roommate. They doze of¥ peacefully once more, after
squaring matters.
"Fifteen Million," Chester-Outing
This deals with a fish hatchery in Hackettstown,
New Jersey and although it has been screened well
and has been tinted in a pleasing shade of blue, it does
not give quite as intimate a study of the finned animals as might have been expected. Xevertheless, it
has some interesting portions and several highly commendable shots, there being some bits showing the
fish beneath the surface of the water. The closing
shots are meritorious and of value to the oft'ering.

"His Musical Soup," Fox
Restaurant stuff, most of it familiar, constitutes
most of another Mutt and Jeff comedy which has
some bits that are humorous, but too much that is
hackneyed and too old to get laughs.
"Old Unchanging Holland," Mentor
Holland, land of wind-mills and canals, is generally
known to be picturesque, and "Old Unchanging Holland," produced by the Mentor Motion Picture Corp.,
bears that out if anything. The oft'ering has been
tinted, and many of the scenes apparently, were taken
in mid-summer. Pleasing in atmosphere and to the
eye, it is an acceptable scenic.
"A Mouthful of Wisdom," Baumer Films
Dental students will find this quite valuable, as will
all others who are interested in the growth and all
else pertaining to teeth. This is not entertainment,
but scientific treatment of the subject and it makes
many matters quite clear. It can be shown to school
children to advantage and to adults as well. As an
educational study, this will serve the desired purpose.
"The Adventures of Ruth," Pathe
Although "The Adventures of Ruth" is not a bad
title, it certainly would have been much more appropriate to call this fifteen episode serial, "13" or
something that would make them curious. Murderers and villains, thirteen of them, banded together in
an organization that does not hesitate at committing
any crime, and led by "The Hound." a crafty individual who takes the lead in executing the schemes
of the gang, threaten the life of Heroine, Ruth Roland. All through the production, she is hounded
by them, and faces one peril after another, to retain
a peacock fan which the villains are determined to
secure and follow out instructions given her with
each of thirteen keys left by her dead father.
"Cutting Up," Ford-Goldwyn
The cutting up of pork and beef is dealt with in a
current Ford one reeler which shows the work in its
various stages. While this will serve the purpose
as an educational study, it has much that is not particularly appealing. Certainly, some of the places in
which the meat is cut do not look particularly clean
and refreshing. Otherwise, it is similar to numerous
other Ford industrial reels.

J
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Erlanger and "Big 4"

Cohen Refutes 'Globe*

Replies to Attack on Pictures Which
Newspaper
Printed Recently
Sydney S. Cohen president of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors League of
the State of New York has addressed
a letter to the Editor of the Globe
answering the attack made on the
motion
picture by the editor of that
newspaper.

Reported in Deal Involving $50,000,000— To Build Theaters
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Chicago — Levy Mayer, noted lawyer, could not be located on Saturday for a statement relative to the
report that he is negotiating for
$50,000,000 for the purpose of financing the "Big 4" as well as to acquire "first run" theaters in large
cities throughout the country.

Mr. Sir:Cohen's letter follows:
Dear
As the President of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors League of New York State and
on behalf of the fifteen hundred screen
owners of New York State, I desire to
reply to certain statements and insinuations contained in an editorial article
printed in your issue of December 8th.
In the course of that article you say
that in spite of a technical improvement
"the intellectual level of the picture has
remained about the same." You then go on
to say "Drop into any theatre any day
and you are apt to find turgid emotion,
sickly sentiment, a pompous and pathetic
lack of humor, and a fixed idea that violence
and action are identical. The reason for this
lack of improvement is obvious; pictures
are made not to suit public taste but the
taste of exhibitors. The latter will rent
only those films which they regard as
"sure fire." And, being human, they are
likely to select pictures they themselves
enjoy. Permit me to say that (good, bad
or indifferent) in the selection of his programs, irrespective of the desires and demands of his patrons will not stay in busiiness long.
The admissions are paid not by

The report was circulated in New
York that a deal was on.
Mayor is counsel for A. L. Erlanger of Klaw & Erlanger, theatrical producers, and Erlanger's
name was mentioned in the report
as being interested in the venture.
Erlanger was reported "out of town"
on Saturday.
At the offices of D. W. Griffith
no information was obtainable relative to the report, and Hiram
Abrams. general manager of the United Artists characterized the report
as "bunk."
Woods' Announcement in Two
Weeks
I
\ It is expected that the official announcement of the formation of Al

(Continued on Page 4)

. will
H. Woods'
producing
company
be made film
in about
two weeks.
Old

sleuth

has

got

a whif

of 2.75 and is on the trail — Henry Lehra First National
Attraction.
Baby,''

Abrams and Proctor on Tour
jnan's comedy. "A Twilight
Hiram Abrams and Ralph Proctor
of the United Artists leave Thursday on a month's trip to exhibitors Theater Magazine Calls Pictures By
and exchanges, finally winding up in
New Name — Says Audiences Are
Illiterate
Los Angeles.
The Theater Magazine in its current issue prints a full page article by
Stockholders Meet To-morrow
The meeting of the stockholders Harcourt Farmer captioned "Why
of United Pictures in the New York NotExtracts
the Stupies?"
from the article are as
territory will be held at eleven follows:
o'clock to-morrow at Wurlitzer
Hall.
"Shall we call them 'Stupies?' It's
just a short and expressive a word as
'movies,' and it's a little more accurate. For the stuff that we are being
deluged with to-day in the name of
Fire destroyed the laboratory con- the moving picture, has about
nected with the Solax studio in Fort reached the limit of crass stupidity.
Lee on Saturday, at an estimated
"A canvas of the last 50 important
loss of $150,000. The studio proper releases
in the last six months fails
used by Albert Capellani was not to show one intelligent picture. Inharmed by the flames.
stead of a steady development in the
The laboratory contained films in
writing decline.
of scenarios,
got a
various stage of completion made by marked
There we've
are pictures
Selznick in Jersey but the print of being shown all over the United
"The Fortune Hunter" Marjorie States to-day that simply cannot be
Rambbeau's
at. not because they're imnot touched .first film production was lookedmoral— they
are not clever enough
Universal had a cameraman on the for that — but because they are so
scene filming the fire as did some amazingly cheap and tawdry.
{Continued on Page 2)
of the other companies.

"Why Not Stupies?"

Solax Lab. Burns

Price 5 Cents

National in South

Crandall of Washington. Wells of
Virginia and Other Exhibitors
Reported Interested
C. R. Seelye of National Picture
Theaters, Inc., just back from a trip
South, reports a number of important Southern exhibitors as identified
as franchise holders with the new cooperative organization.
According to Seelye Harry Crandall of Washington will be a vicepresident, carrying the franchise for
the District of Columbia Jake Wells
has secured the franchise for Richmond and Norfolk and other points
in Virginia Percy Wells has the
franchise for North Carohna and
Wagner for his chain further South.
Crandall of Washington will have
a lot of franchises — he has First National, Pathe, United and now the
National.

HarryRegarding
Fields said
on Saturday
"Madame
X" that
he was writing Henry W. Savage
warning him that he, Fields, had acquired the rights to "Madame X"
for pictures.
General manager Wiswell of the
Savage offices said on Saturday that
Fields had not acquired the picture
rights to "Madame X" any more
"than
the was
policeman
corner."
An offer
made on
by the
Fields,
said
Wiswell, but that was all. Wiswell
insists Savage owns the picture
rights.
There was talk Saturday that
Fields had offered $21,000 for the
picture rights of the play.

Now^ It's Al

Reports were circulated Saturday
that "Al" Eichtman had resigned,
or was about to resign, from Famous
Players.

Lichtman, who is one of the oldest
and most prominent of Famous executives in charge of sales, laughed
Price Has Submarine Pictures
C. B. Price, Inc. is handling a when he was informed of the report.
two reel production showing scenes
"Just say for me," said Lichtman,
U-35. from the German
taken
submarine "that I expect to be with Famous
for a long, long time to come."
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Quotations

Coast Brevities
{Special to IV ID'S DAILY)
Hollywood — Luisa
Tetrazzini
was
a guest at the Goldwyn
studios.

"Day after day, night after night,
the grossest of sentimanity and the
most vicious kind of silliness are
Claire DuBrey has been engaged
being unreeled. Obviousness, and
for a role in the next picture to be
crudity and vulgarity are i;ti"^ exmade by Mme. Nazimova.
ploited by the commercially astute
A dark stage measuring 65 feet to such an extent that thinking
by 175 feet will be constructed people have become mentally paralyzed by the sickly stream of slush.
shortly at the corner of Gower
"Naturally, this sort of thing is
Street and Santa Monica boulevard,
going to work both ways; for in
Hollywood,
by National
Film.
a very little while, unless the manuFrancis McDonald who was one of
facturers improve their wares, thinktlie hits of "The Confession" plays
the juvenile lead in the National
Film's "The Kentucky Colonel."

Doris Pawn, who was forced to
retire from screen work because of
injuries received from falling with
a horse, is now supporting Will
Rogers in "The Strange Boarder."

Henry Lehrman now has the
Sale youngest director in captivity. He's
just 19 and his name is Norman
87
Taurog. Taurog started in pictures
29
29-34 with the old "Imp."
^
William Fox has engaged Mrs.
VIV2
Barbara
La Marr Deely, under conYt,
tract to write a number of stories
that will be picturized for Gladys
Universal Makes Title Changes
Several Universal releases have Ri-ockwell. The first of these is
had their titles changed, the original now being put into continuity form.
ones being deemed lacking in box It will be directed by Edward J. Leoffice value. Licitenant O. L. Lock- Saint.

Bid Asked Last
Famous Players .. 86^ 87^
Goldwyn
29
30)4
Loew, Inc
29^ 30
Triangle
^
^
Unit.
Pict. Prod.
16j4 \1V2
World Film
—
—

lear's air sto-y, o-iginally called
"Cassidy of t'r ^. '- Lares," will be
known as "The C"A'r Robbery,"
and "Captain C
-us" has been
chosen as the t t c for the Elmo
Lincoln picture, originally called
"The Beach Combers." "The Man
Hunter," the Art Accord serial, is to
be known as "The Moon Riders,"
"The Three Godfathers," "Marked
Men," the Harry Carey film, has had
its title changed to "Marked Men."
"Elmo, the Fearless" is the title of
the Elmo Lincoln serial, hitherto

Arthur S. Kane of New York recently retired president of Realart
pictures is at the Hotel Alexandria.

known as "Righting Through";
"The Dazzling Rogue," featuring
Jim Corbett, was originally called
"Outdone," and another Corbett
starring vehicle, "Pals," is to be
called "Kentucky Jim."

Scott Sidney is producing the first
of the comedies which will present
Molly Malone as a star in Supreme
Comedies, to be released through

Murray W. Garsson

Presents
for
the
State
Rights
Market s Supreme Picture.

/

"Why
Not Stupies?"
{Continued from Page 1)

The

filming has just been completed of the Bradbury Production
of "Hollyhocks" an original story
written and directed by Robert
North
Bradbury.
Clara Kimball Young
$200
fund. to Mayor

has donated

Snyder's Christmas

Robertson-Cole. The picture is "Molly's Million's," written by Frank R.
Conklin. James Liddy is Miss Malone's leading man.
GAUSMAN

For T-'itorial Rights
AV.

Garsson,

Foundation

Gen'l

Film Corporation

1600 Broadway
New
Tork.
?lione

M'g'r.

Bryant

4620.

y

Plt<iTic John

5425

- 5426

{By Wire
WID'S
DAILY) have
Albany
— Twoto film
companies
filed notice of their dissolution. They
are the Triumph Film Corp. and the
Highgrade Film Enterprises, Inc.,
both of New York City.
Laemmle Going
Carl Laemmle is
ifornia to spend the
days at Universal

to California
en route to CalChristinas HoliCity.

Riviera, Milwaukee, to Open
About Jan. 1

WID'S

NOW

READY

To-day -NOW

to find enough superlatives

This Minute

to overstate

&0 Maiden.

JrtFurance

Dissolved

YEAR BOOK

Peuben
CXmuels
ERVICE
I VEAL
I

Companies

{Special to WID'S DAILY)
ing people won't go to the movies
Milwaukee,
Wis. — ^The
Riviera^
fjny more. They'll be ashamed to seating
1,400 and costing $125,000,
be seen there. The only kind of
audience left will be those who have will be opened by J. J. Schwartz
so lost the faculty of comprehension
and Earl Rice about New Year's.
that they will sit watching the screen
with the vacant stare of the idiotic.
"People are rather particular
about what their children read, yet
have no hesitation in letting them go
to the movies.
"It wouldn't be putting it too
strongly to say that the movie has
passed being just a nuisance; it has
become a menace.
"Men who were formerly stage
1919-1920
managers in obscure stock companies blossom out as great directors.
The ideas of some of them about
stage direction would make a real
— A mine of Authentic
Third-rate acstage director howl.
tors and actresses, formerly confined
Information for the
to the hinterland by reason of their
Exhibitor.
incompetency, are now national stars
— Of Inestimable Value
in receipt of undeserved salaries the
size of which would make a bank
to the Casting Direcpresident gasp. And writers who
were wont to tickle the magazines
tor, Executive or
Producer.
with sporadic masterpieces, now
command stacks of dollars as sce— Nearly 400 Pages of
nario experts. It's a joke. There
and
Live, Virile Matter
men
earnest
are many talented,
Industry.
of
the Motion Picture
women engaged in the film business.
of
majority
the
in
But you'll find,
cases, that it is mediocrity who is
PRICE. $1.00
invariably pushed to the front,
starred, boomed, puffed.
Prepaid
"Still more important a consideration is this: that the movie has
Anywhere in U. S. A.
brought into being a special kind of
audience. That this audience is
largely composed of the illiterate
and the unmental, speaks volumes
for the 'improvement' of the movie.
"Just as long as people continue
to take whatever the movie people
give them, so much longer will be
It is utterly impossible
The reign of the silly stuff."

Give a thought to the insurance phase of your business — perhaps we can help — Our service has proved invaluable to others
— Phone us — Now.

Murray

Two
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case

for

poster.

RITCHEY
LITUO.
CORP.
406 W. 31st St.,N.Y., Phone CheUea 8388

DAIUY
In the Courts

Gray Home for Holidays
Paul Gray, exploitation manager
virs. Mazie LaShelle Hunt and
for Select's New York Exchange,
s. Marjorie Blossom, widows of left Saturday for his home in Daj'•k LaShelle and Henry M. Blos- ton, Ohio, where he will spend the
.
1, have filed suit in the Supreme holidays.
jrt against Fox Film, which pro•ed "Checkers" for an injunction
training the sale of the film until
settlement has been made with
m for the right to use the play
film purposes. The plaintiffs ale that they have not authorized
t to produce the film version of
popular play.

he suit of Mrs. Muriel Ostriche
;dy against her parents to compel
m to give her $32,000 of her film
nings she gave them to keep for
during her minority, came to a
Court
den end before Supreme
tice Giegerich when Mrs. Brady
met outside the
her mother
irtroom and it was announced
had been eft a reconciliation
of the settleThe terms
ited.
lit were not announced.

[ have 45 famous melodramas
i>f the American stage. Everyone of them full of thrills. No
jrokers or agents need apply

Myron Sclznick has placed Walter McGrail under contract to play
in Selznick pictures.
Realart
Pictures
have
a special
lobby tions
display
for
all
their
producnow ready in their exchanges
throughout
the
country
for
all
their bookings.
Look
them
over
and see how this enterprising concern will assist you
in getting
"them" up to the box office.
KRACS
MFG.
Co.
220 W. 42nd St.
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant

WHERE PROMISES ARE KEPT

The difference between
moving pictures and
Goldwyn Pictures is the
difference between
ment.
speculation and invest-

THE ACME
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR

^^
"*

"WHERE

A demonstration Will Convince You.

SAMUEL CUMMINS
1476 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Phone 5692 Bryant

Cine Equipment
Co
mpany

729 7th Ave.

ROOMy

r-,

'e

MEYER

BRODA

& MEYER

TITLES
PHONE

.

.".ljji_Ji'

i'..'ilJIi..,' '

TELEPKONe/

BRYANT III!

PROMISES ARE SACRED"

LOUIS

LETTERED

■

CANDLER BlD'G. 220 W 42 ST.

2O03-20II

FORMERLY

A

Howells

, TITLE/

\\l/'

FOR—Studio, The Cutting
The
Room, The Editor, Home,
School or Church.

SCREEN RIGHTS
FOR SALE

Monday, December 22, 1919

INC

- ILLUSTRATED - PHOFOGRAPHED
ASK TO SEE OUR NKW
PROCESS
TITLES
AND
ILLUSTRATIONS

CALL

WILL

BRYANT
220 WEST 42nd ST.

BRING

Leumas Cartoon Service
Producers of Animated
Films for every purpose.
17 W. 45th St. Phone Bry. 6806

HAND

LETTERING

' (O/ie kuncLmd Mies -^ Da(/.) ^-^-^

SAMPLES

7392
- ROOM

2040

PHONE 2329 BRYANT
YNLU''
•AL

New York

Phone, Bryant 1166

BE SURE AND GET A FILMUSIC CUE SHEET WITH "MALE AND
FEMALE" AND "EVERYWOMAN." YOU'LL FIND THEM AN HONEST-TO-GOODNESS
HELP.
FILMUSIC CUE SHEETS AliE SUPPLIED WITH THE BEST PICTURES. ASK YOUR
EXCHANGE
FOR THEM.

SAFEST LABORATORY

FTuSiusTc^co!
.

.LOS

ANGELES

.

1729 Highland Ave.

PRODUCERS

AND
DIRECTORS
LOOKING
EXCEPTIONAL STORIES

Lowest Film Insurance Rates
of any Laboratory in America

FOR

Ian offer five well-known books, namely:

Nicholas Kessel Laboratories, Inc.
Fort Lee, N. J.
Ft. Lee, 221
N. Y. Office: 1457 Broadway

"Cleek of Scotland Yard."
"Cleek the Master Detective."
"Cleek the Man of Forty Faces."
"The Riddle of the Night."
"THE RIDDLE OF THE PURPLE EMPEROR."
Author, Thos. W. Hanshaw
I have
ood offer.

exclusive

rights to these books

JOHN
J. LIVINGSTON
1440 Broadway, New York
>hone, 3805, 6243, 6244 Bryant

and will entertain

a

.

By
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the exhibitor, but by the public. There is
no form of amusement which is more keenly
responsive to public taste and sentiment
than the motion picture. The screen is
the most faithful reflection of the taste, the
intelligence, the sentiments, and both the
ethical and aesthetical standards of the
American
public.
As an exhibitor of many years standing
and consulting with my brother exhibitors
■who believe your article to be both unfair
and unintelligent, I am prepared to say
•that the American public has good, clean
•tastes, that it always prefers the wholesome, that it insists on decency, that it
loves optimism, that it enjoys good rollick•ing comedy that it is intensely interested
in all the great problems of the day and
thoroughly appreciates the treatment of
great themes dealing with present day
<juestions in a skillful dramatic manner.
Ko doubt there are inferior pictures, just
as there are inferior books and inferior
tiewspapers. No doubt there are some exhibitors who are not fully alive to the
■possibilities and responsibility of their calling, just as there are undoubtedly some
editors who are out of touch with their
own readers and who frequently mistake
their own pre-conceived notions for an expression of sound, genuine public sentiment.
Let's be fair and judge the motion picture screen by facts and figures. I am
•willing to accept your challenge to step
into any theater any day. Take, for instance, the big motion picture theaters on
Broadway. If you desire it I will make a
list of all the features that have been running during the year now coming to a close,
at the Strand, Rialto, Rivoli and Capitol
Theatres, and you will find that alrnost
•without exception, the themes of the various
features have been selected from classic
and standard fiction, American, French,
Italian, German, Spanish, etc.
There is one statement in your editorial
which I cannot overlook. You say "just
public is at the intelbecause part ofofourEuropean
peasant stock
lectual level
from which it is descended is no reason
why all of us should be doomed to suffer
from a screen devoted to work on the dime
novel level." Have you ever stopped to
consider that this European peasant stock
which you so much affect to despise has
given to the world some of the greatest
artists? If your duties permit looking at
for youran art encyclopedia and discover sculptors,
self how many great artists,
poets, actors, dramatists, archipainters,
tects were born of this peasant stock of
England. Italy, of France, of Spain, of
Holland and of Germany. Unless I am very
also furmuch mistaken this stock has
nished the world with some great editors
both here and abroad.
Let me call your attention to the fact
that all masterpieces of classic literature
have been filmed with great artistic skill.
•Thus, Dantes Divine Comedy has beenip put
on
an films with such reverent scholar.sh
*he part of the directors that the King of
Italy congratulated them on their success.
■Homer's Odyssey and Iliad have beens
filmed and very nearly all of Shakespeare
plays. In reviling the motion picture you
the exhibido not cast any aspersions on majority
of
tors but you indict that vast
picture
motion
the
Americans, who visit
theaters of the country numbering many
million night after night.
In spite of persistent and unscrupulous
agitation on the part of the professional
reformers extending over a period of fitteen years, only four states out of forty
eight have adopted censorship. If you will
go to the trouble of procuring the annual
reports of these censorship boards in the
states of Kansas, Ohio, Maryland and Pennsylvania, you will find that, judged even
motion picby the censorious censor,ed thewith
its proture and the men associat

Producers and Directors. Let us help cast
your next picture. We
furnish High-grade talent. Types and better
class of "extras."
FILMCLAS CORP.
Putnam Boilding
Phone: Br7>nt 2187
BILLY BOWMAN
Casting Manager

DAIL.Y
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Vitagraph -will shortly start production onRichard
"Who's Davis.
Who?" a storj
written by
COMING!

"CHILDLESS

WIVES"

SUPER-SPECIAL WITH
STARTLING THEME
EDWI

N

BOW

ER

HESS

ER

Here is the Real Opportunity
Motion Picture House
Seating 600
FOR
SALE
Address Mr. Mitchell,
Room 46
1 East 42nd St.

WHO IS THE
Woman In Grey?
"GO
WEST,
YOUNG
WOMAN"
The new Christie special two-reel comedy introduces Fay Tincher
and her "Dainty Deputies" who help the west grow up in "mellow burduction and exhibition have no cause to be
lesque."
ashamed. The very men and women officially appointed to censor the pictures are
giving them a clean bill of health.
■There was a time when rash loose statements about the motion picture and its producers and exhibitors were much in vogue,
in certain sections of the daily press. A
change has taken place. Almost without
exception, the press to-day gives the motion picture the same serious consideration
and intelligent criticism that it bestows on
art and the drama. The exhibitors to-day,
more than ever before are looking for pictures with ennobling purpose running
through
the entertainment.
To-day, the American made picture dominates the World. In Great Britain and
on the continent, even before the War
seventy-five per cent of every motion picture
program was of American origin. Since the
signing of the armistice the domination
of American film is practically uncontested.
I have no doubt that you want to deal
fair with the motion picture and the men
who show the motion pictures. An article
so full of baseless insinuations and loose
statements as your recent editorial is a
great injustice not so much to the motion
picture which has nothing to fear from honest and sincere criticisms as to the reputation of any journal that indulges in it.
Very
truly yours,
SYDNEY
S. COHEN,
PreSiJent

Notice
I am going to quit adver- ■
tising. WHY? Simply becausej
there is no reason for it any j
more.
I have now the cream
of the trade in Art Titles, and
the best "REP."
This may
seem conceited to you, but a
Fact remains a Fact.
The object in stopping advertising is just to find out
whether my success was due
to the ad in "WID'S" or due
to
my ability in Pleasing the
Producer.
My Ad will disappear and,
atherefore
note ofyou
my had
address
better some-;,
make'
where in your little note bookf
now before you forget about it.
You will find my Ad todaj
somewhere in this issue. Dicjj
you get it? Very truly, ;i

ijj>

I F. A. A. Dahme

THE HAL BENEDICT STUDIOS
College Point, Long Island
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! Ohio Men Combine

JForm Organization to Fight Alleged
I Inroads of Producer — Distributors
in Exhibiting Field
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Cincinnati — A meeting of Cinciniiati exhibitors, together with exhibitors from Dayton, Columbus and
other nearby towns, in Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky was held at
the Hote^l Sinton, here, late last
week, to perfect an organization
formed to combat the reported plans
lof the producing companies to operlate theaters in which to present their
iown films.
The Cincinnati exhibitors pledged
to co-operate with the out-of-town
theater owners to fight any current
movement of any that may be started imposing unjust hardship on the
exhibitors.
Interest was aroused here over the
! report that a theater may be erected
on the site of the Wiggins Block by
a producing company.
The theater
I owners
declare that such a house
{controlled by film producers or dis'tributors would
greatly injure the
jbusiness of the other playhouses.
' The Association
went on record
as being opposed to film producing
companies operating theaters in dis; tricts where
it would
be injurious
' to present business, and decided that
if necessary
its members
would
cancel all service from any companIies taking such action.
I I. W. McMahan of McMahan and
1 Jackson asserted that the time had
arrived when
it was necessary
for
the individual exhibitors to join together for self-protection, and that
steps must be taken to prevent the
producer from taking control of the
exhibitors' end of the business.
This is of interest in view of First
National's recent announcement of
fighting alleged monopolies in the
business.
to Coast
Paul'Brunet
BrunetGoing
of Pathe
leaves for
California on Saturday.
Knoles to Direct Dorothy Dalton
Harley Knoles who was responsible for "Little Women" will direct Dorothy Dalton in Sir James
Barrie's "Half an Hour."

Mayer Denies Report
{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Chicago — Levy Mayer, attorney
for A. L. Erlanger states that there
is no truth in the published report of
an alleged deal with United Artists.
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•TwoWWlks"

The chorus girls count their chances to eat — Constance
"Two
Weeks,"
a First National Attraction.

Efficiency
Reason
for
Financial
Interests
Watching Expenditures in Large
Companies
There have been many discussions
relative to the many resignations
that have developed recently in
Famous Players. A prominent executive, however, commenting on
these resignations says: "There is
no reason for anyone becoming abnormally excited about these 'resignations.' There's nothing wrong in
the business, and there is probably
no need of anyone becoming more
than mildly interested because of
the changes being made. Doubtless
they are due to the business methods
which the financial interests have insisted shall be made effective. Busi(Continued on Page 3)
Jack Pickford Arrives
Jack
Pickford
arrived
in
from the Coast on Sunday.

town

Talmadge

in

Stoll After Frederick

Price 5 Cents

Director Specials
Famous Players to Center on That
Style of Production
in 1920 —
Ford Going Abroad
Famous Players will center production on a series of director specials next year.
To date only one director has
been named to do a series. He is
William De Mille. George Fitzmaurice who is now finishing "On
With the Dance" with Mae Murray
and David Powell is expected to be
one of the directors who will contribute to the series.
George Melford will be another
as will be Maurice Tourneur and
William D. Taylor who directed
Mary Miles Minter in "Anne of
Green Gables." Hugh Ford leaves
for London in about a month to
start work on "The Sorrows of
Satan," Marie Corelli's famous novel.
An all star cast will be used for
this production.
In addition to those mentioned
above, there is another director
whose name and affiliation with Falater. mous Players will be announced
First National Buys Rolfe Film
First National has taken over for
distribution "Even as Eve," a picture
starring Grace Darling.
Th production was made from
Robert W. Chamber's story, "The
Shining Band." directed by B. A.
Rolfe and producd by the A. H.
Fischer Features, Inc. It will be a
mid-January release.

Present Goldwyn Contract Hindered
Howell a Metro Director
Negotiations — Will Produce
26 a Year
W. A. Howell will direct Viola
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Dana
in "Eliza Comes to Stay," for
London — According to a statement
Metro.
has been directing short
made by Jeffrey Bernerd, managing subjecti^ He
for a number of years.
director of the Stoll Film Co., Ltd.,
Pauline Frederick stated at a dinner
Selznick Files Judgment
Lewis J. Selznick Enterprises, Inc.
given in Bernerd's honor in New
York that she wanted to go to Eng- have filed a judgment for $158.95
land and make productions for his against the Torpedo Film Corp.
company but that she was prevented
from doing this because of her present Goldwyn contract.
Tyrad Pictures, Inc., have secured
Bernerd spoke at length at a recent meeting of the officials of the world's distribution rights on the
company.
He stated he had made series of Johnny Dooley Comedies.
{Continued on Page 3)
They will be sold on the state
rights basis and will be released one
Cole Expected from England
a month. Four have already been
Rufus Cole of Robertson-Cole
is completed.
expected in from London this week.

V^

Wainwright Due To-morrow
J. C. Wainwright, one of the
Going Home
prominent figures in the British film
Roscoe Arbuckle leaves today for world is due in New York to-morthe Coast.
row from California.

Tyrad Gets Comedies

Thursday being a legal holiday, there will be no issue of
WID'S DAILY.

Tues-day, December

jM^

23, 1919

Coast Brevities
To My Friends
Vol. X No. 81

Tuesday December 23. 1919

Price 5 Cents

I wish to thank you for the
many courtesies extended me in
the past year and take this opportunity to wish you a very
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
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Hollywood — Zazu
Pitts has gone
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Quotations
Bid Asked

Last
Famous
Players
.. 871^ 89^
Goldwyn
29
30
Loew,
Inc
29Ji 30
Triangle
li
H
United
Pict. Prod. 17
17
World Film
—
—
New

Million

Dollar

Firm

Sale
88.>^
30
29^
%
17
H

Planned

Duhith, Minn.— .^ new $1,000,000
corporation is being planned here to
take over several local vaudeville
and
motion
houses.
Brothers
are i^'ctnre
interested
in the Cook
new
organization.
Ida May Park Incl'=;i3endent Producer
Ida May Park is now at work on
her first independent production according to advices from film folk
just in from the Coast. Distributing
arrangements have not been perfected. She has just finished working
with Lew Cody.
Somborn
Married
Herbert K. Somborn .president of
Equity Pictures, and Gloria Swanson were married on Saturday at
the Hotel Alexandria, Los Angeles.
Joseph L Schnitzer, treasurer of
Equity, sent the following telegram
on Saturday, to Somborn: "Houdini
Somborn, famous handcuff king,
who has escaped handcuffs' to date
has been captured by detective Gloria Swanson. Heartiest congratulations. Best wishes."
Arrive

Tom Moore Series
To Be Distributed by Clark-Cornelius
— Made by Kalem.
Clark-Cornelius will distribute on a
state rights basis a series of Tom
Moore subjects made by that star
when he was with Kalem. The
scries was originally taken over by
the C. B. Price, Inc., who will control foreign rights.
Clark-Cornelius have leased the
third floor of the new Hooven Bldg.,
117 W. 46th St. The company will
move in there about the first of the

Colvin W. Brown leaves for California around the first where he will
Bertram Bracken is now working year.
be joined bj' H. C. Cornelius, viceon the Selig lot. Bracken is direct- president of the corporation. It i.s
expected that several deals will be
ing "The Mask," which picture, it closed there.
is rumored, will be a special for
Exhibitors Mutual with which
year.
the coming
both Clark and Cornelius have been
closely connected in the past have
Irving Cummings, after several
revived five productions featuring
weeks at the Ince studio, has returned to the Lasky plant and is Mary Miles Minter, William Russell and Margerita Fisher for renow awaiting the start of George
lease through Hallmark.
H.
tion. Melford's next feature producGwynn in Wreck
(By
IFire
to IVWS DAILY)
Wyndham Standing has been enDallas, Texas — M. H. Gwynn,
gaged for a prominent part in the
owner the Lyric, Terrell, Texas, a
Goldwyn picture, "Earthbound," the
filming of which will begin shortly director of United Picture Theaters
at the Culver City studios under of America had his foot crushed in
a train wreck near Pittsburgh, Pa.
the direction
of T. Hayes Hunter.
While returning from United meeting in New York.
The new Jesse D. Hampton studios in West Hollywood have been
Again, the Talking Movie
duly initiated. Blanche Sweet and
her company of players working un(Special to WW'S DAILY)
der the direction of Robert ThornDetroit, Mich. — A local inventor
been carrying an advertisement
by are working on "Simple Souls." has
in the Detroit Free Press, for a

Cromelin

in

London

London, Eng. — Paul H. Cromelin
(Special to IVID'S DAILY)
'^
president
of Inter-Ocean
is her^;
looking over the general situation^ I
Selznicks Watch Dress Rehearsal
The
Selznick
group
on Sunday
night witnessed the dress rehoarsa!J ,
of "Bucking the Tiger" L. J's firs^
■venture in the legitimate field.
The show opens at Atlantic Citj
Christmas Day and then goes Jtj
Washington for a run, finally comity
to New York.
"Down

on the Farm" Title for Sen
nett Special

DAILY)
Los (Special
Angelesto— WID'S
The title
of the big
Sennett feature which has been it
the course of production for the las,
six months is to be "Down on th^
Farm."
The picture is five reels.
E. M. Asher, Sennett's persona
representative left for New York
Broadway.
Saturday to arrange a premier

Godal Talks
"The Evolution of the Future o
the Film Industry" formed the titl
of an address delivered by Edwarc
Godal, president of the British an'
Colonial
Films
Corp.
of London
Eng. before some 40 members of th
A. M. P. A. at the Cafe Boulevarr
Mr. Godal,
whose
mission
in thi
country is to foster an interest i
British films abroad, held his hear
ers in close attention while he de
scribed the causes
of the acknowl
edged
hitherto
poorer
quality
c
British as compared with America
productions, and promised that th
future would see a marked improve
General Manager Bruno J. Becker
in this respect.
The
speakr
partner to finance a "Talking Mov- ment
of the Model Comedy Co. plans to
ing Picture Device." The ad stip- pointed put that the comparative]
shortly make a personal visit to
number
of theaters
in Engi
ulates that only a man "of character, small
film exchanges this side of Chicago sound financial standing and inter- land — giving
that number
as 3,60
est"
is
needed.
which are handling the Gale Henry
as compared with the vastly largx
comedies. He expects to be away
number of picture houses in the U.
Des Moines to Have Big Film House
from the studios six weeks.
ited States — had limited the amoui||
GAUSMAN
(Special to WW'S DAILY)
of money the Britisher was willir:'
to son
Des Moines, Iowa — Abe Frankel. to put into a production
Godsol Leaves for Culver City
Sol Panor and Alfred, Ben and Har- $10,000 to $15,000— the maximum
from
such production
b
F. J. Godsol, chairman of the exry Cohen have secured a 99 year revenues
ecutive committee of Goldwyn left lease on a site for a motion picture
ing Illll^ll
set at3»»$100,000.
for California late last week.
theater here, at a total rental of
$2,000,000. It is planned to start
Washburn
in Broadhurst Farce
construction work on a new 12 story
Bryant Washburn will shortly office and theater building next
To make great posters, restart work on "What Happened to spring. The Royal now occupies
edy.
Jones,"
a George Broadhurst com- the property.
quires a staff of great

Fleischmann Building a Laboratory
Fleischmann Construction Co. is
L. J. Garnier and Sydney Cohan building a two-story. reinforced
of Gasnier Prod, arrived on Sunday concrete laboratory for the G. M.
from the Coast. Gasnier came East Film Printing Co. It is located at
and Eighth Aves., Long Ishurriedly because of the serious ill- Pierceland City.
ness of his wife who is at Stern's
The laboratory will be built on a
Sanitarium, and Cohan to look after
business matters. When they return plot 37 by 154 ft.
West after the holidays it is expected
R. C. of Delaware Chartered
that Lew Cody will return with
them to start work on his third pro(By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
duction, and Mae Marsh who will
.'\lbany — The Robertson-Cole Disstart work on her first for Gasnier.
tributing Corp., of Delaware has
As noted Mae Marsh productions been authorized to transact business
will be released through Robertson- in New York State.
Cole.
At the same time notice of dissoThey brought with them a print
lution of the Robertson-Cole Distributing Corp. with head offices in
of
"The
Butterfly
Man"
Cody's
latest.
New York was filed.
Gasnier and Cohan

DAILV

Ray

Coming

East

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Charles Ray expects to be finished with Ince on Jan.
21. Charlie said he has been with
Ince for seven years and it will be
the first time that he has had an
opportunity to take a vacation and
he is going to take a trip to New
York not to spread any propaganda
or buy any new clothes, but just
to look at the tall buildings. He has
been playing rube parts in small
town locations for so long, that he
wants to see what a big town looks
like.

Harry Reichenbach is in Buffalo
looking after the opening of "The

poster artists. The fact
that only the greatest are
in the RITCHEY

organ-

ization explains the superiority of the RITCHEY

RITCHEY

poster.

LITHO.

CORP.

406W.3Ut St.,N.Y., Phone CheUea 8388
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Stoll After Frederick

{Continued from Page 1)
deterniiiicd effort to secure a new
ontract for Goldwyn pictures but
hat the insertion of a clause a
yeek before the contract was supi)Osed to have been signed, prejented his doing so.
Incidentally, Bcrnerd in speaking
f the general attitude of American
:1m men towards the English mar■.et stated that he had made what
e termed a generous offer for the
Big Four" output but that $140,000
/as asked on each production from
he United Artists. Bernerd stated
hat the film men in America delanded about $50,000 for an average
eature, basing their prices on the
act that English theaters ought pay
s much for films as American theaers.
' Evidently
Bernerd's
ii
America were
not ofexperiences
the best.

Theater for Kiddies
Riesenfeld
Leases 61st Music Hall
— Special Music Planned.
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld of the Rialto
and Rivoli has at last put into practice a pet scheme of his — a theater
for children.
Riesenfeld has leased the 61st Music Hall and beginning Christmas
Day will run a series of special matinees with special films and special
music for the children. The performances will run until after January 4.
There will be a Christmas pantomime feature in addition to the
other numbers.
Another unique idea that Riesenfeld will put into practice will be
a series of revivals. Beginning
Christmas night from 7 to 9 and
from 9 to 11 he will show some
of the old productions which have
made their mark with the picture
going public. He will pick his material from the output of the last
two years and will not show any of
the newer pictures now in circulation.

[is a result of his observations and
is subsequent report to Sir Oswald
|>tolI, the company has decided to
inter the production field itself.
I The first year will result in 26 projuctions. Seven books of Ethel M.
"The Beloved Cheater" starring
Oell's have been secured despite Lew Cody and made by L. J. Gasitrong competition from Famous nier will be released soon by Robertplayers and otlier American com- son-Cole.
ianies.
Netter Due in To-day
Leon Netter of the Masterpiece
i'ilm Attractions, Cleveland and an
ssociate of Sol Lesser is expected
n town to-day. His headquarters
vill be at the Lesser offices. Here
Id buy features for the state right

f
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{Continued from Page 1)
ness men, bankers, financiers and
all who believe in rigorous methods
being adopted in a business will always insist that overhead be pared
to the bone. That is what is probably happening at Famous, and what
will probably happen to all companies where large sums are invested
liy bankers or business men who
believe in real business methods. It
is what should have happened in this
business long ago. Let's get down
to a business basis. Let's stay there.
And the quicker we do the speedier
will our business have real recognition from business and banking interests. Our overhead is too great as

Cincinnati, Ohio — Max Goldstein
of Chicago intends to build on Fifth
St. near Vine St.

To All:

it is."

EVE
Famous

OIlirtBtmaa

"Eyes Elsie
of the Ferguson
Soul"
starring
"Sinners"
starring Alice Brady

and

A Ifappg

written

Rice to Entertain
Staff
Harry Rice, director of publicity
jr Universal will tender his staff
i dinner at Rector's Christmas Eve.
.bout 15 will attend.
Joe Weil, formerly in the air serice has replaced Lowell Cash at
Jniversal. Weil conducts a column
n the Evening Telegram devoted to
eronautics.
Universal publicity staff is now
omposed of 100 per cent ex-service
len.
Millier Producing for Community
Ashley Miller is in charge of prouction for Community Prod, an afliated concern with the Community
/T. P. Bureau. The company will
ater to the theatrical and non-thearical fields with non-theatrical disribution through the Bureau and
ilieatrical distribution through some
lompany identified in a commercial
/ay with the industry.
Albany — Community Prod. Inc. of
lastings, N. Y. have been granted
n increase in capitalization from
250,000 to $600,000.

"Cup of Fury"
by Rupert
Hughes

"The Great Shadow"
starring Tyrone
Power

barket.

A Lady's Tailor," Being Featured
Sid Grauman, Grauman's Theater
'^os Angeles and Eugene Roth of the
'ortola Theater, San Francisco, are
mong the exhibitors of the country
yho are consistently featuring Mack
iiennett Comedies. "A Lady's Tailr" with Ford Sterling and Harriet
iammond is the latest Sennett prouction to be featured by the above
heaters.

UNSELL

Scenario Writer
Players-Lasky
Corp.

Tom Terriss

Capitol
Mil'

TI/TLES,

ILLUSTRATIONS

Paul Scardon

andTITLE
PHOTOGRAPHY
lOUIS MEYER
220 W. 42 -ST.

Room

Director of
Nearing
Completion

the Night'^ cowwyn
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Harry T.
Partners
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Hour
Release
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Special Xmas Bills

iM^

terion Quartette and a special overture entitled "Christmas Morning."
Theaters Arrange Features for HolWill
Rogers
in "Jubilo' 'and Charlie
iday Week — Capitol
Program
Chaplin
in
"A
Day's Pleasure" are
Changes
the picture features.
The
leading Broadway
theaters
The complete programs at the
have arranged a number of special various theaters follow:
features for Christmas
week.
Exhibitors in all sections of the
Capitol—
Marie Doro "12:10."
Capitol News.
country will be interested in knowPryor's Band last week.
ing that the program at the Capitol
Century comedy, "Weak Lions and
theater which has been running with
only minor changes since that the- Wild
Lions."Cathedral
Russian
Quartette.
ater opened will be entirely revised.
Commencing Sunday the principal
Rivoli — Mary Miles Minter, "Anne
Green Pictorial.
Gables."
feature was "A Christmas Fan- of Rivoli
tasy" composed of a number of voMutt
and
Jeff cartoon.
cal and instrumental numbers including the Russian Cathedral QuarSunshine comedy, "The Roaming
tette and "A Romany Yuletide," conStrand— Anita Stewart, "In Old
taining a number of vocal and danc- Bathtub."
ing numbers. Pearl Regal heads
Strand
Topical Digest.
the ballet. Marie Doro in "12:10" is Kentucky."
the film feature.
"A Wedding in Gooseland.".
Rialto— Lucy Cotton "The Miracle
Ned Wayburn's revue was withdrawn Saturday in order to prepare
for a new revue which opens New of Rialto
Love." Magazine.
Year's week.
Moss' Broadway — Allan Dwan's
At the Rivoli a feature is a num- "Soldiers
of Fortune."
Parisian Fashion Frolic.
ber of old English Christmas Carols sung by children in costume,
Brooklyn Strand — Will Rogers in
while the film attraction is "Anne
"Jubilo."
of Green Gables." Jack Eaton of
Charlie Chaplin, "A Day's Pleasthe Strand has arranged a two-scene
playlet in which about 20 children
Loew's New York — Today: Walwill appear. It is "A Wedding in
lace Reid, "Hawthorne of the U. S.
Gooseland" and has the kiddies
dressed in quaint characters familure."
Wednesday: Mabel Normand in
iar in fairy tales. There is a special Christmas overture and special "Jinx."
Thursday: Francelia Billington,
drop prepared. The feature is Anita
"The Day She Paid."
Stewart in "In Old Kentucky."
The Rialto has as it feature "The
Miracle of Love," with Lucy Cotton
and the Broadway Allan Dwan's
A."
"Soldiers of Fortune."
The Brooklyn Strand will have
Christmas
Carols sung by the Cri-

DAI1.Y

have been busy in altering Eurt^
during the past few years, have no
something to learn about methods (
Friday:
Ethel
Clayton,
"More exploiting and editing films.
Mr. Plunkett swears by scientif
Deadly Than the Male."
Saturday:
Frank Keenan, "Broth- titling and editing, and he knov
Beast."
what he is talking about, because tl
ers Divided"?
Next Week
great success of the Welsh-Pcarso
film, 'The Better 'Ole,' in Americ
Capitol — Nell Shipman, "Back to was
primarily due to his methods c
God's Country."
handling the film. Selznicks' a*
Rivoli — Douglas Fairbanks, "When open
to buy good British films, sui
able for exploitation in America, ar
the Clouds Roll By."
Strand— D. W. Griffith's. "The as Selznicks' control some 60 oc
exchanges, it would appear that tl
Greatest
Rialto— Question."
Charles Ray, "Red Hot British manufacturer with the rigi,
Brooklyn Strand — Anita Stewart,, goods has an excellent opportunii
"In Old Kentucky."
to do business."
i
Dollars."
British Output Better
Will Produce
Two-Reelers
j
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
1
London — Joseph L. Plunkett, speHartford,
Conn. — Mrs.
L. Ca|
cial representative for Selznick here
in a recent issue of Kinematograph Russell, the scenario writer is forr
ing her own
company
to produ
Weekly stated that English produc- two reel pictures of the Canadi;
tion has advanced amazingly since Northwest.
She has had a stud
the signing of the armistice.
erected near her summer
home
The publication goes on to say in Green Lake and has had a labor
tory installed with Joseph Settle
"Mr. Plunkett swears by scientific charge. Joseph Barry will direct, j,
in the question of reciprocity for
British films in America, and expressDepue, 111.— The Electric, a ne:
part:
es his amazement at the way in
which British producers have gone Chiabotti.
film house, has been opened by Jo'i
ahead since the armistice. Given
capital in order to be able to proCLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
duce on the big scale, he thinks that
British films need fear no rivals. He
Once more demonstrates her magnificent art in
pooh-poohs the idea that there is any
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
sort of prejudice against British films
We have made for this production a
very artistic lobby display together
in the States, but thinks that British
with reproductions in fac-simi!e oil
manufacturers,
whose
young
men
Friday:

George

Walsh,

"The

paintings from her latest poses in
various sizes.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42d Street
17th Floor
TeL 3€07 Bryant
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January 19th

All About Mary

Date Set for Active Existence of
New
Theater
and
Producing
Plan of First National
Completing the nationalization of
the new plan for exhibitor defense
and co-operation sponsored by members of First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, J. D. Williams, H. O.
Schwalbe, with N. H. Grrdon,
chairman of the Exhibitor's Defense
Committee, returned to New York
on Monday and announced that Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., and Associated First National
Theaters, Inc., will commence their
active existence on January 19 next.
That is the date when the policies
involved in the new plan of expansion will become operative. These
include the standardization of film
rentals through sub-franchises which
will determine service costs by established percentages of the valuation of each negative purchased by
the releasing company, exclusive exhibition rights to theaters owning
sub-franchises, protection from price
opposition, and the support of the
entire co-operative membership
ens.
whenever unfair competition threat-

Adolph
Hiram Zukor's
Abrams Statement
and Dennis Causes
F.
O'Brien to Oet Busy
In a statement for publication given to one of the trade papers in the
current issue Adolph Zukor of Famous Players is credited with saying: "That while he personally has
no plans in which Miss Pickford is
interested, he would not say definitely that the officials in the production department have not in mind
some sort of a plan to star her."
Dennis F. O'Brien, Attorney for
Miss Pickford, when asked for a
comment on Mr. Zukor's statement,
said, "I can only assume that Mr.
Zukor has been misquoted.
"Miss Pickford has absolutely no
plans beyond her present arrangement for the release of her productions through United Artists. Her
arrangement with United Artists is
for a period of three years. I can
say for her, that she is happier than
she ever has been before, so far as
her business arrangements are concerned."
Hiram Abrams said. "Any attempt
by Mr. Zukor or anybo(iy else, to
give an impression that Miss Pickford has any plans beyond United
Artists Corp. is 14 karat bunk."
At Famous Players yesterday it
was stated that Mr. Zukor's statement would remain unchanged, regardless ofthe statements issued by
others.
Merry

Xmas

Lichtman Slated for Vice-Presidency
It was reported in film circles yesterady that at a forthcoming meeting
of the directors of Famous PlayersLasky Al Lichtman will be elevated
to a vice-presidency in the corporation.

Organization of the new plan by
{Continued on Page 2)
Merry

Old Mr. Foxy Squirrel and the
little Birdie
play
"I Spy"
'A Twilight Baby," a First Nation al Henry Lehrman comedy.

Britons Back Selig
English Capital Financing Renewed
Production — To Make 12 a Year
According to Plan

m

Working on Plans

To Develop Americanism in Films
and Offset Bolsnevism— Committee Meetings Planned
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Picture-Revival of "Miracle Man" in
Washington, D. C— L. J. Selznick,
West by Two Companies FolHarry Crandall and Major Pullman
lowing Success of Film
were in conference h<»re yesterday
It was reported along Broadway with Secretary of the Interior Lane
yesterday that the Benson Amuse- regarding his plan to offset Bolshement Co. of Duluth, who own a
vism by using the screen.
string of legitimate houses in the
It is understood that the meeting
middle West, will start two com- was purely for the purpose of getting together on some definite plan,
panies on the road playing "The
Miracle Man." The revival of the so that after the holidays work could
play after a lapse of four years is be started in earnest.
admitted to be due to the fact that
Secretary Elliott of the Natl. Asthe George Loane Tucker production has caused such interest as to
sociation said yesterday afternoon
warrant the success of the venture. that if certain plans matured
in all
One company is said to be rehears- likelihood Secretary Lane would be
ing, ready to open in Duluth Jan. invited to a conference to be held
7 and work its way south, and here within the next few weeks when
and another company will leave San all the distributors and producers
Francisco at approximately the same would be invited to discuss plans
date and travel East.
with him.

Play Follows

A new company known as the
Selig Polyscope Co., Ltd., of London, has been formed backed by
English capital for the purpose of
When Lichtman was asked yester- niaking
a series of productions here
day relative to the authenticity of in America.
the report, he said "I hope it is
Col. William N. Selig will be ditrue."
rector of operations and is now in
Merry Xmas
California supervising the first production, "The Mask" from the story
by Arthur Hornblow. Bertram
Says
Film
Actor
Who
Figures Bracken is directing the picture
Counsel for United Artists May
which
Holt. feature Hedda Nova and Tack
Be Named for Presidency
Twelve pictures a year will be
Bernard Randall is a "heavy." He
works in serials. While at work in made and world wide distribution
Ithaca with the Grossman company of the product with the exception of
Merry Xmas
recently he met Charles W. Bryan, England will be vested in Export
brother of William Jennings Bryan, and Import Film Co. Selig Polyand, loving politics, he and Bryan
The formal announcement of the
scope, Ltd., will handle pictures in
had a lot of things to talk over.
England, Export and Import in all resignation of Walter W. Irwin, as
And now Randall and Bryan have the foreign lands and some distribvice-president of Famous Playershit on the happy idea
of having
uting corporation will secure Ameri- Lasky was made yesterday. His recan and Canadian rights.
{Continued on Page 2)
signation iseffective to-day.

'Rah for McAdoo

Xmas

Irwin Out

To-morrow, Christmas, being a legal holiday, there will
be no issue of WID'S DAILY.

I
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'Rah for McAdoo
(Continued from

Page

1)

William Gibbs McAdoo, formerly
director general of railroads and
secretary of the Treasury, nominated for the Presidency by the
Democratic
National Convention.
A close friend and political associate of McAdoo's yesterday, however, said that so far as he knew
McAdoo would not be a candidate
for the nomination. "Of course," he
added, "neither McAdoo, nor anyone, would refuse the nomination.
But he isn't out for it."
Film men would naturally be
much interested if McAdoo was a
nominee. He probably knows more
about film problems than any other
nominee in sight.

LOUIS SHERWIN
Continuity
Screen Cutting and Titling
Now Assistant
to
J. G. Hawks
of
Goldwyn
Author of
"BONDS

OF LOVE"
for
Pauline Frederick

Eight Years dramatic critic New
York Globe, contributor American, Metropolitan, Smart Set,
Vanity Fall and other magazines.

(Continued from Page 1)
territories has been started by the individual member, and this, it is said,
wlil lead to an announcement early
in the New Year ot the identities of
the exhibitors who are now affiliating with it. The enlarged membership will it is declared, include practically every representative independent theater in the country. The recent association of Harr>r Crandall.
of Washington, and Cnarles E.
Whitehurst of Baltimore, with Tom
Moore, original franchise owner for
that territory, is pointed to as an
indication of the calibre of the affiliations that are being made in other
sections.
Additional details of the plan of
the Associated First National Pictures reveals that the franchise
method will efTect a material saving
in distributing and sales costs. This,
it is explained, will react to the mutual benefit of the producers and the
exhibitor members.
General impressions formed by the
three officials during their joint trip
are that the small town exhibitors
particularly are experimenting to a
greater degree than ever before with
the problem of longer runs for special features that the bigger of the
productions are gradually changing
the public's attitude toward ordinary
releases that do not measure up to
the entertainment standards of the
genuine specials, and that as a result of these altering conditions,
stars and producers will have their
abilities tested far beyond the present screen attainments in keeping
ahead of the public demand.
Merry Xmas
United Stockholders Meet
Stockholders
of United
supplied
by the New York exchange met at
Wurlitzer
Hall yesterday
and discussed plans for the coming year.
Merry Xmas
Day With International
Harry Day joined the International Film on Monday as manager of
advertising and publicity.
Mr. Day was previously with Famous Players and before that with
one of the leading advertising agencies.
Merry

Xmas

In the Courts

Larry Urbach, assistant advertis-j
A jury before City Court Justice jng manager of Exhibitor's Trgdel
Review
it started three years' j
Schniuck returned a verdict for $1,- ago,
has since
resigned.
270 in a suit by Sidney G. Bernheimer against Henschel Levy, Samuel Bergoffer and Jerome Rosenberg
for $1,000 and interest. The plaintiff alleged that in 1916 he owned
Always having the maxiSO shares of the Beebee Photoplay
mum of advertising value,
Corp., having a par value of $100
each, and that the defendants got
of necessity the
the stock from him by fraudulently
stating that they had sold the shares
RITCHEY POSTER
for $500. He alleges the stock sold
for $1,500, and sued for the difalways sells the greatest
ference.
possible
missions.

Dwight Macdonald has filed an
answer in the Supreme Court in a
suit by Percival L. Waters to recover $7,267 on a note. Macdonald
admits making the note but alleges
that the plaintiff holds certain stock
as collateral, and that between 1914
and 1919 he performed legal services
for Waters worth $9,500, leaving
$2233

due him.

Merry

Xmas

Carrick in Another

of

ad-

RITCHEY
LITHO.
CDKP.
406W.31it St.,N.Y., Phone CheUea 8388

Company

(By IVire to WID'S DAILY)
Albany — Allyn C. Carrick is mentioned as one of the incorporators
of the Popular Educational Film
League, capitalized at $1,000. Others
mentioned are Dale Henshaw and
Sol Klapper of New York.
Allyn C. Carrick is closely connected with Cine Prod. Inc., and the
American Sensitfilm Corp. In addition to that he is general adviser to
the Transatlantic Film
Corp.
The new company will distribute
the scenics and educationals produced by Cine Prod., Inc. The latter organization has four cameramen
in Europe at this time, two in the
Riviera and two in Asia Minor.
Distribution will be via the open
market
but
affiliations
are
being
sought with a number of the prominent state right exchanges in all of
he key cities.
Allyn
C. Carrick will shortly go
abroad
to supervise
work
of the
cameramen now in the field.
Merry

Xmas

Selznick Gets McCutcheon Story
Myron Selznick has purchased

Universal has purchased "False
rights to "A Fool and His Money,"
Colors" by Edwina Levin for Pris- by George Barr McCutcheon. Eucilla Dean. It appeared serially in
gene O'Brien will appear in it.
Robert Ellis will direct.
Ainslee's.

I
To our many friends in the
motion picture and theatrical
business we extend our sincere good wishes for a
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HERBERT
Now directing

BLACHE

"THE HOPE"
I
I "THE DRURY LANE
m
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Sli^^&A11.Y
ratlieNe^vs
No. 104
JOULOGNE, FRANCE— Welcome French
^mpion— Georges
Carpentier,
Europe's
avyweight champion, comes home alter
■;tory In England.
fEW
YORK
CITY— A whirl
of snov;
eeps in a merry whirl of winter sport —
: Idles
find untold delight in the season's
it snowfall.
IAN FRANCISCO, CAL.— Ten dead hits
I ; of twenty shots fired— this is the record
. big guns during heavy artillery prac■e at Fort Scott.
>ARIS, FRANCE— America's peace envoys
11 good-bye to France— removing cases of
licial documents and personal baggage
:m their headquarters at Hotel Crillon.
>ALERMO, SICILY— Southern Italy is
lept by labor unrest. 300,000 workers join
; demonstration
demanding
better hours
i wages.
N THE
LIMELIGHT— Sir John Alcock
ft), first aviator to make non-stop flight
:oss Atlantic, is killed as result of plane
ish in France.
50ST0N,
MASS.— Country's
largest dry:k is opened— the U. S. S. Virginia
is
; first ship to enter the new drydock for
lairs.
JAYTON,
OHIO— General
Pershing
in
vn! Admirers of the Big Chief are glad
I the opportunity to see and cheer him
' he Journeys from coast to coast.
;iRDEN, N. Y.— "So this is New York!"
[Claim a batch of new visitors in Elk
Yellowjaguage
l)ne
Park.upon their arrival from
(ERSEY CITY, N. J.— "Soviet Ark" is off
th Reds!
Government
takes 249 radito Ellis Island for deportation to SovIs
: Russia.

Burton George with Selznick
Burton George directed the first
two of the series of one reelers based
on the editorial comment of Herbert
Kaufman which is being made for
Selznick. Betty Hilburn played in
the first of the series. The second is
"The Faded Butterfly" which will
feature Heline Druzovna, a Polish
actress.
Merry

JOHN
J. LIVINGSTON
\ Motion Picture Representative
!
For
STARS— DIRECTORS
1440 Broadway New York

NEGATIVE WANTED
For
America or World Rights.
Address, Confidential, care
Wid's.
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Another Delaware Corporation
{By Wire to WID'S DAILY)
Dover, Del. — The Seaboard Film
Corp is the latest of the film companies to be chartered. The corporation ischartered at $100,000 and
is evidently backed by Washington
capital. The incorporators are William E. Lewis, Willard L. White and
Harry L Coleman of Washington.
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"CHILDLESS WIVES"
SUPER-SPECIAL WITH
STARTLING THEME
EDWIN
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Here is the Real Opportunity
Motion Picture House
Seating 600
FOR
SALE
Address Mr. Mitchell,
Room 46
1 East 42nd St.
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THE ACME
PORTABLE
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A demonstration Will Convince You.
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Company
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Ralph Ince Specials
Selznick will release a series of
biph Ince Specials i." 'Q20. This is
arrying out the plan announced by
lyron Selznick some time ago.
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Leumas Cartoon Service
Producers
of Animated
Films for every purpose.
17 W. 45th St. Phone Bry. 6806

CUTTING-TITLING
CONTINUITIES
Current Release:

"PEGEEN"
with Bessie Love

Associate Editor

"THE BUNDNESS
OF YOUTH"

William Barbarin Laub

242 West 4Sth Street

New York
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KINOGRAMS
DEPORT RADICALS FROM U. S.-Reds
from the West arrive in New York to catch
"Soviet Ark" bound for an unknown port
overseas.
COALING SHIPS FROM ALL THE
WORLD— Hundreds of vessels wait in New
York harbor to fill bunkers as new crop
of steam coal arrives.
JAPANESE CADETS VISIT GOLDEN
GATE— Imperial ship Yakuma arrives in
San Francisco
with class of students.
PLANES SEEK VICTIMS OF FLOOD—
Air relief parties fly over Montgomery, Ala.
into stricken river regions seeking ways to
aid inundated
sections.
HARVESTING CHRISTMAS HOLLY—
Cutting decorative garlands for the city
markets in the winter woodlands of sunny
Tennessee.
POLITICAL CAT ACCUSED OF GRAFT
—Tabby who drank $6.50 worth of milk
while on vacation thereby adding to $27,000,000 New York City budget is being
duly investigated.
JAPANESE STEAMSHIP CHIEF MARRIES—Saishiro Asano, head of Toyo Kison
Kaisha, newly wed, poses for Kinograms
with his bride in gardens at Tokio.
LITTLE LAD TRAVELS ALONE— Frank
Emery Nealon way from San Francisco to
London by express reaches New York City.
THE FEATS OF LITTLE LANTERNS—
Junior society girls of Philadelphia perform in oriental spectacle to aid visiting
nurses.
AMERICAN LEGION'S NEW QUARTERS, NEW ENGLAND ONLY— Gov.
Coolidge signs bills authorizing new organization to use rooms in Massachusetts state
house.
HURRY HOME— HURRY AWAY— Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Croker arrive from England on Cannania and then rush off to
Florida.
THE WEST CHEERS GEN. PERSHING
—Commander of the A. E. F. in Chicago on
a visit to Central Department headquarters
gets a hearty greeting.

prohibition,
DeMille Film Big in Canada
Mack Sennett's latest production, with
{Special to WWS DAILY)
scheduled for release Dec. 21, deals "Speak-easy."
Toronto — The Famous-Lasky Film
Service has contracted for over $1,000,000 in bookings
on Cecil
DeMille's "Male and Female."
That total exceeds business done
by "The Miracle Man," which was
extremely popular up here.
Merry

Xmas

The Transatlantic Film Co., of America
INCORPORATED
Lewis Roach, President

New York

729 Seventh Avenue

_

Capitol

SAFEST LABORATORY
TI/TLES,

Notice

Lowest Film Insurance Rates
of any Laboratory in America

ILLUSTRATIONS
AND TITLE
PHOTOGRAPHY

I am

Nicholas Kessel Laboratories, Inc.
Fort Lee, N. J.
Ft. Lee, 221
N. Y. Office: 1457 Broadway

LOUIS MEYER
220 W. 42 -ST.

Room
BR.YANT

2004
7392
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^n^
WE

titl

Xmas

Beverly Opens in January
The new Beverly at Beverly Road
and Gravesend Ave., Brooklyn will
open January 16.

DISTRIBUTED BY
REPUBLIC DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION

going to quit advertising. WHY? Simply because
there is no reason for it any
more. I have now the cream
of the trade in Art Titles, and
the best "REP." This may
seem conceited to you, but a
Fact remains a Fact.
The object in stopping advertising is just to find out
whether my success was due
to the ad in "WID'S" or due
to my ability in Pleasing the
Producer.
My Ad will disappear and
therefore you had better make
a note of my address somewhere in your little note book
now before you forget about it.
You will find my Ad today
somewhere in this issue. Did
you get it? Very truly,

is

fat

New Theater Started
Ground has been broken for a new
theater at 14Sth St. and Seventh
Ave. The house will cost $500,000
and is being sponsored by Nathan
Silverman and I. Salvina.
Merry

and

NEVER
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Warns of Dupes

Closes Many Deals

Mundus Film Renews Franchise for
Simplex Machines — Gets Hodkinson
Releases
A number of important deals for
Continental
Europe were closed by
Madame Schuepbach of the Mundus
Film Co., Paris last week.
One of
; these was a renewal
of the contract for Simplex
projection
machines with the amount involved said
to aggregate close to $1,000,000.
Madame Schuepbach, who has had
. the Metro and Nazimova franchises
t for Europe during the last year re, newed
that
contract
while
here.
Metro will supply her with 36 productions and whatever
number
of
: Nazimova
productions
are turned
out. A separate contract was entered upon for the four Jack London productions which are to be released through Metro.
' In addition to these, Mundus gets
J rights to six of the Great Authors
series, handled domestically through
Hodkinson;
three Artco Prod, and
three Louis Joseph
Vance
produc: tions, made by Deitrich, Beck, Inc.
and also released through Hodkinj -son.
1 The Mundus offices are at prei sent located in Paris, Nancy, Lyons,
, Lille, Bordeaux, Rennes and Marsi eilles. Arrangements are pending
' burg,
for theBelgium,
followingBukarest,
branches:
StrassShe wins hands down in the ga
Roumania,
Vienna and Berlin.
in "Two Weeks," a First National
E. M. Porter engineered the machine deal for Precision. He plans
William Elmer Bankrupt
a trip abroad through the offices of
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Mundus Film sometime in the
Los Angeles — William Elmer
Spring.
Johns, professionally known as "Billie" Elmer has tiled a petition in
bankruptcy.
President
of United
Cigar Stores
His liabilities total $3,399 and his
Now on Goldwyn Board
Edward Wise, president of the assets $2,800. Of that amount, howUnited Cigar Stores has been elected
ever, $800 is in house furniture and
a member of the Board of Directors
$2,000
in various insurance policies.
of Goldwyn. This occurred at a
The bulk of the debts were conmeeting held on Tuesday.
His election to the board follows
tracted on accoimt of advertis ng
the affiliation of such financial inter- and stage supplies in connection with
ests with Goldwyn as the Dupont and the management of a theater on
J. F. Godsol
Main St. it is stated.

Wise a Director

''The Best Investment"

Dear Wid:
Again I want to say subscription toWid'sin Daily
is the
best investment
the Motion
Picture Industry.
Here's my THIRD— and I'm
with you to Always,
the "fadeout."
EDGAR SELDON.

-i^

Blumenthal,
Now
Abroad,
Germany
Alleges
Danish Buyers Juggle Films for
Ben Blumenthal,* president of Export and Import^ Film Co., who has
spent considerable of his time recently abroad has issued the following
warni
trade: ng to the American export

me of hearts.
attraction.

Constance Talmadge

Tom Moore Here
Tom
Moore
of Washington
in town Wednesday.

was

"I am hereby givin warning to
the American manufactgurer
s of the
great danger they are in in doing
business with various Danish firms.
In Copenhagen (Denmark) numerous concerns have been formed with
the purpose of buying pictures for
Holland in Denmark, making dupe
negatives of same and trying to
intos Germ
smug
Hegle
thenthem
mention
the any.
name" of an
individual who, he says, is operating
three companies in Copenhagen,
Denmark. Regarding this man he
says:
"They have bought new copies of
various American films,
had them
duped and smuggled them into Germany. I succeeded in having the
police seize these films in Berlin and
am taking standing measures in Denmark. I am trying to have the
said man and his partners arrested.
"I am going to considerable expense and trouble with regard to
these illegal buyers. It is in the
interest of the entire industry to
put a stop to this illegal traffic, and
I may say it was fortunate I was
in Europe at the time as otherwise
the reknown of the American manufacturers would have been spoilt for
all times, had I allowed this procedure to go on.

Seigman in Town
"It is therefore necessary for manGeorge Seigman, who directed the
ufacturers, before disposing of their
three Universal features, "The Spit- merchandise, to be absolutely sure
fire of Seville," "The Trembling of the standing of the concern to
Hour," and "The LTnmarried Wife," whom they sell and not to be simply satisfied they are getting an exis in New York on a two day visit.
orbitant price for their films; it
would be better for the manufacturMiami
Valley
Endorses
National
ers to take a reasonable price and be
Pictures
sure their films remain in the ter-

{Special to tVID'S DAILY)
Dfiyton, O. — The Miami Valley
Exhibitors' League through an inSome Posters
vestigating committee composed of
Rice Has a Party
The man who reads as he
John Seifert, A. F. Kinzeler and ritory."
Harry Rice gave a lunncheon to Peter Zender have reported favorably
runs read a poster in front of
on the National Picture Theaters,
one of the local theatres last
his
Universal
staff
at
Rector's
Wednesday.
week as presenting "Suspense
Inc., Lewis
J. Selznick's
new
ex\ hibitor
organization.
with Mollie King." Well, why
He was presented with a match
not?
By the way, have you
I A special meeting
of the league
box nicely done up and right there
seen "What Men Want with
the committee's
Rice began the usual speech of I was
reportcalled
was and
read,after
unanimous
approvMabel Normand?" Probably to
take her to dinner.
thanks etc. Finally the real gift was
al of the new movement
was rebrought out: a humidor and a lo : of ; corded and the support of the members was pledged.
Lawrence, Mass., "Tribune."
good smokes.
OSSd

Zf.

J
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Quotations
Bid Asked Last
Famous Players .. 86J4 87
Goldwyn
28
29H
Loew, Inc
30
30K
Triangle
H
Vs
Unit. Pict. Prod.
15
\6H
World Film
—
—

Sale
87
29
30
'A
16
H

(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Hollywood, Cal.- — The newly enlarged stage at the Brentwood has
been strained during the past week,
to provide room for the reproducing scenes of the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, required for
the filming of "The Third GeneraFrederick
Reel,
tion."
for
Brentwood.

Jr.,

now

writing

May

Allison wonders why the industry isn't out of its infancy and
into at least the kindergarten stage
by this time.
David Thompson has left for the
north of the state to try to get into
San Quentin penitentiary. The Metro
production manager merely wishes
to make photographs there.
Josephine Sedgewick, champion
woman broncho rider of the world
and former leading lady for Will
Rogers, has been signed by Robert
Brunton to play opposite Jack Dempsey in his serial.
Frederick Stanton has just signed

a contract to appear in "The Firing
Howells
Due
in Two
Weeks
Line," produced by Lasky and directed by Charlie Maigne.
David P. Howells is now in Salt
Lake City, spending the holidays
"The Red Terror" is the title of
with his relatives. Ben Howells is
H.
Van Loan's latest story for
also there.
Tom H.Mix.
They will return to New York in
about two weeks.
Hoffman Touring Canada
M. H. Hoffman is on tour in CanAdditions to Selznick Staff
ada, looking over distribution possibilities for Pioneer in the DoHortense Saunders, special writer
with the Cleveland Press has joined
minion. His first stop is Toronto.
the Selznick publicity staff under
Lee Kugel.
Aarons
with
Jacobs
Randall M. White of the Moving
Bernard
P.
Aarons
is
now a memPicture World takes his desk at
ber of Arthur
H.
Jacobs'
staff.
the Selznick offices on Monday. He
will be associated with the M. P. Aarons was recently with Selznick as
casting director!
Times, the new Selznick organ which
has just made its appearance. The
Love to Appear in Pioneer Film
first issue is in 22 pages and cover,
Montagu Love has signed with
printed on heavy stock in black and
green.
Pioneer to appear in "The Place of
Lee Ferguson, the News also joins Honeymoons," forthcoming Pioneer
production. He will play the male
Selznick Monday next.
lead.
Emily Stevens will be starred.
Currie Claims Screen Rights
Empey at Work
William H. Currie, president of
the Eureka Screen Co., Inc., states
Guy Empey is working on "Oil"
that his company holds eight patents at the Paragon Studio, a portion of
which
has been subleased from
for a screen said to be identical
with the one exhibited by Professor Emile Chautard, who is also enJ. Louis Pech of the University of
gaged on one of his Mayflower proMontpcllier, France, at the Rivoli ductions.
Wilfrid North, who is directing
last week.
The Eureka screen is now in use "Oil," has on his staff Philip Quinn,
assistant director, Herbert Messat the Plaza, Circle and Daly's and more, technical director, and Harry
is said to give an appearance of
depth to the films as well as a relief Lee, studio manager.
The camera work is being done
for eye strain. The invention according to Currie is credited to Wil- by Thomas F. Molloy, for many
bur Davis, who perfected the screen years leading camera man for Vitatwo years ago. J. C. Wainwright of graph.
London controls the franchise for
Schlossman
Becomes
Editor
Great Britain and continental Europe.
Muskegon, Mich. — Paul J. SchlossCurrie stated yesterday that if the
man, who owns the Regent, Majestic
question of ownership of the patent and Rialto Theaters here, has berights is involved his company is
come motion picture editor of the
prepared to fight its case to a finish. Muskegon Chronicle.

Mabel Normand Entertains Children
Mabel Normand appeared at
the Capitol on Christmas morning,
in a "Jinx" costume, at the special
performance given for 5,000 orphans
under the auspices of Mr. and Mrs.
William Randolph Hearst.
$2,000,000 Company Formed
Dover,
Del.— A $2,000,000
comCorp. pany has been formed here known
as the Widescope Camera and Film
The incorporators are John D.
Elms of New York and George W.
Bingham and Walter T. Mclnnis of
Newark, N. J.

None of the people mentioned
above could be reached yesterday
for a statement regarding the plans
of the new company.
Barent Official of F. I. L. M. Club
L. L. Barent is the secretary of
the local F. I. L. M. Club and not
L. L. Behrens as stated.
The error was made originally in
the statement sent out by the publicity committee of the club.
Burton George in Bankruptcy
Burton George has filed a petition
in bankruptcy with liabilities of $4,Matthews
is a creditor
$2,100. D.
512 and assets
of $40. forSamuel'
Hadley's Comedy in Union Hill
Hopp Hadley's movical comedy
opens
at Keith's
Lincoln
Square
Union Hill
tomorrow.
It will
then
play on Broadway.
Buys "The Lost City" for Canada
Charles L. Stephenson of Toronto, one of the oldest men in the

Guts and Flashes
"Water, Water, Everywhere"
adapted
the R.
"Billy
Fortune"
stories of from
William
Lighton,
will
be
Will Rogers' next
Goldwyn.

vehicle for

Geraldine Farrar's next production for Goldwyn will be "The
Woman and the Puppet." It is the
work of Pierre Louys, the author
of "Aphrodite."
"The Valley of To-morrow," the
latest American, soon to be releasea
by Pathe is in the final stages of
production.

In the Courts

Charles Wakefield Cadman, well
known composer, through Attorney
Whitney Smith, has filed complaint
in a suit to recover $6,500 for alleged
breach of contract by Cathrine Curtis, president of the film company
bearing her name. He said he had
been engaged to do the musical
score for an Indian picture she is
now making, and to do this work
had turned down an eastern concert tour and another film opportuntary, denied she had made such contract.
ity. Miss Curtis, through her secreTwo suits were filed in the Su-f
preme Court against Famous Players
Lasky the National Association ofj
the Motion Picture Industry, Inc.,'
and
Irving
Brown. and
TheGustave!
plain-'
tiffs are
HansT.Frohman
H.
Lanske.
Onlycase
a summons
has been,'
filed
in each
which does
nott
show the nature of the suit. Abra-i|
ham H. Goodman is attorney. Theit
papers were served on Fred C. El-j
liott and Elek J. Ludvigh.

film business, has just bought "The
Lost City" from Warner Bros, for
Canada. Stephenson left yesterday
for home.
Gowland to Be Starred
He has acquired a reputation for
Los Angeles, Cal. — Reported here
puttting things over in a big way that
Gibson Gowland, who plays ths\
in Canada. He formed the Exhibitors Distributing Corp. and put Alpine guide in "Blind Husbands,'!
is to be starred by Eric Von Stro^
over "Mickey" for this concern,
breaking all Canadian records. heim in "McTeague."
"Mickey" played 16 weeks at the
Local Universal offices refused it,
Grand Opera House. Toronto, to a
gross of $116,000. Stephenson also verify the report, saying: "We knoy
put over
"Theway.
Still Alarm" in Can- nothing about
ada in a big
it."
He is operating on his own hook
at present. He expects to be back
When one wishes for a
in town after New Year's.
Special Service
special newspaper service department, which will provide publicity matter direct to newspapers
in all parts of the United States and
Canada, has been added to the Deportment of Advertising of First
National under the direction of C.
L. Yearsley.
A

Its purpose is to supply newspapers with pre-release news of
the studio activities of the various
producing units affiliated with the
circuit by releasing contracts. This
work will supplement the efforts of
tlie publicity departments of the
franchise owners, which have the responsibility for directing local advertising and publicity campaigns on
various releases at the time the pictures are being shown in local
theaters.

certain thing hard enough,
he usually gets it. Perhaps that accounts for the
increasing
RITCHEY

use

of

posters,

RITCHKY
I>ITII<).
CORP.
406 W. 31st St.,N.Y.. Phone Chelsea 8388
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star handed over in return for the
screen rights to the story. A prairie
schooner with its occupants, properly clothed, ivas used to help put
a western in the successful class,
and many similar schemes have
proved of value.

( Putting It Over
I Here is /loiv a brother exhibitor put his shoiv over. Send
along your ideas.
Let the other
> felloiv know
hoiv you cleaned
\up.

5an Bernardino — Manager Knapp
Mandan, N. D. — -Bag advertising
p.yed to the biggest business in the is a new word brought to earth
btory of this town when he exploit- since Joe Maitland of the Palace
ej "Back to God's Country" to the used a new scheme to put "The
liiit. Charles Murphy famous an- Hoodlum" over. He had announceijal trainer responsible for animal
ments of the coming of the Mary
ii:ors in the production, staged a Pickford picture printed on brown
t(; prologue for Knapp — the biggest bags which he gave to local mert ng the town ever expejrienced.
chants. All housewives, when they
i;nciled bear tracks were placed bought their wares were apprised of
over the city.
the fact that the film was coming to
town.
Pleveland, O. — Street cars and moIm pictures do not have very much
i common, but M. A. Malaney, pubJity representative of the five local
]|)ew Theaters used one to the ad<ntage of the other. A week beIre "Heart of the Hills," starring
lary Pickford was to be presented
i the Loew houses, he had all cars
(Try signs announcing the coming
•owing of the picture. Window
«rds, billboards and other signs

Bealart
Pictures
have
a special
lubby display for all their productions now ready in their exchanges
throughout
the
country
for
all
their bookings.
Look
them
over
and see how this enterprising concern will assist you
in getting
"them" up
to
the
box
office.
KRAUS
MFG.
Co.
220 \V. 42nd St.
nth Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant

Films

for

of
every

E. P. Briggs, salesman for the
American Film Co., Inc., reports
getting a contract from every town
in which he stopped until he hit
Moorcroft, Wyo. Snowshoeing in,
from a belated train at two in the
morning, he failed to find the theater. "That there feed store over

^^^-'

{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
Olympia, Wash. — Articles of incorporation have been filed for Jensen and Von Herberg, Inc., with a
capital stock of $4,000,000 and Seattle as the principal place of busi- ■
ness for motion picture theater
amusements. The officers are C. S.
Jensen and J. Von Herberg.

Producers and Directt
ors. Let us help casyour next picture. We
furnish High-grade talent. Types and better
FILMCLAS
class
of "extras."CORP.
Potnam Building
Phone: Bryant 2187
BILLY BOWMAN
Casting Manager

SCREEN RIGHTS
FOR SALE
45 Famous
Stage Successes.
Melodramas — Full of Thrills.
SAMUEL CUMMINS
1476 Broadway

Here is the Real Opportunity

Motion Picture House
Seating 600
FOR
SALE
Address Mr. Mitchell,
Room 46
1 East 42nd St.

BESS MEREDYTH
and

WILFRED LUCAS

WHO IS THE
Woman In Grey?

Writing and Directing

Australian Features

Paul Scardon

\^^-:,

purpose.

17 W. 45th St. Phone Bry. 6806
Address
Care Snowy Baker
84 Oxford Street

A R.T
TITLES
HANDLETTERING

Sydney, N. S. W. Australia
Cable Address

■ - -I (One kufidKd Jltlts _V Da(/.) r.'"ALYNLU'^
PHONE 2329 BRYANT

"Snowing Sydney"

Director of
Nearing
Completion

• •

Morey

Partners of the Night" coUw,.
""' "The
Darkest Hour

Harry T.

Rel
To be

BE SURE AND GET A FILMUSIC CUE SHEET WITH "MALE AND
FEMALE" AND "EVERYWOMAN." YOU'LL FIND THEM AN HONEST-TO-GOODNESS
HELP.
FILMUSIC CUE SHEETS ARE SUPPLIED WITH THE BEST PICTURES. ASK YOUR
EXCHANGE
FOR THEM.

riLiisnusic-co.
.LOS

Jensen Four
& Von
Herberg's
Million

there," was the explanation. The
erstwhile exhibitor had forsaken
films for fodder.

Animated

.

for Fodder

Providence, R. L — Henry McMahon is to have a new theater built
here very shortly.

Leumas Cartopn Service
Producers

Films

Moore in "BucRing Tiger"
Owen Moore will probably play
the lead in "Bucking the Tiger,"
when it is made into a picture.

■j;re used to help put the picture
ier, and it packed them in.
jAlliance, O. — The Columbia, here
Is a poor location, being upon a
ll, but upon being redecorated by
j)rrest C. Templin, who also introiced modern exploitation stunts
ilice becoming manager here, it has
t'en playing to good business. For
iDaddy Long Legs," the Mary
jckford film, he used to advantage
csimiles of the $40,000 check that

Forsakes

AHCELES

1729 HighUnd Ave.

.

Released

"Out of the Storm
Address Green Room

h
WitDay
5 J Edith

Jy

Club, N. Y.

With
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And the Small Man?

New

Theaters

Bangkok, Siam— A new house to
Pennsylvania
Exhibitor
Wants
Information About Open Booking
have a seating capacity of 5,000 is
A small town exhibitor in Penn- being erected. The completion of
sylvania who requests withholding that theater, will give this city nine
his name from publication writes:
being in operation here new.
"The following is a problem I
wish you would help me to solve
Waterloo, Iowa — J. E. Hostetter
on the open booking plan.
has opened the Crystal here after
"If it is true, as I read, that all enlarging it from a 700 to a 1,000
companies are going to make fewer,
better and larger pictures the coming seit house. Totnl cost of improvements, $32,000.
year and rent them on the open
felbooking plan what are we small
Detroit, Mich. — Clyde Quimby is
lows going to do for our mid-week
pictures. Now the way I under- about to award contracts for the
stand it is that these productions erection of a new $200,000 motion
are going to cost more.
picture house.
"We can't put on a big production at the. beginning of the week
Los Angeles — The erection of an
and run it all week, when you
independent motion picture studio
haven't the population to draw from. is being planned here by the Paul
So what is the small fellow going
to do?
studios, who say they are prepared
to spend $1,500,000 on the venture.
A twenty acre site will be covered
"Griff" to Startle the Natives
by the buildings.
{Special to fFID'S DAILY)
Hartford, Conn. — Walter Griffith,
Lorain, Ohio — Construction work
Select's exploitation man in this ter- on a new theater to seat 2,273 will
ritory plans to startle the natives be started here on March 1, and will
when Elsie Janis' picture "A Reg- be completed in the early part of
ular Girl" plays at the Strand Thea- .A.ugust. Dr. A. T. Grills, Wesley
ter, the week of January 4.
Grills and Carl Lertzman are interested.
"Griff" has arranged for a mass
meeting to be held before the opening performance at which he has
Weehauken, N. J.— St. Lawrence's
arranged to have General Edwards Roman Catholic Church will have
a
motion picture theater opened
speak.
under
its auspices here in the near
The local post of tffe American
Legion needs some new members future, in the Parish Hall. Performances will be given three evenand has promised to aid Griffith in
ings each week.
putting over the picture. For local
consumption, Griffith will produce a
telegram sent to Elsie from the Governor inviting her to attend the
opening of her picture.

Era of Prosperity
The world faces an era of
unprecedented prosperity in
the opinion of Charles M.
Schwab.
This was the keynote of a
speech recently delivered before the Pennsylvania Society
by the steel magnate.

a iWerrp

729 SEVENTH

AVE.

JANS PICTIRES, Inc

production a photodrama
which
will be entitled

THE ACME
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR
The
FOR—Studio, The Cutting
Room, The Editor, Home,
School or Church.
A demonstration Will Convince You.

"If it is a Van

George .\rchajnbaud • will - direct
Elaine Hammerstein in her next
Selznick production.

Representing

Universal

Man

Returns

Loan story it

must be good"
EDNA

SCHLEY
the

foremost

Autho/s of America and
England

Representative of Universal's educational department left for California yesterday to meet R. B. Johnson
returning cameraman from the Far
East. The pictures Johnson brings
back will be rushed to Universal
City and titled for early release.

Markham

Building

HoUywood,

OOif.

Telephone 577941

GEORGE

ELWOOD

Continuity and
"A

JENKS

Specials

Woman
of Pleasure"
Blanche Sweet Special

"The Pagan God"
starring H. B. Warner
"Dangerous Waters"
Original for Wm. Desmond
JESSE

TI/TLES,

ILLUSTRATIONS

aneTITLE

D. HAMPTON
Productions

H. TIPTON

STECK

Howells

Cine
Co
mpanyEquipment

Phone, Bryant

New York

1166

ANITA
STEWART
\
Loius Mayer Productions;
Address
1741 N. Cherokee
Hollywood,

California

PHOTOGRAPHY
JACK

LOUIS MEYER
220 W. 42 -ST.

729 7th Ave.

"LoveWithoutQuestion"

"When a Man Loves"
121 West Eulalia Street

Now Writing for

H. F. JANS, Pres.,
announces that they have
now in the course of

Mix in

"The Speed Maniac"
Earle Williams in

Archainbaud to Direct Hammerstein

and

Film Renovating Co. of Amer.

Tom

Glendale, California
Selznick
to Screen has
-'Thepurchased
Alibi"
Myron Selznick
"The Alibi," Leigh Gordon Giltner's
story published
in Smith's
Magazine. Eugene Walter
is working
on
the screen version.

Capitol

Best Wishes for-

H. H. VAN LOAN
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"Largest
Producers
— Distributors Are Between
the Devil
and

the Deep Blue Sea"
'Hodkinson
In a statement
justHodkinson
issued W. orW.
of the
ganization says, in part:
"You are confused and worried
about the recent trend of events in
our industry and rightly so. You
are in very grave danger of losing
your theater or having your business wrecked.
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Mae Gaston Here
Mae Gaston, who will be remembered for her work in Universal
. ■* ^ IS-"Iserials is in town. Negotiations are
; .■<»■
now under way for an affiliation with
one of the large producing com- Cupid at the bath— Constance
National Attraction.
panies.

'

llU.^
.

"Let me first explain to you the
cause of this and then point out a
course which you may steer to enable you to keep off the rocks.
"In November, 1917 (over two
years ago) in a booklet headed
What Shall We Do With the Motion Picture Business,' I said:
" 'The big producing interests are
facing a condition where the ownership of theaters is necessary for
their continuance, as an assurance
jof a market for their goods.
I " 'The big theaters and even the
ismaller ones, feeling their strength
and the need of freedom from pro(Continued on Page 2)
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Inter- Ocean to Entertain
H|^»
Inter-Ocean Film will hold its an4*" ■'
nual get-together a Bal Masque at
At the recent meeting of United
the Hotel Astor tonight. Seven
directors, it was voted to increase
thirty is the time.
the price of stock from $250 a share
to $350 a share.
More on the Foreign Situation
At the same time as indicated
Harry E. Aitken who returned
from abroad a short time ago is an- some time ago the directors pledged
other observer who declares the pre- themselves to sell $600,000 in shares
sent rate of exchange is having its of preferred stock of the United Picture Prod. Corp. The common
effect in placing American producstock of the corporation is now betions at a disadvantage in Europe.
ing sold on the curb market here in
New York. It is planned to offer
1
35 Lynch-Hulsey Theaters
the preferred to the public as well as
Ii Dallas,
(Special
DAILY)Stuart exhibitors.
Tex.to —WW'S
Herschel
From these various stock issues
states that the Lynch-Hulsey comenough
money is expected to be
bination now has 35 theaters in operraised to finance the production of
ation in Texas and Arkansas.
The new theater to be built here the 25 pictures the production company plans during 1920.
by the combination has been gotten
under way with the demolishing of
the Fakes Co. warehouse. It will
"Forbidden" at Broadway
be located at Pacific Ave. near Ervay
St.
Mildred Harris Chaplin in "For-i
bidden" a Universal-Jewel produc-'
j
Lloyd to Direct Frederick
tion will be the feature at Moss. '
I Frank Lloyd will direct Pauline Broadway commencing to-morrow.
The
Parisian
Fashion
Frolic is
jFrederick in her next production
continued.
jfor Goldwyn.

United Stock at $350

in

"Two

Weeks,"

a

First

Exchange Building
For New York Under Way — Plans
Being Developed by Natl.
Association
The dream of every film exchange
man in New York — to bring all the
exchanges of the city under a single
roof, may soon be realized if plans
now under consideration by the Film
Exchange Building Committee of the
National Association materialize. It
is reported that several of the largest
of the distributing companies have
approved the general idea of the
erection of one big, modern built
structure to house the exchanges and
accessory companies.
An impetus to the plan is given by
the success of the National Association's Committee in formulating
and carrying out negotiations for the
erection of exchange buildings in
several large exchange centers
throughout the country. In Kansas
City a $500,000 building has just been
completed and plans are practically
consummated for the erection of
similar specially constructed, fire
proof buildings in Cleveland and Chicago, the total investment represented being in the neighborhod of
The idea of the New York build$3,000,000.
ing is still in its first stages, but it
is said that its location will probably
be somewhere outside of the theatrical district and off Broadway.

Saenger Books Realarts
The Saenger chain of theaters has
booked "Soldiers of Fortune" "Erstwhile Susan" and "The Fear Market."
There wasn't so much doing yesThe
pictures will play in 31 theaters.
terday in the film business.
Everybody was surfeited with
Afiks for Trial Date
Christmas and all the things that
George
Edwin Joseph attorney for
go with
The updaythewasway
"muggy"
and
that it.
sums
about Cora C. Wilkening has filed a notice
everybody felt about business.
in the Federal Court asking for the
Even the town watering place — the trial date of the Pickford litigation
be set for January 6.
Astor — wasn't so very crowded.

Everything Quiet

New Feature Daily for Kiddies
The Children's Theater which
Hugo Riesenfeld is conducting in
the 63rd St Music Hall will have
seven different features for the week
beginning Dec. 28.
They are: — Dec. 28 — Mary Pickford, "Rags"; Dec. 29— John Barrymore, "The Man from Mexico";
Dec. 30— Theodore Roberts, "Puddin' Head Wilson"; Dec. 31— Marguerite Clark, "Seven Swans"; Jan.
1— Louise HufT' and Jack Pickford
"The Dummy"; Jan. 2 — Jack Pickford, "Tom Sawyer"; Jan. 3 — Mary
Pickford, "Rebecca of Sunnybrook

Britons Hiss Flag in Films
Cable advices reaching New York
yesterday advised of the hissing of
the American flag by audiences in.
picture theaters in London.
London managers claim that producers are exporting films which are
no longer playing in America and
that Europe is being made the dumptions. ing ground for antedated producDiplomatic officials are taking thematter up with the State Department in Washington. Ambassador
Davis in London is writing to William G. McAdoo asking him to prevent the exporting of films which
are out of date here.
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Hodkinson Warns
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want to give up your business to
support a watered stock proposition
with no security.

y B.lins
Washington —Buys
Sidne
Lust ■■"
has
Chap
Lust
d
,"
hase
pion
purc
"The
Cham
"The
"Of course, if yon can get cash and
ducer domination, are drifting cont," Victo
"Wor
and
r
rk,"
"By ey
the Elop
Sea"emen
from
Kreme
sciously or unconsciously into com- your own price, sell out, and then Jitn
use part of the money you receive for the District, Delaware, Maryland,
petition
with
the
producers
for
maViLIN*. 84 Satardiy December 27. 1919 Price 5 CeiU
terial and believe that, with the as- to build a better theater and whip Virginia and North
Carolina.
sured market they can offer, they the trust-owned shows with better
Harry Crandall who has secured
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
independent
pictures
than
they
can
Inc.
Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
"A Burlesque on Carmen," a Chapcan dominate production.'
Hew
York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS
and
"I am not going to waste any time supply their own houses with. If
lin subject will build a special proFILM FOLKS, INC.
you sell with a proviso that you
gram around the picture with a
*. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- by saying, T told you so,' but I must stay out of business, that is lin.
wanted to call your attention to this
■rer;
Joseph
Dannenberg,
Vice-President
stage
comedian
impersonating Chapanother thing, but then someone
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary
and fact so that you may form your
Business
Manager.
else
will
build
and
accomplish
the
own opinion as to whether you can
Kntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
same results.
Victor Kremer has added Phil
•t the post office at New York, N. Y., under depend on my judgment being corAc act of March 3, 1879.
rect at the present time.
"Don't be in any greater hurry to Goldstone and Bert Lubin, brother
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
"Every exhibitor with a theater of jump into an overcapitalized exhib- of Herbert to his sales force.
at Greater
New
York, $iaOO one year; 6
itor-scheme than you would into a
months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign, any importance is being solicited to
Producer - Distributor - Exhibitor
115.00.
give
up
possession
of
his
investment
Lightstone Managing the Harlem 1
Subscribers should remit with order
or divert his profits to others, by scheme. There is no doubt that naB. H. Lightstone is now manager;
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
tionally operated circuits are the of the Harlem Theater at 125th St.
promoters, speculators and advenDAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York. N. Y.
turers operating under one guise or thing and will supersede the indiHe was formerly in
another. Never has the exhibitor
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
viduals in time, but to last they and 3rd Ave.
Hollywood,
California
Brooklyn.of the Kings
charge
Highway
in
must
be
built
on
an
economically
Sditorial and Business Offices:
6411 Holly- faced "SO many plans, schemes and
•rood Blvd. Phone,
Hollywood
1603.
booking propositions which are sound basis and with more ability
formed to perpetuate the sale of and sense of justice toward the component elements and the public than
Ready Jan. 15
somebody's product, be it good, bad
those so far launched have contemor
indifferent,
or
to
divert
the
theWashington,
D. C. — Michael LesBid Asked Last Sale
ater profits to paying dividends on
sey, head of the Screenart Pictures
Famous
Players
.. 86jX SJVs 88
"The Hodkinson organization has which will handle Pioneer producsome overcapitalized plan for makplated.
Goldwyn
28
29J4 29
tions here, in Delaware, Maryland,
ing the promoter rich.
been saying nothing and sawing
Loew,
Inc
29^ 3V/4 29^^
"In a recent booklet, issued some wood for some time past. Its orig- and Virginia will have his office in,
Triangle
H
H
ii eight months ago, I said:
inal claims that it as a selective ma- working order by Jan. 15.
United
Pict. Prod. 15^/^ 16% ISj^
chine could secure the best pictures
" 'The next year will see new conWorld
Film
li
Vg
H
solidations, realignments, and affilia- for the exhibitor without making Serial
Based
on
Monkey
Gland} (
tions
Such
re-organizations him pay for inferior ones is now a
Theory
I
will no doubt mean that these af- nationally known fact by exhibitors.
Selznick January Releases
filiated concerns will, by the issuing
Hallmark's new serial, "Thej]
Four Selznick Pictures are sche"My advice to exhibitors is to stop
Screaming
starring
BeniJ 1
duled for release in January. These of stock and securities, place their supporting organizations that are Wilson
and Shadow,"
Neva Gcrber
is based;
values on their 'assets' on the trying to make good on immense
are Elaine Hammerstein in "Greater own
basis of what they think they ought capitalizations at their expense. Buy on the monkey-gland theory of ther
Than Fame," Norma Talmadge in
to get out of it. and you, the exhib- the best pictures you can on an in- prolongation of life and eternallj
"She Loves and Lies," Elsie Janis
itor, will be called upon to shoulder
1'
dividual basis on which you can youth.
in "The Imp," and Olive Thomas in the burden of their enormous capi"Footlights and Shadovirs."
talizations Through control- make a profit."
Fitzmaurice's Second
ling the life blood of your business,
Young
Going
South
for Fashions
Osborne
Signs
Cliff Smith
Fitzmaurice, who has jusi!
George
such
an
organization
aided
by
ecoHoward Irving Young, editor of
Leon T. Osborne signed with finished
"On
With
the Dance,"
is
nomic conditions and modern merthe Paramount magazine, has left for
second George
his
make
to
preparing
chandising
methods
will
then
gradCliff
Smith,
Tom
Mix'
and
Bill
Hart's
the South in order that he may
ually force you into a scheme of former director to direct Edythe Fitzmaurice Production for Famous
visit Palm Beach and other fashionSterling for the coming year.
title will be
The
Players-Lasky.
able Florida resorts to screen new national operation of theaters inThe films will be released through "The Man Who
Killed."
The plajj
stead
of
individual
operation
and
models in gowns.
Republic
Film.
Alvin
Neitz
will
dramat;!
who
Frondaie,
is by Pierre
you will have to pay for the pro- write the stories.
ized
"Aphrodite,"
the
screen
righi
duct
they
supply
you
with
the
virSales Reported
-f which were recently purchased b
tual ownership of your theater.
Robert W. Priest, president or the
Ouida Berg,
" 'In no other way will you be able
Exposure
Device
Bought
by Famous Players-Lasky.
Film Market, Inc., reports the/ fol- to satisfy the fictitious values placed New
continuity and tb
the
doing
is
ere
Metro
lowing sales on William N. Selig
photi
by these Producer-Distributors on
be
will
Productions:
probably
A new double exposure device that picture
their businesses and in no other way
where a Turkis:
"The Spoilers" for Northern New can their businesses exist after the makes it possible to float one scene graphed in Florida,
been found.
Jersey to Fred W. Falkr\.er, First long debauches of bidding against off, and bring another scene on, setting has
National Exhibitors Exchange of each other for stars, directors, without any sharp or visible parting
New Jersey.
line becoming evident, has been purchased by Metro. Gaetano (Tony)
"The Spoilers" for Iowa and Ne- books,
"Todayetc'the largest Producer-Dis- Gaudio is the inventor.
braska, to C. W. Jeffries, Des
tributor organizations realize that
Moines.
There is as much differthey are between the devil and the
Films Not Baggage
"The Spoilers" for Delaware,
ence between an ordinary
Maryland. District of Columbia and deep sea. They built immense volumes of business and large overIn a letter received from the LonVirginia to Harry F. Grelle of Pittsdon offices of the Interocean Forheads, depending on their good picburgh.
poster and a RITCHEY
tures pulling along their bad ones
warding, export and import agents
"Beware of Strangers" for Wash- and now that the stars, directors by M. Moran, managing director of
ington and Oregon to Greater Fea- and other talent are refusing to be
the company, it is pointed out that
poster, as there is between
tures, Inc.. Seattle, Washington.
made a party to this scheme and are films cannot be carried into England
as baggage.
a doll's house and the
"The City of Purple Dreams," going into other ventures, the big
concerns
with
their
heavy
overheads
*Who Shall Take My Life" and "BeWoolworth building.
-ware of Strangers" for Eastern and overcapitalizations must fail to Loew
Negotiating for Des
Moines
Pennsylvania and Southern New find a profitable first run market
House
Jersey to J. Frank Hatch, Philadel- unless
they control
theaters.
Des Moines, Iowa — The Alhambra,
phia.
"There is nothing wrong with their now
in the course of construction
"Why the Bolsheviki" for Louis- controlling theaters if they will build
LITHO.
CORP.
iana and Mississippi to Pearce Films, them with their own money, or pro- is the cause of dickering between the
CbeUea 8388
Phone
,
St.,N.Y.
31tl
W.
406
^ew Orleans.
vided they give you cash for their Loew interests and the present
owners.
The
house
which
will
cost
theater. But as their organizations
Frank Brownlee plays the heavy are already tremendously overcapi- $500,000 and which will seat 2,000
talized you should be very careful it is believed, will become an addiin the latest "Flying A Special,"
where he revels in the name of about accepting any of their stock
tion to the Loew chain within thirty
days.
or deferred
payments,
unless
you
"Fang."
(Continued from

Page
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Incorporations

PatlieNews

No. 105
BOMX,
ITALY. — Italian
parliament
onvenes — the King and court dignitar!s at Piazza Montecitorio
for the offlial opening of the Chamber
of Depu-

Saturday,

to day

27,

Albany — Popular Educational Film
{Special to IVID'S DAILY)
League, capital $1,000. IncorporaHollywood — J. H. Morgan and
tors: A. C. Carrick, Sol Klapper and Carrol C. Owen, location manDale Henshaw, 729 Seventh Ave.,
ager of the King W. Vidor Prod,
New York City.
have left for Sacremento to obtain

following: Dec. 28: "Everywoman"
George H. Melford's special; "Wanted a Husband" with Billie Burke and
"Red Hot Dollars" with Charles Ray.
Start Work on Jans Production
The first of the Jans Prod, with
Olive Tell was started yesterday at
the Peerless studio with B. A. Rolfe
directing. The story is based on
"The Abandoned Room" a novel by
C. Armstrong Camp but will be released under the title "Love Without Question."

Flanagan and Edwards, the "SiamAlbany — Haring Amusement Corp.,
Twins of the Screen," have
Brooklyn. Capital, $250,000. Incor- just ese
completed their current twoporators: H. P. Smith, C. L. Raskin
reeler,
Magic." Harry
and I. E. Meller, 51 Chambers St.
Edwards "Moonlight
directed.
Active work has commenced at the
Albany — Mir-America, Corp., New
York City. Capital, $2,050,000. In- King W. Vidor studio on Vidor's
corporators: G. A. Enright, S. H. first picture for First National. The
Hadley and J. L. Burke.
tentative title is "The Battle of
Youth." The local is the far South
Albany— Ritz M. P. Co., New York and the story sticks to the small
City. Capital, $10,000. Incorpora- town atmosphere which has characterized Vidor's pictures in the past.
tors: C. C. Ritz, D. A. Sterling and
J. Baker, 140 West 42nd St.
GAUSMAN

Opened to 5,452 at the Lincoln
BOOK

Hopp Hadley
Comedy
(Reg.^sU. ^^Movical''
S. Pat. Off.)

DIRECT
RENTAL

reL

"The
New 1919
Wizard
Oz"
(Copyrighted
By M. J. of
Lyons)

OR
PERCENTAGE

Combination

reels

AND

PEOPLE

people

Lyrics by Sol Levy and Hopp Hadley
Original Music by Sol Levy

Show and Feature for High

Playing the Strand
White Plains, Dec. 29-30-31

WIRE
WILLIAM
ALEXANDER
130 W. 46th St.

The Movie Girls Revue

Class

1919

Three Films from Famous
Famous Players will release the

Brevities

river locations for Vidor's first picAlbany — Jackson Film Studio
ture for the First National, "The
Corp., New York City. Capital, $10,Battle
of Youth."
'■/Inter
WASHINGTON,
Capitol
donssnap
its 000. Incorporators: J. G. Barron, C.
robe, as D.
an C—early
cold
Warner
and
B.
Robins,
999
Freeman
Helen Holmes is to start toiling
rings Jack Frost to the fore with his
St., Bronx.
shortly under the supervision of Sam
rtistic snow-pictures.
PANAIVIA, C. A.— War heads in Canal
Warner. The Burston plant is capt)ne — Secretary Baker and General March
able of housing six producing units.
Dover. Del. — Seaboard Film Corp.
■rrive at Gatun Locks to inspect the
Capital, $100,000. Incorporators: Wil'anama Canal.
; AJO, ARIZONA — Vast amount of copliam E. Lewis, Harry I. Coleman
Stephen Norton has been engaged
er needed for reconstruction abroad — and Willard L. White, Washington,
ItclusiTC scenes showing complete proby
C. P. Butler, general superintendless in the production of copper, from D. C.
ent, to photograph the Metro-Screen
[line to market.
I IN THE LIMELIGHT — Admiral Sims,
production
of "Shore Acres."
Albany — Murray Hill Photo Play
Ijrmer chief of U. S. forces in foreign
I'aters, who refuses to accept D. 8. C. Corp., New York City. Capital, $10,Jean Temple, formerly scenario
[edal from Navy Department.
000. Incorporators: W. and M. M. reader at National Film has been adWASHINGTON, D. C— Unique features
and H. Weitfisch, 350 Broadway.
vanced to the job of casting director.
1iscards
this year's
celebration
Santa Yoost,
sled Yuletide
and reindeer
and —arrives

in airplane to gladden hearts of kiddies
t capital.
KITTEBY, ME. — New submarine is
dded to America's naval forces — the S-6
;»kes her first dip at the Portsmouth
i.'avy Yard.
(LA CLEDE, MO. — Home folk greet John
j'ershing/
joyous
day
or La CledeIt'sas aitsproud
great and
citizen
returns
» his native town.

December

New

York

Picture Theatres

THEATRICAL PICTURES
CORPORATION

Saturday,

December

27,
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Putting It Over

INDIA STAGES BIGGEST PEACE
Here is honu a brother exhibCELEBRATION. — Elephants, great and
itor put his show over. Send
small, camels, sacred bulls and thousands
of people take part in most remarkable
along your ideas. Let the other
paeeant at Calcutta.
felloiu
knoiu ko'w you cleaned
up.
POWER BEHIND NIPPON'S THRONE.
— Exclusive pictures made in Tokyo of
Count Okuma, former prime minister and
one of the "silent five."
New Haven, Conn. — Manager
HOME TO MOTHER FOR EATS.—
Girls of Smith College, Northampton, Spragg of the Olympia here packed
Mass., start drive for fund as they flut- them in with "Twenty Three and
ter home for the holidays.
SPOTTING BIG GUNS FROM SKT.— a Half Hours' Leave," by holding
Might.v batteries that protect Galveston a novel sort of a contest. He anpractice with the aid of airplane scouts.
nounced that prizes would be awardSK.4TERS PEAY BAI.E FOB CITT
ed to those who in 200 or less words,
CUP. — Six baseball teams contest In
snappy series of games for municipal would write in the most clever mantrophy at Cleveland.
ner, their opinions as to the new
LAUNCH BIG UNDERSEA CRAFT.—
becoming the most popuThe S-16, newest and largest sub of our co-stars,
lar discoveries of the year.
fighting fleet, takes the ways at Bridgeport, Conn.
GATHERING THE MISTLETOE.— Blue
Indianapolis, Ind. — Old Jupiter
Ridge mountains yield their annual crop
for the Yuletide festivities of the cities Pluvius knocked the bottom of the
of America.
DECLINES NAVY DECORATION — skies off just as "Back to God's
Admiral Sims refuses to receive Dis- Country," was scheduled to open at
tinguished Service Medal and thereby the Circle, but in spite of inclement
starts an inquiry by Congress into navy weather throughout the run of the
award s.
film, Barrett McCormick found the
BELGIAN POET IN AMERICA.^
Maurice Maeterlinck with his wife ar- production a source of profit. There
rives in New York to see performance of
happened to be a convention of 12,his opera, "Blue Bird."
000 pedagogues of this state at the

DISTRIBUTED BY
REPUBLIC DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION

"Cinema Murder" January Release
"The Cinema Murder" a Cosmopolitan Prod, with Marion Davies
will be released through Famous
Players, Jan. 14.
Four Page Selznick Insert in "Post"
The Saturday Evening Post, current issue is carrying a four page
colored insert advertising the Herbert Kaufman one reel special as
well as the general Selznick output.
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"The Hope"
Gotten Under WSy
What They Did on Xmas
Ruth Stonehouse, Marguerite de
Holywod — Mary Pickford organized an efficient company to dispense la Motte and Jack Mulhall have been
little Christmas gifts to children in selected to appear in "The Hope"
every large city in the United States. a Drury Lane melodrama for Metro.
Harold Wentrom will photograph
production and Herbert Blache
William Farnum took a company the
will direct.
of "newsies" on his yacht to a "desert isle" off the Coast for three
Lloyd Lonergan is writing titles
for
"The Empty Triumph" first of
days, playing "Robinson Crusoe."
the Transatlantic features.
;
Nazimova sent over 200 homes to
which Christmas trees are unknown,
ornamented trees and presents with
which to load them.
JANS PICTURES, Inc
Charles Ray had a novel Christmas tree plan. His own Boy Scout
Company of 75 boys, with their
little brothers and sisters, went to
the star's camp in the Sierras, where
the "Christmas trees" grow thickly.
The pines and furs of the forest
were decorated and loaded with presents.

time, and McCormick invited them
all to attend. He managed to link
the run of the film with all sorts of
local events, one of his old stunts,
and as usual, it turned the trick.

Irene Rich of Goldwyn studios
arranged three Christmas outing parties for children, gifts for soldiers
and sailors now in the service, and
the distribution of an auto load of
morning.
presents in Los Angeles Christmas

Washington, Ind. — Earnest Stellings, manager of the Grand, carried a big ad in all local papers
when he ran the Constance Talmadeused
picture,
"A Virtuous
Vamp,"
and
the review
which appeared

Arthur Morrison, Benjamin B.
Hampton star, formerly a Shapespearian actor, had twelve separate
"Santa Claus" roles to play Christmas.

in WID'S of Nov. 30, to convince
the crowd as to its merits.

Elict Howe, Frank Keenan's director, rented four popular motion picture theaters, which showed special
Billings, Montana — Before the fuel
features free to children all Christshortage halted the run of "Please
Get Married," at the Strand, Man- Shakespearian
mas day. He played
"Falstaff"
at a
benefit
and Santa
ager Rankin had packed them in for
two
days
and
had
expected
to
break
Mary Miles Minter in Accident
Claus evening.
at a children's gathering the
same
Mary Miles Minter narrowly or come near records for the house.
exploitation consisted of getting
avoided serious injury when her His
the local merchants to run the words
Bessie Love, Vitagraph star, looked
chauffeur lost control of the automobile on the road from San Fran- "Please Get Married" on top of the needs of her four battleship loads
their ads. B. F. Rosenberg, man- of sailor boys of the Pacific Fleet.
cisco to Los Angeles.
ager of Metro's Salt Lake City exWilliam Tayor, her director saved
change came to Billings to help in
the situation.
the exploitation and had a share in
FOR RENT
making it a success.
New Story for Mayo
Desirable Space in First Class
Film /Building. 1,200 Square
Omaha, Neb. — The Harry Carey
Universal has purchased "Luck"
a Northwestern story by John FredFeet
and Projection Room.
"Rider of the Law," was
erick which appeared in Argosy. It picture,
showing at the Moon, and a huge
will be used for Frank Mayo who kite was flown over the city, bearAddress Box T, Wid's Daily
last appeared in "Lasca."
ing an immense banner advertising
the picture when a seaplane visited
Omaha recently. The aviator flew
Universal
Sign Ready
up and down and around the kite
Universal's new electric sign on
the wall of the Mecca Bldg. is ready. and its advertisement — and every
It represents an operator cranking one of the thousands watching the
a projection machine with the rays aviator naturally saw the advertisement. And many of them visited the
of light emanating from the lens to
a screen on which the star, produc- Moon. "Who should advertise in
tion or director is advertised. The
the sky, if not the Moon?" asks
name of the production can be Manager R. A. Ballantyne of that
changed at the convenience of the theater.
company. Von Stroheim is now beNEGATIVE WANTED
ing used.
Overbaugh 111
For
Roy Overbaugh, comeraman for
America or World Rights.
MoUie King is appearing at the "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" in which
Arnold Toynbee House on the East John Barrymore is at work for FaAddress, Confidential, care
mous is ill with pneumonia. Hal
Side where a series of entertainments is being given during the Young is shooting the production in
his absence.
holiday week.
Wid's.

WHO IS THE
Woman In Grey?

H. F. JANS, Pres.,
announces that they have
now in the course of
production a photodrama
which
will be entitled

"Love Without Question"
CLARA

KIMBALL

YOUNG

Once

more demonstrates her magnificent art in
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
We have made for this production a
very artistic lobby display together
with reproductions in fac-simile oil
paintings from her latest poses in
various sizes.
KRAUS MFG. CO.
220 West 42d Street
17th Floor
TeL 3607 Bryant

Book th©

'GIRL WHO MADE
THEWINKFAMOUSI
JOHN
J. LIVINGSTON
For
I
Motion Picture Representative J
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Phillips Oppenheim

"T"HE master of myslery romance, wroie a story that found
an eager response in a couple of milhon readers.

^ OSMOPOLITAN Productions have turned ii into a mystery
^^ romance de-luxe, with an appeal to a few more millicns.

Your share in the financial result makes it worth your while to book it— now!
Directed b\) Qeorge Baker

\mrxar-

Price 25 Cents
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Wonderful production. Star excellent. Tremendous capacities. VIC MORRIS, Manager
Orpheum and Globe Theatres, Boston.
Best in years. Capacity business against Pickford and Fairbanks. D. W. MAURICE, Family Theatre, Chicago.
Going over big to very enthusiastic audiences.
A. G. TALBOT, Managing Director America
Theatres, Denver.
Despite unfavorable weather proved excellent
drawing card. Congratulations. FRED
DAHNKEN, Tivoli Theatre, San Francisco.
Business far exceeded expectations. Crowds
unable to secure admission. Particularly
elated. FRED MILLER, Miller's New Theatre, Los Angeles.
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planning a deal involving $50,000,000 to build theaters.
Fire destroys Solax studios in Fort Lee.
National Picture Theaters lines up southern exhibitors.
Tuesday

Ohio
exhibitors
form organization
inroads of producers.

to

fight

alleged

Famous Players to center 1920 productions on director
specials.

Wednesday

Features Reviewed
Alice Lake in

SHOULD

A WOMAN

Metro

Page
THE

MIRACLE

OF

Cosmopolitan — Paramount-Artcraft
Tom

Moore in
Goldwyn

Marie

3

LOVE

....

Page

TOBY'S

Doro in

5

BOW
Page
9
12 :10

Republic Pictures
BECKONING

Gladys Brockwell in. . . .FLAMES
Fox

Page 13
OF THE

CORSICAN

FLESH
Page 17

BROTHERS

Gasnier Prod. — United Picture Theatres, Page 21
Eugene O'Brien in
Selznick— Select
Anita Stewart in

THE

BROKEN
IN OLD

Walter Irwin announces
Famous.

formal resignation from

First National announces Jan. 19 as date for active
existence of new theater
and producing plan.
Friday

MELODY
Page 23

Mundus Film of Paris renews contracts with American producers; acquires European distribution for
some Hodkinson releases.
Ben Blumenthal warns American producers of alleged
duping of films for Germany.

Edward A. Wise, president United Cigar Stores,
elected director of Goldwyn.
Saturday

KENTUCKY

First National
Elinor Fair and Albert Ray in . .TIN PAN
Fox
Short Stuff

"Miracle Man" being revived in West on stage owing
to success of Tucker production.

ROADS

B. B. Prod.— Robertson-Cole

in. .THE

Polyscope Co.

Page 11

Bessie Barriscale in

Dustin Farnum

English capital backing renewed production of Selig

TELL?

Page 25
ALLEY
Page 27
Page 27

issues statement re-afifirming former stand and making new suggestions to exhibi-

W. W. Hodkinson
tors.

United Picture Theatres, Inc. stock to be sold at $350
a share.

'Pardoning the bad is injuring the good" — Benjamin Franklin,
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Artistic Production Handling Delicate Situations in Commendable Manner
Alice Lake in
"SHOULD

A WOMAN
Metro

TELL"

DIRECTOR
John Ince
SUPERVISED BY
Maxwell Karger
AUTHOR
Finis Fox
SCENARIO
BY
Finis Fox
CAMERAMAN
Sol Polito
AS A WHOLE
Highly artistic production that
starts off with a bang ; slumps a trifle but
picks up toward the end again.
STORY
Old-time situation as implied by the
title handled intelligently.
DIRECTION
An appreciation of the better
things in picture production,
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very beautiful
LIGHTINGS
Some splendid effects
CAMERA WORK
Exceedingly creditable
STAR
Winsome and has a personality that will
win her many friends.
SUPPORT
Jack Mulhall fitted the role of hero
admirably; entire cast well selected.
EXTERIORS
Ideal locations for the action
INTERIORS
In keeping with the requirements
of the story.
DETAIL
The director is to be thanked for saving footage by denoting happenings through
the use of a letter.
CHARACTER

OF

STORY

Rather delicate

times but carefully presented,
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 6,000 fee
From the title of Metro's latest production, the first
impulse will probably be to condemn, for the time has
come when sensational sex melodramas are not considered good entertainment and only go for hurting
the industry, especially by way of the censors throughout the country.

"Should a Woman Tell" is admittedly a sex melodrama but there is a certain delicacy of presentation
and an eminently perceptible desire not to offend on

the part of the director, that is inclined to compensate
for any repugnance of the actual theme.
The production is beautiful to look at. There is a
wealth of beautiful exteriors and effects. The introductory scenes are very real, depicting a New England
fishing village photographed at night during a heavy
storm. The lightings and camera work throughout
this sequence are truly noteworthy. The launching of
the fishing smacks hurrying to the aid of a distressed
yacht and the rescue of the passengers by means of a
cable are moments of more than ordinary interest.
There is also a very beautiful simile in connection
with the fiendish attack of willun on shero, worked
in by showing a flash of sheep grazing peacefully on a
hillside with another flash of a wolf in anticipation of
an assault upon the herd.
Alice Lake, the daughter of a fisherman, has a hardhearted mother who sees only horror and disgust in
her surroundings and when a wealthy s'lrvivor of the
wrecked yacht suggests taking Alice to her country
estate, the mother is more than willing because cf the
mercenary advantages she sees pos.sible through the
affiliation. The girl says good-bye to her sweetheart
who is also leaving the village to study scnlptury in
France.
The scene shifts to some time later with Alice enjoying the life of a society girl among the friends of
her benefactress. A nephew pays more than ordinary
attention to his aunt's protege but his advances become repulsive to the girl and the following scenes,
though they may not meet with universal approval,
have been handled judiciously and the simile mentioned heretofore is worked in nicely.
Shero returns home and is confronted with her
mother's disapproval which voice her shattered hopes
for a wealthy marriage for her daughter. Hero returns from France an honest-to-goodnees sculpture.
Shero marries him thinking he is aware of her encounter with "the wolf" and after he does learn the truth
and leaves her; there is another marriage and later the
final reunion after the death of the second husband
who is killed by hero.

Play Safe and Tell What It Is About, But Assure Them a Beautiful Picture
Box

Office

Analysis for the

This is indeed a beautiful production and as such
will please those who admire art and technique in
picture production. To be sure it deals with the old
story as well told by the title, but as already stated,
the idea has been handled carefully and except in extreme cases the n^re delicate scenes will probably
not offend.
Emphasize the beauty of the production and for the

Exhibitor.

benefit of those who may judge too harshly from the
title, explain the good qualities that countermand the
sensitive ones. For those of a debative frame of mind,
put the question to them — "Should a Woman Tell"
and elaborate on the idea forced to an issue in the
production. You might give the star a chance by
announcing that this is her first starring vehicle under
the Metro banner.

(NATIONAL Ijg PICTURES)

Adapted from the plaq
bi| Eu§ene Walter
Direction-Howard Hickman

ScenarioKatherine Reed

NATIONAL PICniRE THEATRES w
Le^vis President
J. Selznick

Made bL| National
Distributed bq Select
PELEAStD IN JANUARY
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They May Laugh Right Out at this But it Will Interest and Amuse
"THE MIRACLE OF LOVE'
Cosmopolitan — Paramount-Artcraft
DIRECTOR
Robert Z. Leonard
AUTHOR
Cosmo Hamilton
SCENARIO BY
Adrian Johnson
CAMERAMAN
Allen Siegler
AS A WHOLE
Artistically produced but fails
to convince except in scenes between lovers.
STORY
Based on British socletj' lilc and
doesn't ring true because of our differences
in customs.
DIRECTION. . . .Fails to sense dramatic possibilities
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTING
Some fine and unusual effects
CAMERA
WORK
Average
STARS
Lucy Cotton and Wyndham
Standing
score well as the lovers.
SUPPORT
Ivo Watson not convincing as the
crippled heavy.
EXTERIORS
Some very beautiful shots
INTERIORS
Lavish and attractive
DETAIL
No glaring errors
CHARACTER OF STORY
Love triumphing
over various obstacles.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
6,800 feet
!Most exhibitors have a perfect right to be good and
scared of the brand name of Cosmopolitan after the
stuff that has been put out under it in the past. "The
Miracle of Love," however, is vastly better than anything" this company has turned out before. It is not a
faultless picture by any means, in fact, most crowds
are going to laugh right out at it in many a place, but
still it provides pretty fair entertainment.
The plot deals with the younger son of a British
family and
who run
is just
abouttheto Duchess
"throw convention
to the
winds
off with
of Harwich,
the
miserable victim of a monetary marriage to a hopeless

cripple, who delights in persecuting her. But hero
learns that his older brother has I^een killed and so his
duty to his family and his need for money prevents
the elopement.
Later he becomes a figure in the House of Lords
and meets an American heiress, whose mother urges
the match. The Duke of Harwich dies and the Duch-

ess comes to say goodbye just before the wedding.
The sympathy here is lost for the hero as he seems
quite willing to say the proper farewells and barter
himself oft' into the rich family. The situation is
altered by the appearance of the man the American
heiress really loves who insists that she marry him and
by the arrival of a message informing the hero that he
has been appointed Ambassador to the United States !
He jumps into a machine, overtakes the Duchess and
there you are.
Of course all this foolishment about duty in marrying for money isn't going to be taken seriously by an
American audience. Such standards may be all right
in merrie England but not on this side of the water.
But for all its falsities according to the American
viewpoint, "The Miracle of Love" is going to entertain mainly because of the fine performances rendered
by Lucy Cotton and Wyndham Standing. Miss Cotton is great and that's putting it mildly. She has
beauty and real ability. After \\'yndham Standing's
series of fine performances, notably in "Eyes of the
Soul,' 'it is unnecessary to dwell on his ability.
Ivo Watson who plays the paralytic Duke gives a^
good performance but he is unable to be convincingin a wheel chair. Many people are going to lauo-h at
him. The director could have made his part forcefully
dramatic. Others are Blanche Davenport, LiJa Blow
Jackie Saunders, Percy Standing and Edward Earle
whose bit as the American suitor stands out wonderfully well.

Title and Author's Name Ought to Bring 'Em In
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This certainly ought to draw what with the title
and the fame that is the author's. And, all things considered, it's going to interest and amuse most folks
even though they won't take it as seriously as the
author would like them to. The difference in British
and American social standards prevents this.
Use the name of the author on all advertising and
don't fail to state that "The Miracle of Love" first ran
as a serial in the Cosmopolitan Magazine. This will
mean a lot to many people.
It might be a good idea

to use copies of the Cosmopolitan in lobby advertising:.
Try to get some containing installments of the serial
and open them to exciting passages in the story.
Feature Lucy Cotton and Wyndham Standing. Mr.
Standing is well and favorably known already and
Miss Cotton is going to be through her performance
here. Robert Leonard deserves mention also, as his
past pictures, notably thase in which Mae Murray has
appeared, have earned him a good reputation.
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Intensely Interesting With Fine Mystery But Finishes in FooHsh Anti-Climax
Marie Doro in

bert Brenon and is built up on the astounding ruse
a rich manufacturer employs to show up the villain
in his true colors.

"12:10"
Republic Pictures
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMEN
AS

Herbert Brenon
Not credited
Not credited
Alfred Moses and L. Roseman

A

WHOLE
English-made production that
holds interest all the way through ; exteriors
of London and Paris stamp it as distinctly
"different."
STORY
Builds interestingly to highly sustaining but gruesome climax ; then crumbles when
author shows his hand.

DIRECTION
Maintains mystery very well; up
to standard of his best American-made pictures.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTINGS
Some very good effects
CAMERA
WORK
Very good; great shots of
Paris and London streets.
STAR
Winsome
and effective in intense emotional sequences except one where she overacts.
SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Exceptional; all British players
Very
good
Appropriate

DETAIL. .Star's make-up too heavy in some closeups
CHARACTER OF STORY. .. .Wealthy man feigns
death to show up villain in true colors.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
4,800 feet
Here's a picture that's going to make every audience
that sees it talk and because of this it's going to be a
success, no matter whether that talk is altogether favorable or not.

"12:10" was made in England by Her-

He feigns death, in fact, takes a drug that completely lays him out for twenty-four hours. His will
imposes a terrible ordeal on his ward, played by Marie
Doro. She must remain with his body throughout the
night in a lonely castle, five miles from any human
being, in order to obtain his fortune. This she undertakes to do because he wished it. She suffers terrors while sitting beside the bier and the climax comes
when the figure beneath the sheet moves !
It is the villain who has chosen this way to attack
the girl. But as he has her in his arms, the manufacturer himself walks into the room as does the doctor
and all the servants. The villain is trapped and the
girl, near insanity, because of the ordeal, is finally
calmed by the words of her guardian.
When the author shows his hand in this climax, a
hand which has been kept well under the table

throughout the action, everyone is going to be surprised and astounded. That the man should impose
such a terrible torture on a sensitive girl merely to
trap a miscreant wheii any one of a dozen easier ways
might have presented itself, is inconceivable. Thus
the picture is placed in a class where the most remote
artifices are employed to gain effect.

The story preceding the climax is well handled and
the director has succeeded in shrouding the action
with an atmosphere that portends something catastrophic. In fact the picture in technical style, leaves little to be desired. The acting of the principals and the
return of Marie Doro as a star, are going to make it
a great box office asset. Miss Doro is as winsome as
ever and her sincerity in her emotional scenes is evident in a constantly effective performance.

Wonderful Title; Comeback of Star; British-made Picture
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You certainly ought to make a great clean-up with
this picture from the box office angle, for you have a
lot of stuff to play with in the advertising. The title
lends itself particularly well to special advertising and
exploitation stunts. A suggested basis for all stunts
is a clock with its hands pointing at 12:10.
Then there is more chance for publicity in the return
of Marie Doro to the screen. Miss Doro was pretty
popular when she was playing in Lasky pictures and
there have been many inquiries regarding her during
her absence. Capitalize on her return by a big splurge
with her name.

That the picture was photographed in Paris and
London and directed by Herbert Brenon are still further selling arguments. Brenon was a largely advertised director and people still remember him.
The gruesomeness of the picture at times suggests
Foe and it might be well to draw a comparison between some of his works and "12:10" in advertising
and pul)licity copy. This will attract and at the same
time it will act as your alibi should you suft'er an}'
kicks regarding the gruesome climax.

CHARLES
T.
DAZEY
Author Or Co- Author Of The Following Plays
«

IN OLD KENTUCKY"

the play that hokls the worhl's record of 27 consecutive seasons on tlie stage. Of this play Henry A. Chipp, the
dean of Boston critics said "It is one Shakespeare might have seen with i)leasnre." Of it, Edmund Clarence
Steadman, the distinguished poet and critic, said, "It is the best genre picture of our native life." Now making
screen history — Produced
by Louis
B. Mayer,
Directed by Marshall
Neilan and Starring Anita Stewart.

THE SUBURBAN
THE WAR OF WEALTH
HOME FOLKS

PRODUCED
BY JACOB
LITT
PRODUCED BY JACOB LITT
PRODUCED
BY JOSEPH
BROOKS

AN AMERICAN
KING
THE LITTLE
MAVERICK
THE STRANGER
THE
CAPTAIN
AN AMERICAN
LORD
A NIGHT OUT
THE SIGN OF THE ROSE

STAR, JAMES
O'NEILL
STAR, MAGGIE
MITCHELL
STAR, WILTON
LACKAYE
STAR,
NAT
GOODWIN
STAR, WM. H. CRANE
STAR, MISS MAY
ROBSON
STAR, GEORGE BEBAN

Author Or Co-Author Of The Following Screen Plays
MANHATTAN
MADNESS
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS
WOLF
LOWRY
WM. S. HART
THE MYSTERIOUS
CLIENT
MRS. VERNON
CASTLE
NEW YORK
LUCK
WILLIAM
RUSSELL
THE SEA MASTER
WILLIAM
RUSSELL
THE MIDNIGHT TRAIL
WILLIAM
RUSSELL
BEHIND
THE
MASK
CATHERINE
CALVERT
SHIFTING
SANDS
GLORIA
SWANSON
THE TESTING
OF MILDRED
VANE
MAY
ALLISON
HER COUNTRY'S
CALL
MARY
MILES
MINTER
PEGGY LEADS THE WAY
MARY MILES MINTER
THE PRINCE OF AVENUE A
JAMES
CORBETT
THE ISLE OF JEWELS (SERIAL) TO BE RELEASED BY PATHE

Permanent Address

LAMBS

CLUB

New York City
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Just An Average Feature With a Fine Performance by Star
Bessie Barriscale in
"BECKONING
ROADS"
B. B. Prod.-Robertson-Cole
DIRECTOR
Howard Hickman
AUTHOR
Jeanne Judson
SCENARIO BY
Harvey Gates
CAMERAMAN
Eugene Gaudio
AS A WHOLE
An average dramatic offering
giving star varied opportunities.
STORY. . . .Somewhat episodic as it covers so many
phases of heroine's life.
DIRECTION. . . .Action could have been compressed
to more dramatic effect.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Excellent
LIGHTINGS
Exceptional
CAMERA WORK
Very satisfactory
STAR
Interprets her role realistically in all its
varying phases.
SUPPORT
Very well chosen as to types; performs evenly and well.
EXTERIORS
Very few but well selected
INTERIORS
Cabaret scene lavish; all appropriate.
DETAIL. .. .Treatment generally good and effective
CHARACTER OF STORY
Girl metes revenge
on man who indirectly caused the ruin of her
father.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION. .. .About 5,000 feet
"Beckiining' Roads" is a dramatic feature of average
work, pre\"ented from lacing anything extraordinary
by the many and varying phases of its action and its
lack of compression. It is a picture that won't give
audiences any opportunities to really complain, yet
at the same time neither will it bring forth any
ecstatic shouts of appreciation. It contains a number
of dramatic climaxes, some of them human and well
contrived. Their power would have been materially
heightened had not the action following them been
strtmg out in such detail.

Miss Barriscale appears as Marquita Shay, a girl
who has been raised on a Canadian farm by her foster
father. When she grows to womanhood he takes her
to St. Louis where soon afterward she marries Humphrey Wells, the son of a dishonest broker. The subsequent scenes dealing with Marquita's introduction
to her husband's family are exceedingly human and
interesting. Marquita realizes that her youthful husband has no will of his own and is completely under
tlie influence of his domineering father and fussy
mother. She bears the situation for a time but one
day tells her "in-laws" just what she thinks of them
and leaves to rejoin her father.
She discovers that he has taken his life, having
lieen swindled l)y AA'ells senior
for a New York bucket shop. In
liecomes secretary to the bucket
also runs a gamlsling house and

who was operating
New York Marquita
shop promotor who
eventually sees her

way clear to break him through the market. A reunion with lier husljand who has renounced his father
and made more of a man of himself Ijrings the picture to a happy conclusion.
This story doesn't contain any single great punch
for a climax but it is interestingly pictured throughout and by virtue of the clever performance of Bessie
Barriscale and the lavishness of its setting it manages
to constantly engage the interest. Miss Barriscale is
one of the cleverest actresses on the screen today and
except for a maturity that precludes reality in scenes
in which she is supposed to be very young, she can
register all sorts of emotional points with an ease that
puts many other screen players to shame. Her work
in the sequence in the home of her husband's parents,
already mentioned, is sure proof of this.
Niles Welch is the correct type for the young husband and contributes effective support to the star.
Others who deserve credit are George Periolat,
Thomas Holding, Emmett King, Dorcas Matthews
and Joseph J. Dowling.

Nothing Extraordinary About This But It Will Satisfy
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
You can't promise anything wonderful with this
picture but you don't have to be shy about it. There
have been many others that pretended to be more

rightly so for she is an exceedingly capable actress.
Her name should be well featured and attention

than this and haven't come anywhere near touching it.
In general it is going to satisfy audiences if it is not
heralded as anything wonderful but just a plain drama

of Marquita Shay. The remaining members

of a young woman's marital and business experiences.
Miss Barriscale has a considerable following and

might
vantage.be utilized in publicity and advertising to ad-

drawn to the fine performance she gives in the role
of the

cast are all pretty well known to fans and their names

jaar

Two unusual
fyoung
hey ! persons She Uked him as
a man better than
she did as a prince,
and didrit ^ive a
hoot for his title
While he," well he
was much more of
an American than
he "v^as a prince,
and wanted the 0rl
a lot more than he
did the title. So
he swapped the
Highness for the
Meanwhile your
audiences lau^h
ip their
grer"
andMist
^seats by turns !
Distributors

Jesse D.Hamptojv ^ i
presents

WILLIAM

DESMOND
Itl flKe

Prince
Betty
aiixd

MARY THURMAN
ByV.Q VVODEHOUSE

^

^1

'
Jf

A

NEGLECTED wife, surprised with
her lover! Next day, the husband's
body found at the bottom of a lake. A
note that threatened suicide.
A Chinese spy, a blackmailing English
lord, a strange drug, a game of chess
for human lives, and an amazing tangle
of love — all vivid on the screen.
The first new Dorothy Dalton picture
since her wonderful stage success in
"Aphrodite."
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Sensational Melodrama

of the Old Theda Bara Type

Gladys Brockwell in
"FLAMES

DIRECTOR

OF

THE
Fox

AUTHORS

De Saxe, believing herself too irreparably bad for the
man she loves, takes poison and dies in his arms.
For those who enjoy this ultra-sensational type of
photoplay, and the whole picture is made on the

FLESH"

Edward

J. Le Saint

Forrest Halsey and Clara Beranger

SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

Dorothy Yost
Not Credited

AS A WHOLE
A Theda Bara type of produc^
tion that should appeal to those who appreciated her work.
STORY

Will seem unconvincing to some as it
is founded on "family honor" and none of the
family has any.

DIRECTION
Good for this type of production
but uses too many closeups.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Fair
LIGHTING
CAMERA
STAR

Fair
WORK

All straight shots

Is not as emotionally effective as usual
but this is fault of role; makeup bad at times.

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

DAIUY

Generally satisfactory
Few and inconsequential
Ordinary
Action a little dravim out

CHARACTER
OF
STORY
"Woman-bent-onrevenge-on-all-men" theme ; ending unhappy.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,000 feet
Here is a production that contains, as the central
character, that very familiar figure, the woman betrayed who is bent on avenging- herself on all the male
sex. It is to be supposed, and rightly so, that finally
the "one" man appears who is able to kindle a spark
of love within her, but "Flames of the Flesh" does
not adhere to the strictly conventional ending.
Laura

scheme of Theda Bara's earlier subjects, "Flames of
the Flesh" will more than fill the bill. The authors,
be it said in credit of their daring, have feared neither
censor boards nor conservative public opinion, and
the youth that Laure ultimately falls in love with is
the son of the man who caused her downfall.
The picture fails to. ring true in many instances,
notably the premise that the Eastcoat family represents the soul of honor. Charles Eastcoat goes to
Paris and falls in love with the notorious Laure. To
save the family honor Bruce follows after him and
wins the woman away from the impetuous youth.
Then he falls in love with her and Father Eastcoat
himself is obliged to come to Paris with the preservation of the family honor in view. Naturally, father
gets a distinct shock when he learns the identity of
Laure — so also does the honor of the Eastcoat family.
And so also does the practical mind of the spectator
who has been led to believe that the Eastcoats were
the real thing in honor.
The picture has been produced appropriately and
contains a big cabaret scene and a riotous wine supper
during which all but Laure become grossly intoxicated and she pretends a profane drunk to disillusion
the man who loves her. These one or two relations
of the picture's incident will suffice in giving the exhibitor a clear idea of the type of entertainment offered. Ithas been done time and again before.
Gladys Brockwell wears a number of wierd creations and shows a lot of bare flesh below her shoulders. Her makeup is often bad. \A"illiam Scott, Harry
Spingler, Ben Deely. Charles K. French, Josephine
Crowell, and Nigel De Brullier are the supporting
principals.

A Sensational Title for a Sensational Subject
This is a melodrama and purely sensational and
as such its appeal may be considered confined to those
houses usually referred to as "down town" and "transient." On the screens of the high class first run
theaters throughout the country and before audiences
who keep the family theaters going "Flames of the
Flesh" holds an exceedingly doubtful position.
The title is, of course, a corker for this type of production and should be prominently displayed on all
advertising matter.
It suggests something rather hot

in the way of stuffing and all the expectations it
arouses should be well realized before transient
audiences.
The star's name is another asset. Miss Brockwell
is a pretty popular emotional star and although she
is not given a very robust opportunity to display her
ability in the present instance, her name is going to
draw a good many people to the theaters who will be
thoroughly satisfied by her performance and the startling manner in which she dresses the part.

Murray W. Garsson Presents

A Sure

Winner For

i

State Right Buyers And Exhibitors

I

K SUPREME

PICTURE

For Territorial Rights Address:
MURRAY W. GARSSON, FOUNDATION FILM CORPORATION
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
Phone Bryant 4620

One of the first exhibitors in the United States to thoroughly appreciate the possibilities
of motion pictures and to realize the necessity of a proper and dignified presentation, with
proper music, was Samuel L. Rothapfel, formerly director of the Rialto and Rivoli Theatres,
New York City, and now director of the new million dollar theatre, The California, Los Angeles,
California.
Every succeeding year since Mr. Rothapfel entered the business, he has shown constant
improvement in his methods, and a deeper conception of the possibilities, until today, exhibitors
all over the world, consider him without a superior in his line of work, and agree he is a past
niaster in judging the quality of a motion picture from the standpoint of the theatre patron.
In a letter dated December 4th, to Mr. H. H. Hicks, Manager of the Los Angeles Branch

of Vitagraph. MR.

ROTHAPFEL

said:—

"The Larry Semon comedy, THE HEAD WAITER,
which I played at the California Theatre, week of
November 30th, I consider as good as any comedy
that I have seen during the past year.
"Nothing but favorable comments have been heard
and the people laughed continuously, and from their
tummies.
"No exhibitor can make a mistake in booking this
comedy and featuring it in a big way.
"It will make a great many friends for Larry and I
am looking forward anxiously for the Larry Semon
corr^iedies that ar(^ to follow."

DAILV
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Moderately Attractive Picturization of Dumas Classic
Dustin Farnum

in

"THE CORSICAN BROTHERS"
Gasnier Prod. — United Picture Theatres
DIRECTOR
Colin Campbell
AUTHOR
Alexandre Dumas
SCENARIO
BY
Catherine Carr
CAMERAMEN
. . Dal Clawson and William Foster
AS A WHOLE
Carefully made and elaborate
production of famous literary classic.
STORY
Costume drama with star in dual role
DIRECTION
General
tone of the action too
flowery ; gesticulations
and expressions
of
players distinctly of old school type of acting.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
LIGHTINGS
Commendable
CAMERA WORK
Some good shots but the
scenes in which Farnum is doubled in one of
his roles fail to maintain any illusion.
STAR
Poses a lot but plays sincerely and effectively.
SUPPORT
Wedgewood
Nowell too heavy a
heavy; Winifred Kingston rather affected.
EXTERIORS
Some extensive and well handled
street settings.
INTERIORS
Suitable and maintain proper
atmosphere.
DETAIL
Production is full of color and atmosphere ; although costume play, the action is
always clear.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Deals with great
love of twin brothers.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
5,600 feet
This is a carefully made and elaborate production of
Alexandre Dumas' famous work and because of the
peculiarity of the story and its picturesque costumes
(which, however, don't put the curse of a costume
drama on the production), it should appeal to many.
That it fails to fit into a niche in the screen world
parallel to that which it holds in the world of litera-
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ture, is the fault of the director who has handled his
subject in a distinctly old-fashioned way.
Probably he was impressed, or rather over-impressed, with the fame of "The Corsican Brothers" and
was too zealous to endow it with the proper atmosphere. As regards atmosphere of settings and costumes, the director has in these respects scored excellently. The big exterior street scenes, the pretty
garden shots and the interiors are all lavish and maintain a fine illusion.
The story deals with the Dei Franchi brothers, Fabien and Louis, both played by Dustin Farnum. At
l)irth a cord joined them together and although this
had been cut, throughout their lives they have been as
one, feeling the same emotions whether they are in the
same place or not. In Paris, Louis falls in love with
Kmilie, a flirt, and in protecting her during an escapade in which she seeks to regain some foolish school
girl love letters, he incurs the enmity of M. Chateau
Rcnaud and a duel is the result, in which Louis, unskilled in the use of arms, meets death. At the moment
he falls to the ground Fabien realizes what has happened and leaves Corsica to avenge his brother. He
eventually finds Renaud and this time he is the victor.
Later he discovers that Emilie had loved him since
their first meeting some time before and so the story
ends.
The spiritual connection of the two brothers and
the manner in which it has been brought out, particularly during the duel scenes, has been responsible for
a good bit of unusual drama. The romantic strain of
the picture is rather slack inasmuch as Emilie is
drawn as a dyed-in-the-wool flirt although certainly
Winifred Kingston makes her an attractive bit of silk,
satin, lace and ruffles. In the masque ball and banquet scenes — excellently contrived sequences — she
shines brightest.
Farnum plays heroically enough in his dual-role.
AVedgewood Nowell, Will Machin, Ogden Crane,
Fanny Midgley and Andrew Robson are in the cast.

Handled Properly This Should Draw Well
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This should draw and draw well if handled properly
for the name of the novel is popularly known even
though the context itself perhaps has not been so well
read. Advertisements conceived around the peculiar
bond existing between the brothers will certainly attract attention.
It is needless to point out the fame of the author.
His name should be used exensively in all advertising
and publicity employed to exploit the picture.
It will

help a lot, particularly with the better class of picture
patrons who will be eager to see a picturization of this
famous work.
There are plenty of spectacular scenes to feature
such as the masque ball, the banquet scene and the two
duels, one fought with pistols and the other with
swords. These scenes should be brought out in all
advertising. They will attract by reason of their
spectacular nature alone.

Now

Perfecting Details of

First National's
New Theatre Franchise Plan
The fairest and most sensible plan of distribution erer conceived

Write today to

Exhibitors'

Defense
Composed

of members

Committee
of

The First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.

OvJing to the vast number of inquiries, correspondence will be replied
to in the order received. It may be one or two loeeks, or a month,
before your application can receive careful consideration, but your
letter will receive careful attention in due time.

Address inquiries to
Exhibitors Defense Committee
The

First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc.

6 West

48th St., New

York, N. Y.
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No Backbone to This; Just Sentimental Romance
Eugene O'Brien in
"THE BROKEN MELODY"
Selznick — Select
DIRECTOR
William P. S. Earle
AUTHORS . . . .Ouida Bergere and Dorothy Farnum
SCENARIO BY
Ouida Bergere
CAMERAMAN
Jack Brown
AS A WHOLE
A good production but no story
back-bone ; careful musical setting will help
it a lot.
STORY

No plot at all; exceedingly sentimental,
romantic action throughout.
DIRECTION
Satisfactory
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good
LIGHTING
Average
CAMERA WORK
Straight shots
STAR
Has romantic role ; will appeal strongly to
his women admirers.
SUPPORT
Nothing extraordinary; Lucy Cotton
leading woman.
EXTERIORS
Few except pretty rural sequence
in first reel.
INTERIORS
Have appropriate atmosphere
DETAIL
Accentuates sentimental side of story
CHARACTER OF STORY
Ambitions force
lovers to separate, love reunites them later.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
Eugene O'Brien is a fine romantic actor, that everyone admits, but neither he nor any other romantic
actor is able to carry a picture through with a sustained interest when the author has provided no plot
intricacies to assist him. Such is the case with "The
Broken Melody," whose authors have relied solely

upon a vein of sentimental romance that is almost saccharine in conception and which provides no strong
plot or counter-plot to build up the romance
point where it really holds the interest.

to a

The story can be told in a few words. O'Brien as
an art student, Stuart Grant, lives next door to Hedda
in Greenwich Village, New York. They are perfectly
happy in their love until Mrs. Trask, a wealthy woman,
suggests that Stuart go to Paris and study. He is told
that his art must come before his love. So he goes to
Paris and is successful. And Hedda stays home and
is successful in her singing. And when success has
come to both of them they realize that love is everything. So Stuart deserts Paris and comes back to
New York for Hedda.
Such is the meat of "The Broken Melody," and it is
meat that is way under-weight for its allotted five
reels. The spectator, confident that after the delightful introductory scenes, some plot germ is sure to
make its appearance, is due for a series of disappointments as each successive sequence of scenes merely
elaborates on that which has gone before and introduces nothing that serves to further intrigue the attention or bring forth any emotional response.
The star makes a very favorable impression in the
opening scenes but the lethargic atmosphere that soon
surrounds the production retards his work. Nor is he
at all sure of his makeup in the closeups. He should
watch himself here and also watch the angles from
which he is photographed as some shots here by no
means offset him to his best advantage. Lucy Cotton
is a pretty opposite. Others are Donald Hall, Corinne
Barker and Tack Johnstone.

A Good Musical Setting May Get This Over
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

There's been a whole lot of talk about music helping to put pictures over and if ever there was one that

O'Brien, of course, is a popular star. At the time
he was playing opposite Norma Talmadge there was

certainly needed it, it is "The Broken Melody." You
may be able to put it over very well with the people

no better liked leading man of the screen. He's got
to have better pictures than this one, though, to hold
his popularity.

that like Eugene O'Brien's work if you give it a careful musical setting. There are innumerable opportunities to work in music effectively as the old character Ivan is often shown at his bass-viol playing what is
termed "The Broken Melody." As much is made of this
throughout the picture several bass-viol solos during
its run would be appropriate and effective.

In advertising this bring out the moral that success means nothing without happiness and that true
happiness comes with love. This faithfully reflects
the character of the picture and will doubtless appeal
to the many feminine fans who enjoy O'Brien's work.

J.PACKERREADJR.
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Louis Joseph Vance
Combining thcfamous characters oj

'THE LONE WOJS'S^'FAISE EACES'

SAYS:
"'The Lone Wolf's Daughter' is without doubt a big
picture. It has all the evidence of a special and
surely must have cost quite a bit to produce.
Throughout there is considerable display of wealth
and it contains some of the best performances on the
part of the players seen in some time.
"You can book this and feel safe from a box-office
angle for it is that kind of an attraction. It should
make money and will probably stand a long run,
profiting by word-ofmouth advertising. Use the
name of the star liberally in connection with your
announcements. There are numerous possibilities
for financial return in this production and you
should get your share.
"Louis Joseph Vance has written a real mystery
story with plenty of secret passages, sliding doors
and other intricate things. From a production
standpoint 'The Lone Wolf's Daughter has been
picturized in a big way — lavish sets, a magnificent
display of wealth in fiirnishings and enough of the
spectacular to create a dramatic climax There is
enough interest and action alone in the short prologue for a complete picture in itself.
"There is swift action here and the spectacular
finale, a fireworks up a dramatic climax preceding
the happy ending. You can safely make promisesfor this production."

W.W.HODKINSON CORPOMION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
Dislributmg through PATHE lahangc.Incorporated
Foreign Distributor ■ Apollo Trading Corp.
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Play It Straight Across the Boards and You'll Be a Winner
Anita Stewart in
"IN OLD KENTUCKY"
First National
DIRECTOR
Marshall Neilan
AUTHOR
Charles Turner Dazey
SCENARIO BY
Tom J. Geraghty
CAMERAMAN
Not credited
AS A WHOLE
A well-done film version of the
famous old melodrama with all the original
thrills intact and more added for good measure.
STORY

Pure melodrama but handled convincingly and with thrilling effects.
DIRECTION
All thrills handled admirably and
interest well mantained
except for last sequence.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good throughout
LIGHTINGS
Some beautiful closeups of star
CAMERA WORK
Helped in a big way toward
success of racing sequence with fine closeups
of star riding the winner.
STAR
Made her role convincing and should
please.
SUPPORT
Mahlon Hamilton good lead; Edward
Connolly in an amusing comedy part ; all good
EXTERIORS
Attractive mountain shots; race
track scenes very good.
INTERIORS
Few but suitable
DETAIL

Some good laughs in the subtitles ; picture could be cut to advantage.
CHARACTER OF STORY
Entirely melodrama
but nothing offensive.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
7,600 feet
"In Old Kentucky" had to be either great or bad,

there cuul'l be no half-way merit al)()Ut it, and — it'.s
great. Here's a picture that has enough real audienee
stuff in it to supply half a dozen ordinary features.
Director Neilan has put Anita Stewart through the
paces in fine style. She shows a few Pickford mannerisms now and then but when an actress is introduced
as a Kentucky mountain girl she can't help but show
a few. At any rate her performance as Madge Brierly
is quite the best that she has given to First National.
Space prohibits the relating of the story in anything approaching (letail here. It is enough to say
that it is melodrama, pure and simple, with a relentless
villain and a cruel villainess, bent on ruining the hero
through a race, and separating him from the girl he
loves. Most of their attempts result in thrilling episodes in which Madge is the pivotal character.
Of course, the racing sequence is the big event of
the picture and certainly Director Neilan deserves a
lot of credit for his handling of these scenes. When
"they're off" you can hardly restrain an impulse to
get up and yell.
There are other thrills besides. The fox hunt for
instance. The scene where Madge jumps her horse
over the broken bridge — and it's some healthy gap that
separates her from sure death below. The stable fire
is another and the fight between Madge and the villain another. But the plot itself is one long succession of thrills, except for perhaps the final sequence
introducing the Night Rider stuff which comes as an
anti-climax after the excitement of the race.
Miss Stewart is well supported by Mahlon Hamilton,
Edward Coxen, Charles Arling, Edward Connolly,
Adele Farrington, Marcia Manon, Frank Duffy and
John Currie.

It's the Original "In Old Kentucy": 'Nuff Said
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
First National has certainly come through with another wonderful box office bet in this. What with the

If you find that your audiences are attracted by the
relation of thrills just run off half a dozen of those

enormous vogue that the play enjoyed and the popularity of the star, it oughtn't to be any trouble to keep
'em standing up throughout the duration of the showing. The picture contains a variety of action and in

that transpire in "In Old Kentucky" in your advertising copy and watch the results. Mention the thrilling

this variety is its real key to success for certainly it's
going to hit everyone at some time or another during
its course and most people it's going to hit all the time.
A good display of the title together with Miss Stewart's name ought to get the crowds coming good and
fast and if that isn't enough remember Neilan has done
a lot of good work and his name is an attraction in
itself.

race track scenes ,the horse's leap over the broken
bridge, the burning of the stables and the gathering
of the Night Riders. Say, boys, most producers would
fasten an extra price on a feature for one of those
thrills alone !
It's a safe bet from first to last and the probability
is that it would make money for you even if it were
made by unknowns and under another title. So with
all the publicity that the title and the big names bring
you ought to clean up big.

jjjiM
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Very Poor Treatment Buries Nice Little Idea
Albert Ray and Elinor Fair in
"TIN PAN ALLEY"
Fox
DIRECTOR
AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Frank Beal
William Charles Lengel
J. Anthony Roach
Not credited
Amazingly bad mixture of sentiment and "nut" subtitles.

STORY

Was good in the Red Book but there's
nothing left of the original here.
DIRECTION
Uninspired; looks as if the director was in a hurry to get his job out of the
way.
PHOTOPRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
CAMERA WORK

Fair
Nothing unusual
Conventional shots

STARS

Ray hasn't developed
any personality
yet; Fair's part not big at all.
SUPPORT
George
Hernandez captures
acting
honors of the picture.
EXTERIORS
Appropriate
INTERIORS
Average
DETAIL

More "nut" subtitles in this one; some
of them good but others obviously don't fit
the action.

CHARACTER OF STORY
Young song-writer
suffers from too much success until girl and
kindly patron take him in hand.
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
"Tin Pan Alley" was a delightful little human interest story when it appeared in the Red Book but
there's hardly anything left of the original idea in its
present form. The picture is an amazingly bad mixture of sentiment, much of it altogether false, and of
some of those "nut" subtitles that decorate many a
Fox picture.
Albert Ray plays Tommy Breen, a youngster who
writes a song hit because of the faith that June Nor-

ton, a little cigarette girl, has in him. When success
comes to him he forgets her and goes in for spending
on a large scale, surrounding himself with a group of
Broadway good-for-nothings.
June goes to Simon Berg, Tommy's publisher, and
implores him to do something to save the boy from
himself. Berg agrees and so Tommy's royalty checks
start getting smaller and then cease altogether. In a
short while he finds himself without a penny anddeserted by all his friends.
Here the producers haven't made things quite clear.
At first it is thought that Berg was merely carrying out
June's wishes and depriving Tommy of his money to
make a man of him. But then it appears that he really
is broke after all. At any rate. Berg then purchases
a house for Tommy over in Flatbush and installs June
there. Tommy is brought in and discovers that June
is ready to marry him and that his home has been
given him to inspire him to write a "home" song hit.
This is all there is to the story and while it may be
perceived that the idea is a nice little one it certainly
didn't contain five reel material nor has it been treated
in a sympathetic manner. Once or twice when the
picture does contain a suggestion of sincere sentiment
the old demon subtitler comes along with a flock of
puns and jokes and literally busts up the train of
thought that the pictured action has been striving for.
It's worse because the subtitles very obviously don't
fit the action.
Albert Ray certainly hasn't developed any personality as yet and Elinor Fair's part isn't big at all in this
picture. George Hernandez as Simon Berg gives the
best performance in the picture but even his skill fails
to lift the production from the exceedingly low level
to which it is forced by lack of meaty action and unsympathetic treatment.
appear are Louis Natho, Kate Price,
who
Others
Ardito Mellonino, Frank Weed and Thomas Persee.

If You Can't Dodge This One Don't Promise Anything
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
This one certainly doesn't call for any gold medals
and if you can dodge it be sure and do so. If you
can't, however, it won't do at all to promise anything
great in the way of entertainment. Most people are
going to be disappointed in it and wonder what all
this talk about art is in connection with pictures after
they've seen it.
The title offers tempting possibilities in the exploitation line. It's one that attracts because of its unusualness and an explanatory catch line or so telling
that "Tin Pan Alley" is that section of the Broadway

district where all the popular songs are made, will
give added attractiveness to it. The title also suggests lobby decorations of an unusual nature.
However when you go in for special exploitation
people expect to see something a little special in the
line of entertainment and this the presnt picture by
no means affords. If you have to play it better go
very easy on talking about it. Let it slip in quietly
goes out the same way you can consider yourand ifselfitlucky.

Some

Short

" Horizon
Hunters " — Educational
Robert C. Bruce has filmed another mountain
scenic to his credit and some of the shots, particularly
those showing water, are exceptionally good. There
is a great deal of the usual mountain stuff, but most
of it, screened splendidly, will more than hold the
eye. It is typically Bruce's handiwork, and, as a
whole, a commendable oiTering. Nothing unusual as
scenics go, but for the greater part, beautiful.
" Neptune's Step-Daughter," Film Specials
Gertrude Selby is featured in "Neptune's StepDaughter, " produced by the Macdon Pictures Corp.
and released through Film Specials. Frank P. Donovan directed, while Jack Brown attended to the
camera. It is a fairly clever comedy, in two reels,
with several novel bits, and generally, satisfactory.
There are one or two portions in which there is just
a bit too much of the slapstick stufT, but otherwise it
will do. The story did not promise anything out of
the ordinary at the start, but developed some novel
twists.
"Adam and Eve, A la Mode," Century-Universal
Slapstick stuff comprises this entire afifair — a two
reel subject which includes very little plot, and very
few novel bits, but which has been produced in commendable style and will get by for that reason. The
players do some fairly good work, and, although
comedies of this sort arc no longer as popular as they
used to be, unless they have a good
deal of new

voo I'^'^lH

Reels

material, it can probably be used
sized and smaller theaters.

in the

moderate-

"The Nut Crackers," Anderson-Film Specials
Had this two-reel comedy, produced by G. M.
Anderson, with Ben Turpin in the stellar role, been
presented some years ago, it would probably have
scored a hit. Coming at this time, however, it offers the spectator material that has been used on
numerous occasions, in slightly diflferent forms.
Turpin is funny, but he does not get the opportunity
to vary his stunts to any great extent. Most of the
comedy is built about the leaking water, but many
incidents have nothing to do with the story, and are
not funny enough in themselves to justify their insertion. Produced in fairly good fashion, it may get
over, but not without some rough sailing. "The Nut
Crackers" is the first of the "Jolly Comedies" series,
released by Film Specials.
Jesse Robbins directed.
"A Lucky Dog's Day," Century-Universal
Nothing but an ordinary slapstick comedy, which
has hardly any story and very few novel bits of
business. The portion, near the close, wherein the
bungalow is rolled from its place of rest and then
floated out on the high seas, to be burned ultimately,
will hold the eye, but the end comes abruptly. A dog
is featured in the picture, but the few stunts which
the canine performs are of little merit and hardly
unusual enough to attract undue attention. Perhaps,
the hound really can do better, but if he can, he certainly was not given an opportunity to show it here.

MR. PRODUCER:
When

you engage a photographer for your productions you are very careful

to get the best. Why not give the same thought to your laboratory work. Ask
any of the members

of the American Society of Ginematographers regarding

Bloom's quality and service.

ploom Jfilm Xatioratortesi
7520 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, California

Telephone — Hollywood 4015
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Short Stuff

"From Hand to Mouth," Pathe
If this Harold Lloyd two reeler does not make
your crowd laugh, nothing will. Supported by a cast
which includes Harry Pollard, Mildred Davis and
others, and presenting a comedy offering which is
built about a clever theme, Lloyd puts over what is
probably one of the best things he has done in a
long while. The production has been screened in
good style and is replete with moments that are
funny and appealing. Some of the shots, in which
Lloyd is seen together with the waif, played well by
little Peggy Courtwright, and a dog which does all
that is expected of it, are pleasing. Pollard, who burlesques a villainous role is first rate and the affair,
generally, up to the desired standard. You can sign
up for this and feel safe.
"Serial for Breakfast,"
Chester-Outing
Mountain stuff, a great deal of which is not unusual, is much in evidence in this Chester-Outing
scenic, which has, however, several lake scenes and
shots of water falls that lift it into the hit class. Of
the latter two, there are portions that show nature
at the height of its beauty and will appeal to the eye
of almost any film enthusiast. If you need a scenic
to help round out your program, you can book this
without going wrong.
"Bare-Knuckle Gallagher," Capital
Neal Hart becomes the skipper of a sailing vessel
in this, and after being the victim of a frame-up, with
circumstantial evidence stamping him guilty of a
murder, he subdues his assailants and all is cleared
up. The manner in which the villains are overheard,
talking about their scheme to get Neal into the
hoosegow, is old-time stuff, and the romantic ending
is just tacked on to smooth out the finish. Several
fights, in which Hart invariably administers beatings
to two or more of his crew at a time, are scattered
through the two reeler, which is below the usual
standard maintained in this series. Neither the story,
nor the manner in which it has been screened,
measures up to some of the former Hart releases.
"Stop That Shimmy," Universal
Shimmy dancing is rapidly losing its popularity and
quips and puns, relative to the well-known shake are
being discarded. In "Stop That Shimmy," written
by Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, who also play the
leading roles, Universal, the main punch is injected by
the wiggling of the entire cast, but certain gestures and
bits may be ordered out by censor boards. There is
much that is funny until it nears the finish when a
slapstick conclusion, in which everyone gets splashed
tires, and the story is left without a suitable end. Had

the shimmy portion been curtailed somewhat and a
satisfactory culmination been provided, this might have
been made a highly creditable offering.
"Taming

the West,"

National

Horace Greeley's famous "Young Man, Go West,"
is heeded by Percy and Ferdie in this two-reel HallRoom Boy comedy, which is full of fun and can hold
its own on any program. After saving an Arizona
cattleman from an Eastern crook, they go out West,
where the cow-punchers have some fun at their expense, and where they later furnish the populace with
a surprise by capturing a bandit by hitting him, accidentally with golf balls. Following the receipt of
a large reward, they decide to increase their newly
acquired bankrolls at a poker game, but are finally
obliged to depart for the East, minus clothes. This
far.
is one of the best of these two reelers produced so

"Archangel, City of Snows," Red Cross-Educational
Russian cities and towns, apparently, have become
a favorite subject for Red Cross cameramen, and in
this one reeler. Archangel, far to the northward, is
the location which provided the necessary material.
In it, the photographer has selected several excellent
scenes, and as a result, there are many bits that will
appeal to the eye. Shots, showing the people of the
city, and an expedition into the cold and snowy regions add interest to the offering, which is the best
thing the Red Cross has turned out for some time.
Bray Pictograph, No. 413, Goldwyn
Scenes showing the push-cart markets of New York's
east side comprise the initial portion of a Bray Pictograph, a second portion of which, deals lightly
with several unusual little animals, namely, the Kinkajou, Armadillo, Capybara and Dancing Mice. Both
of these sections of the reel are of interest, as is the
animated cartoon which closes — drawn by Wallace
Carleson. The latter is clever and is an excellent
finish to the picture.
No. 414
A barbecue in honor of the passing of the Goodnight Ranch Texas, denoting the departure of the
cattleman, and advent of the oilman, for oil is being
drawn to the surface almost everywhere in Texas,
opens this Bray reel. The second part shows Rupert
Hughes at his home at Bedford Hills, N. Y., and also
shows Blanche Bates, well known stage luminary,
at ease. An animated cartoon, "Jerry on the Job,"
directed by Gregory La Cava closes and is not as
good as most of the Bray cartoon bits.

«A Child For Sale"
by

A Photodramatic Thunderbolt
in Six Acts

IVAN

ABRAMSON
Copyrighted

1919

The most intensely human, timeliest and most powerfully dramatic offering for the screen since the
inception of the cinema.
The story is based on the question of the responsibility of parents
to their offspring which is now being agitated in hundreds of newspapers in the United States and which will soon spread over the
civilized globe.

The drama "A CHILD FOR SALE" depicts thoroughly the present
economic and social conditions prevailing in this country, and will
be the most thoroughly advertised photoplay yet produced and will
live as long as "Home

Sweet Home."

Will he released in February
State rights now being sold
Wire

Graphic Film Corporation
729 Seventh Avenue
New

York

^ REX BEACH
PICTURES
a% isfvex%cack called the
screens most successful writer?
^irst, because lib stories have
t/ic pitedriuing thud of realism.
%ixfieach, tihejach fpndoii,
liued his tales before he wrote
them.
Second, because his pictures
are enriched bij his own absorbing personality, fjlcx
the
""on cuid
is rightthe there
^each
lot " durinc)
fUniinq,
the picture inuariabli/ catches
the authentic smack of the man,
from first-hand contact.
6ueri)JleMfpcachfficture is
a money -mag net. njou know
that as well as we do, and tliats
why goull book "Ohe Silver
Oforde'and back it to a finish!
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Zukor After Theaters

Wall St. Edging In

First Official Announcement Issued
From Famous
Players
hibiting Policy on Ex-

Annalist Sees Great Future for Industry— Cites Interesting
Figures
The Annalist, the financial review
published weekly by the New York
Times in the current issue devotes
a page article gauging the attitude of
Wall St. interests towards the film
industry.
The article is extremely interesting in view of the general conservatism of the Times and its heretofore
more or less distant attitude toward
anything celluloid.
In part the article says:

Adolph Zukor issued on Saturday
the first announcement from Famous
Players regarding the "extension of
the activities of Famous Players into the field of motion picture exhibition through the association of
the company with the present management of large houses strategically situated in leading American
Mr. Zukor's statement read in

"It seems rather as if one were straying from the field of just proportions
in linking together Wall Street and the
motion-picture industry, yet it is just
such a happening which is taking place,
and on a scale entirely undreamed of by
the average devotee of the screen. Motion pictures are appealing to a constantly growing population, but until recently
the financial aspects of the industry have
not been to the surface. To be sure,
there has been .something gleaned of
the profits reaped. The new theaters
that are constantly appearing with their
almost lavish appointments atto-st the
fact that there is money to be made in
pictures, but the industry has never been
identified with the field of finance. • • »
"Now thetheconservative
motion picture
has broken
down
barriers
of the
banker, and the industry bids fair to
be linked as indelibly with the financial
centers of the country as is any other
undertaking of established worth.
"The motion-picture industry has gone
through what might be termed the easy
pnoney period. The harvest has been
The dive in the slums where Jen nie grew to womanhoods — Norma
Ithere for the reaping, and it has not
been taken always with the greatest deTalmadge
in her initial First Nati onal attraction, "A Daughter of Two
gree of business success. Abundance has
made for profligacy and the waste has
bei M enormous. But that real value lies Worlds."
ii.n k of the undertaking has at last impii ssed banking men and from now on
l]i re will be a new era in the picture
Corporation
Will
Now
iiilustry when tried business methods Bill Will Be Introduced in Congress Delaware
After the First
Operate in New York State
ilM'lied by men of business will supplant
lif happy-go-lucky customs of the past.
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
It is only necessary to mention some
{By Wire to WW'S DAILY)
Washington — It is confidentially
of the names that have recently become
Albany,
N. Y. —Delaware
Loew's
Incorporexpected that a bill will be introated, of Dover,
has been
{Continued
on Page 2)

After Film Pirates

Loew Gets Charter

duced shortly after the first of the
year designed to make the theft of
films in interstate shipment or the
carrying of stolen films across the
border of one state into another or
into a fore"iy"iV country, a Federal
offense. The bill Wi\V j)rovide for
a penitentiary offense as w^f.'l as a
heavy fine, wherever the film is fo^und
or the man
apprehended.
The measure is to be modelled after
the recently enacted automobile law
which is being used to break up
thievery of machines.
Realart has secured the distribu- organized
;on of the R. A. Walsh specials
Conway Omaha Manager for Pathe
o be produced by Mayflower.
Omaha, Neb. — H. L. Conway, for
' This marks the third of the pro- some
time assistant manager of the
ucing director'! to be placed by
layflower with Realart. The other Pathe office in Cleveland has been
(ivo are Allan Dwan and Emile appointed manager of the branch
hautard.
here.
Ballin to Direct Madge Kennedy
Hugo Ballin will direct Madge
Kennedy in her next production,
'Trimmed With Rni'. " The pi'c;ure will be rruvi'e at the Oliver Studios at ^ast 48th Street. Ballin
xl?ns to use a new method of Hghtrig and set building which will reuce the cost of set construction.

Realart Gets Walsh

I

granted a charter by the Secretary
of State to engage
in business in
New
York
State.
The corporation is authorized to
engage in all branches of the theatrical and motion picture business,
and has a capital of 4,000,000 shares
of stock which are without nominal
or par value. The stockholders are:
jlames M. Satterfield and Harry McDaniel, /r., of Dover, Delaware and
Paul S. Smvth of New York City.
Leopold Frie-dman of 1493 Broadway, New York is the representative of the concern.

"I know of men who have risked
much to put over a theater. That
these
men — and there are thousands
cities."
of
them — should carefully guard
part:
their enterprises from aggression is
only natural. They know at the
present time that their success is
attracting constant attention from
other investors. They also know
that the real insurance for the continued success of their theaters is
an assured supply of motion picture
stories, expertly produced, widely exploited and timed to the public's
desire.
"There is going to be a great
stimulus in theater building in the
next few years — one factor may re{Continued on Page 3)

Censor Committee Meets January IS
The Committee on Regulation of
Motion Pictures appointed by Mayor Walter R. Stone of Syracuse will
meet in New York January 15-16.
The date has been set forward in
order to secure the presence or aT!
the members. It is expected that
the meeting place will be at the
Waldorf.
The personnel of the committee
is as follows:
Authors, Rex Beach, Ardsley-onHudson; churches, Charles C. Judkins, pastor Grace Church, Glenns
Falls; second-class cities. Commissioner o%Public Safety W. W. Nicholson, Syracuse; third-class cities.
Mayor Palmer Canfield, Kingston;
departments of public safety. Commissioner R. Andrew Hamilton,
Rochester; producers, A. E. Smith,
president Vitagraph; distributors,
Gabriel L. Hess, Goldwyn; exhibitors, Walter Hayes, vice president
Strand Theater interests: National
Board of Review, Dr. Everett D.

Martin, New York; Housewives*
League, Mrs. N. B. Spalding, SchenCole Reaches New York
ectady; labor, James P. Holland,
Rufus
Cole of Robtgrtson
Cole president New York State Federareached
New
York
late last week
tion of Labor, New York, and Mrs.
from London.
Mary Gray Peck, New York.
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Wall St. Edging In

ent, of the total.
Positive films used by
the company
cost twice as much as the
salaries paid the stars. * * *
(Continued from Paye 1 )
"The question of trade-mark pictures
one of the things which Wall Street
iih'iititied with pktiiros to show tluit a is
will
have to consider. Heretofore it has
reiil place lias been established fur the
been almost imijossible to continue the
iiuliistr.v in the tin:iiu'ial world. Among
pojiularity of a trade-mark picture unare Kuhii, Loeb it ("o., Harvey Gibless the stability of the trade mark was
Vtf.IN*. 86 Mondar December 29. 1919 Price 5 CeaU them son,
I'resident of the Liberty National
established by the continued emi)loyinent
ISank; 1). 10. I'omeroy, Vice President of of the stars who made for the degree of
Copyright 1919, Wid's Film and Film Folks, the Hankers Trust Co.; interests assoiilac.
Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., ated with the Chase National IJank ; W. popularity of that particular make of
idctiires. The public is in a^sense a
Hew
York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS
and C. Diirant, head of the General Motors
follov.er of the stars. It goes to see a
FILM
FOLKS, INC.
C()ri>. the du i'ont interests and many
certain player, and only incidentall.v does
others. Such associations have been won
•. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treasit go to see him or her in a particular
in the past because of the big e.xpansion
■rer;
Joseph
Dannenberg,
Vice-President
and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary
and movement which is taking place in the play. The popularity of the star is a
big
factor. Hence the value of the trade
Business
Manager.
motion-picture
industry.
mark may be imiiaired. Tliis does not
Catered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
"It is estimated that gross receipts of aitpl.v to the same degree in other lines
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under motion-picture theaters in the tjiiited
of' business, and therefore, may cause
Ac act of March 3, 1879.
States this year will exceed $800,000,000.
some serious thought to investors."
Tenns (Postage free) United States, Outside In 1<»18 the receipts were $675,000. This
at Greater
New
York, $10.00 one year; 6 compares favorably with the gross busiGarsson Film
Ready
Months,
$5.00; 3 months,
$3.00.
Foreign,
ness done by, say 13 leading rubber
companies in that year, and is more than
^5.00.
Murray
W.
Garson
of the FounSubscribers should remit with order
half of the gross business done by the
.Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
I'liited States Steel Corp. This applies,
dation
Film
Corp.
has
"The BlindDAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
it must l)e remembered, to the theater
ness of Youth" ready for a trade
York, N. Y.
receipts, and not to producing companies.
shortly. which will probably be held
showing
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
There is probably $100,000,000 in capital
Hollywood,
California
at work in this Held. It is estimated
£ditoriaI and Business Offices:
6411 Holly- tiiat American producers have a comwoiid Blvd. Phone.
Hollywood
1603.
bined income of some .$90,000,000. One
Lamb
Returns
iDiiipany, the Famous-I'iayers-Lask.v, is
reported to be doing a weekl.y business
Thomas W. Lamb, Marcus Loew's
of .$r)00,000 in domestic rentals alone, and architect has returned to New York
the foreign business amounts to about from an extensive trip through the
Bid Asked Last Sale $100,000 a week. Next year this company
Far West. While away Lamb arFamous Players .. 87
87^4 87
will,
is expected,
produceof l.'iO
ranged for alterations in a number
films.it The
cost of some
the feature
larger

l^^^jigK^j^g

Omaha

Hard Hit

,

Fuel
Regulations
Were
Unusually
Severe — Exchanges Threatened
to Move
iSbecial
to
If ID'S DAILY)
Omaha — The exhibitors
of Omaha
and Council Bluffs, declare they were
the "goats" of all the amusement
world during the fuel strike.
After being closed two weeks by
the fuel committee, the theaters were
permitted to open four hours a day
beginning Sunday, December 14,
from 7 to 11 p. m. This was despite
the fact that the theaters had
equipped themselves with oil heaters and no scarcity of fuel oil was
claimed.

To prevent such infringement of
their rights in the future the exhibitors, operators, musicians and other
etnployees have combined with the
exchanges, the legitimate theater
owners and managers and employees, to organize an amusement protective association to represent the
amusement enterprises in future controversies.
To further infuriate the show men
Goldwyn
—
—
29
of the Ackerman and Harris theaters the president of the Chainber of
Loew, Inc
30i^ 31^ 31^ 000.
of these will range from $80,000 to $1.')0',- and closed deals for a number of Commerce in a statement said the
"In the United States there are about sites for new theaters. One of these theaters should not be allowed to
Triangle
—
_
j^
Unit.
Pict. Prod. 16
16
16
l.'i.OOO picture theaters, ami 1,200 are be- is understood to be in Vancouver,
ing built at a cost of about $7.'i.000,000. B. C.
World
Film
—
_
i^ In all
the rest of the world there are
Every exhibitor, exchange man
open.
only 17,500 theaters, according to reliable
and theater man in Omaha who was
estimates, and 4,000 of these are in England and its colonies. The theaters in
Senator
Harrison
Expected
a member of the Chamber of ComIn Court
To-day
this country have a seating capacity of
merce began resigning. Every
Senator
"Pat"
Harrison
of
MissisLouis Saper will appear in court about 8,000,000, and they are filled twice
sippi, who is said to be an ardent amusement ma,n who was a memin the course of a day. Alto-day to answer charges preferred anil over
ber of the Chamber said he would
lowing the conservative estimate of $100 friend of the industry is expected in resi.gn.
by the National Association regard- a seat to build the theaters and the stag- New York this morning with Jack
gering total of .^SOO.OOO.OOO is arrived at
Exchange managers at once began
ing the purchase of lithographs as the investment in the picture the- S. Connolly, Washington representative
of
the
National
Association.
aters
alone.
considering plans to induce their
from exchange employees who, it is
"The Item of film lonsumptinn is no Frederick Elliott of the Association
move all exchanges
alleged, stole them for him. Sap- small item. At the jiresent time it is has secured seats for the Winter companies to
averaging about 10.000.000 feet a week
of the city's
because
here
from
per was apprehended last week due
nts.
as compared with .'5,000,000 in the year Garden and it is probable that Wil- stand against amuseme
preceding the war.
Local amusements arc said to have
liam A. Brady will tender the Senato the efforts of an office boy' in
"AVith increase in costs by the employtor a dinner.
suffered more than those in any
the Famous
Players
Exchange.
ment of high-priced stars, the building
other city in the country.

Quotations

WID'S

YEAR BOOK
1919 1920

NOW

READY

of expensive theaters and kindred factors, the day of the '5-cent movie' is
rapidly passing. Rome pictures bring
as much as .$2 a seat, and the range of
all pictures is rai)idly aniiroaching the
•*1 mark. The first week's receipts at
the Capitol, which was recently onened
in yew York, amounted to $70,000 in
roiuul figures.

"The day of extravagance in the picture industry is rapidly passing. It has
been the impression that the salaries of
t'le stars absorbed a large percentage of
l''e total profits. This, however, is some"'inor of an exaggeration. One promincrit fiicture-iiroducintr company last year
p-i'd out about $1.'!. 000. 000 ui salaries in
all depnrtments of the business, and the
vt,irs received
some
S'lOO.OOO.
or 4 per

— A mine of Authentic
Information for the
Exhibitor.
— Of Inestimable Value
to the Casting Director, Executive or
Producer.
— Nearly 400 Pages of
Live, Virile Matter
of the Motion Picture
Industry.
PRICE.

The Navy Film Service, during
the war period and for some time
after the signing of the Armistice
Navy with films for
supplied
the
sailors.the
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Two Companies
Dissolve
Albany — The Navy Film Service
and the Campania Latino Cinematografica Companies of New York
have filed notices of dissolution witTi
the Secretary of State. The former
was capitalized at $5,000 and the
latter at $50,000.
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Fairbanks

(Zukor After Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)
tard this movement, however, and
that is the lack of belief by exhibitors and investors that the source
and supply of good motion pictures will continue.
"Our company for some months
[has been working with a number of
prominent exhibitors who have enisted our co-operation.
"I am, therefore, very happy to
invite exhibitors anywhere and
pverywhere to communicate with me
n regard to the establishing of
permanent relations between themselves and ourselves. However, I
will be glad to furnish pictures as
before to any exhibitor on our presMit contract basis."
F.

P. in Indianapolis

W.

S. S. Director

Aschmann Wins Pathe Contest
W. A. Aschmann of Milwaukee
I the winner of the first prize ofred by Pathe during November,
iQuimby Tribute Month."
He wins
$1,000 platinum ring.
The second prize goes to C. A.
'aylor of the Buffalo office wTio
ill receive a $500 ring.
R. S. Shrader of Indianapolis won
iC special prize of $1,000 offered by
lal Roach for the greatest volume
t business secured for Harold
.lovd comedies.
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CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
more demonstrates her magnificent art in
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
We have made for this production a
very artistic lobby display together
with reproductions in fac-simile oil
paintings from her latest poses in
various sizes.
KRAUS
MFG.
CO.
220 West 42d Street
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant
Once

ANGELES

1729 Highland Ave.

THE ACME
PORTABLE
PROJECTOR

ILLUSTRATIONS

AdJITLE
PHOTOGRAPHY

The Studio, The Cutting
!
FOR— T'Jie Editor, Home,
xrch.

SEE

FILMUSIC CUE SHEETS ARE GOOD FOR ALL THEATERS EVEN THOSE THAT USE ROLLS— AND LOTS OF
THEM DO.
.

Torres Buys Kerrigan Series

"TI/TLES,

Square u-cc. ..

MAKE

Souvenir

Gapitol

M T

Box

Christmas

W. W. Hodkinson Foreign DeDouglas Fairbanks has been apAmarillo, Texas — A Christmas souvenir has been issued by Dye Ford
partment announces sale of the enpointed adirector for the War Savtire series of Kerrigan Brunton productions for the West Indies to
ings Stamp drive in Southern Cali- and Rodgers, who operate several
fornia.
houses in Wichita Falls, Canyon,
Ramirez Torres, head of the Selection Film Service., of Porto Rico
plain view and in this city. The book
and Havana.
Carlyle R. Robinson, Fairbank's
which
included
synopses
of
pictures
director of publicity will handle the
to be shown at their houses soon and
publicity during the drive.
bits of humor and news about moOes of Denmark Here
tion pictures and film people, was
Ingvald C. Oes, manager of the distributed to patrons of the theaters.
Famous Players' Scandinavian office
arrived in New York last week for
"Capt. Swift," by C. Hadden
a stay of several weeks.
Chambers
will befor Earle
Williams'
He reports that fully 75 per cent next
production
Vitagraph.
of the films used in Scandinavia are
of American
make.
will release "Fighting Cres11.Pathe
sy,"
with Blanche Sweet on January
Lesser to Build Studio
The difference between
Sol Lesser plans the erection of
his own studio according to coast
Just in time to enjoy a white
moving pictures and
advices. Besides handling the George Christmas in New York, Olive
Beban and Annette Kellerman pro- Thomas and Elaine Hammerstein,
Goldwyn Pictures is the
ductions Lesser is out after addi- Selznick stars, with their respective
difference between
tions to the list.
companies, returned from the South
where they had been "a-picture-makment.ulation and investspec
ing." Both stars paid a hasty visit
"U" Serials Booked in a Series
to the Selznick Fort Lee Studio to
Universal is placing its serials with exchange Christmas greetings with
exhibitors in a series of five instead of one at a time. Those in the staff.

{Special to H^ID'S DAILY)
Indianapolis, Ind. — Famous Playrs have secured a 99 year lease
)n a site for a film house here, now
)ccupied by the Hotel English. Contruction work on the new house
vill be started early in 1921. Larz
iVhitcomb and Samuel H. Dowden,
ttorneys, negotiated the lease. Fanous has deposited $100,000 in Librty Bonds with a local trust compresent series are "The Lion
)any and will deposit $150,000 more the
vhen the actual work of erect- Man," "Elmo the Fearless," "The
Vanishing Dagger," "The Moon Ridng the house starts.
ers," and "The Dragon's Net."
Rentals must be paid to William
j:. English as follows: $28,720 for
he first seven months, $33,000 for
he next year, $34,000 for the suceeding eighteen months, $35,000
ach year for the succeeding seven
nd one-half years, $38,000 a year
or the next twenty years and $40,00 per year for all of the remainig time. The seating capacity' of
he house and its name have not
et been decided upon.
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Coast Brevities

reme Court Justice Lehman

ed
a verdict
for the defendant.
The'
Selznick
Enterprises
refused to take
the negative on the ground that it
was defective and too cloudy to
make merchantable positives. The
film was shown to the jury. At the
first trial the jury disagreed.

(Special to WW'S DAILY)
Hollywood — Allan Dwan has purchased the picture rights to Peter
B. Kyne's "Kindred of Dust," and
Mr. Kyne himself will assist in the
production, writing subtitles and
otherwise
making
himself useful.

In a suit by Marc Klaw and
Abraham Erlanger against the Famous Players-Lasky Corp., the Empire Trust Co., and Alf Hayman an
answer has been filed in the Supreme
Court by the Empire Trust Company
alleging that it has no interest in
the matter and submitting its rights
to the court for determination.

Mildred Harris Chaplin has just
returned from Coronado, where she
and Mrs. Thomas H. Ince have been
spending a few days.
Viola Dana and 26 members of her
new company have left for Pleasanton, Cal., where the opening scenes
of
"Eliza Comes to Stay" will be
filmed.
"The Sagebrusher" is the first
Emerson Hough book to be produced in a photoplay. Mr. Hampton
produced Zane Grey's "Desert Gold"
and Stewart Edward White's "The
Westerners."
Sir Harry Lauder, after being introduced to Douglas MacLean at the
Ince Studios:
Sir Harry: "I see that you hae
more than a little Scotch in ye."
Doug: "Not a drop, I assure you,
since the town went dry."
Two directors are now producing
new Gayety Comedies. Craig Hutchinson is directing George Ovey
and Lillian Biron in "Fireman, Save
My Gal," and James Clemens is directing William Bletcher and Vera
Reynolds in "Ruined by Love."
Frank Elliott, leading man, has
been signed by Maxwell Karger to
play a principal role in the MetroScreen Classic production of "The
Hope."
Charles Barton, 14-year-old actor,
is playing the juvenile lead in Tourneur's picture, "The County
Fair."
Al E. Christie is directing another
Christie Special comedy, the cast
cf which is headed by Colleen
Moore. The picture will be called
"Her Bridal Night Mare."

returr

LEUMAS CARTOON SERVICE
Christie Special Comedies
The bigger they are
etc.
. Fay Tincher and the "Filmfollies"
sheriffs in Christie's new two-reel m elloburlesque "GO WEST YOUNG
MAN."

In the Courts

defendant would dispose of his $300,000 note.

In the suit of Edward F. Wells
against the United Picture Productions Corp. to restrain the defendant
from disposing of a note for $300,000
made by the plaintiff June 23 last
Supreme Court Justice Greenbaum
has granted an injunction. Wells
says he contracted to buy 30,000
shares of 8 per cent, at $300,000 with
a bonus of $15,000 common stock to
be released as fast as he sold it, and
if he sold the amount alloted to him
in five months he was to get a bonus
of 10,000 shares of common stock.
He says the defendant repudiated
the contract and refused to make
deliveries of stock which he sold. He
says that on Aug. 25 Lee A. Ochs
told him at Los Angeles that if he
would sign a release of all claims
against the defendant the $300,000
note would be returned to him. He
told the court that he was afraid the

Maurice D. Rosenberg has filed a
suit in the Supreme Court against
Marcus Loew for an accounting. He
alleges that in 1913 Mr. Loew engaged him as broker to obtain a
ease on property in Washington,
D. C, including the Columbia Theater. He says he arranged for the lease
of this property to Mr. Loew and
through him to the corporation he
controls. He alleges that he was to
get a tenth of the profits from the
transaction which he says have been
rge, but he alleges that Mr. Loew
has refused to pay him the sum due
and he asks an accounting.
On the second trial of the suit of
the Torpedo Film Corp. against the
Lewis J. Selznick Enterprises to recover $5,981 for a negative of the
film play, "Anna Petrowna," shipped
here from Italy, a jury before Sup-

Producers of AnuncLted
Films for e-\7ery purpose.
17^. 45tli St. TelBiyant - 6806
Here is the Real Opportunity
Motion Picture House
Seating 600
FOR
SALE
Address Mr. Mitchell,
\ Room
j.\
46
1 East 42nd St.
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WHO IS THE
Woman In Grey?

The latest Capitol comedy, featuring Neal Burns, is finished. Its
title is "One Dollar Down." Burns
is supported by Lillian Webster.
Palace. Brooklyn Changes Hands
The Palace, at 14th St. and 7th
Ave., Brooklyn
has been sold by
Henry Haring to Birowic Bros.

THE HAL BENEDICT STUDIOS

Producers and Directors. Let us help cast
your next picture. We
furnish High-grade talent, Types and better
class of "extras."
FILMCLAS CORP.
Patnam Bnilding
Phone: Bryant 2187

College Point, Long Island

I

/

BILLY BOWMAN
Casting Manager

laa

I
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Issued
by Associated
Exhibitors,
Inc.— Quimby Talks of New Or-

Stock Offered
to Public by Ohio
Concern — Karger's
Name
Mentioned and Withdrawn

ganization
Fred C. Quimby,
director of Exchanges of Pathe, which will distribute for the newly formed Associated Exhibitors, Inc. yesterday gave
out the first definite information istion.
sued regarding the new organiza-

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Cleveland, O. — The Sterling Seri^ice and Amusement Co., Erie Bldg.,
s offering for public purchase 200,300 shares of 7 per cent, preferred
itock at $1 a share.
The stock was offered in quarter
Dage advertisements in "The Jewish
Review and Observer," and the Sunlay issue of the "News-Leader" two
days later. In the first advertiseTient it was announced that MaxAfell Karger of Metro was "second
/ice-president of the Sterling Company and will act as main buyer of
ts feature productions." But in the
id in the "News-Leader" two days
ater it was announced that "owing
:o the press of other duties Maxwell
Sparger has decided it is impossible
:o accept this office or act in any
:apacity."
From the first ad it was evident
hat the concern intended to operate
in exchange. The ad said in part :
The Sterling Service antl Amuseiiieiit
ompaiiy, witli main offices in tlie Sloan
luilding, Pro.spect avenue, was estabsheil in 1917. Joseph B. Diener, presient ; Bert M. Stern, vice-president, and
[il. A. Walter.s, treasurer, are contributig 35 years of experience in excliange,
Im saiesinansliip, theater management
nd picture distribution; over a third of
century of combined experience in all
ranches of the industry.
Thev made
a profit of .ftO.OOO from
'nly, 1017, to July, 1919.

{Continued from Page 3)

Griffith Buys "The White Slave"
David W. Griffith has bought the
creen
to Bartley
• amous rights
melodrama
of Campbell's
the olden
i,imes, "The White
Slave."
1 In its day it was one of the most
amous
productions
on the boards.
It developed yesterday that sevral producers are planning the proluctions of some of the old time
amous
melodramas.

Price 5 Cent*
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He named as franchise holders
Lubliner & Trinz of Chicago; Harry Crandall of Washington; Mike
Shea of Buffalo; Paul Gustanovic of
Cleveland; the Merrill Theater Co.
of Milwaukee; Ruben & Finkelstein
of Minneapolis: Harding & Coen of
Omaha; America Theater of Denver; Harris & Ackerman of Salt
Lake, San Francisco and Los Angeles; Clemmer & Lambach of Spokane and Portland: the Clemmer
Theater of Seattle; Sam Harding of
Kansas City; Olsen & Sourbier of
Indianapolis ;and J. H. Cooper of
City.
Oklahoma
"There
are several others who
are as good as signed," added Quimby, "but{Continu
pendinged the
reccopt
on Page
2) of the

1^^

Warde to Direct Dana

Jennie's first visit to the gay cabarets of Broadway — Norma Talmadge
in her first picture for First National, "A Daughter of Two Worlds."

S-L and Metro Tie Up

Who's Buying?

J. D. Williams Found Little Actual
Theater Purchasing, Regardless
of Reports to the Contrary
J. D. Williams of First National,
who has just been to the Coast ha,s
this to say about reports of theater purchases:
"It was extremely interesting to
check up some of the many rumors
common to New York about the
elaborate theater holding being rapidly acquired by some of the prot'.'Ar<:r--cli5.tributors and chain theater
operators. On Broadway it was

Latter

Will Release
Five Productions During Year — All Plays
or Books
S.-L. Prod., the Arthur Sawyer
and Herbert Lubin company will release five productions a year through
Metro. The deal has just been closed.
S.-L. will use part of the. Metro
studios but where production will
be has not as yet been determined.
Nothing definite has been secured
as to the producing plans of S.-L.
but it is known that only pictures
from successful plays or books will
be made. This is following out
Metro's
policy of "fewer and better" pictures.

Hatton J5ith Goldwyn
gossip after
that house
house
and chain
chain al'i.^
was jbeing
i Los .'^Irtgeles reports are to the daily
{Continued on Page 2)
•ffe,ri* that Raymond Hatton, formerly with Famous Players-Lasky,
las signed a long-term contract
"U" to Star Edith Roberts
ith Goldwyn. The report goes on
{By Wire to JVWS DAILY)
) say that Goldwyn is considering
number of well-known stories for
Los Angeles — Universal has placed
Edith Roberts under a long term
[atton, including "Septimus," by contract to star in productions for
/illiam J. Locke.
that company. She has been playing leads in a number of pictures
Local Offices of Goldwyn yesteray confirmed the report that Hat- for that concern to date. Her last
)n had been put under a long-time work was with Frank Mayo in "Lasjntract.

The with
corrapany
men"
£7. K.produced
Lincoln. "Virtuous
Herbert Lubin, one of the firm
members placed Mary Miles Minter
with Adolph Zukor.
Alice Joyce's next production for
Vitagraph
be "Slaves?
of Pride,"A
directed bywill
George
Terwilliger.
January
(

release.

Los {Special
Angelesto —WW'S
ErnestDAILY)
C. Warde
will direct Viola Dana in "Eliza
Comes to Stay," for Metro.
Oscar Price Back
returned
Oscar A.to Price
United Artists''
townof yesterday
from
a week spent in West Virginia
among "his own people."
Karger Coming East
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Los Angeles, Cal. — Maxwell Karger will leave for New York in a
few days. Karger will direct a new
series of pictures to be known as
Maxwell Karger Prod., featuring
Bert Lytell, who will leave for the
East early in the spring.

Famous Meets Jan. 13
The annual meeting of the stockholders of Famous Players-Lasky
has been tentatively set for Jan. 13.
A number of important matters
are expected to be discussed and
thrashed out at that time.
There will be no issue of
WID'S DAILY on Thursday,
New

Year's.
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Who's Buying?
(Continued from Page 1)
purLhased. The rumors grew until
before T left on the trip, I was told
in all confidence that the total for
two or three concerns had reached
close to 400 theaters. The fact is
■that not more than three out of 20
reported transactions actually took
place, or will take place, in the territories Ivisited.
"The greatest question in the mind
of the average exhibitor is about
the future changes in the releasing
affiliations of stars and producers
whose pictures are in demand. The
rapidity with which these changes
have occurred in the last year or
two has been the source of great
difficulty for theater owners. Moreover, it has added materially to their
costs of operation without benefiting either the producers or exhibitors.
"Most surprising and prophetic of
the many facts which the trip developed isthe almost unanimous sentiment among exhibitors, large and
small, for larger and more luxurious
theaters. Exhibitors with theaters
seating 1500 or 1800 are thinking now
of houses that will accommodate
2500 or 3000. The theatermen who
have been operating with from 600
to 1000 seats are convinced that
houses are needed that will accommodate 1200 or 1500 patrons.
"Many of the small town exhibitors, with 300 and 400 seat theaters,
are thinking about remodeling, or
of building entirely new structures,
with from 50 to 150 per cent, increases in capacity. Of course, this
is going to mean fewer theaters, in
the end, because one large theater,
erected in a locality that is now supporting three small houses, eventually will close at least one of the
Others.

jM^c

War on Sunday Shows

they contract, financial returns,
commensurate with the drawing
New
York
Civic League
to Fight
{Continued from Page 1)
power of their productions. It is
Against
a
Wide-Open
Sabbath
signed contracts we prefer not to well known that often those who
mention
their names.
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
have shared the credit for wonderful
Albany. — The New York Civic
"The Association is being formed
for the purpose of buying big in- productions have benefitted but League has formulated its legislative policy for 1920. An important
dependent productions, contracting little froiTi the profits. Under the
feature of its program will be a stern
with stars and producers for their
plan major profits go to the pro- fight against the opening of moving
productions, etc., in order to fortify
ducer, star and director, which means
franchise holders' theaters with the that at last they will receive the picture theaters on Sunday and a
best class of product and as a pro- reward to which they are justly en- general ban on Sabbath amusements
including baseball and other forms
tection against possible pernicious titled.
"Where does Pathe come in on the of sport.
combines," added Mr. Quimby in
discussing the new organization.
The league will sponsor bills proorganization? The Associated Exhibitors have selected us to handle
"The Association will have its
viding for a State censorship of pictures with a measure in the bill to
general manager and the home office the distribution of their product
remove
officers for failure to comply
will be in New York. At this office
throughout the world, and this se- with the law.
will be conducted the business aflection was made after a careful
The move regarding the Sunday
fairs of the organization. First analysis of the methods of distribumeeting will be held in .January, at
law will seek to eliminate local option and make the closing down of
which will be elected a president, a
tion of other concerns.'"
theaters a State law without regard
board of directors, and a purchasing
to the wishes of individual towns
committee. The Purchasing Com- Vitagraph Engages Melville Brown or
cities.
Melville Brown, who has written
mittee will negotiate and contract
and
directed
a
number
of
successful
with producers, stars and independHenaberry With Read
comedies, has been engaged by Vitaent productions.
"The Associated Exhibitors is a graph to direct Montgomery and
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los
Angeles — Joseph
Henaberry
Rock in their future comedies. Be100 per
exhibitors'
tion,cent,
controlled,
owned, organizaoperated
fore joining Vitagraph as a director will ker
direct
Louise Glaum for J. ParRead, Jr.
and with a policy fully outlined by Brown was associated with Charlie
its exhibitors. In each territory the Chaplin. He was a co-director for
franchise holder for that territory Mabel Normand and wrote the script
Bryant Washburn's next screen
will sell franchises for that territory. for "The Pest," in which she was
comedy will be called "Where Julia
starred.
These franchises will give to their
holders exclusive right to show all
productions released by the Associated Exhibitors. Inc. This means
that
eventually
there
will in
be Asso'8.000
to 10,000
franchise
holders
ciated Exhibitors. Inc.
"The sole purpose of the Association is to eliminate the middle man
by bringing the producer, star, director and independent seller of big
States Rights features into direct
contact with the exhibitor. And
supplementary to this its object is
to prevent, fight and overthrow any
attempt at monopoly. Domination
in this field seems to be the ambition
of certain individuals. Such domination would mean that eventually
the exhibitor would be compelled to
turn over his theater to the dominating element.
"The Associated Exhibitors plan
is to give the exhibitor, the star, the
director or the producer with whom

It is all very well to wish

Rules."

QheKey
to Power
E.A^HAMMONS

Presents

•*

A DRAMA

'^2'"^ c'. ■/■■.,' y-ii. Sct. I.

of tke COALFIELDS

Here's a thriller— a timely drama, based
on the present coal situation.
It has real
punch and heart interest.
Claire Adams
and Hugh
Thompson
are
the leading players; the direction is b.v
William Parke, and the story by E. Lloyd
Sheldon and Caroline Gentry.
Five
reels of entertainment — splendidly
produced.

the exhibitor a "Merry
Christmas and a Happy

Rr Opportunity '•^Addresis

New

Year," but,

Why

not make

Educational Films r/»-

that wish
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{Continued from Page 1)
"Tlipy are now
bringing
into the orRiinizatioii Miixwell Knigpr, Dirertor
Geupral of Produc-tion at tlie lletro Stiifllo. Los AnKPlps, an old Clpvplanil man
known to pvpiy iiianagpr in thp TTnited
States. Hp is spcond vlfp-prpsident of
thp Stpi'linR- Company and will art as
main bnypr of its fpatnre productions.
"Mr. Kara'pr will not spvpf his connpotion with thp Metro rori>oration. wlipre,
as Dirpctor General, hp is thp third hiKhest priced director in tlip country. But
hp will hp in a position, at thp center of
(liP film industry, to buy outrisht thrpe
or four worthwhile productions for the
Sterling Company
each year.
"Thesp fpatnrp pictures can be sold to
buyers in the foreign field and to State
Rifflit buyers
theMiddle
T'nitedWest
States
Canada,
outsideinthe
fieldand
of
Ohio. Kentucky and iMichiRan, in which
the Sterling is ojieratins' as an ExchanRp,
convpniently servins: from its Cleveland,
Cincinnati
and Detroit offices.
"The Sterline Comitanv will utilize
every dollar of its new $200,000 capital
and every year of experience of its four
main oflicei-s to supply the demands of
the theaters in these three states for fea' ture pictures. It will exnand its exchange, openins' branch offices in Cincinnati and Detroit, pnlargp its systpm of
distribution and handlp thP best State
Ttijrht pictures that can be found in the
market.
"Here are some figiires on State Right
pictures that arp familiar to all picture
fans, showing the cost of Ohio State
Rights and the approximate profits in
the past:
Cost of Anprox.
Subject
O. Rights
Profits
" 'Tillie's Punctured Romance'
.i;.5,000
$7.=).000
'■ 'Where Are My
Children''
S.OOO 6.->,000
-,- " 'The Whip'
■'),000 !-)0,000
' " 'jrickev'
10.000
12.5,000
" ■Million Dollar Mystery' (Serial)
10.000 75.000
"These are lumsual profits. Thp returns from the latest Sterling feature,
^ .'Are You Legally Married'?' are to- date
i', "'i""i-s: Cost of rights to use picture
^,-„"^'P vears in Ohio and Kpntucky,
•■■■■'"»■
The company has had returns
stn'i I *''■""' Northern Ohio. $.1700 and
Ohio
• "ji has l)e;,,uinn;s to make
in Southern
and
Kentucky,
the returns
from
ThiQ • ^^''' 1 •'Miiiil those of Northern Ohio.
nntn i^^J^l'lip average cost and the approxi\ ''profits on a picture of this class."
^

Mullin Busy

"Times" Prints Article by Hess
The New York Times printed in
Eugene Mullin started the week
its Sunday edition a two-column arproperly for Goldwyn yesterday by
ticle by Gabriel L. Hess of Goldwyn
announcing a number of new stories on the films and censorship.
purchased.
Swedish Biograph Studio Ready
"Milestones," in which Arnold
Stockholm, Sweden. — The studios
Bennett and Edward Knoblauch
of the Swedish Biograph at Rasuncollaborated, will be made as a big da, a suburb of this city will be comspecial. Both of these writers are
pleted on Jan. 1. Victor Seastrom
and Mary Johnson are the Swedish
top-notchers. Knoblauch's "Kis- stars who will appear in productions
iTiet" is now being made by another made here.
company as a special. Mullin also
F. I. L. M. Club Holds Elections
bought Ben Ames Williams' newest
(Special
to IVID'S
DAILY)officers
work, "The Man Who Had EveryChicago.
— The
following
thing," which will probably appear were
elected
at
a
ineeting
of the
in the Saturday Evening Post, for
either Jack Pickford or Tom Moore, F. I.L. M. Club held at the Hotel
Morrison: President, J. Friedman;
and "The Girl With a Jazz
by Robert Shannon for MabelHeart,"
Nor- vice-president, Fred Aiken of Vitasecretary and treasurer, R. C.
mand. "Black Pawl," also by Ben Seery ofgraph;
the Central Film Co. Clyde
Ames Williams was recently bought
Eckhardt, D. N. Vanawalker, C.
by Goldwyn. Williams wrote "Ju- Harthill, R. C. Seery and F. J.
bilo," in which' Will Rogers ap- Flaherty comprise the new board of
directors.
peared.
An original story has been secured
for Madge Kennedy. It is "The Return of Zahzi," by Lawrence McCloskey.
Shipman's New Year
Ernest Shipman is in receipt
wire from Santa Monica, Cal.,
ing: "Am sending a roll of
kiddie and his schoolmates
as a

of a
readyour
New

Year's gift with a Scotchman's compliments.referred
(Signed) Stuart
The kiddie
to is Paton."
Ernest
and Nell Shipman's son, Barry, who
though but seven years of age is the
sargeant of the drill brigade at the
Westlake Military Academy, Santa
Monica.

"Ernie" Shipman is the recipient
of many gifts this Yuletide seasoin.
His "Back to God's Country," after
covering over $200,000, of its prescribed $600,000 journey, under First
Ty'The
second
advertisement
con- /tained practically the saiiie informa- National auspices, just opened its
>/,tion save 'for the statement regardiiio- New York engagement at the CapiMaxwell
Kargcr's
connection
with
tol, and has besides 100 prints workthe concern.
ing to capacity audiences in all parts
of the country.
The Dominion Film Co., Inc., has
Famous Gets Spanuth's Sermonettes
H. A. Spanuth's "The Christmas elected hiin on its board of directMessage," will be on the program
ors, and he will act in an advisory
of the non-theatrical department of
capacity in connection with new proFamous Players.
ductions to be undertaken by that
company.
To Erect $700,000 House
The Curwood-Carver Prod, are
Newark, N. J.— The Beacon, seat- busy on the second Curwood proing 3,000, will be erected here at a
duction, entitled "The Yellowback"
co'st
about $700,000, at Broad and and a new Canadian company is beRectorof Sts.
ing formed to film the Ralph Connor stories in a big way, upon their
Hill I
natural
locations. Shipman has been
Chicago, I'
-h^^rge of production and
mer

Commencing

Scenario Writer
Players-Lasky
Corp.

"Eyes Elsie
of the Ferguson
Soul"
starring
"Sinners"
starring Alice Brady
written

"Cup of Fury"
by Rupert
Hughes

"The Great Shadow"
starring Tyrone
Power

Today

Communicate with Manager
Morningside 4985

Paul Scardon
Director of
Nearing

Goldwyn
Morey

•

Partners of the Night"
The Darkest Hour

Harry i^^

tures is due back iioi^.
morrow.
He has been west lour
after Equity openings.

H. H. Lorie Here
New Co-Stars for Vitagraph
H. H. Lorie, representing the
Vitagraph yesterday announced
that Joe Ryan, the heavy, and Jean Royal Film Agency of London, and
Pagie v.'ould be co-starred in "Moods the Samuelson's is at the Hotel
of Evil," a serial, written by Albert Pennsylvania. He has with him sevE. Smith, president of Vitagraph
eral prints of English made producand Cyrus Townsend Brady, Grations for which he is seeking a ir.arham Baker is preparing the scen- ket, and also is in the mar
ario.
material which can be used

Famous

UNSELL

All available for Short Period

Cok

mc>'-

Directing Zena Keete
.imble is directing Zena
-^ m "The Woman
God Sent"
xor Selznick.
Sophie
Irene Loeb
wrote the story.

Here's a Proposition for Short Subject Producers
Fully equipped
Studio
Staff
Cameraman
Grew

EVE

99
Released
To be

**

e Storm^^
of th
Mis Green
Room Club, N. Y.

Harry T.

WithDay
Edith
With

ruesday, December

30, 1919

Incorporations

tM^
On Broadway

Albany — Portchester Theater Co.,
Moss'
Broadway — Mildred
Harris
<itw York City. Capital, $30,000. Chaplin
in "Forbidden."
ncorporators: B. A. Daly, T. F. in •"Forbidden."
Parisian
Fashion
Frolic.
^lacMahon, and B. C. Elliott, 1400
iroadway.
Capitol — Nell Shipman in "Back
to God's
Country."
Capitol
News.
Boston, Mass. — Elizabeth M. P.
Prizma
Colorland
Review.
:o., Falmouth. Capital, $50,000. InJack Allen
hunting picture.
lorporators: Elizabeth and Isaac
Rivoli — Douglas Fairbanks in
Robbins
and Chester O'Brien, of
Boston.
"When
Clouds Roll By."
Rivoli the
Pictorial.

Post Nature Scenic — "Memory
Boston — Silver Bell Pictures Co.,
VIedford. Capital, $25,000. Incor)orators: A. W. Plummer, Quincy.
Mack Sennett Comedy— "The
?. J. Mason, and G. A. Spear of Med- Lane."
Speakeasy."
ord.
Strand— D. W. Griffith's "The
Greatest
Question."
Strand Topical Review.
White Plains, N. Y.— Stella Maylew Productions, with a capital of
Rialto— Charles Ray in '^'Red Hot
550,000, has applied for a charter
Rialto Magazine.
Dollars."
n the county clerk's office here.
Stella Mayhew Taylor, William B.
Bruce
scenic — "Chilkat
Cubs."
Faylor and Jacob S. Riskin are the
Fox Sunshine Comedy — "Chicken
lirectors.
a la Cabaret."
Loew's New York— Today— H. B.
Toledo, Ohio. — Joseph O. Ep- Warner — "Haunting
Shadows."
Wednesday— Billie Burke, "Wanted
stein, Harry Cowen, Thofnas Gardler and Morris Kraus have had in- a Husband.
"
:orporated the West Toledo AmuseThursday — Sylvia Bremer, "My
Husband's
Other
Wife."
nent Company with a capital of
Friday— Peggy Hyland, "The Web
^50,000, of which $30,000 in stock
las been issued. The company will of Chance."
Edith Roberts, "The Triflers."
Degin building The Playhouse, seatSaturday — Constance Binney in
,ng 1,500, here within a month.
"Erstwhile
Susan."
Sunday— Mary Pickford, "Heart
o'the Hills."
San Francisco, Cal. — D. Greenan,
Brooklyn Strand — Anita Stewart
r. Zanetin, G. Kane, James Marcus
in
"In Old Kentucky."
md J. W. Slater have incorporated
lere, the Oakland and San FrancisNext Week
X) Theater Company, the Salt Lake
Zasino, the Eureka Hippodrome ^ Brooklyn Strand— D. W. Griffith's
Company and the Long Beach The- "The Greatest Question:"
iter Co.
Capitol— Alice
Lake
^n "Should
a Wom^Tn
Tell?"
Strand — Norma
Talmadge
in "A
Daughter of Two Worlds."
Rivoli — Not yet determined.
Rialto — Not yet determined.

WID'S

YEAR BOOK
1919-1920

NOW

READY

— A mine of Authentic
Information for the
Exhibitor.
— Of Inestimable Value
to the Casting Director, Executive or
Producer.
—Nearly 400 Pages of
Live, Virile Matter
of the Motion Picture
Industry.

PRICE. $i.oo;i]
Prepaid
Anywhere in U. S. A.

Hammons Abroad Pushing Projector
E. W. Hammons of Educational
is in England making plans for a
sales organization to handle the
"Rotary" Portable Projector, world's
rights to which Educational secured
a few weeks ago.
Domestically, nine non-theatrical
exchanges will handle the projector
in the theatrical field and by an
arrangement, the American Type
Foundries will sell the machine
through its educational department.
The Kelwin Film Co. controls the
foreign rights.
"Key to Power" Released
Educational's first feature "The
Key to Power," which has been held
back for some time is now ready
for immediate release. William
Parke directed the production which
features Hugh Thompson and Claire
Adams.

DAILV
Coast Brevities

of E.company.
P. Hermann,
the

the president of

(Special to WW8
DAILY)
Pat Dowling, director of publicity
Hollywood — John E. Stahl is at
work on a script for a production of Christie Film, should be complimented on the artistic booklet that
which he will direct for Louis B.
he is publishing for the benefit of
Mayer.
the exhibitors and newspapers
H. Thompson Rich, former editor throughout the country. The booklet is printed in colors and carries
of The Forum, is the newest addia few attractive cuts of the
tion to the Screen Classic scenario quite
Christie
releases.
staff.
Public Administrator Bryson has
The National Film Corporation
filed a petition for letters of adminhas wired Secretary Lane that it will
istration to the estate of William
co-operate Mr. Lane's new scheme of Stowell, also known as William H.
Americanization via the motion pic- S. Farr, actor and motion picture diture.
rector, who was killed in a railroad
crash in South Africa. The petition states that no relatives of the
Flanagan and Edwards, making
comedies for National Film Corp. deceased are known but it is believed
made a personal appearance at the he has an aunt, Ella Rogers, 302
California Theater in San Francisco So. Winchester Ave., Chicago. The
during last week.
estate is valued at $17,000.
GAUSMAN
Jack Dempsey, J. Warren Kerrigan, Robert Brunton, Babe Ruth and
Al Kauffman went on a duck hunt
recently around the t?de-lands of
Balboa.
Al St. John's third Paramount
Comedy,
Ahoy!" has
subtitled "Ship
and forwarded
to been
New
York. It is scheduled to be released January 25.
Sam Warner, President of the
Helen Holmes serial company, expects to start work on the second
serial immediately after the first of
the year.
W. A. Howell, for nine years identified with the direction of short
comedy subjects, has been engaged
by Maxwell Karger to direct Viola
Dana in her latest comedy.
Maxwell Karger has engaged Jack
Mulhall, and Ruth Stonehouse for
principal roles in "The Hope," the
great melodrama of England, India
and Italy that is to be made a MetroScreen
Classic production.

Fischer Succeeded

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Minneapolis, Minn. — Henry Fischer, American Film Co., has resigned because of poor health. Succeeded by Ralph Pielow.
NEGATIVE

Spike

Robinson, former lightweight champion of England and
one time sparring partner of John
L. Sullivan, has been signed by Robert Brunton to play an important
part in Jack Dempsey's

serial.

Albert Shelby LeVino of the
Screen-Classics scenario department
has started work on the script of
■'Burning Daylight," which will be
Mitchell Lewis's first Metro Jack
I^ondon production for C. E. Shurtlefl. Inc. It will be filmed under the
supervision
of Maxwell
Karger.

Remodeling
Liljerty, Holdenville
Holdenville, Olka.— Mr. Howell,
A preview of the film "That Someproprietor of the Liberty is remodelthing" was given at one of the Santa
ling the old opera house here and Monica Theaters. The film, which is
spending $5 oOO to put it into first a six reel feature is the first picture
class shape. There is a big oil
boom
produced by the Hermann Studios
on here.
atJSanta Monica under the direction

WANTED

For
America or World Rights.
Address, Confidential, care

Wid's.
Bealart
Pictures
have
a P^^^ges
sP®,„„.
lobby
display
their
tions now
readyforin alltheir
exe
all
throughout
the country
fo \, ^gj
their bookings.
Look them Oi^i'v^
and seewillhowassist
this enterprising
con-'^^ffi
cern
you office.
in getting
"them" up to the box
KBAUS
MFG.
Co.
220 W. 42nd St.
17th Floor
Tel. 3607 Bryant

Robert Brunton has engaged Lon
Chaney, the clever character actor
who played "The Frog" in George
Loane Tucker's "The Miracle Man,"
to instruct Champion Jack Dempsey
in the art of making up.

by Pielow
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New

Eastern Hollywood
Planned for Maspeth,
Long Island
— Dwight Macdonald Interested
— Plans Ambitious Project
Dwight Macdonald, well known in
the industry by virtue of his connection with Triangle Film, as president
of the Maurice Holding Co. is planning a "Hollywood in the East."
The company owns the Maurice
plot of ground, of about 72 acres, at
Maspeth, Long Island, and those interested in the idea are planning to
have several of the larger companies
become interested and develop the
tract into studios, etc. much after the
manner of Hollywood or Culver
City.,
In discussing plans of the new
company Mr. Macdonald said yesterday:
"We are preparing for the development of the Maurice tract along
lines similar to those followed in the
two large motion picture centers in
TrU'Sii-nia, Culver City and Holly: where a number
of plants
«:>'->ocfl
ave sprung up close to each other,
'"^Suiting in the motion
picture innConiinued on Page 2)

The stage proper which will be located on the ground flioor, will cover
approximately 22,000 feet, and an
extra private stage will be situated
on Jackson Avenue side on the second floor 30 feet high. Ten companies can work at the same time.
A feature is a large indoor swimming
There will be three projection
rooms, and several examining rest
rooms, showers and special dressing
rooms for stars. The structure is of
brick and steel. It is expected that
the
poolstudio will be ready for occupancy in about two months.

.^'Jensorship Fight

^
.f eatened in Virginia — Jake Wells
W^
Here Getting Ready
Jake Wells and Harry Bernstein
of the Wells chain of Virginia were
in town yesterday talking with members of the National Association,
the Board of Review and others regarding the censorship fight which
they expect to see develop with the
opening of the Legislature in Virginia about Jan. 15.
Bernstein expressed confidence in
the outlook, and said that in all likelihood that the Virginia exhibitors
{Continued on Page 3)
Lasky Due Jan. 9
Jesse L. Lasky
is due in
York Jan. 9, from C;^V,iornia.

Npw

Karger ^lans Indefinite
{Special to fflD'S DAILY)
Los Angeles — Regarding a story
that he was about to leave for the
East where he would start a series
of Maxwell Karger Prod. Maxwell
Karger states:
"That story
prematu
re. Myare plans
are indefinite. isThe
chances
that
*I shall be here as director general
until spring."
Karger, it is true, leaves for the
East shortly, but he is going on a
vacation.

Studio

Being Erected in New
York — Will
Have
Space to Accommodate
Ten Companies
The Jackson Film Studios Corp.
recently organized with Wm. H.
Weissager as president, has acquired
a large plot of ground, with some
buildings at Westchester Ave. 224 X
180 ft. on Jackson Ave., 151st St.,
175 feet deep, facing three streets,
and covering an area of about 50,000
square feet. The object of the promoter is to erect a studio on the
site.

She faces the police magistrate for forging a check — Norma Talmadge
—in Advt.
"A Daughter of Two Worlds," her initial picture for First National.

Black in New Deal

New

Maine Theater Man Ties With Abe
Spitz of Proviidence
{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Rockland, Me.— Alfred S. Black
of the Black Circuit has affiliated
with Abe Spitz of Providence, in
a new company known as the Black
& Spitz Theaters, Inc.
The combination has closed negotVs'tTufis {kJ 3 2,000 seat house in
New Bedford wH> work is already
under way for a like i\ieater ni Pawtucket. Alfred S. Black states that
this marks the start of an iTiportant
.development
of the
■'^^'51^
England territory
by souther?.^
this new combination.
A contract has just been closed
with Heywood Bros, and the Wakefield Co. for 10,000 theater seats.
Part of these will be used by-Black
& Spitz and the remaining for the
theaters of the Black Circuit. It
is said to be one of the largest ci^ itracts for seats ever closed in Ntvv
England.
^

L

Republic Series

Enwood Company to Make Six a
Year for Latter to Distribute
Republic Distributing has entered
upon a contract with the Enwood
Feature Picture Co. through its president O. D. Woodward to supply the
former organization with a minimum
of six productionhs
a year.
The Enwood Company is located
at Denver and production will be on
Colorado.

Hodes
Back from Trip
Hal Hodes, editor of the Universal
Screen Magazine returned yesterday
from country.
a five weeks' trip throughout
the
Hodes reports business as booming
and states that a number of important first run theaters have signed up
for the weekly reel.
Parisian Frolic Closes
After eight weeks of what Arthur
MacHugh and the B. S. Moss press
department describe moocStly as a
"startling success," the Parisian Fashion Frolic will end its engagement
at the Broadway Saturday night.

Lesser Signs Alexander
(Special to ]VIDS DAILY)
Los Angeles — Sol Lesser, it is
Woodward, president of the com- learned
confidentially has signed Ben
pany is now en route east and is
expected in New York the end of Alexander, the youngster who made
this week.
an impression in "Hearts of the
World" and "Daddy Long Legs."
-p^j

;.dge Films in Competition

Norml Tai'^^^1-^'^'" P'^^^ in com.
petition withNi51-se y nextionweek
proNat ofal Two
^
ial "A Ti"
Her initduction.
er
.Sht
DS.V
Worlds" will be tfc. ^^t- "'^m,
P'^^
while the 'F'^^^' „^''l
Strand
release.
a Select
"She Loves and She^ ^'es
\

The local offices of Lesser did not
know anything about the deal.
There will be no issue of
WID'S DAILY to-morrow,
New

Year's.

y
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Eastern Hollywood

(Continued from Page 1)
dustry practically absorbing the activities of each of these communities.

F. P. Makes Purchase
Famous Players have purchased
"For the Defense" in which Richard
Bennett is now appearing on the
stage.

Vd. XH*. 8S Wedncidar Decemkcr31. 191S Pric* 5 Ceiti

"Wc will have the advantage of
Washburn's Next Picked
controlling the entire policy of our
Copyright 1919. Wid's Film and Film Folks, development and owing to our large
Bryant Washburn's next produclac.
Publiihed Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., area and comparatively cheap ground
tion will be "Mrs. Temple's TeleJlew York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS
and value will l)e able to build plants
FILM FOLKS, INC.
gram." Elmer Harris is doing the
I. C. ("Wid") Gunning, President and Treas- with everything on the ground floor scenario.
■rer;
Joseph
Dannenberg,
Vice-President as iri the California types, with
»nd Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Secretary
and
ample room- about the studios for
Busine'is
Manager.
Catered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, accommodating all of the motion Special Performance for New Year's
Hugo Riesenfeld will give special
•t the post office at New York, N. Y., under
*« act of March 3, 1879.
picture
companies'
activities.
New the
Year's
Eveand
performTerms (Postage free) United States, Outside
"Many of the facilities required by midnight
ances at both
Rivoli
Rialto
at Greater
New
York, $iaOO one year; 6 motion picture producers can be used
■Mnths,
$5.00; 3 montha,
$3.00.
Foreign, in common in a community operated commencing at 11:20 P. M., to-night.
fl5.00.
The complete bill will be presented
on a large scale.
Subscribers should remit with order
at both houses.
Address
all
communications
to
WID'S
"Queens will undoubtedly be the
section of New York in which for
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New
York, N. Y.
the next few years many of the new
Chicago Paper Changes
Hands
Telephone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
Hollywood,
California
motion pictures plans will be loEditorial and Business Offices:
6411 Holly- cated.
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Wood
Bird. Phone, Hollywood
1603.
Chicago — The Interstate Film Re"We expect to secure some of
view, a local film paper, circulated
these plants for our property and
shall develop a considerable portion free through Illinois and Wisconsin,
has changed hands. Willis, Eckels
Bid Asked Last Sale of the tract surrounding the studios and
Mack have taken it over.
for residential purposes so that the
Famous
Players
.. 85^ 87
86
operatives
in
the
studios
can
live
Goldwyn
29
31
30^
comfortably and near their work.
At Work
in Boston
Loew's,
Inc
29^ 30
30
"This we feel will be the distincTriangle
—
—
%
Boston,
Mass.
—
Production
is comtive feature of our development, and
United
Pict. Prod. 15
16)^ 16
ing along rapidly at the Atlas studio
World
Film
-—
—
^ will ultimately make the section a in Newton on "The Place of Honeyreal motion picture center."
moons" a Harold MacGrath story
i.i which Emily Stevens and MonNixon, Chester Will Cost $250,000
Aviators to View Film
tagu Love are to be featured. PioMembers of the American Flying
Chester, Pa. — Bids for construction
neer will handle the film.
work
on the Nixon
Theater
here Club will see "The Great Air Robb?ve been asked
here.
The house room today.
bery" at the Universal projection
Picking the Good Films
will cost $250,000.
This is the air film in which Lieut.
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Olmer
Locklear appears.
Chicago— William J. Sweeney, secretary of the Illinois Exhibitor' AlRivoli Suntday Mark Passed
liance, abranch of the national orThe opening of Anniversary Week
ganization of exhibitors, has inaugat the Rivoli was marked by the
urated a scheme by which Chicago
smashing of all previous Sunday
can keep "tabs" on all
records when 9,269 paid to see Doug- exhibitors
the features offered by the various
exchanges.
las Fairbanks in "When the Clouds
A large blackboard in the Alliance
RollNorma
By." Talmadge in "She Loves
headquarters gives a list of the curand Lies" will be the feature next
rent films, and opposite each is writweek.
ten the opinions, merit and drawing
power of that particular feature, as
Sylva With American
submitted by those exhibitors who
have run the picture. Some of the
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
features receive a severe grilling at
Chicago, 111. — Marguerita Sylva's
Bee," the hands of the big exhibitors of
Honey
on, "The
new
American the city and the blackboard is being
by the
be released
will producti
early in the spring. Samuel Mer- consulted daily by the managers of
i.fc
and Rupert Jul- the smaller houses.
vvin wrote the story ed.
direct
ian

Quotations

New Building Plant. ec,
Another

Center
for Chicago
changes Being Sponsored

{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Chicago — Two film exchange buildings having "flivved" a third is now
projected to be located on the North
side of the "loop." It is said the project has the sanction of the N. A. M.
P. I.

A HAPPY
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As the exchanges now located in
the downtown district have to seek
quarters outside of the "loop" before
May 1, 1920, many of the large exchanges are anxious to find some
place to go.

^

Will Invite Mary Pickford
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
— B. D. SamuelsonLosof Angeles,
SamuelsonCal.Productions,
Ltd.,
of London is authority for the statement that an invitation will be extended Mary Pickford by English
theatrical interests to go to London next year to take part in the
Christmas Cinderella Pantomime,
which is given there every season.
Northwestern

Has

Indian

Film

{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Sh'-'idan, Wyoming — Northwestern l^ilm Co. is releasing a new Indian picture in seven reels all of
which has been taken outdoors,
called "Before the White Man
Came." William E. Ewing wrote it,
John E. Maple directed, and John
W. Fuqua and E. B. Sontag were
the cameramen.

n-OL';o\®
Robertso
ips With
Phill
(Special
to WID'S
DAIL
^'^.^.j-ccv'
wer

Cleveland, O.— Dan Phillip^

-\ ^'^^^,

Exchange
later withGenera^^^'^^o'v^^
Hodk
^ecra?
erly of the andCleveland
is now representing Robertson-^ pToduc-uanges
pictures in this city.

Fox

to Build Springfield House

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
g $250.
FowillSpring
erectfield,
a new Mass.
house,
costinam
— Willi
000 on Main St. in place of the pre
sent one which will be torn down.
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Wednesday,

Stoll on Exchange

LtlieN ews

No. 106
IT
MACARTHOB,
CAL
Hidden
protect coast — 14 inch steel monsihow liow quickly they "disappear"
; target practice at imaginary fleet
)S away.
KKKBS, N. Y.— Will there be sngjenty now?
The first shipment
of
•ear's
crop
from
Cuba — 7,000,000
rrives safely.
|OKI.INE,
MASS.— Can you "curl"
New EngItraight line on the ice
demonteams
ice-curling
famous
sport.
Aerate their unique
WITH THE U. S. MARINES IN HAITI— America's sea-soldiers occupy the
little island republic in the West Indies
to preserve order during its numerous
political upheavals.
HAYBES, FBANCE.— President Poincaire visits war ravaged areas of France
to direct reconstruction — hearty welcome
for him everywhere.
BEWABE— Over 300 are killed by
wood alcohol throughout the country 1
Attorne.v-Oeneral Palmer issues a warning to the public.
NEW YOBK CITY — Sweden's Navy
sends "representative" to U. S. — "Fylgia"
is the first Swedish warship to arrive
here in twelve
years.
PBAGUE, BOHEMIA— For the defense
of their new republic — the populace
gives a hearty ovation to the Czechoslovak legionaries, who form the nucleus of country's army.
GALVESTON, TEX.— See Galr^ston
from the air! Pathe cameraman idakes
liiglit over city in a seaplane which arrived here with the NC-4.

I

li

toaay

Censorship Fight
would
tion.

{Continued from Page 1)
be able to handle the situa-

Those in touch with the censorship situation feel that Virginia will
need the closest watching in view
of the fact that all Southern states
might follow the lead if censorship
won out in Virginia.
May

Tax Theaters to Fight Censor

British
Film
Man
Suggests
Way
Out of Financial Difficulties
{Special to WID'8 DAILY)
London. — Sir Oswald Stoll, who
has in mind broad producing activities here, has taken up the cudgels
for the British distributor in regard to "the almost suicidal rate of
exchange" existing between the
United
States
and England.
Stoll is a recognized financial expert in England and in a lengthy
article in the London press, points
out that, owing to the exchange
rate, British film men are paying
20 per cent, more for American
made
pictures than is equitable.
He continues: "We can only avoid
the coming crisis by forthwith reestablishing sound legal tender. This
can be done by reducing the amount
of our legal tender to equivalence
with gold, so that the world may
know that our legal tender is equal
to gold, and that it might as a fact
be exchanged into eold as Rank of
England notes in both theory and
practice might actually be. The reduction might be effected by attributing more importance to our
legal tender money as a standard of
value than as a medium of exchange
and pushing cheques and banking
credit in a national campaign as the
national medium of exchange for
rich and poor alike. Everybody
should pay his receipts into his bank

Five Weeks

of Hodkinson

Films

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Washington — When "The Lone
Wolf's Daughter," a Hodkinson release rounds its two week run at
Moore's Rialto, there will have been
five consecutive weeks of Hodkinson features at the Rialto. The

{Special to WW'S DAILY)
Boston — One of the interesting
Censors Again in East Orange
angles of the recent meeting of the
M. P. Exhibitors' League of Mas{Special to WID'S DAILY)
sachusetts was the hearty ar use
Kast Orange, N. J. — Ten men and
~n have been selected by May">n
s'
S. Black's
given Alfred
" ~ and
Chairman
Cotton
that theaters
be taxed '
"■' to pass upon and
raise a fund
with
v'
• here.
A preproposed censorshi'
"hip 1
Ernest H. Ho.elected viou.
was a to...
president
of
•
acceeding
HovWillis, Eckels
tv
V, F. J.
( The f-"
.s were elected: have
just prepared
toi
Hyman attractions an unusui.
y F'"aent, vice-president,
J. B. Sproule,
.econd
fective campaign book on "The Pt..
-ung, Plymouth;
treas- ny Philanthropist"
starring
Ralph
jO Lourie,
Boston;
secre- Morgan
and
Peggy
O'Neil,
which
arry I. Wasserman, Roxbury. will be released the first of the year.
i.> -tors: Charles Harris, Al Somer, Boston; P. F. Lydon, South BosFlorence Reed's feature release to
^1.0^.. H. Mailey, Brighton; Charles follow "The Eternal Mother" will be
^, \Bostrn; Abe Montague, South "The Alibi," scenes for which the
^n, anc' M. J. Lydon, Dorcester. well known star of the United
league
will hold the annual Picture
laking. Theaters of America is now
Feb. 7.

31, 1919

Dempsey Serial Named
The Jack Dempsey serial for Pathe
has

been
definitely
named
"Daredevil Durant."
It was
previously
called "Dead
or Alive."

first was "Desert Gold," which
played two weeks and "The Capitol," which played one week.
Margarita Fisher Leaves "A"
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Los Angeles— It is reported here
that Margarita Fisher has completed
her contract
with
American
Film.
j She will tour the United States with
i a Government
film expedition
and
I will star in films to be made on the
' trip. The films will be educationals.
New Theater Company
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Trenton, N. J.— A. Robinson is
named as the agent of the Roosevelt
Theater Corp., of West Hoboken,
chartered here and authorized to issue $300,000 in capital stock, divided
into 100 shares.
Pathe

Striding

The difference between
moving pictures and
Goldwyn Pictures is the
difference between
ment.
speculation and invest-

Ahead

I Pathe
reports, that business
done
I in features
for November
tops the
' October total by 20 per cent while
! October
business
was 25 per cent

than September's.
; greater
Paul Brunet
stated some time ago
that Pathe's
feature
collections
in
and pay out by cheque."
and September has inStoll also points out that owing July, August
creased 400 per cent over the best
to the decrease in purchasing power
previous
month
in the company's
of the American dollar, British buy- records.
ers are forced to make up for this
deficiency in their payments to
American business, as well as j Henry Kolker is supervising the
obliged to pay "the enormously final cutting and titling of "The
Third Generation," his first produchigh"
exchange
rate.
tion as author-director for Brentwood.
Report Loew Behind Deal
{Special to WID'S DAILY)
Cincinnati, O. — Marcus Loew is
said to be behind a deal by which
Schuyler's cafe at 626 Vine St., has
changed hands, that it may give
way to an office building and theater. The purchaser wli*ose name
has not been disclosed will assume
possession of the property in the
spring. $280,000 is involved in the
transaction.

December

LEUMAS CARTOON SERVICE
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Films for ev'ery purpose.
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FOR—
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ALL
THE
World
FI-OOD SWKEPS BUSY FIFTH AVK>n!;. — ^\'utrrmain bursts and tralllc in
New York's prinripul slioppine street
con "s to standstill.
1.AINCH BIG NAYY SVBMARINE.—
The S-4 is sent down tlie ways at the
P€»rt»moutli Navy Yard at Kittery, Maine.

yessel Press,
for christened
newspapers.
— n:*"mk
3PI»v American
as a
tribute to the part ph«yed by newslaunched
is
war
papers in winning: tlie
at 1 hilivdelphia.
OKlf. PERSHING IN HIS HOME
xdrWIfi — Chief of the A. E. F. visits the
8Cenem-^of his boyhood at Laclede, Mo.,
and l» greeted by old friends at the
station.
CAYALRY' AT PLAY.— OfBORDER
ficers of troops stationed at Fort Bliss,
Tex., ensape in hard fought polo match.
FLAGSHIP CAPTURED BY ICE.—
Commodore Perry's famous old frigate
The Niagara, pride of the navy in 1812,
Is frozen in her dock at Erie, Pa.
CURLERS TRAIN FOR
YANKEE
MATCH. — Country Club teams start
strenuous practice at Brookline for
in Montreal.
with Canadians
matches
LAST PEACEMAKER HOME FROM
PARIS. — Frank L. Polk, assistant secretary of state, is back at his desk in
WashinEton.
CHRISTMAS TREE FOR HORSES
(BOSTON ONLY).— The S. P. C. A. gives
cheer and holiday feast to Boston Dobbins.
SUGAR CROP IS ON ITS WAY — S.
S. Lnrline arrives in San Francisco with
cargo of sweets from Hawaii to relieve
shortage in U. S.
FERRY'
DESTRO^TER soldINTOby the
TURN
navy,
i BO.VT. — The Farragut
is being
rebuilt
Cal., for
jV '; passenger
service. at Petlauma,
DOCK—
DRY
GRE.VTEST
try out of Comattend
experts
bigBoston,
monwealth Dock in South
gest repair shop of the sea.
QUEEN MARIE HELPS HER PEOPLE
goes
Her Royal Highness of Roumania
'"~"jto
Telega
to
aid
in
the
distribution
of
.•iBupplies.
TEST
^
/Navy

^

DISTRIBUTED BY
REPUBLIC DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION

Coast Brevities

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Hollywood — Charles French
completed three pictures for
two with Gladys Brockwell and
with Madlaine Traverse and
siojned to do four more.

DAILV
Incorporations

has
Fox,
one
has

The third in a series of two reel
comedies with Hank Mann in the
■principal role has just been finished.
It is titled "Paper, Paste and Poultry" and was directed by Herman
C. Raymaker.

Albany — Erie Operating Co., Buffalo. Capital, $20,000. Incorporators: E. M. Lehnis, H. Vater, and
M. C. Farrell, Buffalo.
Albany — Erie Amusement Co.,
Inc., Buffalo Capital, $10,000 Incorporators: J.and G. Rosing and
S. J. Holender, Buffalo.
Austin, Tex. — Rialto Amusement
Co., Capital, $75,000. Incorporators:
A. Peebles, William Campbell and
R. M. Finley.

Pioneer Affiliates With Sterling
A five year contract has been eri
tered upon between Pioneer Filij
and Sterling Films, Ltd. of Canad
whereby the latter will handle th
Pioneer attractions on the Domir
ion.
Educator Here for Data
Herman B. Esselen of the Graci
uate School of Business Admii
istration of Harvard Universit
is in New York gathering data reli
tive to the motion picture industrl

Changes in Pioneer Personnel
Two
new managers have bei
A brilliant fancy dress ball is a
Albany — Lithuanian Films Corp., placed in the Buffalo and Clevelai
feature of the Goldwyn Picture
Brooklyn. Capital, $25,000. Incor- exchanges of Pioneer Film. Th
porators: A. F. Rachunas, J. M.
"Dangerous
Days.,"
a Reginald
Barker Production
v.,1 the
Eminent Danielus and P. Vaitekunas, 426 are R. T. Murphy who succeeds
Cobe at Buffalo and D. S. DavidscI
Authors' Series. The story is by Shepherd Ave., Brooklyn.
who
land. replace C. R N. Morrfs at Clev
Mary Roberts Rinehart.
Dover, Del. — Widescope Camera
and Film Corp. Capital $2,000,000.
Photographing of the Booth Tark- Incorporators: J. D. Elms, New
ington
series of "Edgar"
has York; George W. Bingham and
been commenced
under thestories
direction
Walter T. Mclnnis, of Newark.
of E. Mason Hopper.
Wyndham Standing arrived from
New York last week and Thursday
work was commenced for Basil
King's Eminent Authors Production "Earth Bound" in which Standing has the principal part. This is
being directed by T. Hayes Hunter.
Under direction of Harry Beaumont, Madge Ken.iedy has commenced work in "Two Cents Worth
of Humanness," written for Goldwyn by Octavus Roy Cohen. The
completed cast includes John Bowers, Willard Louis, Florence DeShon and Richard Tucker.

Mildred Harris Chaplin's second
First National pictu/e will be "PolStanley in Atlantic City?
ly of the Storm Country," a Grace
'Miller White story, written espe(Special to IVID'S DAILY)
cially for Mrs. Chaplin.
Atlantic City, N. J.— It is rather
Stanthat
here
reported
persistently
At a little dinner party given by
ley of Philadelphia will build a large
theater on the site opposite the Mary Miles Minter, the engagement
Traymore Hotel at Boardwalk and of Agnes Christine Johnston to
Illinois Aves.
Frank Dazey was announced. Both
No confirmation of this report can parties are well known writers. The
be secured.
wedding will take place sometime in
Andersen
Back Jan. 20
June.
Robert Andersen has informed UnWithin four weeks after his ariversal that he will return from Denrival in Los Angeles, Frank M. Damark on Jan. 20.
zey had two continuities in course
of production at the Louis B. Mayer studios. One picture is Caroline
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG
Lockhart's "The Fighting ShepherdOnce more demonstrates- her magnificent art in
ess," directed by Edward Jose, in
"THE EYES OF YOUTH"
which
Anita Stewart is starred, and
We have made for this production a
the
other
is Grace Miller White's
very artistic lobby display together
with reproductions in fac-simile oil
"Polly
of
the
Storm Country," dipaintings from her latest poses in
rected by Arthur H. Rosson, with
various sizes.
Mildred Harris Chaplin as the sjar..
ERAUS
MFG.
CO.
Both are for release through First
220 West 42d Street
National.
/
17th Floor
TeL 360! Bryant
(3AUSMAN.

WE NEVER
KJrLLr^^^

Austin, Tex. — Buckhorn Pictures
Corp., San Antonio, Tex. Capital,
$25,000. A. H. Gibson, Harris Gordon and R. B. Roberts, incorporators.
New Bedford, Mass. — The New
Bedford Strand Theater has been
chartered here with a capital of $10,000. Incorporators are Andrew J.
Cobe, Harry Bergson and R. W.
Cobe.

porators.

Two Years to Build

TI/TLES,

(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Indianapolis — According to the
terms of the agreement entered upon
by Famous Players for the leasing
of part of the Hotel English and
adjoining property as a theater site,
the theater must be built and in operation by Jan. 1, 1923. Famous
gets control in Jan., 1921.

ILLUSTRATIONS

anbTITLE

PHOTOGRAPHY

Lansing
Block Burns
(Special to WID'S DAILY)
Lansing, Mich. — Fire recently destroyed the Hudson
block
here,
owned by Col. W. S. Butterfield.
Butterfield intended dismantling
the structure which, -e^-c-jpied mt
block and erect a 'theater on the site.
Melford Specials Announced
Famous Players officially announce
the placing of George Melford under
a long term contract to make George
Melford
Prod.
The first will be
"The Sea Wolf."

DISAPPOINT
J

MtkJ
Capitol

Austin Tex. — Charters for Foy's
Neighborhood Theaters, Dallas, have
been filed with a capital stock of
$40,000. Ed. Foy, Sr.. Edward Foy,
Jr. and J. D. Bright are the incor-
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